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INTRODUCTION
Paul mentions Luke three times in his letters: ﬁrst
in two epistles of the ﬁrst imprisonment (Col. 4:14;
Philemon 24) and then in one epistle of the second
imprisonment (II Tim. 4:11). We see at once that
Luke is in closest association with the great apostle to
the Gentiles. Paul regards him as one of his “fellow
laborers." (Philemon 24) , and in sending Luke’s greetings to the Colossians (4:11) he calls him “the beloved
physician.” During Paul’s ﬁrst imprisonment in Rome,
when in his own hired house he was able to do a great
deal of work (Acts 28 :30, 31) , Luke must have been
working with him and was greatly endeared to the
apostle. When Paul was again imprisoned in Rome
and was this time held in close conﬁnement and expected to be condemned to death, we have the pathetic
statement from his pen: “Only Luke is with me.” Luke
alone is supporting Paul in this last severe ordeal. No
gospel work is possible at this time. The pathos is
greater when we note that Demas, who, during the

ﬁrst imprisonment, sent greetings to the Colossians
together with Luke, has now, when Paul, in his second
imprisonment, is facing death, forsaken {the apostle
and turned again to the world (II Tim. 4 :10). Demas,
too, should have stood with Paul, but only faithful
Luke remained.
A valuable point in these passages is often overlooked, namely Luke’s connection with Mark. Philemon
24 shows us that Luke and Mark were together in the
work with Paul in Rome. These two Gospel writers
were at the same time under Paul’s inﬂuence and were
in closest association with each other. Had Luke already written his Gospel—as some suppose, in Ca:-

(5)
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sarea, during Paul’s imprisonment there, before he

was transferred to Rome? That would have given
Luke a distinction beyond any of Paul’s fellow laborers.
Yet in the list of persons who are sending greetings to
the Colossians (4:10-14) it is Epaphras who receives
the highest praise, and several others are distinguished
above Luke. Mark, too, is mentioned as about to make

the journey to Colossaa.

,

Luke and Mark, who were in contact with each
other during the ﬁrst imprisonment of Paul, are found
to be so again at the time of the second imprisonment.
When Paul says that Luke alone is with him he at
once begs Timothy (II Tim. 4:10) to be sure and bring
Mark with him when Timothy, at Paul’s request, hastens to come to him at Rome. There is no reason to
assume that Mark did not come; and both Luke and
Mark were most likely with Paul when he laid his head
upon the executioner’s block. Neither Mark nor Luke
had as yet written a Gospel; but both, as Paul’s last
mention of them shows, are most beloved of him and
were thus close friends of each other. It is fair to
conclude that whoever of them was the ﬁrst to write
his Gospel, the other must have promptly heard of it,
secured a copy, and used it for his own writing.
We learn more from Luke himself. In the so-called
“we sections” of the Acts Luke indicates his own pres-

ence in the incidents there recorded. The ﬁrst of these
in Codex D and its companions occurs in Acts 11:28.
The genitive absolute a'vvea'fpamse'vwv ﬁpo'iv is inserted,
which describes a congregational meeting at Antioch
at which prophets from Jerusalem appeared, and at
which one of them, Agabus, foretold a great famine.
The genitive absolute states that Luke was present at

this meeting. Paul, too, was at this time working at
Antioch together with Barnabas and was thus also
present at this meeting. This valuable reading plainly
implies that Luke lived in Antioch at this time, which
agrees with the tradition that he was a native of this
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city. He was now a Christian and a member of the
congregation. He was in touch with Paul, for Barnabas had brought Paul to Antioch, and the two had
worked there for a whole year (Acts 11:25, 26). At
Antioch Luke could easily have secured his medical

and literary education, a famous medical school being
located there.
All that can be said about the conversion of Luke is
based on Acts 11 :20, 21. After the ﬁrst persecution of
the church in Jerusalem some Christians ﬂed to Antioch (v. 19) . Among them were “men of Cyprus and
Cyrene” who preached “the Lord Jesus” to the Grecians. Among these Greeks was Luke who thus came
to the faith directly from paganism without ﬁrst becoming a Jewish proselyte. He was converted before
Barnabas brought Paul to Antioch. Paul calls Timothy
his “son” because he had converted him, but no intimation to this effect is given by Paul concerning his
beloved Luke. The fact that Luke was a native of
Antioch appears incidentally in the Acts. In 6:5 only
Nicholas is described by an addition to his name; Luke

knew that he was from Antioch. Since he was well
acquainted with Antioch, Luke also shows special interest in. this congregation’s affairs. The fact that
Luke was a Gentile appears in Co]. 4:10-14 where Luke
and Demas are distinguished from three others “who
are of the circumcision.” We may note incidentally
that about one-fourth of the New Testament was written by a former pagan.
The next “we section,” Acts 16:10, etc., shows us
Lukein company with Paul at Troas on the apostle’s
second missionary journey. He is now one of Paul’s
chosen companions and' assistants in the work. This
“we” stops with the visit to Philippi and permits the
conclusion that Luke, who for some reason had not
been arrested with Paul and Silas, was left behind to

superintend the work in Philippi. The next “we,” in
Acts 20:6, etc., shows Luke joining Paul and his com-
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pany (v. 4) at the end of the third missionary journey.
This “we” takes Luke to Jerusalem with Paul .(Acts
21 :17, 18). Paul is now under arrest and is Quickly
transferred to Cesarea. Among the “acquaintance”
who were allowed to minister unto him there (Acts
.24 :23) we gladly place also Luke. It is quite probable
that Luke remained near Paul in Caesarea during the

entire time of the imprisonment, for in Acts 27 :1 he
accompanies Paul on the long and dangerous journey
'to Rome for his conﬁnement there until the emperor
should hear his case. Luke remained with Paul in
Rome as is shown above by Col. 4:14.
Luke does not obtrude his professional medical
learning in his writings. In this he shows good taste
as well as proper. balance. This question has been
thoroughly considered in recent years. In 1882 W. K.
Hobart’s, The Medical Language of St. Luke, cited the
Greek physicians Hippocrates, Diascorades, Arataeus,
and Galen to show to what extent Luke used medical
language; Zahn, Harnack, Moffatt, and others accepted
most of his ﬁndings. But Henry J. Cadbury’s, The
Style and Literary Method of Luke, I, The Diction of
Luke and Acts, Harvard Theological Studies VI, 1919
and 1920, controverted Hobart most decidedly and was

aided by George F. Moore, a contributor to the Harvard Studies. A sample is the term «puma»; used in
Luke 21 :34, which Hobart, Zahn, Harnack, and Moﬂ’att
regarded as a technical medical term, but which Moore
proves to be nothing but the common Greek word for

the Katzenjammer (“hang-over”) after too much Wine.
The upshot of the study is that in Luke's time medical
science had not developed specialized foreign terms but
used the ordinary Greek world language. Luke did not
parade his medical learning before his reader. What
he did was to write with exactness about diseases and
medical matters. Only in a quiet and a reﬁned way
does Luke prove himself a physician.
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The fact that Luke wrote the third Gospel as well
as the Acts is solidly attested by the ancient tradition.
Justin Martyr, born in Samaria about the year 100,
quotes Luke’s Gospel repeatedly. Irenaeus (115-190)
says in his book against heresy (3, 1): “Luke, the
follower of Paul, preserved in a book the gospel which
that apostle preached.” He also, gives an account (3,
14) of the contents of this gospel, which shows that he
refers to the book we now know as Luke’s Gospel.
Tertullian (150 or 160—220 . or 240) says that his
teacher Cerdon received only Luke’s Gospel. Tatian,
some time after 150, includes Luke in his Diatessaron,
a harmony of all four Gospels. The pagan Celsus, about

178, knows Luke’s Gospel and directs his attacks
against it. The Muratorian Canon (last quarter of the
second century) attests Luke’s writing. Eusebius (260
or 270—340) in his Church History, 3 :4, speaks, without doubting, of both the Gospel and the Acts as being
written by Luke.
Among the attestations to Luke’s Gospel is that of
the gnostic Marcion. He rejected everything Jewish
from what he considered to be the real “gospel.” He
thus discarded the entire Old Testament and all of the
New except Paul’s Epistles and Luke’s Gospel. He
mutilated and worked over the latter to suit his own
purpose. The point of this is that Marcion did not
assail the authorship of Luke; he had no theory to the

effect that Luke worked over and spoiled the genuine
work of an earlier writer. Marcion came to Rome in
139; his gnosticism follows this date.
Considerable controversy has been carried on among

German scholars regarding Marcion and Luke’s Gospel. The claim was made that both Marcion's and
Luke’s works were based on an earlier original. This

was advanced to the claim that Marcion’s was the
original. This again to the claim that Marcion’s work
was the original Gospel composed by Luke, this Gospel
having been worked over by a later hand. But the
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whole controversy has been brought to an issue. Marcion’s work has been restored suﬂiciently to show that
he indeed mutilated, abridged, and altered the canonical Luke because he considered this the easiest of the
four Gospels to handle for his purpose. Thus Marcion’s
testimony stands. All that he left of Luke’s name in
the epistles is the fact that Paul sends Luke’s greetings
and Luke’s name is coupled with that of the renegade
Demas. He thus I-casts an evil light on the man whose
book he misused.
The caption Kant Aouxav, which is also extended to
something like To Kan-(‘1. onxiv 'Aywv 'Et'tayyc'hwv, must be
regarded as one of the ancient attestations to the fact
thatthe third Gospel is from Luke’s hand. Each of 'the
four Gospel manuscript rolls was marked by such a
Ka'ra'. phrase which named that Gospel’s writer. No one

tries to say how far back these captions go, but they
very likely reach back to the earliest days. The manue
script rolls were placed in a holder or were laid in a
drawer, and some mark was needed to distinguish
them. Thus the Kara'. phrase was written on the outside
of the roll and at the top of the ﬁrst column of the
writing. These phrases are stronger attestations than
those of the individual church fathers, for they represent the conviction of the churches in general, wherever these rolls were used in public worship, that the
evangelist named on each wrote what it contained.
The preposition was not {m6 so that we cannot
translate “by Luke,” etc., which would express author-

ship in the most direct way. For the Gospels, as Luke’s
shows so clearly, were not original compositions. The
“gospel” contained in them did not originate with the
writer whose name was placed at the head of the roll.
The preposition xami was more exact, for it obviated
such a notion and'yet included the idea that the person
named wrote the book. Secundwm, “according to,”
means that the version of the “gospel” or glad news
was not invented by Luke (Matthew, etc.‘) but was by
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him recorded in the book he wrote. Luke names the
source from which he drew (1 :1-4) . John was an eye-

witness to the events, Matthew to most of them and
drew the rest of them from others like Mark‘and Luke.
It is in this speciﬁc way that the Kurd captions are of
such great importance.
#

t

#

Luke wrote both of his books for a certain Theophilus, concerning whom, unfortunately, we know
next to nothing. The address Kpérwre, which may be
rendered “Your Excellency," indicates knighthood,
ofﬁcial position, or great wealth and prominence, it is
uncertain just which. But we have no information
concerning the contact between Luke and Theophilus,
where the latter resided, and just why Luke wanted to
write to him to give him the certainty that he ought to
have. Some feel certain that this Theophilus was already a Christian, but this was not the case. In the

Gospel. Luke addresses him as Kpci'rwrc, not so in the
Acts. In all Christian literature, however, no brother
Christian is ever addressed by such a title of earthly
distinction. Hence when Luke wrote his Gospel to
Theophilus, this distinguished man was not yet a
Christian but was greatly interested. in things Christian; but when Luke sent the Acts to him, Theophilus
had become a convert. This conclusion is safe and not

the other which is based on xamxﬁaqc in 1:4 and interprets this verb as if it meant that Theophilus had

already been instructed in the Christian doctrine.
Something more should be added. Theophilus must
have come into contact with Luke in later years, not so

very long before the Gospel was written for him. Those
who suppose that he lived in Antioch overlook the fact
that Luke left this city to join Paul on his. journeys and
in his work and, as far as we know, never went back
to his native town. After the death of Paul in Rome
Luke went, not to Antioch, but to Greece if the old
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tradition is to be trusted. Now it is not fair to assume,
even if the date of the Gospel is made as early as possible, that Theophilus, who lived in Antioch and had
known Luke, should have remained in uncertainty

about the great gospel events and facts until Luke
ﬁnally brought him certainty after many years. Luke’s
contact with Theophilus must have occurred at a far
later time. Somewhere, possibly in Rome, these two
met with the result that not long after this time Luke
wrote twice to his important friend.
As far as the dates are concerned, it was in the
year 43 that Paul came to Antioch and found Luke in
the church. Luke joined Paul to become one of his
assistants in Troas in the year 52 or 53. It is a fair

conclusion that Luke had left Antioch and was now
living in Troas. In 58 Luke goes with Paul on his
journey to Jerusalem and remains with him until they
reached Rome in the year 60, after that to the end of
the ﬁrst imprisonment in 62, and again to the death of
Paul in 66. The Gospel was not written earlier than
this date. Theophilus cannot have lived in Antioch all
these years and remained uncertain about the great
facts of Christianity. All these years would also have
lessened the personal tie between the two men. Why
should Luke, after such a long separation, write two
such notable works to Theophilus?
It is guessing to regard Luke as having originally
been a slave in the house of Theophilus—slaves sometimes practiced medicine; it is surmising to add that

Luke became a freedman and was thus able to go
where he pleased. Luke is too highly educated for anything such as this. Admitting that these guesses are
correct, how would this former slave come to write
thus to his former master in these late years? The
improbabilities are too great. They go beyond the
bounds of the probable when ten years are added as

those assume who think that Luke did not write his
Gospel until after the destruction of Jerusalem, about
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the year 75 if not later than that. As far as Luke’s
standing is concerned, it is a far better guess to say
that, like Paul, he, too, was a Roman citizen.
All the probabilities lie in the direction that Luke
became acquainted with Theophilus at a later time,

probably in Rome, most likely during Luke’s last stay
in Rome, and that Luke wrote his books to him shortly
after that. The late date of composition is out of the
question also for other weighty reasons.

It is Theophilus who occasioned Luke’s writing.
Other New Testament writings had a similar personal
prompting. Only a few writers note God’s hand back
of these personal promptings. It was he who used
individual needs and situations for providing his
church of all ages with the inspired records it needed.
In the case of Luke’s writings we may admit that

Theophilus, prominent and wealthy as he was, was
expected to publish them. It was a custom of those
times to dedicate books to such personages and to
request that they make them available to others who
would be interested. But Luke’s two introductory
statements (Gospel and Acts) are really not dedications and do not even hint at publication. Luke wrote
most directly for the personal spiritual beneﬁt of
Theophilus. The other Gospels were written directly
for the church; their publication was attended to accordingly. Mark’s and John’s Gospels were written
even by request. Luke simply committed his writings
to Theophilus. We cannot assume that the latter had
requested them, for Luke would then have stated in
his introductory-word to the Gospel that he was complying with that request. Luke knew the value of
what he sent to Theophilus, and we may assume that
he thought Theophilus would recognize that value and
thus publish these writings. It nevertheless remains
highly digniﬁed on Luke’s part not even to hint in this
direction.
t

t

t
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Two ways of arriving at the approximate date of
Luke's writing are quite unsound, for both of them are
based on hypothetical evidence. The one is .very old
and operates with the way in which Luke breaks off

his record in the Acts by leaving Paul conﬁned in
Rome and saying not a word about the outcome of his
trial before the emperor. The assumption is that Luke
did not know the outcome when he wrote, that the Acts
were consequently written right there in Rome in the
year 60 or 61, while Paul was still a prisoner. Since
the Gospel antedates the Acts, it is assumed that it was

Written during Paul’s imprisonment in Caesarea between 58 and 60. There are those who still hold this
view. The trouble is that it rests entirely on the supposed reason as to why Luke closes the Acts as he does,

The other view is less acceptable, for it assails the
character of Luke. It is claimed that Luke wrote the
prophecy recorded in 21 :20-24 as a substitute for Matt.

24 :15-28 and Mark 13 :14-23, and that Luke wrote with
such clearness about the siege of Jerusalem, the destruction of the Temple, and the fate of the Jews
because all these things had already happened when he
wrote. Luke is charged with “departure from strict
historical accuracy” such as Matthew and Mark maintain. But this is a serious charge, namely that the
prophecies of Jesus are recorded by Luke as if they
were made post eventum. Anyone can prophesy in
that way. What becomes of Luke’s own statement that
he, too, after having carefully traced everything from
the' eyewitnesses, writes this Gospel of his? It is not
true that Luke altered the prophecies about Jerusalem
to make them more like the events that occurred later.
To charge this exact historian with such manipulation
of his sources is to assail his character of truthfulness.
But this assault is made chieﬂy for one reason: to get

a date for Luke’s- books that is later than the year
seventy.
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There is nothing to contradict the old tradition that
the Gospels were written in the order in which we now
have them in the New Testament, speciﬁcally that
Luke was the third to write. This is the testimony of
[renams in the Church History of Eusebius (5, 8, 2),
and likewise of Origen (6, 25, 3), and of the ﬁrst sixteen lines of the Muratorian canon. When the Gospels
were collected and arranged, our present order became
ﬁxed. In this connection we may remember that the
four manuscript rolls could be placed in a holder or

laid in a drawer in any order, each being taken out as
needed. When they were at last written in a codex, in
book form, this was a different matter; then the order
had to remain ﬁxed. In Egypt John was placed ﬁrst,

the other three followed in their order; yet this in no
way affected the tradition as to theorder in which the
Gospels were written and, of course, eventually yielded
to the order we now‘ have. The dates of the ﬁrst three

Gospels thus depend on each other. The later Matthew
is placed, the later Mark and Luke must be placed; in
the same way the date of Mark controls that of Luke.
This would amount to nothing as regards Luke if Luke
wrote as late as the year 75 to 80; the interval would
be so long that the order of writing would hardly come
in question as is the case with the late date of John’s
Gospel.
Only a Greek legend tells us that Luke remained
unmarried, that he wrote his Gospel in Achaia later
than Matthew and Mark, and that he died in Bithynia
at the age of 74 or 84. Another report is that he died
in Hellas at the age of 80. Although they are supported by no weighty authority, these may be the facts.
But neither the exact date nor the place of Luke’s
writing can be ascertained thereby. That he wrote
while Paul was alive is altogether unlikely. As Mark
wrote after Peter’s death, so, it seems, Luke wrote
after Paul’s. But the view that Luke put oﬁ writing
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until near the end of his life is just as improbable if
not more so. The points to be noted are these. Luke
did not let Theophilus wait too long. Unless he came
in contact with Theophilus long after Paul’s death
(66) he wrote near that time. All Luke’s investigations with regard to the eyewitnesses were made during the years prior to Paul’s death. Little could be
obtained by Luke after that time when we consider
the various and conﬂicting reports about him after he
ﬁnally left Rome.
til

Luke thus wrote shortly after Mark; where, is
wholly uncertain.
In this connection it is well to remember the contact

of Luke with Mark. He met Mark in Antioch in the
early forties, and Mark and Luke were Paul’s com-

panions during, the ﬁrst and most likely during the last
part of the second imprisonments. Any Gospel that
had been written by Mark would thus quickly come
into Luke’s hands. But Mark’s association with Peter
in Rome up to the latter’s death in 64 may mean even
more for Luke. Where was Luke between Paul’s two
impriso'nments? He could have remained only in Rome.
Then he must have seen Peter and Mark, must have
consulted Peter as an eyewitness, heard the same
things that Mark heard; so that even if Mark’s Gospel
did not reach Luke promptly, Luke had received from
Peter directly what Mark’s Gospel contained. Luke
would never have let the opportunity to consult Peter
pass by, especially at a time as late as this (62-64).

Zahn contends that Luke had no knowledge ‘of
Matthew’s Gospel. He claims that Luke did not know
Aramaic, and that Matthew’s Gospel, being written in

Hebrew, was unintelligible to Luke. But how about the
agreements between Luke and Matthew where both
vary from Mark? Zahn answers that these are due to
the Greek translator of Matthew who used both Mark
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and Luke. The hypothesis is that Mark wrote in 66,
Luke in 75, and that the translator prepared the Greek
Matthew in 80. But this view is not maintainable.
Matthew did not write his Gospel in Hebrew, all he
wrote in that language were his so-called “logia,”
about which no one knows anything further; this entire matter is discussed in ..the introduction to the
author’s commentary on Matthew. We have no reason
to hesitate regarding Luke’s use of Matthew’s Gospel,
which was written in no other language than Greek.
As the authorities on which his Gospel rests Luke
names the original eyewitnesses of the gospel events.
Even if Matthew had never written a line, the probabilities are that Luke met him and consulted him just
as he consulted others of the Twelve. This might explain how Luke agrees so markedly with Matthew in
some passages: He had preserved what Matthew told
him, he used these data when he wrote. But we are
entitled to go much farther. When Luke states in his
prologue that “many” wrote detailed narratives on the
basis of what had been handed down to them by the
eyewitnesses, Matthew himself is one of these “many.”
The objection .is raised that he could not be included
among these because he was himself an eyewitness.
But Matthew was not called by Jesus and did not join
him until quite late (Matt. 9:9). How did Matthew
obtain a knowledge of all that preceded this date? Just
as Luke did—from others. This explains incidentally
why Luke’s account of the birth and the childhood of

Jesus is wholly uninﬁuenced by that of Matthew. Both
were equally dependent upon others, and so Matthew
told the story from Joseph’s angle, Luke from Mary’s.
Luke made an accurate examination of all the gospel facts before he wrote. He must have begun this
investigation long before he wrote. It was natural that
he should want to know all the gospel facts at ﬁrst-

hand. As an educated man he would embrace the golden opportunities that came his way. There was added
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to his own spiritual interest the urge of his gospel
work under Paul’s direction; for this he needed to
know all he possibly could concerning the life of Jesus.
Finally there came his contact with Theophilus and the.
latter’s need. This induced Luke to write. If this is
the human side of it, we know another—the divine.
The Holy Spirit selected Luke for the great task in the
interest of the church of all ages and enabled him with
divine help to write the two books that constitute sucha fountain of saving truth for us today.
The effort is made to show from Luke’s prologue
that he intended from the beginning to write more

than the Gospel (he is said to have planned three
books). But the phrase wept 15v wenhnpocﬁopnpc’vwv iv ‘5va
arpaypdmv, which is made the basis of this view, does
not imply such an extended plan on Luke’s part for the
simple reason that it refers to the writers who preceded Luke——they were the ones who have undertaken
to draw up a narrative “concerning the matters that
have been brought to completion among us,” i.e., the
matters pertaining to Jesus and his redemptive work.
Now the “many” did not set out to write books such as
the Acts, they wrote only Gospels. These gospel matters were also the ones regarding which Theophilus
needed full assurance in order to bring him to faith.
But why did Luke not simply send Mark’s Gospel
or Matthew’s or both of them to Theophilus to furnish
him the certainty he needed? Many of these questions
are easier asked than answered. Matthew’s great Gospel was written for Jewish Christians, and Luke might
thus have preferred to send something else. Mark’s
Gospel might have served for Theophilus and met his
need directly as a Gentile. But Luke perhaps desired
to send more than Mark contained. Beyond this lies
the personal element, which is often the most impor-

tant of all. An account from Luke’s own pen would
have a greater effect upon this aristocrat.
O

t

t
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Luke may, after all, have known Aramaic and
Hebrew. This would best explain the ﬁrst chapters of
his Gospel although their Aramaic cast is generally
explained as being due to the source from which he

drew. He knew the LXX and drew his Old Testament
quotations from this translation. This may have been

done chieﬂy because Theophilus could verify them
there. Luke, however, intentionally cultivates the
LXX’s sacred style in the narratives that have their
scene in Palestine. We also see that he follows the
diction of his sources in many places where he could
have reﬁned the language. Then again, as in the pref.ace and in a few other places, he writes the highest
type of literary Koine. The opening sentence of the

Gospel has often been compared to the prefaces of
Thucydides, Herodotus, and other skilful writers, except that “his modesty is an offset to their vainglory,”
Schaﬁ.
All this makes Luke’s style varied. Luke writes
like a historian and always makes the most of his
material. He remains popular but gives the impression
of culture and writes with a cosmopolitan outlook. His
vocabulary is extensive, for he uses 750 (851 counting
double readings) words that are not found elsewhere
in the New Testament, some of them are still hapaxlegomena (R. 121). Of the 851 words used 312 occur in
the Gospel and 478 in the Acts. Luke does not follow
the chronological order of events except in certain
sections and especially wherethis is necessary because
of the nature of what is recorded. This appears in the
opening narrative of the body of his work (4:16-32)
which belongs chronologically to a later time.
The ancients tried to ﬁnd in Luke’s Gospel that of
Paul. Many have understood Paul’s expression “according to my gospel” to refer to Luke’s book, but
Luke wrote after Paul was dead. The inﬂuence of Paul
on Luke’s writing is only a general one. This appears
from the fact that the two statements of Jesus that are
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preserved by Paul alone
were not used by Luke
made no use of Paul’s
Gospel is Pauline in its

(Acts 20:35; I Thess. 4:15)
in his Gospel. So also Luke
letters in the Acts. Luke’s
tone and tendency. Whether

direct contacts with expressions that were used by.

Paul in his letters can be veriﬁed or not makes little
difference. As far as Luke’s use of the two preceding
Gospels is concerned, an independence on Luke’s part
must be noted. He had the fullest ﬁrsthand information with which to begin and was thus bound to follow
no other writer. While he certainly knew what the
“many” ( 1:1) had written he, did not depend on any
of these documents (not even on Matthew’s and Mark’s).
but altogether on the testimony of the eyewitnesses.
*

$

#

Like the other Gospels, Luke’s has been variously
divided, and not always in an obvious way. The proper
way to divide is to seek Luke’s own division. of marks
and not to impose a division of our own upon his book.
Two parts are so plainly marked as to be obvious to
all, namely the ﬁrst and the last. The former takes in
the ﬁrst three chapters and ends with the genealogy.
Some would extend this ﬁrst part to 4 :15, which is a
rather minor matter. The genealogy indicates so plain
a division point that it ought to be generally recognized. So also the last three chapters belong together,
recounting, as they do, the actual Passion and the resurrection. The eighteen chapters that lie between are
the ones that are variously divided. But careful reading will show two division points, one in 9:51 where
Jesus steadfastly sets his face to go to Jerusalem, and
the other in 18 :31 where he makes the announcement:
“Behold, we go up to Jerusalem !” Accepting these

division points as they are furnished by Luke himself,
his Gospel appears to be composed of ﬁve main parts.
The formulation of captions for them is a minor mat-
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ter, one that exercises the skill of the commentator.
We venture the following:
The Certainty

Concerning the Matters Brought
to Completion Among Us
I.
II.

The Beginning, chapters 1 to 3.
While Jesus was in Galilee, chapter 4 to 9:50.

III.

When Jesus faced Jerusalem, 9:51 to 18:30.

IV.

When Jesus actually entered Jerusalem, 18:31 to
21 :38.

V.

The Consummation, chapter 22 to 24.

It remains to be said that the structure of Luke’s
Gospel is simple and serviceable but shows far less skill
than the more elaborate plans of the other three Gospels.
Mark, for instance, is far more beautifully arranged."

CHAPTER I
THE CERTAINTY
CONCERNING THE MATTERS BROUGHT
TO COMPLETION AMONG US
The First Part
The Beginning. Chapters 1 to 3
Luke has no caption for his book as Matthew and
Mark do; he also has no prologue like John. The lack
of a caption in Luke and in John has been explained
as being an indication that these two writers didnot
think of having their books published; Luke wrote
privately for his friend Theophilus, John for the congregation at Ephesus. Yet Luke follows the common
custom of his 'day by prefacing his book with a general
statement concerning its contents and its purpose. It
is this statement of purpose that reads as if the book is
intended for Theophilus alone and not for the church
in general. The fact that it was nevertheless published
and at once came to be prized as one of the imperishable records of the life of Christ is due to its contents.
It is misleading to say that Luke “dedicated” his book
to Theophilus. What we understand as a book dedication is not at all what Luke intended by his opening
statement. Theophilus already knew many of the stories abdut Jesus. Luke intended to give him the most .exact and reliable account of all that had transpired in .
order that the full certainty of faith might ﬁll his
heart.
1) The ﬁrst sentence is periodic, packed with concise information, beautifully constructed in the manner
of the best literary Koine, and not surpassed by any
(23)
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Greek writers (Herodotus, Thucydides, Polybius) . The
perfection of this sentence can be fully appreciated
only by those who are able to read it in its Greek original. Even the best translation loses altogether too
much, to say nothing of the speciﬁc terms used in the
original which cannot be conveyed in translation with

the desired exactness.
Since many have taken in hand to recount a narrative about the matters among us that have been
brought to completion, even as they who from the
beginning were eyewitnesses and assistants of the

Word delivered them to us, I, too, resolved, after
having accurately traced. everything from the start,
to write in an orderly way to thee, Your Excellency
Theophilus, that thou mightest come to realize the

certainty of the statements concerning which thou
hast been informed. The general thought is simple:
like others before him, Luke writes a Gospel, but he
does so for a very special purpose and with the equipment this requires.
When Luke speaks of What others have done, this
is merely to point out that his own undertaking is quite
regular — he is doing what others have done. The
causal force of émLSﬁwep (6'ch = since, 813=admittedly
true, wép=intensifying particle to emphasize importance, R., W. P., page 3) is thus in place: since many
did it, I, too, am doing it. Luke alone has this word,
which fact conveys also a literary touch, R. 965. Yet
the part of the sentence which follows shows that Luke
is not merely doing over again what has already been
done by many others—a useless task on his part. His
narration belongs only in a general class with all these
other writings; it has its own distinct aim and quality.
For what the “many” had already written was not
identical; their products, too, varied in different ways.
How many are included in woMol we have no means
of knowing, but quite a number must be referred to.
No trace is left of their writings, nor does any other
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person except Luke refer to these many accounts. Luke
is, of course, not referring to the far later apocryphal

Gospels, all of which are non-historical inventions.
Many are ready to include Mark among the “many"
but by no means Matthew, except possibly his Hebrew
Logia to which Papias makes reference. These Logia

are not Matthew’s Gospel that was written by him in
Hebrew and was not translated into Greek until far
later, in the year 80 or still later. Matthew wrote his
Gospel in Greek near the year 60, and Mark had it as
did Luke. 0n the facts regarding Matthew see the
writer’s introduction to his Gospel. Mark and Luke
were companions as late as 66; then and after that
date they exchanged information. See the further discussion in the introduction to Luke.
It is unwarranted to think that by writing c’arcxdp'qa'av
Luke ﬁnds fault with these other writers; we do not
translate “they attempted,” as if they did not make a

success of their attempts. This word is common in the
papyri (en: plus xa’p, to lay hand on) and connotes

neither failure nor blame. Luke does not convey the
idea that the faultiness and the imperfection of these
other writers are impelling him to do a better job. In

fact, With millet: in v. 3 he places himself into the same
class with them. The only thought implied in the verb .
is the diﬂ‘iculty of the task; all these writers had to
take it in hand—it was not easy.
Luke has a choice expression for what these other
writers did: avardéaaOac Sufyumv, “to recount a detailed
narrative.” The verb is very rare, being found only

twice in the middle voice in the literature of the three
centuries after Christ, yet its meaning is quite clear.
Irenaeus uses it when he describes how, after the burn-

ing of the books that had been written by Moses and
the prophets, Ezra, by means only of the Holy Spirit,
reproduced them perfectly (Zahn). Robertson refers
only to the other example given by M.-M., Vocabulary,

in Plutarch’s anecdote about the elephant, who was so
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obstreperous and diﬂicult to train and yet of his own
accord rehearsed his tricks in the moonlight.
“Draw up” is not correct, for in such verbs «:1ch
means “again,” hence “to arrange in due order once
more,” which we have tried to convey by “to recount.”
Each of these many writers repeated in an orderly way

the story of Jesus, a 8";qu (leading or carrying something through), “a detailed narrative” (R., Tr.,
18) . Luke’s choice wording ﬁts only the most honorable

of tasks. The fact that the reproductions of the many
were made, not in oral, but in written form is plain
from the context; for “to take in hand” does not ﬁt
mere speech, and only as a writer does Luke classify
himself with the “many.”

When Luke states what'these men wrote he again
uses a choice expression: they wrote “about the matters among us that have been brought to completion.”
This is mere than “the things concerning Jesus,” a
common and ordinary expression; and «mmpowmpg’m
is certainly far more than the colorless 'ycvolu'vwv: “that
took place among us.” There is dispute about the
meaning of this perfect passive participle. and also

about the territory it is intended to cover. nAqMopc’m
is only a more sonorous armpits and with a neuter object

means to ﬁll up what is incomplete, to bring to an issue

what has begun to develop. “Fulﬁlled” in the R. V. is
fairly correct; “fully established,” R. V. margin and
R., T12, is ambiguous.
The old idea of Origen that, though the object is
neuter, the verb must be read as if the object were
personal, crept into some of the old versions and appears in expositions to this day as it does in the A. V..’s
“which are most surely believed among us.” The dif-

ference is quite material. ' In the passive (as here) the
object of the activeappears as the subject. According
to Origen’s view the verb would expreSs a subjective
idea: the writings would contain only what was gener-

ally believed and received with full conviction by the
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Christians. Luke says that the writings of the many
contain what is objectively completed among the Christians. Origen says: these men wrote what the Christians believed; Luke says: these men wrote what all
men ought to believe. It is unwarranted to quote Rom.

4 :21; 14 :5, and Col. 4 :12 to substantiate Origen’s View
because in those passages the subject is personal; the
examples that have neuters are II Tim. 4 :5, 17.
An effort is made to have “the matters among us
that have been brought to completion” include all that

Luke writes in the Gospel, the Acts, and the third book
he is thought to have planned. This extension of the ex-

pression is obtained by saying that, when Luke wrote
this phrase, he was thinking of what he himself intended to write, namely these three books. But even
if Luke thought of what he himself intended to write
and thus spoke of the things brought to completion, the
fact remains that Luke used this phrase to specify
what the “many” wrote; and if he thought about the
extent of his own writing in this connection he thought

of it only as resembling the ground that had been
covered by those other writers. None of them wrote
books like the Acts, all of them wrote only Gospels.
That, too, is why the participle is in the emphatic position in the phrase and in the perfect tense. Not matters still in progress but matters fully completed did
those writers present; and the perfect tense adds the
thought that, once completed, these matters now stand

thus for all future time. These are the wpdypara of the
gospel that were completed by the death and the gloriﬁcation of Jesus. The events recorded in the Acts can-

not be included, for what was begun there was not in
any way as yet brought to completion.
It is specious pleading to say that Jesus’ work was
not ﬁnished—all four Gospels present it as a ﬁnished

Whole; and to say that the apostolic work had reached
a relative completion in the year 75 is rather arbitrary.
The way in which Luke concludes the Acts shows the
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contrary, and to base the argument on Luke’s unwritten third book is to base it on what has never existed.
Luke’s preface is intended only for his Gospel and not
also for Acts. It is confusing when R., W. P., regards
avardéaoaat as an 'ingressive aorist: they have taken in.
hand “to begin to recount,” etc., which leaves open to
what their'proceeding would extend. ~Both .aorists are
historical and effective. The work; of the many was.
done; Luke likely had copies of their writing.
The observation seems to be correct that the unemphatic phrase éu 77m, “among us,” is to be construed
with the noun rather than with the participle, which
makes «‘1 e’v 1'7in arpdypma a concept by itself: “the matters among us.” Who is meant by the “we” in the
phrase is plain from the entire context, especially from
13va in the next clause. The eyewitnesses and ministers
of the Word delivered the gospel matters “to us," i. e.,
to the Christians in general, including the many and
also Luke. The phrase marks the esoteric character of
the matters which the many recorded in their narrations. Caiaphas and Pilate saw and heard Christ, but
for unbelievers such as they these matters might just
as well have never occurred. For all time all that pertains to Jesus will remain “the matters among us”
that were completely fulﬁlled and are thus unchangeable for all time.
When the participle is construed in Origen’s sense,
the phrase must be construed accordingly: “which
have been received with full assurance among us.” We

have already indicated that this subjective sense is not
tenable. Although the phrase “among us” is not placed
in an emphatic position it nevertheless forms the mark
of distinction for the subject-matter on which the
many wrote. The things “among us" are distinct from
all others, which pertain to those outside only.

Yet

this observation does not make “among us” include

more than the Gospel; and it does this for the simple
reason that “the matters among us” are limited by
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the participle “which have been brought to completion.”
2) With the man’s clause Luke endorses the work
of these early Gospel writers in no uncertain way, for
.“even as” declares that these writers followed their
authorities down to the very manner and form. And
these authorities were “they who from the beginning
‘were eyewitnesses and assistants of the Word.” The
Greek has only one article which combines eyewitnesses
and assistants into one class. Yet the one article does
not thereby make the two identical so that the eyewit-

nesses were the assistants, and vice versa. There were
two groups, but as authorities for the many writers
they constituted one body. This force of the article is
seen in instances where the three groups: high priests,

scribes, and elders, are united by one article as constituting the Sanhedrin.
Some were eyewitnesses from the very ﬁrst, from
the time when they ﬁrst became Jesus’ permanent disciples and followers. These were the eleven, but Acts
11:20-23 mentions at least two others who had this

qualiﬁcation. The dar' dpxﬁe is emphatic by position, but
this emphasis should not be turned the wrong way.
"‘From the beginning” is not in contrast to a later time
and thus to men who later were eyewitnesses of some
of the apostolic events such as Luke in the “we” sections of the Acts. It is one-sided to stress the fact that
the reliability of a witness depends on his truthfulness
and not on his having seen everything “from the be-

ginning” (in set phrases like a’m’ dpxﬁs no article -is
used). Luke’s point is the fact that these eyewitnesses
know the whole story, not merely parts of it. The
many' who used these eyewitnesses as their authority

could write complete accounts and not merely fragmentary portions of the story. Ala-61ml; occurs only
here in the New Testament but is found in the papyri;
it is often used by. medical writers just as we still have
the medical autopsy.
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,The second group of authorities which Luke acknowledges for the many Gospel writers consists of
“the assistants of the Word.” This Myos- is the gospel.

The term {mpém is unusual in this connection. It
meant originally “under-rowers” in galleys and then in
general “underlings” who are subject to the orders of
a superior. The Temple police were such “underlings."
“Ministers” is incorrect, for these would be called
suixovot; so also is “servants” or slaves, the word for
which would be seam.
It is a question whether to construe “from the be-

ginning" with the second noun.

If this is done,

the sense of the phrase differs for the two nouns:
“from the beginning” Would go farther back in the
case of the eyewitnesses than in the case of the assistants of the Word. To avoid this disparity Luke used

the peculiar term {mypém 1'05 Aéyou, which needs no additional phrase. This is not one of the common names
for the preachers and teachers of the gospel, nor is it
a name for the apostles. It is altogether exceptional
and distinct in this regard. “Underlings” connotes an
“overling”; no man is subject to orders unless he have
one who is entitled to give him orders. The connotation thus points to the Lord Jesus and to the men
whom he sent out to preach the Word. These had re-

ceived their message directly from him, knew much
about him, executed his orders, and reported back to
him (like the seventy in Luke 10:1-17 ; also the in-

dividual mentioned in Luke 9:60). Because of their
contact with Jesus these underlings could report many
valuable things to one who wished to write a Gospel.
The aorist 7696mm indicates the historical fact.
These eyewitnesses and assistants “delivered to us”
the matters Luke has just described; the object of
mape’b‘oaav (Luke alone has this form of the second aorist,
R. 687) need not be written out in the Greek, it is

readily supplied by the nimble Greek mind from the
foregoing phrase, and it would thus be “the matters

among us that have been brought to completion.” From
this verb we have “968w“, “tradition," but in the high
New Testament sense: a handing down or over, an
authorized transmission. So these eyewitnesses and
assistants, who were called and ﬁtted for the task,
passed. on the great gospel facts. Luke writes “to us,"
i. e., to the Christians in general, including himself
and the other writers named.’ He is speaking of oral
transmission. Although the verb need not exclude
written transmission, it plainly does so here since the
“many” did the writing, which would have been unnecessary if the eyewitnesses, etc.,- had themselves
written.
3) Unlike any other evangelist, Luke refers to himself with the pronoun “I”; but this is due to Theophilus
whom he is personally addressing. When Luke writes:
“I, too, resolved," etc., he justiﬁes his own act of writing on the basis of the legitimate and well-executed
acts of many others. As they did, so will he do. The

€8o£e saw is generally translated “it seemed to me”;
but especially the aorist with the dative goes farther
and means: “I, too, resolved,” and, in the case of a
meeting, “they resolved" 'or passed a resolution (B.-P.
315, z’ch beschlz'esse) . But Luke’s resolution is not
merely to repeat what others have already done, for
which there would be little or no need. Although he
will write, like the many, on the same general matters
(wpdypa‘ra, v. 1) he comes to his task with an exceptional equipment, and he aims at a very speciﬁc object.
That is why he does not send the book of one of these
other writers to TheOphilus. He is able to meet the
need of Theophilus in a better way, and Theophilus,
too, will appreciate Luke's personal writing in his behalf.
Luke is especially ﬁtted for the task he has set for
himself. He indicates this so that Theophilus may understand the authoritativeness of what he reads. This
participial clause incidentally shows that Theophilus
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did not know Luke intimately, otherwise Luke would
not have needed to refer to his qualiﬁcation for writing
what he did. “After having accurately traced everything from the start” points to the preliminary work
done by Luke, the rich store he had accumulated and
from which he proposed to draw. The perfect tense
is signiﬁcant; Luke’s careful researches lay before him
as something that was ﬁnished and done—note the usual
present connotation in the perfect. The verb signiﬁes
to follow along beside something (the compound being
found only here in Luke) ; that this refers to a mental
act and not to a physical accompaniment of the events

is indicated by the entire context. If Luke had meant
the latter, he would have written as an eyewitness.
Luke made his researches “accurately,” which is
more than going into details (R., W. P.) ; expiﬂas denotes the exactness and the carefulness with which
Luke made his researches. The adverb is derived from
dxpov, the topmost point, not that of the subject (extreme detail) but that of the mind (requiring topmost
satisfaction). Luke implies nothing with regard to the
“many” and to what trouble they went in gathering
their material, but he does speak of his own great
accuracy. He traced “all things from the start." We
may read «am by itself, “all things,” dative after the
participle which regularly has this case; or we may

supply a noun in the dative from the preceding wpaypdraw.
But the main idea lies in imam—Luke went back to the
very beginning and traced everything from that original point._ He is evidently referring to the ﬁrst three

chapters of his Gospel. Only Matthew compares with
Luke in this regard. We see that, as Luke knows Theophilus, an account that starts from the beginning will
have especial weight with him.
Luke has also resolved to write “0:679, “in an orderly way.” This adverb does not say that Luke proposes to follow a strict chronological order, for he re-

lates at the very start of the Gospel the incident at
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Nazareth, with which he begins the account of Jesus’
ministry (4:16-32), which, however, does not begin

the ministry.

It is evident that Luke follows the

chronology only in a general way in the eighteen general chapters and of necessity is exact in the ﬁrst
three and in the last three chapters of his book. The
orderly way in which he proposes to write is one which
puts together what belongs together and will thus enable Theophilus to understand the better.
At this proper point Luke places the address:
“Your Excellency Theophilus.” All that we know of
this man is included in these two Greek words. We
are sorry to say that the force of xpdrmc was not very
deﬁnite at the time of Luke’s writing since ﬁxed rules
and customs for addressing oﬂicial persons and those
in privileged positions like senators and knights did
not come into vogue until in the second and the third .
centuries. All that we can say is that the word presents Theophilus as being a very prominent man, but
whether he was such by reason of wealth alone or of
ofﬁce or of knighthood it is impossible to say. The ofﬁcials Felix and Festus are addressed in this way (Acts
23:26; 26:25).

It is noteworthy that this title is not repeated in the
Acts. This cannot be accidental. Throughout the ﬁrst
two centuries, we are assured, no Christian was ever
addressed by a fellow Christian with a title that was
in any way comparable to the one that is here used by
Luke. We certainly have no reason to think that Luke
would prove the exception in this. Hence we make the

deduction from the presence of the title in the Gospel
and from its absence in the Acts that Theophilus was
at ﬁrst not a Christian but was only interested in
things Christian and had been won for the faith by
Luke’s Gospel before the Acts were written. Theophilus
was not “probably” but most certainly a Gentile; the
entire Gospel permits no other conclusion.
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This is the way, then, to read Luke’s Gospel according to Luke’s own intention. This book is intended to
win a man of noble position. A missionary and pastoral motive is back of these twenty-four great chapters. The German scholars say that Luke “dedicated”
his book to Theophilus, and that the ﬁrst four. verses
constitute the dedication. But Luke does more than
to dedicate, he addresses Theophilus personally; -‘he

actually preaches to him in this Gospel. When this is
understood, we shall be able to. answer correctly
whether Luke assumed that Theophilus would publish
his book.
Secular writers used their dedications for this very
purpose and even put their desire into quite plain
words. Luke omits everything of this kind. He lets
no hint in this direction interfere with the impression
he desires to make on Theophilus’ heart. For if Theophilus felt that Luke wanted to use him for securing
publication of his book he would have considered that
Luke’s prime object and would have been far less inclined to read Luke’s book as being written directly
and personally for him. As far, then, as publication
was concerned, Luke gave it no further thought. He
wrote his book in all sincerity for Theophilus alone.
When Theophilus became a Christian and showed the
church the great treasure he possessed, publication
took care of itself.

4)

Luke’s aim in writing is frankly expressed: '

“that thou mightest come to realize the certainty of

the statements concerning which thou hast been informed.” Luke uses no indirection to capture Theophilus ; he writes with openness. We catch a glimpse
of the mental state of Theophilus. Luke sees that what
he needs for his soul is 7', War, “the certainty,” that
speciﬁc certainty which inheres in the gospel events.
Thisnoun is derived from 04>de to trip up, plus the
negative a. ; hence it is a condition in which one stands-

solidly and is "no longer tripped and made to totter‘
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and to fall. All kinds of doubts still disturbed Theophilus, and Luke writes in order to dispel them.

This helps us to understand KamxriOqs. Neither here
nor elsewhere in the New Testament does this verb
denote the catechetical instruction that was offered to
catechume‘ns by catechists as R., W. P., thinks. This
meaning is a later development. As here in Luke, so
in Acts 18:25 the meaning is plain: neither Apollos
nor Theophilus was “instructed” (our versions, R., Tr.,
and others) in the Christian doctrine; both had only
“been informed” to some degree about Christian teaching—Theophilus without attaining the certainty that
was so essential. This means that Theophilus was not
as yet a Christian, also that he had not been and was
not now a catechumen who was seeking admission into
the church. See the discussion in C.-K. 480, etc.; also

B.-P. 663.

'

All this aids us in understanding the rest of the
clause. In the ﬁrst place, it is the natural thing to con-

nect a genitive with rhv da¢dAaav, namely 763v Aéymv: “the
certainty of the statements.” This will shut out the incorporation of the antecedent into the relative by

means of two «up! : “mightest realize concerning . . .
concerning which thou hast been informed.” Especially, too, we shall not unfold wept 6v into mp: 76v Aéymv

oi‘rs unwary, for the sense of this would be that Theophilus had been duly instructed as a catechumen,

Ka‘rrlxeiv with the accusative of the thing and of the person. Note the use with mp! in Acts 21 :21, 24; also ﬁxes

mp: in Luke 4:37.
It will not do to regard Ad'yoc as being equal to (31511470.,
“things” in our versions. Others go too far in the opposite direction by thinking that Theophilus was fully
instructed in the “doctrines.” If Luke had meant the
latter he would not have used the plural without a

modiﬁer. The Adyoc of which Theophilus knew something were the accounts about Jesus, and the contents

of these were the wpdypa‘m mentioned in v. 1. The trouble
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was that Theophilus had been informed too inadequately by perhaps coming in contact with individual Christians or by attending .an occasional congregational service. He needed more, the very thing with which Luke
presents him, all the logoi or “statements” which present the story of Jesus, the Savior, in proper order
from beginning to end.
5) The writer, who in his introductory statement
has shown himself to be a man of ﬁne literary Greek
education, now suddenly writes like one of the Old
Testament prophets who lived in the days of Saul and

David. It is at once apparent that this is due to the
faithfulness with which he reproduces his original
sources. Some stop with this, but we must add that the
tradition which Luke obtained for the contents of the
ﬁrst two chapters was in the original Aramaic and not,
like the tradition used for the other chapters, in Greek
form, which Luke needed only to polish and reﬁne. The
difference between the ﬁrst two chapters and the rest
of the book is too marked not to call for an explanation
such as this. Whereas one cannot hazard an apodictic
statement, it does seem as if Luke knew Aramaic and
in his transfer of this into Greek allowed the original
language to mold the Greek to a high degree.
Now there lived in the days of Herod, king of
Judea, a certain priest by name of Zacharias, of the
day-class of Ahijah; and wife to him one of the
daughters of Aaron, and the name of her Elisabeth.
Luke goes much farther back than Matthew did,
not only because he ‘had followed things “from the

start” (v. 3), but also because his authority was Mary,
whose narrative had to go back to her kinswoman Elisabeth and to the latter’s husband, Zacharias.
One of the curious things in exegesis is the fact that
just about every historical writer must have documents. As soon as an exegete thinks that he is able to

trace a section back to a document he seems to be satis-
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ﬁed. So in this portion of his Gospel Luke is thought to
operate-with documents, one exegete taking him as far
as 1 :80; another as far as 2240, and a third as far as

2:52. A glance shows that these three sections are
marked by dates, and that this fact produced the hypothesis of three documents. But why not add a fourth
document, beginning with 3:1, where Luke again inserts an elaborate date? If we are to guess at Luke’s
source for his ﬁrst two chapters, it is far more natural
to think of Mary whom Luke certainly had opportunity
to meet personally and to secure the whole story from
her at ﬁrsthand.
The fact that Luke uses 85’ as a connective in these

chapters and only a few m’ is in marked contrast to the
second Gospel in which the Hebraistic Kai prevails. We
conclude that, whereas Luke retains the original language of Mary in his own translation from her Aramaic narration, he, nevertheless, in many ways betrays
his own Greek literary hand.
It is difﬁcult to render the simple éyévero (not quite
the 'same in 2:1, 15) which is more than 17v; "‘There
lived” gives the sense, “there was” is quite good, “there
appeared” or “there arose or came into notice” are
not exact. Luke merely introduces us to Zacharias.
He states the time: “in the days of Herod, king of
Judea.” Fixing the time as closely as possible is a feature that is peculiar to Luke; he has the mind of a historian, and it is certainly of value to know the exact
time when these great events transpired. “In the days
of Herod” means during the time of his reign; compare Matt. 2:1. This Herod, the head of the family

Who was later called the Great, was appointed king
of Judea by the Roman Senate in B. C. 37, at the suggestion of Octavius and Antony. When Luke calls him
“king of Judea” he distinguishes this Herod from all
others of the same name, for none of the others was
really a king, and none could in any sense he said to

rule Judea. “Judea” is, however, not only the southern
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portion of the Holy Land as distinct from Samaria.
Galilee, and Perea, but Judea in the wider sense as it
is used by writers generally in Luke’s time, including
all that we call Palestine. This kingdom was divided
after Herod’s death. The apposition with a proper
noun may or may not have the article, R. 760.
Zacharias is introduced as being “a certain priest”
(-n’cr=certain, really rather uncertain and like the indeﬁnite article, R. 743), i. e., one of the common Order
of priests. An €¢Wfa (e‘m’ plus ﬁpépa) is a course of
daily service, and we venture to translate “day-class.”
There were 24 such classes; their names are found in

I Chron. 24 :7-18; they were reappointed by SolOmon,
cf., II Chron. 8:14. Each class served a week in the
Temple and alternated so that each class served twice
a year; the Whole class 'did duty on the Sabbath, and
all 24 classes were present at the Feast of Tabernacles.
The name Zacharias ”is introduced by the dative of
relation Mam, “by name,” B.-D. 197. He belonged to
the eighth of the “day-classes” and was somewhat far
down the list.

Only four classes returned after the

Babylonian captivity, but these four were divided into
24, and the old names of the classes were restored,
among them being Abijah, the class to which Zacharias
belonged.
These facts about Zacharias show that he did not
belong to the Jewish priestly aristocracy. This consisted of the high priest in ofﬁce and of all former high
priests together with the members of the families from
which the Herods or the Roman governors had selected
high priests, and ﬁnally of the priests who were in the
ﬁrst of the 24 classes. These priestly aristocrats resided
in Jerusalem whereas all the other priests had their
homes in the towns and villages throughout the land.
The Greek needs no copula: “and wife to him,” etc.,
R. 395. Law and custom permitted a priest to marry
a maiden or a widow of Israel. Luke therefore con-

sidered it worth while to inform his reader that the

Luke 1 :6
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wifeof Zacharias belonged to the descendants of Aaron
(partitive e'x), hence was not merely of priestly but of
original high-priestly descent. It is not enough to say:
“To be a priest and to be married to a priest’s daughter
was a double distinction.” As regards Elisabeth the
distinction was still greater. “Of the daughters of

Aaron” is more than a reﬁned expression for priests'
daughters; it is the proper term for the women descendants of the ﬁrst Jewish high priest, Moses’ own
brother.

6)

Now they were both righteous before God,

walking in all the commandments and legal ordinances of the Lord blameless.
We are sorry to note that Robertson translates
Sixam “upright”; our versions are far more correct. It
is true enough to say that this couple lived in the Old

Testament forms of piety—in what other forms could
they have lived? But “upright” omits the very point

that should not be lost in 81mm, which is even expressed in the added phrase “before God.” This term,
like all its derivatives, is forensic and connotes a judge
who pronounces the verdict of approval. “Righteous
before God” means that when these two were standing
before God’s judgment bar they received his sentence
of approval.
It ought to be plain that this term goes beyond out~
ward conférmity to the Jewish legal requirements. The

view is widely held that all that God required in the
Old Testament was legalism, careful outward obedience
to his many rules and laws. The Jews, indeed, became
such legalists, for which Jesus so mightily rebuked
them. But the godliness that God sought in the Old
Testament is just as evangelical as that of the New
Testament, one that came from the heart, from true
faith and the fear and love of God. The Old Testament
does not teach one way of salvation (law) and the New
another (gospel) ; both teach the same way of salva-
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tion. “Righteous” means approved of God in heart as
well as in life.
The evidence for this divine verdict was their conduct: “walking in all the commandments and legal or-

din‘ances of the Lord (i. e., Jehovah) blameless." The
c‘woxm’ and Smaw'ma'ra. remind us of the commandments
and statutes of Jehovah recorded in Deut. 4 :1, 40; 6 :2.
They are called “commandments” because they are the
demands of God’s will; the other term is added because
they are at the same time the norms of the divine acts
(C.-K. 331)-—we venture to translate “legal ordinances” and mean those ﬁxed principles according to
which God acts. The commandments are not the moral
laws over against the ordinances in the sense of cultus
requirements.
'Apep‘u’rm is adjectival, not adverbial: “without reproach” (R., Tr.) The agent back of this verbal is not
God, but men. The conduct of Zacharias and Elisabeth
was such that no man could blame them. First, the divine approval (righteous before God) ; secondly, no
disapproval of men (blameless). All this means that

this priest and his wife belonged to the true Old Testa-

ment children of God and had in .no way degenerated
into the worldly way of Sadducean high-priestly connection. The forerunner of Jesus was born of a spiritually superior priestly family.
7)

And there was no child for them inasmuch

as this Elizabeth was barren, and both had gone far
forward in their days.

Luke uses «at, but not in an adversative sense, hence
it does not mean “and yet.” He is stating the pertinent
facts regarding Zacharias and Elisabeth without putting them into relation to each other. One fact is the
childlessness, which is due, not to the death of children,
but to Elisabeth’s being “barren,” unable to conceive.
Ka06n is a good Greek word: “according to what.” It is
not really causal but came to be used in that sense (R.

964) as it is here. The second fact is the advanced age
of this couple, all hope of ever having a child is long
gone, has become, humanly speaking, an impossibility.
Note the periphrastic past perfect 1112036aner ﬁaav,
“they had gone forward.” Although Luke is retelling
an Aramaic story, and the Aramaic original is appar-

ent, be yet tells it with many touches of good Greek.
8) Theophilus has the necessary information
about the persons so that their action can now be
told.

Now it 'came to pass while he was acting as

priest in the order of his day-class before God, according to the custom of the priesthood he obtained

by lot the burning of incense after having gone into
the Sanctuary of the Lord; and all the crowd of the
people continued praying outside at the hour of the
incense.

The construction 8743ch plus a ﬁnite verb (as here),
or plus xai and a ﬁnite verb is plainly an imitation of
the Hebrew 'vajehz' and came to Luke through the LXX.
He writes the former 22 times and often with the unAttic :5: n; and the inﬁnitive, like the Hebrew b8, in the
sense of during, which” occurs no less than"2155 times in
the LXX, though not all instances are temporal. The
expression is circumstantial and weighty and a mark

of the so-called sacred style. Compare R. 1042, also
1072, and 979; W. P. 9: 6']! n; proper Greek but in imitationof the Hebrew inﬁnitive construction. The class
to which Zacharias belonged ,was having its regular

week of priestly service in the Sanctuary (charcéav, durative present). This priestly service was rendered in
the presence of God, 5mm 1'05 96013, as himself being
present in the Sanctuary. It is interesting to learn that
this verb is found only here in the New Testament but
occurs frequently in the LXX, on the famous Rosetta
StOne, and on early inscriptions.
9) The Kurd phrase belongs to the following: it
came to pass “according to the custom of the priesthood” he obtained by lot, etc. It was the custom to cast
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lots for this highest daily task of burning the incense
on the golden altar in the Holy Place. Only once in a
priest’s life could he be granted this high privilege.
Zacharias was already aged, and not until this day had
the lot for this task fallen to him. To be sure, this was
a great day for the old priest, but to make him “doubly

alert for the supernatural” on this day is an unwarranted insertion. Thousands of other priests had daily
sprinkled the incense on the holy altar, and nothing
supernatural had happened—why should Zacharias be
the exception? Twice daily the incense was kindled:
at dawn of day before the daily burnt offering and in
the afternoon after the ”sacriﬁce. Luke does not state
whether Zacharias ofﬁciated at the service in the morning .or in the afternoon (three o’clock, Acts 3:1) ; but
we are safe in assuming the latter, for no great crowd

would attend at~dawn whereas this would be the case
in the afternoon. We lay no stress on the fact that,
when Gabriel appeared to Daniel, this also occurred
at the time of the evening sacriﬁce, Dan. 9 :21, and we
cannot see that the situations were at all similar. In
his excitement Zacharias certainly never thought of
Daniel.
The ritual required that, after another priest had

deposited live coals from the altar of burnt oifering
upon the little golden altar in the wig (Sanctuary
which contained the Holy and the Holy of Holies, not
tepév, which signiﬁes the entire Temple place with all
its courts and structures), the priest who had obtained

the lot sprinkled frankincense upon the coals and then

prostrated himself with his face to the ground. ’Exaxe
(Myxde) generally has the genitive as it does here.
The fortunate lot was “a white stone” which recalls
Rev. 2 :17. The nominative eluded»! does not agree with
the subject of ZAaxe, for going into the Sanctuary was
not connected with obtaining the lot but with burning

theincense. Thus ovpuiom dodﬂu’w is a sample of the nominative with the inﬁnitive, which replaces the accusa-

tive with the inﬁnitive, and roﬁ governs all that fol-

lows and not merely the inﬁnitive. Kllptos is the translation of Yahweh.
10) “All the crowd of the people” suggests the
afternoon service. They were “outside,” in the court
of the men and in that of the women. The time was
called “the hour of the incense,” i. e., the time when
the incense sent up its fragrance in the Holy Place.
During this time the people “continued praying,” the
durative feature being stressed by means of the periphrastic imperfect. Luke paints the entire scene in
a few strokes.

11)

Now there appeared to him an angel of the

Lord standing on the right side of the altar of incense.
Aé merely adds the new thing that happened and
does not mean “meanwhile” (R., Tr.). Luke simply

records the facts. Whereas we before had Kﬁpm with
the article we now have it without since it is a proper
name. The passive of spate. is regularly used with the

dative in the sense of “to appear to someone” (see I
Cor. 15 :5, etc.) . In this case the manner of the appearance of the angel is not described; it was like that of
other angels. The perfect écm’n is always used in the
sense of the present, “standing.” The angel did not
walk in secretly from the outside, he was suddenly

present in the Holy Place beside Zacharias. The Greek
views the side as projecting out from the object and
hence uses in which seems so strange to us who view

the sides of an object in exactly the reverse way and
say “at.” So also the right side is pluralized in the

Greek in the ﬁxed phrase a: Segurw as if the right were
composed of parts.

Which the right side of the altar of incense was
depends on whether we view the altar from within the
Holy Place out to the peoplequfrom—the way in which
the people looked in on the’Holy Place. The latter will
be correct. Zacharias faced, not the people, but the

golden altar right before him and the Holy of Holies
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with its great curtain. It-is usually said that the right
side indicates good fortune, but this is true only in case
of judgment, otherwise the left is only a step beneath
the right. The existence of angels can be proved no
more than can the existence of God.
12) And on seeing him Zacharias became disturbed, and fear fell on him.
The aorist participle following an aorist principal
verb often expresses coincident action as it does here:
to see was to be shaken. This initial reaction on Zacharias’ part is perfectly normal. Any mortal being, he
he ever so godly, must be mightily disturbed and ﬁlled
with fear at the sight of some glorious being from the
other world. Note the picturesque expression that fear
“fell” on Zacharias. Those who think that he on this
great day expected or was attuned to something extraordinary are evidently mistaken.
13) But the angel said to him: Stop being afraid,
Zacharias! Because thy petition was heard, and thy
wife Elisabeth shall bear thee a son, and thou shalt
call his name John. And there shall be joy to thee
and exultation, and many shall rejoice over his

being. For he shall be great in the sight of the Lord,
and wine and intoxicating drink he shall in no wise

drink, and with the Holy Spirit shall he be ﬁlled
even from his mother’s womb. And many of the
sons of Israel shall he turn to the Lord, their God.
And he himself shall go before him in his sight in
Elijah’s spirit and power to turn fathers’ hearts to
children and disobedient ones by means of sensibleness of righteous ones in order to make ready for
the Lord a people that has been entirely prepared.
After checking the fright of Zacharias the angel
delivers his entire message. When the present imperative is negatived it often means to stop an action already begun; so we here translate: “Stop fearing !"
R. 851, etc. We hear this same command from angel
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lips repeatedly. All our fear as sinful men is to vanish,
for grace and salvation are what they announce. The
entire gospel lies back of this command. Auiu introduces the cause which is to stop Zacharias’ fear: “because thy petition was heard.” We see no need of mak-

ing this aorist a timeless tense: “was heard” and is
thus now heard (R., W. P.), which would really not
be timeless but the‘force of the perfect. This 'is an
aorist to express something that has just happened,
for-which the English would use the perfect: thy petition “has been heard,” R. 842, etc. The verb with at;
means, “has been listened to,” i. e., in an effective manner so that thou wilt receive thy prayer. The same is
any request whether it be made of men or of God.
Some suppose that Zacharias begged God for a child
even after he and his wife were past age. Butwhy
have him petition fora miracle? The request referred
to by the angel is the one that had been made during
the years when childbirth was yet humanly possible.
It is quite proper to have “was heard” refer to that
time also; prayers are often effectively heard by God
long before he sends the answer. Zacharias had long
ago stopped praying for a child because, like any godly
Israelite, he did not think that he had a right to ask
a miracle of God. But now it was the time that had
been selected by God to grant all those fervent petitions of past years, yea, and more than to grant them,
to combine with their granting the beginnings of the
fulﬁllment of the Messianic hope.
The angel tells Zacharias in so many words that
his wife Elisabeth shall hear him a son, and that Zacharias shall call that son John, the meaning of which
name is, “Yahweh has been or is become gracious.”
The child that is thus named by God through an angel
before its conception can bear no ordinary name but

must have one that reﬂects God's intention regarding
that child’s future work in his kingdom. The father
and the mother had beautiful names, and some seek
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for a special signiﬁcance in them. But they do
so without reason, for then a signiﬁcance should much

more be attached to the name of Joseph and especially
of Mary, which is, however, not the case.
“Shall bear thee a son” means that Zacharias shall

be that son’s natural father. The future tenses in the
angel’s announcement are prophetic and thus futuristic and state what shall occur without fail; none of
them are volitive by stressing somebody’s will in what
shall be. The angel’s statement that Zacharias and
Elisabeth should have a son at this late period of their
life must have instantly reminded Zacharias of the
miraculous birth of Isaac. God had wrought this kind
of miracle ages ago; he could certainly repeat it now.
14) When the angel continues: “And there shall
be joy to thee and exultation,” this refers to far more
than parental joy, which had been so long deferred and
was now at last possible; for many others shall also

rejoice over his being. The following ydp explains this
joy. The son of Zacharias shall be the great forerunner

of the Messiah. ’A'yaWams is exultation as when one
capers and shouts in his joy. Zacharias was too old to
live to see his son in his work, but it would be apparent
from the start that this son was chosen of God for a

great work of grace. The word used is ye’mm, from
yivwﬂac, the same word that is used in Matt. 1:1 regarding Jesus and denotes “being” or existence; it is not
ye'vvqatc, from ycwdw, the verb that-is used in v. 13 (textus receptus, A. V.,: “birth”). These many people shall
rejoice because of the message and the work of John,
hence because of his “being,” his presence and his existence as a prophet.
15) With yap- the angel indicates. what shall produce all this joy. First the summary statement which
embraces the entire person and the career of John:
“He shall be great in the sight of the Lord,” which is
more than being. a truly great man; for “in the sight

of the Lord” (Yahweh, as before) refers to the divine

judgment and is used in the soteriological sense: great

in the-work of the Messianic kingdom. To begin with,

he shall in no wise drink wine or m’xepa (indeclinable) ,
the intoxicating drink made of grain, fruit, or dates.
Note that wine is distinguished from these other

drinks; the New Testament knows of wine only as a
product of grapes; sz'kera. is the Greek transliteration
of the Hebrew term.

It is generally supposed that this clause describes
John as being a Nazarite from his birth much as Samson was. But this view is untenable because the posi-.

tive mark of a Nazarite was that no shears should

touch his hair. John’s abstinence from £1 intoxicants,
from even their legitimate use, is of a piece with all
the rest of his abstemious life, his poor food, coarse
clothing, habitation in the desert. John was something

far greater and more important that a Nazarite who
was vowed to God only‘in his own personal interest.
He was the great preacher of repentance who prepared
Israel for Christ, and he thus preached by his very
appearance and by his every action.
The angel is describing John to his father as the
prophet he is to be. He states ﬁrst the striking outward feature of avoidance of all intoxicants—not an
ordinary but a very exceptional prophet is he to be.
In the second place he mentions his spiritual equipment. All prophets have the Holy Spirit, for there
can be no divine prophecy without him. But John‘ shall
not merely have the Spirit when he begins to do his
work, “he shall be ﬁlled with the Holy Spirit already

from his mother’s womb” (an is not 5817 but literally,
“still from his mother’s wom ,” i. e., before he leaves
the womb), see v. 41, 44. So great will this prophet be

(Matt. 11:9-11) that his whole existence shall be under the direct control 'of the Holy Spirit. “From his
mother’s womb” is a Hebraistic phrase.
Not enough attention is paid to the striking fact
that the person of the Holy Spirit and his divine work
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are mentioned to Jews as being perfectly known to
them. There is never a word of explanation that God
exists in three persons, and there is never even a question, to say nothing of a word of objection, in the Unitarian sense. This means that the Jews knew and believed in the Trinity, and that they had gained this
knowledge and this faith from the Old Testament. The
Jews of this period were not Unitarian as are those of
today.

16) In the third place the angel sketches John’s
great work. The ﬁrst statement summarizes it as far
as the Israel'yzes are concerned. The verb “to turn”
(used twice here) is the Hebrew shub, the turning that
denotes the conversion of the heart. The implication
is that God’s people have turned away from him in unbelief and wickedness—they need, above all, this conversion. We see no reason for making any of these
future tenses volitive, they are futuristic and prophetic: “he shall turn." The angel uses the name of
honor and refers to Israel’s religious standing: “many
of the sons of Israel.” They still loved to call them~
selves that though they had forfeited their right to
that title, for they had lost the faith of their great forefather, the patriarch Israel. It is a sign of grace when
the angel still uses'that name.
So also “the Lord, their God,” is the blessed Old

Testament title of the God of, grace. Képcos is Yahweh
as it was before; and 6 sea; atrév is Elohim but with the

possessive (as in Elohenu, “our God,” in Deut. 6:4),
which indicates that all God’s mightand majesty as
God are for the good of 'Israel. The two designations
name God as the covenant Lord God, whose covenant
with Israel was to culminate in the sending of the
Messiah. In this statement and its weighty terms the
angel is already describing John’s work with reference
to the Messianic covenant, but this is now done more
clearly.
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17) John is to be the Messiah’s forerunner. Aims:
makes the subject emphatic: “he himself” or “he on his
part,” he and no other shall do something that is entirely exceptional, namely “go before (him) in his
sight.” The reference is to “the Lord, their God,” for
Mmov aﬁroii can have no other meaning than the phrase
which has the same preposition in v. 15. We read «p6,

not wpéc, in the verb, with which c'mémov just aboutcoalesces, so that many translate simply: “go before
him." But the angel really says more. John shall,
indeed, proceed with all his work “in the sight of the
Lord, their God,” with the eyes of God constantly resting upon him in approval; but he shall do something
more, he shall go «96, “before" or in front of the Lord
their God, as an advance herald, as a forerunner who
announces the coming of the Lord, their God. Since
John is “to go before," this means that Yahweh is to

follow. Wepknow that God’s Son followed right after
John. The angel thus announces two great facts: the
Messiah is following John in order to fulﬁll all the
Messianic promises; and this Messiah is identical with
the Lord, their God, and thus makes the position of his
forerunner the greater.
Basing their expectation on Mal. 4:5, the Jews expected Elijah to come in person in order to introduce

the Messiah. Note this thought as expressed by the
disciples, and how Jesus corrected it (Matt. 17 :10-13) ;
in the ideas the Jews had about Jesus (Matt. 16 :14) ;
and in the ﬁnal mockery under the cross (Mark 15 :35,

36). The angel, exactly like Jesus, has the correct interpretation of Mal. 4:5: the promised Elijah is John
because he will work “in Elijah’s spirit and power."
He will be the same stern, abstemious ﬁgure that is
needed, like Elijah, by the same impenitent and un-

believing nation, whose great task was to preach stern
contrition and repentance. It is unwarranted to state
that somebody put a far later interpretation of the
Malachi prophecy into the angel’s mouth.
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As regards the construction, we regard the mm inﬁnitives as heading their respective clauses, the second
inﬁnitive being epexegetical to the ﬁrst since no connective appears; we do not begin the second clause with
mt. As Christ’s forerunner, as a second Elijah, John

shall work “to turn fathers’ hearts-to children and disobedient ones by means of sensibleness of righteous
ones.” The angel omits Malachi’s statement about the

hearts of the children being turned to the fathers. Just
what . is .meant appears in the addition: “and disobedient ones by means of sensibleness of righteous

ones.”. When John begins to do his work he will ﬁnd
some that are Sixatm in the sense in which this forensic
adjective appears in v. 6. Among these were John’s
disciples and the families of his disciples and many
other godly'Jews who had'God’s verdict in their favor
(Sixam, see this and cognate terms in C.-K. Every
Bible student should read these linguistic articles to
settle in his mind once for all the forensic and true
meaning of these words and thus once for all to reject
wrong translations and interpretations). To these who
are approved of God‘ d>p6vqm9 is ascribed, not the high
term ao¢£a or wisdom (our versions and R., Tn), but
the more moderate term “sensibleness” or practical
good sense. Unbelievers and disobedient people lack
even good sense, for they foolishly run into the divine
judgment.
We regard év as instrumental: “by means of,” which
is here close to the original sense of év, “in connection
with.” John will use the good sense of righteous people
to turn and convert disobedient people——the articles
are left out because clasSes are not referred to, and

because the quality expressed in each noun is to .be
stressed: any who are of the disobedient (of the righteous) kind. “Disobedient ones”.are the direct opposite
of “righteous ones.” -~Their disobedience was not‘mere1y transgression of the law, moral obliquity, but the‘
refusal to accept God’s-grace and goSpel, the~fatal dis-
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obedience of unbelief. This is what makes them the
opposite of the righteous, for the sinner is justiﬁed and
declared righteous by the divine Judge only by faith.
Anyone who examines John’s preaching will see its
sensibleness: he calls on people to escape the coming
wrath, warns them of the ax of judgment already laid
at the base of the tree, etc. This is what John used to
convert his people to true repentance. If the angel’s
words were translated into Hebrew they would be in
the form of Hebrew poetry, even the Greek is a prose

poem. This observation lets us see how the two lines
are parallel and synonymous:
“To turn fathers’ hearts unto children
And disobedient ones by means of sensibleness of
righteous ones.”
The general sense of the two lines is the same. When
John begins to do his work he will ﬁnd some godly
children (Malachi adds the reverse: also some godly
fathers) ; and so it will be his work to turn them to
each other, all the ungodly to the godly, their very
“hearts," by an inner conversion. Compare the author’s Eisemwh 0. .T. Selections, 53.
The work thus sketched shall have this great purpose: “to make ready for the Lord a people that has
been entirely prepared,” mm: intensifies the participle,
and the perfect tense has its usual present connotation
of still being prepared. Although homage» and mm01:61,de are synonyms, the former speaks of the work of
making ready (as this is described in the previous
clause), the latter of supplying the equipment by which
full (ml-rd) preparation is secured. Hence we also have

the passive for the latter: this people that John makes

ready will have everything that the Lord will' require

at his coming. The agent in this passive participle is
John, who-is also the subject of the two inﬁnitives because he is the subject of the main verb. The angel
says “for the Lord," for Yahweh, and does not mention
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the Messiah by name; yet we see that Yahweh and the
Messiah are identical because the Messiah is the Son
of God.
The translations of both our versions obscure the
sense of «at amass «m; c’v does not mean “to” like the
previous 31!. The R. -V. comes nearer to the true sense,
but we have no reason to supply “to walk,” which also

gives a wrong sense to iv. The idea that John was to
settle family quarrels is almost too trivial to be noticed.
The fathers cannot be the godly patriarchs and ancestors whereas the Children would be the generation
that is living at John’s time, for one might then understand how the children could be turned to the ancient
fathers, but certainly not how those ancient fathers
could be turned to their children of that late generation. A rather peculiar idea is. that the children take

up with the new whereas the fathers, the old people,
hold- back, so that it was John’s task to bring these
unprogressive fathers up with their up-to-date children. This pays no attention to Malachi’s second line,
turning the children to the fathers, and to the fact
that, whereas the angel uses only the one line, he does
not change its conneétion with the unquoted line. But
the whole presentation is not something new that is
offered by John to which old people might object but
the reverse—John is to go back to do over again the
old, old work of Elijah.
18)

And Zacharias said to the angel, How shall

I know this? For I on my part am an old man, and

my wife gone far forward in her days.
The remarkable thing is that Zacharias asks exactly the same question that Abraham asked in Gen.
15 :8, and yet that the two questions are not treated
alike. That is due to the fact that Abraham believed
(Gen. 15:6), but Zacharias did not The one asked for
a sign to strengthen his faith, the other asked for a sign
that he thought could not be given because the thing that
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was promised was no longer possible. “The order of
nature seemed more certain to him than the order of
grace.” The wonderful examples of Isaac’s birth as
well as Samson’s and Samuel’s seem to make no impression on Zacharias now that such a birth is promised also to him. Those wonderful births had, of
course, occurred long ago, and yet it was also long ago
since God had sent an angel to earth, for the angel appearances related in the Apocrypha are spurious. Yet
here was this supernatural being before the very eyes
of Zacharias and actually speaking to him. Unbelief,
we must remember, is always abnormal and irrational,
and its processes of reasoning cannot be explained rationally. Zacharias should have believed—but he did

not. Kara n’, literally, “according to what,” is practically “how”; but it asks for a norm or sign in accord
with which the promise will be fulﬁlled.

The emphasis on £76, “I on my part,” intends to say
that, if the getting of a son, to say nothing of such a

son, depends on Zacharias, the case is hopeless—he is
nothing but an old man who is unable to beget a child.’
The second impossibility is his wife who has “gone far
forward in her days” (see v. 7), far beyond the ability
to conceive a child. 'These words of the old priest perhaps indicate why he is so reluctant to believe that he
shall have a son. He had prayed most earnestly as long
as there was the shadow of hope physically. When that

had positively faded, he settled down to bitter disappointment. This was the more bitter since among
the Jews childlessness was considered one of God's
punishments and a sure sign of his displeasure and
many children a sure sign of his favor and a great
blessing. One of the questions that must have lain
heavily on the old priest’s mind was why he should
be thus punished by God when both he and his wife
served God most faithfully. So the sudden announcement, though it comes from an angel’s lips, seems entirely unbelievable to him. This does not explain his
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unbelief, for that lies unexplained in the secret recesses of his heart.
19) And answering, the angel said to him: I on

my part am Gabriel that stands in the sight of God!
And I was commissioned to speak to thee and to
announce to thee as glad tidings these things. And
lo, thou shalt be silent and not able to speak until

what day these things take place because thou didst
not believe my words, the ones that shall be fulﬁlled
in their due season.
We here have the ﬁrst instance in Luke of the cir-

cumstantial participle dwoxptﬂeis which is used with dare?
or with )Lc'ya and always expresses action that is simultaneous with that of the verb: “answering he said";
R. 1125. The angel answers the unbelief of Zacharias
regarding the most impressive promise. He puts the

truth of the promise beyond all question; he furnishes
the sign for the unbelief, one that expresses the divine
displeasure. The unbelief of Zacharias referred only
to this to him incredible promise, and with that piece
'of unbelief alone did the angel deal.
Over against the “I am” of Zacharias who is trying
to justify his unbelief the angel put his own emphatic
“I am,” which refuted that unbelief and furnished the
most ample ground for faith. Note the emphatic E'ya'),
“I on my part.” The angel states his name only
incidentally: “Gabriel,” which is, “man of God.” He
is the same angel that is mentioned in Dan. 8 :16. Any
other angel would have been able to say just what
Gabriel said. The chief point lies in the addition “that
stand in the sight of .God,”- which does not, however, mean that he is one of the great angels, one of
the archangels, as has been thought, but simply one of
God’s attendants who is ready to receive and to execute
his commands (Ps. 103:20). In this respect Gabriel
was not above the other angels. Note. that Elijah. says
the same thing regarding himself, . I Kings 17 :1, and
compare. Rev. 8 :2.

Duke 1:19, 20
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As God’s own messenger Gabriel “was commissioned to speak to thee and to announce to thee as glad
tidings these things.” ’Aqrea-rdaqv is the second aorist
passive and is used even with regard to Jesus. It is
hard to see why this aorist should not denote past time
(R., Tr.) ; it is one of the aorists which states something recent, for which we should use the perfect in
our idiom: “I have been sent,” R. 842, etc. The second
m’ is epexegetical: “to speak to thee, namely (Kat) to
announce to thee as glad tidings these things.” The
point is that Gabriel’s message to Zacharias is from
God—his word this priest of God is doubting. Moreover, it is a message of good tidings, and this divine
promise of the most blessed kind Zacharias is refusing
to believe.
This is a plain example of the unreasonableness
and self-injury of unbelief. Whom shall we believe if
not God? When God sends us good tidings, blessed
promises, shall we reject them because they are so
blessed? What if they go beyond nature and common
experienCe? Where is it written—except in the minds
of skeptics—that our tiny experience with nature
bounds the range of possibilities for God? Did God
really exhaust his powers when he established the laws
of nature? Is it really unreasonable to conclude that
the God who made this universe with its laws very
likely has the power to do still more wonderful things?

This is a case where cﬁayychm’é‘eaﬂat is used in its common
meaning of bringing good news. Bothinﬁnitives are
properly aorists to denote effective actions.
20) ‘The foolish priest’s unbelief stands rebuked
and refuted. But this is a case where God takes an
unbeliever at his own word (another example is found
in 'John 20:27). Must he know “how”; must he have
something to go by? Well, he shall have what he asks

for, a sign that exactly suits his case of unbelief. “Lo”
marks the strangeness of it; he' shall be dumb until
his son is born. The periphrastic future 367; amu'iv (R.
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889) is linear or durative (R. 353) : “shalt continue
silent.” The fact is emphasized by the synonymous
statement that he shall be unable to speak (make an
utterance). In axpl. 1'): the antecedent is drawn into the
relative, “until what day.”
The reason for this inﬂiction is stated in the clearest way; an? «iv is causal (R. 963) and also classical:
(ivﬁ mimv an, “for this that,” i. e., “because." The reason is that “thou didst not believe my words,” which
is another instance in which we should use the perfect
“hast not believed.” The angel charges unbelief
against Zacharias. The fact that we believe in general is

no sign that we shall believe in some given promise or
in some one gospel fact. Note the contrast between
“thou didst not believe" and “that shall be fulﬁlled."
This unbelief holds that they will not be fulﬁlled because
this seems impossible; but the angel says they shall be
fulﬁlled and thus give the lie to the unbelief. The imagery in the verb is that of an empty vessel that is to be
ﬁlled to the brim when John’s birth takes place. The
tense is the prophetic future, it is like those used in
v. 13, etc.
We regard oz'nves not merely as being more emphatic
than at but add its usual causal connotation: “they being such as shall be fulﬁlled.” What folly to disbelieve
words of this kind? When R. 594 has sis set a more
deﬁnite period, the deﬁniteness really lies in 7?»: xacpbv
atrov, and the preposition is only a variant of Ev: “in
their due season,” i. e., in that point of time which is
appropriate to the angel’s words. Great glad news
ought to set a man to jubilating and to telling it in his
joy (faith) ; but great glad news shall here strike this
man dumb so that he shall not jubilate or tell about it

with even one word (unbelief) . The power that thus
robs him of his speech for an exact ﬁxed time shall by
this its deed prove to him that it is able to do other
and far greater things.

Luke 1 :21, 22
21)
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And the people went on expecting Zacha-

rias and were wondering at his spending time in the
Sanctuary.
The service of sprinkling the frankincense on the
golden altar took but a short time, and the Talmud re-

ports that the oﬂiciating priest remained in the Sanctuary only a brief time. He would then come out and
dismiss the people with a benediction. The writer has
been unable to determine whether the Holy Place was
shut off from the view of those outside during this service or not; it almost seems that it was from this passage. The periphrastic imperfect stresses the duration
of the expectation—they expected Zacharias to step
forth at any moment, but he delayed and delayed; and
they naturally went on wondering (imperfect tense)
at his spending so much time in the Sanctuary (v. 9).
’Ev n; with the inﬁnitive (v. 8) is common in Luke:
“were wondering in connection with him spending
time,” etc.
22)

But having come out, he could not speak to

them. And they realized that he had seen a vision in
the Sanctuary. And he on his part kept motioning to
them and continued to remain dumb.
Instantly struck dumb, when Zacharias did ﬁnally

come out of the Sanctuary to dismiss the people in the
usual ,way he could not make a sound. The people real-

ized rightly (ém’ strengthens the verb) that Zacharias
had seen a vision, amaala, which is not much different

from apapa. This was a case in which an angel was seen
and his voice heard with waking eyes and active na-

tural senses. Other visions of this kind are reported
by the evangelists (see the same word in 24:23). The
periphrastic imperfect indicates that Zacharias had to
keep motioning for some time before the people understood that they Were this time to go home without the
usual benediction. But as far as Zacharias was con-
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cerned, the simple imperfect says that he continued

dumb. The perfect e'épam is retained unchanged in the
indirect discourse (we should change to “had seen”) ;

but the perfect connotates that Zacharias still had the
vision with him.
23) And it came to pass, when the days of his
oﬁcial service were fulﬁlled, he went away to his
home.
Zacharias ﬁnished out the week in spite of his. loss

of speech. On éyémo plus a ﬁnite verb see'v. 8: “it
came to pass he went away.” The Aelroupyt’a (our “liturgy” is from this word) is any public service, especially one that is ofﬁcially performed like that of the
priesthood. Not until the week was duly ended did
Zacharias go back home to Hebron where he dwelt.
24) Now after these days, Elisabeth, his wife,
conceived and hid herself for ﬁve months, saying,
Thus has the Lord done to me in the days in which
he saw to it to take away my reproach among men.
“After these days” of the service in Jerusalem, Elisabeth promptly conceived, awe'Ach, Luke alone uses
this verb in that sense. For the last ﬁve months she
kept herself in the customary retirement. R. 351 is inclined to regard wepte'xpvﬁev as the imperfect from xpziﬁw
whereas it may also be the second aorist from xpﬁm-w,
R. 1217. Either tense would ﬁt the context, and no one
is able to ﬁnd anything decisive between them. IIcPZ in
the verb is perfective: she hid herself completely (all
around).
25) The feelings that were in her heart, as these
are now stated, were probably expressed often enough.
With 0570): she refers to her pregnant condition and
thus properly uses the perfect ﬂroiqxcv, for what the

Lord (Yahweh as before, with or without the article)
did to her continues to the time of her speaking. Her
barrenness and childlessness were considered “a reproac ,” a disgrace, something that was personally

Dulce 1:25, 26'
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blameworthy; compare v. 7. But we should not insert
thOughts such as her husband’s desire for an heir, her
own maternal desire, and the like. The matter was
far more serious: to be without a child was a sign of
God’s displeasure and in that sense a reproach among
men who would point to this couple as being for some
reason punished by God. The object of éwcisev is most
likely not “me” but the following inﬁnitive clause:
“saw to it to take away my reproach.” It is a rather

ﬁne point to make £1“sz ingressive and ¢i¢a\¢iv (from
cidmtpe’w) effective (R., Tr. 144): “began to look upon
to remove once for all”; for that matter both might be
ingressive or both effective, and the latter, being the
simpler, is correct.
The point to be noted is that Elisabeth expresses
only her natural feelings about her pregnancy in general; in v. 41 the Holy Spirit inspires her language.
She is happy, ﬁrst of all, because her reproach is gone
and she, too, is to have a child as a sign of God’s plea»
sure. Already that is enough for her. She here says
nothing about the higher plans of God that connect her
unborn son with the Messiah.
26) Now in the sixth month the angel Gabriel
was commissioned from God to a city of Galilee, for
which the name Nazareth, to a maiden having been
betrothed to a man, for whom the name Joseph, out

of David’s house. And the name of the maiden Mary.
Luke connects the story of Mary with that of Elisabeth because they belong together; hence his designation of the time for the annunciation: “in the sixth
mont ,” i. e., after Elisabeth had conceived. The angel
indicates his identity in v. 36: he tells about Elisabeth,
her conception and the length of her pregnancy, and

thus reveals that he is identical with the angel who
was sent to Zacharias. In neither appearance is this
angel described. To say that Mary did not perhaps
even know that she was speaking to an angel is there-
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fore pointless. She knew this as well as Zacharias did.
The message delivered to Mary was inﬁnitely greater
than the message given to Zacharias, and the mes-O
Senger could not have appeared in a commoner form,
i. e., as a mere man.

The idea in an; is .not that of agency: commissioned.
“by God” (576) , but derivation: “from God,” sent with.
a message from his presence. Nazareth is mentioned
as a city of Galilee and is so insigniﬁcant that Theophilus could not be expected to know its location; but.

it is noteworthy also that this town, which is so important in the sacred history, was located in the despised province of Galilee. The dative with 5mm (here
and in v. 27 ) is idiomatic for one of the ways of in-troducing a name, 1',» is always left out (B.-D. 128,.
where the different ways are listed).
27) We are told twice that the person to whom

Gabriel was now sent was a napoe’voc, a “maiden” or
“virgin.” Luke evidently intends to stress this fact.
But this virgin is described as “having been betrothed
to a man” named Joseph. The perfect participle tells
us that the betrothal had taken place some time before and was now in force. But we should understand
this in the Jewish way: the Jewish betrothal was public and had vows that constituted virtual marriage and
needed only that the bridegroom should come at the
set time, take his bride, celebrate, and live with her.
That is why a betrothed maiden could be called a wife

(Matt. 1 :20), and her betrothed than her husband. It
is unwarranted, however, to demand that we must
today enter marriage in the same way. The Word of

God demands nothing of the kind; and they who insist
on the Jewish way never carry it out as it is sketched,
for instance, in Matt. 25:1, etc. In our practice betrothals are engagements and not yet essentially marriages

but only promises of future marriages, and the binding

marriage vows are not made until during the marriage
ceremony, upon which the consummation of the mar-

riage follows at once. See further the comment on
Matt. 1:18.
There is some discussion on the connection of £5

olxou Aaﬁc’s. It is dodging the issue when.R., Tan, omits
all punctuation. Zahn connects it with Joseph, but his
argumentation betrays the fact that it results from
his contention that Luke’s genealogy (3 :23-38) is that
of Joseph and not that of Mary. It is rather superﬁcial
to think that the main person to be introduced is
Joseph, and that we must know about his Davidic
descent. The main person is this maiden, and Joseph
is introduced only as the man to whom she is betrothed,
and it is about her descent that we must know. Luke
tells Mary’s story throughout these chapters—Joseph
is quite secondary. We construe: “to a maiden . . . out
of David’s house.” The fact that she is the person appears from the way in which her name is introduced,
not incidentally like the names Nazareth and Joseph,
but at the end in a separate sentence in which
“maiden” again occurs. It is true, as the genealogy
of Joseph shows (Matt. 1:2, etc.), that he, too, is of
Davidic descent. But this is no justiﬁcation for attaching Luke’s phrase to both “maiden” and “Joseph” as
has been done. Zahn forgets the Gentile Theophilus, to
whom these verses are written. It was vital for Jews
and Jewish Christians to know that the legal father

of Jesus was a descendant of David. Jewish legal ideas
about descent could count little with a Gentile, the
actual physical descent would be the essential point to
him. “Mariam,” as Luke writes her name, was of
David’s royal line. More on this question will be
found in connection with 3 :23.

28) And having gone in to her, he said, Greeting, favored one! The Lord is with thee!
Gabriel appeared to Mary in her own home, as etc.in the participle would indicate. He perhaps walked
in through the door. It would be unwarranted, however, to assume that he hid his supernatural character
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and appeared as an ordinary man. The reactions of
Mary are not like those of Zacharias, but this is due to
the difference in the persons rather than to any difference in the angel’s appearance. The maiden who was
selected by God to become the mother of his Son was
superior to the old priest in the Sanctuary as all that
we know of her character shows. Xazpe, the present
imperative, is the common form of greeting in the
Greek. No person now greets another, either on arriving or on leaving, by saying, “Hail l” yet this translation persists. Perhaps the translation, “Greeting!”
will do as well as any; in the Aramaic it must have
been the common wish: “Peace to you I” The Germans
translate: “Sez' gegruesst!”
The perfect participle Kexapwwpéw] has the strongest
connotation of the present: “having been favored and
as a result still being in this blessed condition.” The
root in the verb is Xdpls, grace, the unmerited favor
bestowed by God. The passive voice makes God the
agent. The special grace on account of which the angel
greets Mary is God’s selection of her to be the mother
of his Son. “Blessed thou among women” is found in
good texts but seems to have been inserted here from
v. 42. Bengel interprets the passive voice: non ut
mater gratiaa sed ut ﬁlia, gratiz. The deiﬁcation of

Mary by Romanism is constantly rejected as being
contrary to the text. The Vulgate’s translation gratiae
plane is ambiguous; it may pass if “full of grace thou
hast received” is meant, but certainly not if the mean-

ing is to be, “full of grace thou now hast to bestow.”
Mary is a vessel to receive, not a fountain to dispense.

As the perfect participle in the address refers to a
very special gift of grace, so the assurance: “The Lord

is with thee !” refers to far more than to his ordinary
helpful presence. The fact that a godly Jewess enjoyed
Yahweh’s grace (a Képlos as before) and helpful presence needed no angelic announcement. Far more is

Luke ‘1 :281-420
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meant here. By becoming the virgin mother of God’s
Son, Mary would most certainly :need the fullest protection on the part of God. How could she defend
herself against slander, and how could she protect her
babe from murderous hands? So in advance, before
Mary is further enlightened, the assurance of the
Lord’s presence, help, and protection is given to her.
The Greek may omit the copula when it is in the
present tense, but not when the tense is past, future,
perfect, or when the mode is not the indicative. Hence

“the Lord with thee” is not a wish but the statement of
a great fact. The two go together: inasmuch as Mary
is favored with this special grace the Lord’s helpful
presence is with her in that special degree.
29)

But she was greatly perturbed at the word

and began to argue with herself of what kind this

greeting might he.
The aorist denotes the fact of her perturbation, but
the imperfect states only that she began to argue back
and forth (M) with herself, i.e., reckon up the reasons
that might explain the angel’s word (meaning all that
he said) in one or in the other way. The question Mary
debated was: “Of what kind is this greeting?" The
optative has almost faded out of the Koine, but here
we have an example where in an indirect question after
a secondary tense the indicative “is” is in classic
fashion changed to “might be,” «217, R. 1044.
30) And the angel said to her: Stop being
afraid, Mary! For thou didst ﬁnd favor with God.
And lo, thou shalt conceive in the womb, and shalt
bear a son, and shalt call his name Jesus. He shall
be great and shall be called the Highest’s Son. And
the Lord God shall give to him the throne of David,
his father, and he shall rule as king over the House
of Jacob to the eons, and of his kingdom there shall
not be an end.
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Before Mary has time to arrive at an answer to her
mental question, the angel goes on speaking to give her
full information and thus to end all doubt and debate
in her heart. The present negative imperative is the
same as that which is addressed to Zacharias in v. 13:
“Stop fearing, Mary l” So her perturbation included
fear, that fear which befalls mortals when they are in
the presence of heavenly beings. It is unreasoned and
automatic and must always be checked in order not to
interfere with the intended blessed effects of the
divine words.
As in v. 13, so here the bidding to stop being afraid
is at once fortiﬁed with the strongest kind of reason
for dismissing all fear. In the case of Mary this reason

(yap) is the fact that she has found xdpcc with God.
This is the noun that lies in the participle that was
used in v. 28 and always means undeserved favor,
“grace” in the sense of the divine motive and of the
gifts that are due to that motive, which are wholly
unmerited by us. This is the heart of the meaning
when it is God’s grace that is referred to. When it is
used with reference to others it is modiﬁed to match the
person referred to. This divine grace is always found,
never earned. It falls into the lap, we do‘not go and
work for it. It is a gift, pure and simple, in toto. The
last thing that Mary dreamed of was becoming the
mother of the Messiah, God’s own Son. The Greek
expresses simply the fact: “didst ﬁnd” (aorist); the
English would use the perfect “hast found.”
It is true enough that xaipcs has in it sweetness,
charm, loveliness, joy, delight, the note of kindness,

and, in fact, much else that is delightful; but these are
only the by-products, the odor of the rose, not yet the

rose itself. Any and all of these resultant ideas are
due to the essential idea, that of unmerited favor and
gifts of favor. The "angel is leading up to the great
announcement he has come to make. His statement is
still general, only a little more direct than his ﬁrst

words. The aorist is noteworthy; Mary found this
favor with God long ago. It is all arranged in God’s
plan far in advance.

Mary must know that. If she

learns of it only now, that does not change her blessed
state in the past. What she now learns is to ﬁll her
with the highest delight.

31) When Gabriel tells Mary in the clearest and
simplest way about God’s intent with reference to her,

if ever the interjection 2806, “10,” was justiﬁed, it is so
here. Three brief clauses present it all. Mary shall
conceive, she shall give birth to a son, and that son’s
name shall be Jesus. The verb for “conceive" is the

same as that used in v. 24, the addition of e’v yticrpt, a
stereotyped phrase, really adds nothing. The future
tenses are futuristic and prophetic, none of them is
volitive. All these things shall occur without any question; any human will and consent that may be necessary shall be forthcoming. The prophecy can be made
in such a positive way because the divine foreknowledge coupled with the divine purpose cannot fail. The
name “Jesus” is not explained to Mary as it was later
to Joseph. “Jesus” was to be the son’s personal name,
Yeshoshu‘a or Yeshu‘a, “Yahweh is help or salvation,”
meaning, “the One through whom Jehovah brings sal—
vation”: “for it is he that shall save his people from
their sins” (Matt. 1:22). Not one word is said about

Joseph as being the father of this son which Mary is
to bear; we have only the mention of the Lord and of

God!
32)

But the prophecy is not yet half told. The

conception, birth, and name beﬁt only this son. Regard-

ing the son of Zacharias the angel said, “He shall be
great in the Lord’s sight,” i.e., in his judgment, but of

Mary’s son the same angel says, “This one shall be
great.” He adds nothing and thus means “great” in
the absolute sense. We might expect “for” in explanation of his greatness; instead we have mt which introduces a coordinate statement, one that thus stands by
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itself: “and theAHighest’s Son shall he be called," i.e.,
rightfully, that name states exactly who he is. Indeed,
none could be greater.
The title warm, “Highest,” “Most High” (superlative), by itself or combined with @«is (Heb. 7 :1; Gen.
14:18; repeatedly in the mouth of demons, Mark 5:7 ;
Luke 8 :28; Acts 16:17), designates God in his supreme
exaltation and majesty. Neither noun has the article,
which stresses the idea expressed by each. The view
that uiés is indeﬁnite, “a son,” is due to ignorance of
the Greek in which the added genitive always makes
the noun deﬁnite. In 6 :35 the genitive has the article,
which stresses only the concept “sons” whiCh is modiﬁed in the ordinary way by its genitive; but here 117.59

{uptamv is really one concept.
R., W. P., is too ready to yield the point that deity
is not expressed here since in 6:35 Christians who

exercise love are called uiol 'roﬁ imam», “sons of the
Highest.” But mere outward similarity of phrasing,
aside from the context, is not determinative. If Gabriel
did not mean- deity, what did he mean? The subtile
Arianism of von Hofmann (Philippi’s correct judgment) has tainted many interpretations. He here uses
Ps. 82:6, where judges, etc., are called sons of the.
Most High, because God lent them his majesty in administering the law; compare John 10:34, etc., in the
author’s work on John. He overlooks Luke 6 :35.
Modernism has stressed the idea that “Son of God,”
“Son of the Highest,” etc., are merely synonymous
with “Messiah,” both are ancient, outworn categories
of thought or thought forms. If that were true, and if
we are dealing only with changing forms of human
ideas, any modern ideas that are offered us in place of
the ancient ones would be only like new coats that take
the place of the old but themselves soon become old
and outworn too—with no coat in sight that would
never grow old, change, and become worthless.

33) This exalted person who is to be born of the
maiden Mary is to be the promised Messiah. The angel

puts this into Old Testament language which Mary will
the more easily understand, and which will at the same
time be convincing to her as being the fulﬁllment of the
old prophecies. Note II Sam. 7:13: “I will establish
the throne of his kingdom forever” ; and v. 16: “And
thine house and thy kingdom shall be established forever before thee: and thy throne shall be established
forever.” Compare Ps. 89:4, 29, 35-37 (John 12:34).
“The Lord God” is the same Old Testament name as
that found in v. 16 (which see).
' This great covenant God shall give to this child
Jesus “the throne of his father David.” Any gift of the
Father to Jesus is, of course, made to his human nature. The royal side of Jesus' ofﬁce is described here.
He himself spoke of his kingdom as not being of this
world, John 18:36, 37. Thus “he shall reign over the
House of Jacob to the cons,” which means that “of his
kingdom there shall be no end.” The manner of his rule
will be like the kingdom he rules, a rule with truth in
the power of grace. “The House of Jacob” denotes all

his descendants, not merely the Jewish nation as such,
but the spiritual descendants on through the ages
(Rom. 9:6-8) . We need not be reluctant about accepting the angel’s word in its full reality that Jesus should ‘
rule forever over the spiritual House of Israel, believing Jews and Gentiles alike. He does so rule now, and
this the angel actually foretold. Isa. 9:6, 7; Jer. 23:5,
6; 33 :15, 16.
Jesus is to have “the throne of his father David.”
The effort is made to deny that Jesus was a descendant

of David, Mary being of the royal line. The usual interpretation is that “of his father David” refers to
Joseph’s descent from David, Jesus being Joseph’s legal
son and thus also David’s legal son. The untenableness
of this view is apparent. Read II Sam. 7 :12: “I will
set up thy seed after the, which shall proceed out of
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thy bowels, and I will establish his kingdom” (LXX,
Ecru. in 717: xocMas aou) . We are, however, tOId that we

should not let the Old Testament prophecies control
our New Testament exegesis!
The phrase etc ‘rot‘u: awme, literally, .“unto the eons,”
is the Greek way of saying “to eternity.” An azu’w is a
vast extent of time that is distinguished by the character of what happens in it; so we have “this azu’w or
world age” and “the aiév to come," that in heaven. To
gain the idea of eternity the eons were simply multiplied in an indeﬁnite succession. The fact that this is
the sense of the phrase is made plain by the next
statement, that of his kingdom “there shall be no end."
This is the common' way of deﬁning eternity: time
without an end. The fact is, however, that our minds
are so bound to the notion of time (and also of space)
that we cannot visualize anything that does not ﬁt into
this succession of moments, days, years, millenniums,
etc. Yet eventually “time shall be no longer” (Rev.
10:6), this succession shall come to an end; eternity is
the opposite of time, simul tota, an absolute altogether,
an endless now without past or future—we can say it
but not conceive it. The kingdom is eternal.
It is important to know what is meant by “the
throne,” by ﬁaaolaicw, ruling as a king, and by this

Baalheia. or kingdom. The usual view is to take an ordinary earthly throne, kingdom, and royal rule as the
pattern and to conceive of Jesus’ kingdom in an analogous way. But all things earthly are but poor shadows
of the heavenly; they are so of this kingdom that is

not of this world. The earthly kingdom makes its king;
without it he could not be king; and he may easily be
dethroned and cease to be king. But the heavenly king
makes his kingdom; without him it could not exist;

and the only question is whether we will accept his
rule and kingship or perish in our hostility. Thus the

kingdom is where the king is, where he exercises his
blessed rule of eternal grace, whether on earth or in

Duke 1 :84
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heaven. Not the people as subjects make up- the kingdom—there are really no subjects, for all in whom
Christ rules are themselves kings and rule with him,
and in this sense he is the King of kings (of us whom
he has made spiritual kings by his spiritual rule). All
the inﬁnite realities of divine grace are compressed in
the, angel’s wards.
34) But Mary said to the angel, How shall this
be since I know not a man?
The question as well as the answer it receives indicate no unbelief on Mary’s part. She is not like Zacha-

rias but, in a way, like Nicodemus who also asked
“how,” namely about the new birth. What perplexes
Mary is the fact that she is to have a son, not at some
distant time after her marriage to Joseph (about
whom the angel said not a word), but, as she properly
judged, beginning shortly after the announcement she

just heard. With “how” she asks for some explanation,
and with “since" she states the reason for her perplexity, namely that she “knows not a man," a typical
Jewish way of stating her virginity. “To know a man”
means to know sexually. The point in stating this
reason is that she is able to. conceive a son only by
sexual union with a man, the universal natural law of
procreation. Mary is entirely willing to have the great
son of whom the angel speaks—but how about the
husband through whom she is to conceive that son?
Does the angel say that Joseph, her betrothed, will

promptly consummate his marriage with her? We
know that Joseph waited for several months and, in
fact, intended to wait still longer (Matt. 1 :18), but
God himself hastened his resolve. Since her marriage
is still a long way off, how was she, an immaculate
virgin, to have a son? The point to be noted is that,
unlike Zacharias whose only difﬁculty was his age,

Mary had no ancient analogous cases to help her out,
and the angel had intimated nothing whatever about

how she would become a mother.
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Roman Catholicism (also Bengel) reads or" yavaiqm,
a plain, ordinary present tense, in the sense of the
future, as declaring that Mary has vowed perpetual
virginity. Zahn’s observations are much to the point.
If that were the sense of Mary’s words, since no other
than the natural way for her to have a son has been
intimated, she would be denying the angel’s word in
ﬂat unbelief—her vow of perpetual virginity would
make the angel’s word impossible. Again, Mary was
betrothed to Joseph; if she had made her vow prior to
the betrothal she had already broken it by the betrothal, the ﬁrst vital step in entering marriage; but
if she had made the alleged vow after her betrothal she
would by such a vow have broken her marriage tie
with Joseph. But the Scriptures know nothing of such
a vow (entschiedener Vorsatz, Bardenhewer) as they
know nothing of the Mariolatry of Romanism.
35)

And answering the angel said to her, The

Holy Spirit shall come upon thee, and the Highest’s
power shall overshadow thee; wherefore also that
holy thing being born shall be called Son of God.
See v. 19 on “answering.” Mary’s question is fully
and completely answered, and there is no intimation
that there was an impropriety in her asking it. In
fact, it seems as if the angel purposely left out this
vital point in his announcement and thus induced
Mary’s question in order to state this point the more
emphatically, for it is absolutely essential in the proper
conception of Mary’s son, our Savior. This angel’s
word answers the question of the entire church as to

how the Savior could be born of a virgin, and the
answer is adequate in every way. Hence the church
has always confessed “conceived by the Holy Ghost,
born of the Virgin Mary.”
'The conception was a miracle—and all who reject
miracles will ﬁnd some other way to interpret the

angel’s word. All who want a Savior without deity

Luke 1 :85
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will do the same. A son who was conceived by Mary
through Joseph, conceived before their marriage was
consummated, or a bastard who was conceived through
somebody else (the Jews called him Penthara), is
seemingly more to their liking than God's Son born of
the Virgin Mary. Two things are certain: the texts of
Matthew and of Luke still stand, and the sense of what
they record also stands; all efforts to the contrary only
make these facts stand out the more.

It is unwarranted to declare that Emma 'Aytov does
not here come under the rule that proper nouns and
names may or may not have the article, hence that the

third person of the Godhead is here not referred to but
only a holy spirit power as opposed to the ﬂesh in
ordinary conception. “Holy Spirit” is freely used either
way in the Greek, with or without articles. Matthew
writes twice (1 :18, 20) that Mary’s conception was

a Ilmiparos 'Ayc’ou. Mary’s power to conceive was derived (éx) from the divine Spirit.
In Luke’s account the angel takes us a step farther:
the Spirit “shall come upon thee.” And even this is
made plainer: “the Highest’s power shall overshadow
thee.” Farther than this the miracle could not be revealed, for the human mind could not follow farther.
The points are these: the conception shall be caused by
the third person of the Godhead; he shall not operate
from a distance but shall himself come upon Mary; he
shall'work the conception by his almighty power; and
this shall occur when, like the Shekinah (Exod. 40 :34-

38), the power shall overshadow Mary. Just as Hvei‘pa
"away is not indeﬁnite (it is used without articles
throughout this chapter), so also Shame {ng/za'rov is not

indeﬁnite. On the latter compare the parallel expression nib: inﬂate!) in v. 31; it is the genitive that makes
the noun deﬁnite.
There is only one power of the Highest, his omnipotence. This power belongs to the Spirit as well as to
the other persons. There is no reason for regarding
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“the power of the Highest” as denoting the power of
the Son instead of that of the Spirit so that the eternal
Son overshadowed Mary and wrought his own conception by his omnipotence. This would certainly militate
against Matthew’s twice-repeated ex and would make
the Spirit’s part in the act only secondary, merely
sanctifying Mary or the ovum used in the conception
by the Son. The entire conception was wrought by the
omnipotent operation of the Holy Spirit.
Beyond this we cannot go. All else is impenetrable.
.But we should remember that an ordinary, human conception is~.also, in spite of all our science, as great a
mystery as ever—a new person, an immortal soul sud-'
denly comes into existence. We who cannot penetrate
this everyday miracle should not feel aggrieved when
the miracle of the incarnation of the second person of
the Godhead is veiled in mystery for us. The divine
record presents the facts and no more.
Why the Spirit wrought this conception and not the

Father or the Son we may not ask; we are compelled
to stop with the fact. Why he proceeded as he did,
coming upon Mary, etc., we again may not ask; the
facts must sufﬁce, and even these are in reality beyond
us. But John 1 :13 (rightly interpreted, not with reference to the believers, but to the conception of the

Logos—see the author’s commentary) points out the
corollaries: “of God,” i.e., of the Spirit, hence not of
blood or mere human life, not of the will of the ﬂesh or
our human nature, and not of the will of man (male)
in copulation—three éx negatived by the one positive it:
(like the two in Matthew). Pagan mythologies may
claim divine birth for some of their heroes, but we
cannot place the incarnation of God’s Son into that
category. Look at what those heroes were, then look
at what Jesus was; and remember that the method of
Jesus was, not to proclaim his deity in advance, but to
let men discover it by their experience with his person
and his work (John 1:14; also 1:47-51).

:After stating the divine how of Mary’s conception
and making it entirely a divine work that is inﬁnitely
above ordinary conceptions the angel states in the most
exact terms who the son who shall be thus conceived
shall be. We need not put a future sense into the
present participle ymu'mcvov, “that which is to be born”;
it merely describes the unborn child: “being born.”
This word should not be translated “being begotten.”
Jesus was conceived but not begotten. The view that
the Holy Ghost took the place of the human father and
supplied the male seed to fructify the ovum is false
in toto. The incarnation was vastly beyond this, for

the eternal Logos became ﬂesh. This pre-existent person was conceived by a direct divine act, without a
sexual act or any substitute therefor.
The construction of the A. V. is correct over against
that of the R. V. It is 76 Erytov that is modiﬁed by
yewémv, not the reverse, nor is ﬂywv to be the name of
the one who is to be born of Mary. He who shall be
called “God’s Son" needs no second name, and the
neuter aytov is not a name, especially when it is placed
beside the masculine Ych 69:05. When Jesus is called
“the Holy One,” this term is never neuter. Note the
absence of xal, which is not explained by saying that
“God’s Son” rises above “holy.” The verb “shall be
called” is the same as it was in v. 32'; and “God’s Son”
is the same as “the Highest’s Son” in that verse. The
sense is that he shall be called what he really is. The
translation “a Son of God,” one of a number of such

sons, is not justiﬁed by the absence of the Greek article
before “Son” just as little as the absence of the article
with Spirit means “a spirit.” All that the angel has said
makes certain in what sense “God’s Son" is meant.
He says that Mary’s son shall be called “God’s

Son," not that he shall call himSelf “God’s Son.” Much
has been made of the fact that Jesus did not keep
calling himself God’s Son, and this is extended to the
assertion that he never called himself by this name.
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Jesus had the good sense to let people recognize his
deity by their experience with him. The angel seems

to refer to this when he says that Jesus shall be called
God’s Son. The agent involved in the passive verb is
not named. But the fact is that Jesus was most decidedly called God’s Son by many people, by his own
Father from heaven, by Gabriel in this chapter, and by
himself every time he spoke of his Father and ﬁnally
when he was asked a question under oath (Matt. 26:
63-65 plus 27:43).
As already stated, “God’s Son” is not identical with
the title “Messiah." The latter expresses ofﬁce, the
former being. God’s Son was the Messiah, i.e., he had
this ofﬁce; but he was God’s Son long before he assumed that ofﬁce. An unwarranted view is that Jesus
became God’s Son only by his wonderful birth; but for

that he could not have been considered God's Son.
“Only-begotten” is also understood in this way: the
only one ever begotten in this way, i.e., of a virgin, and
thus GOd’s Son. But this denies the pre-existence of
the Logos, destroys the essence of the incarnation, and
leaves us with a Savior who, aside from what he may
be called, is in reality no more than a man. It may be
well to add here as was done in v. 15 that the three
persons in the Godhead are mentioned before Jewish
ears without the least explanation as being perfectly
known. This is the regular practice and contradicts
the assumption that the Old Testament revealed the
Holy Trinity only faintly (or not at all).

36)

The angel continues: And lo, Elisabeth, thy

relative, has herself also conceived a son in her old

age; and this is the sixth month for her who is called
barren ;' because with God nothing shall be impossible.
What the angel adds is plainly intended to aid and
to conﬁrm Mary’s faith. The degree of relationship
that is expressed by 1) o'v-yyem's can is quite uncertain.
Zahn combines it with the close acquaintance that is

evidenced in v. 39, etc., and thinks this sufﬁcient to
prove that Mary, like Elisabeth, was a descendant of
Aaron, the daughter of a priest, and by no means a
descendant of David. The daughter of a priest could
have any number of relatives who were not at all of
priestly connection. It is fruitless to assail the actual
Davidic descent of Jesus.
The angel points out the miraculous thing that has
happened to Elisabeth, that she who had come to be

called barren by all who knew her had now in her old
age conceived; and though the child is yet unborn, the
angel calls it “a son”—suﬂicient evidence that it is
Gabriel who speaks to Mary. By mentioning Elisabeth
who is now in her sixth month, well on toward the day
of birth, the angel silently suggests to Mary the very
thing she now undertakes, namely a visit to her aged
relative. It is certainly thoughtful to point Mary to
this one person to whom she might freely conﬁde her
tremendous secret. She could not speak to Joseph who
needed far more than her word (Matt. 1:20), still less
to any others in Nazareth.
37)

The added 511 clause states the great reason

that underlies what has occurredh'in the case of Elisabeth and is now to occur in the case of Mary in a far
higher manner: “nothing shall be impossible with

God.” This rendering of the A. V. regards [aim in the
sense of the Hebrew daba/r, which was current also as
a Greek colloquialism, “a thing or matter mentioned."

It goes back to the LXX’s translation of Gen. 18:14,
which is exactly the same except that the words are
there a question and have the interrogative particle mi;
but they are uttered to Sarah in connection with the

promise of her having a son. The future tense of the
verb may well be a rendering of the Hebrew imperfect.
Of course, of: . . . miv means “nothing,” R. 752. The
sense is that nothing that comes from God (#apa'.) shall
be impossible. On this assured fact Mary may rest her

faith. The other rendering, “for no word from God
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shall (will) be void of power” (R. V.; R., T12), disagrees with the meaning of the verb as it is used in

Matt. 17:20 and especially in Gen. 18:14, LXX.
38) Now Mary said,‘ Lo, the slave-maid of the
Lord! May it be to me according to thy utterance.
And the angel went away from her.
The angel left Zacharias dumb, he leaves Mary

with a full, calm, deliberate word of assent. Her ﬁnal
reply is so brief, yet so beautiful and spiritually quite
perfect. The exclamation “10” marks the depth of her
feeling. Think to what she was consenting! “Handmaid” in the A.V. is beautiful and reﬁned but inadequate. Mary pronounces herself “the slave-maid” of
Yahweh (Kﬁpwe as throughout this chapter). She is
Jehovah’s willing property for him to use as he in his
covenant grace desires; she declares this of herself.

The translations do well to insert no “I am.”
In ye'votro we have one of the few optatives that are
found in the Koine, it is here the optative of wish:
“may it be to me.” It is thus volitive—Mary wills that
what the angel has said to her may come to pass; Kaﬂi
means in exact accord with the utterance (Mm) that
has fallen from his lips. This is holy submission,
mighty conﬁdence, blessed readiness—all this in one so
young whereas the saintly old Zacharias, while serving
in the Sanctuary itself, stumbled at far less.
39, 40)

Now in those days Mary, having risen,

went into the hill country with haste, to a city Juda,
and entered into the house of Zacharias and saluted
Elisabeth.

Mary did not wait long before hastening to Elisabeth although the journey was one of some distance.
The circumstantial participle civaa'riaa, “having risen,”
is not necessary, but the use of such participles is very
customary in narratives; Luke loves this verb and uses
it 60 times. It is found only 22 times in the rest of the
New Testament. We have no means of knowing how

Luke 1 :40, 41
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Mary traveled, whether alone or not. Luke says that
she went “with haste.” She had no reason to linger on
the way, and her desire to see Elisabeth was strong.
But we should not say that she was anxious to verify
the angel’s word—that needed no veriﬁcation for her.
The «Spam; is the hill country of Judea over against
the plain and level land, especially that on the coast;
it is not the Orez'ne, one of the ten toparchies of Pliny’s

time, about the boundaries of which we know nothing.
But what is meant by dc «6m ’Iosz‘a? Many say “into a
city of Judea,” but when Luke refers to the province
he writes ’IouSata (10 times in the Gospel, 12 times in
the Acts). Moreover, the hill country takes in less territory than Judea (1 :65) and includes fewer cities
than the entire province. The most likely sense is “into
a city (named) Juda.” Luke has a number of instances
in which he thus combines “city” with the name of the
city (2:4; Acts 11:5; 16:14; 27:8). The trouble is that
we know of no city by this name; many are willing to
accept the traveler Reland’s conjecture that Juttah is
meant (Josh. 15:55; 21:16) which was about 8 miles
south of Hebron. ‘Aamizopai is any form of greeting or

farewell which began with loving embrace and ended
with words. In this instance the salutation must have
been fervent.
41) And it came to pass when Elisabeth heard
the salutation of Mary, the babe in her womb leaped,
and Elisabeth was ﬁlled with the Holy Spirit, etc.
This occurred at the moment when Elisabeth heard
the greeting and recognized that it came from Mary.

Then the babe stirred and struggled in her womb.
Many attribute this phenomenon to the mother’s sudden excitement at seeing Mary and make it an ordinary

case of what is called quickening, which usually begins
at about six months. They make the joy mentioned in

v. 44 the exciting cause. But v. 15 leads to a different
conclusion, namely that Elisabeth’s unborn babe was at
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this moment also ﬁlled with the Holy Spirit and thus
came to leap in his mother’s body. Then Elisabeth, too,
was ﬁlled with the Spirit and burst into prophetic
language. If any interaction is implied in Luke’s words,
it is that of the babe upon its mother, not the reverse.
When the one mother recognized the other, the unborn
forerunner felt his Master’s presence and was himself
ﬁlled with the Spirit, and that Spirit then ﬁlled also his
mother. The latter fact had to be stated especially to
make plain how Elisabeth could speak as she did, for
only through the Spirit’s revelation could she have this
astounding knowledge which went far beyond anything
that Zacharias knew and could have communicated to
her, and far beyond any deductions she could draw
from the movement of the child in her body.
It is worth while to note that the Holy Spirit actually ﬁlled an unborn babe (v. 15), and that the babe
even responded to the Spirit’s presence and gracious
power. It is unwarranted, then, to assume that spiritual effects can be wrought only when the mind is already developed so as to be able to understand to some

degree. Observe that the unborn child is called 1'5 ﬁpéqboc,
which shows that 11‘: 3964,” mentioned in 18 :15 were
“infants’_’ indeed and yet could and did receive a spiritual blessing from Jesus. The power of grace in the
Spirit is by no means limited as men may argue and
conclude.
We have no reason to think that either Elisabeth or

Mary spoke while in an ecstatic conditiOn. Luke tells
us regarding the former that she was ﬁlled with the

Holy Spirit (III/sign “Aytov without articles as in v. 15
and 35), the genitive after a verb of ﬁlling. The agent
in the passive is God. As a child of God Elisabeth was
already ﬁlled with the Spirit who moved her to faith

and to faithfulness. But the ﬁlling of which Luke now
speaks is extraordinary, for. this time only, charis-

matic, enabling her to speak prophecy through a revelatory enlightenment. We know only the fact, EWAM,

Luke 1 :42
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historical aorist to state the fact, and the effects, in the
verses that follow; it is idle to speculate, theorize, or
argue. Elisabeth spoke by the Spirit’s inspiration, this
being one of the numerous instances of this enabling of

the Spirit. Yet it would be a mistake to deduce from
this instance that all cases of inspiration must have the
exact form which that of Elisabeth took with her loud
and exultant cry.
42)

And she lifted up her voice with a great
shout and said:
Blessed thou among women,
And blessed the fruit of thy womb!
And whence this to me
That the mother of my Lord came to me?

For lo, when the sound of thy salutation
came to my ears,

There leaped in exultation the babe in my
womb.

And blessed she that did believe,
Because there shall be completion for the
things that have been spoken to her
from the Lord.

Those who think that the Spirit produced an. ecstasy ﬁnd an indication of it in Elisabeth’s loud voice.
But loudness is not an indication of an ecstatic condi-

tion. Elisabeth is in full possession of her senses and
speaks loudly because of her natural surprise at seeing
Mary and because of the exuberant joy that burst from
her pent-up heart. But this joy centered about Mary,
not about herself; only incidentally does she refer to
herself. Without having seen or heard a thing about
Mary, now at the sound of her greeting, as in a ﬂash,
by the Spirit’s revelation all is perfectly clear to her.
This is revelation, making known in a supernatural

way; inspiration is quite different, for it is the divine
prompting and the divine control of the utterance (or
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writing). In Elisabeth’s case we have both combined,
yet the two are distinct.

It is true that in the words of both Elisabeth and
Mary we have Hebrew poetry as R. 998 puts it: “something of Hebrew spirit and form.” This appears in the
balance of the lines in both form and thought, which is
dimmed somewhat by translation from the original
Aramaic into Greek.
“Blessed thou among women,” really means “thou
most blessed woman !” The thought is superlative. The
Aramaic, having no degrees of comparison, uses such
circumlocutions, R. 660. The two present participles
denote a continuous state of being blessed, and the unnamed agent in the passive voice is God. His divine
blessing rests upon both the mother and her recently
conceived child. Her blessedness is the fact that God
chose her to be the mother of his Son, and the child’s
blessedness consists in the fact that the favor and the
concern of God ever rest upon him. We have no reason
whatever to reduce a’ery-pyu'm to mean only “praised,”
i.e., spoken well of among men. Nor does Elisabeth
utter a mere wish or hope as some suppose; she expresses a great and glorious fact.
43) The question introduced by “whence" is
rhetorical and expects no answer but voices Only
Elisabeth’s feeling of unworthiness that she should be
honored by a visit of the mother of her Lord. mow
asks, not for the reason “why,” but for the source or
origin of this favor. The Eva clause after 101370 is not

consecutive (as R. 998 has it) but subﬁnal, a nominative apposition to 101770: “this that” (R. 699 and 992).
The astonishing thing is the clarity and assurance back
of the recognition of Mary as “the mother of my
Lord.” In the narrative thus far Kzfpm constantly
meant Yahweh, but here it suddenly refers to Mary’s
babe. Elisabeth uses “my Lord” in the same sense as
David does in Pa. 110:1, the Hebrew Adonai, “my

Overlord,” my almighty Ruler. Elisabeth is in advance

of the whole Christian world, which later on, and also
by the Holy Ghost, called Jesus “Lord” in the same
sense, I Cor. 12:3. How did Elisabeth know that Mary
was pregnant, and what had caused that pregnancy?
We have only one answer: the revelation of the Spirit.
It meant much for Mary to realize this. God was at
Work in her case; she had no difﬁcult, incredible revelations to make, God made them for her.

44)

The explanation introduced by ydp does not

mean that the joyous .leaping of Elisabeth’s babe
brought her this revelation about Mary, for the reverse '
is true. The divine revelation affected both Elisabeth
and her babe. Its leaping “in exultation” (the same
word as that used'in v. 14) was the evidence upon the
babe of the revelation. That unborn child experienced

dydMiam at the approach of its incarnate Master.
Skeptics may scoff, but the Spirit of God operates
without respect to them.
45) Rd forms no closer connection than it did in
v. 43, and the idea that Elisabeth now makes “an application" to Mary cannot be based on so slight a basis.
“Happy” (R., Tr.) is too weak a translation for ,uaxapia
although to translate it “blessed” confuses this adjective with the participles used in v. 42. This word recalls 'ashre used in Ps. 1:1 and also heads the Beatitudes in Matt. 5:3, etc. It is exclamatory: “O the
blessedness of her 1” etc. It at the same time expresses
a judgment whereas in v. 43 the participleexpresses
a fact. A judgment on the part of Elisabeth would not
be important, but one on the part of the Spirit, speaking through Elisabeth, is another matter. The adjective denotes the happy condition of those who are
divinely favored.

God’s part in producing this condition is expressed
by the 57:. clause. Its subjective side precedes in the
designation 1'; wmcdcaaa, the aorist feminine participle
to indicate Mary’s one act of faith: “she that did believe” at the moment the divine words were spoken to
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her. The verb armaiew is used in its usual sense, “to
trust,” to rely upon in full conﬁdence. Any idea of
credulity is absent, for conﬁdence is placed only on
divinely assured grounds. Hence not to-believe is both
folly and guilt, it treats the divine assurance as lies.
Elisabeth's beatitude recalls the one found in John
20 :29, which also deals with faith. R., W. P., is quite
alone in judging that 311 may here be either “that” or
“because,” either giving us the contents of what Mary
believed or the eventuality which will most surely j ustify her faith. The contents of the clause ﬁt only the
latter, hence our versions rightly translate “because.”
Elisabeth is not reporting what Mary believed but
prophesying what Mary will yet come to see; hence she
uses the future arm which does not ﬁt the aorist
«madman. Elisabeth is not referring merely to the
preliminary «Adams or completion in Mary’s miraculous conception but, as the plural “for the things that
have been spoken to her” shows, to the completion of
all that was thus spoken “from the Lord” (Yahweh)
through the angel. Elisabeth is repeating and endorsing- the angel’s prophecies about the person, nature,
and work of Mary’s son. In «Adams there lies the idea
of rc'Aos‘ or goal. The ultimate goal of all that the angel
had spoken shall be reached. What was begun in the
conception should never end in the eons (v. 33), and
that would be the completion.
Elisabeth speaks as if she herself had heard the
angel’s words. But for Mary to hear her refer to them

in this astounding way,-to declare their positive fulﬁllment to the very end, and to hear this as not being
addressed unto her but being spoken in the third person as if being addressed unto God himself by Elisabeth’s faith, must have been a mighty uplift to her
faith and sweet comfort and assurance for her soul.
The fact that Elisabeth spoke by revelation as well as
by inspiration must have been certain to Mary.

Luke 1:46
46)
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And Mary said:
Magnify doth my soul the Lord,
And jubilate did my spirit over God, my
Savior;
Because he looked upon the humbleness of
his slave-maid;
For lo, from now on shall all generations pronounce me blessed.
Because the Mighty One did great things
for me;
And holy his name;

And his mercy unto generations and generations
For those fearing him.
He wrought strength with his arm,
He scattered men haughty with respect
to the reasoning of their heart.
He threw down potentates from thrones

and exalted humble ones.
Hungry ones he ﬁlled with good things,
and rich ones he sent away empty.
He took hold to help his servant Israel
In order to remember mercy
(Even as he spoke to our fathers)
For Abraham and for his seed for the
eon.
We have printed four verses of four lines each and

followed the text of Westcott and Hort, a division of

the hymn that is preferable to any other. “And Mary
said” hints at no divine inspiration; neither this nor
revelation were needed for the contents of this hymn.
Unlike that of Elisabeth, it contains no prophecy and
no proof of knowledge that is supernaturally communicated. Elisabeth’s hymn is directed to Mary, and prop-
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erly so; Mary's to God, and again most properly. Elisabeth’s is a continuation of Gabriel’s address to Mary,
Mary’s a continuation and an expansion of her brief
reply to Gabriel. While Mary’s is most beautiful in
phrase and form it is on a'lower level than Elisabeth’s.
Mary herself furnishes no cause for Mariolatry. She
merely gloriﬁes and praises God for all that he has
done and takes a broad view of his saving work. Her
hymn is called the Magniﬁcat from the ﬁrst word of
its Latin translation.
Already Mary’s ﬁrst line announces her theme: she
magniﬁes Yahweh (Képcoc) . The verbs used in the ﬁrst
three lines are placed forward for the sake of emphasis. To magnify is to make great and glorious by what
we say of a person. We may magnify men too highly,
but all our magnifying will not express fully the greatness and the glory of God.
Some are inclined to make no difference between
“soul” and “spirit,” are even afraid of getting into
trichotomy. and are made uneasy by the latest psychology. But the difference is there without trichotomy and
irrespective of anything psychologists may say. It
runs throughout Scripture in its use of these terms.

But in the Greek the difference between yltvxﬁ and mcﬁpa
is much greater than that between “soul”'and “spirit”
in the English. We see this when we note szés, a
derivative of z/mxzi that means “carnal” without even a
remote English equivalent that is derived from “soul.”

“Soul” is nearer to “spirit,” #va1; farther away from
wcﬁpa. Both denote the one immaterial part of man

while the material is expressed by the word a’a'ipa, the
body—hence dichotomy. But ([vaﬁ designates this immaterial part as animating the body (hence it is at
times translated “life”) and thus being inﬂuenced by
the body while .wcl'ma designates the same immaterial
part as it is directed upward to God and the heavenly
world and is capable of receiving impressions from
above. When Mary says that her soul magniﬁes the

Lord she refers to her ukuxﬁ as animating her body, the
very soul life that throbs in her body and its members.
47) With that there, of course, goes her spirit
(weﬁpa), which not. only magniﬁes and tries to tell the
greatness of God' but exults over him as the great

Ema-15p, the Savior, from whom ﬂows the whole awmpia or
salvation, who rescues and delivers out of mortal danger (sin, guilt, damnation) and places into a permanent state of safety. “Savior” is the key to Mary’s
song, and by this one word she reveals most clearly
that she understands God's plan regarding her great
son. Observe the noun in v. 14 and 44, the verb for
which appears here.
While some of Mary’s expressions recall Old Testament language, this is not the case in the ﬁrst stanza.
As a Jewess she, of course, uses Yahweh and Elohim
(translated Kﬁpws and @eds) but on her own account
adds “Savior,” which deﬁnes in a far stronger way
.what “my (our) God” means in the Old Testament

(who exercises his God power in my—our—favor).
The aorist ﬁyaMtaae, “did jubilate,” needs no peculiar
explanation such as that it denotes the moment before
she opened her lips. Exultation ﬁlled her spirit from
the ﬁrst moment onward when Gabriel’s message

came to her.
‘
48) Mary herself says this when as the reason for
her exultation she states: because God, her Savior,

“looked upon the humbleness of his slave-maid.” The
aorist expresses the simple historical fact. God did
this when he sent Gabriel to her. We may as well say
right here that all the aorists that follow and refer to
God’s deeds are of the same kind; they record past
facts and are ordinary historical aorists, and the effort
to make them or any one of them timeless is misdirected. “Looked upon” means as much as noticed and
implies that her humble estate was unworthy for the
Lord even to regard her in any way. In v. 38 Mary

called herself the Lord’s 8015A?) or “slave-maiden,” which
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idea she repeats here and connects with her ram’vwm,
“humbleness” or humble condition, about which she'
had no illusions.
These words resemble somewhat those of Hannah’s
prayer for a child recorded in I Sam. 1:11; but everything is so different in the situations that we cannot
agree to the thought that Mary was recalling Hannah’s
words. Luther translates unansehnliches Wesen and
writes: “God has looked upon me poor, despised, lowly
maid, where he could easily have found a rich, high,
noble, mighty queen, a daughter of princes and great
lords; so he might have found Annas' and Caiaphas’

daughter, who were the highest in the country, but
upon me he cast his pure, good eyes and used such a
lowly, despised maid that no one should boast befdre
him that he would have been or was worthy,” etc. The
Reformer shows that it is one thing to recognize properly one’s actual low estate and altogether another
merely to act lowly. The latter is a manufactured
humility; it is like carrying water and pouring it into

a dry well, the former like water that is naturally
ﬂowing out of a spring. Queen Esther wore a ﬁne

crown, but it was no better to her than a common
shawl—she was undeceived as to her lowliness.
In the last line of this ﬁrst stanza the exclamation
“lo” draws attention to the astonishing fact that one
generation after another shall call Mary blessed. When
did anything like this ever happen before or after this
time? The causal “for” (76p) regards this result of
God’s looking upon Mary as evidence and proof of the

fact that he did look upon her. We can see that he did
when we hear these continuous beatiﬁcations through
the ages. “From now on” means exactly what the
phrase says.. Elisabeth had spoken openly of Mary’s
secret and had begun to call her “blessed.” She took,
up, we may say, the angel’s greeting spoken in v.28.
Mary sees that this beginning which is now being madeby Elisabeth will be continued by “all generaﬁons.”‘

Lulce 1 :48, 49
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Her secret will cease to be a secret when her son is
born and steps forth as the Messiah. He will rule over
David’s kingdom among men, and thus all generations
shall know him.
This is not prophecy on the part of Mary but
acceptance of Gabriel’s message (v. 32, etc.) and a
simple deduction. Luther is right when he says that
“all generations” does not refer to the masses of each
succeeding generation but to the succession itself, so
that he translates alle Kindeskind, father, son, son’s
son, etc. We have no need to think of the unbelievers,
the deniers of the Virgin birth, or of the Mary worshippers. When Mary says that so many “shall pronounce me blessed” (mapcoﬁm, Attic future) she is, of
course, not basking in future humanpraise. What she
has already said and what follows show that she means
that men shall praise her for the grace vouchsafed to
her. Luther is very keen on this point and castigates
the Romanists for landing the virtue and the merit of
Mary when she thinks only of her low estate and thus
make her a liar and rob us of the example and of the
comfort contained in it, that as God looked in grace

upon her lowliness he will do so with ours also if we
appear before him in a similar spirit.
49) In the ﬁrst stanza the note is Mary’s lowliness, in the second the great things done for her—a
striking contrast. In the ﬁrst stanza God is revealed as
Savior, but in the second we hear of his might, holiness, and mercy. The two stanzas are properly linked
by “because,” in the second showing the basis for the
ﬁrst. God looked upon Mary’s lowliness when he did
great things for her. In the Greek the emphasis is on

the verb and the subject, a construction that it is too
difﬁcult to reproduce in English. The aorist refers to
the deﬁnite past act when God selected her as the
mother of his Son and carried. this selection into effect.
Since this occurred recently, the English would use the
perfect, R. 842.
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The plural in “great things” spreads out the act in
all its parts: choosing Mary, sending Gabriel, causing
the miraculous conception, revealing the mystery to
Elisabeth. All the items are truly great, but they are
left with a‘ beautiful veil of reticence, without claser
speciﬁcation. In 6 swan-6s- the adjective is substantivized: “the Mighty One” who is possessed of power and
ability and is thus able, indeed, to do great things. But
God’s might is never merely quiescent like that of a
mighty king who is sitting and doing nothing, his
might is ceaselessly active.

The “name” of God which Mary calls holy is the
revelation by which he makes himself known to us.
Without that revelation we should not know him at all.
To say, then, that his name is holy is to say that the
revelation he has made of himself describes him as
being holy, the absolute opposite of sin. and the absolute antagonism against sin. In his holiness God is thus
separate, and all else who are holy are likewise separate, namely unto God. Mary’s word refers to v. 35:
“The Holy Spirit shall come upon thee . . . that holy
thing being born of thee,” etc. Mary has her conception in mind when she speaks of the name’s holiness.
It was wrought by God’s holy power and was utterly
separated from the sin and sinfulness of man.
50) . As the ﬁrst “and” connects the holiness with
the great things mentioned in the preceding line, so
this second “and” adds the mercy to the holiness. Thepunctuation found in our versions obscures this by
giving v. 50 an independent position. Although God’s
holiness separates the conception from every connection with sin, this miracle, nevertheless, belongs to
God’s mercy, ago: as distinguished from xdpw or grace.
Grace is love toward those who do not deserve it.
because of their guilt; mercy is love toward those who
are in misery as a result of their sin and guilt. When
the mercy is here stressed, the grace is not excluded,
the contrary is rather true; for the mercy always pre--

Duke 1:50, 51
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supposes the grace and rests upon it. Mary’s concep-

tion of this mercy is a favor that extends “unto
generations and generations,” which Luther renders
waehret immer fuer and fuer. It does not appear now
and then but goes on and on in the succession of the
generations of men who are made wretched by sin.
The idea is that the conception of the Messiah lies in
this mercy line; all God’s mercy during past generations led up to this crowning mercy, and all God’s
mercy throughout coming generations ﬂows from this
supreme mercy.
This mercy follows a certain channel: “for those
fearing him” (present tense, the qualitative participle
substantivized) . This is the fear that is so much spoken
of in the Old but also in the New Testament (Rom.
3:18; II Cor. 7 :1; Eph. 5:11; etc.). It denotes the awe
which ﬁlls the heart and reﬂects itself in the bearing
of those who recognize aright God’s majesty and greatness. His power, holiness, and righteousness deter
them from treating him and his commandments lightly
by disobedience whereas his love, grace, and mercy
move them to honor .and to obey him with childlike
reverence. The fear is childlike, not slavish. Fundamentally there is no difference between fear in the Old
and in the New Testament ; in both fear involves faith,
childhood, and willing obedience. The mercy of God is
therefore said to be on them that fear him. The rest

have spurned that mercy, which tried to bless also
them. The Greek has only the dativus commodi. As
the generations follow each other they shall always

have those who fear God, and these shall be the bearers
of his mercy.

51) Are the aorists Used here timeless, stating
what God does at any time; or prophetic, stating what
is yet to be as if it were already done ;‘or just ordinary
historical aorists, stating what God has actually done?
We see no reason for assuming anything but the last.
Mary’s hymn broadens. After the last two lines of the
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preceding stanza, which speak of the mercy for all
generations, she goes on to what God has done with his
mighty arm all along in history. The xpéroc is power
and strength in outward manifestation; and the use
of «may with this noun means to exercise such strength.

Hence there is the anthropomorphitic addition “with
his arm,” c'v indicating that the mighty display of
strength is located “in” God’s arm. Mary is evidently
elaborating what she means by “the Mighty One” used
in v. 49.
God's wonderful display of strength is now unfolded in detail. It is exercised ﬁrst upon “men haughty

with respect to the reasoning of their hearts.” The.
absence of the article stresses the quality of the substantivized adjective inrepydxivous‘, “men who show themselves above others,” here in the evil sense, “haughty,”
arrogant. The added dative Suvoiq. is not one of means
as though God scattered them “by” their reasoning
(R. V..margin) but a dative of relation: proud with
regard to their reasoning.
In the Greek the “heart” is conceived as the seat of
the soul life, its thought, emotion, and will. So the
picture we get is one of arrogant skeptics, haughty
scientists, supercilious philosophers, and their imitators among the small fry, who are not only inwardly

puffed up but try to lord it over humble believers by
attacking God, his Word, any part of its teaching, and
the Christian faith as being false and foolish. These
God “scattered,” Sui in the verb adds the idea of completeness.

Ps. 2:1-5 furnishes a ﬁne example; com-

pare Ps. 37 :35, 36. Luther: “When the bladder is full,
and everybody thinks they are on top and have won,
and they themselves also are secure and have brought
it to an end, then God pricks a hole in the bladder, and
it is all over with." When the truth steps forth. in its
might, all the advocates of lies take to cover. As long
as the truth seems to remain in retirement, they strut
about in arrogance. The eternal power of God backs

up his truth to the everlasting discomﬁture and scatterment of all haughty lies.
52) In this verse and in the following verses Mary
contrasts the power of God as it is directed toward the
wicked and toward the godly; the arrangement of the
clauses is chiastic: potentates, humble ones—hungry
ones, rich ones. In the case of all four the articles are
again missing, which causes the emphasis to rest completely on the terms themselves: such as are potentates,
etc. Mary is carrying her own case to its ultimate
conclusion; the fact that the Lord looked upon her
humbleness is in accord with all his dealings with men.
The idea that by making her the mother of the‘
Messiah God has virtually done all that is stated by the
aorists used in v. 51-55 sounds attractive; yet this
would make them all prophetic aorists, and we have no
reason to think that Mary is prophesying. Moreover,
God’s action in the future, under the reign of the Messiah, will be no different from his reign in the past. So
Mary says: just as God has always done, so he has now
done with me in the most notable way. In both clauses
the thought contrasts the verb and the object. “Potentates on thrones” seem mighty secure, but God “threw
them down”- (xa0acpe’m) ; “humble ones” (mmvofn, recalling farcivwms‘ in v. 47, used regarding Mary herself)
seem to be regarded by no one, but God “exalted
them.” The few Old Testament parallels that have been
found are of little importance for establishing the truth
of Mary’s words. I Cor. 1:26-29 is more important as
stating the very rule that God follows in these dealings.
53) “The hungry ones” and “the rich ones" are
not two new classes but the same two that have been
mentioned, but as viewed under a different aspect. We

should be warned against spiritualizing ‘all the terms
used here and against making them nothing but physical designations. The two are not distinguished. As
regards the hunger that is more than physical, observe
that God satisﬁes it “with good things” (Ps. 103:5),
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the genitive after a verb of ﬁlling, a term that is so
broad as to include anything that we may need. The
verb is equally strong: “he ﬁlled” until the vessel could
hold no more. Let us recall Luther’s word about all

gifts being valueless without the gracious will of God
behind them; also the constant Scriptural use of terms
like “the poor,” “the hungry,” etc., to designate those,
whatever their earthly station may be, who seek for
divine satisfaction. What the Beatitudes predicate of
the future Mary predicates of the past.
As wrewa'awas‘, “hungering ones,” 80 also «on‘roﬁwas,

“being rich ones,” is the characterizing present participle which describes the state of these persons. The
latter are those who are rich, but not in God, who are
satisﬁed with what they have whether it be pelf or
science or moral excellence or “works” of their own
hands in self-righteousness.

God can never tolerate

the self-sufﬁcient, hence “be sent them away empty,”
xevozis‘, in the sense of having no substance, of being
hollow. The more they have of the wealth they prize,
the emptier and the more hollow they are. God does
not even need to take their riches away, their very
continuance may develop into the completest disappointment. In the verb “he sent them away” there lies the
thought that, because they would not listen in the time
of grace, God ﬁnally put them where they should never
obtain the true riches. Without God’s grace no man.
can‘ be rich.
54),

In the ﬁnal stanza Mary magniﬁes God’s

grace because he fulﬁlled his promise to Israel. The.
middle voice of dv‘nAauBa'vm means to take hold of something or of somebody and in that way to help, and, like
the verbs of touch, it is construed with the genitive.
“Israel” is by no means just the Jews as a nation or
people: “they are not all Israel, which are of Israel,”
Rom. 9 :6. This term emphasizes the covenant relation,
which was, indeed, intended for all the descendants of
Jacob but was realized only in those who were true to

Jacob’s faith. This true Israel is Jehovah’s mic, which
means “servant,” the Hebrew ebed, which is never used
with reference . to sonship, not even when it is used
with reference to Christ as it is in the Acts. As God’s
“servant” Israel was to do his will in all things and to
ﬁnd the highest blessing. in that.
In what way the Lord laid hold to help Israel is
indicated by. the inﬁnitive clause “in order to remember mercy,” etc. It is better to regard this as an
inﬁnitive of purpose (our versions) than as an inﬁnitive of result (R. 1001) or as an epexegetical inﬁnitive
(R. 1086). In other words, what God had done for
Mary was a plain intimation of his purpose to remember (effective aorist) his promise to Abraham. It was
a remembering of “mercy," i.e., to carry his mercy into
effect; see v. 50 on am. To some it probably seemed
that God had forgotten, but when the time comes, God
always remembers as he did here.
55) The A. V. combines: “as he spoke to our
fathers, to Abraham, and to his seed forever.” But it
will not do to connect “forever” with “he spake,”
besides, “to our fathers” has a preposition Whereas
“Abraham and his seed” are simple datives. “As he
spoke to Our fathers" is parenthetical. God had all
along told the fathers through the prophets that he
would effectively remember, i.e., redeem the promise
made to Abraham. Mary notes this because the remembering has actually occurred in the miracle of her
conception.

The datives used in the last line are datim? commodi: “to remember mercy for Abraham and for. his
seed.” Note that this puts Abraham and his seed together, all the coming generations of his true children
as well as all the past._ The gift of the Messiah is
intended equally for them all. We should expect a
durative instead of a punctiliar (aorist) tense for
“remember” since it is modiﬁed by “forever.” The
matter becomes clear when we note that the one act of
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remembering consisted in making Mary the mother of
the Messiah, whose rule of' grace would last «is 7?» aiéiva,
“for the eon,” the Greek way of saying “forever” (see
v. 33, the singular extends to the last day whereas the
plural “eons” goes beyond even that day). God’s prom-'
ise, once remembered in fulﬁllment, would send its
effects to all his children for the entire eon or world
age. And thus Mary’s song reaches its ﬁtting end.
56)

Now Mary remained with her about three

months and returned to her home.

The aorists record merely the facts. Mary remained nearly to the time of Elisabeth’s conﬁnement
(v. 36 six and now about three months). We judge that
Mary hastens home because she wanted to avoid the
people who would soon throng the house of Elisabeth.
57) Now for Elisabeth the time was fulﬁlled
that she give birth, and she bore a son.
'
The aorists again state the simple facts. 0n the
fulﬁllment of the time compare 2 :6. The inﬁnitive with
roﬁ is like a genitive noun modifying “time”: “the time
to be giving birth (present tense) was fulﬁlled.” In
accord with the angel’s word “she bore a son” and not
a daughter.
58)

And her neighbors and her relations heard

that the Lord magniﬁed his mercy with her and
were rejoicing with her.
The neighbors who lived around her (mp1 in the
noun) heard the news ﬁrst and are thus mentioned
before the relatives who lived in various places. There
is no reference to v. 14, the joy of many over the birth
of John, for these .people rejoiced over Elisabeth because she was relieved of her barrenness. In é’Mos (see
v. 50) Yahweh considered Elisabeth’s grief over her
barrenness; he took that away with his “mercy.” The

aorist “he magniﬁed” simply states the past fact without putting it into its relation with the time when the
"people heard the news; in English we should want to

Duke '1 :59, '60
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express this relation by using the past perfect “had
magniﬁed.” God magniﬁes his mercy when he lets it
shine out in notable merciful deeds. “They were rejoicing with her,” man; because of miv in the verb, is
properly the durative imperfect to express continuous
rejoicing.
59) And it came to pass on the eighth day they

came to circumcise the child, and they tried to call
it after the name of its father, Zacharias.
The neighbors and the relations are referred to (v.
58), who were invited for this festive occasion. Circumcision was by law ﬁxed for the eighth day (Gen.
17:12) and was combined with the bestowal of a
name. Circumcision was the Abrahamitic covenant act
by which the boy was entered in that covenant—not a
mere sign or symbol that pointed to an entry at some
other time. On éyémo followed by a ﬁnite verb compare
v. 8. The imperfect inﬂow is ingressive: “began or
tried to call,” with the connotation that something
intervened; ate-6 is neuter because of 13 «atsc’ov. R. 605
thinks that e‘m’ has the notion of a model, but this
sounds rather like an explanation of the English
“after,” which is our idiom. The Greek makes the
father’s name the basis: “on the ground of its father’s
name.” It is an old, old custom to give the son the name
of his father.
60)
And its mother answering said (see v. 19),
No indeed; but it shall he called John!

We read between the lines: Zacharias must have
communicated to Elisabeth in writing all that the
angel had told him. Thus Elisabeth did not only know,
she believed most fervently. Still unable to rise from
her bed, she is the one who promptly and decisively
interferes. The strengthened 01': is an exclamation:
“No indeed!” and not a one-member sentence, and not
elliptical as R. 391 bis would regard it. Obxz’ is complete
in itself. After a negative and is our strong “on the
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contrary”; it puts something opposite to what the negative rejects: “0n the contrary, he shall be called John 1”
Great astonishment must have followed this apodictic

declaration.
61) And they said to her, There is no one of
thy relation who is called by this name.
They meant that Elisabeth therefore had no reason
I for choosing the name John. We learn incidentally that
the child was not to be named after any relative, for
he was not to pattern after even the greatest and best
of them; he was to have a decidedly new and individual
name, one that matched his great career.
62)

Now they started to nod to its father in

regard to what he would want him to be called. And
having asked a writing tablet, he wrote, saying,
John is his name. And they all marvelled.
The translation “they began to make signs,” which
is inexact at best, reads as if Zacharias was deaf as well
as dumb, which is a groundless assumption (v. 20).
Zacharias had heard everything, and all that the
friends did was to nod and to motion toward him, and
they may even have spoken to him. The imperfect
“started to nod” means that Zacharias made his answer very promptly. By means of the neuter accusative article 1'6 the indirect question is converted into a
substantive and is construed as an accusative of general reference: “in regard to this,” what, etc. The
indirect question retains the optative of the direct:

“what he would. wish him to be called,” i.e., if he could
speak, a condition of potentiality (at with the optative
in the protasis and the optative with a in the apod-

osis). Since the antecedent of airs-oi with rep" wafpi is still
76 ﬂatszov in v. 59, we have “its father,” but at'miv is
masculine: “him to be called.”
63) Zacharias asked for a writing tablet, which
was probably a tablet that had been surfaced with
wax, into which a stylus impressed the lines; he most

I/uke 1:64, 65
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likely did this by making the motion of writing, having
for nine months found this the only exact way of
speaking to his wife; and so he, too, called the boy’s
name John to the wonderment of all those present. The
entire affair regarding the child’s name- surprised them

greatly.
64) And opened was his mouth forthwith, also
his tongue, and he began speaking, praising God.
And fear came upon all those dwelling round about
them. And in the whole hill country of Judea all

these things continued. to he talked hack and forth.
And all who heard them placed them in their heart,
saying, What, then, shall this child be? For also the
Lord’s hand was with it.

Zacharias had remained dumb until this moment.
Now that he wanted to speak his son’s name his voice
came back. The remarkable nature of this occurrence
is brought out by the fulness with which the fact is
stated. “Opened was” ﬁts f‘his mouth” as a subject but
not “his tongue,” which makes the expression a zeugma. There is no ellipsis, and we are not to translate by
supplying a verb to ﬁt “his tongue,” which would destroy the zeugma. Luke wrote as he did because what

he writes is perfectly plain as it stands. He now began
speaking (R. 885) by praising (R. 1127) God—a thing
he failed to do in v. 18, where he voiced unbelief instead until he was now brought to his senses. How
Zacharias praised God is reported in full in v. 67, etc.
65) The fear that came on all who dwelt around
them (airrmis, the object of the substantivized participle) was that of awe, a deep impression that God
was working here. But the news spread in the entire
hill country (the same word that was used in v. 30) of

Judea, which is quite a bit of territory. But Mud-m. are
not “sayings” (A. V. margin), they are “things” like
the singular in v. 37. The imperfect ammo with its
Sui means: continued to be talked back and forth be-
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tween (M) the people, which describes exactly what

Was done.
66)

'

Nor was this mere curious and superﬁcial

talk. All who heard these things (the object is supplied from v. 65) “placed them in their heart,” which
is more than “took them to heart," they treasured

them in their heart. In the Greek the heart is thecenter of the “personality (compare v. 51) ; the singular is

idiomatic here where many are referred to. How deeply “all these things" affected the people far and wide
is indicated by a pertinent expression of theirs when
they asked and wondered: “What, then, shall this child
be?” i.e., into what kind of a man, doing what kind of
work, shall he grow? They wished that they might live
to see it.
Opinion is divided regarding the last clause, some
regard it to be a remark by Luke, others a part of the

expression of the people. Some would cancel yép, and
Zahn even 25v, although the reading is fully assured:
“for also the Lord’s hand was with him.” We need not
cancel the copula in order to get the sense “the Lord’s
hand (is) with him.” Luke is reporting what the people said long after the day of circumcision, when the
whole story ﬁnally came to them; then, looking back,
they said that the Lord’s hand “was” with him. “Also”

with ydp adds this as the reason -to the facts reported
(miwa rd. (313mm. raﬁra). “The Lord’s hand” is his direct-

ing and upholding power, and Képws is Yahweh.
67) And Zacharias, his father, was ﬁlled with
the Holy Spirit and prophesied, saying:
Blessed the Lord God of Israel!
Because he looked upon and wrought ransoming for his people
And raised up a Horn of Salvation for us
In the home of his servant David
Even as he spoke through the mouth of his
holy prophets from the eon,

Salvation from our enemies and from the
hand of all hating us;
In order to perform mercy with our fathers
And to remember his holy covenant,
An oath he swore to our father Abraham,
To give to us, fearlessly having been delivered out of our enemies’ hand,

To serve him in holiness and righteousness
In his sight all our days.
“Filled with the Holy Ghost” is explained in v. 41,
which see. He could never have uttered what he did
by his own natural powers. It was the enabling of the
Spirit that produced these prophetic words. As is the
case throughout this chapter, we have nveﬁpa "A-yLov,
without the articles, exactly as the proper noun that it
is. While “and prophesied” is simply added it states
the result of being ﬁlled With the Holy Ghost. To
prophesy is not merely to foretell the future or to
speak in exalted language that resembles psalms but to
understand the will and the acts of God in their inner
connection and to reveal this connection for the hearers in their present situation and as regards the future.

Thus any man who is moved by the Spirit in the ordinary way may prophesy (I Cor. 14:1). But in "the
strict sense to prophesy is to speak as indicated, under
the extraordinary inﬂuence of the Spirit who is granted
for the time being as a special gift so that what is
uttered is spoken by inspiration and bears the mark
of infallibility.
'

Not of Elisabeth but only of Zacharias is it said
that he prophesied. A comparison shows the marked
difference. Elisabeth uttered personal words to Mary,
and only her last line has a prophetic touch, whereas
the psalm of Zacharias bears the prophetic touch
throughout by presenting the great deeds of God with
wonderful clarity and revealing his son’s share in them

with the same vividness. This is, indeed, the highest
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type of prophecy. Mary’s psalm is a monologue, and,
while it also speaks of God’s deeds, it only presents
them with praise; Zacharias addresses God in the third

person, and his presentation of God’s deeds is strictly
soteriological and thus directly instructive for salvation and hence prophecy. Mary speaks a prayer, Zacharias a sermon in prophecy.
From its ﬁrst word in the Latin translation it is
called the Benedictus. It is composed of only two
sentences, each of which is expanded to an unusual
length. The Hebrew psalms are always written in
simple language and in short sentences. This psalm
follows that model but goes beyond it in connecting the
lines into two lengthy chains. Hence only one division
is justiﬁed, that made by Zacharias at the end of the
ﬁrst sentence at v. '75.

Words of praise such as this should have risen to
Zacharias’ lips when Gabriel announced his son’s birth.
His lips had to be sealed, but "when they are now
opened, the praise ﬁnally rushes forth like a pent-up
stream. Zacharias speaks Hebrew poetry, which is not
rhymed but rhythmic in the beauty of thought combined with the beauty of balanced expression. Its perfection lies in the exceeding richness, pureness, and
loftiness of its religious thought, in the clearness and

the fulness of the gospel revelation, and in the perfection with. which Old Testament allusion and phraseology are employed.
Where did this humble old priest, bowed with years,
obtain such glory of thought and of utterance? Luke
has given us the one adequate answer. The imperfect
acne. in v. 64 denotes a continuation of praise to God,
and in this psalm we have the ﬁrst sample. As the
audience we imagine all the relatives and the neighbors

present (58) and their double astonishment at the
sudden return of speech to him and at words of such
divinity from his lips.

68) The verbal cﬁAqurés, like nearly all verbals,
has the passive sense, and the implied agent is broad
and general. Thus “blessed” means: “let all men bless
God,” i.e., speak well of him, a'JAoyc'w, in the way which
he deserves. The ﬁrst line is an echo of three different
psalms: “Blessed be the Lord God of Israel” in 41 :13
and in 106 :48; and: “Blessedbe the Lord God, the God

of Israel” in 72:18. Kﬁpwc 6 GM: is the same as it was
in v. 16 and 32, the Greek for Yahweh Elohim, and the
covenant relation, which is expressed already in Yahweh, is made emphatic by the addition of the genitive
“of Israel,” i.e., connected with the people of Israel in
a special way. The utterance of this impressive name
before Israelites called to mind all the greatest events
in their past history and all the golden hopes that were
based on these events and'the promises that were connected with them.
.
Zacharias at once states the reason (am, “because”)
for calling God blessed: “Because he looked upon and
wrought ransoming for his people.” For “look upon,”
i.e., with active concern and eagerness to help, compare

Exod. 4:31 and Luke 7:16. The object of e‘maxe’wro is
n‘w Am‘w cams, which is drawn from the indirect object
(dative) of the second verb. To look upon his people
(M169 is often used to indicate the covenant people)
does not imply disregard and indifference during the
preceding time. God always waits until the fulness of

time comes and then acts. Zacharias and true Israelites
understood that well.
“He looked upon,” and we may say in order to give
the sense, he forthwith did the one thing that was most
imperatively needed, “he wrought ransoming for his
people,” Aﬁrpmm, an act of ransoming (Luke 2 :38; Acts
7 :35). A number of commentators understand the
term used here in a broad sense as a reference to
redemption in the sense of deliverance, and that from

political and national bondage. To say nothing more,
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if this were the sense, God never wrought that redemp‘tion, for in'the year 70 the nation was wrecked. The
political sense is not supported by the reference to
“enemies” in v. 71, for we have no reason to think of
political enemies.* Others take a half-way position:
Zacharias could not have excluded the political sense.
A mixing of the political into the spiritual is untenable.
The word “redemption” and its relatives, as Warﬁeld has shown, have lost much of their original force
in present English usage, namely the buying feature;

so we translate )uirpams- by the more precise term “ransoming,” an act of setting free by the payment of a
ransom price. In his excellent study even Warﬁeld
overlooks the decisive points which establish this sense
here. These words are spoken by inspiration of the
Holy Spirit and not merely by the Jew Zacharias with
any national aspirations that he may have. AlmOst
every concept presented in this psalm cries out against
politics by emphasizing the spiritual. Most decisive is

v. 77 where the ammpfa which this Mrpwm produces is
described as occurring év ¢i¢ém épapmsv. This certainly
settles the question that we here have the ransoming
act of the Messiah referred to. Calvary does not merely
creep in, it holds the entire territory. When God looked
upon Israel, its political situation was an entirely
minor matter compared with its spiritual need of a
ransoming act to free it from sin and guilt. God
wrought (nasty) his ransoming act by sending the
Ransomer and by having him pay the ransom or price
and thus effecting the liberation. “For his people,” like
“for us” in v. 69, refers to Israel, yet in the sense of
the old prophets as this is expressed by Jesus: “Salvation is of the Jews.” Though many Jews spurned that
salvation, Jesus bought also them, II Pet. 2:1.
*Read the informing chapters, “The New Testament Terminology. of Redemption,” and “Redeemer and Redemption,” in
Warﬁeld, Biblical Dgctn'nes.

Luke 1:69, 70

69)
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We are not ready to call ﬁyapcv a prophetic

aorist for the simple reason that the Redeemer had
already been conceived (Ps. 132 :17). Zacharias uses
the image of the horn, the instrument of strength in
many animals (Ps. 18 :2, for instance) and thus the
symbol of power (I Kings 22:11). When it is used in
the symbolic way it is always used in the singular and
hence is drawn, not from two-horned beasts, but from
the mythical unicorn, Ps. 92; 103; Isa. 34:7. The

qualitative genitive awmpt’ac describes the character of
this “horn”: its power is to rescue and save. Since a

person is referred to he is here described as a most
powerful Savior. Jesus is referred to, and to attribute
political saving to him is out of the question. Sumpia
here has its full spiritual sense.
A
God raised up this mighty Savior “in the house of
his servant David” (mis- as in v. 54 and throughout the
New Testament in the sense of “servant”). “His servant David” intimates the high position which David
held with the Lord God. Raising up the Horn of Salvation in the house of David must mean that Jesus is an
actual descendant of David (compare Ps. 89 :4 and all
the promises made to David), and that Mary is the
medium of this descent. The effort to prove that “in
the house of David” means no more than the legal

connection of Jesus with his Davidic foster-father is
misdirected.
70) In v. 68, 69 Zacharias summarized the promises given by the prophets and presented the very
heart of their gracious messages. He therefore now
adds: “Even as he spoke through the mouth of his holy
prophets from the eon.” It has been well said: “Zacharias believed in verbal inspiration and in Messianic
prophecy." His words, which were spoken by inspiration of the Holy Spirit (v. 67), are the Holy Spirit’s
own testimony that God spoke through the lips of the

prophets. This is the Scripture deﬁnition of verbal
inspiration: God speaks and uses the mouth of the
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prophets as his medium (Sui, this preposition is regularly so used in the New Testament). The old dogmaticians, therefore, say correctly: God is the cause eﬂiciens, and the prophets, etc., are the causes instrumentales' (thus expounding this Sui). The prophets are
“holy” as God’s instruments, their work sanctiﬁes them.
The phrase dar' aiéivos' is added attributively (between
the article and the noun) and is thus difﬁcult to translate. “From the eon” evidently reaches back to its very
beginning as Calov puts it: “Already through the
mouth of Adam.” Although in Acts 3 :24 Peter starts
with Samuel, in II Pet. 2:5 he as well as Jude 4 list
Noah and Enoch among the prophets. “The whole volume 'of Scripture did prophesy of him. He was the
sum and scope of all their predictions. He was Abraham’s promised Seed, Abraham’s Isaac, Jacob’s Shiloh,
Moses’ Great Prophet, Isaiah’s Immanuel, Ezekiel’s
Shepherd, Daniel’s Holy One, Zechariah’s Branch, Malachi’s Angel; all of them predictions of his coming.
He was Abel’s Sacriﬁce, Noah’s Dove, Abraham’s First
Fruits, Aaron’s Rod, the Israelites’ Rock, the Patriarchs’ Manna, David’s Tabernacle, Solomon’s Temple:
all these preﬁgured his Incarnation. They were folds
and swathing bands of this babe Jesus.” Bishop
Browning.
71) The R. V. makes v. 70 parenthetical -so that
ammplav in v. 71 becomes an apposition to xépac awmptae
in v. 69; it is less acceptable to discard the parenthesis

and to regard a‘wmpt’av as the object of c’AdMocv. Better
than both these constructions it is to drop the idea of a
parenthesis and to regard what follows as an appositional elaboration of the double statement that is introduced by the an of v. 68. The “Horn of Salvation”
is the Mighty Savior, and we now hear what his work
is: “Salvation from our enemies,” etc. The idea of the
horn still prevails, it is striking and destroying the
enemies.

Some commentators regard these “enemies” as po-

litical foes and make the salvation political liberty, at
least so as to combine with it the privilege of worshipping God unhampered by heathen interference (v.
74, 75). But Zacharias is not speaking his and his
people’s political thought, he is uttering thoughts as
the mouthpiece of the Holy Spirit. Political liberty,
even freedom of worship, was not the result of the
Savior’s work as far as the Jewish nation was concerned. The spiritual signiﬁcance is too marked to
insert a political reference at this point. The enemies
here spoken about are not “the Roman tyranny, or
HerOd’s usurpation, the galling bondage of the Jewish
state,” plus something that is more or less spiritual.
“The hand (power) of all hating us” does not ﬁt these
ruling authorities. These enemies and haters are the
very foes whom Christ overcame, Satan and the powers
of darkness, “every evil counsel and will which would
not let us hallow God’s name nor let his kingdom come.”
72) The two inﬁnitives denote purpose. We may
paraphrase: salvation, etc., “intending thereby to perfrom mercy . . . and to remember his holy covenant.”

See v. 50 on am as distinct from xépcs. The note of
mercy runs through this psalm because it deals with

the miserable results of sin. Hoiﬁmu 'e'Acos‘, like éwrotyae
xpairos in v. 51, means to perform mercy in a decisive
and an effective way (aorist). Zacharias is speaking

of the supreme act of mercy in which all minor previous and subsequent merciful acts center. The peculiar turn with pera', really “with our fathers,” is
Hebraistic (LXX, Gen. 24:12; B.-D. 310, 1).

Another thing (m1) , it was God’s intention “to re-

member his holy covenant," again an effective aoristi
to remember it so as to execute that covenant completely. “To remember” is, of course, to speak anthropomorphitically of God. When. God acts after a
long delay, it is said that he remembers. The Snark-q is
the whole covenant from Abraham onward to the time
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of Zacharias. The word itself means any disposition
(Starmqm) that one may make. This is often done by a
last will or testament, hence this word equals testa-

ment; then, a step farther, it means covenant. It is
used by the LXX for the Hebrew benlth; pqmiam governs the genitive. This covenant is “holy” as being
God’s own, originating in him and being executed by
him. It is always denominated from him and never
from those with whom it is made; it is always “his
holy covenan ,” never Abraham’s or Israel’s.
73) In 6px” we have a case of inverse attraction,
the antecedent being attracted from the genitive to the
accusative relative 51/. Thus 5pxov is in apposition with
Smaﬁms, and the attracted 5pKov with its relative is a cognate accusative, “to swear an oath.” R. 718 and 474.
In remembering his covenant God could not help but
remember the oath with which he sealed it: “By myself have I sworn, saith the Lord . . . in thy seed shall
all the nations of the earth be blessed.” In the covenant God, not Abraham, made an oath. The whole
matter of the sWorn covenant was a gift of God to
Abraham. Solemn covenant pacts usually bore some
special seal of assurance,'and in this case, since it was
a covenant of the highest importance, it bore as its
seal of inviolability the strongest possible assurance,
the oath of God himself. This oath was a condescension on the part of God to weak and doubting men; it
is the utmost God can do to induce faith on our part.
The covenant included Abraham’s children down to
Zacharias himself, hence “our father” is added to
“Abraham.”
74) If, like R. 1076, we have m? Sat'mu modify
5pxov, this would state the contents of the oath that was

sworn to Abraham; but the inﬁnitive with 1'05 is often
equal to a. purpose clause and is quite generally so regarded in this instance; the simple inﬁnitive would
have the same meaning. It was God’s purpose in remembering his covenant and oath “to give to us, fear-

lessly having been delivered,” 'etc. The subject of the
inﬁnitive Aarpn‘cw is #59 understood, hence the participle that modiﬁes this subject must be in the accusative, fwade'v-ras: “that we, having been delivered,
serve,” etc. The Exapoz are the same as those mentioned
in v. 71, and their “hand” is again their power. It is
unwarranted to think of rare cases like Pilate’s who
on one occasion mingled the blood of certain Galileans
with their sacriﬁces. The content of this prophecy
is highly spiritual. This is deliverance from our real
enemies, sin, curse, damnation, all the power of the
devil.
Possessing this deliverance, it is God’s gift to us “to
serve him fearlessly,” whether men now and then oppress or persecute us or not. Our spiritual deliverance
raises us above the fear of men as we see in the case
of Peter and John, Acts 4:13. The object of 1'05 Soﬁm
is Aarpaiew aﬁrtf): God gave us this gift to serve him as
people whom he delivered and who are thus fearless;
c’x xapéc is the distributive singular like many phrases
without the article. Aarpaiew originally meant to serve

for pay (AciTPOV) as the opposite of sovheﬁew, the service
of a slave without pay; but it was expanded to desig-

nate also the service that is rendered to God, but in the
classics, the LXX, and the New Testament alike the
service that everyone owes God in contrast to
Amovpydv, the special service which priests render. So
it was the purpose of God’s covenant to make us such
worshippers.
75) “Delivered” describes our new condition;
“fearlessly,” our new relation toward our spiritual enemies; “in holiness,” etc., our new relation toward God.

Holiness and righteousness are not distinguished by
having the one refer to the heart, the other to the con-

duct; the one to the inner principle, the other to the
outer activity; both refer to the heart and the conduct

alike. Nor is holiness our conduct toward God and
righteousness our conduct toward men;.both refer to
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God and to men alike. Still less is righteousness the
perfect imputed righteousness of Christ and holiness
the imperfect life we live; against which interpretation
the order of the words rebels. “Holiness” is separation
from sin and devotion unto God, and “righteousness”
is the devotion to what God’s verdict approves. The
two go together and form a whole: whatever is holy

is also righteous, and vice versa; and for this reason
the terms are joined in one phrase with iv, which denotes sphere: our entire service to God is conﬁned to
this sphere which is ﬁlled with holiness and righteousness.
The phrase Evu'nnov aivroii (compare v. 15, 17, 19), “in
his sight,” in his presence, contains the thought of

priestly service, for it is the term that is used with
reference to the work of the priests in the Temple
although it here refers to all God’s worshippers. We
have a veiled reference to the universal priesthood of
believers. “All our days,” the accusative of the extent

of time, means all our lifelong here on earth. And this
is, indeed, the purpose which God attained by sending
his Son as was promised in the covenant he made with
Abraham: we freely worship God today in the way
which Zacharias stated. To have such a people was
God’s covenant and plan.
76)

The ﬁrst magniﬁcent part of Zacharias’ song,

which pours out so lavishly all the riches of God’s
grace, is followed by a brief description of his son’s
part in the great saving work of God, which, however,
.at once rises above the little child and once more dwells

on the great Messianic gift.
And now thou, child, shalt be called a
prophet of the Highest,

For thou shalt go before the Lord’s face to
make ready his ways,
To give knowledge of salvation to his people
In connection with the remission of their sins

On account of the bowels of mercy of our
God,
In connection with which the dawn from

on high shall look upon us,
To shine upon those sitting in darkness and
death’s shadow,
To guide our feet to peace’s path.
This is again one extended sentence that is carefully built with each member of it in its place. Though
it is but eight days old, the father addresses the child,
yet only as prophetically sketching its career. Kat plus
Se’ express continuation, not opposition (R. 1185) ; Kai

adds, but 85’ says that what is added is somewhat different. Zacharias does not say “my child,” his paternal
joy is swallowed up by his religious joy. That this is
his own child counts as nothing beside the fact that the

child is the forerunner of the Messiah. Hpo¢1§m9
‘Ydlim'ou, without articles, is like a set title of oﬂice, and
“Highest”=Almighty God as it did in v. 32 and 35.
John was the last and in this sense the greatest of the
prophets, for he immediately preceded the Messiah and
belonged to the new dispensation. Jesus called him
more than a prophet.‘

Zacharias explains (yép) why this child shall have
this title; it is for a very special reason: it shall be his
work to “go before the Lord’s face to make ready his
ways.” Throughout this chapter Kﬁpm is the . Greek

word for Yahweh, and no personal name appears for
the Messiah, only descriptive terms are found such as
“horn of salvation,” “dawn from on high,” and state-

ments of his work. So here it is said to be John’s work
to go before Jehovah’s face to prepare his ways. Nor
is Jehovah’s face a name for Christ. The idea is that
Jehovah himself comes to his people in the person of
Jesus. .“To make ready his ways” is the inﬁnitive of
purpose (Matt. 11:10) which combines prophecies such
as Mal. 3:1 and Isa. 40:3 which picture the coming of
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a great Oriental king for whom the roads are put into
order to facilitate his advance. It is at once stated how
,
John‘was to do this work.
77) We follow B.-D. 400, 6 in regarding the two
inﬁnitives with 'roﬁ, here and in v. 79, as ﬁnal, not as
consecutive (R. 1001). This makes rm? Soﬁm appositional to the ﬁnal éfomda'at: “in order to make ready,
namely in order to give,” etc. The whole seventy-sev-

enth verse must be considered together as one thought
that deﬁnes John’s work. In their worldly and political
aspirations the Jews had lost the knowledge of salvation and substituted vain dreams of their own for it.
These were the obstacles that had to be removed in
order to make entrance for Christ and his blessings.
As a “prophet” John was “to give knowledge of salvation to his people.” He was to bring the gift from
God, a knowledge that was not one of mere mental perception as when we .know of something that we do not

have, but a knowledge of actual possession and experience as when one is rescued from death and knows

what that means and to what it leads. In ammpta and
its cognate terms there lies this idea of rescue and
subsequent safety.
When e‘v is taken in its native sense, the matter becomes clear: we have the knowledge of salvation in
only one way, “in connection with the remission of our
sins,” i. e., when this remission is ours. The remission
is an objective act on the part of God, and from it there
results the subjective knowledge of having been saved.
In order to have the knowledge we have to receive the
remission. No man whose sins are not remitted can

possibly know what salvation is. How this remission
is connected with the Messiah appears in the next
.
verse.
The most comforting term in the entire Scriptures
is detects dpaprtdiv, and detects, from ddu'mu, means the send-

ing away of our sins—as far as the east isfrom the,

west (Ps. 103.:12), intoithe depths of the. sea f (Micah;

7 :19), blotting them out and never remembering them
'(Isa: 43:25). When God is no longer able to ﬁnd our
sins, we may, indeed, be happy. A classic deﬁnition
is found in Concordia Triglotta 919, 9: “Poor sinful
man is justiﬁed before God, that is, absolved and declared free and exempt from all his sins, and from the
sentence of well-deserVed condemnation, and adopted
into sonship and heirship of eternal life, without any
merit or worth of our own, also without any preceding,
present, or any subsequent works, out of pure grace,

because of the sole merit, complete obedience, bitter
suffering, death, and resurrection of our Lord Christ

alone, whose obedience is reckoned to us for righteousness." Calov links all the other statements of Zacharias with the remission of' sins: John ministers to it;
his preaching, which works faith, is the means of apprehending it; salvation is the essence of it; the mercy
of God is the fountain of it; the dayspring from on
high is the meritorious cause of it; illumination and
the walking on the way of peace are the result of it.
78) We omit a comma after v. 77 and construe:
“remission of sins on account of the bowels of mercy
of our God”; Sui with the accusative states the reason
or ground of the remission. The ultimate cause of the
act of remission is in the heart of God, in his bowels
of mercy :a-miyxva aéous = bowels of pity or mercy. The
Greelm and the Jews located the emotions in the nobler
viscera, lungs, heart, and liver (compare Col. 3:12).
This word is not properly rendered by the old translation “bowels,” which includes the ignoble viscera, al-

though we have no one term for the nobler ones. The
R. V.’s margin “heart” of mercy is a little better than
the A. V.’s “tender mercy.”
We again translate iv in its ﬁrst meaning: “in con-

nection with which (av ole, i. e., awkdyxva, bowels of
mercy) the dawn from on high shall look upon us.” It
is not merely dim-ow, some kind of a "dam, but aware»;

"£6 wove without articles like a name or title (compare
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the title for John in v. 76: «pow tummy) and is
plainly used for a person when he is said to look upon
(visit) us. The term evidently refers to light; note
“shine” and “darkness” and “shadow” in v. 79; not
to the “Branch” mentioned in Jer. 25:5; 33 :15; Zech.

3 :8; 6 :12, which is translated avarohi by the LXX. We
may think as does Mal. 4 :2 of the Sun of righteousness
with healing in his wings, rising after the long night
of waiting.
One is in doubt whether to prefer the verb in the
future tense, “shall look upon," or in the aorist, “did
look upon.” The textual evidence is divided, as is also
the context. ‘ In the address to the child, thus in the
verbs immediately preceding, the tenses are future;
but in the rest of the song We have aorists. Either
tense ﬁts the sense, and the verb is the same as that
used in v. 68, but it is now used in the ﬁgure of the

dawn looking upon us from the heavens.
79) The inﬁnitive c'mﬁval. modiﬁes Erwxégllerat and
expresses purpose: the dawn shall look upon “in order
to shine upon.” The “us” used in v. 78 is now described: “those sitting in darkness and death’s shadow”; compare Matt. 4:16 which is drawn from Isa.
9:2. The reference is to the Israelites as a people, but
not as excluding the Gentiles. “Those sitting” means
:men who are utterly helpless, tired, worn out, giving
up the struggle, hopeless. “In darkness” is at once
intensiﬁed by describing it as “death’s shadow”—all
this darkness that envelops these hopeless, despairing
people is that cast by death which stands so close to
them that its shadow already rests upon them as being
utterly doomed. Can a more deplorable and desperate
spiritual condition be imagined? It exists to this very
day in" the hearts of all who have not let the dawn
from on high rise in their hearts. But suddenly Christ
came, the heavenly dawn drove aWay the death shadow.

Where men sat abjectly they now rise to their feet
joyously'; where in the darkness they knew. not whither

Luke 1:79, 80
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to turn they are now guided aright; where there was
nothing but death’s shadow there is now the bright
and shining way of peace. Toﬁ Karcv9ﬁvat, like 101': Sofmu
in v. 74 and 77, denotes purpose and is appositional to
ém¢amz “in order to guide,” or more literally, “in order to make straight our feet,” to head them in the
most direct way “into peace’s path.” Israel had lost
the right way, Isa. 53 :6; 59 :8, 9, and who will count
those who are lost in the same way today?
‘0869, the Hebrew derek, is often used in an ethical
sense with reference to principles and conduct. So here
the genitive “of peace” is qualitative: the way marked
and characterized by peace. “Peace” is far more than
the feeling of calmness, security, and rest, which as
such would be deceptive, it is the condition of real harmony and friendship between God and us, which was
established by Christ and made ours through him.
Where this condition exists the feeling has the proper
basis, and whether it is always present or not will al-

ways return and grow more and more. The ﬁrst word
of Zacharias was “blessed" and the last is “peace”; the

one describes him, the other us.
80)

Now the child kept growing and gaining

strength in spirit and was in the desert regions until
his presentation day to Israel.
John resembles Jesus in this respect, that we know

all about his birth but very little about his younger
years. “The child” is the one mentioned in v. 76,
which had just been circumcised. The imperfect “kept
growing,” without a modiﬁer, refers to bodily growth
—nothing befell to hinder that. The second imperfect
“kept gaining strength” might also be understood regarding bodily growth, but it is made the counterpart
of that by the dative of relation Wynn; his gain of
strength was in relation to his spirit, the higher part
of his immaterial being. Note the difference between
this and 2 :40 which speaks of Jesus.
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The parents of John could not have lived long after
these, events. As a young man he lived e'v 1019 épﬁpou;
(supply xépacs), in uninhabited lecalities, away from
the distractions of men. God guided his life in this
way as a preparation for his coming oﬂice. Where these
wild regions were is not stated, and it is gratuitous to
seek them near his birthplace, for they may have been
elsewhere just, as well. That John lived as a hermit
is not indicated, and we know nothing about his occupation during this preparatory time. Here in the
wilderness the word of God eventually came to him,
and he went to the Jordan country to preach (3 :2).
This was his “presentation day” (the two words form
one concept), the day when God presented him to Israel
for his great work. ’AvdSeuSte appears in a similar sense

in 10 :1 and means the public presentation of a person
for an oﬂ‘ice or a work.

CHAPTER [I
When we are reading the opening verses of this

chapter we should not suppose that Luke intends to
give us the date of the birth of Jesus. A glance at 3:1,
2 shows how Luke proceeds when he is ﬁxing an important date. As far as the date is concerned, we are
still governed by 1:5. Herod is still king of Palestine,
and something like ﬁfteen (nine plus six) months have
passed since the event recorded in 1:8, etc. Matt. 2:1
states that Herod was living when Jesus was born, and
Matt. 2:19 places his death somewhat later. Luke is
concerned about dating the beginning of the work of
John, with which the great new era began (3:1, 2),
and cares far less about dating the birth of Jesus. So
in 2 :1-3 he does not intend to ﬁx a date but oﬂfers only
an explanation as to how it came about that, although

Mary lived in Nazareth (1 :26), her son was not born
there but in Bethlehem, not in Galilee but in Judea.
1) Now it came to pass in those days there
went out a decree from Caesar Augustus that all the
inhabited world be enrolled for taxing.

0n éyémo followed by a ﬁnite verb see 1 :8 ; with 8e'
the story simply progresses. “In those days” necessarily takes in time enough

for the issuance of the

imperial decree and its execution in Palestine. All
that Luke is concerned about is to indicate how this
imperial decree aﬁected the birth of Jesus. Falling
into the time in which this decree was put into effect
in Palestine, the birth occurred in Bethlehem, not in
Nazareth. If such a decree had not been issued, Joseph
and Mary would not have been compelled to go to Bethlehem just at this time. Luke alone among the evange-

lists mentions the names of Roman emperors, and he,
states them correctly: Caesar Augustus but Tiberius
(115)
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Caesar (3:1). Luke connects sacred with secular history. He alone informs us about this imperial decree
which included “all the inhabited world.”
Because Greek and Roman historians reported
nothing about this great innovation that was inaugu-

rated by Augustus, the critics seized upon Luke’s testimony and attacked his veracity regarding this decree
and all else connected therewith. Until a few years
ago the critics had things pretty much to themselves,

and all one could do was to trust to the reliability of
Luke. But now a mass of papyri and several inscriptions have reversed the situation. The evidence is now
at hand that Augustus did issue the decree of which
Luke speaks, that it was a’ new, epoch-making measure,
and that it inaugurated a periodic enrollment in the
empire which continued for over‘two centuries at intervals of fourteen years. See the writings of W. M.
Ramsay.

After 7‘, olxovpc'w] (feminine participle) we supply
the femininenoun 717. When critics stress this word of
Luke’s so as to include more than the Roman Empire
they are answered by Acts 17 :6 and 19 :27, where
others than Luke use this word in. the same sense
although with far less justiﬁcation. The noun dwoypmpﬁ
(v. 2) appears again in Acts 5:37 and must have the
same sense that the verb dwa‘ypérpeaoat has in v. 1. Does
it signify only a census as so many think? In Acts
5:37 it includes also the levy of the tax, and that is
enough to ﬁx its meaning here. Luke does not make a .
distinction between dwoypaqpﬁ as a mere enrollment and
aﬂ’Osz'qO'LS as the valuation of the property and the
levying of the tax. The enrollment was made for
purposes of taxation.
The present tense of duoypa’tﬁcdoat is worth noting.
If only one world taxing were referred to, we should
have the aorist; the present tense suggests a continuous series of enrollments for purposes of taxation.

This corresponds exactly with the new discoveries of

a periodical, fourteen-year taxing which, in the case
of Egypt, the papyri carry back as far as AD. 20.
Luke’s passive (R. 809) epexegetical (R. 1086, stating

the contents of 367W!) inﬁnitive means that a regular
system of periodical world taxing was inaugurated by
Augustus (of course, in Conjunction with the Roman
Senate) ; a decree to that effect was issued and put into
effect in Palestine at a time that compelled Mary to go
to Bethlehem when her child was to be born. An imperial world measure was inaugurated to bring about
the fulﬁllment of the prophecy regarding the place of
the Savior’s birth. God moves emperors and empires,
if necessary, to bring about a single, apparently small
point in his gospel plan.
2) This, a ﬁrst enrollment for taxing, occurred
while Quirinius (this is the proper spelling) was
governing in Syria.
This simple statement of Luke’s has had to bear'
the brunt cf attack, and it did seem as if Luke might
have erred. Quirinius was the governor of Syria in
AD. 6 and made an enrollment for taxation at this
time, the one mentioned by Luke himself in Acts 5 :37
and by Josephus in Antiquities 18, 1, 1. Luke was

charged with misdating this enrollment by erroneously
transferring it and the governorship of Quirinius from
AD. 6 to B.C. 8. What helped the matter were the
mistaken statements of Josephus (on which see Zahn .
in his commentary on Luke). The word of the rene-

gade Jewish priest Josephus, born as late as 37 or 38
A.D., was accepted in preference to the word of Paul’s
faithful assistant, the inspired writer Luke, who was
an active member in the church at Antioch as early as
the year 40. Recently discovered inscriptions vindicate
Luke.

Publius Sulp’icius Quirinius was the regular governor in Syria during AD. 6, when, after the death of ‘
Archelaus, a census for taxation was made, which
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treated Palestine as an ordinary Roman province and
thus caused the formation of the militant Jewish party
of Zealots, to whom the apostle Simon “the zealot”
once belonged (Luke 6 :15; Acts 1:13). This party continued until the fall of Jerusalem; the fate of its
founder is recorded in Acts 5 :37. But Quirinius functioned in Syria during 3.0. 7 and after that date, not
indeed as regular governor of the province but in a

governing capacity. We do not translate ﬁyepovcﬁovros‘
“being governor,” i.e., having that ordinary oﬂice, but
“governing," i.e., acting in a governing capacity. In
other words, at the time of Jesus’ birth somewhere
near the year 6 3.0. Varus, who was afterward so
thoroughly defeated by the Germans, was the governor
of Syria and administered its regular aﬂ’airs. Let us
remember that Herod the Great died in the spring of
4 B.C., and that Jesus was born a year or two before
his death (Matt. 2). While Varus was governor, Quirinius controlled the armies and directed the foreign
policy of Syria. It was thus that he supervised the
enrollment for taxation also in the kingdom of Herod.
When Tertullian makes Sentius Saturnius the governor
of Syria (B.C. 9-6) instead of Varus, this is a mistake
since all indications point to a delay in the execution

of the imperial decree in Palestine so that the work
began in this part of the realm when Varus held the
governorship.
The genitive absolute, “Quirinius ' governing in
Syria,” is not so much a date as a statement regarding
the control of the enrollment for taxation. Acting in a
governing capacity in Syria, and having broader
powers than those of the regular governor, Quirinius
managed the enrollment also in Herod’s domain.

Herod’s standing with the emperor was not that of a
rest socius. He was not king in his own right but was
dependent on the «patio. Kazaapoc, was one of the amici
Cazsaris who were dependent on the amicitia. of the
emperor. 'How easily Herod might have forfeited the

emperor’s favor is shown by Josephus, Antiquities 16,
9, 3, where the emperor reprimands Herod for his war

with the Arabians and tells him that he formerly used

him as a friend (¢l,\os) but will now use him as a
subject (imixoos). The view that no personal representative of the emperor could supervise the taxing in
Herod’s domain is an unwarranted conclusion. We do

not know what delayed the matter in Palestine. Some
think of a reluctance on Herod’s part, and others sup-

pose an alacrity on Herod’s part because he desired the
emperor’s favor. It is not safe to guess. Whether we

omit 1'; and read: “this as the ﬁrst enrollment,” or
retain it: “this ﬁrst enrollment,” makes little difference; but “ﬁrst” means, not that other enrollments
followed, but that nothing of the kind had ever been
decreed in the past.
3') And they were all proceeding to go to be
enrolled for taxing, each to his own city.
This verse is to be connected with both of the preceding verses though it is often connected only with the
ﬁrst verse, the second being regarded as a parenthesis.
The movement of the people, each to his own city, was
due to the imperial decree (v. 1) but likewise to the

administrative orders in each province which put that
decree into effect (v. 2). Verse one deals with the whole
empire; verse two narrows down to Syria and thus to
Palestine; and it is here that we see the movement that
is described by the imperfect c’wopaiowo, all the Jews go
to the enrollment, each (Ema-roe, partitive apposition, R.
746) to his own city. This intends to say that the Jews
followed their own system of enrollment, each person’s
name, standing, property, etc., being entered in the
family record that was kept at the place which was

considered the family seat. To follow this system of
enrollment for taxation entailed much travel and inconvenience as we see in the case of Joseph and Mary.
But the fact remains that this system was followed and
not the far easier Roman way of recording each man’s
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data where he happened to be living. Until recently it
was supposed that the Jews alone enrolled in family
centers, but a number of Egyptian papyri have now

been found that have the heading dwoypadail Ka'r’ ozxzav,
which indicates that a similar method was followed in
that country. The empire included so many different
peoples that one method could not have been carried
through among all of them.
4) Now there went up also Joseph from Galilee
out of the city Nazareth unto Judea to David’s city,
which is called Bethlehem, for the reason that he

was of David’s home and parentage, to get himself
enrolled for taxation with Mary who had been
betrothed to him, she being pregnant.
We have already met Joseph as being the betrothed
of Mary in 1:27. There we learned that Mary lived in
Nazareth, and we now ﬁnd that this is true also of
Joseph; but this fact is now expressed by a- simple
phrase (compare the more elaborate wording in 1:27).

For the information of Theophilus it was necessary to
mention that Nazareth lay in Galilee and Bethlehem in
Judea. The location of Nazareth would not need to
have been repeated from 1 :27, but it is added here
because the new place, Bethlehem, had to be located as
lying in a different locality, namely Judea. Just as
Nazareth is introduced with some formality in 1:27, so
the same is now done with Bethlehem, only in a greater
degree: “unto Judea to David’s city, which is called
Bethlehem.” The name, “House of Bread,” is often
treated allegorically, but Luke is not thinking of the

composition and meaning of the name.
ma. :6 with the inﬁnitive states the reason why
Joseph at this special time made the journey to Bethlehem: “for the reason that he was of David's house

and parentage.” It is well to note that Luke would be
repeating himself if “of David’s house” in 1:27 were
to refer to Joseph and not to Mary as is asserted by

Luke 2:5
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those exegetes who ﬁnd no repetitions in their authors.
This proper canon applies here: Luke does not twice in
close succession say that Joseph is “of David’s house.”
”What he does say is that Mary is of David’s house, in
1 :27, and now that Joseph, too, is of the same house.
A second term is added in the case of Joseph: of
David’s house “and parentage,” warpwi, because Luke is
speaking of the enrollment and thus emphasizes the
point of descent.
5) Because he came from David’s line, Joseph had
to report for the enrollment at the headquarters of his
family connection, at Bethlehem, which is for this
reason called “David’s city” in v. 4. The middle inﬁni-

tive éwoypéupaaOaz is not merely reﬂexive: “to enroll himself,” but more ﬁttingly causative: “to have himself
enrolled,” although R. 807 and 809 wavers. It is surprising to be told that qty Mapta'p cannot modify the
inﬁnitive to which it is attached: “to have himself enrolled with Mary,” but must be construed with the ﬁrst
word in the sentence, dve'ﬂq, “there went up Joseph . . .
with Mary.” The usual reader will connect the words
as they stand. Joseph undoubtedly had to state in the
enrollment whether he was single or married. Even a
common census would require that datum, much more
would a listing for taxation do so. Thus “with Mary”
means that he had himself enrolled with her as his
wife. Whether Mary, if she were still single, would
have been compelled to have herself recorded we do
not know since the details of the law on this point are
not known to us.
We have the same perfect participle pcyvnarevpe’vq,
“having been betrothed,” that was used in 1:27. Some

texts add “wife,” which seems to be an addition that
was made for the sake of clearness. There was, of
course, no reluctance about calling Mary Joseph’s

“wife” since Matthew does this already before the
consummation of her marriage (1:20, 24). “Having
been betrothed” (the perfect connoting “and being in
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this condition”) is entirely clear in 1:27 and in the
present connection, but we should understand the betrothal in the Jewish and not in the American sense.
It was virtually marriage and lacked only that the
bridegroom take his bride to his home. The'vows of
marriage were made at the betrothal, which was al-

ways public, and none were needed when the groom
took away his bride. Between 1:27 and 2:5 there lies
Matt. 1:24, and so we see Mary in the company of
Joseph, “having been betrothed to him” in a betrothal
that was now consummated.
The participial phrase aim-y éyanicp, “she being preg~
nant,” is best understood in the causal sense: “since
she was pregnant." For this very reason Joseph took
her along. But not because her pregnancy necessitated
her enrollment because of the expected child; or because Joseph and she wanted the child to be born in
David’s city and not in Nazareth. The matter is more
intimate. Joseph took Mary away from Nazareth in
order to shield her against slanderous tongues, and in
order to give her all the protection and help that she
needed in her condition, and not to leave her in the care
of others. Mary herself must also have greatly desired
to leave Nazareth with Joseph. Providence so shaped
events that the two left Nazareth just at this time.
6) Now it came to pass while they were there
the days were fulﬁlled for her to give birth. And
she gave birth to her ﬁrst-born son and wrapped him
in swathing clothes and laid him down in a manger
because there was no room for them in the stopping
place.
For c'yévcro plus a ﬁnite verb, which is used repeatedly by Luke, see 1:8. The importance of what is now
narrated is indicated by this circumstantial expression.
In accord with it (again see 1:8) is év up with the

inﬁnitive which is so often used for designations of
time. The phrase reads as if Joseph and Mary were

“there," in Bethlehem, at least several days before the
child was born. In 1:74 and 77 the inﬁnitive with 701':
expresses purpose, but here it modiﬁes a noun: “the
days of her giving birth,” the aorist inﬁnitive to express the single act. The entire sixth verse is a circumstantial introduction to the ﬁrst clause of v. 7. Luke
might simply have written: “And while she was there
Mary gave birth to her ﬁrst-born son.” But the fact is
too great for even the sacred writer to be put into so
few words. The statement as made by Luke conveys
the thought that without any planning on the part of
Joseph or of Mary her time came just after they had
been in Bethlehem for a time.
7) The birth itself is related without an unnecessary word: Kai grace 76v 1)ti air-Hie 15v wpwrdroxov. Jesus was
born in the natural way. Birthpains set in, and the
child passed through the mouth of the womb just as
any normal child is born. The older supposition that
Jesus was born clauso utcro, “with the womb closed,”
the child passing miraculously through the walls of the
womb (Concordia Triglotta, 1004, 100), is to be rejected in toto.
The addition Of 75v wpwﬂiroxov to 73V 1,311! a677,: by
means of a second article makes the adjective em-

phatic, R. 776. Those who claim that the d8eA¢o£ of
Jesus were his half-brothers, who were born to Joseph
and Mary after Jesus, ﬁnd support for their exegesis
in this statement. R., W. P., for instance, says: “The

expression naturally means that she afterwards had
other children, and we read of brothers and sisters of
Jesus.” The “ﬁrst-born” is then understood in a modern and not in the Biblical sense. Why should Luke
want to imply that Mary also had other children later
on? Was Theophilus to think that they, too, were con-

ceived miraculously? Was he to expect an account of
these other children in Luke’s book? One sees how
misleading “ﬁrst-born” becomes when it is understood
in the modern sense. It is quite specious to assert that
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rpméroxos is never povoymic, “only-begotten," for no oneclaims that the terms are equal.
“First-born” should be understood in' the Old Testament sense of Exod. 13:2, 15; 34:19, and other pas-sages. Instead of looking forward it looks backward,
and “ﬁrst-born” means that no other child had been
born before this one. C.-K. 1075. This meaning stands
in spite of the objection that Mary’s virginity had
already been established by 1:25. As far as the virgin—
ity is concerned, this is a minor matter in “ﬁrst-born” ;.
the real point is in the child, that it is the ﬁrst to come
from the mother. It is thus the child that implies something about the mother. Moreover, “ﬁrst-born” applies
to such a child the moment it is born just as Luke calls
Mary’s babe “ﬁrst-born” at the moment of its birth. If
Mary had died during the birth, Jesus would still have
been her “ﬁrst-born.” There is no waiting when a child
is called “ﬁrst-born” to see whether or not other children will be born of the mother; so that if none are

born later, the one that was born could not be called
“ﬁrst-born.” A “ﬁrst-born son" is such the moment he
is born.
The Old Testament view of this term includes also
Num. 18 :15, etc., to which Luke 2:23, etc., refers, the
sanctity of the ﬁrst-born son and the necessity of
redeeming him with a sacriﬁce. The objection that
“ﬁrst-born” should then have been inserted in 2 :23,
etc., in a form that would offer the necessary explanation, is rather presumptuous; for the way in which
Luke did write is so satisfactory that no improvementcould be offered. In v. 7 we have “ﬁrst-born” and in
v. 23 the law about the ﬁrst-born. “First-born” is
properly mentioned in connection with the birth and
should not limp along forty days later.
Finally, “ﬁrst-born” implies the rights of the ﬁrstborn son (Gen. 25 :31; II Chron. 21 :3) ; and in the case
of Jesus these were great indeed as 1:32 shows. It
makes no difference whether Mary had children by

Joseph or not. We have every reason to think that she
lived in the normal marital sexual relation to Joseph.
The point is that the New Testament furnishes no

conclusive proof that Mary bore more children. “First-

born” neither denies nor asserts that other children
were born—it leaves us wholly uncertain on that point.
We are not so ready to say that the expression “she
wrapped him in swathing clothes" means that no other
woman was present with Mary at the time of the
child’s birth. Why conceive of the situation in so
abnormal a way? Mary had pieces of cloth in which
to “enswathe” the babe, and we need not think that she
was forced to do this with her own hands. If no other

woman had been present, Joseph would have washed
and wrapped the child. Luke's brevity should not lead
us to extreme conclusions. This is also true with regard
to placing the babe in a manger.- Luke writes that
Mary “laid him down in a manger,” but this is surely
to be understood in the sense that she had others to do
this for her, and that she consented to such a cradle
for her baby.
The little word “manger” is illuminating because it

places us into a stable of some kind. Luke adds that
the reason for using a manger was the absence of
room in the xa-réAupa. This latter word is made equal
to wavsoxezov, a khdm, caravanserai (Luke 10 :34), “an
inn.” The word really means Absteigeqmrtier and in
Luke 22:11 is used with reference to a single room,
which in this case proved to be a large, ﬁne one. We
should cease to think of an Oriental khd/n or inn. R.,
W. P., describes it: “There would sometimes be an inner court, a range of arches, an open gallery round the
four sides. On one side of the square, outside the wall,
would be stables for the asses and camels, bulfaloes
and goats. Each man had to carry his own food and
bedding.” But if there was no room for Joseph and
Mary in “the inn” thus described, where was this
manger? Outside, along the wall, where the asses, etc.,
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were? We do not think that mangers were provided
there—all the beasts ate from the ground. It is also a
guess that this supposed khan was ﬁlled up, which left
no room for Joseph and Mary because of the crowds
that had come for the census.

This was not the day of Joseph’s and Mary’s arrival, several days have already passed (“while they were
there”) . Where did Joseph and Mary spend this time?
How had Mary come from Nazareth? Joseph had surely provided an ass, he should not be made beggarly
poor. As an artisan he earned money, and when he
betrothed himself to Mary he certainly had sufﬁcient
means to set up a household. These are the natural
things to suppose.
And ‘so they found a KardAupw. or “stopping place,”
surely with some relative of Joseph’s in the town. The
house was small and perhaps had only one or two
rooms and a shed for an animal or two. The only
accommodation that could be offered to Joseph and to
Mary was this shed. Here they slept, and when the
time came, the baby was born here with only a manger
in which to sleep. This manger may have been located
on the stable ﬂoor. Joseph’s ass may have been tied
here with any other animal that belonged to the houseowner. The shed would be roomy enough.
This description adheres closely to all that Luke

indicates. Besides, it utilizes what the author saw in
the Holy Land, for instance, the house of one of the
guides that was built of heavy stones (like all houses
in Palestine) and had two rooms and a stone side
room. It was entered only from the outside and was

partly ﬁlled with a small heap of alfalfa and wheat.
A strange couple could have been placed only in this
out room. Because we are told of shepherds and sheep
later on, some have thought of a sheep stable, one that
was now empty because of the season, the sheep being
watched in the open all night. But sheep need no
mangers. The safe thing is to think of a side room in

which asses could be kept—we say asses because they
are commonly kept even by poor people—-fodder, utensils, and the like.
The view that Jesus was born just before Joseph
and Mary reached Bethlehem is an apocryphal legend
which is probably patterned after Gen. 35:16-20. This
led to the idea that a cave which was used as a stable
was the place for the birth. Some of the fathers then
interpreted Luke as saying that Joseph could ﬁnd no

rOom in the village and had to resort to this cave. The
cave and the manger were exhibited already in Origen’s time. Under Constantine, at the urging of his
mother Helena, a basilica was erected over the cave.
We saw the place in 1925; the town had grown out to
the place and now surrounded it as quite a city. Five
sects own the church; in the cave there is shown the
place of the manger, the one where the Wise Men knelt,
and a silver star marking the place of the birth. Here
there is shown the underground cell where Jerome is
said to have lived; his tomb is in an adjacent chamber,
opposite that of the French sisters who supported him.
In the passageway that leads out they showed us what
purports to be Josephus’ tomb! In the adjacent Catholic church they show a place where Joseph had his
dream, and where the bodies of the children that Herod
slew were thrown. Everything is arranged to please
the credulous.
8) And there were shepherds in the same region
camping in the open and keeping guard at night
over their ﬂock.

‘

The question is still asked skeptically as to why
these shepherds should have been selected for the
angel’s announcement. The answer is as simple to the
believer as it ever was: because God found them the
kind of people to whom he could communicate such
news. We think of the country as being some distance
away from Bethlehem, and being entirely open and ﬁt
only for grazing. Several shepherds had their ﬂock
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here and remained with it day and night. The two
participles are not to be construed with ﬁaav to make
periphrastic imperfects but modify the subject. After
telling us that there were shepherds in that same country (a statement that is quite complete) , the participles bring the additional information that they
camped out in the open and that they guarded their
ﬂock at night (duvmds is merely the cognate object).
It is fancy to think that they had to stay in the
open because the town was full of people who had come
for the enrollment. The shepherds were out in the open
because of their ﬂock, and the probability is that they
did not live in the town at all but somewhere in a
valley in the hills. The place shown to tourists should
deceive no one. So also the deduction that Jesus could
not have been born in December, which is fortiﬁed by
Talmudic notices to the eﬂ’ect that some time between
April and November must be referred to. This conclusion is valueless, for in a climate such as Palestine
has sheep could be kept out-of-doors all winter. While
December 25 is only traditional and goes back to the
celebration of the nativity at Rome on that date in the
fourth century, it is at least traditional and better than
deductions that have no basis and only assail the old
date without furnishing even the inkling of a new one.
Only one conclusion is sound, namely that Jesus was
born at night—otherwise the angel would not have
appeared to the shepherds “at night.”
9) And an angel of the Lord came upon them,
and glory of the Lord shone around. them, and they
feared with great fear.

As is the case throughout the ﬁrst chapter, Kﬁpws
is the Greek term for Yahweh and as a genitive with
unarticulated nouns forms one concept with them:
“Jehovah-angel,” “Jehovah-glory.” The shepherds were

drowsing as they kept guard when a glory of heaven
suddenly shone all around and over them with beam-

Luke 2:9, 10
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ing radiance. It was Jehovah's angel who came upon
them like a ﬂash (e'm'm, used thus repeatedly) during
the night.

No wonder the shepherds were terriﬁed

(9663015 the cognate accusative like amaze in v. 8).
Since Gabriel appeared to both Zacharias and Mary
in connection with the present events, we see no reason
for refusing to assume that he was the angel also in
this case. When Nebe justiﬁes his faith in angels with
a tone of apology he is making a mistake. Our faith in
angels is part of our faith in God’s Word and revelation, for which we offer no apology or justiﬁcation to
any man.
10) And the angel said to them, Stop being
afraid! For lo, I am announcing as good tidings to
you great joy which shall be to all the people: that
there was born to you today a Savior, who is Christ,
the Lord, in David’s city.
The present imperative means to stop an action

already begun as it does in 1.:13, 30; R. 851, etc. The
fright that came upon the shepherds as poor mortal
men who came in contact with the Lord’s glory and his
angels in the dead of night is to cease, for it is blessing,
yea, the absolute, supreme blessing for mortal man

that is thus revealed to these shepherds. The gospel
for sinners must always begin with “fear not,” for it
removes sin and fear. The angel j ustiﬁes the command
with yelp and exclaims at the greatness of this justiﬁcation with i806. But he states ﬁrst the effect and then
the cause, ﬁrst the joy and then the birth that produces
the joy.
The verb duyyextgopat is used in the same sense as it
was in 1:19 with reference to the bringing of good
tidings irrespective of the contents of the tidings. In
this case we may, of course, say that they constitute
the gospel, but the verb itself is not yet used in the
speciﬁc sense of preaching the gospel. Its present tense
describes the act as being in progress. The “great joy”
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is the antidote for the “great fear.” “To all the people,”
which has the noun M69, is generally used as a designation for the Jewish people and was meant and understood only in this sense: “to all Israel” ; but to all Israel
because God was now fulﬁlling his great promise to
Abraham and to Israel (1 :55), a promise, indeed, to

Israel alone, yet one that would extend salvation to all
nations through the Seed of Abraham. The future Eo-rai
is prophetic to indicate the coming spread of the gospel
as the bearer of this great joy to all the people.
11) We regard 571. as epexegetical, as stating, not
the reason for the great joy, but the contents of the

angel’s announcement: “that there was born to you,”
etc. The Greek states the simple past fact as such,
éréxey,‘‘was born”; we prefer a reference to the present
time, “has been born” (i.e.., just recently) or even‘
born,” our versions. Since the Jews begin the day with
sunset, “today” means this very night, only a little
while ago.
There follow the great titles for the child’s work
which explain why an angel has appeared to announce
the glad tidings of his birth and of the joy that shall
ﬂow to all Israel from it. “There was born to you
Ewnip, a Savior.” The absence of the article does not
make the term indeﬁnite since the relative clause adds
the deﬁniteness. When this is understood, we may say
either a. or the Savior. There is only one who is
“Christ, the Lord.” Compare 1:77, “salvation in connection with remission of their sins.” Mary gave this
name to God in 1 :47, and it is' used with reference to

him in both Testaments. When this name is now applied to the babe, his deity is implied. He is “Savior”
in the same sense as God is (Isa. 45 :15, 20; Luke 1 :47;
Hab. 3:18; Ps. 79:9). “Savior,” like “to save” and

“salvation,” refers to the mighty act of rescue and its
result, the condition of safety that follows. “Savior” on
an angel’s lips recalls all that is said in the Old Testament about salvation as it is attributed to God and

thus leaves far behind the pagan use of this title for
the emperors. Even in later years “Savior” on a Christian’s lips differed so immensely from any imperial
“Savior” title that the two were hardly ever compared
in the Christian’s consciousness. See C.-K. 1035, correcting Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East, and
others. Note incidentally that “Savior” is the meaning
of the name “Jesus,” Matt. 1 :21.
The relative clause makes “Savior” deﬁnite although it has no article in the Greek. But this clause
is not merely grammatical but descriptive. “Who is
Christ, the Lord,” intends to say that as the Savior this

babe is both “Christ” and “Lord.” Xpmés, the verbal
from the ceremonial verb xptm, is the Greek for the
Hebrew Mashz'ach or “Messiah,” “the Anointed One,”
and was understood (the angel spoke Aramaic) by
every Jew as a designation of the great Deliverer who
had been promised to Israel by God. The angel could
not have used a clearer term.
Up to this point in his, narrative Luke has used

Kﬁpwe a number of times with reference to God, as the
translation of Yahweh, the last two times in v. 9. Now
he all at once uses Kﬁpm as a designation for the child,
the Savior, and in a combination, Xpmbe Kﬁpwc, that is
.not found elsewhere in the Scriptures (only in the
LXX’s translation of Lam. 4:20 and in the so-called
Psalms of Solomon). The cue to the combination is
found in Acts 2:36: “God hath made that same Jesus
whom ye have cruciﬁed both Lord and Chris .” The
titles are, therefore, to be considered separately, not as

personal names, but as appellatives. And Knipm is the
translation, not of Yahweh, but of ’Adon (not ’Adonai)

in the sense of “divine Lord.” It is so used with reference to Christ in Ps. 110:1: “Yahweh said unto my
’Adon,” and so the description runs in Mic. 5 :2, “ruler
of Israel” born in Bethlehem Ephratah. The reason

Kﬁpm is not Yahweh in the present connection is due
to the fact that the Scriptures never use Yahweh with
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reference to Jesus. When the angel said ’Adon, the
shepherds understood just as perfectly as when he said
Mashiach. See C.-K. 648 for a fuller discussion.
“In David’s city” is vastly more signiﬁcant to the
shepherds than “in Bethlehem” would have been, for
the king’s name and his ancient home recall all the
Messianic promises made to David. While it modiﬁes
the emphatic verb at the head of the sentence the
phrase, which is placed entirely at the end, is equally
emphatic. Born is the Savior, Christ, and Lord in
David's city. To be sure, that was plain to these plain-

thinking shepherds. One is, therefore, surprised at R.,
W. P. who offers six different English translations of

Xpmbe Kﬁpwc and declares, “It is not clear what it (the
combination) means.” He views the combination in the
abstract, and his six renderings are, therefore, not
very helpful. Even to say that Luke loves to say Kun'os
whereas the other evangelists say “Jesus” is misleading, for Luke quotes the angel who did not say “Jesus”
whereas in Matt. 1:21 he most surely did—apart from
any evangelist.
12) And this to you the sign: You shall ﬁnd a
babe having been wrapped in swathing clothes and
lying in a manger.
Not “a sign” but positively “the sign,” the sure and
certain sign. The future tense “you shall ﬁnd” takes
for granted that the shepherds will seek this most
wonderful babe in David’s city and assures them of
their ﬁnding it. But “the sign” is the very feature
about this babe which the shepherds would least expect
after the high titles they have heard from the angel.
That is, however, what makes this feature “the sign.”

Some other babe had perhaps been born in Bethlehem
this night; but this divine babe will be discovered
“having been wrapped in swathing clothes (still thus
wrapped, or we may say enswathed) and lying in a
manger.” Both participles are predicative to Bpé¢os and
state what shall be found as distinguishing the babe.

Luke 2:13
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Both participles form “the sign,” and both are such
together. They repeat clearly what is expressed by
ﬁnite verbs in v. 7. Where in all the neighborhood
would an enswathed babe be lying in a manger—hence
in a stable, not in the house proper, and even in the
stable not in anything like a bed but on hay or straw
in a manger? So great the babe, so lowly its condition.
Even David’s city had only a manger for David's
eternal Heir.
13) And suddenly there was with the angel a
heavenly army host, praising God and saying:
Glory in highest places to God,
And on earth peace,
On men good pleasure!
Although éyémo does not say outright that the
angels were visible it says it as certainly as did c'wc’a'rq
in v. 9 regarding the one angel. This host of angels
appeared suddenly around the one angel who had made
the announcement. “A heavenly army host” attempts
to reproduce the absence of the articles. A «was is a
great number, and this host is part of the heavenly
army, which is so vast as to be able to send out hosts.
Thousands of angels appeared and ﬁlled the expanse of
the sky. All this, indeed, for only a handful of poor

shepherds! It is the way of God. Efpa-rui, “army,” is a
ﬁtting term because the angels are mighty spirits,
giborim, “that excel in strength,” Ps. 103:20. Bengel
writes that an army here announces peace. We may
add that we can here see what Jesus meant when he
said that at his word twelve legions of angels (about
120,000) would come to his aid. Aivoti‘mv and Mydv'rwv
are plurals and modify the singular arpafuic. They are
construed ad sensum, “army” being a collective. Luke
says, “praising God and saying,” which does not state
whether they sang or shouted. The fact that the words
are poetry also decides nothing, for both Mary and
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Zacharias spoke verse. and did not sing their poetical
lines. But in either case the fact as stated is. simply

overawing.
14) As indicated above, we prefer to arrange the
angels’ statement in three poetical lines instead of two.
This is due to our interpretation over against those

who have two lines. The stress is on the three nouns,
“glory”—“peace”—-“good pleasure.” The second .line
is in contrast with the ﬁrst, and the third is in coordi-

nation and explanation of the second. That is why no
Kat introduces the third line; since “and”'connects the
contrasting lines, a second “and” to connect the appositional line would be disturbing. Note the plainness
of the contrast: “in the highest. places”—-“on earth";

also the appositional coordination: “on earth"—“on
men,” the two belong together.
This praise of God, which is based on the birth of
the Messiah, is not a wish, much less a prayer, but a
most positive assertion. “Glory” is the. radiant shining

forth of any or of all the divine attributes—here of the
truth (in keeping his promise), power, (1:35), and
grace of God in sending the Messiah. Butin the mouth
of the angels this “glory” is ascribed to God as it is
recognized, confessed, and praised by the angels. “In
the highest places" (neuter plural,as in 19:38) is the
same substantivized adjective that is used in the singular as a designation for God: “the Highest” in 1:32,
35, 76; 6:35. The highest places are heaven, and the
phrase is to be construed with “glory,” not with “God,”
as the English versions seem to construe. All heaven
declares the glory of God as shining forth in the incarnation of his Son.
“Earth” is placed beside heaven. If the incarnation
ﬁlls heaven with God’s glory it does so because it pours
out “peace on earth.” The (3,015!!!) (1:79) is “peace” as
the fruit of the incarnation, the condition in which
God’s wrath is turned away and his grace extends to

men; “peace” objectively as “made through the; blood

of the cross,” Go]. 1:20, and as in the Word “preaching
peace by Jesus Christ," Acts 10:36. It is for men to
accept and enjoy and thereby to enter into a new relation to God; but whether they do so or not, the babe in
Bethlehem means “peace on earth.” It is argued in vain
that “on earth” means, not the whole earth, but only
places on the earth. The peace brought by Christ is

universal. “In the highest" also does not mean here
and there in heaven but in all of heaven. So many
unwarranted assertions are still made regarding these
words of the angels and thus destroy the unity of interpretation.
Some state that textually e68om’ac, the genitive, is the
assured reading. This is claimed especially by those
who prefer this reading, but he who examines the texts
will ﬁnd that «ESoxia, the nominative, is equally well
attested. Thus textually the reading is undecided, and
internal reasons must decide. The cancellation of iv is
textually ruled out, and whether we have it or not
makes no difference interpretatively. Eésom’a is regularly used in the Scriptures to designate the “good
pleasure" of God, his free determination to save men
and every part of that determination; for instance in
Matt. 11:26; in Eph. 1 :5, 9, with ﬂow; as the parallel
in 11. This word is never used with reference to a
moral quality (C.-K. 354) in God or in men, which
rules out the Vulgate: homines bonae voluntatis, “men
of goodwill,” i.e., whose will is good. Zahn goes back
to this old Latin translation but without saying so.

The worst feature about this idea is the fact that
men are by nature supposed to fall into two classes,

those of goodwill who seek God, and those of evil will
who reject God—all before the gospel reaches them. So
the angels sing of peace only for the former: “on earth
peace among men of goodwill." It is in vain to bolster
up this view to add that peace is after all the possession
of only few men. The angels are speaking objectively
of the peace that has been won for the whole earth and
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is intended for all men, and not subjectively only of
those who ﬁnally attain this peace. Moreover, 53'9le
is never connected with a qualitative genitive in either
Testament; av)"; c'Ac’ovc (Sirach 44:10, 24) is not an
analogy (contra. C.-K. 354), for in that passage the
genitive characterizes an individual man (Hebrew
’z'sh) and not the generic term for man (Hebrew

’adam, German der Mensch, avopmos.) This applies also
to II Thess. 2 :3: “the man of the sin.”
Those who see this drop the interpretation that
men whose will is good are here referred to and adopt
that found in the R. V.: “men in whom God is well
pleased,” i.e., men of (God’s) good pleasure. But this
is self-contradictory. Men in whom God is already well

pleased need no peace, they already have it—otherwise

how could God be pleased with them? They need no
Savior; having God’s good pleasure, they are already
saved. But this would be the doctrine which Calvin
himself calls “horrible,” that Christ came only for certain people in whom God is pleased and not for the rest
from whom he withheld his good pleasure. Nor can
the two views be combined as is done by R., W. P.:
“Those who are the subjects of God’s goodwill, who are
characterized by goodwill toward God and man.”
The eudokz'a. is God’s “goodwill” or “good pleasure”
toward all men; the great joy the angel came to proclaim is “to all the people” (v. 10) already now before
they have ever heard of it, The eudokia expresses the
voluntas Dei antecedens, his original will to save (“God

'so loved the world,” John 3 :16) as distinguished from
the voluntas consequens, the will that sets in when men
either believe or disbelieve (Mark 16:16), according to
which he both saves and damns. The c’v, which some
are ready to yield, is vital linguistically, being caused

by alsoxta (C.-K. 354) ; e'v demands the nominative as its
complement: God’s saving goodwill (good pleasure)
rests in or on men, all men. His Son’s birth is the
supreme evidence for this endokia. Peace is for the

earth because God’s goodwill is now evidenced for all

men. This divine Babe is the whole world’s Savior.
The A. V.’s translation is just abOut correct: “goodwill
toward men.”
15) And it came to pass (see 1:8) when the
angels went away from them into the heaven, the
shepherds said to each other, Let us go through at

once to Bethlehem, and let us see this thing that has
come to pass, which the Lord made known to us.
And they went, hastening, and discovered Mary and
Joseph and the babe lying in a manger.
The angels did not merely disappear, they went into
heaven, the abode of God, the angels, and the saints,
whence they had come. Luke’s words read as if the
angels, surrounded by heavenly light, receded upward
until they were hid from sight. The two subjunctives
are hortative: “let us go through and let us see." We
have no English word for the urgent particle 81; which
indicates that the shepherds could not wait, so we use
“at once” partially to convey the sense. Aid in the verb
implies that the shepherds had to pass through some
territory before they came to Bethlehem, “David’s

city,” as the angel called it. “This thing,” ﬁﬁpa, is used
as it was in 1:38, 65, and the modiﬁcation 75 ycyovds has
its usual present implication: “has occurred and is n0w

to be seen.” Kllptos' is again the translation of Yahweh.
16)‘ So the shepherds left their sheep and hurried
away; the aorist participle is coincident with the action
of the aorist verb: “they went, hastening.” Not at Once

but after some search they found what the angel had
told them, Mary, Joseph, and, strange to say, “the babe

lying. in the manger.” The two articles are those of
previous reference: the child, the manger of which the
angel had spoken in v. 12. “Lying in the manger” was
only the sign, and this sign veriﬁed the truth of all that
the angel had said about this child, and all that the
host of angels had sung about his birth.
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17) Now after having seen they made known.
about the thing spoken to them about this child. And
all who heard wondered at the things spoken to
them by the shepherds.
Comment is hardly necessary. The shepherds told
the whole story about the angels. Note that Luke
writes: “about the thing spoken,” and again uses frﬁpa.
18)

In this verse the mp6 phrase has no ﬁﬁpa but

the plural rév Aa/hﬂéwmv. In v. 17 it is the chief thing
that the shepherds report, but the people wondered at
every word they heard. Thus many besides Mary and
Joseph heard about the angels’ message.
19) Mary, however, continued guarding all
these. things closely, continuing to ponder them in
her heart.
The rest just wondered, not so Mary who had heard
Gabriel’s annunciation. The matter went far deeper
with her. Some are surprised that we hear nothing
about Joseph’s reaction. We may be sure that his was
much like Mary’s, but Luke is telling Mary’s story,
most probably as he had heard it from Mary herself.
It is Matthew who tells Joseph’s side of it. We now
have the plural «atria rd. ﬁﬁpara. raﬁra. (1:65), Which

means not merely “all these sayings” (R. V.) but the
things themselves (A. V.) that had been said.
“She continued guarding” is the imperfect, which
stands out among all the aorists; Mary’s impressions
were enduring, and note the perfective force of 015v in
the verb: “guarded closely.” She said nothing—it was

all too sacred, too miraculous for her. But in addition
to holding them closely she “continued pondering them
in her heart,” the present participle with its durative
sense matches the durative imperfect verb. The idea
in the participle is that of throwing things together,

comparing, letting one explain and add to another. We
catch a glimpse of the depth of Mary’s character, it
was calm and deep, spiritually receptive and strong,

steady and persevering in grace. The Greek conceives
the heart as being the seat not merely of the emotions
but of the entire personality, Will, mind, and emotions.
Mary’s entire personality was involved.
20) And the shepherds returned, glorifying and
praising God for all they heard and saw even as it
was spoken to them.
They went back to their ﬂocks but did so with deep,
new emotions. Like the angel host, they continued
glorifying and praising God (the latter participle is
from the verb used in v. 13). What they began has
continued ever since. The dative at; is attracted from
the accusative to the case of its antecedent. “Heard and
saw" goes together. The latter takes in what they saw
in Bethlehem, and the mock clause points out that this
was exactly what was told them by the angel. The
Greek is content with aorists as stating the past facts
as such; we should use past perfects: “had heard and
seen.”
21) And when the eight days for circumcising

him were fulﬁlled, his name was called Jesus, the
one called by the angel before he was conceived in
the womb.
The fact that the child was circumcised is only

implied, Somewhat as in John’s case in 1:59. This
means that Luke puts the stress on the giving of the
name, a custom that was connected with the rite of
circumcision. Although this emphasis on the bestowal
of the name is evident, Luke by no means makes the
circumcision a minor act. He mentions “eight days,”
the number prescribed by the law, and in v. 39 adds the
statement that Joseph and Mary completed “all things
according to the law of the Lord.”

The act of circumcision made Jesus a member of
the covenant people and thereby placed him under the

law, Gal. 4:4. It was legally performed on the eighth}
day (Gen. 17:12;-Lev. 1223). So Jesus was formally
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obligated to fulﬁll the divine law. No ordinary Jew
could fulﬁll that obligation because he sinned often and
thus required the sacriﬁces to remove his sins and to
keep him in the covenant. But Jesus fulﬁlled all the
requirements of the law perfectly, not for himself, as
is sometimes supposed, but in order to redeem (buy
free) us who are under the law and cannot fulﬁll it.
The view that his active obedience concerned his own
person does not see far enough. It stops with the bare
fact that he was circumcised, it does not ask why he

was born and thus subjected to circumcision.
We here see the Lawgiver make himself subject to
that law. Moreover, circumcision was a part of the
ceremonial law and as such an' arrangement that was
connected with the Abrahamitic covenant. Jehovah
could have used some other covenant sign. Jesus re-

ceives the sign chosen by Yahweh, not as one who
needed that covenant and that sign for himself, but as
the one who would fulﬁll, bring, and dispense what
that covenant and that sign' promised. The circumcision is thus on a par with the baptism of Jesus. The
inﬁnitive with fail is hardly one of purpose but an
ordinary genitive that speciﬁes to what the eight days
refer.
The Kai merely marks the beginning of the apodosis
in Hebraic fashion (B.-,D. 442, 7) and is untranslatable

for this reason. The passive maﬁa” hides the persons
who called the child by this name, but they were Mary
(1 :31) and Joseph (Matt..1 :21). The name “Jesus” is

explained in 1:31. The participial modiﬁer 76 Kanoév
.refers to the two passages indicated.

22) And when the days for their puriﬁcation
according to the law of Moses were fulﬁlled, they
brought him up to Jerusalem to present him to the

Lord even as it has been written in the Lord’s law,
Every male opening a womb shall be called holy to
the Lord; and to give a sacriﬁce according to what

has been said in the Lord’s law, a pair of turtledoves
or two young of doves.
The are sentence is built like the one occurring in
v. 21, which shows that Luke wants them to be viewed
as being parallel. He adds the phrase “according to the
law of Moses.” In v..21,no such addition was needed
because Theophilus knew that circumcision was required by Moses’ law, but in v. 22 he had to be told that
these rites, too, were legal requirements. It is mis-

understanding Luke to say that he writes as if “their
puriﬁcation” included also the presentation of the child
to the Lord; Luke does this as little as he confuses the
circumcision with the naming of the child in v. 21.

What Luke says is that Joseph and Mary attended to
the presentation of the child at the time when the days
for her puriﬁcation had come.
According to Lev. 12:1, etc., a woman who had
given birth to a son was unclean for seven days or
.until the circumcision of the child and then for 33 days
more dared touch no hallowed thing or come into the
sanctuary. Then after 40 days she had to come to the

Temple to be puriﬁed in the prescribed way. “Their
puriﬁcation,” as is indicated by the implied subject of
dwjyayov, refers to Joseph and Mary and not to the child.
Joseph is included because as the head of the house he
had to see to it that this puriﬁcation of his wife was
duly carried out; he also provided the necessary sacriﬁces for her.

.So it was in connection with this levitical act that
they brought the child to Jerusalem “to present him to
the Lord,” i.e., Yahweh, Kﬁpm being used in this sense
throughout these ﬁrst chapters of Luke. The expression wapwrﬁvat HI: Kvpzqu, “t0 present him to the Lord,” is

quite exact to indicate what was done: every ﬁrst-born
son had to be presented to Jehovah as belongingto him
in a special sense, namely to be a priest of the Lord,
but since the priesthood had been allotted to the tribe
of Levi, the ﬁrst-born sons were to be redeemed or
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bought back from the Lord for the price of ﬁve Shekels,
about two dollars and a half in our money. This redemption of the ﬁrst-born sons was a memorial of the
sparing of the ﬁrst-born of the Israelitish families in
Egypt the night that the ﬁrst-born of all the Egyptians
were slain. Exod. 13:13, 15; Num. 8:16, etc.; 18:15,

etc. The aorists, main verb and inﬁnitive, imply that
Joseph paid the money. Although he was poor, we
must by no means imagine that this carpenter was a
pauper. The law included the ﬁrst-born of clean animals, the reference to which is not necessary here.
23) Luke adds the provision of the law for the
sake of Theophilus and quotes from Exod. 13:2 and
adds “every male” from v. 12, “the males.” The term is
neuter, “every male thing opening the womb,” i.e., for
the ﬁrst time, and includes the ﬁrst-born of animals as
well as of men. “Shall be called holy” is the future
tense in legal phraseology, “called holy” because it is
holy in fact, and “holy” is used in the sense of being
separated unto the Lord, hence we have the dative:
holy “to the Lord,” to Yahweh.
24) As Luke states it, the chief thing for which
Joseph and Mary went to Jerusalem was this presentation of Jesus to the Lord. It was done, as the temporal clause in v. 22 states, when the time came for

Mary’s puriﬁcation. So Luke adds another inﬁnitive:
“and to give a sacriﬁce according to what has been said

in the Lord’s law.” Toﬁ 305m: parallels ‘n'apaarﬁval. in v. 22,
both express purpose; and in the Old Testament style
701': is often added to the second inﬁnitive for the sake
of clearness (B.-D. 400, 6). By quoting what the law
states in regard to the ﬁrst-born in v. 23 Luke makes
clear that the inﬁnitive used in v. 24 refers to Mary’s
puriﬁcation and no longer to the presentation of the

ﬁrst-born.
“Has been written in the Lord’s law” is the regular
formula for introducing a quotation whereas “has been

Luke 2:24, 25
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said (cipmu’vov) in the Lord’s law states only in general
what is contained in the law. Hence “a pair of turtledoves,” etc., should not be printed as a quotation as is
done in our versions. Joseph and Mary came to give
Only “a pair of turtledoves or two young doves,” which
'cost about 16 cents, and not a lamb and a turtledove or

a young dove, which would amount to two dollars

(Exod. 12:6, 8). They could not well afford the latter.The one dove was to serve as a burnt sacriﬁce instead
of the lamb, the other as a sin offering. Luke is not
instructing Theophilus about these Jewish rites; he
writes only as much as is necessary to describe how
Joseph and Mary came to take the child to the Temple
where they received a new attestation of the divine
nature and oﬁice of the child.
25) And 10, there was a man in Jerusalem, to
whom as a name Simeon, and this man righteous and
devout, expecting Israel’s Consolation, and the Holy
Spirit was upon him.
Luke introduces the remarkable story of Simeon
with the interjection “10.” He is introduced as being

just “a man.” There is nothing great and wonderful
about him; he has no high ofﬁce, standing, or power.
It is fancy to make him the president of the Sanhedrin
in the year 13 and a son of Hillel and the father of

Gamaliel. He lived “in Jerusalem,” whither Joseph
and Mary had gone (v. 21), and thus away from
Bethlehem where the shepherds had spread the story
of what they had heard and seen (v. 18). Even here in
Jerusalem, the center of Jewish religious corruption,

there lived some of God’s true people. His name
“Simeon,” which was quite common, is introduced as'
were the name Nazareth and the name Joseph in 1:26,
27, unlike that of Zacharias and of Elisabeth in 1:5.
He is described as being “righteous” in the same forensic sense as were Zacharias and Elisabeth in 1 :5—see
the full explanationthere and the mistake of eliminat-
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ing the forensic sense by translating “upright.” Note
Gen. 7:1, Noah; Gen. 17:1, Abraham; I Kings 9:4,
where the term includes “the integrity of the heart.”
Luke alone uses cﬁMﬂﬁc (here and in Acts 2 :5; 8 :2;
22 :12), “taking hold well” and thus reverently, circumspectly “devout” or “devoted” like Paul in Acts
23:1; 24:16. He was “righteous” as God judged him,
“devoted” as his life appeared to men; he was far
more than just “churchly” but was in very truth a
genuine son of Abraham. In full accord with these
two terms is the participial addition “expecting Israel’s
Consolation,” madman (Matt. 5:4; Luke 16:25; Isa.
40:1; 61:2). This term is by no means indeﬁnite, “a
consolation for Israel,” but is made decidedly deﬁnite
by the genitive “Israel’s Consolation,” the one promised to Israel in and through the Messiah, it is hence
worthy to be capitalized. The abstract term does not
mean the concrete Consoler (Messiah) although, as the
following context shows, this Consolation would come

through the Messiah. Hapémyme is not used in the
active sense (from wapaxakeiv, to call to one’s aid) but in
the passive sense regarding a consolation that was
extended to Israel, the genitive being objective. When
Jesus speaks of the Holy Spirit as being “another
Paraclete” (Comforter) he calls himself the ﬁrst Para-

clete who brought to Israel the wapdmyms that is here
mentioned as being expected by Simeon. There is no
political sense in the term. The context rebels against
such a view. “Of Israel” is used in the sense of Jesus’
word to the Samaritan woman: “salvation is of the
Jews,” namely the salvation for all nations (v. 32).
Simeon is one of those characters, who were rare at
this time, who fully apprehended the spiritual promises

of the Old Testament.
Hveﬁpa. “Aywv, without articles, is used exactly as it
was in chapter one with regard to the third person of
the Godhead (1:15, 35, 42), it is a proper noun that
needs no articles. The fact that Simeon had the Holy

Spirit resting upon him is not an explanation of his
spiritual condition as just described, which would require ydp, but an addition (ml) to what has been said
about his person, which explains in advance what is
now to be told about him.
26) And it had been revealed to him by the
Holy Spirit not to see death before he should see
the Lord’s Christ.

The impersonal 15v Kequpa‘rwpc'vov is followed by the
inﬁnitive at; 28er in indirect discourse ; the form is the
periphrastic past perfect passive, and the development
of the meaning of qupaficw may be seen in the dictionaries. The passive came to be used for receiving an
answer or a direction from pagan oracles and in the
LXX and in Josephus for orders from God, which is

the sense here. In «pzv {7' with the subjunctive after a
negative verb Luke has the classic idiom; he might
have changed to the optative in the indirect discourse
as he does in Acts 25 :16 (R. 997) ; these two examples

stand alone in the New Testament.
The verb “see,” way, is used twice in the same sense
of actually to see death (by dying) and actually to see
the Lord’s (Yahweh, Képm in this sense throughout
these two chapters) Christ (Xpumis, appellative, is
used in the same sense as it was in v. 11, the Anointed
One, the Messiah). The term designates the ofﬁce and
work to which the anointing set apart and consecrated.

As it was in v. 11 (which see), the term is proleptic,
Jesus received the anointing when he was thirty years
old. With a passive verb the agent is regularly introduced by inrti. No one knows just how the Holy Spirit
made this revelation to Simeon; the text hints at no
dream or vision but rather at a direct communication.
If one may hazard a guess, it was in connection with
the Word, with passages such as Gen. 49 :10 which tell

of the coming of Shiloh and the departing of the scepter from Judah and Daniel’s reckoning of the 72 weeks.

This opinion of Luther’s may be near the truth al-
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though God’s Spirit never has any difﬁculty in communicating what he desires.
27, 28) And he came in the Spirit into the
Temple; and when the parents brought in the child
Jesus in order that they do according to what has
been established as the custom of the law, he, too,
received it into his arms and blessed God and said, etc.
In v. 25 HVcﬁpa 'Aywv has no articles, but in v. 26 and

27 the articles appear and refer back to the unarticulated name used in v. 25: “In” means “in connection
wit ” the Spirit, that Spirit moved Simeon to go to the
Temple at this very time. Luther thinks that the Spirit
told Simeon that he was now to see the Lord’s Christ,
but the phrase itself does not say that much. The 75

lepév is the entire Temple area and in this connection
the court of the women beyond which Mary and Anna
could not go. Luke uses iv 7:; with the inﬁnitive freely
as a temporal clause and the inﬁnitive with 1'05 as a
purpose clause. The aorist “in the bringing in the
child” is punctiliar to designate the moment when
Jesus was brought in—at that very moment Simeon
was there to see the child.
When Luke writes “the parents,” only unbelief will
use this word as a prop to defend the actual fatherhood of Joseph. Luke is not elucidating even inciden-

tally the fatherhood of Joseph but is describing the
event in progress; the fatherhood of this wonderful
child has been fully and clearly set forth in an earlier
section. It is unwarranted to assume that Luke copied
that account and this one from different sources and
let the contradictory statements stand as they were.
That denies even the intelligence and good sense of
Luke. Joseph faithfully ﬁlled a father’s part toward
his wife’s child and did this so well that he was popularly supposed to be the real father. “Parents” takes

in Joseph as the foster-father.

Luke 2:28, 29
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“In order that they do,” etc., denotes only the purpose of the parents’ coming and does not intend to say
that Simeon comes upon the group at the time when
the priest receives the doves for the sacriﬁce and the
ﬁve Shekels as the redemption money‘and at that mo-

ment recognizes the child. The aorist cranium is punctiliar as including all that has been indicated in v. 2224. The neuter perfect participle riotapc'vov designates
what has become and is still the customary thing.
Luke parallels the two acts, bringing in the child
and Simeon’s receiving it (aimi) into his arms and then
praising God. We picture the scene as taking place
before a priest approached them. While it occurred in
the public court, not many saw or heard it; we are told
only of Simeon and Anna. Other parents and their

babes were there, bent on the same errand as Joseph
and Mary, waiting for the priests to come to receive
their offerings. The remarkable, unexplained points
are that Simeon knew at once that this was the
heavenly child, and that, when he stretched out his
arms, Mary gave him the babe to hold. This was not
due to “the lofty form of Mary” since there were other
stately women with babes in the court. Nothing whatever distinguished either the mother or the child. The
only inference left is the directing power of the Spirit.
It all seemed so natural and yet was all directed supernaturally. Simeon “blessed God,” ﬁrst on his own
behalf and then on behalf of the whole world.
29)

Now art thou releasing thy slave, Supreme
Master,
According to thy utterance, in peace;

Because my eyes did see thy saving gift,
Which thou didst prepare before the face
of all the peoples

As a light for revelation of Gentiles
And as a glory of thy people Israel.
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“The spirit of rhapsody here shown is due to the
Spirit of God moving the heart and stirring the highest
impulses of the soul." R. 1199. Yet this is not enough.
The words are a prophecy and reach beyond Simeon’s
soul, and, like those that ﬂow in a grand stream from
the lips of Zacharias, are inspired by the Spirit and
reveal all that Jesus was to be for all the people and
nations of the world. The six poetic lines are one
sentence. They are usually .called the Nunc Dimittz's
from the ﬁrst two words in the Latin translation. They
constitute a psalmlike adoration of praise to God for
what he is doing for Simeon on the basis of what he
did for the whole world. It is probably best to make
no division at all.
“Now” is the blessed moment that Simeon. has
reached as he holds the Savior in his arms. It is the
climax of his life—nothing higher can he reach. We
should note that all three words, tiara/Was, 3051\09, Sea-mime.
belong to the same ﬁgure, that of a master manumitting his slave. The verb daron is common to denote
this act and in the present connection cannot mean
“let die” as Zahn shows. The supposition that Simeon
was a very old man and near his death is not supported
by the text. He is called only an avopmos, and nothing
is said about his great age as is done in the case of
Anna. Tobit 3 :6, 13; II Macc. 7 :9; the passive in the
LXX’s translation of Gen. 15:2; Num. 20:29 cannot
apply because they lack the correlative terms “master"
and “slave” which are used by Simeon.
The ﬁgure is misunderstood when the idea of service is stressed in the word “slave” as if Simeon rejoiced at now being freed from his service to his
Supreme Master. The cue for the correct idea lies in

wpoaScxdpcvos occurring in v. 25: the time of Simeon’s
expectation and longing for the fulﬁllment of God’s
Messianic promises is now at an end. He has the actual
fulﬁllment in his arms, and it is thus that he declares
that he is like a slave who is set free by his great

Duke 2:29, 80
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master AoﬁAos' is “slave” and not merely servant; and
scam-617,9 (frOm which we have “despot”) which is companion to Kﬁpm, though it is infrequently used with
reference to God, denominates him according to his
unlimited power and authority just as we say “Almighty God” (compare Acts 4:24). Simeon uses this
designation for God because he has in mind not only
Israel, for which Yahweh (Képcoc) would have been the
proper name, but also all the Gentilenations.
Simeon also says 75 ﬁﬁpd a'ov, “thy utterance,” not

Aéyos', “thy word”; he refers to what his Supreme Master spoke with his own lips in the ancient promises:
God’s very utterance has now become fact. It is thus

that Simeon is set free “in peace,” which here expresses
the feeling of his heart, perfect contentment which
seeks no more. The picture we thus get of Simeon is
one that permits him to live on for an indeﬁnite number of years, testifying to many, like Anna, of the
thing that had come to pass for him. The application
of his words to the death of a faithful (not necessarily
aged) Christian remains, but only as an application:
our time of expectation and waiting for heaven ends
in a manumission, when the Supreme Master calls us
home to glory. Far closer is the application to us as
having the actual and complete salvation in Jesus for
the rest of our lives.
30) With an Simeon states the reason for declaring himself released from his long expectation: hls

very eyes did see that which brings salvation, the
substantivized neuter adjective 1-6 amnjpwv, “the saving
thing,” not the usually used noun owmpla, “salvation."

He refers to the birth of this child, the beginning in
which all the glorious future lies as in a bud. By looking at this babe his own eyes saw the thing God as the
Almighty Lord had done to save the world. He uses the
aorist cisov to express the fact whereas the English

prefers the perfect “have seen” to refer to an act just
past (R. 842) . The birth of the babe which Simeon is
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now holding to his breast is the ocular demonstration
of the saving gift that the great God vouchsafed to him.

31)

The relative clause states the vast extent of

this “saving thing” that Simeon saw: “which thou
didst prepare before the face’of all the peoples." He

again uses an aorist to denote the recent fact whereas
we should use a perfect, and “didst prepare," didst set
in readiness, includes the special thought, care, and
effort of God as well as the blessed result attained. The
emphasis is on the xqrd phrase, the preposition that is
used with :‘péamror in the sense of angesichts, “in the
face of.” Simeon sees God’s saving act in the birth of
this child as being wrought with its preparation of
salvation “before the face of all the peoples," to see it
as he sees it and to embrace it as he does. It was prepared not as a mere show for the peoples to marvel at
but for them to appropriate and thereby to be saved.
This is plainly universal salvation. In v. 10 the angel

used only the singular 11'an r9”: M93, “joy to all the
people,” namely the people of Israel; Simeon has the
plural miwwv ra‘w Mé'w, “before the face of all the peoples.” And the fact that this plural does, indeed, include

every people on earth is brought out in the next lines.
32) In the fashion that is customary to the Jews,
Simeon divides “the peoples" into “Gentiles,” 50m], and

“thy people Israel,” Més‘ aov ’Iapaﬁa. This saving thing
that God prepared is intended for both, and equally
for both. Yet there is a difference between them as is
indicated already by the use of the two names; the

Gentiles are not called God’s people, they have no
covenant name such as “Israel.” They are only 59m.
nations of people, and as such live far from the true

God, in the night of human darkness. 'Eovoc means a
crowd, then a nation, and then, in the plural, the

nations other than Israel, who are called “Gentiles” by
us from the Latin gens, a tribe or nation.

For them this savingthing prepared by God comes
“as a light." We regard 4x39 and 865w, not as appositions
to 16 o’w‘niplov, but as predicative to 6': “which thou didst
prepare as a light . . . as a glory.” Etc expresses purpose: “for revelation of Gentiles.” The genitive éovu'w,
which is often regarded as objective, can be neither
objective nor subjective. The verb idea in “revelation"

is “to reveal,” and the sense is not, “to reveal the
Gentiles” (objective genitive), nor that “the Gentiles
reveal” (subjective). The words form one concept:
“for Gentile revelation,” and the genitive is adjectival
or qualitative: a revelation beﬁtting Gentiles. That is
the kind of “light” the Gentiles needed, one that would
reveal their dreadful condition and would show them
God’s grace in Christ for deliverance from sin and death.
Simeon’s words re-echo Isa. 9:2; 42:6; 49:6; 60:1—3.
Parallel with (Ms is 865w; it is not dependent on sis.
The genitive “of thy people Israel” is plainly possessive. Only rarely is Israel called an 20m, the term that
is used to designate it is A1169, originally a great mass of

people. “Israel” is added in order to bring out the
covenant relation in which this “people” stood with
God. Hence also we have “thy" people Israel, owned
by God in a peculiar sense. The distinctive thing in
the saving act of God which brought about his Son’s
birth was that this constituted “glory” for Israel. It is
this people that gave birth to the Messiah. To the end
of time “salvation is of the Jews,” John 4:22. No nation on earth has such a glory.
There is no chiliasm in Simeon’s words although he
.is thought to say that, after converting the Gentiles,
Christ will glorify his people Israel by the ﬁnal conversion of the Jewish nation. There is no such “after”;
Simeon has the aorist tense “didst prepare,” and
“light” and “glory” are simultaneous, having already
been prepared when Simeon spoke. We may add that
:the holy family returned to Bethlehem, and that
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shortly afterward the Magi from the East came to see
and to worship the child.

33)

And his father and his mother were won-

dering at the things spoken concerning him.
In v. 27 Luke wrote “the parents,” and he now in
the same sense writes “his father and his mother,”
knowing that his reader will understand in what sense
“his father” is to be understood. Each parent is named

separately instead of saying merely “his parents” wondered. The one was astonished as much as the other.
How did this man know the mystery of the child? How
did he single out their babe? More than that, their
wonder was this that he should say such astounding
things about the child. Simeon’s words went beyond
Matt. 1:21; Luke 1:32, 33; 2:10, which referred only
to Israel; Simeon included all the Gentile nations in the
salvation that this child was bringing—reason, indeed,

for astonishment at this new revelation! Whereas ﬂu
is singular because it is construed with Joseph, the
participle is plural because it includes Mary and is
masculine, which includes the feminine “his mother,”

as is the case in all such constructions.
34)

And Simeon blessed them and said to

Mary, his mother: Lo, this one is set for a falling and
a rising up of many in Israel and for a sign spoken
against. Moreover, also through thine own soul shall
a great sword go. In order that there may he revealed out of many hearts (their) thoughts.
The blessing which Simeon pronounced Was intended for both parents. While this is not recorded, we
may guess that it referred to their having this won-

drous child in their care. When Simeon now turns to
Mary alone and leaves out Joseph, this is done because

of'the prophetic insight that Joseph will no longer be
among the living when the things that are now stated
shall c'ome to pass. Joseph died long before Jesus
began his ministry.

The wonder of what Simeon says is indicated by the
exclamatory “lo”; and “Inn is used as the passive of
7:07,”: “this one is set," i.e., by God himself, for the
double purpose indicated by the (is phrase: “for a falling and a rising up of many in Israel,” to which is
added another cis phrase in elucidation: “and for a sign
spoken against.” It is God’s intention in placing Jesus

among Israel that he shall cause many to fall and
perish and many to rise up and be saved. This is the
so-called voluntas consequens that rests on the infallible foreknowledge and takes into account the effect of
grace in men’s hearts. When men reject that grace in
unbelief they fall, and it is God’s will that they perish
(Mark 16:16; Is'a. 8:14; Matt. 21 :42, 44; Rom. 9 :33).
On the other hand, when God’s grace in Christ wins
men and makes them rise up from sin and death in a
spiritual resurrection (Eph. 2:5, 6), this is again the
effect of his consequent will but at the same time the
execution of his voluntas antecedens which, disregarding all else, took into account only man’s fallen estate
and sent grace and a Savior for all alike (John 3:16;
Rom. 9:33b; Acts 4:12).
Simeon is speaking to Mary of what she shall herself witness, hence he says “of many in Israel” and
speaks only of her people and of what she shall see
many do. But when he adds: “for a sign spoken
against” again and again as the present participle indi-

cates, we see that he intends to tell Mary in advance
that whereas some shall, indeed, accept her son as the
Messiah, the bulk of the nation will only speak against
him and completely reject this their Messiah. Simeon
calls Jesus “a sign,” for his person and his work shall

signify salvation for Israel as, indeed, also for all men
(v. 32). Israel shall see this “sign” and all it signiﬁes
for them but shall raise only objection to it. This is
dreadful and inexplicable but a fact nonetheless. Unbelief is the height of irrationality, and no reasonable
explanation can be given for an unreasonable act. Men
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fall solely by their own guilt (Acts 7:51, 52; 28:2527) ; men rise up solely by grace (Eph. 2 :4-9) .
35) Simeon adds (Kai) another thing (Sé), namely
what Mary shall experience in her own heart when the
climax of this rejection of her son by Israel shall be
reached in his death on the cross. Her pain and grief
shall be extreme, like the passing of a great sword
through her soul. The term boqum’a denotes a great
broadsword such as the barbarians, especially also the
Thracians, used; in I Sam. 17 :51, LXX, it is the sword
of Goliath, in Ps. 35:3 it is translated “spear,” it is
also used for any sword; M.-M. leave the word indeﬁnite: at Thracian weapon of large size. Nothing is
gained by calling it a lance or a javelin. The ﬁgurative
use is plain, for this “great sword” shall go through
Mary’s own soul. Some interpret the ﬁgure with reference to painful doubt on Mary’s part regarding the
deity and the Messiahship of her son, but doubt cannot
be pictured by a sword’s piercing the soul. Simeon is
speaking of Mary’s fearful experience beneath the
cross of her son, John 19:25: stabat Mater Dolorosa.

We see no reason for dropping sé as a few of the texts
do as being misleading by causing a wrong parallel
between Jewish unbelief and Mary’s pain; this connec-

tive only adds her pain as something different from
that contradiction of the sign.
The purpose clause introduced with 51m: .1» belongs
to all that precedes; all of it is to reveal “out of many
hearts” (the “many” already mentioned in v. 34) such
“thoughts” or reasonings as control them and to which
they yield. The idea is that when Jesus comes to a man
with his grace and salvation, his contact with that man
will produce and reveal to men certain thoughts of a
decisive nature, either those of unbelief, when a man
rejects Jesus and loves darkness more than light (John
3:19), or those of faith, when a man has been brought
to love truth and comes to the light with his deeds
wrought in God (John 3:21).

Luke 2:35, 36
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Hitherto Mary (and Joseph) had heard only the
glorious part of Jesus’ work, now she hears also the
painful part, which is almost unbelievable and yet sure
to come, for by the Spirit Simeon spoke true words of

revelation and prophecy, they were uttered under divine inspiration.
36) And there was Anna, a prophetess, daughter of TPhanuel, of Asher’s tribe. This one had gone
far forward in many days, having lived with a husband -'seven years from her maidenhood and herself
as a widow up to eighty-four years, who continued
not to withdraw from the Temple, with fastings and
petitions worshipping night and day.
This woman is introduced more circumstantially by
far than Simeon. He is called merely “a man” but she
“Anna, a prophetess.” To explain how “a man” like

Simeon could speak prophetically as he did we were
told that the Spirit was upon him, and he spoke thus
only this one time; but Anna had the gift of prophecy,
was known and honored for that, gift, the title “prophetess” being a part of her name. In this respect she
resembled Philip’s daughters (Acts 21 :9), and she
used her gift in a similarly quiet way. The title does
not mean that she constantly foretold the future, or
that she put herself forward publicly, but that she

knew and interpreted the Word and the will of God for
ediﬁcation as I,Cor. 14 describes this so valuable charisma. To indicate her importance Luke adds the name
of her father and of the tribe to which she belonged, and
we see incidentally how completely he was informed.
He also adds the data about her great age and uses

the same perfect participle that he employed in 1:7, 18
but adds “many” in the phrase “had gone far forward
in many days,” i.e., she was far older than Zacharias
or Elisabeth. Luke did not discover just how old she
was, but he did know that she had lived for seven years
as a married woman and then as a widow (xﬁpa is ap‘
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positional to afmiz “herself as a widow”) up to eighty~
four years. If she was married at about 15—Jewish.
maidens married young—she was about 105 years old.
Some take Luke’s words to mean that her total age was
only 84. But this would not have been remarkable—
Zacharias and Elisabeth may have been that old; nor
would a writer like Luke ﬁrst tell us that she was very
aged, then add how long she was married, and ﬁnally
speak of her widowhood, if all he intended to convey
was the fact that she had attained only 84 years; he
would then at once have mentioned 84 years and been
done. By writing Ems Luke says that she had already
reached 84 years of widowhood and was on the way to
adding still more years. It is probably best to supply ﬂy
with wpoBeﬁquia. and thus secure a ﬁnite sentence instead of having a rambling modiﬁcation; this also ﬁts
the subject 0.511).
37) The relative clause describes her character.
The imperfect on’m «won-m, “continued not to withdraw”
from the Temple, i.e., from its courts, states that she
practically spent her life there. Luke reports nothing
about Simeon’s age and tells us that he was away from
the Temple, and that the Spirit moved him to come for

this special occasion. Of Simeon we hear that he was
righteous and devout, but of Anna we are told that she
“engaged in worshipping with fastings and petitions
night and day,” Mrpaioua’a, durative, the same verb as
that used in 1 :74, which is used regarding the service
all are to render to God as distinct from the ofﬁcial
service of priests. Hers were not Pharisaical, formal
fa'sting but voluntary abstinence from food in order to

spend more time in the Temple; and Luke writes “petitions,” asking things from God, not merely “prayers,"
which include all devotions, also praise and thanksgiving. The use of this term seems to indicate that Anna
begged God for the fulﬁllment of his Messianic prom-

ises. In this regard she was like Simeon who expected
God to send Israel’s Consolation and thus certainly also

begged for its coming. “Night and day” (the accusative to express duration) is to be construed with “worshipping”; as far as the Temple was concerned, she
could not spend the nights there but only the days
until the gates were closed.
38) And having come up at this very hour, she
went on returning thanks to God and went on speaking concerning him to all those expecting Jerusalem’s

ransoming.

Anna was in the women’s court at the time, but it
was God’s providence that she approached the little
group at this very hour (R. 686). Perhaps she saw
Simeon take the babe in his arms and, hurrying to his
side, heard him speak as he did. At any rate, she, too,
understood fully about this child and “went on making

acknowledgment to God” («ivaopohoyc'opm is to be understood in this sense, C.-K. 691) and thus “returning
thanks.” Her words are not preserved, but their substance was thanksgiving for the fulﬁllment of her petitions and of the expectation of herself and of others.
The imperfect tense may well mean that she continued
her thanks also after Joseph and Mary had gone to
Nazareth.
She also went on to spread the news “concerning
him,” the newborn Savior, not, indeed, generally but,
as beﬁtted her, among those who, like Simeon, were
“expecting Jerusalem’s ransoming” (the same participle is used here that was employed in v. 25) . So there
were others who were as spiritually-minded as Simeon
and Anna right here among the Pharisees and Sadducees with their perversion of Israel’s hope. These genuine Israelites—why say that they were old ?——looked
for the Messiah as God had promised him. They hoped
for “Jerusalem’s ransoming.”
As far as “Jerusalem” is concerned, this is simple
in view of Isa. 40:1, 2; the capital is named instead of
the nation. But Aﬁ‘l’pwa'ts‘ deserves more attention; read
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the comment on 1:68. The term has a passive sense,
the genitive “of Jerusalem” is objective: Jerusalem is
to be ransomed, and the ransomer is God (C.-K. 706).
It is true, Anna belongs in the Old Testament, and this
word is used as it is in the LXX, but this does not make
the term political. It is wholly spiritual. Even in the

varied connections in which )Lvrpoiia'aat is used in the Old
Testament the idea of a ransom is never lost and comes
out prominently in many instances. There is always a
cost that is paid. 'Westcott is right: “The idea that the
redemption costs much is everywhere present.” Warﬁeld, Biblical Doctrines, 351 (read the entire most
valuable chapter). The word “redemption” has grown
pale as a rendering. of Aﬁfpwms. Simeon and Anna saw

in the babe Jesus the great Ranso'mer who would pay
the ransom to release Jerusalem from her spiritual
bondage. The fact that this required more than the
expenditure of power was plain from the nature of the
bondage in which the people lay. The Jewish sacriﬁces
had long taught the ransom by sacriﬁce and blood. We
cannot discover how clear all this was to Anna and to

those minded like ,her, but the effort to deny her the
idea of a divinely provided ransom in this child is untenable in every way. The real meaning of Mrpomre can
no longer be obscured.

39)

And when they ﬁnished all the things

according to the law of the Lord they returned to
Galilee, to their city Nazareth.
Luke emphasizes the fact that every requirement of

the law was fully attended to in the case of Jesus. One
would expect a statement like this to appear in Matthew’s Gospel which was written for readers of Jewish
extraction by one of their number; but here a Gentile

Christian writes this for a Gentile reader so that he
may understand how Jesus was in no way to be ex-

empted from the law. The statement is general and
thus includes everything from the circumcision onward. Even the puriﬁcation of Mary must be included.

I/uke 2:89, #0
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for Jesus could not have had a mother who transgressed a plain provision of the law and remained
ceremonially unclean. The Greek is satisﬁed with the
aorist in the subordinate clause and does not care to
mark the relation of time to the main clause as the
English does by using the past perfect: “when they
had ﬁnished,” etc.

Luke summarizes. He omits the events recorded in
Matt. 2 and any others that occurred during this early
period and intends to tell us only that Jesus grew up,
not in Bethlehem where he was born, but in the Gali-

lean Nazareth. The fact that Nazareth lies in Galilee
was stated already in 1 :26, and so Galilee might have
been omitted here as far as mere geography is concerned. Its mention intends to say that Jesus grew up,
not in the neighborhood of the Holy City in the genuinely Jewish land of Judea, but in the despised halfheathen territory of Galilee, and there in the obscure
town in which Joseph and Mary were living when the
story of Luke’s Gospel began.
40)

Now the child kept on growing and kept on

gaining strength by being ﬁlled with wisdom; and
God’s grace was on it.
We naturally compare what Luke says about the

child with what he states about John in 1 :80 and note
both the similar bodily and mental growth and the
difference in what is added about wisdom and God’s
grace being upon Jesus. The verbs are imperfect and
denote continuance, and this includes also the participle. We refer ”agave to physical growth and c'xpa'racoﬁro
to mental and spiritual increase in strength, for it

would be superﬂuous to add a second verb to tell of the
physical development and to leave only a participle for
the mental and spiritual growth. The Savior of the
world, God’s Son incarnate, grew up physically in the
most normal way with nothing to mar his bodily development. He grew mentally in the same way and at-
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tained more and more strength of mind, understand-3
ing, and reason. But a modiﬁer is necessary here (in
1 :80 it is weﬁpan in the case of John) lest we think
only of mere intellectual strength: “by being ﬁlled
with wisdom,” the participle modifying the verb and
its subject. The participle is passive (not middle, R. V.
margin) and durative and describes the process of
ﬁlling. The young lad attained more and more wisdom,
ao¢ta (the genitive after a verb of ﬁlling) in the Biblical sense as the right knowledge of God and his salvation coupled with its application to life. In the case of
Jesus this included the realization of his own relation
to God in connection with the saving thoughts of God.
A clear view of this wisdom of Jesus ﬂashes but in v. 49.
It is impossible for us to penetrate the mystery of
this development in Jesus—body and soul untouched by
sin, unchecked and unretarded by any result of sin, his

mind and his soul absorbing the wisdom of God’s Word
as a bud drinks in the sunshine and expands. His mind
and his soul, which were truly human indeed, grew in
strength and in the range of wisdom but in perfection
and in power beyond anything that is possible to sinful
mortals. His development was absolutely normal, that
of all others is to a great degree abnormal. We see his
mind and his soul in full action during his ministry, a
mind and a soul that are vastly beyond those of mere
man. He sees through every error and deception, all

truth is his glorious possession, he is master of every
situation. This came to him by degrees, but every
degree of the growth was perfect.

When Luke adds that God’s grace was upon the
child (0.15115 instead of r?» 1rd:8z’ov) he aims to say that this
was evident from the way in which the child devel-

oped. The word xdptc is used in the wider sense of
God’s favor, not in the narrower sense of undeserved
favor for sinners. As a man Jesus was under God and
dependent upon him for all things just as we are; but
because he was sinless, God’s favor never turned from

Luke 2:41, 42
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him to discipline and chastise him. From his childhood
onward he lived in the undimmed sunshine of God’s
blessed favor.
41) And his parents kept going year by year
to Jerusalem for the festival of the Passover.

The imperfect is iterative (R. 884), and Ka‘rd. is
distributive (R. 608) ; we may regard 17'; éoprﬁ as the
dative of time (R. 523, the, locative of time). During
the childhood of Jesus Joseph and Mary regularly attended the Passover festival at Jerusalem. Every male
was originally eXpected to appear in Jerusalem at the
Passover, at Pentecost, and at Tabernacles, Exod. 23:
14-17; 34 :23; Deut. 16:16; but the dispersion rendered
this impossible. Godly Jews, however, made it a point
to attend at least the Passover. Women were not

required to attend, yet many , did, nevertheless, and
Mary belonged to this class. We see the devoutness of
the-parents of Jesus, the kind of a home in which he
grew up. See the Bible dictionaries on the nature of
the Passover.
'
42) And when he became twelve years old,
they going up according to the custom of the festival
and having completed the days, while they were
returning, there remained behind Jesus, the boy, in
Jerusalem, and his parents did not realize -it but,
having supposed him to he in the caravan, went a
day’s journey and began making thorough search
for him among their relatives and their acquaintances and, not having found him, returned to Jerusalem, making thorough search for him.
The high points of this elaborate sentence are the
four main verbs buépam, of»: Evaa'av, ﬁhﬁov, and inrc'a'rpalmv,

and it is interesting to note the relation of the other
verb forms to these four.

_ Jesus had reached the age of twelve (érév 8:580:11, the
ordinary predicative genitive), when as a Jewish boy
he became “a son of the law,” who was obliged to learn
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and to observe its provisions. The supposition that
Jesus now began to wear the phylacteries wouldmake
him a Pharisee, which is certainly wrong. The present

participle dyaﬁawéww in the genitive absolute is perfectly in place and should not be called a loose construction which places what occurred after their going
up into the time while they were going up. The present
tense is used because “they going up” includes the entire journey in both directions (Zahn) during which
all that follows happened; hence we also have no addition such as “to Jerusalem,” the verb is used in an
absolute sense. “According to the custom of the festival” means in accord with what the Jewish custom of
the annual festival required. As they had always done,
they again made the journey.

43) The second genitive absolute with its aorist
participle places us at the completion of the seven days
of the festival (Exod. 12:15; Lev. 23:6; Deut. 16:3).
While some pilgrims left after the two chief days, this
was not the case with Joseph and Mary who returned

with the full caravan. Luke loves c'v n; with the inﬁnitive (see 1:8), here he has the present tense to denote
the return journey as being in progress. And now we
have the two main verbs, aorists to designate the two
facts that Jesus remained behind in Jerusalem, and
that his parents did not know this. The separation
must have occurred in an entirely natural way. Although the writer does not intimate how it occurred,
we see that the parents did not worry about the boy’s
absence but started on the return journey. Heretofore
he called Jesus muSlfov, but Luke now writes mu's, “boy.”
The supposition that this was the ﬁrst time that Jesus
had been taken to the festival, and that he was thus
astonished and captivated by what he saw, is not

tenable.
44) The aorist vopltame, which is usually followed
by the accusative with the inﬁnitive, states why the
parents started out without any uneasiness about the

Lulce 2:44-46
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absence of the boy. They thought that he was somewhere in the travelling company which was strung out
along the road and consisted of hundreds who were

going northward. They passed the ﬁrst day thus. At
nightfall, when camp was made, and the boy had not
appeared, the parents at last started on a thorough
search, dvd in the verb and in the participle in v. 45
lends this added force, but the imperfect tense implies
that their efforts were in vain. They made their search

where they supposed the boy would most likely be
found, “among their relatives and their acquaintances,”
most of whom camped together, and the boys in the
party travelled in their own company during the day.
Tissot has a painting of the boys marching in ranks
with locked arms in the great Temple court, shouting
Hosanna for Jesus, and thus shows how the boys went
together at these times.
45) Not having found the lad that night, nothing
was left but to turn back the next morning to Jerusa-

lem and to make a careful search all along the way
and in the city where they had had. their lodging.
46) And it came to pass after three days they
found him in the Temple, sitting in the midst of the
teachers, both hearing them and inquiring of them.
Now all hearing him were in amazement at his
understanding and answers.

See 1:8 on e’yémo with a ﬁnite verb to mark importance. Not until the evening of the third day from the
time when the parents had left Jerusalem did they ﬁnd
him and in the place they least expected and visited
last of all, in the Temple, and there not at play with
other boys but sitting in the midst («'1’ pics», an idiomatic
phrase) of the teachers, listening to them and inquiring of them. How R., W. P., arrives at the idea of a

terrace, of members of the Sanhedrin teaching while
the feast was still going on, and of these rabbis sitting
in a circle on benches, is hard to say. These were ordi-
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nary rabbis who were ready to teach at any time; they
sat cross-legged on the ﬂoor like their pupils (4 :20;
5:3; said of rabbi Jochanan, “sitting and teaching in
the shadow of a temple house”) ; there was no terrace,
the teaching took place in one of the many Temple halls
that were open to all and were used for this purpose.
The teaching perhaps began with one rabbi, and
then other rabbis and also auditors gathered to make
the scene described by Luke. But it is unwarranted to
entitle this scene, “Jesus teaching in the Temple"—

Luke says not one word about his teaching. He listened and he asked respectful questions (this is the
force of the participle). The next verse implies that he
also answered questions. The teaching was not mere
lecturing but was interspersed with questions both to
and from the teacher. We have no unnatural picture of
the lad Jesus like that found in the apocryphal gospels.
He is a well-trained boy who knows his place and acts
with 'respect toward these rabbis. But he is indeed
intensely interested in all they have to say and eager
to elicit more information, for these were more important men than the rabbis he could occasionally hear in
Nazareth.
47) But even so, all who were listening—and

there must have been quite a few who had assembled
gradually—“were in amazement,” the imperfect draws
the picture (an aorist would state only the fact), this
broke out again and again. The verb is very strong and
means literally, “they stood out of themselves.” Luke
records the two points on which this reaction rested
and combines them by one at’rroﬁ: his minus, the understanding With which his mind grasped and combined
thoughts and thus his “answers” with which he replied
to the questions addressed to him, which revealed
this inner grasp of the truth. These rabbis had never
met such a boy. This was not precocity, a mind that
was advanced beyond the boy’s age, but something of
a far higher quality, a mind that was ﬁlled with the

Luke 2:48, 49
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heavenly wisdom (v. 40) . of God’s Word and truth
beyond that of these learned rabbis, yet all unassuming
and only eager to learn. It is a priceless picture that
Luke has drawn, and our only regret is that he did not
draw more of this kind from the early years of Jesus.
48) And having seen him, they were struck
with a shock, and to him his mother said, Child, why
didst thou treat us thus? Lo, thy father and I, being
distressed, were seeking thee! ‘
The verb that states the eﬁ'ect upon the parents is
still stronger than the one that was used to indicate the
reaction of the hearers; they were actually struck as by
a blow _ (second passive aorist) at seeing their boy in
this place and so occupied. It is not sufﬁcient to say
that parents often fail to perceive the wealth of nature
in their children—this was something that was far
different from natural wealth. This shocked condition
betrays how quietly Jesus had acted up to this time, he
had never opened his mouth in the synagogue—and
here he sits in the very Temple itself with prominent
rabbis all about him, all eyes and all ears are ﬁxed upon
him. Their shock had ample reason.
We do not think that the parents broke in on the
scene, but that at sight of his parents the boy at once
got up and walked away with them. We do not know
whether Joseph said anything—no word of his is recorded. It is Mary’s mother heart that speaks for both
of them. Note the tender address “child,” not “son”
(owe) , and yet the deep reproach that this child should
have treated them so that they had to go on seeking
him éswainem (passive), continuing to be greatly distressed. The imperfect (some texts have the present)
dwells on the length of the search. Let us not blame
Mary—to lose a child for three days in a strange city
is distressful enough.
49) And yet this child was not to blame. We have
no means of knowing how Jesus conducted himself
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during the seven festival days, but, judging from his
conduct during the following days, Mary especially
should have perceived how much the Temple and all
that pertained to it meant to her boy. But even after
this wonderful answer she failed to understand.
And he said to them: What is this that you were
seeking me? Were you not aware it is necessary that
I he in connection with the things of my Father?
Jesus cannot understand the action of his parents
in seeking him as they did. He does not reproach them,
he merely expresses his surprise. Ti is usually translated “why”: “Why is it that?” etc.; but n’ is not used
thus when an follows. Nor is Jesus asking for a
reason; it is the fact that astonishes him, “this that”
(511) they were seeking him and did not know what
would attract and occupy him. Hence we translate:
“What (is) this that?” etc. The second past perfect
138cm is always used as an imperfect: “were you not
aware all along?” The question implies surprise. at
ﬁnding his parents ignorant on this vital matter. Ad isused to express all forms of necessity, each case is
determined by the context. The necessity is here due
to Jesus’ relation to God as his Father.
The phrase Ev rats with the genitive of the person

m3 warpés‘ should be left under the rule: “The neuter
plural is common for the notion of ‘aifairs or things,’ ”
R. 767, who adds examples; so we translate “in my
Father’s things or affairs.” The A. V.’s “about my
Father’s business” is exactly to the point. B.-P. 873

has several examples of 16 with the genitive of the
person in the sense of “property,” “temple grounds,”
or “house,” to which the LXX’s translation of Gen.
41:51 may be added but certainly not any a 28m examples (Zahn) , which is an entirely different idiom.
Linguistically one might translate “in my Father’s
house” as do the R. V., Robertson’s books, and many
others. The decision against this rendering is due ﬁrst

to the fact that this idiom would appear only here in
the New’Testament (it is quoted from only one papyrus) ; secondly, if Jesus said beth, “house,” in Aramaic,

Luke would have translated this, not with rd, but with
olxoc; ﬁnally, the thought is against the idea of “house.”
The idea satisﬁes some that the parents were
searching everywhere and only at last found the right
place. But Mary does not say: “we were seeking thee
everywhere,” she mentions no place at all. Why, then,
should Jesus’ reply mention a place? What Jesus says
to his parents is that he cannot understand that they
Would be searching for him, for .he thought that they
knew that he had to be in connection with the things
pertaining to his Father. This thought is far richer
and deeper than that of mere place. It takes care also
of the place, for his Father’s business would be conducted in the Temple. Yet by not stressing the place
the thought includes the fact that the things of his
Father may be attended to also elsewhere.
The most remarkable thing is that Jesus calls God
“my Father." The singular “my” over' against the
plural “our” deserves the greatest attention, for it
occurs in every case where Jesus uses the possessive

pronoun, and in John 20 :17 the distinction is strongly
stressed: “ascend unto my Father and your Father;
and to my God and your God.” A treatise has been
written on the signiﬁcance of this pronoun as it was

used by Jesus. At the age of twelve he knew most
clearly that ‘God was his Father in a way in which he
was not Father to anyone else.

Jesus is not referring to his human nature, for that
nature has no father of any kind. The view that the
Holy Spirit served as a father in the conception of
Jesus is a misunderstanding of 1:35. Jesus is speaking
as the Son, begotten from eternity by the Father, as
the Son to whom this Father is in an absolutely singular relation. In declaring this relation Jesus at once
connects it with his mission: as his Father’s Son he of
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necessity (8d) must be in connection (c‘v) with his
Father’s affairs (év mic). How did this boy attain this
knowledge about himself and his mission? It is as
wonderful as are his person and his mission.
We do not think that Mary had told the boy about
the mystery of his birth, he arrived at this himself.
This is not so strange when we remember that the £703
in him was the second person of the Godhead. The
clear consciousness that speaks so early continues
throughout the sacred record, and it is Luke who shows
us this earliness. This utterance of Jesus was more
than a premonition of his Messianic calling or the
consciousness of a special relation of love between him
and God that was above his relation to Mary and Jo-

seph. These and similar views take away the deity of
Jesus. Any godly Jew, Joseph and Mary for instance,
could feel conscious of God’s love and the like. Jesus’
word is misunderstood when it is thought to refuse
further obedience to Joseph as Jesus’ earthly father,
an idea that is ﬂatly contradicted in v. 51. This obedience was part of his Father’s business. This ﬁrst word
from the Son’s lips is worthy of those lips. No wonder
the rabbis and others were astonished (v. 47) at his
understanding and his answers.
50)

_And they did not understand the utterance

which he spoke to them, the ﬁﬁpa that he should speak
in this way. This inability to understand has been
found inexplicable in view of the revelation that Joseph

and Mary had received concerning the conception of
the child. But this objection misses the point. The
implication is that up to this time the boy had never
made an utterance like this, and for him now to speak
thus about himself passes the understanding of his

parents. In fact, to this day the mental and spiritual
development of the boy, who was the God-man, lies
beyond our psychology and our experience. It is still

true: “Never man spake like this man,” John _7:46.

51) And he went down in company with them
(pa-rd) and came to Nazareth and continued being in
subjection to them; and his mother went on carefully
keeping all the things in her heart.
After what Jesus said to his parents it was necessary to report that he at once went back to Nazareth
with them (two aorists to express the facts. as -such)
and made no attempt to stay in Jerusalem and the

Temple, xafépn because the Jews always spoke about
going up to Jerusalem (v. 42) and on leaving it of

going down; this usage indicated a spiritual and an
ideal elevation of the Holy City. Signiﬁcant as these
statements are, the periphrastic imperfect which
stresses duration, “continued being subjected to them,”
says still more. He knew himself as the Son of the
Father, knew as a man that his person was divine, and
yet, not in contradiction to but in harmony with this
knowledge, he went on as a child that was obedient to
Joseph and to Mary. This, he realized, was part of his
Father’s aifairs. His obedience and his subjection according to the Fourth Commandment were thus on a
higher plane and far more signiﬁcant than are those of.
any other child. God’s Son obeyed these human parents;
put under the law (Gal. 4:4), he fulﬁlled that law in
every part. He is an example, indeed, but never that
alone but always ﬁrst and foremost the Redeemer come

to redeem them that were under the law that we might
receive the adoption of sons.
Nothing further is said about Joseph.

From the

strong periphrast-ic imperfect it is fair to conclude that
he lived for some years after this occurrence. Since the
Gospels report nothing from the next eighteen years,
he is not again mentioned as living. Luke tells the
story of Mary as we have seen from the beginning;

and he may have received the story from her own lips.
So he once more tells us (2:19) that she carefully (Sui
in the verb) treasured “all things” in her heart. Luke is
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concluding the early history, and so “all things” may
include all that he has narrated in these chapters.
Though it closely follows the singular (v. 50, ﬁﬁpa,
“utterance”) , the plural must here mean “things,” i. e.,
all that transpired as in 1 :37; 2:15, 19. This reveals

the deep nature of Mary and the proper attitude of her
heart. .The mysteries were beyond her comprehension,
yet she treasured them and sought not so much to penetrate as to draw the blessedness from them. Unlike the
bold rationalist who disbelieves, rejects, or seeks to explain away what he does not understand about the mys-

teries of God, Mary regarded them as her dearest
treasures.

52) And Jesus kept progressing in wisdom and
in stature and in favor with God and men.
Compare verse 40. “Wisdom” is placed ﬁrst because
Jesus had at twelve already revealed its possession in
a high degree; he kept attaining more and more of it.
We refer magic; to bodily stature, not to age, for it need
not be said that he grew older. Most of the pictures of
Jesus are too weak. He must have grown into a strong,

impressive, commanding ﬁgure.

These pale, anemic

Christs ought to be abolished from our imagination.
The sense of xdpts as it is explained in v. 40 is substan-

tiated here, for it came to Jesus from men as well as
from God. He stood in high favor with both. The imperfect tense states not only that this progress continued but, as an open tense, that more is to follow. The

three nouns are datives of relation.
When Matthew tells the story of Joseph and Luke

that of Mary without either referring to what the
other brings, this does not warrant the conclusion that

neither knew what the other knew. If Luke could have
interviewed Mary, Matthew was certainly often in her
company. It is incredible that either evangelist did not
know what the other knew about the childhood of
Jesus. Mark omits all reference to the childhood. but it

Luke 2:52
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would be rash to conclude that Peter had never told him
the story, or that he had not heard "it from other
apostles or even from Mary herself. Whether we are
able to say why Mark omitted the early history, why
Matthew was content with the story of Joseph and
Luke added only the story of Mary, is a minor matter.
Acts 1 shows that Luke knew much more than he
recorded in Luke 24. Luke’s account is a distinct addition to Matthew’s, and there is no conﬂict with it at a.
single point. Derogatory conclusions about the knowledge and the purpose of any evangelist are presumptu-

ous, considering their course of life, their character,
their abilities, and the promise Jesus made to the
apostles in John 14:26.

CHAPTER 111
One may begin the body of the Gospel with this
chapter, for the ﬁrst two chapters constitute a unit.

Yet the genealogy should be considered together with
the birth story rather than with the body of the book,
hence we place chapter three into the beginning with
the two preceding chapters.
1) Now in the ﬁfteenth year of the reign of
Tiberius Caesar, Pontius Pilate being governor of
Judea, and Herod being tetrarch of Galilee, moreover Philip, his brother, being tetrarch of the region
of lturia and Trachonitis, and Lysanias being tetrarch
of the Abilene, at the time of the high priest Annas
and Caiaphas, came God’s utterance to John, the son
of Zacharias, in the desert.
It is at once apparent that, as far as Luke is concerned, the important thing to be dated most carefully
is not the birth or the death of Jesus but the beginning
of the work of the forerunner of Jesus, with whom and
whose work the entire Messianic career of Jesus began.
Moreover, Luke piles up these items solely for the purpose of dating, not, as some think, for the purpose of
describing the political and the ecclesiastical situation
"that prevailed at this time; for the mere naming of
rulers and high priests does not describe a situation.
Luke lifts the reference to the Roman emperor into
prominence in a neat way by making this a phrase and

by placing it at the head whereas all the minor rulers
.are added by means of a genitive absolute and by ending with another but a different phrase with regard to
the ecclesiastical rulers, cf. v. 2.

Luke's most important ,item for the date,is this ﬁfteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar, whose

(172)

name and title always appear in this order and never

reversed. It is pretty well agreed that the years of the
reign of Tiberius must be counted so as to include the
two years in which, by a decree of the Senate, he ruled
conjointly with his foster-father Augustus as college
impeﬁi, censors tﬁbum‘ciae potestatis. This may be
the reason Luke uses ‘r'n'quia in designating his reign

although it is at once followed by the similar ﬁqucéew
to indicate the far lower rule of Pilate. Augustus died
on August 19 in the year 14-; counting from the time of
the joint reign, which began at the end of the year 11
or at the opening of the year 12, John’s ministry began
in the year 26.
Luke adds the fact that Pontius Pilate was at this
time acting as the governor or procurator of Judea. He
ruled ten years; since he was deposed shortly before
the Passover of 36, his governorship began in 26, the
year of John’s activity. On- a par with that of Pilate
was the authority of the tetrarchs, three of whom Luke
mentions. He thus covers all that could in any way be

considered Jewish land "even if it was inhabited by
Gentiles. When Herod the Great died in 4 B. 0., his
domain was divided among his sons. One of the
brothers, Arc‘helaus, Was deposed in A. D. 6. The one
that Luke mentions as “Herod” usually went by this
name alone (coins being so stamped), but he was
Herod Antipas who ruled from 4 B. C. to 39 A. D., the

chief part of his territory being Galilee. Terpapx‘dv
means to rule over a fourth part and thus to be a
tetrarch. Philip, Herod's brother, ruled from 4 B. C(to
33 or 34 A. D., over a territory that lay northeast of

the Sea of Galilee and was composed of various sections. Instead of naming them in detail Luke names

two prominent regions and combines them with xépa:
being tetrarch “of the region of Ituria and Trachonitis.” The Iturean part extended east and south from

Mount Hermon from Damascus, and Trachonitis lay
still farther to the east. It was Philip who built up and
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beautiﬁed the ancient Panias and named it “Caesarea
Philippi” in honor of Caesar.
Luke adds the last tetrarchy and completes the four
(Pilate governed the one as a procurator) : “Lysanias
being tetrarch of the Abileneﬂ 1'7 ’Aﬂdmmi (supply xépa) ,
the territory that surrounded the city Abilene and lay
on the eastern declivity of the Antilebanon northwest
of Damascus. Luke most likely names this region as
completing the tetrarchies and also because after the
death of Lysanias his domain was added to that of
Philip and thus formed the domain of King Agrippa
the First (Acts 12:1-23) and after him of King
Agrippa the Second (Acts 25:13—26:32).
Luke has been charged with a gross error in making

Lysanias tetrarch of the Abilene at this time. It is said
that he confuses this man with the king Lysanias who
ruled this territory previous to B. C. 36 and was murdered in that year. The factrthat the one was a king
and the other, of whom Luke speaks, a tetrarch, seems
to escape the critics, as does also an inscription that
has been known for a century, a new and improved
copy of which was found on the site of Abila. It refers
to the dedication of a temple and has the words “on
behalf of the salvation of the Lords Imperial and their
whole. household” by “Nymphaios, a freedman of Lysanias, the tetrarch.” “The Lords Imperial” can be only
the emperor Tiberius and Julia, his mother. The latter
died A. D. 29, and thus the time of the inscription must
come between A. D. 14 (or 12) and 29. Luke is not in
error. He lived close to this time and in all his writings
shows himself so exact (1 :3) and so thoroughly informed on all points.
2) Ear! is used in the temporal sense (R. 603) and
is followed by neither the plural “high priests” (A. V.)
nor the abstract “high priesthood” (R. V.) but by the'
title “high priest,” which is, of course, to be construed

with Annas as well as with Caiaphas (Doric genitives,
R. 255). It is hasty to conclude that Luke, who in-

formed himself with such exactness, did not know the
oﬂicial relation of Annas and Caiaphas. The suppositions that the two held the ofﬁce together or alternated
in the oﬁice annually deserve but little attention. Annas
was in oﬂice from 18 to 20 years, longer than any high

priest during the Herodian period. Deposed in A. D. 15
or 16, he was followed in quick succession by Ismael,
son of Phabi, by Eleazar, his own son, by Simon, son
of Camithes, and either in A. D. 18 or 19 or in 25 or 26
(the date is uncertain) by his son-in-law Joseph, with
the added name Caiaphas, who was deposed early in
A. D. 36.
The high priesthood no longer continued until the
death of the incumbent but was manipulated by the
Romans according to their politics. For this reason we
ﬁnd “high priests”—a number of them—in the Sanhedrin. Annas is especially prominent, having held the
ofﬁce so long and being a man of great ability and inﬂuence. Perhaps the Jews believed that, once appointed, the man in this ofﬁce could not be deposed and
thus went on calling them high priests. Annas is naturally named ﬁrst by Luke in this connection since he
was the older man; to reverse the names would be misleading (Acts 4 :6) although Caiaphas was the reigning high priest at this time.
John is named in connection with his father in

order to connect him with the account of his birth. The
time of his showing forth to Israel (1:80) had now

arrived. He is still in the desert where 1 :18 left him.

The aorist éyémo is merely historical. God’s ﬁﬁpa means
his “utterance” and is not the same as his Myos which
points to the contents; we may compare the LXX’s
equivalent in Isa. 38 :4 and Jer. 1:1, the debar Yahweh
coming to these prophets. God said something to John,
and the result is described in what follows, from which
we can also gather what he said. Thus, as being under
God’s own direction and instruction, John proceeds
with the fullest assurance as did the old prophets.
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3)

And he went into all the neighborth of

the Jordan, preaching a baptism of repentance for
the remission of sins as it has been written in a book
of addresses of Isaiah, the prophet:
A voice of one shouting in the desert,
Make ready the way of the Lord,
Keep making straight his paths!
Every ravine shall be ﬁlled,
And every mountain and hill shall
be made low,
And the curved places shall he as
straight roads
And the rough as smooth roads;
And all ﬂesh shall see the saving

gift of God.
It is the Jordan wilderness in which we ﬁndJohn,

the so-calle'd El Ghor, the deep depression through
which the Jordan ﬂows toward the Dead Sea, starting
at 600 feet below sea level and ending at 1,300 feet below. We may include the adjacent upland region on

both sides. The dc clause modiﬁes may, and we need
not have it modify mpﬁmmv in order to escape making
John an itinerant preacher. He moved about, although

not constantly, and conﬁned his activity to “the neighborhood of the Jordan,” this hot, uninhabited depression which is wild .in every way and removed from all
civilization. Luke is more speciﬁc than the others by
at once naming the Jordan as the scene of John’s
activity.

The added participle mpﬁaamv is durative even as
ﬂow is constative; the {latter includes all John’s movements, and the participle adds the fact that he was
preaching during this entire time. The verb means “to

act as a xﬁpue or herald," as one who announces with a

loud voice what his superior has ordered him to announce. When we translate “to preach}? the original
meaning should be retained. Preaching in the Biblical

sense is merely announcing clearly and distinctly what

God orders us to announce in his Word. No herald dare
change his message by alteration, by omission, or by
addition. The preacher is not to utter his own eloquent
wisdom but to conﬁne himself to the foolishness and
the skandalon of the gospel.
It was certainly a strange thing to send this herald
into a forsaken, wild region like this where no people
ordinarily dwelt. But this region was chosen by God
for the Baptist’s work in order to draw people away
from all their ordinary occupations and interests and
thus the more to ﬁx their minds and hearts on their
spiritual condition and the saving message of God's
great herald. This wild region called to mind the desert
wanderings of Israel for forty years, when their unbelief had shut them out of the promised land for so long
a time.

The substance of the Baptist’s heralding was ﬁdmwpa
(teravoias sis d¢ww dpapruﬁv. The absence Of the articles

stresses the meaning of the three nouns (R. 782) . The
genitive mavoiac is descriptive and characterizes the
baptism which John preached. It was a baptism that
was marked by repentance: “repentance-baptism.” In
his preaching he set that fact forth with all due clearness. That meant that repentance alone ﬁtted a person
for this baptism; hence we also ﬁnd John refusing to
baptize the impenitent.
In minivan. and the verb yeravociv we have one of the
most important concepts of the New Testament, the
Hebrew .m'cham, “repent by changing the mind,” and

shub, “to turn,” or to be converted. The verb originally meant “to perceive or see afterward” (pad) , i. e.,
when it is too late, “to change one’s mind” and thus “to
regre ” and “to repent.” The Scriptural use of the
word added a spiritual depth that was far beyond
the thought of secular writers. The word referred to
that religious change of the heart which turns from
sin and guilt to cleansing and forgiveness by God’s
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grace. A synonym of this verb is e'mcn-pc'ipav, with this
difference that the former looks both backward toward
.the regretted sin and forward toward the accepted
pardon while the latter looks more to‘the grace toward
which the turning is made.
The assertion that the word repentance meant less
in the Baptist’s mouth than it means afterward in the
mouth of the apostles; in particular, that it did not
include faith. in the Messiah, is answered by John 1:8:
“The same came for a witness to the Light, that all
men through him might believe”; by Luke 3 :18 where
the Baptist’s preaching is called timyyeMCeaﬂac, “to
preach the gospel”; and by the fruits of this repen-

tance, which are such as only faith in the Redeemer
and forgiveness of sins are able to produce. In the
Smalcald Articles Luther calls the Baptist “the ﬁery
angel St. John, the true preacher of repentance,” Concordia Triglotta, 487, 30. “Repentance” and “to
repent” are at times used as designations for contrition
alone as when faith is also mentioned; and again for
contrition plus faith, i. e., for conversion in its entirety,
which consists of contrition and faith. For the former
use compare. Mark 1:15; Acts 20:21; Luke 24:26, 47,
where the narrower sense is indicated; for the latter
our present passage and 13:5; 15:7, where the wider

meaning is apparent. The latter is well described in
Concordia Triglotta, 259, 29 and 35.
The entire expression “baptism of repentance for
remission of sins” should be read together as a unit.
The baptism, as it was preached and administered by
John, was characterized by repentance (genitive) and
resulted in remission of sins (:29) ; Mark 1:3. ’AqSem: is
one of the most blessed words in the Bible; it is derived
from dxpc'mu and means “sending away.” The sins are

taken from the sinner and are sent away so far and
in such a way that even God will not ﬁnd them on judgment day; as far as the east is from the west (Ps.

Duke 3:8
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103 :12) , like a writing that is blotted out (Isa. 43 :25),
cast into the depths of the sea (Micah 7 :19) . Can there
be sweeter words than these for any poor sinner?
What- is sent away are the sins, dumpfu'év, objective

genitive. The plural spreads them out in their number,
heaps them up in their mountainous mass. When we
meet the singular, sin in general, we have a collective”,
the vast content of which must be unfolded in order to
have it properly understood. “Ampria means “a missing
of the mark,” namely the mark set by the divine law,
a mark which God must hold us to meet fully and perfectly. Sin thus entails guilt, and whereas we may
speak of the two separately, they are actually never

separated. The instant we sin we have guilt, and guilt
cannot exist where sin is absent. Sin and guilt entail
punishment, and this follows the guilt as surely as the
guilt follows the sin. When the sins are thus sent
away, all their guilt and punishment leave likewise.

The force of the phrase eis‘ «Meow ﬁpapnév, which
modiﬁes Ba’m'ﬂa’pa .uemvm’as, is to make remission of sins
the result of the baptism of repentance. Every such
baptism bestowed remission upon the person baptized.
Note that qumapa is the objective sacrament administered upon the person, and ”(Timur the subjective condition that is necessary in the person to receive the gift
(remission) offered in the sacrament. Speaking Scripturally, it is impossible to conceive that any repentant

sinner was baptized by John without release from his
sins.
But some understand the words in a different
sense: John preached and practiced a baptism which
“obligated to repentance" and by this obligation promised remission when the Messiah would appear. The
point that is labored is that this baptism did not itself
bestow remission.

Dogm‘atic and not linguistic con-

siderations produce interpretations of this kind. The
simple descriptive genitive cannot convey obligation,
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and an interval of time cannot be worked in before the
¢is phrase. Suppose a person received John’s baptism
of repentance and then died before the Messiah came,
would he die without remission and be forever lost?
John baptized only those who repented and confessed
their sins and turned all others away, and all who were
thus baptized received remission in their baptism.
Hypocrites, who did not repent, only increased their
guilt.
Robertson, p. 595, is reluctant to have ¢is denote aim

or purpose. He turns the matter over to the interpreters without himself stating what (it: means linguistically. We may very well think of aim and purpose,
but a purpose that is realized in the baptism of repentance itself, not one to ~ be realized at some later indeﬁnite time and by some other indeﬁnite means or by
no means at all. What is back of these refusals to
understand Luke’s (and Mark’s) words as they read is,
in most cases, the idea that baptism is only a symbol
and thus bestows nothing since it is only an act of
obedience on our part (law) and not an act of God’s
bestowing grace (gOSpel).
In addition, not a few consider John’s baptism to be
different from Christ’s, John’s conveyed no grace and
remission while that of Jesus does. Acts 2:38 is decisive on this point where a’s d¢£aw 115v ('mapmﬁv iméiv is
used with reference to Christ’s baptism exactly as this
phrase is here used with reference to John’s. Jesus
himself took up and continued John’s baptism (John
4:1, 2) and eventually instituted this baptism for all
nations. John’s and Christ’s baptisms are the same in
essentials. The Baptist’s was administered on the basis
of the revelation made at that time; that of Jesus on

the level of his completed work. The Baptist’s made
followers of the Christ to come; that of Jesus followers
of the Christ already come. Thus the baptism of John
was preparatory for Israel alone, Christ’s permanent
for all nations. Only in this way was the one merged

into the other. The remission that was bestowed by
them was identical.
4) The standard formula for quotation, the perfect 'yéypam'at, “has been written,” always implies that,
once written, the words stand so to this day. Luke
alone adds the phrase “in a book of addresses” and
then mentions the prophet Isaiah and thus informs
Theophilus that the quotation is taken from a prophet's
address. Luke quotes not only Isa. 40:3 but also v. 4
and the second line from v. 5. Since he uses the LXX
in this, the only quotation he himself makes, the conclusion that he could not read the Hebrew is by no
means safe. Exactly as does Matthew, Luke construes:
“one shouting in the wilderness,” whereas the Hebrew
has the phrase in the second line: “in the wilderness
prepare.” Both evangelists were thus satisﬁed with the
LXX although Matthew certainly knew Hebrew. Both
the voice shouting and the preparation were, of course,
“in the wilderness,” which makes the construction in-

different.
The poetic lines are highly dramatic, they are like
a tableau: “Voice of a crier!” qol qore’ (status canstructus), the two words in Hebrew as in Luke being
viewed as an exclamation. Delitzsch writes: “The
person disappears in the glory of his calling, receding
before the contents of his cry. The cry sounds like the
long drawn-out trumpet blast of a herald.” We are
placed out “in the wilderness” in the same dramatic
way.
When commentators on Isaiah explain the wilderness imagery which is here used as being derived from
the Lord’s coming to Egypt through the Arabian
(southern) desert to bring his people into Canaan they
do what is unnecessary, for a great stretch of desert
lay also between Babylon, where Israel was held in
exile, and their homeland Palestine. The desert is,
however, used ﬁguratively by Isaiah ;. it is made to

denote the hindrances and obstacles which separate
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the people from Jehovah. Hence a road must be prepared through them, on which Jehovah may come to
his people in order to deliver them. Though Babylon
is inhabited it is a heathen land and is thus pictured
as a desert or wilderness in which Jehovah’s people
were lost. All this was symbolized by the Baptist who
was ordered to shout in the literal wilderness near the
Jordan.

When the moral and the spiritual import of the
prophet’s imagery is‘perceived, its application to the
Baptist’s call to repentance will be understood. The
wilderness and its obstacles are found in the hearts of
the people; that is where the Lord’s way is to be pre-

pared. The aorist Emméaare is effective, “prepare completely,” but the present woul‘reis durative, “go on making.” The way must be prepared so that the Lord can
come to us over it, but the work will always continue
since sins appear in us constantly. One preparation is
not enough so that after that we may sit down and
rest; the work goes on throughout life. So it is all one
grand 686g, “way” or “road,” and yet its parts are rpt'ﬁm,
“beaten tracks” or paths that must be made to run
straight (the Hebrew has only the singular “highway”) .
Observe that the picture in the prophet’s words
refers to Jehovah’s coming to his people, not to their
coming to him. They could not come to him; if a union

is' to be effected, he must come to them. The basis of
the whole imagery is thus pure gospel, Jehovah’s coming to his people with salvation. Like some grand, Oriental king in festal procession, with criers sent out far
in advance to have the road ﬁtly prepared for his royal
progress, so the Lord is here shown moving out to his
captive people who are pictured as being far out in the
wilderness.
5) Matthew and Mark quote only two lines, Luke
adds more, the details of the preparation to be made.
Every ravine shall be ﬁlled, and every mountain and

hill made low, so that the great highway may run
straight and true and not need to bend to the right or
to the left and at the same time run smooth and‘ level
to its destination. It should impress us that the requirement which is here set down is on a scale that is
so grand as to comport with the greatness of him who
is to use this roadway. It should at the same time not
escape us that this immense work of ﬁlling up ravines
and laying low mountains and, hills is certainly beyond
our natural ability. That is exactly the impression to
be conveyed, for to prepare the Lord’s way into our
hearts is a work which, stricﬁy speaking, he alone can
perform, and when we are asked to do it, it isonly in
the sense that we use his law and gospel and let their
power operate in our hearts. Thus every call to repent
and to believe carries with it in the very call itself the
grace to bring about repentance and faith.
After the mention of ravines, mountains, and hills it
seems to be an anticlimax to add “curved places” and
“the rough,” for these would be only minor inequalities
in the path of the road. The thing to be noted is the
fact that three of the Hebrew terms used designate
moral conditions as well as localities. Thus in these
two lines a touch of interpretation is added to the ﬁgurative language. The Hebrew term for 1?: aona’,
“curved or crooked places,” is ‘aqob which signiﬁes.

“deceitful,” and when it is used with reference to localities means full of unevenness Where one may hide.
These crooked places are to be made “straight,”
mishor, “evenness,” a term that is used for “righ ”

and “justice.” We thus see the moral and the spiritual
meaning coming out through the imagery. The same

is .true with regard to “rough places,” for the plural
ﬁkasim is used to designate all kinds of banding together for evil and only in its transposed meaning
refers to “rough places” such as masses of rough and
rocky ridges. These are to be turned into smooth roads.
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Since three of the terms apply to moral states, we
feel that the entire description has a moral and a
spiritual import: the hearts of Israel are to be changed.
“Such preparation is spiritual; it consists in the deep
conviction and confession that you are unﬁt, a sinner,
poor, damned, and miserable with all the works you
are able to do.” Luther. It is, of course, not necessary
to change every ﬁgurative term used into some spiritual counterpart, which would lead to fanciful combinations. Impenitence, whatever its form, is the real
hindrance to the Lord’s coming into men’s hearts; it
is like ravines, mountains, etc., and therefore the Baptist’s great call was: “Repent !” The future tenses used

in this verse are best explained as imperative, the future in commands (R. 942), although they may also
be prophetic. The feminine coach: refers to 68w; (R.
652), and etc is predicative, “as" or “for” (R. 595). This
is proper Greek but is due to Hebrew inﬂuence, espe~
cially in translations (R. 458).
6) The future tense is plainly only prophetic, in
the nature of a great promise: all ﬂesh “shall see,” etc.
Although here, too, xac’ is grammatically merely copulative, in the present connection it implies that'what
the preceding lines require shall indeed be fulﬁlled: the
way will be prepared, and the Lord will come. Since
it is a prophecy concerning the Baptist, the meaning
is that the Lord could come in the person of the
Messiah.

Hence the astounding statement that “all

ﬁes ,” all men generally, not merely the Jews, should
see the saving gift of God. We should note the compre-

hensive view of Isaiah: he begins with Israel’s deliverance from Babylon, by which the Lord manifested to the
whole world his power over the nations and his mercy
and truth upon Israel; this deliverance continued in

the most wonderful manner in the incarnation of God’s
Son and in the world-wide spread of his gospel; and it
will culminate in the great salvation at the last day.

Luke 8:6, 7
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The remarkable thing is that the LXX translated
Icebod Yahweh, “the glory of the LORD," with 11‘)

ownfpwv 1'05 @coﬁ, which Luke retains unchanged, and
which for some reason Simeon already has (2:30), the
genitive 005 also refers to (9:69. This LXX translation
may be considered interpretative, the glory consists in
this saving thing (act or gift) of God. Yet we cannot
explain why Yahweh should be translated “God” in-

stead of “Lord.” The glOry of the Lord consists of all
his attributes shining forth in supreme radiance for
men to see; and the central part of this glory is, of
course, his saving work in Christ Jesus. John came to
prepare for this, and the gospel has made all men, who
as ﬂesh cannot see God, to see this great saving gift in
order that they might appropriate it.
7) He, therefore, went on to say to the multitudes coming out to be baptized by him: Oﬁspring
of vipers, who did warn you to ﬂee from the coming
wrath? Do, therefore, fruits worthy of repentance;
and do not begin to say in yourselves, As father we
have Abraham; for I say to you, that God is able of
these stones to raise up children for Abraham.
The connective oﬁv intends to say that since it was
written by Isaiah regarding John that he was a voice
crying thus in the wilderness, he preached as is here
stated. The imperfect ate-yew is merely descriptive as it
is in any number of cases and is thus distinguished from
eirrc which points merely to the fact (B.-D., 329). Matthew has this speech addressed to the Sadducees and
Pharisees whereas Luke says “to the multitudes coming
out to be baptized by him.” This address was made on
the occasion when a lot of Sadducees and Pharisees
came to John’s baptism (as Matthew says) and asked
also to be baptized but confessed no sins as did the others whom John had baptized. Many other people no
doubt came with these Sadducees and Pharisees. John
then spoke this mighty warning to all and drove them
away from his baptism unless they were truly repent-
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ant. We do not regard “coming out to be baptized by
him” as meaning being actually ready for the baptism.
In a general movement such as the one that was started

by John the great danger was mere outward conformity.
John must have been at the height of his ministry at
this time. Comparing John 1:19, etc., and v. 24, etc.,.
we may conclude that the scene described in Matthew
and in Luke came ﬁrst, and that the two delegations of'

which John writes arrived some time later to demand
an ofﬁcial answer from the Baptist concerning himself"

and his baptizing.
The situation is thus dramatic in the highest degree. The addressis like a blow in the face. Here come
the proud leaders of the people to capture this move-ment of the people for themselves. Them and all others who are as. scheming and as superﬁcial as they are
the Baptist addresses as “offspring of vipers” and in one
expression exposes the great and fatal sin that stamped.

their character. The form yew-émra is used to denote
living creatures (from ycwdm) whereas ymipara (from
yivouat) designates fruits of the earth. The zXLSVa,’
“viper,” is a small, very poisonous serpent such as

fastened its fangs in Paul’s hand at Melita, Acts 28 :3.
The Baptist does not say “viper” but “offspring of
vipers,” for others had preceded them, and instead of
taking warning they had deliberately entered into the
sins of their fathers. What quality the ﬁgure of the
viper intends to express is evident, viz., deadly hypocrisy, base treachery. and the fatal deceptions in which

they lived. Their original progenitor is the serpent
which deceived Eve; hence Christ called them “the chil-

dren of the wicked one,” Matt. 13 :38; John 8:44; Acts
13 :10. When it comes to dealing with these deadly sins,
no words are minced by the Baptist or by Jesus or by

the apostles. The conscience is struck with a directness
that almost takes one’s breath.
The stunning address opens a dismaying question:
“Who did warn you to try to ﬂee from the coming

wrath ‘2" Somebody, John says, secretly and in an underhanded way (inn; in the verb) whispered this to
them and did it in order to deceive them. John leaves
this somebody unnamed since only the devil prompts a
man to try to ﬂee from God’s wrath by mere outward
religious acts. Note the aorist ¢uyeiv by which the devil
suggests that these hypocrites can actually escape
God’s wrath by adding another hypocritical act. By
this tense the Baptist exposes the devil’s trick of making these men think that they will really escape when
by such an action of theirs (getting John’s baptism
without repentance) they will run only the more directly into the coming wrath. By this exposure of the
devil’s trick John truly warns these men, and not by
an underhand whisper but openly and publicly. Lies
are whispered, truth is shouted from the housetops.
There are two points in John’s qu'estion: ﬁrst, that
nobody can escape by insincere outward use of the
means of grace; secondly, that the real way of escape
is- still open, even for hypocrites if they allow themselves by God’s grace to be turned from hypocrisy to
true, sincere repentance and the honest use of the
means of grace.

Although the “wrath” of God is an anthropomorphitic expression it is not a ﬁgure of speech but a ter-

rible reality which is mentioned over 300 times in the
Old Testament and many times in the New. It is the

necessary reaction of God’s holiness and righteousness
against sin as the persistent rejection of his love and

grace. It is always active, and that not merely at the
end of the world but in repeated acts of judgment from

day to day although it is often restrained by God’s
longsuﬁ‘ering. “The coming wrath,” 1‘7 pe'Movaa 6W1}, is
a pregnant expression for the ﬁnal manifestation of
God’s wrath at the end of the world. The connection
of this wrath in punishment and judgment with the
coming of the Messiah may be seen in Zeph. 1:15 (dies
irw, dies illa) ; 2:2; Mal 3:2, etc., and 18:4. When the
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Jews thought that the Messianic wrath would be turned
upon the Gentiles alone, in particular upon their
Roman oppressors, they were sadly mistaken.
8) Over against the false way suggested by the
devil, which deceives men into thinking that they have.
escaped when they have not, the Baptist presents the one.
and only true way; he does this with the purely illative.
05v (R. 1192). The expression “do fruits” (Matthew
has the singular) is one of the many found in the
Scriptures in which ﬁgure and reality are combined:
the fruits consist of acts that are done; and the aorist.

imperative demands actual doing (R. 835). 110qu is
the Greek for the Hebrew ‘asah, schaﬁen, produced by
work and effort. Luke as well as Matthew use it repeatedly in connection with “fruit.” The plural
“fruits" divides into its component parts What may
also be viewed as a whole in the singular “fruit.”
These fruits are to be “worthy of repentance”—
on pcra'vo'm. see v. 3. The genitive “of repentance” cannot be appositional because it depends on the adjective
“worthy”; hence also repentance cannot he meant by
“fruits.” As the Baptist himself explains in v. 11-14,
these fruits are worthy of repentance when they harmonize with repentance. “Fruits” indicate an organic
connection between themselves and repentance just
as the tree brings the fruit that is peculiar to its nature. "Ago: means “of equal weight” and in that sense
the actual presence of repentance in the heart. The,
latter is invisible; hence we judge its presence by the

former, which are visible. We dare judge in no other
way. We often encounter a superﬁcial repentance; it
brings forth fruit that is different from that which is
demanded by the Baptist, namely a passing regret, a
few tears, perhaps, and a transient emotion, a few
sighs, an excuse or two, a wish to be different, a resolve

to change by one’s own efforts, a brief outward betterment, and the like. The Baptist demands a repentance
which is true conversion‘that is wrought by God him-

self through the very preaching of the Baptist and is
thus easily and clearly attested in the resultant life.
The Baptist at once cuts off the false assurance
which the Jews hugged: “and do not begin to say in
yourselves, As father we have Abraham.” The aorist
in a negative command is the subjunctive, not the imperative, and as an aorist is strongly peremptory. The

great danger was that the Jews would exempt themselves from true repentance by imagining that their
descent from Abraham assured them of salvation. “In
yourselves” is added because they would say this secretly in their hearts. With his opening question as
well as with this reﬂexive pronoun the Baptist exposes
what is going on in the very hearts of his impenitent
hearers; their hypocrisies do not deceive him.
The predicate object “as father” is placed ﬁrst, and
the direct object “Abraham" last, thereby both are
made emphatic. It was the old Jewish conviction that
all the physical descendants of Abraham through Jacob
were safe from God’s wrath because of their father
Abraham; they were sure that this connection with
Abraham guaranteed to them. all the blessings of the
Messianic kingdom to the exclusion of the Gentile
world. See how Jesus shatters this conviction in John
8:39, 40. The rich man in hell also had Abraham for
his “father” and heard from him the word “son,” but
it availed him nothing.

“For I say to you" meets this delusion squarely by
giving the decisive reason why the Jews should never
cling to this false thought. “I say to you” confronts

the Jews with the Baptist’s full authority; he speaks as.
God’s own prophet. He tells them the decisive truth:
“that God is able of these stones to raise up children
for Abraham,” i. e., to ﬁll the place these Jews leave
vacant by being false children of Abraham. This ﬁgure
is tremendous—to turn common, lifeless stones such
as were lying there in the wilderness into spiritual children of Abraham! The ﬁgure describes the creative
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poWer of God’s grace most drastically. If these Jews
turn their hearts into ﬂinty stones. by resisting God’s
converting grace, God will turn other men whom these
Jews regard as nothing but dead, useless stones into
truly repentant hearts by that same grace. Abraham
shall, indeed, have his children.
The contrast is not merely between men and stones
in general, replacing impenitent men by such as seem
incapable of any spiritual impression. For the thought
might then be a contrast only between Jews, the proud
upper class as represented in the Sadducees and Pharisees and the despised lowest class, open sinners, harlots, publicans, etc. The contrast is between the Jews
of any and all classes as descendants of Abraham and
common stones that have no descent at all. These stones
represent Gentiles. The Baptist is not using an abstract comparison, he is speaking prophecy. Matthew
recorded these words as being pertinent for his readers

of Jewish extraction in order to humble them in repentance; Luke records them for the Gentile Theophilus in order to point him to the universality of
grace for him and for all Gentiles.
9)

Grace and judgment go together.

When

repentance is refused, nothing is left for impenitence

but wrath and judgment. So John continues: Already, moreover, also the ax is lying at the root of
the trees. Therefore, every tree not doing excellent
fruit is hewn out and is thrown into ﬁre.
Time presses, judgment is fast drawing near. How
true the Baptist’s words are we see from the destruction of Jerusalem 40 years later. Jesus repeated the
Baptist’s warnings in the parable of the barren ﬁg tree,
in the call to f‘walk while ye have the light” (John 12:
35), and in other statements; see also Isa. 55:6; Mal.
4:5. This is indeed operating with fear as a religious
motive. After love and grace fail to appeal, the threat
and the terror of judgment alone are left. Because men

still have a conscience, the terrores conscientiae, which
the law intends to produce, have their rightful place,

no matter what rationalistic minds may predicate of
God and his law.
The ﬁgure of “doing fruit," i.e., producing it, is
expanded in the most telling way. To the fruit there is
added the tree, the root, the ax, the hewing out, and the
consuming ﬁre. “Already" is placed ﬁrst, and it is the
more emphatic because it is so far removed from the
verb, R. 418, 423. Judgment is ready to descend. Aé
connects this statement as being something else, and
mi adds it to the foregoing (see 2 :35). The article with
“the ax” points to the one divine judgment that is

pictured as an ax together with ﬁre; both match “the
trees." This plural is a designation for all the impenitent Jews. The present tenses are timeless and picture
the thought as such as is done in general propositions;
this is true especially of the verbs “is hewn out” and
“is thrown”; R. 870 regards the presents as futuristic.

The ax lies “at the root,” «p69, facing it with dire
intent. Although aim is present, its root is perfect
and has the sense of completion, not of linear action
but of condition or state; it is often used as the passive
of n’omu; the ax “lies,” having been placed at the root,
R. 881. As an instrument it connotes the hand that
shall swing this ax. The ﬁgure is overdrawn when it
is thought to mean that the ax is already swung by the
hand, its blade quivering in the air as it is about to
sever the root. The ax merely lies; the trees are already
selected for felling and the ax already brought beneath

them. Only one ax, yet many trees. The ﬁgure is of
necessity strained since one and the same judgment
strikes many individuals. Hence we also have the
singular “roo ” with regard to all the trees. In the
divine imagery the ﬁgure is often strained to convey
the full reality; human pictures are too weak to paint
all that should be conveyed. So also the reality at times

protrudes through the ﬁgure. When the divine speak-
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ers use ﬁgures they always have the full reality in their
minds and are never, like other speakers and writers,
fettered by mere ﬁgures.
“To the root,” not to the twigs or to the branches—
not even a stump will be left—judgment will be complete. The plural “trees” is dissolved into the singular
“every tree,” which yet omits none; m'iv without the
article following = “every.” Judgment is discriminatingly just; it strikes none but the fruitless, yet every

one of these. The characterization p37 «owﬁv Kapm‘w 1:an
takes up the thought of v. 8, the present participle
characterizing the tree as ”one whose nature it is not to
“do” anything in the way of “excellent fruit” but to
bring only and steadily mpm‘w xaxév, good-for-nothing
fruit. Repentance is again not viewed as good fruit but
as belonging to the tree and marking its nature. Only
by the inward change of repentance (contrition and
faith, see v. 3) through grace and the Word is a man
made a good tree, and, being such, the “excellent frui ”

follows as a matter of course and evidences the spiritual nature of the tree, at whose root no ax will ever lie.
’Exxdvr‘rcrat = “is hewn out” from among the good
trees, hewn out at the very root. Then it “is thrown

into ﬁre,” the phrase being placed foerard in the Greek
for the sake of emphasis. The very timelessness of
these present tenses lends them additional power. This
is what is done. When it is done makes no diﬁ’erence;
keep your mind on these terrible acts and use the day
of grace now. The Scriptures frequently speak of ﬁre
in describing thejudgment. Mal. 4:1: “The day cometh, that shall burn as an oven”; the branches cut from
the Vine are burned, John 15 :6; the tares are gathered
and burned, Matt. 13 :40. All God’s judgments are like
ﬁre, especially the ﬁnal ones; for the wicked shall go
“into hell, into the ﬁre that never shall be quenched,”
Mark 9:43, “into everlasting ﬁre,” “into hell ﬁre,”
Matt. 18 :8, 9. The ﬁre of the ﬁgurative language thus
merges into the ﬁre of the literal passages. The Sad-

ducees of all ages have tried to quench this ﬁre by
making sport of it but thereby only prepare themselves
the more for it and hasten its coming for themselves.
10) Luke stops here in his record of John’s
address and adds an account of the effect it produced among those who were stirred to repentance.
And the crowds went on to inquire of him, What,
then, shall we do? Now answering he went on to say
to them, He having two tuniea let him share with him
that has none; and he having food portions let him
do likewise.
The 6on¢ are the people in general, those who have
nothing especial to distinguish them. We do not regard

the imperfects occurring in these two verses and the
one used in v. 14 regarding the soldiers as denoting
repetition as Robertson does in his Translation of

Luke’s Gospel and in his W. P. The imperfect used in
v. 14 especially forbids this. And what about the aorists occurring in v. 12, 13—did the publica'ns ask only

once and receive only one answer whereas all the
others asked many times and had the answer repeated
over and over again? These imperfects are descriptive
and picture the scene; they are just like the imperfect
EM'ycv that occurs in v. 7. The question: “What, then,

shall we do ?” as only indicates, rests on John’s address,
especially does wrocﬁawpev echo #017500.“ in v. 8. The subj unctive is deliberative: they ask themselves as much
as they ask John what they must do in the way of
fruits that are worthy of repentance.
11) The answer is so simple, and they should have
known it, but we see in what a state of ignorance these

Jews were despite all their rabbis. John answers by
citing two concrete examples that deal with clothing
and food, but he is, of course, not conﬁned to these two
but illustrates the entire conduct of conversion. He
that has two tunics is to share with him who has none,
and he who has portions of food is to do likewise—
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which means to love one’s neighbor as himself. Compare what Micah required (6 :6-8) and again what
Jesus asked in Luke 10:25-37. No new, strange laws
are laid down; nor does John require of others the

mode of life that he led as part of his peculiar calling.
It is the old law and will of God that are done with a
converted heart in the power of God’s grace. A xwév is
the garment that is worn next to the body, and in cool
weather several were often put on; and the plural
Bpu'mafa, Speisem, means portions of food. No indiscriminate giving is advocated by John or by Jesus but a
giving that relieves real human need.
12, 13) Moreover, also publicans came to be
baptized and said to him, Teacher, what shall we
do? But he said to them, Stop exacting more than
what has been prescribed.
Roman knights and wealthy men at Rome bought
the taxes and' customs of particular provinces for a
ﬁxed sum which was paid into the public treasury (in
publicum) and were thus called publicam'; but these
are not mentioned in the New Testament. Under them
there were chiefs of publicans like Zacchaeus in the

provinces, and under these again the actual collectors
of the taxes and customs, the "mm or f‘publicans” of
the New Testament. The latter class especially was
odious to the Jews in the highest degree when they
themselves were Jews. They were then considered
traitors to Israel who aided the Roman oppressors.
They were hated also for their extortion as John’s
charge and also the restitution promised by Zacchaeus

imply. The Pharisees were the respectable people, publicans belonged in the same class with harlots and the
most disreputable. To have a publican in the family
was a public disgrace; promises need not to be kept to
murderers, thieves, and publicans ; the synagogue and
the Temple corban did not receive their alms, and their
money was considered as having been gotten by rapine.

Luke 8:13, 14
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This contempt hardened the publicans against all'better feelings so that they deﬁed public opinion.
At mi is used as it was in v. 9, and the absence of the

article means “some publicans.” The implication is that
they repented and were baptized, John’s answer to
them agrees with this. It means much that John accepted them, almost as much as Jesus’ treatment of
them. They ask the same question as did the others,
not as though John’s answer to the others did not apply
to them, but as recognizing that they were in a separate class and needed additional instruction. Were they
to give up their work as publicans as proof of their
repentance? That was the main point. John does not
say so; Jesus, too, did not. But this he tells them, to

prosecute their tax collecting with honesty and never
to exact more than the assigned amount. In negative
commands the present imperative often means to stop
an action already begun: “Stop exacting!” R. 851, etc.

dewcw means “to practice" and in money affairs “to
collect,” eintreiben, exact. Hapé is used after the comparative: “more beyond,” etc., (R. 667), and the perfect substantivized participle “what has been deﬁnitely
ﬁxed” (this is the force of Sui) implies that it is now so
ﬁxed. These taxgatherers are especially warned against
the besetting sin of extortion. A mark of conversion is
honesty in all our dealings, but honesty for God’s sake.
14)

Moreover, there were inquiring of him also

men serving as soldiers, saying, What shall we also

on our part do? And he said to them, Intimidate no
one, nor accuse falsely; and be satisﬁed with your
wages.
By using the participle Wparevépcvm instead of the
noun afpaﬂu'irat Luke conveys the idea that these men
served voluntarily as soldiers and were thus merce-

naries. One wonders how they came to be present and,
of course, as John’s answer implies, as penitent men

who were baptized by him. Were they soldiers of Pilate
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or of Herod, Gentiles, perhaps, and did John speak to
them in Greek instead of in Aramaic? By using and music
in their question they themselves indicate that they are
in a very special class. Will John forbid them military
service as a requirement of their conversion? John
does nothing of the kind but demands that they show
their conversion by avoiding the sins of soldiers. The
two negative commands are aorist subjunctives, con-

stative (R. 853) to express actions that are ﬁxed once
for all; and the positive command is a present imperative to indicate a constant course of action. We may
put it in this way: “Let the ﬁrst two he settled once
for all and go on steadily with the third.”
Amado» means to shake thoroughly and thus to ter-

rify, perhaps thus also to extort money, although the
latter need not be added. Soldiers have the power in
their hands and on occasion abuse and terrify civilians.
This is enough here._ Linguists dispute about the derivation of avxo4gam’m (see M.-M., R. W. P., and others),
but the sense is assured: to raise false accusation in
order to extort money, to blackmail. As soldiers were
in that day they often found opportunity for extortion
and made use of it. Another of their besetting sins was
dissatisfaction with their wages. So John forbids that.
The word dupévwv, usually plural when referring to
wages, is from Buoy, anything cooked that is to be eaten
along with bread, and dgvéopat, to buy; hence “rations”
and in general wages; I Cor. 9:7, of a soldier’s pay;
II Cor. 11:8, of pay for Paul; and Rom. 6:23, of the
wages of sin.
Each station in life has its peculiar temptations and
sins. Repentance will show amendment especially in
avoiding these sins. Failing in this is proof of spuriousness. It is especially hard in any profession to
oppose its common practices, which always elicits ridicule, perhaps even persecution by the impenitent.
Hence the avoidance of these sins is a good test of real

Duke 3 :15, 16
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repentance (conversion). Verse 11, of course, applies
to all.
15) Now the people being in constant expectation, and all continuing to reason concerning John,
whether perhaps he himself was the Christ, John
answered, saying to all: I on my part am haptizing
you with water, but One stronger than I is coming,
the strap of whose sandals I am not ﬁt. to unfasten;
he will baptize you in connection with the Holy
Spirit and ﬁre.
It was John’s task to announce the coming of the
Christ. Since he himself was such a strange and powerful personage, it was no wonder that in their expectation of the Messiah the people kept wondering whether,
perhaps, John himself was this Messiah. Though Luke
does not say so directly, the implication is that John
had from the start proclaimed the Messiah’s nearness
and coming. The wept phrase is to be construed only
with the second participle. The optative in the indirect
question is deliberative (R. 940) and is used for the
indicative of the direct question (R., W. P.).
16) Here and again in John 1:20 John emphatically denies that he is the Messiah. The opinion that
the thoughts of the people constituted a temptation for
'John to make himself the Messiah or to persuade himself that he actually was the Messiah,,has no support in
Luke or in John; the very contrary is the fact. We
need not'puzzle about how John found out what the
people thought in their hearts; some of them spoke,
and John learned of it. He at once made a public'an—
swer to suppress this false supposition. With an emphatic e’yé John places himself over against the Messiah
whom, by comparison, he calls “One stronger than I.”
He intends to say: “If you think I am great,_ he who

will be here presently is inﬁnitely greater.” With prem
John says that the Messiah is not yet here, but that he
is on the way, is coming right now. How much greater
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than John the Messiah will be is stated in the relative
clause.
It was the duty of the lowest slave to remove and to
clean the sandals of his master or of any visitor. John
says that for this task as regards the Messiah he, great

prophet though he was, was “not ﬁt.” In saying this he
was not debasing himself in extravagant Oriental language; he was speaking as God’s prophet who was

ﬁlled with the Spirit and told the literal truth by explaining the greatness and the exaltation of the Messiah. Luke speaks of untying the sandals, Matthew of
carrying them away. If John is not ﬁt to handle the
sandals which only the feet of the Messiah have
touched, how great, then, must this Messiah be? The
answer is: he is God’s own Son. Note'that zaxupérepoc,
from the noun Zorxﬁc, refers to the personal possession of
strength, whether that strength is exercised or not. By
the comparative John implies that he, too, is ioxupéc,
“strong,” the divine strength of the Word having been
given to him. His is 'no false humility but a clear
understanding of the facts.
With this difference between the persons there corresponds the diiference in their work. John makes this
plain by use of another comparison. Since he is appointed to baptize he places beside his baptizing that
act of the stronger One which may also be called 'a

baptizing. John baptizes with the ordinary sacrament
by employing water (58m, dative of means); God’s
Son will crown his great redemptive work by baptizing
“in connection with the Holy Spirit and ﬁre” (no dative but an iv phrase)". A divinely appointed man may
use water in the sacrament; only the Son of God can
pour out the Holy Spirit, and even he only after completing. his redemptive work and then ascending to
heaven.
John is describing his own strength when he says
that he is engaged in baptizing “with water.” This was
the power that had been put into his hands by God.

Compare the exposition of v. 3. It is unwarranted to
stress 584m so that John’s baptism becomes nothing but.
a symbolical sprinkling with water or, as some claim,
immersion in water (against which the dative rebels).
To. claim that because Jesus baptized in connection

with the Holy Spirit, John’s baptism was'devoid of the
Spirit, is to draw an unwarranted conclusion. As the
Holy Spirit wrought throughout the Old Testament, so
he wrought in both John’s preaching and his baptism
and in all gospel preaching and in the ﬁrst baptizing of
the apostles (John 4:1, 2) until the day of Pentecost,
from which day onward his presence, power, and gifts

ﬂowed out in wholly unrestrained measure and over all
the earth. The distinction is not: before Pentecost no
Spirit; after Pentecost the Spirit. If this were true, no

soul could have been sa’ved before Pentecost. The true
distinction is: before the actually completed work of
redemption the limited preparatory work of the Spirit;

after Pentecost the superabounding fullness of the

Spirit everywhere.
The idea that even our present baptism is only
water, a mere sign and symbol without the Spirit, only
a confessional act and a work of obedience on our part;
and that the only baptism that gives us the Spirit is
the so-called “baptism of the Spirit,” by which the
Spirit is supposed to seize a man suddenly, without the
use of divine means (converting him by this seizure

and later in the same way suddenly totally sanctifying
him), is a fanatical outgrOwth which casts aspersions
upon the very means of grace by which the Spirit does
come to us and for these means substitutes human
emotions, imaginings, and dreams by which the Holy

Spirit never comes.
When John says that the stronger One “shall baptize you in connection with the Holy Spirit and ﬁre,”
we have Jesus’ own commentary: “John baptized with
water (580.11., dative) ; but ye shall be baptized in connection with (ea/phrase) the Holy Ghost, and not many
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days hence,” Acts 1:5. And v. 8: “Ye shall receive

power, after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you,”
etc. Peter also reports how the Holy Spirit fell upon
Cornelius and the Gentiles with him “as on us at the
beginning,” i.e., at Pentecost. He adds: “Then remembered I the word of the Lord, how he said, John, indeed,

baptized with water, but ye shall be baptized with the
Holy Ghost,” Acts 11:16. The miraculous outpouring
of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost is the supreme work and
thus the ﬁnal great mark of the Messiah. None but the

Son, who had gone to the Father (John 16:7) after
completing redemption, could thus send the Comforter.
This stronger One, who was to show his strength by
thus sending the Spirit miraculously, was also miraculously pointed out to the Baptist and by no less a sign
than the descent of the Spirit 'upon him “in a bodily
shape like a dove” (3 :22) ; compare John 1:32-34.
Matthew uses év with both “water” and “the Holy
Spirit,” Luke only with the latter. One may admire
the courage of those who ﬁnd immersion in it! 68m but
not in év chlipa‘rt 'Ayt'cp mi erupt. Could Luke’s simple

dative also mean immersion? R. 586 makes iv 58m
locative and translates Luke’s dative “in water”; but
the locative is inept when it comes to the parallel
phrase e'v with a person, the Holy Spirit, and with ﬁre.
Others think of an instrumental £1: and of a simple
dative which is also instrumental. The Spirit is never
an instrument or even a means such as water and as

ﬁre may be. The simple fact is that in Luke 58m is the
dative of means, and e'v used with the Holy Spirit and
ﬁre in Luke as well as the two iv in Matthew has just
its original meaning “in connection with.” So Matthew
says that John baptized in connection with water, and
Luke says with water as, of course, everybody saw;
and both say that Christ would do a baptizing “in connection with the Holy Spirit and ﬁre” as everybody
would also see when the time came. The nature of the

Luke 3:16
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connections with it! lies, not in the prepositions, but in
the nouns that follow. Luke says that in the case of
John the water was only a means and not a place.
One év connects the Spirit and ﬁre and thus regards
the two as one concept which as one is also placed over

against the one water. Even when this is recognized it
is quite often disregarded, for “in the Holy Spirit” is
referred to a work of grace (not, however, Pentecost
but a peculiar immediate bestowal) and, separated

from this by the interval of the whole New Testament
era, “in ﬁre” as the ﬁnal work of judgment. The reason

for this is that in v. 9 “ﬁre” is used‘ﬁguratively in connection with judgment. This view silently inserts a

second “in” which is not there. It also misunderstands
v. 16 which speaks of grace and leaves the reference
to judgment to v. 17. This view forgets that judgment
is never conceived as a baptism; baptism and baptizing
always mean cleansing and never destruction. This
view assumes that “ﬁre" is always a sign of judgment
and destruction; but see the reﬁner’s ﬁre in Mal. 3:2,
3; and ﬁre as an image of puriﬁcation in Zech. 13:9;

Isa. 6:6, 7-; I Pet. 1:7, and the “spirit of burning,”
taking away ﬁlth in Isa. 4 :4. Clearest of all, Pentecost,
the fulﬁllment of John’s prophecy, has the two combined: the Spirit and cloven tongues of ﬁre as the visible
manifestation of the Spirit. Thus the church, too, has
never had the least trouble with this ﬁre. She sings:
“Come as the ﬁre and purge our hearts
Like sacriﬁcial ﬂame.”
Reade.

“Come, Holy Spirit, from above
With thy celestial ﬁre;

Come and with ﬂames of zeal and love
\
Our hearts and tongues inspire.”
'
Cotterill.
“And each believing soul inspire
With thine own pure and holy ﬁre.”
Luther, translated by Massie.
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Finally, note the Contrast between water and ﬁre—the
former with reference to John, the latter to Christ;
but both in grace.
17) It is one of the great features of Old Testament prophecy that it views the two comings of the
Messiah, that for the purpose of redemption and that
for ﬁnal judgment, without regard to the great interval
of time between them. The prophets see the future, but
without the perspective of time. The Baptist does the

same: Christ pours out the Spirit with all his grace
(v. 16) and also separates the grain from the chaff.
The great stretch of time that lies between these two
acts remains unrevealed. To assume that these prophecies disregarded the interval of time, i.e., that the
ﬁnal judgment would quickly succeed Pentecost, is to

misunderstand the prophecies, all of which intended to
hide from us the time of the end as they do to this day.
Such a misunderstanding, of course, declares all these
prophecies to be false because they were unfulﬁlled.
But when we understand this feature we see how John
joins the description of the Messiah’s ﬁnal work to
that of Pentecost by a mere relative clause: whose
winnowing shovel in his hand, thoroughly to clean
his threshing ﬂoor and to collect the grain into his
garner; but the chaff he will burn up with ﬁre unquenchable. After the ﬁgure of the trees and the
fruit they bear (v. 8, etc.) we now have the allied
ﬁgure of the grain and the chaff and the imagery that
is connected with these. The idea of the greatness of

the stronger One is retained. The very idea of a mere
man, though he be as great as the Baptist, doing what
is here described, is untenable. The deity of the Messiah looms behind the two works described (v. 16 and
17) ; both demand that the Messiah be the Son of God
and nothing less.
The judgment is divided into two natural parts:
1) separation as in Matt. 25 :32; 2) disposal of the
separated parts as in Matt. 25 :34, “come,” etc., and in

25 :41, “depart,” etc. The Separation begins already in
this, life. The grain and the chaff, believers and unbelievers, are utterly distinct from each other. And so
we see “the congregation of the saints” (Ps. 89:6;
149:1) drawing together on the one hand and “the
congregation of evil deers” (Ps. 26:5) on the other,
and blessed is he who keeps away from the latter (Ps.
1:1). But in this life, even in the organization of the
church, this separation is not fully effected, nor can it
be made fully visible to men as long as we live in a

world in which “it doth not yet appear what we shall
be: but we know- that, when he shall appear, we shall
be like him; for we shall see him as he is,” I John 3 :2.
The amiav is a large wooden shovel that is designed
for tossing up grain after it has been threshed out by
the treading of oxen on a smooth, elevated “threshing
ﬂoor” and the loose straw has been raked away. When
the remaining mixture of grain and chaff is tossed up
it is separated by the wind, the heavy grain falling
straight to the ﬂoor, the light chaff being blown to one
side. Nor shall the two ever be mixed again—their
separation is now ﬁnal. “Whose winnowing shovel in
his hand” pictures the mighty Messiah as being ready
at any moment to begin this task of separation.
In Luke we have two inﬁnitives, both effective
aorists, regarding the grain and a future tense regarding the chaff; in Matthew we have future tenses. A
ﬁne distinction results: Matthew simply records the
future facts concerning grain and chaff, but Luke inserts the idea of divine purpose in connection with the
grain and omits this in connection with the chaff by
stating only the bare fact concerning it. Amaoipat,
which is itself an effective aorist, is made perfective by
8d, “to clean through,” “throughly” (A. V.), an old
form for “thoroughly." To clean the threshing ﬂoor

means to remove all the straw and chaﬂ and to leave in
the center of the round, hard-packed ﬂoor a great heap

of grain only. Both wheat and barley are called aim,
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and both are extensively grown in Palestine and in
Syria where the writer saw the oxen going ’round and
’round treading Out the grain, and in the circle they
made a cone-shaped pile of the winnowed grain.
After the separation has been made and the threshing ﬂoor has been completely cleaned as stated, both
the grain and the refuse ﬁnd disposal. The inﬁnitive of
purpose in connection with the grain, wvayayezv, shows
that it was God's object from the start to gather in the

grain. It is collected in the daroG-ém) (an; and riﬂqpr), the
place for “putting it away,” the granary or storehouse.
It is valuable and is treasured accordingly. In fact, the
one great object oftilling the ﬁeld was to obtain this
grain. The chaff is just waste; hence the Messiah “will‘
burn it up,” «mi in the verb is perfective but with the
thought of “down,” it is a mere future tense since God
will, indeed, do this but did not make it his purpose

from the start. The verb alone is enough.
But it might be understood as denoting annihilation
of the wicked. The Baptist ’shuts out this view by add-

ing the dative of means “with ﬁre unquenchable.” The
remarkable thing is that the adjective “unquenchable”
leaves the ﬁgure and adds the reality after the manner
of Biblical allegory (on which see Trench, Parables,

p. 9). As noted above, the ﬁgure is too weak to bring
out all that ought to be stated, so the reality is added.
If the wicked were to be annihilated, the ﬁre would
burn itself out; instead it will never be quenched, it
simply cannot be, it will burn on eternally as an eternal
punishment for the wicked. Some have “eternal” as it
is used in the Scriptures, as it is applied to the fate of
the wicked signify only a long age of time; but then
“eternal” in connection with the blessedness of the
saints in heaven would also mean a blessedness that
ﬁnally ends. “Unquenchable” blocks all such views. It
shuts out both annihilation and ﬁnal restitution. Specu~
lations as to the nature of this unquenchable ﬁre are
useless. God will provide a ﬁre that is fully adequate;

and they who burn in it will cease to question about
its peculiar nature.
The imagery of the Baptist is wholly transparent,

especially to Jews who know this imagery from the
Old Testament. Only the godly, who repent and accept
in faith the One coming, are “grain,” true children of
Abraham (v. 8). Only they will enter heaven. All the
rest are chaff which the wind blows away (Ps. 1:4).
How valueless is chaff compared with grain! Who ever
plants a ﬁeld in order to garner nothing but chaﬁ?
All the proud works of men—what do they make of
men when the judgment comes? Light as chaff will
they be who bring nothing else on that day. Christ
alone, accepted by faith, makes us grain.
18) Luke now closes the account of the public
ministry of John. Accordingly, exhorting in regard
to many and other things he continued preaching the
gospel to the people.
new xaz ‘e’rcpa is to be construed with the participle,
not, as R., W. P., thinks, with the main verb; this verb
never has two accusatives, of the person and of the
thing (although it may have either in the accusative) ,
but when it has the accusative of the thing it takes the

dative of the person (1:19; 2:10). Moreover, 11'on m2
Erepa is adverbial, it means either “in regard to many
and other things” (such as the cases mentioned in v.

10-14) or more adverbial ‘still: “exhorting much and
in other ways.” It was all exhortation and admonition
and was also highly varied and took care of all points.
We have had duwatgwoac in its general sense in
1:19 and in 2 :10 and may translate it so here, “continued bringing good news”; but it was here the good
news that is called the gospel, and we translate
accordingly. This word is used in the broader sense as
including law and gospel, the law as a wacsaywyés or

child conductor leading to Christ (Gal. 3 :24, 25) ; it
often refers only to the gospel in the narrower sense.
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the good news concerning Christ and salvation through
faith in him. 05v connects this statement with the
foregoing “according” to what has been just narrated;

but pév leads us to expect-a statement with 845, and the
imperfect etyyyazzm also points forward to something
like an aorist which tells how this gospel preaching
ﬁnally ended. So Luke continues:
19) But Herod, the tetrarch, being repeatedly
reproved by him concerning Herodias, his brother’s
wife, and concerning all the wicked things which
Herod did do, added also this on top of all—he shut
up John in prison.

Here we have the 86 that is indicated by the. pc'v; and
thus was John’s preaching brought to a tragic end. This
is Herod Antipas who was mentioned as “Herod” in
v. 1. Luke summarizes, and it is his object not to tell
the story of Herod but that of John, and how his
preaching came to be silenced. The participle is durative to express repeated action: “being repeatedly reproved by him,” the reproof coming to Herod’s ears.
What it was about “his brother’s wife”; and which
brother this was, Luke does not say, he only implies by
the next wept phrase that it, too, was something wicked,
which called for no less than public reproof. It is Luke
alone who reports that the reproof extended to other
wicked deeds of Herod, none of which we know (6v is
attracted from a). The Greek uses the simple aorist
éwroino‘c to indicate the past act whereas we should use
the past perfect “had done." Hompés denotes active evil,

the beSt word for which is “wicked.”
20) Luke presents John’s arrest as being the
climax of all Herod’s crimes. It was this because Herod
laid hands on God’s prophet, Christ’s forerunner, and
silenced his gospel preaching, an act that was worse

than his adultery with Herodias. Sins are sins, and all
damn, but some damn more than do others. Note the
asyndeton (it is erased in our versions) which reads

as if a dash separated the statements: “he added also
this on top of all—he shut up John in prison,” namely
in the fortress Machaerus near the Dead Sea. Compare
Matt. 14:3, etc.; Mark 6 :17, etc.; Luke 9 :7, etc.
The character of John is revealed in all its courage
and fearlessness. He might have kept still about Herod
because of Herod’s position and power; but, sent as a
preacher of repentance, he preached against all sins, no

matter who the sinners might be. How he came to
reprove Herod is not recorded, but even Josephus (Ant.

18, 5, 4) declares how repulsive to the Jews Herod’s
adulterous marriage was which subverted their laws.
21)

Now it came to pass, while all the people

were baptized, that Jesus, too, having been baptized
and in the act of praying, the heaven was opened,
and the Holy Spirit came down with bodily form as
a dove upon him, and a voice came out of heaven,

Thou art my Son, the Beloved! In thee I was well
pleased.
Luke has used éyévero plus a ﬁnite verb (1:8, for
instance), he now has E'ye've'ro plus the accusative with
the inﬁnitive. As in his description of the circumcision
the stress is on the name that was bestowed on Jesus
(2:21), so in his description of the baptism the stress
is on the coming down of the Spirit and on the words
of the Father. Jesus’ baptism is mentioned only by:a
genitive absolute. As was the case in 2 :27, e‘v with-the

dative of the substantivized inﬁnitive has the aorist:
Even B.-D. 404, 2 takes this to mean “after all the
people were baptized,” yet R., W. P., 43, is right, “there
is no element of time in the aorist inﬁnitive" which is
simply punctiliar. Luke does not say that all the people
were baptized before Jesus came, . or that they
were baptized at the same time with him. The aorist is
constative: in connection with the baptism of all the
people Jesus was baptized. The idea is that he was
baptized as one of this great number. The fact of his
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baptism is expressed by the genitive absolute mi ’1on
Bamwﬁe’vros, “Jesus, too, having been baptized.” Luke
omits all the details connected with this act as these
are reported by Matthew.
None of the evangelists drops even a hint as to the
mode of these baptisms, including that of Jesus. Mark
has the ﬁnite verb éﬂmm’aon, “was baptized by John in
the. Jordan,” Matthew, likel Luke, only the aorist participle of this verb. A search through the New Testament reveals that the Holy Spirit seems purposely to
have withheld a mention of‘ the mode. If the mode were
such a vital thing, then we may certainly conclude that
the Holy Spirit would in this most important case, if in
none other, have indicated the mode with sufﬁcient
clearness; but he does nothing of the kind. It is surprising that in the face of this situation so many are
sure that Jesus was immersed. The one point which the
Scripture evidence yields on the mode of Jesus’ baptism
and on that of all others is that immersion was not the
mode. A full discussion of the subject appears in the

author’s exposition of Mark 1 :5; compare also Matt.
3 :16.

When we remember that John’s baptism, like its
extension in Christian baptism, was pure gospel (v. 3)
and in no sense law we see at once that by accepting
baptism for himself Jesus is in no sense obeying a law,
least of all a law that would be useless in his case. Yet
he is also not accepting grace and pardon in this baptism although this was its gospel purpose for all others,

for Jesus is sinless. What Jesus does by accepting

baptism by John is to enter his Messianic ofﬁce by
means of this act. He, the sinless One, the very Son of
God, in and by his baptism places himself alongside of
all the sinful ones for whom this sacrament of John
was ordained. He thus connects himself with all John’s

baptisms, for it is his mediation that makes these baptisms truly efﬁcacious for sinners. In thus by his own

baptism joining himself to all these baptisms of John
he signiﬁes that he is now ready to take upon himself
the load of all these sinners, i.e., to assume his redemptive ofﬁce. No wonder that John presently calls him
the Lamb of God (John 1:29, 36).
The idea that the law required of priests and of
teachers that they be thirty years old and be consecrated by a religious washing and anointing can be
substantiated only in the case of the Levites (Num.
4 :3) and would make the whole transaction in the case
of Christ, including even the anointing with the Spirit,
nothing but a legal ceremonial observance. It was on
an entirely higher plane. The modernistic view has
Jesus come to John as others did to enroll himself
among the servants of the kingdom and to submit to
the same ritual as the rest. Strange that the heavens
did not open also in the case of those others. This view
removes the King of the kingdom from his throne and
makes him one of the servants. There are many other
views that deserve only to be forgotten. We cull two
minor thoughts that deserve to be preserved. Jesus
honored John’s baptism, which he certainly did, but
only incidentally, as using John’s ministration for a
far higher purpose. Also, Jesus intended to sanctify
the water for this sacrament which he would afterward
send out to all the world. Concordia Triglotta, 736, 21.
The aorist participle ﬁaarrwaéwos marks the baptismal act as it was performed upon Jesus as being complete; all else that follows is something else. The other
evangelists state that Jesus moved away from the

water, and Luke alone adds with a present durative
participle that he was in the act of praying. Luke
repeatedly notes the praying of Jesus. His prayer, we
may say, dealt with his entering upon his great ministry, for which he was now offering himself. Whether
his words were audible or not, those who stood by saw
that he was engaged in prayer, he perhaps lifted up his
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eyes and his hands. Then wonderful things, indeed,
occurred, but they were of such a kind that we cannot
say that they came in answer to Jesus’ prayer. God
inaugurated his Son into his redemptive ofﬁce.
“The heaven was opened,” the aorist inﬁnitive expresses the one act, and this inﬁnitive with an augment
is one of the unusual forms in the Koine. The aorist

states the fact. Thiswas not a mere vision and certainly not a mere impression (Eindruck) in the mind
of Jesus (John 1 :30-34) . The fact should not be weakened by talking about a new relation of Jesus to the
Father. The speculation about something that occurred
in the heart of Jesus, die innere Erregung seines Geisteslebens, though it be coupled with the outWard phenomenon, only darkens the facts. The ideas that the
heavens just happened to brighten above Jesus, or that
a thunderstorm let out ﬂashes of lightning, are ration-

alistic speculations. Ezekiel (1:1) saw the heavens
opened; Stephen likewise (Acts 7 :56) ; compare also
Rev. 4:1; Isa. 64 :1. “Heaven opens itself, which hitherto was closed, and becomes now at Christ’s baptism a
door and window so that one can see into it; and henceforth there is no difference any more between God and
us, for God the Father himself is present and says,
This is my belOved Son.” Luther. We are not told what
became visible when the heaven was suddenly opened
as we are told in the case of Ezekiel and of Stephen.
Yet we may well say that the heavenly glory was
visible, and that John and any others who were present
beheld its radiance. The heavens soon closed again. As
far as a new, mysterious intercourse between Jesus and

the heavenly world is concerned, which dated from this
opening of heaven, this idea is an importation that has
no warrant in the text.
22) The moment the heaven was opened the Holy

Spirit came down upon Jesus in a bodily form. Matthew says that Jesus saw him come down, John 1 :32,

33 makes it certain that the Baptist, too, saw the
Spirit’s descent; in fact, this was the divinely appointed proof for him that Jesus was indeed the Messiah. Verse 33 states that the Spirit remained upon
Jesus. Luke reports only the fact of the descent as he
continues the construction of the accusative with the

inﬁnitive. Matthew writes “as a dove,” to which Luke
adds “with bodily form” and places this dative of
means before “as a dove”; «I809 itself signiﬁes a visible
form. This is said because the Spirit is in his very
nature invisible; God, however, never had any difﬁculty
when he wished to appear to the fathers.
It has often been asked why the Spirit chose the

form of a dove. Luther thinks this was done because
of its friendliness, because it is without wrath and
bitterness, because the Spirit desires to show that he
has no anger toward us but is. ready to help us to
become godly and to be saved. Others point'to purity,
innocence, and meekness as being symbolized by the
dove. It is easy to run into all kinds of fancies by
picking up cues here and there regarding the term

“dove.” Gen. 1 :3 is the only place in which an expression that is somewhat analogous occurs concerning the
Spirit. We content ourselves by saying that the dovelike form intended to convey the idea of the graciousness of the Spirit.
The form was visible because, like the open heaven

and like the voice, human senses were to perceive What
was happening. He who was conceived “of the Spirit"
now receives that Spirit as a permanent gift for the
Messianic werk he is now assuming. As his conception
pertained to his human nature alone, so also does this

bestowal of the Spirit. In his deity the Son was of the
identical essence with both. the Father and the Spirit,
and thus no one person could be bestowed upon another. But in his human nature, which the Son had
assumed in order by it towork out our redemption, he
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could receive the Spirit and did so when that work was
now to begin. So great a task was this that all three
persons are concerned in it, and the Spirit aids the
human nature of Jesus in a special way.
The coming down of the Spirit upon Jesus is the
anointing that had been prophesied in Ps. 45 :7: “God,

thy God hath anointed thee with the oil of gladness
above thy fellows.” Isa. 61 :1: “The Spirit of the Lord
God is upon me; because the Lord hath anointed me to
preach,” etc. (Luke 4:18). See also Acts 10:38: "God
anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Ghost and
with power.” The prophets received some of the gifts

of the Spirit; Jesus, who is lifted far above them,
received the Spirit as such. We see what power thus

ﬁlled him when he was now led up of the Spirit to be
tempted (4:1), and when in the power of the Spirit he
came into Galilee to teach there in his wonderful way
and to work miracles (4:14). Luther writes: “Here he
begins rightly to be Christ,” namely the anointed One,
“and was thus inaugurated into his entire Messianic
ofﬁce as our Prophet, High Priest, and King.”
Rationalists think that a common dove ﬂuttered
over Jesus. Some resort to ﬁgurative interpretations

or assume a double vision, namely that what Jesus and
the Baptist beheld in the spirit was also symbolized for
their eyes and their ears so that they thought that they
actually saw and heard. When this is put into elegant
language it may even sound psychological, but it is
after all a denial of the facts described. As the shepherds actually saw and heard the angels, so Jesus and
John and others saw and heard what occurred when
the Spirit came down and the Father spoke from above.
Luke now uses the articles 75 chﬁpa 73 "Away whereas from 1:15 onward the articles were omitted save in
2:26, 27 where they seem to be articles of previous
reference to the unarticulated name used in 2 :25. The
presence or the absence of the articles makes no differ-

ence whatever as regards the person that is here referred to; a glance at Luke’s use of this name in his ﬁrst
three chapters makes that plain. Why the article is in
some cases used with names and in others not, the
grammarians have not yet solved; it is much .like the
German, the English has nothing comparable. Matthew

has 76 chﬁpa 105 (9:05 and Mark only 13 Human. All refer
to the third person of the Godhead.
It is most noteworthy that all three persons are
reVealed at Jesus’ baptism so that we here have one of

the clearest proofs for the Holy Trinity. It is sometimes overlooked that in these opening chapters Luke
writes to the Gentile Theophilus about the Holy Spirit
as if Theophilus knew about the three persons of the
Deity. When we see from John 1:29-34 with what
clarity the Baptist spoke of what his eyes, too, saw
here beside the Jordan, it is unwarranted to deny that

the Old Testament revealed the Trinity to the Jews, or
revealed the Trinity only dimly and imperfectly. All
the Baptist’s hearers understood him. Later the Jews
object only to the fact that the man Jesus should call
himself God’s Son; they never raise the issue that God
is only one person and cannot have a Son. It is specious
to raise the question .as to how fully the Baptistand the
Jews grasped the reality and the relation of the three
divine persons and then to rate their knowledge as low
as possible. To this day, and since the New has been

added to the Old Testament, the Holy Trinity remains
an ineifable mystery and yet a revealed reality.
The evangelists let us recognize the voice that came
“out of heaven” by what that voice says. Out of the
open heaven the voice Sounded just as the bodily form
of the dove descended. The one was as real to the ears
as the other was to the eyes. The fact that the Baptist
heard the voice he indicates in John 1:34 when he
declares: “This is the Son of God.” Mark and Luke
record the Father’s words as being addressed to Jesus:
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“Thou art,” etc., whereas Matthew has the third person: “This is my Son,” etc. Matthew indicates that the
words that were spoken to Jesus are intended also, for
all others just as this is stated in John 1 :34. Some
distinguish between “my beloved Son” as referring to
the eternal Godhead of the Son before the incarnation
and “in thee I was well pleased” as referring to Christ
in the ﬂesh. But the reason for such a distinction is
rather obscure. “Thou" as well as Matthew’s oﬁros refer
to the God-man as he stood there on the riverbank.
In what sense the Father meant 6 v16: p.01: cannot be
in doubt. This Son, is the second person of the Godhead. Note the article with the predicate t nits, which

makes the subject and the predicate identical and interchangeable, R. 768. Unless we see the God-man in
Jesus, it would be beyond comprehension why the
Father should call from heaven that this is his Son, the
Beloved. Throughout the Scriptures the Sonship of
Jesus is in a class absolutely by itself, on an equality
with the Father, and inﬁnitely above all other sonships.
They who deny the deity of Jesus must settle accounts

with the Father and the declaration he makes "here.

The verbal adjective 6 dyamrés is added by a second
article. This makes the verbal a kind of apposition and,
in- fact, a climax to 6 aide, R. 776. The weight of the
statement thus rests on this verbal, on Jesus, the Son,

being the Beloved. Like most verbals, dyaa-qrés is passive, and the Father is the implied agent. The verb

dyamiv, from which the verbal is derived, denotes the.
highest type of love, that which is coupled with full
comprehension and-understanding and is accompanied
by corresponding purpose; compare the author’s exposition of John 3:16 and 21 :15, etc. When it is used as
it is here with reference to one who is worthy of that
love ayamiv includes the completest and highest manifestation of this love; such manifestation is often impossible when the sinful world, enemies,’and unworthy

persons are the objects. The verb giddy denotes the love
of affection, and while it is also proper with reference
to the Father and the Son, it expresses less than the
other verb does. It cannot be used when the object is
unworthy. God cannot at all love the foul, stinking

world in the sense of «Meir and press it affectionately
to his bosom; he can love it only in the sense of dyamiv,
understanding all its foulness and purposing to remove
that ﬁlth. The Father loved Jesus, his Son, because he
comprehended all that Jesus was doing and with the
purpose of seconding his every act.
“Thou art my Son,” etc., is a declaration concerning
the work on which Jesus is entering. It predicates far
more than that the Son aaapxoc (u’nincarnate) is the
Son and as such the Beloved from 'all eternity. That

would evidently néed no announcement, nor would it
be reasonably connected with the baptism through such
an announcement. This declaration deals with the Son
Evaapxoc (incarnate, in the ﬂesh), incarnate in Jesus and
now entering upon his oﬂice and work. It thus proclaims ‘who this humble person Jesus really is: “my
Son,” and voices the Father’s'love for him as he is now
proceeding to do the Father’s will in this great work.

SOme regard dyamrds as being equivalent to povoymje,
“the Only-begotten,” and assert that this is the ﬁxed
meaning of the term. The evidence adduced, however,
amounts only to this that an only son was at times also

called “the beloved” (son) ; thus in Gen. 22:2, 12, 16,
which is the- chief proof offered. The main objection
to this interpretation lies in the sense attributed to
“only-begotten,” namely that in John 1:14, 18; 3:16,
18; I John 4 :9 this term refers only to the human birth

of Jesus, that by being born of the Virgin he was “the
only-begotten” of God since no other was born thus.
The intent of this interpretation is to deny that “onlybegotten” states the generatio aetenw. of the Son in his
divine nature as the church has always'held. From all
eternity the Son was the Only-begotten; and when that
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Son, now incarnate, came of his own free will to carry
out the Father’s redemptive plan, the Father called
him “the Beloved,” not “the Only-begotten.”
And to this the Father added: “In thee I was well
pleased.” This is not an exposition of “the Beloved”
that says only about the same thing. Our versions have
this idea, but they violate the aorist tense qésémaa by
translating “in thee I am well pleased.” R. 768 labors
to justify this translation by making this verb a
gnomic aorist or at least a timeless aorist that is used
in the sense of the present. But such grammatical constructions are due to the idea that the verb must refer
to the present. The fact is that we have here a simple
historical aorist. The tense “I was well pleased” becomes clear when we understand that a'JSoxciv, when it is
employed with reference to persons; often'has an intensive sense and is equal to éxxéyeaaai and aipertzav, “to
select or choose for oneself.” The good pleasure expresses itself in the choice. See C.-K., 253. Thus “in
thee .I was well pleased” really says: “I was well
pleased in choosing thee." The aorist goes back to the
moment when God selected his Son for the redemptive
work, and when the Son accepted that work. The aorist
is thus plainly historical.

The mighty fact of the

heavenly selection of the Son who now stands incarnate
at the Jordan, ready of his own will to begin the work,
is thus announced with the Father’s supreme pleasure
in having made the choice. That is why the Father
now sends his Spirit upon Jesus. How much all this
meant to Jesus is easy to understand.

The eternal Son is the Father’s Elect for the great.
task. This Son, now incarnate and now presenting

himself for the task, is thus “the Beloved.” Upon the
human nature of this Elect and Beloved One the Spirit
himself is bestowed for the great task. All this might.

have transpired between the Father and the Son without any witnesses. But it took place so that the Baptist
and all of us might know. The Trinity appears most

clearly: the Father speaking from heaven—the Son
standing incarnate at the Jordan—the Spirit as a dove
descending out of heaven. Yet here, too, we have this

revelation only in a limited degree, only in so far as
these three are engaged in our redemption and salvation. The deeper mysteries of the Holy Trinity remain
hidden from us. God is, as it were, compelled to reveal
this much of the unfathomable mystery in order that
we may know how our salvation is wrought. This revelation has only the one purpose indicated and was

never intended to answer the curious questions which

rationalistic intellects (not hearts) may raise. The
church calls this the economic Trinity, the revelation
concerned with the economy of our salvation.
Zahn rejects the overwhelmingly attested reading:
“In thee was I well pleased,” and substitutes the read-

ing of D, the only Greek text that has it (also some
versions and fathers): “This day have I begotten
thee,” which is a quotation from P8. 2:7 (LXX). His
textual evidence is too weak. In order to accept it we
should have to establish the principle that wherever D

varies from the mass of texts it alone ought to be followed. No text critic has ever ventured to set up such
a canon. But Zahn indicateswhat attracts him to insist on this ill-attested reading which is only some
scribe’s annotation from the psalm. It is his misinterpretation of this psalm passage and of the New Testa-

ment statements regarding Christ’s Sonship. The entire matter of this Sonship is ﬂuid—Jesus is the Son in
at least four different senses, and all of them have
nothing to do with deity: ﬁrst, as humanly begotten in
a miraculous way (born indeed of a virgin but not as
the pre-existent Son) ; secondly, just as any pious Jew

might call God his Father (2:49); thirdly, as at his
baptism “begotten” in the sense of Messiah and thus
a son of God; fourthly, as like all men a son of Adam
who was “of God.” “Son of God” thus becomes elastic
as far as Jesus is concerned; whatever it may mean,
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one thing it never means—Deity. Modernism could certainly not go farther than Zahn does (Evangelium des
Lucas, 202, etc.)

23-38) And he himself Jesus, when beginning,
was about thirty years old, being a son (as was supposed of Joseph) of Heli, (a son) of Matthat‘. . . (a
son) of Adam, (a son) of God.
The subject of the sentence is just «1151-69, which
points to him with emphasis as being the one last
referred to- in v. 22 and there called God’s Son. His
name “Jesus” is added in apposition, and apxépcvoe modiﬁes this name: “when beginning,” i. e., his work and

ofﬁce. The years are stated in the genitive: he was
about “of thirty years.” The observation that Luke
intends this as an appropriate statement of Jesus’ age
is correct. His age could not have been much more or
less, for if it had been a few years more it would have
been near the age when he died.

“About 30 years”

thus implies that several years followed this dpxdycvos‘
and not just one year (as some would reduce Christ’s
ministry), for “about” might easily include at least

the greater part of that year and thus leave practically
no room for the ministry, Luke’s 30 years, if these are
understood as being over 30, agree with the other approximate dates, the 15th year of the reign of Tiberius
(counting this reign as beginning with the time when
he was associated with his father, see v. 1) for the
Baptist’s activity and a date prior to Herod’s death
for the birth of Jesus (Matt. 2).
The debate as to Whether Luke, like Matthew, furnishes a genealogy of Joseph or of Mary has led the
commentators to descend to the use of sarcastic language: It is going entirely too far when those who

argue that Luke gives a genealogy of Joseph deny
Mary’s Davidic descent and thus make her the daughter of a priest (see 1:36) and not “of David’s house”
(see 1:27). How Luke could think 0f appending a gen-

Luke 3:23-38
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ealogy of Joseph after saying that Jesus was only
supposed to be a son of Joseph, i. e., a physical son,
Luke himself having shown at length that this supposition was wrong, and that Jesus was a physical son only

of Mary, has yet to be made clear by those who ﬁnd
the genealogy of Joseph here. The case is entirely different in Matthew, for there Joseph's genealogy is
given as “the husband of Mary of whom was born
Jesus,” i. e., of Joseph as the legal father of Jesus, in

whose wedlock with Mary Jesus was born. The difference in the wording of the two evangelists is so marked
as alone to settle the question. If Luke were presenting
Joseph’s genealogy, it would according to his own
statement he the genealogy only of the supposed father
of Jesus, and of what value would such a genealogy be?
No man could ﬁnd a reference to the legal relation of
Joseph to Jesus in d».- évopiL‘ero.
Again, we get no answer when we ask why we have

no 7017 before ’Iwmﬁ: as we have before every other
name, even before that of God, if Joseph is one link in
this genealogical line. The answer is that Luke distinguishes Joseph from the rest as not being in their
line, as being only the supposed father. Yet again, how
could Joseph have two lines of descent that started
with different fathers if Luke, too, presents Joseph's

line? The answer that Jacob (in Matthew) is the
actual father of Joseph, and Heli (in Luke) his levirate
father, is at once met by the observation that the

names of these fathers ought then to be transposed.
One might meet a levirate father in Matthew, since
he writes for readers of Jewish descent but never in
Luke who Writes for a Gentile like Theophilus. When
'Luke’s list is read as referring to Joseph and is com-

pared with that of Matthew it offers still other difﬁculties of the same nature which necessitate decidedly
questionable hypotheses as solutions. The supposition
that Luke gives the genealogy of Joseph goes back to
the letters of the physician Sextus Julius Africanus
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(about -A. D. 230) whom various fathers followed.
Zahn presents his views at length and adopts those
of these fathers. We consider them too intricate and
unsatisfactory to enter upon them here. For instance,
the two fathers of Joseph (Jacob actual, Heli‘levirate)
must not only be brothers but must also themselves
have different fathers!
The objection that, if Luke is giving us the genealogy of Jesus through Mary, Heli would be the grandfather of Jesus and could not be introduced by m3 ‘HM
overlooks the fact that sometimes even several links
are skipped in the Biblical genealogies; this is the case
in Matthew’s list and in Ezra 7 :3 where six links are.
omitted as I Chron. 6 :7-11 shows. The claim that Mary
should have been mentioned as being the daughter of
Heli is more than met by Luke’s full narrative of how
she became the mother of Jesus; every reader knew
that «I‘w uiéc . . . 1-017 ‘HM, “being a son . . . of Heli,” could
mean only one thing: Heli’s son through Mary" (and
certainly not through a supposed father). The par—
enthesis in our versions should be extended to include
the name Joseph: “(as was supposed of Joseph) .” To
shorten it as is done in our versions makes the entire
list up to “of God” (v. 38) dependent on “as was supposed,” for there is no way to restrict this clause except by including “of Joseph” in it as a part of the
parenthesis.
The most unwarranted use that is made of the genealogy when it is regarded as presenting Joseph’s
descent is that of von Hofmann who is governed by

Arian ideas: Jesus has just heard himself called God’s
Son in v. 22, and this is now to be made clear by the
genealogy which shOWs in what sense alone he is derived from God (m6 (9:05, v. 38), only through his legal
father Joseph.
All the names found in the list are genitives with
«m5, and all are construed like the ﬁrst: «I‘m vibe 'HM,

“being a son of Heli, being a son of Matthat,” etc.; yet

Luke 8:28-38
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not in the sense that Jesus was a son of all these, as
has been supposed, by making all the genitives depend
on the one viée but by supplying “being a son” or just
“a son” before each name in the genitive. The fact

that Adam is thus called “a son of God” is striking,
and although it expresses a different relation than that
of the others, it is perfectly true. This ﬁnal genitive
“disposes of the pagan myths about the origin of man
and shows that God is the Creator of the whole human
race, Father of all men in that sense. No mere animal
origin of man is in harmony with‘this conception.”
But it would be unwarranted to think that Luke
meant that only through this line of human ancestors
was Jesus “a son of God,” for all of these ancestors
would then be sons of God in the same sense; in other
words, Jesus would sink to the level of ordinary men.
It is true, that, in carrying the ancestry back to Adam’s
creation by God, Luke presents Jesus as the Savior of
the race (universality), and that this is the chief import of this genealogy. He is the Savior of all by being
the Seed of Abraham and the heir of David, the two
great names in this list. To stress the fact alone that
Jesus is here made “the son of David” fails to give due

weight to the rest of the list; and to think that Jesus
calls himself “the Son of man" because of this descent
as recorded in Luke forgets the real origin and mean~
ing- of that Messianic title and in the list itself overlooks the ﬁnal name: “of God.”
It is not known how Luke secured his genealogy.
Although we today cannot test its correctness in all
details, there is no reason for calling any of its items
into question. From David the line runs through his
son Nathan while Joseph is descended from David’s
line through Solomon (Matt. 1:6). The two lines cross
in Zerubbabel and Shealtiel (Matt. 1:12). We pass by
the problems as to Rhesa, Neri, Cainan, and other
names. Compare I Chron. 1:1-4, 24-26; 2:3-5, 9-15;
Ruth 4:18-22.

CHAPTER IV
The Second Part
While Jesus Was In Galilee
Chapter. 4 to 9:50
Luke now begins the account of the active ministry
of Jesus as this was carried forward in Galilee and
introduces this part with the temptation which took
place near the lower Jordan. We do not know on which
side of the river this took place. Of the other two
accounts of this event only Matthew’s is a real parallel,
Mark offers only a condensed summary. It is quite impossible to have Matthew draw from Luke, or Luke
from Matthew, judging from the narratives themselves. As far as Matthew is concerned, he wrote in
advance of either Mark or Luke. The idea that Mark
presents “the original tradition” on the basis of which
Matthew and Luke wrote their accounts is cancelled
by the other claim of the critics that it is Mark who
notes the detailed touches in contrast with Matthew
and Luke. Mark simply abbreviated what" Matthew
had already narrated at length and added something
‘ from the oral tradition. Luke may have had both Matthew and Mark before him besides the oral tradition
that was available to all. Matthew presents the three
temptations in their historical order; Luke makes a
climax of the places: desert—mountain—Jerusalem
and the Temple. The fact that Matthew has the historical order appears from the command that is issued
after the third temptation which orders Satan to leave.
The other questions about the temptation are treated

at the end of v. 13.
1) Now Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit, turned
back from the Jordan, and he was being led in con'

(222)

nection with the Spirit in the desert for forty days,
being tempted by the devil.
The close connection with the outpouring of the
Spirit at his baptism is apparent from the double mention of the Spirit in this new narrative. We have chﬁpa
”Ayuw without articles as was the case repeatedly in the
preceding chapters which is identical with the articu-

lated name v. 22 and is followed by c'v 715') nmipan, the
article of previous reference. “Full of the Holy Spirit"
has its comment in v. 22, the Spirit coming down upon
Jesus, and in John 1:33, remaining upon him. Jesus
was now ready for his great task, in fact, God had
inaugurated him into his great oﬂice. Although

ime'orpelﬂcv is the same verb as that used in v. 14, the two
do not mean that in v. 1 Jesus began and in v. 14 completed his return to Galilee. In v. 1 Jesus “turned back
from the Jordan," from the place where John had baptized him, and went into the wilderness. Matthew
writes that “he was led up,” meaning from the Ghor,
the deep depression through which the Jordan winds
its way, starting at the lake 600 feet below sea level

and ending in the Dead Sea 1,300 feet below sea level.
The rocky heights on both sides are wild and rugged.

The imperfect ﬁyero is merely descriptive: “he was
being led,” and at the same time intimates that presently something happened as is told by the aorists in
'v. 2 and 3. Matthew writes inrd, which makes the Spirit
the agent who leads Jesus (Mark expresses this differently), whereas Luke has ill, but this is not instrumenal as R., W. P., thinks possible, for the Spirit is
never regarded as an instrument, but iv in its original
sense: “in connection with the Spirit" without specify-

ing what this connection was. “In the desert for forty
days” (the accusative of duration) means that Jesus

was led thus during this entire time. Matthew and
Mark say that the Spirit took Jesus “into” the desert,
Luke makes 'no point of that.
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2) The forty days are to be construed with the
main verb (R. V.), not with the participle (A. V.).
“Being tempted by the devil,” which is expressed by a
durative participle that modiﬁes the main verb, means
that the temptation continued during the entire time
that Jesus was thus led. Mark says the same thing.
The napazénevos used by the evangelists does not denote
purpose: “in order to be tempted”; this construction

would require an inﬁnitive or better still a purpose
clause or the future participle. We have no means of
knowing in what way Jesus was continually tempted.
The idea that this occurred in his own thoughts, that
he debated whether to go on or not, is warded off by

the {m6 phrase. All this tempting was brought upOn
Jesus “by the devil,” none of it originated or could
originate in his own sinless heart. This temptation of
Jesus was not like our temptations in this respect, and
we cannot reason from ours to his. Jesus gained no
breathing spell whatever during these forty days; his
mind was kept from even thinking of the wants of his
body so that he ate nothing during these days. It is not
necessary to assume that Jesus did not sleep during the

forty nights; that would surely have been mentioned if

it had been the case.
The synoptists say that Jesus was brought into this
great temptation by the Spirit. This, of course, implies no reluctance on the part of Jesus. It intends to
bring out the very opposite: the willingness to do the
divine will. It does even more: it wards off the idea
that Jesus threw himself into this temptation of his
own accord when at this beginning of his ministry he
might have been wise to avoid such a decisive test. We
often rashly rush into temptation. Jesus was led into
the ordeal by his Father’s own Spirit. And this means
that the temptation had to occur, and at this time, at
the very start of the ministry. In a sense Jesus’ whole
battle Was with Satan, and so this great clash was arranged at the very start.
'

The verb mapdzo is a vow media, “to try,” “to test,”
“to put to the proof.” It obtains its sinister sense from
the context, and because this is evil, in so many cases the
verb has its dark connotation “to tempt,” and 6 ampétmv

means “the tempter." Mark writes the devil’s personal
name “Satan,” Matthew and Luke write “the devil,”
6 Suiﬂokos‘, which is an adjective used as a noun, “the
slanderer,” “the adversary.” We need not waste time
by bringing in the volume of Biblical evidence which
reveals “the devil” as the fallen angel Satan, the author
of sin, the head of the hellish kingdom, forever opposed
to God and devoted to man’s eternal ruin because of
this opposition. Consult the details in C.-K., 187, etc.
If .no devil exist as he is described in the Bible, the
whole Bible is false, and man himself is turned into
his own devil.
The remarkable conjunction between God’s Spirit
and the devil ought to be noted—the one to bestow all

his power‘upon the human nature of Jesus, the other
at once to put this power to a supreme test. God’s will
and the devil’s will meet in a strange way in a tremendous clash in Jesus. We may take it that Satan knew
all about this man Jesus, who had been miraculously

conceived and born by Mary and had then lived so long.
and so quietly in Nazareth. As an invisible spectator
he beheld what transpired after the baptism at the
Jordan. So this was God’s Messiah who had come to
crush and rob Satan, destroy all his works, and erect
the kingdom of God among men. The devil at once
resolved to break this divine champion. He had conquered the ﬁrst Adam, he would conquer the second,
and do that at once. Before this Jesus ever got under
way with his work Satan would lay him low with his
old cunning. God willed that Satan should have his
wish.
And he ate nothing in those days. And when they
were brought to an end, he became hungry.
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This leads over to the three great temptations that
are now to be described in detail. There is no reason
to suppose that by fasting so long Jesus only weakened
himself for the ﬁnal battle. We ﬁnd it of little value
to compare the fasting of Jesus with the forty days
twice spent by Moses without food or drink on Sinai
(Exod. 34 :28; Deut. 9 :9, 18) or the forty foodless days
of Elijah as he travelled to Horeb (I Kings 19 :8) or
other long fasts on the part of ordinary men. Since
the body of JeSus was wholly unaffected by sin, its

power of enduring abstinence from food exceeds ours
by far. Any idea of partial fasting, living without
ordinary food, which was due to wandering in the

wilderness, is wholly shut out: “he did eat nothing in
those days” (the Greek doubles the negative). The fact
that the hunger held off for just forty days, no more
and no less, cannot be considered accidental. The passive participle aumhooem'w in the genitive absolute
points to God as the agent who brought the days to an
end. We meet other periods of just forty days and the
use of forty in other things mentioned in the Scriptures, there is some sort of law underlying this
number. The aorist ém’vaae is ingressive, “he became
hungry.”
This long fast should not be regarded as a preparation for the three ﬁnal temptations, for we read

nowhere that Jesus fasted and prayed (the two always
go together). So also the temptation ﬁlled the forty
days and only ended in the three ﬁnal tests. This is
also no retirement of Jesus such as he sought at other

times for communion with God.. It is not a fact that
Jesus spent these forty days in the happy enjoyment
of the good pleasure of his Father and thus forgot all
about food. All such ideas stray from the text.
3) Now the devil said to him, If thou art a son
of God, sayto this stone that it become bread.

Matthew states that the tempter came, Luke implies his presence by stating what he said. The previous
temptations were also authored by the devil, but he
now appears visibly to deal with Jesus. The speculation that all angels possess an ethereal form of some

kind and are able to appear by means of this is unbiblical and usually goes to the length of ascribing
some tangible form also to God. As waipam, “spirits,"
angels differ from men in having no bodily form whatever. Yet good angels freely appear to men when they
are sent by God; men see them and hear them speak.
God appears in the same way (3 :22) . Even apart from
II Cor. 11:14, Satan, too, as an angel must have the
power to appear. The View that because he quotes the
Scriptures he must have come as a Jewish scribe or, if
that is too speciﬁc, as a man of authority is answered
by the last two temptations. He came as what he was,
Satan; and Jesus knew with whom he was dealing, and
that Satan had come to put him to the supreme test.
Exactly as he did in Gen. 3:1 and in Job 1:9; 2:4,
5, Satan starts the temptation by raising a cloud of

doubt. Although he uses a condition of reality (R.
1009): “if thou art a son of God,” the “if” really
questions the fact, for Satan demands that Jesus furnish the proof. We see that (as in Gen. 3) Satan questions the very word of the Father that was spoken
from the open heaven. In doing so he cunningly modiﬁes the Father’s word. He does not say “the Son of

God,” the one and only eternal Son, but “a son of God,”
one of a class who is related to God only by divine
favor (dyamyfds‘, “beloved," 3:22) and chosen only thus
to be the Messiah (R. 781). Our versions translate
(also in Matthew) “the Son of God,” and it must be
admitted that the unarticulated vibe 1'05 @601") may be so

rendered; it is then like a 'title. As far as Satan’s
demand of proof is concerned, no real difference would
obtain. Satan, as we take it, says “a son” because
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Jesus is a man, a fact 'that is strongly emphasized by
his present hunger for food. “Only such a son art
thou,” he suggests, and even‘that, in view of the fact
that God let him hunger, Satan implies, needs proof.
The thought that if Jesus would furnish this proof,
Satan himself would accept this sonship of Jesus plus
his Messiahship, is out of line; for this is a temptation
of Jesus, a trying to induce him to prove even this
sonship.
How is Jesus to prove that he is “a son of God”?
“Say to this stone that it become bread.” Luke has
the singular, which individualizes, whereas Matthew
has the plural “stones” and “breads.” The Greek has
no word for “loaf” and merely uses its word “bread”
and the plural “breads.” The ancient bread was baked
in ﬂat form. “A loaf” inlthe R. V. margin, also R., W.
P, is misleading. The”wa. clause is subﬁnal, the object
of 5276; it states what Jesus is to say, R. 993 The
temptation lies in this bidding on the part of Satan.
The ideaIs not that the tempter really doubted that a
word spoken by Jesus could turn a stone into bread for

Jesus to eat. That was the very thing that Satan
wanted Jesus to do. He knew that the Messiah would
perform miracles; even the Jews expected that. Like
the tempter, the Jews asked for peculiar miracles,
which, if they had been wrought by Jesus, would have

plunged him into sin. In this they were simply tools
of the devil who continued the temptations here inﬂicted by Satan in person. Ordinary Christians have
the right idea when they say, “Jesus would have obeyed
the devil instead of God.” So by acceding to the Jews
he would have done their wrong and wicked will and

not the Father’s.
But this involves much more. We cannot say that

it would have been wrong for Jesus to supply himself
with bread by means of a miracle. Jesus himself most
likely ate of the bread that was gathered after the
feeding of the 5,000 and of the 4,000, the bread that

Luke 4:8, 4
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he had himself miraculously produced. Why should he
alone have remained hungry on those occasions when
all the rest were fully fed? But everything is different
here.
By the very act of ‘ miraculously turning one or
more stones into bread to prove himself “a son of God”
Jesus would in reality prove himself a false “son.”
That act would mean distrust of his Father. Jesus was
here to undergo the severest temptation by the Father’s
own Spirit. The Father’s own will had brought him to
this hunger. For forty days he had supported the body
of Jesus so that it did not even feel hunger until now.

Is Jesus now no longer to look up to his Father with
a true son’s trust but to look down to.these stones, to
use them in evading his hunger? Does it, perhaps,
seem strange that the Father should leave a son of his
to hunger thus or unworthy for a son of this Father to
be in such hunger so that the son, in order to make
sure that he is a son, must rush to provide food for
himself? Was this son, who is even the eternal Son,
not to suffer inﬁnitely greater hurt than the present
hunger? The idea that this ﬁrst temptation is one that
is apart from Jesus’ Messianic mission overlooks the
essential point in the conditional clause: “if thou art a

son of God.” The hunger and the making bread out of
a stone are connected with the devil’s method of proving sonship, and in this case sonship necessarily in-

volves Messiahship; for as the Son, the Beloved, Jesus
was the one chosen (see 3 :22).
4) Jesus conquers the tempter by acting as a true

“son” should act, to say nothing about “the Son.” The
devil’s suggestion is not for one moment entertained by
Jesus’ mind. The implied distrust that the devil wants
Jesus to show toward his Father is at once met by the
most perfect trust and reliance on the Father. And
Jesus made answer to him, It has been written, Not
on bread alone shall man live. The sum of this reply
is trust, the trust of any true son of God, the trust of
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the incarnate Son. This trust rose in its might and
crushed the very suggestion of distrust or mistrust and
thus conquered the temptation.
The remarkable feature is that Jesus meets each of
the three assaults with a word of Scripture: yéyparm,
“it has been written,” the perfect tense implying “and
now stands thus." Hence we may translate “it is written,” the common formula of quotation (3:3). Jesus

smites the devil with “the sword of the Spirit, which
is the Word of God,” Eph. 6:17. In Luther’s battle
hymn: “One little word o’erthrows him.” He who
would himself say, “Verily, verily, I say to you !” and
could speak with divine authority in every utterance
of his own turns to the Word that has already been
written and uses that and only that.
The quotation from Deut. 8:3 stamps the Pentateuch as the Word of God, for the formula “as it has
been written” is used only with reference to the divine
Word. What God wanted Israel to learn during the
forty years in the desert when he humbled Israel,

suffered it to hunger, and fed it with manna, that Jesus
.did not need to learn, that he knew perfectly even now
when he was distressed by hunger. Israel was a type
of the Messiah in many features of its history and was
so here in these forty days of Jesus’ fasting in the
desert. Israel often murmured and sinned when hungry or thirsty, not so Jesus, God’s true Son. The word
that Moses spoke for God rings out from the lips of
Jesus as the innermost conviction of his heart and
voices his absolute trust in God. Not by making bread
but by speaking this word this son proved in the truest
way that he was “a son.”
Note the gradation: the Son (spoken by the Father
in 3 :22)—a son (spoken by the devil)—a man (spoken
by Jesus in the quotation). Does the devil lower Jesus
and refer to him only as “a son,” one of a class? Jesus

does not reply, “I am the Son.” He is not debating with

the devil and has no call to enlighten the ﬁend of darkness. He is here to conquer Satan. So Jesus meets‘the
insult, which questions even his sonship, by a reply-

which pertains to all men merely as men, 6 avopmroc with
the generic article, der Mensch, “man."
This actually makes the devil ridiculous. Did he
himself really imagine that it was bread that kept men
alive, or did he really think that he could induce Jesus
to act on such a fool notion? All his lying assumptions
are of the same nature. When they are exposed to the
light of truth they appear as what they actually are,
ridiculous, preposterous, the notions of fools.

The

devil’s bidding that Jesus hurry and appease his hunger with stones made bread wants Jesus to believe the
silly notion that a man’s life, to say nothing about the
life of “a son of God,” rests “on bread alone,” if d'p'rgn
pimp, on this ground or basis (R. 604) “alone” and thus
apart from God, the Creator of both the man and the
bread. In his blind folly the devil may think this, but
Moses knew better, Israel learned better, every “son of
God” knows better, only fools who have been blinded
by the devil do not know .better. The future “shall live”
is probably volitive, the tense expresses the divine will;
it is not merely futuristic with reference to what shall
occur (R. 889).
Luke omits the rest of the quotation, not, as some
think, because it was missing in the document which
he used—who, then, originally made the curtailment?

—but,to simplify the reply for Theophilus. A good
many texts add the remainder or a part of it (A. V.)
from Matthew.
The ﬁrst temptation resembles that of our ﬁrst
parents in Eden. It deals with food and uses food to
awaken distrust of God and of God’s Word. What succeeded in Eden, in the land of plenty, failed in the
destitute desert. What succeeded in the case of Adam
and Eve who were well fed failed in the case of Jesus
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who was. in great hunger. The temptation assailed

Jesus from his human side; he smote it down, not with
his deity, but as a man, with his trust in God and in
God’s Word. By doing it in this way he today enables
us to follow his example. All true sons may follow the
“Son.”
5) And having led him up, he showed him all
the kingdoms of the inhabited earth in a prick of
time. And the devil said to him: To thee will I give
all this authority and their glory because to me it has
been delivered, and to whomever I will I give it. If
thou, therefore, wilt do an act of worship before
me, all shall be thine.
Luke places this temptation second and follows the
order of places: desert, mountain, Temple. Luther says
that in the ﬁrst temptation Satan showed himself as a
blackpdevil, in the one in which he used- God’s Word as
a white devil, but here as a divine and majestic devil
who comes right out as if he were God himself. Luke
writes only the participle “having carried him up,” and
Matthew adds that this was done by taking Jesus with
him to a very high mountain. Many view this transfer
to a high mountain and also the transfer to a wing of
the Temple as a mental act that was by Satan thrust

into the mind and thought of Jesus. R., W. P.: “This
panorama was mental, a great feat of the imagination,
a mental satanic ‘movie’ performance.” Although the
devil himself was actually visible, Jesus is merely made
to feel himself on such a lofty mountain; in reality he
never left the wilderness, for, of course, no physical
mountain affords a View of all the kingdoms of the earth.
One answer to these ideas is that, if the showing of
the kingdoms was mental only, then a mental mountain
was certainly not necessary but wholly superﬂuous.
Another answer is that the plain words of both Luke
and Matthew bar out any mental hypothesis. The third
is that, if Satan by his mere volition could project

thoughts and feelings into the mind of Jesus and could
make Jesus think that he was where he actually was
not, the mind of Jesus would be utterly helpless under

the will of Satan. The statement that Jesus “still remained master of his thinking and willing” is the
assertion of the commentator who would escape from
the precipice that his hypothesis has built. Only from
the outside, by the words which Satan spoke audibly,
could he present thoughts to the mind of Jesus; and
these lying thoughts Jesus instantly rejected.
The verb £8a£cv (Matthew has the present tense)
does not mean that Satan ﬂashed the thought of all the
kingdoms of the inhabited earth (1‘, oixovpe’m, the present
passive participle with yﬁ understood) into the mind of
Jesus. “Showed” means “showed to the eyes of Jesus”;

and c'v «mpg xpévou means literally, “in a prick of time,”
in just one instant. This phrase should not be regarded
symbolically with reference to the transient nature of
all these kingdoms, their authority, and glory, ﬂashing
brilliantly for a second and then as quickly being gone
again. Before the very eyes of Jesus as he looked out
over the world from that mountaintop the prince of
this world, by his occult power, ﬂashed out in an
instant a view of the mighty realm he ruled. How this
was done, and why the view lasted only so long, no

one will ever say.
6)

Now the tempter’s offer: “To thee will I give,”

etc. Luke brings out the tempting features of the proposed gift: “all this authority,” egoum’a, the authority

plus the power to exercise it, and “all this” as if it
were one great unit of most imperial control; then also
“their glory,” the majesty, magniﬁcence, and greatness
of all these kingdoms, of which Jesus had been given a
glimpse, which they would bestow upon their ruler. It
is Luke who adds the devil’s explanation as to how he
is able to make this magniﬁcent offer: “because to me
it has been delivered, and to whomever I will I give it.”
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He speaks as if, although he himself did not create
these kingdoms, he is, nevertheless, their rightful
owner, as if God himself had given him this rule and
dominion. This is, of course, a lie, for he is an illegitimate ruler who has usurped his authority, and he will
be brought to book for his usurpation and also for his
presumption that he is so supreme in his rulership that
he is able to make a gift of it to whomever he pleases.
A usurper’s gift is spurious, and whoever would accept

his gift makes himself a party to his usurpation. All
the arrogant pride of the devil, who ﬁrst fell from God
through pride, comes out in his offer: “To thee will I
give!”
7) The boldness of the stroke, however, lies in the
little condition Satan attached to his offer with the éév
and the subjunctive of expectancy: “If thou, therefore,
wilt do an act of worship before me”—then, yes, then
“all shall be thine.” The aorist subjunctive signiﬁes—a
single act. The verb is used regarding Oriental prostration before great human lords but especially also
regarding prostration before God in the deepest religious‘reverence and adoration; Matthew adds ‘ITEO’QIW, “by
falling down.” The reply of Jesus shows that the latter
is meant. Satan’s proposition is this: God has turned
all these kingdoms over to him, and he is willing to
turn them over to Jesus if, as Satan is under God, Jesus
will place himself under Satan. Satan thus offers to
make Jesus the Messiah-King just as God wants him to
be King. It can all be done with one little act of prostration before Satan. Instead of a long, bitter journey
to the throne one short step will reach the croWn.
The whole proposition intends to appeal to the
human nature of Jesus. Jesus can rule at once like a
god. There is no need to face shame, agony, ignominious death. Instead of the bitter cup only a single
obeisance. Satan would place himself in harmony with
God in making Jesus King. Yet the whole proposition

is false through and through. Satan does not bow to
God in worship as Jesus is to bow to Satan. Satan has
not received the kingdoms from God, he rules them as
the enemy of God, as a rebel against God, as a usurper
whom God is dethroning through Jesus. By this one
act of worship Jesus would also become a rebel against
God and at the same time a tool of Satan. The kingdoms, authority, and glory promised by Satan would
remain Satan’s. The transfer would be a delusion. In-

stead of becoming a king Jesus would become the slave
of Satan.
The way in which Satan tried to buy Jesus is the
way in which he bought Eve: “Ye shall be as gods."
Thus he bought Judas for the trivial thirty pieces of
silver. He still buys men in this way, but never at a
price so great as that which he offered to Jesus. It may
seem foolish on Satan’s part to come to Jesus with such
a temptation and to think that Jesus might be bought
thus. But after succeeding with his proﬁers to other
men in thousands of instances Satan felt that this man
Jesus would certainly succumb to an offer that was
more magniﬁcent than any he had ever made. Let us
remember that the author of evil lies almost completely
under the blinding power of evil. As men, when they
are submerged in sin, lose all moral judgment, so by
his fall Satan lost all sense of righteousness and truth
and moves only in absolute moral darkness.

8) And answering him Jesus said, It has been
written, The Lord, thy God, thou shalt worship, and
him only shalt thou serve.

0n dwoxpweis as marking a weighty respOnse seé
1 :19. Jesus again quotes a word of Scripture. We are

to know that the written Word is the o e and Only
shield and weapon by which to oVerthrow he evil one.
The quotation is taken from Deut. 6:13, save that the
“thou shalt fear” of the Hebrew and the LXX is rendered by “thou‘shalt worship,” which conforms to the-
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tempter’s word. Yet ya're’ denotes the fear of reverence which is expressed by the humble and reverent act
of worship. The Hebrew has “and serve him,” to which
the LXX adds “him alone.” Since this is the true sense

of the original, Jesus retains it. The service of Aarpa'a
or worship (often with offerings) belongs to deity
alone and is incumbent on all whereas Amovpyia is the
ofﬁcial service of priests and Levites. Rendered to
others, it becomes the abomination of idolatry. Satan
attempted to lure Jesus into a ﬂagrant transgression
of the First Commandment, the most fundamental of
all, in which the entire law centers.
Here again Jesus speaks only as “a son,” we may
say a true Israelite. As a man Jesus, too, was under

God, under the law of God (Gal. 4:4), and hence honored and worshipped God and kept all his commandments as all men ought to keep them. Jesus made no
use of his divine prerogatives and powers in the battle
against Satan. He vanquished Satan as a man. Thus
“we have not an High Priest which cannot be touched
with the feeling of our inﬁrmities; but was in all points
tempted like as we are, yet without sin,” Heb. 4:15.
9) Moreover, he brought him to Jerusalem and
stood him on the wing of the Temple and said to
him: If thou art a son of God, throw thyself down
from here, for it has been written:
To his angels will he give injunction concerning thee, thoroughly to guard thee.
And,

On hands will they hear thee up
Lest ever thou strike thy foot against a stone.
When Matthew writes “the holy city” he brings out
the enormity of this unholy temptation. Jerusalem, the

Temple, and then quotations from Scripture bring out
a strong contrast to the devil, to whom, of course,

nothing is holy in prosecuting his unholy work. Since

Luke 4:9
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the devil is a spirit, we are told by some interpreters
that what is stated here must have taken place “in the
spirit.” The devil’s power did not actually stand Jesus
on the wing of the Temple but only controlled his
senses so that Jesus “felt himself” standing on the
Temple wing. It is added that this included dizziness
because Joseph, Ant. 15, 11, 5, mentions this feeling in
describing the height above the rocks below. But is
Jesus to throw himself down from this height only “in
the spirit,” mentally? And if this temptation and the
preceding one are only mental, is the ﬁrst one not also
mental?‘
Like Job, Jesus was placed into Satan’s power so
that the latter might tempt him to the uttermost. The
transfer of Jesus to the Temple was physical. There is

no difﬁculty as to the willingness of Jesus; he consented
to the Father’s will/to be tempted of the devil as the

devil might will. 'We need not say that Jesus transferred himself to the Temple; the motive power in “he

brought and stood him” is that‘of the devil. Throughout all three temptations Jesus only submits to the
tempter’s operations.
The zepév is not the des' or Sanctuary (the building
that housed the Holy and the Holy of Holies) but the
entire Temple area with all its buildings and its courts.

The mepﬁywv is “the wing of the Temple”; note the
article: not some wing but the one speciﬁcally so called.

The diminutive has lost its force in the Greek. This
“wing” was most likely the one from which James was
thrown, Acts 12:2; Eusebius 2:23. This was part of
the outer wall that encircled the entire Temrle area.
The most likely location is the and ﬁaauuxﬁ or royal

porch on the south wall, a deep ravine lay between it
and the suburbs opposite. Others think of the east wall
along Solomon’s Porch where the drop is 400 cubits or
600 feet. Josephus describes both locations in Ant. 15,
11, 5, the latter also in 20, 9, 7. Not a word is said
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about people being in the Temple courts, before whom
Jesus was to make a display by throwing himself from
a great height and remaining unharmed. How could
they have seen him after the leap from the high wall?
This view, which is wholly foreign to the text and
contrary to the very nature of this temptation, has led
some to think of the roof parapet or of the roof gable
of the Sanctuary, a leap from which could be seen by all

who were in the courts below. ‘
10, 11) The conditional clause in the tempter’s
bidding is the same in thought and in form as that
used in v. 3. But the temptation itself runs in the
opposite direction. As a true son Jesus demonstrated
his absolute. trust in God regarding his bodily needs.
As a true son he rested this trust of his on God’s
Word. Satan aims his assault at both points. If Jesus
is such a true and trustful son of God, let him demonstrate that fact by something that is more decisive than
just continuing patiently in hunger. That, the devil
implies, is a cheap way of showing real trust. Yet,
like the liar that he is, this cheap way was the very one
he assailed ﬁrst of all when he sought to entice Jesus
to give up that trust by not waiting for bread from
God but by rushing to provide it himself. The heroic
way to prove trust, Satan says, is to test some special

promise of God to the limit and on the instant. Let
Jesus throw himself down from this great Temple

height and prove that God’s promise stated in Ps. 91:
11, 12 is true. If Jesus has real ﬁlial trust, the devil
intimates, he will not hesitate a moment; and, of

course, if God fails to keep his Word, that Word
amounts to nothing, and Jesus might as well be dead
as to live and bank on empty promises. The idea that
in both the ﬁrst and this temptation the devil is promising to believe in Jesus if Jesus complies successfully
with the devil’s suggestions, is untenable.
The cunning of the temptation is .doubled by. the
devil’s use Of Scripture. By himself quoting Scripture

the devil would block any resort of Jesus to Scripture;
he would wrest the sword of the Spirit from Jesus’
hand. The devil shows himself expert in handling
Scripture. Luther calls him a doctor non promotus sed
expertus. The passages he quotes seem to ﬁt the proposal that he makes in a perfect way. Read the entire

psalm and see how all of it seems to ﬁt quite exactly.
All that Satan, then, does here is to invent an act to
match the two verses he quotes, one in which God’s
angels can bear a man up and prevent him from. crashing his feet on stones beneath. They will catch him
under the arms and let him light on the rocks below as
gently as feather down. The two are are recitative ;
they are like our quotation marks and are not to be
translated. The two psalm verses are quoted separately
by placing ml (in between them.
In this case the deception does not lie in misapplying to Jesus what really does not apply to him. Psalm
91 applies to any son of God, and certainly also to this
Son. Satan abbreviates by omitting “in all thy ways”

after “thoroughly to guard thee.” Some ﬁndthe, deception in this omission as if the promise. of God were
conditional: to protect us only when we walk in the

path of divine duty. But the words should then read
“in all his ways.” If the deception lay in this omission,
Satan would have been overthrown very easily. A mis-

quotation is annihilated by the corrected quotation.
Jesus, however, makes no correction, does not point'to

the omitted phrase, but accepts the quotation as being
substantially correct. The deception in the use of this
Scripture by Satan lies in setting one Scripture against
another. One statement is stressed, and others that
should go with it are quietly disregarded.
The devil’s way of citing Scripture has been taught
far and wide in the devil’s school, and some of his
pupils and graduates are doctors who are quite as
expert as he is. One of their tricks which is constantly
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practiced, often on a large scale, is to combine a mass
of passages in a way that makes the Bible say what it

most certainly does not say, in fact, openly contradicts
elsewhere in the plainest language. This type of deception catches the unwary, especially the devout
among them who esteem. the Scriptures highly; it is

also the delight of those who love to harass devout
believers while they think they are fortifying themselves behind impregnable walls.
12) And answering Jesus said to him, It has
been said, Thou shalt not test out the Lord, thy God.
This temptation is overcome by a single word. A
true son knows what his father says and means; so
Jesus knows that all the great promises of his Father’s
protection are meant for our humble trust in him and
never once for our presumption. It would be a caricature of humble trust to take a gracious promise of God

and by some foolhardy act to challenge God to see
whether he will, indeed, do what he has said, or still
worse, simply presume that he must do what his words

say. As the ﬁrst temptation tries to lead, under the
plea of acting like a true son, to distrust of the Father,
so this temptation tries to lead, under the same plea, to
a false trust of the Father. What such false trust really
is the Father himself has declared in plainest language,
and as a true son, who knows all that his Father has
said and means by his words, Jesus sets beside the
word quoted by the devil another word that belongs
together with it and brings out its true meaning. After
the devil himself used 'ye'ypa-Ir'rat, “it has been written,”
in imitation of Jesus who used this formula, Jesus now
says pointedly ezpnm, “it has been said,” namely by
God himself. His word was, of course, also written,
but Jesus stresses the fact that God himself spoke this
word, and he is certainly able to speak his meaning so
as to make it clear. In other words, in any quotation
we must get just what is said and meant and not use

another’s words in a sense which he never intended.
The perfect tense “has been said” also has the present
connotation: and stands thus to this day.
Jesus does not set one Scripture passage against
another. Jesus places one Scripture passage beside
another, each casts light on the other. He thus establishes the great principle of all correct interpretation:
Scriptura. ea: Scriptura explicamla est, Scripture is explained and must be explained by Scripture. We dare
not put our own or any other man’s ideas into it. Any
false conclusions or deductions drawn from any one
passage are eliminated by comparing this with other
pertinent passages. No man dare force into a passage
a thought that contradicts another passage. This con-

demns all exegesis that operates with contradictions in
the Scriptures. In the present case all is clear: Ps.
91:11, 12 dare not be'stressed so as to clash with Deut.

6:16: “Thou shalt not test out the Lord, thy God."
This word of God rests on the incident recorded in
Exod. 17:7 when the people demanded that God furnish them water with the challenging cry: “Is the Lord
among _us or not ?” Their sin was that they were testing
out God, trying or tempting him. Instead of praying
and trustfully relying on God and leaving the fulﬁllment of his promises of help in need to his abounding
grace the people chided and challenged God. They did
it in the bad situation in which they found themselves.
They did it by presumptuous lack of trust. They said
virtually: “If .God does not do what we demand as
help, then there is no God among us, then his promises
amount to nothing." In this negative way they tempted
or tried him out. And this was their sin.
The devil wants Jesus to commit this sin in the
opposite or positive way, which is far worse. Jesus is
in no danger, but he is deliberately to throw himself
into mortal danger. And to do this for no reason whatever save to try out God regarding his promise—as if
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God had not proved often enough that he helps his own
and keeps his Word. Such plunging oneself into mortal
danger without necessity may look like supreme, heroic
trust in God and thus as supreme proof of being truly
a son of God. That is the lure of this temptation. This
is in reality false trust and thus, as Jesus points out,
nothing but tempting God, of which no true son of God
would ever be guilty as little as he would be guilty of
lack of trust. All lack of trust and all false trust are
closely akin. Both tempt and challenge God with their
presumptions as to what he must really do to keep his
promises. For Jesus to throw himself down from the
Temple height is to go presumptuously beyond God’s
promise and thus to tempt God and to sin against him
and his promise. For Jesus not to trust God for needed
food is to go presumptuously against his promise in the
other way and thus to sin against him and his promise.
And so the tempter is again vanquished.
13) And after having ﬁnished every temptation
the devil stood away from him until a suitable season.
Luke does not report as does Matthew that Jesus
ordered Satan to leave because he is not reporting the
temptations in their historical order. So he says merely
that, when Satan, had exhausted his efforts, he stood
away from Jesus. “Every temptation” (miwa. with the
article) means every one of which he was capable at '
that time. Omnia tela consumpsit, Bengel. Even if
Jesus had not ordered Satan to leave after he had
reached the climax of his temptations, Satan had nothing more in the present situation by which to assail
Jesus with any hope of success. But ax,» «was, “until a
suitable season,” is signiﬁcant. Though defeated, Satan
intended to attack Jesus again at such a time as promised him better success. He did not come again in

person but sought to turn Jesus from his course
through others by using Peter (Mark 8:32, etc.), the
multitude (John 6 :15), and others.

14)

And Jesus turned-back in the power of the

Spirit to Galilee; and a fame went out throughout the

whole neighboring land concerning him. And he was
teaching in their synagogues, being gloriﬁed by all.
In this little paragraph Luke bridges the time between the baptism and the temptation of Jesus and the
full tide of his ministry in Galilee by omitting the
events that lie between these events. In this respect
Luke agrees with Matthew and Mark who make the
same omission. Some overlook the fact that Luke differs from the other two in a marked way. Matt. 4:12

and Mark 1:14 date the full tide of the Galilean ministry from the time of the imprisonment of the Baptist.
This has led to the supposition that the Baptist was
imprisoned soon after having baptized Jesus, and that
Jesus thus began his work after the Baptist’s work was
practically ended. John 4:1, etc., shows that this is
incorrect; the Baptist and Jesus worked side by side
for some time. Luke, therefore, separates the mention
of the Baptist’s imprisonment (3 :19) from the work of
Jesus in Galilee; he connects this with Jesus’ baptism
and the reception of the Spirit. What happened between this double event and the height of Jesus’ minis_try is summarized in v. 14, 15. That this must have
been a good deal we see from John’s Gospel and can

ourselves well imagine.

'

“In the power of the Spirit” does not mean that the
Holy Spirit led Jesus into Galilee as he led him into the
wilderness to be tempted but that, being endowed with
the Spirit’s power in his human nature, he proceeded

to Galilee and wrought there in this power by word and
by deed. “In the Spirit” thus goes back not only to v. 2
but even to 3 :22. God’s great purpose in bestowing his
Spirit upon Jesus was being completely fulﬁlled. The
effect of Jesus’ work was that all the neighboring land

adjoining Galilee (Ka0’ (my; 1779 weptxu’ipov, supply yﬁs)
heard about Jesus; mni = “throughout,” R. 607. We
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see how much Jesus must have done in order to attain
this widespread fame.
15) Luke mentions only the most important feature of Jesus’ activity, his teaching in the synagogues,
the imperfect tense indicates the steady practice of
Jesus. Synagogues were used also on two of the week-

days. The rulers of the synagogue might permit any
rabbi or established teacher to address the people; so
Paul found his way into the synagogues everywhere.
The participle sogazépms is not causal: “since he was
gloriﬁed,” but modal (R. 1127) : “as being gloriﬁed by
all.” Luke is speaking in general of Galilee where no

Opposition had as yet arisen.
16) Luke begins the narration of the incidents of
the activity of Jesus in Galilee by recounting what took
place on one occasion in his own home town Nazareth.
This incident is chosen, it seems, because it illustrates
in a general way how Jesus met with great approval
among the people for a time and then saw this turn
into opposition to him. By starting with this incident
Luke abandons the chronological order from the very

start so that we cannot depend on him to state the
exact sequence of events. He is more concerned with
the inner signiﬁcance and the connection of what he
presents than with the order of time although he also
in a general way adheres to that. Compare the brief
account in Matt. 13:54, etc., and in Mark 6:1, etc.
And he came to Nazareth where he had been
brought up. And according to the custom for him
he went on the day of the Sabbath into the synagogue and stood up 'to read.
Luke makes the-preliminaries brief and hurries us

into the synagogue. Jesus came from Capernaum and
the neighborhood of the sea. Nazareth was the town in
which he “had been brought up” (periphrastic past
perfect) from earliest childhood till the age of thirty
(2:39; 3:23). Here he had buried his foster-father,

supported his mother with his labors as a carpenter,
was known by all, and was in contact with them all
those years. At the start of his ministry he moved the
family to Capernaum (John 2:12) in order the more
conveniently to reach his mother. Something like a
year ago the people of Nazareth had seen him leave as
an ordinary man; he now returns to them with the
fame of his deeds running high through the land. The
relative clause with the past perfect passive from rpé¢m,
“to nourish,” refers only to his physical development,
not to what we usually call home-training, education,
and formation of character; this clause is added for
the sake of what follows in v. 22, 23.
Jesus must have arrived before the Sabbath, and
Mark adds that his disciples were with him. The Greek
plural as well as the singular are used as a designation
for a single Sabbath; this is probably due to the fact
that festivals were designated by the plural. So Jesus
went to the synagogue “on the day of the Sabba .” Tb
aimed; is the perfect active neuter participle of 50m, it is
used here as an adjective (R. 537) and is substantivized by the article and means literally “according to
what has been customary to him.” This is often referred to the years when Jesus lived in Nazareth, and
lessons are drawn from it accordingly; but the reference is to v. 15, the custom of Jesus during his ministry
when he used the synagogues so extensively for his

preaching. On this day the\synagogue must have been
ﬁlled to capacity, for Jesus,‘ the famous teacher, was
attending with his band of disciples. The question
whether the maxi phrase extends also to the verb “stood
up to read” is of minor importance; it does not seem to
modify this verb. This does not, of course, deny the

custom of Jesus in teaching in the synagogues, which
is already expressed in v.15.
The synagogues had no ofﬁcial readers;any competent male member might read one or the other lesson.
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The Pentateuch was divided into ﬁxed pericopes, and
these were always read ﬁrst in the established order,
‘one for each Sabbath of the year. At the Sabbath
morning service, and only at this, not at the weekday
services, a second lesson was read, again from a ﬁxed
line that was taken from the prophetical books. The
ﬁrst were called parashoth, the latter haphtaroth as
closing the service.

The lesson from the Pentateuch

was considered the more important, but the reader of
the second lesson might, if he desired, add an address
that was in more or less close connection with what he
had read. Jesus waited until the haphtamh was to be
read and then arose to indicate his desire to do the
reading. It does not seem that he had been asked in
advance; the probability is that everybody, including
the synagogue rulers, expected it of him. It seems that

Jesus waited for this lesson because he desired to add

his midmsh or comment thereon. It was the ﬁxed
custom, as Luke also describes, for the reader to stand
while reading but to sit while making his address. To
add this address was an entirely voluntary matter. This
seems to be the ﬁrst time that Jesus spoke publicly in
Nazareth and, as far as we know, the last.
17) And there was duly given to him a roll of
the prophet Isaiah. And having opened the roll, he
found the place where it had been written:
The Lord’s Spirit upon me
Since he did anoint me to preach good news
to poor people,
Has sent me to herald to captives release

And to blind people return of sight;
To send away such as have been broken in
release;

To herald a year acceptable to the Lord.
After Jesus had ascended the steps of the MM to
act as the mphtir or reader, the chazzan (clerk) drew

aside the silk curtain of the painted ark, which contained

the sacred manuscripts, and handed him the megillah
or roll of the prophet Isaiah. Bufﬁng is the Egyptian
papyrus plant from which there are derived BIB»:
and the diminutive BLﬁMov in the sense of “paper,”

“writing,” “book”; it was here in the form of a roll;
and some texts read évamiéas, “having unrolled” (from

dwwniaaw) instead of dwtéac, “having opened,” and so
in v. 20 misus- would mean “having rolled up.” 'Ami i'n

15.768601) implies that the roll which contained only the
writings of Isaiah was “duly given" to Jesus. He did
not ask for this prophet. It is the general opinion that
ﬁxed haphtwroth were not as yet in use, which would
agree with Luke’s statement that Jesus “found” the
passage which he then read.
Isaiah was very likely the prophet from whom
readings had been made on previous Sabbaths. Coincidences such as this that Isaiah, the evangelist among
the prophets, was placed into Jesus’ hands on this day
are due to divine providence. We need not carry the
coincidence farther so as to include the fact that Jesus
just happened on the passage in Isaiah that was so
appropriate for the present cecasion; “he found” may
well mean that Jesus let his eyes run over the columns
of writing until he found the lines which he intended
to ﬁnd and read. “Had been written,” iv with the perfect participle, is the periphrastic form. Luke omits
mention of the fact that the Hebrew of the prophet
was at once translated into the Aramaic vernacular,
which Jesus most likely did himself. In reading the

parashoth each Masoretic verse had to be translated
at once; in the case of the haphtaroth as much as three

verses were taken at a time. Jesus, too, read only

what would make one long verse, Isa. 61 :1, 2.
18) Luke records the LXX’s rendering, which
reproduces the Hebrew sufﬁciently. The main difference is the line: “And recovering of sight for the
blind” for the Hebrew: “And the opening of the prison
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to them that are bound.” But this giving of sight may
refer to men in dark dungeons who at last come to
the light of day; Luke retained the LXX’s translation
of this line. But according to the best texts “he hath
sent me to heal the brokenhearted" (see A. V.) is
omitted by Luke although it is found in both the LXX
and the Hebrew; and a line that is found in neither is
added, apparently from Isa. 58:6: “To send away
such as have been broken in release” (our translation),
although this line in Isa. 58 refers only to a godly Jew
and his proper way of fasting. The usual explanation
is that this line is added as a midrash or comment;
and we may in general say that Luke is not copying
the haphtarah that Jesus read line for line but the
words on which Jesus preached as his text. The Hebrew has “Lord" in the beginning twice, not so the
LXX and Luke; and in the last line the LXX’s xaAe’aau is

made 'mpﬁéal. by Luke. The choice of this passage from
Isaiah by Jesus was masterly in the highest degree as

was also the fact that he stopped just where he did and
did not add “and the day of vengeance of our God,"
on which Jesus did not wish to speak.
In his dramatic way Isaiah introduces a speaker
Without naming him and lets us see who he really is
from what he says. It cannot be God as it is in chapter
59, for God cannot be anointed with the Spirit; nor can
the prophet Isaiah here speak of himself, for this would
not only be a novelty in his book but would be attributing to himself the mighty work which he attributes

in his entire book to the great Ebed Yahweh, Yahweh’s
Servant, the Messiah. The question is, of course, settled.
by Jesus himself who interprets Isaiah’s words as referring directly to himself (Jesus).
This clears up the question about the imagery em-~
ployed by Isaiah. We may admit that all of it refers.
to the coming release from the Babylonian exile and.
certainly found its fulﬁllment in that release. But it.

"is impossible to stop there unless, as Aug. Pieper puts
it in his excellent Jcsaias II, 572, the mountain is to
travail and bring forth a mouse, and unless Jesus is

turned into a liar. Whatever the preliminary fulﬁllment in the return from the exile may be, the complete
.fulﬁllment came in the Messiah, the Servant of Jehovah, Jesus, who was in thenmidst of the fulﬁllment
when he spoke in Nazareth.

“The Lord’s Spirit upon me,” as well as the next
'line: “since he did anoint me,” etc., evidently intend
'to recall 3 :22, the coming down of the Spirit to remain
upon Jesus, this constituting the anointing for his
great ofﬁce. This constitutes the fulﬁllment of Isaiah’s
prophecy. Hveﬁpa. is the same term that was used
throughout the previous part of this Gospel with Kuptou
as a rendering of the Hebrew Rucch Adonaz‘ Yahweh,
the third person of the Godhead; and again it is here
to be noted that the people of Nazareth need no explanation whatever about the person of this Spirit, they
were evidently conversant with the Holy Trinity from
the Old Testament. We translate 05 'e'vexcv, not “therefore,” durum, but “since,” weil. Not for this reason
that the Spirit was already upon him did the Lord
anoint Jesus but because God anointed Jesus the Spirit
was upon him. The subject of Expm is not the Spirit
but, as the Hebrew shows by repeating Yahweh, the
Lord. The verb xptw is used to designate ceremonial
anointing in a sacred act, hence the anointed one is
xpw‘rc‘c, Christ.

The anointing sanctiﬁed and equipped for a mighty
work: “to preach good tidings to poor people"; note the
force of this inﬁnitive of purpose of the verb in 1:19;
2:10; 3 :18, the aorist tense is constative (including all
the'preaching of Jesus) and effective. We have mmxozc,
like the following terms for persons, without the article, which stresses the quality in each term; so here:
“to poor (people),” to such as are poor. In the Greek
the two words to gospel poor (ones) are correlative:
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for such the gospel is intended, and such will receive

the gospel. The inﬁnitive, as the following statements
show, refers to the preaching of the gospel in the nar-

rower sense, which includes only grace and pardon, not
in the 'wider sense as including also the law. The word
mmxée, from the verb “to cringe,” “to crouch” like a
beggar (M.-M. 559) is stronger than just “poor.” In
Matt. 5 :3 Jesus calls them “the beggarly poor in spirit”; Isa. 66 :2: “But to this man will I look, even to him
that is poor, and of a contrite spirit, and trembleth at
my Word.”

This is not the poverty against which the will rebels
but under which the will bows in deep submission. It
is more than just a state or condition, it is also an
attitude of the soul toward God, that attitude that
grows out of the profound realization of utter helplessness and beggary as far as any ability Or possession
of self are concerned. These wretched beggars bring
absolutely nothing to God but their complete emptiness
and need and stoop in the dust for pure grace and
mercy only. This is the condition and the attitude of
true contrition for which the Baptist worked, on which
Jesus insisted, and which alone opens the heart for
the grace of the gospel so that Jesus says of such “poor
in spirit” that theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
The rest of v. 18 is an exposition of this preaching
of good news. The anointing was done for an ofﬁce, so
we have the parallel verb “sent me,” but now in the

perfect tense, for this commission was still in force
when Jesus spoke in Nazareth. ’A-Iroare’Mm is “to send
or commission” as an “apostle” or ambassador, and “to
herald to captives release” is a deﬁnition of what it
means “to preach good news to peor people.” Knpﬁgac
is again the constative and eifective aorist, the word
is translated “to preach” in the sense of making a
public announcement as a herald delivers a message.
In a new ﬁgure that beﬁts the exile the “poor” are
now described as “captives” (again no article). The

Luke 4:18
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image is not that of prisoners in jail but of prisoners
of war who are dragged away into exile by the conqueror. So the devil holds men as captives with no
hope of escape by any means of their own. And Jesus
has the great commission to stand forth as a herald
and to proclaim to them d¢¢ac€, “release.” This word
is a correlative of captives and is thus used in the sense
of release; but it is the standard term of the New
Testament for the remission of sins, sending them

away forever (compare 1:77). This herald-announcement is not an empty message but the authoritative,
effective “release” itself which transfers these sighing

captives of Satan into the liberty of the sons of God.
“To blind people return of sight” is the LXX’s
rendering of the Hebrew “the opening of the prison to
bound peOple.” It may well be possible that the translator understood phaqach, which is regularly used
regarding the Opening of the eyes, to mean the same
thing here and translated it with dva’BAa/us, “return of
sigh ,” so that we must understand “blind (ones)” to
refer to “bound” captives in dark dungeons. How they
would rejoice again to come to the light of day! This
line would then intensify the preceding one regarding
captives in exile by adding those captives who were
lodged in dungeons. But it would be unwarranted to
speak of them as knowing nothing of God, “having the
understanding darkened, being alienated from the life

of God, through the ignorance that is in them, because
of the blindness of their heart,” who “being past feeling have given themselves over to lasciviousness, to
work all uncleanness with greediness,” Eph. 4:18, 19,
in pagan blindness; for such must ﬁrst receive-the law,

and not until after it has done its work could the gospel
give them the dvqums- of faith. These are “blind” who
have been brought to a sense of their blindness (Rom.

3:20), and to whom Jesus can give the sight of faith.
Note that this and the preceding line thus go together:
the 54mm is the release of absolution (objective) which
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goes together with the dye/SAM; of faith (subjective),
both being bestowed by Jesus.
One more thought is needed. These poor sinners
are also crushed and shattered by their sin, nopaua'pévot,
the perfect participle (opazim) to denote a condition that
still continues. Sin wrecks and makes matched by its
crushing, shattering consequences in this life, and the
Savior grants absolution to faith and also frees from
wretchedness and restores joy and peace. This is what
“to send away in release” signiﬁes, which again uses
«Mam but now as a designation for the release from
this broken condition.
The inner connection of the terms has not always
been seen.

“Poor” is a general term for the entire

beggarly condition. This is then speciﬁed in' threedirections: as needing absolution, the sight of faith,
the release from misery. What a glorious task is
assigned to Jesus to bring the effective bestowal of
these priceless blessings to these “poor”!
19) The closing line is the climax of what the
Messiah ‘is to herald (again mpagar) and thereby
actually to usher in, namely “a year acceptable to the
Lord,” to him as Kﬁpm or Yahweh. This imagery is
not taken from the exile but from the Jewish year of
jubilee, which was.always the ﬁftieth year after seven
sabbatical years; the Hebrew yébél signiﬁes the trumpet blasts that ushered in the year, Lev. 25 :8, etc., see
the description. It is usually called Jehovah’s year of
grace, but Isaiah calls it a year “acceptable” or pleasing to the Lord, for this is the new era which the
Messiah shall usher in. It pleases the Lord because in
it his plansof salvation are being carried out through
Jesus. The mpéaaew of Jesus is the yb’bé’l year, indeed,
as the lines cited in v. 18 testify.
20) And having closed the roll, having given it
to the attendant, he sat down; and the eyes of all in
the synagogue were looking intently on him. More-

Dulce 4:20, 21
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over, he began to say to them, Today this Scripture
has been fulﬁlled in your ears.
It is as if an eyewitness were describing this scene,
and Luke must have received the story from such a

witness. Jesus makes no strange move of any kind.

The scroll was not retained by the speaker while he
spoke his comment. The clerk took it from Jesus’
hands and placed it reverently back into the ark. Then
Jesus sat down on the high platform cross-legged on
its ﬂoor just as the hearers sat cross-legged on the ﬂoor
of the synagogue. There must have been a dignity and
a power in his whole appearance, in every inﬂection
of his voice, and in every gesture and movement, that
riveted all eyes in the synagogue upon him. The scene
was far above what any one in Nazareth realized. The
Word himself had read the Word to them. When Jesus
sat down, this was a signal that he would make an
address.

21)

The formula “he began” with an inﬁnitive,

here “to speak,” is circumstantial and marks the im-

portance of this speaking. It does not need to mean
that the sentence recorded was the ﬁrst one spoken,

but it does mean that Jesus spOke at some length, ﬁpea-ro
to indicate the point of beginning (aorist) and Myav to
indicate the address that followed (present tense, durative) . Luke records only the theme and the substance

of the address, and we should note that the perfect
passive “has been fulﬁlled” is regularly used regarding
the fulﬁllment of prophecies; the sense is “stands this

day as fulﬁlled” since the Messiah, who has the Spirit
upon him, is now present and doing all that Isaiah
foretold of him in “this Scripture.” “In your ears” is
added because this Scripture had just been read, and
because Jesus was now elucidating it to them. Would
that Nazareth had known, at least in this her day, the
things which belonged to her peace, but, alas, like
Jerusalem, they were hid from her eyes!
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22) And all weregiving him testimony and were
marvelling at the words of grace proceeding out of his
mouth and were saying, Is not this the son of Joseph ?
The imperfect tenses describe the immediate effect
of the address of Jesus on the Isaiah prophecy and at
the same time hint at a further development of the
scene. The hearers did not leave the synagogue, and
all the following takes place until Jesus is forcibly put
out by the worshippers (v. 29) . What caused the trouble for the people was the fact that words of such grace
(descriptive genitive, which is stronger than an adjective)—Matthew and Mark mention the “wisdom” and
also the mighty works—should come from the mouth

of this their former townsman whom they knew as
“the son of Joseph" (3 :23) ; they mention also his and
his father's occupation as carpenters, his mother, and
other relatives, Matt. 13 :55, 56; Mark 6:3. 05m is
purely deictic, R. 697. It is the question with oi: (mix
before an aspirate), which expects an afﬁrmative reply,
that shows the turn toward unbelief. Despite all the

attractive words these people cannot believe that this
is the Messiah.
23) And he said to them: Douhtless you will say
to me this proverb, Physician, cure thyself! What
things we heard as having occurred in Capernaum
do also here in your native place!

Luke takes up the point that is indicated by Matthew and Mark by their reference to Jesus’ “works of
power,” the miracles of which the pe0ple in Nazareth
had heard, and a few of which some may have seen
when they were visiting Capernaum. From Jesus’
words we gather that the people found fault with
Jesus for not distinguishing his own warpis‘ or native
place by working a lot of such “works of power there."

Jesus ﬁrst lays his ﬁnger on this cause of dissatisfaction among his auditors and then gives his reply in
v. 24, etc. The rapaBoA-rf, mashal or pointed saying

Luke 4:28, 2.4
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about a physician’s curing himself, ﬁrst of all recalls
the mockery under the cross about a savior of others
saving himself. Jesus himself at once explains in
what way that saying would apply here: whatever
these people heard (aori‘st to indicate the simple fact
whereas we should have the perfect "have heard") as
having occurred in Capernaum, i. e., through Jesus
in the way of miracles, they would demand that he
most certainly do also in his own town. And he seems
to be making no effort in that direction. Mark says
no more than that he laid his hands on a few sick
folk and healed them, which must have occurred before
the Sabbath, likely on the Friday when he arrived.
The participle yevépcva is a descriptive adjective (modifying 64m) and yet is used in indirect discourse, R.
1103; and sis is static, the equivalent of iv, although
even some recent commentators put motion into it.
24)

Moreover, he said : Amen, I say to you, that

no prophet is acceptable in his native place. Nevertheless of a truth I tell you: There were many widows
in the days of Elijah in Israel when the heaven was

shut up for three years and six months, when there
came a great famine over all the land; and to no one
of them was Elijah sent except to Sarepta of Sidon to
a widow woman. And many lepers were in Israel
at the time of Elisha, the prophet, and no one of
them was cleansed except Naaman, the Syrian.

In v. 23 Jesus states only the thoughts and the

demand of the people of Nazareth. And in v. 24, etc.,
he gives an answer to those thoughts. That is why

Luke inserts eiqre 86, “moreover, he said.” Another reason is the weight of the answer indicated by the
formula, “amen, I say to you,” which lifts the entire
answer into prominence.
“Amen" is the seal of verity, and “I say to you”
the seal of authority. “Amen” is the transliterated
Hebrew word for “truth” or “verity,” an adverbial
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accusative in the Greek which is equal to anodis‘,
“verily.” In the Hebrew it appears only at the end of
a statement or of an obligation much like our liturgical
amen. “All search in Jewish literature has not brought
to light a real analogy for the idiomatic use of the

single or of the double dwiv on the part of Jesus.”
Zahn. This refers to its use at the head of a statement.
The best one can say is that Jesus used the double

“amen” (as John has it) when he spoke in Aramaic,
and that when the synoptists changed this into Greek~
they deemed the single dpﬁv sufﬁcient for their readers.
The supposition that John’s double amen is intended to
reproduce the sound of the Aramaic words for “I say”
is unlikely and leaves unexplained why John adds the
words “I say to you” to the double amen. In the latter
all the authority of Jesus as the one who knows and
whose word is beyond question comes out. The entire
formula is always solemn and introduces only statements of great importance.
It sounds like a proverbial saying that no prophet
is acceptable (Semis as in v. 19) in his native place, and
Mark elaborates, in his own country and among his
own kin and in his own house. The nearer home, the
less acceptable, the less honored. The amen formula
lifts this common saying into special prominence 'as
intending to say: “It is surely proved once more by
you people of Nazareth among whom I grew up. You,
my townsmen, ought to be foremost in believing in me,
but no, you refuse to believe at all.”
25, 26) Ae’ is adversative: in spite of his being
unacceptable to his townsmen Jesus gives them the

following assurance. The ring of authority continues
from v. 24: “I tell you,” and also the assurance of

verity in €11" moms, “on the basis of trut .” But it
ought to be seen at once that this strong preamble is
not intended to support the historical actuality of the
two illustrations cited from the Old Testament (I

Kings 17 :8, 9; II Kings 5:1, 14) but, as in v. 24, the
genuineness of the application. of these illustrations to
the people of Nazareth. They never doubted that Elijah and Elisha had done what was recorded, but they
did not see that the deeds of these prophets in the interest of a pagan widow and a pagan general had any
bearing upon them. They thought that, as compared
‘with Capernaum to which Jesus had but recently removed (John 2:12), Jesus certainly ought to distinguish his native town Nazareth where he had grown
to his greatness with. at least equal works of power.
Jesus replies by showing by two Scriptural examples
that any claims that are based on such grounds are
most certainly not sound. Did not two of Israel’s
greatest prophets do their mightiest works in the interest of two pagan people who were not even Israelites?
What about the claims of all the starving widows in
Israel in the days of the great famine when the country
(this is the sense of 'yﬁ) had no rain for three years
and six months .(e’m’ in the sense of “up to” when
referring to time) over against the one heathen widow
up in the heathen country, in the little village of

Sarepta (Hebrew Sarephath) that belonged to the
great city of Sidon in Phoenicia? Yet God sent Elijah
to this widow alone.
James 5:17 agrees as to the length of the time of
the famine. A disagreement has been found between
these statements and I Kings 17 :1 and 18:1 by claiming that the drought ended in the third year. But the
ﬁrst passage says only “these years” and does not ﬁx
the length of time but only implies several years and

thus agrees well with 31}. And the second passage does
not say or mean “in the third year” of the drought as
some understand it but “in the third year,” which
started with Elijah’s coming to Sarepta (I Kings
17:8). So every discrepancy disappears; First Kings
does not say how long the drought lasted, Jewish tra-
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ditlon knew it to be 3; years. It may or may not be.
that 3%, as the half of 7, is symbolical; it is certainly
not regarded so in Kings or in Luke or in James.
27) The same is true with regard to Naaman.
What of the claims of all the lepers in Israel? They

belonged to Elisha’s native land. Yet he works his
mightiest work in the interest of a pagan leper of
heathen Syria! Eat, “at the time of Elisha is’ good
Greek,” R. W. P.
The argument involved in these illustrations is
overwhelming. The people of Nazareth were comparing two Galilean cities: their own town where Jesus
had actually been a native and Capernaum where he
had removed over a year ago. The examples top this
with a reference to all the widows and lepers in the
whole of Israel and one widow and one leper of pagan
lands. What is then the force of the argument? The
gifts of God’s grace, in particular the works of his.
power, are not bestowed because of nationality or outward connection of any kind. Nazareth has no claims
over against Capernaum nor, for that matter, Capernaum over against any other city. All the widows and
all the lepers in all Israel had no "claims that God
recognized over against the widow of Sarepta and
Naaman of Syria. There are no claims that coerce
God; he bestows the gifts of his grace and mercy
freely, without human merit or worthiness, yet not
arbitrarily but according to his gracious plans and
designs, in which he considers man’s need and emptiness and the hearts that make no claims at all—these
he delights to bless.
Jesus did not come to Nazareth because it was his
native city and thus had special claims on him; he had
not gone to Capernaum for any such reason. He
brought the gospel to Nazareth as he brought it to any

number of places in Galilee. Instead of receiving him
gladly Nazareth thought of its special claims, .met
Jesus with this presumption, and ended by driving

Duke 4:27-29
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him out. And thus Jesus could do no- mighty works
there “because of their unbelief” (Matthew) which
caused even Jesus to marvel (Mark). This is often
taken to mean that faith must precede miracles. But
no faith preceded in the case of the widow or that of
the general nor in many miracles that were wrought
by Jesus; in many cases faith was to follow. But it
does mean that where open unbelief and its arrogant
presumption meet Jesus nothing is left for him but
to turn away. Matt. 10 :14, 15; Acts 13 :46, 47; 28 :25-28.
28)

And they were all ﬁlled with fury in the

synagogue on hearing these things, and, having arisen,

they threw him out outside of the city and brought
him as far as the hill’s brow on which their city had
been built so as to cast him down the precipice. But
he, having gone through their midst, went on his way.
We see that the preceding events happened in the
synagogue. Instead of taking to heart what Jesus
said, dropping their presumptions, and allowing themselves to be humbled so that God might thus bless them
through Jesus they went into a rage at what they

heard. Many modern preachers would regard this as
the gravest kind of mistake on Jesus’ part. They think
it the part of wisdom to be soft and yielding toward
unbelief and presumption and never to strike it down
with the cudgel of the law. But Jesus kept causing
commotions like this, and Peter and James followed his
example (Acts 4:10, 19, 20), so did all the apostles
(Acts 5:30-32), likewise Stephen (Acts 7:51-54). The
harder the unbelief, the harder the blows it receives
from Jesus, Matt. 23 :13, etc.
29) Violent hands thrust Jesus out of the synagogue. The congregation turned into a mob and
hurried Jesus to the brow (64ap69, literally, “eyebrow”)
of the high hill on which their city had been built (past
perfect), which falls in a precipice on the far side, so
as to («I'm-e, contemplated result, R. W. P.) crowd him
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over the precipice (only one word, mmqupvtgm, from
xpmmis‘, an overhanging bank or precipice). This place

is still shown to tourists. Murder on the very Sabbath!

We cannot determine whether they chose this plan to
do away with Jesus in orderto escape the technical
guilt of murder. The whole affair stands out in abnormal hideousness even in the life of Jesus. We recall
that James the Less was pushed from the parapet of
the Temple and then dispatched on the rocks below.

The intention of the people of Nazareth foreshadows
the violent end of Jesus and thus furnishes another
reason why Luke placed this narrative in the forepart
of his Gospel.
30) Did Jesus use his miraculous power to pass
from the brow of the hill through the midst of the
murderous mob? Many deny it and think it enough
to refer to the majesty of Jesus’ person but forget that
this majesty did not deter this mob from bringing
Jesus to this precipice to kill him. And right here,
when one thrust would have done it, Jesus walks
calmly through the crowd and, altogether unmolested,
walks on his way and leaves Nazareth forever. This
sign of his miraculous might Jesus left them in order
to strike dismay into their hearts, to lead them to
repentance, if possible, to warn them of his power of

judgment if they continued obdurate. The imperfect
éropaie'ro is dramatic here at the end—Jesus proceeded
on his way! He does not run, he simply walks on and
on. Luke omits all reference to the disciples who were
present (Mark 6:1).
31) And he went down to Capernaum, a city of
Galilee. And he was engaged in teaching them on
the Sabbath. And they were in astonishment at his
teaching because his ward was in connection with
authority.
Luke follows Mark 1:21, etc., in describing a day
in Capernaum and details the same two miracles that

are reported by Mark. The fact that «at indicates no
connection of time with what precedes warns us in
regard to the connection of time in succeeding narratives. “Went down” is used because the lake lies 600
feet below sea level, and Capernaum is called a city of
Galilee because it is introduced to Theophilus who is
not conversant with the towns of Galilee; its mention
in v. 23 was only incidental. Luke writes throughout
from the standpoint of the world which is a distinction
of his Gospel. The time when Jesus came to Capernaum is indicated in a way by Mark (1:14-21).
The fact that Jesus was engaged in teaching (the
periphrastic imperfect, descriptive like the verb in
the next verse) in the local synagogue appears from
v. 33 as well as from Mark. And the fact that one

Sabbath is referred to is plain from Mark, 11‘: nip/3am
meaning “Sabbath" (v. 16) just like the singular and
just as festivals were designated by plurals. It goes
without saying that the rulers of the synagogue requested Jesus to instruct the people as they did in v. 16
by inviting him as they did the sophen‘m, the professional scribes who were learned in the law.
32) The effect of the teaching is described by
another imperfect. The verb used is very strong; the
people were struck as by a blow, émrkéo'aew, ausser sick
bri'ngen, betaeuben, “were being dumbfounded.” Matthew has used the same verb at the end of the Sermon

on the Mount. What produced this effect was the 808axﬁ
of Jesus. This word may mean the act of teaching
(active) or the doctrine taught (passive) ; C.-K., 293,
think of the latter although the manner of Jesus’

teaching cannot well be dissociated from the substance
of what he taught.
”on states the reason for this astonishment at the
teaching of Jesus. His Myoc, what he said, was coupled
with (ﬁv c’v) authority, c’foua'ia, Mark adds that it was
unlike that of the scribes. The teaching of Jesus came
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as the Word of God which was presented undiminished
in its force by the Son of God and went home with all
itspower to the astonishment of these Jews who had

never heard the like. This was no skimming of the
surface, no quoting of human authorities and basing
conclusions on them, no trivialities and useless distinctions, no arid dissertations and legal human precepts
that led to nothing. The “word” of Jesus reached the
conscience and the heart with unerring directness and
made shiningly clear the will of God and Jesus’ own
great mission. No man ever spake like this man, John
7 :46.
33) . With this description of the essentials, the
two imperfects also intimating that something is to
follow, the event is now narrated. And in the syna-

gogue there was a man having a spirit of an unclean
demon, and he yelled out with a great voi¢e: Ha!
What have we to do with thee, Jesus Nazarene?
Thou didst come to destroy us! I know thee, who
thou art, the Holy One of God.
From Mark we gather that this demoniac did not
sit in the audience until Jesus was through teaching

but burst into the synagogue with his yelling. Mark
writes c'v maﬁpan, “in connection with an unclean
spirit,” Luke uses Exaw, “having,” etc., and the unusual
turn “a spirit of an unclean demon,” the genitive being

appositional: a spirit, namely an unclean demon. The
ﬁrst miracle which Luke, the physician, reports is the
deliverance of a demoniac ; he reports others of the

same kind and agrees with Jesus as to the reality of
demoniacal possession.
There is a strong tendency among commentators,
even those of the better sort, to deny this reality as
it is presented in the Scriptures. The demoniacs are
thought to have been people who were aﬂ‘licted with
some mania, an unbalanced condition of mind, or were

perhaps lunatics or epileptics. But what is gained?

As regards the great miracles wrought upon these
persons, they remain whatever the afﬂiction under
which they suffered. These views, however, run foul

of something that is more "serious. Jesus either knew
or did not know that these were not demoniacs. If he
did not know their real condition, we have a Savior
who was as ignorant as were the people of his day. If
he did know that these were not demoniacs he acted as
if they were, and we have a Savior who could act a lie.
To say that Jesus only “accommodated himself” to the
popular opinion leaves his case under a moral stigma.
The fact is that he never lowered himself to any falsehood whatever, no matter how widely or strongly it
was held.
The Scriptures distinguish clearly between all
forms of ordinary disease and the peculiar aﬂiiction of
demoniacal possession. Jesus, for instance, addressed

the demons, and these spoke to him and often did that
in statements which the human sufferers themselves
could not have made. “It is in vain to clear away from
the Gospel narratives the devil and his demons. Such
an exegesis is opposed to the whole faith of the world
at that time. If we are now to make these statements
mean just what we please, why did no single man in
the ancient world understand them thus? Have we
become wiser? Then let us congratulate ourselves on
our wisdom; but we cannot on that account compel
these venerable writers to say what in their own time
they neither could nor would say.” Horst, Zauber-

bibliothek.
Matson, The Adversary, 177, etc., settles the question as to present-day cases, some‘of which still occur

in heathen lands: “A certain abnormal state of mind
exists, which is not insanity according to the legal

deﬁnition of the term. It is a state unaffected, so far
as science can prove, by any physical condition of the

body; on which medicine appears to have no effect, and
on which religion alone seems to exercise a beneﬁcial
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control.” Christ gave his apostles power to drive out
possessing spirits. The supposition that Jesus accommodated himself to the views of the pe0ple in order to
help these sufferers denies his omnipotent power as
the Son of God and thus brings him down to the level
of modern “healers.” Nor Can anyone show why Jesus
and his better knowledge would not enlighten at least
his chosen disciples but left them, as is supposed, under
the old delusion. What Jesus said to the seventy when
they returned to him after driving out devils also
more than establishes the reality of such terrible possession, 10 :18, etc. Compare Trench, Miracles, 160, etc.
The speech of the “spirit” shows that he is a personal being as the Scriptures teach regarding all
Wya‘m. In this ﬁrst case recorded in his Gospel Luke
calls this spirit “an unclean demon,” which predicates
that every trace of moral purity was absent, and utter
foulness had become this spirit’s nature. Rushing into
the solemn assembly in the synagogue on the Sabbath,
this man is forced to violate both the sacred time and
the place, for he yells out his objection to Jesus. Something of his devilishness appears in the strong verb
dvéxpazé, to which “with a great voice” is added. The
yelling rang through the building.
We may imagine the excitement that was caused
among the assembled people. Something strange and
uncanny that is beyond our ordinary comprehension
makes this demon seek out Jesus in public and express
what in an uncanny and supernatural way he knows

about Jesus. We should think that the demon would
drive the man away from Jesus in order to keep his

hold on him the longer. It is beyond us why the devil
rushes the man into the presence of Jesus and singles
out Jesusas he does.
34) We regard é’a as the interjection “ha !” It expresses several emotions, here indignation, as much as'
to say to Jesus; “Ha! here you are l” The question

n’ ,9,sz m2 dot; is idiomatic, literally :. “What is there for

us and for thee ?” (the ﬁrst person before the second in
the Greek). The sense is: “Get out and let us alone 1"

The plural identiﬁes this spirit with others of his kind;
he is trying to get rid of Jesus for all of them. In John

2:4 this idiom is used by Jesus when he is putting off
an implied request whereas it is here used to ward oﬁ

hostile action from Jesus, B.-P., 335, under £76.
The astounding thing is that the demoniacs always
recognize Jesus in his deity, in Matt. 8 :29 as the Son
of God, in Mark 5:7 as the Son of the Most High God,
and here as the Holy One of God. And with this knowledge of his person there goes the further superknowledge that Jesus has come to oust them from their
unholy dominion. Those who deny that evil spirits
actually took possession of human beings are compelled
to resort to unwarranted means to explain these facts.
Mental defectives and epileptics never exhibit such
phenomena of . inexplicable intelligence. It is always
plain, too, that the demon is the speaker but uses the
man's organs; the man himself is never the speaker.

We cannot see that ﬁpiv and ﬁnds refer to the demon
plus the people in the synagogue as though Jesus had
come to destroy also the latter. The demon calls Jesus
by his ordinary name “Jesus Nazarene,” which is only

the common name by which Jesus was generally known
since he had lived for so long a time in Nazareth. The
demon can hardly be asking a question with 5A0“ "A.
(our versions), either a question for information or one
that is merely rhetorical. He is stating a fact: “Thou
didst come to destroy us”; and this is said in anger in
order to blame Jesus. We see the same thing in Matt.
8 :29. ’Anoxe’aac, the effective aorist, does not mean “to
annihilate” but “to ruin” by driving the demons out
of their control of human beings, by destroying their
damnable works.
The demon yells out in a malicious way that he
knows who Jesus is, “the Holy One of God.” The demon makes this direct public declaration because he
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knows that Jesus does not want it made, but that the
peOple should discover who he really is from his words
and his works. Jesus never proclaimed that he was the
Messiah or the Son of God but let men draw this conclusion, and when they drew it in either hostile or
believing fashion he substantiated it. This is the case
even in John 4:25, 26 where all that Jesus had said
made the woman think of the Messiah, Jesus then told
her that this was he himself. So Jesus, indeed, revealed
his person as being God’s Son and the promised Messiah.

In the New Testament the believers are called 57m,
“holy ones” or “saints,” and in Ps. 106:16 Aaron is
called 37m Kuptou, “the Lord’s saint”; but in neither

Testament is a mere man called 6 Iiywc roﬁ 69:06. This is
not even a common title for the Messiah since it occurs
only in the parallel passage in Mark and in John 6 :69;
in Acts 4 :27 we have ('iycos waIs roﬁ @506, “the holy Servant of God.” “The Holy One of God” is the Son of God
whom God sanctiﬁed and sent into the world (John
10:36), who was conceived of the Holy Spirit and then
anointed by the Spirit for his holy ofﬁce, sanctiﬁed and
separated unto God for his great work. Thus ’he was
“holy,” sinless in all his life and his work, lifted above
sin and death, possessing power over both to destroy
them, and thus a terror to the demon world.
35) And Jesus rebuked him, saying, Be silent
and come out from him! And the demon, having
hurled him into the midst, came out from him, in no
way having injured him.
Not for one instant does Jesus accept the testimony
of the demon; be instantly silences him. Note the two
peremptory aorist imperatives and the absolute mastery of the commands, instant obedience beyond question follows. meow is passive, literally, “be muzzled,”
which some render like a middle, “be silent.” And on
the instant the demon is to come “away from him,” dad
instead of Mark’s ix.

Jesus is obeyed instantly: “the demon went out
from him.” The stress is on this simple statement of
the miracle. This was a display of the omnipotent
power of Jesus right in Satan’s own domain. The
raising of the dead as well as this expulsion of demons
by a single command exhibit Jesus’ pewer in the highest degree. The ﬁrst attendant circumstance is that
in going out the demOn hurled the man into the midst
of the worshippers in the synagogue with an effect

upon them that we may imagine (may, neuter participle because of '13 Satpévwv). Mark explains this by
saying that the demon convulsed him. We might suppose that this caused the man great injury, but after
Jesus spoke, the demon did not dare to injure his victim any more. He hurled him among the worshippers
‘ rather

in

order to

frighten

them

than

for

any

other reason. mighty is a neuter aorist participle but,
like verbs of doing good or harm, is followed by two
accusatives (R. 484), ane'v being that of the inner content (R. ‘482): “having injured him nothing." It is
Luke, the physician, who notes this feature of the case.
The fact that he adds this point shows not only his
medical interest but quietly informs us that he knew
all about the case apart from Mark’s record of it. It
should be plain'that Luke is not dependent on Mark
or on Matthew either even when he follows them
almost verbatim.

36) And there carne amazement on all, and they
were talking together to each other, saying, What is
this word? seeing that with authority and power he
issues orders to the unclean spirits, and they come
out. And there was going out a noise concerning him

into every place of the neighboring region.
The strong emotion expressed by odeoe (Mark uses
the verb) released itself in the question that was passed

from one to the other again and again (the descriptive
imperfect manhow) : “What is this word ?” etc., My”
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in the sense of Bede, which refers, as Mark shows, to
both the teaching and the way in which Jesus handled
the demoniac. We cannot see that an is ambiguous, or
that the choice lies between causal (our versions) and

declarative 511. The former would have to be elliptical,
and the very subject of the clause would have to .be
supplied; and the declarative idea, that the an clause

states the contents of the Myos, is still more remote.
This is the so-called consecutive an (R. 1001, where
he is sure whereas in W. P. he would have us choose
one of the other two as both making good (2) sense) :
“seeing that with authority,” etc. In view of the
authority and the power with which Jesus issues orders to the unclean spirits and they leave—what is this

Was or doctrine that they have heard?
The plural generalizes from the one case, and the
present tenses are used as they are in any general
proposition, the thing occurs in any case that may be
found. These terrible and most vicious demon spirits
yield helplessly the instant Jesus speaks. Yet, although
the people note “the authority and the power” that
are connected with (Ev). the commanding they ask only
about “this word” with which Jesus operates and do

not advance to the person in whom this authority and
this power must reside to be able to work through his
word. So these people after all fell short of apprehending what stood forth so plainly before them that
Sabbath day in their synagogue.
37) The effect of this miracle went far beyond
Capernaum. An who; is a noise (our echo) which people
hear; Mark has the counterpart 6mm; which is taken
from the act of hearing. It penetrated “into every
place (village and town) in the neighboring region”

(Galilee, Mark). This is a remark which presents
Jesus at the height of his ministry, his deeds are noised

about in all Galilee.

38)

A comparison of their accounts shows that

Luke followed neither Mark: nor Matthew in telling the

Luke 4:38
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second miracle although he, too, is brief and agrees
with them most exactly in substance. Data such as
these should be observed 'when we are told that Mark
was Luke’s authority throughout this section of the
Gospel. Luke had the oral tradition just as Mark had
'it and used it in his own free way.
Matt. 8 :14, 15 places the healing of Peter’s motherin-law immediately after the Sermon on the Mount
whereas Mark and Luke place it after the teaching in
the synagogue in Capernaum. All are correct. The

succession of events was as follows: the Sermon on the
Mount on the morning of the Sabbath; the leper healed
on the way from the mount (Matt. 8:1, etc.) ; the cen-

turion’s servant healed on entering Capernaum (Matt.
8:5, etc) ; Jesus preaches in the synagogue with the
same “authority” as he did on the mount; he delivers
the demoniac in the synagogue. Toward the close of
the Sabbath Jesus then goes to Peter’s house and heals
his mother-in-law. When the Sabbath is over at dusk,
all the additional miracles reported in Matt. 8:16;
Mark 1:32-34; and Luke 4:40, 41 occurred.
Now having arisen from the synagogue, he went
into the house of Simon. But Simon’s'mother-in-law
was in the grip of a great fever. And they made
request of him concerning her. And coming to stand
over her, he rebuked the fever, and it left her. And
at once, on having risen up, she went on serving them.

Mark writes “the house of Simon and Andrew,”
also James and John were invited. None of the narratives implies that Jesus was asked to come to the house
in order to heal Simon’s mother-in-law; the impression
is made that Jesus and James and John were asked to
dine at Simon’s house. It is thus that mention is made
of the mother-in-law, who was incapacitated because of
a fever. The periphrastic imperfect describes the continuance, and the dative is the agent with the passive:
“she was being held closely by a great fever." By add-
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ing the word “great” Luke indicates that he is a physician, for Galen divides fevers into “great” (peya’JLoL) and

“small” (ampoz). The miracle is also according to the
severity of the ailment. Luke mentions no cause of the
fever and thus leaves us without a diagnosis of the
case. By piecing together Mark (they told Jesus about
her) and Luke (they made request concerning her) we
may say that when Jesus did not see the woman he
most likely asked where she was so that they told him
of her illness and then asked him to help her.
We learn here that Peter was married, and that his
mother-in-law lived at his home. This means that her
husband was dead, and that she had no other children
and no home of her own. The father of Peter is men
tioned in Matt. 16:17 and in John 21:15, etc., but in
such a way that the impression is made that he was
dead; we never hear of Peter’s mother. 0n the basis
of I Cor. 9 :5 it is certain that Peter’s wife was living
at that time and accompanied him on his missionary
travels. All this is rather inconvenient for Catholicism
which regards Peter as the ﬁrst pope and demands

celibacy for its priests.
Clement of~ Alexandria states that Philip and Peter
begat children (c’watﬁon‘ocﬁa'awo) . He states that when
Peter’s wife was led to her death, her husband encour-

aged her' by. telling her to remember the Lord. Elsewhere a paralytic daughter of Peter is mentioned.
39) Luke tells the story most graphically by re.lating how, coming to stand over her, Jesus rebuked
the fever, and it left her; Mark does not forget that

Jesus grasped her hand. Allstate that the fever left
her. The miracle was wrought. He spoke to the fever

as he did to. the inanimate wind and to the waves and
was instantly obeyed. To speak was to express his will.
and what that will willed was instantly done. No
Weakness or lassitude was left as is always the case

when a fever subsides, for “at once” (wapaxpﬁm) she
went on to serve them, aquévcc' (inchoative‘ i‘mperfeCt) .

Luke 4:89, 40
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This verb suggests that the woman helped with the
Seiwov, the evening meal, the chief one of the day, to
which Jesus and the other two guests had been invited.
How commentators arrive at the view that Peter’s
house became the Capernaum heme of Jesus because of
the incident here recorded'is one of the exegetical mys-

teries when we have John 2: 12 and Matt. 4: 13 to tell
us that Jesus established his own home in Capernaum.
Every time Jesus is in a house in Capernaum these
commentators regard it as the house of Peter when.
unless it is otherwise indicated, it was beyond question
Jesus’ own house and home.
40) Now as the sun was setting, all as many as
had any being sick with various diseases brought
them to him. But he, having placed his hands on
each one, did heal them. Moreover, also demons
were coming out from many, yelling and saying,
Thou art the Son of God! And rehuking them, he

was not allowing them to speak because they knew
that he was the Christ.
What a wonderful evening! Matthew sees in it the
fulﬁllment of Isa. 53 :4. To say “evening having come”

would be inexact since two evenings were distinguished, one from 3 to 6 and the other from 6 onward,

and this was the Sabbath. So the setting of the sun is
mentioned, its setting ended the Sabbath rest ‘and permitted all these people to bring their sick, who were
ailing with all kinds of diseases, to the door of Peter’s
house. Mark says that the whole city came. Jesus laid
his hands on every one and healed all of them, no
matter what the disease or what its progress and its
severity were. Wholesale healing, miracle upon miracle. Yet each onereceives the healing touch. Jesus is
so kind to each poor individual. Jesus often laid his

hand or his hands on the sick but not always by any
means; the healing was not wrought by the touch but

by Jes'us’ will. The touch of the hand was merely
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symbolical of the blessing bestowed. No power ﬂowed
out from the hands and physically entered the patient.
The power was in the volition of Jesus, and the miracle
was wrought in a supernatural way.

'41) Luke turns from the aorist Eaepéweva'cv to the
descriptive imperfect e‘éripxero, “were coming out from
many,” i.e., from all the demoniacs that were brought.
These were not a few, and all came from one city. It
is remarkable that this afﬂiction was so widespread. If
only rare cases had occurred, these might have been
doubtful, but since there were so many, the trouble was
fully known in all its distinctive manifestations.
Luke, like Matthew and Mark, clearly distinguishes
the demoniacs from all the other sufferers. He does not
say that the demoniacs but that the demons yelled and

spoke and were promptly hushed by Jesus. It is remarkable that they yelled out; “Thou art the Son of
God !” as did the one mentioned in v. 34, which see for
the reason. With the descriptive imperfect eta, 'which
matches the preceding imperfect, we prOperly have the
present durative participle e’mu’pwv: in every instance
Jesus continued to rebuke and not to let them speak.
The 31!. cannot be declarative after may: “to say that
they knew” as the demon said in v. 34; this verb is not
construed with an. The connective is causal: “because
they knew.” The fact of this correct knowledge appears in every case where a demon spoke. If Jesus had
not silenced these evil spirits, they would have gone on
shouting out their knowledge of his deity and his

Messiahship. The Sonship and the Messiahship are not
identiﬁed as being synonymous as modernism claims in
order to justify its interpretation of “the Son of God.”
As the Son Jesus was “the Christ.” “The Son of‘ God"
is the person, and “the Christ” is that person in his
ofﬁce. 0n the latter see 2:11, 26; 3:15. The second
past perfect ﬂatwav is always used as an imperfect.-

Luke 4:42, 48
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Beginning with the Sermon on the Mount and ending with this wholesale healing far into the night, we
see Jesus on one of his most strenuous days. He had
many like this.
42) Now day having come, having gone out, he
went to a lonely place; and the multitudes were
seeking him, and they came up to him and tried to
keep him from going away from them. But he said
to them, Also to the other cities it is necessary for me
to preach the good news of the kingdom of God,

because for this was I sent. And he went on preaching in the synagogues of Judea.
Mark writes at greater length. It was earliest
dawn, and Jesus seems to have spent the night, which
was very short at the best, in Peter’s house instead of
going to his own home at so late an hour. Jesus got up
quietly and slipped away to a lonely place outside of
the city, where he continued in prayer (Mark). Mark
relates how Simon and those with him searched for
Jesus. Luke says this also of “the multitudes.” These
must have gathered early and found out in what direction Peter went and so also came to Jesus. What Peter
said to Jesus (Mark) was thus corroborated, namely
that all men were seeking him. Luke adds that the

crowds that came to Jesus also tried to keep him
(xarcixov, conative imperfect) from going away from
them. Note that the inﬁnitive with roﬁ is used after a
verb of hindering and thus does not indicate purpose

(R. 1089) ; and [1.1; after a verb of hindering is a “neat
Greek idiom of the redundant negative” (R., W. P.,
and 1171) .
43) But it is impossible for Jesus to accede to this
request. Ad expresses all kinds of necessity, here, as
Jesus states, the necessity of his mission: “because for
this was I sent (commissioned) ,” second passive aorist.

We have had cﬁayydioaoﬂcu, which is here the eifective
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aorist, repeatedly (1:19; 2:10; 3:18 regarding John’s
preaching, now regarding that of Jesus). The mission
of Jesus compels him to go far beyond Capernaum, and
the time for that has now come. “The kingdom of God”
is the object of the inﬁnitive; Jesus will preach this.
“The kingdom of God” is the supreme concept of

the New Testament. It is used often by Luke, a few
times by Matthew who most frequently writes “the
kingdom of the heavens.” Both mean the same thing,
the distinction is only formal. The two genitives may

be considered genitives of possession: the kingdom
which belongs to God and to the heavens. But it is hard
to keep the subjective idea out of the former: the kingdom which God rules; and the qualitative idea out of
the latter: the kingdom whose very nature is that of
heaven.
This grand Biblical concept cannot be deﬁned by
generalizing from the kingdoms of the earth. These
are only imperfect shadows of God’s kingdom. God

makes his own kingdom, and only where he is with his
power and his grace his kingdom is to be found. Earthly kingdoms, which are many and various, make their
kings, often also unmake them, and their kings are
nothing apart from what their kingdoms make them.
So we are not really subjects of God’s kingdom but
partakers of it, i.e., of God’s rule and kingship; earthly
kingdoms have only subjects. In God’s kingdom we
already now bear the title “kings unto God,” and
eventually the kingdom, raised to its 11“1 degree, shall
consist of nothing but kings in glorious array, each
having his crown, and Christ thus being “the King of
kings,” 'a kingdom of kings without a single subject.
This divine kingdom goes back to the beginning of
time and rules the world and shall so rule it till the
consummation at the end of time. All that is in the
world, even every hostile force, are made subservient
to the plans of God. The children and sons of God, as

heirs of the kingdom in whom God’s grace operates,
constitute the'kingdom in its speciﬁc sense. The kingdom is in them, they are sharing it. This kingdom is
divided by'the coming of Christ, the king, in the ﬂesh
to effect the redemption of grace by which this speciﬁc
kingdom is established among men. Hence we have the
kingdom before Christ, looking toward his coming, and
the kingdom after Christ, looking back to his coming—
the promise and the fulﬁllment to be followed by the
consummation—the kingdom as it was from Adam and
in Israel, as it is now in the Christian Church, the Una
Sancta in all the world, and as it will be at the end
forever.
“To gospel" the kingdom is to bring the rule of
God’s grace in Christ unto those who are made to hear
this gospeling, to bring it effectively for those who
hear, to turn them in repentance and faith to this
blessed rule and its King and Ruler, Christ. We thus

enter this kingdom by faith, i.e., become partakers of
it, let the full blessedness of this rule ﬁll our hearts and
our lives. And the mission of Jesus was this work of
by gospel preaching drawing men into God’s rule of
grace, which is his kingdom.
44) The periphraStic imperfect expresses duration; Jesus kept on preaching. He used the synagogues.
The verb now used is mpﬁaaav, which refers to the
mode, it is like the proclaiming of a herald; cﬁay—
ydu’tcaﬂaa refers to the substance, the good news. The
textual evidence is greatly in favor of “Judea” instead

of Galilee (which Mark has) ; but this means Judea in
the wider sense as it does in 1:5, as including all Palestine, the entire Jewish land. Jesus never went beyond
this except on a few rare occasions.

CHAPTER V
1) The view that Luke 5 :1-11 merely retells Matt.
4:18-22 and Mark 1:16-20 and only embellishes the
story by an unhistorical miracle is answered by the
simple observation that Luke relates one occurrence
and Matthew and Mark another and plainly an earlier
one. To say that Luke is describing in his own way
What Matthew and Mark describe in theirs (R., W. P.)
ignores the decisive differences. Where is the multitude pressing upon Jesus in Matthew and in Mark? It
is absent, Jesus is walking alone. In Luke the men are
out of the boats, washing their nets; in Matthew and
in Mark they are in their boats, two men hard at it
ﬁshing with a throwing net and two sitting mending
their nets. In Luke’s account Jesus preaches from one
of the boats, in Matthew’s and in Mark’s there is not
even an audience to preach to. And so the accounts
diverge in the widest way. The claim that the disciples
could not twice forsake everything fails to state why
this could not be done.
- The events differ even in their content and their
purpose. In Matthew and in Mark the four disciples
receive a formal call to enter the preparation for being
made ﬁshers of men; in Luke, where Simon is the person dealt with, he is treated as one who has already
been called and is assured that he will, indeed, catch
men with the success shown to him in the great catch
of ﬁsh when he obeyed Jesus’ word. This is the purpose
of the miracle: an ocular demonstration of the unseen

power and success of the Word. This miracle was
therefore repeated after Jesus’ resurrection (John 21:
1-14), and the repetition cannot be understood in its
import without this miracle which is recorded in Luke’s
(276)

Gospel. It was one thing to call the four apostles, it
was quite another thing to demonstrate to them the
power of the gospel they were to handle as ﬁshers of
men. And this demonstration was so necessary in view
of the Jewish and the pagan world they were to conquer that Jesus repeated it for them before he ascended
to heaven.
Now it came to pass in that the multitude was
pressing upon him and listening to the Word of God,
he, too, was standing beside the Lake of Gennesaret.
And he saw two boats standing beside the lake; but
the ﬁshermen, having stepped away from them, were
engaged in washing the nets. Now having stepped
into one of the boats, which was Simon’s, he re
quested him to put out a little from the land. And
having sat down, he continued teaching the multitudes from the boat.
' Luke’s description is so graphic that little comment

is needed. 0n éye’m-o plus a ﬁnite verb see 1:8; here,
too, it marks an important event. On c’v 7g": with the
inﬁnitive see 1:8. This is a construction that is used
often by Luke and is equal to “while.” The closely
packed crowd was pressing on Jesus while he was
speaking; they were all eager to hear.

Kai means

“also,” and the periphrastic imperfect means that Jesus
had been standing for some time, like the multitude,

beside the lake which is here called “Gennesaret” from
an angle of land by that name that bordered on the
lake. See the comment on Matt. 14 :34 and Mark 6 :53.

11an with the accusative is used with static verbs in
the Koine: “beside the lake” (also in v. 2), and the old

explanation which calls it pregnant: “came and was
thus standing beside the lake,” is out of date. The
situation was not digniﬁed at all, it was uncomfortable
for Jesus and not conducive to good hearing.
2) A remedy was found. There were two vacant
boats that had been hauled up on the shore and were
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thus “standing beside the lake.” The ﬁshermen to
whom they belonged had stepped out and were busy
washing their nets, this being the force of the imperfect Ewawov. As we learn presently, they had worked all
night, vainly, and were now cleaning the nets, Six-ma,
the term for any kind of net (oayrjvq is a dragnet; apol-

Bkéampov is a small netto be thrown on either side of
the boat).
3) So Jesus stepped into the boat that belonged to
Simon and requested him to put out a little from the
land; éwavdyw is also used nautically. Using the boat as
a pulpit, sitting as was the custom for preachers and
teachers, Jesus proceeded with his teaching as the

descriptive imperfect states.
4) But when he stopped speaking, he said to
Simon, Put out into the deep and lower your nets for
a catch! And answering, Simon said, Master, having
labored through the whole night, we took not a
thing; yet on thy utterance I will lower the nets.
A startling command indeed! What did Jesus know
about ﬁshing in contrast with an expert like Simon?
It sounded like ignorance‘for this former carpenter to
designate “the deep" as the place for making a catch of
ﬁsh and like double ignorance to ask that this effort be

made now, well on in the day, about noon. Jesus orders
this while multitudes line the shore, many of whom
were conversant with ﬁshing, who certainly would give
Peter the laugh for doing something that is so apparently irrational, really foolish, and contrary to all experience. All this must be fully appreciated in order to
understand this order of Jesus. He intended it to be an
order like that, and Peter's face must have been a study
when he heard it. 110.150) has a complementary participle

(R. 1121) as an essential part as predicate (R. 431),
and the verbs “put out” and “lower” are the ones that
are regularly used in connection with these acts when
ﬁshing.

5) Peter realizes what Jesus means. Not the deep
but the places of moderate depth are the right ones for
ﬁshing; not the broad daylight but the nighttime is the
best for ﬁshing. And he iscertainly susceptible to the
opinion of the crowds on the shore. Luke never uses
“Rabbi” but always the vocative e'ma'rd‘m as the address

to Jesus, “Master,” one standing over others. Peter has
a word for the second of the indicated considerations:
“having labored through the whole night, we took not
athing.” Jesus did not perhaps know that. Peter is not
raising an objection as though he were refusing Jesus;

he is uttering a misgiving, for he and his helpers
worked in the best places of the lake at the best time
and continued their labor many hours with absolute

failure. Jesus was asking much of Peter, and by this
word Peter shows how strongly he felt it.
Peter declares that he will obey. The emphasis is
on the phrase, which is put forward for that reason:
“on thy utterance” will I lower the nets, and ﬁﬁpa refers
to the mere speaking of Jesus. He intends to say, “The
fact that thou hast spoken commands my will.” That is
exactly what Jesus wanted: Peter was to drop everything else and to throw himself absolutely on his Lord’s
utterance alone. Yea, he was to go counter to all his
own experience, science, wisdom, reason, or what not,
including all that men might say and to hold to only
one thing, his Lord’s word. It was a great test of
genuine faith in whatever Jesus might say; on top of
that it was to be an unforgettable experience for Peter
to have absolute conﬁdence in his Lord’s word in all his
future apostolic work. And Peter’s experience is set

down for us so that in us, too, layman and preacher, it
may produce the same effect. It is thus that faith
overcomes the world, the faith that conquers by the
Word and by nothing but the Word. The weakness of
our believing and of our preaching lies in not taking
Jesus altogether at his word.
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Peter says “I will lower,” for the boat is his, and he
is in command. Jesus uses the singular “put on ” and

then the plural “lower your nets.” So from the start
Peter had his men with him in the boat, which was of
good size, for it at times carried all the disciples and
Jesus. We are not certain whether Andrew was there

too, for he is not mentioned in the entire account. Note
also the plural “nets.” These required several men to
handle them.
6) And having done this, they enclosed a great
multitude of ﬁshes; moreover, their nets began to
break. And they beckoned to their partners in the
other boat in order that, having come, - they lend a
hand. And they came and ﬁlled both the boats so
that they began to sink.
Here again the miracle is told in the simplest, most

matter-of-fact way. They followed the word of Jesus
and at once had their nets so full of ﬁsh that the nets
started to tear (inchoative imperfect). How did all.
these ﬁsh come to that most unlikely place and at-that.
altogether wrong time, and why were they so ready toenter Peter’s nets? Rationalism explains: Jesus, looking that way, saw the ﬁsh playing at a distance, and.
there was no miracle at all. The fact is that here and.
in the companion miracle recorded in John 21 Jesus
exhibits his absolute power in the domain of ordinarynature.
.
In both miracles the ethical purpose is the supreme:
one. This was an ocular demonstration of the power of
Jesus’ word. When Jesus sat in the boat teaching, thepower of what he spoke was invisible. Who could see.
that the mountains of ignorance were removed, that.
the ﬂinty hearts were made like butter by contrition,
that the new, immortal spiritual life of faith was com-ing into existence, that the frightful, crushing guilt.
and sin were blown away as far as the east is from the
west? Spiritual things are‘invisible, nobody’s eyes see.

Duke 5 36-8
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that they are wrought. Therefore even preachers often

think that their work is in vain. And how could Peter
and the apostles face Judaism and paganism with absolute assurance of victory when they had only the
Word? Here was the visible answer: the nets full of
ﬁsh caught at Jesus’ word, and at that word alone. So
the net of the gospel would become ﬁlled to the top.
These gospel ﬁshermen would most assuredly succeed.
It is essential to note “on thy utterance” and “having done this.” Any deviation from the Lord’s utterance in word or in action is fatal to success. Improve
on his Word, and you fail. Say that Jesus would today
modify his utterance, and you are trying to justify
your deviation from it. Nothing saves souls except the

Word, and that Word unchanged in any way. The
divine and saving power lies in that Word and in
nothing else.
7) When the nets began to tear and there was
danger of losing the ﬁsh, Peter and his men beckoned
their partners in the other boat, who rushed to the
rescue and ﬁlled both boats with ﬁsh so that they were
near sinking because of the load. When the Lord gives
he is never stingy. His generosity is overwhelming;
think of Cana. But this load of ﬁsh symbolizes in
advance the abounding success of the gospel, its ,allsuﬁicient pewer to catch men. ZvMapﬁdveaoaL = to take
hold together with others, and the inﬁnitive with 701':

expresses purpose (see 1:74, 77). Result is expressed
by «Ba-re with the inﬁnitive, and the present inﬁnitive
indicates something that is just beginning. The boats
simply could not have held more ﬁsh. Thus, too, there
is exempliﬁed the fact that Peter cannot do the work
alone, he must have many ps’roxoc and associates.

8)

But when Simon Peter saw it he fell down at

the knees of Jesus, saying, Go out from me because

I am a sinful man, Lord! For astonishment enveloped
him and all those with him at the catch of the ﬁshes
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which they did take together, moreover likewise also

James and John, Zebedee’s sons, who were associates with Simon.
In the excitement of making and completing the
tremendous catch Peter’s mind was taken up withthe
hurry and the work. Now that the ﬁsh are in the boats,
and that Peter sees what the Lord’s word has done, a
powerful reaction sets in. The ﬁsh ﬁlled the hold that
was constructed for this purpose in every ﬁshing boat,
which left room for the men to work the boat and thus
also a place for Jesus to sit. The fact that he was sitting is made plain by Peter’s falling down at his knees.
This was an act of deepest humiliation and abasement
coupled with worship. Peter realized the deity of Jesus.
in a way that wholly overcame him and made him feel
his utter unworthiness and nothingness in Jesus' presence. Up to this point Luke has called him by his old
name “Simon,” and he will do so in the remainder of
the narrative; but when he is describing this act Luke
calls him “Simon Peter” and adds the name that Jesus
gave him to designate the rocklike faith that would
mature in him. That faith was now showing its humble
face in Peter.
It is trivial to say that Jesus could not go out from
Peter while the boat was still well out on the lake.
What Peter meant was that he was unworthy of the
Lord’s presence in his boat, and that the Lord should
leave him when the boat would presently land. Note
the contrast which explains this action of Peter: Jesus
the “Lord,” Peter an «iv?» dpapers, an openly sinful
man—how can the two remain together? The almighty

and all-holy Lord must withdraw himself from the
sinner. A moment ago Peter said e’mard‘ra, “Master”;
now that word is not enough by far, he now says Kﬁpu:

in the sense of divine Lord as the apostles and then the
church regularly came to call Jesus. It is true, xépm
was used as a mere title of respect like our “mister” or

Luke 5 :8-10
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“sir.” But that common use is shut out here by Peter’s
action and by the contrast “sinful man.”
Other miracles had not impressed Peter so, not even
the one that had been wrought on his mother-in-law in
his own house (4 :38, 39) ; but this was a miracle that
was wrought for Peter directly in his own boat, in his
own profession, of a kind so phenomenal that it
brought home to Peter the realization that he had the
heavenly Lord in his boat, he a wretched sinner who
could not even fully trust his Lord’s command with the
implied promise and Jesus, the omnipotent Lord. One
reason why it is hard for us to understand the reaction
of Peter is that we ourselves, in our own hearts and
consciences, have perhaps never come to anything like

Peter’s realization of our utter sinfulness. We are too
liable to stand forth in the Temple like the Pharisee
rather than far back, ashamed to look up, crushed in
our bosom like the publican.
9) Peter’s action is explained (ydp) by the odpﬂos,
“amazement” (4:36) that “held him around,” i.e., enveloped him. This does not mean that he spoke without
knowing what he said like a man babbling, for that
kind of speech would have been unworthy of preservation. His words showed how the miracle impressed
Peter even as it did also the others.
10) This included James and John who, because
they are now introduced for the ﬁrst time, are called
“Zebedee’s sons,” their father being still alive; and
their relation to Peter is brought out, which shows how
they came to be involved here: they were Kowwvof, partners as in a ﬁrm with him, probably owning and oper-

ating the other boat. The péroxoz mentioned in v. 7 are
the hired men.
_
And Jesus said to Simon, Stop being afraid!

From now on men shalt thou be catching alive!
In the command to stop fearing this sinful man
Peter receives his Lord’s absolution, for Jesus pro-
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nounces absolution in many ways. In negative com-

mands the present imperative often means that an
action already begun is to stop and not to continue, R.
851, etc. The periphrastic future is necessary to express linear and continuous future action; the tense is
otherwise futuristic and prophetic, foretelling what

Peter shall do, and not volitive, telling what he will
will to do. A good deal is lost when {mypéiv is translated
only “catch”; it means “to catch alive” in contrast to
the catch of ﬁsh, all of which the catching killed. The
ﬁgurative language thus interprets itself. The gospel
never kills, yea, it saves from death, it'makes and keeps
truly alive. What a blessed calling to catch men alive!
And what a blessed condition to have been caught alive!
11) And having brought the boats down to the
land, having left everything, they followed him.
Kardym is nautical, to bring down from the high sea.

“Having left everything” (Matt. 19:17) means just
what it says: the boats, the ﬁsh, their wOrk, their
families, their homes. The idea is not that Jesus, who

gave them the ﬁsh, wanted these wasted. Did he not
have the broken pieces taken up after feeding the 5,000
and the 4,000? The hired help and likely Zebedee himself were there to attend to the sale of the ﬁsh. Jesus
left this gift for the families of the men who now followed him. Note that they followed of their own accord. Jesus issues no call as he did in Matt. 4:21, etc.,
and in Mark 1 :17. There the call drew them, here the
promise. The account deals with Simon and yet ends
with a plural which includes James and John though
nothing is said about Andrew. The hired men were
helpers and, like the multitude, were witnesses of the
miracle and of what transpired. They were to believe,
not to be apostles.
12)

And it came to pass while he was in one of

the cities, and lo, a man full of leprosy! Moreover,
having seen Jesus, after falling on his face, he beg-

Indce 5 :12
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ged of him, saying, Lord, if thou wilt, thou canst
cleanse me! And having stretched out the hand, he
touched him, saying, I will; be thou cleansed! And
immediately the leprosy went away from him.
Peter felt his total unworthiness; the same humility
is found in this leper. Luke follows this inner connection and is not concerned about the connection of time.
But we can determine it nonetheless. In 7 :1 Jesus goes
down to Capernaum after having preached the Sermon
on the Mount. In Matt. 8:2 this leper met Jesus while

he was on his way from the mount. And Luke adds
that it happened while Jesus was in one of the towns.

So the incident occurred on the Sabbath after Jesus
came from preaching the Sermon on the Mount and
was passing through a town on his way to Capernaum.
Luke omits mention of the crowds but shows his inde-

pendent knowledge by adding the remark about the
towns.

We have an instance of mi éyémo ad, the Hebraistic
idiom which comes via the LXX, the second «a! usually
being left untranslated, and in the present case the

verb that should follow is omitted. 0n c’v 7:33 with the
inﬁnitive see 1:8. The exclamation “lo, a man full of
leprosy" is dramatic—the idea that such a man should
present himself to Jesus! It is Luke alone who remarks
on the advanced stage of the disease. This indicates the
physician’s mind which notes a point like that. Matthew and Mark tell of his coming to Jesus, Luke says
only that he saw Jesus and fell on his face and then
spoke his prayer; Se'opm. is used to express any want.

The remarkable thing is not only that he addresses

Jesus as deu as Peter did in v. 8 but that his request
places his cleansing entirely into the will of Jesus.
As far as the prostration is concerned, this was
rather common among Orientals, especially when they
were asking a great boon; and “lord” was on the same
plane and often meant only as much as our respectful
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“sir.” The leper’s petition, however, reveals that his
falling on his face and his calling Jesus Képwc means
far more. It is less what he asks that reveals his attitude than the way in which he asks. He believes fully
in the power of Jesus to heal even his advanced leprosy
with a single statement: “thou canst cleanse me.”
Leprosy is always spoken of as ﬁlth. Yet the man adds:
“if thou dost will" (or “shalt will") . He is not voicing
doubt in regard to the will of Jesus but his own humble

submission to that will. He uses the condition of expectancy, édv with the subjunctive, which shows his
own hopefulness. Yet he leaves his healing to the will
of Jesus, to determine whether in his superior counsel
it be best to grant him healing.
The idea that in all his healings Jesus had touched
the sufferers, and that he would, perhaps, not touch a
leper whose touch deﬁled, is in no way indicated as
being the explanation for the word “if thou wilt.” The
man’s humble submission, his placing his own sad case
completely into the hands of Jesus just as a true child
of God must always place himself into God’s hands,
mark his faith in Jesus as being of the highest type.
And it is thus plain that a petition such as this can be
addressed only to a divine helper, to one whose will is
the very will of the all-loving and all-wise God.
This leper is willing, if Jesus so wills, to remain in
his living death. Submissive faith can go no farther.
This leper distinguishes divine temporal from divine
spiritual and eternal gifts. He knows that he is asking
only the former, which God’s wisdom and love may
withhold from us and often does while gifts such as
pardon, peace, spiritual consolation, and strength are
always freely granted since it is without question God’s
will that we have them. Who is able 'to say how this
leper came to such a faith? But his case is one that
shows clearly how the teaching of Jesus produced the
most blessed effects.

See the Bible dictionaries on leprosy, also Trench,
Miracles. The leper was accounted as one dead and was
in that sense unclean. The more do we marvel at this
leper’s boldness in making his way to the feet of Jesus
publicly. Since leprosy was incurable in those days and
in its advanced stages is still incurable in our day, we
see why Luke chose this as one of the miracles to be
placed in the forepart of his Gospel in keeping with
the program of 4 :18, 19.
13) Mark, who loves to note the emotions, notes
the compassion with which Jesus acted. This feeling
turns to action at once. Jesus does the very thing that
was doubted without hesitation: he stretched out his
hand and touched the leper; the middle of 3m» means
“to take hold of" and hence “to touch,” it is followed
by the genitive. Often, though by no means always,
Jesus touched those whom he healed (4:40). This act
and the omnipotent word accompanying it form a unit,
both are expressions of Jesus’ will. The miracle is
always wrought by the volition of his will.
The view that the touch was intended to strengthen

the leper’s faith and the further view that'his healing
depended on his faith, are unwarranted. The miracles
always depend on the will of Jesus alone. They all, of
course, intend to help create and then to encourage
faith as well in the witnesses as in the beneﬁciary. But
in quite a number of cases no faith preceded the miracle. Did the' centurion’s servant mentioned in Matt.
8 :5, etc., believe? Did the possessed believe? Dr Jairus’
daughter, or the widow’s son at Nain?
Two words, majestic and almighty, sufﬁce for the

leper: @ém, «agapt'oﬂ'qn, “I will, be thou cleansed E” This
is the only case in which Jesus utters @e’m, which reveals that his own will and power do the deed and not

a power that has merely been delegated to him for a
moment only. Others work miracles in the name and
by the power of Jesus; Jesus, God’s Son, has this
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power in himself. His deity shines out through the veil
of his ﬂesh in all his miracles, John 1:14. @e’m- is
properly the present tense, and xa0apt'0’0-q‘n,’ the decisive
aorist to express the one act of cleansing, is passive:
“be cleansed,” because Jesus is the agent.
The leprosy disappeared instantly. One moment we
see a prostrate form eaten up with leprosy, the next
moment a form that is as healthy and sound as any

man present. The brevity with which the astounding
fact is recorded should be noted; throughout the Gospels the mighty miracles are recorded in this way. That
is one of the plain evidences of inspiration. No ordinary writer of any age, if left to himself, would be
satisﬁed to state just the fact and nothing more. God
guided the minds and the hands of the Gospel writers.
The ﬂesh that was eaten away, the ﬁnger and the toe
joints that had dropped 011‘, the raw sores that were
spreading over the body were instantly restored and
whole. All modern “healing” fades into nothing beside
this omnipotent deed of Jesus. Luke, too, notes the
immediateness of the healing and the completeness—
the leprosy gone away.
14) And he charged him to tell no one; but,
having, gone, show thyself to the priest and bring
the oﬂ’ering concerning thy cleansing as Moses
directed, for witness for them.
Mark is again the one that brings out the sternness
and the severity with which Jesus charged the healed
leper. First tender compassion, then sharp demand.
Why this charge? It cannot be for the reason that
Jesus wanted the man to be silent in order that the
miracle should not become known, which view overlooks Matthew who reports that crowds witnessed this
miracle. It is unwarranted to say that Jesus did not
want to be known as a worker of miracles—why did he
then do so many? The moral condition of the man
cannot be the reason why Jesus sealed his lips and

even rushed him off (Mark). This haste and this stern
order have only one explanation: the news as to how
this man got rid of his leprosy was not to reach the
priests in Jerusalem until they had in all due legal form
pronounced him clean of leprosy. The priest to whom
the man presents himself is not to know this man’s
story until afterward.
It is unwarranted to state that the leper might
present himself for examination to a priest anywhere, in this case right at Nazareth where a number of
priests are said to have resided at this time. The procedure as it is described in Lev. 14:1, etc., required

that the examining priest receive the man’s offering,
which required a week. What a priest at Nazareth
might determine as 'to the man’s physical condition
could not count with the priest who was ofﬁciating in
the Temple at' Jerusalem. Note the oratio vam'ata
which changes from the indirect, “to tell no one,” to
the direct, “show thyself,” etc.

The priest referred to is the one who would be
ofﬁciating at Jerusalem, and the ﬁrst act on the part of
the priest on the day the man presents himself consists
of the physical examination plus the offering of two
live birds, etc., and the ceremonies connected with
them, Lev. 14 :2-8. The second act follows on the seventh and the eighth days, the offering of two lambs,
etc., or, in the case of poverty, one, plus the ceremonies

mentioned in v. 9-32. The ﬁrst act restored the leper
to the people, the second to his religious prerogatives
in the Temple worship. These were not, however,
thankofferings; they were, ﬁrst of all, symbolical of
physical cleansing (the birds, etc.) and secondly, sac-

riﬁcial for spiritual cleansing (the lambs, etc.) as a
'
trespass and sin offering.
Jesus thus orders this man to carry out the cere-

monial requirements in due form “just as Moses directed” and thus to have himself ofﬁcially reinstated as
being clean of leprosy. Jesus has not come to destroy
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but to fulﬁll the law and the prophets (Matt. 5:17),
and by his order to the leper whom he had healed he
fulﬁlls the law of Moses in the present case. This helps
to explain the ﬁnal phrase “for witness for them.”
AI’rrois is to be understood ad sensum, R. 683. It does

not refer to the multitudes who witnessed the miracle,
for Luke makes no mention of them. The antecedent
cannot be drawn from Mam; for this means nobody at
all. It is to be drawn from «5 zepez, “the priest,” who
represents the class in the capital city that is hostile to
Jesus. To them Jesus sends this man as a living testimony. Jesus, who has been away from Jerusalem for a
long time, sends them this man, who for eight days is
to be a silent preacher to them, a living witness of his
gracious will and power, and also of his reverence for
the law of Moses while it is still in force. When they
ﬁnally learn this man’s story after they themselves
have ofﬁcially pronounced him clean they will have a
new testimony regarding the Messiah whom they reject, a testimony that is backed by their own ﬁnding.
15) But more the report concerning him kept
spreading, and great crowds kept coming together to
hear and to be healed from their ills. But he himself
kept .going quietly to lonely places and praying.
Luke says nothing about the man’s disobedience to
Jesus, his making a great to-do everywhere about his

healing. And, in fact, the man alone was not to blame
for the Myos‘ or report about Jesus spreading more and
more. In 4:43 Jesus still feels called to visit the various cities with the news of the kingdom, but he could
now no longer openly enter a city (Mark) because, as
Luke pictures it, great crowds kept gathering to hear

his preaching as well as to have their sick healed. We
thus see how great the excitement about Jesus had
grown.
16) As far as Jesus himself (aimis) was concemed, two more imperfects .(these periphrastic) de-

scribe what he kept doing (iterative). At every opportunity he would slip quietly and secretly (bani in the
participle) away from these crowds and would be
praying. We catch a glimpse of the soul life of Jesus,
his frequent communing with God in lonely places
while men were clamoring for him. Nothing carried
him away; popular faVor and demand did not excite
him; he prayed many a prayer for the souls of these
crowds and for their entrance intothe kingdom (4:43).
17) And it came to pass in one of the days
that he was engaged in teaching; and there were
sitting Pharisees and law teachers who had come
out of every village of Galilee and of Judea and
of Jerusalem; and the Lord’s power was there for
him to he healing.
Here again Luke is indeﬁnite. He mentions no place
and speciﬁes the time only as “in one of the days,” i.e.,
of Jesus’ labors and journeyings. Jesus is at Capernaum in his own home after returning by boat from
Gadaritis where he was asked to leave (Matt. 9:1).
Luke’s idea in placing this narrative here is to tell of
another meek and humble person who received both
bodily and spiritual help from Jesus. As he was sitting
in his own house Jesus was engaged in teaching; the
periphrastic imperfect at once describes and indicates
that he was busy for some time. A second periphrastic
imperfect carries the description forward and describes the peculiar audience that was sitting and
listening to Jesus.
The Pharisees were the Jewish sect or party which
laid utmost stress on the strictest outward observance
of the law, which included the rabbinical traditions
and regulations that professed to build a formidable
protecting hedge about the law. They were utterly self-

righteous and cultivated a hollow formalism that was
ostentatious to a degree, especially in observing cere-

monies, fastings, almsgiving, long prayers, tithes, etc.
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Jesus exposes them as being arrant hypocrites. The
scribes, who are here called “law teachers,” were the
professional students of the law (Old Testament) and
were admitted to the fraternity after due examination.
They were the experts and authorities in the exposition of the law, and the most prominent Of their number were members of the Sanhedrin (Matt. 2:3). Most
of the scribes were also Pharisees, but the bulk of the
latter were not scribes; note how they are distin-

guished in v. 21.
The remarkable fact is that these were not local
men but, as Luke states it in the popular way, “from
every village of Galilee and Judea and Jerusalem.” He
names “Jerusalem” only as a city from which some of
these men came and not as a territory that had villages.
In 4:43 Jesus himself goes to the cities, in 5:15 the
crowds pursue Jesus and he seeks to ﬁnd time away

from them, but we see here that even the authoritative
population throughout all Palestine, including the central seat of the nation, was thoroughly aroused by the
activity of Jesus; and as by a concerted movement
many of these important men had travelled to Capernaum where they knew that Jesus had his home, and
where they were sure to encounter him. Their hostile

attitude is apparent from the start, and Luke presents
his ﬁrst narrative that exhibits this hostility. These
men listen with only critical ears and watch with only
critical eyes and are ready to take up anything they
deem contrary to the law and to make a formal charge _
of it.
A third descriptive imperfect completes the pic-

ture: “and the Lord’s power was there for him to be
healing.” The unarticulated Képm, as the ﬁrst chapters
in Luke show, denotes Yahweh, and this genitive is

enough to make 8.5mm decidedly deﬁnite as there is
only one “Lord’s power” or omnipotence. In sic 16 with
the inﬁnitive we have result (not purpose), which

looks to the remarkable healing that is now to be
described; for this meaning see R. 1090 and still better
B.-D. 402, 2. The reading is aérév, which is simply the
subject of the inﬁnitive (R. 490, etc., calls it the accusative of general reference) in what is commonly called
the accusative with the inﬁnitive construction. Airrév
refers to Jesus: “for him to be healing,” present tense,
descriptive like all the imperfects in this verse and
pertinent to the one healing that follows. Though the

house was ﬁlled to such an extent by unbelievers, the
power of Jehovah, in which Jesus wrought to heal and

thus to help men, was ready to manifest itself miraculously to the confounding of these hostile men. A most
notable occasion now presented itself.
18)

And lo, men bearing on a bed a man who

had been paralyzed, and they were seeking to bear
him in and to place him before him. And not having
found in what way they might bring him in because
of the multitude, having gone upon the housetop,

through the tiles they let down him with his little
bed into the midst in front of Jesus.
Luke gives evidence of his independent information
and tells the story in his own independent way. He
exclaims because these men (Manner) carry a man
(Mensch) who had been paralyzed—the exclamation
is justiﬁed in view of what follows. Some refer to
Hippocrates, Galen, and other medical ancients to prove

that when he writes “had been paralyzed” Luke uses
the technical term for this ailment whereas Mark who
writes “paralytic” is said to use the vernacular term;

but we doubt the validity of this distinction—what
noun would Galen, etc., have used? Mark’s, of course.
The imperfect c‘bﬁa-ovv describes the fruitless effort and
hints at the further outcome.
19) Mark tells us that there were four men, and
that they found no way to bring the sick man into the
house because of the multitude. Since he was para-
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lyzed, one side of the man’s body was helpless so that
he could not walk, and in order to get him to Jesus he
had to be'carried to him on his bed, which required

suﬂicient rooin to do this. The fact that a crowd ﬁlled
the place is mentioned 'to explain why the men could
not get their burden into the house. Hoias (feminine
because of 6805) is the genitive of place (B.-D. 186, 1)
and is completely stereotyped; and eiaeve'yxwmv is the
deliberative subjunctive (R. 1044). Not discOuraged,
these men carry their awkward burden onto the so“,
the housetop, and let the man on his bed through the
tiles into the very midst of the crowd and in front of

Jesus. In v. 18 KMW, means “bed” on which one reclines; but mm’b‘wv is the diminutive, “little bed,” which
explains its size as being one that made it possible to
let it down. In Palestine the houses are built of stone
with a ﬂat roof, on which in many cases the so-called
upper room was built; a stairway usually leads up to it
from the outside. The men were able to ﬁnd out just
where Jesus was standing and so made their opening
in the roof at the proper place.
Because we know so little about those old houses,
the critics declare the whole thing impossible or, admitting its actuality, think of it in a strange way.
Mark has received the account from Peter who was
present, Matthew and Luke had received it from other
eyewitnesses. The entire proceeding is so unique in
every way that any invention of the facts and even any
embellishment of lesser facts are certainly excluded;
Philosophizings that the thing could not be done are

unrewarding effort; and objections that something
would fall down on the heads of those below are untenable because nothing did fall down. Luke speaks of
“the tiles” that covered the roof, and Mark says that
the men uncovered the roof and dug it up. If we could
tell just how that roof was constructed, in particular
how the tiles were supported and laid, we should have

no difﬁculty whatever. The impression is made that
the roof received no damage, the tiles being easy to
replace. But the use of a ladder on the outside, up
which the paralytic was carried, is based on insufﬁcient
evidence. The idea of a lid that covered an opening in
the roof is shut out by the fact that Luke refers to tiles.
20) Success has crowned persistence and inventiveness. And when Jesus saw their faith he said,
Man, dismissed for thee have been thy sins!

The faith that Jesus saw was certainly visible
enough. It was more than the ordinary faith which
sought help of Jesus: it was faith strong, persistent,
inventive enough to discover the most unusual way of
placing the sick man before Jesus. Why “their” faith
should exclude faith on the part of the paralytic, as
some assert, is hard to see. Surely, his friends did not
bring him against his will, and he must have consented
to the risky business of being lowered through the roof.
It is true, Jesus healed some who had no faith at the
moment of their healing and waited for faith to follow
the healing. But it is surprising to ﬁnd the commentators denying this man faith and yet letting Jesus remit
his sins. Where in all the Scriptures is remission ever
obtained without faith? Moreover, so many commentators have the view that faith must always precede
healing. But in this instance they silently contradict
themselves—this man they claim had no faith, only his
four carriers had it—and yet we see that he was healed.
Instead of ruling out the faith of the paralytic, we

must place his faith ahead of that of his friends. They
may have had faith only in the power of Jesus to heal
miraculously because they had seen him do this. But
this paralytic felt that he suffered from a greater ailment than paralysis; he came to Jesus with the burden

of his sins.
Not a word is uttered by either the paralytic or his
friends. All the hearers were certainly dumb- with
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astonishment. But more eloquent than words is the
prostrate form that is lowered to the feet of Jesus

through the ceiling, which interrupts his teaching in

the packed house. As a true xap8¢oyvu3me Jesus sees all
that is involved in this sufferer’s case and also all that
it will mean for the present assembly and for all future
time. First the soul, then the body. Jesus ﬁrst absolves
this suﬁerer’s soul. Men saw the bodily affliction, Jesus
saw the guilt and the repentance in the man’s heart.
According to Matthew, Jesus prefaced the absolution

with the word “cheer up.” He took away gloom and
placed high and happy expectation in its stead. The
Aramaic form of address that Jesus used is variously
translated by the synoptists: “child,” “son,” or just
“man” (Mensch) by Luke. Luke apparently lays no
special stress on the term, hence he translates it by so
general a term.
And now the mighty word of release: “Dismissed

for thee are thy sins l" This is the Doric yet very common passive perfect d¢éwwaL (R. 315) with its strong
present connotation: “have been and now stand dismissed.” This is the d¢em9, “dismissal" or “remission”
that is fully explained in 1:77, which see. Only God is
able to send our sins away from us so that we are
forever rid of them and even he cannot ﬁnd them. The
view that the agent back of this passive verb is God to
the exclusion of Jesus is manifestly wrong. The entire
narrative that follows rests on the fact that Jesus forgives the paralytic’s sins.

The healing that follows.

furnishes the clearest evidence for the deity of Jesus:
as God he forgives sins and proves it by this miracle.
The conclusion is rather hasty that this man’s ailment was the direct result of his sinful life. Great
harm can be done to paralytics and others by drawing
such a conclusion in so general a way. Paralysis is also
very common among people who live the most careful

Christian lives. In John 5 :14 we havea case of sin and

sickness interlocked, but we are told so; in John 9 :3 the
case is entirely different. As regards this paralytic we
are to assume only that his paralysis brought all his
ordinary sinfulness to mind just as every sickness and
misfortune tell us that we are, indeed, nothing but
miserable sinners. To assume more in this case would
require a plain intimation in the text. The Christian
rule of charity holds good also in exegesis, namely that
we should not make any man out worse than we can help.

21)

And the scribes and the Pharisees began to

reason, saying: Who is this fellow who speaks blasphemies? Who can dismiss sins except God alone?
For the ﬁrst time Luke shows us the strong opposi-

tion that had arisen against Jesus. In John’s Gospel it
is traced from its beginning; we see it here when it is
already fully developed. Luke names two classes by
using two articles; these “scribes” objected as scribes
(law teachers, v. 17), as expertly knowing what blas-

phemy was from their study of the law; and these
Pharisees, some of whom were also scribes, men who

were exceedingly scrupulous about the observance of
the law and horriﬁed at such a ﬂagrant and rank
transgression of it as being blasphemy. But they are

cowards and keep silence instead of jumping up and
rending their garments, tearing their tunics open a
span down from the neck; and this failure to act also
makes them hypocrites, a vice for which they were
also otherwise widely known.
05109 is derogatory, “this fellow,” and “blasphemies” is plural, a deduction that if Jesus spoke one he
would speak more blasphemies. These men had learned
well from their Old Testament that God alone is able to
remit sins. Their mistake was that they considered
Jesus a mere man in spite of all the evidence to the
contrary. To be sure, for a mere man to pretend to

remit sins would be one of the worst forms of blasphemy. The thought of these men is a syllogism: God-
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alone can forgive sins; this man pretends to forgive
sins; ergo, he blasphemes. They rejoiced inwardly, for
they certainly had a clear case against Jesus.
22) But Jesus, having realized their reasonings,
answering said to them: What are you reasoning in
your hearts? Which is the easier? To say, Dismissed
for thee have been thy sins? or to say, Arise and be
walking? But in order that you may see that the
Son of man has authority on the earth to dismiss sins
(he said to the one having been paralyzed), To thee
I say, arise, and, having taken up thy little bed, be
going to thy home! ‘And at once, having stood up‘
before them, having taken up whereon he was lying,

he went away to his house glorifying God.
Mark says that Jesus “realized in his spirit” what
the Jews thought in their hearts; Luke only that he
“realized”; but Matthew that “he saw,” which explains

the matter. He did not merely read the expression on
the faces but knew by supernatural insight what went
on. in these hostile hearts, see John 2:24, 25. As his
ofﬁce and work required Jesus used his divine attributes, but not beyond that. With stunning directness
Jesus confronts these Jews with their own thoughts.
He thus gave them evidence that he was not a mere
man who was arrogating divine prerogatives to himself

in a blasphemous manner. The ﬁrst question is directed
to the consciences of these Jews: “Whatare you reasoning in your hearts ‘2” Matt. 9 :4 is more precise: “For
what purpose (zva-n’) are you thinking. wicked thoughts

in your hearts ?” The inner motives are the vicious
factors, and they are the ones that make the intellect
think certain things.

23)

Jesus tells them how they ought to reason

with honest motives and minds. “Which is the easier?”
to pronounce eﬁective absolution or to pronounce effec-

tive healing of this paralytic? The two £11:er are aorists
to denote a single eﬂ‘ective. statement. The point is that

both are an cinezv. Jesus even quotes what the two
sayings are by repeating the one from v. 20 and adding
the other: “Arise (one'act, aorist) and be walking

(present, durative) .” Both words evidently require the
identical authority of God. No other answer is possible.
As God alone can remit sins, so he alone can restore a
paralytic on the instant. This is how these scribes and
Pharisees should reason in their hearts, they would
then reason reasonably not only in form but in fact

and would arrive at the correct answer to the question
concerning the real nature of Jesus.
24) Jesus waits for no reply, for the correct reply
is self-evident. He continues in the same breath: “But
in order that you may see,” etc., and heals the paralytic
before their very eyes. The Eva clause is construed ad
sensum with what Jesus says to the paralytic. The
parenthesis: “he said to the one having been paralyzed,” is inserted in order to show that Jesus turned
from the Jews to the sick man. Because all three synoptists have this parenthesis, R. 1203 thinks that they
must have drawn this entire narrative from a common
older document; others have used this reasoning. But
why make so much of one verbal agreement and omit

others that are equally exact? And how dispose of the
verbal difference and of the special matter in the narrative? The story of the paralytic is reproduced by the
three writers in independent ways from the oral account of it that was handed down by the original ,wit-

nesses. As ,far as the parenthesis is concerned, it is
almost necessary that it be retained as introducing the

words addressed to the paralytic.
Jesus has done the one act, forgiven the paralytic’s
sins. The effect of this act is invisible—no one saw the
sins piled upon the man’s soul, and no man saw that
mass of sin vanish into nothingness from his soul.
Jesus now follows with a second act, he heals the para-

lytic with a word. The effect is this time instantly
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visible to all: they see the man rise up, take up his
pallet, and walk away, not only free of paralysis, but
restored to full health and strength, all in an instant,
all by one word. The act which the eyes are able to see
proves the reality of the other act which no eyes can

see. As the one is wrought by the ééovaZa, “the authority,” “the right and might” of him who is God, so is the
other. For both are not done in the name of another
but by Jesus in his own person, by the exousia, that
resides in himself. “In order that you may see” in an
ocular demonstration is thus fulﬁlled to the very letter
—a second miracle of'this kind (v. 1-11). 20E M34» is

emphatic; Eyapm is the aorist imperative, and apae the
aorist participle to express momentary actions whereas

wropeﬁov is the present imperative to indicate the longer
action of going home. Three short, sharp commands,

and a terrible disease is blown away and the body made
sound and whole.
We here meet in Luke’s Gospel the title which Jesus
gave himself and used so constantly: “the Son of man.”
Though monographs have been written on it, and every
commentator has given it much space, no unanimity

has been reached as to its meaning and as to its source.
It is used only by Jesus himself save in John 12 :34 and
in Acts 7 :56 which reﬂects Matt. 26:64. So much is
beyond question: the title was coined by Jesus himself,
was unknown before, and did not come to be used in the
church until quite late, and is even now used only in a

limited way. Jesus always used it as the subject or as
the object, always in the third person, never as a predicate. He is fully conscious that he is the Son of man,
yet he never says: “I am the Son of man.” The title

reads 5 via; ‘roﬁ dvapu'nrov with two Greek articles, which is
quite distinct from “a son of man,” i.e., a human being.
There is a mystery in the title, which is still felt today
as we read the record of its use by Jesus in the Gospels;

Luke 5 :24
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it is clearly evident also in the questions of Jesus
recorded in Matt-16 :13, etc.
“Of man,” never the plural “of men,” is generic;
not descended from some man but having the nature of
man, a son of mankind. The fact that the human nature of Christ is thus expressed is beyond question. But
“the Son of man” lifts this one man out from among
all men as being one who bears this human nature in a
way in which no other man bears it, who is, indeed,
true man and yet is more than man, who is also 6 v7.5;
706 6:05 1'05 (ﬁrms, “the Son of the living God.” This, 1300,

is. clear from the mighty acts that are attributed to
“the Son of man,” acts that are inﬁnitely greater than
are possible to man. Two of them are recorded in this

very narrative.
Hence “the Son of man” is not merely “the ideal
man,” homo Ka-r’ éﬁoxﬁv, the ﬂower of our race, toward

whom all creation tended, and the like, but “the Word
made ﬂesh,” the Son aaapxos become Evaapxoe, who joined
our human nature to his divine nature, the Son of God

who assumed our human ﬂesh and blood. In the use
that Jesus makes of this title two lines of thought
converge: the one is lowliness, suffering, etc.; the other
greatness, power, exaltation far above men. We at
once see how eminently the title ﬁts Jesus during his

earthly sojourn (it is used ﬁrst in connection with
Nathanael, John 1:51). To give it an exclusively escha-

tological sense because it is also used in connection with
the consummation is to generalize from a fraction of
the facts instead of from all of them.
Whence does Jesus derive this title? The answer is,
from Dan. 7 :13, 14 (which read). Efforts are made by
von Hofmann, C.-K., Zahn, etc., to reduce “one like the
Son of man” in Daniel to a symbolical ﬁgure. (like
the “beasts” in the previous verses) which pictures
Israel. But the very words of Daniel rebel against such
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an interpretation. The Hebrew kt, as, “like," is stressed
to mean that this image only resembled a man but was
not a man, which overlooks Rev. 1113; 14:14, where
this very “like” is carefully retained in using the
Daniel passage, and where the reference is to Christ.
Again in Matt. 24:30 and 26 :64 the Son of man comes
in the clouds—exactly as he does in Daniel's descrip—
tion. God alone uses the clouds .as his vehicle, hence
“one like the Son of man” is divine. Yet when Daniel
sees him “like the Son of man," this, without saying in
so many words that “he is man,” clearly intimates that
the grand person described is also man. See the thorough exegesis of Keil in Biblischer Commenter ueber
den Propheten Daniel, 197, etc., 228, etc.

The explanation that Jesus drew the title from the
general references of the Old Testament to the bane
’adam or been ’adam, Aramaic bar enash, “children of
men,” “child of man,” and that only in this general
sense are Dan. 7 :13 and Pa. 8:5 a source, does not go
far enough.

How from such ordinary terms, which

denote only men as men, a title could be derived which
denotes the one unique man who is the very Son of God
is diﬂicult to conceive. Some scientiﬁc efforts go back
to Iran and to Persian sources, to the eschatological
notion-that the ﬁrst man, deiﬁed, will return at the end
and. bring the divine kingdom. But Jesus surely did not
derive his knowledge of himself from a pagan source.
Dan. 7:13, 14 pictures the Messiah. Yet the Jews
had drawn no title for the Messiah from this passage.
This Jesus himself did. When he kept using this title,
it seemed strange, and he was asked: “Who is this Son
of man ‘1” John’ 12 :34. Hence also no political ideas
could attach themselves to this title. That was the
trouble with the title “Messiah,” which Jesus avoided
for this very reason and used only in John 4 :26. The
universality stands- out in Daniel’s descriptidn'; he who
is like the Son of man rules all people, nations, etc., in

Luke 5 :24, 25
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an everlasting kingdom and judges all the world. By the
use of this new title Jesus denationalized his Messiahship and his Kingship and lifted them above all narrow
Jewish conceptions—he was the Redeemer of all men.
The term is eschatological in Daniel; Jesus uses it
in the same way in Matt. 24:30 and 26:64, and this is
done also in the Revelation passages. But this Judge
at the great consummation cannot be the judge only
then, his work must reach back through the entire
process of redemption, the consummation of which is
the ﬁnal judgment. Jesus very properly thus expands
the title and applies it to his person in the days of his
humiliation. No man is able to determine what Aramaic expression Jesus used for “the Son of man,” and
the search in Jewish literature is pedantic and hope-

less. The references in the Book of Enoch, even if the
sections concerned are genuine, are barren. The surmise that, since Jesus spoke also Greek, as for instance
to Pilate, he may himself have employed the Greek 6

vi)»: 701': dvopu'nrov, may be correct although the Gospels,
Revelation, and Acts are wholly suﬂicient as far as we
are concerned.
The title “the Son of man” is especially in place in
the present connection over against the Pharisees and

scribes who refused to see anything but a mere man in
Jesus. Authority (right and power) to remit sins “on
the eart " during the era of grace is exactly what

comports with “the Son of man.” To bring to us and to
make our own this remission Jesus had come on his
great mission as “the Son‘ of man.”

25)

The "result of Jesus’ word follows instantly;

The paralytic arises, picks up his pallet, and walks out

and away to his house before the eyes of all. Four men
had had to carry and bring .him to Jesus as he was

lying on his bed; he himself now walks off with that
bed. Luke adds signiﬁcantly “before them.” Jesus told
them that they should see, and they saw indeed. The
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two subsidiary actions are stated by aorist participles,
“having stood up” and “having picked up.” Instead of
repeating “little bed” Luke uses the relative clause with
the imperfect “was lying” when brought in. The aorist
drama: is constative by including in one the entire act
of going away to his house; in Mark “he went out'
before them all” makes the aorist punctiliar to express
the single act of going out 'in front of the people.
“Glorifying God” puts into terse form the effect produced upon the man’s heart. The object of Jesus was
attained by this man’s glorifying God.
26) And amazement "seized all, and they went
on glorifying God and were ﬁlled with fear, saying,
We saw incredible things today.
Nothing is said about the effect produced on the
Pharisees and scribes. This silence on the part of all
the evangelists is signiﬁcant. They had come to spy

upon Jesus, to ﬁnd something fatal against him, and
thought that they had caught him in nothing less than
blasphemy. Jesus gave them something to see and to
hear, something that made the thought of blasphemy
vanish completely, something that should have turned

their hearts from hatred to faith in Jesus and to praise
of God. But their obduracy continued in spite of all

that Jesus did to break it. It even grew more pronounced because they had been frustrated in their evil
intention.
Mark and Luke say only “all,” but Matthew says

who these are, the Exact, the multitudes who saw and
heard the man and got the story from others. Luke
records the ecstasy and the fear, Mark only the former

by means of a verb, and Matthew only the latter.
' 'Eko'raa'u: means something out of place and is not lit-

erally “amazement” though it is so translated for want
of a more exact term; Robertson translates “an ecstasy

of wonder.” The aorist Ekaﬂcv means that amazement
came suddenly, “seized” them all.

Luke 5:26
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The imperfect “they went on glorifying God” shows
what the amazement started, viz., continuous praise of

God. Men “glorify” God, not by increasing his glory—
an impossible idea—but by recognizing some one or
more of his glorious attributes and acknowledging
them as belonging to God. The aorist “they were ﬁlled
with fear” is like the seizure with amazement, it was
something that came suddenly. We need not say that
fear and amazement occurred simultaneously in the
same persons. This fear was the reaction in their
hearts that was due to the consciousness of sin and was
in this instance aroused not only by the act of Jesus in
forgiving the sins of the paralytic but even more by the

realization that Jesus appeared as God by thus remitting sins. Something of the deity in him came over
them. The miracle of healing, by which the remission
was sealed as being actual, only deepened the feeling of
fear. They had something of the experience of Peter
that is recorded in v. 8.
All three synoptists report different words of praise
as spoken by the people. Matthew says that they glorified God who gave such authority to men, namely
through Jesus; they borrow the term esovm’a from
Jesus; Mark says that never at any time did they see
the like (thus) and, like Luke, refers to “that you may
see” occurring in v. 24. Luke writes: “We saw incred-

ible things today,” wapdSoﬁa, contrary to (wapd) received
opinion (866a), hence such as no one would believe
without absolute proof. The three expressions used by
the three evangelists may be the utterances of three

different persons, besides whom others in the crowds
expressed themselves in a still different way. That is
one of the many indications that the writers did not
follow some document, for they would then have reported these expressions of praise in a similar form or
at least in forms that have the same meaning. The

solution is that the oral tradition transmitted various
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expressions of praise, and each writer made his own
selection. We may easily imagine how this praise and
acknowledging of God in Jesus must have affected the
Pharisees and scribes. The common people were coming to see the truth to which their prominent leaders
were more than blind. It has often been so, and not
merely in religious matters. It is an encouragement for
ordinary people to follow their own honest impressions
and not to yield to the perverse dictations of a false
leadership.
27) And after these things he went out and
observed a publican, by name Levi, sitting at his tax
ofﬁce, and said to him, Be following me! And having
left behind everything after having arisen, he began
to follow him.
Here Luke for the ﬁrst time links one narrative to
the other, namely by means Of the words “after these
things.” Mark 2:13, 14 gives us more light on this
connection. After healing the paralytic Jesus left his
home, went out to the shore of the lake, taught there,
and on returning passed Levi’s tax ofﬁce. On publicans
see 3:12. According to the location of this tax ofﬁce it
is supposed that Levi was a collector of the port, a
custom’s oﬂicer who took the tax on goods that moved
in and out on the caravan and on the boat route. “Levi”
was his Aramaic name, he was “the son of Alphaeus”
(Mark), according to his own statement “a man called
Matthew,” which indicates that this Hebrew name was
an added one. When he came to use the latter by which
we know him best we cannot say. The view that Jesus
changed his name from Levi to Matthew is without
evidence.
Jesus “observed" this publican, éoeéaam, viewed him
as he was busy- with his work, sitting in his tax ofﬁce
or, we may say, customhouse. All the'synoptists have

the expression ivri 76 «MW, literally “on the toll-buying
place,” as though this were a ﬁxed phrase. Jesus presa

Duke~~~5‘:27-‘29
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ently called to the man: “Be following me!”—just this
and nothing more. The present imperative calls for
constant, permanent following. There is a good deal
back of this brief invitation. Levi must have had
decisive personal contact with Jesus prior to this call,
but nothing is said about it anywhere. The call to attach himself permanently to Jesus involved no small
ﬁnancial loss, yet it made good that loss with inﬁnite
spiritual gain. If Levi had remained just a publican,
who would have known about him today, who would
have blessed his name? But Levi, the apostle, who
wrote the ﬁrst Gospel is known the world over, and his
Gospel still makes many rich. It seems that Levi was
the last of the Twelve to be called. The fact that one of
them should come from the despised class of the publicans is highly signiﬁcant. A hundred and ﬁfty years
later Celsus reviled the Christians because their Master made “infamous men, publicans and sailors most
wicked,” his pupils.
28) We need not imagine that Levi was alone,
that he at once got up and walked out of his ofﬁce,
leaving accounts, money, etc.,‘ behind without even
closing the door. Jesus wanted no such following. This
tax ofﬁce was important because it handled a volume of
business at the entry to Capernaum. Matthew either
had a number of clerks in the ofﬁce or was himself
under a superior. As the others (v. 11) left their boats

and the ﬁsh in good hands, so did Matthew. The point
is that he gave up his position and income at once, and
did it, of course, in an orderly way.

The imperfect

indicative corresponds with the durative imperative in
its durative and here inchoative force: “Be following—
he began following.”
29) And Levi made a great reception for him
in his house; and there was a large crowd of publicans and of others who were reclining at table in
company with them.
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Levi is the host, and the reception and feast take
place in Levi’s house. Luke’s account is so plain that
all debate regarding Matthew and Mark on these points
should cease. It was a 80x15 that Levi arranged, and
afmﬁ conveys the thought that it was arranged in honor
of Jesus. Instead of feeling sorry at leaving his wellpaying business and acting as though he was making a
sacriﬁce for Jesus, Levi feels the opposite way, like
celebrating the event of his call by Jesus. He must
have had wealth to own a house that was ample enough
to accommodate such a crowd at a feast and to arrange
such a 80x1; (from Se’xopat, to receive).
Here was a great crowd of publicans, all of the
same type as Levi, despised by the public, social outcasts who were classed with harlots and the like. Luke
says only that “others” were also there and indicates
the type of these in v. 30. They, too, were people who
were disreputable in public opinion, were outside the
Jewish pale (John 9:24, etc.), and who, like the publicans, were, indeed, living lives that were contrary to
the divine law. At a reception such as this no women
were, of course, present. The Jews followed the Oriental custom of reclining at meals. Broad couches were
provided, each of which was large enough to accommo-

date several persons; each person lay on his left side,
resting on the elbow and taking the food with his
right hand.
Mer’ m’nav, “in company with them,” means with
Levi and Jesus; Matthew and Mark mention the presence of the other disciples.

What a picture: Jesus

dining with all these disreputable sinners! Lest we
draw the hasty conclusion that Christians in general

and Christian pastors in particular are warranted in
associating freely with men of the type here indicated,
let us note well that these publicans and sinners knew
exactly why they had been invited to this reception,

Luke 5 :29, 80
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namely that Jesus might free them from their sins and
bring them to lead different lives. They had no illusions such as that Jesus was justifying them and
making himself one with them. It was Jesus who had
complete control of the situation and kept control while

doing his necessary and blessed work upon them. This
was no mere social gathering in which Jesus tried to

win the favor of these men by associating with them.
This is something that is quite the opposite of being
drawn into questionable company in which we stoop
to the low level of those present and allow them to use
us for their purpose. Levi’s dinner is sometimes called
“a farewell feast to his associates,” but without good
reason. Levi’s intention is rather the opposite. He
does not want to bid farewell to these publicans and
sinners but wants them to join him in the new life to
which Jesus had brought him.
30) And there started to grumble the Pharisees
and their scribes at his disciples, saying, For what
reason are you eating and drinking in company with
the publicans and sinners?
They started to grumble (inchoative imperfect)
which intimates that they were presently hushed. Note
the two articles as denoting two classes: “the Phar-

isees and the scribes of them” (some scribes belonged
to the Sadducees), each group objecting in its particular way; the use of one article combines those men-

tioned into one group, “the publicans and sinners,”

ampmxoa’, which is used with reference to open and
gross sinners who were known to everybody as such.
We meet these objectors in v. 17. They have gathered

from all quarters to see with their own eyes the wicked
things that Jesus was doing, to spy upon him, and to
seek to fasten some fatal crime upon him. In v. 21 they

thought that they had caught Jesus in blasphemy, but
they were mistaken in their assumption. They saw
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the large company of disreputables gathering at Levi’s
house. They would, of course, not think of entering
the place, for that would have contaminated them.
They hovered outside until the guests came out and
then assailed the disciples, for despite all their hostility to Jesus they never show any real courage to
face him on the issues they feel constrained to raiSe.
Matthew and Mark report that the objection was
raised against Jesus and his eating with these outcasts
whereas Luke states that the objection was raised
against the disciples and their eating and drinking
with such men. Both forms of objection were no doubt
raised: the disciples were assailed on account of Jesus
and also on account of themselves, for they were certainly also guilty. The translation “why” is not speciﬁc
enough for Sam’, which asks for the ground on which
the disciples’ action is based; zvan’ would ask for the
purpose and the aim of the action. On what ground
could the disciples base their action and that of Jesus?
Let us at once say that the Pharisees had apparent
justiﬁcation for their question. Superﬁcially considered, here were birds of a feather ﬂocking together.
Tell' me with whom you associate, and I will tell you
who you are. But in this case such superﬁcial judgment did not apply, for it was known in the whole land
what the work of Jesus was. Only by ignoring that

could these Pharisees raise such an objection. And
they therefore received their crushing answer with
due promptness.
31) And answering Jesus said to them (on the
combination see 1 :19) : No need have those who are
in good health of a physician, but they that are ill.

I have not come to call righteous men but sinners to
repentance.

Jesus perhaps saw the Pharisees and scribes questioning his disciples and thus stepped up to give the
answer. We do not know whether the disciples at-

tempted a reply. Jesus himself promptly answers these
men. - His reply is axiomatic and as such unanswerable.

It is an argumentum ad hominem in form and answers
them on the basis of their own admitted premises.
They imagined that they were of {:yuivoms, “those
sound, well, healthy”; and they certainly looked upon

these publicans and sinners as
that are ill,” the verb zxm with an
in the sense of “to be.” On this
course of Jesus is fully justiﬁed.

at Kaxés Exams, “those
adverb is always used
their own ﬁnding the
A physician is for the

sick, not for the healthy. It would be ridiculous and
wrong for a doctor to keep away from his patients. It

is his very business to deal with the sick in order to
cure them, though always without contaminating him-

self. So the great mission of Jesus was to seek and to
save the lost. He is the divine Earpéc or Physician: “I
am the Lord that healeth thee,” Exod. 15 :26. We know
his power and his remedies. These Pharisees and
scribes, however, refuse his healing ministrations and
delude themselves that all is well with them. In their
heartlessness they would let those whom they themselves call sick, so sick that they have given up trying

to ' heal them, perish utterly. Their guilt is double,
their own disease twofold.
32) Mark and Luke omit the admonition: “But go
and learn what this means, Mercy I want and not sacriﬁce.” But all three evangelists record: “I have not
come to call righteous men but sinners,” and Luke adds

“to repentance” (pm-(imam, explained at length in 3:3).
For the ﬁgurative language about the sick and the

physician (which is used that it might be retained in
the memory) Jesus now substitutes the literal. He still
continues the argumentum ad hominem. He takes these

scribes at their own estimate of themselves that they
are, indeed, “righteous men.” Then they do not, of
course, need Jesus with his call to repentance. His
business is only with “sinners,” the unrighteous, to
give them the true righteousness, the means for which
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is the call that works repentance. But the very way

in which the argument is put shatters the supposition
that these Pharisees and scribes were really Sixaun, able
to stand before God’s judgment bar (compare 1 :6, 17) .
In 16 :15 Jesus tells the Pharisees: “Ye are they which
justify yourselves before men.”
Aimee is always forensic. Those who are truly
righteous have God’s verdict in their favor; they are ‘

acquitted from all guilt and pronounced just. These
men are not righteous in this sense but only in the
sense that they usurped the judge’s throne and pronounced themselves just even as criminals to this day
call themselves quite innocent. Jesus makes these men
feel that their claim to righteousness shuts their
mouths when they complain about the help Jesus is
offering to unrighteous sinners, whom they only despised. And it is thus that the hollowness of their own
claim becomes apparent. Could they really be righteous, i. e., before God’s judgment bar, when they knew
no mercy for sinners and railed at the merciful Physician who labored among those who, according to these
Pharisees themselves, so sorely needed his help? We
thus see how this reply of Jesus to these Pharisees and
their scribes was a masterful eifort to reach their conscience and heart, for they were even worse sinners

than those Whom they despised.

'

In the Gospels the verb xaAezv has the sense of “to

invite,” namely with the power of grace which kindles
faith and attaches to Jesus. Thus used, many are called
but few chosen. In the epistles xaAeZu and the cognate
terms have a narrower sense: “to invite effectively”
so that acceptance is included. In the statement of
Jesus the aorist xaAe’mu is the proper tense: Jesus makes
his invitation to these sinners complete in every way
and leaves nothing undone.
33) But they said to him, The disciples of John
fast often and make petitions for themselves; like-

Luke 5 :85"
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wise also those of the Pharisees; but thine keep
eating and drinking.
Jesus and his disciples had just come from the feast
in Levi’s house, and this seems to have occurred on a
day when the disciples of John thought that they had
to fast, and likewise “those of the Pharisees”. i.e.,
“their scribes” in v. 30, including, of course, the Pharisees themselves (Matthew and Mark). They were fasting and, as the present tenses show, making it a regular

practice; John’s disciples, as Luke alone adds, combined
the offering up of Mom, petitions or requests for themselves, with their fasts; and “thine,” oi «oi, merrily go
on eating and drinking as if no obligation rested upon
them. The question is raised only with regard to the
disciples of Jesus, and nothing is said about Jesus himself. This is again (v. 30) that reluctance to attack
Jesus in person although the matter involves him
primarily. From Matthew we learn that only the disciples‘ of John came to Jesus with this question, but
the Pharisees were also present. Luke’s oz 845’ is not explicit, hence the parties are named in the question itself, and no pronoun is used for either. The Baptist
himself was in prison (3:19). Such of his disciples as
remained faithful to him were left to themselves. We
see some of them in touch with Jesus here.

Matthew and Mark have a question that asks for
the reason whereas Luke has a simple statement of the

apparently contradictory facts but with the force of a
question that demands an explanation for this contrary
practice with the assumption that the disciples of Jesus
seem certainly to be wrong. Yet the statement is not

prompted by hostility but rather by great perplexity.
The only fasting that was demanded by the law was

practiced on the Day of Atonement (Lev. 23:27, etc.).
Of their own accord the Pharisees fasted twice in the
week in their pretense of holiness; Matt. 6 :16; Luke
18:12. They are mentioned by the disciples of John
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only as also being present and as being given 'to regular
fasting.
The Baptist’s stern call to repentance would naturally go together with fasting although none of the
evangelists has preserved the exact teaching of the
Baptist on this point. All that we can gather is that
he had allowed his disciples to go on with the practice.
of fasting. By not asking his own disciples to fast
Jesus, of course, in no way contradicts the law. We
see from Matt. 6 :17 that he was by no means opposed
to fasting as such when it was done for the proper
purpose and in the proper way. Note that in their
perplexity John’s disciples come to Jesus himself in a
frank way and do not do as the Pharisees, go to the

disciples with their accusation (v. 30). They ask for
enlightenment; the Pharisees and their scribes want
to discredit Jesus.
34)

But Jesus said to them: Certainly you can-

not make the sons of the bridal-hall do fasting while
the bridegroom is in their company? But the days
shall come; and when the bridegroom shall be taken

from them, then they shall fast in those days.
The interrogative particle mi assumes a negative
answer as self-evident: “you certainly cannot,” etc.

Hocﬁaat is the aorist to denote the whole act, and
mmcéew is the present to indicate the course of fasting.
The év 43 is temporal, “while,” R. 978. In a very simple
and even kindly way Jesus describes the present condition of his disciples to the followers of John. With

his question, which is introduced with M, he leaves
the whole question to them. They would certainly not

make the bridal party do a course of fasting (present
inﬁnite) right in the bridal-hall, while the wedding is

still in full progress and the bridegroom still present?
Surely, nobody would or even could (BﬁvaaOe) do such
an outrageous. thing. The disciples of Jesus are at
present like men at a wedding, yea, like “the sons of

Luke 5:34, 35
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the bridal-hall,” die Hochzez'tsgesellen, the bride-

grooin’s close friends who are in charge of all the wedding arrangements, Edersheim, The Life and Times of

Jesus the Messiah, I, 354, etc.; 663, etc. We stop with
the relation here sketched and do not bring in the bride
or other essentials of a Jewish wedding. Jesus is pictured by this bridegroom. The imagery of a wedding
in full progress, the groom still surrounded by his
chosen friends, is so happy and joyful that no man
would decree a course of fasting for them. No one
fasts at a wedding, to say nothing of the main participants.

Jesus does not regard fasting as a mechanical arrangement that is merely set for ﬁxed days. As such
it is valueless. To fast or not to fast is determined by
the conditions in which God’s children ﬁnd themselves.

35)

The application of this ﬁgurative language

to the present condition of Jesus and his disciples becomes plainer by means of the prophecy concerning

the future. This, apart from 2:34, etc., is Luke’s ﬁrst
reference to the violent death of Jesus; yet Jesus must
have referred to his death already in previous statements. “But the days shall come” is elliptical and thus
sinister in what these days suggest—days in which it

will be just as impossible not to fast. We regard «at
as explicative and almost equal to “namely.” Others
would have it introduce the Nachsatz like’the Hebrew
1"; but the following statement only explains what is
meant by the coming days. One eXplanation is that the
clause: “But the days shall come" is broken, dramatically tragic, and thus allows «a! to take up the calmer
explanation.
The aorist passive dwapOﬁ (&¢a¢,oém) refers to the one
act of taking away by means of the violent death of

Jesus and in a sinister way hides the agent or the
agents involved. “The bridegroom” still~ keeps the wed-

ding ﬁgure, but tragedy now invades the bridal-hall:
the bridegroom is murdered. “In those days” the dis-
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ciples shall indeed fast, and no one will need to ,pre—
scribe a fast for them. Luke alone has the plural “in
those days,” but it is evidently to be understood in the
same sense as Mark’s singular “in that day” (Matthew
has no equivalent phrase). Whether the phrase refers
only to the days of deep gloom between the cruciﬁxion
and the resurrection or extends also to other days of

distress, persecutions, and even executions and thus
to fasting days that still occur for us at intervals, is.
hard to decide. The latter cannot be based on Luke’s
plural alone, for all three evangelists have the plural

“days shall come.” '
36) Moreover, he went on to speak also a
parable to them, No one, having torn a patch from a
new robe, fastens it on an old robe; otherwise he
both tears the new, and the patch from the new
will not match the old.

More than the ﬁgure of the bridegroom contains
must be added regarding this question about fasting,
for this question is only a small part of a far greater
subject. Hence in order to understand fully why the
disciples of Jesus are not fasting'at present, also how
they will come to fast in a way that is totally diﬁerent
from that of the Pharisees, Jesus explains that what
he brings cannot, like a mere patch, be fastened to an
old, outworn garment, nor be conﬁned in old, dried-out
wineskins, and that men who are used to old ways always incline to prefer them to the new. 'EAc'yc 8e’ is

merely to introduce what is summed up in Kat wapaﬂokév.
And was aerate makes it certain that these three ﬁgurative statements were spoken in front of Levi’s house
after the feast, the disciples, some of John’s disciples,
and Pharisees and scribes being gathered there.
Luke presents the ﬁrst comparison in a slightly
fuller form than Matthew and Mark do; he adds a bad
effect on the new to the bad effect on the old garment.
Jesus is not a foolish woman, who in order to save an

old robe that has gotten a big hole, tears a patch oﬁ'
a new garment and sews thatton it. After a negative
sentence a 82 p.157: emphasizes the negation: wenn aber
nicht also, “but if not indeed,” i.e., otherwise, it is an
elliptical protasis. Whoever acts to the contrary gets

two bad results: he improves neither the new nor the
old (m’ . . . mi). “He both tears the new, and the
patch from the new will not match the old.” Luke has

this additional point about tearing the new robe and
having it in that condition; Matthew and Mark say
nothing about the origin of the patch. The subject of

owupumfca is “the patch from the new,” for the verb is
intransitive and cannot have the person here involved
as its object. But “will not match” does not refer to
color; it refers to the difference in the goods, one is
strong and new, the other old and fragile, so that the
two will not hold together, and, as Matthew and Mark
say, the rent in the old robe will be only the worse.
Jesus is uttering a great principle in ﬁgurative language, the one on which he acts and is training his
disciples to act. John's disciples were perplexed when
they saw Jesus and his disciples acting on this prin-

ciple, for they did not understand what the principle
was, or how true and genuine it was. The old robe is
the Judaism of that period, namely what the scribes
and Pharisees had made of it with their doctrine and
their practice, all the old formalism, outward observance, and false righteousness (Matt. 5 :20). It was
useless to try to patch this with a bit of the teaching
and the practice of Jesus. The two do not match the

texture, the old hole will only become bigger because
of that patch. It only damages the doctrine and the
practice of' the new covenant to tear any portion Out of
them for such a useless and hopeless purpose. That is
no way in which to use the new robe. Let it be, wear
it, throw the old one away! The doctrine of grace and
faith and the life that springs from them cannot combine, even in a small part, with Pharisaic Judaism, in
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either its ancient or its more modernistic form. Drop
works, take the robe of Christ’s righteousness!
37)

And no one puts new wine into old wine-

skins; otherwise the wine will burst the wineskins
and itself be spilled out, and the wineskins will he
lost. But new wine is to he put into fresh wineskins.
This second illustration completes the thought. It
will do damage to, combine even a little of the new
with the old; it will do even more damage to try to
combine all the new with the old. And the damage will
again ruin boththe new and the old, only do so more
completely. In this respect the thought of the two illustrations is parallel. But conserving the old robe is the
main point in the ﬁrst illustration and conserving the
new wine in the second—neither of which results are
attained, only double damage results in each case. The
two form a pair, each is the complement of the other.
A wineskin was a goatskin that had been removed
without slitting it; the openings at the feet and the
tail were closed, leaving the neck as the mouth. In
Palestine and in Damascus we saw these skins still
being used by water-carriers, many ﬁlled them from
the

cisterns under the

sprinkled the walks.

Temple area,

and

others

When it is fresh, the skin

stretches to a degree, but when it is old it becomes stiff
and bursts quickly under pressure. People therefore

never put new wine, which still ferments and Causes
pressure, into old, dried-out skins. The result would
be disastrous, for the skins would burst and thus be
lost and henceforth be useless, and the wine would
be spilled out and thus also be lost. Note V669, “new"
as not having existed before and hence ﬁtting the
wine; Kamis‘ is “new” over against “old" or archaic and
.is rendered “fresh” when it refers to wineskins.
Jesus is not a foolish person who tries to combine
the old Pharisaic ways with the glorious new doctrine
of grace and faith and by this folly completely ruins

Luke 5 :88, 39
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both with a result that is even worse than if he had
combined the old ways with a scrap of the new doctrine. Nor does Jesus want others to attempt this folly.
38) The new wine “is to be put” into fresh wineskins. That is both 'good sense and good proﬁt. Cast
ad the old Pharisaism with all its ways; take only, the
new ways of life that ﬁt the new doctrine. The use of

the verbal ﬂAm-éov—the only one ending in reoc in the
New Testament—lends a literary touch. It is used
impersonally and leaves the agent unexpressed and is
transitive With olvov W6]! as its object (R. 1097, and
W. P.) ; being impersonal, it is active.
These illustrations have often. been misapplied. Because Christ’s teaching is now old, modernistic thinkers
have compared it to the old, dried-out wineskins and
state that it is no longer to be combined with the new
religious concepts that they advance. So they call for
new moral codes and standards, new “categories of
thought,” new conceptions of sin and righteousness,
new visions of God, etc. They are wrong in two respects: their new ideas are not new, and the teaching
of Christ is still as new, true, and glorious as it was
in the days when he walked on earth. The ancient
Pharisaism has changed only its name; the verities
which Jesus taught are still verities and will be nothing less until the end of time. And so the word of
Jesus applies to modernism the other way around.
Jesus’ teaching and morals are not old and worn-out,
but modernism has for many a century been outworn.

39)

Luke alone has this last illustration. And

no one after drinking old wants new, for he says,
The old is good enough.

We may take ,0»;sz in the sense of serving well or,
after the analogy of'the personal use, as mild, the sense
is the same. A comparison with wine is used because
of the previous illustration. It has been said that there
is a touch of humor in this illustration. The point lies
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in the fact that people are- wedded to the old because
of habit, because the old is old. Of all places in the

world this is especially true of the Oriént. So Jesus
expected this reluctance to change. It is not Jesus

who calls the old wine “good enough,” but he that
drank it. A lot of old wine is decidedly bad because it
has not been prepared properly; age is one thing, excellence with age quite another. So Jesus is not excusing the Pharisees and the disciples of John for clinging to their practices of fasting and other old observances. Jesus is pointing out to these men in what their
diﬂiculty consists: they just do not care to change. And
he gently tells them that they ought to abandon the old
and rejoice in the new. Sour old wine is an abomina-

tion, praise it as a man will; the sweet new wine of
Jesus remains sweet forever, it is changeless in its
purity and excellence, beyond the praise of even those
who realize this.

”CHAPTER Vl
While Jesus was speaking these things in front of
Matthew’s house, Jairus came to him (Matt. 9:18);

but Luke does not record the story of Jairus 'until
8:41. He does the reverse with the plucking of the
grain, which occurred some time after the appointment
of the Twelve (Matt. 12:1, etc.), but which Luke inserts at this place. His order is again not chronolog-

ical. Like Mark, he breaks the «mists as the evangelist
John is reported by his pupil Papias to have said of

Mark. Luke presents another attack of the Pharisees
upon Jesus who is now and again in v. 6, etc., charged
with breaking the Sabbath law, which was a severe
charge indeed in the eyes of the Jews.

1)

And it came to pass on a Sabbath that he

was passing through the grain, and his disciples began plucking the ears and eating them after having

rubbed them with their hands.
Only in the parallel passage in Mark (2 :23) and

in Luke’s writings does éye’mo occur with the accusative
and the inﬁnitive, and this used as the subject (R. 393;
1043). The point of note is the fact that what occurred
took place “on the Sabbat .” The fact that the disciples were hungry (Matthew) is a minor matter and
is, of course, no excuse as regards breaking the law.

The time of this occurrence is certainly determined by
the condition of the grain, which was ripe enough to

be rubbed out “with the 'hands,” dative of means, R.
533. It was April, shortly after the Passover, a year
before Jesus’ death. For some reason Jesus was walking “through grain,” i. e., on a path between two
adjoining grainﬁelds or leading through a single ﬁeld.
In the most natural way the hungry disciples began
to pluck (inchoative imperfect) the ears and to eat the
(321)
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grain after rubbing it out with their hands. Deut.
23:25 permitted plucking a few ears in a neighbor’s
ﬁeld.
The problem as to whether we ought to retain

Smepovrmimp after e‘v a'aﬂﬂdrq) or not belongs to the specialists in text criticism; but they are divided in their
opinions. This word does not appear elsewhere in
Greek literature, and B.-D. says that its meaning is not
clear; B.-P. charges that it was dropped from the texts
because nobody knew what it meant and surmises that
it was a technical term in the Jewish calendar; others

labor to put a meaning into this “second-ﬁrst” (R. V.
margin) by counting in some way from a ﬁxed Jewish
date yet without attaining anything like certainty (see
Stellhorn, Kurzgefasstes Woerterbuch) . What these
efforts labor to obtain is already clear from the condition of the grain, namely that it was a Sabbath in
April. R., W. P., has a hypothesis as to how this unheard-of word came to be coined and got into the text:
some scribe wrote “ﬁrst” in the margin because a
second Sabbath story follows; another noticed the Sabbath story in 4:31 and therefore wrote “second” in
the margin; and a third put the two together and
coined this odd compound that now taxes the learning
of the learned.

2)

And some of the Pharisees said, Why are you

doing what is not lawful to do on the Sabbath?
Because of 5:17 and 30 Luke now writes “some”
of the Pharisees (see 5:17 on this sect) so that Theophilus may know that not an those previously mentioned are referred to, they were perhaps not the same
ones at all. These enemies were still dogging Jesus’
footsteps. In Matthew and in Mark Jesus is charged
because of the action of his disciples, in Luke the disciples are accused because of their own action, and
the charge is indeed raised against both. Matthew hasa declaration, Mark and Luke a “why” question. The

question is put with the idea that no legitimate answer
can be given; but both a declaration and a question
may have been voiced as several of the Pharisees spoke.
They act as though they were outraged by what they
see, but they are inwardly delighted to have a sure case
of actual unlawfulness against Jesus. Anything the

disciples did with Jesus’ silent consent was regarded
as being done also by him. They were after him and
cared little about the disciples.
With 3 of»: 56:07: they charge a breach of the law,
namely of Exod. 20:10 which is illustrated by Exod.
16 :22 but as these passages were interpreted by the
Patres Traditionum: He who reaps the very least on
the Sabbath is chargeable; and to pluck ears is a species
of reaping. And whoever breaks off anything from its
stalk is chargeable under the speciﬁcation of reaping.
The works which make a man chargeable with stoning
and death, if he does them presumptuously, or with a
sacriﬁce, if he sins ignorantly, are either generic or
derivative. Thirty-nine of the generic kind are enumerated : to plow, to sow, to reap, to bind sheaves, to thresh,
to winnow, to grind, to pound to powder, etc.; to shear
sheep, to dye wool, etc.; and the derivatives are of the
same class and likeness: furrowing==plowing, cutting
up vegetables=grinding, plucking ears==reaping. The
issue was thus not regarding eating the grain but
regarding the plucking and the rubbing with the hands
-this on the Sabbath, the Greek plural and the singular (v. 1) are used in the same sense.
These Pharisees tolerate no excuse whatever. They
see only the law as they read it and this plain transgression, and hence their verdict is guilty. Jesus as-

sumes full responsibility for what his disciples are
doing although he himself has plucked no ears. In the
other charges about the Sabbath it was always the
same: with his own hands Jesus did nothing on which
the Jews could pounce. This gave Jesus the tactical
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advantage of defending others, not himself, and of

compelling the Pharisees to raise the question about
the real principle at issue: “Is it or is it not lawful?”
instead of passionately assailing his person. The law

itself was the issue, and what men did were only illustrations for or against it. This was wisdom and mastery. On this point Jesus was agreed with the Phar-

isees, that he had to keep the Jewish ceremonial law
and dared not break it.
3) And answering them Jesus said: Did you not
even read this that David did when he was hungry
and those being with him? how he went into the
House of God and, having taken the showbread, did
eat and did give also to those with him, which it is
not lawful to eat save on the part of the priests
alone? And he went on to say to them that lord
is the Son of man of the Sabbath.
A writer may use the aorist elm-e when he wants to
note only the fact of speaking, but he uses am, the
imperfect, when he is picturing the speaking (Sehilderwng cine?- gehaltenen Rede) B.-D. 329, which explains
the change from the use of one word in v. 3 to that of
another in v. 5; on “answering” see 1:19. Jesus lays

his ﬁnger on the real trouble with these Pharisees:
too much reading of rabbinical law, not enough of
divine law. They have only a fractional View of what
the Scriptures say by stressing one or two passages
only and by failing to combine all the passages on the

subject—a frequently found fault to this day. The
Pharisees had, of course, read I Sam. 21 but had failed
to note how this chapter interprets Exod. 20:10. We
need not think that David’s need was so great that he
and his companions were starving; they were very
hungry, and that was enough.
4) What 'did David do in his need? He went “into
the House of God,” which does not, however, mean into
the Holy Place or Sanctuary of the Tabernacle but into

lake 6:4
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the courts, where he might freely go; compare Ps. 122.

The apm fis' ﬂowers“, “the breads of the setting forth,”
are the showbreads. There were twelve of them, each.
was made with about 6}, pounds of ﬂour, and they
were set forth in two rows on a gold-covered table in.
the Holy Place every Sabbath day; when they were
removed they were to be eaten only by the priests, ,Lev.
24:5-9. The bread that David received was not that
which was at the time lying in the Holy Place but some
that had been removed after serving its sacred purpose.
Luke omits the name of the high priest who permitted
David’s act as not being necessary for Theophilus. The
whole responsibility rests on David: “he did eat, and

he did give.” In v. 3 oz pg-r' aﬁm’: 6m: substantivizes the
participle whereas in v. 4 the phrase alone is made a
substantive.

Jesus assumes that the Pharisees agree with him
that David did right in taking, eating, and giving this
showbread to others. Yet the law reserved this sacred
bread only for the priests. The Pharisees had used
aim zéecm, and Jesus repeats this their own term: oil:

01’»: é’éw-n ¢ay¢2v ”A. It was God’s own law that made
it, “unlawful” for anyone but priests to eat this bread
and not merely a rabbinical dictum such as the Pharisees brought against Jesus to condemn the plucking
of a few ears of grain. Jesus overtops the charge of
' the Pharisees. .He proves by David’s own example that

even the divine ceremonial law was not intended to
be absolute in its application. The rabbinical reﬁnements are left entirely behind as being unworthy of
notice. God cares more for the proper spiritual condition of the heart than for the outward observance of
his own ceremonial regulations. The argument is thus
overwhelming. David’s hunger sets aside even a divine
regulation; shall not the hunger of the disciples set

aside mere rabbinical notions that lack all binding
forCe to begin with?
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5) Matthew reports a second refutation of the
Pharisees: the priests who serve in the very Temple
of God violate the ceremonial law of the Sabbath rest
by the hard work they do in butchering the sacriﬁcial
animals, and this work is prescribed even by God himself. Mark records the great saying that the Sabbath
came to be on account of man, not man on account of

the Sabbath. But Luke is content with Jesus’ last word
which is indicated as such by mt {Aqua
The entire ceremonial law, all the forms of Jewish
worship, in particular also the Sabbath with its divine
regulations, were given to Israel by God, not as
Elohim, but as Yahweh, as part of the great plan of
salvation to be wrought out by the Messiah. The Sabbath was part of the preparation that was to ﬁt Israel
for its coming Savior. Hence not as the essential Son
but as the God-man Jesus was mipm, which is, therefore, also placed ﬁrst. He who as “lord” thus stood at
the top of all these laws and institutions was now here
to honor and to fulﬁll all that they meant (Matt. 5:17).
For this reason he calls himself “the Son of man" (see
5:24), he who is man and yet more than man, the
incarnate Son, the Messiah. He who with the Father
and the Spirit as Yahweh had himself instituted the
Sabbath with its religious Observances for man’s beneﬁt was now here to honor the Sabbath and to do this.
by fulﬁlling the divine Sabbath law. He was the very
last to let his disciples fall into any violation of the
Sabbath.
The idea that “lord of the Sabbath” means that he
is so superior to the Sabbath that he can do what he
pleases with the Sabbath or on the Sabbath, or let his
disciples do what is contrary to the divine Sabbath law,
is just about the opposite of what Jesus means. Jesus
was under the law (Gal. 4 :4) to fulﬁll it for us, which
included the ceremonial law and thus also the Sabbath
law. He observed this law during his entire life faith-

fully. The Sabbath desecrations with which the Jews
charged him were contradictions only of the man-made
Pharisaical regulations that Were contrary to the divine
law. But in the Son of man and in his fulﬁllment the
whole ceremonial law would attain its divinely intended
purpose and would thus eventually fall away as being
no longer needed. This would come about with the
death and the resurrection of the Son of man. The
new covenant without ceremonies would then supersede the old with its ceremonies. Thus the Jewish

Sabbath and all the sacriﬁces plus even the Temple
would disappear and be abrogated. It is, however,
unwarranted to think that Jesus was already abrogating the Jewish Sabbath, Temple, etc. The Christian

Sunday still lay in the future. After Pentecost, and led
by the Spirit, the apostles and the church would in perfect Christian liberty choose a day for the {thine public
worship, but not as another law or Sabbath but only
as a free expression of their desire to use the Word
in public as the Lord bade them and unitedly and- in
proper order to worship the Lord. Col. 2:16, 17;
Concordia Triglotta 91, §§ 57-60. To call the Christian
Sunday “the Sabbath” is to give it a wrong and a misleading name, to mix Judaism and Christianity, and to
introduce a false and dangerous legalism into the observance of Sunday.
6) The ﬁrst clash regarding Sabbath observance
(v. 1-5) is soon followed by a second, and all the synoptists relate these two in this succession. Now it came
to pass on another Sabbath that he went into the synagogue and was teaching. And there was 'a man there,
and his hand, the right, was withered. But the scribes

and the Pharisees were watching him covertly, for
themselves, whether he will heal on the Sabbath, in
order that they may ﬁnd how to be accusing him.
Luke follows independent information as we see at
various points in his narrative. He points to the fact
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that this was “another” Sabbath, with which Matthew
(12 :9) agrees who states that Jesus left the place

where the disciples had plucked the ears of grain. None
of the synoptists indicate to, what town he went; he
followed his usual custom, he went into the synagogue
of the place when the Sabbath came (aorist inﬁnitive
to indicate the momentary act) and was teaching there
(present inﬁnitive to express the longer act) ; on éyg'mo
with the accusative and the inﬁnitive see v. 1.
In the audience there was “a man,” an ordinary
individual like the rest and yet distinct from all the
rest, for his right hand was withered, Luke, like Mat-

thew, unlike Mark, uses only the adjective sypa. Note
that 1', Segui is added with a separate article after the
pessessive pronoun, which makes it like an apposition
and like a climax (R. 776). The fact that Luke alone
mentions “the right” is usually attributed to his being
a physician, but it is Mark who is proﬁcient in details
of such a nature. 'Luke notes that it was the right hand
because its atrophie'd condition meant a greater loss to
the man than if it had been his left hand. This should
be noted: a hand that was withered, whose muscles
and nerves were dried up, implied some injury of long
standing which had gradually produced this sad and
hopeless result. It is beyond human skill to restore
such a hand.

7)

The imperfect wapcrqpoﬁwo implies that this

watching continued all the while that Jesus was teaching (8135.07:ch is also durative), and the middle voice
that they did this for themselves, for the evil purpose

expressed in the {ya clause, and mp6, “on the side,”
“covertly,” so that no one should notice what they were
doing. See 5 :17 on the scribes and Pharisees. In 6:1
only “some of the Pharisees” were mentioned to show
that they were not the same ones that were mentioned

in 5:17, 30; and so in the present narrative “the
scribes and the Pharisees” are again different persons,
but, like all of their sect. they are hostile to Jesus.

The indirect discourse, “whether he will heal on
the Sabbath,” retains the future tense of the direct,
which was, of course, the question they asked themselves: “Will he heal on the Sabbath?” placing the
phrase forward for the sake of emphasis. The In
clause states the purpose of their cunning watchfulness: “in order that they may ﬁnd (aorist to indicate
the one act of ﬁnding) how to be accusing him (present
inﬁnitive to express a standing accusation) ," the genitive ax’wof: is used after a verb of accusing. For nothing
were they longing more than to get something that
would pass as a well-founded accusation.
.It is Matthew who indicates that Jesus in some way
made these scribes and Pharisees speak out. They, of
course, hide their evil intent against Jesus and only
ask the question whether it is lawful, e: 35am (see v. 2) ,
to heal on the Sabbath. This is all that they are capable
of considering: “Is it lawful?” never for a moment:
“Is it merciful?"
8) But he knew their reasonings. Moreover, he

said to the men having the hand withered, Rise up
and stand in the midst! And having arisen, he stood.
The man had been sitting quietly among the other
auditors, listening to Jesus, but when these scribes
and Pharisees now make an issue of healing on the
Sabbath, Jesus orders the man to get up and to stand
right where he had been sitting, right in the midst of
the entire assembly. We should imagine the people
sitting cross-legged on the ﬂoor, and Jesus sitting in
the same way on the platform where he had been

teaching—all teachers sat. The man is simply to stand
up in his place where all could readily see him. He is
not ordered to come to Jesus; the healing will be
wrought by a word only and not by a word and a touch.
Our versions still think that eis‘ 11‘) #5001! indicates motion
and so translate “stand forth in the midst”;‘and Robertson translates with what is a pharaphrase: “.step
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forth into plain view” and puts the motion into'the
verb. .‘There is no motion, the man stood where he was,

and sis is static. The adjective équy is in the predicative
position (not after the article) : “having" the hand
(which was) withered.”
The man obeyed readily and did what this author-

itative teacher told him to do. Though he is so person’ally involved the man appears passive throughout the

account; He has not asked to be healed. Those Who

think that every sufferer must have-faith in order to
be healed have nothing on which to base the ‘view that
this man had faith. In the issue with the scribes and
Pharisees this man is only an example of what. they
thought wrong. and Jesus .thought right. Jesus, too,
is concerned only with that issue, for “he knew their
reasonings,’_’ and we are not told that he knew anything

about the. man- save what everybody could readily see,
that he had a badly- deformed hand. Jesus used his
divine attributes as far as this was necessary in his
Messianic work; so he here called upon his super-

natural knowledge. It enabled him to meet the “reasonings?’ of. these men with perfect effectiveness. The
man “stood," «midi and ion, are both intransitive as

second aorist p4 forms. Let us not fail' to note how
dramatic Jesus made the scene.
9) Moreover, Jesus said to them, I inquire of you
whether it is lawful on the Sabbath to do a good deed
or to do a base deed? to save a life or to destroy it?
Both the second 86 in v. 8 and the Be’ in v. 9 intend to
add, but to add something that is slightly different; so
we translate “moreover” although this is heavy for'the
delicate Greek. From speaking to the man with the
crippled hand Jesus turns to speak to these his treache
erous opponents. In order to get the force of. what
Jesus says to them we should ﬁrst note the dignity of

W5 {was and, secondly, the simplicity of the questiOns that follow. This verb is even stronger than

c‘pms, the preposition indicates the speaker’s greater
personal interest. -But the chief point is the formal
dignity with which Jesus makes inquiry of these Jew-

ish authoritative persons about a point on the Sabbath
on which there simply cannot be any question. After
reading the thoughts and reasonings of these men

Jesus would now say to them: “It has actually come to
this that I must solemnly inquire of you, as if it were

a grave problem and exceedingly hard to answer,
whether it is lawful to do a good deed or a base deed on
the Sabbath.” The inquiry is tinged with the saddest
kind of irony. According to Matthew, Jesus said more;
he ﬁrst used the illustration of a sheep that has fallen
into a pit on the Sabbath, which the owner would certainly lift out though it was the Sabbath, yet how much
better is a man than a sheep? Matthew then restatesthe substance of the questions found in Mark and in
Luke in declarative form, that it certainly is lawful to
do good on the Sabbath.

The questions of Jesus are limpid and intend to
correct the muddied ideas of these scribes and Phari:
sees regarding the Sabbath. The real issueis in many
instances twisted or entirely perverted by putting the
question in a wrong way. In a number of cases we note

Jesus answering, not what is asked, but what should beasked. He does-so here. These Jews made the alternative either “to do" or “not to do on-the Sabbath" and

then decided that lawfulness required the latter and
disregarded everything else and entirely misconceived

the purpose of the Sabbath. They made it a law which
was strictly imposed on man instead of a blessing that
was bestowed on man. They thus knew of no work of

mercy for-suffering man on the Sabbath although they
would inconsistently work to save a sheep on the Sabbath, for they did not like to lose a sheep. But some

other man they would treat heartlessly; his suffering
meant no loss to them. But the wholequestion is sim-
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plicity itself. “Is it lawful on the Sabbath to do a good
deed or to do a base deed?” The aorist inﬁnitives are
punctiliar and hence may be rendered as designating
one deed 'even also as single deeds are then speciﬁed.

Deeds that are “good,” dya0oz’, morally excellent, would
only grace and honor the Sabbath. Jesus knows but one
alternative, deeds that are xaxoc’, morally base—no need
to say how they would ﬁt the Sabbath. Man does either
the one kind or the other, for the alternative of the
Pharisees is deceiving: to do or not to do. Not to do an
excellent deed is already to do a base deed.
The second alternative, “to save a life or to destroy
it,” at once exempliﬁes and carries the question to its
ultimate extreme. When Jesus said “or to destroy it”
he may well have had in mind the effort these scribes

and Pharisees were busy with at the moment: to destroy Jesus, Sabbath or no Sabbath. The highest moral
excellence would be actually to save life, and the basest
deed would be to destroy life by either killing outright
or by killing indirectly, refusing to rescue from mortal
danger.

The ultimate always includes all that is less but of
the same nature. Thus in Matt. 5 :21, etc., murder includes the lesser sins that Jesus names; and in v. 27,
etc., adultery includes all the less gross sins that violate
the chastity of the heart. The extremes must be men-

tioned lest it be thought that they have been forgotten.
In the synagogue Jesus covers the whole question at
issue, of whichlthe excellent deed of healing a withered
hand or the base deed of leaving it unhealed on the
Sabbath is only a part and an example. To confer such
a blessing certainly went well with the Sabbath, which
was intended as a blessing for man. To withhold it
would certainly go ill with the Sabbath, would be a
desecration of it. But could Jesusnot wait and do his
healing on a weekday? To have Waited would have left
a totally wrong impression on the people: as if it were
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really unlawful to heal on the Sabbath. This was the
very error Jesus wished to eradicate.
10) Though a child could have answered the questions of Jesus, these scribes and Pharisees remain
silent (Mark 3:4). To answer would be to convict
themselves. Luke only implies their fatal silence. And
having looked around upon them all, he said to him,
Stretch out thy hand! And he did. And his hand
was completely restored.

The middle neptﬁhqbafpcvos accents the movement of
the eyes or the concern expressed in the look, R. 813.
Jesus let his eyes pass over “them all,” i.e., the persons
mentioned before, all the scribes and the Pharisees, to
see whether at least one man among them would give
the proper response. The moments became tenser and
tenser as Jesus waited and eyed these men. Mark adds
that Jesus became angry at the obduracy he witnessed

and at the same time became grieved at the “hardness”
in their hearts. It was a terrible thing- that Jesus witnessed in these men.
Turning to the man, Jesus utters the command:
“Stretch out thy hand l” That is all, nothing more. The
miracle was done. “He did it.” All eyes were upon that
withered, blasted, deformed hand. But while they were
looking, “it was completely restored.” They felt like
rubbing their eyes—could it be possible? All three
evangelists have drexarca’fdoy, “brought back again to its
former condition,” and the passive points to Jesus as
the agent. It was, indeed, a shining deed of omnipo-

tence. Let modern healing cults equal it. The notable
thing is that Jesus did nothing. He did not touch the
hand; he did not even saythat it should be healed. All
he did was to tell the man to stretch out his hand; and
not even the most rabid Pharisee could call that a work
that was forbidden on the Sabbath. The man was healed
by the almighty volition of Jesus, by that alone. This
made the case hard for these enemies of Jesus. With
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his great mastery Jesus cut off every plea on which
they might fault him with a show of right.
11) Instead of making them desist, this care of
Jesus only enraged his enemies, robbed, as they
were, of even specious ground for accusation. But
they, they were ﬁlled with madness and started to
talk over with each other what they could do to Jesus.
Luke often has az’mic or at’n’ol as the subject and
always with a slight contrast and accent; we try to
convey that idea by repetition: “but they, they were,”
etc. 'Avow. is far more than anger; derived from a privativum and vote, it means that they lost all sense and
reason, became like persons insane: “they were ﬁlled
with madness.” The more sensibly, rationally, lucidly
Jesus spoke, the more crazy these fools became. This
is one of the mysteries in the human heart and will,
that the truth, goodness, and salvation of Christ have
the very opposite effect in some hearts from what they
ought to have. ‘But where this occurs as it did here the
fault is wholly with the heart and the will and brings
on the most terrible ruin.
The enraged scribes and Pharisees, as Mark and
Matthew state, bolted out of the synagogue and did
outside what Luke also adds. They began “to talk
through with each other” (inchoative imperfect) and
with: the Herodians, the men of the Jewish party who
supported Herod and his rule under Rome as a good
arrangement (Mark), “what they might do to Jesus.”
Matthew and Mark are more explicit by using the
expression “destroy him," the very word that Jesus
had used in his question “to save a life or 'to destroy

it.’.’ In the eyes of these fanatic Jews for Jesus to heal
on theSabbath—a mortal crime; but for them to plot
the destruction and murder of Jesus—a most lawful
act even on the Sabbath! The indirect question with
the optative and iv is the apodosis of a condition of'
potentialitywhich had this optative in its direct form'

(R. 1021) ; it contains a deliberative element as well as
doubt and perplexity (R. 938, 940). The direct question with the addition of a protasis would be: “If we
had him in our power, what could we do to him?” But
this “what” refers not to some form of punishment but
to the way and the means of killing Jesus: “what could
we do to him to kill him ?” Compare John 5:18. Matthew adds that when Jesus realized the plotting of
these men he withdrew from the locality.
12) Now it came to pass in these days that he
went out to the mountain to pray. And he continued
through the night in prayer to God.
For the third time Luke uses c’ye’ve-ro with the accusative and the inﬁnitive as its subject (see v. 1). “In these
days” is again Only general, and no one is able to determine exactly at what time Jesus appointed the Twelve
as apostles. The best calculation places this act about ,a

year before the death of Jesus. When the time came
formally to appoint the Twelve from among those who
had followed Jesus closely in the past, as he did in
preparation for other decisive moments and acts, Jesus
retires for prayer. It is Luke who tells us of his praying on the present occasion and uses both the verb and

the noun (npoacdxopaa, wpan) which denote the religious act of prayer to God. As he did so often, Jesus
now, too, retires and prays on “the mountain” all by

himself. The article speaks of this mountain as being
one that was well known. It is most likely the mountain
on which Jesus delivered the Sermon on the Mount,
extracts from which Luke gives in v. 20, etc. If this is
correct—one cannot be very positive—the appointment
of the Twelve took place early on a Sabbath morning
just before the great sermon was preached, and Matt.

10 :5-42 preceded the sermon. The important nature of
what would be done on this Sabbath morning caused
Jesus to spend the entire night in prayer; the peri-

phrastic imperfect iv Sauwxrepaiwv emphasizes the long
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duration. The genitive mi @eoﬁ is objective, prayer “to
God,” an unusual genitive with this noun.
The subject and the contents of this long period of
prayer on the mountaintop, under the great, starry sky,
can be determined only from the acts that follow. Jesus
prayed for the men whom he was about to choose, for
their work in the world, for their preparation for that
work, and for all that it would accomplish in the future. We have a sample of his praying for his disciples
in John 17 :6, etc. The supposition that the prayer dealt
with the preparation of Jesus for making the choice of
the Twelve is a misconception and, we fear, is due to
the estimate of Jesus which makes him a mere man.
13)

And when day came, he called to him his

disciples; and having elected for himself from them

twelve, whom also he named apostles, Simon whom
also he named Peter, and Andrew, his brother, and
James and John, and Philip and Bartholomew, and
Matthew and Thomas, and James, the son of Alpheus,

and Simon, being called the Zealot, and Judas, the
son of James, and Judas Iscariot, who turned traitor;
and having come down with them, he stood, etc.
Jesus proceeded with the appointment as soon as it
became day. The number of “his disciples" must have
been considerable at this time, for in v. 17 they are
called “a great multitude.” The entire body of the
disciples is called to Jesus on the mountain height in
order to witness the election of the Twelve and to hear
the charge and the authority investing them (Matt.
10). The sun just rising, the beautiful morning sky,
the wide panorama from the top of this mountain, the
disciples formally called into Jesus’ presence by someone acting as his servant, all the rest of the great
multitude waiting farther below on a level space—
what an impressive setting!
The sentence continues with two participles, maiwas and xaraﬂa's (v. 17) , and the ﬁnite verb 'c'o-rq fol-
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lows: “having elected for himself . . . and having gone
down . . . he stood.” Whereas the electing act is thus
made grammatically minor and only a parallel to the .
act of going down from the mountaintop, its material
importance is secured by the object “twelve” with the

long line of appositions giving the names. The participle is in the middle voice: “he selected them of and
for himself” even as he tells them in John 15 :16 that

they did not choose him, but he chose them. 'It is useless
to ask just why these individuals were elected and not
others, for if others and not these had been taken, we
should have to ask the same question. But divine grace
and wisdom make their choice, as we see throughout
both Testaments, neither blindly nor arbitrarily, never

on the basis of human merit but ever on the basis of
grace alone.
These Twelve, who are now formally installed and
ordained as apostles, had ﬁrst been called as believers
and then (at least some of them) as constant pupils so
that the present act constitutes a climax in their contact with. Jesus. This is a scene, indeed: the Lord

assembled with his church and appointing his apostles
for that church, and the crowd of others left at a
distance below as not yet being} concerned in this act.
Thus he gave “some (as) apostles” (Eph. 4:11) to be

the foundation of the church, he himself being the
cornerstone (Eph. 2:20). Since Jesus called them in
his own person, we usually say that their call was
immediate and not mediate through the church, which
was as yet unorganized and not able to function.
We note that “twelve” has no article, which means
that until this time no one knew how many were to be

apostles; but Jesus now selected this number. This
number recalls the twelve patriarchs of Israel and the
twelve tribes. In Rev. 7 :4 the two twelves (the 12

patriarchs and the 12 apostles) are multiplied and
raised to a thousand (10 x 10 X 10), which indicates
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the greatest completeness and makes the symbolic

number 144,000 (compare Rev. 14:1, 3), the sum total
of all believers at the-end of time, and indicates ”the two
sources from which the church has come in the two
covenants. See The Eisenach Epistle Selections by the
author, II, 367.
“Whom also he namedapostles” reads as if Jesus
named them thus when he was selecting them. The
word cinder-6A“, from tirrmc'Mm, means one sent or com-

missioned and, according to the dignity of the sender,
is the equivalent of ambassador. So Jesus was sent
and commissioned by God, and in John he constantly
speaks of his 'Sender .(“he that did send me”). This

word was at times used in a wider sense to include
men like Barnabas and the assistants of the Twelve,
but it is the regular term for the Twelve as in their
high oﬂice being distinct from all others, it afterward
included only one other, namely Paul.
14-16) Like Mark, Luke strings the names together by adding each with Kai and making no divisions
in the list whereas Matthew makes pairs. But in Acts,
Luke has 4, plus 2, plus 2, plus 3 (Judas being omitted).
Peter is placed ﬁrst in all 'the' lists and Judas Iscariot'
last. If we make‘ three groups of four, the lists show
the same four names in each group, but they do not
always occur in the same order; yet the same name
heads each of the three groups.
Luke has thus far called the ﬁrst man “Simon,”

and he now adds, as a fact that it is necessary for
Theophilus to know, that Jesus named him “Peter”
(nérpoc, a detached boulder as distinct from néfpa,
feminine, a rock cliff). When Jesus did this (John
1 :42) is not mentioned. The fact that Peter is always
ﬁrst in the four lists, Matthew even calling him «paras,
does not place the others under Peter as being the
pope but names him as Wmus inter pares; he was not

even the ﬁrst to come to Jesus (John 1:41, 42) . Andrew

Luke 16:14-16 ~
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is called Peter's brother, and .Luke mentions him here

for the ﬁrst time. James and John are named without
a modiﬁer because Luke has already introduced them

in 5 :10. Bartholomew'is a patronymic: son of Tolmai
(Ptolomy) , the Nathanael of John 1 :45, etc. Philip
alone bears a Greek name. Matthew was- called Levi
in 5:27 although Luke does not now say so, this fact
being known to Theophilus. The second James in the

list is identiﬁed by adding his father’s name: “of
Alpheus” (see 3:24, etc., for. this genitive “son of,”
etc.). So Simon, too, is . distinguished from Simon
Peter by the addition “being called Zelotes,” Luke
translates Matthew’s and Mark’s Hebrew transliteration “Cananaean” correctly. Simon was a former adherent of the patriotic Jewish rebel party called “the

Zealo ” (Acts 5:37; Josephus, Ant, 18, I, 1 and 6;
Wars 2, 8, 1).
,
The ﬁrst Judas is distinguished by a genitive: “of
James,” which must mean “son of James” because the
preceding “of Alpheus” means “son 0 .” So we cannot
translate “brother of James,” for in v. 14 “brother”
is written out. This Judas (also Acts 1 :13) is called
so by John (14:22) but is called Lebbeus by Matthew,
Thaddeus by Mark. His father James is as unknown
to us as is the father of Nathanaelbut just as good as a
famous name for identifying his son as not being the
other Judas. This second Judas is called “Iscariot,”
which most likely means “the man of Kerioth.” This

was an appellation which he derived from his father
Simon (John 6:71), both father and son were named
thus from their home town Kerioth in Judea, and
Judas was the only apostle from that country. In the
Gospels he is always designated by some modiﬁer that
marks‘him as the traitor who betrayed Jesus. The
aorist “who became traitor” is written from the viewpoint of Luke’s date of composition and1s thus a simple
historical aorist.
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17) Luke continues: . . . and having come down
with them, he stood on a level plain, and a great

multitude of his disciples and a great multitude of the
people from all Judea and Jerusalem and the seacoast
of Tyre and .Sidon, who came to hear him and to be

healed from their diseases. And those being troubled
from unclean spirits he went on healing. And all the
multitude was seeking to touch him because power
kept going out from him and was curing all.

This is Luke’s, description of the scene and the situation on this Sabbath morning after the ordaining of
the Twelve and just before the delivery of the Sermon
on the Mount. In v. 13 Jesus called all the disciples to
the top 'of the mountain where he chose the Twelve.

When Luke now states that Jesus came down “with
them” (the Twelve), and that he stood on a level place
and also the great multitude of his disciples, this crowd
of disciples must have left Jesus and the Twelve to

confer privately even as Matt. 10 reports his instructions to them.
.
There is not a contradiction between Matthew
(5:1) and this sketch of Luke’s — the latter had to
invent “a level plain” because he spoke of the great
crowd. What about “the multitudes” in Matthew—did
they sit or stand on the mountain slopes? So also Jesus’
“going up on the mountain” (Matthew) and his “having come down” after he had gone to a mountain
(Luke) is not a contradiction. Both are true. Luke
sends Jesus up the mountain-in v. 12, and he now comes

down only far enough to reach a level place so that
all this great mass of people can hear him. On a spot
that was raised a bit so that all might see him he sat

down (Matthew). It is contrary to the facts to think
of two sermons, one the Sermon on the Mount, the
other the Sermon on the Plain.

The second subject of am, is the multitude of disciples, which shows how many had come to believe in
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him at this time. The Sermon on the Mount was thus
most certainly delivered at the height of Jesus’ ministry, and, we may add, just before the opposition to him
grew so intense that Jesus withdrew more and more
to the far borders of the land. A third subject is the

great crowd of people from all over the country. In
5 :17 we see law teachers and Pharisees who were

attracted from afar for hostile purposes, here we see
the common people who have come with good intent
from all over Judea, including the very capital Jerusalem, and from the seacoast of. pagan Tyre and Sidon,

Gentiles mingle with Jews.
These crowds, who numbered a few thousand, followed Jesus about and, it seems, had come out to this
mountain already the day before, on the evening of

which Jesus retired to the very top of the mountain.
So they were ready when he came down from the top
and were spread out on this “level place.” The aorist
ﬁAOov is, of course, not a past perfect but simply reports
a past fact, “they came”; but since it occurs in a relative clause after a main verb in the aorist, “he stood,”
“they came” refers to a prior coming. So this mass of
people was there not for this one day alone but had
come days ago and also intended to stay. Their purpose
was “to hear him”. and his wonderful teaching and “to
be healed from their diseases.” The idea is not that all
were diseased but that they brought many sufferers.
The aorists are constative and effective as including
all the hearing and being healed, and both were actualities.
18) This implies that the people obtained what
they wanted. Here Luke again separates the demoniacs

from all other ailments and speaks of them as being
a class by themselves; compare 4:33 on them. He
again speaks of unclean (foul) spirits, and 6.116 indicates their agency (R. 579) after the passive participle

“those being troubled from or by” .these spirits. The
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descriptive iterative imperfects tell what Jesus had
been doing again and again, and what the people kept
doing and experiencing. The demoniacs were thus
healed one after another.
19) The people who had ailments, being a multi-.
tude, sought only 'to touch him (the genitive after 'a
verb of touch) and did not claim his personal attention
for each sufferer. The reason "for. this was the fact
that this was enough “because power kept going out
from him .and curing all” as it did in the case of the'
woman mentioned .in 8:43, etc‘. When Jesus 'now
preached his great sermon to them, there was not a
single sufferer in the entire audience that waited on
Jesus’ words. By thus describing the scene and the

audience Luke materially ampliﬁes Matt. 5 :1 and
furnishes us the most graphic kind, of a picture.
20) And he, having lifted up his eyes on his
disciples, went on to- say, Blessed the beggar-1y because yours is the kingdom of God.
Luke agrees with Matthew in the fact that the ser—
mon is addressed to 'the disciples, who are presented
as a. great crowd in v. 17 '; the rest of.the multitude
was, of course, to hear it too in order to be drawn also

to become disciples. Luke makesthis even plainer than
Matthew does by using the second person in all the

beatitudes he records.
That Luke is not reporting the same sermon as
Matthew is a contention that is Still made by sOme. It
needs only a little explanation. Matthew reports all'
that pertained to Jewish Christians; Luke, who is'
writing for the Gentile Theophilus, very naturally left
this out, which makes Luke’s presentation much

shorter. Yet from Luke’s account especially we see
that Jesus spoke some sayings that he used again at
other times, a practice that we ﬁnd throughout his
teaching,~ so that it need not surprise us. Even Mat-

thew’s longer-=- account does not record :all that Jesus

Luke 6:20
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said... Luke preserved some sayings that. Matthew
passed by.‘ The hypothesis that Matthew and also Luke
made up the sermon by piecing together, like a mosaic,
things that Jesus said on various occasions seems to
ignore the facts. The individual points are treated in
the discussion.
It is an old and a serious misunderstanding to regard the sermon as an eXposition of the law, as if
Jesus were correcting the legal interpretation of the
Jewish rabbis by a correct interpretation of his own.
The glorious opening sentences, which ring with blessings, ought to- obviate this misunderstanding, for these
sentences are pure gospel. It is another form of this
misunderstanding when the sermon is thought to present “the new -ethics,”~ as superseding either the Old
Testament ethics or the perversions of the rabbinical
ethics.- To be sure, the sermon deals also with-ethics,
but. with these as the outgrth of the gospel possession. of the kingdom, of the change wrought in the soul
by true repentance and. faith, Matt. 5 :3-20; Luke
6:20-24.
. Luke does not show the structure of the sermon

in the portions of it which he has preserved. Matthew
reveals this clearly by showing the theme, the parts,
and the development of each part; see the author on
Matt. 5. From Luke we gather only that Jesus is
speaking of The Blessedness of the Children of the
Kingdom and is describing it as follows: Since they
are blessed with all the blessings of the gospel (v. 2026), their lives will shine with distinctive love (v.
27-38)., will-be rid of .all-self-deception (v. 39-46), and,
in conclusion, will stand in the day of judgment.
The Beatitudes read like a psalm; mépm at once
recallsthe ’ashre of Pa. 1:1. “Blessed !” It is intoned
again and again and sounds like the bells of heaven
ringing down into this unblessed world from the cathedral spire of the kingdom that invite all men to- enter.
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This word is like its opposite ofm’, “woe!” It is neither
a wish regarding a future condition nor a description
of a present condition but a judgment that is pronounced upon the persons indicated by stating that
they must be considered blessed. The form used in
Luke is almost exclamatory: “0 the blessedness of
those who,” etc.l And it is Jesus who renders this
judgment, which is, therefore, absolutely true although
all the world disagrees.
Each of the judgments is at once established by
revealing in what the blessedness consists; and the last
is substantiated at greatest length for the obvious
reason that the disciples would undergo much persecution. All this blessedness is spiritual, each part of
it comes from the great Messianic kingdom; it is true
soul-blessedness, a rich possession now but with a glorious promise of still greater riches—the very opposite
of the world’s happiness which is poisoned already in
the bud and soon blasted forever. “Blessed” means
joy for those concerned, but in the heavenly way: the
kingdom and its gifts are ours and insure a constant
ﬂow of joy so that, even if we be sad and sorrowful
for a moment, the joy will again well up in our hearts.
John 15:11.

It is the general tendency to regard paxdpw; oi mmxol
as a vocative and in the second person because the
second person follows in the an clause: “Blessed you
poor!” Although it is a minor point, we see no reason
for this. As is the case in Matthew, the pronouncements are in the third person, are broad and general
so as to include all concerned, and in the 511 clauses the

application is made to the present disciples of Jesus.
No one knows what the Aramaic was, but its sense

permitted a rendering like Matthew’s or one like
Luke’s.
The word mxds is derived from a verb which signiﬁes cringing, crouching like a beggar (M.-M. 559) .
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It is stronger than just “poor,” it denotes “cringingly,
beggarly poor." These are the ‘anavim or ‘aniyim of
the Old Testament as for instance in Isa. 66 :2. The
poverty referred to is not one against which the will
rebels but one under which the will bows in deep
submission. It is more than a state or condition, it is
also an attitude of the soul over against God. It is the
attitude that grows out of the profound realization of
utter helplessness and beggary as far as any ability or
possession of self is concerned. These wretched beg-

gars bring absolutely nothing to God but their complete
emptiness and need and stoop in the dust to receive
pure grace and mercy only. This is the condition and
the attitude of true repentance that was preached by
both the Baptist and Jesus as being basic for all who
would come to God and to his kingdom. These disciples
had attained it, and the Twelve gave the special evidence of forsaking all and following Jesus and looking
to him and receiving from him alone.
Luke omits “in the spirit,” but he has in mind the
.same poverty and beggarliness that Matthew mentions,
one that pertains to the soul, a spiritual condition. One
wonders at interpreters who make this a physical
beggarliness and ﬁnd earthly riches referred to in v.
24. Jesus and his disciples were not beggars: Peter
could hire men (5 :1-11), James and John had a ﬂourishing business, and Matthew could prepare a reception and feast for a great company. And since when
does wealth or lack of wealth determine exclusion from
and inclusion in the kingdom? No, only the beggarly
in spirit, no matter what wealth of money they command, are blessed.
It is astonishing that Jesus should pronounce people
such as these “blessed,” fortunate in the highest degree.
Pharisees, Sadducees, and the world generally would

do the very opposite. But the coin of all such is
counterfeit and never passes at God’s bank, who ac-
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cepts no coin from men save only beggars’ empty
hearts and hands. And thus it is not astonishing at
all that when such beggars stoop before God they are
“blessed.” Empty hearts he can ﬁll; those that are
ﬁlled with pride, their own riches and claims, he cannot
ﬁll, they are ﬁlled with their own. So it is true of these
beggars: “yours is the kingdom of God,” i. e., yours
alone. This bars out all others, all who come with a
diﬁerent attitude toward God.
Commentators sometimes contradict the text they
comment on. The text reads “is,” which means: is
now; yet we are told that this refers only to a future
possession because the following verses have future
tenses. A more learned way is to make the copula timeless or to fall back on the Aramaic where the copula
is thought to be absent. These efforts make “the kingdom of God” wholly eschatologic: “the world as it will
be when it has become God’s again, inthe regenerate
world of the future,” this being, however, understood
in a chiliastic sense. So these poor beggars are to stay
beggars, their souls are empty, giftless, unsatisﬁed till
that grand earthly kingdom of glory is ushered in with
its vista of a thousand years! This is contrary to all
that the gospel reveals regarding God. He feeds and
satisﬁes the poor, Luke 1 :53; he does it the instant

they come" to him; and not with a promise of future
bread only; we are to eat now, and we do eat the Bread
of Life, possess the treasures .of the kingdom. The

kingdom which the Baptist and Jesus proclaimed as
being at hand is “within you,” 17 :21, an actual present
' possession. Christ’s kingdom is one of grace and glory
combined; the grace is here, the glory is not yet re-

vealed, I John 3:2.
The kingdom of God” (compare the elucidation in
4:43) should not be regarded as an outward realm as
we speak of earthly kingdoms and think of land and
people. The kingdom of God centers in theLKing, Jesus

Luke 6:20, 21
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Christ, and in the powers of grace, might, and glory
that go out from him. Where he is, there the kingdom
is because there is his exercise of grace ,and power._
The rich and proud in spirit resist that exercise as it

would work in and over them for salvation. The poor
cry out for that exercise of saving grace and help. It
is impossible that the King should let them go on crying; he ﬁlls their hands and their hearts at once.
Whatever he has in store for them in the future he
already has in vast abundance. The spiritually poor
thus become rich toward God, 12 :21. This royal riches
consists in Christ’s grace, pardon, adoption, sanctiﬁcation, “all spiritual blessings in heavenly places in
Christ,” Eph. 1:3.
It is not as though these gifts now end the attitude
of the beggarly so that this term no longer describes
them. The case is this: as long as we live in this world
of sin and in spite of all grace “sin daily,” so long our
poor hands are stretched out to God’s grace in Christ,

daily receiving grace for grace. And the ﬂow of God’s
rich grace goes out and can go_out to us only as we

keep that attitude to which God himself has brought

us and in which his grace works to keep us. Thus the
kingdom is ours now, and, being ours, it will bring us

all that God still has laid up for us.
21) Blessed .they that are hungering now
because you shall be ﬁlled. Blessed they that are
sobbing now because you shall laugh.
We see that Luke is making selections from the
sermon and that, although he possessed Matthew’s
Gospel, he proceeds on the basis of knowledge that ex-

tends beyond this. Luke makes his own selection from
the eight beatitudes and chooses the four that seemed
most important to him and even abbreviates these.
The present participle, which is substantivized, is dura-

tive and expresses a quality or condition, that of
hungering constantly, for the hunger referred to not
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only continues but even increases in the very act of
being satisﬁed. Both hunger and thirst are very commonly used in a ﬁgurative sense with reference to

strong spiritual desires and needs. We daily cry for
forgiveness, and daily God satisﬁes us. We are blessed
because our hunger continues. If it should cease, Jesus
could no longer pronounce us blessed because he could
then no longer satisfyus.
Perfectionism ﬁnds no support here. The addition

of the adverb “now” in this and in the next beatitude
has led to a number of peculiar interpretations. “Now”
is regarded as being in contrast with the great millennial kingdom to come; again it is thought to make these

two beatitudes different from the ﬁrst; these have
future tenses in the an clauses whereas the ﬁrst has
the present tense. We are told that to have the king—
dom is only an assurance of being ﬁlled and‘ of laughing, and that these future tenses will come to a fulﬁll-

ment in the millennial kingdom, others substitute the
kingdom in its consummation at the end of the world.
We have already settled this question in regard to
the ﬁrst beatitude in the case of those who would put
a future sense into “is.” Scripturally regarded, it is
unthinkable that Christ would leave any soul hungering and sobbing all its life long and put off satisfying
that poor soul until the millennium arrives, or until the
actual end of the world comes. These beatitudes that
add “how” are the same as the others without “now,”
the same as the corresponding ones in Matthew in

which the “now" is dropped without loss of meaning.
The future tenses “shall be ﬁlled" and “shall laugh”
are immediate futures: the moment we hunger Jesus
will ﬁll us; the moment we sob Jesus will dry our tears.

The ﬁrst beatitude is fundamental and complete;
to have the kingdom is to have everything, all that the
other beatitudes contain. To have the kingdom is far,
far more than a mere assurance of other things that
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we are to have besides the kingdom and for which we

must wait and wait. There is nothing beside and above
the kingdom. The other beatitudes only unfold something of what is already included in the ﬁrst, for this
is so vast that one could keep on and on in unfolding
the blessedness it contains. This “now” speaks of hungering and sobbing in our day of grace, even now in
this life, while we can still be ﬁlled and made glad
over against “then" when it would be too late. This
is exceedingly plain in Matthew where the hunger is
is said to be “after righteousness,” after that quality
when the divine Judge declares a poor sin‘ner who
believes in Christ righteous for Christ’s sake. When

is this hungry soul ﬁlled, when does the Judge pronounce it righteous? The instant that hunger of faith
sets in and not even a fraction of an instant less.
Yet here again this hunger continues the more it
is satisﬁed, and the satisfying can continue only as long
as there is hunger. We daily cry for forgiveness, and
daily God satisﬁes us by richly and daily forgiving us
our sins. We areblessed just because our hunger continues; if it should cease, Jesus could no longer call
us blessed because he could then not ﬁll us any more.
Perfectionism again ﬁnds no support here. The verb

xoprdzw is.strong, it is used with reference to feeding
and fattening cattle with fodder and grain and feeding
men with great abundance. He who during his earthly
life is fed daily with Christ’s righteousness is blessed
indeed.

KAaim refers to audible weeping, hence “they that
are sobbing.” To be hungering and to be sobbing are
only expositions of being beggarly by showing in what
the beggarliness consists. There is no warrant to exclude from this sobbing the sorrow for our sins in true

contrition. Do our sins inﬂict no loss upon us? Do they
not rob us of what is dearer than relatives, money, or
other goods? Instead of excluding the sorrow for sin,
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this is the very chief part of the lament. But we must,
of course, include every other grief that is due to the
power of sin in this world as it inﬂicts blows, losses,
and pain upon the godly. It includes every wrong
done us as well as every painful consequence of our
own wrongdoing. It is very self-evident that this sobbing is not like that of the world, which howls loud
enough when its sins ﬁnd it out; “but the sorrow of
the world worketh 'death," II Cor. 7 :10.
Behind the sobbing of the godly there is the recog-

nition of the merciless power of sin and of our helplessness to ward off this power and to escape. Hence
this sobbing is a constant cry to God in our distress.
The substantivized present participle denotes people
who are constantly sobbing. As far as contrition is
concerned, let us keep in mind the ﬁrst of Luther’s
famous 95 Theses, that our entire life must be a continuous contrition and repentance. As far as other
sorrows are concerned, “we must through much tribulation enter into-the kingdom of God,” Acts 14:22; in
fact, all the passages that mention tribulation belong
here. God's people are, indeed, a sad lot!
It is even more paradoxical to call these “blessed”
than it was to call the beggars and the hungry blessed.
Yet the paradox is again solved most perfectly, these
are the ones who shall laugh (Matthew: be consoled).
Chiliasts interpret: “In the glorious earthly Messianic
Millennium, when all the forces of evil are crushed,
when all the Christians shall be triumphant at last.”
But Christ says: “I will not leave you. comfortless: I
will come to you,” John 14:18; regarding the manner
in' which he came we read: “Then were the disciples
glad, when they saw the Lord,” John 20:20. No; this
chiliastic kingdom of comfort is a mirage. This future
tense is the same as was the preceding one: wherever
there is godly sobbing, blessed laughter shall follow.
Remember the “little while” mentioned in John 16 :16.

Duke 6 :21, 22
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To sob and to laugh are ﬁgurative and are chosen to
make the contrast-strong. Both represent the extremes
and thus include all lesser manifestations just as was
the casein 6 :9.. Both state eﬁects produced in us, both
imply the obvious causes of these effects: sin and guilt
—absolution; tribulation—and the Lord’s support, relief, and consolation. Nothing makes the contrite heart
happier than the Lord’s absolution; and it cannot hear
it pronounced too often, for without this all other
comfort is vain. God’s Word, God’s deliverance and
help, God’s support, cheer and uplift us in tribulation
as nothing else could do. Finally, God’s promises of
future deliverance from all evil in the heavenly kingdom of glory now ﬁll us with happiness. As our sobbing sounds in God’s ears in this vale of sin and tears,
so his constant grace and help ﬂow down to us. And
thus those who are weeping are most blessed, for they
shall, indeed, laugh. But they who provide their own
laughter—the Lord says: “I also will laugh at your
calamity," Prov. 1:26.
22) Blessed are you whenever men shall hate
you, and whenever they shall excommunicate you
and shall revile you and shall cast out your name as
wicked on account of the Son of man. Rejoice in
that day and gamhol, for lo, your reward is great in
the heaven! For according to the same things their
fathers used to treat the prophets.
The last beatitude stands out in two ways: in the
elaboration of the inﬂiction and in the full statement of
the blessedness. Also this beatitude is at once applied
to the disciples: “Blessed are you l” and the speciﬁca-

tions are literal—no more ﬁgures—and tell exactly
what these very disciples there present will undergo.
First the general and comprehensive statement: “when-

ever men shall hate you,” the subjunctive aorists, constative, include all the hatred, etc., in one point. The
draw clauses denote that these inﬂictions are to be
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expected, and that they will come frequently. In their
hatred men “shall separate you” in the sense of “shall
excommunicate you” from the Jewish synagogues.
In John 9 :22 we see how early this threat was made.
In connection with this excommunication they “shall
revile you” by saying the most slanderous and wicked
things about you and “shall cast out your name as
wicked,” namely your common name as “Nazarenes”
or Xpwmvoc' (Acts 11 :26; 24:5), as being a “pernicious”
name, one that no man should be permitted to bear.
Jesus stops at this point, which is so close to imprisonment, court trials, and death sentences.
But he adds signiﬁcantly: “on account of the Son
of man,” which is the same as the phrase used in Matthew, “on account of me.” See 5 :24 on this title of
Jesus. “On account of me" means because you believe
'in me as the Son of man, the God-man, the Messiah,
confess me, preach my gospel, and walk in my ways
as my disciples. Ever and again men will ﬁnd it into]erable that you should do this and will take more or
less severe measures to stop you. Jesus was from the
start very open and plain with his disciples about the
treatment they were bound to receive in this world;
see, for instance, John 15:18, etc.
23) Instead of grieving and lamenting when these
painful experiences overtake them the disciples are to
regard all this persecution as the greatest good fortune that could come to them. This and exactly this
makes them “blessed” in the judgment of Jesus. But
is this not paradoxical in the highest degree: maledic—
tion resting on the name they bear and Jesus’ calling
it a benediction? In none of the other beatitudes does
he say as he does here: “Rejoice in that day and gam-

bol l” or inchoative to match the durative tenses used
by Matthew: “Start to rejoice and to gambol” or leap
as people who cannot contain themselves because of
the good fortune that has come to them (R. 834).

Imp-aim was used in 1 :44.

The adequate reason for this astounding command
is‘ at once added and with the exclamation it surely
deserves: “FOr 10, your reward is great in the heaven l”
Why, Jesus intends to say, these people are helping you
to obtain the greatest kind of, reward in heaven itself.
This mod; is “pay” but never in the sense of something.
that is earned by works or sufferings of ours but as
something that is wholly unearned and thus freely
bestowed by grace by the generous hand of God (Matt.
19:29). For he is ever such a God who will let no man
do a thing for him and his Son unless he reward it
with an abundance that comports with his own greatness and glory. This “pay” is “great,” not according
to our merit, of which none exists, but according to
him who bestows it. It is.“in the heaven,” laid up for
us there in God’s bank like a wonderful capital that is
drawing interest, tobe paid out to us in full in due
time. It consists, not in salvation which becomes ours
by faith before we ever do or suffer anything for
Christ’s sake, but in the greater glory that shall be
ours in heaven.

A second ydp explains still farther: “For according
to the same things (as just stated by Jesus) their
fathers used to do to the prophe ” in the old dispensation. Jesus points to the most illustrious martyrs of
the past (Matt. 23 :34, 37), so many of whom gave up
even their lives for God. He ranges the Twelve and

his other disciples alongside of these prophets. In one
and in only one way may we join this most illustrious

company of heaven: by joyfully suffering persecution
for Christ’s sake. The highest glory in heaven beyond
question belongs to the martyred prophets, and next
to them stand in due order all others who suifered for
Christ in their various stations. Not in spite of our
persecutions are we to rejoice as if ours were a hard
lot, but because of our persecutions, which make our
lot such a blessed and happy one. The wounds and
hurts are medals of honor. They attest more than
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anything else could that we belong to Christ and not

to the world. Promotion is rapid in war, and the war
for Christ never ceases. II Tim. 4:7, 8. Yet so many
are afraid of a few scars for his sake.
24) No one can say whether Jesus spoke more
woes than these four. These four match exactly the

four beatitudes in the order in which they are placed
by Luke, who reverses the second and the third of
Matthew’s order. It seems as if Luke selected these

four beatitudes because the woes match them. As far
as the latter are concerned, a thoughtful mind could
supply them even if Jesus had not uttered them, for
they are the negatives that are implied in the positives
of the beatitudes. It may well be the case that Matthew
omitted them for this reason and because he placed
Jesus’ sermon in the forefront of his Gospel. The woes
spread out what is compressed in v. 49 just as the
beatitudes center in v. 47, 48.
But woe to you, the rich, because you have received in full your consolation. Woe to you that have
been satiated now because you shall hunger. Woe to
you that are laughing now because you shall mourn
and sob. Woe wherever all men speak you fair, for
according to the same things your fathers used to
do to the false prophets. Turn the beatitudes into
negatives and you have the woes and need little further
comment. The conjunction «My is adversative, R. 1187.
“W0e” is neither a wish nor a mere description
but the Lord’s judgment which is rendered now. It
is exclamatory in form and is an interjection. The
repetition of this woe is like the tolling of the bells
of doom. No words need be wasted on who are meant
by “you, the ric .” These are the opposite of “the
beggarly.” The two words are equally ﬁgurative, refer
equally to spiritual conditions and attitudes. As the
latter are those who recognize their sad condition in
true repentance. so “the rich” are those who imagine
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that they have all that they need and can do without
the kingdom of God, its pardon, sonship, and promise
of heaven. They hold their head high, talk boldly and
proudly, and are well satisﬁed with themselves. Some
commentators introduce material riches as being the

thing that Jesus refers to. Dives ‘in the parable does
duty because of his wealth; and R., W. P., mentions
“the rich Pharisees and Sadducees” as if a large
number of these were not poor. James is quoted in
what he says to the rich. Jesus is not quoted when he
explains to his disciples which rich are, included: “they

that trust in riches,” Mark 10:24. “You, the rich,”
may be those who are poor in money. The riches of
these “ric ” c'onsist of anything in which their souls
trust, and with which their souls are satisﬁed, so that
they do "not trust in God and in Christ and in his. grace

for their salvation." All the impenitent are thus “the
rich." Many trust in themselves and are self-sufﬁcient,
many in their education, science, wisdom, and many
in the common things of earth.
When Jesus makes “you” .so prominent in the woes,
let us not forget that he had even a Judas before him
among the Twelve and we know not how many others
who were far from that lowliness of spirit that leads to
repentance. ’A-rre'xco, as the papri prove at length, is a
business term like our expression “received payment
in full." This sense ﬁts admirably in Matt. 6 :,2 6, and
here. These rich have received1n full all that they can
claim. In their attitude God, as it were, has their
receipt in full which shows that he owes them nothing
more. We regard tpévas objective: the consolation that
consoles “you.”

The term wapdqum is masterly in every way. Recall
“the Paraclete,” the Comforter, that precious name for
the Holy Spirit which, as Jesus spoke, implied that he
(Jesus) was the ﬁrst Comforter, who was called to
the disciples’ side as their aid and support. In the use
of the word here the implication is that, in “whatever
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they deem themselves rich, these rich have all the aid
and comfort they will ever get. The further suggestion
is that the terrible moment will come, perhaps not
until in the hour of death, when all their other riches
shall fail them, when they will need what “the beggarly” have, the kingdom of God, the everlasting consolation, and then, when it is too late, will not be able

to obtain it; compare .16 :25. No wonder that JeSus,
who sees all this, cries woe upon them.
25) “The beggarly” are described as “they that
are hungering”; so now “the rich" as “they that .have
been ﬁlled up,” the perfect participle implies that they
continue indeﬁnitely in this condition. They are
satiated with their riches, i. e., all the earthly things
on which they have set their hearts. The adverb “now”
is to be understood exactly as it was in v. 21: in this
life over against the life to come. Even God cannot
ﬁnd a bit of room in their hearts for his kingdom, for
the Bread of Life, for the righteousness that saves.
The world is full of these satiated creatures who think
that believers are fools to feed upon the Word.
But, alas, “they shall hunger.” All that now satisﬁes so thoroughly will prove an absolute disappointment in the end. The money, for instance, which
Judas desired so keenly burned in his hands at last so

that he threw it away and for his folly had left nothing
but despair. So are the wisdom, power, greatness,
business, achievements of this world that ﬁll the hearts
of so many. What are all these in the end? When the
ﬁnal, fatal hunger sets in, these cannot, satisfy, and
one heavenly gift that would and could satisfy is forever removed. Jesus sees it and cries a warning woe
in advance.
“The beggarly” are also “they that are sobbing" ;
so we have the reverse: “the rich” as “they that are
laughing new”—-mark it “now,” not as the beggarly
who laugh in the end. No, these rich have no time for

Luke 6:25, 26‘
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contrition and the sobbing of the heart that goes with
this condition. In many cases they also ﬂourish like
the bay tree (Ps. 37 :35) and are not in trouble like
other men. “They are laughing,” are delighted in the
things of earth, chasing pleasure after pleasure, are
frivolous and giddy “now”—while it lasts. Their gospel
is that the future and eternity will take care of themselves.
They will, indeed, but in a way they do not expect
although Jesus has warned them more than enough.
They may think that in the end they will fare as well
as the believers, or that there is no hereafter at all.
But with his woe Jesus warns them, “You shall mourn
and sob” when it is too late. Note how exactly this
verse reverses verse 21b. Only they shall have their
mouth ﬁlled with laughter who let the Lord do great
things for them and let him turn their captivity. Ps.
126 :2.
26) The clauses used in v. 22 which describe the
persecutions of the godly are counterbalanced by only
one short clause in v. 26 which describes the universal
favor enjoyed by the ungodly and seals that with the
ﬁnal woe: “Woe whenever all men speak you fair,”
that is the meaning of mm: Jammy. Paul also warns
against “men-pleasers,” Eph. 6 :6; Col. 3 :22. If a man
may be known by the friends he has he may also be
known by the enemies he has made. A disciple must
have the right kind of enemies in his discipleship and
his testimony for Christ. If he has made none such,

something is fatally wrong as the yelp clause explains.
Worldly men may regard it as a great achievement
to have all men speak well of them; in the case of a
disciple this would be plain evidence that his discipleship is false.
Note how exactly the next clause corresponds with
the clause used in v. 23, only one word being changed,

“false prophets” instead of “pr0phets." In v. 23 we
see how the fathers treated the true prophets, and we
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learn how .we may join this illustrious company of
martyrs, “of whom the world was not worthy,” Heb.
11:38. Here we see how the fathers treated the false
prophets who invented their own messages and told
the fathers just whatthey liked and what tickled their
ears. These pseudo-prophets basked in universal favor
whereas the true prophets were persecuted and killed.
As there is a way in which to join the galaxy of the
latter, so there is a way in which to join the horde of
the former. Just dr0p from‘ your discipleship everything that displeases the world, both as to doctrine
and as to life; make it so that it will suit and please
the world and win its applause, then you will be in
exactly the same position as the false prOphets. And
your damnation will be about as certain as was theirs.
Some people delight in this kind of riches, public favor
and applause at any price; in the case of the true
disciple this is a price that is too high to pay.
27) As Luke presents the sermon, v. 20-26 undoubtedly form the ﬁrst part which he desires us to
know and v. 27-38 the second part. That is important
for the interpretation, for it lays due stress on the

gospel in the sermon and on contrition, repentance, and
faith, and following these with the proper conduct
in life toward 'our fellow men. The tendency is to do
the reverse, namely to stress the ethics and conduct in
the sermon, to make it law and to lose the gospel. All
who tend in this direction call v. 27 and the following
the_body of the sermon and thus disagree with Luke’s
VleW.
Another serious point in the interpretation is that
many regard Christ’s demand of love, etc., as stating
the condition on which the blessings are to be ours and
the woes to be far from us. This bases salvation and
escape from damnation on works, a thought that is in
conﬂict with the entire Scripture. In Christ’s command
to loVe, etc., he asks us to show the evidence in our
lives‘that the gospel blessings have been truly appro-
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priated by us, and that we have taken the warning of
the woes to heart. In the Baptist’s words (3 :8) those
who do repent must show the fruits that are worthy
of repentance.
Moreover, to you that hear I say: Be loving your
enemies; he doing well to those hating you; be
blessing those cursing you, be praying in behalf of
those despitefully using you.

’AMd is not adversative in this connection; those who
have it mean “but” labor too much to secure this kind
of a connection. The connective here has its original
meaning “other” as introducing another matter that
goes together with what precedes; we render it “moreover.” The following is something that dare not be
forgotten when one is considering the blessings and
the woes lest he after all go wrong. Repentance must

produce its native fruits.
The substantivized participle 'roEs‘ dxoriovaw is not
a superﬂuous addition to bpzv. The fact that the people
were listening need not be said; “you that are hearing”
means that are really hearing, i. e., taking to heart
what I am saying. Jesus is singling out the true be-

lievers. To them as the blessed ones all-that he now
says applies. They will be able to love their enemies,
etc. A new life and a new power are in their hearts,
those of the kingdom of God (v. 20), and they will
show their presence in the most distinctive and tangible
way. The fruits of repentance which Jesus names are
those which the world cannot achieve by any ethics
it may invent or practice.
As the ﬁrst beatitude is basic and is only expounded
by the others, and as the ﬁrst woe is basic in the same
way, so to love our enemies contains all, and the next
three injunctions only unfold the fundamental requirement of love. To treat well, to bless, and to pray for

them are only different essential ways of exercising
this love. And only a true follower of Christ can love
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his enemies thus. At this point the ways of the world
and those of the church not only part, they run in
opposite directions. Luke omits the polemics of .Jesus
against the false ethics of the rabbis and their perversions of the diving law and leaves the injunctions of
Jesus in their universality, and they are thus the more
easily apprehended by the Gentile Theophilus.

The imperatives are present tenses, durative to
'cover the entire lives of the believers. The, substanItivized participles are in the present tense to designate
the usual conduct of our enemies who keep on hating,
cursing, and mistreating us. They may go on in their
wickedness toward us, we, too, will go on in .our love
and loving treatment of them; they shall never outdo

us. The exapoz are personal enemies who for any reason
take their spite out on us. They have -a fearful account
to render to God; let ours be the very opposite.
We should get the true meaning of dyam'iv as it is
used here; In his elaborate comparative study of this
verb Warﬁeld, Biblical Doctrines, 511, etc., “The Terminology of Love in the New Testament,” misses the

point when he makes the distinctive feature of dyarrﬁv
this that we see some value in the object loved and
thus love that object. But what value did God see in
a damnable world (John 3:16)? And what value in
our. enemies does Jesus point to? The distinctive point
lies in another direction. We see this when we compare duAEZv which denotes the love of mere affection and
liking. This kind of love would be impossible toward
an enemy. He would not accept our aﬁ'ection, would
strike us if we tried to embrace him. Nor should we
ever be able to like our enemies; Jesus does not ask
it of us even as we nowhere read that he liked the
wicked Jews, his enemies. In the New Testament the

verb dyamiv rose far above its old and broad use, for
instance in the LXX, and came to be used as the one
term that could express the very highest type of what
could be called love. It denotes the love of intelligence,

comprehension, and corresponding purpose. It sees all
the hatefulness and the wickedness of the enemy, feels
his stabs and his blows, may even have something to

do to ward them 01f ; but this ﬁlls the loving heart with
only the one desire and aim to free its enemy from his
hate, to rescue him from his sin, and to save his soul.
Mere affection is often blind, but it even then
thinks that it sees something attractive in the one toward whom it goes out; the higher love may see nothing attractive in the one loved, nor is this love called
out by anything that is attractive; its inner motive, be
the object worthy or not, is to bestow true blessings
upon the one loved, to do him the highest possible good.
I cannot like a ﬁlthy, vicious beggar and make him my

personal friend; I cannot like a low, mean criminal
who may have robbed me and almost taken my life; I
cannot like a false, lying, slanderous fellow who has
, perhaps viliﬁed me again and again; but I can, by the
grace of Jesus Christ, love them all, namely see just
what is wrong with them, desire and work to remove
that wrong thing, and to this end do them all good.

On God’s dydm, see the author’s interpretation of John
3 :16.
It is in this sense that Jesus speciﬁes: “be doing
well to those hating you,” meet them with the exact
opposite of their hating. If we deﬁne #0ch in this connection, it is the ignorant, noncomprehending hate,

whose purpose and efforts are according, that damages
others indeed but damages itself still more. One of
the ways of overcoming this hate is to keep meeting
it with kind deeds, heaping coals of ﬁre upon the
hater’s head (Prov. 25:21, 22). If he goes on hating
in spite of our doing him all manner of good, our
conscience will be clear, we shall be showing the true

spirit of the disciple, and the Lord’s favor will be ours.

28)

Note the gradation: hate—cursing—despite-

ful abuse. And the corresponding intensiﬁcation of
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love: doing good—blessing—praying for. Although the
hater curses us and wishes God to strike us with damnation, we go on blessing him and wishing that God
may do him all manner 'of good. Whereas he actually
abuses us, we not only quietly take that abuse but pray
for the beneﬁt of our abuser (inrép), in his behalf, that
God may change his heart and not give him what his

deeds deserve. ’Ea-qpedzw is the climax and hence cannot
be reduced to mean only “to insult," which would be
less than to curse. The best commentary on this pray-

ing for our abusers (Matthew “persecutors”) is the
prayer of Jesus for his executioners. How love like

this can and does come into our hearts is shown by the
beatitudes.
29) The connection found in Matt. 5:39 is true
also in the case of Luke. The natural and unregenerate
heart is thoroughly. selﬁsh and stands on its rights.
Jesus therefore adds these illustrative injunctions that
point in the exactly opposite direction. To the one

who strikes thee on the cheek present also the other;
andfrom the one taking away thy robe also the tunic
do not withhold. To everyone who asks thee be
giving; and from him who takes away thy things
he. not asking them back.

These precepts have an astounding sound, and that
is exactly what Jesus wants them to have. They do
teach the complete reverse of what the unregenerate

call. right. From Matthew we‘see that Jesus teaches
us that the principle of right, retribution, and punishment according to which the courts of the land act,
is not the principle according to which the disciple is
to act. Rom. 13 :4 stands. But the very God who placed
the civil and criminal law and its execution where they
belong, in the hands of the government, by so doing
places another law andits execution, the law of love,

into the hearts of Christ’s disciples. This law requires
patience, forbearance, willingness to forego our rights

and to suﬁer wrong in order to overcome the evil with
good, that the courts may not need to step in, 'and that

' we may honor the name of our Lord. On the other
hand, those misunderstand Jesus’ meaning who regard
him as teaching the doctrine of absolute “nonresistance” which would ignore and overthrow all justice
and all righteousness. The law of love is not intended
to encourage lawlessness nor to open the ﬂoodgates of
cruelty and crime.
This explains the illustration of the nonresistance

that is due to love, that love which acts intelligently
and with the purpose of Jesus. Rather than to give
way to anger when he is struck unjustly on the cheek
or even to strike back in anger as natural right dictates, the disciple who has this love in his heart will
offer the other cheek for a second blow that would
otherwise not be struck. A false literalism would make
a farce of Jesus’ precept. The fact that anything of
this kind is excluded we see in the action of Jesus
himself when he was struck without cause in John
18:22, 23, where he furnishes us the commentary on
this precept.
The present tense of the participle and of the imperative is that which is used in stating general
principles by showing what constantly applies. On the
other hand: “If a neighbor knocks out your eye, are
you justiﬁed in knocking out his eye to get even with

him? It is getting even with him in sin." Loy. The
worst part of this sin are the anger, resentment, and
passion which ﬁll the heart in such resistance; another

blow would be preferable to that. Jesus’ word is intended to keep our hearts clear .of all such carnal
propensities.
Again, rather than resentfully‘to resist and to ﬁght

him who takes away his robe, the long outer garment
that is worn by Orientals, the disciple would not with-

hold also his tunic,’ the inner garment that is worn next
to the body, and regard the double loss as pure gain
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in that he keeps his heart free from angry passion
under the inﬂiction of such wrong. We know what
Jesus has to say to the striker (John 18:22, 23) and
to this robber. The command is negative and hence
is expressed by the aorist; being negative, this aorist
has to be a subjunctive: “do not withhold” in any such
case.
30) The third illustration contrasts with the two
preceding ones, for it speaks of request instead of
force. Instead of feeling bitterness and passion the
heart may show hardness, lack of pity, etc., toward him
who asks something of us.‘ Jesus bids us “be giving,”

the present imperative matches 1ravn', “everyone.” Compare Deut. 15:7, 8, 10; Prov. 21:26. Love will always
be ready to help, to give without expecting a return.
But it need not‘be said that Jesus could not inculcate
indiscriminate giving such as fosters shiftlessness and
other evils.

In the fourth example we have the same phrase
that was used in v. 29, (in?) m“: aZpowos, “from him who
takes away thy things,” and it has the same meaning:
takes them wrongfully. “Be not asking them back”
(present imperative) means “do not keep clamoring to
get them back,” hence we have a negative command

with the present imperative; the aorist subjunctive
would mean: once for all do not ask them back. The
disciple loses less by letting his things be taken wrongfully than he would by with a selﬁsh heart clamoring

to have them returned.
By means of these striking illustrations Jesus
wants to protect the disciple’s soul from damage and
loss. It is better to suffer in body and in goods to every
extent than to let passions and wrong desires possess
the soul. Jesus speaks for the disciple and not for the
wicked man who wrongs the disciple.

God will deal

with him, and God has authorized penal laws for his
punishment. When this is borne in mind, no extrava-

Luke 6:30, 31
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gant interpretation will be put upon the examples that
are introduced by Jesus. “If a ruﬂian strikes me in
wilful wickedness, or in conscious violation of all law
takes away my property to gratify his greed or spite,
or in bare malice to inflict an injury upon me, asks me
to give or lend him my money or goods without any
claim to suffering or need on his part, shall I undery
stand Christ’s words to mean that the love which the
Holy Spirit has given me will ﬁnd its appropriate expression in yielding to his santanic assaults and
demands, and even doubling my loving compliance with
his ungodly desires? I think not”—and Loy is right.
Such love would cease to be love. Christ’s injunctions
are not to be applied mechanically, just formally, or
in foolish blindness which loses sight of the true purposes of love. Love is to foster no crime in others or
to expose our loved ones to disaster or perhaps to
death. Coupled with selfless love is the wisdom which
applies love. Christ never told me not to restrain the
murderer’s hand, not to check the thief and robber,
not to oppose the tyrant, or to foster shiftlessness, dis-

honesty, and greed by my gifts.
31) These speciﬁc examples which deal with fellow men who would injure or take advantage of us

Luke follows with the saying of Jesus that is recorded
in Matt. 7:12, which deals with our actions toward
men including all our fellow disciples. And even as,
you will that men should do to you, you also keep
on doing to them likewise.
This is the so-called Golden Rule. When Luke writes
“even as . . . likewise,” this is not a change fromMatthew who writes “all things whatsoever,” for-he,
too, has 0510», “even so.” It is uncalled for to stress the
point that Luke refers only to manner and Matthew
only to the things themselves, for what we do is inseparable from the manner of our doing it. Note that in
v. 27 we have KaAa'k «out-re and in v. 26 an adverbial
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phrase that has the same verb; and it is thus that Luke
now uses “even as . . . likewise.”
Far more important is‘ the sense of this famous
dictum. It is a misconception to think that Jesus makes
self-love the measure of love to Our neighbor. Jesus
is speaking to those who accept his teaching (see v.
27), not to men in general whose self-love is selﬁshness. It is not natural self-love (selﬁshness) that he
has in mind but that puriﬁed regard for self which
the kingdom (v. 20) puts into the hearts of the disciples; this spiritual love for self is, to be the norm
for our love to others. The disciple is concerned about
his soul, his spiritual interest, and what he wants men
to do to him is to aid, support, and further him in these

interests. He does not want any innate selﬁshneSs to
be satisﬁed by men about him. And thus, Jesus says,
he is to treat others in the same way, to help and to

support them in what is truly blessed for them. This
is not a game of you gratify my selﬁshness, and I will

gratify yours; you satisfy my worldly desires, and- I
will do the same for yours—a kind of even trade.
Whether men do or fail to do what- We would want
them to do, help us spiritually, makes: no difference as
to what we are constantly going todo to them,'namely
further their relation to the kingdom.
Christ’s Golden Rule has appealed to many, yet

only true disciples have understood-it and have found
the power to translate it‘ increasingly into their lives.
It is unwarranted to write that Hillel, Philo, Socrates,

Confucius used it.‘ They had not the least ’conception

of it. Take as an example Rabbi Hillel’s dictum, which
is only the voice of selﬁshness and nothing spiritualzl
“What is hateful to thyself, do not to thy— neighbor;
fortrthi's is the wholelaw, and all else is its- expositiOn.”

Hillel voices the egoism which withholds injury lest
it again suffer injury. Hillel’s dic‘tum 'is only fermally
like the saying of Jesus. All these apparently similar

Duke 6:82
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sayings, including Tobit 4 :16, are negative. Whereas
it is true that positives involve their corresponding
negatives and vice versa, in the present . case these
Jewish and these pagan “golden rules" remained brass
because their negation never. rose to the afﬁrmation
and, in fact, could not because the spiritual world was

closed to them.. The saying of Jesus is positive and
afﬁrmative and thus of an altogether diiferent type;

it moves where spiritual life alone moves and thus
needs no negative which, when offered .alone, is bound
to remain 'in the domain of this selﬁsh world.
32) And if you go on loving those who go on
loving you, what thanks are therefor you? For even

the open sinners go on loving those who go on loving
thern. And if you shall go on doing good to those
going on doing good to you, what thanks are there
for you? For even the open sinners go on doing the
same.’And if. you shall'go on lending from whom‘you

go on" hoping to receiv'e,- what thanks are there for
you? Even open sinners-go on lending to open sinners in order- that'they may duly receive the satire.

In Matthew, too, these verses substantiate'the precept that the disciples love their enemies‘even such as

are described in v. 22. But in Matthew it is made clear
that, unless they do so, they cannot be sons of the
Father in heaven, i. e., true disciples of Christ. Luke
omits this intervening thought, but it underlies the

thought of these three verses, for they all show, by a
strong argumentum e 'cc'mtram‘o, that, unless we love
our enemies, we shall be nothing but common épaprmet
or open sinners and not true disciples and members
of the kingdom (v. 20). Moreover, the three illustrae
tions used bring out most clearly the .unselﬁshness of
the love that Jesus demands- What . return could, one
Expect from loving an enemy? None. ‘In‘ the nature of

the case 'none can .be- expected, and Our love is to be
offered Without such expectation. We "have seen that
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this selﬂessness is referred to also in v. 31, when we
do to others as we would that others do to us. So Jesus
presents the three examples of the contrary actions,
selﬁshness instead of selﬂessness.

The ﬁrst is a condition of reality which regards the
case as a fact. The other two are conditions of expectancy which consider such cases as one may well
expect to occur. So also the ﬁrst is broad and deals
with selﬁsh loving as such whereas the other two cases
are speciﬁc and deal with other selﬁsh acts as specimens of the entire class. Note the present tenses in the
verbs and also the participles, all express regular
courses of action and not merely some isolated and
exceptional action. In order to make this plain in
English our translation must become cumbersome.
If a man loves only in return for love received,
“what thanks are there for him,” min, of what kind?
Why, of no kind. Can God give him any recognition
for that? Not unless he would give recognition also
to the open sinners who most certainly do this very

thing, love those that love them. The use of dyam'iv in
this connection is perfectly in order, “to. love with
intelligence and purpose”; yet the-intelligence is here
that, of selﬁsh calculation, and the purpOse is equally

selﬁsh, namely to get full returns.
33) The speciﬁcation of doing good makes the
matter still. plainer. The practice of doing good to
those only who .do good to us is the selﬁsh morality of
the commonest sinners who even pretend to be no
more. If we rise no higher, can God acknowledge us?
34) One way of doing good is to lend. But the
practice of lending only to those from whom we expect
to take is'again only the selﬁsh morality of open sinners who certainly expect no credit for such deeds;
“Hope to take” refers to interest on the loan and ﬁnally
to the amount of the loan. In anoMBam the preposition
adds the idea of taking what is due; in wap' 61'! the dative

Luke 6:85
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antecedent is drawn into the relative. The entire transaction is one of business only, 80.wa denoting that kind

of lending whereas gimp means to lend as a favor.
35) On the contrary, be loving your enemies
and he doing good and be lending, hoping for nothing in due return; and great shall be your reward,
and you shall be sons of the Highest because he is
kind to the unthankful and wicked.
As it was in v. 24, «My is an adversative conjunction. The admonition returns to the original injunction given in v. 27 but now with the added light and
force that are gathered from the opposite course of the
Open sinners. The one way to prove by evidence that
we are no longer common sinners is to love our enemies. Since certain modes of selﬁsh love were mentioned these modes are repeated in the form of selﬂessness: “be doing good and be (lending, hoping for
nothing in the way of due return,” thus acting wholly
unlike the sinners who always make sure about the due
return.
But we meet a linguistic problem of an exceptional
sort. ’Amnzcm, wherever it is found, even in the LXX
and in Maccabees, has the meaning “to despair of,”
and the medics use it with reference to patients of
whose life they despair. Some commentators yield to
this ﬁnding and, like the R. V., translate “never despairing.” But what is the thought of always lending
without ever despairing? If this means never despairing of getting return, it would be nothing but the
worldly way of lending, that” of common sinners; and if
the thought is: never despairing of getting a return
from God, it would again be selﬁsh and out of line with
this entire section. These commentators labor to make
the idea of not despairing ﬁt, if not in one then in
another way.
The sense that is demanded in the present connection is so very plain that other commentators yield to
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that demand and translate: “hoping for nothing in the

way of due return.” The fact remains, however, that
«im'mzw is not found even once with that meaning. In
spite of this lack of examples Jerome’s Vulgate translated our passage: nihil inde sperantes, and there are
traces of this meaning in the rendering of other pas-

sages; we also nOte the fact that Chrysostom. and other
ancients understood the word in this sense. We have
the analogy of other compounds with and: damniv, to

ask what one has the right to ask; giroAaﬁezv, to take
what is due, and dwo8¢86m, to give what is due. Hence
«Marital: may mean to hope to get back what one has
the right to expect. The papyri may yet reveal that

this verb-is used in this meaning. After saying that
the open sinners lend only to people who will pay back,
lend only in order to take back all that is coming to
them, any reference to the disciples’ lending must
contain the opposite point: to lend without lookingfor
any return. We accept that to be the meaning intended
by Jesus.
R., W. P., calls this a false rendering and says that
it caused great havoc in Europe and then quotes Plum-

mer: “On the strength of it popes and councils have
repeatedly condemned the-taking of any interest whatever for loans. As leans could not be had without inter-

est, and Christians were forbidden to take it, money
lending passed into the hands of the Jews, and added

greatly to the unnatural detestation in which Jews were
held." We add that this question has disturbed sections
of the church even in recent years. But this should not
be blamed onto Jerome’s translation; the blame is to be

placed on the false interpretation of Jerome’s correct
rendering, a- rendering that is accepted by many

(Luther: dass ihr miehts dafuer hoﬁet; A. V.: “hoping
for nothing again”; Keil and’ also Zahn) . In Matt.
16:18 the rendering is correct enough, it is the false
interpretation that ﬁnds the papacy there and has
thus caused great damage. The variant'r'eadingi m'b‘éu

Luke 6:35, 86
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instead of ”My only makes the matter more diﬂicult
although C.-K., 433 consider it seriously. In passing
let usnote that we cannot translate: “Love your enemies and do good to them and lend to them,”-for ene-

mies would not borrow from us.
When=_Jesus promises that our reward, mode, pay,
shall be great he is not after all appealing to our
selﬁshness and arousing our cupidity. This “pay” is
made in. a coin that the natural man scorns as being
valueless ; it is the coin of unmerited grace.- It is paid
to us, not as having been earned by us, but as satisfying the generous heart of God which delights to reward

those that yield to his Spirit. All this the worldling
could not even understand. There is then, no appeal to
selﬁshness or to the natural heart but to the regenerate
heart and to its unselﬁsh desire to please God and to

receive more gifts of his grace.
It is really in explanation that Jesus says, “And
you shall be- sons of the Highest” (Matt. 5 :45) and at
once adds the reason for this statement:“‘because he is
kind or mild to the unthankful and wicked.” Love,

etc.,' to our fellow men does not make us sons of the
Highest but proves us such sons, namely by revealing
that we are truly like him in character and in action.
Luke uses “the Highest” whereas Matthew has “your

Father in the heavens,” both bring out the idea of
absolute exaltation. What greater glory can come to

us poor- mortals than to resemble -“the Highest” so as
to be his sons? It exhibits the lowest kind of a nature.

to be selﬁsh as described in v. 32-34; it reveals a new
birth, a new heart, and the kingdom (v. 20) in our
hearts to be like God in his kindness to the unthankful,
whose greatest wickedness is that they do not even
thank God for the benefactions that they constantly
receive from him (Matt. 6 :45b). Kindness that asks

and. expects no return 'is divine.
36) Goon being compassionate 'even- as your
Father is compassionate. And be not ‘iudging, and
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you shall in no way be judged; and do not go on
condemning, and you shall in no way be condemned;
go on acquitting, and you shall be acquitted; go on
giving, and it shall be given to you; an excellent
measure, having been pressed "down, having been
shaken together, running over will they give into
your hosom; for with what measure you keep
measuring, it shall be measured to you in return.
These precepts and promises follow in natural order
for those who are sons of the Highest. One of the outstanding attributes of their Father is his great compassion, his pity and desire to help all that suifer
(Matt. 9 :36, the compassion of Jesus) ; hence his sons
will “go on being compassionate” in the same way. The
present imperatives in these verses express courses
of action, repetitions whenever the occasions arise.
Because the positive imperatives are plain on this
psint, the negative imperatives must have the same
meaning and cannot mean stopping a wrong course
already begun. We have yivae, not Ends, because the
idea is that of compassion every time a case may arise
that calls out this motive.
37) As was the case in v. 27, 28, love is the basic
term and is. elucidated by those that follow; as this is
again the case in v. 32-34 and once more in v. 35, it is
here the motive of compassion that is basic for all the
following precepts. Compassion is to be back of not
judging, not condemning, acquitting, and giving, and
that, too, is why compassion is distinguished as being
a quality of the Father Whose sons we are. Though
we stand so high we are not to exalt ourselves and,
like the Pharisees, set ourselves up as judges of all
other men, glory in ourselves and despise others. By
forbidding us to judge Jesus is not contradicting John

7 :24; I Cor. 5 :12; I John 4:1; or the disciplinary judging of the church, Matt. 18 :17, 18; John 20:23. What
he forbids is the self-righteous, selfgexalting, and hypo-

critical judging which is false in its very nature and

calls down only God’s judgment on itself.
“And you shall in no way be judged” is expressed
by 01’: #15: this strong double negative and the aorist
subjunctive are used in the sense of an emphatic negative future indicative (R. 929 below). The unexpressed
agent back of this passive .“shall not be judged” must be
God. We should run into his judgment by the vice of

judging and would thus escape his judgment and not be
judged at all if as true disciples we refrain from judging and allow compassion to dictate our conduct. The
Father does not judge his sons. The aorist refers to
the ﬁnal judgment in which all God’s judgment centers
and climaxes. The disciples always keep that great
judgment before their eyes.

The verb «paw is neutral, “to judge,” to assume the
judge’s throne and authority, irrespective of what verdict we render. The Pharisees took to judging in order
to condemn others and in order to acquit themselves;
.and that is, indeed, what the natural man ’always loves

'to do. So‘Jesus adds that the true disciples are not to
condemn but always to acquit in true compassion for
others. The Pharisees and men in general reserve all
their compassion for themselves, always acquit themselves, never do what Paul writes in I Cor. 11:31. But
to condemn calls down God’s verdict of condemnation
-on us on the last day whereas acquitting has the prom-

ise of God’s acquittal on that day—remember that the
present imperatives denote courses of action such as
:mark what the persons really are, compassionate sons
.of God. ’A‘u’oAﬁew, “to forgive” (A. V.), “to release”
(R. V.), is in the present connection best rendered
“‘to acquit” especially since it is the opposite of “to
condemn.” But by not acting as a judge at all, as the

ﬁrst injunction requires, this acquitting implies that
the disciples hold nothing against anyone and thus

.‘Iet him go. They leave the judgment to God, “to him
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that judgeth righteously”

and will certainly judge

those mentioned in v.22. Even Jesus was not sent to
judge (xpfvctv) the world.
38) Still broaderis the exercise of compassion.in
giving, the imperative without a modiﬁer refers to any
and to all gifts that we. may ﬁnd that we can supply
to‘ relieve the needs of others. The passive has the
same broad sense, “it shall be given to you” by God
at the judgment day, it is the‘degree of glory reserved
for you by him. But it is not as men measure here by
skimping as much as possible, by short-measuring us,
but “an excellent measure,” one that comports with
the abounding generosity of God (as in 12:17, 19 and
in other parables), far beyond anything that is like
an equivalent.
The two perfect participles, which are followed by
a present participle, mean that the contents in the
measure are ﬁrst pressed down and shaken together
in order to get as much as possible into it, and after
that, while it‘is actually running over, are given into
our bosom. These participles are heaped up without
a connective in order to picture graphically the superabundance of the measure—who ever got a measure
like that at market? The plural “they shall give” 18
indeﬁnite like the German 7mm gibt because the sense
cannot be different from that of the preceding passives.
It is a point in style, Luke does not desire'to repeat

800150ch. derros is the loose fold of the Oriental garment just above the belt, which could be used as a

small pocketbag. The excellent measure refers to something that could be carried in this fashion.
"Jesus explains this return measure by stating the

principle on which it is given: “for with what measure
you go on measuring it shall- be measured to you in
return,” dv-rl in the verb means in turn or back. In
other words, by our giving we build the measure that
will be used for giving back to us. Our own measure.

is used to measure back to us. By using it ourselves
we declare that we want God to use it for us at the end.
II Cor. 9 :6. It is the measure we bring to, God, and
all he can do is to ﬁll it. And ﬁll it overﬂowingly he
will. Thus they who give nothing will receive even
less, and they who give much their lifelong will receive
vastly more. This is both justice and grace.
39) Because this verse is found in Matt. 15:14,
and v. 40 occurs in Matt; 10 :24, and v. 45 in Matt.

12 :34, the conclusion has been drawn that Luke took
the liberty of insertingthese sayings into the Sermon
on the Mount; in fact, Matthew, too, is supposed to
have inserted sections that were taken from elsewhere.

As far as Luke is concerned, the record of these sayings is fully explained by the acknowledged fact that
Jesus used pithy sayings more than once, on different

occasions, as the subjects in hand demanded, and as
any good, teacher is bound to do. Although Luke has

a record of, the sermon that is shorter than Matthew’s
he preserved some statements that Matthew omitted.
Moreover, he spoke also a parable to them: You
would not say that a blind man can lead a blind
man? Will they not both fall into the 'pit'?
Luke makes a break in his account of the sermon
because he wants us to consider what follows we umt;
After telling us how the lives of those in the kingdom
(v. 20) shine with love and its kindred virtues Jesus
goes on to say that they are free from self-deception
and will stand in the day of judgment (v. 39-46).
Nothing is worse than when men think that they see
when they are in reality blind, and when in their delusion they make'bold to act as leaders and guides for

others whom they think blind and who, indeed, are
blind in fact. This was the fatal delusion of the scribes
and Pharisees, whose was a self-willed, deliberate
blindness, a ﬁxed opposition .to the light.;and»-to.sight,
who obdurately chose darkness rather than light (John
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3 :19) and prOudly called their blindness sight (John
10 :40, 41), who loved to be called oi minor-res as so
many today love to be called “scientists,” men who
know. So they set themselves up as guides for others

—with fatal results.
The two questions and their self-evident answers
make this plain, the one introduced With pain implies
a negative, and the one with oﬁxi an aﬁirmative answer,
both interrogative particles are written in the strengthened form. For lack of an English negative interrogative particle we are compelled to circumscribe: “you
would not think, would you,” etc.? No, no one would
say that a blind man can lead a blind man (the adjec-

tives are used as nouns). Everybody would agree that
both would fall into the ditch. The questions are of
such simplicity and their interrogative form so childlike that a touch of humor plays. into them.
The ground is so rocky in Palestine that stone is
dug out along the roads for surfacing them, and dug
out in other places for other purposes, leaving many
dangerous pits. The author saw them when travelling
and was reminded of the sheep falling into the pit on
a Sabbath and of these blind men. Their delusion is
comical in a way, but it is deadly in the end. When

Jesus said “pit” he may well have had in mind the
pit of hell, for he is speaking of the fatal results of
spiritual blindness.
40) A disciple is not above the teacher; moreover, after having been perfected, everyone shall
be as his teacher.
.
A glance at Matt. 10:24, 25 is suﬂicient to show
that Luke most certainly did not take this saying of
Jesus from that connection, for it is divided and combined with another ﬁgure in Matthew. The statement
about the disciple and his master is just as clear and
self-evident as are the questions about the blind men.

A paw is- one who has imbibed the spirit of his
teacher. But as being one who is a disciple he remains
under his teacher, for the thing that makes him what
he is he has received and will always have received
from his teacher.
The warning is idle that we must not stretch this

too far since some pupils become more learned than
their teachers. No matter how much a pupil advances

beyond his teacher, as a {MW of that teacher, the
spirit he has imbibed from that teacher keeps him
forever “under” that teacher. Many an illustrious man
has acknowledged. that with regard to his teacher. It
is not the amount of knowledge that is involved in “disciple” but the character and the spirit that make him
what, he is.
So it is again wrong when we are told that this
dictum does not apply to Jesus and to his disciples.
What is it doing here if it has no such application?
It applies to Jesus and to his disciples in the most
eminent way. In the whole sermon he is trying to
imbue his disciples with his own spirit and his principles. Those who are at this time his disciples are such

only because they have in some measure imbibed his
spirit. They will thus never get above him, for if they
absorb some other spirit they will become only renegades and apostates who are no longer “under" him
but far from him. The relation expressed by Jesus is
one that has no exceptions.

Ac’ only adds another point to this little parable,
one that is slightly different; hence it means “moreover” and is certainly not our strong adversative
“but.” Jesus is only adding another thought. The subject is 1:69, and its modiﬁer Kamprwpc’voe is placed before
it in order to give it the fullest emphasis. Its tense is
perfect because it expresses a state at which the disciple has arrived: “after having been perfected," i. e.,
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after having fully imbibed his teacher’s spirit and.
principles. How is he then? Only “as his teacher.”
As a son always remains a son, no matter how great:
he becomes, so a disciple always remains a disciple,
no matter how great he grows.
‘This is true of every disciple who is more than a
pupil, who absorbs more from his teacher than mere
learning. And it is most eminently true of a disciple:
of Jesus. In the case of ﬁne earthly teachers it may
be possible that a disciple absorbs all of his teacher’s
spirit and, as Jesus says, then will be “as his teacher.”
But in the case of our teacher Jesus none can rise that
high in his discipleship. Oh, that we could be “as our
Teacher”! But compare Phil. 2:5 ; Matt. 11:29; John
13:15; I Pet. 2:21; I John 2:6. He is “the head over-

all things to the church,” Eph. 1 :22; we are to “grow
up into him in all things, which is the head, even
Christ,” Eph. 4:15; Col. 1:18; in fact, “we are members of his body, of his ﬂesh, and of his bones,” Eph.
5:30; Col. 3:11.
There is one danger: not to see at all and thus to
become a joke and a calamity. A second danger is:
to try to be above the teacher and not to be as the
teacher.
41) Moreover, why dost thou see the sliver in

the eye of thy brother, yet the beam in thine own
eye thou dost not perceive? Or how canst thou be
saying to thy brother, Brother, hold, I will take
the sliver out, the one in thy eye, thyself not seeing
the beam in thy eye? Hypocrite, take out ﬁrst the
beam out of thy eye, and then shalt thou see clearly
the sliver, the one in the eye of thy brother.
In Matthew this parable follows after the injunction about not judging so that the parable illustrates
the kind of judging Jesus warns against. In Luke it

follows after the statement about the blind leader and
that about the disciple who may think himself above

Duke 6:41. «6'2
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his teacher so that the parable forms an illustration for

that blind haughtiness. We see at once how it ﬁts
either connection. Luke has the saying about judging
a little farther back, in v. 37. The parable thus furnishes an illustration for these various injunctions of

Jesus, and it is not proper to restrict it too closely to
just one of them.
The suppositions here used are ifrankly impossible
in actual life. Nobody could possibly have a piece of
timber, a plank or a beam, in. his eye. The same is
true regarding a Kcip¢os', which is not a “mote” (our
versions) ,or a “speck” (R., Tr.,) but a dried twig or
straw. Who could endure that for a moment? Both
suppositions are intended to be ridiculous-a man with
a plank in his own eye seeing a twig in his brother’s
eye and proposing to take it out. The eye is often overlooked in the interpretation of this parabolic language.
The splinter is taken to be some small moral fault in
the man and the beam a fault that is correspondingly
greater. But why are the splinter and the beam placed
in the eyes; why not in other parts of the body, for
instance the hand, the organ for so many of our acts?
Jesus is'not speaking of faults or sins in general, one
being tiny and the other immense, but of moral and
spiritual perception, which is slightly wrong in the one
man, totally wrong in the other. He who is devoid of
all spiritual insight pretends to aid another who is
lacking in that insight to a small degree. The very idea
is farcical—yet men act thus.

Jesus ﬁrst scored the pretense of the eye that has
the beam seeing the eye that has the splinter ;4he next

(v. 42) ‘ scored the pretense of the eye that has the
beam aiding the eye that has the splinter. The preposterous idea is carried to its climax.

42)

The present inﬁnitive how- canst thou “be

saying” sounds as" if the man who has the beam in his
eye is by repetition urging the other as if he were re-
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luctant about submitting to the operation. A grand
eye specialist this man would be! By even only approaching him he might knock out both of the other
man’s eyes. 'Adaes' (always singular) is a mere adjunct
to the volitive subjunctive expat (R. 430, 931) : “hold,
I will take out.”
The regular negative with participles is M; when
015 is used as it is here, the negation is more sharp.
The Lord’s indignation ﬂashes forth in the vocative
“hypocrite I” This term is used with reference to actors.

who impersonate other persons, the preposition inrd in.
the word denotes something underhanded that is in~

tended to deceive. The aorist zit/me is peremptory and
sharp. The thought is again not that one should ﬁrst

correct his own grave faults before he tries to correct
his brother’s minor faults, which leaves out the eyes;
but that one should clear his own eyes and judgment
with the spiritual insight of God’s truth before he
attempts to aid another in making some correction in
his perception of the truth. The scribes and Pharisees
were eye doctors who had beams in their own eyes.

What they did to the people, who otherwise saw moreclearly than they, can be imagined (John 7 :45-49) .
43) For there is not an excellent tree producing
worthless fruit, nor again a worthless tree producing
excellent fruit; for each tree is known by its own
fruit; for from thornbushes they do not gather ﬁgs,
nor from a bramblebush do they harvest a ripe grape
cluster. The good man out of the good treasure of
his heart brings forth the good; and the wicked out

of the wicked brings forth the wicked; for out of
heart-abundance his mouth doth. speak.
In Matthew this passage occurs in connection with
false prophets, here in Luke with the blind, arrogant
(v. 40) fools who have beams in their eyes. We see
again as we did in v. 41 that the connection of thought

Luke 6:48, 44
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is broad and ﬁts all who act in blindness to mislead
and to damage.
Every statement is axiomatic, clear as crystal, so
obvious that a child can understand—and yet how important and precious every word! Every statement
also applies to all men who belong in either the one
class or in the other. In Matthew the false prophets
and in Luke the blind leaders, etc., are'specimens. All
are judgedby the axioms that are here pronounced as
is also every good man and every teacher. In v. 43 the
stress is on the four adjectives which, therefore, occupy
the emphatic positions, and these adjectives thus make
the ﬁgure of the trees and their fruits entirely transparent. This is especially true regarding the second
kind of tree. It, too, produces fruit, perhaps in great
abundance (Matt. 7 :22). Hence omrpdv does not mean
“rotten” or “diseased” in this connection as translators
render it. B.-P. rightly asks: “Do rotten (faule) ﬁsh
enter a net? Do rotten trees bear fruit at all ?” The
contrast is not between conditions but between kinds;
not between trees that are sound and healthy and others

that are rotting and decayed but between trees of excellent variety and trees of worthless variety. Both
kinds may look grand merely as trees, but the fruit

they produce (watch! like 3:9) invariably reveals what
they are worth, for it is absblutely impossible for a
tree to bear fruit that is contrary to its constitution
and nature. An excellent tree cannot produce worthless
fruit, and vice versa.
44) This emphasis on the fruit is essential. We,
recognize every tree as to its excellence or its worthlessness only by its fruit; there is no other way to tell

the quality and the nature of the tree. In ‘order to make
this obvious truth still more obvious Jesus illustrates
by referring to ﬁgs and a ripe grape cluster (maq'zwhf,
the ripe grapes that make a cluster; pérpue, the cluster
itself). Are these found growing on any kind of tree
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or bush? For instance, do we see anybody going out
to gather ﬁgs “from thornbushes”; or to harvest a ﬁne
cluster of ripe grapes “from a bramblebush” (like the
one Moses saw burning, paras) ? The idea is not only
comical, it-is ridiculous—and Jesus wants his hearers
to catch the humor. Why do people (the subjects of the
plural verbs are indeﬁnite) do nothing like this? Because they have learned to judge every tree, bush, etc.,
by its fruits. Brambles and thornbushes bear no ﬁgs
and grapes. So it is in the case of men.
45) What do we ﬁnd? Why this that it is only
the good man who out of the good treasure of his heart
brings forth the good in word, deed, and inﬂuence.

Would you expect such a thing of the wicked man?
It is the wicked (man) who out of the wicked (treasure
of his heart) brings forth the wicked. Would you ex-

pect him to bring forth the goOd? Note the triple repetition, ﬁrst of 6.70.969, “good,” then of «ampéc, “wicked,”

active wickedness, not merely “evil." As is the man,
in particular his heart, so is the product of his life.
Take the mouth for instance—what comes out of it in
the way of utterance (Mei?) ? Why, the overﬂow of
the heart! When the heart gets too full it spills over
through the mouth in speech. And you can at once tell

whether the heart is treasuring what is good or what
is wicked, whether the man is good or whether he is
wicked.
All this need not be restricted to the truly spiritual
domain, it applies even to the domain of common morality, to good and to bad as "the world regards these.
These axioms are entirely universal. That is what

lends them such convincing force. So the fact is hammered in that the heart must be: changed, the spiritual
nature of the very man himself, before God ‘can accept

the fruits of his words and his deeds. This harks back
to the opening of the sermon, to the beatitudes which

Luke 6:46
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reveal how the heart is made new by receiving the
kingdom of God (v. 20, etc.).
46) Now why do you call me Lord, Lord, and
do not do what I say?
The whole application is here made at one stroke.
Matthew has the third person and reports this portion
with greater fulness. Luke has preserved the direct
personal address. It pertains to all the hearers; to the
disciples in so far as they, too, may not be doing some
things their Lord tells them and may be in danger of
disregarding perhaps even all of his teaching. All ﬁgures are now drapped, the reality of what Jesus clothed
in ﬁgures now stands forth with all clearness. Only
when we do what Jesus says, of course by his grace
and help, is he really our Lord, and are we truly his
disciples, good trees bearing good fruit. Mereprodigality in calling Jesus “Lord” is no ticket of admission to
heaven. Saying “Lord, Lord 1” means to claim that rela-

tion to Jesus which is expressed in that title. The duplication indicates the urgency made .in that claim.
The title Kﬁpm may, of course, contain more or
less according to the mind of him who uses it. Like the
English word “lord,” it was often little more than our
“sir,” a title of respect. But in the present connection
the sense would be lost if less were meant than “divine
Lord.” The point lies in the claim of a connection with
Jesus as the divine Lord, Messiah, and Savior, which
is spurious because those who make it fail to do what
he says. Their doing (wont-re, durative, course of
action) fails to call Jesus “Lord.” This means pretense,
hypocrisy, exclusion from the kingdom more decisively
than for those who never knew Jesus or claimed connection with him.
The question is a mighty warning, a blow that
strikes home in the heart. It asks searchingly about
what we are doing. It probes our very hearts.
'
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47) In conclusion Jesus relates another parable,
one that is completely lucid and transparent and reveals
what doing his words really does, and what failing to
do them also does. Everyone coming to me and hearing
my words and doing them, I will show you to whom
he is like. Like is he to a man building a house, who
dug out and went deep and placed a foundation upon
the rock mass. Now when a ﬂood came, the river
broke against that house, and it did not have strength

to shake it because it had been built well.
The attributive participles are present tenses to
describe the man as he comes, hears, and goes on doing
“my words,” Myoa, i. e., the substance ofwhat Jesus
says. The genitive of what is heard is less frequent
than the accusative (R. 507). In {moSezgm the preposition “under” means that Jesus will show by placing
under the eyes what would otherwise not be noted. The
emphasis is on “doing” the words of Jesus even also
as in the Opposite case the point is that the man failed
to do. It is the Word as it sounds forth that makes the
man hear. This does not mean that after hearing we
step in with our own natural powers and do that Word
(“my words,” the plural, presenting its parts). That
we may do with human words that please us; We act
upon them by our own powers. But in regard to all
truly spiritual requirements we are dead and lifeless,
unable to respond to them. The words of Jesus meet
this situation ;.they are spirit and life, carry their own

power with and in them, and thus move and enable
us to do what they say. This is their normal effect.
To do the words of Jesus in and by the power which

they themselves bestow means far more than outward
compliance with certain requirements and regulations.
That would call for no such power, for that would only
repeat the folly of the scribes and Pharisees, the old
error of work-righteousness. To do the words of. Jesus
is to let them bring forth in us the result described in

Luke 6 :47, 48 l"
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v. 20, i. e., to bestow upon us the kingdom of God. This
is done by working in us repentance and faith in the
gospel (Mark 1:15). The essential doing is faith
(John 6:29, 39, 40; John 3:23). Then there will of
itself follow the true evidence of repentance and faith
which is also indicated in the beatitudes and in the
body of the sermon. To do the words of Jesus means
to have faith, including contrition, the conﬁdence of
the heart (conversion, regeneration), and the new
obedience, and all these in the power of the grace that
comes to us in his words (the Word) as the divine
means of grace.

48)

To whom is every such man like? To a man

engaged in building a house, who dug and went deep

and'placed a foundation, not on the earth or sand of
the soil, but on the «£17m, the rock bottom underlying
the soil (we'rpoe would be only a boulder). It is not
said that his house was grand or more beautiful than
the house which the other man built; the point is that

it rested on the solid rock beneath. The idea is that
of a stone house even as Palestine today has its cheapest houses built of stone, which is ’so abundant there.
The reason for carrying the foundation down to
bedrock now appears. A ﬂood came, the river rose and
swirled about that house, broke against it but had not
the strength even to shake it, to say nothing of washing it away. It rose up from bedrock as though it were
a part of it. The chief point is once more stated: “on
account of having been built well,” Sui with the perfect
passive inﬁnitive (R. 909), which does not have the
reduplication here (R. 365). The variant reading
merely substitutes Matthew’s clause. But note that the
rock receives all the credit for saving the house.
It is natural to seek the counterparts of the ﬁgurative terms used. It is best to let the house represent
the man’s life. He built and founded his life on the
words of Jesus, and these words are “the rock” (the
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article occurs already in the ﬁrst mention). The rock
is objective; hence we do not take it to be “doing the
words,” for “doing” is subjective.

In A6701. the sub-

stance is referred to; hence we may say the rock is
God in his Word and grace, Deut. 32:15, 18; Ps. 18:2;
Isa. 17:10; or Christ himself, Isa. 28:16; Rom. 9:33;
I Pet. 2:6; I Cor. 3:11. It is best to let the ﬂood and
the river refer to the supreme ordeal of death and not
merely to the indecisive trials that occur in this life.
One of these may wreck a life that is not built on the
rock, yet again it may not. Death alone is all-decisive.
49) Only a slight change, and the outcome is
the very opposite. But he who heard and did not do
is like a man that built on the earth without foundation; against which the river broke, and immediately
it fell in, and the ruin of that house was great.
Everything is now the reverse. In the case of the
ﬁrst man the present participles describe him in the
act of hearing and doing Jesus’ words; but in the case
of this second man the participles are aorists, also that
regarding his work of building, to say that .the thing
was deﬁnitely done—he was done with the hearing, he
decided and was done with the decision not to do what
he had heard, and so he was like the man who was

done with his building—his house rested on nothing
but the earth and was without foundation, one that

reached down to something solid. It was easier to
build that way; many others did the same thing. Their
houses may have been grand and may have stood as

long as sunny days lasted and no ﬂood danger threatened.
“The earth” (Matthew: “the sand”) is just as
deﬁnite as“the rock,” and we may deﬁne: all teach-

ings and doctrines that are not the words of Jesus.
“All other ground is sinking sand.” Some of these
earth and sand sites, which are constantly sold by the
real estate agents who are mentioned in Matt. 7 :15,

Luke 6:49
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are extremely attractive and popular: merely hearing
the Word by church attendance; regarding the righteousness that God requires as being only civil righteousness, a moral life according to the world’s
approval; omitting true contrition and relying on historical faith; modernistic faith which emasculates the
gospel; etc. These earth sites are sometimes quite near
the rock, and the houses built on them seem to be pretentious. Some of the preliminary ﬂoods of adversity
and the moderate winds of trouble may be safely
endured, which enhances the false feeling of security;
of course, already these slighter tempests sometimes
cause a sad wreck among the houses on the earth. That
is a good thing if it serves to expose the folly of the

.undertaking and drives men to seek the rock.
But the supreme test is the ﬁnal ﬂood of death,
which is described only by a relative clause: “against
which the river broke,” this river again occurs with
the article and is made as deﬁnite as the rock and the
earth. No more needs to be said, that breaking of the
river on the house is enough. “Immediately it fell in,”

it did not stand for even a short time. The earth
washed out swiftly, and down came the house. Jesus
feelsthe tragedy and wants us to feel it likewise when
he adds: “and the ruin of that house was great,” collapsing, as it did, all at once with a grinding crash.
With this statement Jesus closed his great sermon.
Did a huSh fall over the hundreds that had been hang-

ing on his lips? Did they look to him to add something
more, to close, perhaps, as he had begun, with the word

“blessed”? As the silence deepened, and all understood

that the last word had been spoken, that mighty ﬁnal
warning must have been intensiﬁed. Who would build
to end in such a ruin?

CHAPTER VII
Luke reports only one of the miracles that followed
on the great Sabbath in the early morning of which
Jesus preached the Sermon on the Mount. Matthew

(8:1, etc.) reports this and much more.
1) When he completed all his utterances for
the hearing of the people he went into Capernaum
(Matt. 8 :5) and there wrought this miracle. There
was nothing more to be uttered on that great occasion.
The distance to Capernaum was not far, and it was
here that the slave of the ofﬁcer was healed.
2) Now a centurion’s slave, being ill, was about
to die, who was precious to him.

In times of peace the Romans quartered no troops
in Capernaum. This. ofﬁcer was in the pay of Herod
Antipas, whose troops were made up of foreigners
(Josephus, Ant. 17, 8, 3) of various nationalities. In
the narrative, too, this man appears as a Gentile. A
centurion commanded a hundred men or less; a cohort
had six centuries, and a legion ten cohorts. The fact
should be noted that all the centurions mentioned in
the New Testament act in the most honorable manner;
Polybius states that the best men in the army were

selected for this position. The one mentioned here
seems to have been a proselyte of the gate (v. 4, 5).

He had his permanent residence in Capernaum.
Luke writes 8013A“, “slave,” whereas Matthew has
mic, the term for “servant.” These terms are like the
German Bursche and the English “boy.” The clause
which states that this slave was so valuable to his mas-

ter explains why he went to so much trouble in the
sick man’s behalf. 'Exew with an adverb means “to be":
“being ill,” literally, “having it bad.” Though Luke
was a physician, it is Matthew who names the disease,
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which was .paralysis. But Luke at once states that the

sick man “was about to die,” the imperfect of pc'Mw
with a present inﬁnitive to express what is impending.
The condition of the slave explains why no eﬂfort was
made to bring him to Jesus; moreover, this seems to

have been a Sabbath.
3) Now when he heard concerning Jesus he
sent to him elders of the Jews requesting him that,
having come, he bring his slave safe through.
The centurion, who knew about Jesus, heard that
he had returned to the city. Matthew says nothing
about these intermediary Jewish elders whom the centurion sent to Jesus. Therefore a discrepancy is found
by some although Luke, too, says that the centurion
was e'pmo'w, “requesting” Jesus, namely through the
elders. Matthew omitted the detail about the elders.
What a man does through agents he really does himself. Another point is Luke’s independent source of
information. Matthew himself was present with Jesus
and also knew all the details, but Luke did not secure

them from Matthew but obtained them elsewhere.
Although the centurion was a proselyte, he feels
his unworthiness in the presence of the great Jewish
teacher and worker of miracles and thus requests his
Jewish friends, who are important persons in the city,
to intercede for him, which they do most readily. Army
ofﬁcers, as a rule, bear themselves proudly and feel
their dignity, yet this commander shows the deepest
and most honest humility. He drops not only every presumption of military rank but likewise every presumption of connection with the synagogue and of his great
benefaction to the local Jews.

The verb épwrav expresses dignity, it requests, it does
not merely ask. Both Matthew and Luke bring out fully
the fact that the centurion did not expect Jesus to enter
his house, which would be deﬁling to a Jew. That means
that am, “having come,” is not to be stressed as re-
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questing Jesus to enter the house where the slave lay.
All that is meant is that Jesus is to come to the house;
°07rws is used after a verb of requesting (R. 995), and

the verb compounded with Sui means that Jesus is to
bring the dying man safely through and- back to life
and health. The very request shows great faith: Jesus
is to help a dying man. Since it was offered in such
humility it certainly touched the heart of Jesus deeply.
4) But they, having come up to Jesus, began
heseeching him earnestly, saying, Worthy is he for
whom thou shalt do this, for he loves our nation and

himself built the synagogue for us.

I

In v. 3 there is stated what the centurion wanted
the Jewish elders to say, but there is now recorded what
they really said. They did more than to present the cen-.
turion’s request, they went on beseeching Jesus earnestly on their own behalf for this man who was their
benefactor. When they say that he is “worthy” they
do not mean that he has deserved miraculous help but

that, compared with others whom Jesus helped, this

centurion was worthy of consideration. In «I» wdpéen we
have a complementary relative clause in the subﬁnal
sense (R. 996) , the future tense indicates contemplated
result: “for whom thou shalt do this”—not “should,”
which expresses obligation—for the elders feel certain
that Jesus is going to do this. The verb is the future
middle of mpéxm: emeisen, “to render.”

5)

The reason for deeming the man worthy of

favorable consideration on the part of Jesus is certainly notable: “for he loves our nation,” the JeWish
nation as such although he is of a different nationality.

And now a particular benefaction is pointed out: “the
synagogue he himself did build for. us”; the object is
placed forward: no less than the synagogue. The article refers only to the synagogue of these elders and
.cannot be stressed to mean the only or the greatest
synagogue in Capernaum. The subject, too, is em-

phatic, 0.15769, “he himself," which implies that he built
it entirely out of his own means. That certainly says
a great deal. Although it implies wealth on the centurion's part it implies also a devout desire to apply his

wealth in the way that would please God most.
The site of Capernaum is not certain. Some stone
capitals have been uncovered where Capernaum is sup-

posed to have' been located, and we were asked to believe that they belonged to this centurion’s synagogue,
for they had the seven-branched candlestick carved
upon them. But they and other stones have been proved
to be of much later .date, and more than ruins of a late
synagogue are necessary to. determine a site.
6)

Now Jesus proceeded to go with them. But

while he was already not far from the house, the
centurion sent friends to him, saying to him: Lord,
stop troubling thyself, for I am not suﬁcient that
thou shouldest enter beneath my roof; wherefore
I did not deem myself worthy to come to thee. But
say a word, and healed shall be my servant. For I
myself, too, am a man set under authority, yet having under myself soldiers, and I say to this one, Go!
and he goes; and to another, Be coming! and he
comes; and to my slave, Do this! and he does it.
Jesus expressed his readiness to go to the centurion’s house (Matt. 8:7), and Luke shows him on the
way. Both «apediow (v. 4) and aropeéero are imperfects

and imply that something deﬁnite is to follow. It does
as Era-(pipe, the aorist, shows: the centurion sent out
friends to stop him’ from coming any farther. Word
must have been hurried to the centurion that Jesus
intended to come. It reached him when Jesus was already close to the house. This would not do; Jesus must
not come into this Levitically unclean house. It was
improper for any Jew to go under the roof of a Gentile
and most certainly for a great and holy Jew like Jesus.
The centurion had not meant that Jesus should come
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into his house but should come only near enough to heal

his slave. How he imagined that Jesus would do this he
states in v. 7. He did not, of course, instruct the elders
to- say this to Jesus, for that would have made the

impression that he wanted to prescribe to Jesus how
he should proceed—a thought that was farthest from
the centurion’s mind.
Note the problem: a slave in a Gentile’s house, who
is dying and cannot be moved; and Jesus who as a Jew
cannot enter this ceremonially unclean house and
hasten to the slave’s side. But Jesus is already near
and ready to enter into this unclean house. It occurs
to the centurion that something must be wrong, that
the Jewish elders perhaps went too far in urging Jesus,
or that Jesus was under some misapprehension in regard to the kind of house he is about to enter. So the
centurion hastily sends a few of his friends to stop
Jesus and not to let him go too far. Luke again represents the centurion himself as doing the speaking,
which fully justiﬁes Matthew’s account which omits
mention of the friends.

The address Kﬁpu receives its weight from the entire context, especially from v. 9, from the man’s great
faith. “Lord” thus means “divine Lord” and not
merely “sir.” In many connections the present imperative in negative commands means that one is to stop
an action already begun (see R. 851, etc.) ; it does so
here; ,3, amiMou (present middle) means “stop troubling
thyself,” i. e., in coming as far as under my roof. Why
is .Jesus to halt? “I am not sufﬁcient (not ﬁt, ohmic)
that thou shouldest enter beneath my roof"—thus delicately referring to the Levitical uncleanness of his
house. The M clause is equal to an inﬁnitive after
ixavés‘, R. 992, 1076.
7) But what did this oﬁ‘icer mean by' sending. for
Jesus? He feels that he must now say what he would
not have said when sending his appeal, now that, to his

astonishment, Jesus is coming, actually coming to enter

his house. 'He ﬁrst explains why he himself had not
hastened to Jesus. As a Gentile he felt himself too unworthy to come to Jesus with a petition. He felt that
a Gentile had no such right, and that Jesus would likely
turn away from him. So he had sent the Jewish elders
in his place, Jews and elders whom Jesus would certainly regard.
How did the centurion think that Jesus, if he came
to help, would proceed? He states it by putting it into
the form of a request, namely that on his arrival before the house Jesus would just say a word, just a word
of some kind, and that the servant would then be
healed. It is thus that the humble mind really honors
Jesus by thinking highly of him. Others thought that
Jesus would have to touch the sufferers before he could
heal them, but this man was sure that Jesus needs to
speak only “a word.” Two important texts have the
aorist imperative iaoriw, “let him be healed,” instead of

the future passive helium. And the centurion now uses
the more affectionate 6 «at; you, which is explained
above.
8) The centurion explains to Jesus how he came
to think that Jesus would proceed in such a way and

speak only a word to heal his servant. He feels that he
must do this lest Jesus think him rather presumptuous
for saying how he might proceed under the peculiar

circumstances. The centurion’s explanation again does
him great credit, for it reveals his degree of faith. The

emphasis is on «a2 e'yé, “I myself also,” and rwadpaos
merely explains the kind of man he is, one who is set
or ranged under authority. In the king’s service he is
under the king’s authority, is probably the ranking
ofﬁcer in Capernaum. Though he is under another he
has still others who are under his command, to whom
he needs to say but a single word in order to secure its ,
instant execution. The thought is: “If I myself, a sub-
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altern, am able to have my will done by- a mere wOrd,
how much more thou, Jesus, who art the king and ruler

thyself?”

The «at should not be stressed to mean that Jeans,
t00, is"‘a‘ man set under authority,” for that would:
damagethe inference cf the argument. "‘I myself also”
means'I like other Ofﬁcers. The argument is from the
less to the greater. If even a man who is under author-

ity is instantly obeyed by those under him, how much
more will Jesus be obeyed, who has all- powers and all
agencies under his command! The illustration is net
a- double one, namely that" the centurion knows obedience both by himself obeying the authority oVer him
and by having his own authority obeyed by those who

are under him. If that were the sense, he would illustrate" his oWn obedience in the way in' Which he illus-

trates the obedience of the soldiers and of his slave.
“A man. set under- authority” humbly brings out the
inferior position of the'centurion over against the high
eminence of Jesus.

The two aorist commands, aropetigirn and wouiaov, have
the true military ring and snap whereas the present

zPXoo and. the three pre‘Sent tenses to state the obedience

of each command are also a'oristic '(R. 856, 865) , meaning punctiliar: “be coming on the instant!” So are the
indicatives‘: “he goes on the instant”—'~‘he comes in-stantly”-—~-‘he does the thing at once.” Note that “go"
.and..“come” are military marching commands and are

thus issued to soldiers; but the some: is the oﬁicer’s
personal servant, and the-orders he gets and- obeys are

according.

'

The request to save the servant from death, and,
because of the Le’vitical uncleanness, doing that by
merely expressing his will by a word imply divine omnipotence in- Jesus. The-centuriOnthus reveals his canception of- Jesus and of any word 0f command that 'may

come from his lips. This answers the question as to

Luke 7:9
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the agencies 'which- would execute the divine will of
Jesus. Differentxsuggestions are offered. Yet a man who
thinks like this centurion .regarding Jesus, a ‘man who
is so devoted to Judaism as to build a synagogue for
the Capernaum Jews, could have in 'mind only the
angels of God. And this the more since the Old Testament represents them as being an army that is'ready to

execute commands, ‘11 Kings 6:17; Ps. 103 :20; 68:17;
34:7; compare Matt. 26 :53.

_ 9)

But on hearing these things Jesus marvelled

at him and, having turned to the multitude following
him, said, I say to. you, not even in Israel did I ﬁnd
so great faith. And those sent, having returned to
the house, found the slave well.
Only twice did Jesus praise faith as being great,
here and in the case of the Canaanite woman. This
makes his doing so the more noteworthy. “Not even in
Israel” implies that the. centurion was a Gentile. Yet
the implication is that Jesus found great faith also in
Israel even if it was not as great as that of this Gentile.
The Greek is satisﬁed with the aorist cﬁpov, a statement
of the past fact as such, whereas we use the perfect

“have I found" to note the relation of the time, R. 844.
The greatness of the centurion’s faith is apparent
in its humility. Though the man is a high military oﬁi-

cer and a great benefactor of the Jews he deems himself utterly unworthy. In the second place this man’s
faith centers in the word of Jesus, the very thing that
Jesus had so much difﬁculty in attaining among the
Jews- 0f himself, merely from what this man had
heard about Jesus, without further experience and
teaching, he shows absolute trust in Jesus’ word and
in its power; compare the court oﬁicer mentioned in
John 4:50 for an example of one who arrives slowly
at faith in Jesus’ mere word. A word isen’ough, Jesus
does not need to be present in person.
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Thirdly and as the basis of this humble conﬁdence
in the mere word, the centurion has a proper conception of the exalted person of Jesus. His word that is
spoken outside the house works with omnipotence to
save from death. It is an ill comment on Jesus’ estimate
of the centurion’s faith to suggest that he had some
pagan conception of how the power of Jesus would
work the healing, yet that this did not affect the nature
and the value of the faith. Any pagan conception would
vastly reduce, if it would not make void, this Gentile’s

faith. The remarkable feature of the man’s faith. was
the fact that it accorded so fully with the truest Israelite teaching and was wholly free from pagan conceptions.
10) Did Jesus, or did he not, say a word that
healed the dying man? Did Jesus, perhaps, overtop the
ofﬁcer’s faith and heal the slave by mere volition, without even a word ? Luke does not answer these questions.
But he implies that the miracle was wrought when he
states that “those sent” (elders and friends), on returning, found the slave well. Not only was he brought
back from the verge of dissolution but was completely
freed from the paralysis and was “well” again like any
other man, the present participle indicates his condition.
11) And it came to pass in the time soon after
he went to a city called Nain, and there were going
with him his disciples and a great multitude.

0n éyc’vero plus a ﬁnite verb without a connective
see 1:8. The reading with no” (supply xpdwp) is preferable to 17') (supply ﬁpe’pg) ; in either case the adverb
£617: is used as an adjective. Nain probably lay southwest of Capernaum, about two miles west of Endor, on
the slope of Little Hermon and south of Mt. Tabor.
Luke tells us who went with him.
12) Now as he came near to the portal of the
city, lo, there was being carried out one dead, a son

only-begotten to his mother, and she was a widow.
And a goodly crowd of the city was with her.
The situation that Jesus encountered is sketched
effectively so as to 'let us feel the full pathos of the
scene. Jesus, the Prince of Life, here meets death,
carrying away his helpless prey. Looked at thus, the
scene becomes dramatic in a supreme way. The city
was walled and was entered through a great portal in

the wall. The aorist means that Jesus drew near, and
the following imperfect that the dead man was in the
act of being carried out. Jesus and his great following
stopped, and the large funeral procession came toward
him and then also stopped. The imperfect pictures how
the dead man was carried out. Kai before 38m? introduces the apodosis and is not translated because we
lack this idiom (B.-D.- 442, 7). The surprise occasioned
by the meeting of these two bodies of people is marked
by “lo.” It seemed purely accidental but was the hand
of providence. The masculine perfect participle "amass
is used like a noun, but its tense indicates a condition
that set in and continues just as the perfect of the verb
itself means “to be dead.”
“A dead man” is distressful enough; but there are
other features that are still more so, such as make this
one of the saddest of cases. The man who was being
carried out was not only his mother’s only son but the
only one she had ever had as “only-begotten” states.

We know what sorrow this was for this mother. T5
(Lnrpt' is the dative of relation. “And she was a Widow”
adds the third point, which raises the grief to the highest degree. They had once before carried out a dead
man for her— that was her husband. She then had one
comfort left, her son. But he was now being carried
out also, her-last consolation and, since he had grown
up, her only support and provider. No wonder that “a
goodly crowd” of the city went with her out to the
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burial. But. how was this general sympathy to offset
her terrible loss?

13)

And when the Lord saw her he was ﬁlled

with compassion for her and said to her, Stop sobbing! And having come ~ forward, he touched. the
bier; and those hearing it stopped. And he said,
Young man, to thee lnsay, rise up! And the dead
sat up and began to speak. And he gave him to his
mother.
4

Jesus was walking in front of all those that followed him and met the funeral procession as it was
coming in the opposite direction and was about to pass
him and his followers on one side. He at once saw the
one mourner, who, according to custom, walked either
in front of or behind the bier. In that climate the ordinary dead are buried the same day they die, or if they
die too late for that, then on the following morning,
It is to be noted that Luke uses 6 Kﬁpws, “the Lord,”
to designate Jesus. He will do so again frequently. This
designation had its beginnings during the earthly life
of Jesus and'developed rapidly into a ﬁxed usage after
his resurrection. It is this usage that we see in Luke.
It designates Jesus as the divine Lord and Ruler who
is over all and in a special sense, namely asthe divine
Messiah, over all believers. It is not intended as the
personal name of God, the equivalent of Yahweh, for
it designates Jesus in his ofﬁce of Ruler; but it always
designates him in his deity, as our Messiah-Ruler. in
whom we trust, whom we obey, who is the source of
our salvation, and whom we worship. It may be that
Luke begins this use of “the Lord” because of the
greatness of this miracle.

The verb ”Myvzzopac seems to be “a coinage of the
Jewish Dispersion”: “to be moved as to the owM'yxm,
the nobler viscera, heart, lungs, and liver, which are
here conceived in the- Hebraic sense as the seat of the'
affections” (cf., M.-M. 584 on the verb and the noun,

see ‘the latter in 1 :78). All the tender pity of Jesus for
this stricken widow is revealed. We have the ﬁnite verb“was ﬁlled with compassion for her” and not a mere circumstantial participle which would denote something

that is merely subsidiary. Jesus and the widow stood
side by side, each had the procession behind them, and
thus without a further word Jesus turns to her and
says, “Stop sobbing !” It is the present imperative negatived, which so often means to stop what has been
begun or what one is doing; and Mew is schluchzen,
audible weeping, Saxpziew, to shed tears, weep silently.
It is not necessary to offer the explanation that
Jesus secured the information about this sad case from
one of the people, say one of the mourning women.
Jesus himself saw enough—one lone, elderly woman as

the mourner', no husband, no other child, her heart
breaking with sobs, poorly clad, and all this multitude
from the city, and the body, as its form showed, that
of a youth. If Jesus needed any more. information, it

was at his command through his supernatural insight,
which always gave him what he needed'for his. work.
It is a command to stop sobbing (though not a peremptory aorist) , and yet in that: command there lies the
most astounding promise. For when, Jesus commands.

he always enables us to obey his commands.
14) When men preach on this section they often
mar this scene by dwelling on this command and presenting it as if the woman stood surprised and shocked

at Jesus’ ordering her to cease her sobbing. But it was
all done in a moment—Jesus stepped. to the bier,
stretched out his hand and touched it so that the bearers stopped forthwith—and then there rang out the

second command, which is now indeed a most peremptory aorist: “Young man, to thee I say, rise up !”
In Homer a'opds‘ was used. to designate the urn or
vessel that held the ashes or the bones of the dead'; then
it meant a cofﬁn, sarcophagus, etc., for a dead body;
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and then the funeral couch or bier on which a wrapped
body was carried. And this last is the sense here, for
the Jews did not use cofﬁns (II Sam. 3 :21) because they
did not bury in the soil but in chambers that had been
hewn in the rock. Lazarus was laid away in this fashion, Joseph was preparing a tomb for his family, in
which Jesus was laid, and the demoniac wandered
among the tombs, Matt. 8 :28. It was the sandapz'la,
Totenbahre, which was used for common people; prominent people were carried out in the lectica, Saenfte,
litter (Georges, Woerterbuch). We do not know
whether it was carried on the shoulders. The author
saw a Jewish funeral procession at Jerusalem. It was
a great procession that was composed entirely of men,
and among them was the bier, two long poles with
bands across, and the wrapped body was borne by the
bearers’ hands.
Jesus speaks to the dead youth as if he could hear
and obey. And his command again carries with it the
power to obey. Very important is Ae'yw, “I say.” It is
like 06m, “I will,” in Matt. 8 :3. Jesus calls the dead to
life by his own will and power; the apostles wrought
“in the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth,” Acts 3:6.
Jesus treats the widow’s son as if he were only asleep
(8:52) . For him to wake the dead is no more than to

arouse one who sleeps. The passive of éya’pm is used also
intransitively as it is here. The young man is to rise

up from his death. sleep and to return to life.
15) The miracle is again described in the simplest
and most natural way: “he sat up and began to talk"
exactly as if he had been asleep. There are movement

and speech. And now the full satisfaction of that compassion in Jesus: “he gave him to his mother.” He himself united mother and son in their nameless joy. “He

gave”—and such a gift—and how he loves to do such
giving! Luke writes as if he had witnessed the scene,

for he certainly had received all these precious details
from an eyewitness.
16) But fear took all; and they began to glorify
God, saying, A great prophet did rise up among us,
and, God did look upon his people. And this account
concerning him went out in whole Judea and in all
the region round about.
The fear took hold of all of them suddenly, at that
moment, as the aorist states. To see a dead man who
was on the way to his tomb raised to life by a word
would today strike every one of us with a fear that

would make us quake. We need not reduce the word to
mean only awe and reverence. He who snatches its prey
from the monster death exhibits a power that must
make us tremble. The imperfect goes on to describe
what began and continued after the people began to
think a little and the ﬁrst shock had subsided sufﬁciently.
They started to glorify God, and Luke has preserved
two of their signiﬁcant and typical expressions. The
one is about Jesus, and the other about what God was
doing through him.
It is a pity that they rise no higher in their estimate
than that Jesus is “a great prophet” and as such “did
arise among us,” the passive intransitive as in the
command of Jesus to the dead youth. They see in him

only a great prophet like those who lived in the great
times of their nation. They failed to see that he was
vastly more than any prophet, and that this miracle
revealed that fact. In the second word of praise they
acknowledge that God “did look upon” his people,
c’maxéuparo (as in 1:68, 78), i. e., came to visit them and
to help them with his grace (C.-K. 999). Since the
Jews looked for a visitation of this kind at the time
of the coming of the Messiah they use this expression
with reference to what Jesus is doing. The idea is not
that they think that he is the Messiah, but that he is
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a prophet who was sent in advance of the Messiah, and
that God thus once more visited his people, i;- e., Israel;
So great the miracle—so ineffective the effect!

17)‘ But the account of it spread far- and wide.
How can anyone say that 6 Myos refers only to the
words of praise that are just recorded? T-hese words

of praise could not be understood apart from the miracle that called them forth, and 6 Myoc refers to the
entire account that is set down by Luke. Though
Nain was only a small town and is not to be mentioned
again in the New Testament, this story about the-raising of the widow’s son became known throughout entire Palestine and even in the adjacent regions. Nain

is in Galilee, hence“‘Judea” is used here as it was in”
1 :5-as a name for the entire Jewish land; and the con-tention that it refers only to the southern province as

distinct from .Samaria and Galilee cannot .- be maintained. Since Nain. was in Galilee, that province would
be ﬁrst to hear the news. The story spread just as allreports spread, not by travellers’ at once going-to the
far points mentioned but by the word’s :being passed-

along in ever-wideningcircles. The reference of. some
to 6 :17 is out of. place since those people came. to stay

with Jesus and did not hurry home after the miracle,
which tended the more to hold them.
18) Now to John his disciples reported concerning all these things.
' In 6:33 (Matt. 9:14) we have. met the disciples of
John in the following of Jesus yet as a distinct group
who had not become thorough disciples of Jesus like

John and James and Andrew and Peter. They were
still only disciples of John. Moreover, we see here that

they retained. personal contact with John, Who- languished in prison in the fortress Machaerus‘ (3:29) ,
visited the. prisoner from time to time, and thus reported .to him “concerning all these things,” Which cannot be restricted to the miracle at Nsin but must extend

Duke '7‘:1'9
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to all that Luke reports from 4 :14 onward, the entire

activity of Jesus (Ta Epya, Matt. 11:2).
19) And having called certain two (R. 742)
of his disciples, John sent to the Lord, saying, Thou,
art thou the One coming, or shall we be expecting
another? Now having come to him, the men said,
John the Baptist has sent us to thee, saying, Thou,
art thou the One coming? or' shall we be expecting
another?
Luke dees not indicate just when John sent this

commission. There is no'connection in time with the
preceding miracle. The conneCtion is an inner one.
In v. 16 Jesus is regarded only as a great prophet; but
in 'the 'present'nar'rative Jesus shows that John is the
greatest prophet of all, and that he, Jesus, is still
greater, beyond whom we are. to expect no one. Note
that it is John who calls two of his disciples to him
(«p69 in the participle), it is John who sends them, and
it is John who asks the double question. And this fact
that Jesus is throughout dealing with John is emphasized again in v. 20 in the same pointed way.

John’s question and the unindicated reason for
sending a commission to have it answered have perplexed many interpreters. The only opinion Worth
considering is whether John doubted, and, if so, in
what way and what degree he doubted. When we answer we cannot separate the two parts of the question

and then lay undue emphasis on the ﬁrst part. “0
'préme, “the one coming,” undoubtedly signiﬁes the

Messiah and is used regularly in that speciﬁc sense,
especially also by the Baptist, 3 :16, etc.; Matt 3:11;
Mark 1:7; John 1:27. This designation was derived
from Ps. 118 :26 and Ps. 40 :7, which appears from the
acclaim of the multitude on Palm Sunday, Matt. 21 :9
(23:39), and from the use of Ps. 40:7 in Heb. 10:5-9.
We take it that “the coming One” was generally under-

stood by the Jews and wasused by them.
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The second part of the question with its verb “shall
we go on expecting” matches this designation, for men
expect one who is coming. The present participle is
timeless, and its substantivization means that coming
characterizes this person. “Thou (emphatic mi), art
thou the One coming?” has its complement in the addition “or shall we be expecting another ?” m», for
which Matthew has Eupov. The latter may imply one
who is different, the former one like thee, although we
should remember that both were often used without
distinction. “Like thee” (was) after all implies “somewhat different from thee” (Zrepos) and not just an exact
duplicate.
The fact that John sends messengers to Jesus for
an answer proves John’s faith in Jesus. This answers
those who think that John had lost conﬁdence in Jesus
and doubted as our moderns doubt—with disbelief. In
that case John would not have sent ' his question to
Jesus, nor would Jesus have sent an answer, especially
not such an answer as he did send. John’s doubt was of
an altogether different kind; it was induced by a diﬂiculty that his faith met—it was a doubt that was due
to faith. God had pointed out to him that Jesus was
the Messiah, John 1:33, 34. Jesus was to do all the
great Messianic works, ﬁrst those of grace (3 :3—6),
then those of judgment (3:9). Thus John believed,
preached, and expected. But as Jesus went on with his
work, this seemed to be nothing but grace without even

one signal act of judgment. This is what perplexed the
Baptist when he heard all about what Jesus was doing.

Where was the work of judgment, the swinging of the
winnowing shovel, the cutting of the ax? They were
absent. How was this to be explained—would another
one follow, another who would perform these works
of judgment?
We should remember that throughout the old
prophecies just as in the Baptist’s proclamation con-
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cerning Jesus one thing is left unrevealed by God: the
interval of time between the ﬁrst coming with grace
and mercy and the second coming with judgment. The
prophetic picture is wholly without perspective as to
time; grace and judgment are simply predicated, and
the point of time is left with God (Acts 1:7). So the
Baptist’s question was not far from the facts; he asked
whether another was to come, or whether there was to
be only another coming of the same one. The form
wpoaﬁoxapev is durative, “go on expecting,” and may be
either an indicative in an ordinary question for information: “Are we expecting another ?” or a subjunctive in a question of deliberation: “Shall we be expecting another?” (R. 934). Psychologically the second
seems in place.

20) The matter is grave: and that is the reason
the arrival of the messengers is reported, and John’s
question is repeated in full and 'in its original form.
21) In that very hour be healed many from
diseases and scourges and wicked spirits, and many
blind he graciously granted to see.
The messengers arrive at an opportune time, one
of those that is ﬁlled with the works of grace and
mercy like those recorded in 4:40; 5:17; 6:18, 19.
“Scourges” are fearful and painful afﬂictions; see
4 :33 on possession. “To see” is the object, and the present tense indicates permanent ability to see.
22) And answering he said to them: Having
gone, report to John what you saw and heard: blind
are getting back sight; lame are walking; lepers are
getting cleansed; and deaf are hearing; dead are

rising up; heggarly ones are having the gospel. And
blessed is whoever shall not be trapped in connection
with me.
John’s delegates had perhaps to wait until they
could present John’s question to Jesus. 'AvroxptOcis is used
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as it was in 1:19 and marks importance. This answer
is typical of Jesus: strongly suggestive yet reticent,
decisive in substance yet not direct as far as the form
of the question is concerned. “Having gone, report to
John,” says Jesus‘. This settles the contention; which
is traditional in some quarters that John himself had
no doubts and perplexities, that these existed only in
the minds of his disciples, that John had sent them to
Jesus not on his own account but on their account.

This view assails the integrity of John who would
then ask a question as if he himself desired an answer

when the ansWer was in reality intended for his disciples. Still worse, it assai—ls the integrity of Jesus who
Says, “Go, report to John,” and thus'keeps up the pretense as if John wanted to know when only John’s disciples were in doubt. In trying to save the honor of
John as being far beyond doubt the honor of both
John and Jesus is sacriﬁced. I Pet. 1 :10, 11 states
plainly how the prophets themselves searched their own
prophecies, especially in regard to the time of the sufferings and of the glory of Christ. Johnllwas now doing
that, and he went to the right source.
The mastery of the answer lies in the fact that it
takes John right back into the Old Testament prophe-

cies concerning the Messiah, which had caused his perplexity. The reference to the blind, the deaf, and the
lame is adapted from Isa. 35:5, 6. To this passage
Jesus adds the miracles that were being performed on
the lepers and the dead, works of grace that are even
greater than those that were promised by-the prophet.
Then, as the climax of all, Jesus cites from Isa. 61:1
the preaching of the gospel to the beggarly (see 6 :20;
ix-mxoi), those who have come to realize that they are

Spiritually wholly empty and destitute. Although the
gospel is preached to all, only those who realize their
need of it receive it so that titis preached to them in a

special sense.-The verb 'rﬁayyeaigwém, which is generally

active, is here and in Heb. 4 :2, 6 passive: the beggarly
“are being evangélized,” 'all the present tenses indicate
repeated actions. The other works receive their valuefrom this last one. We have noreason to. allegorize the

blind, etc., for “what you saw and heard” (aoristswhereas we use perfects) cannot apply-to spiritual re-covery- of sight, etc. Jesus is speaking of his miracles
of grace and says nothing about the “vengeance” (Isa.
35 :4) and the judgment, a highly signiﬁcant omission,

exactly as he did in 4 :17—19. John is to leave that work

in the‘hands. of him who is gloriously fulﬁlling the
prophecies regardingthe Messianic works of grace.
23). That is why a gentle touch of warning is

added at the end. Its gentleness lies in its form, it is
a- beatitude: “Blessed is,” etc., but ‘has a negative explanation. JeSus does. not want John to lose the treasures and the joyssthat make up'this blessedness; see
6:20 on dewc. Hence he gives a negative deScription
of 'the blessed-man: “whoever is not trapped in regard
to me.” The ﬁgure in oxavsaac’c'w is that of a trap with
a. crooked stick (axdvsam or cm‘ysaAﬁopov') to which the
bait is aﬂixed, and which, when it is touched, springs
the trap and catches the victim. and kills it. The point
in this verb is the fact that the trap is fatal, the victim
is killed. The verb has nothing to: do with stumbling;
for one 'Imay stumble many times and even fall and yet
not-be killed. As regards the metaphorical “to offend,"
this would have to bean oifending that destroys faith
and spiritual. life. Compare M.‘-M. 576, and C.-K. 994,
etc., where in the case of both the noun and the‘verb‘
the idea is always to produce destruction, ‘Verderben.
The danger. to which Jesus points John is mortal—
blessed he who escapes it. John is not to let the absence
of certain works blind him to the glorious presence of
the works that are now in- full progress.- Let him be
satisﬁed with these and trust that in due time the oth4
ers will follow just as these are now being done.
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With the exception of the order to report to John
the answer of Jesus is-couched in general terms. Jesus
states only what occurs to the blind, etc., and leaves it
to John’s disciples to add that Jesus causes all this to
occur. This omission of his own name and person
marks the humility of Jesus. The ﬁnal statement is
also general: “anyone and thus also John is blessed,
whoever,” etc. John’s disciples are to apply this dictum to themselves as are also all others who heard it.

24)

Now, the messengers of John having gone

away, he began to say to the multitudes concerning

John: What did you go out into the wilderness to
behold? A reed being swayed by wind? Well, what
did you go out to see? A man clothed about in soft
robes? Lo, they in gorgeous attire and luxury stay
in the royal places. Well, what did you go out to
see? A prophet? Yes, I say to you, and far beyond
a prophet!
Luke says that John’s messengers had gone, Matthew that they were in the act of going. Jesus does not
laud their great master in their presence lest they misunderstand the motive and the purpose of the laudation. But immediately after their departure Jesus
spoke to the multitudes, the implication being that they
knew what had transpired. Lest any persons draw
wrong conclusions concerning John, Jesus takes him
as his topic, and “began to say”~indicates the weightiness and the length with which Jesus spoke. He pronounces his great estimate of John. The fact that John
was now perplexed about the works of Jesus in no way
discounts that estimate. This is comforting to us who
today may meet a perplexity in the Scriptures. But
Jesus aims at the heart of the multitudes, and what he
says “concerning John” becomes an indictment of these

pe0ple who were satisﬁed with neither John nor Jesus
(v. 31-35) .

Luke 7:24
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When John was active “in the wilderness,” the uninhabited deep gorge of the Jordan, thousands from
Galilee ﬂocked out there. If‘we construe the inﬁnitives
with the three primary questions we translate “what
. . . to behold,” etc. If the inﬁnitives are construed with
the secondary questions, the three «u’ would mean
“why?” But the latter would place entirely too great
an emphasis on the verbs, hence we prefer the first
construction.
Jesus asks what they went out to see. They are

themselves to answer. Jesus merely wishes to help
them with his question. He repeats his question three
times. He probes for the answer but always in such a
way that the people may give it. Each of these questions is followed by another, and these are arranged
so as to form a climax, which at last states what the

crowds really went out to see and then conﬁrms this
as the reason for their going Out. Did they want to see
“a reed swayed by wind”? This expression symbolizes
a man who yields to popular opinion, veers with it, and
has no solid convictions of his own. The usual inter-

pretation is that John seems to show himself as such a
reed by having sent the question that he did; and that
Jesus is saving his reputation among the people. But
this is evidently a misunderstanding. Jesus is not worried about the impression which John’s question may
make in regard to himself or in regard to John. He is

thinking and speaking only of the past (éﬁiﬁhﬁe‘re three
times) and of what the people saw then. It would be
strange, indeed, for Jesus by means of the swaying reed
to refer to the question just asked by John and then

by reference to the soft clothing to jump to something
else. No; all the questions form a grand whole. All of
them show what John was in the wilderness and most
certainly imply that he has never been or is anything
else. All this asked about John is not said in John’s
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interest as if his reputation needed shielding but in.
order to stir up and to rebuke these callous people who,

having had John and now having Jesus himself, obeyed
neither.
There is no special reason behind the use of
oeda'aaﬁat over against the two My except that there is
a touch of irony in the idea of going out miles into thewilderness “to behold or to view” a reed swayed hither
and thither by wind as if it were a great phenomenonThe shores of the Lake of Galilee had plenty of reeds
like that—why run down to the lower reaches of the
Jordan for a view like that? The fact that Jesus is referring to John is evident. What drew the people to go
out to him was the fact that he was the very opposite

of such a reed. The entire Jewish land was ﬁlled with.
men who were unstable, were like reeds that were
swayed by the wind of the opinions of the day. But
here in the wilderness there was a man of a different
type. At this very moment he lay in prison because he
would not compromise one of God's commandments.
Herod’s sin was passed by in silence by all the Jewish
authorities and the whole Jewish nation but never for
a moment by John. He stood against it as a rock. Well,
that merited that men should go out into the wilderness
to see such a man. But was that really the reason why
you went out to him? Jesus asks these people. He leaves

the answer, to them.
25)

The German commentators have M mean

sondem (B.-P. 59; B.-D. 448, 4), which is little better
than the translation “but” in our versions; but read
R. 1185, etc. All that and does is to turn to a new point,
it has nothing adversative about it. Its force is: “Well
now, if that is not What you went out to see, what was
it that you did want to see ?” The suggestion that what
attracted them was “a man clothed about in soft robes”
(the perfect participle {pyjama-[dwell with its present implication: having been and thus still clothed about,

apqsu’var, used with reference to the lilies in Matt.
6 :30) carries the thought of the swayed reed a step
farther. A man who yields 'to popular opinion, who
bends to the will and the word of the inﬂuential and
the mighty, will be rewarded by‘ them, given a high

place and the ﬁnest of garments. The adjective “soft”
(i. e., to the touch) conveys the idea of the ﬁnest and
the most costly material. It is exactly the proper word
and brings out the strong contrast to the rough, harsh,
cheapest kind of material in the coat of camel’s hair
that was worn by John. The point of this reference to
clothing is the fact, that if John had sought to please

and to gain favor he could have worn a courtier’s rich
robes and could have basked in royal favor.

The exclamation “10” with the statement that people who wear clothing “stay (buépxome with czm’) in the
royal palaces,” marks this as being far more than a
piece of ordinary information. Luke has the fuller
statement: “They in gorgeous attire and luxury." Now
that kind of attire and luxury is found also outside of
royal courts. Besides, the people of Galilee could see

ﬁnely robed courtiers in their own Herod’s palace in
Tiberias without going to the lower Jordan. This peculiar speciﬁcation about softly and luxuriously robed
gentlemen being “in the royal places” (neuter plural),

meaning royal courts, undoubtedly intends to convey
the idea that John was now, indeed, “in the royal house
of Herod, the fortress of Machaerus facing- the Dead
Sea, but not as a' handsomely dressed courtier but as a
wretched prisoner, who wore the same old, rough
burnoose of camel’s hair. So the question implies:
“When you went out,'did you intend to see a manwho
knew how to secure the royal rewards and favor? You

would not need to have; gone far' to 'do that.” But (no;
you went out to see a man who had- the courage to rebuke even a king, who could be bought by. no royal
favors, who showed absolute ﬁdelity. to. God and to
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his Word. .Yet Jesus asks: “Did‘ you really go out to
see such a man ?” He again leaves the answer to them.
“To see” does not mean merely “to look at”; My, the
aorist, is used in an intensive sense as it is in John.
3 :3; Acts 2:27; follow the word through, for instance,
in Young’s Concordance. The usual view is that men»

is here less than the preceding advocacy but it is more.

These aorist inﬁnitives are constative, R. 857.
26) Jesus once more asks the same question, but
now with the addition “a prophet ?” the intensive force
of. {saw is certainly plain here. Jesus does not mean
“merely to look at a pro'phe ” but “to see him so as to
get into personal touch with him,” i. e., to hear him and
his proclamation with their own ears, to let him move
them to repentance and the baptism for the remission

of sins. Did they really go out for that purpose? The
inﬁnitives used in these verses denote purpose and
belong in the ﬁrst of each pair of questions.
Although Jesus puts this ﬁnal question as he did
the others so that the people will give their own answer—did they really intend to regard John as a
prophet of God ?—he at once and most emphatically
gives his own answer: “Yea, and far beyond a prophetl” “Yea” afﬁrms on Jesus’ part that John is a
prophet, and «at adds an estimate that goes beyond
that. We may regard the comparative wepwaoupov as a
neuter: “something beyond a prophet,” or as a masculine: “one beyond a prophet.”
27) Jesus at once establishes this estimate of
John. This is he concerning whom it has been writ-

ten, Lo, I myself commission my messenger before
thy face, who shall make ready thy way in front of
thee.
John is the one prophet whose activity was predicted. This made him more than a prophet. John was
the and»: or messenger who not only, like the other
prophets, announced Christ's coming but actually pre-

pared the way for him and was immediately followed
by him. This, too, made him more than a prophet.
Mal. 3 :1 is introduced as a direct question with the

usual perfect 'ye'ypa‘lrrat with present force: “has been
written” and stands so now. Jesus cites the original
Hebrew and not the LXX. His translation is usually
called “free,” but it is not free at all; it does vastly
more than to give the general sense of the original. The
translation is interpretative, and the interpretation is
most exact and is preserved also in Matt. 11:10; Mark
1:2. Jehovah addresses the Israelites, who are expecting “the Lord” (Ha’adon), “the Messenger of the
Covenant” (Mal‘ach Habb‘rith), i. e., the Messiah.
Even Malachi distinguishes between Jehovah and this
Lord and Messenger just as does Ezekiel 34:11, etc.,

compared with 34:23, 24. This is what Jesus makes
plain with é-yu” you (Jehovah) and the three o'ov (the

Messiah). Jehovah himself will come to his people,
but in the person of the Messiah. John is Jehovah’s
”messenger” who is to prepare the way of the divine
Messiah, “in front of thee,” as the Messiah’s immediate forerunner; the relative 59 with the future tense
denotes purpose, R. 960. The meaning of Mal. 3:1 is

thus brought out by showing how this prophecy was
fulﬁlled in John and in Jesus, which thus revealed also
the greatness of John.
28) Jesus adds his own declaration to this prophetic word concerning John: I say to you, greater
among women-born than John there is no one; yet

he that is less in the kingdom of God is greater than
he.
“I say to you” is the voice of authority. “Women-

born” evidently goes back to Job 14:1; 15:14; 24:4;
Ps. 51 :5, and thus strongly emphasizes the sinfulness
and the mortality of men. John is one of these, but in
his career and his work he is so great that in com-

parison with his fellow mortals no one is found greater
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than he. Jesus speaks of John as of one whose great
work is completed; soon, too, his life will be ended.

Did these people realize who and what John was when
they went out into the wilderness?
It is the height of paradox when Jesus adds in the
same breath: “yet he that is less in the kingdom of

God is greater than he.” We cannot accept the interpretation that in spite of his high oﬁice John’s
doubt was of such a nature as to lower him beneath
any common believer in Jesus. John asked Jesus to
solve a perplexity, and such an action, which showed
complete conﬁdence in Jesus, could not and did not
lower the estimate that Jesus had of John. Some think
that Jesus compares himself with John. Because he
had submitted to John’s baptism Jesus is thought to
call himself, the one who is now less than John, who
shall, nevertheless, presently appear as one who is far
greater than John, namely as the King in the kingdom.

This view contradicts 3 :15-17; John 1:26-34; 3:28-36;
and when Jesus was baptized, it was John who yielded
to Jesus as being the greater.
Thoughthe Greek places no emphasis on the phrase
“in the kingdom of God,” some have everything turn

on this phrase, and that in the sense of “the Messianic
kingdom” over against “the old' theocracy.” The sense

would then be: all those in the new c0venant are. greater than even the greatest in the old covenant, and thus
graphically show the vast superiority of the former.
Yet “the kingdom-of God” (see 4:43) is never restricted to the new covenant but goes back to eternity.
To say that “it comes” always means that it existed
long before the time of its coming. John .was in the
kingdom, for faith admitted him to it as it did all
other believers. The supposition that John belonged
to the old covenant is contradicted by Jesus himself
who describes him as an object of Old Testament
prephecy which ended with Malachi; Jesus thus com-

Luke 7:28, 29
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bines John with himself as opening the promised new
covenant.

He that is littler or less'than John in the kingdom
is one who has no oﬂice or has one that is less than
John’s. He can be called greater than John in the kingdom for one reason only. That is not because of personal faith, of which the context has no hint, nor does
Jesus ever present John as being a weak believer. The
greatness of those who are ofﬁcially less than John
consists in the great treasures of revelation given to
them by God. Read 10:23, 24. Jesus is speaking of
the time now in progress. In his prison John could not
see the great miracles Jesus was doing. He would soon
give up his life and 'could not see the consummation of
Jesus’ work (death, resurrection, etc.) . All believers
who witnessed these things were thereby ahead of

John. Note_how Jesus again turns from John to his
hearers. They neither prized John as they should nor
understood what Jesus was now offering them. Yet
by receiving all that he was presenting to them they
would be even greater than John, blessed with greater
treasures and gifts.
29) This and the next verse prepare for the
striking illustration that is to follow. The fact that
Jesus is still speaking, and that Luke is not interjecting something of his own in these two verses, is so
plain that it needs no proof. And all the people,
after they heard, and the publicans justiﬁed God by
being baptized with the baptism of John. But the
Pharisees and the lawyers nulliﬁed for themselves
the counsel of God by not being baptized by him.

This is the result that John achieved in his work.

“All the people and the publicans” are one class, and
these justiﬁed God. The hyperbole in “all the people"
is that of ordinary speech and here refers to the great
mass of common people. “The publicans” (see 3:12)
are mentioned especially as if .to say: “even these
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great sinners.” The aorist participle axoéaas, “after
they heard,” refers to the preaching of John. But since
the publicans are really included in “all the people”
and are mentioned only as examples of great sinners
they, too, heard. This is also true with regard to the
other aorist participle ﬁamwﬂéme which refers to the
people and the publicans together. They all heard, and
they were all baptized. T6 Baa-rum: is the accusative .of
the cognate object, which is retained after the passive
(R., W. P.)
‘
It is by this latter act that all these people “justiﬁed
God.” Amawﬁv is always forensic; see the exhaustive
survey in C.-K., 317, also that of the cognate terms.
Any deviation from this forensic signiﬁcance in the
interpretation of this verb and its cognates is due to
dogmatical bias. The thought expressed here is that

all these people acted the part of judges when God and
the provision he had made for their salvation in John
and in John’s baptism came before the judgment bar
of these judges; by accepting this baptism gaben sie
Gott recht (C.-K., 324) , declared and pronounced God
right, just, and justiﬁed. He had omitted nothing, he
had provided everything that men might repent, believe, be baptized, and be saved. No other verdict could
be rendered.
But we shall see in a moment that Jesus is pointing
this out to his hearers in order to condemn them. What

he means is this: You all justiﬁed God [by being thus
baptized; but that verdict which you rendered mest
justly now falls back on yourselves because you did not
prove true to that baptism and the preaching that
went with it. Behold your verdict on John, v. 33!
30) So the bulk of the people made only a pretense. Their leaders, the Pharisees (see 5 :17) and the

lawyers, men who made the exposition of the law (Old
Testament) their profession, refused John’s baptism
and thus from the start “nulliﬁed” (doaém), made void

the counsel of God for themselves. This counsel (Baum).

is what the will of God ﬁxed and planned; it was exhibited in John and in his work. They made it void and

ineﬁective (is c'awotls, which is the equivalent of a dative
of disadvantage, “for themselves,” as far as they were
concerned.
31) Jesus now presents his striking illustration.
To what, therefore, shall I liken the men of this gen-

eration? and to what are they. like? They are like to
children, to those sitting in the market place and
calling to each other, who say, We piped to you, and
you did not dance; we wailed, and you did not weep.
Jesus is speaking of the generation then living who
had seen and heard John. When Jesus asks twice to
what he shall liken this generation and to what they
are really like he pauses to give his hearers a moment
to think; the two n’m are neuter because the likeness
refers to all that these children did. The parable is
plain and simple if we leave it so instead of inverting
it, or instead of derailing the tertium comparatiom’s
by making this generation like two sets of children.
The large, open market places were convenient
playgrounds for the children of the neighborhood when
the market was not in progress; they were much more
roomy than the narrow streets with their bazaars —

and they are narrow. Jesus had in mind a group of
such children, such as he had occasionally watched.
This group tried to direct the play ﬁrst to one game

and then to another as their mood and fancy dictated.
They expected all the other children to be swayed accordingly; when these did not comply, they pettishly
called out and blamed them.
32) They are like “to children" (no article), the
attributive participles (with the article) state to which
children, “to those sitting,” etc., and iv dyopé. is a set
phrase. At one time these children insisted on playing
wedding. So they copied what they had seen their
elders do, they piped or ﬂuted by imitating the ﬂutes
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- that were used for wedding processions by blowing
little whistles they had made or- by merely whistling
with their lips. They were determined that all the
other children should forthwith join in by hopping
and skipping in a procession like those .did who followed the pipers at a wedding. But the other children
did not want to play this game just then, they refused
to skip after the whistlers. So these complained and
blamed them: “We piped to you, and you did not
dance !” They wanted to have their way and acted
ugly when they could not. Jesus purposely selects a
joyful game and then the opposite, a sad game.

These children suddenly want to play funeral. So
they again copy their elders. They start the loud wailing’ of the professional wailing women who were hired

for funerals (Matt. 9:23; Eccles. 12:5; Amos 5:16).
They wanted all the other children to act as the bereaved always acted, “to weep,” and, as Matthew states
it, to beat themselves on the breast, head, hips,~ etc.

But these other children refused to join in, and then
the group that was determined to lead complained:
“We wailed, and you did not weep.” This sad game is
purposely chosen as being the opposite of the‘glad one.
The point lies in the fact that this one group of children assumed the leadership in the games and veered
as the notion struck them from one game to its opposite and then made loud complaint when they could

not have their way. This generation, Jesus says, is
exactly like this group of children.
33) For John the Baptist has come not eating
bread nor drinking wine, and you say, He has a
demon. The Son of man has come eating and drink-

ing, and you say, Lo, a glutton of a man and a winebibber, of publicans a friend and of open sinners.
And justiﬁed was wisdom from all her children.

“For” . introduces the reason the parable of the
wilful children describes this generation so aptly. This

Luke 7:88
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'76}: has led some into having the piping and mourning
children represent Jesus and John (the one eating,

etc., the other not), and the other children who 'refused 'to dance and to weep represent the unresponsive

Jewish people. But the parable has this pointed heading: “To what shall I liken the men of this generation ?” and not “liken myself and John." Then the
parable goes on: “They are like,” etc Nor does Jesus
picture himself and John as veering from one extreme
to another and then complaining that people are not
ready to veer with him.
Moreover, the piping is put ﬁrst in the parable,

the wailing second, but the stern Baptist came ﬁrst
and is also named ﬁrst by Jesus, and he himself came
second. This shuts out the interpretation that Jesus
and John did the piping and the wailing. The reverse
is true: John and Jesus would not accommodate themselves to the ﬁckle multitudes with their moods and
notions. The parable is not trying to explain the small
success of Jesus but pictures the silly, childish way in
which this generation, which had both John and Jesus
before their eyes, passed judgment on 'both. The tw'o
opposite games do refer to Jesus and to John, but the
arrangement in the parable and in the application is
not parallel like this = but chiastic like this X : piping
and Jesus eating and drinking— ﬁrst and last and in
between wailing and John not eating.l

These Jews were like silly children who understood
the times in which they lived and the signs of these
times so little that they wanted to pipe and to have.

everybody dance when God sent them the Baptist.
And when he refused to join them1n such a game, they
called him morose, intolerable, and turned from him
aggrieved and disappointed.
I
These people likewise failed to understand the golden days of Jesus, which God sent them. They insisted
on the game of funeral, on fasting (5533) the rigorous
traditional Sabbath, etc., the very things for which
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they had no use in the case of John. “Not eating bread
nor drinking wine,” i. e., the way in which men freely
did, describes John’s asceticism, who lived as a Nazarite. His whole appearance was a rebuke to his generation. _ Instead of taking that rebuke seriously many
said: “Something is surely wrong with a man who
lives like that — a demon must have upset his mind!”
34) The two second perfects aﬁhvoe, “have come,”
imply that both are still here; the aorist would say
only that they came at one time. When Jesus came
“eating and drinking,” namely bread and wine like
other men, the Jews were again dissatisﬁed. Jesus associated freely with men, ate and drank with them
on all manner of occasions, always observed every
propriety and the divine ceremonial law and yet was
open and friendly. Instead of understanding the purpose of this difference between the messenger of re-

pentance, who was sent in the spirit of Elijah, and
the Messiah as “the Son of man” (see 5:24), who was
made in the likeness of men and found in fashion as a
man (Phil. 2:7, 8), the JeWs abused also him. What
they called for in. the case of John they condemned in
the case of Jesus; what they condemned in the case
of John they demanded in the case of Jesus. They in
reality condemned themselves by both actions. With
the same slanderous tongue that attributed a demon
to John they viciously called Jesus avapmos dzdyoc, “a
glutton of a man,” the two nouns being used like one
term, and “a winebibber,” one who ate and drank to
excess. Wine was the common drink at meals and was
used at the Passover and with sacriﬁces. The climax
is stated in the addition “of publicans a friend and
of open sinners” (5 :29, 30; 15 :1, etc.) . The viciousness
of the charges against both John and Jesus is apparent. Jesus scorns to enter into any kind of defense.
35) All he does is to add a pithy statement: “And
justiﬁed was wisdom from all her children.” In Matthew the texts support the reading Epywv, in Luke the

Duke 7 :85, 86
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reading réxvaw with mivrwv. The difference may be due
to the Aramaic term which, when it was written without the vowel points and even when it was pronounced,
might mean either “works” or “children.” But daré does
not mean “by” as though the works or the children of
wisdom pronounced the verdict of acquittal. This preposition indicates the source from which the acquittal
is drawn: van ihren Werken her. There is no material
difference, for the works of wisdom are always done
by the children of wisdom. These children of wisdom
are John and Jesus, the exponents of the divine wisdom which sent the Jews exactly what they needed in
the actions of both John and Jesus.

The verb is placed forward for the sake of emphasis: “nothing less than fully justiﬁed was wisdom.”
The aorist is in place since the action lies in the past.
John’s career is ended, and the actions of Jesus which
the Jews slandered were also past. This aorist is not
timeless as R. 837 and also his translation (and that

of our versions) would regard it; Jesus is stating a
deﬁnite past fact. The agent back of the passive verb
is most likely “the men of this generation.” When they
slandered this wisdom in such childish fashion by draw.
ing their slanders “from” the representatives of this
wisdom, from John and from Jesus, their one slander
contradicted the other and they rendered a verdict on
this wisdom, they unknowingly justiﬁed, acquitted,
pronounced this wisdom innocent of all blame. Here,
as always, the verb is clearly forensic; review the exhaustive survey in C.-K. 317, etc. The statement is not
ironical: “This is the silly way in which the wise men
of this generation were justiﬁed from the treatment
it accorded John and Jesus!”
36) Luke indicates no connection of either time or
place between this section and the preceding one, which
means that the connection is to be found in the signiﬁcance of the events. This “glutton of a man and
winebibber” accepts the invitation of a Pharisee to
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dine with him, but even then his sympathy is with a
sinner, compared with whom his host, the Pharisee,
appears in a bad light. Note also that this Pharisee does
not consider Jesus a prophet but only a fallible rabbi
though he is acclaimed by the people; the sinful woman, however, considers him her Savior from sin and
guilt, something that in no way troubled the Pharisee.
Now one of the Pharisees was requesting him that
he eat with him; and having gone into the house of
the Pharisee, he reclined at table.
The imperfect ﬁpu’n‘a is simply descriptive and does
not imply insistence; the following {ya clause is subﬁnal, almost an object clause, R. 1046, also 993. Beyond the man’s name “Simon,” a very common name,
and the fact that he was a Pharisee weknow nothing

of this host of Jesus’ except what this narrative indicates. The idea that he was drawn to Jesus, that his
heart felt an inner unrest or was troubled by some
sin is foreign to Luke’s picture. He was a true Pharisee,

and although he invites Jesus he omits the common
forms of politeness that are shown a guest when Jesus
enters his house to dine. The reason he invited Jesus
is not stated, but the description leaves the impression that he merely wishes to have a good look at
Jesus in order to conﬁrm his derogatory opinion of
this famous rabbi.

It is signiﬁcant that Jesus accepted such anlinvitation. Although he was fully aware of his host's attitude, the slights put upon him as a guest do not move

him to retaliate. He is wholly sincere in his treatment
of his host, yea, he rewards Simon’s lack of courtesy
with the earnest effort to help the man’s soul. Too
many invitations are extended and accepted in the

spirit of Simon, “one of the Pharisees,” when every
one of them should be in the, spirit of Jesus, loving,
long-suffering, truly kind, and sincere. The Jews re-

clined on broad couches. Each man rested on his left
elbow, his feet extended away from the table, and sev‘-'-

eral persons occupied one couch. When artists paint
Jesus as sitting on a chair they conventionalize the
scene but make it rather awkward for the woman to
reach Jesus’ feet.
37) And lo, a woman, who was in the city, an
open sinner; and having learned that he was reclining at table in the house of the Pbarisee, after having
taken an alabaster ﬂask of perfume and having
taken her stand behind beside his feet weeping, she
began to wet his feet with the tears, and with the

hair of her head she was wiping them off and was
kissing his feet fervently and was anointing them
with the perfume.
An unexpected, surprising thing occurs which gives
the visit of Jesus at this Pharisee’s house a signiﬁcance
of its own. “Lo, a woman 1” is exclamatory, hence there
is no verb. This expresses exactly what those present
felt: their astonishment — “a woman” coming in here!
They recognized her at once, for she was from the

town itself. They knew more, that she was apapmMe,
one known as “a sinner." A surprise, indeed, to see this
person come in! No name is given; someone has said

well: “Put your own name down for hers.”
Roman Catholic exegetes, especially the older ones,
and also the older Protestants identify this nameless
woman with Mary Magdalene. But there is no Biblical
evidence for this identiﬁcation. Mary Magdalene was a

demoniac, possessed of seven devils which Christ drove
out; there is not even a hint that she ever went wrong
sexually. But this woman is of an entirely different
type. It is exceedingly unfortunate that Mary is still
forced to lend her name to repentant fallen women
(“penitent Magdalene”), and that in the A. V. the
chapter heading of Luke 7 countenances this error.
“A sinner” or"‘open sinner” is in apposition to “a
woman” and states her character. Here, too, judgment
is usually too severe by making the woman a prostitute
whowas known the town over as such and had plied
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her trade until a short time ago. It is a moral. rule that
we in charity think no worse of a person than we are
compelled to do by the evidence. So here 6,1419?st need
mean no more than that this woman had at some time
gone wrong and that her fall became publicly known
and damaged her reputation ever after. We need not
make her a common prostitute. But the expression “in

the house of the Pharisee” shuts out the view that she
was a member of Simon’s own household, and that she
thus heard of Jesus’ presence at table. “In the city”
also shows that she was known not only to Simon but
also to the people generally.
Note the succession of participles antecedent to the
main verb “began to wet” and leading up to this as
the main act. Trench helps us to understand this
woman’s entrance into a room full of dining guests by

describing instances of the Oriental custom of permitting people to come in, sit down along the wall, and
converse with those at table, especially when an entertainment was in progress. Our usual privacy is just
the opposite. And yet this woman might well have hesitated — too many hesitate at critical moments in their
spiritual life for inferior reasons.
It should be noted that although Luke describes
.all her other actions he does not say that she came in,
for he does not regard that as being so exceptional.
But he notes that she brought “an alabaster ﬂask
of. perfume” in order to pour this upon Jesus’ feet.
’AAdpaa-rpov is “a thing of alabaster,” i. e., a vessel (or
vial that is made of the semitransparent white or yellow stone (a carbonate of lime or sulphate of lime)
called “alabaster” from the town in Egypt where it
was chieﬂy found. It was carved into phials for costly
perfumes and was usually cylindrical and like a. closed
rosebud at the top (Pliny), which top was broken off
when the contents were used. It contained p.15pov, the

general term for this volatile “perfume,” The translation “ointment” leaves a wrong impression, and “oil”

does likewise. This pﬁpov left no oily stain but evapor~
ated rapidly like ﬁne perfume. John 12 :3; Matt. 26:7.
38) Rather few note man, that the woman “stood”
behind Jesus beside his feet, and that she stood thus
“weeping.” The couch was low like the table, and the
woman had to kneel or stoop very far to reach Jesus’
feet with her hair. She stood before she kneeled, which
means that she hesitated to proceed — would Jesus
understand, would he permit what she intended to do?
Her alabaster- phial indicated to all what she intended
to do, and her weeping showed the feelings of her
heart. Jesus made not the slightest move of objection,
and so she kneeled and began to wet his feet with her
tears. Note the durative imperfects that follow: “went
on wiping — kissing — anointing”— the entire scene

is like a moving picture that is unrolled before our
eyes. The tacitconsent of Jesus encouraged the woman’s fervor.
The feet at the outer edge of the couch were un-

sandaled but had not been bathed in the customary
polite way by a servant when Jesus had entered — a
signiﬁcant slight on the part of this Pharisee. Tears
now lave those dusty feet. Not with her garments but
with her hair she wipes those tears from the feet —
“exquisite veneration,” Bengel exclaims. The woman
acted instinctively, not reasoning about her actions as
we do now, and her instinct, which was led by the

Spirit, was right. The sinner’s'head belongs at Jesus’
feet. The hair is woman’s crown and glory. It is often

enough abused in vanity and pride-but is here used‘ in
deepest humility and devotion. Our highest and best
belongs in the dust at Jesus’ feet. To unbind and loosen
the hair in public before strangers was considered disgraceful and indecent for a woman. But Mary of Bethany, the disciple, did that, and this unnamed woman,
the sinner, here does the same. Jesus permitted and
accepted both acts as what they were intended to he,
acts of deepest self-humiliation and abnegation.
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The verb xara¢u\eiv means “to cover with kisses,”
abkuessen, compare 15:20; Matt. 26:49; Acts 20:37.
The intensity of the woman’s love for Jesus is dis-

played. To kiss the feet is to yield the most devoted
obedience and subjection to the great person who is so
treated. Simon had omitted the salutation of a kiss
when Jesus entered his house as an invited guest. Last

of all and to crown all the woman then broke the slender neck of the alabaster phial and let thevfragrant
perfume ﬂow unstinted over the sacred feet. These
alone she touched and felt unworthy to touch even
these. It was her offering, which was intended to honor
Jesus. This, too, Jesus accepted from her. Thousands

of sinners have followed her example in spirit — tears
of repentance and offerings of gratitude.
We see the deepest gratitude in the woman’s actions
and yet. must add the deepest humility and contrition.
Those who would omit the contrition regard her tears
as being-those of gratitude. Her feelings were mixed,
but her tears were due largely to the feeling of contriteness at the thought of her sins. We have only
Luke’s description of her actions as our guide, and we
cannot venture to build too much on this. The supposition that she had' met Jesus personally before this
time and had received his absolution at that time,
and that she now came only to show her gratitude,
.seems to conﬂict with the absolution which Jesus
formally bestows on her, v. 48. It is safer to say that
.she had been one of the publicans and sinners who
were despised by the PhariSees and had yet been drawn
to Jesus and found in his preaching-and teaching the
-one comfortfor their sin-laden souls. She thus Comes
now to lay her repentant soul at his feet. She carries
the phial of perfume with her because she feels that

Jesus will not turn her away. We have noted her hesitation as she stood at his feet and then the release of
her feelings in the silent acceptance she found in her

hesitation. Jesus allowed all that she did; she could
not have expected more.
39) But on seeing it the Pharisee who invited
'himspoke within himself, saying, This fellow-,if he
were a prophet, would know who and of what character the woman is who is touching him, that she is
an open sinner.
The Greek mind needs no object after lady, we must
add “it,” i. e., what was taking place. The Pharisee

saw only with the eyes of a Pharisee and thus not
enough, and the rest he saw in the wrong light. The
inwardness and the reality of what was going on he

saw not at all; and the outwardness he thus judged
altogether wrongly. As Trench puts it: Jesus either
does not know the true character of this woman, in

which case he lacks the discernment of spirits pertaining to a true prophet; or he does know and yet endures
her touch and is willing to accept a service at such
hands, in which case he lacks the holiness which is no
less the mark of a prophet of God. But he will quickly
ﬁnd that Jesus does discern the thoughts in men’s
hearts as a true prophet (Isa. 11:3, 4; I Kings 14:6';
cOmpare John 1:47-49; 2:25; 4:29), and that there is a
holiness joined to grace of which he had never dreamed.

05109 is derogatory: “this fellow.” The condition is
one of present unreality, ei with the imperfect and the
imperfect with 5», “if he were . . . he would know”

(“would have” in .our versions is incorrect, for it
refers to the past and would thus require the aorist.
with a) . All conditions are subjective; they state the
speaker’s deduction and that alone — whether the reality accords with it.-or not.- The Pharisee concludes that,

if Jesus were a prophet, he would know, but by show-ing that he does not know he is not a prophet.
This Pharisee had perhaps invited Jesus with thehope that he would discover something like this to
prove fully to his mind that Jesus was only a pretender.
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He now had what he wanted, and he surely felt repaid‘
for his invitation. In his case it was not a question of
the Messiah—on that point he was satisﬁed—but
on the minor point whether Jesus were at least a
prophet -— and on that point, too, he is now satisﬁed.
This is a sample of the false reasoning which unbelief, skepticism, modernism, and all manner of errors regard to be so sound and unanswerable that
these reasoners risk their souls on the conclusion.
Rationalism sounds reasonable to the rationalist, but
its use of reason and logic is the height of unreason,
fallacious in its very premises. Though e'yzywxcv is a
secondary tense, the following verbs are primary be-

cause they are in oraitio recta; worm-.5 is the later form
of woc'a, “of what kind” or character, and deﬁnes n’s:
“who, namely of what kind”; and we should not overstrain time-rat, “is touching” or taking hold of him, not
“is clinging to him.”
40) And answering Jesus said to him, Simon,
I have something to state to thee.
Teacher, state it.

And he says,

On “answering” see 1 :19 and note that it is used,
as here, regarding statements that apply to a situa-

tion where no question precedes. 0n the inﬁnitive as
a dative see R. 1087. But note the punctiliar aorists
eimzv and ei1re' which do not mean “to say” and “say on”
but.“to state” and “state it,” namely this “something.”
One must vividly imagine the scene in order to feel
the dramatic element in it: not a word is spoken since
the woman entered and began her demonstration,

which was silent except for her subdued weeping. The
ﬁrst surprise was followed by a strain, an increasing

tension, as the guests at table began to turn their disapproving eyes more and more from the woman to

Jesus. Then at last Jesus “answered." He turns directly
to Simon and shows that he read the very thought
that was in his host’s heart. We learn the man’s name

Luke ‘7. :41
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here. “Teacher” is polite, but we know what Simon
thought of this man as a teacher.
41) A certain moneylender had two debtors;
the one was owing ﬁve hundred denarii, the other
ﬁfty. They not having (wherewith) to pay off, he
graciously granted (the amount) to both. Which of
them, therefore, will love him most? Answering,
Simon said, I presume that he to whom he graciously
granted the most. And he said to him, Rightly didat
thou judge.
This is a Nathan’s parable. God is the creditor, men
the debtors, sin the debt. We should note that the dif-

ference between 500 and 50 denarii is a proportion
that is far different from 10,000 talents .and 10 denarii

(Matt. 18:23, etc.)‘. Your sins and mine against God
never vary so much in amount as my sins against God
and your sins against me. The denarius : 17 cents.,
Standard Dictionary, under “Coin,” 500=$85.00, and
50 = $8.50.
Is Jesus saying that the more we sin, the more God
has to forgive, and the morewe have to love him and
putting, as it were, a premium on the quantity of our
sins? The difﬁculty vanishes when we observe that
Jesus describes the debt of sin, not objectively, but
subjectively; not as so many actual sins, but as so
much consciousness of sin, which is never equal to the
actual amount of our sins. They who sin least and

least ﬂagrantly often feel their sins far more than
wicked men do. And sins like pride, selﬁshness, workrighteousness, hypocrisy, and unbelief are often not
felt at all.
Neither debtor is able to pay, d1r08oﬁmu, “to give
what is due,” the aorist implying complete payment.
Only the fact is stated that this moneylender “graciously granted” the entire amount as a gift to each of the

debtors. Bengel adds: “Hence the debt could not be
cancelled by subsequent love and a willing mind,” in
fact, subsequently there was no debt to cancel. The
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verb used recalls the grant of pardon which God makes
to the sinner. The point of theparable'is only this, that
these two debtors had their debts cancelled by grace,
and the imagery should not beextended beyond that.

42)

The parable is so simple, and so natural is the

question: “Which of them will .love him most?” «Adar,
“the more,” i. e., of the two. Here, too, ayamiv has its
distinctive meaning, a love with intelligence and purpose (see 6:27) which appreciates the ' gift and purposes gratitude.
~ And so, since before that company of guests - (v. 49)
'Simon could not evade the answer which was so obvious, he replied: “I presume he to whom he graciously
granted the most,” 73 «Adar, literally, “the more.” But
note how wary Simon is: he says imoAaanVw, “I presume,” and gives no direct answer. This sounds as if
he were either on his guard or intended that the answer
should sound in the ears of his guests as being carelessly given. The nominative antecedent is contained
in the relative «I».
43) But Jesus holds Simon. Whenhe says; “Rightly
didst thou judge,” both the meaning of the words and

their order (the adverb being before the verb) make
them emphatic. This is not mere presuming: Simon

has rendered a verdict and a. correct one as Jesus

testiﬁes. The Greek is content with the aorist to indicate something that has just been done, we use the
perfect “thou' hast judged.” Jesus now explains to
Simon the verdict he has just pronounced so rightly.
44-46) And having turned to the woman, he
.said toSimon: Seest thou this woman? I came into
thy house, water on my feet thou didst‘ not give; but
she with tears did wet my feet and with her hair
did wipe them. Kiss thou didst not give 'me; but she,

since I came in, did not cease fervently kissing my
feet. With oil my head thou didst not anoint ;- but she
with perfume anointed my feet.

Duke 7' .4447
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Jesus draws the curtain aside and shows Simon
the two debtors of whom Jesus was speaking and on
whom Simon pronounced a ﬁnding. To his amazement
Simon sees the woman as one of these debtors, and to
his still greater amazement he sees himself 'as the
other. Had Simon, perhaps, turned away from the
woman? Jesus bids~ him look at her so that what he
says may sink in more deeply.
.Two points are brought out: this woman had done

what Simon’had failed to do; and she had exceeded all
that Simon could have been expected to do. Simon gave
him no water for his feet (Gen. 18:4 ; Judg. 19 :21) —common politeness; offered no kiss of peace (Gen.
22:4; Exod. 18:7) —treatment‘of a friend; brought
no oil (Ps. 23:5; 141:5: Matt. 6:17) —treatment of;
a festive guest. Instead of water the woman gave him
tears, the blood of her heart (Augustine), of all waters
most precious (Bengel) ; instead. of a towel, the glory
of. her head, her hair (always plural in the Greek) ;

instead of a kiss of friendship and welcome, showers
of kisses of abject devotion upon the feet; instead of
ordinary oil for the head (Exam), the far more costly
perfume in alabaster (pdpov) upon the feet. We agree

with R. 653 regarding d4" 59 for as dipole 5 as against

R. 717, 695’ ﬁpc’pas 5, “from the time when” not “from
the day when” (épa in the sense of time).
47) Thanks to which I say to thee: Dismissed
have been her sins many because she loved much.

But for whom little is dismissed, he loved little. And
he said to her, Dismissed have been thy sins! And
those reclining at table began to say within themselves, Who is this who even dismisses sins? But he

said to the woman, Thy faith has saved thee; be
going in peace.
The idiomatic phrase of: xdpw uses xdpw, the adverbial
accusative, like a preposition with the genitive of the
relative, and the latter has only the previous context
as its antecedent: “thanks to which,” which is often
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translated “wherefore.” Our versions punctuate correctly, many Greek texts do not. The opening phrase is

to be construed with Ae'yw' col: “Thanks to which I say
to thee,” and not with the following: “Thanks to which
the sins have been dismissed,” etc.; what Jesus says
as' the result 'of the preceding statements should be
printed with a capital: I say to thee, “Dismissed have
been,” etc. Aside from the question of style, the thought
that the woman’s sins were forgiven because she did
the acts that are praised by Jesus reverses the parable.
Before either debtor did a thing, his debt was gratuitously ‘remitted, and it was after this remission that

Jesus wanted to know which of the two would show the
greater love. What Jesus brings out is the thought that
according to the remission we feel we have received,
so is the manifestation of our love; not, that according
to our love so is our remission.
'
'A¢éamac (compare 5 :20) is the Doric Arcadian yet

common perfect (R. 315) of use. which is used with
its strong present connotation: “have been and thus
now—stand as dismissed.” This is the great «Meme of the
Scriptures, the “dismissal” or “remission” of sins,
which is fully explained in 1:77, which see. -It always
signiﬁes the sending away of our sins so far and in
such a way that even God cannot ﬁnd them, and we
appear before him as being free from all sin. Jesus
assures this Pharisee that this woman’s sins, many as
they are, have been sent away from her. “Many,” which
is added with a second article, receives special stress.
It does not mean that Simon’s sins or the sins of others
were. fewer. “Many” is inserted because this woman
is pictured by the debtor of 500 denarii. She and others
felt that she had many sins, but Simon and the others,
who had just as many, felt none of them.
“Because she loved much” (611) does not state the

reason or ground for which her sins were dismissed
but, as the entire parable plus v. 50 show, the proof

Lnke 7:4?
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which shows to men that her sins were indeed forgiven.
The difference between the reason for a thing and
the proof for a thing is certainly important: It has
rained, for it is wet. The rain caused'the wetness, certainly not the wetness the rain; but the wetness is the
visible proof that it has rained. So the woman’s love is
not the reason or cause of forgiveness, but her showing
this love proves in a visible manner that her sins are
forgiven.

This answers the claim of the‘Romanists who use
this passage as a locus classicus for their doctrine of
the ﬁdes formota, faith that is full-formed and ﬁlled
out by works of love and is thus effective for the forgiveness of sin as merited by human works. Luther
writes to the point: “The Lord summarizes very exactly and beautifully: I say unto thee, her sins, which
are many, are forgiven her. This is proved by that she
loved much. But to you and your companions the sins
are not forgiven; on the contrary, you are sticking in
them above your ears and will die in them and perish.
For one discovers no proper love in you, which love
would necessarily follow if you deemed yourself sinners and believed that through me you would be free

therefrom.” The aorist ﬁydmyac is in place to indicate
the acts of love which Jesus has just recounted, and
“much” refers to the intensity of those acts and the
love they revealed.
If Jesus had added the full negative counterpart,
that pictured by the debtor of 50 denarii, he would have

said: “But nothing is dismissed for thee because thou
didst love not at all.” That would be pronouncing a
verdict of condemnation upon Simon, and the time for
that had not yet come. Instead of rendering a personal

verdict Jesus states the principle according to which
all such negative verdicts will be rendered: “For whom
little is dismissed, he loves little.” This is the rule that
Simon and all other loveless men should apply to them-
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selves. Have they no love, then that is evidence that
they have no forgiveness-Have they some love, then
that is evidence that they feel their sins in some degree and have assurance of forgiveness in some degree.
It is the height of psychological wisdom to present
to Simon only the principle and to let him apply that
principle to himself. If Jesus had made the application
for him, Simon would have resented that on the part
of his guest and would have hardened his heart the
more in angry lovelessness. Jesus obviated that. His
parable illustrated the principle so clearly that the
principlenwould stick in Simon’s mind and, if not at
‘once then. perhaps later, open his eyes to what his
lovelessness- really meant. The wisdom appears also in
the mitigation of the negative by not saying that nothing is forgiven to him who loves not at all but only
that little is forgiven to him who loves little — just
as the parable, too, is shaped in this way. This leaves
it to Simon to carry the principle to its full negative

- form: no forgiveness — no love as evidence. ’Ayamiv is
the proper verb (see 6:27). It should be plain that
the Scriptures know of no partial forgiveness, no degrees of remission, and that Jesus teaches no such doctrine. In the parable and in its application Jesus presents, not the objective, but the subjective side of

forgiveness as has already been shown above.
48) The woman had heard her absolution pronounced in what Jesus said to Simon; but this is not
enough for Jesus in a matter that is so supreme, so
decisive for time and for eternity; he turns to this

poor sinner and absolves her in 'a direct address to her:
“Dismissed have been thy sins!” No sweeter words
have issued from those blessed lips, and how they
delight to absdlve (5 :20) ! “And he that believes these
words has 'what they say and express, even forgiveness of sins.” Luther. “Have been,” of course, includes
“are now” but goes back also to the moment when faith
was ﬁrst kindled in this woman’s heart. Then, in that

We 7:43, 49
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instant, all her sins were sent away from her soul.
That is, however, an act on the part of God in heaven,
and we are here on earth. Therefore, so that we may

know and be assured of it that act is put into the
declaration of absolution that is spoken to us directly,
to the woman by Jesus’ own lips, to us at his command,

John 20:23. The point to be noted is that the divine
act of pardon in the eternal heavens is timeless — we
should not apply our clocks and calendars to it——and
that this divine act itself reaches our, consciousness in
every word of absolution that is now pronounced to us
at God’s behest on deﬁnite dates and in special hours
here on earth. A kind of mental trickery would separate the act and the word by applying time to heaven
and . thus leave the absolution nothing but a piece of
news. Every true absolution is a document that is
signed and sealed in heaven and conveys to us then and
there what it contains.
49) It now began to dawn on those at table with
Jesus, most of them, no doubt, Pharisees, that Jesus
was right here before their very eyes exercising the
divine prerogative of remitting sins; «a: = “even” and
implies other great things that were assumed by Jesus.
A sudden, new light thus fell on the parable that Jesus
had just spoken. This “moneylender” who released his
debtors so freely is not merely God as distinct from
Jesus but God as being one with Jesus, the Son of God.
ThePharisees began to see it. when they asked in their
hearts: “Who is this who even dismisses sin?” Note
the force of the relative (is as expressing a consecutive
idea, almost a result idea: “who even remits,” meaning: “so that he even remits,” etc. These men understood correctly that Jesus was actually remitting sins
by his absolving word and not merely telling of a remission by someone else. But they all kept silence about
their thoughts. No charge of blasphemy was voiced to
break up the feast (see 5:21) ; and so Jesus, too, said
nothing on this point.
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It should be noted that Jesus names no agent for
the passiVes “have been remitted” and “are remitted.”
Who does this remitting? Nor does he name the object
of the love. Who is this that is loved? This is undoubtedly done with a purpose. The parable describes Jesus

as the one who is loved by the woman, and yet it is God
who remits sins. But the conclusion that our love to
Jesus is evidence that God has pardoned us seems to

lack something. These guests supplied that lack when
they asked who Jesus really was and regarded him as
the agent of the forgiveness. To love Jesus is to love
God, for he and the Father are one; and to receive
remission from God is to receive it from Jesus as God’s
Son. These great realities, which were too great for this
company, Jesus let lie under the surface for these
guests themselves to discover. That wouldbev'a blessed
discovery if they, too, would realize their sinful state
and their need of pardon and then ﬁnd it at last as this
sinful woman had found it.
50) The work of Jesus is done, and he now dismisses the woman in his own beautiful way. He impresses upon her the fact that it is her faith that has
saved her, her conﬁdence in Jesus and his readiness to
seek and to save, to pardon and.'to receive the penitent
sinner. That faith had been wrought in her 'soul by
the preaching of Jesus. It is neither a mere opinion nor
a good work to merit grace; it is the empty beggar’s
hand into which Jesus lays the prize for which he himself pays the bloody price. It is placed beyond question
that faith, the living trust in Christ, saves and not our

love to him. This love is only the evidence of the presence of faith. We may see the love in its works, the
faith in its reception of pardon we cannot see — God

and Christ alone see it—but we can be sure of that
faith where we see the corresponding love. The Scriptures, like Jesus, are never afraid to attribute too
much to faith. Jesus declares, “Thy faith hath saved
thee.” Yet he is the Savior. Faith is so mighty to save

because faith embraces this Savior. Faith is like a cup,
yet never an empty cup but always a cup that is ﬁlled
with Christ and thus with his salvation. No greater
damage can be done than to misconceive faith, to
reduce it to something by itself, to give it a synergistic
twist. Faith saves because it is the conﬁdent acceptance
of Jesus, our Savior, which is wrought in us by himself, his love, grace, and promises. All else that some
might call “faith” is nothing of the kind.
The perfect tense “has saved” is the same as “have
been dismissed.” The instant faith began in the woman's heart she was saved. And aézav is one of the
essential concepts of the Scriptures as are also its
cognate terms, Savior, salvation, they that have been
saved. This is “to save” from sin and all its consequences, guilt, curse, penalty, judgment, death, and
damnation. “To save” means to rescue and deliver
from mortal danger and includes both the act that
saves and the subsequent state of safety. “Has saved”
brings this out also by the tense just as the substantivized perfect participle, oi «camaaévoi, denotes those who,
once saved, are in this saved condition and continue
thus. Salvation is remission of sin and all that this
remission brings both in this life and in the life to
come. Thus this sinful woman was now saved.
“Be going” is her kindly dismissal, the mild present
imperative; the aorist would be too sharp. There is

no need to have at: mean “into” when it is constantly
used with the force of “in,” see the new grammars.
Peace is not the goal which the woman is to reach but

the possession which is hers as she goes. Eip‘rivq is both
the condition of peace, when our sins are gone, salvation is ours, and God is our friend, and the feeling of
peace that results from this condition. The feeling may
ﬂuctuate and even be absent at times, but the condition abides unchanged as long as faith and salvation
abide. The feeling will blossom again and again out
of the condition and grow in intensity. “In peace” as-
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sured the-woman of the condition in which she could
constantly enjoy the feeling. Thus she left. What a
change: once there lay before. her the burning waste
of sin’s course unto damnation; now the shining, path
of peace that leads upward to God. No wonder- Paul

wrote so joyfully: “TherefOre being justiﬁed by faith',
we have peace with God' through our Lord Jesus
Chris ,” Rom. 5:1. These were questions for Simon
and his guests: “Did they have faith, were they saved,
could they go in peace?” For myself I want no more
than what Jesus gave to this woman:
'Aqbc'wvrai can at «imprint.—
‘H mfa‘m aov oc'a'wxc'v ac -—

IIopniov ‘ sis eipﬁmv;

CHAPTER VIII
1) We do not attempt to make subdivisions in this
part of the Gospel (4:1-9z50). One might subdivide
at 4:44; 6:12; 7:1; 8:1; and at 9:1, but it would be

diﬁicult to ﬁnd adequate captions for these subdivisions.
We thus regard 8 :1-3 as a sketch by itself and not as
an introduction to what follows. Jesus and his following are covering the towns and the villages of Galilee
and are quite a delegation as they proceed from place
to place.
And it came to pass afterward that he was making his way through city by city and village by village, heralding and bringing the good news of the
kingdom of God, and the Twelve with him, and some
women who had been cured of wicked spirits and
diseases, Mary called Magdalene, from whom seven
demons had gone out, and Johanna, wife of Chuz‘a,
Herod’s steward, and Susanna, and many others,
such as were ministering unto them out of their.
means.

Luke uses iyémo in a variety of ways, herewith
mi following (5 :12), which gives his style a Hebrew
ﬂavor; the «a: is foreign to our idiom. The added phrase
states only that the time is a little later than the preceding incident, Luke desires to say no more. Ka‘ra'. is-

distributive and shows how Jesus “was making his
way throng ” the country, namely “city by city and
village by village,” one-after the other. It is hard to
see why this phrase should be amphibolous, for it is
evidently to be construed with. the main verb 8u68cu¢
and not With mpﬁaacov K42 aiayychﬁpcvos.

These parti-

ciples describe what Jesus wasdoing. on this tour, “proclaiming like a herald and announcing as good news”
what all were to hear and what all .should be glad to
hear, “the kingdom of God” (see 1:33), Godfs rule of
(439)
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grace in the Messiah for the salvation of men. Compare
4 :43, 44, where Jesus starts on his ﬁrst tour.

The Twelve were now with him; on that ﬁrst tour

their number was not yet complete. Too much is. put
into az‘w c.1519" when it is thought to mean that the Twelve
also preached. How about the women who are men-

tioned together with the Twelve? The fact that at the
end of the sentence a relative clause speaks about their
contributing out of their means does not separate
them from the Twelve and any preaching that may be
involved in the phrase “with him." If the Twelve
preached, Luke does not say so. His interest lies in
informing us about the women who accompanied the
party this time and enabled so many to travel from one
town and village to another. Let. us reﬂect on what
this involved. When Jesus sent out the disciples two by
two, they could easily be lodged and fed by wellwishers; when he and a few disciples traveled, this
was already more of a problem. But thirteen men traveling in a body made outside help- decidedly necessary
and welcome.

2) What means the Twelve commanded individually is known to us only in part. Matthew must have

had money, considering the feast he made; also John
and James since their father hired men; likely also
Peter and Andrew although we do not know about
their dependents. The women who came to follow Jesus
on his present travels and then also on the last journey
to Jerusalem were, ﬁrst of all, notable disciples of his
and, secondly, such as were greatly beholden to him,
and besides these others who were not so distinguished.
He had healed the former “of wicked spirits and dis-.eases.” Luke again clearly distinguishes between the
two ailments. See 4 :33 on the former. Luke particularizes only the case of Mary, who is called “the Magdalene” from her home town Magdala on the west shore
of the Lake of Galilee. She always stood ﬁrst among
the women just as Peter did among the men, and

Luke 8:8
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Jesus‘appeared ﬁrstto her after his resurrection. Be-

sides this, Jesus had expelled seven demons from her
.(Mark 16:9) ; her condition, which was so wretched
at one time but now so blessed, made her a fervent
follower of Jesus.
3) Joanna was one of the women who were at
the tomb of Jesus (24:10), and her husband Chuza
was the éxi-rpmroe of King Herod (Antipas), either the
steward of his palace or his ﬁnancial minister. She
must have had wealth. In Acts 13 :1 Manaen appears
among the teachers in Antioch, and he was Herod’s
foster-brother. Chuza is introduced as still living. This
explains how in Matt. 14:1 Herod came to ask his
“servants” about Jesus — some of them were believers
in Jesus. But it is a guess to make “the royal oﬂicer”
mentioned in John 4:46-53 this “steward of Herod.”
We are not told in what way Jesus healed Joanna.
Susanna is mentioned only here, and nothing further
is known about her. But it is notable that Luke writes:
“and many others,” all these besides “some” whom he
had healed.

It was perfectly in order . among the Jews that
these women should follow Jesus, but that so many,
and these the wealthy ones, should decide to do so when
there was many a hardship to be endured on the

journey is certainly worth being recorded. The relative is qualitative, drives, “such as” or “since they were
such as.” The imperfect tense denotes repetition: “they
kept ministering unto them.” This verb is used to
indicate voluntary service such as is rendered for the
beneﬁt of someone. In this way a Suixovo: is the opposite
of a 80510: or slave; at the wedding mentioned in John
2 :5 it was necessary for Mary to tell the ddakonoi to do
whatever Jesus might order because as volunteer helpers at the wedding they might have their own ideas.

It was such voluntary, loving service that these women
gave; and “out of their means,” 'ra. I'mapxowa, out of the '
things belonging to them, means out of their funds.
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The superior reading airrois‘, plural instead of at";
singular, is supported by the inner evidence, for if the
Twelve could provide for themselves, they could have
included Jesus also. The Twelve and Jesus, too, had
one treasury out of which the expenses of all were
paid. These women kept that treasury in funds and
have thus furnished an example for unnumbered others

to supply the needs of the church “out of their means.”
4) Now a great crowd coming together, and
they from every city resorting to him, he spoke by

parable.
Neither the time nor the place of this event are
recorded, so it did not occur on the travels of Jesus
mentioned in v. 1. The only connection is the fact that
Jesus is here teaching about the kingdom (v. 1). From
Matt. 13 :1 we learn that it was the same day on which
Jesus spoke about who was his mother, brother, and
sister. He was at Capernaum and after going home
with his relatives repaired to the seaside where from
a boat he spoke a number of parables to a great crowd.
We havetwo genitive absolutes. “A great crowd coming together” might refer only to local people, so the
epexegetical «at adds: “namely they from every city
coming to him.” This explains the size of the crowd.
The popularity of Jesus is still on the increase. Kara'.
is distributive (as in v. 1), and the phrase is made a
substantive: “they from city after city,” the subject
of the participle in- the genitive absolute. Note the ab-

sence of the article in the phrase Sui. «apaBoAﬁc, not “by
a parable" though Luke mentions only two of the ten
recorded in Matt. 13 :1-53 and Mark 4:1-34, but -“by

parable,” i. e., “by way of parable,” denoting manner,
R. 583. Why this type of teaching was chosen is explained in v. 10.
The best deﬁnition and the most thorough discussion of the parable is found in the introductory section
' of Trench, Notes on the Parables of our Lord. As far

Dulce 8:5, 6
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as we know, the ﬁrst typical parable of all those uttered by our Lord is the one about the Sower.
'5) There went cut the sower in order to sow
his seed.
With one stroke the central image is painted before
our eyes. Every word is simplicity itself. The aorist
“he went out” and the aorist “in order to sow" show

us that the task was begun and ﬁnished. The article in
6 amtpmv lends the participle a generic or representative
sense, R. 764 on Matthew 13 :3: “the man whose business is sowing.” Luke alone adds “his seed,” a cardinal
term in the parable.
And in the sowing part fell along the path and
was trodden down, and the birds of the heaven ateit up. And another part fell down on the rock, and
after springing up it was dried up on account of not
having moisture. And other fell in the midst of the
thorns, and springing up with it the thorns choked
it OE.

Luke abbreviates as much as possible. The entire
description is typically Palestinian. The grain is man
by hand. The patch is not extensive and is unfenced.
Along its side is a path (not “road”), which perhaps
divides it from a similar patch, and in sowing some
may fall along (wapd) this path and thus be trodden
down by the feet of those passing and end up by having
the birds of the heaven (unconﬁned, wild) eat it. The
phrase év n; awa’pcw is not temporal: “While or during
the sowing,” but simply refers to the action of sowing
in connection with which action (év) some fell along

the path, R. 1072, etc.; and 6 #6! means “part” (not
“some”) like the three following Eupov, “another part.”
These are neuters and do not refer to the masculine
ovrdpos'.
6) So much of Palestine is rocky elevation that
any tilled spaces may contain spots where the underlying rock comes close to the surface and has only a
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thin covering of soil. Matthew and Mark write 1-5
“was“, “the rocky place,” Luke simply 1‘; m’rpa, “the
rock formation” (6 we'rpos would be a boulder) ; both
refer to soil that has rock beneath it. The part of the
seed that fell here sprang up indeed («Mm second aorist
passive participle from (1)150), the passive being intransitive: “having sprung up”) but was soon withered
(gypac’vw), ‘ lacking moisture (3:21. 1-6 with the inﬁnitive
states the cause). So this part, too, came to nothing._
7) Other spots in the patch were infested with
thorns, dKavoat. Their roots escape the plow, and they
soon shoot up their thick growth, apmpueiaat, “springing
up with it (the grain),” and thus choke off this part
of the good seed so that it comes to nothing.
8) And another part fell into good earth, and
after springing up made fruit, a hundred fold. Saying these things, he went on to cry, He that has ears,
let him be hearing!

The participle dwe'v is repeated. Luke keeps only the
maximum “a hundred fold,” the good earth makes a
perfect yield. We regard the imperfect any... as descriptive and not as iterative. Jesus proceeded to call out
loudly after a brief pause. The hearer is to use his
ears. The implication is that this simple narrative
about the seed has a hidden meaning, and that if one
applies his ears aright he will discover that meaning,

but if one has no ears, i. e., if his ears refuse to function aright, he will be only mystiﬁed. Note the tenses:
ears “to be hearing, let him be hearing” now and
whenever Jesus speaks. This call to be hearing is really
interpretative of the parable, for it pictures the different kinds of hearers which the Word ﬁnds.

9)

Now his disciples proceeded to inquire of

him what this parable was.
This took place after the parables had been spoken,
and when the disciples were alone with Jesus. Mark

4 :10 states that others joined in the asking, and Matt.

Luke 8:9, 10
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13:10 adds that they also asked for what reason Jesus
now resorted to this kind of teaching. The imperfect

énlpularmv is surely descriptive like the imperfect in v. 8
and neither conative (R., Tr.) nor iterative (R, W.
P.). This imperfect implies that something deﬁnite is
to follow, namely the aorist dmv. Our versions mistranslate the optative (in. It is not: “what this parable
might be” (which would require the optative with a) ,
but: “what this parable was.” This is merely the opta-

tive in indirect discourse which replaces the indicative
“is” of the direct discourse. Luke. might have retained
£075, but it was his privilege to change. In English we,
too, change after a past verb by making “is” “was.”
We see that the disciples, too, lacked a great deal.

10)

Jesus ﬁrst takes up his reason for now us-

ing parables. But he said: To you it has been given
to know the mysteries of the kingdom of God but to
the rest in parables in order that seeing they may

not see and hearing may not understand.
“The mysteries of the kingdom of God" are all the
blessed realities that are contained in the divine rule
of grace and glory. They are a unit “mystery" when
they are taken together as is done in Mark 4:11. They
are called this because by nature and by their own
native abilities men are unable to discover and to

know them. It must “be given" to a man “to know”
them, ywsmu, aorist, actually to grasp them. This divine
giving takes place by revelation, through the preaching
and the teaching of the gospel of the kingdom. In the
verb “has been given” there lies the idea of pure grace,
and the agent back of the passive is God. 0n the kingdom of God see 1:33.
Jesus tells his disciples, both the Twelve and others,
that it has been given to them to know the mysteries
but to all others, to the Pharisees and the multitudes,
only “in parables.” Due to something in the past the
disciples have these mysteries, the others have them
not. The perfect tense. “has been given” points to an
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act of giving in the past that has resulted in the present possession of that gift. What was it in the past that

caused the present difference between the disciples
and “the rest”? All the Scriptures answer: no unwillingness on the part of God to bestow the gift (I Tim.
2:4; II Pet. 3 :9; John 3:16 ; Matt. 28 :19, 20) but only
the unwillingness of so many to receive God’s grace
and gift (Matt. 23 :37; Acts 7:51; Hos. 13:9). By persistently declining the grace and the gift whenever
they came to them these people are now without them.
Thus all the realities of the kingdom are still a mystery to them. They nulliﬁed every effort on the part of
God and of Christ to bestow the heavenly gift upon
them; this nullifying isthe work of persistent unbelief.
The only thing that is thus left to Jesus is to speak
“in parables” to those outside, who are still unbelieving
after all his efforts. These parables the believers will
understand because they possess the key to them in
knowing the mysteries of grace. As far as the rest are
concerned, parables have a double purpose: ﬁrst, they
are to prevent understanding as the Iva clause states:
“in order that seeing they may not see,” etc.; second,
that hope is not yet completely cut off, their judgment
being only preliminary as yet. That is why Jesus does
not turn from them completely but still Speaks to them
in these wonderful parables which, almost like nothing
else, cling to the memory and the mind and keep insisting on their interpretation. So these parables are a last
eﬁort to reach “the rest.” on his second point Jesus
does not, however, dwell.
As far as M is concerned, we see no reason for trying to make it equal to 511 in the present connection.

Matthew has “because,” which makes the blindness and
the deafness the reason parables are used; Mark and

Luke have “in order tha ,” which makes it God’s purpose that these people shall not see and understand.
Both are true. This Iva clause is really taken from Isa.

6 :9, 10, which Matthew quotes and declares the proph-

Dulce 8:10, 11
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ecy fulﬁlled. Mark and Luke report no quotation but
state only the substance of what the quotation conveys.
Mark writes for Gentile readers and Luke for the
Gentile Theophilus, and they thus consider it preferable to omit the formal quotation.
It is God’s intention (Iva) that although these people see they shall really not be seeing at all, and that
although they hear they shall not be understanding and
comprehending at all. When unbelief has advanced far
enough, all its seeing and hearing will not only produce nothing, it is even God’s will that it should be so.
This is the so-called voluntas consequens, the will that
acts after grace has operated on the man; not the
volunta's antecedens, the will that ﬁrst comes to man
and brings him grace. For, all persistent unbelievers

God must ﬁnally will judgment, Mark 16 :16; Matt.
23:38. God is compelled to cast such people off. See the
discussion on John 12:39, 40 in the author’s work on
that Gospel. The ﬁrst sign of such, casting off is this
procedure with the Word. It begins to be withheld in
the parables. When men do not want the Word, God
does not bother them with it, he gradually withdraws
it. When men despise the heavenly means of salvation
and constantly abuse it, God must decline to submit it
to such rejection and abuse. Luke abbreviates and stops
with this central thought.
11) Now this is the parable: the seed is the
Word of God. They along the path are those that
heard; then comes the devil and takes away the
Word from their hearts in order that they may not

by having believed he saved.
The interpretation of the parable is as simple as is
the parable itself. Jesus states merely what each point
of the parable means. The key to the whole parable is
offered ﬁrst, namely that “the seed" stands for “the

Word.” We feel at once that this is an eminent concept.
Matthew (13:19) calls it “the Word of the kingdom}?
the genitive most likely being subjective: the Word
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spoken by the kingdom, .by which the kingdom thus
comes to man’s heart. This M709 is the gospel of salvation. Jesus does not need .to say that “to sow” this
seed means to preach and to teach the Word. All the
evangelists leave “the sower” uninterpreted, for the
parable does not really deal with him but with the
diﬂerent kinds of soil and with what becomes .of. the

seed'when it is :cast on that soil. Yet Matthew’s “kingdom” suggests Jesus as “the sower,” and age-Ma in
v. 5 ﬁts his act exactly. .All the sowing is his, all that,
too, which he does through others. .This sowing brings
the gospel to men’s hearts.
12) In recounting the exposition of this parable
the three evangelists vary greatly although they agree
perfectly in substance. Hence neither could have copied
from the other, nor could they have had some document before them from which they all drew. This
variation is due to the oral repetitions of the exposition,
which themselves soon showed variation. Luke has at 8e’
twice, which indicates the persons and thus the reality;
and twice r5 8e’ “the part,” which still keeps to the
ﬁgure. The ﬁrst group are “they along the path,” the
article substantivizes the phrase — a terse way of dese
ignating this group. They are “those that heard,”
which characterizes them in accord with the completed
act. Note how this act is predicated equally of all the
other groups and always in the aorist, which means
complete hearing. It is not like the present tense which
expresses hearing that is still in progress and unﬁn-

ished. The parable thus plainly speaks about hearers,
namely about such as have heard to such a degree that
one can tell just how the Word is faring in their hearts.
In the ﬁrst group the Word fares like good seed
that falls on a hard-trodden path, where passing feet
crush it and wild birds eat it. This imagery has. in
mind the reality that the devil comes and takes away

the Word from their hearts lest by actually believing
it they be saved. The ears have let theWord in, but

Luke 8:12
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before it can accomplish its work in the hearts of these
hearers it is taken away. It is the devil that does this
nefarious work; he comes and takes the Word away,
moved, as he is, by his inordinate wickedness and opposition to God and all that is God’s.
We need not convert the birds into devils (plural),
for they represent the different ways in which Satan
takes the Word away from men’s minds and hearts.
Once he tells a man through some agency that the
Word which disturbs his conscience is a mere exaggeration, sin is not at all so deadly, God cannot have wrath,
we must not allow our enlightened minds to be moved
by Such outworn notions; again, that it is all uncer-

tain, no uncontested fact in it, and no up-to-date man
believes such things; then, that the preachers themselves do not really believe what they say, they preach
only to make an easy living and are really hypocrites as
their own actions often show. Numberless are these
birds by which Satan operates.

The devil’s purpose, like his whole being, is negative: “in order that they may not by having believed
he saved.” The aorist participle may be ingressive:
“by coming to faith.” Incidentally, this is the plan of
salvation in a nutshell: hear — believe — be saved.
The Word makes us hear; the Word wants to awaken
faith; the Word then saves. The devil sometimes stops
even the hearing; he is here pictured as stopping the

believing; his great object is that we may not be saved
but be lost. By placing the heart’s reliance and conﬁdence on the Word, namely on its promises and assurances, the power of him who uttered it and made its
promises will work all those promises for the believer
and will thus save him, i. e., rescue him and put him
into permanent safety (see 7 :50). Not to believe, not
to trust the Word, separates one from all its Saving
power, leaves the sinner lost, and after hearing and
yet not believing lost worse and more hopelessly than
before. But that is the devil’s joy.
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13)

And they on the rock—who, whenever they

get to bear with joy receive the word; and these do
not have root, who for a season go on believing and
in a season of temptation stand away.

“They on the rock” names these in accord with the
ﬁgure as was done with the ﬁrst group and omits the
copula. “Whenever they get to hear” says the same
thing regarding these, namely that they actually get
to hear and are not deprived of that. The parable does
not deal with people who do not hear, who stay away
from the Word, or who sleep or prove inattentive while
the Word is presented to them. These make a great
show of promise: they not only believe but receive the
Word “with joy.” They are delighted with the Word,
they are enthusiastic about it—this is what they have
been waiting for, they sing the praises of the Word.

But more of the ﬁgure is added to reveal fully who
they are: “these do not have root,” and what that
means is now stated literally. They are the ones “who
fora season go on believing” (durative present) ; they
are only transient, temporary believers. As he does so
often, Jesus adds the adversative thought with m’:
“and in a season of temptation they stand away.” They
cannot endure anything like a test of their adherence

to the Word. The fact that “temptation” in some form
or other is bound to come to every believer is here
regarded as a matter of course. When a season, a short
while of this kind arrives, “they stand away,” i. e.,
from the Word. The hidden hardness of the heart,
which the Word cannot penetrate, into which no root of
faith can sink, proves fatal in a short time. So these,
too, are not saved by the Word in spite of all the saving
power it contains and end by being lost more surely
than if they had never heard the Word.
14) And the part fallen into the thorns, these
are they who heard and in going on were choked

by cares and wealth and pleasure of life and bring
nothing to maturity.

In 76 maév (neuter participle frOm m’mw) the ﬁgure
is completely retained in regard to this group: “that
fallen,” etc. But this neuter refers to persons into
whose hearts the Word fell, not to a part of the Word
itself, hence 06m, “these,” and the personal description
that follows. They, too, heard the Word, actually heard
it and understood its contents. But as they go on, the
thorns do their work. The realities referred to by “the
thorns” are plainly stated: cares or worries, then
wealth with its inﬂuence, ﬁnally pleasures of life with
all their unspiritual effect. The Word is in the heart,
but so are these hostile growths. As these people go on
(wopwéptvot), the competition is won by these thorns
which grow up thick and strong and smother the
Word. Yet Jesus says that these persons themselves
are choked. Any spiritual lift that the Word implanted
in their hearts is overwhelmed and lost again, and
thus, adding the negative to the positive: “they do
not bring to maturity,” i. e., bring nothing to full
growth. This word is used with reference to plants,
animals, and pregnant women. The class pictured here
is large.
15) And the part in the excellent earth, these
are such as in an excellent and good heart, having
heard the Word, hold it fast and bring fruit in patience.
Here again there occurs the neuter 1'6, but only with
the phrase and without a participle: “the part in the
excellent earth,” 'which is then taken up by the, personal
015m. In v. 8 awed: is used with reference to the earth,

and now mad: is similarly used, and then when the
reality, the heart, is stated, both adjectives are combined: “a heart excellent and good.” We, too, have
pairs of adjectives, but none that match these two in
the Greek. Kat/Vic is the opposite of xaxés or “good-fornothing,” something that does not meet its purpose
like a pen that does not write pr0perly or a cowardly
soldier; hence made means “excellent” for its purpose.
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The heart ought to be receptive to the Word, and this
heart is so. ’Ayaﬂég, which is far more frequently used'
regarding a moral condition, is the opposite of wompds,

“actively wicked,” that which does the greatest damage; so the adjective gets the idea of beneﬁcial, good
in that sense. This “good" earth is good for the seed to
grow in; this “good” heart is favorable to the Word,
which thrives in such a heart.
KaAés is translated “honest” in our versions like the
Latin' honestus (fair, noble), the word often refers to
ﬁne outward appearance; but with reference to the
heart and in our day the word “honest” would only
mislead. Ohms, as so often, has causal force: “such
as” in the sense of “being such as,” because they are
such as are imaged by “the part in the excellent soil.”
These, too, heard the Word as did all the others. But
these retain it in an excellent and good heart after

hearing it. The result is added by a simple “and”:
“and bear fruit in patience,” the expression combines
the ﬁgure and the reality. The fruit is faith and all that
grows from faith in the way of a godly life. “In
patience” points to the quiet endurance under trials.
It is the way in which all spiritual fruit develops and
keeps being produced.
The great question is why the Word fares so differently in different hearts. In some it does not get beyond
the surface, in others it gets only just beneath the surface, in still others its top is smothered, and only in a
fourth class does it ﬂourish. A rather common view is
that neither the parable nor its interpretation by Jesus
offer an explanation of the difference described. Those
who, nevertheless, offer an explanation restrict the
parable to the very ﬁrst contact of the Word with
the human heart. Then even a man like Trench,
who intends to hold most ﬁrmly to the unquestioned
doctrine that all hearts are by nature wholly depraved,
and none are made better save by the Word alone,
crowds himself into contradictions of this doctrine

Luke 8:15, 16
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by calling some hearts “ﬁtter” for receiving the

seed of everlasting life, “latent sons of peace” who
contain tinder which the Word may set aﬁre while
others have no such tinder, or contain “particles of
true metal” while other hearts have no such particles.
But this explanation is synergistic if not Pelagian.
What the parable and its exposition describe is
the ﬁnal fate of the Word in the hearts of men. When
life is done, some show a harvest; all the rest show no
harvest. Some never let the Word in, some never let it
root, some never let it grow up. This ﬁnal fate of the
Word is shown us now so that we may examine ourselves as to how we are treating the Word now, before
life is done. And this is done because, though no man
can change himself, God has means to change us all,
trodden path, rocky places, briar patches into good
soil for his Word. This means of God is the Word itself
as it is exhibited in this parable. Like all the Scripture revelations of man’s sinful states, this one, too,
aims at the conscience and at repentance which thus
open the soul for the gospel. The more it is opened, the
more fruit will there be in the end.
16) After the interruption recorded in v. 9-15
Luke proceeds with another parable that was spoken
to the multitude from the boat. Jesus has pictured
hearers who really receive his Word. He now brings
out the thought that they are like lamps that have

been lit. Lamps are intended to give light for people,
and in the same way the disciples are intended to
spread the Word. Now no one having lit a lamp
covers it with a vessel or places it underneath a bed,
but he places it on a lampstand in order that those
coming in may see the light.

Jesus uses the illustration of the lamp in various
connections, compare Matt. 5 :15 and Luke 11:33. Some

critics deny this and posit various hypotheses by which
to explain this repeated use of some striking ﬁgure or
pithy saying and forget that every excellent teacher
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repeats such thoughts, especially when the connections
are diﬂferent. A touch of humor plays into this illustration which constitutes so simple and so obvious an
observation. Why, of course, no one sets a lighted lamp
under a vessel or beneath a couch or bed but on its
proper lampstand so that all who come in may see the
light.

The Aaixvos is a receptacle for oil that has a snout on
one end through which the wick passes and has a
curved handle on the opposite end. A slender stand,
usually made of metal, was provided for this lamp,
and when the lighted lamp was brought in bya servant
it was placed on this stand so that those coming in
might see. The aorist participle from 31m» means “having lit” or kindled. To hide with a vessel of some kind
is to put the vessel over the lamp, and another way
to hide the light would be to set the lamp under a bed
or under one of the couches that are used for dining.
This doubling intensiﬁes the ridiculous idea. It is selfcontradictory: we light a lamp in order to have its
light. If light is not wanted, the lamp is not lit and

brought in in the ﬁrst place or is blown out afterbeing
lit.
The interpretation is obvious. What do you suppose
Jesus enlightened us for? To have our light,,the Word
which illumines us, hidden away where no one can see
it? No; we disciples are lamps that are to be set out
prominently on lampstands. The Word we possess is.to
enlighten also others.
17) For thereIs not a hidden thing which shall
not become manifest, nor a thing secret which shall
in no wise be knov‘vn or come to light.
The statement that all hidden things are to be
exposed is used also in other connections, cf., Matt.
10:26 and Luke 12:2. It her-e helps to elucidate (ydp)
what is said about the real purpose of a lighted lamp.
Note the parallelism and the rhythmic repetition in the
two synonymous statements. Note likewise the para-

doxical thought: a thing hidden and secret and yet

bound to be manifest, known, and published. The idea
is that it is the very nature of a hidden thing to come
out. One would not suppose so; and in fact, as far as

men and their intentions are concerned, what they hide
would stay hid, and what they do in secret would remain unknown and never come “to light” (:1: ¢avepév,
a standard phrase). God decides otherwise, and what

he has decided is presented as. a fact; 01': M is the
strong negation that is used with a subjunctive: shall
“in no wise” be known, i. e., be not‘known completely.
The two propositions are entirely general and thus
apply in all directions. They constitute a principle

which works itself out in all cases. In thousands of

instances we ourselves see how sooner or later secret
things come to light and are even published to the
world in spite of men’s efforts to keep them in darkness. In some instances the principle does not seem to
work out, some crimes, for example, are not cleared

up, the criminal is not discovered. But read I Cor. 4:5
.and Rom. 2:16. If not now then in the end God will
bring to light even the secrets of men’s hearts.
In the present connection, as ydp shows, Jesus is
thinking of the blessed secrets of the gospel. The light
kindled in their secret hearts is to be placed on a lampstand and not to be hidden away in an unnatural manner. The gospel is a mystery indeed, an d‘mixpvdwv, but it

is to be made known everywhere. The principle works
out in what pertains to God himself in that his plan of
salvation is broadcast in the world (Eph. 3:3-6). He
makes his own children the light of the world. This
principle works itself out in another way: the light of
the gospel will also expose the dark and hidden things
of the world, will show what they really are (Eph.
5:13), and will thus begin what God himself will ﬁnish
completely in the ﬁnal judgment. This principle is an
astounding fact, and men are fools to challenge it.
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18) Continue to see to it, therefore, how you
keep hearing. For whoever has, to him shall be
given; and whoever has not, even what he seems to

have shall be taken away from him.

We here have a warning that results from the principle just stated regarding secret things. We must
always see to it how we proceed with our hearing —
both verbs are present to indicate repeated actions.
Why must we be so careful? Because the secrets of our

hearts are to be exposed. If we hear in a wrong way
and reject the Word because of wicked motives, it will
not help us to- blame the Word as though it is of such
a nature as to prevent us from accepting it. The secret
baseness in our hearts cannot be kept hidden by such
excuses but will be brought to light to our fearful discomﬁture. Let us hear the Word in the right way and
thus accept it in an excellent and good heart, and we
shall then rejoice when our hearts are exposed and
their inwardness is publicly revealed. Mark writes that
we are to see to it “what” we hear. The sense is the
same, for to what we give ear shows what our hearts
are, and to what we refuse to give ear does the same.

With yaip Jesus adds another mashal or pointed
saying. It is made a reason for our manner of hearing;
it will help us to hear aright. In all our hearing let us
remember well that “whosoever has, to him shall be,
given”; also the reverse: “whosoever has not, even
what he seems to have shall be taken away from him.”
In Mark’s report the moral basis of this dictum is
brought to view by the statement that with what meas-

ure we measure, with the same measure it shall again
be measured to us. It would be morally wrong for God
to use a different measure, morally wrong to take from
the man who has and give to the one who has not. This
would be wrong in view of What lies back of this 'one
man’s having and the other man’s not having. The one
man measured with a generous measure and thus grew
rich because the same generous measure was used also
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for measuring to him; the reason the other man remained poor is that he used a measure that held almost
nothing, and instead of adding when he measured he
did the opposite, subtracted even from the tiny measure, and so, when the same sort of measuring was

applied to him, subtraction likewise was made, he lost
even the little that he thought he had, and it certainly
served him right.
Luke omits the intermediary thought and connects

directly with the way in which we hear the Word. The
man who hears with a good heart and the full measure
of attention and eagerness to receive the- Word, more
and more of the Word shall be given to him — so much
depends on the right way of hearing. But he who has
not is he who cared not how he heard, who gave the
scantiest measure of attention and desire, and, perhaps,
begrudged even that with the result that he had not,
and that even what he thought he had in his niggardliness of hearing was taken away from him— so fatal
is the wrong way of hearing.
The agent in the two passive verbs is God; he gives
and he takes away. These are not arbitrary acts. He
sends Jesus to give his Word, and they who keep hearing aright grow richer and richer. God can give to
them, and thus God does give because giving and enriching us for eternity are his delight. But they who
hear amiss prevent God from giving thus to them so
that the more they continue hearing thus, the worse
their state becomes. They may think that they have,

i. e., suﬂ‘icient or even superior knowledge, without this
Word of Jesus, but this, they will ﬁnd, is valueless, and

they will thus end in everlasting poverty.
19) It happened before this sermon that is
built up of parables was delivered that the mother
and other relatives of Jesus came to him to draw him

aWay from his work, Matt. 12:46-13zl. Luke disregards the order of time as he does so constantly
and brings this account apart from its connection in
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time. Now there came up ,to him his mother and
brothers and were not able to get to him on account
of the crowd. But it was reported to him, Thy mother
and thy brothers are standingoutside, desiring to see
'thee. But he answering said (see 1:19) to them, My
mother and my brothers are these who are hearing
and doing the Word of God.

Luke again abbreviates and makes the record as
short as possible. So we hear only that the mother and
the brothers of Jesus came up and could not get to
Jesus because of the crowd. Why they came is stated
by Mark (3:21) ; they thought Jesus “beside himself,"
using himself up by- his excessive labors like one who‘
is no longer in his rational mind. So the family came
to get hold of him and to take him away where he
could rest and be quiet. We take it that their intentions
were the best, the dictates of solicitous affection.
It is certainly strange to ﬁnd the mother of Jesus
participating in this affair. Though she is mentioned
ﬁrst as being the nearest relative of Jesus, we cannot
think that she was the instigator but prefer to believe
that she permitted herself to be drawn into this affair

by the fears and the urging of others. Even so, this is
a picture of Mary that is far diﬁ'erent from the leg-

endary image of “the Mother of God” in medieval and
in Romish tradition. She is carried along by a mistaken
movement. On the other hand, we refuse to charge
Mary with unbelief (John 7 :5) and opposition to her
son; she grew in faith as others did.
Who “his brothers” are has, in the writer’s opinion,
not been determined and probably will never be. Unanswerable objection can be lodged against every solution. Take the present instance. The opinion prevailing

at present is that these brothers of Jesus — there are
also sisters, Mark 6:3; Matt. 13:56 —were younger

children who were born to Joseph and Mary after

Jesus’ birth. But they here act as if they were decidedly
older than he; and the same conduct appears in John

Luke 8:19, '20
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7:3, etc. In Mark 6:3 Jesus is called “the Son of
Mary” in a marked way (compare John 19:26) and

is kept very distinct from brothers and sisters. If
Mary had other sons and daughters, why did Jesus set
aside their ﬁlial- obligations and place his mother in the
charge of John? These objections are not removed by
stressing oi 63¢on au’noﬁ as is generally‘done.
The Latin church since Jerome, the older Protestants, and some students today think of the sons of
Clopas, a brother or certainly a brother-in-law of
Joseph, and thus of ﬁrst consins of Jesus. The wife of
Clopasis also the sister of the Virgin. Both have the
same name Mary, which seems strange, but this may
mean only that the two were children of different marriages. Their having the same name is, however, quite
certain apart from the problem of the brothers of
Jesus. Yet note that Luke calls the Virgin, not Mary,

but Maplép, 1 :27, etc. The difﬁculty connected with this
view is to prove that 6.8a“: may properly include the
relationship of cousins. The interest of Romanism, that
Mary had no other children because she lived a celibate
life with Joseph, was semper virgo as the older Protestants say, for instance in the FOrmula of Concord, no
longer affects Protestant theologians, which is, however, far from proving that Mary did have other. children. So we leave the question unsolved as it really is
for us today.
20) Word is passed to Jesus that his relatives
arestanding outside desiring to see him. The perfect
e'c'niKaa'L always has a present meaning. Since a house
is mentioned in none of the accounts, we take 26a» to

mean “on‘the outskirts of the crowd.” Jesus was outof-doors, sitting on a raised place where all could see

and hear him, and the crowd sat cross-legged around
him, so densely packed that no one could get through.
Mark writes “they say to him,” Matthew “someone,”
and Luke the indeﬁnite second passive, “it was report-
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ed to him.” Matthew writes that they “are seeking to
speak with thee,” and Luke “desiring to see thee.”
Each writer writes in his own way, yet all say the
same thing. The supposition that they all had the same
document before them, from which they copied, or that
one copied from the other, seems to be excluded. They
merely restated the oral tradition which had been

paSsed down with variations in the phraseology.
21) A delicate and trying situation was thus
created for Jesus, yet he meets it instantaneously and
with perfect mastery. He shows no trace of impatience
with his relatives — at least his mother should have
known better. He is absolutely truthful and resorts
.to no equivocation before either the people or his relatives. He utilizes the untimely and ill-advised interruption for deﬁning and impressing a most momentous

truth. Matthew and Mark picture what Jesus did and
said, Luke centers on his main reply only. He even disregards the gesture that pointed to the disciples as
being the real relatives of Jesus. Yet by the use of 051m,
“these,” we note that Luke, too, indicates the disciples
sitting around Jesus.
“Mother mine and brothers mine (Luke omits sisters), these are who are hearing and doing God’s
Word,” that Word which Jesus was right then and

there teaching them. To hear and to do thus makes us
one with Jesus, more closely one with him than any
maternal or fraternal relationship indicates. “Mother,”
is, of course, not intended to apply especially to women
disciples of Jesus nor “brothers” especially to men.
Jesus mentioned also “sisters” and intended to combine
all three relationships into one, the spiritual tie that

binds to him. All believers are of the household of God
(Eph. 2:19), of the household of faith (Gal. 6:10).
All others are still “strangers and foreigners,” having,
indeed, the opportunity of becoming disciples and relatives but, if remaining as they are, being sundered
forever from the divine family of believers.

Luke 8:21
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Matthew and Mark write “the will,” Luke “the
Word” of God. This is again only a formal difference
since we know God’s will only by means of its revelation in the Word. That it must be constantly heard
goes almost without saying (note this hearing in v.
12-15 and again in v. 18) . But to the hearing there

must be added the doing. To do the Word is to believe
it, to trust it in our hearts, to obey all that it tells us,
to hope all that it promises us. This doing is produced
by the Word itself, which is the power to save the sinner (Rom. 1:16).
It is a perversion of this and of other similar words
of Jesus to conceive of the doing as an obeying the law
by our own natural powers and thus earning heaven
for ourselves, or as believing the gospel by our own
natural powers, at least assisting the Spirit in making
us believe, and thus again meriting salvation. These are
the errors of Pharisaism and work-righteousness, of
Pelagianism, and of synergism. “To do the Word” is,
indeed, an activity on our part but one that is wrought
wholly by grace in us through the Word itself. Phil.
2 :13.
The question is asked whether Jesus excluded his
own mother from his spiritual family. There is nothing
in the narrative that can be construed thus. The mother
and the other relatives of Jesus enter his spiritual
family on the same terms as do all his disciples. This
spiritual tie is supreme to Jesus. Alas, the earthly tie
has often been placed above the heavenly: men have

loved wife, child, father, mother more than Christ,
Matt. 10 :37. Did Mary and the brothers get to see and
to speak with Jesus as they desired? The evangelists
have. no interest in telling us. Jesus allowed no dictation or interference in his Messianic work even from
his mother (John 2:4). Yet from what follows in Matthew it seems that Jesus ﬁnally went with them, presently, on this very day, to go out and to preach again
(Matt. 13:1).
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22) Now it came to pass in one of the days that
he went into a boat and his disciples; and he said
to them, Let us go across to the thither side of the
lake; and they launched forth.

’Eye’vero «at plus a ﬁnite verb is used as it was in
5:12, the mi is not to be translated. The phrase “in
one of the days” means merely “on a certain day,”
R. 675, and intends to leave the connection of time
unmarked. The time was the evening of the same day

on which. Jesus had related the parables; Compare
Mark 4:35 for a discussion of the time. The idea that
Luke writes “on one of the days” because he was uncertain in regard to the day is without foundation. So

also is the idea that he writes in this way because the
parable, v. 16-18, was not a part of the sermon that
he preached on this day but was spoken at some other
time and was merely placed here by Luke. It is Jesus
who directs affairs. After the parables had been related
from a boat, Jesus ﬁrst went home and there instructed
the-diSciples privately (Matt. 13 :36, etc.) ; then, when
a new crowd gathered (Matt. 8:18), Jesus entered a
boat, probably that of Peter, and proposed to go across
the lake. Aze’Aewpcv is the hortative subjunctive: “Let us

go across”; sic 75 «£941» is an idiomatic phrase which
makes a substantive of the adverb: “to the (region)
beyond.” Mark adds that this took place in the evening.
The passive of dvd'yw is nautical, going up from the land
to the high sea: “they launched forth” into the deep
part of‘ the lake.
23) A study of the three accounts of the storm
is highly interesting for showing the independence

of each account. But as they were sailing, he fell
asleep. And there came down a hurricane of wind

into the lake, and they began to be ﬁlled up and got
into danger. And having gone to him, they aroused
him, saying, Master, master, We are perishing!
The lake lies between high hills which farm a deep
trough and is thus subject to sudden tempest‘s, which

Luke 8 :23, 24
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at times sweep down with terriﬁc fury as they roar
through the gorge. Already the ancient commentators
go beyond the natural causes involved in the storm.
We refuse to bring in the devil or the presence of Judas
in the boat, and we decline the allegories which even
the later commentators wrap about the facts, namely
that where Jesus is present upheavals must occur. We
consider entirely out of place all the discussion about
the two natures of Jesus: did his deity sleep; did he

foreknow the coming of the storm? and similar questions. The storm came in the providence of God, in
whose hand are all the forces of nature. The peaceful

sleep of Jesus is due to the perfect absence of fear
in his heart and to his absolute trust in God. The aorist
may be ingressive.

For the mango dvéyov of Mark and Luke, Matthew has
«comic, the word for earthquake, which is here applied
to the heaving waters. The storm-waslof the severest

kind and, as dwix957¢mv implies, caught the boat (other
boats, too, had gone along, Mark) out in the middle
of the lake. Mark has the waves crashing-into the boat
and ﬁlling it, Luke that they were ﬁlling and were in
danger, Matthew that the boat was covered by the
waves. There was thus no question about the mortal
danger. Luke’s two imperfect tenses are probably ingressive: “began to be ﬁlled,” etc., but these imperfects
point to something deﬁnite that followed.
24) Luke mentions the fact that Jesus slept before he tells about the storm, Matthew and Mark do
the reverse. The uproar and the danger did not disturb
or waken Jesus; but we may imagine the 'condition of
the disciples—and Jesus is asleep! Matthew is most
dramatic in describing the action of the disciples, Luke
comes next, and Mark must rank last despite the fact

that he loves details, dwells on the emotions exhibited
by. the actors in his scenes, and had the eyewitness
Peter from whom to draw his material. Since a number
of the disciples aroused Jesus and cried out to him,
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their expressions varied, some shouted “Lord," some

“Teacher,” some “Master, Master,” which is’a regular
form of address for Jesus in Luke who never uses
“Rabbi”; e‘mardme = one who stands over others (5:5).
The disciples run to Jesus and arouse him effectively
(Sui in the verb), and all the synoptists record the cry
that they are actually perishing, their condition is
desperate.
The fact that these disciples should thus turn to
Jesus for help is astounding. A number of them were

expert sailors who knew all about handling a boat and
had been in many a violent storm on this lake. They
run to Jesus who had never handled boats but had
worked as a carpenter with his father in Nazareth.
How could a former carpenter help these expert sailors
when all their skill was at an end, and death in the roaring waves was their certain fate? In the providence of
God this storm brought to view such faith as they really
had. Completely at the end of their resources in which
they had always taken great pride and had great conﬁdence, they now throw themselves upon Jesus as their
only hope. They forget that he had never sailed a boat;
they think not of human but of divine ability in him.
They abandon all human help, the best of which they
had in their own skill; they throw themselves utterly
into the divine hands of Jesus.
That was faith. But their terror (they resort to
Jesus only in their extremity), their fear of death in

the waves are not faith but littleness of faith, which is
in glaring contrast with the calmness of Jesus. God’s
providence also revealed this littleness of faith.
But he, having been aroused, rebuked the wind
and surge of the water, and they ceased, and there
came a calm.

We may translate Stays/Jade as a passive, “having
been aroused completely,” or as an intransitive, “having waked up completely.” There is not a trace of fear

in Jesus or even of startled surprise at the storm and

Duke 8:24, 25
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the danger. This absolute serenity of Jesus is amazing.
Matthew places the rebuke to the disciples before the
act of stilling the tempest, but Mark and Luke seem
to have the actual order of the acts. Luke does not report the words with which Jesus “rebuked 'the wind
and the surge of the water” but only that the rebuke

pertained to both. The aorist states merely the fact.
That one word was enough. The wind and the water
heard as if they had ears and a mind. “They ceased,
and there came a calm,” aorists to express the facts,
the instant obedience of the wind and the water. It was
God’s will in letting this tempest come at this time
that Jesus should reveal his omnipotent power over the
forces of nature by thus calming the wind and the

waters with a word. Why should disciples be terriﬁed
at the threatening violence of natural forces when
the hand of omnipotent power is over them? The
rationalistic attempts to eliminate the miracle from the
narrative are unworthy of serious attention.
25)

Moreover, he said to them, Where is your

faith? But having been struck with fear, they mar-

velled, saying to each other, Who, then, is this that
even to the winds he gives orders and to the water,
and they obey him?
Ae’ adds something that is different, the word spoken
to the disciples. Luke reports only the rebuking question which asked where their faith was. Their cowardliness (Mark) is merely implied. Jesus does not deny

that the disciples still had faith, but he does ask where
their faith was during this test. The disciples are to

give an answer to themselves after humble self-examination. They certainly showed mighty little faith on
this occasion. In fact, they acted as if all the training
that Jesus had given them had not yet produced real
faith in them. The question of Jesus humbled and
shamed the disciples; they had reason to hang their
heads. Yet this question at the same time urged them
and prodded what faith they had. They saw how much
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they needed a strong and courageous faith, and how
much Jesus wanted them to have such a faith.
There is nothing in the text which indicates that,
just because Jesus was physically in the boat, the disciples had no right to be afraid. They had no right
to be afraid even if Jesus had not been in the boat.
As disciples of Jesus they were ever in their Father’s
care, and were that whether Jesus was physically pres-

ent with them or not. Another point is that the disciples had no right to fear even if they perished in the
waves. We have no promise that mortal danger shall
never plunge us into death just because we are Christ’s
own. In the counsel of God it may be his will that we
die; we should then die with the mighty assurance
that God’s will sends us what is best. We should die
in conﬁdence, not in fear. The reason these points are
sometimes overlooked is that this historical narrative
is so frequently allegorized, and, even when the effort
is made to avoid allegory, allegorical ideas still control
the preacher’s mind.
Matthew notes the astonishment, Mark the fear,
Luke both the fear and the astonishment. The aorists
express these effects as such, namely just as facts..
But this is not a fear like that of the storm and of the
nearness of death in the waves, a cowardly fear. The
danger was past and gone. This fear is the feeling of
overpowering awe because of the revelation of almighty
power in their own most personal experience. This
feeling is bound to overcome weak mortals when they
meet the Omnipotent and behold his might. The disciples were not afraid of Jesus, did not run from him,
but now looked upon him with the greatest awe. Matthew tells us that “the men” feared Jesus and includes
those in the other boats, of whom 'Mark speaks.
The second effect is the wonder because of what
Jesus had done. Both effects prompt the question:
“Who, then, is this ?” etc., meaning as Matthew says:

“What kind of person is this?” The insertion of Zipa
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bases the question on what the disciples had experienced. All the synoptiSts have the signiﬁcant ofﬁce, “this

one” or “this person” (purely deictic, R. 697), and by

means of this demonstrative connect Jesus with what
he had done. The point in asking in regard to his person is stated in the 511 clause. This 511 is consecutive, almost equal to «Ba-re (R. 1001 and 699): “seeing that”
not “since” or “becauSe.”
The great-single occurrence is generalized: “even
the winds and the water” he gives orders, and they
obey as a matter of course—the present tenses to
express what may occur at any time. R. 1182 (on Mark
4:41.) and in his translation renders “both . . . and”;
but this would make the marvel consist in the fact that
both the winds and the water obey as if there would

be no marvel if only one of the two obeyed. We translate the ﬁrst xm’ as “even” and the second as joining the
winds and the water so that they are compared with
other domains in which Jesus showed his power. These
men recognized that even the mighty elements, the
winds and the water, were wholly subject to the mere
command of Jesus. Their experience was too tremendous to permit any rationalizing explanation such as
skeptics, sitting safely at their desks, have given.
All the evangelists stop with the great question
which passed from mouth to mouth and append none
of the answers that were given. There was no need to

record the answers. Yet we are told that the thought is
in no way indicated, that by stilling the tempest Jesus
revealed himself as God. But we feel at once that this
assertion of rationalism and of its offspring, modernism, is prompted by a motive that is in contradiction
with the text and with all that the GOSpels say about
the person of Jesus. Who but God can make the raging

winds and the waters obey at a word?
26)
And they sailed down to the country of
the Gerasen'es which 'is across from Galilee.
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Note that “they sailed down” is the opposite of
“they launched forth” (civrixﬂyoav), v. 22. The one verb
takes us up on the high sea, the other down again to
the land. Matthew writes “the country of the Gadarenes” and names it after the main city Gadara. In the

three synoptists the readings vary between Gadarenes,
Gerasenes, and Gergesenes. We take it that Gadarenes
is the assured reading for Matthew and Gerasenes for
Mark and Luke who refer to a town that is nearer the
lake, which was recently identiﬁed by Thomson as

Khersa (Gersa), R., W. P. The distance of these cities
from the lake is immaterial for the narrative since
this deals with the region that is near the lake and not
with the vicinity of either of the cities to the lake.
27) Now having gone out on the land, there
met him a man out of the city, having demons; and
fora considerable time he did not put on himself a
robe and would not remain in a house but in the
tombs.
Matthew reports that there were two demoniacs,
but Mark and Luke do not say that there was only one,
hence a contradiction is shut out. One of the two was
evidently the leader and the spokesman, the other was
only his companion. The case is analogous to that of
Bartimaeus at Jericho, who also had a companion. These
dem’oniacs met Jesus right on the shore after he landed; m is added like the indeﬁnite article. Luke reports
that the one demoniac, of whom he speaks especially,
was from the near-by town and at once tells us that
he had demons and uses the plural. See 4:33 on demoniacal possession.

Luke states only the unnatural repugnance of this
demoniac to clothes; “for a considerable time” (R. 527
on the dative) he did not- put on himself - (R. 809, middle) a robe or outer garment, meaning not even that
much to cover his body; he, of course, wore no tunic
and also cut himself with stones. (Mark) The aorist
states only the fact; the Greek does not care to mark
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the antecedence in the tense as does the English with
its pluperfect “had put on himself” (R. 841) . The following imperfect expresses continuance: “he would

not remain in a house but in the tombs.” These were
chambers that had been hewn into the walls of the
cliffs some little distance back from the lake; some of
these tombs were abandoned and afforded dens where
this demoniac and his companion made their lairs. They
lived like beasts. In these unclean places of the dead
these unclean spirits found congenial homes.
28) Now, having seen Jesus, after yelling out,
he fell before him and with a loud voice said: What
have I to do with thee, Jesus, Son of God the Highest? I beg thee, do not torment me! For he was
commanding the unclean spirit to come out from the
man.

We might expect that the moment the demoniac saw
Jesus from a distance the demon would have compelled
him to run away with all his might and to hide from
Jesus. Why does the opposite take place? Why is the
man drawn to Jesus as by a magnet? He actually ran
to Jesus (Mark) and after yelling or shrieking (dvd,
“up”) as if in agony or in rage fell in front of Jesus
(m5), yet not in an act of worship but only as being
compelled by the power of a superior. It appears as if
the will and the power of Jesus drew the demoniac
to his feet. The words of the demon also accord with
this involuntary approach to Jesus as the supreme
master of the demon world, whose will and word the
demons must obey. The shriek of the demoniac as he
fell before Jesus and the unnatural “great voice” with
which he shouted out his words reveal the viciousness
of the demons that held the man in their possession.
0n the Greek idiom: “What is there to me and
thee ?” see the exposition of 4:32-34. There also is explained the reason why the demons constantly published their mysterious knowledge of the deity of Jesus,
and why Jesus invariably stopped them. The demon
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here addressed Jesus as “Son of God the Highest,” and
there is really no question as to what the demon' meant
by that title. He attributes deity to Jesus.. “The High-est” is a regular designation for God.
The demon also treats Jesus according to this title.
Others he attacked, “so that no man might pass by that.
Way” (Matt. 8 :28), but he fell down before Jesus and.
sought to fend him off, his question meaning, “Do thou

leave me alone I” All the demons know what the coming
and the presence of Jesus mean for them, namely that
“he might destroy the works of the devil,” I John 3 :8.
So this demon here begs (860ml) Jesus not to torment
him, and Matthew adds, “ahead of the time” (see
v. 31). According to Mark the entreaty was an adjuration and was intensely strong. He does not want to
be sent into the abyss now, before the ﬁnal judgment.
The demons recognize and openly acknowledge the ab—
solute power of Jesus over them. This is why they obey
every command of his without the slightest resistance.

29)

In explanation of this petition of the demon.

Luke adds the detail that Jesus was already commanding'the unclean spirit to leave. We are not to understand that the demon was resisting this command.
Regarding that there is no question whatever. The only

question was, “Whither should this demon and all the
Others with him go when they left the man ‘2”
At this point Luke adds the manner in which

this demon had made his human victim his habita-

tion by explaining with ydp. For on many occasions
it had seized him with force, and he ”would be bound
with chains and fetters under guard and, rending
asunder the bonds, he would be driven by the demon.

into desert places.
On the plural dative mMois‘ xpdvocs‘ see R. 527 and
543. We regard it as locative: “on many occasions”
(R. V., “oftentimes”) , to agree with the iterative past

perfect: “it had seized him with 'force,” avvqpvrdxa. The
paroxysms had come from time to time. Kai is explica--
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tive by showing how this took place. The two imperfect
tenses are also iterative and show what would usually
happen. Note, however, how the subject changes: the
spirit had seized the man, the man would be bound
anddriven. When he was captured the demoniac would
be brought in and manacled and kept under guard, but
to no avail. When the demon seized him with force,
he rent the bonds, of whatever material they were,
and broke loose again, and the demon drove him out
where v. 27 pictured him, into desert and deserted

places, eis 7a; e'pripovs‘ (xépas) . All this was now to end.
It was the devil’s pleasure to abuse the man thus; but
what when he would now have to come out? This question is raised only in this case of possession —why it
should be added in this case and not in others we do
not know. So we cannot explain the question of the disposition of these demons.
30) Now Jesus inquired of him, What is thy
name? And he said, Legion; because many demons
went into him.

We must say that in this very exceptional case
Jesus wanted more than just the liberation of the two
demoniacs. For one thing, Jesus wants his disciples
and the men from the other boats to know that he is
not dealing with one or two demons but with a great
host of them. That is the reason for the question about
the name. The Greek is idiomatic, literally, “What name
is for thee?” What name hast thou? The dative with
c'o'n' denotes possession.
The answer “legion” comes as a surprise, and the
reason for this name and for its appropriateness is
added, namely the number of the demons that had

entered into the man. The aorist eiaﬁxow expresses
merely the past fact whereas with its pluperfect the
English expresses its relation as being prior to other
past facts. A full Roman legion consists of 6,826 men.
That so many demons could possess two men is incomprehensible to us although it is already incompre-
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hensible that one should possess a human being. Mary
Magdalene was freed from seven (8:2; Mark 16:9) ;

and Jesus tells about a devil’s returning with seven
others that were worse than himself to possess a man
(11:24, etc.; Matt. 12 :43, etc.)
Luke writes unis-6:; twice, also 6 8i, both refer to the
man and thus not to n) ﬁatpowov, the demon, mentioned
in v. 29. Much has been made of this point, namely
that Jesus is working on the man’s mind by asking
this question, is recalling him to himself and to his
former happy state, and is doing all this as part of the
cure which Jesus was putting through. This conception
is modernistic. Jesus is giving the man (men) a
psychological treatment, either to free them from the
ﬁxed idea in their minds that they were full of devils
(when, of course, such devils do not even exist), or to
prepare their minds for ‘the miracle he was about to
work (this preparation being the condition without
which no miracle could be wrought). The simple fact
as regards these pronouns is that they are written

without any subtlety at all. Jesus turned to the'man
with hisquestion, the man’s mouth opened, and he
answered. But there is no illusion anywhere — it is
never the man that speaks but one of the demons.

The same is true as regards the number. Up to this
point we have had but one demon mentioned, but from
now on the many are referred to. To convert this
simple way of telling the story into psychological expedients on the part of Jesus is to follow misleading

fancies. The demon who was speaking had the name
“legion” because he ‘had so many with him; Jesus
makes this plain for the sake of those who are present;
as far as the name of the man is concerned, Luke hardly ever mentions names of this kind, and the man’s
name is, indeed, immaterial.
31) And they began to beseech him not to place
orders upon them to go away into the abyss. Now
there was a drove 'of many swine feeding on the
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mountain. And they began to beseech him to allow
them to go into those. And he permitted them.
Note the imperfect tenses which tell what the
demons began and lead us to expect a deﬁnite aorist
which tells of the outcome (“he did permit them”) .

The M clauses in the two verses are subﬁnal and state
the substance of the petitions. R. 252 regards 15 dﬁvaaos
(xu’ipa) as a feminine noun also in the New Testament.
What is meant by “the abyss” into which the demons
dread to be ordered is shown for instance by Rev. 9:1,
2; 11:7; 17:8; 20:3, namely the burning pit of hell
which was prepared especially for the evil angels, Matt.
26:41. “The abyss” is never used as the equivalent of
sheol.
The term which is used here is often called the
Totenreich, “the realm of the dead,” a sort of intermediate place between heaven and hell to which the
souls of all the dead are consigned. This is a modern
fancy without a word of Scriptural support. We know

of only two places in the other world, not three and not
ﬁve (Romanism). And why should the demons dread
the Totenrez'ch so” greatly, and why would they be sent
to a place that is intended for human souls? We combine the abyss with the word “torment” occurring in
v. 28: it is the place of eternal torment for the devil
and his angels.
32) Ae’ introduces a parenthetical statement which
is necessary for the understanding of what follows.
It is a hasty assumption that the country was altogether Gentile and that these two demoniacs and the
owners of the drove of hogs were pagan. The eastern
shore of the lake was located in the tetrarchy of Philip
and was part of the Jewish land, for Jesus, who conﬁned himself to his own people, traveled in this tetrarchy as far north as Caesarea Philippi and was thus
on strictly Jewish territory also here on the coast of
the Gerasenes. It would have been exceedingly strange
if the Jews, who spread themselves all over the Roman
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Empire at this time, should not have spread all over
Philip’s tetrarchy, especially right here on the shore
of the lake opposite the populous Jewish cities on the
other side. All the evidence also in this account is to
the effect that the owners of these hogs were most
certainly Jews.
So were the demoniacs Jews. The proof for their
paganism from the fact that the spokesman called
God “the Highest,” and that this word showed him
to be a pagan, turns into the very opposite when we
compare 1 :32, 35, 76; 6 :35, where this designation for
God is most distinctively Jewish and is presented as
being Jewish by Luke’s record. It is in vain to regard
this demoniac as a pagan and then to have him use
“the Highest” as a designation for the God of the Jews
as being far higher than pagan gods. What did he mean
by Jesus as “Son of the Highest” — something pagan
(son of a god) or something Jewish? This structure
tumbles in a heap when we note that it was the demon
and not the man who said “the Highest” and “Son of
God the Highest.”
So the demons besought Jesus through their spokesman to allow them to enter into these swine, ('Kezvm.
because they were just pointed out as feeding at some
distance on the mountainside. And Jesus gave the permission. Why should demons wish to enter into hogs?
We may say only this, that according to the law that

God gave them the Jews’ hogs were unclean, and these
demons were also morally and spiritually unclean
(they are regularly designated so in the Scriptures)
and were thus in afﬁnity with the unclean hogs. Be-

yond this we can say nothing. The demons did not remain in the swine — where did they go after drowning

the swine? As far as the demon world is concerned,
we should not expect to know too much. Moreover,
devilish ideas and actions are always more or less irrational — we see this already in men — and are thus
beyond any rational and satisfactory explanation.

33)

And the demons, having gone out from the

man, went into the swine; and the drove rushed

down the steep bank into the lake and was choked.
Swine were an illegal possession for Jews; their
destruction through the permission of Jesus was,
therefore, the execution of God’s law. The fact that
devils were used in this instance is’ quite in accord
with God’s practice, who uses devils to punish the wicked, and sin and crime to make away with sinners in
judgment. The fact that these devils destroyed the
swine is also only in harmony with their nature; nor
can we conceive that they would be content to make
their abode in brutes.
All the evangelists say that the demons actually

entered into the swine. Luke uses dramas- and not a’mjp;
they left “the human being,” den Menschen, and entered brutes. The swine were at ﬁrst feeding peacefully
but were taken by a sudden frenzy, rushed down the
declivity, and were “choked oﬂ” (anowiyw, to choke to
death) in the lake. Mark alone statesthat the number
was about 2,000. This means that the owners actually
made an extensive business of raising hogs and casts
its peculiar light upon the Judaism of that time. The
transgression of these Jewish hog-raisers was ﬂagrant
andhon a grand scale, which called for God’s judgment
the more.
If these hogs were owned by Gentiles, we should be
left Without an adequate explanation for their destruction. Those who claim Gentile ownership for them have
a moral problem on their hands in regard to Jesus,
for it was he who gave the permission which destroyed

the drove; by withholding that permission the hogs
would have remained alive. This problem is not removed by saying that the demons were ordered merely
to leave the two men, and that their entering into the
swine was their own act; for this disagrees with all
the records that Jesus gave speciﬁc permission to the
demons to go into the swine. Equally untenable is the
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idea that when the swine felt the touch of the demons
they reacted by rushing into the lake of their own

volition. The demons deliberately drove the swine into
the lake. We agree that Jesus desired this action of the
demons and this fate of the swine as affording an
ocular demonstration of the greatness of the deliverance. of the two men — even a host of demons had to

obey his word. The view that the demons went out of
the men in a violent paroxysm is nowhere supported
by the texts and is introduced from other accounts
about the expulsion of demons.
34)

Now when those feeding them saw what

had occurred they ﬂed and carried the report to the
city and to the farms. And they came out to see what
had occurred. And they went to Jesus and found
the man sitting down from whom the demons went
out, having been clothed in an outer robe and. selfcontrolled, at the feet of Jesus; and they became
frightened.
The reason for the ﬂight of the herdsmen is their
consternation at seeing the swine rush into the lake
and perish. To speak of terror because of the magic

power of Jesus is to slander him. He never acted as a
sorcerer, and no man ever thought him a magician.
These herdsmen were responsible for the swine, and
this lent speed to their feet. They hurried to make report so that they would not be blamed for the loss of
the swine. The city referred to must have been a small
place which ‘was situated not far from the lake. The
dypoi, “ﬁelds,” are farms (this is the sense of the

plural). Some of the owners of the swine lived in
towns, some on farms.

36) “They came out,” with its indeﬁnite subject,
refers to the people of the town and the farms generally, all those who heard the news from the herdsmen. Excitement ﬁlled them all; the thing that the
herdsmen reported seemed incredible. So they hurried

Duke 8:35, 36
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out “to see (aorist. actually see) what had occurred,”
1-3 yeyovds‘, the articulated neuter second perfect participle: “the thing that has (had) taken place.”
What the people saw is described in the order in
which they noted the facts. First of all, to their utter
amazement they found the man from whom the demons
had gone out (the Greek is content with the aorist)
“sitting,” the participle is placed forward for the sake
of emphasis, peacefully sitting, no longer raging
around and threatening violence. Then, “having been
enrobed” and thus now with an outer robe on (the
connotation of the perfect tense of the participle)
whereas heretofore the people had seen him naked.
Someone lent him at least a himation with which to
cover himself. The present participle am¢povofma is
taken to mean “being in his right mind,” but it is better to leave it in its regular meaning “self-controlled,”
no longer wild, yelling, raging around. And last of all
the pe0ple note that he is “at the feet of Jesus.” This
is a phrase that belongs to all the preceding participles
(not merely to “sitting”) and thus forms a climax
to what the people found. “At the feet of Jesus,” of
him who had driven out those demons, of him who had
wrought this great benefaction.
These details intend to bring out the unnaturalness

and the abnormality of the action of these people. All
this they saw, and it certainly spoke volumes; but
“they became frightened,” ingressive aorist. Instead of
being drawn to this Deliverer of the demoniac they
shrank from him. They were struck, not by his mercy,
but by his power over demons. This reaction was wholly abnormal and unreasonable as are all the reactions
of unbelief.
36) The case becomes even worse. Moreover,
there made report to them they that did see it, how

the demonized man was saved. And all the crowd
of the neighborhood of the Geraaenes requested him
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to go away from them'because they were in the grip
of great fear. And he, having stepped into a boat,
turned back.
In addition to the report of the herdsmen the people now hear also from the very eyewitnesses themselves, here on the actual scene, with Jesus and the
demoniac before them, how “the demonized man
(aorist passive participle: “he that was possessed by
demons”) was saved,” the verb denoting the act of

deliverance plus the state of safety that follows that
act. Mark adds that the witnesses told also “concerning the swine” as a minor feature of the demoniac’s
deliverance. The point is that the people of the locality
were fully informed by incontestable eyewitnesses, the
Twelve and the men who had come in the other boats.
They did not act on half-knowledge or on ignorance.
The herdsmen' might prevaricate and try to shield
themselves but not these others, who had no other
interest except to tell the exact truth.
37) What was the result? After they were in
possession of the wonderful facts they asked Jesus to
leave them. The verb is respectful: “they requested
him,” but because of fear and not of reverence. And
they did it unanimously, “the entire .crowd of the
neighborhood of the Gerasenes.” Luke does not call
them “Gerasenes” or “the crowd of Gerasenes” as
though they belonged to the city of Gerasa, for they
came from the little, unnamed town near by and were
inhabitants only of the xuﬁpa that was named after

Gerasa. Their action in getting rid of Jesus is so unnatural that Luke states the reason: “because they
were in the grip of great fear,” literally, “were being
held tight (miv in the verb) by great fear.” The deliverance of the demoniac meant nothing to them; they regretted the loss of the swine. Any further deliverances

of poor human suﬁerers at such a cost of material
values, even if these were owned in contravention of
the'law, seemed to them to be paid for at too great a

Luke 3:37, 38
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price. They were afraid of what Jesus might do if he

' remained with them.
Some people left Jesus, but Jesus himself is here
asked to leave. The owners of the swine make no effort
to blame Jesus for the destruction of their property.
This is further proof that these owners were Jews.
Pagans could not but have blamed Jesus severely, and
this fact could not have been omitted in the record
because it would have been a material item. And so
Jesus left and returned by the boat in which he had
come.
Attention is drawn to the fact that the assembling
of the crowd took some time, and this time is then
ﬁlled out by putting into the narrative what no evangelist recorded. The man is supposed to have had a
paroxysm that exhausted him; he was only gradually

becoming normal and ﬁnding‘himself in his surroundings; and Jesus worked with him to get him back into
proper condition lest, perhaps, “the sickness of years”
return. The people then asked this “Jewish sorcerer”
to leave. This is romancing. When Jesus heals he restores perfectly; the man was not weak, and he had
suffered from far more than “sickness." Jesus waited
for the people for the reason that had brought him to
this country in the ﬁrst place, to preach and to teach,

to save and to help. The aorist dwdddv is constative.
38)

Now the man from whom the demons had

gone out began to beg him to be with him. But he
dismissed him, saying, Turn hack to thy house and
keep on recounting what things God did for thee.
And he went away proclaiming through the whole
city what things Jesus did for him.
This is a case where Jesus does not command silence
on the part of the person whom he had delivered but

orders the man to tell what God had done for him. It
would have been to the man’s great personal interest
to go along and to be with Jesus, but he is bidden to
sacriﬁce his personal interest for the interest of others
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who needed what he could bring them. So gracious is
Jesus that, though he is asked to depart, he leaves a

strong witness behind.

39)

’ijp is now the proper word, not avopamos (v.

33 and 35), Mensch. Jesus orders him back to his own
house, Mark speciﬁes “to his relatives.” But this was
surely not restrictive; no reason appears why it should
'be. Jesus does not impose too much upon this inexperienced preacher whom he is leaving behind; he is to
tell only what he is most perfectly able to tell, “what
things God did for him” through Jesus. Mayor? is the
present imperative to express repeated telling, and the
verb means to narrate and describe in due order.

Luke, writing for Theophilus, has 6 (9:69, “God," but
Mark has 6 Kﬁpwe, Yahweh, the word that Jesus must
actually have used — one that pagan people would not
understand without special explanation. This again
proves that these people were Jews and not Gentiles.
What did Jesus expect of this man’s work? Much indeed. All were to hear that Jehovah had come into their
land and had done this great deed through his servant
Jesus, which signaled his gracious presence. This man’s
story was to stir the hearts of all who heard it to ﬁnd
out more about Jesus.
The man did his work well. He went heralding
“down through the whole city,” yea, Mark says, “in
the Decapolis,” in the country which is named after
the Ten Cities. He began at home and reached out
in ever-widening circles. We cannot understand the
charge that he exceeded his commission; we must say

that he interpreted it correctly. The whole country
heard about the miracle. This was preparatory; in due
time the entire gospel would reach these people. When
Luke writes that he told “what things Jesus did for
him,” this does not intend to substitute “Jesus” far
“God” or to identify the two. The man felt that in
praising Jesus he was truly praising God (Yahweh).
It was impossible to separate the two.

Luke 8:40, 41
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40) Now as Jesus was returning, the multitude
welcomed him; for they were all expecting him.

See 1 :8 on év 1'97 with the accusative and the in-

ﬁnitive. Jesus came back to Cape'rnaum the same day
on which he had delivered the two demoniacs in the
country of, the Gerasenes. But we should not suppose
that the multitude met Jesus when he disembarked.
From Matt. 9 :1, etc., we learn that after landing Jesus
went home, healed the paralytic, called Matthew, dined
at Matthew’s house, and after leaving that house
cleared up some matters. Matthew’s house was by the

seaside, for he was a collector also of the port; so in
introducing the story of Jairus Mark remarks that
Jesus “was by the sea” (5:21). Luke has recorded the
intervening events in 5 :17-39. It was here at Matthew’s house near the lake that the crowd of which
Luke speaks had gathered and was welcoming Jesus
on his return. Luke explains (ya’p)- this welcome by
saying that everybody “was expecting him,” the periphrastic imperfect marks the continuance of the expectation. In Matt. 9:18 we see that Jesus was still
speaking to John’s disciples and the others who had
gathered on the question of fasting. It was then that
Jairus came.
41) And 10, there came a man by name Jairus,
and he was a ruler of the synagogue. And having
fallen at the feet of Jesus, he began to beseech him
to come into his house because he had an only-begotten daughter of about twelve years, and she was
dying. But as he was going, the multitudes were
closely crowding him.
It is not 'often that Luke exclaims “10”; Matthew
uses this interjection more frequently. After telling
us about a centurion (7:2) it is scarcely because this
is a ruler of the synagogue that Luke utters this exclamation, but he does it rather because of all that
was connected with Jesus’ coming. The idiom “to whom
was a name Jaims” is common, but we may also have
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“name” as a nominative absolute or as a dative, “with
a name.” Everything in the narrative points to the
prominence of Jairus. So, to begin with, he was a
ruler of the synagogue in Capernaum, one of the elders,
a group of whom managed the services and the other
aﬁairs of the synagogue. Luke seldom recorded the
names of people who were helped by Jesus; but, like
the other evangelists, he preserved this man’s name.

Luke uses tadpxo in the sense of “to be,” and the imperfect denotes that Jairus held his rulership as a
permanent position. He came and fell at Jesus’ feet.
This was, of courSe, Oriental demonstrativeness, but
in the case of Jairus, who was weighted down with
fears for his daughter’s life, the prostration was en-

tirely natural: the man acted as he felt.

'

42) Luke states the reason why Jairus began beseeching Jesus (Mark adds “much”) to come to his
house, but he does it in his own words by giving us
brieﬂy the important data. The idiom ﬁv aw, literally,
a daughter “was to him,” is the common Greek way
of saying. “he .had a daughter." In' the adjective

povoycvﬁc there lies more than the thought that this was
an “only" daughter, and that he perhaps had several
sons in addition but no other daughters; she was the
only child that had ever been born to Jairus and his
wife. We know what it means to parents to lose such
a child. Also, she was of the tender age of about twelve
years, a point that is mentioned by Luke alone. Luke
now states the calamity that was impending: the child.
was dying. If we prefer the reading aim we have “she
herself,” but Luke so frequently uses the pronoun

cam-6c as an unaccented subject that we feel that ant-n; is
the proper word here, just “she.” See R. 827 on the
imperfect. Mark 5 :23 states what Jairus requested
Jesus to do. The father was pleading for the life of his
only child.
Jesus acceded to his appeal and started away with
Jairus. The faith which the man displayed in hurrying

Duke 8:42, 48
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to Jesus will be tried most severely as the sequel shows.
All medical helped had failed; the child was sinking
away into death, and even the time that was needed to
bring Jesus might be too long to enable him to reach
her while she was still alive. Jesus could not go rapidly
enough to suit the anxiety of Jairus. The multitude
(Luke even has the plural axioi) that had gathered at
the house of Matthew was following, curious to see
what would happen, and the crowds were not considerate, for they “were closely crowding him,” the
verb that was used in v. 14 where it is used with reference to the thorns’ choking the grain. This point is

mentioned because of what now increased the delay.
Note 6v 743 as in v. 40 (1:8).
43) And a woman, being with an issue of blood
since tweIVe years, who, having spent all her living
on physicians, was not able to be healed by anyone,
having come up from behind, touched the tassel of
his robe; and at once the issue of her blood stopped.
Eusebius calls this woman Veronica, a heathen from
Paneas; the Acts of Pilate call her Bernice. We credit
neither, least of all do we believe that she was a
heathen. “Being with an issue of blood since twelve
years" states and yet veils the woman’s ailment; and
‘even the physician Luke says no more than Matthew
and Mark do. It is useless to guess as to just what her
ailment was. The woman herself was ashamed to expose her case, her ailment also rendered her Levitically
unclean; i’rns—
= “such as.”
Whether the participial modiﬁer “having spent all
her living on physicians" is to be retained is a question
for the text critics to decide; Mark says even more.
There is no doubt as to the fact here expressed, and
the textual evidence is sufﬁcient to retain the clause.
The idea that a physician would himself not write such
a statement casts a reﬂection on Luke’s honesty. Moreover, this participial clause makes the relativesentence
complete: after having spent all her living on doctors
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she was able to get healing from no one. Mark makes
this even stronger: the poor woman even suffered much
from many physicians and was made worse. All this
means that, as far as medical aid at that time was
concerned, this woman’s case was hopeless.
44) This woman, despairing of all human help,
mingled with the crowd, where she thought she would
not be noticed, slipped up from behind, and touchedthe tassel of Jesus’ robe. Her motive was not to steal

a healing but to keep. her ailment hidden. If she had
come to Jesus openly as Jairus did, she would, like him,
have felt that she must tell what her trouble was. The
woman succeeded in reaching Jesus in spite of the

crowd. Mark omits what both Matthew and Luke note,
that the woman touched “the tassel of his robe.”
Like all true Jews, Jesus wore the shimla, a large

square cloth that was used as an outer robe (ipdﬂov)
and had tassels (tsitsith, xpdm'o‘ov) at the four corners
according to the requirements mentioned in Deut. 22:
12. The tassels were attached to blue cords, and the
Pharisees loved to make these tassels large and conspicuous in order to display their compliance with the
law. Two of the corners of the shimla. were thrown
back over the shoulders so that two of the tassels hung
down the back. The woman took hold of one of these‘
for an instant. In that instant the issue of her blood
was stopped. Luke states the objective fact, to which
Mark adds the subjective feeling of the woman that
she realized in her body that her scourge was gone.
Blown away in a second was all that distress of twelve
years’ standing. The woman’s faith was absolutely
justiﬁed.
45) And Jesus said, Who is it that touched me?
But, all denying it, Peter said and those with him,

Master. the crowds ' are hemming thee in and are
crushing thee. But Jesus said, There did touch me
someone, for I myself realized power having gone

out from me.

Luke 8:45
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The woman was not healed without the knowledge
of Jesus, and this means also not without. his will. In
that jam many touched the garments of Jesus, and no
power went out from him to them. They had no desire
or purpose in touching him, but this woman came
purposely and touched him with her faith. Jesus re-

sponded to that touch by letting his power go out to
heal her. To say that this outgo of power from Jesus
was without conscious volition on his part is to misunderstand the operation of this power. It is always
under the control of Jesus’ conscious will. To imagine
a somatic mediation of this power, to think that it
required physical contact with Jesus, for instance, the
touch of his' hand, makes Jesus a magnetic medium or
a magician. Jesus healed many without a touch, some
even at a distance. The touch of the hand or of the
garment is symbolic for the person, an aid to his faith
and nothing more. All miracles were wrought by Jesus’

almighty will. The instant this woman touched Jesus
he knew it, knew. her ailment and all about her, knew
it by means of that supernatural knowledge which he
always had for all his work wherever it was needed
and to the extent that it was needed; he then willed her
healing, and so she was healed.
This means that the action of making the woman
reveal herself is done for her sake and thus also for
the sake of the people thronging around him. The miracles were wrought for the sake of publicity and not
for secrecy. When Jesus forbade certain persons whom

he had helped to publish that fact he always had some
speciﬁc reason for that prohibition. The order for silence was sometimes given when the miracle had been

wrought in the presence of a multitude as was the case
in Matt. 8:1, etc. In this case the miracle is to be revealed after it had been wrought. The woman had
touched Jesus secretly. Jesus does not want her ever
to feel that she had done anything improper by securing her healing thus. It meant more than the woman at
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ﬁrst thought for her to appear openly as one whom the
power of Jesus had healed. She was not to harbor
superstitious ideas concerning the way in which healing had come to her. Finally, she was to understand
that there was nothing to be ashamed of or to hide in
regard to her ailment and its miraculous removal.
When Jesus turned around (Mark) and asked who

touched him, everybody denied. Jesus meant touch with
a purpose, and so the denial was correct, none was
conscious of having touched Jesus in such a way. But

Peter and those with him (the disciples) remind their
Master (see 5 :5) that the crowds are hemming him i!(awéxw, “to hold together”) and are crushing him
(maxim, used with reference to pressing out grapes).
The disciples intend to say that the jam and the jostling make it inevitable that Jesus should be touched
many times and in many ways. So why halt when there
is need for hurry, why investigate? This answer was
wholly inconsiderate. Jesus does not rebuke Peter and
the others; the event will do that for him, and Peter
will be ashamed of his speech.

46)

SO Jesus insists: “There did touch me some-

body,” the emphasis is on the aorist verb; the middle
of 3mm means “to take hold of,” and this verb is construed with the genitive. But he now explains (ydp)
that, when the touch occurred, he realized that power
had gone out from him. The perfect participle is in
indirect'dis'course, see R. 1040-42 and his other references; the tense states that, once having gone out, it
remained so, i. e., being transmitted to the person in

question.

'

Some interpreters have rather strange conceptions

regarding Jesus and his healing power. They suppose
that he here had a feeling of “goneness” and exhaustion of nervous energy such as we may at times experi-

ence. Others add the somatic idea, namely that power
was mediated even through garments, and that there
was an involuntary outﬂow of power. But Jesus felt
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no exhaustion and had willed the woman’s healing.
Mark adds that he looked around for the person, his
statement implying that he knew who she was, nor
had she been able to slip away in the dense crowd.
47)

But when the woman saw that she had not

escaped notice she came trembling, and, having
fallen before him, she reported in the presence of

all the people for what cause she touched him and
how she was healed at once.
Luke, too, intimates that Jesus knew who the woman was. The Greek has the acrist “did not escape
notice,” namely the notice of Jesus at the moment she
touched him though his back was turned, and she was
behind him. She saw that Jesus knew her, and so she
came. Jesus wanted her to come forward of her own
volition; that was why he asked as he did. He did not
himself want to point her out; it was better for her to
come voluntarily. When she did step forward and fell
at Jesus’ feet, Peter saw how foolish and unworthy of
Jesus his remark about the crowd had been.
The idea that the woman trembled because she had
made Jesus lose power is pointless. The blessed power
that went from him was never lessened by thus going
out, and he never felt tired, for he had omnipotent
power. The supposition that Jesus had to strain himself in order to heal is untenable. The woman trembled
because she had come up secretly and had secured

healing thus. Would Jesus scold her for that? She
trembled because her story that she wanted to hide so
badly had now to come out in public after all. She is

crushed with fear and shame and thus sinks in a heap
before Jesus.

She then reported, right in the presence of all the
people, ﬁrst, “for what reason she touched him” (the
English idiom is “had touched him”), Luke combines
the antecedent with the relative. Luke is reticent and

does not state the details. Secondly, “how she was
healed at once,” which states the fact of the miracle.
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Although she went 'into this ordeal of publicity with
actual trembling, it was, nevertheless, a blessed experi-

ence for her as the following shows.
48) But he said to her, Daughter, thy faith has
saved thee. Be going in peace!
Not one word of blame or reproach; only words of
cheer and uplift. The very address “daughter” bespeaks loving concern. When Jesus attributes the

woman’s restoration to her faith, i. e., to her trust and
conﬁdence in him, he does not make her faith the

causa eﬁicz‘ens, for this was his own power and will,

but only the causa instrumentalis as the 5pyavov )tmrmaiv,
the hand that receives the gift. Jesus himself had inspired that faith (Mark 5:27). This faith wrought the
woman’s restoration by moving her to touch Jesus.
The idea that this faith rested only on the physical
touch is unwarranted; it rested on the person touched.
Luther has the correct view: she believes that divine,
omnipotent power resides in Jesus; that he can answer
the secret, unspoken trust of her heart; that all she
needs is the Word and preaching by which he has made
himself known, and uses the touch only as in some way
to come in contact with him. Who has seen such wonderful people: this Jairus who trusts that the hand of
Jesus touching his child can bring back her life, and
this woman who trusts that her touch of his garment
will bring her restoration? No wonder that Jesus re—

warded such faith.

,

The perfect ac’awxe reaches back to the instant in
which Jesus restored her and includes her continued
restoration. Jesus wants the woman to realize the value
of her faith and trust in him. Compare 7 :50 where the
same words are applied to the soul condition of another
woman and see there also the exposition of the word
with which Jesus dismissed this restored woman.
49) Jairus is sometimes pictured as burning with
impatience because of the delay caused by the
woman; but the records report nothing of this impa-

tience, and the delay caused by the woman took at
most only a few moments. While he is still speaking,
there comes one from the synagogue ruler’s house,
saying, Thy daughter has died; stop troubling the
Teacher!
We feel the dramatic change when Luke now uses
the present tense, which is .so exceptional for him. It
is true that Luke is the historian whereas Mark. and
John are dramatists, and that different writers feel
differently as to the tenses which they prefer in narrative; but we doubt that in Luke’s time the present

was considered “too familiar for his liking” (R. 867),
for Luke’s and Mark’s time was the same, and John’s
time was much later. Luke is struck by the tragic feature of what he tells: a woman just this minute om-

nipotently healed, Jesus on the way to the child, but all
too late, too late! Others came with this messenger
(Mark), and he must have beena relative since a servant would not direct his master what to do. In the
phrase “from the synagogue ruler’s” we supply

“house,” R. 502. See R. 742 on anion» and its perfect
“has died” or “is dead." Death .outran Jairus and won
the race.
The present imperative with a negative often
means to stop what one has already begun; so here:

“Stop troubling the Teacher!” This bidding reveals the
messenger’s thought, and Jairus most likely had simi-

lar thoughts: since the child was dead, Jesus could
do nothing. The matter of going to Jesus as a last
resort had, most likely, been discussed before Jairus

had left home. All had agreed that Jesus should
be called. All, too, in a way at least, believed that Jesus
could restore the girl if he could reach her before she
passed away. But none of them even for a moment

entertained the thought that Jesus could restore the
child after she had" died. The verb 0'de means “to

play,” but it is greatly softened in its metaphorical
use (7:6).
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50)‘ Before Jairus is able to say a word Jesus takes
charge of the situation. But Jesus, having heard,
answered him, Have no fear; only go on believing,
and she shall he saved!
’Awroxpt'vopal. is at times used with regard to something that is said in reply to a situation that may involve a question. It is used where; after Jairus heard
the death message, what was he to do? Jesus tells him
what to do, he answered the thought in his heart. The
news came as a shock to crush Jairus utterly. The faith
that he had would now also be crushed. It is here that
Jesus helps him. Though it is a negative present com-

mand, p3, «#0306 cannot mean that Jairus is to stop fearing but that as a result of this news he is not to start
to have fear, namely the fear that all is now lost. On
the contrary, he is to go on belieVing just as he believed when he came to Jesus -— this dread news is not
to affect him. To be sure, this is easier said than done.
But in order that the faith of Jairus may have something to which to cling Jesus makes him the direct
promise: “And she shall be saved.” This word is as
mighty as is the act which made it good. Jesus fulﬁlls
Isa. 42:3 as it is quoted by him in Matt. 12:20. The
conﬂict between fear and faith in Jairus’ heart, the
fear that Jesus could do nothing and the faith that
possibly he could, is easier to imagine than to describe.
But the masterful attitude of Jesus, his commands and

especially his promise had their effect on Jairus’ heart.
Though his faith may have been slight it survived;
stupendous though the promise was, he clung to it.
Luke tells the story of the miracle of Nain without
indicating the time when it occurred, and we have seen
that he disregards the order of time in his narratives.
The report of the miracle wrought at Nain went
through the entire country (7:17). If that miracle had
preceded this incident, Jairus would have known about
it; but We ﬁnd no indication tothat effect. So we con.
clude that the miracle performed at- Nain followed

this one which was done at Capernaum, and that Luke
records them in reverse order because he deems this
one and all of its circumstances the more important
and instructive of the two. Mark reports that Jesus
now rid himself of the crowd that surged about him.
He used his mighty authority and very likely waited
until all had left. Even nine of his disciples were ordered to leave. Thus the ﬁve went on in quietness.
51) Now having come into the house, he did
not allow anyone to go in with him except Peter and
James and John and the father of the girl and the

mother. Moreover, they were all wailing and heating themselves in regard to her. And he said, Stop

wailing, for she did not die but is sleeping. And they
began to laugh him to scorn, having known that she
did die.
Jesus allowed only his three chosen witnesses and
the girl’s parents to enter with him into the room
where the dead child lay after he had cleared. out all
others (Matt. 10 :23, 24) . These three disciples formed
the inner circle of the Twelve. We see that here and in
two other instances, at the Transﬁguration and in the
Garden of Gethsemane. On each of these occasions
these three were chosen ——. three because two or three
witnesses were required by law to establish any fact
that might otherwise be contested. The parents were
not in this sense witnesses for the church to come.
52) The place was ﬁlled with-a din of noise, people were sobbing with unrestrained noise and beating
their breasts in excessive demonstration of grief —
all in the approved Jewish fashion, the greater the
loss, the noisier the wailing. Matthew mentions the

hired ﬂute players, and the professional wailing women were no doubt there in numbers. Note that e’xérrowo
governs the accusative: they were beating themSelves
for grief “as to her,” R. 809, an adverbial accus’ative.
We should not be surprised at the rapidity with
which thisdemonstration was staged. In the Orientthe
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dead were buried either on the day of death or the next
morning. Judging from the connection of time in the
present case, the child must have died toward evening
and would thus be buried the next morning. So the Jewish mourning Was in full swing when Jesus arrived.
Because of the prominence of the family and the loss
of an only child the professionals staged their best
performance. With hair streaming wildly, beating their
breasts violently, the women uttered loud, heart-rending wails and bursts of sobs. The standing of the family demanded a goodly number of these women. Rising
above their noise came the piercing wails of the ﬂutes.
Many condoling friends were already there. The house
was full of this commotion. The custom of this artiﬁcial type of mourning extends far back, past even the
times of Jeremiah (9:17), and is found among Jews
and among pagans alike.
Jesus deals with this situation. He confronts all
these professional mourners and tells them that their
demonstration is entirely out of place: this is not a
death at all, and they are foolishly acting as if it were.
These professionals must have been taken aback for
a moment, but they recovered quickly. The word with

which Jesus checked the noise has sometimes been misinterpreted as though the girl had merely lapsed into
a coma and appeared to be dead while she was holding
a thread of life. “For she did not die” is stressed to
deny the actuality of the death, “she sleepeth” is
stressed to refer to mere sleep. But how did Jesus know
about this coma? Was it a mere guess on his part? He
had not as yet seen the child. The people, however,
know better; from their loud wailing they turn to
scornful laughter at the word of Jesus. The negative
present imperative means: “Stop wailing!” for they
were in the midst'of it, R. 853.
53) Ka‘ra’. in the inchoative imperfect xanye’m, sz'e
ﬁngen an ihn auszulachen, has the note of scorn. They
intend to say with their laughter that Jesus cannot

Luke 8:53-55
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deceive them, “having known that she did die,” having
known it as a fact from the start. The explanation that
Jesus spoke as he did because he wanted to cover up
and hide his miracle is unwarranted. He never equivocates or deceives. “Did not die but is sleeping” (note
the tenses, punctiliar and then durative) was spoken
in view of the omnipotent power and will of him who
changes death into life with a word. The word was
true because of him who was making it true. What is
gained by the rationalistic assumption of a coma?
Can human power and a word abolish a coma with a
grasp of the hand?
54) But he, having grasped her hand, called,
saying, Girl, be rising up! And her spirit returned,
and she stood up at once. And he directed that there
be given her to eat.
The grasp of Jesus" hand is only the appropriate
gesture that goes with the word he addressed to the
girl. Life did not ﬂow back into her body because of
the contact of his hand with hers. The widow’s son
and Lazarus were raised from death without this
contact. Jesus grasped the hand of the dead as if it
were the hand of the living. It is not said that Jesus
drew her up, but it may well be possible that he did.
The grasp of the hand was accompanied by the voice

which called out: ‘H mic, éyeipov, “Girl, be rising up I”
On the article with the vocative see R. 769; also 465,
where the call is said to have a touch of tenderness.
Mark has preserved the original Aramaic words. What
Jesus commanded someone to do he enabled him to do,
and to do that fully and completely.
55) The effect produced by the word that expressed the will of Jesus was instantaneous and at the
same time complete. The essential point, which is expressed only by Luke, is: “There did return her spirait," the emphasis is on the verb, and this is an aorist
to express the fact of the return. When the spirit is
breathed out, we die, and when the spirit returns to
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the body, this means to live again. It is unwarranted
to call this returning of the spirit the popular form of
expression over against the return of the life. In the
Greek mcﬁpa and W are farther apart in meaning
than “spirit” and “soul” are in the English. The popular way would be to speak of the W, our immaterial
part as it animates the 05m or body, and to state that

this “life” returned. When Luke writes that her meﬁpa
returned he uses the higher term for .our immaterial
part and names it so as to indicate the £76 or the per‘ sonality itself, “her spirit.” The person was gone, only
the clay was left; her very person' came back with the
spirit. See the discussion on the two words in 1 :46.
Luke says more. The girl did_ not merely breathe
again; did not lie there weak, just alive and little more;
did not suffer anew from the disease that killed her
and needed medical attention and nursing. She got up

from the bed of death on the instant («apaxpﬁmh she
proceeded to walk (Mark), and because she was hun-

gry due to her fasting ‘before she died, Jesus directed
that she be given to eat. Thi means that also the dis-

ease was gone, and that'he _ th and full strength were
again in her body, and-"that every trace of the disease
had been wiped outniesus never gives in Scant measures. Luke and'M k .urnish an example of the tender
thoughtfulness of Jesus. Despite all his mighty power
to rob death of his tender victim Jesus is not too great
to think of this ordinary need of food. In their excitement the parents and others might forget what the

child. needed, but not so Jesus. Note that the inﬁnitive
800ﬁvat is impersonal, “that it be given to her,” and the
aorist ¢ayciv indicates actual eating.
With a word Jesus robbed death of its prey. With a
word he put life, health, and strength where a moment

ago death had been with the start of decay. Take this
miracle and in addition all the others, and the- deity
of Jesus shines out in its glory, John 1:14.

Duke 8:56
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56) And her parents were amazed, but he gave
orders to them to tell no one the thing that had occurred.
The miracle itself could, of course, not remain unknown, for as the girl’s death was known to many, so
her appearing alive would likewise be known and reveal that Jesus had restored her to life. That was
enough for Jesus in this case. He did not want the
girl’s parents to act as heralds of the miracle and
therefore bound them to silence. Note the neuter 'per-

fect participle 1-6 yqovée as in v. 34, “that which has
come to be and now is.”

CHAPTER IX
1) Luke has not preserved the connection of
time, neither has Mark 6 :7, etc. Jesus is sending
the Twelve out two by two on a preaching tour. The
instructions Jesus gave for this tour are identical, as
far as they go, with the directions Jesus gave in his far
more comprehensive address to the Twelve at the
time of their appointment as apostles. That great
address (Matt. 10:5, etc.) included their entire future work as apostles. It is likely that Jesus repeated
those former directions when they were now to make
their ﬁrst independent tour. Now having called together the Twelve, he gave to them power and authority over all the demons and to heal diseases. And

he commissioned them to herald the kingdom of God
and to cure the sick.
The observation may be correct that, although they
had been appointed as apostles, all of the Twelve
were not always in the immediate company of Jesus,
especially in Capernaum where at least ﬁve of the
Twelve had their own homes, and where Jesus, too,
had his. “Called together” may thus imply a summons

to some who were absent at the time.
Luke states merely the fact of the gift of power
and authority over the demons together with that. of
healing diseases (unarticulated: diseases of any kind).
Jesus equips them with power that is similar to his
own, but their power was derived from him, his was

inherent in himself. To Simian there is added egovala,
the right and the ability to wield the power. They could
thus drive out demons and heal diseases. Demoniacs
are discussed in 4:33. These powers were the creden-

tials with which Jesus sent out his disciples. They
were the more effective because all people had heard
(496)

Luke 9:2, 8
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about the miracles of Jesus, and these works of the
apostles were the evident continuation of his miracles.
2) First the important credentials, then the great
commission itself, namely “to herald the kingdom of
God,” to shout out like a herald the coming of the
divine rule of grace in the Messiah and the manner
in which this rule enters and saves men’s souls. On
the kingdom see 4 :43 and note that Knptiocrew is the
word for preaching, simply announcing in public the
message that has been committed to us as heralds of
Jesus, neither adding, changing, or subtracting in any
way by any wisdom of, our own. Part of this apostolic
mission consisted in curing the sick, the participle denoting the weak condition that was due to any ailment
whatever. By taco“ ‘rotﬂ: doomﬁwac Jesus means that ‘to

their herald’s message the apostles are to add as the
divine seal this curing of all those who are weakened
by ailments (demoniacs‘and diseased, v. 1).
3) And he said to them: Take nothing for the
road, neither a staE, nor a pouch, nor bread, norsilver; neither have two tunics. And into whatever
house you enter, there remain and from there keep
going out. And as many as do not welcome you, on
going out from that city shake off the dust from your
feet for a testimony against them.
The orders- which Jesus issues to the apostles are
to teach them absolute dependence upon their Lord who
sends them out. They are to take nothing along for the

road because Jesus will see that they are provided for.
After this lesson had once been thoroughly learned,
they would be ready for their world-wide mission so
that, whether they had something with them or not,
their dependence on their Lord would always be the
same. When Mark writes nothing “except a staff,” this
is not. a contradiction with Matthew and Luke who
write nothing, “neither a staff,” M88“, which is used
by all three. The two latter mean: no new staff is to
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be provided just as no new sandals and no other
new equipment were to be bought, Matt. 10 :10.
The disciples are to go as they are with such garments, sandals, walking sticks (the word does not
mean “club”) as they have. The apostles are not to
take even a pouch along in which to carry bread or
other supplies, and no bread, that would require a
pouch, and no silver (carried in. the belt) with which
to buy bread, etc‘. Both the phrase “for the road” and

the position of snipe. before bread and silver and in
Mark between them exclude Deissmann’s idea (Light
from the Ancient East, 108) that a mendicant’s bag
for collecting alms is referred to by this word. Jesus

and the disciples never traveled as mendicants and
beggars, and the thought of the apostles doing so on

this tour is thus far from the mind of Jesus and called
for no prohibition on his part.

The disciples are not to put on (Mark) and thus
to have an extra tunic, the garment worn next to the

body and under the outer robe; one tunic is enough.
The inﬁnitive has the force of an imperative, see R.
1092. Travelers often had two or more tunics, not
only in order to have a change but also to wear as a
protection against the cold. These orders are not ini

tended to inﬂict hardship on the disciples but to relieve
them of all worry regarding their bodily needs. He
who sends. them out will himself attend to all these
things. We know, too, just how this tour turned out in
this respect, 22 :35. Other employers may rob their
workers or let them shift for themselves, .Jesus never
does so. He may seem to have nothing, but everything
is at his command. The Twelve are to learn this by
actual experience, which is better than to learn it by
hearing alone.
4) To the directions “for the road” there are
added those for their lodging places. On entering a
town or village and preaching there some man, being

Duke 9:4, 5
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won by the message, will likely invite the- two heralds

to his house. Now whatever kind the house may be,
even if it is very poor, “there continue to remain”
(present imperative), Jesus says. Thenext imperative

is again the present. tense, this time it is iterative:
“and from there keep going out,” namely day by day
as long as youstay and work in that town. The apostles
are not to shift from one house to another as if the
ﬁrst were not good enough for them, as if they sought
a house which offered them better food and more comfortable accommodations.
5) Suppose no one welcOmes them, what then?
The nominative clause is suspended (R. 437) and not
incorporated into the sentence but serves only as the
antecedent of if (11570159. The plural “as many as do not
welcome (receive) you” is indeﬁnite and refers to all
such cases, and there will be some. The apostles are
not to force themselves on such people. Jesus takes it
for granted that when his messengers ﬁnd that they

are really unwelcome they will simply leave, and he
thus does no more than to tell them what they are to
do on leaving, “on going out of that city.” They are
then to “shake off the dust of their feet,” the aorist
contemplates this as being one deliberate and momentary act. In walking dust would naturally gather in

and on sandals. There would thus be dust on the sandals of the apostles, some of it also from the city itself
whose streets they had just walked. The act of shaking
off this dust is highly symbolical, signifying that the

feet of the heralds of Jesus have actually been in the

place and now leave their dust “fpr witness against
them,” to testify that the apostles 'Were there but were
fOrced to leave as unwelcome guests whose message

was not believed and wanted. This act is sometimes,
however, misinterpreted. It is unsatisfactory to call it

an act of contempt for the city and the people; or to
speak of the dust as deﬁling the apostles as that of
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heathen places did; or to say that the apostles will
have absolutely nothing to .do with the place; or to regard the act as equal to exclusion from the kingdom.
‘ 6) After these instructions had been given, the
Twelve left in pairs. And going out they kept going
through village by village, preaching the good news
and healing everywhere. Luke’s description is summary and pictures the entire tour brieﬂy. The im-

perfect 8nipxom and its present participles are de:
scriptive; «an; is distributive, “village by village."
Six pairs of men covered a great deal of territory in
a short time.
7) Moreover, Herod, the tetrarch, heard all
that was occurring and was perplexed because it, was
said by some, John did rise from the dead! and by

some, Elijah did appear! and by others, Some
prophet of the old ones did arise! But Herod said,
John I myself did hehead; but who is this, concerning whom I keep hearing such things? And he hegan seeking to see him.
It is the object of Luke to inform Theophilus that
Jesus and what he was doing became so prominent at
this time that even Herod Antipas (3 :1, 19) discussed
him and Ni. ywdpcva. «dwa, everything that was still in
the process of occurring (note the singular perfect
participle, which is similar to this present plural, in
8 :34, 56) . The imperfect 8tmr6p£t describes Herod as

continuing to be at a loss far a proper explanation of
all these things that were occurring, especially the miracles and now also those that were being wrought by

the apostles of Jesus. What caused his perplexity was
what different courtiers stated as their opinion; Sui 16

with the inﬁnitive is causal, and the present inﬁnitive
indicates statements that were made whenever the
question was brought up; and notice that {me is not
repeated with may in v. 8.

Duke 9:?
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Three opinions were voiced at court. The ﬁrst that
is listed by Luke may have had the most adherents:
“John did rise from the dead.” The aorists are idiomatic in these opinions, and. each states only the fact
as being past; the English would use perfects: “has
risen,” etc. We see that this opinion caught the attention of Herod especially (v. 9) ; he has no answer to the
other opinions but has one for this opinion. It is remarkable that an opinion such as this should be voiced
at Herod’s own court. Luke has not said so previously,
but in v. 9 he states that John was dead at this time,
having been beheaded by Herod, who had imprisoned
him (3:19, etc.) and had held him in prison a while
(7:16-35).

What made these men think that John had risen
from the dead and was again walking the earth in the
person of Jesus? Pure superstition, and this was induced by the secret evil conscience about the way in
which John had been made away with — beheaded by
Herod’s order on the occasion of his birthday celebration at the word of Herodias because their ﬂagrant
sins had been rebuked by John. Dissolute as this
Herodian court was with such a queen at its head,
conscience still stirred and saw in Jesus a spectral
John who was now doing greater deeds than ever.

Was this incongruous? Superstitions are always so.
Mark (6 :14) writes that Herod himself said, “John,

the one baptizing, has risen from the dead, and for
this reason these works of power operate in him.”

Even aninterpreter like Zahn comes to the conclusion
that Luke is directly contradicting this statement of
Mark’s and that he has discovered Luke’s sources for
this act, namely 8 :3; Acts 13:1. Why is it necessary to

ﬁnd a contradiction between the evangelists? Zahn, for
instance, not only fortiﬁes the supposed contradiction;

he declares that Herod, like other prominent Jews, did
not believe in the resurrection. But this contradiction
dOes not exist. Mark reports the ﬁnal conviction of
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Herod in regard to Jesus, Luke reports what preceded
that ﬁnal conviction, namely Herod’s perplexity and
his questioning about Jesus. From Luke we learn that
Herod’s ﬁnal conviction regarding Jesus was not his
oWn but one which he got from his courtiers- Luke is
not concerned about Herod’s opinion as such, his object is to state that Herod and his court were taking
note of Jesus and were impressed by him.
The phrase e’K vexpo'w denotes separation and nothing
more, R. 598. The absence of the article points to the
quality of being dead and not to so many dead individuals who are left behind. The sense of the phrase
is “from death.” In the interest of the doctrine of a
double resurrection the meaning is said to be “out
from among the dead.” This is untenable linguistically
and doctrinally. When it is applied to the unique resurrection of Jesus, this is at once apparent; the idea is,
not that he left the other dead behind, but that he
passed “from death” to a glorious life. No wonder
in: mpév is never used with reference to the ungodly.
This phrase occurs 35 times with reference to Jesus,
a few times ﬁguratively with reference to other per-

sons, and twice with reference to the resurrection of
many, Mark 12:25; Luke 20:35, where the words
can have no other meaning than they have in the otherpassages. Herod’s courtiers are, of course, speaking

only of a return to this earthly life.
8) Others, however, explained that Jesus was
Elijah come to life again and appearing to prepare for
the Messiah, Mal. 4:5. And still others imagine that
Jesus was “some prophet of the old ones” who was
long dead and now back in life, but they declined to
identify him. It is worth noticing that all three opinions that were voiced at Herod’s court necessitated a
bodily resurrection. All of Herod's court evidently be—
lieved in a resurrection, and Herod would have stood
alone if he had been a skeptic on this point as is asserted regarding him. Let us note in this connection

Luke 9:9, 10
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that Judaism was so conversant with the resurrection
that its faith in this fact made the Sadducees stand out
as an unbelieving sect when they denied the possibility
of the resurrection.

9) ~ Herod rejects only the ﬁrst opinion, for that
touched him closely. He says that he himself had beheaded John—Luke’s only intimation of John’s death.
It is unwarranted to understand Herod to mean that
he knew that John was dead and could not be Jesus
since there was no resurrection. .For all the old prophets had most certainly been dead for centuries, and
any denial of the resurrection would have made their
return even more impossible than John’s, who had
been killed only recently. What Herod means is that
he knows John only too well, having himself beheaded
John; but this Jesus does not seem to be John arisen
— he must be somebody else — “who is this, concerning whom I keep hearing such things?” things that
are so different from anything that John ever did.
To satisfy himself he sought to get sight of Jesus;

but this did not happen until 23 :6-15. The fact that
Herod, who was as superstitious as his court, ﬁnally
also felt'sure that Jesus was John risen again need not
surprise us in the least.
10) And havingreturned, the apostles recounted

to him in order what things they did do. And having
taken them along, he withdrew privately toward a
city called Bethsaida.
Like Mark (6 :30), Luke also calls the Twelve “the
apostles" after the return from their preaching tour
(v. 1-9). The Gospels do not allow us to determine
how long they were away. Jesus most likely ﬁxed both

the time and the place for their return. They then
made a full report by recounting in order to the end
(8rd in the verb) all that they had done (the Greek is
satisﬁed with the aorist) . Jesus then takes them along
and withdraws Ka‘r’ idiav, “privately” (an idiomatic
phrase). He has two. reasons for a quiet, undisturbed
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conference with his disciples; Matthew reports the one
(14:13), namely the news of John’s tragic death, Mark
and Luke the other, the desire to confer in private with
the apostles after their ﬁrst experience in the work.
The entire context shows that at: «6m does not mean
that Jesus withdrew privately “into a city called Bethsaida” but only “to” or “toward” this city. Mark
(6 :31) adds that Jesus selected a lonely place, 7611-0;
Emmott, uninhabited, and that he reached it by boat.
This Bethsaida, where Jesus sought refuge, is otherwise called Julias and lies near the northeast corner
of the lake, not far. from the entrance to the Jordan,
and must be distinguished from the other Bethsaida
which is located on the west side of the lake, not far
from Capernaum. It is the latter on which Jesus pronounced his woe (10:13; Matt. 11:21); it was the
home of Philip, Andrew, and Peter, John 1 :44. It is
this Bethsaida toward which the disciples were ordered
to sail after the feeding of the 5,000 (Mark 6:45).

Efforts are made to establish the fact that there was
only one city of this name,‘ but this upsets the records.
11) But the multitudes learned it and followed
him. And having welcomed them, he went on to
speak to them concerning the kingdom of God, and
those having need of healing he went on to cure.
Luke is very brief. He says nothing about the journey by boat on the part of Jesus and the Twelve or
about the crowds' running along the shore around the
northern end of the lake and ﬁnally arriving at the

place where Jesus was. It is enough for him that the
crowds again appeared. So all that Luke says is that
Jesus welcomed them. If this seems strange, ﬁrst ﬂeeing from the crowds and then welcoming them after
all, Mark 6:34 explains that this was due to his compassion, the people appeared to him like shepherdless
sheep. And so he cut short his time for private conversation with the Twelve and once more devoted himself to the service of these people; this is the force

of the imperfect tenses. Luke names the preaching
ﬁrst because it is the more important, but he surely

ﬁrst healed the sick. And his subject, as always, was
mp2 n): Balancing m} @eoﬁ (see 4:43), some important
parts of the great theme, “the kingdom of God.”
12) Now the day began to decline; and having
come forward, the Twelve said to him, Dismiss the
multitude in order that, having gone into the villages
and farms around, they may lodge and may ﬁnd
supplies; because here we are in a desert place.

We turn to John 65-7 at this point. When Jesus
ﬁrst stepped out from his retirement on the mountainside he put the question to Philip about buying bread
for all these people. Jesus did this in advance in order
to test out one of his disciples. Already then Jesus
knew what he would do when evening would approach.
But all that Jesus got from Philip was the statement
that it would take more money than they had in their
treasury to provide even a very little for so many peo-

ple. There was not an inkling that Philip remembered
Cana or thought about miraculous help from Jesus in

any way. Disappointed in Philip, Jesus descends to
the multitude, heals the sick, and teaches about the
kingdom until “the day began to decline”—- as if he
were all unconcerned about the needs of the people
and the passing of the time. The question put to Philip
was evidently asked so that he would report to the

other apostles, and thus all of them Would think about
it as the hours wore on. They did that, but we see at
What conclusion they arrived.
When the day began to decline, the disciples could
stand the pressure no longer. In spite of all that Jesus

had said to Philip at the start, no thought such as
Jesus desired had come to them. They come to Jesus in
a body after evidently having talked the matter over
among themselves. One, their spokesman, tells Jesus
what he seems to be forgetting entirely, that he must
let the people go and hold them no longer. The dative
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mimp is used as an adverb, and «uranium; is ausspannen,
to unyoke animals and thus to take up one’s quarters.

“Because here we are in a desert place” reminds Jesus
gently that he is now not in a city but in the uninhabited, inhospitable wilderness, within reach only of scattered villages and farms (this is the sense of the plural
(i'ypoi) .

13) But he said to them, Do you give them to
eat! But they said, We have not more than ﬁve
bread-cakes and two ﬁshes unless, after going out,

we ourselves buy eatables for all the people. For
there were about ﬁve thousand men.
Astonishing reply to these dull-witted men, yet
wholly transparent! If they are to give food to this
tremendous multitude when there is no food in their
possession, then Jesus must mean that they, the
Twelve, have a source of supply that they have so far
wholly overlooked. We see how Jesus is trying to lead
his disciples to think of his almighty power and to
place their reliance on him, on his wisdom and on his
thoughtful care. But despite a hint as broad as this
command for them to furnish the food, they remain
in the dark.
Luke abbreviates the account by combining the'
statement about the ﬁve bread-cakes and the two ﬁshes
with the proposition of buying supplies for so many.
Both statements show how impossible it is that they,
the disciples, can give the crowd food to eat. What can
they do with only these bits of food on hand? “What
are they among so many?” John 6:9. The Greek uses
the plural dp'rOL, “breads,” the ﬂat cakes of bread that
were baked so commonly at that time; the translation

“loaves” should not lead us to think of our thick; modern loaves.
Equally hopeless is the only other alternative, that
of their buying (emphatic ﬁnds) ﬁpa’ma‘ra, foods, for this
mass of people. Philip had already told Jesus that the
200 denarii in their treasury would never buy enough

Luke 9:18-16
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even for each person to take only a little. And where
should they do the buying, and how should they carry
the food if the impossible became possible. and they
found enough food? If Jesus is contemplating either of
these two alternatives, the Twelve assure him that
neither is possible — and Jesus should have thought of
that earlier in the day. Never for a moment do the
Twelve think beyond what they with their resources
might be able to do. To show how right they were in

their judgment Luke adds that the dv8p£s or “men” alone
were about 5,000.
14, 15) But he said to the disciples, Make them
lie down in groups about ﬁfty by ﬁfty; and they did
so and made them all recline.
Jesus is through parleying with the disciples. He
proceeds to work the miracle without saying another
word. What the disciples thought when Jesus suddenly
gave them his command is left to our imagination.
Thousands are asked 'to get ready to dine — and what
is there to dine on? Was ever such an order issued in
all the world? The Jews reclined at table, stretched out
on couches, several to a broad couch, and each rested on

his left elbow. In the active the verb means “to make
recline,” and here it has the cognate accusative plural
«hiatus, “groups reclining,” and an; is distributive:
“about 50 by 50.” In this way the estimate of about
5,000 men was made. “They did so” is added by Luke

because the command was so incomprehensible to the
disciples. They raised no objection but went ahead and
made all lie down in orderly groups. It was near the
Passover season (John 6 :4) a year before Jesus’ death;
hence the open spaces were covered with green grass,
which made an ideal place for dining in the open; this

grass would dry up later on.
16) What a picture—these thousands arranged
ready to dine, and only a handful of food to set before them!

But having taken the ﬁve bread-cakes

and the two ﬁshes, after looking up to the heaven,
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he blessed them and broke them and went on giving
to the disciples to place before the multitude. And
they did eat and were ﬁlled all; and there was taken
up what was superﬂuous, twelve baskets of broken.
pieces for them.
The story of the miracle is simplicity itself and is
so graphically told that comment is hardly necessary.
The subsidiary actions are expressed by participles,
which makes the main actions stand out the more. The
ﬁve ﬂat cakes and the two ﬁshes were easily held whilethe blessing was being pronounced. The act of looking
up to heaven was a common attitude while standing in
prayer. The idea that Jesus ﬁrst had to have God’s
consent and help and by looking up to heaven asked
for it, misunderstands not only this miracle but all of
them. Jesus dare not be reduced to the level of the
prophets and the apostles who were dependent on God.
Jesus wrought all of his miracles by hisown will and,
power, that will and that power which reside equally
in all the three persons.
All' three synoptists have cold-mac, “he spoke a blessing,” which John deﬁnes as giving thanks. This must
have been the usual grace before a meal. If the words
were unusual, one or the other of the four evangelists
would surely have at least intimated that fact. The
miracle was not wrought by the words but, to be precise, by the will of Jesus. After the blessing Jesus broke
the bread in pieces. Luke, like Mark, has the compound
verb which describes more graphically what Jesus did,

namely make pieces for handy distribution.
And after the aorists, and thus in contrast to them,
Luke, like Mark, writes the imperfect £8580», “he con-

tinued to give to the disciples,” and thereby indicates
the miraculous multiplication, of the bread in Jesus’
hands. There were always more pieces to break off ;
the bread grew in Jesus’ hands. Jesus gave the pieces
to the disciples who were to place them before the
people. They had the task of being the waiters at this

Luke ‘ 9:17, 18
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miraculous meal. This is all that Luke says about the
miracle itself. An uninspired writer would have multiplied words. A divine restraint held the holy writers
in check so that they let the facts speak for themselves.
17) By reversing the order of the subject and the
verbs both receive strong emphasis: “They did eat and
were ﬁlled — all I” There was not one but ate and was
ﬁlled. The verb xopn’gav is really coarse, it is used with
reference to animals who are fed to capacity with

grass (xépros) or fodder. No stinting here as when
Philip thought of each person’s getting but a little.
These people had come a long way and had had little
or nothing to eat all day and so were certainly real
hungry. Moreover, pieces of bread and of ﬁsh were left
over. Some people always take too much. They did so
here; some took pieces from the disciples of which they

could eat not even a bite, being so completely ﬁlled.
Jesus intends that none of his gifts shall be wasted.
This miraculous food was not to be thrown away.
We assume that Jesus gave the order to take it up
'(apr) . Matthew has the neuter present participle, Luke
the neuter aorist of mpwaafm: “what was superﬂuous,”
the aorist just stating the fact, the present describing
it. Another marvel: more was left than was there at
the start, no less than “twelve baskets of broken pieces
for them,” Kécﬁwm, such as travelers used to carry food
and necessities, which were used by the disciples when

they were acting as waiters in distributing the food.
Twelve baskets: one for each of the Twelve, none for
Jesus, which means that he who had created all this
bounty made an opportunity for the Twelve to share
their abundant portions with him. From all that he
gives to you, you are privileged to give a little back to
him. What were the feelings of the Twelve when, as
the dusk approached, they ﬁnally reclined around Jesus
with all those full baskets before them?
18) It came to pass while he was praying alone
there were with him the disciples. And he inquired
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of them, saying, Who are the multitudes saying that
I am? And they answering said, John the Baptist;
and others, Elijah; and others, that some prophet of
the old ones did arise.
Luke begins this new, important account with his
frequently used, old-style formula for “while,” év up
with the inﬁnitive, here the periphrastic eivat. wpoo'evxopcvov

(see 1:8). Neither the time nor the place are speciﬁed,
thus no connection with what precedes is indicated.
So from Matthew we add the detail that Jesus was near
Caesarea Philippi, and from Mark that he was somewhere on the road, Luke completes this by speaking of
his continuing in prayer by himself although his disciples were with him, and nobody but they. To construe

Kara pin: with ouvﬁoav makes it entirely too emphatic
in the Greek. John 6:66, etc., shows that Jesus had
reached the critical period of his career in Galilee. The
importance of what Jesus now does with his disciples
appears from the fact that he prays before he proceeds.
We may be sure that he prayed for his disciples that
their faith and their confession might be true.
Then the moment came when he made his formal
request to say whom men declared himto be. This question is plainly preliminary. Jesus is not asking for information for himself, for he knows the diiferent

opinions of men. What he intends is to have his disciples state the wrong opinions of men in order to set;
over against them their own right conviction. These
foolish opinions he does not care even to discuss; the
disciples themselves will brush them aside.
19) We have already met these opinions and discussed them in connection with v. 7, 8. But we should
note that all three leave Jesus a mere man and thus
resemble the opinions of the rationalists and their descendants, the modernists.
20) But he said to them, But you, who do you
say I am? And answering Peter said, The Christ
of God!

This is the main question with its emphasis on 5nd:
over against at «am. Jesus is asking for an open confes-

sion from his disciples. With Myer: he asks for a confession of the lips but, of course, only as a true expression of their heart’s conviction. Any other confession

is falsehood. Jesus could see the heart, we cannot and
must thus accept the confession of the lips. Our only
aid is the conduct, the acts of the individual, the practice of a congregation or of a church body. This, too,
is a confession and should harmonize fully with the
confession of the lips. When it clashes with that, the
confession by deeds is the real confession by which we
must judge. Deeds and practice always speak louder
and are more weighty than words.
It is natural for Peter, because of his readiness for
action and his quickness to assume the lead, to speak

for the Twelve who undoubtedly indicated or voiced
their assent to what he said. Luke records Peter’s
words only brieﬂy but absolutely to the point. Tow

xpmtw mi 60:06 is the accusative to agree in case with
Tim he elm. The answer 6 Xpmée (on which see 2:11) is
the appellative, namely a title: “the Christ,” the Messiah or Anointed One, i. e., whom God anointed (3 :22)
and inaugurated into his great oﬁice. “Of God” is thus
the subjective genitive. The conviction that Jesus was
the Messiah who had been promised in all the Old
Testament revelations drew disciples to Jesus, beginning with the Baptist’s assurance recorded in John

1:32-34 and with the faith of the ﬁrst six who attached
themselves to Jesus as recorded in John 1 :41, 45, 49.
More than two years of constant intercourse with Jesus
had only deepened and fully establishedthis conviction.
All those who are, included in at 5x1\o¢, however
highly they were willing to rate Jesus, refused to see
in him “the Christ,” and it is over against this refusal
that Peter sets his confession that Jesus is the Christ.
This confession is thus most emphatic, without qualiﬁcation, brief, and decisive. Men had a false, a political
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conception of what the Messiah was to be; no wonder
they could see no more in Jesus than that he might be
the Baptist, Elijah, or a prophet risen from the dead.
By rejecting these false notions the Twelve showed
that they had the true conviction regarding the Christ,
the one of the Old Testament promises, the one who
had appeared in the person of Jesus. Yet others besides
the .Twelve had this conviction. They are not brought
in here because Jesus is dealing with the Twelve in a
special manner. Luke abbreviates the incident; see
Matt. 16:17, etc. This is done because the announcement of the Passion is to follow at once.
21) But'he with rebuking charged them to say
this thing to no one, stating, It is necessary that the

Son of man suffer many things and be rejected by
the elders and high priests and scribes and be killed
and on the third day be raised up.

One great task had been accomplished: the disciples had been brought to a full realization of the
divine person of Jesus as Peter had just voiced this
conviction for the Twelve. Another task had to be
completed: the disciples had to be made to realize the
redemptive work that Jesus was about to conclude.
Although Luke has not preserved these instances in the
ﬁrst portion of his Gospel, Jesus had spoken about this
work in a veiled way and now at last speaks out in the
plainest terms. Over two years ago, behind the temptation after the forty days of fasting Jesus saw the
shadow of the cross. When he cleansed the Temple the
ﬁrst time he spoke of the temple of his body which the
Jews would destroy and he would raise up. To Nicodemus he said: “The Son of man must be lifted up.”
But the time for plainer language had now come.
According to Mark 8:31 Jesus did not just tell, he
taught his Passion to the disciples. They had confessed
him as “the Christ of God.” They are to draw no false
conclusions from his deity and Messiahship such as

they were only too much inclined to draw because of

Luke 9:21, 22
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the vain Jewish hopes that were still lurking in their
hearts. Though Jesus is the Messiah of God, no golden,
glorious, refulgent earthly kingdom and grandeur lie
ahead but the very opposite. It would be extremely bad
for the disciples to spread about the report that Jesus
was the Messiah. The very word “Messiah” meant
political and nationalistic domination to Jewish ears.
Jesus avoided this word and used it but “once, in Samaria (John 4:25). And so even “with rebuking”

(e’mnmiaae, indicating action that is simultaneous with

that of the main verb) he forbids his disciples to say
anything about his being the Messiah.
22) Note the exceptional thra'w (aorist) and not
the ordinary descriptive )le’yaw (present). Jesus is making a speciﬁc statement. All that awaits Jesus is a
necessity. Aei expresses all types of necessity, here
evidently what the gracious will and counsel of God
made necessary in the mission of Jesus. These things
“must” take place (8d is often translated “must”), and
Jesus himself wills that they shall, for without them he
could not ransom the world. Luke has shown us something of the opposition that Jesus had aroused (5:18,
etc., also v. 30; 6:1, etc.). Even now Jesus is keeping

to the far borders of the country (Caesarea Philippi
at this time) on account Of that opposition. But Jesus
now reveals clearly to his disciples that this opposition
will triumph. In fact, Jesus himself will go to Jerusalem (Matt. 16:21) and place himself, as it were, in

the hands of his worst enemies. Not in some far-off
corner would he be arrested by the authorities, he
himself would go to the capital. Jerusalem would be
the place of his sacriﬁce (13:33). There he would “suffer many things,” 1ra0eiv a constative aorist that includes in one all the suffering, «0M6. still leaves a veil
over the details. See 5:24 on “the Son of man.” Jesus
knew what these “many things” were. The prophets
had foretold them in' their terribleness (Isa. 53; Ps.
22), and Jesus knew even more fully just what was
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included. Despite their number their severity would
not be lessened. In the many things Jesus was to suffer we may well see the reﬂection of the many sins he
bore, which, in his great Passion hymn on the thorn- .
crowned head of Christ, Paul Gerhardt likens to the
grains of sand upon the seashore.
The verb dmsompdzm means to reject after submit;-

ting to a test. Inferior 0r spurious coins were carefully
tested and then rejected. Jesus will be rejected by no
less an authority than the Sanhedrin, the highest
judicial and religious tribunal of the nation, which was
far more representative than the high priest alone.
Jesus gives the body its full name: “the elders and high
priests and scribes.” In ordinary connections it was
enough to mention only two classes.
“The elders” were the old, experienced men of the
nation who had served as judges in the lower courts
and, due to their prominence, had risen to membership
in the highest court. “The high priests” were members
of the ruling high priest’s (Caiaphas) family; they
were the rich Sadducees and highly inﬂuential. “The
scribes” were the experts in the interpretation of the
Old Testament and of the rabbinical tradition, and the
most prominent sat in the Sanhedrin. We do not know
how many of each class there were, or whether the
proportion was ﬁxed, but the court consisted of seventy-one judges.

The naming of the Sanhedrin as the court to make
the rejection points to a trial for a capital offense and
to a formal condemnation to death. So Jes‘us adds the
terrible word: “and be killed.” This is certainly plain
although Jesus still withholds mention of the scourging, the mockery, the mode of death, etc., for the disciples cannot hear all these things at once. The mention of the Sanhedrin points to a judicial killing, but

«inoxravaﬁvat means only “to be killed” in the sense of to
be put out of the way (ti-mi), murdered, robbed of life.
It suggests no thought of justice on the part of the

Jewish tribunal but, in connection with the preceding
may, the gravest kind of injustice: judicial murder.
Jesus is brief in this ﬁrst formal announcement.
He is like one who is breaking a piece of terrible news
to his dearest friends. The shock cannot be avoided,
but it is softened as much as possible. The very thought
of seeing their beloved Master, whom they had just
confessed as the Christ of God, a bleeding, murdered
victim of the Sanhedrin at Jerusalem must have overwhelmed the disciples — and not only because of their
love, attachment, and high hopes but also because of
their conception of the Messiah, which included the
very opposite of suffering and being killed, namely
earthly grandeur and triumph.
Yet glory and triumph, though of a far higher
kind, are included, namely his resurrection “on the

third day.” Matthew and Luke write ayepowivac, the passive “be raised up,” whereas Mark has dvaa'rﬁvat, the
active “rise up” from death. The passive may, indeed,
be taken in the active sense but hardly here after the
two preceding passive verbs. Both are true: Jesus
arose, and he was raised up by God, for the opera ad
extra, sunt indivisa aut communa. Jesus uses only the

one word and says nothing further concerning the
gloriﬁcation that is connected with his resurrection.
Any true conception of this stupendous act was at this
time beyond the comprehension of the disciples. It was

enough for them to hear that Jesus would not remain
in death but be brought back to life as the Messiah.
“On the third day” is so important because it foretells
the exact time. Jesus would be raised up, not at some
indeﬁnite future time, but deﬁnitely on the third day
after his death. Jesus sees the future with direct vision.
None of the prophets had speciﬁed three days; all that
the Old Testament has on this point is the analogy of
Jonah’s stay in the belly of the great ﬁsh.
Luke reports nothing about the eifect of this announcement on the disciples, Matthew and Mark re-
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cord Peter’s effort to dissuade Jesus from his Passion
— what Jesus had said about his resurrection was lost

on him, which showed how clouded his conception of
the Messiah’s career was. Unbelieving criticism to this
day denies both the prophecy which Jesus utters and
the fulﬁllment that is recorded by all the evangelists

and was preached by all the apostles. These critics allow the death but stumble at the glorious resurrection.
Wholly untenable is the supposition of others who
are less radical, that Jesus did not speak as plainly
as the evangelists record his statement, but that these
wrote as they did on the basis of their later knowledge,
especially about his being raised up on the third day.
Only in this way, they think, the reluctance of the
disciples to believe the Easter news of the resurrection
can be properly explained. But Peter’s effort to keep

Jesus from his Passion shows conclusively that the
disciples fastened on this alone and failed to heed the

word about the resurrection. The last discourses of
Jesus as they are recorded by John in extenso make
this still plainer. It is one thing to sit in a cool study
today and to rationalize on the reactions of the disciples and quite another thing to pass through the

terrible experience of the disciples when their Master
was cruciﬁed and then buried in the tomb. All the preceding assurances that he would rise again on the third
day were lost in the night of the calamity that engulfed
them.
23) Moreover, he went on to say to all, If one
wills to come after me, let him deny himself and take
up his cross day by day and go on following me.
Luke registers a break and starts anew with the
descriptive the which bids us contemplate what is
now said. “To all” includes also the multitude (Mark
8 :34), for whereas the announcement of the Passion

was intended for the Twelve alone, the principles of the
new life are to be heard by all. Peter has tried to turn

Jesus from his Passion, but Jesus’ course is ﬁxed, and

Luke 9:23
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he says nothing more about that. We note that his
words involve all that precedes concerning himself,
namely that he is the Christ of God (v. 18-20) and
must be killed and raised up again (v. 22) . Whoever
would belong to this Messiah must do what Jesus now
says. The statement is universal and without exception
(76:, anyone). The condition is one of reality; Jesus is

thinking of one who does so will. @e’Aa is more than
“wishes,” “desires,” or “would” (R. V.), it is “wills”

(A. V.) or “decides,” the will forming a continuous
volition (R. 878).
“To come after or behind me" means to attach
oneself to Jesus as a disciple; but the thought is deep-

ened: to follow as a disciple of this Messiah who is going into death and the following resurrection. “Christ
does not pull his sheep by a rope; in his army are none
but volunteers.” E. Frommel. Jesus knows of no .irresistible grace but only of the grace which draws the
will and wins it for himself. And this grace excludes
no one—n’s is like a blank space into which you are
invited to write your name, no matter who you may be.
Whoever wills to come after Jesus, “let him deny

himself,” dpvc'opat, to turn someone off, to refuse association and companionship with him, to disown. And

the one who is hereto bé disowned and denied is éauréc,
SELF, and that means self altogether, not merely some
portion, some special habit or desire, some outward
practice. The natural, sinful self is meant as it centers
in the things of men and has no use for the things of
God. As Peter denied Jesus, saying, “I know not the
man i” so must you say to this your self, “I disown you
completely !”
This is not self-denial in the current sense of the
word but true conversion, the very ﬁrst essential of

the Christian life. The heart sees all the sin of self and
the damnation and the death bound up in this sin and
turns away from it in utter dismay and seeks rescue
in Christ alone. Self is thus cast out, and Christ enters
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in; henceforth you live not unto yourself but unto
Christ who died for you. Moreover you can thus deny
only one whom you know, a friend, for instance, by
breaking off relations with him. To deny a stranger
would mean nothing. If Jesus had been a stranger
to Peter, Peter’s denial would have meant nothing.

So you are to deny your very own old self and to enter
the new relation with Christ.
This will mean that “he take up his cross”. (azpew).
Jesus undoubtedly chose this ﬁgure because he was
himself to be cruciﬁed. Although this was a Roman
mode of execution it was known universally. Jesus will
hear his cross, one which he alone can bear. Regarding
his disciples he says that each is to hear his cross, i. e.,
the particular one allotted to him. This word has
grown too familiar by constant use. It is a mistake to
call all our suffering a cross. The wicked have many
sorrows (Ps. 32:10) but no crosses. The cross is that
suffering alone which results from our faithful connection with Christ (6:22). And the intimation is
that each disciple will have his share of this suffering.
The thought grows overwhelming: Christ leads with
his cross, and all his disciples, each loaded with his
cross, follow in one immense procession like men who
are being led away to be cruciﬁed. Paul carries the

ﬁgure farther: they that are Christ’s have cruciﬁed the
ﬂesh (Gal. 5:24) ; and Paul himself is cruciﬁed with
Christ (Gal. 2 :20). The earthly prospects of a disciple
are not alluring. However heavy your cross may be,

he helps you bear it after him.
So Jesus adds, “let him be following me,” and uses
the usual word for the attachment of faith and faithfulness, which is quite the same as to come after him. Let
no one think of changing the course of Jesus, which
leads to the cross, but only of following him with his

cross. Godet says that three things are necessary in
traveling? ﬁrst, to say farewell (to self) ; secondly,
to carry one’s baggage (the cross) ; thirdly, to proceed

with the journey (follow me). The only question is our
will to make this journey. The ﬁrst two imperatives
are properly aorists, for to deny self and to shoulder
the cross are momentary acts; but the third is present,
for to follow is a long and continuous course of action.
The distributive m0 ﬁpc'pav makes the deﬁnite taking up
of the cross a daily act, which is punctiliar each time.
The two aorist acts are the preparation for the durative
present act; and the three always occur in this order.
We need hardly add that all 'three are impossible for
us, for no human power is able to work conversion and
the new life. Christ’s Word and work alone work both.
24) For whoever wills to save his life shall lose
it; but whoever loses his life on account of me shall
save it.
This is the reason (764;) for the preceding gospel
commands. It is a warning and a promise combined.
Its paradoxical form is sure to embed it in the memory. “Whoever wills to save his life” once more stresses

the will; the decision is always made in this center
of our personality. The verb au'ié'ew means not only to
save by rescuing but in addition to preserve in a safe

state. We note that drum; is neither exactly the English
“life” or “soul” although we must choose the one or
the other when translating (R. V. and the margin
show the wavering). We get little help from the observation that in the Semitic nephesh is used as the
reﬂexive “himself” and is yet translated drum} in the
Greek: “he that ﬁnds (loses) himself.” Nobody knows
whether Jesus used nephesh, or whether he used it in
this sense. We could be sure, as we are in the case of
quOtations, only when we have the original. In the
present connection W faces in two directions; it animates the body (in fact, it always refers to the body)
as its life and yet contains the 370': and the wcﬁpa and is
thus somewhat like our word “soul.” This will help us
to understand what Jesus means.
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To save one’s Mr; is more than to keep it in the
body so that the bOdy remains alive; it is to keep safe
the immaterial part of our being in which the ego
dwells. Note the tenses, 0a”, the present to indicate a
willing that continues and canal, the aorist to express
a. saving that is complete. This is the terrible folly of
the man whose will it is to save his life, namely by
not denying himself, taking up his cross, and following

him: by this very volition of his he shall lose his psyche.
By sparing himself this painful denial, this awful
cross, he may enjoy every earthly delight and think
himself safe, he has thereby really destroyed his very
psyche, in which his person dwells: he shall lose it,
it is doomed.
On the other hand, Jesus does not again say “W110?
ever wills to lose his life,” for this willing is understood. He advances at once to the fact that this one
“loses” (or we may render the subjunctive “shall
lose”) his life and considers a case 'where this loss be-

comes actual and hence uses the aorist. This man may
even become a martyr and lose not merely many earth-

ly treasures and advantages but earthly existence itself.
Does his case seem sad and deplorable ?- Far from it!
In and by the very loss he shall save his psyche, ﬁnd
it safe and blessed with Christ and God. But note the
signiﬁcant phrase, “on account of me” (Mark adds
“and of the gospel”), which explains “his cross” in v.
23. This'means on account of his faith in me and his

faithfulness to me. On the one hand, the gain is only
temporal and a delusion whereas the loss is irreparable ; on the other hand, the loss is only minor whereas
the gain is immense and eternal. We cannot have both,

only one of the alternatives can be ours. Hence we
have the urging in v. 23 to choose the right one. By
making the alternatives so plain Jesus drives at the

religious will which must follow the norm that prefers the real to the sham, the eternal to the temporal,

Dulce 9 :25
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and, when it does not follow this norm, must forever
blame itself.

25)

A second ya’p elucidates the reason just

given for following Jesus. For what is a man bene-

ﬁted, having gained the whole world but having lost.
and forfeited himself?
We see what underlies the paradox stated in v. 24.
To save thepsyche means to secure for it as much as
this world affords; and thus to lose the psyche means
to forego what the 'world affords. Jesus supposes the

absolute limit, that a man have secured for himself
(chs'rioas, the aorist participle to express actuality) “the
whole world”'-—actually all the world’s wealth, power,

pleasure, glory, the beauty of all the fair things that
ever graced the world, the sweetness of all the delicaé
cies that ever grew in it, the grandness of all the high
things that ever towered aloft on it, all sensations, all
enjoyments, all achievements, all satisfactions. Such a

thing is, of course, frankly impossible for any human

being, and that is understOod. But granting the impossible and for the moment accepting it as actual, in what
is this man beneﬁted (the present tense asks only about
the fact) by thus having gained the whole world and
at the same-time having lost and forfeited his psyche,
i. e., himself? The aorist participles again express

actuality. The question answers itself. Jesus is using
the norm of the religious will, and using it so perfectly
that only an irrational man would make the wrong

choice, take the whole world and forfeit himself.
However, a man need not die to lose and to forfeit
himself, for he does this already when he fails to secure
salvation. The Jews are keen on ﬁnance — well, here is
the whole matter reduced to a simple question of proﬁt
and loss. Write on the credit side of the ledger “the
whole world” and then on the debit side “myself," and
not only is the proﬁt nothing, the balance is all on the
wrong side, a fatal and utter loss. Satan needs to pay
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no such price to buy men’s souls; all the bait he needs
is a little piece of the world.

26)

We come now to the ﬁnal ydp, which adds

the ultimate elucidation, beyond which no reasoning
can go, namely the ﬁnal judgment. For whoever is
ashamed of me and of my words, of him will the Son
of man be ashamed when he shall come in his glory

and that of his Father and of the holy angels.
“To be ashamed of Jesus” is one of the highly
signiﬁcant concepts of which Jesus presents so many.

It means doing the opposite of what v. 23 bids, ‘ it
means to deny Jesus, to prefer the world, to turn from
him. Jesus combines “me and my words,” Myoc, the

substance of What he says. He and his words belong
together and cannot be separated. These logoi are life,
blessedness, salvation. They are the medium through
which Jesus comes to our hearts, enables our hearts to
receive him and to obtain all his. heavenly blessings.

To be ashamed of his words means not to believe and to
accept them, to contradict them, and thus to nullify
the blessed power of these words for the heart.
Tofrrov emphatically takes up the description of the
man as being one who is ashamed, etc. Against this
word there is abutted “the Son of man,” he who is
man and more than man and as both man and God the
Messiah (see 5 :24). These two shall face each other:
he who was ashamed of the divine Lord and Savior
and that Savior in all his glory. The 3; iv clause is indeﬁnite: “whoever,” he to whom the description ap-

plies, and av (e'dv) with the subjunctive lends the note
of expectancy, Jesus visualizes such a man and his
action, expects that such men will be found. Hence
he uses the positive future tense: “of this man the Son
of man will be ashamed,” and it is the Son of man
who himself declares what he will do.

Note the absolute justice in the declaration. The one
act produces the other. What we sow we reap, for that

is for what we sowed it.. At the last day the Judge
Would be absolutely unjust and unﬁt to be the Judge
if he acted in any other way. For him to be ashamed
of a man means for him to deny that that man is one

of his disciples, for him to disown and to reject. He
who will. not be a disciple certainly cannot be regarded
as one by Jesus; he who thought it beneath him to
follow Jesus certainly cannot be considered, by Jesus'
as having done the opposite.
Many regard this threat lightly when they hear it,
but it will be quite a different matter “when he shall
come in‘ his glory and that of his Father and of the
holy angels.” To be disowned by the thrice-glorious
Redeemer, disowned forever and ever, will reveal fully

the folly of those who disown him and are ashamed
of him and his words. All subjunctives are future, the
aorist 3A0” indicates the one future act of coming.

What is said about the glory of Jesus to be manifested

at that day should be added to his Passion and his resurrection mentioned in v. 22. The Son of man shall
come in his own glory, that of his divine nature which
is imparted to his human nature. When he spoke, his
human nature, indeed, possessed the divine attributes
and their glory, but it was still in the state of humil~ iation, ungloriﬁed but soon to be gloriﬁed (John 17:1,
5), rendered refulgent in its exaltation and enthronement in heaven.

The Father’s glory will accompany Jesus when he
comes to judgment, and the glory of the holy angels
will surround him, for these angels shall be his assistants on that day. The genitives are added to the

one word “glory” because this is one glory that has a
threefold radiance. This supreme glory is emphasized
because it brings out the utter folly of being ashamed

of Jesus and the loss of eventually having him to be
ashamed of us. It is unwarranted to say that Jesus is
speaking of himself, not as a judge, but only as a witness before God as the judge. But God is not mentioned
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thus in any way, and it is Jesus who comes, and it is
his glory that includes even the Father’s and that of
the angels and thus presents him as the Judge.
27) Moreover, I say to you of a truth, there are
some of those standing here who shall in no way
taste of death until they shall see the kingdom of

God.
A new and a different point is added with 8é, and

amass with Ae’ym make the afﬁrmation especially strong.
The perfect of tempt, here the participle ém-qxémv, is always used in the present sense: “of those standing

here.” Some will, of course, die in the interval, but some
will live to see what Jesus foretells. They shall not die
before they have seen the kingdom of God. To taste
of death refers to its bitterness, which remains even
for the disciples of Jesus because they are still sinners.
Not all these persons ('rwc's') are disciples as is often

claimed. Jesus was speaking to “all” (v. 23), namely
to the multitude (Mark 8 :34), and some of these, too,
some even who would never become disciples, would see
what he states.
Luke writes, “until they shall see the kingdom of
God”; Matthew (16:28), “till they shall see the Son
of man coming in his kingdom”; and Mark, “until they
shall see the kingdom Of God having come in power.”
All mean the same thing. Where the King, the Son of
man, is, there is the kingdom, see 1:33. It is unwarranted to say that Luke went back to the simpler form
of Matthew’s expression because in Mark the words
“having come in power” were an effort to interpret

this mysterious word of Jesus. This is to discredit both
Mark and his authority, Peter, and has in view the
wrong interpretation that Jesus .is here, too, speaking
of the end of the world. Jesus is speaking of the
destruction of Jerusalem and of the ﬁnal fate of the
obdurate Jewish nation. He spoke of this in Mark 13 :30
and in Matt. 26 :64, and himself gave us the interpretation in Matt. 22:7 and in 23:38, 39.

Then the King came in his power (Mark) with
judgment on the nation, a judgment that lasts to this
day. It began with the war that started in the year 66
and ended in the year 70; 90,000 Jews were sold into
slavery, and the nation was abolished as a nation, never
again to be a nation. This judgment also meant much
for- the kingdom of grace by marking the deﬁnite turning point in the gospel which transferred it from the
obdurate Jews to the more receptive Gentiles. Moreover, the fulﬁllment of this preliminary prophecy concerning the Jews was to be a seal of fulﬁllment of that
greater prophecy concerning the end of the world and
the ﬁnal judgment, when the kingdom would reach its
consummation.
It is unwarranted to have Jesus say that the end
of the world will come before some of his present
hearers are dead, for Mark 13 :32 assures us that even
Jesus did not know when the end of the world would
come. Because v. 26 speaks of the ﬁnal judgment is
no reason that v. 27 must do the same. Spiritualizing
the coming of the kingdom is entirely out of place. The
Parousia of Christ may be viewed in a narrow sense
as referring to his coming at the end of the world but
also in a wider sense as including the preliminary
judgments, in particular that visited upon the Jews.
The ordinary workings of the kingdom are invisible,
but this judgment visited on the Jews should reveal

the royal rule of Jesus before the eyes of some of
the very people to whom Jesus was speaking at this

moment. Against Zahn’s interpretation of this passage
we quote his own words from his commentary on
Matthew, page 673: “To say that Jesus erred in this
and prophesied falsely appears, in View of the more
detailed prophecies which separate more sharply the
individual features of the picture of the future, to be
just as foolish as if someone would call the Baptist 9.
false prophet because the kingdom whose advent he
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preached was not realized at once as completely as he

pictured and described its coming.”
28)
Now it came to pass after these statements
about eight days, having taken Peter and James and

John, he went up into the mountain to pray.‘
This is a place where Luke gives us the connection
of time by means of a parenthetic or pendant nominative, “about eight days,” yet he states it only'in a general way — the exact interval was six days (Matthew

and Mark) — and Luke chose this general way because all that he intends is to show that there was a
connection even in time between the announcement of
his Messiahship, Passion, etc., and the transﬁguration.
Jesus is preparing his disciples for the close of his
earthly life and work. He is, indeed, the Christ of God
(v. 20) ; he shall, indeed, be raised from the dead
(v. 22), and 'he shall come to judge (v. 26) also this
obdurate nation even in this generation (v. 27). The
transﬁguration casts its light on all these statements

like a great shining seal of verity. We doubt very
much that Aéyousmeans “things” (R. 107 and Deissmann), for what precedes are statements that Jesus
made, and it is with these statements as statements
that Luke connects the transﬁguration even as Jesus

himself intended this connection. On éye’mo «at plus a
ﬁnite verb see 5:12.
The verb wapaxapﬁdm means “to take to oneself,”
“to take along.” Jesus selected the three whom he had
chosen as witnesses once before (8:51), and they will
be so distinguished at another time (Matt. 26:37).
Only these three were to see and to hear what was now
to be revealed, for the testimony of two or three witnesses is sufﬁcient. The way in which Jesus takes them
to this mountain height shows clearly that he knows in
advance what will happen there. Since they believed and
confessed the deity of Jesus these disciples were to see
Jesus in the glory of the Son of God. In addition to all

the evidences of his deity which they had already re-

Luke 9:28, 29
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ceived he will now show himself to them transformed
in actual heavenly glory. In II Pet. 1:16-18 Peter himself stresses the great revelation that was thus vouchsafed to him.
The attempts to identify the mountain, which is
called high by the other synoptists, are quite futile.
The traditional site is Mt. Tabor; but the records agree
that Jesus was still near Caesarea Philippi, and one
does not see how he could so soon be considerably

south of even Capernaum. Some think of the slopes
of the great Mt. Hermon, which, however, is entirely
too far north. It is sufﬁcient to think of one of the
highestpoints in the mountainous region not far from
Caesarea Philippi, where we know that Jesus was at
this time (Mark 8:27). Luke alone states that Jesus
went here to pray, the aorist implies that his intention
was carried out. So he prayed in v. 18. This prayer
was similar and likely dealt with the same subject
which was presently to be discussed between him and
Moses and Elijah (v. 31) and with this gloriﬁcation as
part of the preparation.
29) And while he was praying, the appearance
of his countenance became diﬁerent, and his apparel
white, dazzling. And lo, two men were talking with
him, who were Moses and Elijah, who, having appeared in glory, were speaking of his departure
which he was about to accomplish in Jerusalem.
The transﬁguration took place while Jesus was
praying. It is gratuitous to assume that Jesus kneeled

or was prostrate while praying, was transﬁgured in
that position, and then arose when Moses and Elijah
came. ’Ev «5 with the inﬁnitive = “while,” see 1:8. The
transﬁguration was a transaction between the Father
and his beloved Son incarnate, who always received
everything from the Father. Jesus did not ask to be
transﬁgured just as he did not ask to have the Spirit
descend upon him as a dove. Knowing the Father’s intention, Jesus came up the mountain and brought
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along the needed witnesses. The body and the human

nature of Jesus were gloriﬁed.
“The appearance of his countenance became different,” Efcpov (R. 748), “it shone like the sun” (Mat-

thew). All the aorists used in Matthew, Mark, and Luke

(éye’mo) report facts, actual changes that occurred
in Jesus himself and not something that was merely
subjective, only in the eyes and the minds of the disciples. The natural explanations of rationalists that
the rays of the sun lit up the face and the clothes of
Jesus while he was standing on a higher elevation than
the disciples are eﬁ‘orts to avoid accepting another
miracle. When the disciples looked at the countenance
of Jesus they looked at a refulgence that was as brilliant and dazzling as the sun itself. This extended to
his entire form, for his very apparel (iparwpds‘, the
word for sumptuous attire, which is chosen to express
its new appearance) was “white, dazzling” (no con-

nective: “dazzling whim”). the participle €£mp¢imwv
describing it as ﬂashing out (the simple verb is used
with reference to the ﬂashing of lightning). Mark
says of the whiteness: “such as a fuller on earth is
not able to whiten,” a whiteness that was‘altogether
superearthly. Instead of thinking of the radiance on
the face of Moses (Exod. 34:29; II Cor. 3:13), as
some do, we have far more reason to think of John’s
vision of Jesus in Rev. 1:13-15.
Philosophizing about this transﬁguration is delusive. To offer the alternative, the transﬁgured body
was either a donum superadditum or a donum naturale,

brings in an old dogmatical distinction that applies
to the image of God in the creation of man but is
valueless 'when it is applied to the transﬁguration.
Peter writes (II Pet. 1:16) : .“We were eyewitnesses
of his majesty” (pcyaAezéw-qs). John 1:14 adds: “We beheld his glory, glory as of the Only-begotten, from the

Father.” It was the same body and human nature that
the Virgin bore but in that birth joined to the nature

Luke 9:29, 80
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and the person of the second person of the Godhead.
By virtue of this union the - human nature shared in
the divine attributes but during the days of the humiliation used these attributes only on exceptional occasions as in the case of the performance of miracles.
One of these occasions was the transﬁguration when
the whole body of Jesus was allowed to shine with the
light and the splendor of - its heavenly divinity. Jesus
now. shines thus in heaven forever. Of the holy city
(heaven) it is said: “The Lamb is the light thereof,"
Rev. 21 :23. The glory was thus not extraneous, glowing for a while and then being removed. It was the
possession of Jesus when it shone out as well as when
it was hidden.
The remarkable feature is that the earthly clothes
of Jesus were transﬁgured like his countenance. It
may sound learned to speak of a process that was

operating from the spirit of Jesus upon his body, a
process that was now so far advanced as to permit
his divine spirit (he had only a human spirit!) to
shine out through his body. The Scriptures-know nothing of such a speculation. The disappearance of the
glory of the transﬁguration answers this supposition
of a process and does it in spite of the explanation
that this disappearance was only an element in the
process and in the ﬁnal result of permanent gloriﬁcation yet to be achieved. Jesus came to his ﬁnal gloriﬁcation through no process between his spirit and
his body or between his divine and his human natures.
From his conception onward he was the very Son of
God, and here on the mount his‘ divine glory was permitted to shine out through his body for a little while.
The time had come for a revelation such as this.
30) Even Luke, who is sparing in the use of interjections, exclaims “10” when he notes that two men
were engaged in conversation with Jesus in his transﬁgured form. The two verbs are imperfects because
they denote continuance, and the ﬁrst, aweAdAow, refers
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only to the talking whereas aqov refers to the contents
of their talk even as this verb also has its object 679
EEOSov. The relative aims seems to say a little more
than does the next relative of; it has qualitative force:
“who were personages no less than Moses and Elijah.”
The question is inevitable, “Why just these two?” The
best answer seems to be: “Moses was the great representative of the law, Elijah. the great representative
of prOphecy.” Both are outstanding ﬁgures in the Old
Testament, and both represent prophecy as well as
law. .Moses stands at the head of Israel’s history, Elijah appeared when Israel had declined so that only
7,000 remained who had not bowed to idolatry. The
daysof Elijah were like those which Jesus found when
all the rulers and the great mass of the people had
lost the true faith and had gone away far from God.
The observation that the appearance of these two
with Jesus intended to assure the disciples that the

death of Jesus was- in perfect accord with the Old
Testament prophecies concerning the Messiah, may be
accepted as correct; the disciples had other ideas and
found his death a great skt'mdalon.

31)

The aorist passive swims, “having. been

seen,” is used intransitively, “having appearedﬁ’ name.1y having come to be visibly present. It is Luke who
states that this was “in glory”; sent by God from
heaven, they appeared in their heavenly radiance. As
regards Jesus, Moses, and Elijah, their glorious appearance was in a form that was sufﬁciently subdued
so that the earthly eyes of the disciples could behold it
without being blinded. Speculation again introduces a
spiritual process: the three disciples advanced in this
process suﬁiciently to see this vision, meaning only an
inward picture and certainly not actual, outward realities. The effort to make the whole. scene subjective,
taking place only in the consciousness of the disciples,
is contradicted by all three synoptists.

Luke alone records the subject of the conversation
with Jesus: “his departure which he was about to accomplish in Jerusalem.” The word zéosos, which is used
also with reference to Peter’s departure (II Pet. 1:15),
means more than the “decease” or death of Jesus (our
versions), especially in this connection after the prophecy of both the death and the resurrection of Jesus
(v. 22, plus the implications in v. 23-27) . It denotesthe entire “exodus” - (Ausgang) by which Jesus left
this earth, the sacriﬁcial death plus the resurrection
and the gloriﬁcation. This was not an incidental subject of conversation 'but the supreme topic of even

these exalted heavenly personages. They were now in
glory like all the saints in heaven on the strength of
this “departure” that Jesus was about to accomplish in
Jerusalem (the imperfect of pen... with an inﬁnitive
to express something that will occur in the near future). All the saints in heaven looked forward to this
accomplishment of Jesus. Redemption was intended for
the universe of men, for the dead as well as for the
living and those yet to live. What was said in the conversation is not stated. But we may take it that Jesus

and these prophets spoke of it as being something that
they knew fully in detail and in effect.
32)

But Peter and those with him had been

weighed down with sleep; but on getting fully awake
they saw his glory and the two men standing with
him.

Luke alone has preserved this information. It is
usually assumed that Jesus continued so long a time
in prayer that the disciples fell asleep; but we really
know only the fact of their sleeping and nothing more,

especially also we do not know why their sleep should
have been so heavy. Luke has the periphrastic past perfect to indicate that the change which took place in
Jesus and the arrival of Moses and Elijah occurred
while the apostles slept. Then, as the aorist participle
indicates, they were all at once fully awake. The effect
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of M in the participle may be either to be awake
“through” something (R. V., margin, “having remained awake") or to become thoroughly awake (ingressive) ; the latter must be the sense here. Then,
indeed, they saw, eISov, with their wide-awake eyes
actually saw “his glory,” saw “the two men standing
with him.” The sight must have dumbfounded them,
yet their eyes were in no way deceiving them.
The question is asked as to how the disciples recog-

nized Moses and Elijah. Certainly not by the correspondence of their features and their dress to ideas that
the disciples and the Jews had formed concerning their
looks. Nor do we hear that the disciples had to wait
until Jesus told them who these gloriﬁed men were.
A far better answer is that the saints in heaven need
not to be introduced and named to us but are known
at once through an intuition that is wrought by God.
If anything beyond that is needed, it is that when God
makes a revelation he makes it fully by conveying to
the beholder all that he is to know.
Elijah ascended bodily to heaven and thus undoubtedly appeared here in his gloriﬁed body. There
is much speculation in regard to Moses. According to
Deut. 34:5, 6 he died and his body was buried by God
himself in an unknown place. We know of no transfer
of his body to heaven. Only the soul of Moses has entered heaven- We brush aside the speculations that
prior to the ﬁnal resurrection the souls of the saints
in heaven are temporarily clothed with some kind of a
heavenly body; II Cor. 5:1, etc., furnishes no support
for. this view, for note v. 8, “absent from the body.”
Like the angels, the saints in heaven have no bodies
of any kind, yet when an angel is sent to men on
earth he is seen and heard and does various acts. In
the same way God sent Moses, who was both seen and
heard and left again with Elijah.
33) And it came to pass as they were parting
from him, Peter said to Jesus: Master, excellent it is

Duke 9:88
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for us to be here! And let us make thi'ee booths, one
for thee and for _Moses one and one for Elijah, he
not knowing what he said.

On zyémo plus a ﬁnite verb and on

with an inﬁn-

itive see 1:8. It is Luke who tells us that Peter spoke
up as Moses and Elijah were in the act of taking their
departure from Jesus. Note that theI disciples were
there only as witnesses, and no one had. thus far spoken
to them. Peter’s word sounds like an eﬁort to keep
Moses and Elijah from leaving although he dares to
address only Jesus. What he says is Ivaluable in one
respect. He feels that it is 1:an to bl here, and the
simple positive “excellent” is more expressive than the
comparative or superlative would be]. “The positive
represents the highest absolute idea Ff a quality and
cannot therefore be increased,” quoted y R. 661. Peter
felt as if he and his fellow disciples were very near
to heaven. Although they were ﬁlled with deep awe
they knew themselves to be in the pres nce of heavenly
glory in which Jesus was so unspeakably gloriﬁed in
divine majesty (II Pet. 1:16) and two dwellers of
heaven were also “in glory.” It was lPeter’s desire to
prolong this experience. He practically asks that Moses
and Elijah should remain. Hence we have his suggestion about the booths, one for each glorious person.
The volitive subjunctive walﬁampcv is hortative (read
R. 930, etc.), which asks the consent of Jesus and in
the subject “we” includes Jesus in so far as he would
be giving his assent. When Matthew writes the singular worried), “I will make,” etc., he s] ows what Peter
meant, namely that he would manage the work.
Peter says nothing about any shelter for the disciples because he perhaps felt so hu able that he and
the other two disciples would lie out 'u the open. The

idea that Peter is placing Moses a d Elijah on the
same level with Jesus and is thus i troducing saint
worship could not have entered Pete ’s head. It is improper to make ﬁpﬁs emphatic: “It is a good thing that
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we (the disciples) are here” — we can attend to building these booths for you. Since «41th is impersonal, the
subject of elm must be written out. Since Peter is
speaking to Jesus, “we” naturally includes him and

not only the three disciples. Matthew writes “Lord,”
Mark, “Rabbi,” but Luke his customary title, “Master,”
'Earwra’ra. (vocative, see 5 :5). These titles are synonymous, each evangelist translates the Aramaic original
in his own way.

“Not knowing what he said” (Ae’ya is retained from
the direct discourse, R. 1030) explains that Peter was
really talking foolishly, just babbling as it were. Forward Peter had to say something, and he was not in a.
condition to say anything and should have been silent
like James and John. The foolishness lies in the idea.
that men who were in the gloriﬁed state would remain,
here on this ungloriﬁed earth and would need shelters
for the night as ordinary men do. Mark explains further that the disciples were Exgboﬁm, upset with fear, and.
that Peter thus babbled as he did. Therefore Jesus, too,
gave him no answer at all, perhaps never even looked
at him — other more important things were transpiring.
34)

But he speaking these things, there came-

a cloud, and it overshadowed them; moreover, theybecame afraid when they went into the cloud. And
there came a voice out of the cloud saying: This is
my Son, the one having been chosen for myself!
Him be hearing! And when the voice came; Jesus
was found alone. And they were silent and reported
to no one in those days anything of the things they

had seen.
The cloud was bright (Matthew), which indicated
the beneﬁcent presence of the Father, not dark so as
to threaten. It is not' reported that this cloud came

slowly; it came suddenly, while Peter was still speaking, before the words were entirely out of his mouth.
And the cloud overshadowed them‘all, i. e., enveloped

them for a brief "time. The aorist é¢oﬂ1ioqaav is ingres--

Luke 9:35, 86
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sive (R..-884); the fear began the moment they entered the cloud. The coming of this cloud was supernatural; its white ﬁlm hid everything and thus inspired new fear.
35) Out of the cloud there came a voice which
was that of the Father himself, judging from what the
voice said. All the synaptists agree regarding what the

voice said, Luke alone substitutes e'erchpévoc, “having
been chosen for myself,” for dyamyrds, “beloved." This is'

the same voice that spoke at the time of the baptism
of Jesus, 3 :22, where “my Son” is duly explained. The
oﬁm indicates that the words are addressed to the disciples. Luke’s expression, “the one that has been chosen,” is interpretative of “the beloved,” and the perfect
tense implies that he is still the Father's Elect who
was chosen to do his great work of redeeming the world
and is doing it perfectly even now.

The command given to the disciples is: “Him be
hearing!” the present imperative to express constant
hearing, and the genitive~ m’rroi to indicate the person
heard. On . this command, which was transmitted already through Moses, compare- Deut. 18 :15,-last clause
and especiallyv. 18, :19 with the threat against those
who fail or refuse to hear Christ. “Him be hearing I”
in the sense of him alone is valid to this day. The Father himself has placed this seal upon every word of
Jesus. This is the conﬁrmation by God himself of

Peter’s great confession recorded in v. 20, God’s own
attestation of the deity of the Son who is to die and
be raised up again, v. 22. As far as Jesus and the

Father were concerned, they certainly left nothing undone to prepare the disciples for what was impending.
36) The accounts of , Mark and Luke are very
brief. Matthew states that upon hearing the voice the
disciples fell on their faces in great fear, and that
Jesus touched them, and that they arose and saw that
the cloud was gone and that Jesus was now alone. The
same almighty power that had brought Moses and
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Elijah had‘ removed them again. "Jesus, too, was again
in his natural state. If it be asked why the disciples
fall prostrate but .no one falls prostrate when the
Father spoke at the baptism, the difference is apparent: Jesus transﬁgured, Moses and Elijah present in
glory, the sudden cloud, and then. the voice—all this
together was too much for mortal man not to be over.whelm‘ed with fear. The Greek uses the adjective p590:
and not an adverb (R. 657).
What kept the three witnesses silent regarding the
things they had seen was a strict order from Jesus,
and with the ordinary historical aorist Luke reports
only the fact that “they were silent.” We cannot see
that this is an ingressive aorist (R. 834 and his other
books), “become silent,” for the clause states how
long they were silent, “in those days,” namely until
Jesus arose from the dead (Matthew and Mark) ;
c'o'iyqaav covers this entire period. We cannot agree that
the three were allowed to tell the other nine. If that
were the case, why were the nine not made witnesses
as the three had been? Even the disciples had wrong
expectations regarding the Messiah. Jesus avoided furnishing support for such expectations and thus sealed

the lips of his three witnesses just as he had ordered
the Twelve strictly to say nothing about his being “the
Christ of God” (v. 21).
The transﬁguration and what went with it took
place as part of the great foundation of faith. It forms
one of the major acts of our salvation. It establishes
the fact that Jesus was the Son of God, and it did this,
not by word alone, or by inference from deeds (miracles), but by withdrawing the veil from his actual
divine glory. He who would die and rise again for our
redemption, who thus walked in lowliness in the fashion of man, let the divine majesty (H Pet. 1 :16) and
glary which belonged to his person and through it
also to his human nature and body shine forth for a
little while for these witnesses to behold. Heaven sent

Luke 9:37, 88
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its great saints to confer familiarly with him. The
Father came and sealed the scene with his personal
attestation. The time to tell it all was fast approaching. His resurrection would make it all plain. In ¢5v we

have a concealed a, the object of éwpdxaow, which is also
written with an aorist ending, éépaxav (R., W. P.) .
37)

And it came to pass on the next day they

having come down from the mountain, there met

him a great multitude.
See 1:8 on éyémo plus a ﬁnite verb. Mark paints the
scene with full detail, Luke alone adds that it occurred
the next day. There were scribes among the multitude,
much disputing with the nine disciples whom Jesus
had left behind, and an eager welcome for Jesus when
he arrived.
38) And lo, a man from the multitude shouted,
saying: Teacher, I beg of thee to look upon my son
because he is an only-begotten for me. And lo, a
spirit takes him, and suddenly he shrieks; and it convulses him with foaming, and with diﬁculty it withdraws from him, bruising him. And I begged of thy
disciples to cast it out, and they were not able.
Mark states that Jesus asked the scribes why they
were disputing with the nine disciples, but that they
were cowardly and said nothing; they had been taunting the nine and discrediting them before the multitude
because they were not able to heal the boy. When the
scribes did not answer, the father of the boy did, and

he did it with loud shouting so that everybody could
hear. He appealed to Jesus and told the whole story
about his son. His petition is simply that Jesus would
“look upon” his son, i. e., in pity to help him, and to
do this especially because he was this father’s “onlybegotten.” As in 7 :12; 8 :42 this expression means not
merely an only son but the only one that had ever been
born to this father, there had never been a brother
or a sister for the boy.
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39) With the exclamatory “lo” the father describes the symptoms of the boy, all of which are terrible, indeed. The tenses are‘vivid descriptive presents
and picture what occurs again and again. The case is
one of demoniac possession with periodic outbreaks.
“A spirit takes him” refers to the ﬁts of epilepsy, the
boy even fell into ﬁre or into water (Matt. 17 :14, 15).
When the seizure comes, the,boy shrieks out. Then the
demon convulses him, and the paroxysm is accompanied by “foaming” and gnashing of the teeth (Mat-.
thew) much as we know epilepsy today. The spirit also
“withdraws from him with difﬁculty,” the attacks subside slowly; and the boy is bruised by falling during

these ﬁts. Matthew adds that he is wasting away, a.
sad sight; and that this has gone on since he was little ;.
and, as the address to the demon shows (Mark 9:25),
that the demon made the boy deaf and dumb. Ration-—
alists regard this as a case of ordinary epilepsy and
use it as proof for the claim that all cases of possession
were only thought to be due to evil spirits but werein reality only Ordinary afﬂictions. On this question see
4:33 at length.
40) The aorists add the rest of the story. The father begged the nine disciples to cast out the spirit
(subﬁnal {ya states what he begged them to do, it is
equal to an inﬁnitive, R. 993), and they tried to do so
but could not. Jesus now learns about the subject of
their dispute with ,the scribes.
41) But answering Jesus said (see 1:19) : 0
generation, unbelieving and having been perverted,”
how long shall I be with you and endure you? Bring
thy son here!

All three synoptists report this pained exclamation
on the part of Jesus. This is a case where Jesus allows
his deep feeling to be expressed in words. Pain and disappointment wring this cry from his heart. “Genera-

tion” applies to the people of Jesus’ time as a whole.
As a generation, with only few individuals as an ex-

Luke. 9:41, .62
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ception, they deserved the characterization dmmos‘,
"‘faithless,” “unbelievi-ng,” always refusing to trust
where they ought to trust; and the reason for this is:
“having been perverted” (perfect participle: and now
being in this condition), their hearts have been turned
the wrong way by Satan, the deceiver. *9 is seldom
used with vocatives, and when it is used it carries with
it a certain solemnity (R. 463) and deep emotion .
(R. 464). Note that 'ycvea.’ has the same form in the
vocative that it has in the nominative, and its modiﬁers
are properly nominative.
The point is the failure of the nine disciples to drive
out the demon. The narrative nowhere charges this

failure to the unbelief of the multitude. Yet some would
interpret in this way. But where is any miracle ever
made dependent on the faith of the crowds that witnessed it? It is likewise. unwarranted to charge the

father with unbelief, for he brought his boy to the
disciples with an appeal for help exactly as others had
done, and in Mark 9 :24 he certainly shows some faith.

The Lord is rebuking his disciples as being withOut
faith. It is their great lack of faith that rendered them
helpless in their attempt to cast out this spirit. They
are the ones with Whom (111369, face to face) Jesus had
been in a special way so long, with whom he had borne
(dw’xopm, middle, “to hold up for oneself,” “to endure,”
sometimes, as here, with the genitive) going on three
years. Yet the old unbelief, which marked their entire
generation, here again cropped out in them. From his
own disciples Jesus had a right to expect something
other than what this perverted generation was oﬁering

him. The pained lament, which is so fully justiﬁed, is
followed by prompt action, the father is ordered to
bring his son.
42)

But while still coming to him, the demon

tore and altogether convulsed him. But Jesus rebuked the unclean spirit and cured the boy and gave
him back to his father.
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Mark writes that at the sight of Jesus the demon
once more vented his malice upon the boy. He also describes more of the effect produced although Luke’s
words are very strong, especially the latter with 0151*
(found only in one writer in the second century B. C.) ,.
“convulsed all together.” The whole afﬂiction of the.

boy appeared here, before the very eyes of Jesus. This
could not be an ordinary case of epilepsy, for such
cases do not throw a .ﬁt just at'sight of some person.
Luke names the demon spirit as causing this ﬁt. This
is perfectly in line with all else that the Gospel writers.
report about possession; the demons cause all kinds of
physical ailments, in this boy’s case dumbness and
deafness besides epilepsy.
Luke’s account is summary and omits the details
of the exchange between the father and Jesus and the:

running together of the multitude.,Mark hasrecorded.
the words with which Jesus ordered the demon toleave. With a brief command Jesus “rebuked” the
spirit and thus “healed the boy,” and then, adding a.
tender touch as in 7:15, “he gave him back to his

father,” dwe'SmKCV with its preposition in the sense of
“duly gave” as if there Were an obligation -- and there
was, the obligation of his love.
43) Mark has additional features: the ﬁnal
convulsion, the boy lying like dead, the people call—
ing him dead, and Jesus lifting him up by the hand.
Luke records only the effect produced on the people:
But they all were dumbfounded~ at the majesty of
God. The imperfect states that they were in the condition of having had their wits struck out. They
saw in this mighty act of Jesus, in that without effort
and unhesitatingly he drove out that demon after
the nine disciples had failed so miserably, a display
of “the majesty of God” working in and through
Jesus. The idea is not that they saw the deity of
Jesus but that they saw him as an instrument of
that deity. Only the majesty of Godand a command

Luke 9:43, 44
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coming from that majesty could make a demon that
deﬁed others yield precipitately as this one had
yielded.
A new paragraph begins here, and the new verse
should begin here. Now while all were wondering
at all he was doing, he said to his disciples, Do you
on your part put into your ears these words! for the
Son of man is about to be delivered into men's hands.
But they were ignorant in regard to this utterance,
and it had been hidden from them so that they perceived it not; and they were afraid to inquire of him
concerning this utterance.

The marvelling on the part of"all the people at all
that Jesus was doing (on is attracted to its antecedent
from Ii), the universal admiration of his miracles are
not to mislead the disciples in regard to what was
awaiting him. Matt. 17:22, 23 and Mark 9:30 inform
us that Jesus was at this time in Galilee, and the latter
passage that he wanted no one to know of his presence.
44) Then he once more announced his Passion.
Luke states how he impressed it upon their minds. The

aorist imperative is peremptory: “Put this once for
all into your ears,” twig, emphatic, “you on your part”
over against “all” the others. “These words” (statements) are not quoted by Luke but are only indicated

by the yép clause; Matthew and Mark quote them. They
were an advance on the announcement made in v. 22,
which Luke’s clause also indicates in the expression
“about to be delivered (handed over) into men's
hands.” The tense is the prophetic present, which contains the note of certain expectation and also of a

future near at hand. The new point is the agent
(Judas) who is indicated in the passive inﬁnitive “to
be delivered.” Somebody, who is as yet unnamed, will

hand Jesus over “into men’s hands,” into their power
to do with Jesus what they please. These men are the
Sanhedrists (v. 22), but the indeﬁnite “men’s hands”

may well include also the ROman . governor Pilate. By
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means of treachery he who is “the Son of man” (see
5 :24), true man and yet more than man, namely God’s
very Son, shall thus be brought to his death.
45) Matthew states that the disciples were grieved
to hear this again, but Luke’s duplicated statement
brings out the fact that in spite of all the clarity and
the emphasis of Jesus’ announcement the disciples
.failed utterly to understand-The imperfect tenses are
descriptive indeed ’(R. 883), but they also bring out
that this failure to understand continued. “They were
ignorant as to this utterance” regarding the Passion
means that it did not penetrate their mind or win. “It
had been hidden from them,” a periphrastic past (unless we regard the perfect participle merely as a predicate: “it was something that has been and is still
hidden from them”), emphasizes their ignorance by
hinting at something that hid the true meaning of
Jesus’ words from them, namely their own preconceived ideas about the coming glorious victory and
reign of the Messiah on earth. This false preconception
.kept them wholly in the dark as to what Jesus really
meant. When Matthew says that they grieved, that
means only that the sound. of the terrible words depressed them.
Robertson, Tr., 998 and R., W. P. considers Iva as
ﬁnal, as denoting a divine purpose, that God did not
want the disciples to understand these words of Jesus,
and the commentators generally labor to make this
divine purpose plausible. But such an effort is hopeless.
The disciples were not obdurate unbelievers so that a
judicial penalty should rest on them, that hearing they
should not hear; they were believers, and the repeated
announcements of the Passion were a serious effort
on Jesus’ part to make them understand. By means of

'his literal statements Jesus was revealing and not hiding his coming Passion. This i’va is consecutive (B.-D.

391, 5; also Zahn)‘: “so that they did not perceive it.”
We dispense with the labored explanations that tryto

Luke 9:15, 46
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justify the rendering of our versions “that (in order
that) they should .not perceive it.” The middle voice
in the aorist subjunctive ai'a'ﬂwwat has intensive force
(R. 812): “for themselves they did not perceive” in
spite of the emphatic {quit in v. 44: “you on your part”
and for yourselves put this into ydur ears.

They even feared to inquire of him concerning this
utterance; Mark has the same statement. This reveals
what hid his meaning from them, there was something
badly wrong in their own hearts. They did not want
to know what they were afraid to know, and so they
did not actually know. This psychology is only too true.
Regarding other things they inquired, 'for instance,
regarding the parables (8 :9) ; why not regarding this?
They were afraid that what Jesus kept dinning into
their ears might actually be true, that the Sanhedrin
might actually kill him. All their inner being fought
against such an idea. This is not so strange when we

see the same thing today, men’s minds resist clear evidence and knowledge because they do not want to have
it true and dread that anything like that should be
true. If it is, indeed, true that they would have to
change all their thinking, convictions, and conduct,
and that they will not do, no matter what is dinned into
their ears. So the disciples had the picture of their
Messiah ﬁxed and would not upset and reverse it to
comply with “this utterance” of Jesus.
46)

Now there entered a reasoning among them

as to who might be a greater one of them. But Jesus,
having seen the reasoning of their hearts, taking up
a child, stood it beside himself and said to them:
Whoever receives this child on my name, me he re-

ceives; and whoever receives me, receives him that
sent me. Thus, indeed, the one who is lesser among
you all, he, he is great.

Luke seems to place this incident next to the preceding account in order toshow the earthly thoughts
that were in the hearts of the disciples concerning the
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kingdom of Jesus, which prevented them from realizing

that Jesus meant just what he said about his Passion
and his resurrection. They had thoughts of earthly
greatness for themselves which did not harmonize.

with a judicial murder of Jesus. Luke strips the narrative of the introductory details that are found in Matt.
18:1 and Mark 9:33, 34. The discussion took place on

the road. Having arrived in Capernaum at the house
of Jesus, he, knowing all about it, made them speak
out in order to settle this question. We regard e’v ate-oi:
as meaning simply “among them” ;' B.-D. takes év in the
sense of etc: “came into them, into their heart.” But
they actually argued about the matter.

The indirect question is made a substantive by 76
and is thus construed as an accusative of general reference (R. 491) : “as to this,” etc. The question itself is

the apodosis of a potential condition and the optative
with 3w is left unchanged in the indirect question (R.
1044, 1021) and is deliberative with the note of perplexity (R. 940). The disciples are puzzling about who
is “a greater one of them.” A'I’JTJW is not the genitive
after a comparative: “greater. than they,” which view
the answer of Jesus makes impossible; but a genitive

.after a partitive which states the whole number from
which some will get to .be greater than the rest. The
Greek mam, the comparative, is quite exact and should
not be rendered by the superlatiVe “greatest” as is done
in our versions and by others. The implication is that the
Twelve will be great in the coming earthly kingdom of

Jesus, and the only question will be which ones will be
greater than the others. The singular does not refer
to one disciple only as- if the question was, which one
would be greater than the other eleven, but is meant in
a general sense regarding any one compared with another so that several might outrank others for various

reasons.
We. may note that some occasion for this question
concerning the relative position of the disciples in his

Duke 9:46-48
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approaching kingdom was furnished by Jesus himself.
He had distinguished three of his disciples on two nota-

ble occasions (8:51; 9:19). Peter had often been al-lowed to speak for all the rest, and even on this day
he had been sent on a special errand (Matt. 17:24-27).
So the discussion had taken place on the road. Jesus
delayed taking up the matter until he was in his house
in order the better to settle this question which was so
fraught with danger of possibly disrupting the little
band of twelve because of envy, jealousy, pride, and
hatred.
47, 48) Luke tells us that Jesus with supernatural
sight saw the very reasoning that was going on in the
hearts of his disciples. He used his divine powers whenever this became necessary for his work. From the
other synoptists we learn how he sat down formally
after having called his disciples to him, who likely sat
before him in Oriental fashion. Then, after making
them speak out, he proceeded with his reply. Luke gives
us his answer in brief. He combines the taking up of
the child and the standing it beside him. We take it that
he called the little one and then spoke Matt. 18 :3, 4;
then took the little one in his arms and spoke much
more. Luke reports only a part of his words. This

mu3t’ov (the diminutive is always neuter) evidently belonged to someone who lived in Jesus’ house with Mary,
and so the little one readily came to Jesus. We have no
reason to assume that there was anything marvelous or

extraordinary about this child. It came and allowed
Jesus to do with it what he desired. He used it in a
beautiful way as a demonstratio ad oculos, one that
would impress itself and what he said on the minds
of the disciples in an indelible manner.
We wonder why some commentators deny that actual little children were concerned when Jesus so positively says “this little child,” or “one of such little
children” (Mark), or “one such little child” (Mat-

thew). He has an actual little child right there and is
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using it as a living illustration. Yet we are told that
“little child” is only metaphorical and refers only to
beginners in the faith, adults who are as yet spiritual
babes and children. If anything is certain, it is that
Jesus is speaking of receiving an actual child, namely
in the sense of caring for its needs. 0n the basis of
what Jesus says farther on in Matthew 18 we conclude
that he wants us to see in the little child an illustration

also of childlike believers whom We are to serve as
diakonoi, especially in spiritual matters. But this extension is only an extension and itself rests altogether
on what Jesus says of an actual child. Luke makes it
very positive by writing “this little child.”
The more usual phrase is “in (e‘v) my name,” i. e.,
in connection with it; “on (ad) my name” only modiﬁes
the idea: “on the basis of my name.” The sense of these

phrases is seldom understood correctly, S. Goebel, Die
Reden unseres Harm mch Johannes, is the exception.

The sense is usually assumed to be “on my authority"
even in R. 649 and W. P. But a study of all these 5mm:
phrases and of the use of this term in general reveals
that “name" means that by which Jesus (or God) is
known, hence his revelation. To receive this little child

in: 745 «Mam thus means to do this “on the basis of the
revelation of Jesus which one has received.” The whole
act rests on this and on no other considerations.
This, of course, involves that the person will treat

the child thus received as the revelation and teaching
of Jesus require, which includes especially tender spiritual care. In the eyes of the world a reception for
such spiritual purposes amounts to nothing. Even today, when the world has come to value children more

highly, this is done only for natural and secular reasons
(providing for their physical and their educational
needs) . But Jesus considers it an act of greatness when
we receive a child on the basis of his revelation. Such a
thing is not understood by the multitude, but the de-

Luke 9:48
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voted humility of him who performs this lovely act
distinguishes him in the eyes of Jesus.
For Jesus declares: “me he receives” with the

emphasis on Epé. The idea is not that Jesus identiﬁes
himself with the child as a child. This “me” lies in the

way in which the child is received, in the onoma of
Jesus on which the act rests. In this way it is like receiving Jesus himself, the glorious Son of God, the
King of the eternal kingdom. If it could be made a
deed that is visible in its greatness it would be like
tendering a magniﬁcent reception to Jesus and would

make all the headlines of the dailies ﬂare out in ﬂamboyant type; but being invisible in its greatness, it is
covered with the humble mantle of faith, and its
greatness will not be displayed until judgment day
(Matt. 25:40, “unto me”).
But more: “and whoever receives me, receives him
that sent (commissioned) me.” The aorist participle is
substantivized and thus designates the Father according to the single act of sending Jesus out with his great
commission of redemption. Jesus often spoke of his
Sender, his Commissioning One (in John’s Gospel).
Being thus commissioned, he is never alone but always
with his great Sender. Thus to receive Jesus is at the
same time and in the same act to receive the Father
who commissioned him. This is, of course, not the justifying reception of Christ and of God but the subse'quent Sanctifying reception. The one is accomplished
by faith alone, the other by the works of faith. The
simple act of receiving a little child and ministering
to it in the name of Jesus is exalted to the highest de-

gree by Jesus. This is the greatness of Christian ministration, the greatness we can all reach, for which

Jesus bids us strive. None are higher than Jesus and
his Father; the ministration that ministers to them is
the highest of all and elevates as nothing else possibly
can.
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Zahn is right, ydp is neither causal as stating the
reason nor explicative as explaining; it is a “conﬁrmative adverb” which it is hard to translate and which is
circumscribed by the old philologists by some igttu'r,
sane pro rebus comparatis, and by Zahn: so ﬁst ja
wahrlz'ch, “thus indeed” the one who is lesser among
you all, he, he is great. 05m is emphatic: “he, he

alone,” and {mipxw is used in the sense of ﬂy as it was
in 8:41 and is in 23:50.

The statement, which is conﬁrmed by ydp, is decidedly paradoxical. How can the lesser among all, the
one who is smaller than all the rest, be great? The
paradox solves itself. It is this very quality of being
less than others that constitutes greatness. To do a
service that is considered as being least by all, which
they, therefore, decline to do, is to do what is great in
Jesus’ eyes. In v. 46 and here again the comparative
is used and indeed ﬁts well. The superlative is dying

out in the Koine, and so in our versions the sense is
rendered by translating with superlatives. But Jesus
says péyae, “great,” as the goal to be attained and not
“greater” or “greates ” in comparison with others.
He wants all his disciples to be “great” in the way in-

dicated, and a mark of this greatness is the fact that
we cease prideful comparison with others even as he
taught Peter with the question he asked him in John

21 :15.
49) Now answering John said, Master (see
5 :5), we saw one in thy name casting out demons;
and we tried to prevent him because he does not
follow with us. But Jesus said to him, Stop prevent"ing him, for he who is not against you is for you.
Luke indicates the connection with the foregoing.
What Jesus said about receiving a child in his name led
John to think of the man whom he and his companions
had seen when they were on their preaching tour (v.
1, 2, 10). John begins to have his doubts whether the

two had done right in regard to this man, and so he
“answered” Jesus by presenting this case, drakpfvopat
being used, as it is so often, in the broad sense of responding. This man was expelling demons “in thy
name”; this is the important point; this phrase is ex-plained in v. 48. We have the present participle after a
verb of seeing.
This case is certainly remarkable. It is not like that
of the exorcists mentioned in Acts 19:13, etc., for the
man of whom John speaks was actually expelling demons. Although he wrought by charismatic faith (I
Cor. 13:2), we have no right to class him with the men
mentioned in Matt. 7 :22 who are rejected by the Lord.
This is an instance in which a man so grasped “the
name” of Jesus by faith that he expelled demons by its
power. We are not told that he wrought other miracles

in the same way. Jesus had not directly empowered
this man as he had the Twelve (v. 1) ; the man attained
this power by his own faith in Jesus.
The imperfect is conative: “we tried to prevent or
stop him,” and intimates that they did not succeed.
The chief point is the reason that John and his companion attempted to stop the man: “because he does not
follow with us,” i. e., was not among the regular followers and acknowledged disciples of Jesus. The present tense donouaei is preserved although this is not
really indirect discourse (R. 1030). John’s reason is

misunderstood when it is thought to voice the professional jealousy of the disciples. The answer of Jesus
does not even hint at such a thought. John and his companion were concerned about Jesus and imagined that
only avowed followers of Jesus, not only such as they
themselves, the Twelve, but also others who had formally attached themselves to the company of the disciples
(“0’ may), had a right to use Jesus’ name in doing
mighty works. The point in John’s statement is the
implied question whether he and his companion had
acted rightly. They thought so at the time; but John is
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now doubtful after hearing the general statement of
Jesus that whoever does a good act “on my name”
pleases Jesus and his Father (v. 48); They should perhaps not have interfered with this man who was act-

ing “in thy name.”
50) We see how Jesus understood John, namely
that he wanted to know whether hindering the man
was right and in the interest of Jesus or not. Jesus
tells him that it is not right and adds the proof. As
a rule (R. 851-2), the command to stop an action already begun is expressed by the present imperative

with [1.1; whereas the command not to begin an action
has the ingressive aorist subjunctive with M. It does
so here: [1.1; mokée're = “stop preventing him.” And the
reason (ydp) is that “he who is not against you is for
you,” inrc'p, in your favor. As far as the pronoun “you”
is concerned, "for which Mark 9:40 has “we,” this refers to them as disciples of Jesus and thus involves
Jesus just as much as “we” does.
We should, of course, consider this terse dictum

in its connection and not in a mere abstract way. It
applies to men like the one under discussion. It does not
apply to men who are merely indifferent to Jesus and
are thus not actively against him. Such indifference
and coldness as a response to Jesus and his revelation
(name) would be “against” him and his disciples in a
decided way. To be lukewarm and neither hot nor cold
is fatal. Thus, not to be against the disciples of Jesus
means, indeed, to be for them, at least to some degree.
Whoever appreciates Jesus and his name (revelation)
enough to drop all opposition to him and to his disciples is, to say the least, on a fair road to becoming

his enthusiastic follower.
This shows agreement with the dictum that is
voiced in Matt. 12:30: “He that is not with me” (pa-rd)
is against me (Kurd)." Both dicta state the same thing,

but do so in opposite ways. One states who are for
Jesus, .the other who are against him. Both imply that

Luke 9:50
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neutrality in regard to him is impossible. Whoever
comes in contact with Jesus and develops no hostility
toward him and his is already to a degree won for him
and will soon confess this; but whoever comes in con-

tact with Jesus and forms no attachment for him is
already to a degree against him and will soon reveal
this. The two dicta thus belong together, each makes
the other clearer.

The Third Part
When Jesus Faced Jerusalem
Chapter 9:51 to 18:30

The justiﬁcation for making a division at this point
is the opening sentence, which should be compared with
the opening sentence of the next grand part in 18:31.
Luke forsakes the order of events as given in Mark’s
Gospel at this point and offers much that is new so
that the critics think that he is following some other
document. The supposition that this was a Reisebericht,
an account of the journey to Judea and Jerusalem, is
contradicted by the contents of this section in which
points of place and time are scarcely mentioned at all,
certainly not so as to trace a journey from point to
point. In this section there is an inner connection of

the signiﬁcance of the narratives and discourses. One
feature stands out, namely the increased hostility toward Jesus and his own sharp reaction. In part two
we have only minor incidents of hostility (5:16-26;
5:30, etc.; 6:1-11) which are like advance notices;
but now the very ﬁrst narrative is one of opposition,
and then there come the woes pronounced over Chorazin, etc., and similar accounts. This opposition, too,

lends unity of content to part three.
51)

Now it came to pass when the days for his

being taken up were being completely ﬁlled, be himself set his face ﬁrmly to proceed to Jerusalem.

This preamble is entirely too weighty to introduce
only the following narrative. What it really does is to
inform us that the period of keeping to the outskirts
of Galilee is at an end, and that Jesus is now proceeding to Jerusalem. What this means we see from v. 22
and 44. The time for this had come (c’v u; with the in(552)

Luke 9:51, 52
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ﬁnitive as in 1:8). The days were fast ﬁlling up or
being completed (wpwaypoﬁaem), those that are characterized by “his being taken up” (qualitative genitive), i. e., by his ascension to heaven. These last days
were to end, not merely with the Passion and the resurrection, but with the glorious ascension. The Passion
was only an introduction to that. “He set his face
ﬁrmly," therefore, does not mean that he faced death
with brave resolve, but that he looked forward to his
return to the Father with full comprehension even as
he spoke of it at length in the ﬁnal discourses and in
the High-priestly Prayer in John. A676: thus carries
emphasis: “he” did this although his disciples did not
understand; in other connections Luke uses this pro-

noun without emphasis. On e'ye've‘ro :«u’ plus a ﬁnite verb
see 5 :12 and R. 950; the inﬁnitive with 7013 may be consecutive: “so as to go” (R. 1002), or it may indicate
purpose: “in order to go” (R., W. P.) . With this preamble in mind Luke wants us to read all that follows
to 18 :30.
52) ‘ And he commissioned messengers before
his face. And having gone, they went into a village
of Samaritans so as to make ready for him. And

they did not receive him because his face was as proceeding to Jerusalem.

The start for Jerusalem is at once made. The party
with which Jesus traveled included more than the
Twelve, it was probably a numerous company; 8:2, 3

mentions even certain women. In this case there were
two messengers, James and John. The party was at
the border of Samaria, and Jesus intended to make

his way through this province as was customary with
the Jews from the north when they attended the Jewish festivals in the capital (Josephus, A'nt. 20, 6, 1).
There was ill feeling between the Jews and the Samaritans, but not enough to prevent these journeys.

Because the party was of such a size, it was necessary,
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especially if a village were to entertain it, to send word
ahead so as to provide accommodations; «rum with the
inﬁnitive expresses contemplated result; the reading

«'3: need not disturb us. The use of wpdaunrov is Hebraistic;
Luke follows the sacred style of the tradition.

53)

It is not the size of the party that led to the

refusal of the Samaritans of the village to receive
Jesus, nor the fact that this party was headed for
Jerusalem. Even larger parties that were going and
coming to and from the festivals found entertainment
among the Samaritans enroute even as Jesus and his
party now thought feasible. It is Jesus to whom these
Samaritans object. They have heard of his miracles

and know all about him. He 'is now proceeding to Jerusalem, there to display his powers, is passing right
through their land, right past their sanctuary on Mt.
Gerizim, and acting as if their worship amounted to

nothing. This aroused their displeasure to such a degree that they refused to receive Jesus. Note that Luke
uses only the singular pronoun and makes everything
turn on Jesus. It is saying too much to have these Sa' maritans refuse Jesus because he is the Jewish Messiah, for he was not regarded as the Messiah by the
Jews themselves (v. 19). We stop with the general
fame of Jesus. We regard wopeuépcvov, not as the periphrastic imperfect with 15» (R., W. P.), but simply as
the predicate: “as going to Jerusalem.”
54)
The question regarding the text of this verse
and the next verses is, of course, one for the text

critics to decide. Even Marcion has retained the
omitted portions which seem to have been cancelled
because they were regarded as casting a reﬂection on

Elijah and the old prophets. Although the textual evidence is in favor of the shorter reading (R. V., as compared with the marginal reading and the A.'V.), we
are inclined to follow Zahn who deals with these readings in an Excursus and accepts the three additions.

But when his disciples James and John saw it
they said, Lord, wilt thou that we say that ﬁre come
down from the heaven and consume them as also
Elijah did? And having turned, he rebuked them and
said, You do not know of what manner of spirit you
are, for the Son of man did not come to destroy men’s
souls but to save. And they went to another village.
We think that the messengers who were sent to the
village were James and John because they “saw” the
refusal of the Samaritans and did not merely see other
messengers and. only hear their report. Others, too,
would have seen the messengers return, which fails
to explain why just these two, James and John, got
this same idea of visiting signal punishment upon the
Samaritans. No, when James and John, who were
themselves the messengers, “saw” the action of the
villagers they waxed hot with indignation and on their
way back discussed what would be a ﬁtting penalty for

these people, and so they come to Jesus with their
proposal.
They were sure that the power to call down ﬁre

from heaven was at their command. They had witnessed their Lord’s glory on the Mount of Transﬁguration and knew fully the wonderful power of his name.
Their great faith in Jesus and also their burning zeal
for his honor stand out clearly in their question. This
contrasts markedly with the indifference with which
many followers of Jesus now see and hear his holy

name ﬂagrantly dishonored among men.
In addition, these brothers submit their proposal

to Jesus in order to be sure of his assent before they
act although they feel sure that he will agree. They

have the example of Elijah recorded in II Kings 1:10,
etc., the very Elijah who talked with Jesus on the
Mount (v. 30). The objection that this clause is unnecessary because calling down ﬁre itself already reminds one of Elijah’s acts, argues the. wrong way, for
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because this descent of ﬁre recalls Elijah, therefore it
is most appropriate to state that John and James were,
indeed, thinking of this prophet’s act. Compare 7 :13 on
Kﬁpu. The use of 06m: in asyndeton with a deliberative
subjunctive is idiomatic (R. 935) ; we need supply

nothing, certainly not Iva, nor need we think of two
questions, as R., W. P., suggest: “Dost thou Wish?
Shall we bid?" ’AvaMia’aL is from dvaAL'aKw (dvaMw), to
consume.
55) Surprise must have come over the two apostles when, instead of assenting to their proposal, Jesus
turned, faced them squarely in order to make his words
the more effective, and rebuked them. As far as the
admission of the words of the rebuke into the text is
concerned, it seems wholly improbable that the evangelist should record this incident and then leave out the
very words of Jesus which contain the point of the
narrative. The words as such, too, appear to be genuine, which even those admit who think that Luke did
not write them. “You know not” means that they
should have known and that their not knowing is without excuse. Some would read a question: “Do you not
know ?” but a rebuking declaration seems more proper.
“Of what manner of spirit you are” is understood
in two ways by the commentators: either that the
spirit itself is different, or that the thoughts and the
emotions which originate from this spirit differ; but
we see no real difference between stressing the spirit
alone or the products of the spirit, both go together.
So some write “spirit” (A. V.), others “Spirit.” We see
no way of deciding between the two and again note
that our spirit is made what it is by the Holy Spirit.
But this must be held fast: Jesus does not intend to
say that Elijah was of the law and that the disciples
are of the gospel; or that he was of the Old Testament

and they are of the New; or that Elijah and they are,

indeed, of the same spirit (Spirit), but that this spirit

Luke 9:55, 56
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(Spirit) now speaks differently in them than it did

in Elijah. These and similar contrasts are without
foundation. We must hold fast to the fact that the

prophets had the gospel just as we have it; and that
we have the law just as they had it. Only. when Ahaziah

and Ahab .constantly spurned God's grace did God
make Elijah smite with the ﬁre of judgment. So Jesus,
too, wept over Jerusalem and prayed for his murder-

ers, but he also announced their destruction when he
wept and himself sent it forty years later with terrors

that were even greater than those that were wrought
by Elijah. There is no derogation for Elijah (or for
the Old Testament prophets) in this word of Jesus. It
is this wrong idea which may have caused the elision
of this word of Jesus from the text.
It is true that this village rejected Jesus. But we
must ask: “Had any special effort been made to win the
villagers for Jesus? Had the gospel been preached to
them? Had they after all such efforts hardened their
hearts as Ahaziah and Ahab did in Elijah’s time? Were
they thus ripe for judgment ?" We must answer “no.”
Why, then, did James and John single them out for
destruction by ﬁre from heaven? We know only one
answer: because they forgot of what spirit they were,
the spirit of both Testaments, and gave way to the
ﬂeshly desire for signal revenge. Elijah did not call

down ﬁre from heaven in such a spirit. Only Jonah
was so foolish, and God corrected him. God waited 120
years in the days of Noah, 40 years after the cruciﬁx-

ion of Jesus, and still waits a long time now. He shortens no man's day of grace unduly. Yet in the end, as

of old, so now, he sends judgment on obduracy.
56) The yép clause has even less textual authority than the preceding words of Jesus have; and
it does not seem that it is derived from 19:10. This
clause ﬁts admirably for explaining to James and to

John the spirit of which they as his disciples have come
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to be. Let them always remember that the Son of man
came not to destroy but to save men’s souls. (John
3:17 ),~ Mat is here not used in the sense of “lives,”
that which animates the body, but in the sense of

“Souls,” the immaterial part which is ' often named
when the perSon is to be indicated, cf., Acts 2:41:

3,000 gbvxai, “souls” or persons. The great mission for
which Jesus “came” from heaven to earth was to save,
casual, constative aorist, to rescue men from sin and
damnation and to place them into permanent safety;
see 7 :50. No incarnation was needed to judge and to
destroy sinners. On “the Son of man” see 5:24. Jesus
will, indeed, in due time attend also to the judgment,
but that time is not yet, and the time of grace shall
not be curtailed. It is this spirit which loves and labors
so earnestly, so perseveringly, so patiently to save,
which ﬁlls his heart and thus must ﬁll the hearts of his
disciples of all ages. A manifestation of that spirit
shone forth at this very time when the wrong spirit of
James and John called for ﬁre, for Jesus was now on
his way to die for the sins of the Samaritans as well
as for those of his disciples.
“And they went to another village,” apparently not
to one in Samaria but to one at the border of Galilee.
A simple act, and yet how signiﬁcant of Jesus! James
and John were named Boanerges, “sons of thunder,”
by Jesus. himself in Mark 3 :17, and it is supposed that
this wasdone because of the ﬁery zeal for Jesus which
they displayed on. this and on other occasions.

'57)

And while they were going on the way,

someone said to him, I will follow thee wherever thou

goest away! And Jesus said to him, The foxes have
dens, and the birds of the heaven shelters, but the
Son of man (5 :24) has not where he may lay his
head.
It seems evident that the three brief incidents
which now follow are grouped together because of

Luke 9:57, 58
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their similarity, not because they occurred in close succession or even during a certain period of time. Matthew (8:19) calls the ﬁrst man a scribe, one whose
profession was the interpretation of the Old Testament
and of the rabbinical traditions. This man was himself
a teacher who had graduated in law and was qualiﬁed

by the Jewish authorities. Many scribes were Pharisees and as a class joined the opposition against Jesus.
But this man is an exception, one whose association
with Jesus had brought him to the point of offering

himself to Jesus as a permanent pupil. What better
oﬁ’er could Jesus wish? It is without if or but. “I will
follow thee” is volitive ; the man had come to this resolution. “Wherever thou wilt go away” (the futuristic
subjunctive) is the present tense and durative: wher-

ever at any time, to any destination («i-m; in the verb),

no matter what the distance or the hardship of the
way. The offer seems almost too good. The efforts to
identify this scribe are, of course, quite in vain.
From the reply of Jesus we see that this man is too
ready, his offer too complete. It resembles that of Peter
recorded in John 13:36, 37; Luke 22:33. He is like the
seed on stony ground that grew quickly but lacked root
to withstand the hot sun. He is an idealist, enthusiastic,
of sanguine temperament. He is superﬁcial and does
not count the cost. He sees the soldiers on parade, the
ﬁne uniforms and the glittering arms, and is eager to

join but forgets the exhausting marches, the bloody
battles, the graves, perhaps unmarked. It is less cruel

to disillusion such a man than to let him rush in and
go down in disappointment.

58)

Jesus neither accepts nor declines his oﬁer.

His reply strikes the heart of the matter: the man
must see what his offer involves, not in idealism, but

in sober, sane realism- Jesus illuminates the way on
which he leads his disciples, and this way is not
bordered with roses. Though he is not merely a man,
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3 human being, but the great Son of man who is both
man and yet more than man, he actually has less of
creature comforts than the wild animals and the wild
birds (“of the heaven”=wild, unconﬁned). The foxes,
for instance, using a speciﬁc example, have their dens;
the birds, taking another class,.have shelters. But Jesus, who is constantly on the move, has no ﬁxed home
where he can lay down his head and rest. Even when

he was in his home city, we do not read that he rested
for any time at his mother’s house; the ministrations

recorded in.8:2, 3 were called forth by the hardships
he endured. Yet this is not to say that Jesus was a
pauper; he did not live in the squalor of poverty; he
was no mendicant monk, no ragged and emaciated beggar. His company had a purse and a treasurer who
handled enough to give to the poor at times, enough for
Judas to steal from, 200 denarii at one time. What
Jesus stressed is that his whole calling and work are
not for this earth but for the kingdom, and for that

alone. The deliberative present subjunctive mm is retained in the indirect discourse.

It would be too narrow a view to think that Jesus
wanted this scribe merely to forsake his easy life for a
hard‘ one. Jesus uses his homelessness merely as an
illustration of the. path his followers must walk by
choosing the spiritual instead of the carnal, the life
with eternal purposes instead of the temporal, heavenly
treasures ‘instead of earthly wealth. That does not
mean to become a monk or a nun although it may mean
to lead lives like those of the apostles, Paul’s for instance, and it always means the kingdom ﬁrst, last,
and all the time, and letting God attend to the rest
(Matt. 6:33). It is well to build the tower but ﬁrst to
count the cost. Did this scribe follow Jesus? We are
not told. If you had been in that scribe's position, what
would you have done?

Luke 9:59
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59) Now he said to another, Be following me!
But he said, Lord, permit me that, having gene away,
ﬁrst I bury my father. But he said to him, Let the
dead bury their own dead; but do thou, having gone
away, proclaim abroad the kingdom of God (see
1:33).
The scribe offered to follow Jesus, this man is bid-

den to follow him. This is hardly his ﬁrst follOwing.
Jesus is leaving, and this man, who is already a disciple, is asked to go along and to continue in Jesus’
company as a disciple; This seems to be the proper

"view because Jesus wants him to proclaim the kingdom, Which he asks of no one who has not been sufﬁciently instructed in advance. While the scribe was
overready and had to be cautioned, this man wants to
delay and to join Jesus later. He has just received word

of his fatherfs death. The Jews generally buried without delay; ifthere wastime enough, on the same day,

at least on the next. So the delay was not to be a long
one.
Both natural affection and the obligation enjoined
by God toward parents prompt the man’s desire to
hurry home for the last service that he is able to render
his father. As a disciple of Jesus he asks his Lord (see
7 :13) to permit him ﬁrst to goand to bury his father;
the participle dwdoém is in the dative as modifying the
pronoun. The man is not in doubt whether he should
go or not, and far less has he a .bad conscience in regard to leaving for so short a time; such ideas are

untrue to the text. He is asking something that seems

perfectly proper to him, Permission “ﬁrst” to bury his
father in no way means that he asks for permission to
take care of his father until the latter dies. If the
father were . still living, the man would not now be
asking to go to him until he as a son could bury him

after his death, and that delay. would have been indeﬁnite indeed.
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60) ”A4.“- is followed by the accusative with the
complementary inﬁnitive as it is so often (R. 855-8).
The sentimentality connected with dead relatives is
still so strong today that this word of Jesus’ sounds
harsh to our ears. What Jesus says is that the man is
to let the spiritually dead bury their own physically
dead. When one who is spiritually dead, though he be
a close relative, comes to his end, the matter of putting
his body into the grave is something that need not exercise us greatly. The idea is not that the disciples are
forbidden to attend funerals of this kind. But they are
really only secular affairs, which people whose lives are
wholly devoted to such affairs can attend to without
us when supreme spiritual affairs claim our attention;
compare Matt. 12:48.
Christless associations make one of their great objects “to bury their own dead” and might thus ﬁttingly
take this word of Jesus as their motto. Our great concern is with the heavenly life and with him who bestows it. When the opportunity to work for the~ interest
of this higher life has passed, our spiritual obligation
ends. The soul of this man’s father had gone beyond
his son’s reach; let him attend to his own soul by following Jesus. Moreover, he has another greatobligation, one by which Jesus would honor him especially:
“But thou go away and proclaim abroad (Sui in the
verb) the kingdom of God.” A double spiritual obligation beckons this man, one regarding his own soul and
one regarding the souls of others whom he can reach

by following the call that Jesus would soon extend to
him, to go out with other disciples to proclaim the
kingdom.
The harshness thus fades except for the sentimentality of the worldly-minded who are great on odorous
ﬂowers and meaningless words for thedead while they
blink at the harsh reality of death itself and of that
which is worse, spiritual death and eternal damnation.

Luke 9:61, 62
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The manly, bracing words of Jesus are better. The
best balm for this son was to follow Jesus and to prepare for the work that Jesus had in store for him. Did
he stay with Jesus? Would you have stayed if you had
been in his shoes?
61) Now also another said, I will follow thee,
Lord, but ﬁrst permit me to'bid farewell to those in
my house. But Jesus said to him, No one, having
just put his hand to a plow and continuing to look
to the rear, is ﬁt for the kingdom of God (see 1:33).
With mi we are pointed to still another persbn who
is somewhat like the other two. He is ready to start
following Jesus but adds a request which is really a

condition. He asks permission ﬁrst to bid farewell to
those in his house, namely his relatives; cis is “in,” not.
“into,” R. 536. This request also sounds reasonable
and innocent. But when this man gets back among his
people, tells them of his intention to follow Jesus, and
starts to bid them all farewell, will he be able to resist
their pleading to stay with them and to give up Jesus?
All honor to friendship and love, but humanly noble.
affections may prevent us from entering the kingdom.
Matt. 10_ :37.
62) The answer of Jesus is axiomatic and at the
same time ﬁgurative: “No one who has just put his
hand to a plow,” etc. This is a general truth and cannot be denied. This man is usually pictured as looking
back while plowing and thus drawing crooked furrows;
and we are told that the old, primitive, wooden plows
required special care in handling. Looking back is also
pictured as looking to past joys, etc. But this man is

not at all ﬁt for the kingdom. The aorist e’mpaauiv refers
to a beginner who is for the ﬁrst time setting his hand
to a plow. And the present participle Bxe’qmv indicates,
not an occasional glance backward, but constant look-

ing “to the rear.”
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This man is not an expert who can plow, as it were,
with his eyes shut; not a plowman who merely draws a
crooked or shallow furrow. This is a man who is start-

ing- to learn to plow and makes a joke of himself by
attempting to make the plow go in one direction while
he keeps his eyes in the opposite direction. Jesus intends the humor in the ﬁgure. It does not matter at
what that is behind him this man looks; the fact itself
is enough. This man is unﬁt for the kingdom because

he can never learn to plow in this way. Ewe-roe, “wellplaced,” “suitable,” “ﬁt,” does not refer to moral, meritorious ﬁtness or self-adaptation on the sinner’s part
for entering the kingdom but to the unﬁtness of inward
opposition, the attachment to the world which often
persists in spite of the gracious drawing of Jesus and
the gospel and will not be overcome.
It makes little difference to what part of the worldly
life the heart looks back with longing and is unable to
tear itself away, the effect is always the same‘: not ﬁt
for the kingdom. The man who could not give up his
worldly friends completely when he stood in the presence of Jesus and those friends were absent could far
less give up those friends when he was again standing
in their presence and Jesus was absent. That thing
has been tried often enough. “This one thing I do, forgetting those things which are behind, and reaching
forth unto the things which are before, I press toward
the mark of the prize of the high calling of God in

Christ Jesus,” Phil. 3 :13, 14 ; Hos..10 :2. Did this man
follow Jesus after hearing his word? What would you

have done in his place?

CHAPTER X
1) Now after these things the Lord appointed
seventy others and sent them forth by twos before
his face into every city and place where he himself
was about to go.
“After these things” can hardly refer only to the
last three cases mentioned in 9:57-62, the outcome of

all of which is not recorded, but must go back to 9 :51,
etc., the start on the last journey to Jerusalem. Compare also 17 :11. Luke again (7 :13) uses 6 Kﬁpws as his
designation for Jesus. We see what a following of disciples Jesus had accumulated when he now sends “seventy others,” i. e., besides the Twelve (9:1, 2), on a
special mission. A few texts read “seventy and two,”
and both numbers have been regarded as being symbolical, but we pass this by as not being sufﬁciently

established. We take it that he commissioned thirtyﬁve pairs (dwi distributive) because he wanted the
work done quickly. Jesus sent these men as advance
messengers along the route he intended to follow, certainly not into Samaria but along the border of southern Galilee and down along the eastern side of the
Jordan through Perea. This was new territory “where

he himself was about to come" (3pm: with the inﬁnitive, a progressive imperfect, R. 884).
2) Moreover, he went on to say to them (the
imperfect as in 7 :3): The harvest great, but the
workers few. Beg, therefore, of the Lord of the
harvest that he throw out workers into his harvest.
Jesus made the same statement in Matt. 9:37, but
the occasion is now different. He ﬁrst states the two
great facts: “the harvest great—the workers few."
The beautiful balance of (Lt'v and Se’ cannot be reproduced in English; “truly” and “but” in the A. V. is too
(565)
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coarse. Jesus does not say, “The ﬁeld is large,” i. e., to
till and to sow. His vision regards only the harvest.
We should keep to the tertium comparatiom‘s and not
wander elf into sowing, cultivating, and producing the
harvest. The harvest has already been produced—Jesus.
sees it;

Strange how “the harvest” is misunderstood. Some
think that it refers to all the multitudes that Jesus saw
coming to him; but many of these people would not be
gathered into the heavenly garner. The great missionary authority G. Warneck sees the harvest through
synergistic eyes as do other modern German scholars:
the seekers after God, and they think that even among
the heathen there is a “better” class of men. Yet all are
equally lost, and by nature none seek after God. He is
found by them that sought him not, Isa. 65:1; Rom.
10:20; compare John 6 :44.
Others think of the gathering of the new congregation from the scattered old congregation, namely its
receptive members. But the harvest is the sheep whom
the Lord knows, including also “the other sheep,” John
10:14, etc. “The Lord knoweth them that are his,” II
Tim. 2:19. By the harvest Jesus means all those in

whom the work of God’s grace succeeds. And this
harvest is «0M9, “much” or abundant. The number
of those that will be saved is large. Like a great, ripe
ﬁeld of grain they stand before the eyes of Jesus and
need only to be gathered in.
That is why he speaks of “the workers.” Thus far
Jesus alone had been working at bringing in the har-

vest, the Twelve had been sent out only for a short
time (9:1, 2), and now the Seventy were going out
only on a brief preparatory tour. How small this number considering Palestine alone! The remarkable thing
is the asking of the Seventy to be concerned about this
paucity of workers, and that in a signiﬁcant way: “beg
the Lord of the harvest to throw out workers into his

harvest.” God is “the Lord of the harvest,” its Kﬁpm,
not only the owner but the one who also controls the
entire management of the harvest. God has put this
harvest and its ingathering into Jesus’ hands. It is

his great mission to bring in this harvest. That explains all that he has already done and all he will yet
do, including his atoning death and resurrection. Without him the harvest could not be brought in at all. That
is why he recently sent out the Twelve and is now send-

ing out the Seventy, and they are not only themselves
to work but to see the need of more workers and to
pray for them.
Verbs of praying are construed with 51m, which
has not yet been crowded out by In, B.-D. 392, I; R.
995. It is unwarranted to argue that since the Lord
of the harvest owns it as he does he will naturally, of
his own accord, see to it that it will be brought in. We
may be sure that he will do so even withoutour prayer
.as Luther remarks on the Second Petition of the Lord’s
Prayer. -0ur prayers do not save the harvest or a part
of it. Our prayers join God’s concern for the harvest,
make us of one mind, heart, and will with him, partners of Jesus himself.
The matter lies much deeper than rationalizing
thoughts are able to penetrate. Jesus does not tell the
Seventy to go out and to get workers. This mistake
has often been made, and workers are brought in that
God never called. The harvest is God’s, and he must

provide the workers, exdeew sis, “throw them out into
the harvest,” i. e., hurry them out. All that we are to

do is “to beg” this of God, and we know that this is his
will, and he will hear our request. He is the one who
will in his own way ﬁnd and send out the workers. The
wonder will always be that God, the primal cause, uses
us and our prayers, the secondary causes, and does not
discard them. The secret of this conjunction lies in the
inﬁnite grace of the divine will which unites him and
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us. through Jesus. When one note is struck, the other
responds, keyed, as they are, to one tone. What a
blessed relation between the workers in the harvest and
the Lord of the harvest!
3) Be going! Lo, I myself am sending you forth
as lambs in the midst of wolves.
In Matt. 10:16 the same thing was said to the

Twelve, but here we have “lambs” instead of “sheep,”
which intensiﬁes the thought. The interjection “10”
marks the surprising nature of what Jesus says. Who
would think of sending lambs among wolves? How
long would they last? But this is what I (emphatic
éya’») am doing, Jesus says. Therefore, go and dismiss
all fear and keep me in mind! This statement is an implied promise that he will protect and preserve these
lambs from the wolves. ’Ev pc’oq; is really a compound
preposition (R. 648) and is often written as one word:
“among.” The idea is not: “into the midst of wolves”
but: “as already among wolves.” “As lambs” characterizes the Seventy. They have lost all viciousness
that is due to sin and wickedness. “Wolves" characterizes the world of men as being viciously wicked
because they are ﬁlled and animated by sin. The combination of the two comparisons adds the idea of the
helplessness of the Seventy among wicked men. As
lambs they have no defense against wolves. But this
only shows what lies in 2.74» — Jesus is their protector.
The verb anome’Mw, from which “apostle” is derived,
is more signiﬁcant than «6pm, “to send”; it means to
send as a representative, “to commission.” The verb
itself implies that Jesus could not possibly abandon
them, and that all they do is the act of Jesus done
through them.
4)

Do not carry a purse nor a pouch nor san-

dals; and salute no one along the road.
By forbidding the taking of a ﬁaAév-rcov, “moneybag,” Jesus wants them to take no money along where-

Duke 10:4, 5
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with to buy provisions and necessities; by permitting
no mipa or “pouch” he wants them to carry no provisions, etc. The idea that the word means “a beggar’s
bag” such as mendicant monks carry is shut out by the
context and by all that is related concerning Jesus and
his disciples: they never begged, nor were the Jewish
rabbis mendicants. “Nor sandals” does not mean that
they are to go barefoot; they are to carry no extra pair
of sandals but are to go as they are with such sandals
as they have on. Nothing is said about other clothing,
but the statement regarding the sandals applies also to
that: no extra tunic, turban, staff, etc. There was to

be no outﬁtting at all.
This does not involve special hardship but the dismissal of all care about bodily needs. He who sends
them out will provide for them in all respects. They
are to. learn complete trust (Luke 22 :35) and are thus
to experience the happiness and the contentment that
go with such trust. As they trust his doctrine, so
they are to trust his word as to their sustenance. The
order not to salute anyone on the road only sounds
like impoliteness, and any such idea is at once removed
by v. 5 The assumption that Jesusgave this order because the Oriental greetings were so elaborate is hardly
correct. They were the introduction to conversations
and thus to delay on the road. It is this that Jesus

wanted to obviate, for which reason he also sent out
so many. The work was to be done with promptness

because the time was short.
5) Into whatever house you enter say ﬁrst,
Peace to this house! And if a son of peace be there,
your peace will rest upon him; but if not, it will come
back upon you. Moreover, in that house stay on,
eating and drinking the things from them; for
worthy the worker of his pay. Do not be changing
from house to house.
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The idea is not that any two of these messengers
would enter any house in a town or village at random
or without invitation; Matt. 10:11 corrects that idea
as regards the Twelve.- When they are preaching in a
place, some person would extend the two men an invitation. Now,‘ on entering any such house their orders
are, ﬁrst of all, to say, “Peace to this house !” But the
fact that this is not the ordinary greeting current
among the Jews ought to be apparent from what follows. Jesus refers to a greeting from them as apostles
and bearers of his own divine peace. By their greeting

they are to extend this peace as Jesus himself did in
John 20:19. This peace is an objective gift, the peace
wrought by the gospel, which makes God our friend
and us his children so that all is well with us. It is to
be a permanent possession. And from it the subjective
feeling and enjoyment of peace are to ﬂow. This feeling

may ﬂuctuate, but its source is permanent, and the
feeling can thus be renewed again and again.
6) Hence Jesus speaks about the remaining of
this peace and also of its return to the messengers who
extend it. This would be incomprehensible if Jesus
referred only to the common Oriental greeting. That
greeting was “peace to you,” shalom l'qa, like our
“good day,” a mere polite formula, whereas Jesus says
it shall be: “Peace to this house 1” the very form indicating that much more is meant. “If a son of peace be
there,” one who truly desires this peace that Jesus
offers through his messengers, “your peace will rest
upon him.” We see that Jesus speaks of this peace as
being something objective, “yours” because you bring

it. It cannot stay where it is not desired; hence, “but
if not («z 8% pﬁye, a ﬁxed formula, R. 1025), it will return
to you” like an object that is refused and handed back
to the givers for them to take elsewhere. All this could
not happen in the case of a mere polite greeting.

The messengers may get an invitation from some
homeowner who, after all, cares nothing for the real

gift which they have to. bring him, the peace of the
kingdom (v. 9). “A son of peace” has the qualitative
genitive in the sense that peace, true peace with God,
is his desire which has been wrought in him by the Old
Testament promises or by the preaching of the messengers on their arrival. In the future passive form
e’aravawraziaem the passive idea is uncertain (R. 334) so
that we may translate “will rest.” Jesus is speaking
of the head of the house, the man who owns the home
and thus decides who shall be its guests. It is unnecessary to complicate the matter by bringing in other
members of the family who may possibly be sons of
peace.
7) This should be plain from the further order
that the messengers are to go on staying “in that
house,” an“; demonstrative, R. 709. Only in a house
where the housefather, who invited them, is “a son of
peace” are the messengers to make their headquarters
for the brief time of their stay; if he cares nothing for
this peace, which will soon show itself, they are to seek
some other house (Matt. 10:11). “Eating and drinking the things from them” (their resources, R. 615)
means that they are to be content with whatever food
and drink is set before them.
Whether the house be poor or rich, they are entitled
to what is offered, “for the worker is- worthy of his
pay.” In “the worker” we have the representative
singular, R. 408. And 55:09 has the idea of equal
weight; the work he does and the pay (made, not reward) he receives balance the scales. This saying is
proverbial and admittedly true and is thus applicable
in many cases, I Tim. 5:18. The thing that Jesus forbids is that they keep going from house to house, hunting out the best quarters, casting reproach on their

Lord and his message.
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8)

And into whatever city you come and they

receive you, be eating the things placed before you;

and go on healing the sick in it and say to them, Near
has come on you the kingdom of God.
It was not necessary to say that the messengers
were to leave the house in which their peace of necessity returned to them; this was understood. When
Jesus now speaks of whatever city they may come
to and tells his disciples to eat whatever is set
before them (the present participle to indicate repetition), we see at once that he is not repeating the
injunction given in v. 7 in regard to food. In v. 7 he
refers to whatever the people can afford even when
they are poor; here to whatever is placed before them
in such a city. Most of the cities on their itinerary had
a heavily mixed population, Jews and Gentiles lived
together. In these places there might often enough he
doubt as to the Levitical cleanness of the food even in

Jewish houses. The messengers are not to hesitate in
regard to eating the food that is served them. much
less to refuse it. Any rabbinical scruples on that score

are to be completely set aside. Their work is not to be
hindered by anything that is so worthless.
9) They are to proceed with their great work,
which is brieﬂy summarized. First of all, they are to
heal the sick, these miraculous healings being the credentials of their divine message. And the sum of their
gospel message is to be: “Near has come (and thus

present is now) upon you (as coming from heaven itself) the kingdom of God” (see 1:33, his rule of grace

and salvation in Jesus). To be sure, they were to say
much more even as the Baptist and as Jesus did when
they proclaimed the same theme (Matt. 3:2; 4:17).
The message meant that all who heard should accept
this rule of grace and allow it to bless their souls for
time and for eternity even as its powers blessed the
bodily sick by instantaneous healing.

Luke 10:10, 11
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10) But into whatever city you enter and they
do not receive you, having gone out into its broad
streets, declare: Even the dust that stuck to us from
your city on the feet we are wiping off against you.

Nevertheless, continue to realize this, that there has
come near the kingdom of God.
It may happen that, on entering a city and delivering their message there, the entire population may
prove hostile and turn against them. The' Lord gives
them directions as to how to proceed in such a case.
They are to go out into the wide thoroughfares (etc 7&9
m‘ardas, supply 68°69) , not only into one but into several,
where the greatest number of people will hear them,
and are to» make a declaration, it'ware, aorist to indicate
a single statement. This shall be the same as the one

mentioned in 9 :5 which is here worded with more
fulness.

11)

Kai means that they will take nothing from

that city with them, not “even” the friendly dust that
stuck to them from walking through the streets of the
city and adhered to their feet. Right before the people
they are to say, “We are shaking it off for you,” i. e.,
dative of disadvantage, “against you.” Why? So that
this dust may testify that we, messengers of the kingdom and of its rule of grace and salvation, were here

and had to leave you because you refused us and our
message. See 9 :5 on the wrong interpretations.

When it is used as a conjunction «My is always adversative, R. 1187: “nevertheless.” Here it means that

in spite of this shaking off of the dust against the
inhabitants they are to keep realizing that the greatest
grace has come near, the kingdom of God itself, and
some may perhaps realize this so as to regret their
present action and to accept that kingdom. They are

thus to leave with a ﬁnal kind word. And this very
word may produce its salutary effect. The observation

is correct that e’qb' {mic could not be added here as it was
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in v. 9. The kingdom had come near, 'and that is all;
they were as far from it as it was from them.
12) I say to you, that for Sodom in that day it
shall be more endurahle than for that city.
It is thus that Jesus backs up his messengers. “I
say to you” is the voice of divine authority. As he

says, so it will be, for he will make it so. ’Amrérepov
(from dvéxopat, “to hold up,” “to endure”) refers to the
lighter penalty given “in that day,” the last day, the
ﬁnal judgment. Sodom (and Gomorrah, Matt. 10:15)
is a type of extreme wickedness and at the same time
a preliminary example of the ﬁnal judgment itself
(like the Flood and the destruction of Jerusalem).

Great as its guilt was, the guilt of those who reject
Jesus’ messengers and refuse the kingdom is greater,

and their ﬁnal punishment will be harder to bear. To
lie in sin and thus to perish is bad; to lie in sin and in

addition to reject grace and thus to perish is Worse.
The fact that this saying of Jesus involves the resurrection should not be questioned. 'Hell contains degrees
of suffering. To say that the fate of the damned is yet
to be deﬁnitely determined is to overlook the fact that
Jesus has already determined it. What is now long
settled in the Word will “in that day” be revealed and
pronounced publicly before the universe by Jesus, the
Judge himself. In “more endurable” there lies no probation after death; the implication is the very reverse.
13) Woe to thee, Chorazin! Woe to thee, Bethsaida! For if in Tyre and Sidon had occurred the
works of power that occurred in you, long ago, sitting in sackcloth and ashes, would they have re-

pented. Nevertheless, for Tyre and .Sidon it shall be
more endurahle in the judgment than for you. And
thou, Capernaum, shalt thou be exalted 'to the

heaven? To hades. shalt thou be cast down!
Matthew (11:20, etc.) records these wOrds as an
independent statement. They were, however, part of

the charge to the Seventy. The thought that some of
the cities to which Jesus was sending these messengers
would reject them and their message reminded him of
the small results that all his work had achieved in the
cities where he had spent so much effort. The Seventy
are to know how these cities will stand “in that day.”
To bring this out the more forcefully Jesus states how
they will compare with two noted heathen cities. The
Seventy will thus realize the gravity of their mission
and what it means for any city to refuse their message

in unbelief.
These woes were not uttered in anger, nor are they

a wish. Like the exclamation “blessed” in the Beatitudes, the woes constitute a judicial verdict which is
pronounced in advance by the divine Judge. Yet they
are not cold verdicts when they are thus pronounced
but are ﬁlled with deepest pathos. This is due to the fact
that they-are so terrible. They reveal the gentle Jesus
as also the mighty and the terrible Jesus. All the divine
power behind the Beatitudes is equally behind the j udicial woes.
The cities named here were the populous centers
in Galilee from which the ministry of Jesus radiated.
Chorazin is mentioned only here in the Gospels. Bethsaida was the home of some of the Twelve and is mentioned only a few times. Both are close to Capernaum,

on the west side of the lake, where Jesus even had his
home (John 2:12).
The two woes are established by the an clause
which states the terrible reason for their pronouncement. By a conditional sentence of past unreality (c:
with. the aorist constituting the protasis, and the

aorist with .1» the apodosis) the two pagan cities on
the Mediterranean coast are compared with Chorazin
and Bethsaida on the lake. Both pagan cities were
known as wicked cities, and Tyre was to be left as “a
place to spread nets,” was to be completely obliterated.
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Sidon is now a small place about twenty miles above
Tyre.
It should be noted that Jesus says nothing about
his Word and his preaching. He calls his miracles
Swims, “powder-deeds,” and not magic, “signs.” The latter term is usually combined with his person and his
Word as the latter is productive of faith. Jesus is not
speaking of saving faith; he remains on the lowest
level and deals only with the ﬁrst and natural impres-

sion- which his works of power ought to produce in
men’s hearts. These works ought at least to check men
in their careless course of sin as the men of Nineveh
halted in their wickedness when Jonah announced the
destruction of their city and brought them nothing but
the condemnation of the law without a word of the
gospel.
The remarkable thing is that Jesus says that these
cities “would have repented” if the same works of divine love had occurred in them that did occur in these
Jewish cities. God’s omniscience includes all possible
actions. Since the possible lies between the absolutely
necessary (God himself) and things that are free
(such as actual human actions), the knowledge of the
possible is called scientia media, under certain condi-

tions certain possible things would become actual,
which, however, for lack of the conditions do not become actual; yet God knows all about them and takes
them into account.

In the second place, Jesus is speaking of repentance
in the sense of outward desistance from gross sins and
crimes, the so-called peccata, clamntw, for which Tyre
and Sidon were notorious; not of the repentance'which
consists of spiritual conversion. The passage is dark:
ened when repentance is in this instance understood
to be the latter. Power-works cannot and are not intended to produce faith; but they ought to produce

contrition and terror at the thought of Almighty God.

Luke 10:13-15
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The case of Tyre and Sidon thus lies in the realm of
divine providence and not in that of saving grace. This
answers the question as to why such works of power

did not occur in Tyre and Sidon. This is only the general question as to why any number of possibilities—
and they are countless—did not and do not become
actualities. They belong to the mysteries of providence
which lie beyond mortal comprehension.
Yet all these possibilities, though they never became actualities, are adequately taken into account by
the divine Mind, especially also in the ﬁnal judgment
which shall be meted out to every man with absolute
justice. If “long ago,” after only a few such works of
power Tyre and Sidon would have put on sacking, a
dark, rough stuff that was- worn next to the skin as
the symbol of remorse and deepest humiliation, and
would have sat in ashes and covered the head and the
shoulders with ashes (Job 2:8) as a second sign of
utmost sorrow and mourning, this possibility, though

it did not become a reality, will without question not be
forgotten in God’s ﬁnal reckoning.
14) HM»; is again (v. 11) adversative, B.-D. 449:
“nevertheless,” although such works were not done,
and Tyre and Sidon did not repent, God will make the
sentence on these pagan cities lighter than that on the
Jewish cities as was already explained in v. 12.
15)

“And thou, Capernaum," the worst of all, is

the climax. Here Jesus made his home, and here more
numerous works of power were wrought—yet here,
too, in vain. The interrogative particle [1.1; implies a
negative reply on the part of the speaker: “thou surely

dost not expect to be so exalted as having been mine
own city and so highly favored by me ‘2” Yet the
speaker hints that Capernaum may not want to give

the negative reply. The hesitation caused by the question is ended with terriﬁc force: “To hades shalt thou
be cast down! whatever thou mayest expect.” Note the
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clashing contrast between the phrases “up to the
heaven" and “down to hades” which is doubled by the
prepositions for “up” and “down” in the compound
verbs. The greater the grace spurned, the more terrible

the damnation incurred.
The English hades and hell no more deserve a capital letter than do heaven and the heavens. “Hades,”
the unseen place (a privati'vum plus way), is here beyond question the opposite of heaven and thus must
mean hell. “Hades” is here not used as a translation of
sheol, for Jesus is not quoting though he may have
used sheol in the Aramaic. Note that Jesus does not
postpone Capernaum’s descent into hades until the
judgment day. Sodom had already gone down, Tyre
and Sidon would follow, and so would Chorazin, Bethsaida, and, the worst of them all, Capernaum.
Yet “hades” cannot mean das Totenreich, the realm
of the dead, into which some say all the dead descend.
If it is a place that is different from heaven and from
hell, a receptacle for all dead men which really existed,
it would be pointless for Jesus to declare that obdurate
Capernaum shall be cast thither—where else would
dead men go? No; hades is the place of the damned.
Compare, Smith, Dictionary of the Bible, ed. by Hackett, the discussion by' Bartlett under “Hell,” II, 1039;
Philippi, Gla/ubenslehre, VI, 57. Speculative thought
makes hades a condition instead of a place but only
clashes with the words uttered by Jesus; moreover,
wherein is a hellish condition different from a hellish
place?
16). The ﬁnal statement clinches the fact that
what Jesus said about these three Jewish cities ap-

plies to all others who act toward the gospel like
them although it is brought by his messengers instead
of by himself in person. He that hears you hears me;
and he that sets aside you sets aside me; but he that
sets aside me sets aside him that commissioned me.

Luke 10:16, 17'
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This is a double equation: you = me; me = my
Sender (as in 9:48) . This holds true because these
messengers say what Jesus bids them say, and Jesus
says what his Sender commissioned him to say. This
word naturally applies to those who today preach and
teach what Jesus bids them say and not to those who
alter his Word in any way. The conclusion is also evident: to accept what these messengers say is to accept
what Jesus says in perSon, what his Father says. Yet
Jesus emphasizes the negative conclusion: he that sets
aside, etc. Note that already setting aside damns. One
does not need to curse the Word or to persecute its
bearers. Jesus spoke of cities, but he makes it plain that
this does not refer to masses but to individuals: “he
the. ,” etc. All that was stated from v. 8 onward impresses the Seventy with the greatness and the gravity

of their mission. Heaven and hell depend on their
words. God himself is back of them.
17) Now the Seventy returned with joy, saying,
Lord, even the demons are submitting to us in thy
name.
They do not seem to have been away a long time.
We conclude this, not from the fact that Luke reports
their return immediately after their commissioning,

but from their number, thirty-ﬁve pairs, the territory
in which they worked (Perea mostly), and the general
situation, Jesus’ now facing Jerusalem (9 :51). A meet-

ing place and a time for their return must have been
ﬁxed in advance as was done in the case of the Twelve
(9:10). We do not know where they gathered, but it
was probably somewhere south of the lake along the

general route that Jesus intended to take as he traveled
southward. All alike returned with joy; there is no
note of failure or of disappointment in their report.

What elated them especially was the fact that even the
demons were submitting to them in Jesus’ name. Kai,

“even,” shows that diseases also yielded to Jesus’ name.
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Jesus had not laid such stress on expelling demons, in
v. 9 only the healing of diseases is mentioned, the expulsion of demons was apparently tacitly included. But
the Seventy regard this as being especially noteworthy.
See 4:33 on demoniac possession.
They rejoice, not so much because they were re-

ceived with open arms, or because their message about
the kingdom and its nearness found ready acceptance,
or because they were accounted worthy to be the missionaries of Jesus, or because they themselves felt the
full blessedness of the kingdom, but because devils
obeyed them. “In thy name” is explained in 9:48: “in
connection with the revelation of Jesus.” The Seventy
give all credit to Jesus.

Since demons are concerned, we note that the
“name” was not used as a charm. Charms forsake God,
use the holy names in forbidden ways, and are, therefore, employed in cases where prayer in Jesus’ name
seems to bring no results. There is no power of Jesus
and his name in any charm. These are only subtle, cunning means of the devil himself by which he holds
men's minds and makes them turn from God. And no
charm ever healed a disease or drove out a demon.
18) But he said to them: I was beholding Satan
fall like lightning out of the heaven. Lo, I have given
you the authority to trample upon serpents and
scorpions and on all the power of the enemy; and
nothing shall in any way harm you. Nevertheless,
in this stop rejoicing that the spirits are submitting
to you but go on rejoicing that your names have been
enrolled in the heavens.
This answer of Jesus intends to correct the faulty
view of the Seventy as it appears in their great joy
over their ability to cast out demons. Jesus reveals
what lies back of this ability which he had conferred
upon them. It is the complete fall of Satan himself, the

Luke 10:18
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head and ruler of the demon kingdom. This does not
mean merely that some demons are defeated by the

name of Jesus; this phenomenon is only part of the
evidence that Satan himself has fallen in defeat. And
this explains all other phenomena on the victorious
course of the disciples. The joy of the disciples should
thus reach much farther and include especially the real
cause that is back of the powerlessness of the demons.
Jesus speaks dramatically. A far look comes into
his eyes as he says: .“I was beholding Satan,” etc. The
imperfect 619:6va, followed by the predicative aorist
participle» maéwa, makes the tenses stand out. The
former is descriptive and thus dramatic. This beholding is one that ﬁts the object, namely Satan, a spirit,
and does not refer to the physical eye but to Jesus’
supernatural sight. The participle is timeless (R.
1114), which is better than to call it constative (R.
864 and W. P.) . Jesus was not beholding the progress
of Satan’s fall but the fall as a ﬂash of lightning, an
instantaneous fall and ﬂash. It is well to remember
that Satan is a spirit, and that this fall occurred in the
supernatural world where no time exists. In connections such as this “out of the heaven” does not refer
to place or space but to supernatural blessedness or to
supernatural power, here to the latter. “All his power
evanesced,” Leyser. This does not mean that Satan had

his abode in heaven and was ejected and thus fell like
a ﬂash of lightning, but that his power was exalted as

high as heaven, and that from that height he fell in
terriﬁc defeat, Isa. 14:12. He is conquered and cannot
rule as he pleases and carry out his diabolical designs.

When this occurred is not stated. Two periods deserve our attention: one, when Satan lost his ﬁrst

estate and was cast out of heaven; the other when he
met his decisive defeat at the hands of Jesus at the
time of the temptation in the wilderness. The latter is
the better in every way. It is hard to conceive that
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Jesus is speaking of something that he beheld in his
pre-existent state in heaven; he would hardly say re-

garding that, “I was beholding.” He speaks as one who
himself caused that fatal fall, who struck the blow that
hurled the prince of evil down, as one who thus stood
as victor and in triumph beheld him fall. 'Moreover,
Jesus mentions this fall as the cause that the demons

must now leave their victims when they are com-‘manded by the disciples “in Jesus’ name” ; this points
decidedly to Jesus as being the cause of Satan’s fall.
Some of the ancient fathers thought of the incarnation
as the cause; others have thought of the success of the
Seventy in their mission; still other opinions are held.
19) Because Satan fell thus in defeat before
Jesus, therefore Jesus can bestow the spoils of victory
upon his disciples. Not because Satan was thrown from

heaven, but because Jesus had defeated him and
thrown him out of his rule and dominion does he now
say: “Lo, I have given you authority,” etc., and the
perfect tense implies that this gift is still in force.
“Authority,” isovaia, includes both the power and the
right to exercise that power. This authority is “to
trample upon serpents and scorpions and on all the
power of the enemy” with the effect that “nothing shall
in any way hurt you." The inﬁnitive 1'05 mmdv is the
complement of the noun (R. 1076) .: “authority to go
on trampling.” Whether we prefer the reading that has

the future indicative «amine; or the one that has the aorist subjunctive ﬂunk-q is only a textual matter, and the
readings generally vary where such forms are con-

cerned; both refer equally to the future, and both may
have the strong negative 01') ,uﬁ, to which in this case
there is added a third negative ot'o‘év, the neuter subject:
“nothing shall in any wise hurt you.”
We see at once that “all the power of the enemy”
is comprehensive, and that “the enemy” is here Satan,
and that “enemy” is to be understood in its usual sense

of personal antagonist. Moreover, “the enemy” is a
generic term which has come to designate a speciﬁc
person because it is his very nature to be an enemy.
Whose enemy he is does not. need to be stated. He,
indeed, has “power,” but the Seventy have authority
from Jesus “to trample or tread” on it, which means
more than to defeat that power, it includes the scorning and the derision of that power and of “all” of it,
in both the physical and the spiritual domain.
Thus “serpents and scorpions,” that are noted for
their deadliness, are named only as specimens and
illustrations of that power. They recall Ps. 91 :13, 14:
“Thou shalt tread upon the lion and adder, the young
lion and the dragon shalt thou trample under feet; because he hath set his love upon me, therefore will I
deliver him: I will set him on high, because he hath
known my name.” Rom. 16 :20: “The God of peace shall
bruise Satan under your feet shortly.” “To trample
on serpents and scorpions” is not so much ﬁgurative as
symbolical. We have no record that any disciple ever
trampled on a venomous snake or a scorpion. In Acts
28 :5 an adder fastened itself on Paul’s hand but never
harmed him. That this escape is included in Jesus’
words seems plain. We thus regard Jesus’ words as
applying to all such creatures and such forces as Satan
might use to stop the victorious mission of the mes—
sengers of Jesus. Countless instances of this kind of
escape have occurred and still occur.
But this does not mean that Jesus lifts his mes-

sengers above all the destructive forces of nature. Nor
does it mean that they may in a foolhardy way disregard all natural dangers, which would be nothing but
playing into Satan’s hands by tempting God (4:10).
Nor does this symbolism lift the disciples above all persecution that is stimulated by Satan and above a pos-

sible martyr’s death. All the passages that speak of
persecution declare the contrary. But the words of
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Jesus mean that Satan cannot inﬂict persecution and
death at will. Only when Jesus himself wants us to
suffer and to die in the interest of his kingdom do such
things come upon us. Then we accept them as being

sent by him. And even then we trample on all Satan’s
power as did all the martyrs who died in triumph and
by so dying defeated Satan. Thus the symbolism of
“serpents andscorpions” extends much farther, namely
to all the deadly delusions, deceptions, and poisonous
falsehoods of Satan, “that old serpent, the devil.” These
spiritual powers are destroyed by the divine power of
the message of Jesus’ disciples. This is the supreme
€Eovot'a. that Jesus bestows on his gospel messengers.
The defeated enemy shall constantly display his defeat

before the divine Word in the hands of Jesus’ messengers.

I

20) See v. 11 on «My. “Nevertheless” means that,
although all this is true as just stated by Jesus, and although all this affords much cause for joy to the Seventy, not in this are they to go on rejoicing, “that the
demons are submitting to you.” Why not rejoice in
this? Because it would be dangerous. Matt. 7 :22 shows
that one may even prophesy, cast out devils, and do
wonderful things and yet be lost. It is not the exercise
of some charism that saves but this fact that our names
are written in the book of life. Casting out ever so
many devils does not insure our own escape from the
devil. This joy may lead to pride, to false notions of
merit, and to other dangers to ourselves. We must be

careful not to slip “rather,” way, into the text (A.
V.), for it would change the sense. We are not to rejoice at all over our ability to conquer demons. That is

something outside of us, something that is really not
done by us but by Jesus, in which we are only his tools.
We are to go on rejoicing in something that is, indeed, personal to ourselves and not as having been done
by us but as having been done for us. The second 511
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is declarative like the ﬁrst which it matches; and iv
1015119 is to be repeated in thought. Our constant and
abiding joy (durative present imperative) is in this
“that our names have been enrolled in heaven,” the
perfect denoting that they now stand so enrolled. Note

well the passive: God enrolled them, this he did for us.
The ﬁgure may be taken from the genealogical records

that were kept by the Jews, in which only their people’s
names were entered. To get the force of the expression

compare the passages on blotting out (negative) and
on being written in (positive) : Exod. 32:32; Ps.
69:28; Isa.. 4:3; Phil. 4:3; Dan. 12:1; Rev. 3:5; 13:8;

20:12; 21:27.
To be enrolled in the heavens means to be justiﬁed
by God and to be accepted by him as one of his children; and to be permanently so enrolled means that
we are among the number of the elect. The book of life
is Christ, in whom all are written who are brought
to faith by his gospel. Compare, Concordia Triglotta, 1066, 13, 25, 66, 70, 89, where the boOk of
life is presented as Christ, and where it is shown what
it means to be written in that book. Our joy over being
written in this book is to increase until in heaven itself we see our names written there. To have our names
thus written is the greatest victory over Satan. Valerius Herberger chose Luke 10:20 as his funeral text
and requested the following outline: 1) .Who the writer

is that records our names in heaven; 2) what is meant
by the ink; 3) what the pen is; 4) what the book is; 5)
what the writing itself is.
21) In that very hour he exulted in the Holy
Spirit and said: I openly confess to thy honor,
Father, Lord of the heaven and of the earth, that
thou didst conceal these things from the wise and
intellectual and didst reveal them to babes. Yes,

Father, because thus it was good pleasure before
thee!
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Matt. 11:25 offers only the general connection that
Jesus spoke these words “at that season” ; Luke, however, connects closely by writing “in that very hour,”
namely when he told the Seventy in what to rejoice.
He himself not only rejoiced but actually exulted and
exclaimed in overﬂowing joy. “In the Holy Spirit” is
not a locative dative (R. 524), nor the instrumental,
for it names neither the place where the exultation
occurred nor the instrument by which Jesus exulted
—no person, least of all the person of the Holy Spirit,

is treated in that manner. This is the dative which
names the originator (B.-P. 5) : the Holy Spirit caused
this exultation and jubilant outburst on the part of
Jesus. The Spirit'had been poured out upon Jesus and

wrought with him, 4:18. The verb c’éopoxoyezaOa; and
this signiﬁcant dative mean much more than “to
thank” (our versions) or even “to praise” (R. V.
margin). The intensiﬁcation by means of ('1: adds to
the idea of acknowledging or confessing the notion of
greatness or of openness: “I openly confess '(or acknowledge) to thy honor"; and an states what is thus
acknowledged.
As the essential Son, Jesus used the unqualiﬁed ad-

dress, “Father.” He is speaking to this Father in the
presence of the assembled disciples and others (v. 23)
for them to hear. But another relation is to be noted,
one which reveals the supreme majesty of this Father
of Jesus: “Lord of the heaven and of the earth,” i. .e.,
as the Creator and Ruler of the universe. This majesty
is made to stand out in overwhelming contrast to “wise
and intellectual men,” who in their superior wisdom
close their hearts against his revelation, and in another
contrast to “babes” who are blessed with this revelation. What a marvel that the eternal Father and the
eternal Son with the Spirit, to whom all heaven and
earth bow in submission, should condescend to people
who are nothing but helpless infants and babes! Yet

in the very word vﬁwwt there lies the hint of the reason
that he thus blesses them.
The act for which Jesus gives the Father such
credit is a double one: concealing certain things from
wise and intellectual men and revealing them to men
who, compared with these, are nothing but babes. The
absence of the articles with oo¢o£, WVETOL’, and wjmoi keeps
the stress on the qualities indicated. The ﬁrst two
terms apply to one general class, and the verbal «ravens:
is one of the few that are used in an active sense in the
New Testament, R. 1097. While the scribes and the
Pharisees are the types referred to, all others are included who are ﬁlled with the sufﬁciency of their own
intellectual and educational acquirements in matters of
religion. Being wise and intellectual like the rabbis
with their false theology and its equally false application to life, nothing of the true revelation and theology
of God can be conveyed to them though it come from

him as the supreme Ruler of the universe itself. Hence
Jesus says that the Father concealed these things from
them. He made and fashioned them for poor sinners,
i. e., only such could receive them; he could not have
made them otherwise. There is no need to specify what
min and and mean; they are “the things” of which

Jesus speaks in v. 18-20, the gospel by which men’s
names are recorded in heaven.
The aorists are important: ﬁwe'xpvlllac, anxdauwac, and
z-ye’mo. This proceeding is something that is settled
from the very start, a ﬁxed and unalterable thing that
was determined by God in the beginning when he designed his grace for our fallen race. Only the great

fact is stated by these aorists, and no reason is added
why God did as he did. Yet in the designations “wise
and intellectual," on the one hand, and “babes,” on the

other, the reason for God’s act is intimated. The wise
and intellectual are ﬁlled up with their own learned
ideas, and thus God, ﬁnding them ﬁlled, satisﬁed, and,
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puffed up with what they have by their own abilities,
can give them nothing. He has no grace that he can
bestow on them.
The babes, however, are such as have everything
to acquire and as such realize their emptiness. They
are the poor, the hungry, the weeping ones (6 :21, 22) ,
that are as children (Matt. 18 :3), are like Paul (Phil.

3:8). Having nothing, God can ﬁll them with everything by his revelation. It is thus that God found that
he could extend grace; he found no other way. He arranged it so that nothing was required of us, that all
should come from him. If high intellectual attainments
were required on our part, this would automatically
shut out all who have no such attainments. If we had
to bring something on our part, grace, too, would be.
only partial and not complete on God’s part. Moreover,
the fact is that no man can bring anything, and if he
thinks he can, he only deceives himself. The Father had
to proceed as he did.
We must, however, add that no man is a wimos by
nature, be his education ever so primitive. And I Cor.
1 :26 makes it plain that the sense of Jesus’ word is not
that the gospel is intended only for the ignorant and
not for the educated. “Wise,” “intellectual,” and
“babes” are used here, not as antecedent to the gospel,
but as subsequent to its work upon men. Every man,

the most ignorant as well as the most learned, has
some pet religious wisdom of his own with which he
at ﬁrst reacts against the gospel of grace. It is this
gospel which abolishes that pet wisdom by its power
and makes men infants (John 3 :3) so that they receive
everything from God. This work succeeds in the case
of some of the most learned and highly educated. But
some, ignorant or learned, cling to their foolish wisdom
in spite of all the efforts of grace. These were not only
the scribes and Pharisees but hosts of unlearned Jews
as well, who let these leaders sway them. So today some
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of the worst opponents of the gospel are those who
hang to the coattails of the scientists and advanced religious thinkers. All these are the “wise and intellec-

tual” that are spoken of by Jesus.
.

With “yea” Jesus emphatically afﬁrms what he has

just said. The Father’s action has the fullest approval
of Jesus. The article may be used with the vocative as
the Hebrew and the Aramaic use it regularly, the

vocative then takes the nominative form a warﬁp whereas we before have mirtp. Is an “because” (“for,” our
versions) or a repetition of the preceding 57:? Have
we here the reason that God concealed and revealed as
he did or simply a repetition of what he did stated in
other words? Grammar has no way in which to decide.
The commentators usually prefer “that” (declarative
5n) and supply egopoxoyoﬁpal; both particles are made
causal in the A. V. The simple fact is that in the case
of verbs of this kind it makes practically no difference

whether we state why we praise or what we praise; the
thing we praise is the reason for the praise.

Yet the reason that the Father did what he did
would seem to need some explanation. One explanation

we have noted, the one that lies in the designation of
the persons. But that takes us only halfway. The pro-

foundest explanation lies in the Father himself. And
Jesus gives this by saying that it was his disoxc'a. The
objection that the incomprehensible acts of God are not
made comprehensible by being traced back to his
equally incomprehensible will misunderstands the
ewoxia, a standard term in the New Testament. This
is not an arbitrary, incomprehensible will or decree
but the “good pleasure” or “good thought” of God, his
gracious purpose and will of salvation as all the clear
passages show, Eph. 1 :5, 9; Phil. 2 :13; II Thess. 1 :11;
also Luke 12:32; II Pet. 1:17. “In Christ he saves us
out of pure mercy, without any merit or good works
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of ours, according to the purpose of his will.” Concordia Triglotta, 1092-3.
The ultimate source of our salvation is this great
ataxia. When God’s acts (concealing, revealing) are
traced back to this source, the ultimate point is

reached. If man was to be saved, God had to save him,
and by his “good thought” he devised means and ways
for doing this that were in harmony with his own
being and nature. Since oﬁme refers to the acts of concealing and revealing, we regard (in as giving the reason for these acts: “because it was eudokia in thy
sight." And who in all the World could suggest a better
plan or method than this that found the Father’s ap-

proval? In the Hebraic empowe’v 001’, “in front of thee,”
the majesty indicated in “Lord,” etc., again comes out.
22) All things were given to me by my Father;
and no one knows who the Son is except the Father;
and who the Father is except the Son and he to whom
the Son may will to reveal him.
Luke (and Matthew) records some of the deep
things that pertain to divine relationships in which
John delights, R., W. P.: “No sane criticism can get
rid of this Johannine bit in these Gospels, written long
before the fourth Gospel was composed . . . . It is idle
to Whittle away by fantastic exegesis the high claims

made by Jesus in this passage. It is an ecstatic prayer
made in the presence of the Seventy under the rapture
of the Holy Ghost on terms of perfect equality and understanding between the Father and the Son in the tone
of the priestly prayer in John 17. We are justiﬁed in
saying that this prayer of supreme fellowship with the
Father in contemplation of the ﬁnal victory over Satan gives us a glimpse of. the prayers with the Father
when the Son spent a whole night on the mountain
alone with the Father.”
In view of Matt. 28 :18; John 3:35; 13 :3; 17:2, “all
things” admits of no restriction. Those who attempt
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the restriction “all things connected with the eudokia,

or with the kingdom, or with the work of salvation,”
are answered by Eph. 1:10, 22. Since establishing the
kingdom involves power over all hostile forces on earth
and in hell, nothing is left to be exempted from mirra.
“All things: earth, heaven, and hell; men, angels, and
devils; time, death, and eternity; all things: salvation
and damnation; grace and judgment; life and death;
all things: truth, righteousness, glory, peace and joy,
consolation and refreshing, rest and hope, deliverance
from sin, victory in temptation, overcoming the world,
communion with God, the life in God—all things have
been delivered unto him. He is the almighty Lord, the
Giver of divine gifts of grace, the Executor of all divine works, the Prince of life, and, therefore, the Captain of our salvation.” Petri.
The passive wap¢36917 has the agent added in the
regular manner by 51:6: “were handed over by my

Father." “By this he indicates that he is true man,
who has received them from the Father. For neither
would God deliver all things to one who was only man,
nor would one who was only God receive them from
another. For neither is it possible for one who is only

man to be over all things, nor for one who is only God
to be beneath God. Thus in this one person true God
and true man are joined together.” Luther. The aorist
cannot refer to the exaltation of Jesus’ human nature
but goes back to the act of incarnation. Then there
“was given” to him all divine power and majesty,
which he, however, used only as these were needed in
his ministry during the days of his humiliation (as in
performing the miracles), and he did not enter upon
their absolute use until he arose from the dead in the
exaltation of his human nature. As the Son he was
equal to the Father, but as man he was beneath the
Father and received “all things” from him. Concordia
Triglotta, 1033, 55.
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Kai coordinates; we do not regard it as being equal
to 76p. We ﬁrst had the human nature, of which we
must know that all things were given to it- when it was
joined to the divine. We now hear of the divine nature
as it was joined to the human. Between the Son and
the Father there exists a peculiar relation: these two
alone “know” each other—all others are shut out. Mat-

thew uses the stronger compound e’mywéam whereas
Luke is content with the simplex. Either verb becomes
exalted when the subjects and the objects are noted,
the Son and the Father, and their divine relation to
each other. Although the mutual knowledge of these
two is ineffable in its divinity, Luther rightly points

out that this knowledge is mentioned here with reference to us and our saving knowledge of the Son and of
the Father. He calls it theological and not at all philosophical and by this means what especially concerns

us, namely that the Father and the Son know each
other’s will, mind, and thought as these pertain to us.
And so the third statement follows: “and he to
whom,” etc. Luther writes that there is no reluctance

on the part of the Son to reveal the Father but the vast
condescension of the Son of this Lord of heaven and
earth (v. 21). It is he to whom all things were given
who speaks here. “He to whom,” etc., means the

“babes.” In [immanent we have the ctSom’a; the Father’s
good pleasure and the Son’s will are one. This is no

arbitrary selection of persons who are admitted to this
knowledge but the pure grace which ﬁlls all whom it
can bring to discard their own empty and haughty wisdom. The idea is an experimental knowledge and revelation and not one that is merely intellectual—as chil-

dren know their father from all the manifestations of
his fatherhood and love. This is supreme spiritual
blessedness but a closed book to the wise and intellectual of the world. Only by the Son’s revelation can
anyone ever knbw the Father and by no wisdom of his
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own. “Here the bottom falls out of all merit, all powers
and abilities of reason, or the free will men dream of,
and it all counts as nothing before God; Christ must
do.=and must give everything,” Luther. Jesus wills to
reveal the Father only through his own person, work,

and Word, John 14:6, 9-11; for in no other way can a
poor sinner ever come to know the Father.
23) And having turned to the disciples, he said
in private: Blessed the eyes that see what you are
seeing! For I say to you, That many prophets and
kings wanted to see what you are seeing and did not

see, and to hear what you are hearing and did not
hear.

Jesus said to the Seventy what he said to the
Twelve in another connection, Matt. 13:16, 17. The
action of turning to the disciples (here the Seventy,

v. 17) and speaking to them privately (Kar' stay, an
idiomatic phrase) means that others, too, were present,
but that this beatitude applies only to the disciples and

not to others. Maxdpwt is used exactly as it was in the
great beatitudes recorded in Matt. 5; compare Luke
6:20. The verdict of blessedness is pronounced upon
all the eyes which are seeing what the Seventy are seeing; in Matthew, Jesus speaks only of the eyes of the
Twelve and in more marked contrast to the eyes of
others who see and yet fail to see, and in Matthew he
also mentions the ears of the Twelve.The source of the blessedness has been indicated
in the previous verses; the means are named here and
the source and the means belong together. God uses
the ordinary eyes (and ears) of the disciples when he
is bestowing and increasing the blessedness of the disciples. So only the ordinary functions of the eyes (and
ears) are mentioned, exam and dxodcw. As far as the
Seventy and any other disciples are concerned, they
do no more than the unbelie‘ving Jews do, they just
see and hear. The fact that by this means they obtain
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the heavenly blessedness is, of course, not due to their
eyes or their ears but to the divine Giver who uses
these bodily senses for his bestowal; all other men
might obtain the same blessedness in the same way, but
they prevent this by their wilful and obdurate unbelief.
24) With ydp Jesus explains how great the'blessedness of the disciples really is. “I say to you” is the
voice of authority which no one can rightly contradict.
The greatness of the disciples’ blessedness appears
when it is compared with that of “the prophets and
kings” of all past times. The prophets were certainly
highly blessed by receiving immediate, direct revelations from God. They had the Messianic promises at
ﬁrsthand. Luke writes “kings” whereas Matthew has
“righteous ones," and, of .course, only the righteous
kings of Israel are referred to such as David, Solomon,
Hezekiah, Josiah, etc. “Kings” are mentioned because,
next to the prophets, they were best known individually. As true believers in the old covenant they accepted
the revelations of the prophets and anxiously longed
for the fulﬁllment of the great. Messianic promises.

Greater than the unquestioned blessedness of all
these—and they were “many"—is that of the disciples
of Jesus. The ancient saints had only the promises,
shadows, types, etc., on which to rest their faith and
with which to delight their souls. No wonder “they
wanted to see what you are seeing" and “to hear what
you are hearing !” The aorists zsezy and dxoﬁa’at are cons-

tative, and ‘bﬂd‘i is emphatic by placing the Seventy over
against all those prophets and kings. But they all died
before the time came in which all they longed for is
being seen and being heard (progressive present
tenses) by the disciples. They did not see and did not
hear (historical aorists which state the negative facts
as such). The great blessedness of the disciples lies
in seeing and in hearing the actual fulﬁllment of what
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the ancients possessed only in promises. They ought
to recognize and to prize this abounding grace.
25)‘ And lo, a lawyer stood up, tempting him by
saying, Teacher, by doing what shall I inherit life
eternal?
The incident of the lawyer appears to have occurred
immediately after Jesus spoke his exulting prayer and
then turned to the Seventy with his beatitude -(v. 2124). This means that other people were present and
had learned everything, also what Jesus said to the
Seventy in particular. Among them was this vopmés,
“lawyer,” one learned in the law, Rechtskundiger. The
Ypapparcis, “scribes,” seem to have been the great class
of which the lawyers were a part and the vopoSuSdaxaAOt,
“law teachers,” another class, C.-K. 759. This man
was well versed in all that the Old Testament and the
Jewish tradition had to say about the law. The addition of 11's is like our indeﬁnite article: “a lawyer," and
says nothing more about him. Just how he was “tempting” or tying out Jesus does not appear from the narrative, and various answers are given, beginning with
the idea that he wanted to see only what Jesus would
say to this question, and grading up to the evil intention to elicit an answer from Jesus that would be in

conﬂict with the conceptions the Jews had of the law.
Another difference plays in: some think that this
incident has no connection with the preceding, others
that it certainly has. Some think that this lawyer
thought up his own question, others that it was caused
by the prayer of Jesus and by the beatitude that had
been pronounced upon the Seventy. Kai i806 substantiates the latter view since Luke never uses it elsewhere
to introduce a narrative that is disconnected from

what precedes. So we take the tempting point to be the
fact that this man was disconcerted by what he had
heard and offered his question to show that more was
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required for life eternal than just to see and to hear
what Jesus was showing the Seventy. In determining
our answer we should also note the way in which Jesus
treats this lawyer, namely with kindly patience by

showing him that doing the law requires a new heart.
“Teacher” is not the address of one professional
man to another but the ordinary form of address to
one who preached and taught constantly. The man does
not ask how he may obtain life eternal as if he were
at a loss as to the way and the means. On the contrary,
he thinks that he knows how quite well, it must be by
doing something, hence he uses n’ waning with its aorist

participle: “By- having done what?” The lawyer feels
uncertain as to what he ought to do but certain that he
must do and perform something. What, then, will Jesus
name? This lawyer is by no means ready to accept
what Jesus may name; on the contrary, his tempting
Jesus indicates that he expects an answer which he
will challenge and with which he will charge Jesus.
We thus see that his own head is ﬁlled with nothing
but Pelagia'nism, with bald work-righteousness. The
best feature about the man is that he is concerned
about obtaining eternal life.
It is John who uses (an; thirty-four times in his
writings, and this word always refers to the life prin-

ciple itself which makes us spiritually alive just as

4mm; makes us physically alive. No science has fathomed what natural life really is, and the essence of
spiritual life is naturally still more mysterious. Both
natural and spiritual life are known by their functions
and their acts. The reception of the (an; is that regeneration of which Jesus spoke to Nicodemus at length. This
life is azu’wwe, “eternal,” going on through the eons unaffected by temporal death which only transfers this
life into the heavenly world. It may be lost, and it
ceases in us when we wickedly and wilfully cut ourselves oif from its. divine source, Christ, the Life. Just
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what conception the lawyer had of this life that he
desired so much we are unable to say.
An issue is often made of the verb KAnpovopeZv as derived from xiﬁpoe or “lot” by declaring that the lawyer’s
question involves a contradiction, doing and inheriting
exclude each other. But we note that Jesus ﬁnds no
fault with the question and does not correct this supposed contradiction. He himself interprets the man’s
meaning when he says, “This he doing and thou shalt
live!” The verb is used speciﬁcally when sonship and
.heirship are stressed, which is not the case here; in
other connections it is used in the general sense of obtaining or having a portion in something. But inheriting need not exclude all idea of merit as many a last
will and testament shows when a larger portion is
bequeathed to a more faithful child, or when a friend,
a benefactor, a person who has rendered some valuable

service are remembered.
26)

But he said to him: In the law what has

been written?

How dost than read?

The mastery of this double counterquestion is not
always perceived. Jesus lets the lawyer answer his
own question and directs only that he do so from the
law. The counterquestions are so natural and simple
that the lawyer could raise no objection. He had said,
“Teacher,” and now the “Teacher” was asking him

something that he certainly ought to know and, in fact,
did know as a lawyer. And so the intent to tempt Jesus
.is completely wiped out. The more one thinks of how

simply and naturally this was done and done at once,
the more one marvels at the mind that did this. The
very ﬁrst phrase disarms this would: by referring him
for his answer to the wines and not to some abstruse
and intricate thing in the law, of which he had never
heard, but to something, as the question of Jesus im-

plies, that he himself ~most certainly well knew.
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Note the emphasis: “In the law—what has been
written ?” i. e., in the Torah of Moses, and the perfect
tense implies that, once written, it stands so for all
time. “How readest thou ?” merely asks. the lawyer to
quote the words. Jesus credits him with knowing and
with being able to quote the words from the law, and
that, too, was masterly on his part. Jesus bids the
lawyer cooperate with him; Jesus is ready to agree
with him; with these little questions he removes anything like diﬁ'erences or antagonism between them.
The psychology is simply perfect.
27) And he answering said, Thou shalt love the
Lord, thy God, out of thy whole heart, and in thy
whole soul, and in thy whole strength, and in thy
whole mind; and thy neighbor as thyself.
This is a quotation from Deut. 6:4, 5 and Lev.
19 :18; the Hebrew and the LXX agree, the latter adds
the phrase “and in thy whole mind.” This lawyer reveals that he has, indeed, studied the law to some purpose and has discovered the two commandments which
are the very heart of what God requires of us. Note

dyamiv in “thou shalt love the Lord, thy God,” which
expresses the love of intelligence and purpose and is
thus far above ¢u\€ZV, the love of 'mere liking and affection. It would be impossible to use the latter here. The
former implies that we know the true God in all his.
greatness and grace, and that we accordingly turn to
him with all our being. It would be impossible to apply
to 4>u\¢iv the deep phrases: “out of thy whole heart,”
etc.; (i‘yamiv really involves them. The future tense-

dyamiam is used in legal phrasing as a substitute for the
imperative (R. 330), and the future is volitive, (R.
943) and here also expresses the lawgiver’s will.
Képws is Yahweh, “I am that I am,” the unchanging
covenant Lord; and 6 (9:6: aov is Eloheka, the God of'
power and might who employs all his power in behalf’
of “thee,” his covenant child. In Yahweh we have the
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covenant grace and in Eloheka with its possessive
“thy” another expression of grace, the Omnipotent in
association with thee and with me. Both names of God
constitute one comprehensive name, and both are gospel names and thus furnish the motive which is to
actuate us in doing the law, the motive of trust in his
grace and of love because of that grace. This is constantly overlooked also by this lawyer with his idea of
work-righteousness.
The four phrases that follow are not condensed:
“out of thy whole heart, soul, strength, and mind,” but
spread out so as to put equal emphasis on each one.
Yet the heart is ﬁrst, the soul next, and the strength
and the mind last. On this psychological order read
Delitzsch, Biblische Psychologie, 248, etc. The Biblical
conception of the leb, xapSia, “heart,” makes it the very
center of our being and personality; here dwells also
the #11905, “the life” or “soul”; here resides the
“strength," and here functions the “mind.” The nephesh or W is the life which animates the body, the

consciousness of which is in the “heart”; and the Suivoul
is the reason together with all its functions, namely its
thoughts, ideas, convictions, according to which the
heart and the personality act. The 50705; is named last in
Mark 12:29 but third in the present quotation,
“strength” in the sense of a possession, whether it is
put forth or not, the energy which the personality is
able to put forth at any time. Since this is God’s own
commandment which was uttered by his own mouth,

we have here man’s psychology as this is conceived by
man’s own Creator who certainly knows man better

than man can know himself now that sin has darkened
his reason.
In Matt. 22:37 all the phrases are construed with
(’v, in Mark they are construed with in (as is done in the
LXX). Although “in” and “out of” seem to be Opposites they here express the same idea with only a
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formal difference. “In” denotes sphere; “out of” denotes source. The love that is “in” this sphere cemes
“out of” it as its source. Luke has oil: only with reference to the heart; this is followed by three év. It is probably correct to say that he mice the former only because
it is common with reference to the heart so that no difference is intended. But the adjective “whole” is
stressed in all four phrases, its very repetition hammers it in. God will have no mere part of, allow no
division or subtraction of Our love. Not even the smallest corner is to be closed against him and reserved for
another. Do we ask why? Because none other and nothing other can be placed beside God; no one and nothing
bear the relation to us that the Lord, our- God, does.
For us to give part of our heart, etc., to someone or
something else would be to pretend that someone or
something really does stand toward us as God does,
which would be. a‘ monstrous lie. This quotation constituted the sh°ma which was inscribed on parchment
and placed in the capsule of the phylacteries.
From the long list given in Lev. 19 the lawyer adds
the eighteenth verse but omits the verb : “and thy neighbor as thyself.” The verb is already expressed“, it is the
same intelligent and purposeful love as that which is
shown toward God. Since this is the love of man to
man, its degree cannot be the same as that which is
shown toward God but can be only “as thyself.” Every
man naturally loves himself, and all he needs to do is

to measure his love for his neighbor by that love for
himself. To the degree that the latter falls short of the
former his self-love is selﬁshness; and there is no
danger that his love for his neighbor will ever exceed

his love for himself. ‘0 «Malay (the adverb made a noun
which is used also as a noun without the article in v. 20
and 36, R. 726) is one near us, i. e., one with whom we
come into contact, no matter who he may be. It is unwarranted to extend this so as to include all men, for

Luke 10: 27’, 28
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how can I love one of whose very existence I know
nothing?
This love to our neighbor could not be expressed
by (Much: for the simple reason that liking would not be
enough, and that we could not possibly like everyone

with whom we come in contact. We could not embrace
and kiss some vicious individual, but we can love
(dyamiv) him with the intelligence that comprehends
his evil state and with the noble and true purpose of
altering that state. This love always makes the true
interests of the neighbor its own. The love to God and
that to the neighbor are placed side by side as one divine command, yet the natural order of love to God and

then love to man is conserved.
28) And he said to him: Rightly didst thou
answer! This keep doing and thou shalt live!
“Youare perfectly right,” Jesus says, “all you have
to do is to live up to your answer and you will surely
live 1” This instant and complete agreement on the part
of Jesus probably surprised this lawyer. And more so
did the direct answer which Jesus gave him, which
ﬁtted his question exactly in regard to doing what
would secure life eternal for him: “This keep doing,”
and as a result “thou shalt live,” i. e., have life eternal
as thy lot. The present imperative “keep doing” means
without a single break, for one failure would bring in
sin and guilt and would thereby raise an entirely differ-

ent question. The answer of Jesus is directed ad
hominem by regarding the law as this work-righteous
lawyer understood its purpose. That answer intended
to show him his fatal mistake regarding the law as a
means of securing life. The trouble with the self-right-

eous is that they overlook the name of grace in the
law: “the Lord, thy God,” which is at the very head
of the law and establishes the fact that this God never
intended to offer the law to a sinner as the way to
eternal life, Gal. 3 :21. The work-righteous also alter
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the law and suppose that a partial and an outward doing of its precepts is all that the law requires.
29) Jesus spoke as if the matter were ended.
What more was there to say? The lawyer’s tempting
purpose had turned to water. The matter had turned.
out to be entirely too simple as it, indeed, always is for'
the work-righteous—just let them do what they‘themselves must say that the law requires. If this cure
does not work, nothing else will. But he, wanting to
justify himself, said, And who is my neighbor?

The lawyer wanted to justify himself for asking his
original question. If the answer was as simple as Jesus
had made it, it appeared as if a man who was a lawyer
and versed in the law should have known that answer
himself without needing to ask Jesus. The fact that he
did ask with an ulterior purpose the man would, of
course, not want to betray. It is thus that he now tacks
on the second question about who his neighbor is as if

meaning to say regarding the answer which Jesus had
given him that it was not quite so simple after all. It is
because he wanted to justify himself for asking his
original question that he joins his new question to the

other with mi. HA-qaiov is used as a noun without the
article and not as an adverb: “And who is near to me?”
for this would not ﬁt the context of the last clause in
v. 28. Amauﬁa'm is forensic as it always is, the lawyer
acts as his own judge. The idea that he was justifying

himself as having fulﬁlled the entire law all his life
is out of line with the answer of Jesus and even with.
the question itself as this is now put forth.
30) Taking it up, Jesus said: A man was going down from Jerusalem to Jericho and fell among
robbers, who after both stripping him and laying
blows on him went away, leaving him half-dead.
The aorist particple thaﬁév naturally indicates ac-

tion that is simultaneous with that of sister; Jesus took
up the question in order to give this lawyer the an:

Luke 10:80
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swer he needed. It was, indeed, a question with the
Jews, and we see one of their answers in Matt. 5:43,
which excludes one’s enemies. In general, no Gentile.

and certainly no Samaritan would be termed “a neighbOr" as being included in Lev. 19:18 which had just
been quoted by the lawyer. Trench quotes Emerson,
Essays (Essay 2) as holding the same view: “I grudge
the dollar, the dime, the cent, I give to such men as do
not belong to me, and to whom I do not belong (poor
people). There is a class of persons to whom by all
Spiritual afﬁnity I am bought and sold; for them I will
go to prison, if need be; but your miscellaneous charities,” etc. It is still a question that deserves to be taken
up. Jesus again lets this lawyer himself give the an-

swer save that he this time furnishes the man an illustration that leads him to the answer and even to the
correct form which that answer must take. And this
new answer is exactly the same as the one that had
already been given by the law that the lawyer quoted,
but it is now made to stand out with striking clearness.
When Jesus begins: “A man went down,” etc., (n’e
as in v. 25) he is using an illustration that is drawn
from what was known to happen on this road between
Jerusalem and Jericho, which led through a rugged,
uninhabited mountain stretch that was infested by
bandits long after the days of Jesus. Whether Jesus
sketches an actual case that had occurred recently and
was generally known, or, as is much more probable,
sketches a case such as might have occurred, makes no

difference, and the arguments one way or another need
not detain us. Only this is certain, that he uses an illustration and not a parable in the usual sense of the
term and, most assuredly, no allegory although many
allegorize the story.
The Jews always went up to Jerusalem and came
down from it, speaking ethically and not merely physically. This unnamed man—certainly a Jew if we need
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this detail—took this dangerous road and suﬁered for

it. He fell among robbers (the dative after wcpi in the
verb, the robbers surrounded him, R. 521), and they

made a thorough job of it. They even stripped the man
of his clothes and, when he tried to resist, beat him up
completely and then went off, leaving him half-dead
(the action of the aorist participle again coincides with
that of the main verb). This was the absolute opposite
of “love thy neighbor as thyself.” Note, too, that Jesus pictures an extreme case of need. This is done purposely here and elsewhere in order at the same time to
cover all lesser cases. Compare murder in Matt. 5 :21
as-including hatred, etc.
31) Now by coincidence a priest was going
down on that road and, on seeing him, passed by on
the other side. Likewise, moreover, also a Levite,
having come down to the place and seeing, passed.

by on the other side.

Kaﬂ‘l mmpiav is found only here. It 'was a coinci-

dence that this priest (n’s as in v. 25 and 30) came
along that little-used road and intends to say that the
man might otherwise have lain there without anybody’s discovering him. This priest saw the naked sufferer and, we may add, heard him groaning and, on
coming alongside (Trapd), deliberately stepped over to
the other side (dwi) and so passed by. He, too, came
from Jerusalem, his week of Temple service being
ended, and was going, as we may assume, to his home
in Jericho where we are told a colony of priests lived.
The view that he feared Levitical contamination and
thus went to the other side seems farfetched; only actual touch would contaminate, and then the man who
was touched had to be unclean (a leper, for instance),
which this sufferer was not. This priest passed by as
far away from the sufferer as the road allowed because
his heart was as far away as possible from any thought
of help.

Luke 10:31-38
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A priest, and even one who was fresh from the
Sanctuary where the law of love is taught the people,
so frightfully violated this love. Here was one of his
own people in the extremity of need—if the sufferer
had not been a Jew, Jesus would have had to say that,
for the priest would have justiﬁed his heartless action
by that fact—and this priest’s own exposition of the
law made the sufferer his “neighbor.” But he hurried
by, for nobody saw him, perhaps not even the sufferer
—nobody but God.
32) The Levite did the same thing. Whether “having come down to the place” means that he actually
went to the sufferer and then, after looking at him, left,

or whether this means only that he in general, like the
priest, came to the part of the road where the sufferer
lay, is hard to decide. We prefer to think the latter; he
repeated the action of the priest, and that is bad
enough. Used and trained to the heavy work in the
Temple as a Levite, also near all its sacred teaching,
this man, too, passed by on the other side. This expression in the illustration has become proverbial for
refusing aid to sufferers.

Both men had their excuses: robbers were near, and
they might be assaulted; the man was too far gone, and
what could they do? To be foundnear the man might
cast suspicion on them.
33)

Now a Samaritan, being on a journey, came

down to him and, on seeing him, was moved with

compassion; and having come to him, he bound up
his wounds, pouring on oil and wine; moreover, having set him on his own beast, he brought him to an

inn and took care of him.
We naturally lose much of the force of this illustration because we cannot enter into the feeling of hostility that existed between the Jews and the Samaritans. The latter were of pagan stock and not of Jewish
blood; were cursed publicly in the synagogue with the
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prayer that they might have no part in the resurrection of life; were never accepted as proselytes; to eat
their food was equal to eating swine’s ﬂesh; it was
better to suffer than to accept their help; the Jew
wished never to see a Cuthite (base name for Samaritan) ; and other evidence of this extreme hatred. In

John 8:48 the name “Samaritan” was hurled at Jesus.
The Samaritans retaliated in kind (9:53). The fact
that Jesus made the man who showed love so perfectly
in this illustration “a Samaritan” must have caused a
sensation.
34) The sketch of this man’s action is the perfection of love to a neighbor in need. First of all, when
hewas on his journey, riding on an ass, and came upon
the man and saw his condition “he had compassion on

him.” The Greeks place the emotions in the nobler viscera, heart, lungs, andliver (owMyxva) and thus get the
verb a'IrAa'yxfoopaL, to be moved as to the viscera, i. e., to

be ﬁlled with pity and compassion. This word is used
with regard to Jesus (Matt. 9 :36; Luke 7 :13; and elsewhere). It is this emotion that is essential in the illustration; it lies back of all the following acts, which
omit nothing. Oil and wine (the one soothing, the other
antiseptic because of its alcoholic content) were standard ancient remedies; the physician Hippocrates, for
instance, prescribed for ulcers: “Bind with soft wool
and sprinkle with wine and oil.” A well-equipped traveller would probably carry both on a journey, especially when he was riding. “His own beast” means the
one he had been riding. He himself went afoot in order
to guide the beast and to hold the man. The priest and
the Levite, too, rode as well as the man who was
robbed, the robbers took his beast with all else that he
had. A wavb‘oxeiov is an inn, literally a place where all are
received, hence had a host or an innkeeper. Here the
Samaritan himself took care of the sufferer, which inh
eludes clothes and provision for all the man’s needs.

Duke 10:85
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35) And on the marrow, having taken out two
denarii, he gave them to the innkeeper, and said,
Take care of him, and whatever thou mayest spend
in addition I myself at my coming back will duly
give to thee.

This is the ﬁnal touch in this illustration of love
to‘ our neighbor. Not even now, on leaving, does this
Samaritan think that he has done enough, and that the
innkeeper or someone else ought to ﬁnish the task. This
man sees an opportunity in the victim of the robbers
and makes use of that opportunity to the full limit. It
seems that it is imperative for him to proceed with his
journey, and so he draws out sufﬁcient money to pay

the innkeeper for the care he is to bestow upon the injured man.
It is a mistake to think that the sum of two denarii
is rather small for this purpose; the Samaritan was not
niggardly, which would spoil the parable. Zahn reports
from Polybius II, 14, 6 that at his time (140 A. D.)
complete lodging and food in the inns in upper Italy
cost i assarion per person, which is 1/32 of a denarius.
According to that the Samaritan paid two months’ care
in advance. The fact that a denarius is rated at only
16c in our money should not mislead us as to the ancient purchasing values.
“Take care of him” is the same verb that was used
with reference to the Samaritan’s own care. In addition
to this payment he gives the promise with the emphatic
c'ya'i that on his return he will pay any additional

amount over and above the two denarii that may be required for the man. Luke loves iv 11:» with the inﬁnitive
as a temporal phrase; dmi in the verb means, “I will
duly give or pay.” The implication is that the Samaritan was known to the innkeeper as one who regularly
travelled this route and as a man whose word was good.
We involuntarily ask: “What more could the Samaritan
have done ?”
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This brings the other questions: “Was there ever
such a Samaritan? And whence could aSamaritan obtain such perfect love ?” Jesus drew an ideal picture. He
had a special reason for making this man a Samaritan,
namely to indicate what lies back of his command,
“This do i” in v. 28, namely that no man can by nature
possibly reach the perfection of love that is pictured
here. That takes grace, yea, much grace. Many allegorize the entire illustration and ﬁnd an added “charm”
in it when they do so. Trench is an example. But the
attempt defeats itself because it ends in a double meaning, the obvious one that fulﬁlled the purpose of Jesus
toward the lawyer, and a hidden one that no one under:stood at the time, and that was wasted on the lawyer.
The illustration is so beautiful and effective in its native sense that it ought to be left unspoiled by any attempt at turning it into allegory.
36) The illustration is ﬁnished for the purpose
in hand. So Jesus points to the tertium comparationis
on which the whole story turns with a question:
Which of these three does it seem to thee has become neighbor of him who fell among the robbers?
Jesus purpOsely turns the question of the lawyer
around. To ask only who my neighbor is tends to 'lead
to theorizing and to seeking abstract answers. We must
ask as Jesus does here, to whom we on our part can become neighbor, and that person will, indeed, be our
neighbor. How many golden opportunities had this
lawyer passed by where he might have. become neigh-

bor to someone in need? There were his neighbors, but
he failed to see them as such. What, then, about the
sins he had thus committed? Could he inherit life
eternal with such sins reckoned against him?
37) And he said, He that did the mercy on him.
Was it the old Jewish feeling that made the lawyer
refrain from saying frankly, “The Samaritan”? But

he does most adequately describe him, which is giving

Duke 10:37, 88
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the credit to the Samaritan in so many words and thus
means more than just to have said, “The Samaritan.”
But‘ mast commentators think that the lawyer' balked
at mentioning the name.-

But Jesus said to him, Go on and do thou keep
doing likewise!
It is the same wafer. that was used in v. 28, and Jesus
might have added: “Rightly didst thou answer.” In
this little word “do” there lies the crux of the entire
matter. The law says it plainly enough, and Jesus illus-

trates how much it means, and we all must consent that
it, indeed, means no less. But where is the power in us
to do and to keep doing without a break all that even
the second table of the law requires, to say nothing of
the ﬁrst? Jesus is touching this lawyer’s conscience.
His command, which ‘is so brief and simple, if it is
acted on by this lawyer will soon show him all his
selﬁsh lack of love, all his inability to Win life eternal
by means of love, and thus make him ready to see what
prophets and kings longed to see, what the disciples did
see (v. 24) , the blessedness of the grace which the

Messiah Jesus brings to all who accept him by faith.
38) Now while they were going he himself went
into a village; and a woman with the name Martha
invited him to her home.
There is no connection of either time or place with

the preceding narrative. Luke omits even the name of
the village. This is a plain example of how Luke combined his material by freely placing together narratives
that carry forward the thought. Here it is the thought
of hearing aright the Word of Jesus which followsthe

thought of rightly understanding the law. The suppositions that Luke’s authority did not furnish him the
name of the village and other pertinent data, and that
Luke thought that the village was in Galilee, and that

he thought that the time was subsequent to that indicated in 9 :51, are untenable. They arise from the idea
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that from 9 :51 onward Luke furnishes a Reiseberz'cht,
a travel journal; but this is not the case. When, as in

this instance, he relates events that occurred earlier, it
is his intention that they be viewed from the angle indicated in 9:51. We see this when we glance at John
11:1, etc. Lazarus was raised shortly before the death
of Jesus, and this visit of Jesus that is recorded by
Luke was to help to prepare the sisters for the trial of
faith that awaited them. So Luke places it at this
point in his Gospel.

It is a trait of the Gospel writers that they do not
give all the information they have in detail; they
nearly always conﬁne themselves to the essentials. So
the name Bethany for the village and its proximity to
Jerusalem are left out, likewise the fact that these sisters had a brother by the name of Lazarus. Luke names
the two sisters because Jesus used their names, and
- because by naming them the narrative is made simpler
from the start. Jesus is with his disciples, probably
before the Festival of Dedication, and is proceeding to
observe this festival at Jerusalem. When the company
arrives at Bethany it divides, the disciples go on, Jesus
enters the village by himself; az’mic has the emphasis
because it contrasts with at’rroﬁs‘. The entire narrative
makes the impression that_Jesus knew this little family
in Bethany well and had known it for some time, and

that it was now his intention to visit this home and to
lodge there for the night.
Speculation has been busy with Martha. She has
been regarded as being the wife or the widow of Simon, the leper, in whose house the supper was given in
honor of Jesus; some have concluded that she was the

oldest in the family circle of three, and that she owned
the house in which they lived, for Luke says that she
invited Jesus “to her house.” These are conjectures,
and it is best to be content with what Luke offers.
Judging from the many friends who came out to the

Luke 10 :88, 39
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sisters even from Jerusalem to condole with them on
the death of their brother, the family had some prominence. We cannot be sure that the family was wealthy
though there were ‘certainly means enough. We may
picture the home as being reﬁned and quiet, “not

wholly in the busy world, nor quite beyond it,” where
Jesus paused for a little rest on his travels. The time
was about four months before his death, not so long
a time before death would invade also this pleasant
home.

As the story is told, Jesus met Martha somewhere
in the village. Was it in the market place; or had she
gone on some errand? She at once invited Jesus and received him in her home, {mi in the verb with the idea
of hospitality, received him “under” her roof, R. 633.
These words imply a great deal: all the previous connection of Jesus with the family, the most friendly relation, Jesus’ own desire to pay a brief visit. We can
almost see the eagerness of Martha once more to have
Jesus as a guest in her home.
39) And for her there was a sister, called Mary,
who also, after being seated by the side at the feet
of the Lord, began to hear his word.
' The dative with “to be” is used regularly to indicate possession: “she had a sister,” and that is all the
information that is needed for the setting of the story.
This simplicity of narration throws all the weight on

the action that follows. We learn at once that this sister .
sat beside Jesus, at his feet as a pupil, and went on to
hear his word (not “talk,” R., Tn). Kai is important
as it points to other things that Mary did when Jesus
entered, she welcomed him, e%. None of these other
things are mentioned, they are of small importance in
comparison with this thing which she “also” did.
Martha would probably have turned this around
and would have considered this last act as idle and unnecessary on her sister’s part. There is nothing to indi-.
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cate that Jesus was already at. table, we must rather
conclude that Martha’s preparations were not yet advanced that far. The idea that Jesus reclined on the‘
couch to eat while Mary sat on the outer edge of the
couch to the right near Jesus’ feet, is incorrect. “To be
seated (passive aorist participle) at the feet,” especially to hear someone’s word, is to act as a pupil. And

that is the situation pertrayed here. Oriental houses
had divans that were raised about two feet from the
ﬂoor and stood along the wall and were covered with
soft material and decked with cushions. We imagine
Jesus sitting cross-legged on such a divan while Mary
sat in the same fashion on the rug-covered ﬂoor. The
writer saw the hearers sitting in this fashion in a
Damascus mosque, the speaker likewise sitting on the

raised platform.
The imperfect ﬁxoue may be ingressive: “she began
or went on to hear.” The tense is, of course, also descriptive and intimates that presently something happened in regard to this hearing. It should be noted that
this action on the part of Mary is all that we hear
about her in this narrative; yet it is the chief thing
for which the narrative is told. By her attentive hearing Mary helped to make the seat of Jesus a pulpit, her
own humble place at his feet a pew, and the whole
room a chapel in which the mercy of Jehovah was proclaimed, yea, a very sanctuary where God himself drew
nigh to the sinful heart with grace,
In an entirely natural way Mary sits and listens
like a lily that is lifting its chalice to the sun. The mo-

ment Jesus indicated that he had something to impart
Mary turned from everything else to sit and to be absorbed in what he said. This natural, devoted, devout,
complete attention to Jesus' Word stands through all
the ages of the church as the true mark of discipleship.
To receive the doctrine of Jesus with a docile heart is
better than any work, labor, sacriﬁce, or suffering. To

close the ear, to turn the heart away, no matter what
the cause, is bound to be fatal, for it shuts off the life
stream on which our faith depends.
40) Now Martha was getting worried about
much serving; moreover, stepping up, she said: Lord,
dost thou not care that my sister has been leaving
me to serve alone? Tell her, therefore, to take hold
at her end together with me!
This is a different picture indeed. Hcptca‘mi‘ro suggests no idea of being cumbered or loaded down but
means “was getting distracted,” ingressive imperfect,
was drawn hither and hither. In I Cor. 7:35 we are

told to attend upon the Lord ancpzamiorm, “without distraction.” “About much serving” or ministering refers
to the elaborate preparations that Martha was making
for the honored guest. This was due to her love for
Jesus. She was secretly vexed with herself and with
Mary because the latter enjoyed the privilege of hearing Jesus whereas she could not bring herself to do the
same for fear that the meal she intended to serve Jesus
would not be good enough. We must do justice to Mar-

tha in this matter, otherwise we shall not understand
Jesus’ own word to her aright. He did not chide Martha '
for serving elaborately but for allowing her mind to
be distracted and drawn away to things that for the
moment were unimportant. So many still have a thousand things to which to attend and no quiet hour for

the Scriptures, for prayer, or for public worship.
The aorist particple e’maraaa has the idea of suddenness: all at once she stepped to Jesus, and to him she

says: “Lord, dost thou not care ‘2” etc. On the early
use of this title for Jesus among the disciples and on

its use by Luke, as in v. 39, see 7 :13. The texts vary
between the aorist xare’m-e and the imperfect xaréAem;
the aorist would mean that Mary at ﬁrst assisted Martha and then left her in order to sit at Jesus’ feet; the
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imperfect, that Mary all along let Martha alone do the
ministering (the present inﬁnitive). We translate the
imperfect with the English perfect. Martha strongly
disapproved of this course of her sister’s, in fact, she
did not even understand it. We may assume that by

making signs she tried to indicate her wishes to Mary
while Jesus was speaking, but in vain. So she ﬁnally interrupts by speaking out herself. “Tell her, therefore,
(because leaving me thus to serve alone is evidently
wrong) to take hold at her end together with me”
(Myﬂdvopat, middle, I myself take hold; .im’, at my end
of the task; 015v, together with someone else). This verb
expresses Martha’s wish most exactly.
Martha’s action is not always understood. We can-

not accept the view that she burst in upon Jesus; she
stepped up until Jesus saw her and paused until she
spoke. She did not intend to wound her sister’s feelings
by speaking to Jesus instead of to her; Jesus would
then have answered quite otherwise. We decline to
consider Martha jealous of the attention which Mary
was receiving; such an idea is foreign to the text. The

idea that Martha spoke jokingly is unworthy of attention. A quite prevalent idea is that Martha was faulting Jesus himself for detaining Mary as he did. But
this would have been open impoliteness and rudeness,
and Jesus’ reply indicates nothing of this kind. Some
have found open disrespect in the words “carest thou
not” but forget Martha’s address, “Lord,” and the obvious reply that Jesus would have had to make, namely
promptly to withdraw.
In her eagerness to serve and to honor Jesus with

all that the house afforded Martha took it for granted
that Jesus thought as she did and really deprecated
Mary’s indifference to her sister’s efforts. She simply
misunderstood. She knew that Jesus often had not
where to lay his head, that he was beset by enemies,
wearied with travel, preaching, controversy, work of all

kinds. And now that she had him safely under her roof
she intended to vie with those other women who min;
istered to Jesus of their property (8:2, 3). But she
forgot that Jesus had come himself to Serve and not
to be served; and that, although he willingly accepted
the hospitality of his friends as long as he did not feel
himself burdensome to them, he yet always came to
them in order ﬁrst to give to them and to give more
than could be offered him in return. Martha saw too
much the recipient, too little the Giver; too much the

object of her motherly care, too little the great Host

who cares for: us all. This is the very point of Jesus’
reply to her, which is decisive as far as the signiﬁcance
and the tone of her question are concerned.
We, therefore, say: Martha does ﬁnd fault with
Mary for not sharing her motherly View but presumes
that Jesus understands her feelings, and that he ﬁnds
them justiﬁed. She probably expected Jesus to say, “Do
not trouble yourselves so much on my account!” and

thereby release Mary to aid Martha. Martha certainly
did not expect what actually occurred, namely that,
after all, Mary’s idea should be commended as being

the right one and her own be treated as one that rested
on a misunderstanding. The more closely the author
views the situation, the more this analysis seems cor-

rect to him. It is somewhat like the scene that occurred
in Simon’s house a few weeks later when, by anointing
Jesus, Mary again shows that she is far in advance
of all others in appreciating the signiﬁcance of the
hour and of the last and only opportunity it afforded

for discerning love. It is so here when Jesus was the
guest of the sisters. It is Mary who apprehends aright,
it is Martha who is left behind. She is at fault, but ignorantly. Therefore Jesus is exceedingly kind and gentle, he explains, and the entire tone of his words shows
that Martha, too, will accept his words and, though
more slowly than her sister, will learn of him.
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41) The Lord, however, answering said to her:
Martha, Martha, thou art distracted and troubled
concerning many things. But one thing is needful,
for Mary did choose for herself the good part, which

shall not be taken away from her.
This doubling such as “Martha, Martha,” occurs
repeatedly in the Scriptures, for instance: “0 Absalom,
my son, my son !” “Jerusalem, Jerusalem, how oft
would I have gathered,” etc. This doubling always
voices love in some intense way. Here it is like saying,
“Child, child l” and gently reaching toward Martha’s
heart. He ﬁrst sketches her condition. The verb is de-

rived from pe’pos, “a part,” and means to be distracted
even as “about many things” follows; compare
weptea'm'iro in v. 40. And so with her mind divided by
this and that to which she tried to attend at the same
time she “is troubled,” tossed about, the verb aopupdcopm
being found nowhere but here. The words of Jesus contain reproof, for they imply that Martha should not be
distracted and troubled. The reproof is gentle because
Martha is trying to show her love, and because she will
comply with what Jesus says.
Some commentators take it that, although Jesus reproved Martha for her distraction, he, nevertheless, intended to acknowledge her efforts in his behalf, mistaken though they were for the moment. They then

draw an application for those who are indifferent and
slothful in the service of the Master and wish that
these might wake up and be anxious and troubled about

many things. Yet this application shows that this
thought is wide of the mark. The slothful are not to
become distracted and troubled; one mistaken course is

not to be set in place of another. Both must be corrected. Zeal without understanding is not commendable
zeal. He who preached singleness of heart and who here
emphasizes one thing as needful, i. e., only one, cannot

contradict himself by covertly praising the divided

Luke 10:42
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and troubled heart. Sloth is corrected only by having
true life and energy put in its place by Jesus through
the Word; anxiety and a troubled mind are corrected
only by having Jesus substitute the one needful thing
which then works calmness and quiet assurance from
above and, when the proper time comes, directs zeal
along the right course.
42) “There is need of but one thing” means the
one thing that Martha failed to have and Mary had.
The assured Greek text is: ém‘as 85’ early xpeia ; the reading
translated in the R. V.’s margin is to be discarded.
Jesus does not say outright what this “one thing” is,
but his words and the situation furnish the answer.
Jesus says that Mary “did choose for herself the good
part.” The word pepze, “part,” is not suggested by the
food about which Martha worried but matches the verb

[upmvés which is itself derived from pépoc and pepie. Instead of being distracted and divided between many
parts Mary chose for herself one part that ended all
distraction and division in her heart, and this was the
“good” part, awed; in the sense of truly beneﬁcial. This
“good part” and the “one thing,” Ev, are certainly the
same. There is much variety and some difference inthe
way in which it is deﬁned chiefly because so many
answer the question abstractly without reference to
the narrative, and also because some do not distinguish

between the objective thing chosen and a lot of subjective activities regarding the chosen part and thing.
“The good part” is best deﬁned as the WORD. The
whole context points to this answer, for Mary sat at
Jesus’ feet and heard his word, and it is to this that
Jesus draws Martha’s attention by saying that what
Mary has done was to choose the good part. This word
is something objective. As far as the subjective points

are concerned, faith, hearing, undivided attention,
eager appropriation, all these lie in the verb “she did
choose for herself.” But this correct answer is mis-
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applied when we are told that it was this good part
about which Martha was “to be anxious and troubled”

instead of the cooking and the serving. It is unwarranted to say that Mary chose the one thing for her
anxiousness and troubling. The very opposite is true:
he who chooses the one thing needful is thereby delivered from all worry and trouble. As the “one thing”
is placed over against “many things,” so “the good
part” (as one) is placed over against the divided mind
(ptptpvés), and Mary’s one act (éfde'éaro, aorist because
it is one act) over against Martha’s continuous distraction and being troubled (present, durative tenses) ,

Mary’s choice was rest for her soul, and her very picture, sitting at Jesus’ feet and drinking in his word,
is the picture of rest.
It is to assure Mary that Jesus adds: “which shall
not be taken away from her” (am; should be dropped
from the text), and at the same time to invite Martha.
Jesus will not let Martha draw Mary from the Word,

My“, to worry about «0M6, many things. To allow tha’l:
would be to plunge Mary into Martha’s distracted condition. And Martha could see and feel that Jesus
wanted her to join Mary—all this distraction was

wrong, both sisters should rest and ’be happy in the
good part.
We list some superﬁcial interpretations: Mary prepared just one dish for the meal, and Jesus says that is
enough (R., W. P., and translation) ; again, Mary
picked out for herself the best-tasting dish of all those

brought by Martha, or took out the largest portion for
herself. These interpretations seem impossible, but
they have been oﬂ’ered.
.

Martha and Mary have often been allegorized or

treated as types: Martha is typical of the Jewish zeal
for the law, Mary of the Pauline m'am; Martha, the
Roman Catholic Church, Mary, the Evangelical Lu-~
theran Church; Martha, the active life, Mary, the con-

templative; Martha, the energetic character, Mary, the
deep, quiet, serene nature. In a good many of these
comparisons Mary herself comes short of the true
ideal by lacking somewhat in the energy and the business activity of Martha, the true ideal being conceived
as a combination of the two sisters.

As regards this whole proceeding it should be said
that it rests on a wrong conception of the point of the
narrative, which aims to place before us, not so much
Martha and Mary as the one thing needful, the good
part, i. e., the blessed, sawing, soul-satisfying Word of

Christ. Where this is chosen all else follows; where
this is set aside and neglected all else is useless, empty,
deceptive, vain. There is nothing good in Martha’s
anxious and troubled agitation; the only good thing is
her love for Jesus, but this must be cleansed of the
mistaken ideas which threaten to spoil it and must be
directed into the one correct channel, all will then come
out right. Jesus had succeeded in this in the case of
Mary and, no doubt, now also in the case of Martha although Luke adds nothing more. We picture them as
both sitting at Jesus’ feet until, after he had ﬁnished

his giving to them, he allowed them both together to
serve him in a way that delighted his heart.

CHAPTER XI
1)

And it came to pass while he was in a cer-

tain place engaged in praying, when he ceased, there.
said one of his disciples to him, Lord, teach us to\
pray even as also John taught his disciples.
When and where this occurred is deliberately
omitted by Luke. We can only guess why he does not
specify, and there is little use in that. The time and the
place, of course, cut no ﬁgure in the narrative as such.
0n é-yéve-ro plus a ﬁnite verb see 1 :8, there also on Luke’s

favorite év up plus an inﬁnitive. Luke has mentioned the
praying of Jesus in 3:21; 6:12; 9 :18, 28. Though the
disciples are here at hand, we take it that Jesus withdrew from them and prayed by himself, and when he
had concluded his prayer, came back to them. We regard
wpoatvxdpevov as modifying au’miv, “he engaged in praying,” not as making a periphrastic inﬁnitive with elm,
R. 891.
It was then that “one of his disciples” made his re-

quest. If this had been one of the Twelve, Luke would
have given his name; it must have been one of the Seventy (10:1, 17) or some other one of the wider circle

of disciples. This explains how Jesus came to give the
Lord's Prayer a second time and explains the briefer
form that was used on this occasion. This man and
many others had not been present when the Sermon
on the Mount was delivered, in which Jesus taught

the Lord’s Prayer, and it is thus that he repeats it
briefly. He did not repeat it verbatim from the sermon,
for he intended to give no ﬁxed formula; he abbrevi-

ated because he had already given the prayer in full
once before. It is a fair conclusion that this repetition
caused the early church to adopt this prayer for liturgical and individual use, seeing that it was, indeed, a
(620)

model prayer in every way. The fact that the church
adopted Matthew’s report of the prayer rather than
Luke’s is only natural. The church, too, felt free to
formulate the prayer in its own way even as Jesus repeated ‘the prayer with variations.
Another view is that Luke reports both the original
occasion and the original form of the prayer, and that
Matthew himself gave this prayer a fuller form and
inserted it into the Sermon on the Mount, which is an
address that is composed of sayings that were delivered
at various times and in various places. But it is hard
to accept this view. Why credit Matthew with the
structure of the sermon and take that credit away
from Jesus? To make that sermon a, mosaic is to fail
to see its coherent and closely knit composition, which
is one of itsgrand features. Why credit Matthew with
producing the ﬁnished form of the prayer instead of
Jesus? Jesus frequently repeated as every good teacher
does; and what should have excluded repetition in this
case? The view that Jesus gave the prayer only once,
and in the form that Luke reports, lacks plausibility
when it is closely examined.
This‘is another instance of the early use of Képm
by the disciples in addressing Jesus; see 7 :13.-The fact
that John taught his disciples to pray, i. e., taught. them
in a special way that went beyond what Judaism .had
taught them, we learn only from the statement made
here. That ‘he should do so- is in no way surprising. He
would naturally teach his disciples to formulate their
prayers in accordance with the revelation which he
brought them. Jesus had taught‘his disciples as we see
from Matt. 6 :5, etc. His example, too, had taught them.
What this petitioner wants is some-instruction-since
he and others had not heard previous instructions. The
feeling of need in that regard was stirred in him by the
way in which he saw Jesus himself offer prayer. Jesus,
too, is pleased to have such requests made, which are
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themselves excellent prayers. He sometimes waits until
such desires arise in our hearts, for any desire such as
this will cause us to accept his instruction more
eagerly.
The present inﬁnitive wpoaeﬁxeeom is strained when
Robertson translates it “teach us the habit of prayer.”
The Jews had that habit, and the Pharisees especially
were very ostentatious in observing the stated hours of
prayer. The present inﬁnitive is in place because it refers to any and to all praying which the disciples would

engage in as disciples of Jesus, their Lord. The statement that this man’s request is not clear as to whether
he was asking for a form of prayer or for. general in-'
struction as to the way to pray, overlooks the answer
Jesus gave. Jesus understood the request to include

both.
2) He said to them: Whenever you pray, go on
and say: Father, hallowed be thy name; let come
thy kingdom; our needful bread be giving us day
by day; and remit to us our sins, for we ourselves
also remit to everyone oWing us; and do not bring us
into temptation.
Jesus’ answer was intended for all the disciples.

We leave the textual questions to the text critics. It
was natural that copyists should try to make Luke’s
record conform to Matthew’s. A study of the brief form
given above leads to the conclusion that the abbreviation is in the nature of a condensation and in no way
in the nature of a material alteration. For the complete
interpretation of ' the Lord’s Prayer as such we refer
the reader to Matt. 6:9, etc. We content ourselves here

with what is necessary for an interpretation of the abbreviated version.
The single word of address, “Father," appears at
once as an abbreviation of: “Father of ours, who art in
the heavens." The ﬁrst two petitions are identical with

those found iii Matthew; but the third is omitted be-

Duke II :3, 4
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cause its thought lies already in the ﬁrst two, for it is,
indeed, God’s good and gracious will that his name be
hallowed among us and his kingdom come to us. This
omission is thus condensation.

3)

The fourth petition is practically the same as

that found in Matthew. The imperative is, however,
the present in this one petition, “keep giving,” whereas

in Matthew it'is the aorist. All the aorist imperatives
denote “instant prayer” (R. 862) and express urgency,
but. the present to indicate iterative giving is ﬁtting in

this petition because of the adverbial 73 mt? ﬁpc’pav, “day
by day,” which is iterative (distributive use of Kurd),

whereas in Matthew we have the adverb cﬁmpov,°“thi8
day,” which is not distributive.
The tenses are misunderstood when the two aorists
in the ﬁrst petitions are referred to the end of time,
that the Father shall then bring to completion (aorist)
the hallowing of his name and. the coming of his kingdom, whereas the present imperative takes in the
course of time. This peculiar idea regarding the aorist
is refuted by Luke’s last two aorists in v. 4, which cer-

tainly do not refer to the end of time, and by the unbroken line of seven aorists in Matthew.
The idea that Matthew’s “this day” ﬁts the laborer
who earns on one day what he eats the next, whereas
Luke broadens this by writing “day by day” so as to
include also the rich who in one day get what will feed
them for many a day, and that Luke does this as being
the inhabitant of a great city like Antioch where
wealth abounded, is too specious for serious attention
and misunderstands both the word for “needful” bread
and the adverbial expressions in question.
4) “Our sins” is without a ﬁgure and interprets
“our debts" used in Matthew. But “everyone owing us"
repeats the ﬁgure that is used in Matthew and refers,
of course, to a debt that is incurred by some sin against
us. The singular individualizes Matthew’s plural “our
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debtors.” But ydp does not state the reason because of
which we ask remission of God; the Jews already knew
that the source of remission was the grace of God (Ps.
51 :1; Dan. 9 :18) but the requisitum subjecti (Calov),
without which no believer would venture to appear before God to ask remission for himself. To dismiss a

' debtor means to cancel his debt and no longer to consider him a debtor. In Matthew the aorist “we did dismiss” stops at the moment the prayer is made; in Luke

the iterative present (R. 880) makes this dismissing
a course of constant repetition, matching «amt, “everyone,” as instances of this kind may appear. The
thought may be expressed in either way, each tense

illuminates the meaning of the other.
The seventh petition in Matthew is omitted in Luke,
but not because the sixth and the seventh really are one
petition, the one stating the matter negatively, the
other positively. This omission is again due to condensation, deliverance from the evil being included in
the two preceding petitions for remission of sins and
deliverance from temptation just as having God’s will
done is included in having his name hallowed and his
kingdom come.
’
5-8) And he said to them: Who of you shall
have a- friend, and shall go to him at midnight, and

:shall say to him, Friend, lend me three loaves of
bread since a friend of mine just .came to me from
a journey, and I have not what I shall set before
him; and he from inside answering shall say, Stop

furnishing me troubles! Already the door is shut to
stay, and my children are in the bed in company
with me, I cannot, on getting up, give to thee? I say
to you, though he will not give to him on getting up

because he is his friend, at least because of his
shamelessness, having risen up, he will give to him as
many as he has need of.

Duke 11.:5-8
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This is really not a parable but an illustration that
is worded in such a way as to form a strong argument

a minon' ad majus, or, as Trench states it, from the
worse to the better. The details of the illustration are
accordingly chosen with this in View: 1) only a friend
—whereas God is a Father; 2) at midnight (genitive
of time within), the time that offers the best excuse
for refusing a request—with God there is no night, no
inconvenient time, no intention to use anything as an
excuse; 3) asking for a stranger whom the sleeper does
not even know and to whom he is under no obligation
Whatever—we are known to God, are even his own
children; 4) a slight need, considering even Eastern

customs of hospitality; the friend might well be asked
to wait for refreshment till morning—our needs are
far greater; 5) a small gift, just a few, small 5pm,
“breads,” ﬂat cakes, hence three for one man— our
requests are for vastly greater gifts for soul and body;
6) a selﬁsh, unfriendly excuse for refusing the request

—whereas our Father is perfect love and kindness and
offers us the most abounding promises instead of excuses. The argument is: if this friend could and did
succeed With such a friend in such a case, then we can
and will most assuredly succeed with our heavenly
Father.
This is not an illustration of perseverance in
prayer; that is presented in 18:1, etc. Its point lies in
the two Sui phrases: if not “because he is his friend,"
then “at least because of his shamelessness," Unverschaemtheit (“importunity” in our versions is inexact). This beggar had no shame to bother a friend
in such a way; he was stretching friendship too far;
yet he succeeded because of his very shamelessness.
This illustration is a strong encouragement to prayer,

to let nothing deter us from praying; and the encouragement lies in the implied promise that our praying
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will receive its answer even as Jesus states explicitly
in v. 9.
We have 366:. — mpeﬁamu (two futures) — eta-n —
darn (two aorist subjunctives), all in one construction
in v. 5-7. The subjunctives are simply futuristic in-this
extended question with four verbs, R. 930. The punc-

tiliar wapcye’vero means that the traveler has just arrived,
and the relative clause with 5 is subﬁnal in force:
“what I shall (may) set beside him” (wapa’) whereas
we say “before him." In v. 7 the present imperative
with mi means “quit troubling me," an action already

begun is to stop, R. 853. “To furnish burdens” is idiomatic for making trouble. E5: is plainly static, “in,” not

“into,” R. 593.
The children were, of course, not in the same bed
with the father as per’ épna also states, “in company with
me,” the father also being abed. “Has been shut,” in
the sense of has been locked, means that it is still so

and intended to stay so; this locking of Oriental doors
was an elaborate aﬂair, hence the reluctance to unlock
at midnight. The two participles for getting up used

in v. 7 and 8 are participles to indicate that these were
subsidiary actions, and the verbs for giving ‘are thus
made prominent as expressing the main action. In v. 8
ei mi=though ; m2 :2 would be “even if.” In 300w there
lies the accusative a, the object of 80,303, v. 8, and verbs

of need have the genitive of what is needed.
9)

Besides, I myself to you declare: Keep ask-

ing, and it shall be given to you; keep seeking, and

you shall ﬁnd; keep knocking, and it shall be opened
to you! For everyone asking, takes; and he seeking,
ﬁnds; and to him knocking it shall he opened.
Rd is usually overlooked and translated with a mere
“and” as introducing the application of the illustration.
But «at places something else of the same kind on top
of a thing. “Besides" the illustration Jesus offers his
disciples theseliteral commands and promises. In Matt.

Dulce 1'1 :9
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7:7, 8 they stand alone but occur with the illustration
in'Luke. So weighty and so precious are these words
that, like the Lord’s Prayer, we are not surprised that

Jesus uttered them more than once. 1176 has strong
emphasis; note that it abuts tpzv and thus forms quite

a different combination from the common Myw tab, “1
say to you.” In addition to the strong illustration no
less a person than 1, your Lord (v. 1), make to you as
my 'own disciples this most positive and assured de-

claration—this is the force of the preamble Kaye. tpzv
M10.
The three present imperatives are iterative: ask,
seek, knock today, tomorrow, every. time you have need

—you cannOt come too often. The tenses are usually regarded as expressing protracted action; but it ought to
be plain that, when we ask anything of God, mere

“repetitions” and “much speaking” (Matt. 6 :7) are
of no avail. “Continual coming” (18:5) is a different
thing, it is iterative as just stated. The three imperatives are» synonymous, yet the second seems to be
more intense than the ﬁrst, the third more intense than
the other two, and the three together express the deepest and the most earnest desire in prayer.

Yet the idea can hardly be that, if we are not heard
when we ask, we are then to seek, and if neither avails,
we are then to knock. God often' waits before he answers, and our prayers are often so languid that we

ourselves cause him to delay answering. Yet the
thought is not that just asking sometimes brings the
answer, and sometimes nothing less than knocking. The
three promises shut that idea out. Our asking should at
once be a seeking, and both at once a knocking and also
the reverse: when you. ask, seek; and when you seek,
go and knock. Airciv is humble asking, the act of an inferior before a superior, and is used regarding us but
never regarding Jesus. The full promise is: “it shall be
given to you,” the very verb implying grace. Right
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asking “seeks” from God and so‘ has the promise: “and
you shall ﬁnd.” Right asking and seeking “knock” for
entrance at the heavenly house of God where he dwells
and so have the assurance: “and it shall be opened to
you,” your petitions shall be favorably received.
The view is not sound that to knock is used only
because of the preceding illustration in which the
friend goes to his friend’s house at midnight. This View
is offered as proof that these words were not a part of
the Sermon on the Mount in Matt. 7 :7, etc., but were
spoken only as Luke records them and were inserted
into the sermon by Matthew. But a glance at v. 5
shows that Jesus used none of the three verbs ask,
seek, and knock in the illustration. The friend asked
and sought as much as he knocked, and no one feels an
incongruity on reading “knock, and it shall be Opened
to you” in Matthew 7.

Note that all three promises are categorical, with-'out an “if” or a “but.” God always hears believing
prayer. Yet we must say that every true disciple prays
for nothing that is contrary to his Father’s will. The
promises seem to be stated in inverse order: “shall be
given” seems strongest, “shall ﬁnd” less, and “shall be
opened" still less. .But the gift is made when we ﬁnd,
and we ﬁnd what we need when the door is opened to
us. When we enter we ﬁnd, and the gift is ours.
10) “For,” 76p, proves that what Jesus says to
the disciples («27.1, {guru As’ym) is undoubtedly true, “for
everyone asking takes,” etc. There are no exceptions,
never have been, in fact, cannot be. And so the promises are repeated, which impresses them more deeply.
If God hears “everyone” who prays he will not make
me an exception. In v. 9 we have the plural, in this
verse the absolute singular; Paul frequently has the
same order.
11) Moreover, what' father among you shall
his son ask for bread, will be hand him a stone? 6r

also a ﬁsh, will he hand him instead of a ﬁsh a serpent? or he also shall ask an egg, will he hand him
a scorpion? If, then, you, though you are wicked,
know how to give good gifts to your children, how
much more will your Father from heaven give the
Holy Spirit to those asking him?
Ae’ adds something more but what is somewhat different. The argument is again from the less to the
greater, from what faulty fathers do to what the allperfect Father in heaven does. The fuller reading is
textually assured. The structure of the sentence is
anacoluthic. When the grammars note this they draw
wrong conclusions when they regard the structure as
incorrect and as being inferior Greek (B.-D. 469). If
Luke had not wanted an anacoluthon he would not have
written one or would have rewritten the sentence. A
sentence with a broken structure may be more perfect
than one with the common structure—it all depends
on the writer. An anacoluthon is a legitimate and often
a highly effective type of structure, and the grammarians ought to regard it as such. R. 436 acknowledges
the great power though he, too, speaks of “the grammatical hopelessness.”
The questions are dramatic as they were in v. 5,
etc., but the ﬁrst is more so because it is anacoluthic.
Jesus begins with the ordinary interrogative form:
"‘What father of you (partitive éx) shall his son ask for
bread,” and then, in a startling way, turns the question into a different form, one with an assured nega-

tive answer, “will he hand him a stone ?” He absolutely
will not. Sonship and fatherhood, even among ordinary
men, preclude such a thing. M1; is the interrogative
word that involves a “no” as the only answer in the
speaker's mind, and it is always diﬁicult to render this

particle adequately because we have no corresponding
word. From friend to friend Jesus advances to son and

father. Much is lost for the English reader when dp‘ros
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is translated “loaf.” This aproc was a small, ﬂat cake
of bread and thus resembled a stone; compare 4:3. A
son who is hungry does not ask his parent for a whole
loaf in our senSe of loaf—he could not eat it all—but
for such a cake which he could consume easily.
The illustration is intensiﬁed by the addition of two
more points just as we have three members in v. 9, 10.

A hungry boy may ask for something to eat with the
bread, hence the «at, “also,” before “a ﬁs ” and before
“an egg” in v. 12. The anacoluthic structure with its
dramatic strength continues: “or also a ﬁsh—will he
hand him a serpent?” Especially in the general region
of the Sea of Galilee ﬁsh were the common addition to
bread (John 6:9). A snake may resemble a ﬁsh but is
unﬁt to eat. The idea of harmfulness is not implied, for,
certainly, the snake would not be alive (as little as the
ﬁsh), and if it were it would strike the father’s hand
before it struck the son's. The point lies in the deceptions attempted by such a father which reduce his fa-

therhood and thus the sonship of his innocent and
trusting child to an illusion.
12) Luke alone has the third section of the question which asks for an egg to eat with the bread (mi)
and is handed a dead scorpion curled up, a poisonous
creature that was never eaten after it had been killed,
in this respect being like a serpent. No father mocks
his child in such heartless ways.
13) The argument from the less to the greater
is unanswerable. It clinches all that precedes regarding
the assurance that our prayers to our Father will be
heard. As earthly fathers prove themselves fathers by

giving “good gifts” to their children, so yOur Father
proves to you that he is, indeed, your Father, and you
are, indeed, his children by giving to you, in answer
to your asking in your need, awed, things beneﬁcial to
you, as Matthew has it, or as Luke has it, “the Holy

Luke 11 :13, 14
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Spirit,” who at once names the highest and greatest
spiritual gift that involves every other spiritual gift
and certainly thus also every necessary temporal gift,
for these lie on the lowest plane. Hvdpa ”Amy is a proper
name, hence it may or may not have the article.

The supreme and the extreme are often used in the
Scriptures so as to include all that is less. With oﬁv
Jesus makes the deduction and at once states it in full:
your Father simply cannot do otherwise; it would be
a thousand times more impossible than for an earthly
father to act as indicated. By every good gift a disciple
receives the Father acknowledges him as a child. The
force of the argument is strengthened by the concessive “you being wicked,” which humbles the disciples
and reminds them of all their sins and thus throws into
bolder relief “the Father from heaven” who is all-holy
and all-righteous. Some texts omit 6 before as, but these
differ from all the other texts. This is a case of
brachylogy, abbreviation of the thought that the gift
comes “out of heaven,” R. 1204.

14)

And he was casting out a dumb demon (see

4:33); and it came to pass ("see 1:8), the demon
having gone out, the dumb spoke. And the multitudes wondered.
From 9 :51 onward Only the Samaritan opposition
contained a discordant note, and in 11:1-13 Jesus is in

intimate converse with his many disciples (the Seventy, 10:1, 17, and others). All this is changed. We see
that the opposition has become far more intense and
vicious, which foreshadows the end. Luke intends to
'point out this contrast and thus proceeds with this
signiﬁcant narrative. He considers time and place matters of indifference. The miracle, too, and the astonishment of the multitudes furnish only the occasion and
.are thus stated with brevity. What follows in the way
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of vicious slander, together with the reply of Jesus, is
the. story in which Luke is interested.
15) But some of them said, In conjunction with
Beelzehul, the ruler of the demons, does he expel the
demons.
The crowds are astonished, but not “some of them,”
namely Pharisees (Matt. 12:24). These have a ready
explanation for the miracles that were wrought upon

the demoniacs. Having these miracles right before their
eyes, they‘could not, of course, resort to the modernist’s
plea: “It is necessary to question the literal accuracy
of the narrative”—so one of the latest commentaries.
Again, “to the modern mind” the exorcisms “can easily
be explained on psychological principles, which are
gradually being understood.” These Pharisees had an
explanation only for the expulsion of demons, the modernists usually go much farther than that. But the
Pharisees offered a better explanation. They put Jesus

in league with the devil. Satan obliges his friend Jesus
by withdrawing the demons from their victims when
Jesus wants this done. That made everything plain! It
did more, it made thorough work of discrediting Jesus.
Who would follow a man who is in league with Satan?
We take év in its ordinary meaning: “in conjunction
wit ,” “in union with.” The derivation of “Beelzebul”
has not as yet been cleared up, the term being wanting

in all the old Jewish literature. It is supposed to mean
“Lord of the dwelling” and was used as a designation
for Satan. It was originally the name of the Philistine
god Baal to whom Ahaziah applied to heal his disease.
In some manner, at which linguists thus far only guess,
the Jews picked it up as a vile term for Satan. Some
think that they corrupted it to “Beelzebub,” “Baal of
ﬂies” and thus “Baal of dung”; but this is not certain,
being due perhaps only to pronunciation. “The ruler of
the demons” explains exactly who is meant, the head
of the hellish kingdom. In this case the victim was also

Luke 11 :16, 17
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blind. These Pharisees plus scribes (Mark 3:22) were
from Jerusalem, the seat of the deadly opposition to
Jesus. They did not witness the miracle but heard of
it and then pronounced their slander. Jesus knew their
thoughts by means of the knowledge that was always
at his command when it was needed and summoned
them in order to confront them (Matt. 12 and Mark 3).
16) Moreover, others, trying to tempt, were
seeking from him a sign out of heaven.
Luke mentions these “others” at once and gives us
the reply of Jesus to them in v. 29, etc.; Matthew does
not mention them until he presents the reply (12:38).
So there were two groups. Both consisted of scribes
and Pharisees, both were equally hostile, the second
masked its hostility behind the demand for “a sign out
of heaven.” The people were asking, but with grave
doubt, whether Jesus was perhaps the Son of David,
i. e., the Messiah. This stirred the Pharisees and scribes
and led some to declare that. Jesus was leagued with
the devil and others to demand a sign such as they
knew Jesus would never produce —- two ways of
counteracting any idea current among the people that
he might be the Messiah. Jesus meets both challenges

at once and most squarely and with crushing eﬂfect.
17) But he (4111769), when he knew their thonights,
said to them: Every kingdom, divided against itself,
becomes waste, and house falls against house. And
if also Satan did come to be divided against himself,
how will his kingdom stand—seeing that you are
saying that in conjunction with Beelzebul I am casting out the demons?
After they had been summoned (Mark 3 :23) these

slanderers appear in their deﬁance, and Jesus knows
all their thoughts, not merely their calling him an ally

of Beelzebul but all their secret reasons for doing so
and all the wicked purposes that lay behind the challenge to do a sign out of heaven. Jesus begins with an
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observation that sums up a universal experience that
no sane person contradicts: “Every kingdom, once divided (this being the force of the aorist) against itself, begins to become waste (going on in this course,
present tense), and house falls against house.” Mark
leaves out the divided city, and Luke both the divided
city and the house. The insertion made by our versions: “a house divided against a house” is untenable,
for no house is ever so divided; its division is a split
within itself. Luke’s addition: “and house‘falls against.
house” is a description of how a divided kingdom goes
down in civil war and is pertinent here where demon
after demon is expelled. This addition in Luke has
nothing to do with what Mark and Matthew report
about a house divided against itself.
Jesus presents the major premise in this general.
proposition.

18)

The minor. premise is introduced by “if"

(condition of reality) since it embodies the assertion
of these Pharisees: “If it were true as you boldly
claim.” The minor reads: “And if also Satan did come
to be divided against himself.” The conclusion is stated
in interrogative form: “How will his kingdom stand?”
meaning that it will not stand. .The conclusion is inescapable; and the very thought of Satan’s destroying
his own kingdom shows its absurdity—no man believes

such a thing. So the Lord’s syllogism is a reductio adi
absurdum.
Opposition to Jesus regularly upsets men’s logic,
and they often put, forth what is absurdly unsound as
being convincingly sound. The notion that‘as a ruse
and only as a ruse Satan allows his friend Jesus to
expel a demon here and there is made untenable by the
fact that Jesus expelled all the demons whom he found
in possession of men. To explain that patent fact by
saying that Jesus worked in conjunction with Satan is
to declare that Satan has come to be divided against

Duke 11:18, 19
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himself: at one time he takes possession of men
through his demons and anon he expels them through
Jesus.
Let it be noted that here as elsewhere Jesus speaks
of Satan as being the ruler of a kingdom that is composed of all the demons. They operate in this world as
a solidly uniﬁed force, and all their purposes and their
works are wholly evil, opposed to all God’s work of
grace through Christ. To destroy the works of the
devil and to abolish his rule in this world are the mission of Jesus. To deny the existence of Satan, the demons, and their kingdom is one of the wicked means
by which Satan seeks to maintain his rule among men,
.but this deception, too, is doomed.
19)

But if I in conjunction with Beelzebul expel

the demons, your sons—in conjunction with whom

do they expel them? For this they shall be your
judges.
This second proof rests on the ﬁrst: identical effects
prove an identical cause. The emphasis is on the subjects: “I—your sons.” The latter are not physical sons
or just pupils of the Pharisees but, like the similar expressidn, “sons of the prophets,” Genossen carer Zunft,
experts of your own guild, whom you approve and are
proud of because they are able to expel demons. We
know nothing further about these Jewish exorcists,
especially as to what means they used, or what success
they had. We know only that exorcism was practiced,
that it was not very successful, judging from the many

demoniacs that came to Jesus for healing, and that the
means used were not objectionable.
The fact that Satan did not and, in fact, could not
lend his hand to such expulsions the previous argument

has placed beyond question. Whoever drives out demons
can do so only by being in the necessary connection
with God. What a desperate self-contradiction, therefore, to say: when Jesus drives them out, the connec-
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tion is Satan; but when their own experts drive them.
out, the connection is God! Something is viciously
wrong with men who ascribe the identical effect to absolutely opposite causes. “Because of this,” i. e., the

thing Jesus exposes, “they,” their own associates,
“shall be your judges” before God’s judgment bar. God

will let these Pharisaic exorcists pronounce the sentence on these blaspheming Pharisees, and what that
verdict will be need not be stated.
This second argument of Jesus’ has been divorced
from the ﬁrst and has been turned upside down. This
is done on the basis of Josephus, Wars, 7, 6, 3; Ant. 8,
2, 5, the strange story of drawing a demon out through
the nose by means of a mythical root called Baaras,
which is secured in true magical fashion. Acts 19 :13,
etc., is quoted—just why, is not apparent. The conclusion is then drawn that in their exorcisms these Pharisaic exorcists used witchcraft and charms which contained the names of demons.

The argument of Jesus is thus said to be the ordinary argumentum ad hominem: your sons drive out
devils by means of devils—how, then, can you object
to my using the help of the chief of devils—your own
sons will convict you of injustice. To say the least, this
form of argument would not deny but would rather

admit Jesus’ connection with Beelzebul and would
prove only that the Pharisees were the last persons
who had any right to blame him for such a connection.
We trust that no one will assume that in Acts 19 :13 the
sons of Sceva substituted the name Jesus as one that
- was more potent for the name of some demon that 'had
thus far been used by them. The way in which they
tried to use the name Jesus indicates that they had
hitherto used some sacred, not some demon formula.
The Son of God cannot admit, even for the sake of
argument, that he uses the power of Beelzebul.

20) But if I in conjunction with God’s ﬁnger
expel the demons, then the kingdom of God did already reach to you.
This is the correct view of his expulsion of demons
and of the conclusion to be drawn therefrom. Back of
this conclusion, as all that preceded shows, there lies
the logical dilemma: either a connection with God or
one with Satan—tertium non datur. The connection
with Satan has already been exploded as being absurd

and impossible; hence the connection with God alone
is left. For Matthew’s “Spirit of God” Luke has “God’s
ﬁnger.” All three divine persons are active in Jesus’
work (3:22; 4:1, 2; 4:18; Matt. 12:18), and it is the
third person whose special task it is to build the kingdom on earth. Jesus says “ﬁnger” (Ps. 8:3, f‘ﬁngers”),
not hand or arm, which indicates that it took only a
motion of God’s ﬁnger to make the demons ﬂee. It is to
be noted that in expelling demons Jesus used no more
than a_‘wor'd, and every word of his is ﬁlled with the
Spirit.
Thus every demon expulsion that was effected by
Jesus is so much plain evidence of the Spirit’s presence
and work, in other words, so much proof that “the
kingdom of God did already reach to you,” Minty, “to
overtake” and thus “to reach or arrive,” especially in
the New Testament. The tense is interesting: the demon expulsions show that the kingdom is not merely
on the way but that it “did already (aorist) reach -to
you,” we should say, “has reached” (R. 842), i. e., is '
already in your midst. See 4:43 on the kingdom. Die
Koenigshewschaft, the royal, divine, saving rule of
God as King, is present as having arrived for you, and
you can see it in the abject defeat of Satan and his
demons in every demoniac’s deliverance. Jesus means:
you should welcome this rule and open your hearts to
its grace. Only devilish minds could deny what was so
evident and would attempt to oppose that rule.
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21)

Whenever

the

strong man,

completely

armed, guards his own court, in peace are his posses-

sions; but whenever one stronger than he, having

come upon him, conquers him, he takes away his
panoply on which he had relied and distributes his
spoils. Isa. 49:25.
The illustration is so transparent as to need no
elucidation. The two “whenever” generalize the illustration: this always occurs as here stated, which no
one will deny. The tertium in the illustration is the fact
that complete defeat must precede the act of plundering—God’s kingdom must have come before demoniacs
could be liberated as Jesus was'liberating them. A syllogism underlies the illustration and its obvious application to Jesus and Satan. Major premise: Only complete victory allows plundering at will; minor: Jesus
plunders Satan at will; conclusion: Jesus achieved compete victory over Satan. It is this inexorable logic that
lends such force to the illustration.

Satan is this powerful brigand or bandit. “Completely armed” with his earn (the equipment of a hoplite) pictures this bandit as having been and thus still
being armed (perfect participle) with all his mighty
weapons, which represent his power. His ailkﬁ is the
great court of his house or palace from which he issues
and to which he returns; this represents the world under Satan’s sway. Here he guards his possessions, all

that he has robbed and violated, like theselvictims of
' the demons, and all remains “in peace,” undisturbed,

as long as his strength is not crushed.
22) The illustration is general and thus speaks
only of “some stronger one,” but the thought refers
to Jesus. The condition is one of expectancy (érrdv with
the subjunctive), but the conclusion is a reality (aZpet,
indicative). The aorist mm indicates complete victory.

Jesus came upon Satan right in his own stronghold and
conquered him (4:1-13) and was even now taking Sa-

Luke 11 :22, 28
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tan’s panoply, all his armor, from him, rendering him
innocuous and distributing his «man, that of which he
had stripped Satan, the spoils of victory, release from
his cruel power. The past perfect £1rarot’0a denotes only
a past state of trust, the tense being without perfective
force, R. 904.

The objection that the victory referred to in 4 :1-13
was only moral whereas the expulsion of demons was
physical is pointless since Satan gained his physical
power to hurt by his moral victory in enticing man into
sin. The victory of Jesus reversed this moral victory
of Satan by vanquishing him in another temptation.
Thus the kingdom did already reach to you, quad erat
demonstrandum as someone has well said. All that
Jesus says would be farcical if Satan were not the personal being he is represented as being in the Scriptures
from Gen. 3 onward, and if demoniacal possession, like
the demons themselves, were ordinary mental ailments.
23)

He that is not with me is against me, and

he that gathers not with me scatters.
The matter is brought to a point. While it is still
general, the statement verges on the personal, for

every hearer is led to ask: “Where do I stand?” There
are, then, two sides: Jesus—Satan'; the Victor—the
vanquished. Neutrality is impossible. Merci denotes personal association and attachment, and mud, “down on
me,” hostility. But the idea is not that the Pharisees
to whom Jesus is speaking (Mark 3 :23) were trying
to assume a neutral position, and that their reference

to Beelzebul was only an expression of embarrassment,
they being at a loss for a better explanation. There is
nothing in the narrative to support this view. The

Pharisees were against Jesus; from the very moment
when they decided not to be “with him” they had
swung to the other side. In the war against Satan every

man who does not side with Jesus is against him and
for Satan. Luke 9:50 and Mark 9 :40 agree with this,
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for to do a miracle or a kind deed “in Jesus’ name” is
neither neutral nor hostile to Jesus.
Both attitudes have their immediate effect on others, the one gathers, the other scatters. No objects are
mentioned, the stress is on the actions alone. Of the
three possible objects: sheep, grain, ﬁsh, we prefer the
ﬁrst (Matt. 9:36; 10:6; John 10:12, where axopqriga is
also used with reference to sheep). It was the great
work of Jesus to gather the lost sheep; the wolf, Satan,
scattered them.
24) Matthew places this passage later, in connection with the dealing with these Pharisees; Luke
places it here in order to complete the account regarding the demons. When the unclean spirit g_oes

out from the man he goes through waterless places,
seeking rest; and not ﬁnding it, he says, I will return
to my house whence I went out! And having come,
he ﬁnds it swept and set in order. Then he goes and
takes with him seven other spirits more wicked than
himself; and having gone in, they dwell there. And
the last conditions of that man are worse than the
ﬁrst.

The demoniac is delivered from the unclean spirit
that had taken possession of him. The details of
the deliverance are not needed in order to understand
what follows. The Greek articles used with “spirit”
and “man” indicate only a speciﬁc case and not the fact
that all healed demoniacs undergo renewed possession.
The expelled spirit, now without a ﬁxed abode, wanders
from place to place, seeking (imiwava'ts‘, “pause,” some
place where he may satisfy his unclean or morally vile
desires. Why he ﬂits about “through waterless places,”
which are arid and desert localities and not ﬁgurative
(heretics, unbaptized, people), has been asked often
but has never been really answered. We are referred
to Tobit 8:3; Baruch 4:35 (both apocryphal), and to

Isa. 34:14; Rev. 18 :2' with the remark that desert
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places were thought to be the abode of demons. But
Jesus is not voicing opinions that were current in his
time, he is stating a fact.
It is also unwarranted to say that the expelled demon seeks healing for his wounds. Would these heal
more quickly in “waterless places”? Or that he hates
the sight of men, who remind him of the fact that he
has been driven out. Why does he, then, go back to the
man from whom he was expelled? Jesus knows the
ways of demons—we do not. Jesus went into the
wilderness to be tempted of the devil, and he now tells
us this about demons’ passing through waterless regions. Like other facts for which we have no explanation, we accept also this one.
The context implies nething about the demon’s having at last recovered from his defeat and wounds; the
only implication is that, having become weary of drift-

ing about and being unable .to ﬁnd rest elsewhere, he
bethinks himself of his former house and determines
to return to it. We may note that even after the vain
attempt to gain Jesus, Satan departed from him only
“for a' season” (4:13). Having been freed does not
mean immunity forever from the devil’s assaults. The
ﬁgure of the “house” is transparent and is continued
throughout.
25) Luke omits the fact that the demon ﬁnds the
house “standing empty”

(Matthew),

literally,

“at

leisure,” nobody occupying it, although this is implied
in the two participles that are used. The point is signiﬁcant—the Holy Spirit was not occupying the man’s
heart. No true spiritual change had been wrought in

him. The two perfect participles have present implication and picture the house as having been made
ready for a tenant and now being thus: “swept and set
in order,” exactly the kind of place the demons delight
in, where they can upset and turn everything upside
down again in ﬁendish glee. So the old tenant arrives,
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anxious to move in again. Since the house has been un-

tenanted, the participles cannot denote sanctiﬁcation
and spiritual gifts, for God’s Spirit would then be
dwelling there. All we may say is that this man, who
was once the victim of the demon’s violence so that
everything in him was unclean and disordered through
the demon’s presence, is now quiet and leading an outwardly undisturbed life, yet one that is quite apart
from God.

26)

This demon is not breaking into the house.

Hence the view is unsatisfactory that he gets seven
more spirits to help him break into the house. Nor are
they called “stronger than he.” Quite the contrary.
The house is now so inviting that this demon can have
the company he wants. He sees that there is room
enough for eight and thus goes and gets seven more.
Why just seven is another question that has not received a satisfactory answer. Any imitation of the sacred number seven is ruled out. Whereas formerly one
demon played havoc with this man, eight now violate
him. No wonder that “the last things of the man become worse than the ﬁrst”—eight demons instead of
one, and seven of them “more wicked” and thus more
vicious than the one. Mary Magdalene was freed from
seven demons (8 :2; Mark 16:9). The two neuter plurals say nothing about the comparative difﬁculty of freeing this man; they compare only his two conditions, the
last being far worse than the ﬁrst.
In Matt. 12:45 Jesus made the application of the
case that is here detailed: “Thus will it be also with
this wicked generation.” Jesus is speaking of his own _
generation which was helped for a time by the Baptist’s work and by Jesus’ own work. It did not help for

long. The spiritual state of the Jews was even now
worse as witness v. 14, etc., Matt. 12, the entire chapter. This would go on until the judgment would descend
in the destruction of Jerusalem and the deportation of

Luke 11 :27, 28
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the people. It should not be overlooked that Jesus ,answers the charge of being connected with Satan (v. 15)
by at last pointing out that the Jews themselves were
like a man who is repossessed by eight demons instead
of by one. Yet all that Jesus said was intended to warn
and, if possible, to save: “Save yourselves from this
untoward generation I” Acts 2:40.
27) And it came to pass that, while he was
saying these things (for both expressions see 1:8),
a woman out of the crowd, raising her voice, said to
him, Blessed the womb that bore thee and breasts
thou didst suck! He, however, said, Yea rather,
blessed they that are hearing the Word of God and
are guarding it!

Jesus had called the Pharisees and the scribes to
him and had publicly answered the slander they were
uttering behind his back. This courage as well as the
masterfulness and the stunning effect of the answer
which Jesus gave so impressed the people that stood
about that a woman, carried away by her admiration,

exclaimed aloud and pronounced the mother of Jesus
blessed. The aorist participle ivrdpao‘a expresses action
that is simultaneous with that of the aorist clue; and
rig is used as it was in verses 10, 25, 30, and 38, it is
no more than the indeﬁnite article. Kow’a is the abdominal cavity and thus comes to designate the womb.
There was less reticence at that time than there is now
regarding terms and expressions of this kind. This
woman was fulﬁlling the prophecy spoken in' 1 :48.
With holy envy she desired to have been in the place
of Jesus’ mother in having such a wonderful son. Many
a woman has shared her wish.
28) A6769, which is so often used without emphasis by Luke, here contrasts Jesus with the woman.
Mcvoﬁv is conﬁrmatory and at the same time corrective
(B.-D. 450, 4) : “indeed, yet rather.” Jesus aﬂirms this
woman’s beatitude as applying to his mother, but it
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would be misleading not to say much more. To be physically related to Jesus as being his mother is surely a
high prerogative and honor, greater even than this
woman dreamed, who did not know the mystery of his
conception and his birth. Mcvoiiv is misunderstood when
it is made sharply adversative, which R. 1151 corrects:
“obviously without contrast.”
Jesus in no way says that this woman’s beatitude is
wrong. But vastly higher is the beatitude which rests
on the true spiritual connection with Jesus. He names
those who have this connection with him, a connection
without which even the motherhood of Jesus would
have been nothing: “they that are hearing the Word
of God and are guarding it,” 8 :21, and still better Matt.
12:50. The present participles characterize these
blessed ones, and the two, of course, go together. Both
“to keep” and “to observe” fall short as a translation
of amnesty, which means “to guard” the Word of God
by keeping it safely in our own hearts as the most
precious treasure (faith) and by allowing no contradiction or alteration of it (confession). As far as doing
it is concerned, namely in the sense of works, this is
included as a matter of course. The doing mentioned
in Matt. 12:50 is a far deeper thing than just good
works. Jesus is not turning the woman and all others
from himself but to himself when he emphasizes “the

Word of God,” for he not only brought that Word but
was its very sum and substance.
29)

Now as the crowds were thronging upon

him he began to say: This generation is a wicked
generation. It seeks a sign, and a sign shall not be
given to it save the sign of Jonah. For as Jonah became a sign to the Ninevites, so shall also the Son
of man be to this generation.
In v. 16 Luke has already stated that others were
seeking a sign from heaven. Comparing Matt. 12 :24

(Pharisees) with v. 38 (some of the scribes and Phar-
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isees), the demand for a sign' from heaven emanated
from the scribes, most of whom were probably also
Pharisees. The professional and most authoritative expounders of the Old Testament and the rabbinical tradition (5:17) did not request, they really demanded a

sign from Jesus. The view that these men were better
than those who placed Jesusvin league with Satan is
[untenable as the stern answer of Jesus shows. These
scribes intended to say that all the signs which Jesus
had done were insuﬁicient; they must, according to
what they as authorities knew about the Old Testament,
demand something more convincing from Jesus, some
sign from heaven like moving the heavens, making the
clouds gyrate, sun, moon, and stars perform antics,
visionsjpainted With unearthly colors in the sky, angel
hosts parading down the milky way. And these scribes
made this demand because they Were convinced that
Jesus could not meet it and would thus be discredited
when these scribes would shout in derision, “We told
you so 1"
Luke pictures the scene when this demand was
made and Jesus gave his answer. When he gave the
reply mentioned in v. 17 Jesus had summOned the
Pharisees (Mark 3:23), and v. 2'7 shows that a crowd
of- others was present. Luke does not say that this
crowd was now augmented but that “they were thronging upon him,” surrounding him in a compact body,
all anxious to hear what he would reply. Jesus certainly met this expectation. “Began to say” is weightier than just “he said" and indicates the importance
of what follows. The reply is, indeed, lofty and authoritative and at the same time powerful and severe.
Jesus ignores the scribes, he makes a public announcement, one about “this generation” as a whole;
it is entirely objective, and its tone is highly judicial.
The demand of these scribes is only a symmom of the
Judaism of that day. This entire generation had lost
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contact with God .and his Word. These leaders of the
people showed this openly. They knew nothing of the
blessedness of hearing and guarding the Word of God
(v. 28), or else they would never think of brushing

aside all the signs of mercy and grace and saving help
that had been wrought by Jesus as being worth nothing and fasten on a sign “out of heaven” that, if it
were wrought, would be nothing but a prodigy, a sign
only of the fact that Jesus, 'too, had lost contact with
God. Here was this packed crowd, waiting whether,
perhaps, it would now get to see (Matt. 12:38) such
a sign. The whole thing displayed the fact that this
generation was “wicked,” wompd, which always means,
“actively wicked,” and Matthew adds “adulterous,” unfaithful to its covenant marriage vow given to Jehovah.
Wickedness by no means consists only-in open crimes,
it is even more the base rejection of God’s Word, grace,and Savior as here displayed. Here, indeed, was the.
wickedness starting on the course that would bring
Jesus to the cross.
The kind of sign these scribes demand “shall not
be given" to them. The passive verb leaves the Giver
veiled and states only the cold fact.- It is morally im-

possible for God or for Christ to grant such a sign.
They cannot discredit the signs which Jesus was giving, and they cannot give a sign that would signal only
the fact that God had abandoned his plan of grace. God
and Christ cannot respond to the evil motive in the
hearts of these scribes.
Yes, these men had hit it this time—Jesus is unable
to meet their demand. But let them not smile and say,
“See, we told you so!” For Jesus adds a word: “save
the sign of Jonah." Ah, God has a sign, a very special
sign for just such people as these are. Do they pretend
to be aggrieved because the sign they demand is denied
them? The most signiﬁcant. sign is waiting for them,
onein which their own guilt will culminate (crucifying
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Jesus), one in which their own judgment will be indicated (the resurrection and the gloriﬁcation of Jesus).

It is “the sign of Jonah,” which is marked by the article
as being the one that is well known to all who are ac-

quainted with the book of this prOphet.
30) Luke condenses and abbreviates, compare
Matt. 12:40, etc. All he reports is that, as Jonah became a sign to the Ninevites, so also the Son of man
(see 5 :24) shall be (a sign) to this generation of Jews.

Matt. 12:40 states fully what this means. The view
that this sign was the preaching of Jonah is untenable.
All the prophets preached, and not only Jesus but also
his twelve and his seventy disciples had preached, and
preaching would go on to the end of time.
The typical feature which Jesus brings out is this:
when Jonah disappeared in the maw of the sea, monster, his career seemed to be ended—it was not; he returned alive and warned the Ninevites according to
God’s will. So when the Jews would see Jesus laid in
the tomb they would think that his career was ended—
it would not be; he would return, ‘and his mighty work
would go, on according to the divine will. The sign of
'Jonah, what happened to him, was the very sign which
these Jews would in a very brief time receive in what
would happen to Jesus, in his resurrection and his
gloriﬁcation—he whom they were rejecting would rule
in glory forever, and then what about those who were
rejecting him? This sign 'of Jonah proclaimed their

judgment in advance, and when it was wrought in
Jesus it would descend upon them, and many of those
present would live to see this, Matt. 16:28.
All unbelief that still rejects the signs of Jesus and
all else that he offers in grace shall ﬁnally, when it is
too late, get the sign that shall more than satisfy, the
Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven to judgment.
And that will, indeed, be a sign “out of heaven” (v.
16). Some make a point of the fact that in. v. 29 the
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phrase “out of heaven” is omitted, but they only confuse the reply of Jesus by thinking of some other sign
and arrive at impossibilities; v. 16 and v. 29 go together.
31) A queen of the south will arise in the judgment together with the men of this generation and
will condemn them because she came from the ends
of the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon, and lo,
something more than Solomon here!
This queen is left unnamed, but the reference is to
I Kings 10:1-13. She came a thousand miles from
Arabia, from what were then literally the ends of the
earth. Danger, hardships, time, and expense were as
nothing to her compared with the wisdom of Solomon
which she desired to hear. The aorist dxoﬁaat means that
she heard and appropriated Solomon’s wisdom. Nothing is stated in regard to the religious character of
Solomon’s wisdom, but that is certainly not excluded,
for the queen found far more than had been reported
to her.
Note the points: a benighted Gentile and a woman
at that—in a far distant land—with only more or less
uncertain reports to inform her—undertakes a journey
of such proportions—to hear the wisdom of one who is
a type, though only a type, of Christ. Hence the exclamation because of the telling contrast, “and 10,
something more than Solomon here,” the neuter whciov
being used for all that is embodied in Jesus. People of
the covenant—here in their own land—with Wisdom
itself come to dwell among them—and yet they will
not hear. The reference to “wisdom” is especially pertinent to the scribes whose very profession it was to
seek and to dispense the true wisdom of God from his

Word.

‘

Jesus sees these two, this queen and the men of this
generation of Jews, in the judgment, she standing up
together with them (and), both side by side. Then not
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these Jews will condemn this Gentile woman, but this

Gentile woman these Jews. When both appear before
God’s judgment bar, and their cases are laid before
the Judge, in the eyes of the Judge her case will serve

as a condemnation of the case of the Jews. And the
Judge will, of course, so recognize and pronounce. This
is What the sign 'of Jonah, the resurrection of Jesus,
means for this wicked generation: judgment and condemnation at the hands of the g10riﬁ’ed Jesus.
32)

Men of Nineveh shall stand up in the judg-

ment together with this generation and shall condemn it because they did repent at the proclamation
of Jonah, and 10, something greater than Jonah here!
The absence of the article leaves the stress on the
fact of their being from Nineveh. In the~ great judgment their case shall equally condemn this generation
of Jews. These Ninevites repented when they had nothing but the law and the threat of Jonah’s proclamation
whereas “10,” just look at it, “more than Jonah here,”
«Adar again includes all that the Jews had in Jesus.
The case is doubly bad: the Ninevites had so little and
repented—the Jews not only had so much, they refused

to heed it at all. The thought is the same as it was in
10:13-15, but we now have Gentiles that did actually
repent, namely as described in 10:13-15, which see.
The points are these: wicked Gentiles—to whom a
strange prophet is sent from a foreign land—one who
was miraculously rescued from a' terrible death by
God’s hand—who brought nothing but the dire threatenings of the law—yet these Gentiles believe that
prophet—repent by fasting in sackcloth and ashes-—
desist from sin and amend their ways. 0n the other
hand, these Jews—Who in addition to all their other

prophets now have the Messiah himself—whom God
would glorify by the resurrection from the dead—who
came with the gospel and its consummation in his own
resurrection—and these Jews spurn it all.
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Jesus does not indicate what God will do in the
judgment with that queen and with these Ninevites.
On that day we shall witness the mercy as well as the

justice of God in "his dealings with the Gentiles. It is
to be noted that in the contrast sketched here the Jewish guilt in crucifying Jesus-is omitted; Jonah typiﬁes
only the resurrection of Jesus. The promised sign is
thus one of the crowning grace, which, however, on its
rejection is turned into the terrible sign of judgment
and seals the fate of- the Jews.
33) No one, after lighting a lamp, places it into
a cellar, neither under a peck measure, but upon a
lampstand, in order that those coming in may see the
light.
This entire passage (v. 33-36) nonpluses the commentators, and their eﬁorts at interpretation are labored and unconvincing. So already this self-evident
opening statement, which states nothing but the ordinary universal fact about the use of a lamp, is variously
interpreted. Because in 8:16 and in Matt. 5: 15 the

vam is not mentioned, this1s referred to the crypt or
tomb1n which the body of Jesus lay, and the lamp and
its light become Jesus, the light of the world.
Efforts such as that throw all that follows out of
gear. Why make so much of the crypt, which means
only a cellar, and pass by the median, the peck measure? Jesus simply lays down an undisputed proposition: the one use and purpose of a lamp is to enable
those that come into the room where the lamp rests on
its proper stand to see its light; it is silly to light the
lamp and then to clap a vessel like a peck measure over
it or to put the lamp in the cellar where its light would

serve no one and in such ways to leave the people in the
room of the house altogether in the dark.
This statement itself does not indicate what use
Jesus intends to make of this statement about the

lamp; all that follows will show that. Here, too, it

ought to be plain that Jesus certainly did repeat things,
and that the efforts to make all repetitions just one
utterance that is only variously and incorrectly placed
in the records, is unwarranted, compare in this case

8 :16 and Matt. 5:15, where also the further details
regarding the lamp, etc., are stated.
34) The lamp of the body is thine eye. Whenever thine eye is single, also thy whole body is full
of light; but whenever it is wicked, also thy whole
body is full of darkness.
We now see what use Jesus makes of his opening
statement about the lamp. Like that lighted lamp is
the eye of the human body; it furnishes the light for
the entire body. That is quite simple and would already
say something of special importance. Yet some stop
here and think that Jesus says only this: the eye furnishes the light for all “bodily actions” whereas Jesus
says nothing at all about actions.
So also the very terms by which Jesus reveals that
he is speaking of the eye and of the body with reference to spiritual conditions, the adjectives a'eroﬁs and
wompdc, are regarded as still being a part of the ﬁgure
of the natural eye, as meaning ﬁrst “a healthy eye”
and then the opposite, “a diseased eye.” So Jesus is
thought to say: “A healthy eye gives light to the whole
body, but a diseased eye leaves the whole body in darkness.” That this is not true seems to escape notice;
a diseased eye does not by any means prevent some
sight—that would require a blind eye, nay, two blind

eyes. Jesus speaks only of “the eye”—one, and does
not speak of blindness as he Ought to according to this
view.

The effort to prove that ems; and Miami; are used to
designate “healthy” and “diseased” is unconvincing. N0
example has been found of the former and of the latter
only Plato’s expression wmpta 6¢0aayém We are also informed about the eye disease to which Jesus is thought
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to refer, namely ophthalmia, and we are given descriptions of this disease. To these views others add eyes

(note the plural) that are out of focus or that cannot
stand the bright light and are blinded by it (forgetting.
that Jesus says that the eye itself is the light).
Misunderstandings such as this have led to alterations of the text itself from early days onward;
the reading was changed to suit the interpreter. Although this has now ceased, one constantly meets remarks which claim that the ﬁgure and the reality in
Jesus’ words do not match exactly, that the whole passage is “difﬁcult,” etc.
“The lamp of the body is thine eye” puts the predicate forward for the sake of emphasis, and the article
used with it shows that the predicate is identical with
the subject, R. 768; there are not two lamps and not
two eyes. Jesus is speaking of the function of the eye
as being identical with the function of the lamp. One
eye, one lamp because Jesus is referring to the heart
which directs the entire body. This is put beyond ques-

tion by the two opposite adjectives which are used with
reference to the two eyes. In one man the eye (heart)
is “single,” in the other it is “wicked.”
Both are plainly moral terms. Nothing is said directly about the object that these eyes see, for that object has been strongly presented in advance: “some-

thing more than Solomon here,” “something more than
Jonah here” (v. 31, 32). Why do these scribes and

Pharisees fail to see what is thus before their very
eyes? Because the organ of sight (the heart) is not

“single” but “wicked.” ‘A-Moﬁe means “without fold,”
without duplicity, without ulterior motive hidden back
in some fold. When that kind of an eye looks at Jesus it
sees “something more” than Solomon and Jonah in
him, something that draws to him in joyful faith.
nompés means actively wicked, hostile to God and his

gracious will. When an eye of that kind looks at Jesus

Luke 11 :34
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it sees nothing of this “more than Solomon,” etc., in
him, it sees only what these Jews saw, a man who is
in league with Beelzebul (v. 15), a man who has insufﬁcient sign-credentials (v. 16, 29, 30).
The fact that is often overlooked is this mode of
expression, which weaves the ﬁgure and the reality
(the interpretation of the ﬁgure) together. The Old
and the New Testament are full of this way of
speaking. Trench has fully analyzed it in the introduction to his Notes on the Parables, 1:4; it

is Biblical allegory. No more beautiful and striking
passages than these occur even in Scripture, and yet
their nature is often not understood. We know that
everything depends on the eye (heart) with which a
man looks at something or at'somebody. If his eye is

single, bent only on discovering the reality, the truth,
he will soon see it; but if his eye is wicked and full of
vicious motives, we all know what he sees, and we
dread it. Have you not been looked at in these ways?
Jesus is speaking of the same thing regarding himself.
He might, of course, have spoken of sight and blindness as he did in John 9:39, etc., (though even there
a certain seeing is allowed to the blind) ; he chose to
speak as he did in Matt. 13 :14-16 by going to the root
of the two ways in which men see.
In the present case he brings out the effect that is
produced on the person himself when he is using these
two kinds of eyes. He with the “single” eye not only

has that kind of an eye, he “also” (Kat) has “his whole
body full of light” (¢m¢w6v) ; the man with the
“wicked” eye “also” (Kai) has “his whole body full of
darkness” (axomvév) . The eye does not see for its own

sake, it sees for the entire body. “The whole body” is
thus retained in these clauses, in other words, the
original proposition at the head of v. 34 is left unchanged. The eye refers to the heart, so the body is
not conceived as being without its soul but as the soul’s
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organ. All the bodily members, mouth, hands, feet, etc.,
will act as the eye (heart) sees and directs. The eye that
sees “more than Solomon,” etc., will draw the whole
body into the light to follow, trust, worship, obey
Jesus; the eye that sees a friend of Satan, a man discredited, will put the whole body into darkness, the
mouth to oppose him with words, the feet to dog him,
the hands at last to drag him to the cross—darkness
indeed.
35) We are prepared for the stunning paradox: Keep looking, therefore, whether perhaps the
light, the one in thee, is darkness!
In Matt. 6 :23 Jesus has the same paradox but in a
terse form which includes Luke’s v. 36: “If, therefore,
the light in thee is darkness, how great that darkness !”
We are constantly (present imperative) tolook at the
eye—for what? The eye is called “the light,” the function of which is to illumine you and me, and the addition of the phrase “in thee” with a second article makes
it equally emphatic with the noun it modiﬁes (R. 776) .
The fact that this light (eye) is “the one in us” certainly makes it plain that Jesus refers to the heart. The
indirect question with p.15 (R. 1045), mi also with the
force of “perhaps“ (1169) , tells us what we are to keep
guarding against: “whether perhaps the light in us
is darkness,” the indicative as in Attic when there is
fear regarding something past or present (R. 995).

To have this happen would be a calamity indeed.
Such a thing. never exists in nature that “light” is

“darkness," and that is what makes the paradox. A
lighted lamp always lights up the room where it is
placed on its stand. The natural eye of the Pharisee

and of the scribe sees just as perfectly as that of the
disciple. But remember the abnormal, irrational thing
Jesus added in v. 33, a vessel turned over the lamp,
the lamp down in the cellar—then, indeed, the livingroom is in dense darkness.

Luke 11 :35, 36
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And so the paradox is solved, the light may be darkness; put evil motives over your powers of eye and
heart, immerse these powers completely in such motives, and though you have these powers you will have
nothing but black darkness. And irrational and crazy
as such acts seem—which never occur in nature—thousands perpetrate them in the world of the spiritual
—right here the scribes and Pharisees are doing so.
Look to your own light! And here as in so many other
places Jesus brings out the irrationality and thus the
fearful guilt of unbelief.
36) If, therefore, thy whole body is full of
light, not having any-part full of darkness, it will be
wholly lighted up as when the lamp keeps lighting
thee with brilliance.
This is the conclusion (oz'w) of the ﬁgurative and
self-interpreting presentation. It rounds out'the whole
by carrying us back to the “lamp” mentioned in v. 33.

The point of the whole statement is found in the last
clause: “as when the lamp keeps lighting thee with
brilliance.” In v. 34 we are pointed from the cause to
the effect (the single eye makes the whole body full of
light, the wicked eye full of darkness) ; here the effect
points us to the cause (the body's being wholly full of
light is due to the brilliance of the lamp). An emphasis
runs through the statement on the effect: the whole
body is lighted up wholly (positive), not having any
part full of darkness (negative) ; and this is matched
in the last clause by the brilliance with which the lamp
lights thee (present tense: right along). The eye
(lamp, heart) that sees “more than Solomon,” etc., in
Jesus directs no mere corner of our being but ﬁlls us
completely and leaves no part dark. The mouth does
not confess Jesus while the hands disobey him; the
head does not bow in worship before him while the
feet walk in the counsel of the ungodly. No; the brilliance of the lamp illumines us altogether.
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’Aarpam; is used with reference to lightning, but the
momentary idea of a ﬂash is absent here with a verb
of duration; lightning ought not to be brought in, “brilliance” is the thought. This verse, too, has suﬂ’ered at
the hands of interpreters, what with changes in the
reading, artiﬁcial emphasis, and cutting off the ci clause
and attaching it to v. 55. The supposed tautology between the “if” clause and the apodosis with 50mm. disappears when the éc clause is not made a belated addition but, as its very position at the end indicates, the
climax of the entire sentence.
37) Now as he spoke (see 3 :21) there requests
him a Pharisee that he eat the morning meal with
him; and having gone in, he reclined at table.

We should note that the aorist Aswan; indicates no
time but only the fact of speaking. Jesus had1n v.14,
etc., and in v. 29, etc., spoken to Pharisees (Matt.
12:24) and to scribes from Jerusalem (Mark 3:22).
This makes it the more remarkable that a Pharisee, one
living in the place, should now ask Jesus to take the
morning meal with him. The verb is derived from

apmov, not the meal after rising but one that is eaten
after the return from synagogue prayers, toward noon.
We note no hostile motive in the invitation although
Luke is brief. Jesus accepts. That others, too, were in‘vited and dined is indicated by the plurals that Jesus
uses, by the lawyer in v. 45, and especially also by v. 53.
We are in the last few weeks of Jesus’ life, and as v. 15,
16 show, the relations are strained to the utmost.
38) But the Pharisee, when he saw, marvelled
that he did not ﬁrst wash himself before the morning
meal.

See 5:17 on the Pharisees. The aorist of Bum-{cw is
used also in the sense of the middle as it is here, “did
not wash himself.” In Mark 7:1, etc., the Pharisees and
the scribes take exception to the disciples on this point.

The disciples are not present here, the situation is en-

Luke 11 :38, 89
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tirely different, and Jesus himself is the offender. This
ritualistic washing of the hands was part of the tradition of the elders, a requirement that was considered
more binding than those of the divine law itself. The
subject is fully treated in the interpretation of Mark
7 :3. For this very reason Jesus could not observe the
practice. This Pharisee and the others present would
have thought that Jesus, too, considered the practice

to be binding. So Jesus did not wash his hands before
he reclined to dine. Already his action spoke with no
uncertain voice. It is unwarranted to think of a complete bath in this connection and to imagine that the
company may have passed a public bath on the way

to the Pharisee’s house. Was Palestine full of baths,
in which all the Jews submerged themselves before
each meal of the day, villages, farms, places along the
road for travellers, too? Think of the ﬂoods of water
this required! John 2 :6 tells a different story.
Did this Pharisee by act or by word express his
objection to this omission on Jesus’ part, or did Jesus
read his thoughts? Luke does not say. He tells us only
how Jesus met this man’s objection, in which, no doubt,
all the rest joined.
39) The Lord, however, said to him: Now, you,
the Pharisees, clean the outside of the cup and of
the dish, but the inside of you is full of pillage and
wickedness. Fools! Did not he that made the outside
make also the inside?
What Jesus meant when he did not wash he states
in no uncertain terms now that it has drawn hostile
attention. 0n Luke's use of Kﬁpm as a designation for
Jesus ‘see 7 :13; here Jesus indeed speaks as “the Lord.”
The entire proceeding of Jesus, which includes
everything up to v. 52, has been sharply criticized on
the score of bad manners. Jesus was a guest, we are

told. He should have conformed to his host’s customs,
and he certainly should not have attacked his host and
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his fellow guests. But the washing was no mere custom,
otherwise Jesus would have washed as he observed the
custom of reclining at table. It was a matter of principle that was at stake. Too many pocket their principles
on occasion, not so the Lord. The condescension was
on the Lord’s part by joining this company at all. He
did it, not to make a gracious gesture or to receive a
favor, but to tell these Pharisees exactly what was
wrong with them in words so stunning that, if there
was any hope of saving any of their souls, this hope
might be realized. The Lord could not pocket his mission for an hour or so and let these Pharisees go' on
undisturbed just because one of them had asked him
in for a meal.
This is the logical “now” and refers to the marvelling of the Pharisees. “You, the Pharisees,” means
those present and their entire party, who were sticklers

for the tradition to the extent of disregarding all that
God had laid down in his law. At ﬁrst blush it appears
as if Jesus is not at all speaking about the washing of
hands before meals, but it only appears so. “Cleaning
the outside of the cup and of the dis ,” i. e., cleaning
this alone and leaving the inside unclean, is manifestly
ﬁguratiVe when one notes that he adds: “but the inside
of you is full of pillage and wickedness.” This little
ceremony of washing the hands was such a sacred and
essential act that it transcended the very moral law
itself, and these Pharisees deemed themselves vastly
holy before God and led the people to think them holy
for thus washing this little bit of their outside while
they let their inside, the heart, will, and thought continue full (76m, durative) of this and that vice (pillage, snatching from others), yea, of the whole mass
of wickedness. Could Jesus condone that when it became evident right before his eyes in the very host who
had invited him?
‘
'

Luke 11 :40, 41
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40) It is of little use to tone down single terms
in these discourses when translating them. The adjective ¢i¢pom refers to people who are devoid of sense.
“Fools” is correct (A. V.), not “ye foolish ones” (R.
V.). Men who practiced what Jesus mentioned could
not be called. anything else by the Lord. They were acting as if God had made only the outside (their hands,
to be ceremonially washed) and not the inside (the
heart that must be kept clean of wickedness). The answer is, of course, that God made both. But this by no
means says that the Pharisees should therefore do
both, i. e., practice their hand-washing in the way they
did.
41) Jesus therefore adds: But give as aims the
things that are within; and 10, all things are clean
to you.

When it is used as a conjunction «My is always
adversative; Mm: is the neuter plural participle from
31mm, “to be within or inside." The difﬁculty is to decide
to what the expression refers as the translations in our
versions and their margins show. Some think that “the
things inside” refer to the contents of the dishes 'on the
table; but cup and dish were used ﬁguratively, nor
were any contents mentioned, besides the mention of
these vessels lies too far back. Jesus, too, could not intend to say that the very meal which he was eating
should be given away as alms; what about other meals?
When basket or some other word is added, the meaning is “contents"; but the word is here found by itself.

It seems best to take it in the sense of Ta innipxovra. ‘5]sz
(Theophylact) ; was do. ist (Luther), dds Vorhandeme,
“such things as ye have.”
Then, however, Jesus would not be speaking ironically as some have thought: “With your hearts full of
rapaciousness and wickedness only go on giving something of what you thus have, and everything will be
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quite clean for you l" The other idea, that almsgiving
could produce cleanness in God’s sight, is shut out because it is contrary to Scripture. What Jesus demands
is a new heart, “the inside of you” (v. 39) so renewed
that in place of rapaciousness and wickedness it is now
ﬁlled with true love and charity. When that is attained,
then, “10," to the surprise of these Pharisees themselves, “everything is clean for you.” And, indeed, a
clean heart makes everything else clean.
42) But woe to you Pharisees because you go
on tithing the mint and the rue and every garden
herb but pass by justice and the love of God! But
these it was necessary to do and those not to dismiss.
The torrent of woes hurled against the scribes and
Pharisees in Matt. 23:13-39 in the Temple was the
culmination of scenes such as this in the Pharisee’s
house. Even some of the very words that were uttered
then had their beginnings here. When it appears at the
head of a new line of thought, at times at the opening
of a new paragraph, dud states that the speaker breaks
off the previous line of thought and turns to another.
“Woe” is the Lord’s own verdict upon these Pharisees
(see 6 :24-26; 10:13). The Pharisees were rigorists
when it came to the easy features of the divine regulations. They strenuously tithe even the small ﬂavoring
herbs, of which a family might grow just a few like
mint and rue (dill, cumin, Matthew), and, in fact,
every garden herb. But the mighty requirements of God

they pass by as though they did not exist.
Thus Kpio‘ts', the act of judging a fellow man righteously (not merely rightly), is a Icpivuv that ever defends those that are wronged (Prov. 31 :8, 9) and is
thus synonymous with Sumoﬁv and parallel with macaw,
C.-K. 629. Beside this comprehensive mercy to man
Jesus places the aya’m; toward God (objective genitive).
In the Greek abstract nouns may have the article. This

Duke 11 :42
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is the love of true comprehension and of corresponding
purpose and is thus full devotion to God. These features of the law are the supreme ones even as they are

valid for all men and for the church of all times; be-

side these, Levitical regulations such as tithing, which
were intended for the Jews alone, to say nothing of the
tithing of mere ﬂavoring herbs, amounted to a triviality.
One of the plain facts is that the Gospels mention
tithing only three times, in three condemnations of the
Pharisees, and all three are scathing in their severity.
Three other references are found in Hebrews 7 :5-9
and are merely historical. Although all the apostles
were originally Jews and reared to tithe, with not one
word did any one of them even intimate that in the
new covenant the Christians might ﬁnd tithing a helpful method of making their contributions to the work
of the church. This strong negative is re-enforced immensely by the totally different method suggested by
Paul when he called on the churches for a great offering, I Cor. 16:1, etc.; II Cor. 8 :4, etc. Exegetically and
thus dogmatically and ethically the New Testament is
against tithing as being valid in the new covenant. Desire for more money, also for more money in and for
the church, should not blind our eyes to the ways that
are employed for getting it.
But Jesus leaves no room for misunderstanding.
The new covenant is not yet established; he as well as
these Pharisees are still under the old covenant, and

for that God himself appointed tithing (Lev. 27:30,
etc. ; Num. 18:21; Deut. 12:6 ; 12:22-27). That tithing
be done conscientiously even in little things—but why

of tiny herbs ?— Jesus is thus the last to forbid a Jew.
Jesus safeguards himself when he adds: “But these it
was necessary to do, and those not to dismiss,” both
inﬁnitives being eifective aorists. The imperfect 38:;
is neither like our present nor like the ordinary im-
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perfect; it was a necessity though not lived up to, and,
as was the case here, the necessity still remains, R. 919.
43) Woe to you Pharisees because you love the
chief seat in the synagogues and the salutations in
the markets!
From their unholy rapacity‘ Jesus turns to their
unholy pride, compare Matt. 23 :6. Luke mentions only
two points, both regarding public places. The Pharisees
loved the most prominent seats in the synagogues, up

in front beside the rulers of the synagogue, 'where
everybody would be duly impressed by their holy
prominence. They also counted on being called upon to
offer their wisdom during the services. The salutations
in the markets, where they paraded in order to be seen,
were the greetings with deep bows which called them
by the most honored names and titles. Besides perverting God’s Word, they demanded the highest honors fordoing so. Luke has dyavriv (Matthew only was») , which
means that they thoroughly understood what they were
doing and did it with the corresponding purpose, (see.
6 :27).
44)

Woe to you because you are as the tombs,

the ones indistinct, and the people who walk about:
over them do not know it.
From what the Pharisees pretend to be Jesus turns
to what they are; from the honors they love to the
avoidance that should be accorded them. He at the
same time indicates how alone they maintain their
standing, only through the ignorance of pe0ple (avopunm,
Menschen) . All tombs and graves were whitewashed

before the Passover so that people might not touch
them, for this was considered deﬁling. These Pharisees
are like old, forgotten tombs, and the adjective which
is added by a second article is emphatic (R. 776) , “the
ones indistinct,” no longer apparent as tombs. People
walk around over them not knowing that they are
walking over tombs and thus unconsciously become

Luke 11 :45
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deﬁled. So the Pharisees contaminate all who come in
contact with them. Jesus reverts to the point of uncleanness mentioned in v. 38-41, which started the entire invective. But this uncleanness is now greatly intensiﬁed by likening the Pharisees and their holiness to
tombs that enclose the foulness of rotted dead bodies.
The severity is crushing. The whole nation is rendered
unclean by the great party of the Pharisees.
45) But one of the lawyers, answering, says to
him, Teacher, by saying these things thou dost insult
also us.
So lawyers, too, had been invited to this meal (v.
37) ; regarding them compare 10 :25. By far the greater

part of them were Pharisees, and it is thus that this
lawyer felt that his entire profession was also berated
by what Jesus was saying. He objected. He felt that
Jesus was insulting (speaking outrageously) also “us,”
the entire class of men who had made a profession of
studying the Old Testament and the rabbinical traditions in order to teach the people aright. The Pharisees
followed this teaching, and thus in striking at them
Jesus certainly struck also at their teachers, the nomikoz', the law experts.
This was the only interruption, the only objection
offered. Why did the entire company not at once break
up in violent turmoil? Why did they allow Jesus to go
on making each crushing statement stronger than the
preceding one? We know only one answer: the power
of Jesus’ personality, the impressiveness of his presence. All these woes were delivered, not in heat, but in
cold, deliberate, absolutely masterful calmness. The
(in states the reason for each woe which is full, complete, yet brief, with not one unguarded word, with
not one overstatement, each word being driven home
with unerring aim. I do not think that much was eaten

at that meal; Jesus was serving food for the conscience.
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46)

But he said: To you lawyers, too, woe be?

cause you load men with loads hard to carry but
yourselves do not with one ﬁnger touch the loads.
Did this lawyer hope that Jesus would qualify his
severe words or retract them as far as the lawyers
were concerned? He only precipitated more crushing
woes that were directed against this speciﬁc class of
hypocrites and perverters of the divine Word. “To you
lawyers woe l” for-you are the worst of all. Note ¢oprla,

the cognate accusative with «paprizm. These loads are
usually understood to be the rabbinical traditions,
which certainly were "‘hard to carry.” But the trouble
is that both the Pharisees and the Pharisaic lawyers
did observe them with great scrupulosity; Jesus says
so himself in v. 42 (tithes) and in v. 39 (ceremonial
cleanness). Yet Jesus here asserts that the loads these
lawyers pile on others they themselves do not pretend
evento touch with as much as one ﬁnger, namely to lift
and to carry, them in the very least.
Jesus is speaking of what these lawyers did with
the Old Testament. They turned all the delightful, up-

lifting. saving gospel in the Old Testament into nothing
but law, law, law, burden upon burden, and so loaded
down the poor souls of men. But how about themselves?
Did they live up to this mass of law? Absolutely not!
Even the real law, judgment and the love of God (v.
42) , they absolutely ignored. Jesus scores the lawyers
for their false doctrine and for their hypocrisy in connection with that doctrine.
47) Woe to you because you build the tombs
of the prophets, and your fathers killed them.
The interpretation is found in Matt. 23 :29, 30; but
the intervening thought is omitted, that these lawyers
claim that they would not have killed the prephets. As
in Matthew, Jesus declares the scribes to be true sons
of their murderous fathers who ﬁll up the measure of
their fathers, so he here at once combines the lawyers

Luke 11 :48, 49
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with their fathers; the latter killed the prophets to get
rid of them, and the former build their tombs as being
dead men whose voice they are glad is hushed forever.
48) So you are witnesses and approve of the
works of your fathers because they killed them, and
you build their tombs.

Far from testifying that they deplored the deeds
of their fathers in killing the prophets, their building
the tombs of the prophets is the very reverse: it makes

them witnesses to the fact that they approve this awful
series of murders. Jesus says that there is no deception
about it at all. How true this is appears in the following. There was only one way in which these lawyers
could condemn these bloody deeds of their fathers,
namely to believe and to do what the prophets had said.
Without this, all building of the tombs of the prophets,
all outward honor they paid to them, was just what
Jesus said it was.
49) For this reason also the Wisdom of God
said: I will send to them prophets and apostles, and
some of them they will kill and persecute in order
that there may be required of this generation the
blood of all the prophets that is being shed from the
world’s foundation, from the blood of Abel to the
blood of Zacharias who perished between the altar
and the House. Yes, I say to you, it shall be required
of this generation!
Jesus expands this woe by pointing out to the lawyers the full guilt they are incurring by their perversion of the teaching of the prophets while they hypocritically build their tombs, i. e., erect ﬁne structures
over the places where they are said to be buried. This
is the force of Sui. mine, “for this reason.” We need not

puzzle about “the Wisdom of God” which simply means
“God in his Wisdom” (compare 7:35), namely in his
foreknowledge and the divine counsel which he formed.
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Jesus does not call himself “the Wisdom of God” and.
with aims (aorist) refer to some previous statement he
had made. Nor is this a formula of quotation which
refers to some Old Testament passages. Even an allu-sion to Jer. 7:21-29 is questionable. What Jesus says
about this Wisdom’s utterance is found in substance
in various places in the Old Testament; but here all is.
so speciﬁc that we must say that by his own super-natural knowledge Jesus here states the very counsel.
of God’s Wisdom regarding “this generation” of JewsIn this connection we may note a sample of modern

critical exegesis. Au‘z roiiro means that “God must have
some valid excuse” for destroying the Jews, and so he
secures it by the sending of these messengers regarding
whom he knows beforehand that the Jews will kill
them. This, we are told, is Old Testament theology. But
Jesus never said such a thing; The whole passage is interpolated from “a work otherwise unknown, The Wis-dam of God,” somebody put the passage into the mouth
of Jesus because he supposed that Jesus is meant by

“Wisdom.” So the whole passage is cancelled as being
spurious.
In Matthew, Jesus says: “I myself will send,” here
that the Wisdom of God will send (commission). Both
are true, for the works ad extra. are regularly ascribed
to any one of the three persons. “Prophets and apostles" are especially the Twelve and those who were
associated with them in the promulgation of the gospel;
still other terms are used in Matthew. “Prophets” are
added to “apostles” to indicate that these messengers
are in the same class with the Old Testament prophets.
They will .share thefate of those ancient ones by being
killed and persecuted by these sons of their murderous
fathers. God will urge the ﬁnal work of grace upOn
the Jewish nation. These lawyers and others, true sons
of their fathers, will then, rush to their great opportunity to complete the work of their fathers with all

Luke 11 :50, 51
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speed and bring on their great judgment. This is the
real teaching of both Testaments. Up to a certain point
the Lord’s hand restrains them with warnings that are
ever more intense like those of Jesus that are being
spoken now; the restraint ceases at last, the doom begins, the gates are thrown open—the sinner is speeded
to destruction; the word goes forth: “That thou'doest,
do quickly l” John 13:27.
50) The M clause states the divine purpose. When
all God’s grace is spurned, God’s ﬁnal intention is j udg—
ment. Moreover, guilt and penalty are cumulative.
Whereas each individual and also each generation receives the due reward of its deeds, when one generation
after another duplicates the wickedness, the pent-up
wrath of outraged justice bursts forth as a volcano.
Divine justice is not as superﬁcial as is ours; it demands more than a reckoning for individual and separate crimes. When it is re-enacted, each crime involvesa guilt that reaches back to the beginning. The last
acts approve all the former that are of the same type,
and so the last acts involve guiltiness for all.
In this way there came upon the last generation'of
the Jews “the blood of all the prophets that is being
shed from the world’s foundation.” “Blood—blood—
blood,” three times in this sentence, and the vivid present participle “being (continually) poured out," makes
us see the red ﬂood being constantly augmented. Some
texts have the perfect participle: once shed and now

present as thus shed. “From the world’s foundation”.
implies that God laid that foundation when he called
the world into being, and the phrase is used to denote
the beginning of time. “To require,” c'me'c'w, “to search
out,” is used in the legal sense, when the judge examines fully into the case and thus pronounces his verdict51)

Jesus names the ﬁrst and the last blood that

were involved in the judgment for “this generation."
That of Abel is the ﬁrst as it is in Heb. 11:4 because
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Cain slew him because of his “more excellent sacriﬁce”
and thus obtained “witness that he was righteous.” Not
any and‘ all red blood is included in this indictment but
that of all whose blood was shed for righteousness’
sake. Jesus conﬁnes himself to the Scriptures and refers to its ﬁrst and its last book, the latter being II
Chronicles (24:20-22) in the Hebrew Bibles. Zachariah's martyrdom was a very terrible murder, his blood
was actually shed in the priests’ court" between the
great altar of burnt sacriﬁce and “the House,” the socalled Sanctuary (Holy and Holy of Holies), the m6:
as distinguished from the zepév, thus in the very presence of God so that even the Talmud deplores it as being one of the most heinous of Jewish crimes against
God’s servants. When Zachariah died he exclaimed:
“The Lord look upon it and require it i” This dying
call for just retribution makes the reference of Jesus
to Zachariah’s martyrdom the more effective. Historically the martyrdom of Urijah (Jer. 26:23) came 200
years later, but it is not used as the terminus because
it was not recorded in the book that is plaCed last in the
Old Testament canon. It is almost a response to Zachariah’s cry when Jesus adds with strong conﬁrmation:
“Yea, I say to you (with all the authority that is in
me), required it shall be of this generation (because it
is ﬁlling the cup of Jewish guilt to overflowing) .”
52)
Woe to you lawyers because you took away
the key of knowledge. You yourselves did not go in,

and those trying to go in you effectively hindered.
Matt. 23 :10.
This caps the climax. Terrible as the guilt of bloody
persecution is, more terrible still is the guilt of keeping
a nation from the Word of God and its salvation. “The
..key of knowledge” refers to the Scriptures. They are
like a‘house with a door that requires a key. That key
unlocks the door and permits entrance to all that this

Luke 11 :52-54
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heavenly house contains. The key is the knowledge (appositional genitive) , but, as the ﬁgure indicates, that
speciﬁc knowledge which unlocks the Old Testament,
the knowledge of the Messiah. We may say that Christ
is the key.
This key these professional teachers of the nation
“took away” (a few texts read “hid”) , i. e., made away
with altogether. God put it into the door of the Word
for all men to use in order to get into the Scriptures,
but these lawyers made away with it so that those trying to enter (conative present participle) could not do
so (em/Wears, effective aorist) . The lawyers did this by
treating the Scriptures as nothing but law and a terrible legal burden. What they left of the Messianic
promise was a political hope of worldly exaltation.
That meant that they themselves did not enter. the
Scriptures—the entire gospel was foreign to them,
they hated it; and they kept the nation out, for they
were its religious rulers. Thus this lawyer (v. 45) received his full due.
53, 54) And having gone out thence, the scribes
and the Pharisees began to set themselves vehemently against him and to provoke him to speak concerning more things, lying in ambush for him, to capture something out of his mouth.
This describes what followed during the next days.

The lawyers were a section of the scribes (10:25),
the larger class being now mentioned. “They began,"
etc., describes their new course of action. This was “to
be vehemently urged against him” ; some render év'éxcw
“to be enraged,” but this seems to require an addition
like xéhov, in which rage or anger is added. They pas-

sionately made him their mark and. kept after him.
The next inﬁnitive means that they tried to get him to
say something unguarded, on the spur of the moment,

“concerning more things”

(the comparative: more
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than those they had already brought up). 'l‘hey kept
after him on this and that, anything that seemed to
offer them a hold.
“Lying in ambush” points out their cunning; to

which is added the inﬁnitive that is used for‘ hunting
and taking wild animals: “to capture something out of
his mouth” in some unguarded utterance, wherewith
to ruin Jesus by using it as an accusation before the
authorities. This betrays their viciousness and shows
how truly Jesus spokein v. 50. The opposition became
extreme, the end was not far off. Luke does not need
to add that these damnable efforts were in vain. Here,
too, is the answer to those who think that Jesus spoke
too severely in the Pharisee’s house (v. 42).

CHAPTER X11
1)

In connection with which things, the myriads

of the multitude having been gathered together unto

him so that they were treading on each other, he
began to say to his disciples ﬁrst, Beware of the
leaven of the Pharisees, which is hypocrisy.
To begin a new paragraph with a relative clause

is classical. It is not temporal (our versions and others)
but states that what is now reported stands in vital

connection with what precedes. But this connection is
not restricted to 11 :53, 54, because these two verses
are only on a summary of what the scribes and the
Pharisees did during the next days. The connection is
all that precedes, at least from 11:37 onward, and we
are incliried to say from 11:14 onward. The connection,
too, is obvious, for after speaking to the Pharisees
Jesus now speaks of them. In fact, the connection is so

close that it seems that what is now reported followed
shortly after Jesus left the Pharisee’s house (11:37).
The meal broke up, Jesus walked out. The multitudes
mentioned in 11229 were now gathered thickly about
him. Luke speaks of “the myriads of the multitude,”
which is hyperbolic for an exceedingly great number;
the article should not be overlooked: “the myriads,”
not merely “myriads,” because these are “the multitudes” mentioned in v. 29. They kept treading on each
other because they were not in the open country but in

a city, jammed together in a street.
The entire chapter is a consecutive whole. The
great crowd is packed about Jesus, his disciples are

closest to him, and the discourse is addressed to one
or to the other group as Luke indicates (v. 1, 13, 22,

41, 54) . The impression made by‘the text is that Jesus
went to the Pharisee’s house alone and is now again
surrounded by his disciples. He speaks to them ﬁrst.
(671)
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R., W. P., explains, “beware”: 1rpooe’xe‘re (voﬁv understood) put your mind, éaumis (dative) for yourselves,
ﬁnd (with the ablative) and avoid. The ﬁgure of the
leaven refers to secret, penetrating power. It is thus
that hypocrisy penetrates and vitiates everything in

the Pharisees. They were archhypocrites, and it was
this vice that proved so fatal to' them. The very preposition in the word (inrti) intimates that they were
“under” a mask like play actors, without sincerity,
acting a part, given to pretense. Jesus in public, before
the great crowd, warns his own disciples against this
moral perversion. He brands the Pharisees, all are to
hear it; but his disciples are not to think that they are
immune — remember Judas; all pe0ple are to hear this
warning which is addressed to Jesus’ own followers.
2)

Everything that hypocrisy tries to hide and

cover up shall be exposed with absolute certainty.

Now there is nothing that has been covered up that
shall not he revealed, and secret that shall not be
known, wherefore, whatever things you spoke in the
darkness shall he heard in the light; and what thing
you uttered for the ear in the secret rooms shall be
heralded on the housetops.
Note the rhythmic parallelism of the clauses in
both verses. This is the utter futility of hypocrisy. We
regard the perfect participle mryxmvppévov, “having
been and thus now still being covered up completely,”
exactly as we regard the adjective xpmrrév, as the predicate of the copula and not as the participle in a periphrastic perfect. Whether it is actually covered up
most carefully (miv) and kept so or profoundly secret
in the ﬁrst place, whatever the thing may be, it will

be uncovered and revealed, it will be known everywhere. The statement is general and is to be applied
in general, it is without exception. In Matt. 10 :26 Jesus

used it with a different application; it here refers to
the futility of all hypocritical ways.

3) we div is like Ev ois‘, a relative clause at the
head of a sentence. The clause is idiomatic in the sense
of “wherefore" and bases two speciﬁcations on the
general rule of v. 2; and not the reverse, R., Tr.: “because,” which would base the rule on two examples under the rule. In Matt. 10 :27 the examples refer to what
Jesus says and to what the disciples hear him say in
secret. But the examples cited here refer to what the
hypocrites say and imagine will never be known.
First the plural 5cm, “what things,” then the singular 5, “what thing.” First, (inure, declaring a thought,
then Mﬁaare, making a mere utterance, the opposite
of keeping silence. So also the corresponding verbs,
the declaration “shall be heard”; although it is made

“in the darkness” where no one but the intended person was supposed to hear it, it shall suddenly he heard
“in the light” where the whole world can hear it. The
utterance is made “for the ear,” whispered “in the
secret rooms,” like storerooms, where no one is present

but the two who go there to whisper some secret to
each other; suddenly the thing “shall be heralded” to
all the world “on the housetops,” the ﬂat Oriental roofs,
the whole street being full of people who are listening
to the herald’s voice. Confounding to every hypocrite
will be this exposure of everything this hypocrisy
sought to hide. It will, in fact, be a million times worse
than Jesus says. In this life the secrets of hypocrisies
are not always exposed; but the day is coming when

God shall judge “the secrets of men” before the whole
universe (Rom. 2:16), and the Lord “will bring to

light the hidden things of darkness” (I Cor. 4:5).
4) Moreover, I say to you, my friends: Fear not
those that kill the body and after this do not have a
thing further to do. But I will show you whom you
shall fear. Fear him who, after killing, has authority
to cast into the Gehenna. Yes, I say to you, this one
fear!
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The connection is close-knit. Fear may cause disciples to dissemble before men, to act the hypocrite, to
deny Jesus before men in order to stand in with them,
to pretend to be faithful to Jesus while secretly denying him (v. 8, 9). M adds the new injunction as being
something that is somewhat different from the preceding but belongs to it. The noteworthy point is that Jesus
now calls the disciples “my friends,” ¢LII\OL. This word
should be taken in a passive sense: “whom Jesus made
his friends,” not in an active sense: “who are making
Jesus their friend or themselves friends of Jesus.” In

John 15:14, 15 Jesus calls the Eleven his friends because he conﬁdes everything to them as one does to a
friend; there, too, he is the agent, the Eleven the recipients. In the present connection “friends” is used
because of the value that Jesus sets on them and the
protection he accords them. Having a friend like Jesus,
they are foolish to fear men and to act the hypocrite
because of such fear.
We twice have the aorist subjunctive: ¢oﬁqﬂﬁr¢, and
twice the aorist imperative (poliﬁa'qrc, note the accents.
This repetition of the verb hammers in the idea that
the disciples must not fear. It is plain, too, that all
four aorists should be regarded as referring to the
same time; they are constative, and the ﬁrst cannot
be made different from the rest and regarded as ingressive (R., W. P., and T12). The negative command
“fear not” requires the aorist subjunctive, but the two
positive commands “fear” require the aorist imperative. The indirect deliberative question “whom you
shall fear” has the deliberative subjunctive. R. 577
calls the construction with and a “translation-Hebraism” which expresses that the fear causes one to ﬂee
“from” those who are feared.
Why are the disciples never to be afraid of men?
Because all that they can do is to kill the body, and
they have not “a thing further or beyond that to do.”
Killing the body is their absolute limit. When the

martyr lies dead, they are done. Jesus speaks with utmost plainness. He himself, as he has said (9:22, 44),
will be killed thus, and very soon. He is not telling
others not to fear death while no death threatens him.
He certainly does not want his disciples to underrate

such a death; we see in the case of Stephen (Acts 7:
58-60) and in the case of James (Acts 12 :2) what this
means. There is danger that they will overrate it. The
two present participles express enduring qualities;
even one killing makes these men permanently killers;
the same is true with regard to “not having.” Mae
'raii‘ra is used freely for “after one thing” or “after
more,” R.- 704.
5) But Jesus knows that it is not enough for so
many who are of little faith to point only to the causelesSness of fear; he must apply stronger medicine and
by the fear of God drive out the fear of men. In
{moSa’wiu the preposition {mi lends the verb the idea of
secrecy: “I will show you in conﬁdence a secret I want
you to know,” namely, when it comes to fearing, “whom
you shall fear.” By “him who, after killing, has authority (the right and the power) to cast into Gehenna”
Jesus certainly cannot mean the devil who is only one
of the foes not to be feared but only to be resisted,
when he will also ﬂee from us, I Pet. 5:9. God is referred to, God in his omnipotent power and absolute
justice. And the imperative “fear” has the same meaning throughout: “to be afraid of.”

This is not intended to be childlike fear, the motive
of ﬁlial obedience, but the terrifying fear of God’s
holy, burning wrath which would have to strike us if
we yielded to the fear of men and denied his Word
and his will. Think of Ps. 2:12, “when his wrath is
kindled but a little”; Ps. 90:11 ; Matt. 3:7. This is the
fear that really belongs to the enemies of God and of
Christ, the fear from which they try to hide by their
self-deceptions, which will yet overwhelm them at last.
It is really not to touch the disciple’s heart at all save
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as a last extremity when nothing else will keep him
true. What Jesus says is this: “If the disciple is going
to yield to the low motive of fear, then let him be
scared, not of the minor, negligible danger, but of the
supreme, fatal danger.” The sound sense and logic of
this word are‘ beyond question.
‘
South of the walls of Jerusalem there lay the valley
that had been desecrated by Moloch worship, in which
children were burned alive (Jer. 2 :23; 7 :31; II Chron.
28 :3; 33:6). Josiah declared the place unclean (II
Kings 23 :10), and it was then used as a place for the
disposal of offal (Jer. 7 :32, etc. ; 31:40). Thus ge benHinnom, “the valley of the sons of Hinnom,” furnished

yéewa, “Gehenna,” as one of the designations for hell,
the place of the damned. The fact that in the present
connection Gehenna means hell is rather beyond question. God is to be feared more than men. Man may kill
and send a soul into the hereafter; the great plus predicated of God must be that “he is able to destroy both
soul and body in hell” (Matt. 10:28), “Gehenna” being

understood in this sense.
It is, of course, impossible to refer the eleven passages in which Gehenna occurs to the actual valley
near Jerusalem. We have absolutely no evidence for the
supposition that the Jews ever burned criminals alive,
or that the bodies of dead criminals were dragged out
to this valley, or that constant ﬁres were kept going
there. The name “Gehenna” or anything else in Scripture that is used to establish more than two places in
the hereafter, one for the blessed and one for the
damned, is not used in the Scriptural sense. The conﬁrmation “yea” and the terse repetition of the command: “I say to you, this one fear 1” are used to intensify this command. Both are still needed by the
disciples.
6) God’s special providence which watches over
the disciples of Jesus is another reason they should

not fear men. Are not live sparrows sold for two

Luke 12:6, 7
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as? And one of them has not been forgotten in the
sight of God. Yea, even the hairsof your head have
all been numbered. Have no fear! You excel many
sparrows.
Of course, sparrows are that cheap, ﬁve “little
sparrows” cost “two little as,” both words being diminutives. They were caught to be used as food. Matt. 10:

29 agrees regarding the price, two for one as; an extra
one if you spent two as. The value of this little coin
varied greatly, it was generally considered a tenth of
a drachma, but it ranged between one and twelve cents
in value. The lower value is in place here, two are two
cents. The periphrastic perfect tense has its present

implication: “Not one' of them has been forgotten
(and is thus now not forgotten) in the sight of God.”
So vast are his providence and care that they include
every cheap, little sparrow and all that ever happens
to it.
7) Is this wonderful? The sparrows ﬂy over our
heads, the hairs of our head are a part of us and vastly
smaller and individually quite insigniﬁcant. The human

head has about 140,000 hairs. Jesus says that each
hair is not only counted as one but has its own individual number and is thus individually known and
distinguished. So if any one hair is removed, God knows

precisely which one it is (21:18; Acts 27:34). These
two illustrations exemplify the inﬁnite extent of God’s
provident care. The smaller the objects are in our eyes,
and the less the value, the greater is the force of the
argument when God’s own children are now mentioned. ’AMd is not adversative (“but”) but copulative,
and it is best to translate it “yea” or “now,” R. 1186.

So the injunction is re-enforced: “Have no fear l”
i. e., at any time, durative present. Robertson’s translation: “Cease being afraid !” according to his explanations in R. 851, etc., would be in place only if the disciples were in fear when Jesus spoke, which was not
the case. If God keeps such close track of every spar-
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row he will much more look after us who vastly excel
many sparrows, yea, all of them.
8) Moreover (Sé as in v. 4), I say to you:
Everyone whoever shall confess me in front of men,
also the Son of man will confess him in front of the
angels of God. But he that denied me in front of

men shall be denied in front of the angels of God.
From the idea of fear and its causes Jesus advances
to its results, namely, denial of him before men. The
confession of Christ (the aorist subjunctive is con-

stative, including all confession) is the cardinal act
in the life of every disciple, and Jesus has it in mind

from the start. The c’v with duokoyciv is due to the Aramaic be with ’odi, R. 108, 475. The verb really means
“to say the same thing” as another, to voice agreement

with him, and thus to acknowledge and to confess him.
“In front of men” emphasizes the public character of
this confession; and c'v c’pm’ should not be reduced in
any way since it includes Christ in the fullest sense,
him with all that pertains to his person, his work, and
the teaching and .doctrine that present both. The fact
that on through life this confession will cost something,
in some cases the very life itself, has been already
fully indicated, and “in front of men” again touches

this point.
Whoever (39 av) confesses Christ and thus identiﬁes
himself with him, with that man Christ will also identify himself by confessing him. The fact that this is
no mere even exchange is at once brought out by the

Messianic title which Jesus uses to designate himself,
“the Son of man,” man and yet inﬁnitely more than
man (see 5:24). When the benefactor identiﬁes himself with the beggar, the advantage is entirely on one

side. Note the contrast that accords with this onesidedness: “in front of men” — “in front of the angels of God.” Nothing but men who are on earth for
a little while — the world of angels in the heavenly
glory at the last day. Who would trade the acclaim of

angels at that day for the pittance of the approval of
men here for a few days? See how Jesus sets .forth the
realities so simply and so clearly that no sane mind
can help but draw the correct conclusion. What a
prospect to see Jesus calling my name and confessing
me as his very own before the eternal angel world!
Shall any persecution by men in this transient life
ever make me forget that prospect?
9) Yet the reverse must be added although it is
already implied in the'positive statement. Jesus uses
the substantivized aorist participle to designate the
man who denied him; and this aorist is not past in
time but constative, summing up into one the life course
of the denier. And we should remember that Jesus is
speaking in particular of a disciple who should have
confessed but ended up in denying the blessed Son of
man. Peter denied Jesus through fear of men and
might have ended thus. During the ten great pagan
persecutions in the early church many denied by sacriﬁcing to idols or to Caesar because they feared the
threats of the authorities. Many fear to lose the favor
of men and the proﬁts and the advantages men offer
them. Self-deception veils the secret motive in thousands of cases, for the heart is deceitful above all
things.
The consequences are terrible beyond words. In
Matt. 7 :23 we have the very words with which Jesus

will in turn deny thosewho denied him. The agent is
not indicated in the passive “shall be denied” (which
is, therefore, futuristic, not volitive), but it will be

Jesus (Matt. 10:33). Confusion, dismay, consternation, eternal terror will overwhelm them. Would to God
that the warning might strike home to all disciples and
doubly to the pastors who are to lead others!
10) And everyone who shall say a word against
the Son of man, it shall be remitted for him; but to
him who blasphemed against the Holy Spirit it shall
not be remitted.
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Luke records this word about the sin against the
Holy Ghost in its briefest form. When the Lord spoke
it in warning to the Pharisees themselves who were
on the verge of committing this sin, his statement was
fuller, Matt. 12:31, 32. He here speaks to the disciples,
evidently not as though they needed a- warning against
this the most extreme sin but, as the connection with
v. 8, 9, and v. 11, 12 indicates, to point out to what
extreme men would go in their opposition to him and
to his saving Word. The disciples had already heard the
Pharisees and scribes say a blasphemous word against
the Son of man (5 :24) when they charged that Jesus
worked in league with Beelzebul (11:14, etc.) .
“To say a word against the Son of man” is meant
in the sense of uttering blasphemy against him as this

is evident from Matt. 12 :31 where all blasphemies except those against the Holy Spirit are pronounced forgivable. “It shall be remitted to him” is not absolute
but conditioned on repentance. But in the case of the
blasphemy against the Holy Spirit no condition is pos-

sible because of the nature of this sin. The verb «£45qu
means “to send away,” to remove the sin from the sinner so that he is free of it, and so that the sin can
never be found and charged against him before the
judgment bar of God. This verb and its noun wears,
“sending away,” “remission,” are the most blessed
terms in the Scriptures for the sinner. The agent in the
two passives is God who alone remits. The future
tenses are merely predictive; see R. 873 who discusses
their translation by “shall" or “will.”
In the present connection we have no intimation as
to why remission is utterly impossible for those who
blaspheme against the Holy Spirit since Jesus is here
not warning against this sin and therefore adds no
elucidation. But by comparing all parallel passages we
see that this sin cannot be pardoned because it shuts
out the very possibility of repentance. Other sins and
other blasphemies do not render repentance impossible.

It is the Spirit who works repentance, and to blaspheme
him bars out him and his work. The point to be noted,
however, is that, as far as the symptom of blasphemy
is concerned, this need not name the Spirit in its vicious
utterance, it may name only Jesus and yet be against
the Spirit.
We are unable to judge which blasphemer has gone
too far and placed himself beyond remission already
in this life; all we can say is that he who fears that he
has committed this sin by that very fear furnishes
evidence that he has not done so. This sin cannot be
committed inadvertently or unconsciously. Its commission is possible only where the Spirit has come upon a
man through the Word and has been recognized as
God’s Spirit with his divine grace and power to save.
When a man deliberately answers him with blasphemy
he puts himself forever beyond the Spirit's reach, into
the unalterable condition of the devils and of the
damned in hell. This sin thus constitutes his character
indelebilis.
11)

Moreover, whenever they bring you up to

the synagogues and the ruling powers and the
authorities, do not be distracted as to how or what
you shall make defense, or what you shall say; for
the Holy Spirit shall teach you in that very hour
what it is necessary to say.
This is the ﬁnal assurance to fortify the disciples
against hypocrisy and the fear of men. In three different connections and with strong variations Jesus states
this effective assurance (in Matt. 10:17-20 ; here; and

in Luke 21:11-14). Jesus cites the very worst situations in which his disciples will ﬁnd themselves; they
will be arrested and brought to trial before various
courts. In the synagogues the local Jewish courts of
twenty-three judges tried cases and

could decree

scourging with rods as a penalty, which“ was always
carried out at once in the synagogue where the court.

sat (Acts 22:19; 26:11; II Cor. 11:24). The next two
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terms are abstract nouns, used for concrete powers
such as exercise rule (rulers) and authority (author;
ities). Although each term has the article, the three
are not exclusive of each other but are only viewed
separately (R. 787) . What rulerships and what authoritative courts Jesus has in mind is left indeﬁnite, but
both are superior to the synagogue and decree severer
penalties. This formulation shows clearly that this
statement was spoken exactly as it is recorded and in
this very connection and is not transferred from some
other time and connection.
The textual authority is in favor of the reading
m5; 6‘] n’ although the verb is without the passive idea
(R. 334) : “as to how or as to what” you shall offer
defense. The aorist imperative may be ingressive: “do

not grow distracted” (the same verb that was used in
10:41). To be arrested and to be haled before judges
low or high are enough to upset anyone. Aside from
the shame, fear, and other conﬂicting emotions, the
trial itself, with both the manner and the matter of the
defense, would tend to cause terrible anxiety: how and
on what point (indirect deliberative questions) shall
the defense be made; or what shall they say, i. e., formulate their defense before the court? The idea is not
that the disciples may defend themselves in such a way
as to escape the inﬂiction of penalties, but that they
may defend themselves in such a manner as to cast no
dishonor on Christ and the gospel by their mental confusion, by mistakes, by weakness, ignorance, or other
handicaps, and thus injure the Lord’s cause. After a
sleepless night or more in a foul cell, perhaps, in what
condition would they be to do justice to the gospel?
“‘Do not be distracted l” contemplates and meets this
situation. And the aorist is_ peremptory: “Drop all
worry completely l” They are not to debate with a
divided mind whether to center on this or on that,
and whether to say it thus or otherwise.

12) Does this sound foolhardy? Ought they not to
plan most carefully how to meet every eventuality?
Yes, if they were alone and making their defense themselves. But this is not at all the case; the Holy Spirit,
the great Paraclete and Advocate, is at their side: “he,
shall teach you in that very hour what things it is
necessaryto say.” The promise is unqualiﬁed. Without
previous thinking, planning, imagining the apostles
will in their trials at court receive rdirectly from the
Spirit just exactly what they must say to make the
defense which God wants them to make. Ad is used to
indicate every kind of necessity, here the one that is
brought on by the trial. They will make no mistakes
and after the trial have no regrets on that score.
This is direct, miraculous aid; and when the Spirit
gives a man what he is to say, the proper name for this
act is inspiration, verbal inspiration, than which no
other exists. And the argument is quite invincible that,
if God’s Spirit inspired the disciples when they were
subjected to court trials he was certainly able to inspire those whom he desired when it came to the far
greater interest of supplying God’s Word to all ages.
That he did so is attested in II Tim. 3 :16; 11 Pet. 1:1921; by the long list of an; phrases in Isa. 59:21 ; Hos.
12:11; Ezek. 3:27, and beginning with Matt. 1 :22 on
through the New Testament. It is most tremendously
attested by the result, the Bible itself, its every page
being a product that is beyond human ability. Valuable
also is the unconscious negative testimony of the critics
and the modernists who go to no such trouble in trying
to discredit any other book.

It is unwarranted to call what Jesus promises here
mere “presence of mind” at court trials; what Jesus
promises is vastly more. .The claim that inerrancy is
not included is equally specious; or does the Holy Spirit
teach the disciples falsities, mistakes, errors in these
critical situations? See the further discussion in con-
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nection with the more elaborate passage, Matt. 10 :17-

20; also Mark 13:11.
13) Now one of the multitude said to him,
Teacher, tell my brother to divide the inheritance
with me. But he said to him, Man, who constituted
me a judge or divider over you?
The preceding discourse is a complete unit, so it
seems that Jesus paused a moment, and that this man

in the multitude, who had probably worked his way up
near to Jesus, took advantage of that pause to shout
out his request. The subject on which Jesus spoke does
not seem to have been interrupted, for he does not return to it. This man’s personal affair was the supreme

thing for him and not the teaching of Jesus. As lawyers
the rabbis assumed authority to judge and to adjudicate in disputes of the kind here presented, so this
man wanted to use the authority of Jesus to his interest
by bringing him into the dispute with his brother.

Whether his brother was holding the entire inheritance
for himself or was curtailing his brother’s portion can- not be determined; nor can we say how just his claims
were.
14) Jesus offers an indignant refusal as the way
in which he addresses him and as the self-answering
question of the reply indicate. If this man thought that
he was honoring Jesus by appealing to his authority
he was really doing the opposite, trying to draw Jesus

into an affair that was no concern of his. The Jews
had rightful judges for disputes about property. Jesus

had no appointment of that kind, his ofﬁce and his
work were vastly higher, and he was the last person to
interfere with the secular authorities.
15) But this man’s appeal leads Jesus to speak
on the subject it suggests to his present audience:
Moreover, he said to them, See to it and guard yourselves against all covetousness because when there

is abundance for someone, his life is not due to his
possessions.

Luke 12:15, 16
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The man’s eagerness to secure his part of the inheritance results in the Warning against “all covetousness," the greedy desire to have and to hold earthly
possessions for ourselves, amor scleratus habendi.
Whatever form it may take, we must keep clear of it.
The m’ between the imperatives, R. 1083 thinks, is like
the Hebrew us with the force of 5m or Iva: “see to it that
you guard yourselves,” the Koine innovation of 6m;

with the future indicative (R. 933). One striking
reason for the futility of all covetousness is the simple
fact that a man’s (uni, the actual life in him, the life
principle (not Bios, the life one lives) is not drawn
from his earthly possessions. He will not have a bit
more of actual life when he has much or a bit less of
that life when he has little. As the parable shows, the
possession of life depends on God. We leave iv 79': with
the durative inﬁnitive in the ordinary temporal sense
in which Luke uses it so often: “when there is abundance for someone” (not the idea of content, R. 979).
To have life man must look to something else than
abundance and extensive possessions.
16) Moreover, he spoke a parable to them, saying: A certain rich man’s ground bore well; and
he began reasoning with himself, saying, What shall
I do, because I have not where I shall gather together
my crops? And he said, This will I do: I will pull
down my storehouses and greater will I build and

gather together there all my grain and good things.
And I will say to my soul, Soul, thou hast many good
things laid by for many years; continue ‘to rest; eat,

drink, continue to be of good cheer!

'

The antecedent of minds, “them,” here and in v. 15,
is found in v. 1 : the disciples (the Twelve, the Seventy,
and others) who were surrounded by a packed crowd.

In v. 22 the discourse again turns to the disciples. The
whole account is thus linked together. The word about
covetousness is not at once grasped in its fulness. So
Jesus, as he did at other times, makes it vivid by
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means of a parable which is a comparison and an i1lustration of his meaning and at the same time the full
truth of what he says about covetousness.
No name is given; rich men of this sort have no
record in heaven, no names worthy to be remembered.
All that could be said for him and of him was that he
was rich. “Rich man” — that sounds important among
worldly men; great deference is paid to “rich men”;
money talks — poor men do not count. It sounds good
to hear Jesus drop all this false show and present this
man to us as he really is, nothing but “a certain rich

man.”
There is, of course, no odium attached to his riches
as such. It is no crime to be rich; Abraham was rich,
but he was far more than “a certain rich man.” There
was no hint of wrongful, ill-gotten riches; rather the
contrary —— the man owns a ﬁne farm which was
probably inherited or rightfully purchased. He is not
pictured as an extortioner, an oppressor of poor laborers. He was honest, a man of standing and highly respected in the community; many envied him. His
wealth had greatly increased; his land had produced
well, so well that his place could not accommodate the
new crop.
This is a parable on covetousness and on this
deadly vice in its most innocent-looking form. The man
is thus painted in fair colors, and we may expand the

picture as much as we like. Even his covetousness has
nothing repulsive about it. He just lived for these

earthly things; they and they alone ﬁlled his life and
his soul. That was all. The world has any number of
duplicates.
17) As the substantial and progressive man that
he is, he sits down and considers the matter, the descriptive imperfect smyicm picturing him as doing
so. The aorist subjunctive in n’ cranium is deliberative,
and the aorist does not refer to a line of action, which
would require a present tense, but to a deﬁnite measure,

Dulce 12:17, 18
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what he is to do about storing this grain and produce.
And we should at once note the “I" and “my” that run

through this conversation with himself and his soul;
there' are just twelve in these few words of his. They
intend to mark the man’s selﬁshness, and this is his
type of covetousness — a type that is repeated endlessly. He is in trouble; he has no place where to store
this tremendous harvest. He does not thank God for
this abundant gift— God is far from his thoughts.
And he really only acts as though this was a trouble

for him; secretly'he is full of elation at his increase of
wealth. When the selﬁsh rich complain about the worry their growing riches cause them, the complaint is
always hollow; not for one moment would they exchange places with the poorer man to whom such worry
does not come.
18) All the verbs are volitive subjunctives. The
deliberation is at an end, the decision is reached, and
Jesus lets this man state it in full: “This will I do,”
etc.; magic; is from Kaaatpe'w. He feels that his decision is
a wise one. It is certainly progressive to replace the
old storehouses with new and greater ones — how people will remark about that! And we see that he has
far more than just grain (0110:, wheat and barley), he
has 73. dyaod, “good things” of all kinds, all that belongs
to a wealthy farm.
The French painter Eugene Burnaud brings out
the inwardness of what is conveyed by Jesus. He paints
the rich man as he has come to his decision. He has
carefully recounted his gold and his silver, setting
aside one sack after another. A certain amount that
is to be used for other purposes is placed on a shelf
above his head. The money that is to be used for the

new buﬂdings is stacked on the table before him. Now
he leans back —furrows of thought on his forehead,
a faraway look in his eyes — he is thinking of the great
change the replacement will make, the money and the

work it will mean, and the picture it will make, all the
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new, ﬁne, grand storehouses, full -to overﬂowing with
“all my grain and good things.” What a picture! But
turn the page. There is the same man, cold in death, his
hands crossed on his breast!
19) This is a parable, and parables present men
as they really are. You and I may be afraid to talk
aloud to our souls as this man did, but the silent language of our acts may be the same. It will not do to
say that Jesus said nephesh in the Aramaic, and that
this was used as a reﬂexive pronoun: “I will say to
mySelf” (the future indicative this time); for the

Greek does not use the reﬂexive pronoun here but Wxﬁ,
nephesh in the sense of “soul.” Delitzsch (Biblische
Psychologie, 104) thinks that the stronger and more
masculine part of man, his spirit, spoke to “the weaker
vessel, the soul." But this is not the language of the
spirit, nor do we need such reﬁnement. Man's consciousness of himself as a person enables him to think of

himself and to speak to himself. That sufﬁces here.
\I'vxé is exactly the proper term since it is the immaterial part of our being which animates the body
and makes it alive. Compare further, also on the dis-

tinction between I/quﬁ and wcﬁpa, the notes on 1:46. The
English “soul” says a little too much since it is used
like our “spirit” to designate our immaterial part as
being capable of receiving impressions from God. In
the Greek the lower sense prevails so that the adjec-

tive lllvxucos means “carnal.” This man addressed his
soul life in 'its dependence on material things and thus
speaks of such things only and as if they constituted
the whole of life. His weapon was foreign territory to
him.
It is thus that the man boasts to his psyche that it
has many good things laid by for years many (the
present participle xa’peva. being used as a perfect, R.
902) and bids his psyche to take its ease, to eat, to
drink, and to keep happy. We see that he knows only

Luke 12:19, 20
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this lower, material side of his being, and that he has

no higher concern. In this respect he is like millions of
men. What he says sounds sensible up to a certain
point. He did have the things for this life in great
abundance. But he overlooked the fact that even this
life of his was dependent, not on his many possessions
(v. 15) , but on the will of God. The thought is not that
this man would venture to deny God, his presence and
his power. in this respect; quite the contrary, he may
even have acknowledged the bounties of God. What
he failed to do was to take God into vital account. The
omission seemed slight, but it was nonetheless fatal.
The ﬁrst and the fourth imperatives are present tenses
that state conditions, the other two are aorists to de-

note simple acts.
20) But God said to him: Pool! This very night
thy soul they are demanding from thee! And what
things thou didst get ready, for whom will they be?
Thus he that treasures up for himself and is not rich

in God.
Why regard God’s speaking in this case as an act?
This speaking precedes the act. God is able to express
his thoughts by words as well as by acts; take Ps. 2:5
as an example. In this case the terrible thing is that

God’s speaking is entirely at variance with this man’s
speaking. Woe to the man whose thoughts concerning
himself run counter to God's thoughts. What a contrast: “years many” — “this very night”! “Boast not
thyself of tomorrow,” Prov. 27 :1. This man had taken

for granted the indeﬁnite stay of his soul in his body,
and that stay was now already at an end. All his plans

had been made on a false basis; he had left the most
vital ﬁgure out of his calculation.

“Fool I” is the proper name, the nominative form
for the vocative. R. 464. The adjective which is used

as a noun means devoid of sense, without mind or
reason. Wise in his own conceit, his wisdom was blank
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folly. The world is full of these wise fools. The proof
for this judgment is given in one keen, decisive stroke,
which leaves no room for argument or evasion: “This
very night thy soul they are demanding from thee!”
“This very night” is placed forward for the sake of

emphasis. Here, too, W is the proper word, the man’s
immaterial part that animates his body, to which the
man had just spoken. This night it would cease to animate his body and would pass into another world.
The tense is present: “they are demanding from
thee,” because of the immanence, not future (A. V.).
The plural, which in a way serves as a passive (R. V.) ,
is also listed as being impersonal, as hiding the identity of those meant, or as a plural of category. But the
solution of Trench is better, who refers to Job 33:22.
“Yea, his soul draweth near unto the grave, and his
life to the destroyers”; it is the reverse of Luke 16 :23:
“carried by the angels into Abraham’s bosom.” “Like
pitiless exactors of tribute, terrible angels shall require
thy soul from thee unwilling and through love of life
resisting. For from the righteous his soul is not required, but he commits it to God and the Father of
spirits, pleased and rejoicing, nor ﬁnds it hard to lay
it down, for the body lies upon it as a light burden.
But the sinner who has enﬂeshed his soul and embodied
it and made it earthly has prepared to render its divulsion from the body most hard; wherefore it is said to
be required of him as a disobedient debtor that is delivered to pitiless exactors.” Theophylact. He went to
bed as he did on any other night, with never another
thought— alas, even this night — with never another
thought!
“What things thou didst prepare” (English idiom:
hast prepared) is emphatic by position and includes
all the man’s wealth plus the ripening harvest. Yes,
he prepared it, and it took his time, thought, effort,
strength and ﬁlled his life to the exclusion of everything that was higher. And now, when his life is clos-

Luke 12:20, 21
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ing: “for whom shall they be?” Not his, that is plain.
Laughing heirs will divide what he leaves behind or
will quarrel over it like the two brothers mentioned
in v. 13. Is this what he worked for and deceived even
his own soul? So are all the possessions of the covetous (selﬁsh) even while they hold them in their hands
—not true possessions at all though they seem so real

and loom so large and grand. Even our earthly life does
not, in the.last analysis; rest on things such as this.
The man who came to Jesus about his inheritance would
live whether he got his part of it or not; but in either

case, if his heart knew no higher wealth, he would be
— only another “fool."
21) The parable is like a photograph, at the bottom of which Jesus now signs the man’s name. Look
closely whether this is perhaps your name. “Thus,”
051019, does not mean that every man of this kind is in
all outward respects like this man in the parable. He
may not die so suddenly, and he may. die in the possession of 'less or of greater wealth. But in every
case the inner details will ﬁt and combine, just as they
do here, to form the picture of what is a “fool" in God’s
eyes. The two points are these: he is one “treasuring
for himself and not being rich in God,” two present
substantivized participles describe the man’s character. A man generally succeeds when he sets himself to
laying up earthly treasures; but it is the effort itself,

when this sums up his life, which marks him as a
“fool.” This is true because all such treasures, however abundant they may be in any man’s possession,
do not enrich but impoverish his soul. Death shows
that fact only too clearly. Not one bit of all the wealth
remains for that soul. He laid it up “for himself,” but

“for whom” is it at last?
The negation, “and is not rich in God,” is not intended as the complete negation of gathering earthly
treasures so that we are to gather no wealth except

the spiritual. The negative qualiﬁes the preceding pos-
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itive; our gathering of earthly treasures is never to
bar us from gathering the true riches. But this sub-

ordination does not lie in the use of p.15 instead of oi:
with the participle. The former is the regular negative
with the participle (R. 1136-9 at length), and even if
the latter were used, the sense would be the same.
The thought itself shows how the two participles,
which are joined merely by “and,” belong together,
and that is both sufﬁcient and clear. Whoever is rich
in God will not make earthly riches his concern in life
as though even his earthly life could live in them.
Our versions translate “toward God,” understanding at: to imply direction or even motion. This blurs

the sense and often leads to false interpretations. This
at? is static as all the newer grammars show. All motion
must be indicated in the verb, it never lies in the preposition, and there is neither direction nor motion in
being rich. This removes the View of wealth that is
devoted to (toward) God or of spiritual excellences

that are held out “toward” God for his approval. To be
rich in God is to have the wealth that is found in God.
This wealth consists of pardon, peace, and salvation
in union with God, and “in God” signiﬁes faith. That
individual is rich in God who has the saving gifts which
God gives him and holds them with gratitude by faith
as his own. Such a man is truly rich, however little he
may have of earthly goods; nor will earthly possessions

interfere with his true wealth since he will treat them
as Abraham, David, and others did by making them
wholly subservient to God. Thus linguistic and doctrinal soundness go together.
22)

Moreover, he said to his disciples: For this

reason I say to you, Be not distracted for your life,
what you shall eat; nor for your body, what you
shall put on. For the life is more than the nourishment, and the body more than what is put on.
Aui 'roﬁro makes it certain that the scene is the
same. Jesus again (v. 1) turns to his disciples in par-

Luke 12:22-24
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ticular; the two claw-oi: occurring in v. 15, 16 refer to
both the disciples and the very great multitude. So
also the thought presented continues what Jesus has
been saying though it is now applied to the disciples.
“For this reason” means that after covetousness has
been removed there should go with it also all worry
regarding our daily sustenance. The two are not identical but closely related. “I say to you” is the voice of
divine authority.

The negative present imperative often means to
stop an action already begun, and this may be the case
here; yet previous distraction has not been indicated,
and we may also translate: “be not distracted," mark-

ing out a course of action. The verb is the same as it
was in 10 :41, “to be distracted,” with divided thoughts

running this way and that. We again have M15, the
dative of advantage, R. 538. The distraction is regarding the keeping of our immaterial part in our body,
and the translation “for your life” conveys the sense
better than “for your soul,” the article being equal to
the possessive “your.” Jesus used this word in Matt.
6:25; he here leaves out “drink.” The two indirect
questions have the deliberative subjunctive, which is

retained from the direct, and only change the ﬁrst person to the second. Food is needed daily and is thus placed
ﬁrst, clothes last longer and are thus mentioned last.
23) “For” (yelp) states the reason the disciples
should not be distracted about their life and their body.
The argument is from the greater to the less. Will he
who gave us our life and our body fail to add the little
food and the clothing we need? The most elementary
logic ought to put every disciple above worry on that
score. In «May the abstract idea of thing is expressed:
“a greater thing than.”
24) Carefully consider the ravens, that they do
not sow or reap, who have neither storeroom (v. 3)
nor granary (v. 18); and God nourishes them. By
how much do you excel the birds?
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The argument is now reversed, it is from the greater to the less (1115ch Wow, “by how much do you excel?”) . Look at distraction in either way, either way
shuts out distraction and worry for the disciples.
Atadaépw means literally “to bear apart” and thus to differ, i. e., advantageously, “to excel.” In Matt. 6:26 we
have only the general “the birds of the heaven,” here

“the ravens” are referred to as being the most useless
type of birds; sparrows could be eaten (v. 6). Like all.
others, these birds, too, are without our advantages,
cannot produce their .food by sowing and by reaping,
cannot store it up for later use, must live from hand to
mouth at all seasons. Do they starve? “God nourishes
them,” «at, as often, co-ordinating an adversative
thought. Will God nourish ravens and forget the disciples of Jesus?
25) Moreover, who of you by being distracted.
is able to add to his lifetime a single half-yard? If,
therefore, you cannot do even a very little thing, why
are you distracted about the rest?
Although ﬁmza refers to stature it may refer also
to length of life. We have no reason whatever to think
of stature here, for this produces a ridiculous thought.
Who except a child or a dwarf would want to be half a
yard taller? Nor does mixvc, the length of a forearm,
about 18 inches, compel us to think of bodily height.
Ps. 39 :5 speaks of the length of life as being “a hand-

breadth,” a few inches. Other examples have been
found where linear measure is used to designate time;
Worry does not lengthen life, it usually shortens life.
The participle indicates means: “by means of beingdistracted.”
26) The argument is from the least to the far
greater. If one cannot lengthen his lifetime by as much.
as 18 inches, why should he think of distracting himself about all the rest that concerns his earthly life?
In conditions of reality 01’) is the negative; and c'Aéxun-ov-

Luke 12:27, 28
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is a true superlative but is used in an elative sense:
“the very least” (R. 670),.
27) Carefully consider the lilies, how they

grow. They do not toil, nor do they spin, yet I say
to you, Even Solomon in all his glory did not robe

himself as one, of these.

Jesus turns from food to clothing. These are the
common lilies that grow wild in Palestine. Again there
is no effort; they just grow and come to bloom without
wearisome labor, without spinning the garment of their

bloom, and its beauty exceeds anything that Solomon
ever enrobed himself with at the height of his glorious
reign. There is here a comparison between two superlatives. To the Jew, Solomon shone in the extreme of
royal splendor, yet the wild, untended lilies exceed the
texture and the delicate beauty of his ﬁnest robes.
28) But if the grass in a ﬁeld, which today
exists and tomorrow is thrown into an oven, God thus
enrobes, how much more you, men of little faith?

The lilies of which Jesus speaks have a grassy
foliage and are thus called xdp'ros‘ like all plants of this
type. Some think that actual grass is referred to, the
lilies growing in a grassy ﬁeld and thus decorating the
grass. But this is shut out by the verb dMLéma'L, “to
clothe round about," which refers to the ﬂowers and
not to ordinary grass. Both the designation “grass” for
the little lily plants and the description of their brief
life and beauty heighten the contrast with the disciples
who are destined for eternal life. In a country where
fuel was scarce dried grass and stalks of all kinds were
Used to heat ovens for baking. The appeal is here from
the greater to the less. If God enrobes the lowly and
ephemeral lilies so gorgeously he will surely give common garments to his far higher creatures. The apodo-

sis needs no verb and is thus more incisive: “how much
more you?” ’OALyéam-m is a distinctive New Testament
term; it is found four times in Matthew, only this one
time in Luke: “men of little trust.” This term grants
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the trust of the disciples yet reproves the littleness of
this trust as it is evidenced by the worry which the disciples still have at times. Our trust ought to make all
worry impossible.
29) And you on your part do not be seeking
what you shall eat and what you shall drink; and

be not in suspense. For these things all the Gentiles
of the world seek after; but your Father knows that
you have need of these things.
The admonition given in v. 22 is repeated, the present imperative is to be understood in the same sense;
and an argument is now added, not from our consti-

tution (v. 23) , nor from nature (v. 24-28) , but from a
comparison with “all the Gentiles of the world.” Hence
we have the emphatic imeic, “you on your part,” to im-

press that contrast. “What you shall drink” is added
because in the hot climate of Palestine and in its rugged and dry sections water was a vital element and
often hard to obtain. MereprCwOe is passive; from it we
have “meteor,” and in its metaphorical use it is best
translated “be not in suspense,” i .e., about where food

and drink are to be obtained.
30) Worry about supplying earthly needs is the
outstanding mark of “all the Gentiles of the world,”

of all the pagan nations who know not God and the
Father of the disciples (11:2). Do the disciples want
to descend to their abominable level? In speaking to
Jews this comparison with the Gentiles is highly effective. Pagan people imagine that they themselves must

provide for their needs, hence their seeking is bent
upon (e'm' in the verb) “these things all.” The disciples

live in a higher world, they have one who is “your very
own (they emphatic by position) Father.” As such “he
knows that you have need of these things” (“before

you ask him,” Matt. 6:8). He is omniscient and almighty, full of love especially for his children, and
will always act accordingly. Knowing that and trusting him, all worry and suspense will disappear.

Luke 12:31, 82

31)
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But be seeking his kingdom, and these

things will be added unto you.
This supreme seeking is described as hunger and
thirst in Matt. 5 :6, and it is the distinctive mark of

all true disciples. The present imperative commands
constant seeking. The desire for the kingdom (see
1:33) is constantly satisﬁed, for what we seek is given
to us by grace; and yet the seeking is always to continue, for the object of our desire can always be more
fully attained. This seeking is, of course, in no sense
synergistic but the desire of the regenerate and believing heart to enter ever more fully into union with
God. Grace kindles the desire and keeps it ever active
in this life. There follows the promise that it is to remove ﬁnally and down to the very roots every kind of
earthly worry: “and these things will be added to you,”
they will be thrown in for good measure with the gift
of the kingdom. He who gives us all the divine blessings of the kingdom will regard as nothing the ad-

dition of “these things” for our short earthly life.
32) Have no fear, "little ﬂock, because it did .
please your Father to give to you the kingdom.
Luke alone reports this assurance. Jesus called the
disciples his “friends” in v. 4 when he bade them not
to fear men; here, when he again bids them not to fear,
he speaks as their Shepherd and calls them “little
ﬂock” (the article is often used with vocatives). They
are a little band, but as Jesus’ ﬂock they need have no
fear. The word “ﬂock” recalls Matt. 9:36; 10 :6; 15 :24,
passages in which Jesus describes the Jews, not as a
ﬂock, but as shepherdless and sadly scattered sheep.
His disciples he had gathered as a ﬂock under his shepherd care so that we recall John 10:14. “Little" is,
therefore, not in comparison with the Gentile nations
(v. 30) but in comparison with the Jewish nation. And
the injunction not to fear (durative like all the previous
present imperatives) is broad and general and forbids
all fear whatsoever. This is‘an advance beyond v. 4
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and not a repetition; and certainly an advance beyond
v. 22, etc., and not a repetition of those injunctions. The

little ﬂock is completely under Jesus’ care.
In v. 32 Jesus .tells the disciples to seek the kingdom, here he assures them that it was the Father’s good
pleasure to give it to them. On the cﬁSoxo’a of God see
10 :21; and on the verb 3 :22 and Matt. 17 :5. “The good
pleasure of God” is his will of grace. The tense of the
verb in all three passages is the aorist and not the

present as our versions translate it. “It did please.
God” in his counsel of grace to bestow the kingdom
upon “the little ﬂock” and upon it alone. God knew all
who would be won for this ﬂock by Jesus in all the
ages. While Jesus is addressing “the little ﬂock” which.
was at that time assembled around him, it is evident.
that his word applies to all who would in afteryears
be joined to that ﬂock. The aorist reaches back to eternity, and thus the aorist inﬁnitive Seam is constative,
all the giving to all the ﬂock in all the ages is summed.
up into one comprehensive act. Theidea that either in
v. 31 or here “the kingdom” means only the kingdom
of glory in the eschatological sense is an unwarranted
restriction. No one receives the kingdom of glory save
by way of the kingdom of grace. “To give” denotes
pure grace through Christ and for Christ’s sake. They
who are receiving this gift are simply to rejoice and
to have no fear of any kind.
33), Sell your possessions and give alms! Make
for yourselves purses that age not, a treasure unfail-

ing in the heavens, where a thief does not come near,
nor a moth destroy. For where is your treasure, there
also your heart will be.
Jesus does not say, “Sell all your possessions, give
everything as alms,” although he has been understood
to say just that. If this were put into practice, all believers would in short order themselves need alms.
The parable recorded in v. 13-21 presents a man who
covetously and selﬁshly kept everything for himself;

Luke 12:38
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the disciple will do the opposite. “As God hath prospered him” (I Cor. 16:2) he will dispense alms, especially “in ministering to the saints” (II Cor. 8 :4) after
the example of the women mentioned in 8 :3. This is
no consilium evangelicum for meritorious poverty; nor
is this a special command only to the apostles, that
they give away all their property because of their ofﬁce, for the words are addressed also to the Seventy
and to other disciples before the great multitude as is

shown in v. 1.
We cannot place the “purses that age not” in
heaven, nor identify their contents with the “treasure
unfailing in the heavens.” Whereas one verb is used
with both, this verb merely combines what the disciples

are to do with their earthly wealth, and what they are
at the same time to secure in heaven. By the way in
which the rich fool in the parable treated his wealth
he made himself a purse that soon grew old, worn,

having holes, out of which all his wealth dropped.
.Zahn says aptly of him: Wie gewonnen, so zerronnen,
and all his new structures remained air castles. Not so
the disciples and their purse that ages not. The ﬁgure
of the purse refers to the way in which they view and

treat their earthly wealth, be it small or great. Instead

of becoming its slave they remain its master and apply
it as their divine Master bids them do. So it is not lost
but made to serve them in their calling as disciples
on the way to heaven.
Strange confusion results when the “treasure" is

placed in the “purses,” the latter in heaven like the
former, and the “treasure” is turned into merit of
some kind that is acquired by the disciples by almsgiving or by voluntary poverty. This treasure is
dvéxhwrros‘, it never gives out as did that of the rich
fool “that night.” No thief can even get near it as is
the case with earthly treasures; no moth can spoil it as
was the case with even Solomon’s ﬁne garments. The
moth is added because of v. 27, 28. This marvelous
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treasure is the one we are bidden to seek in v. 31, hence
also "onion“ is used regarding it. The idea is not that
the verb means that we are to create this treasure;
the verb is used in a zeugmatic way for both “purses”
and “treasure.” We make for ourselves a treasure in
heaven when our heart is in the kingdom, yea, in
heaven, to which grace leads.
34)

Hence we have the striking ﬁnal statement

that Where our heart is, there our treasure will be. In
Biblical language the heart is the center of our personality. If that is where the rich fool’s was, our treasure
will be only on earth and will slip through our ﬁngers
at death. If our heart is in the kingdom, we shall not
only use our possessions aright, our treasure will be
in the kingdom, safe forever, for this kingdom’s con-

summation is in the glory of heaven. What a treasure!
Who wOuld exchange it for that of the rich £001?
35) When their hearts are in the kingdom, the
disciples will constantly look for and be ready for
its consummation. Let your loins be as having been
girded, and the lamps burning, and you on your part
like men expecting their own lord when he may

depart from the wedding in order that, on his having
come and knocked, they at once may open to him.
Blessed those slaves whom the lord, on coming, shall
ﬁnd watching. Amen, I say to you, that he will gird
himself and will make them recline at table and,
having come, will wait on them. And if in the second.
and if in the third watch he shall come and shall
ﬁnd it thus, blessed are those!
This virtual parable turns from the second person

and the direct address to the disciples to the third person and continues thus to the close. The key to the parable is thus furnished at once and not withheld till the
end. The disciples are pictured by these slaves, and this
lord is Jesus himself. The ﬁrst is a periphrastic perfect
imperative, the copula with the long ending «my instead

Luke 12:35, 36
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of v: “having been, let them continue to be girded.” By
adding a present participle to the copula a second periphrastic imperative results which is present and sim-

ply durative: and “let the lamps be burning.”
“Your” is emphatic: your loins must be girded,
whatever others think or do. Besides, the loins are
theirs whereas the lamps are a part of the palace and
are not called “your” lamps. The Oriental dress consisted of a long, loose, ﬂowing robe. This was in the
way when quick action became necessary and was
either laid aside altogether as when the witnesses
against Stephen “laid down their clothes” at Saul’s
feet while they proceeded to stone this martyr, or was
girded up by a belt about the waist as when the Israelites ate their ﬁrst Passover in haste, ready for instant
departure from Egypt. So when they were travelling
men girded up their loins, and men who were serving
at table where quick movement was necessary also did
so. The Mxvot were, no doubt, grander than the ordinary

lamps and consisted of a bowl for oil with a snout or
nozzle for the wick; the conception is one of a great
palace.
It is fanciful to seek special meanings such as that
all temporal possessions and gifts are the long robes,
and truth is the girdle (Eph. 6:14), and faith the

burning lamps. All these constitute one image only,
namely constant readiness for the return of the Lord
on into the night.
36) “And you on your part (emphatic tunic,
matching {quay in v. 35) like men expecting their own
(proper) lord" brings out the fact that Jesus is presenting a parable about his disciples and himself as
their divine Lord to whom they belong as his slaves.
The key word is the participle “expecting”: the disciples meet the will of Jesus when, after his leaving
them, they live in constant hope and expectant readiness for his great return. So the parable is completed
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by explaining how this expecting comes to be. The
lord of these slaves has gone to at ya’noz, “the wedding”
(for which the plural as well as the singular is used).
We need not change the word to mean “the feast” since
nothing would be gained; nor need we see in “the wed-

ding" some other kind of feast, a celebration that
would hold the guests a longer time; for the point of
the parable is the complete uncertainty in regard to
the hour of the return. The article should be. noted:
“the wedding,” and this would remain if we made it
“the feast.” What is meant is clear: the celebration and
the jubilation in heaven to which Jesus ascended over
the glorious redemption which he worked out for the
world. This may be compared to a wedding as well as
to a feast in general. In either case it is the celebration
appointed unto Jesus on his return to the Father. It
is now in progress. This marriage feast of the Lamb
began with the ascension and will continue forever.
We need not make it start at the last day. ’Avahdw is derived from breaking camp or loosing the moorings of
.a ship and thus means “to depart.”
The expectation has in it the purpose that the slaves
may open to him the moment their lord returns and
knocks. The two aorist participles are genitive abSolutes, aorists to indicate momentary acts as also the
opening act is an aorist. The stress is on eaoe’m, “at
once.” But this is no ordinary man returning to his
house at night. He would then need only one servant
to sit up for him, to unlock the door, and to let him in.
This lord has the grandest palace with a host of slaves,
and on his return with his retinue (Jesus returns with
his angels) he is to be received in state with great ceremony. The greatness and the grandness are required
not only to image the gloriousness of Jesus when he
comes back to earth but also to give proper weight and
value to his condescension when he makes his slaves
lords and himself their slave. So, too, the parable stops

with the thought of these slaves’ opening the door for
their lord and is not expanded to their making another
feast or wedding for him.
37) The wonder of this parable begins right here
when Jesus exclaims: “Blessed those slaves,” etc. Why,
it was the ordinary duty of these slaves to be thus

watching and ready (ymopéw=to be awake and thus to
watch), no matter how long their lord delayed his re~
turn. We are right, there is no merit or worthiness on
the part of these slaves (17 :10) ; and the Lord’s verdict “blessed” is in no way based on what these slaves
have done but altogether on what their returned lord

now does for them. No wonder Jesus exclaims once
more: “Amen, I say to you” (see 4:24), verity and
authority seal his statement.
Jesus takes the human imagery of a great lord’s
returning to his palace and his slaves’ receiving him
back in state at night and gives it a turn that is unheard of among earthly lords and grandees. He does
the same in other parables. This lord does not seek his
ease and retire for the night. He changes his slaves into
lords, he makes as grand a feast for them as was the
one from which he came, he has them recline to dine
and—wonder of wonders l—he does not order other
slaves to serve them but makes himself their slave and
“ministers” to them. Many waiters and helpers are
needed at a great feast, but this lord needs none. This
lets the reality peep through that this is the almighty,
heavenly Lord himself.
One should collect all the beatitudes of the Scrip—
tures; they are all different like the many facets of a
diamond that yet belong to one stone. In this instance

the blessedness consists of the joys and the glories
of heaven. “As no Israelite dared to see the ark of the
covenant uncovered, so no one ought to look at this
passage without ﬁrst having wrapped himself entirely
in the blanket of humility” (quoted by Besser). Yet,
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in a way, this heavenly act need not surprise us. Did
Christ not humble himself unto death for us (Phil.
2 :7, 8) ? So, then, without laying aside his divine glory
he will gird himself and serve us. What this really
means is reserved for us to learn when the great hour
comes. Then Ps. 126 :1-3 will be fulﬁlled in a new way;
also Ps. 23 :5. Chiliasts bring in their millennial views.
The pagan participation of slaves in the Saturnalian
feasts was far from Jesus’ mind; and even his washing the disciples’ feet the night before his death in no
way foreshadowed this heavenly act.
38) The beatitude is so great that Jesus repeats
it together with the point that is essential for us: “if
he shall come and shall ﬁnd it thus," i. e., that we are
watching; for all depends on that. It is true faith that
keeps disciples watching, faith in the Lord and in his
promise of return; when the watching ceases, faith will
be gone, and the blessedness will be lost. But Jesus

adds: “if in the second, and if in the third watch” and
regards the night of twelve hours as being divided
into four three-hour periods. Jesus does not intend to
say that he will not come in the ﬁrst or in the fourth
watch. For that matter, he could have named the ﬁrst
and the fourth watch just as well as the other two. As
far as the reality is concerned, the imagery of the
watches intimates only one thing, the complete uncertainty regarding the actual time of the Lord's return.
Andthat is the point in regard to watching and preparedness; he may come at any moment, and our readi-

ness must be constant.
39) Moreover, this realize, that if the houselord had known in what watch the thief comes he
would not have let his house be broken through.
And you on your part be ready because in what

hour you do not think the Son of man comes.
The connection is obvious: in the ﬁrst parable Jesus
seeksto make his disciples watchful by holding before

Luke 12:39, 40
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them a great promise; in this added illustration he

warns them against failure to watch. The positive is
thus rounded out by having the negative placed beside
it. This negative also sounds the note of judgment for
him who does not watch. The illustration operates with
the contrary: a houseowner had failed to watch only
for the reason that he did not know in which of the
four watches the thief would appear of whose coming
he had had a general warning. The result was that he
slept, and the thief broke through a door or a window

and stole what he wanted. Jesus puts this into the
condition of past unreality: “if he had known he would
not have let,” etc., (at with the aorist indicative, followed by the aorist indicative with av) . Some texts add
as they do in Matt. 24:43: “he would have watched.”
The past perfect as“, which is so often used as an imperfect, in the protasis leads some to think that the
condition is mixed: “if he knew (present unreality) he
would not have let,” etc., (past unreality), a strange
mixture. But the imperfect and not always the aorist is
also found in past unreality, and this quite plainly (as
in the case of the present verb) where the aorist is not
in use. In the Greek the direct discourse: “in what
watch the thief comes,” is retained with the tense remaining unchanged when it is made indirect after a
past tense of the verb.

40) The disciples are not to repeat this houseIord’s mistake; basis, emphatic: “you on your part.” The
present imperative with its durative sense means “he
ever ready.” The reason (67.) for this only sane and

safe course is that in the very hour (period, apa) you
feel sure he is not coming, in that very hour he will
come. That is the astonishing thing about the uncer-

tainty regarding the time. Even those who are constantly on the watch will be completely surprised, for
in their watching they feel sure that at this or at that
time he will not come, and one such time will be chosen
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for his coming. One may state it paradoxically: when
we expect him least we must expect him most. This
does not, of course, say that the disciples will not be
watching when they think he is not coming, but that
in all their watching they will occasionally .have this
thought. “The Son of man” (see 5 :24), he who is man
and yet vastly more than man, ﬁts both the promise
and the warning of the Lord's coming. On the comparison with a thief note Rev. 3:3; 16:15; I Thess.
5:2; II Pet. 3:10, all illustrating the unexpected manner of the Lord’s coming. What Jesus said here and
in the following be repeated in the great discourse
recorded in Matt. 24 (42, etc.).
41)

Now Peter said, Lord (see 7:13), art thou

saying this parable to us or also to all?

We see at once that Peter’s question is explained
by v. 1. Here the Twelve plus the Seventy and other

disciples are surrounded by a closely packed multitude;
in Matt. 24 :45 no such question could have been asked,
for there Jesus is alone with the Twelve, sitting on the
Mount of Olives. As he does so often, Peter speaks up,
and his question is natural enough. What Peter asks
is whether these urgings and warnings of Jesus were
intended only for the disciples as the ones who alone
will sit at the heavenly table, or whether also others
from the great multitude about them might apply
these words to themselves and thus also come to that
heavenly blessedness. The answer of Jesus is given in.

his usual manner. He explains more fully so that Peter
is able to ﬁnd his answer and able to ﬁnd it in a way
that is especially necessary for himself. The answer
is brieﬂy: The parable is for all, but let each one look
well to himself in the station assigned to him in the
Master’s house.
42) And the Lord said: Who, then, is the trustworthy, the sensible steward-slave, whom the lord

shall set over his service to be giving at proper time

the due portion? Blessed that slave whom, on coming, his lord shall find doing so. Truly I say to you,

over all his possessions he will set him.

The connection with a'pa indicates the correspondence with v. 40: “according to” the unexpectedness of
the coming of the Son of man. The oixovopos was usually

a slave or a freedman (here the former) who was
placed in charge of an entire estate or of an entire
Ospmreia, “service” or “service-body” which was composed of all the other slaves, Gesinde, Dienerschaft. He
superintends everything and gives out the stores for
the running of the place as these are needed: a’wope’rptov,
literally, “measure of grain,” the article denoting the
due amount.

Jesus ﬁrst asks about “the trustworthy" slave-manager and adds “sensible” with a second article like an
apposition and a kind of climax (R. 776) . Jesus merely
asks who this slave is and lets Peter and the others
each think of himself, whether he ﬁlls this speciﬁcation.
Jesus evidently has in mind the ministers and pastors

of his church, whose obligation is a double one, including that of the household that is committed to them.
It is a great distinction to be taken from the common
ranks of the slaves and to be made the manager over
all the rest. The trust thus imposed ought to act as a
strong incentive to be “trustworthy” in return and
“sensible” in managing the entire trust perfectly.
43)

Instead of describing this head slave any fur-

ther Jesus exclaims because of his blessedness. This
“blessed” is the same verdict as that pronounced in
v. 37, 38. Note the emphatic forward position of alau’w,
for this blessedness is one that is fully revealed’at the
coming of his lord. The idea of this lord’s leaving his
house for some time lies in his appointing this slave
as the manager. The idea of v. 36 is repeated, but it is
now modiﬁed so that our attention is ﬁxed only on the

one slave. Jesus and Paul, too, often place the plural
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and the singular side by side, or vice versa. Watchfulness is one thing (v. 36, etc.), but it includes faithfulness and sensibleness: “doing so” as the lord has
bidden him. This applies to all disciples, whatever their
station and their responsibility may be, but especially
to those who hold ofﬁce in the church.
44) This is the blessedness that Jesus assures
such a slave, and he adds his seal of verity and of
authority, “truly I say to you”: “over all his possessions
(forward for the sake of emphasis) he will set him.”
His lord will elevate him from managing only the
“service” in the one estate to managing the entire estate with all that belongs to it. The reality referred to
is pictured only dimly and goes beyond our conception
in this life; compare Matt. 25:21, 23; Luke 19:17, 19.
45) And now the opposite. But if that base
slave shall say in his heart, Delay doth my lord to
come! and shall begin to beat the menservants and
the maidservants, to eat also and to drink and to get
drunk, come shall the lord of that slave in a day in
which he does not expect and in an hour in which he
does not realize and shall cut him in two, and his

portion he shall place together with the faithless.
The picture is extreme, purposely so, and is thus
intended to include all lesser cases of unfaithfulness.
This is the Scriptural way which is clearly illustrated
in Matt. 5:21 (murder includes anger, etc.) and 5:27
(adultery includes lustful looks). Alas, the condition is
one of expectancy, Jesus thinks that such cases may

occur. One adjective sufﬁces to describe this slave who
is also made slave-manager, Kakés, “base,” nichtswuer-

dig, good for nothing; e‘xezm designates the fellow Jesus
has in mind. “To say in the heart” is to think without
betraying oneself, and this base slave’s thought is:
“Delay doth my lord !” the emphasis being on the verb.
He accepted his lord’s trust, he promised faithful and

Luke 12:45-47
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competent service, and now see what his secret thought
reveals—base hypocrisy (v. 1).
Since his lord is gone, he casts off restraint and
lets out the baseness of his inner nature, which has
been only hidden hitherto. He plays the tyrant by
abusing all the slaves under him, even with blows. Is

this a picture of the miniSters in the church who play
the pope? He gives rein to his passions which were

held in restraint while his lord was present. He now
carouses by eating, drinking, and getting drunk. Is
this a picture of the ministers who are self-seekers and
also indulge their ﬂesh, even its basest side, when they
think they can do so with safety?
46) What will happen? He will becaught in his
folly. “Come shall the lord of that slave (the verb is
placed forward for the sake of emphasis) in a day in
which he does not expect (and Jesus adds for the sake
of emphasis) and in an hour in which he does not
realize,” (the Greek needs no objects, “hour” is to be
understood in the wider sense of “time”). Many have
thought themselves shrewd enough to indulge their
wickedness and have imagined that they could call a
halt in time and thus escape. But every yielding to indulgence blinds the moral sense and helps only to make
a greater fool. His end will be his execution, he will be
cut in two (II Sam. 12:31; I Chron. 20:3) with a hor-

rible saw, and thus his portion placed with the faithless, i. e., he will have the same portion the unbelievers
have.
47) Now that slave who knows the will of his
Lord and does not prepare and do according to his
will shall be ﬂayed with many lashes; but he that

knows not and does things worthy of lashes shall
be ﬂayed with few. Moreover, to everyone to whom
much was given, from him much will be sought;

and with whom they deposit much, more will they
ask of him.
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To be cut in two (executed, put to death) and to
have one’s portion assigned among the unbelievers are
evidently to land in hell. But Jesus now brings out the
thought that this is by no means all for such a slave.
There are great differences even in hell. Jesus thus de-

scribes two servants that end in hell. The one knew his
lord’s will but never made ready (i. e., for his lord’s
coming) , never did his will. The emphatic e'xcivos‘ points
forward to what is said about this slave and not backward to v. 45. The aorist participles are timeless and
state merely the fact of the acts, R. 1114; this should
be held fast however we translate, whether with past
or present tenses. This slave “shall be ﬂayed (or hided)‘
with many lashes,” would; (supply Mavis), the accusative after a passive verb (R. 485), an analogous cog-nate (R. 479). The language is ﬁgurative and refers
to times of slavery when the slaves received lashes for
their disobedience; it is a continuation of the ﬁgure

that was used in “cut in two,” the cruel form of executing criminal slaves in more ancient times; the Romans
cruciﬁed slaves. But this ﬁgurative excessive lashing
refers to the hereafter, the punishment in hell. The
characterization of this slave is transparent: any disciples who knew Christ’s will and did not prepare for
his return did not do his will.
48) Now the other, who did not know (supply his
lord’s will). There is no need to add that because of
his ignorance he did not prepare; it is enough to say
that he, too, did things that were worthy of lashes.

He, too, shall certainly receive them, but they shall
certainly be in just proportion, only few, 6M'yas‘
(mamas). As regards the ﬁnal fate of these W0 and
the number of their lashes compare 10 :12-15; 11 :31, 32.

The justice that lies back of this fate of the two
slaves is made clear by two axiomatic statements which
are universally acted on by men themselves. “To every-

one to whom much‘is given, much will be sought from
him." Haw: brings out the universality. The point is
that the person receives a free and generous gift; he
is highly favored in being so blessed. The result is that
he is to act accordingly. To the degree that he has
been blessed, to that degree he ought to be grateful,
use what has been given him according to the nature
of the gift and according to the giver’s gracious will.
For him to be ungrateful, act as if this was not a
gracious gift, abuse it, etc., is abominable and contrary
to every proper human expectation. The antecedent of

“9' 0.13705 is left in the dative that is required by 68601;.
What applies universally among men and is right and

true naturally, applies also when graCe showers its
gifts upon a disciple and perhaps makes him an apostle
like Peter. But the two «on? may vary in quantity. Not
all are given as much as the Twelve received; in ordinary life some have less. But in every case the measure
of what one receives is and must be the measure of
what is expected of him. In all cases the gift will be
l‘muc

.9,

But another side must be shown. “With whom they
deposit much, more will they ask of him.” The indeﬁnite plurals are only a variant of the preceding
passive singulars. This statement, too, is of universal
application as the plurals show: people always act on

it, and rightly so. The best commentary is found in

19:15-19 and in Matt. 25 :20-23. The idea in wape’ﬁewo
is that of a capital which is deposited with someone in
order that he may do business therewith, and in
airﬁaoww that the return of this capital together with

the proper interest on it are rightfully asked. Hence

we have 70M? and mpwaénpov; more than was deposited
is to be returned. The original sum may, of course,

vary and accordingly also the increase that is rightfully asked. But for one to take a trust fund like this,
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squander and waste it, or even to let it lie idle (19 :2024 ; Matt. 25 :24-30) is universally condemned and entails guilt in proportion.

What this means for the disciples is plain. They
receive not only gifts that are to be used with due
gratitude according to the intent of the Giver; they
receive from the Lord a capital deposit to invest and to
do business with in order that they may increase that
capital and return it to the Lord with his increase.
They receive all their spiritual gifts as a precious and
an honoring trust and must administer them accordingly. And there will be an accounting of the gift and
the deposit. Blessed is he who can meet that accounting
joyfully, but woe to him who proves faithless.
So Peter has his answer. What Jesus says applies
not only to the apostles and the ministers but to all
the disciples down to the humblest and even to all men
(v. 48, ﬁrst statement). Even this is not all. Peter and
the rest must know that all that Jesus has said will not
move along smoothly in this world until the day of his
return but will move through the worst disturbances,
beginning with Jesus himself and by him brought also
upon his disciples in the entire world.

49) A ﬁre came I to throw upon the earth; and
how I wish it were already kindled! And a baptism
have I to be baptized with; and how I am straitened
until it be ﬁnished!
The two exclamatory statements are due to the intense feeling with which they were uttered, and they
are thus by no means an indication that this paragraph
was inserted here by Luke from some other connection;
for how would Luke introduce a foreign section that
begins with strong exclamations without a word of

explanation? The two statements about the ﬁre and the
baptism are worded alike, which should have helped in
the translation. It was not understood that n’ as well as
#59 are exclamatory (R. 1193, and 739) and the former

not an interrogative (R. 1176) ; and one does not see
why R. 302 and W. P. add a doubt. So also ei after
an... is not “if” or anything of that nature but merely
introduces the thing toward which the wish or desire
is directed.
“A ﬁre,” like “a baptism,” is placed forward for
the sake of emphasis. The aorist “I came” includes the
entire mission of Jesus and not merely his incarnation.

Jesus is now in the midst of that mission, and its severest part is still before him. The great purpose of that

mission is to throw ﬁre upon the earth, and when no
new subject is introduced for the inﬁnitive, its subject
is necessarily the same as that of the main verb. JesUs
is not commanding or praying that God shall throw
this ﬁre on the earth, but his own hand throWs this ﬁre.
The mission of Jesus did start a conﬂagration on earth,
one that has never subsided and will burn on until the

end of time. It was not yet kindled («amino») when Jesus
spoke, and he says that he desired that it were already
kindled.
It seems strange that, when the ﬁre is now burning
all around us, some are content to say that what Jesus
means is not clear, or that what the ﬁre signiﬁes is to
be left indeﬁnite, while others misconceive this ﬁre
as being one that is intended to burn up everything
that is contrary to God and leave only the real substance—forgetting that the whole world lies in wickedness and has no ﬁreproof substance in it. Why separate
the ﬁre from the baptism when Jesus combined them
by the parallel wording and made the ﬁre clear by
means of the baptism? Fortunately, we have unanimity
regarding the latter; it describes the passion and the
death of Jesus. And it thus brings out what the ﬁre and
its moment of kindling are, namely this death on the
cross. It is the offense of the cross that has set the world
ablaze, that has started the division and the strife. We
may also deﬁne the ﬁre as the gospel of the cross. But
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it is not enough to say just the gospel in general, or the
Holy Spirit, or the purifying power of. the Word, or
the testing ﬁre of persecution, or merely dissension
under the ﬁgure of ﬁre. 'When the cross is viewed as
ﬁre, we should note that this illustrates just one function of the cross and no more. That cross and its gospel
are also the power of salvation, and a number of ﬁgures are required to reveal it fully.
50) The ﬁgures are opposites: ﬁre—baptism (water) . It 'is the height of . paradox to have a baptism
kindle a ﬁre, and yet this is not strange at all in the
realities. Christ’s death on' the cross kindled the ﬁre
of the offense of :the cross. The ﬁgure of baptism to
denote the suffering and the death of Jesus has been
traced back to Jesus’ baptism by John in the Jordan.
By placing himself alongside of sinners and asking for
John’s baptism Jesus did signify that he would take up
the load that was resting on these sinners and remove
it forever. Yet it may be questioned whether it is for
this reason that Jesus here and in Matt. 20:22, 23
(Mark 10:38) likens his sufferings and his death to a
“baptism." The ﬁgure would hold true even if John
had never baptized Jesus. Any water that is. poured
upon Jesus would picture the sufferings [and the death
that were poured out upon him.

It ought to- be plain that this baptism of blood, as
the fathers called it, was not an immersion, and that
Jesus never said, “An immersion have I to be immersed
with.” Jesus was only stained with blood; the wrath
was only poured out upon him; the blows, stripes, etc.,
were only laid on him; our iniquities likewise. We only

.spoil the ﬁgure by saying that Jesus was immersed
in suffering. Here again those who would insist on immersion as being the only meaning of “baptism” and
“to baptize” ﬁnd the water too deep.

Zwe’xopaz is passive, and the translation “how am I
straitened,” pressed upon, distressed and troubled,

gives us the sense. Jesus longs to seethe ﬁre kindled,
but the severity of his coming baptism makes him exclaim and wish it were ﬁnished, “Mm in the passive,
the same word that was uttered triumphantly on the
cross. Yet Jesus did not hesitate because of the severity. The stereotyped phrase Em any means literally
“until which time.”
51) Do not think that I came to give peace on
the earth; no, I tell you, nothing but (B. D. 448, 8)
division!

In the dramatic question and answer form Jesus
proceeds to make plain what he means -by his mission

to throw ﬁre on the earth. The implication is that one
would suppose that Jesus came to bring peace, just
peace on the earth. Is he not the Prince of peace, his

church the haven of peace, his greeting, “Peace to
you I” and that of his apostles, “Grace and peace”? All
this is true, indeed. But “on the cart ” takes in the
world of men, and the effect of Christ’s mission on the
earth in general is quite the opposite of peace, namely
division, or, as Jesus expressed it in Matt. 10:34, “a
sword,” symbolizing war.
This contrast shows that “peace” is meant in the
sense of harmony and an undisturbed condition. The
idea is that, if Jesus had not come, the earth .would
have gone on undisturbed in its sin and guilt until the

day of its doom. But he came to take away that sin and
guilt by the cross. There was ‘at once division, many
refused to have their sin and their guilt removed by
the cross. In Matthew’s word there was war, men
fought the cross, there came to be two hostile camps.

Jesus foresaw it. He declares emphatically that this
is exactly what he came to give on the earth: division.

It is better that some accept the cross than that all the
earth should perish in its sin.
52) Jesus speciﬁes with ydp and helps to make
the matter still clearer: For there shall be from now
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on ﬁve in one house as having been divided, three
against two and two against three. There shall be
divided father against son and son against father;
mother against daughter and daughter against
the mother; mother-in-law against the daughter-in-

law and daughter-in-law against the mother-in-law.
This is a sample of the worst division that Jesus
brought, the rending of intimate family ties. Few seem
to ask why Jesus mentioned just ﬁve in one house.
Jesus takes one of the smallest Jewish families which

consisted of father, mother, married son and his wife,
and one unmarried daughter. According to Oriental
custom the son brings his wife to live in his father's
house. The daughter who is still at home is unmarried,
for after marrying she would live with her husband’s
people and no longer be at home. These are split into
two parties, three against two, and two against three,

since the mother is on one side and both the daughter
and the daughter-in-law on the other. Jesus does not
indicate whether the three or the two are on his side
—-—the case may be either way; nor are we able to say
that the three young people stand against the two older
ones. All this is immaterial. In Matt. 10:35 the sides
are marked. All that Jesus brings out is the bad division. We decline to regard the perfect participle as being joined with the copula to form a periphrastic perfect (R. 375) ; this participle is predicative to “ﬁve”;
“as having been divided.”

53) The verb is placed forward because it is emphatic, and it appears here for the third time. Here
and in v. 52 the future tenses refer to what shall occur
after Jesus has undergone the baptism of blood; the
cross shall divide in this manner. The details: “father
against son,” etc., are added in full in order to bring
out the complete painfulness of the division. No member of this family is neutral, which is, of course, in-

tended to be only typical.

54) Every effort to prove that these verses were not
spoken on this occasion but on some other and were inserted by Luke for inner reasons is unfounded. Thickly packed crowds were assembled about the disciples in
v. 1. Luke again mentions these as being now espe-

cially addressed. Kai shows that Jesus speaks “also”
to the multitudes after having spoken to the disciples
in what precedes. Also the inner connection proves that
these verses were not inserted. The time for the great
division was fast approaching, but these people “do
not discern the time,” they live on like the blind rich
fool (v. 16, etc.).
Moreover, he went on to say to the multitudes:
Whenever you see a cloud rising in the west, immediately you say, A shower is coming. And so it
happens. And whenever a south wind blowing, you
say, There will be a hot wave. And it happens. Hypocritesl The face of the earth and of the heaven you

know how to test, but this season of time how do
you not know to test? Moreover, why do you not also
of yourselves judge the right thing?
The fact that‘ Jesus should refer to the weather
signs that were current in Palestine more than once
in his discourses goes without saying; in Matt. 16:2
he uses the morning and the evening signs but here
the signs for rain and for hot waves.
In Palestine the rain comes from the west, from

the Mediterranean. The desert on the east and the
south and the mountain ranges to the north furnish no

rain. So it required little wisdom to know that a shower
was coming when a cloudbank began to rise in the
west, earl 81mm, the plural is usually found in this
phrase, the word means “setting” or “going down.”
55) The same was true regarding the wind, especially that coming from the south, coming over the hot
southern desert. It took little wisdom to prognosticate

that there would be xatiawv, “burning heat,” a hot wave.
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56) This reference to two outstanding weather
signs is the more appropriate for the purpose of Jesus
since the weather, rain and hot waves, are beyond
man’s control. All that men are able to do to this day
is to watch the weather indications, and they do that
assiduously. They are concerned only with what affects
their superﬁcial lives. Hence the judgment of Jesus:
“Hypocrites!” show actors, dissemblers, pretenders.
But why? Because they know how to test the face of
the earth and of the sky and to tell what the signs
mean, and what weather is on the way and to act as

though this were all that they needed to concern themselves about. But since this season of time, xatpés, in

which they are now living is so plainly marked as it is,
“how do you not know to test?” as coins were tested
to prove their genuineness and their quality, Bompdgav.
Jesus is not scoring the inability of these Jews to
test the time in which they were living. They knew
how to test the weather signs means that they did test
them; the question that they knew not to test the signs
of the times means that they could just as easily have
done so but did not do so. Every means and every aid
were given them that were just as plain as the cloud

in the west and the wind from the south. There were
the baptism and the preaching of John; there were the
wonderful person of Jesus, his preaching, and his
miracles. Yet they knew not how to test these. This

was pretense—they knew well enough but would not
act on their knowledge.
Jesus chose the two weather signs to match the two
great signs of that time, and the underlying thought
is that, as easy as it is to judge the former, so easy is
it to judge the latter. These men could see the beneﬁ-

cent shower. coming, and it did come; but here was
the rain of grace in the Messiah himself, and could
they not see that? Has marks the question of surprise.
These men knew the blasting effects of the southern

Luke 12:57, 58
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simoon even before the eﬁects arrived; but why was it
that they could not see, as they pretended, the presaged
judgment of God in the rejection of their nation because they would not see his grace? Jesus saw through
them completely and tells them what he saw.
57) What the question asked in v. 56 means is
plainly brought out by the added question: “Moreover
(on top of what I thus ask), why do you not also of
yourselves judge the right thing?” The emphasis is
on the phrase “of yourselves.” The implied contrast is
not: apart from the signs of the times; for Jesus means
the contrary: to judge the right thing in connection
with what they. see at this time. So also the verb used
is xpc’mv, to pronounce a verdict on what is so plainly
the right thing, 11‘: Sixauw, a verdict that shall stand for
them, and on which they will act. Jesus does not mean
“of your own ability,” for he is thinking of what God
is doing for them through him. “0f yourselves” is in

contrast to others, in particular to the wicked Pharisees apart from their coaching. God was giving them
the clear truth so that under its inﬂuence and its
power they could of themselves decide the right thing
to do, namely to believe in his grace and to ﬂee from
the wrath to come since the heavens of their time were
full of the signs of both. Why did they not judge the
right thing?—yes, why? They could, but they would
not. They remained as they were, unsoftened by grace,

unmoved by the approaching judgment. These were
sharp words, but they still contained the call of grace
if only these people would at last hear.
58) Jesus warns his hearers with another illustration as to what “the right thing" is that they
should do in view of “this season of time” in which
they live. Instead of living on thoughtlessly like the
Rich Fool (v. 16, etc.), considering only the weather
indications and not the equally easily tested signs of
grace and of judgment to come, let them be like the
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man who, while it is still time, gets rid of his opponent
at law and escapes the prison where he would have
to languish hopelessly.
When, for instance, thou art going with thy
opponent at law before a ruler, on the way take
pains to be wholly rid of him lest he hale thee before
the judge, and the judge turn thee over to the court
oﬁcer, and the court ofﬁcer throw thee into prison.

I tell thee, in no way shalt thou come out thence until
thou hand over the last lepton.
The use of die is temporal, and ydp introduces an example: “for instance." The case of these Jews is like
that of this man who is on the way to the ruler with
his opponent at law (dwiSucoc) . Jesus advises him to do
his best (86: e'pyaatav, a Latinism, do open-am, B.-D. 5, 3,
which is now fully established as such and is so translated in the old Latin versions) to be fully rid of him

(the perfect passive dedeat, not to express antecedence, as R. 909 views it, but a state of completion,
R., W. P.). The Jews knew “of themselves” (v. 57)
that a judgment awaited them, and Jesus points out

to them what they had better do before it is too late,
namely do diligence to get rid of their accuser before

the ruler and judge is reached, namely God. Among
the Jews the ruler acted also as a judge.
Jesus implies that the Jews can get rid of their
accuser and of the debt they owe. The very imperative
86:, an aorist, indicates this. The way to this riddance

is not stated here, Jesus has pointed it out often
enough, and his disciples have found that way, all their
debt is gone. Otherwise, as the law takes its course

in the case of a penniless debtor, so will judgment des-

cend upon them. The wdeTwp is the executor who carried out the j udge’s orders. After mime we have ﬁrst a
subjunctive and then two future tenses; this construction occurs often in the Koine.

59) The prison points to hell. Roman Catholicism
fastens on the clause: “until thou hand over the last
lepton,” t of a cent, compare 21 :2; meaning the last

particle of the debt. This clause refers the prison to
purgatory and suggests ways and means for paying
off our guilt and being released from purgatory. The

Catholic contention is that Ems of: (ion é’w in Matt. 5 :26)
always introduces something that is expected to happen
and often does happen. This should no longer be contested, not even on the basis of Matt. 18:30, 34, which
are like the present clause. It is true, many a common
debtor who was thrown into prison has somehow managed to pay his debts, even to the last lepton, this Greek
word being used also by the Jews. But this possibility
pertains only to the ﬁgurative language of Jesus. It
pictures no actual possibility for a sinner to ﬁnd escape
after death and judgment because the Scriptures know
of no such possibility. The clause raises the question:
“But how will he pay at all in the prison to which Godwill remand him, to say nothing of paying down to the
last lepton?" The only answer of the Scriptures is:
“Any and all payment will there be impossible.”

Jesus uses these last verses to illustrate a different
admonition in Matt. 5 :25, 26.

CHAPTER Kill
1)
Now there were some present at that very
season reporting to him concerning the Galileans

whose blood Pilate mingled with their sacriﬁces.
Katpdc is more than just time; it denotes a brief
period that is marked and distinguished in some way,
here, the period that is marked by what the twelfth
chapter reports. A little later a number of people arrive with the report about the murdered Galileans. The

imperfect wapﬁoav means that they had come and were
now present; but the present participle does not say
that they had come in order to report to Jesus, it only
reports the fact that they did so. These men had probably just been in Jerusalem and brought this report as
a piece of terrible news. Although Luke does not mention the presence of even the Twelve, the answer of
Jesus-which is addressed to “all” (in both v. 3 and 5)
implies that the usual crowd is assembled and is, of
course, excited because of this shocking news.All that we know about it is what Luke has pre-

served about this crime of Pilate’s. Luke’s interest lies
in the answer that Jesus gave, hence he does not record
the crime in detail. These unfortunate men were Galileans, which is mentioned as being of interest to Jesus
who came from Galilee and seems to imply also that
Jesus was now not in Galilee; he was, in fact, in Perea.
Pilate mingled (the aorist to express the fact only;
we should use the past perfect) the blood of these Galileans with their sacriﬁces.
Ordinarily, only the priests were allowed in the
court ‘of the priests which extended about the Sanctu-

ary and had in it the great altar and the brass laver;
but certain sacriﬁces required. that the laymen who
brought them had to enter this priests’ court for laying
the hands on the sacriﬁce, for slaughtering, and for
(722)

waving. While they were thus engaged, Pilate had his
soldiers rush in and cut down these Galileans, thus
literally mingling their blood with that of their aum'u
or slaughter sacriﬁces. This was a typical act of Pilate’s
who perpetrated many outrages during his ten years
in ofﬁce.
Gentiles were forbidden to enter any but the great
court of the Gentiles under penalty of death, and inscriptions to that eifect were put up in warning. In
Acts 21 :28 Luke reports the riot that ensued on the
false report that Paul had brought Greeks into the
sacred courts and had thus polluted the Temple. Pilate
ruthlessly violated the sanctities of the Jews. The report was made to Jesus, not because of this deed of
Pilate’s, but because of the violent death of these
Galileans under the assumption that these men must

have committed some great sin for which God sent
this signal punishment upon them through Pilate.
Their sin was, of course, secret, but this penalty was
assumed to be incontrovertible evidence that such a
sin had been committed by these men.
2) And answering (1:19) he said to them:
Do you think that these Galileans got to be sinners
beyond all the Galileans because they had suffered

these things? No, I tell you; but unless you repent
you will all perish likewise!
Jesus denies, as he does in John 921-3, that these
victims of Pilate’s rage were to be regarded as being
guilty of some secret, heinous sin just because they
had suffered as they did. He denies that their fate
proved them to be sinners beyond all other Galileans.
As far as such a comparison is concerned, other Galileans may be even greater sinners in God’s eyes—
think of some of the Galilean Pharisees and their
vicious hostility toward Jesus. Yet we should not go
too far in the other direction. Sins sometimes do receive signal punishment, and God intends that we are
to see the open connection between the two; consider,
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for instance, Acts 12:20-23. But, as a rule, divine
providence works in secret ways that are too mysterious for us to unravel. Stephen is stoned, James dies by
the sword.
3) “No, I tell you 1” makes the denial of the Jewish assumption emphatic. 'AMai reverses the idea of
such a deduction. The terrible death of these Galileans
is to make “all,” whether they are Galileans or not,
think, not of the sins of Pilate’s victims, but of their
own sins and of how they may be delivered from them
before death, in whatever way divine providence may
send it, overtakes them. The way of escape is repentance, mavoezv (see 3:3). The present tense and its durative idea are used because of the subject “all,” one,
after another repents as the call and the warning come
to them.
“You will all perish likewise” does not mean that
all the impenitent shall suffer a like violent death.
What Jesus says is that, as these Galileans were swept
away by death while in their impenitent state and thus
perished forever, so all other impenitent men, no matter what the manner of their death may be, would
“likewise perish” forever. The matter that Jesus warns
his hearers against is not some form of cruel death
but the danger of perishing in death.
4) Now he himself adds another case of violent
death which occurred without a human agent like
Pilate who might be blamed. Or those ten and eight
on whom fell the tower of Siloam and killed them,
do you think that they got to he debtors beyond all
the men that are dWelling in Jerusalem? No, I tell
you; but unless you repent you will all perish the
same way!

This is another case of recent occurrence that was
already known to Jesus and to all present. Neh. 3:15
speaks of “the wall of the pool of Shiloh by the king’s
garden”; Josephus, Wars, 5, 4, 2 of “the wall’s bend
to the south above the fountain of Siloam”; compare

also Neh. 3 :26. So this tower seems to have been connected with the city wall near the pool of Siloam and,
most likely, collapsed because of disrepair and age and
buried eighteen men. Sudden, unforeseen, and calam-

itous accidents are always occurring. Jesus presents
this accident in Jerusalem as being even a plainer case
than the one that had been reported to him. “Debtors”
is used in the sense of sinners, it is analogous to Matt.
6 :12. The idea cannot be entertained that these 18 men
were greater sinners than all other men in Jerusalem,
and that this was evidenced by the accident that swept
them away.
5) Jesus makes the same emphatic denial, utters
the same call to repent, and adds the same warning
about perishing. The wording is purposely identical
with that in v. 3, only the adverbs are slightly different. Every calamity that sweeps men away is a divine
call to repent and a divine warning to escape perishing forever by repenting in time. Sin is the cause of all
evil in this world, and when it works out in striking
ways as it did in these calamities it warns against itself and its eternal effects, but does so only because
God, through Christ, has made a way of escape through
repentance.

6) Moreover, he went on to say (for the imperfect see 3 :7) this parable. One had a ﬁg tree planted
in his vineyard; and he came seeking fruit in it
and did not ﬁnd.
The connection with the foregoing is close so 'that

the claim that Jesus spoke this parable at some other
time and some other place is unfounded. Jesus does
not solve the mysteries of the providence that lets

Pilate and a falling tower kill people but points out
the call to repentance that lies in such occurrences
and now elaborates by showing us how God spares

us so that we may have full time for repentance and
at the same time warning us if we should let that
time pass in impenitence.
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The fact that the owner of this vineyard and

ﬁg tree pictures God is at once evident; but only some

see what is imaged by the vineyard and the ﬁg tree.
The fact that a ﬁg tree was at times planted in a
vineyard shows only that the imagery Jesus used
was natural but neither interprets nor shows that
interpretation is not required. A point to be noted is

that the vineyard and the ﬁg tree are intended to go
tOgether. The tree “has been planted" in the vineyard, the perfect participle implying that it is now
growing there as a result. This is “his” vineyard, the
owner’s, who, by planting the tree there, has com-

bined the two. This was not a wild tree that was
ownerless in some wild place; nor was it planted in
some orchard of ﬁg, palm, or other trees. When this
is noted, we shall see that the usual interpretation is
untenable: vineyard = the world; ﬁg tree = Israel.

These two would be opposites, have nothing in common, and be the reverse of what is pictured.
This is made still plainer by the extension of the
parable to the “vinedresser,” the owner, too, being
one who owns a vineyard. To be sure, the vinedresser is shown as helping to deal with the ﬁg tree,
but he is not called an orchardist or a tender of ﬁg
trees, his work is that of dressing vines. Now where
do the Scriptures call the world a vineyard? What:
would Jesus do in the world as a vinedresser? His
personal ministration was only to the lost sheep of'
the house of Israel, and when his relation to the
world is spoken of it is never that of one tending the
world’s vines — that world is a wilderness, a jungle,
and must ﬁrst be. converted into a vineyard. All this
points to the solution that the vineyard is Israel, and
the ﬁg tree is Israel’s center of worship, Jerusalem.
The parable thus connects directly with the inci-

dent that Jesus himself brought forward (v. 4, 5)
when he spoke of “all the men that are dwelling at.
Jerusalem.” Jerusalem, too, is often singled out in a

Luke 13:6, 7
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special way as is done in Matt. 23:37; 24 :2. But the
ﬁg tree that is planted in the vineyard belongs to
this vineyard. So from the Galileans that Pilate slew
Jesus turned to all Galileans, from the 18 Jerusalemites to all that inhabit Jerusalem. Whereas in the
parable the, attention centers on the ﬁg tree, what

is said about it and done with it’ extends to the whole
vineyard. The fate of Jerusalem speaks to all Israel,
yea, to the Israel of all time.
It is precisely because the owner planted this
ﬁg tree in his own vineyard that he had every right
to expect it to bear fruit. The tree had. grown to full
maturity in the very best of places. Jerusalem was
not the capital of some pagan nation; one would

then know that fruit was out of the question. So this
owner comes seeking fruit of the ﬁg tree—had come

on earlier occasions. It_ is not said that he comes to
gather the fruit but just to see whether there is fruit,
whatever its stage of development. “And he did
not ﬁnd” tells the sad story. Since no fruit was present, ﬁnding was impossible. Where was the trouble?

Not with the owner or with the vinedresser or with the
vineyard. This was apparently a good-for-nothing tree.
Whether it was permanently and hopelessly so was

the point now to be .determined —this is the point on
which the parable turns. Nor are we left to'guess at
what “fruit” means; Jesus has already told us in v. 3
and 5: true repentancewith all that this includes. See

3:3 on the term. “He found not”=Matt. 23:37.
7.) And he said to the vinedresser: Lo, three
years since I came seeking fruit in thisﬁg tree, and I
ﬁnd none. Cut it down! To what purpose does it also
take up the ground?
What is meant by the “three years”? These do not,
of course, mean merely three times. Fig trees bear
during many - months.- The accusative “three years"
denotes length of time. Just how often the owner had
inspected the tree is not indicated and is immaterial;
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he had now waited so long a time in vain. Commentators have noted that some relation exists between
“three years” and the following “this year also” of
which the vinedresser speaks, but their interpretations
are not always clear. Some give up the point entirely,
the three years, etc., mean nothing. Some think that
they include the whole time before Christ. Nor does the
“three” denote completeness, i. e., a sufﬁcient time to
prove the tree deﬁnitely unfruitful; Jesus would then
have said ten years, for that number stands for completeness; moreover, the question of permanent fruitlessness is yet to be determined, the vinedresser still
has hope for the tree.
“Three years” or “for three years” is literal as is
also “this year,” which is intended to help to interpret
the parable. But we should not think of three years
of Christ's ministry to which a full fourth year is to be
added. His ministry extended little, if any, beyond
three years. On this account this interpretation is
usually dropped although it is so near the truth. We
should note that twice and in a most emphatic way
Jesus had used the exact words of the Baptist: “except
you repent," in v. 3 and 5, and here in the parable
we again have the Baptist’s imagery of the ax “cutting
out” this unfruitful tree, ('1‘, out of the vineyard; These
three years start with the Baptist’s work when he ﬁrst
cried, “Repent!” Note how carefully Luke ﬁxed that
date in 3 :1-3. Three years have now passed. Jerusalem
has stood for a long time already, but God sent the
Baptist and Jesus during these three years, and it is
during this time that he most certainly expected and

came to seek the fruit of repentance. It should have
been there already in the Baptist’s day but most certainly now that Jesus had helped and three full years
had been spent on Jerusalem. But there was no fruit:
“Jerusalem, Jerusalem . . . ye would not !”
“This year also” was the ﬁnal work of Jesus and
does not necessarily mean twelve full months but the

time that was still left to Jesus when he spoke this
parable just as the Jews count at part of a day as another day. Jesus was not as yet done with Jerusalem.
He was now on his way to this city for his last effort.
Jerusalem was meet for judgment already at this
time, but grace is so wonderful that it extends itself to
the absolute utmost. “This year also” extends from
now on until the death and the gloriﬁcation of Jesus.
“Cut it out!" is the peremptory aorist— to indicate
the one dire act. It may seem as though there is a disagreement between God and Jesus when we hear the

owner give this order and the vinedresser urge delay.
That this is not the case becomes apparent when the
owner at once consents to this delay. This, too, is the
constant teaching of Scripture which extends God’s
longsuffering to the utmost. Basil of old already wrote:
“This is peculiar to the clemency of God toward. men
that he does not bring in punishment silently and
secretly but by his threatenings ﬁrst proclaims them
to be at hand, thus inviting sinners to repentance.”

The ax is ﬁrst laid to the root of the tree, Matt. 3 :10,
as a ﬁnal call to repentance; the ﬁnal warnings are

issued, 19 :41-44; Isa. 5:5, 6; Matt. 7 :19 while judg-.
ment still holds back.
“To what purpose,” zmt (supply ye’vqm) means:
“what good can it do ?” whereas 8m: would ask for the

reason. The present tense xampycz means “continue to
take up the ground” which might be devoted to a far
better purpose. Hence we also have Kat’ (omitted in the
A. V.): besides being unfruitful this tree prevents
the ground from growing something else that will yield

fruit. When God bestows his grace and care upon any
man and gives him a favored position, by remaining

unfruitful he also prevents that grace and that posi-.
tion from being used to far better effect upon someone,

else. It is only right that he should be removed and,
another take his place, Acts 1:20, 25.
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8) But he answering says (this participle is
used with the present Ae’ya just as with the aorist
dare) : Lord, leave it also this year until I dig around
it and throw dung. And if it shall make fruit soon.
after—; but if not, thou shalt cut it out.

This vinedresser is undoubtedly Christ. The idea
is not that the Father is severe, that Jesus alone is
merciful, for the Father accepts the intercession, and
Jesus the cutting down. We should not erase the wrath
by the (mercy, nor lose sight of the mercy because of
the wrath. Both are real, and neither is absolute. Jesus
is the Mediator, I John 2:1, 2; Rom. 8:34; I Tim. 2:5,
6; Heb. 7:25; 9 :24. The basis of Jesus' intercession is
his atoning sacriﬁce which is by no means only an assurance for us of God’s disposition toward us but ﬁrst
of all and most vitally a propitiation and satisfaction
that is rendered unto God by which our sins are expiated. This sacriﬁce and satisfaction necessarily occurred at a deﬁnite time, namely when Jesus bore our
sins here on earth, but in the mind and the purpose of
God it was a reality from all eternity. Hence Jesus is
called “the Lamb slain from the foundation of the
world,” Rev. 13:8, “foreordained before the foundation of the world,” I Pet. 1:20. It is thus that our
Mediator and Intercessor Jesus speaks in the parable,
and the Father accepts the intercession. It is told us in
a simple, human way in order that we may grasp it;

but the essential is vividly brought out that God’s grace
toward us is mediated wholly through his Son, our
Savior, as our great and effectual Mediator.
Jesus came to do his Father’s will and is thus pictured as the caretaker of the vineyard, who as such
addressed the owner as “lord." But this vinedresser
does not act and speak as a hired servant who merely

carries out orders, for he is as much concerned about
the tree as is the owner, and the owner, too, treats him
accordingly. For the impenitent the intercession asks

an extension of time, that grace may do its utmost to

win repentance. The tree is not only to have more time.
it is to receive the vinedresser’s intensive care: “till
I dig around it and throw dung,” aerate and enrich the
soil. Nothing that is possible is left undone to bring
the sinner to the fruit of repentance. And we should
note that, as it is the vinedresser who asks for the time,
so it is he who will apply dung. It is Jesus who uses
every means of grace; we only receive and by receiving
come to the fruitage of repentance and a new life. The

verbs “dig” and “throw” are subjunctives (there is no
need to regard them as futures), and as aorists point
to this work as being fully and properly done.
9) “And if it shall make fruit soon after” is
broken off for effect and displays the vinedresser’s
emotion at the prospect of securing fruit at last. We
have only the protasis, no apodosis, and none should
be supplied by us, for that would remove this emotional touch and thus change the sense. We may call this
an ellipsis or more pretentiously an aposiopesis, R.

1202, 1023. And we should note that the condition is
one of expectancy; the vinedresser goes at his work

hopefully, looking for the good result, not halfheartedly, pessimistically, thinking that there is no use. Jesus
is an optimist when it comes to working upon sinners.
The phrase £29 11‘) ,uéMov, with the present neuter participle of pe’Mw, is not merely the indeﬁnite “thenceforth” (R. V., omitted in A. V.) or “for the future”
(R. Tr.) , for the idea is that of something that is about
to occur, hence we translate “soon after,” for the effect
of the digging and the dunging ought to appear

promptly. This shows also that “this year” does not
mean another entire year; it will require only a short

time to determine for good and all whether the tree is
hopeless.
Jesus is, however, not a blind, foolish optimist. As
“soon after” show, this ﬁnal trial is to be brief. So
even before it is made Jesus reckons also with failure
and provides for it in advance. Note the delicate bal-
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ance of ue’v and se’, which it is beyond the English to
reproduce. Ei pain is stereotyped and is always used
without a verb: “if not.” It is in fact a condition of
reality: Jesus considers what shall be done if the tree,
Jerusalem, actually proves hopeless. All conditional
sentences present only the way in which the speaker

(or writer) looks at the matter for the moment. Jesus
here looks at the repentance of Jerusalem, ﬁrst as something that may well happen (Ka'v = Kat édv with the subjunctive), then as something that, after all, did not
happen (at pﬁyc, the indicative verb is omitted). If the
ﬁnal effort proves hopeless, “thou shalt cut it out” of
the vineyard, the future tense being volitive. The vine-

dresser does not say, “I will cut it out,” for he has al-

ready received this order. God judges us, but he has
committed all judgment to the Son. In the parable the
Son honors the Father by thus referring the cutting out
to him though the Son will perform the act.
It is a fact that judgment is often preceded by an
intensiﬁcation of grace. Trench points to Noah, the
“preacher of righteousness” in the days just before the
ﬂood; Jeremiah and other prophets just before the
captivity; Jesus himself before Jerusalem’s doom. The
impenitent may misunderstand this and treat the abundance of grace presumptuously and make their j udgment only the more severe. But we should look at this
from God’s angle. This supreme effort of grace cuts
off every shadow of excuse; Isa. 5:3-5, “What could
have been done more to my vineyard, that I have not
done in it?” Rom. 10 :21. In the end the sinner himself
sees this, is compelled to admit it, and his complete
self-blame makes his punishment the keener.
The question is left open: “Did the tree at last bear
or did it, after all, remain unfruitful?” The answer is

purposely withheld. The parable, both in its form and

its purpose, is complete as it stands. We know what
Jerusalem did. But we should not inject the synergistic
fallacy of Trench and others: “The free will of man is

recognized and respected.” There is no “free” will but
only a bound and enslaved will in man’s natural state.
We reject every idea of man’s liberty to decide between
God and Satan, fruit and unfruitfulness. Man has already decided and holds to that decision. But the grace
of God is brought to bear upon him with power from
on high in order to release his will from its bondage
and wicked decision and to produce power by this and
by it alone a totally different decision. But man may
nullify every effort of that liberating, saving power
and wilfully cast it from him for good and all. His
doom is then sealed, and sealed by himself. But if the
power of saving grace succeeds in freeing him, not he
or any free decision of his will is the decisive factor or
even a helping factor in his freeing; the work is wholly
one of grace, and the glory of it belongs to that grace
alone.
10) Now he was. engaged in teaching in one of
the synagogues on the Sabbath. And lo, a woman
having a spirit of weakness for ten and eight years
and was bent together and utterly unable to bend
back.
The periphrastic imperfect reveals Jesus as busily
teaching. The tense is descriptive and also intimates
that something happened in connection with this teaching. The time and the locality are not speciﬁed since

they are not material to the event itself, and Luke has
already placed us in Perea on Jesus’ last journey to
Jerusalem. To ﬁnd Jesus in the local synagogue on the
Sabbath, engaged in teaching, is only what we expect

after 4 :15, 44 and the single incidents of this teaching
recorded in previous accounts.
The Greek uses the plural as well as the singular
form for Sabbath after the analogy of the neuter plural
designation for festivals. It is material to the account

that it occurred on the Sabbath. The following miracle
is not reported as an illustration of the mercy of Jesus
but as exhibiting his renewed clash with the Jewish
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leaders regarding their human traditions and regulations, here those regarding the Sabbath, which they
regarded as being more sacred than God’s own law,
which Jesus was, therefore, bound to antagonize. Luke
has recorded this and other accounts as revealing the
growing hostility toward Jesus, which soon brought
him to the cross.
11) The exclamation “lo” shuts out the idea that
this woman was in the synagogue from the start and
presents her as slowly and painfully making her way
in to it while Jesus was in the midst of his teaching.
Because of her great infirmity she probably went to
the synagogue only occasionally and on this occasion
came only after hearing that Jesus would be there. She
must have been just an ordinary person, but a Jewess
(v. 16) and not a Gentile of this section which was
inhabited by a mixed population. “A woman,” etc.,
needs no verb, the exclamation merely points to her.

The two following periphrastic imperfects describe her
condition: “she was bent together and was utterly
(sis 1'5 «av-rekés) unable to bend back” (Iain-7w in both

verbs), doubled up thus for no less than 18'years, the
accusative of duration.

'

Luke writes: “having a spirit of weakness” (which

is probably to be listed as an attributive genitive, R.
496) . It is Luke, the physician, who writes “spirit” just
as he does in other cases of demoniacal possession and
thereby clearly distinguishes such cases from all other
and ordinary ailments, of which he also mentions
many. These cases of possession varied greatly and
often, as here, inﬂicted only one or the other kind of
physical hurt. The supposition that this woman was
only hysterical or neurasthenic is even medically too
weak, granting that we maydisregard Luke’s “spirit.”
Why not, then, say that she suffered from some injury
to her spine? But even this is barred out by Luke’s
word “spirit.” Like the woman mentioned in 8 :43, this
poor mortal had no doubt tried many a remedy—all in

vain; and as the years went on, she resigned herself to
her helpless condition.
12)

Now when Jesus saw her he called her to

him and said to her, Woman, thou hast been loosed
from thy weakness! And he placed the hands upon
her. And forthwith she was straightened up and began glorifying God.
There is no question that Jesus at once recognized
the true nature of this woman’s trouble. He stops his

teaching, calls the woman to him («p69 in the verb), at
once utters the words of deliverance, and at the same
time lays his hands upon her. He was sitting cross-

legged on the platform while teaching and could easily
lay his hands on the woman’s head or her shoulders.
The perfect passive “thou hast been loosed from thy
weakness” does not reach back into the past but starts
only from the moment when Jesus willed her release
and extends indeﬁnitely into the future.
Varied interpretations are given to Luke’s brief
wording. Some think that this woman believed before

she was freed and thus support their view that no healing was possible without faith. But Luke says nothing

about the faith of this woman, and that view is contradicted by clear examples in which no faith could be
present before the miracle. The miracle was always dependent upon the will of Jesus alone and never on the

beneﬁciary’s faith. Jesus certainly wanted faith, but
often only as a result of the miracle. Moreover, this is
a case in which, as so often, the miracle was wrought
chieﬂy for the sake of the witnesses, as a sign for them.
Because Jesus uses only the passive and addresses
the woman is not reason for concluding that her ail-

ment was not caused by a demon. This, too, sets up a
wrong view, namely, that unless the demon is directly
addressed, no demon is involved.
13)

Luke ﬁrst records the words of Jesus and

then the fact that he laid his hands on the woman. The
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word and the act went together with no interval between them that is worth mentioning. Yet the two are
separated by the commentators, and for rather strange
reasons. One is that the woman was to attribute no
magical powers to the hands of Jesus. But if there was
danger of this kind, why did Jesus use his hands? He
would evidently then not have touched her.
Another reason advanced is that, when the woman
heard the words, she did not have the courage to
straighten up, and that she found that courage only
when Jesus placed his hands upon her. But the verb
is passive: “she was straightened up,” the divine
power of Jesus straightened her body just as the cruel
power of the spirit had held her bent double. The laying on of hands is always only symbolical and, like
the words of Jesus, the expression of his gracious will

in bestowing the divine benefaction. That omnipotent
will works the miracle.
The effect of Jesus’ word and touch was instantaneous—the woman was straightened up before the eyes

of all, the aorist stating the fact. The ingressive imperfect then adds that she began to glorify God. This is, of
course, not meant as detracting from Jesus. All the

works of Jesus were done to glorify God. When God’s
power and mercy were recognized in what Jesus did,

men connected Jesus with God, began to acknowledge his mission from God, and were thus in a fair way
to discover and to believe that he was, indeed, the Messiah sent from God. So a mighty impression of God’s
working in Jesus was here made upon the assembly in
the synagogue. But there now follows an effort in the
opposite direction.
14)

But answering, the synagogue ruler, being

indignant that Jesus healed on the Sabbath, went
on to say to the multitude: Six days there are in
which it is necessary to work. In them, therefore, by
coming be healed and not on the day of the Sabbath.

Luke 13:14
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’Aqroxpwa’s- is used with the imperfect, as here, and
With the present as well as with the aorist and is in
place when something is said in response to a deed or
to a situation as is the case in this instance. Luke’s
brevity leads us to wonder that Jesus was allowed to
teach in this synagogue when this synagogue ruler and
other opponents (v. 17) were present. So he speaks
only of this one ruler, evidently because he spoke up

and the other rulers deferred to him. Though Jesus
was allowed to teach, these synagogue rulers remained
in charge of the service. This man failed utterly to appreciate what he saw this day. He was probably a
Pharisee, certainly thoroughly Pharisaic in his thinking, particularly in regard to the Sabbath. All he saw
was a Sabbath desecration, and this made him indignant so that he could no longer contain himself.
But he was unable to ﬁnd anything ﬂagrant in

Jesus’ conduct. Jesus had spoken only a word and used
the liturgical act of laying on hands, which even the
casuistic Pharisee could not condemn as a Sabbath
desecration. The ruler thus had to attack the miracle
itself, the act of healing as such, and could not assail
some feature of the act. He is indignant with Jesus
but dares not attack Jesus in person and so directs his
objection to the multitude that crowded the synagogue.
This indirection seems to be a part of his hypocrisy.
In a commanding tone he announces that six days are
ordered for doing work, Deut. 5:13, etc. Ad, “must,”
“it is necessary,” brings out the fact that God com-

manded to work on these days. And, accordingly, this
ruler orders the people to come and to have their healing done during those days and not on the Sabbath (the
Greek is here singular).
This ruler speaks as though this woman came to
the synagogue to be healed and thus attacks her, too,
although Luke reports nothing of the kind, his previous
narrative implies rather the contrary. This ruler per-
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haps feared that others might be induced to come and
might help further to desecrate the Sabbath. This ruler’s exegesis intends to strike at Jesus. He did the healing, and that the ruler regards as “doing work,” something that is forbidden on the Sabbath. The people
-would be involved in this work by coming and obtaining the healing. This ruler perhaps thought himself
shrewd in thussdelivering an indirect attack upon

Jesus, one that is fortiﬁed by a divine commandment
and a strong exegesis. But the man was blind both as
far as the commandment and the miracle he had just
witnessed were concerned and promptly receives his
crushing answer.

15) But the Lord answered him and said (both
verbs are ﬁnite, both carry full weight) : Hypocrites!
Does not each one of you on the Sabbath loose his
ox or his ass from the manger and, having led him
away, give him drink? But this woman, being a
daughter of Abraham, whom Satan bound, lo, for ten
and eight years, was it not necessary that she be
loosed from this bond on the day of Sabbath?
The Lord certainly answered “him” although he
uses the plural “hypocrites” and thus at the same time
answers any and all present who sided with this ruler;
there were such as v. 17 indicates. The A. V. has the
singular “hypocrite,” but the correct reading is that
of the R. V., a plural. Here, too, the term is a judgment; and it is not left unsupported but is at once fully
proved as being true. Luke writes “the Lord" and lets
us feel the full authority which meets this man’s presumptuous charge; see 7 :13.

Jesus asks two questions, the answers to which are
beyond question. These questions are far stronger than
assertions would have been, for they compel all present,

also the ruler and other opponents of Jesus, to give the '

answer themselves. “Does not each one of you on the _
Sabbath (forward fer the sake of emphasis) loose his

ox or ass from the manger (not “stall,” our versions),
and, having led him away, give him drink?” This is
purposely an understatement and is stronger for that
very reason, for many had several animals to be led to
water. Was this not “work”? They untied the rope with
their hands, they held the rope and led the animal out,
and then they tied it up again. According to their own
rabbinical casuistry this was most plainly work, and
Jesus employs the argumentum ad hominem. The divine law did not forbid this act on the Sabbath, but
these hypocrites ﬁrst set up a deﬁnition of forbidden
work which was not forbidden and then applied their
deﬁnition against Jesus only and not against themselves. Their hypocrisy was the greater because what
they called “work” in the case of Jesus was not work
even by their own deﬁnition while what they did was,
indeed, work according to this deﬁnition. Hypocrisy
can go little farther.
16) The second question calls for the same unavoidable answer. Jesus indicates it by using the interrogatory word of) which expects an aﬂirmative answer. This question brings out the application from
the illustration and uses the argument from the less
to the greater. The emphasis is on why, “this woman,”
in the accusative with the inﬁnitive after 38a. This
verb expresses all kinds of necessity, here the moral
one which is vastly higher than watering an ox or an

ass. The imperfect denotes a past necessity, one that
in this instance lasted up to the moment when it was
met by the miracle of Jesus, R. 919.
The argument is cumulative: the woman, a human
being, over against the ox and the ass, mere brutes; a

daughter of Abraham over - against ordinary human
beings; bound by the cruelty of Satan over against

tethering to a manger with fodder; 18 years over
against one day; need of being freed from a demon
over against need of' water. The argument is over-
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whelming. The charge of the ruler against Jesus recoils upon his hypocritical head with multiplied force.
We see that the woman was a Jewess, one of God’s
children, who knew and praised God. The expression
“whom Satan did bind” does not refer only to common
diseases as being due to the devil. Such a view needs
better support than Acts 10:38 and II Cor. 12:7 and
must ﬁrst explain “spirit of inﬁrmity” used in v. 11.
“Lo, for ten and eight years” is again the accusative of
duration of time and not the nominative as R. 460
regards it.
17) And he saying these things, there began
to be ashamed all those opposing him, and all the
multitude began rejoicing over all the glorious things
occurring by him.
Two opposite effects are noted, both are expressed
by ingressive imperfect tenses. The ruler seems to have
had many supporters “lying against” Jesus, i. e., opposing him. It is best to regard the Verb as a passive
since Jesus made them ashamed. They were ashamed
before the people, before whom they were exposed as
hypocrites, not in their own hearts of their hypocrisy.
Here all the common people were again with Jesus.
By the way in which Luke writes it seems that Jesus
must have done many other glorious things in this
locality to cause such a wave of rejoicing.
18) The observation is correct: Luke would
never have inserted these two parables at this place
if Jesus had not spoken them after the incident in
the synagogue. The objection that neither of them
deals with the Sabbath question misunderstands the
connection which refers only to the great joy of the
people over the glorious deeds of Jesus. This leads
him to add these words about the growth and the
spread of the kingdom in the future. The reading 05v,
too, is correct; the texts that changed it to 8e’ failed
to see the connection. He, therefore, went on to say

Duke 18:18, 19
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(see 3 :7), To what is the kingdom of God like? and
to what shall I liken it?’Luke closes the account of
the miracle in the synagogue in a way that seems to
imply that what Jesus said now occurred afterward;

and it may be possible that he now spoke only to his
disciples. “Therefore” means because of the great
rejoicing of the multitude.

See 1:33 on the kingdom of God; Jesus is speaking
of the rule of God’s grace among men. The two questions mean the same thing, the doubling is for the sake
of emphasis. Since the ﬁrst has the indicative, we regard the verb in the second as also being indicative,
namely. the future, and not as the aorist subjunctive.
These questions would naturally arouse attention although all evidence shows that Jesus never lacked attention. Jesus wanted more here, namely, that his
hearers should think of the kingdom, study its nature
and its characteristics, and so ﬁnd some likeness of it
in earthly things. Anyone who was unable to ﬁnd
proper comparisons would be led to see that he knows
too little about the kingdom and would be stimulated
to learn far more about it.
19) Jesus himself helps his hearers by offering
two remarkable comparisons. He has used them before,
in Matt. 13 :31-33 (Mark 4:30-32); the connection is
decidedly different in each instance just as are the
localities where these comparisons were spoken. In
Matthew and in Mark, Jesus is in Galilee, in Luke he
is making his way to Jerusalem for his Passion (v.
22) . This may explain also the diﬂ’erences. In Matthew
and in Mark the contrast is between the smallness and
the ﬁnal greatness; but the smallness is omitted here,
and we have only the great spread of the kingdom.
Like is it to a kernel of mustard, which, having
taken, a man threw it into his own garden. And it
grew and became a tree, and the birds of the heaven
tented in its branches.
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The Simpis nigm is referred to, the garden variety
which grows to great size. This man, too, throws the
mustard kernel “into his own garden,” which means
Israel just as the vineyard in v. 6 is Israel. In Matthew
the mustard kernel is sown “in the ﬁeld” whereas Mark
has “on the earth,” which refers to the human race in
general. Here the thought is that of salvation’s coming
from Israel. The size of the seed is not a part of the
comparison, but the great growth is. 'Eye’mo (is 8e'v3pov

is an example of the predicative etc, it is like the German wurde zum Baum. The mustard seed is pungent

and must be crushed to obtain its virtue as a condiment; but such ideas are far from the comparison in
which the seed grows.
This growth is so great that “the birds of the
heaven,” i. e., the Wild birds, “tented in its branches.”
We Should again be content with the comparison as
Jesus draws it and not have the birds eating the seed
of the tree; Since this great plant is itself the kingdom,
all who are in the kingdom are a part of the plant. The
wild birds are not members of the kingdom; they only
“tent” in it, their stay is temporary and only in the
spreading branches, in superﬁcial contact with the

tree. These birds picture men in general in all lands, who
enjoy some of the incidental blessings of the church.
This parable, then, pictures the visible growth and
extension of the kingdom. A number of thoughts are
necessarily implied. The kingdom is a living organism,

and its life and its power are undying, for its growth
extends through all time, Matt. 24:14. As long as the
kingdom was present in the Old Testament believers
it was conﬁned to them; the parable describes the king-

dom of the New Testament which is unconﬁned and
spreads over the whole world. Vital growth is described and not outward organization which holds to-

gether great numbers (the ideal of Rome and of not
a few Protestants). Being Christ’s rule of grace, the

kingdom is always spiritual. This spirituality is, however, itself power, and although it is invisible makes
its presence manifest in many outward and visible
ways in the world. The parable stimulates faith, encourages us in our work, and ﬁlls us with joy and hope.
20) And again he said, To whom shall I liken
the kingdom of God? The force of this question is
the same as that of the preceding one.
21)

Like is it to leaven, which having taken, a

woman hid in three measures of wheat until they

were leavened completely.
We have the companion parable as we do in Matt.
13 :33. Leaven or yeast (mm, from (an, to ferment) is
used extensively in an evil sense with reference to
something that corrupts (12:1; I Cor. 5:7, 8; Gal.
5 :9). But in this instance leaven pictures the good
power of Christ’s rule of grace which secretly, yet
beneﬁciently, produces its blessed results. “Lion” is
thus used once in an evil sense (I Pet. 5:8), again in

a noble one (Rev. 5 :5) ; “serpent” likewise (Rev. 20 :2,
as against John 3:14); “dove” (silly in Hos. 7:11;
harmless in Matt. 10:16). The world has many ferments, all are decomposing and destructive; Christ
and his gospel alone penetrate with beneﬁcent power.
“A woman,” just as in the other parable (Luke
15:8), cannot be the same as “a man” in v. 19. The
latter is the Father, the former the church to whom the
gospel of the kingdom is committed to do with it just

what is here described. The view that the woman pictures the divine Wisdom mentioned in Prov. 9:1-3 or

the Holy Spirit has little in its favor. It would be offensive to picture the Spirit as a woman. The participle
Mﬂoﬁa’a, like its mate in v. 19, is more than “pictur-

esque vernacular” (R. 1110); it indicates that this
leaven came from elsewhere and not from this earth,
and that the act of mixing it with the ﬂour was deliberate and done with speciﬁc intent. It was not a mere
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impulse that caused the woman to put the yeast into
the ﬂour. The church preaches the gospel with most
intelligent purpose.
Note that etc is static, “in.” The stress is not on any
mixing which the woman did just as it was not on the
throwing of the man. The idea is that the yeast was
hid; it disappeared completely, it works secretly, invisibly, as a power that is hidden from view. Christ
and his gospel work mysteriously, gradually, silently
spreading out. We have the record of history as to how
the gospel permeated the ancient Roman world until
even the emperor was a Christian. Its greater work
was, however, the unseen, inner change which removed

superstition, social evils, vice, and lifted all it touched
to a higher plane. The church just applies the gospel,
and this gospel does the leavening. This does not mean
that the church is to enter the ﬁeld of politics, sociology,
or public reform campaigns. When this is attempted,
she loses her power. The yeast does not work in that
way. This seems too slow to many, and so they “take”
something to hasten the leaven along and thereby only
hinder its silent, steady progress.
A saton, Hebrew se’ah, the third part of an epha,
is about 1.} peeks, and three sata. was the quantity that
was used by Sarah in Gen. 18:6. Many fancies have
been attached to the number three: the three sons of
Noah; the three parts of the world as then known;
Greeks, Jews, Samaritans; spirit, soul, body; or simply the usual quantity of ﬂour for an ordinary baking
—the woman must have had an immense family to require a baking of over a bushel of ﬂour! It seems best

to follow Gen. 18:6; Judges 6:19; I Sam. 1:24, all of
which mention the same quantity, and to combine with
this mass of ﬂour what lies in 5AM: although the baking
was no less than an entire epha of ﬂour, the whole of it
was wholly leavened.
The aorist “was leavened,” like the last three
aorists used in- v. 19, is prophecy. Jesus states what

Luke 18 :21, 22
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shall be as having been already accomplished. The verb
should not be stressed to mean that all men in the
world will eventually be converted. This would confuse

the woman and the ﬂour. The parable is without chiliasm. It describes the silent, beneﬁcent inﬂuence of the
gospel in the world. We may instance many points:
the overthrow of slavery, the improved status of
women, the appreciation of the child, the abolition of
many barbarous practices, etc. Any land in which the
gospel has an opportunity to exert its inﬂuence is
raised to a higher level.
The divine power is again wholly spiritual, and
while it operates altogether invisibly it produces any
number of tangible effects, every one of them being
wholesome. Also, the gospel cannot but succeed, and
the one work of the church is to preach, teach, and
spread it in the world. The parable teaches faith, patience, hope, and joy.
22) And he was traveling through city by city
and village by village, teaching and making his way
to Jerusalem.
In 9:51 Luke reports that Jesus set his face to be
gOing to Jerusalem. He now recalls this statement to
his readers by describing the journey as a progress
through Perea “city by city, village by village” (distributive Karat), taking in all of them along this strip
of territory. Through these towns and villages he had

sent the Seventy in advance (10:1), and he was now
on his way through them, preaching as he went along.

The descriptive Sun-opedero thus reaches back to 9 :51.
The question is asked as to why Luke inserts this
summary remark at this point in his narrative. A
glance at 9:51 and then at 18:31 will show us that,
like these two, 13 :22 is also a mark of division which
cuts the section 9 :51-18z30 into two parts. As such
this division reminds us where Jesus is now and thus
indicates the background for what follows.
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23)

Now one said to him, Lord, are they few

who are being saved?
The insertion of v. 22 shows that a new incident is
now being recorded. The questioner must have been
one of the multitude that was at present following
Jesus. The address “Lord” is not of the same value as

when Luke himself, beginning with 7:13, uses this
term as a designation for Jesus but is only a term of
respect. Yet the man offers a grave question to Jesus
as being the one who will be able to furnish him the
correct answer. As is done in the LXX, so Luke, too,
uses «z with direct questions, and the grammars debate
as to the origin and the correct explanation of this
idiom. It may be possible that at is used only as an interrogative word which implies nothing about the answer, whether it may be yea or nay. “Few” is the predicate, “who are being saved” is the subject: “Are
those being saved only few in number?” The present

participle intends only to describe the persons referred
to: those being saved now or at any time, namely by
God’s grace, delivered from sin and damnation and
placed safely into God’s kingdom. The only clue we
have to the motive that prompted the question is found
in the answer that Jesus gave, in fact, the question is
introduced only because of the importance of the
answer.
24) Jesus answers the man’s question in his characteristic way. It must not be put in an academic but
in a personal way: “Am I among those being saved,

whether these are few or many ?” or: “Am I, perhaps,
dallying about salvation and in danger of losing it?”
So the Lord answers with an admonition and a warning, which are followed by a picture of the lost and of
the saved in the other world.
But he said to them: Struggle to go in through
the narrow door! Because many will be seeking to
go in and will not succeed from then on when the
house-lord shall rise up and shut the door, and you

shall begin to stand outside and keeping knocking at
the door, saying, Lord, open to us! and answering he
shall say to you, 1 do not know you, whence you are.

Then you will begin to say, We ate in thy presence
and drank, and thou didst teach in our streets! And
he will say, I tell you, I know not whence you are!
Stand away from me, all workers of unrighteousness!
The answer of Jesus at once corrects the question
and goes far beyond it even as it takes in, not only
the questioner, but also all others who are present.
The question is dangerous when it is put abstractly
or academically as the Concordia Triglotta, 1073, 33
points out when it quotes our passage in warning not to
sound the abyss of God’s predestination. Make the
question personal, and let your concern be that you
may be saved. Hence we have the admonition: “Strug-

gle to go in through the narrow door l” The kingdom
is conceived as a great house, entrance to which is ob-

tained through a door, and this door is narrow. Our
effort is not to be to push open the door; it is open to begin with, but it is shut and locked after a time. So we
are to let nothing deter us from entering while it is

open. It is readily seen why Jesus pictures the door as
being narrow; this portrays the pefévow. or repentance

by which we enter Christ’s kingdom. “Only bent quite
low, made utterly small, disrobed of all righteousness
of our own, and wholly willing to have the coat of the

ﬂesh removed from us down to the last rag, can one
get through.” Besser. Hence we have the strong verb
“struggle,” which is taken from the ancient athletic

contests, from which we still have “to agonize” and

“agony.” The durative imperfect recalls Luther’s ﬁrst
of the famous 95 theses that repentance is to be constant. We are to exert ourselves to the utmost to enter
the kingdom by true repentance. This is the opposite
of indifference, being languid or careless, or living in
false security.
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But does this not contradict the teaching that man
is spiritually dead and cannot struggle and strive? This
struggling is not one on the part of man’s corrupt natural powers—they never could or would struggle to
enter that narrow door. This struggling is caused by
the law and the gospel when they operate upon and in
the heart and move it mightily. The Scriptures are full
of urgings to men who are still without faith just as

the law and the gospel go out in all the world to those
who are still far from God. The thought is never that
man’s dead powers are to move and to save him, but
the very Word itself offers what it demands, bestows
what it requires, brings those it calls to come. “Struggle!” says Jesus, and in the very saying of his words
there was the narrow door that was open to receive
and the power to produce the struggling which is
called repentance. So Jesus cries, “Believe!” And by
his very call he reaches out to kindle faith.
A warning follows: “Do not wait till it is too late 1”
“Many will be seeking and will not succeed.” Note that
the verb is changed, and that Jesus does not say that
many “will be struggling” and will yet fail to succeed.
He does not say even that many will struggle in the
wrong way and thus fail. No; these “many” do not
struggle, they turn a deaf ear to Jesus, let the time of
grace when the narrow door is open pass by—they do
not like this narrow door and entrance only by re-

pentance. Then, when it is too late, they wake up and
“seek” to enter and cannot “succeed” (to-xiiew) because

the door is shut. Hence we have the future tenses “will
seek,” “will not succeed.” Both point to the time when
the door will be shut; and “will seek” indicates that,
although they want to enter, it will even then not be by
means of the struggling of repentance. Repentance,
too, will then be impossible, for the gracious work of
the Word will then have ceased for them.
25)

Some begin a new sentence here, which

would, however, require ydp and would even then be

less clear and effective than it is to make no break.
Many will be seeking and not succeeding “from then
on when the house-lord shall rise up and shut the door,”
which is followed by the vain effort to enter. The
imagery is stripped of all but the essential features,
nor should we bring in a feast that is in progress or
anything else. The sole idea is that, unless we get into
the kingdom while we may, we shall be barred out forever. The door will, of course, be shut at the last day.
But it closes also when the patience and the longsuﬂ’ering of God come to an end for any nation or for any
individual. This shutting of ' the door belongs to the
secret counsel of God, to his inscrutable judgment upon
the unbelief and the obduracy of men. God either removes the gospel entirely from those who despise it,
or its presence only plunges them more deeply into
guilt.
“The gospel has its course and runs from one city

to another; today it is here, tomorrow in another place
just as a downpour passes, and now rains here, now
in another place, and makes the land moist and fruitful.” Luther, Erl. ed., 48, 186; and 191: “This he told

the Jews, but it helped nothing; and it will be the same
with all the work-righteous when faith is lost. For what
the Jews got, that we, too, will get. The world will not
be helped, it does not believe, I am almost weary of it;
but on my own account and on account of a few godly
people I must preach, otherwise it is in vain. People
will not believe but learn by experience. Thus, too, the
Jews did. Christ, God’s Son, came himself, then his
apostles, and warned them; but they would not believe.
So also Germany (and other countries as well) must
go on and take the consequences. Thus it will come
upon us, nothing will do, we want to learn by expenence.”
In a parable it was not necessary to bring out the
difference in time between the continued judgments
and the ﬁnal judgment as regards shutting the door.
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In the parable all is one act; and Jesus pictures what
shall follow it. But now he turns in his masterly way
from the third person 'to the second, Zahn ﬁnely combines the two: “Many—and who knows how many also
of you !” The shutting of the door represents the judgment as it comes now and again and then at last. The
knocking and the cry: “Lord, open l” picture the effort
to evade and to reverse the judgment and to escape its
doom when it is too late. Those who scorned to enter
the open door can not and shall not enter the closed
door. The house-lord’s reply: “I do not know you,
whence you are" is the seal of the judgment. “Whence
you are” points to the sin of these “many.” Where have
they been all this time when the door was open? Elsewhere—not entering the door! They had other attractions and scorned this narrow door and the house-lord
who stood there waiting to welcome them. How, then,
can he know them now through the shut door? They
must be Landstreicher, miserable tramps, yea, worse.
One thing is certain, and they have made it so by
scorning the open door and the house-lord’s invitation
—they do not belong inside.
26)

Jesus now gives his ﬁgurative language a

turn that strikes the Jews who are listening to him in
the most direct way. This is really an extension or appendix. We prefer the reading that has the future

indicative apseaoe since the variant aorist subjunctive
amass seems to be only
form from v. 25. Yes,
Jews had Jesus as none
him and drank, and he

a mechanical repetition of this
of all people in the world the
other had him: they ate before
taught in their streets, «Mrdat

(asoz) , the ones that were wide and roomy enough. Certainly, was he not one of them, a native Jew, whose

daily life was one with theirs? He surely knew them!
Alas, this was all that they could say; they could not
add: “and we followed thee and 'believed in thee,” for
they would then not have stood and clamored before
the shut door. Jesus breaks through the ﬁgurative lan-

Luke .13 :27, 28
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guage as he does also in some of his parables and adds
the plain reality. His concern is to be understood, and
that is what language forms are for. But on the basis
of what these Jews will then say to the house-lord it
becomes plain who this personage really is, namely
none other than Jesus himself. They ate and drank
“in thy presence”—-Jesus purposely avoids saying “in

company with thee”; “thou didst teach in our streets”
-—Jesus avoids saying “thou 'didst teach us,” etc. The
entire contact was only outward.
27) Not for a moment does this reminder change
the verdict, it only intensiﬁes it: “I tell you, I know
not whence you are !” And on top of this we have the
terrible command in the peremptory aorist: “Stand
away from me, all workers of unrighteousness !” Matt.
7 :23; 25:41. Jesus does know these men in one way,
and since they insist, he tells them: they are “all workers of unrighteousness.” And right here they prove
it to the last: they are demanding that the righteous
Judge shall act unrighteously, unjustly, break his own,
oft-given word, reopen the door which he said he would
shut forever, and without repentance let them in beside
all the repentant. So the rich man cried even in hell,
“Nay, father Abraham l” and demanded that a new
way of salvation he invented for his ﬁve brothers and
thereby secretly charged that, if something like that
had been done while he lived, he, too, would not have
landed in hell. They who die in unbelief remain morally
as base as they were when they died. As Jesus once
walked among the Jews, so in his Word he now walks
among us and teaches us in the identical words—shall
it again be in vain?
28) There shall be the weeping and the gnashing of. the teeth when you shall see Abraham and
Isaac and Jacob and all the prophets in the kingdom
of God but. yourselves being thrown outside. And
they shall come from east and west, and from north
and south, and shall recline at table in the kingdom
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of God. And 10, there are last who shall he ﬁrst, and
there are ﬁrst who shall be last.

This is the fate of those who are barred out; and
it is presented with greater intensity because it is con-

trasted with the lot 'of the blessed. Matthew has the
ﬁrst statement no less than six times so that it must
have been stereotyped already in Jesus’ time. The
ﬁgure is dropped, and the stark reality stands out.
Hence it is unwarranted to stress the adverb “there”
by connecting it with the door that is now locked. Only
two places exist in the other world, and “there” is hell.
Note the articles “the weeping,” “the gnashing,” both
are speciﬁc because there is no weeping, etc., like this
weeping. All interpreters are agreed that the weeping

is the result of the complete loss of happiness, but some
think of rage or helpless despair as causing the gnashing of the teeth. Both weeping and gnashing go together, both are caused by the torment in the outer
darkness of hell. The damned are not annihilated; even

their bodies shall be in hell. Jesus used Luke 13 :28, 29,
in Matt. 8 :11, etc., but in a changed order and in a different connection; repetition was, indeed, justiﬁed.
Jesus says that this weeping and this gnashing of
the teeth shall occur when the damned shall see Abraham, etc., awe, which is regarded as a late aorist
subjunctive, or the variant, the future indicative those.
The reference of this verb cannot be to the imagery of
the door, for a door would prevent sight. Jesus speaks

of the other world in a human way, and to stress the
words in the fashion of this world is only to mislead
ourselves. This is certain, the damned shall know fully
about the joys of the blessed, and still worse they, too,
might be in the midst of those joys. See 4:43 on the
kingdom; the heavenly rule of glory is meant here although we need not think exclusively of its eschatological consummation, the joys and the glories are now
present. The warning of Jesus is intended for Jews,
hence Abraham, etc., are mentioned. The covenant was

Luke 13:28, 29
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originally made with him, and he is “the father of all
them that believe,” Rom. 4:11, 16. The pride of the

Jews in Abraham persists to this day. Isaac and Jacob
are added because the three are exalted together in the
covenant name “the God of Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob.” Finally the prophets are added, who labored to
keep Israel true to the covenant.
These were the names that made Israel glorious
to every Jew. These would indeed be “in the kingdom
of God,” and all their descendants should be with them,
especially this generation that had the promise of the
covenant, the seed of Abraham, Jesus, the Messiah
himself. But 10, the tragedy: “you (emphatic) being
thrown out outside.” The contrast is between “in” the
kingdom and “out (it: in the verb) outside,” the adverb intensiﬁes the verb. It is unwarranted still to
think of the door and to ﬁnd a lack of correspondence
in the participle “being thrown out.” Yet it is correct
that the idea of being thrown out implies that all the
Jews should be within; they even thought themselves
within and in an outward way were within. The
present participle is descriptive and at the same time
speaks of the throwing out as it occurs throughout
time.
29) But the situation will be still more poignant.
The Jews took it for granted that the patriarchs and
the prophets would be in heaven, but to see also hosts
of Gentiles there, the people whom they utterly
scorned, and themselves, the very children of Abraham,
shut out, this would be the climax of their astonishment. Jesus says only that “they shall come,” on the
other occasion when Jesus used this statement he said
“many” and added that they would all recline at table
together with the patriarchs and the prophets, namely
as the true children of Abraham.
This is prophecy, one that was spoken already by
the prophets, yea by God to Abraham in whom all the
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nations of the earth were to be blessed. Jesus is only
once more holding up the Old Testament vision of the
covenant and the kingdom. These shall come from the
four corners of the earth—from so vast a territory
shall they be drawn. The Greek uses idiomatic plurals

for “east and west” (the parts of the rising and of the
setting) and the names of the winds for “north and

south” with the Doric genitive poppa (R. 254); M6709
is used for wind in 12:55.
“Shall recline at table” is not a continuation of the
ﬁgure of the narrow door but an entirely new ﬁgure
for the blessed joys of heaven, which reminds of the
parable of the King’s Son’s wedding feast, Matt. 22.
Heaven is too exalted to be described in direct language, hence the Scriptures condescend to our ﬁnite
minds and speak of it in ﬁgures and images, but these
are so rich and high that already they exceed our com-

prehension. What a feast as the countless millions
gather! It is in progress now, and the kingdom is not
yet full.
30) What Jesus says of Jews and of Gentiles he
sums up in a terse mashal (pithy saying), one that is
used repeatedly by him. “Lo” emphasizes the strangeness, the unexpected feature: “there are last,” etc. The
“ﬁrst” and the “last” are frequently taken to be those

who enter the kingdom ﬁrst or last, and kindly words
are written of the “latecomers.” But this is a mistaken
view. The play on the words by putting them ﬁrst in
one order then in the reverse order calls on us to mark
well the sense in which they are used; and this makes
them a mashal, its meaning‘being open only to those
who have the key. “Last”=men who are far from the
kingdom, the means of grace, etc. Yet they “shall be
ﬁrst,” by the grace of God enter the kingdom. Humanly

speaking, we should not expect it. Yet the event proves
it to be a fact. “First”=men who are close to the kingdom, means of' grace, etc., like the Jews, Rom, 9:4,
etc. Compared with the condition of the Gentiles, the

Luke 13:30, 81
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Jews were certainly ﬁrst. “First” is more favored,
“last” less favored. And yet these “ﬁrst shall be last"
=never get into the kingdom at all, “last” now in this
intensive, tragic sense. Again, who would have expected it? But the event proves the fact.
So ﬁrst and last are used at one time with a present
tense with reference to present conditions, having and
not having the means of grace; and a second time with
future verbs with reference to the eventual condition,
being in or being outside the kingdom. Some people
have all the means of salvation but fail to use them
and are'lost, others are destitute of these means in the
beginning, yet the moment they get them they make

full use of them and thus obtain salvation. This fact is
beyond dispute, and it is used here as a warning: “It
is to frighten the greatest saints,” Luther. The very
advantages we enjoy are to be our warning. Not because we have them shall we be saved but only because
we faithfully use them. But note how Jesus places the
words in this mashal: “There are last—there are ﬁrst,”
some, perhaps many of each sort, but not all. And that
leaves also this: some who are now ﬁrst shall be and
remain ﬁrst, and some who are now last shall also be

and remain last.
.,
31) In that very hour there came forward some
Pharisees, saying to him, Get the out and be going
from here because Herod wants to kill thee.

The connection with the foregoing is temporal
rather than material. These Pharisees, who were always dogging the steps of Jesus, “came forwar ,” apparently in a very friendly way to warn Jesus regarding his life. Already that should make us suspicious.
They were, of course, not sent by Herod to bid Jesus
to leave his territory under pain of death; they came
to Jesus of their own accord. Their motive coincides
with Herod’s; both want Jesus out of Herod’s territory, these Pharisees want him in Jerusalem. In Perea

as in Galilee, both of which were ruled by Herod. the
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people admired Jesus, and the Pharisees accomplished
little; in Jerusalem this would be different. Their motive was to scare Jesus out of Herod’s territory, to get
him to Jerusalem as fast as possible.
Zahn’s analysis of the situation seems to be correct.
Herod had no intention of killing Jesus. He had not
intended to kill John but had been crowded into this
act by Herodias, and we know how this act disturbed
him in his superstitious mind (9:7-9). He had him-

self wanted to see Jesus and with his own eyes view
one of his miracles (23:8). Jesus, too, who had been
sent to preach the gospel, had not attacked Herod's
vicious life as John had done. Yet we are not warranted to conclude from all this that these Pharisees
lied to Jesus about Herod’s intention to kill him if he
persisted in working in Herod’s domain. Jesus does not
expose these Pharisees as being liars in what they
tell him. We know that the Herodians had plotted together with the Pharisees to destroy Jesus (Mark 3 :6),
and we see these two in conjunction again in Mark
12:13 and Matt. 22:16. Herod himself was undoubt-

edly involved in these machinations even as Jesus was
discussed in his court (9:7—9). Herod was decidedly
averse to Jesus, especially to having his own people
made the object of Jesus’ activity, and thus uttered
the threat that he would no longer tolerate that activity
in his domain. He uttered the threat to kill Jesus, not

because he was burning to shed his blood as he had
shed John’s, but with the cunning purpose of having
it reported to Jesus and thus driving him out of
the country.
32) And he said to them: Having gone, tell
this fox, Lo, I am casting out demons and accom-

plishing cures today and tomorrow, and on the third
day I am at the goal. Nevertheless, it is necessary
that I journey today and tomorrow and the coming

day because it is not permissible that a prophet perish outside of Jerusalem.

The tertium comparationis in the term fox is cunning, and by calling Herod a fox Jesus indicated both
his contempt for Herod and his threat and his perception of the tricky purpose of that threat. To call a king
“that fox” in public is also to defy him and any threat
of his power. Jesus notiﬁes Herod as also these Pharisees that he will not for one moment change his course
because of any power of man. In the message to Herod
he refers only to his miracles, but not because Herod
would not understand about his teaching—its substance he did not need to understand, that teaching
was Jesus’ work he certainly understood—but rather
because the divine power and the majesty of Jesus were
revealed in his miracles, for which reason also the

expulsion of demons is placed ﬁrst.

He who is-

master of demons and diseases remains serenely undisturbed by any barking of a tricky fox. “Today and tomorrow” have been taken literally, but Jesus neither
died three days after he spoke these words nor ceased
performing his miracles. He is merely indicating that
the time left to him is short. He was, in fact, not far
from the Jordan crossing which would take him into

Jericho on the direct road to Jerusalem.
In many connections the active of Tdctdw means “to
lead to the goal” and the passive “to be led to the goal,”
"thus in the present, “I am at the goal.” Jesus is speak‘ing of his mission, doing miracles, etc. A certain goal
'has been set for him, namely his death in Jerusalem
(v. 33). In a short time he will attain that goal. No
‘Herod can interfere with the program that is laid out
for Jesus. 0n the verb see C.-K. 1049, etc.; B.-P. 1296.
We reject the middle: “I ﬁnish my task.” This says
too little because the goal of Jesus is his death. His
statement says far more than that Jesus will execute
the last stroke and then call his job completed. Killing
Iby Herod precedes, and perishing in Jerusalem follows.

~“I shall be perfected” (A. V.) and “I am perfected”
.(R. V.) understand this word in its other meaning.
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The usual interpretation refers to a process that
takes place in the personality of Jesus himself, which
is incomplete until it is perfectly completed in his
death. The entire context refutes this idea. Nor can it

be introduced here from Heb. 2:10. Jesus is not speaking of the completion of a process in his person but
of the goal he is about to reach. Let Herod threaten
as he will, Jesus will not be killed in Herod’s territory;
he will be killed and in his death reach the goal set for
him by God (the verb is passive) only in Jerusalem,
and that soon.
33)

HAﬁv is always adversative (R. 1187) and here

means “nevertheless,” in spite of the fact that Jesus
is soon reaching his goal. “It is necessary that I journey today and tomorrow and the coming day,” namely
just as Jesus is now doing, here, too, in Perea, despite
anything that Herod may do. Ad is used to indicate
any kind of necessity; the context points to the necessity ofldoing the appointed work (casting out demons,
etc.) during the time allotted him until the goal set

for him is reached. The unmodiﬁed ampsﬁeaoat is not the
same as ampaiou éwcaoev and has nothing to do with “making his way to Jerusalem” which occurs in v. 22. All
it says is that Jesus must go from place to place in his
mission as he has done from the start. And so he will
continue. The implication is: right here in Perea, ignoring Herod’s threat. For the period of his work Jesus
names “today and tomorrow and the coming day,”
three terms instead of two as he did in v. 32, but hehas in mind the same period by both expressions, i. e.,
one that is thus characterized as being short.
Jesus tells us in the an clause why he goes on wholly
unconcerned about Herod: “because it is not permitted
that a prophet perish outside of Jerusalem,” es is!
m’cht zulaessig; it would not do at all to have a prophet.
die outside of Jerusalem. Jerusalem has a monopoly
on killing prOphets. R. 1198 ﬁnds irony in this state-ment, and it is certainly cutting. Jesus intends to say'

that however long he yet lingers in Herod’s territory,
there is no fear of his perishing there—-prophets have
a place where they perish, namely Jerusalem. Some

may prefer the strong translation “it is not possible.”
The sense is, however, not absolute, for John perished
outside of Jerusalem; but in no other place were so
many prophets put to death, and surely the greatest of
them all (Deut. 18 :15, 18) would have to perish there.
34) Jesus now exclaims in words that are nearly
like those he uttered on the last Tuesday before his
death, cf., Matt. 23:37-39. The time, the place, the connection, are totally different, which makes a hard problem, indeed, for those who think that this plaint was

uttered only once by Jesus. It is more creditable also
as far as the integrity of the two evangelists is concerned to say that Jesus uttered these sad words twice,
here in Perea in the hearing of the Pharisees and
again to the Twelve on the Mount of Olives.
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, that art killing the prophets and stoning those having been sent to her, how
often did I will to gather thy children to me the way
a bird her own brood under her wings, and you did
not will. Lo, left to you is your house! Moreover I
say to you, In no way shall you see me until you
say, Blessed the One coming in the Lord’s name!
These words are full of deepest pathos. The Pharisees are cold and hard, but the heart of Jesus is surcharged with deepest sadness because of their obduracy
and the coming judgment. There is no “reverberating

thunder” in the repetition “Jerusalem, Jerusalem l” All
we need to do is to compare these repetitions as they
are found elsewhere. Note II Sam. 18:33: “O my son
Absalom, my son, my son Absalom l” and again: “0
Absalom, my son, my son l” Luke 10:41: “Martha,
Martha!” Acts 9:4: “Saul, Saul I” These repetitions
voice tender love and concern. “Jerusalem” stands for
the nation whose capital and religious citadel this city
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was. The distinction between “Jerusalem” to designate
the rulers and “thy children” to indicate the common
people is not tenable, for the very ones whom Jesus
willed to gather refused to be gathered—rulers and
people alike.
“Jerusalem” means “city of peace”; but what a city
of peace: “killing the prophets and stoning those having been sent (commissioned) to her” by God (the
agent in the passive) to bring her peace! All her guilt
is summed up. The prophets are a small group to which
a wider one is added by taking in all who seconded the
work of the prophets. The present participles “killing”
and “stoning” mark characteristic conduct and thus go
beyond aorists, which would state only the past facts.
“Unto her” instead of “unto thee” matches the participles, which present the subject they modify in the
third person.
“How often I”—not just once but with utmost persistence did Jesus seek to save his nation until it actually stilled his voice in blood. John describes the
ministry in the capital at length, but all of Jesus’ ministry to the Jews is included here: “thy children," the
nation. One of the features of divine love that is inexplicable to us is that, in spite of the infallible foreknowledge that all will be in vain, its call and its effort
to save never cease until the very end. Judas is another
example. Such knowledge would either stop us at once
or make our efforts a mere pretense. God is so far
above us in this that even our minds cannot follow
his ways.

The verb Mann denotes the gracious, saving will
of Jesus. It is the so-called antecedent will which takes
into account only our lost condition, from which it
works to deliver us, and not our reaction to this will.
The will which deals with this reaction is always the
subsequent will, and this will is judgment for. the obdurate. Determinism and other confusions result when
this distinction is not known or is ignored. The

Luke 13:34
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gracious antecedent will and its call of grace are equal
for all. To make it serious and real only for one class
of men and only a pretense for another class is to attribute duplicity to God, against which all Scripture
cries, out, Rom. 11:32. The preaching of the Word is
no Spiegelfechten (fencing only before a mirror, hence
not in earnest), Concordia Triglotta, 1072. Who dares
to say that Jesus willed to save even the Sanhedrists
less than he willed to save the Twelve; or Judas less
than Peter?
The ﬁgure of the bird and her brood is not only
beautiful as a designation but especially so in the case
of Jews, whose rabbis spoke of the Shekinah as being
the gathering place of the proselytes. See the expressions in Deut. 32:11; Ps. 17:8; 61:4; Isa. 31:5. '0va:
is any bird and not merely a “hen.” The idea of the
hen has led to the bringing in of the swooping hawk.
The idea is rather that the brood (rip! voamdv; in Matt.

71‘). would, the ﬂedglings) belongs to the mother bird, and
that she thus gathers them together under her wings;

the reﬂexive éav'rﬁs is stronger than the mere possessive
at'rrﬁ's. So this nation belonged to Jesus, and as being

his very own he willed to gather it to him (at in
verb, a ﬁrst aorist inﬁnitive). This gathering is
essential thing—all these children of Jerusalem
attached to Jesus as his very own; hence we have

the
the
are
the

aorist: to gather once for all. Luke omits the verb
“gathers” in the simile, and 8v rpémv is the adverbial
accusative, the antecedents being incorporated in

the relative.
Nothing is more tragic than the outcome of this
gracious will of Jesus: “and you did not will.” As is

done so often, the adversative idea is added with a telling copulative Kat'. This brings out all the abnormality,
the utter unnaturalness, the absolute unreasonableness
of the negative. The sentence ought to close “and you,
too, willed”; but it closes “and you willed NOT 1” Only
this, nothing more, is said. There is no qualiﬁcation, no
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explanation, no addition. The one fatal thing is: “you
did not will.”

Despite the brevity many facts center here. Grace
is not irresistible; every case of resistance proves it,
notably this glaring case of the Jews. Damnation re-sults from man’s own will, which settles into permanent, obdurate, unaccountable resistance against God’s

will of grace. The more God draws the will with the
power of grace, the more this will rejects God until
grace can do no more. To bring in the omnipotence of

God is to confound its attributes and to darken all
saving Scripture, Concordia Triglotta, 1077, quoting
Matt. 22:3, etc.
Why do some wills resist thus? This asks a reasonable explanation for an unreasonable act—no such
explanation exists. To say that this is due to inborn sin
is no explanation, for men who have the same inborn
sin are won, and their wills assent under grace. Moreover, this obdurate resistance is produced only when
grace operates with its power. The spring is poisonous
and throws out a poisonous stream. The gratin. snﬂ’ici—
ens is applied to the spring and the stream with power
wﬂ'icz'ens to unpoison both. Behold, now the spring
and the stream are a hundred times more poisonous

than they were before! Explain that! All we know is
that the mystery of this resistance lies in the will itself
and in no way in God. How could Satan fall? How
could Adam sin? How can man resist grace and salvation to the end? How can a believer, whose will is
changed, again turn to unbelief and be damned? It
is all the same question.
“A master of music has laid all the power which
his art gave him into this lament of the Messiah, and
he into whose ears has once been sung ‘And ye would
not 1’ will never forget this heart-penetrating music.
What? Shall the art of music do more than the voice

of eternal love speaking from heaven? No; let it penetrate our hearts when Jesus calls to us: ‘How often

would I have gathered you even as a hen her nest under
her wings—and ye would not 1’ Then shall we will what
he wills, our salvation, and shall ﬂee from the judgment of Jerusalem, which scorned the wings of the
hen and fell into the talons of the eagle (Matt.
24:28).” Besser.
35)

An exclamation may well introduce the ver-

dict of the subsequent will which Jesus now states:
“Lo, left to you is your house !” Some think that “your
house” is the Temple, but the context is not so speciﬁc

but points rather to Jerusalem, which, however, in-

cludes the Temple. Jerusalem is today not a Jewish
city, to say no more. History tells the sad story of how
the Jewish nation was driven out of its land and its
capital, never to possess either again. In Matt. 23 :38
«labia-rat. 1';va Empos (the adjective is textually assured)
is simple: your house “is left to you desert"; in Luke
the adjective is absent, which causes difﬁculty and
the oﬁer of various solutions. Zahn takes may in the
sense of the agent: “is abandoned by you,” “lost by
you.” But this seems forced. We take the words in the
same sense they have in Matthew: your house “is left
to you.” God or Jesus leaves it entirely to them with
the dire consequences we know. They did what they
pleased with Jerusalem and the Temple; they wrecked
and ruined both as Jesus told them to do with the Temple in John 2 :19. They were even now desecrating their

Temple and making Jerusalem anything but a city
of peace.
Ac' means that Jesus has something else to say in

addition, and “I say to you” is the voice of authority.
“In no way shall you see me” (Jesus cannot add “from
now on” as he does in Matthew) with its strong 01': m;

and the futuristic subjunctive announces the ﬁnal, complete withdrawal of Jesus from the Jews. “Until you
say (or shall say), Blessed the One coming in the
Lord’s name i” has the idea of expectancy although 2w.-
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is without av (Edy). In whom this expectation will be
fulﬁlled we see in Isa. 65 :8-10: “that I may not destroy

them all”—“a seed,” “an inheritor,” “mine elec ”—
“that have sought me.” Read the whole of Isa. 63 :765:10. Paul answers: “a remnant”; read Rom. 10:1811 :5. A remnant of the Jewish nation which was made
up of all those Jews who, beginning with the days of
the apostles and continuing through the many years
of history, turn to repentance and faith and greet Jesus

with the Palm Sunday cry of Ps. 118 :26: “Blessed the

One coming," etc. Emoyype’m is the perfect participle
with its present connotation: “has been and is thus
now blessed” ; a épxépevos is “the One coming,” a standard designation of the Messiah; “he comes” is also
used with reference to him. “In the Lord’s (Yahweh’s)
name” means “in connection with the revelation Je—
hovah has made.” In all such phrases “name” is the
equivalent of revelation (see 9:48). Both the psalm.
itself and the acclamation on Palm Sunday shut out.
the idea that these words could ever be applied in a.
double sense, willingly by believers and unwillingly
by the obdurate (at the second coming of Christ) . Ps.
118 :26 adds as the other half of the greeting: “We
have blessed you out of the house of the Lord 1”
Although the words of Jesus do not declare that any
or many or all Jews at any one time or era in the future will greet' him as the Messiah they do express
the expectation that some will do so.’ And Jesus says
that whenever any, few or many, beginning even with
his present hearers, Pharisees (v. 31) and others, do
so, namely by faith, they shall see him, not, indeed,
merely with the eyes of the ﬂesh—for no Christian

sees him in this manner although he is always with
us—but on earth with the eyes of the spirit, as our

Savior, indeed, and in heaven by direct vision.
All chiliasts refer v. 35 to the ﬁnal conversion of the

Jews as a nation. They also add further details: the

Luke 13:35
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Jewish nation will stand at the head of all nations,
will constitute the cream of Christendom, will have
Jerusalem as the center of the millennial kingdom, the
metropolis of the whole earth, and from Jerusalem the
heathen living at the time of the millennium (I) will
be converted by Jewish missionaries, etc., etc.
But {:pzv, way, My in this verse, together with the
“you” form of the two verbs, address the Jewish hear-

ers that are right before Jesus: your house is left to
you, and any of you who acclaim Jesus as the Messiah
shall see him. By natural implication this, of course,
extends to any Jews of coming times who likewise
accept Jesus. How can any man regard these simple
pronouns and “you”-verbs with their obvious meaning
as a reference to the last generation of the Jews that
is living at the beginning of the millennium?

CHAPTER XIV
1) And it came to pass when he went into the
house of one of the rulers of the Pharisees on a Sahhath to eat bread, they kept watching him closely.

For xai éyc’vero mu’ see 5:12; the second mt follows
farther down in the sentence. For év 11.?» with the inﬁnitive see 1:8 and 3:21. Jesus is proceeding slowly
through Perea (v. 22). Comparing the present narrative with that of the other visit to a Pharisee’s house
recorded in 11:37-52, we see that the two differ greatly.

The Pharisaic hostility manifested in the present case
is far less intense than that which was evidenced in
the previous one. “The rulers of the Pharisees” occurs
only here and means Pharisaic rulers of the synagogue.

How this ruler came to invite Jesus, i. e., with what
motives, is not indicated. The narrative makes the impression that, despite the Pharisaic hostility, perhaps

even because of it, these men sought contact with
Jesus, most likely to fan their hostility, at any rate to

observe him more closely by getting him into their own
midst. Jesus accepted the invitation. He had come to
save also these men and, when he was in their midst
was ready to show them their grave faults.
We need no article in cis olxov since the genitive
makes “house” deﬁnite. See 5 :17 on Pharisees. “To eat
bread” means to dine, and the story shows that this
was a grand meal to which also many other Pharisees

and rabbis were invited. We hear nothing about the
Twelve and judge that, as was the case in 11:37, etc.,
they were not included. This seems to have been a
Scimov, the main meal toward the end of the day, a dinner in our language. The Pharisees and the Jews'in
general made the Sabbath a day of feasting and often
went to excess although no excess is reported in this

instance. Rape: in the periphrastic imperfect brings out
(766)

the idea that all those present watched Jesus “on the
side,” not enviously (R. 613) , but in a covert way, and
the imperfect implies constant watching.
2) And lo, a man with dropsy was there before
him!
Tl: is only our indeﬁnite article. Luke does not say

that this man was placed there in order to tempt Jesus
and to ﬁnd out whether he would heal on the Sabbath;
hence we decline to assume, as some do, that his'presence was arranged in advance. Trench draws attention
to the fact that feasts such as the present one were
semipublic. Outsiders could enter, stand, or sit, and
watch what was going on. So the woman mentioned in
7:37 came in after the dinner was in progress, and
this man apparently before it started, for Jesus presently found him right before him. Did the man have
the desire and the hope that Jesus would heal him,
Sabbath though it was? Or did he come in only as
others did because a great person was being entertained? The point is immaterial for the narrative, and
no certain deduction can be made because we have no
answer to these questions.
3) And answering Jesus said (1 :19) to the

lawyers (10:25) and Pharisees, saying, Is it lawful
to heal on the Sabbath or not? But they were quiet.

And having taken hold, he healed him and released
him.
“Answering” is used in a broad sense when a situation, for instance, requires a statement. Jesus does

not wait until the real point of the case is brought
forward by these Pharisees but at once states it himself. He had come to help these men by freeing them
from their false ideas; this was his contribution to the
feast, and so he starts at once. The one article combines “lawyers and Pharisees” into one class, for
Jesus addresses them as one group; in other connections they may be viewed as two groups, each will
then have its own article. Not all lawyers were Phar-
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isees, and many Pharisees were, of course, not lawyers.

The question is simplicity itself, and men like these
ought evidently to be able to answer it at once. Surely,
they knew whether it was in harmony, with the law
or in conflict with it to heal (aorist: actually heal) on
the Sabbath. “But they were quiet,” which is stronger
than just silent. Strange, indeed; no one spoke up, no
one came forward to do so, there is no whispering even
among themselves —- all are motionless, their eyes are
ﬁxed on Jesus. The situation became dramatic as the
Lord looked around and waited for a reply, waited
until it was clear that he would get none.
4) So Jesus makes the reply himself—forthwith and before the eyes of all he heals the man.
Deeds speak louder than words. This is the most decisive answer of Jesus himself: “Indeed, it is lawful
to heal on the Sabbath !” The participle is not redundant but says that Jesus took hold of the man and
healed him in this manner. He could have avoided that
act and could have uttered only a word, but he added
the act—in the case of some other Sabbath healings
he did not do so—to show that the Sabbath law did
not forbid even that. He sent the healed man away,
who might otherwise have remained. The man was to
be removed from this company to a place where he
could be undisturbed and think of the miraculous blessing God had bestowed upon him through Jesus. The
miracle is reported with the utmost brevity because

it is told, not for its own sake, but for the sake of the
explanations which Jesus made regarding the Sabbath.
So it is beside the mark to ask about this man’s faith
as a requisite for being healed. Faith or no faith, he
was healed; and the miracles justify no deduction that
faith was invariably a prerequisite to healing.
5)

And he said to them, Of which of you shall a

son or an ox fall into a well, and he will not draw
him out at once on the day of the Sabbath? And
they had no strength to reply to these things.

The R. V. decided in favor of the reading “an ass or
an ox,” which would make the argument exactly the
same as that employed in' 13:15, from the less to the
greater: if one rescues an animal on the Sabbath, much
more should he deliver a human being. But the better
reading seems to be “a son or an ox” — the other readings may be disregarded -— and this would offer a
different argument, one that is based on the divine law
that we love our neighbor as we love ourselves: what
we would do for our own, even for our own beast, we

should do for others likewise. The ¢péap is the shaft of
the well. When one was watering cattle, an unruly ox

might fall into such a shaft; yet, Sabbath though it be,
what man would not at once go to the rescue, and do
that without regarding it as a transgression of the
Sabbath law? Jesus implies that such a deed, whatever
strenuous work it required, would be perfectly lawful.
Shall the same love, which requires no labor at all, be
denied a fellow man?
6) To this justiﬁcation of his healing act the
learned nomikoi and the other legalists not only made
no reply, they had not the strength, the ability, and the
courage, to attempt one. Since Luke reports no more in
regard to the attitude of these men, this was probably
all there was to report. Whatever they thought, the
dinner proceeded.
7) Moreover, he went on to say a parable to
those that had been invited, noting how they were
choosing for themselves the chief reclining places,
saying to them, etc.

”may: merely describes, see 3:7; also v. 12. The
perfect «manpe’vovs, “having been invited,” implies that
they were now present as such invited guests; and with

c'ms'xwv we supply voﬁv, “holding the mind on something,”
“noting.” The vice of securing the prominent places
at table and elsewhere was so general among the
Pharisees that Jesus scored it more than once (20:46;
Matt. 23:6; Mark 12:39).
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The chief reclining places at table were those on
the left end of each couch (not those in the center as
some suppose), for the person reclining there had
the fullest view of the table and the guests while those
toward the right end had to bend back in order to see.
There were at least three persons to a couch. When
there was a number of couches, even when they were

larger, the number of chief places would be increased.
In the present instance the guests must have crowded
and scrambled in a very unseemly way to pre-empt
these coveted places. Jesus, we take it, waited to take
whatever place was left or whatever place the host
assigned to him.
.
He then spoke what Luke calls “a parable.” It
would, however, not be a parable if it ended with v. 10,
save for tie “ydpovs (regarding which there is dispute),
for the whole would then be a direct admonition to the
guests regarding their table manners. It is v. 11, which
announces a divine principle, that makes the preceding illustration an actual parable; compare Matt. 22:
1-14 where v. 14 brings in the point that is illustrated.
8) Whenever thou art invited by anyone to a
wedding, do not recline in the chief reclining place
lest one more honored than thou have been invited
by him, and he who invited thee and him, having
come, shall say to thee, Give this man place! and
then thou wilt begin with shame to hold the last
place. But when thou art invited, having gone, drop
into the last place in order that, when he that has
invited thee comes, he shall say to thee, Friend, go

on up higher! Then there will be honor for thee before all those reclining together with thee.
We see no reason for having ‘yzipm (the plural is used
in the same sense as the singular) mean “feast” instead

of “wedding,” for this is a parable and not a description of the present dinner. The same question was
raised in 12 :36. The reason for “wedding” is not, how-

ever, that at a wedding the places at table were allot-

ted according to ranking, for a guest who himself took
the lowest place without waiting to be directed to the
place that was intended for him would then be acting
disorderly. No; if “wedding” is chosen for any special
reason it would be because many guests would be invited to such a function, and thus the chief places would
be multiplied, and the difference between the highest
and the lowest place would be the greater.
Among the high places one would, of course, be the
highest of all, namely for the guests. Since this is a
wedding, it would be the upper place on the couch that
was nearest to the groom, and thus the lowest place
would be the minor one on the couch that was farthest
away. Since this is a parable, the illustration presents
the extreme by mentioning the highest place of all and
opposite to that the selection of the lowest one. When
a vice is illustrated, its fullest development must be
covered, and that automatically includes its minor
manifestations. So murder includes anger in Matt. 5:

21, etc., adultery includes lustful looks in Matt. 5:27,
etc. Here the choosing as high as possible a place at
table is covered by referring to the choice of the highest place.
9)

Jesus describes what may happen and states

it mildly for what will most likely happen. After whore
we have the subjunctive (the periphrastic perfect) in
v. 9 and then the future indicative em, a frequent construction in the Koine, R. 988. In the same way we
have Iva 6pc: in v. 10. Ordered out of the highest place,

the presumptuous guest will have to take what is left,
namely the lowest place, everybody else having found
his place before this fellow’s case is settled. He certainly also deserves his “shame.”
10) So the parable bids us do the opposite: “drop
back into the last or lowest place,” “drop back” is a
variant for “recline” occurring in. v. 8. As min-re introduces negative purpose, so Eva states a positive purpose;
in fact, we have two opposites throughout, even to the
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words with which the host ousts the one and elevates
the other guest. In this parable Jesus steps down to
the level of these Pharisees by showing that, if they
wanted honors at table, the way to get them was not

to run for the highest place and risk being ordered to

the lowest but quietly to take the lowest place in order
to be conducted to the higher one. Let it be understood
that the motive implied in both “lest” and “in order
that” is the selﬁsh, base one exhibited by these Pharisees and not the motive Jesus would inculcate for us
at table .or in our lives in general. He is making a par-

able out of what he sees the Pharisees doing right before him and, not without stinging irony, telling them

that they ought to go about it in just about the opposite way if they intend to be greedy of empty honor;
for by doing it in their way they always run the risk
of getting “shame” whereas the opposite way would
be almost sure to get them age, “honor” or distinction

— provided, of course, they are the distinguished persons they think they are.
11) All this would be little more than a sarcastic dig at the Pharisees at table with Jesus if he
had not added: Because everyone exalting his own
self shall be humbled, and the one humbling his own
self shall be exalted. Compare the same dictum in
18:14 and in Matt. 23 :12, and similar statements in
P3. 18 :27; Prov. 29:23; James 4:6.
We now see that all that precedes is a parable, and
this is the great truth it is to convey. These future
passives have God as their agent. This business of putting oneself up high by rudely crowding oneself into
the foremost place or getting a higher place by hypo-

critically dropping into the very lowest one is not just
a matter regarding men, whether it succeeds in the
one or the other way, but one that God takes note

of. Before him all such selﬁsh pride and arrogance,
Whether they are open as in the case of the rude fellow

or sneaking as in the case of the hypocritical fellow,

are an abomination which he will most certainly punish, perhaps already in this world, but surely in the
next. With God only genuine humility counts, which
neither pushes itself forward nor cunningly schemes
to get itself pushed forward; and this God invariably
rewards, perhaps already in this world, but surely
in the next.
It was this worldly pride of the Jews, this unspiritual holiness superiority of the Pharisees especially,
that made them despise a Messiah who was as humble
as Jesus was. In spite of all the humiliation the Jews
have suffered they to this day deem themselves the
cream of the human race and attempt to .come before
God in this pride. And they have hosts of others who
are as presumptuous and as arrogant as they are, especially over against the gospel and its way of salvation
through repentance. That way may be good enough
for the common herd (John 7:48, 49), it is not good
enough for them. But he that exalts himself shall be
humbled, and only he who humbles himself shall be
exalted. And the parable shows that even men copy
God in their blind way, and this may help us to see
what he will do in a far more perfect way. Does not a
host ask a guest who crowds into the highest seat to

step down and bid him who acts humble and takes the
lowest place to step up higher? Is not the one covered
with shame before the company while the other is
graced with honor?
12) Moreover, he went on to say also to him
who had invited him: Whenever thou makest a
morning meal or an evening meal, do not keep call-

ing thy friends or thy brothers or thy relatives or
rich neighbors lest they, too, invite thee again, and
there be a due return for thee; but when thou makest a banquet, be inviting poor people, maimed,

lame, blind; and blessed shalt thou be because they
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have not in order to make due return to thee; for
due return shall be made to thee in the resurrection
of the righteous.
Jesus ﬁrst served the guests, now he serves also the
host. The perfect 14;; xexmén parallels the perfect rails
xexkqpe'vovs occurring in v. 7: “he has invited,” they
have been invited. With the exception of Jesus, who
was probably invited as an afterthought, this was evi-

dently one of the dinners that were exchanged by the
prominent company present, it being the present ruler’s

(v. 1) turn. It is on this point that Jesus speaks. The
dpw'rov was eaten near noon (see 11 :37) and the 361'ch
toward evening. The present tense of the imperative is
important: ,3, «Mm, as is also the same tense in dia
(v. 13) : “do not make a practice of calling only thy
friends”—“but make a practice of inviting poor people.” Jesus by no means forbids our inviting those who
will in turn invite us; nor does he demand that we
invite only such as cannot invite us again. What he
does is to forbid us always to invite the former and to
forget all about the latter.
Note the four classes that he mentions, over against
which he places four other classes. Again note that
the article and the possessive “thy” are used with the
three classes but are not used with the fourth, not “the
rich neighbors of thine” but “neighbors (such as are)
ric ,” not other neighbors, for they can offer no return
invitation. The point is that if I invite those who will
invite me again, this amounts to nothing. I have my
due return (amt, in return; dud, due, especially when it

is added to a form from 8180410. To this day men feast
each other and spare no expense; but for charity and
sacred needs — not one cent or a mere pittance.
13) Do the opposite, Jesus says. We help the poor
and needy,_however, not by gathering them around our
rich dinner table once in a while and then imagining
that this beatitude will apply to us. False literalism
has led to many sad misinterpretations and mistakes.

Luke 14:14, 15
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Jesus wants genuine love and proper care for the
needy, which are true fruits of faith. His pointed words
are illustrative of this meaning and are thus pertinent,

indeed. The 80x15 is any feast.
14) “Blessed”=in the divine and thus true sense;
“because they have not in order to make due return to
thee.” That is one of the tests of true charity. The idea
is not that due return shall be made. God himself will
attend to that through Christ, and how he will do this
is related at length in Matt. 25:24-40. Hence we have
the addition “in the resurrection of the righteous.”
Only the Sadducees denied the resurrection (Acts 23:
6-9‘; 24:15). Only “the righteous” are mentioned simply
because the resurrection of the unrighteous has nothing to do with what Jesus is saying. Atmm is always
used in the forensic sense: he who has God’s verdict
in his favor; he whom God pronounces free from guilt
at his judgment bar— as the Scriptures teach in extenso: by grace, for Christ’s sake, through faith. We

~ thus see that the love and the good works which Jesus
asks are the fruits of faith and are produced by the
righteous alone.
‘
15) Now, on hearing these things one of those
reclining together at table said to him, Blessed he
that shall eat bread in the kingdom of God!
This exclamation on the part of one of the guests,
who must have been a Pharisee and, perhaps, also a
lawyer, comes as a surprise; but it helps to show that
“these things” which Jesus was saying were not enraging the Pharisee, that some of those present were

deeply impressed, and that Jesus therefore adds further instruction. What the man says is certainly true.
He thought of it as the eating of bread, i. e., of dining
with the saints in heaven, therefore Jesus speaks a new
parable of the Great Supper which God makes for us
here on earth, of which we must partake in order to
dine with the saints in heaven and thus to be forever blessed.
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This response on the part of Jesus shows that it is
wrong to call this Pharisee’s exclamation a mere Jewish platitude which anybody could utter. Jesus treated
it as a serious word that was seriously meant. It is correct to say that the last statement of Jesus (v. 14)

caused the exclamation, the reference to the exaltation
and due return in the resurrection of the righteous. But
it is sinning against the Eighth Commandment to call
the man’s utterance a piece of ignorance or hypocrisy,
to add that the man may have meant that dining in
heaven was a prerogative of the Pharisees, and may
have complacently assumed that he was to be one of
the blest. In exegesis, too, it is a sin to put anything
but the best construction upon the utterances of men.
This man’s words sound like a longing for the heavenly feast—let us understand them so. Then the parable ﬁts admirably: Jesus shows this man and the
company at table with him how to become truly righteous, and how thus to come to the heavenly banquet.

16)

And he said to him: A man was making a

great dinner, and he invited many. And he commissioned his slave at the hour of the dinner to tell
those that had been invited, Be coming because
things are already prepared!

“To him,” yet in the hearing of all. Like the two
preceding parabolic presentations (v. 7-11; 12-14),
this, too, refers to a dinner. “A man,” has n’s like our
indeﬁnite article. The parable itself shows who he is,
and he grows ever greater as the parable unfolds, for

he is none other than God. We should note the imperfect e'eroc’a, “he was engaged in making a great dinner,”
and this is nOt inchoative: “he was on the point-of
making” (R., W. P.). This imperfect tense covers the
entire Old Testament preparation which eulminated in

Christ, his death and his resurrection, when “things
are already prepared.” Yet we should abide by what
the parable pictures and not insert what is left out, .
namely the provisions made for salvation in the old

covenant. Abraham, etc., (13 :28) dined at the heaven~
1y table and thus partook of the gospel feast during
his earthly life; but the parable restricts itself to the
time of Jesus and the ages that followed and refers to
the old covenant only as the preparation for the gospel
feast which was ﬁnally ready in Christ.
This is likened to a 8:sz (compare v. 12), but

only because it designated the main meal of the day,
and the old idea that it was eaten in the evening and
thus pictures the end of time must be dropped. Already
the fact that this deizmon was “great” casts its light
on the “man” who was making it; his own greatness

is revealed more and more fully. He naturally invited
“many”; who they were appears presently already in
the aorist c’mﬂea’c, “he did invite.” This, too, reaches

back into the past, and the Greek is content to state
only that the invitation was extended some time in the
past whereas the English would place this verb in relation to amaze: and thus use the past perfect “he had invited many.”
The parable is thus seen to be historical, the
“many” who were invited thus early were the Jews.
They had this invitation in the old covenant and in the
Old Testament; we might say that God sent them a
written invitation. But we should here again abide by
the parable which has in mind the Jews who were then
living and their treatment of the invitation and does
not intend to cover the previous generations of the
Jews. While it is thus plainly historical, the parable is
at the same time prophetic and reaches out to all future generations, whether of Jews or Gentiles. This

appears in what follows.
17) When the proper time came, the summons to
the dinner went out. This is not a second invitation
even as xaAcIv, “to invite,” is not used. In the invitation
that had'been extended in the past the date of the banquet was not announced, that announcement was now

ﬁnally made. This procedure is said to be an ancient
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custom and as such lends itself perfectly to the parable.
Some challenge this alleged custom; yet, whether it
can be properly veriﬁed or not, the parable is built
in this fashion. And that means that we should discard
the idea that the many had to be urged by a renewal of
the invitation, i. e., that they treated already the orig-«
inal invitation with contempt. This spoils the picture;
for one thing, it lowers the great Giver of this feast
who would not add a second invitation to the one that
had already been despised. Moreover, “he invited” in
v. 16 and “to tell those that have been invited” (we
should say “had been”) are single acts in the parable
and in the reality pictured constitute the invitation issued during the entire Old Testament, which was followed by the summons issued during the ministry
of Jesus.
“The hour of the dinner”. was about to begin with
the redemption on the part of Jesus. It is important
to note this, for the dinner of which Jesus is speaking
takes place in the kingdom of grace whereas the eating

of bread in the kingdom referred to in v. 15 is the feast
in the kingdom of glory. It is all one kingdom, but its
grace and its glory should not be confused; see 4:43.
“Be coming because things are already prepared !” is
the parable’s language for the call of the gospel of
Christ. In Emma, “things prepared,” we have the com-.
pleted redemption.
Various opinions have been held regarding the
sumac, “slave,” who appears repeatedly in this parable.
Does he represent the prophets or the Baptist or the
evangelists and apostles or, as Theophylact thought,
Jesus, the great Ebed Yahweh of Isaiah, Jehovah’s
Servant who “took the form of a servant”? Only the
latter satisﬁes, and does that in every respect. This
“slave” was right here summoning the Pharisees to
the great dinner. There is some hesitation to adopt
this interpretation because of the use of the term
“slave,” but Phil. 2:7 ought to satisfy on that point,

Luke 1 1+ :1 8
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where “slave” is used in nonﬁgurative language with
reference to Jesus.
18) And they began with one voice all to make
excuse. The ﬁrst said to him: I bought a ﬁeld, and I
am compelled, after going out, to see it. I request
thee, consider me excused. And another said: I
bought ﬁve yoke of oxen and am on my way to test
them out. I request thee, consider me excused. And

another said, I have married a wife, and because of
this I cannot come.

So many declined in the reality that is here pictured that the parable may well say, “They all began
to make excuse,” and that “all” is true with regard to
the Jews to this day, and too many among the Gentiles
followed the example of the Jews. What a strange

unanimity! ’Am‘: mic occurs only here and calls for some
feminine noun like yvépqs (“with one consent”), hardly
W: (“with one soul”), we prefer them): (“with one
voice”), meaning that they all talked alike and, of
course, not that they sang out in unison. Hapairciaoat
and its two perfect participles that follow has several
meanings, here it means “to beg off,” “to ask to be
excused.”
_
The parable offers three excuses as samples, and let
it be understood that these are the best that were
offered and are still the best that are offered today, all
the many others being worse as are those recorded in
the other parable, Matt. 22:6. By stressing the mildest
all the rest stand condemned. All the excuses are
empty, have to be, for no reason exists why a man

should not save his soul by means of God’s gospel of
redemption but only a multiplied and tremendous
reason why he should. All three present something that

is perfectly legitimate in itself but use this in a fearfully illegitimate way for declining the means of salvation and thus salvation itself. All are dishonest, for
they that make these excuses know that they are pretending. All merely veil the real reason the invitation is
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now turned down, the wicked will which says: “I will
not— reason or no reason!" (13:34: “you did not
will,” see the cOmment) .
The ﬁrst pleads necessity, he is compelled to go out

to see his newly bought ﬁeld. It is impossible for him
to put this 01f. He simply cannot come. Who has not
heard this type of declination repeated again and
again? But this man and the next are polite: “I request
thee,” etc. The use of Ex: is a Latinism, the verb being
used in the sense of aestimo, “consider me as having

been excused,” the slave is to do that for his master.
R. 109, 1122.
19) The plea of the second is that he cannot well

come. Hopcéopac, he is already starting to test out the
ﬁve yoke of oxen he had just bought; he is now on his
way and cannot well change his plans as the slave
should, of course, be able himself to see. This is typical
of thousands. They cannot arrange to save their souls
at present!
20) The third drops the politeness and is blunt.

This man has married a wife (Eynpa, perfect tense) and
is thus in the married state, hence he will not come ——
it is utterly impossible: oi; aﬁvapm, “it is impossible for
me to come"; and that is why he does not even ask to

be excused—one does not ask to be excused for an
impossible situation. Yet, though the ﬁrst could not
take his ﬁeld or farm with him, nor the second his ﬁve
yoke of oxen, this third could and should have taken
his wife along. The excuses become thinner until the
last even drops the show of an excuse, and any others
would, of course, voice open objections to the gospel,

Christ, the church, the church members, etc. Thethird
is after the pleasures oiferedin his new marriage, and
how many have forsaken the gospel for the pleasures
of this life?

Other distinctions between the three have been
sought, but they seem to be either only variations of
the one indicated or mere reﬁnements that are of little

or no service. Some of the ancients allegorized: 1)
priests, the ecclesiastical state, husbandmen who sow
the seed of the Word; 2) rulers, the governmental
state, those who drive oxen; 3) the domestic state. Or
1) pagans (pagani) ; 2) Israelites (5 yoke= 10 oxen
= the Ten Commandments) ; 3) heretics.
21) And having returned, the slave reported
these things to his lord. Then having become angry,
the housemaster said to his slave, Go out quickly into
the streets and alleys of the city and the poor and
crippled and blind and lame bring in here! And the
slave said, Lord, it has been done what thou didst
order, and still there is room. And the lord said to the
slave, Go out into the roads and hedges and compel
to come in in order that my house may be ﬁlled.
In the parable it is always the same single slave,
and the whole work of ﬁlling the banquet hall is his
alone, and he works in closest conjunction with his
lord. This certainly ﬁts Jesus and his Father. This is

different in Prov. 9 :3 and in Matt. 22 :3, 8.’ The houselord’s anger pictures the wrath of God against all who
despise him and his salvation, and all attempts to erase
this from the Scriptures are in vain. See 13:26 on
«Mrc'tac; these were the wide streets, the opposite of
the narrow alleys (a city has no “lanes”). The naming
of the two together makes it plain that the entire city
was to be scoured for guests, and the greatness of both

the feast and of its giver now begin to loom up. Any
and all are to be brought in. There will, of course, be
left only the four classes mentioned already in v. 13,
which are now grouped under one article as a single
immense class.
All these have nothing whereas the others have
wealth, one to buy a ﬁeld, the other to buy so many
oxen, the third to support a wife. This new class is
composed entirely of beggars. The descriptions refer
to spiritual states — any other interpretation is untenable. The transient values of the earth satisfy so
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many (12:16, etc.), but they who have learned to despair of them may be won for the eternal values. These
are “the poor, crippled,” etc. But note, they are “in
the streets and alleys of the city,” still in the city
(Israel) but practically homeless there. By these Jesus
pictures the publicans, sinners, harlots (Matt. 21:31,
32) and many others who were little esteemed by the
haughty Sadducees, lawyers, scribes, and Pharisees
who were taken up entirely with their wealth of false
religious ideas and practices.
22) The parable does not need to say that these
homeless and destitute and injured ones were brought
in; “there is still room" implies that. The idea is never
that, if those who were ﬁrst summoned had come, the
banquet would have been ﬁlled, and there would have
been no room for others. All the others would also have
been brought in. The parable is, however, not hypothetical, it sticks to the historical facts and aims to
picture only these. Theoretically all the Jews should
have come at Jesus’ call, but the mass of leaders were
the very ones who refused; this is illustrated and no
more. So it is unwarranted to speak of two calls for
the Jews and of a third for the Gentiles. Yes, “there
is still room” -— God made the banquet of gospel grace
so great that there was ample room for even the Gentiles, and these together with not a few Jews are still

being called.
23) It is the same 8017).” who is now ordered to go
outside the city (Israel) “into the roads and hedges or
hedgerows,” where wanderers and homeless wayfarers

stray (like gypsies, Trench). Paul characterizes them:
“being aliens from the commonwealth of Israel, and
strangers from the covenants of promise, having no
hope, and without God in the world,” Eph. 2:12, 19.
The new order is: “Compel them to come in !” and we
need not soften the verb to mean “constrain” (R. V.)

Yes, this is the text for the persecutor and the inquisitor who would compel with brute force and claim

that he is doing this by order of Jesus. We answer at
once that Jesus has in mind the compulsion of grace,

its spiritual drawing power, and may point to any and
all of the strong gospel commands even as Paul said:
God “now commandeth all men everywhere to repent.”
But this order to compel appears only here in the parable and has its appropriate place only here; for those
outside of the city, who are roaming around far from

it, need especial assurance and urging so that they
may believe that this invitation really and truly in-

cludes also them. Something like that was needed, we,
may say, already for the poor, etc., in the city although,
being in the city, they could know about this feast that
was to be prepared in the fulness of time. The Gentiles
could not know, it was all new to them. Thus “compel"
does not mean to overcome hostile resistance but to
remove the fear that so gracious and wonderful a feast
could not be intended for them.
“In order that my house may be ﬁlled” means that
it will indeed be ﬁlled —no place shall be left vacant,
and no one shall come and ﬁnd no place for him. It does
not mean that God takes miserable wretches and outcasts because he cannot get _ the grand people, the
aristocracy; read I Cor. 1:26-29. This purpose of God
that his house must be ﬁlled is uttered here because
Jesus is speaking to lawyers and Pharisees who reject
the invitation and refuse to take their places at the

banquet; they are to understand that despite their outrageous absence every place shall be full, .and nobody

will even notice that they are not there.
The effort is made to conﬁne the whole parable to
only two parts, both of which treat only of the Jews,
by combining v. 21-23. The effort to exclude the Gentiles from the parable appears arbitrary, for it skims

over v. 22, 23 and says practically nothing that could
be considered an interpretation so that one feels that
Jesus should have omitted these two verses.
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24) For I say to you, That not one of those
men that had been invited shall taste my dinner.
Some interpreters contend that this ﬁnal word is
not a part of the parable but is an addition that presents its cardinal point. It does do the latter, but the

imagery of the parable is continued without a break.
According to this view {sz would refer to the lawyers
and Pharisees present. And this is the real reason for
this view. For if the house-lord is still speaking, whom
does he address with My? It will not do to say the

“slave,” for My is plural. Some think that this pronoun refers to all the guests at table, others think 'of
his numerous household, for a host such as this certainly had many servants about him. It is hard to decide
because the parable itself offers no hint.
'Ayb‘pes is more in keeping with the parable than
o'vopamm would be, “men,” not “human beings” in general. After a verb of tasting we have the genitive (R.

473) , and not to taste the dinner means not to partake
of it. Luther brings out the sense of this main point:
“They who are most certain and want to taste the
supper. But why, dear Lord, seeing they have done
nothing wicked? Why, this is the cause, that they refused faith.” Indeed, unbelief is back of every refusal
of the gospel invitation. Therefore they are called
“those men that have been invited” — yes, “those,”
now speaking of them as being far, far away.
25) Now great multitudes were going along
with him; and having turned, he said to them: If

one comes to me and does not hate his own father
and mother and wife and children and brothers and
sisters and even also his own life he cannot be my
disciple. Whoever does not hear his own cross and
come after me cannot be my disciple.

Luke records no more than is necessary for the
purpose of the discourse that follows. Jesus is journeying slowly on toward Jerusalem, he is far down ‘in
Perea (v. 22) . The great crowds that were following

him may have consisted in part of pilgrims who were
also traveling slowly. to Jerusalem for the coming
Passover. Judging from what Jesus tells them, some
must have wanted to become his disciples. The imperfect pictures the great crowds as moving along with
Jesus; he turns about, a general halt ensues, and he
speaks as follows.

26) The condition is one of reality, i. e., Jesus
thinks and speaks of somebody who really wants to be
a disciple of his. “Comes to me” means: with the
desire to attach himself to me as disciples attach themselves to a master or rabbi. If such a man does not
“hate” his own father-and all other relatives, plus even

his own life, Jesus tells him right out that he is not
able to be his disciple.
Much ingenuity has been expended on the verb
“hate,” to little or no effect. Instead of leaving pmzv
in its true sense “to hate,” it is generally reduced, even

“watered down till the point is gone.” All we need to
remember is that this hating is the same as that which

wasexercised by God: “Thou hatest all workers of
iniquity,” Ps. 5:5; 45:7; Heb. 1 :9; the same hate that
is voiced by the saints as in Ps. 101 :3 and in other passages. The startling thing lies, not in the verb “to
hate,” but in the objects to be hated, one’s own father,
etc., with the still more startling climax: and even also
(in 11 mi) his own life, glwxri, that which animates the
body and is thus inclined to become manic, “carnal.”

This is nothing but a repetition of 12:49-53, father
against son, etc. Despite all of this hate in God his love
dydm; remains, and the two are entirely compatible
(see 6 :27), each even to the highest degree of intensity.
So the hate required for discipleship goes together
with our love (dydn-q) to our parents, etc., that love
which understands any evil in them and would, with
the help of Jesus, remove it. Jesus is speaking of the
father who is not a disciple, or, if he be a disciple,
would in his blindness hinder his son in his discipleship.
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Even our natural affection for all our relatives and for
our own life is left untouched by this hating, for our
very «Mia toward them will keep us from yielding to
any desire of theirs which is in conﬂict with our
discipleship.
.
It is thus that we are to do this hating, pweiv, which
is not to be reduced and softened in any way but is to
be understood in the fullest sense of the word even as
it is required by ayamiv and even by duhdv. For this we
have Jesus’ own example in Matt. 12:48-50. When
Jesus says: “is not able to be my disciple,” we should

remember that a saw (from pavoa’m) is one who has
learned and imbibed, at least to a degree, and is endeavoring to learn to the fullest degree through the
teaching and the example of Jesus the latter’s very own
spirit so that as a disciple he may be like his teacher,
Matt. 10:25; Luke 6:40. When this is noted, it is at
once apparent that Jesus asks only that any and every
disciple of his must be copying him as his Master in
this hating. Jesus naturally had to state this requirement of true discipleship many times; a few of them
are on record: Matt. 10:37; 19:29 ; Luke 18:29.
27) This requirement, too, is repeated as it is in
9:23; Matt. 16:24; Mark 8:34 (II Tim. 3:12). The
form is again negative and shows who cannot be regarded as a “disciple” in the sense just indicated. Coming “after me” is only a variant of the preceding expression coming “to me.” But in coming to him we turn
from others, and in coming after him we share what is

his. And that is the cross. Each disciple will have. to
hear “his own cross,” only in this way can he “come
after Jesus” and be his disciple, truly copy Jesus as his
Master. On the word “cross” see in full 9:23. Since
there is no escape from some suffering for Christ’s and
the gospel’s sake, it is impossible for anyone to be a
true disciple without carrying this cross, whatever it

be that is allotted to him.

Luke 14:28-80
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28-30) For who of you, wanting to build a
tower, does not ﬁrst, after sitting down, calculate
the cost, whether he has it for the completion lest
perhaps, when he has laid a foundation and is not
able to ﬁnish, all who behold begin to make fun of
him, saying, This man began to build and was not
able to ﬁnish!
Two illustrations elucidate (yaip) the point of the
two preceding negative statements that discipleship
demands much from which the natural man is bound
to shrink, a certain hate of what the natural man
counts most dear, and a certain love for what the natural man always hates (the cross in its true sense).
So the two illustrations are properly negative: In

minors, “lest perhaps,” and c2 8:: Fiﬁ/c, “but if not.” The
object of the entire presentation is, however, not merely a warning against a hasty decision to become a dis‘
ciple. These negatives involve a positive: not with a
hasty but with a deliberative and thoroughly considered decision resolve to become a disciple.
Discipleship is no small thing. Jesus magniﬁes it
when he describes it as undertaking to build no less
than a grand tower — not merely an ordinary house or
shed. He magniﬁes it again when he describes it as a
great war campaign, ﬁghting a king with an army that
is twice the size of our own. The psychology involved
is altogether true: an appeal to do great things. To
build a Christian-like life is like erecting a mighty
tower (positive), also like conquering an enemy who
is twice our strength (negative). Such things certainly cannot be done by blindly, inconsiderately rushing
in. As to the tower, any sensible man would ﬁrst calmly sit down and calculate the cost lest he become a joke
to everybody, unable to lay more than a foundation,
a lasting monument of his folly. In c'x'rcAc'oac the preposition signiﬁes to carry “out” to the very end; and
Epvraifcw means to have fun as with a child (mic).
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The great~ point to be noted is that Jesus does not
say that this man. should not build the tower. That is
the usual interpretation, but it is not even by implication contained in Jesus’ words. Jesus wants us to become disciples, the man ought to build the grand tower.
But no man can do this by his own natural ability; to
attempt it thus is utter folly. He could never get beyond the foundation, mere outward profession of faith,

mere outward attachment to Jesus. Where, then, is
the money to come from to build this tower? Grace
furnishes us all that discipleship needs, grace alone.
31, 32) Or what king, going to clash with another king in war, will not, after sitting down, deliberate whether he is able with ten thousand to
meet him who is coming with twenty thousand against
him? And if not, whilehe is still far OR, by sending
an embassy, he inquires for the terms of peace.
The middle BouAaim-ac means to deliberate with himself; at 8% p.157: is a ﬁxed phrase which is always used
without a verb: “and if not,” “otherwise”; e'pwra is digniﬁed, as one king dealing with another; ampﬁaaezv, “to
throw together” as armies are thrown in battle, the
aorist to designate the one decisive clash. The added

point of this second illustration is the negative one of
overcoming an enemy, which is placed beside the positive idea of erecting a tower. Discipleship builds up
something grand in us and strikes down something
hostile outside of us. It builds faith and a new life —— a
glorious tower, indeed; and it overcomes the devil and
all his assaults—a glorious victory, indeed.
Again Jesus does not say: “Go, inquire for the

things toward peace (7a «pas eipﬁmv)” with the idea of
accepting the terms that are imposed by the mighty
enemy in abject and permanent surrender. The king
would have to do that if he depended on his own unaided strength; every man would have to do that if
he depended on himself alone in ﬁghting the devil and
trying to be a disciple. The king would have ignominy

Luke 14:32, 83
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either way, whether he surrendered or whether he
fought in defeat. We should not insert the thought
that this king should not in the ﬁrst place haVe allowed

things to come to the point of war. This war is inevitable the moment one decides to be a disciple; it is
the devil that will not have such a decision. Only by
never attempting such a decision, by quietly remaining
under Satan, can we escape war with him.
Jesus wants disciples, he wants this war, and he
therefore warns us not to enter it with our inadequate
strength, for we should then be doomed. That means
that we take the armor of grace (Eph. 6:10-17) and
so, like Paul, ﬁght the good ﬁght of faith.

33) The fact that this is the burden of these
illustrations comes to full view in the application
that is now marked as such by both 013w: and 05v, the

one drawing the point of comparison, the other indicating a deduction. Both are needed for a correct

understanding. Since everything that precedes is
negative, this deduction is properly so also. Thus,
therefore, everyone of you who does not renounce

all his own possessions cannot be my disciple.
It would be a mistake to think that Jesus adds renunciation of earthly wealth and property. If that were
meant, this dictum would have to precede v. 26. Here,
after the illustrations, it would be worse than an anticlimax. Nor is this a mere repetition, “all his own pos-

sessions” merely summing up those mentioned in v. 26;
this view overlooks the intervening illustrations and

“thus, therefore." Nor should this statement be divided
into tWO sentences by making: “thus, therefore, everyone of you I” a sentence by itself. How can anyone
think that Jesus is telling these people: “Do not build
the tower !” “Do not enter this war!” i. e., “Do not try
even to become my- disciples !” No; the present statement links right into the two illustrations which, of
course, illustrate v. 26, 27. And Jesus now tells his
hearers to renounce everything, literally everything
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they have in and of themselves, because it will all, however much of it there may he, never get beyond the
foundation of a tower, beyond 10,000 against 20,000
troops. They must get what will take them through,
clean through from start to ﬁnish in the case of the
tower; clean through from the ﬁrst clash to a complete
victory in the war. When they come to Jesus absolutely
empty of anything in and of themselves, then they can
truly be his disciples; then he can ﬁll them with his
possessions, and with them the tower can and will be
built, the battle can and will be won.
This is not synergism as if to the funds in hand
Jesus would add enough to build the tower and to the
10,000 soldiers add enough re-enforcements to make

an army that is greater than 20,000. He supplies all
the funds, the entire army: “Renounce all your own

possessions!" Discipleship and salvation are so great.
- things that nothing of our own can avail in securing
them. The two illustrations should not be extended

beyond the tertium they are intended to illustrate: the
vanity of all that lies in and of ourselves. And the de‘
duction is: “Abandon all that is your own l”
34, 35) So the last point is reached. Excellent,
therefore, the salt! But if even the salt become insipid, with what shall it be seasoned? Neither forland nor manure is it ﬁt; out they throw it. He who.
has ears for hearing, let him be hearing!

The ﬁgure of the salt that loses its saltiness was.
used repeatedly by Jesus (Matt. 5:13; Mark 9:50),
and each time in a distinctive way. Much has been said
about the use of “salt” in Jewish sacriﬁces, Lev. 2:13;
Ezek. 43:24; Mark 9:49; in binding covenants, Num.
18 :19; II Chron. 13 :5; in Elisha’s purifying the water
of Jericho, II Kings 2:21; about a pinch of salt being
placed in the child’s mouth at baptism in the old
church; about the Arab considering him inviolate with
whom he had eaten salt. In any ﬁgurative use of salt
the tertium comparationis must be that which was

used by Jesus; it is the quality of checking corruption,
and we should not add the other of rendering food
palatable.
When Jesus uses édv he speaks of salt at times be-

coming saltless, pwpavoz'p, becoming pmpév or tasteless,
insipid, am» in Mark 9 :50, unsalty. Cases are cited to
show that in olden times when natural salt was pro
cured in an impure state and mixed with other chemicals it might actually lose its power and become unsalty. This proof is deemed necessary on the assump—
tion that Jesus would not draw a ﬁgure from what does
not actually occur in nature. But the assumption is
unwarranted—Jesus does use such ﬁgures. Who
ever lights a lamp and clamps a peck measure over it?
Who ever goes out to gather ﬁgs from thistles? What
father would ever send his son as did the one mentioned in Matt. 21:37 does? Where is the lord who
would reward his slaves as does the one mentioned in
the parable of the Talents and in that of the Pounds?
These impossible ﬁgures bring out most strikingly
the astounding realities that Jesus intends to picture.
The use that Jesus makes of ﬁgures is beyond the mastery of “the good writers.” The very idea of salt losing
its saltiness! But that is exactly what happens in the
reality which Jesus portrays. The fact that Jesus is
using as a ﬁgure something that is impossible in nature
is shown by the question: “With what shall it be
seasoned ?” i. e., made salty again. “There is no salt of
salt,” Jansen. Once the saltness is gone out of salt,
nothing can restore the saltness to that salt again.
Both ideas are beyond nature—salt losing its saltness
and having it restored. Yet Jesus speaks of both as if
men had found the former and had tried the latter.
With only Jesus connects the new, strongly ﬁgurative
statement as a further deduction from the foregoing.
Beyond question, “excellent is salt.” The entire connection from v. 26 onward shows that by salt Jesus
means “being my disciple” (pou dm Mannie, three
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times). To be rid of all false loves (v. 26), heroically
to bear the cross (v. 27), actually to build the tower
and to triumph over the foes, and doing this by renouncing all the things of self as being utterly useless,
yes, this is xan, spiritually excellent to a high degree.

But what if this excellent salt should turn mpév,
insipid? By using the condition of expectancy (éa’w with
the subjunctive) Jesus says that such cases may be
expected. One may return to the old love, refuse to bear
the cross, again trust in his old possessions. It would,
of course, be just as unnatural as salt losing its salt-

ness. Salt is better than some disciples; it ever stays
salty, but some disciples become renegades. And they
are then hopeless (Heb. 10:26, 27); saltless salt—
“with what shall it be seasoned” so as to restore its
saltness? It is good for nothing. After its chemical
action has been dissipated, it would be useless for the
cultivated land or for the manure pile, the lowest possible use for salt. “Out they throw it” into the street
where men tread it” under their feet (Matt. 5:13), and
this pictures judgment. The renegade disciple is worse
and meets a worse fate than the pagan.
The call to use one’s ears was used frequently by
Jesus. His immortal ﬁgures naturally stick to the

mind. Let their meaning sink in. Let them keep sounding in your ears, not only while you hear them, but

also ever after. That is why God put ears on sinners.

CHAPTER XV
This chapter and the next one are Luke’s two immortal parable chapters which are ﬁlled (with the
exception of one brief section) with parables, none of
which have found a place in the other Gospels, the
entire group being arranged in an obviously natural
order, in the order in which Jesus spoke them.
1) Now there kept drawing near to him all the
publicans and the open sinners to hear him. And
there were murmuring both the Pharisees and the
scribes, saying, This fellow keeps receiving open
sinners and eating with them!
Luke again offers only enough information to indicate how Jesus was prompted to utter the following
parables. The time, the place, and the other circumstances are immaterial. Once before, in 5 :30, the same

class of men raised the same objection; See 3 :12 on the
publicans; the «inapmioc’ were classed with them, being

notorious sinners of various kinds in a society that was
very different from ours, in which the Pharisaic, ostentatious type-of holiness dominated the public and by
contrast made men like these tax collectors, etc., practically outcasts.
One of the marked features of Jesus’ ministry was
the attraction 'of these outcasts to him. The Pharisees
and the scribes only scorned and damned them, but the
holy Jesus had a way of salvation open for them, one
that, indeed, condemned their sins in no uncertain
terms but at the same time opened the divine way of
remission for all sins. So they drew near to him in
numbers (mime) and did this continuously at the present time as the periphrastic imperfect states. They

kept drinking in his. words eagerly, therefore we have
the durative present inﬁnitive.
(793)
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2) As was done in v. 1, the verb is again placed
forward for the sake of emphasis, it is again an imperfect to indicate. duration (it is not merely ingressive).
The two actions, drawing near and murmuring back
and forth (Sui in the verb), are parallel. As the one
class drew near, so the other stood off and found fault.
These latter were the Pharisees and the scribes, see
5 :17; many were both Pharisees and scribes although
the articles distinguish them as being two groups just
as the two articles do in v. 1, but 1': . . . :«u’ combine
them more closely than a mere Kai would (B.-D. 444, 2).
These men were scandalized because Jesus did not

treat these disreputables as they did. In their holiness
they scrupulously kept their skirts clean of any and
all- open sinners and thus clashed with Jesus on this
point. They thus pointed also to Jesus in holy scorn by
derisively using mime, “this fellow,” and thus began the

infamous practice of the Jews of never uttering the
name .“Jesus” if they could help it; they abutted this
with ampmkoﬁe: “this fellow — open sinners,” etc. —
just think! The one word is enough to include also the
publicans. The two verbs, both durative presents to indicate customary action, are arranged in the order of
a climax — terrible to be receiving such people, unspeakably terrible to eat with them. We learn again
incidentally (as we did in 5:30) that Jesus would occasionally dine with one or another of the open sinners
just as we have seen him dining with some Pharisees

(11:37; 14:1).
3) In 5:30 Jesus met this complaint by pointing
to himself as being the physician who necessarily
treats sick people. In a somewhat similar way he

answers with a pair of parables: The Savior ﬁnds

the lost, and the church does likewise. But he spoke
to them this parable, saying: What man of you, having a hundred sheep and having lost one of them,
does not leave behind the ninety-nine in the wilderness and go on after the lost till he ﬁnds it? And

having found, he puts it on his shoulders, rejoicing,
and having come to his house, he calls together the

friends and the neighbors, saying to them, Rejoice
with me, because I found my sheep, the lost one!

I tell you that thus joy will he in the heaven over
one open sinner repenting more than over ninety-

nine righteous, such as do not have need of repentance.

“This parable,” as Luke states, extends to v. 10;
Jesus made the whole of it one parable. The fact that
the two parts begin with questions does not prevent
the whole from being a parable in the fullest sense of
the word. Its appeal has always been tremendous; witness the many paintings of the Shepherd bearing home
his sheep or being out seeking to ﬁnd it.
The parable is simplicity itself. Jesus tells the
Pharisees and the scribes that they do the same thing
that he is doing, they in the case of only a lost sheep,
he in the case of a lost soul. The argument is thus
ad hominem but as justifying a right deed by one that
is equally right in the case of the objector. The argument is at the same time from the less to the greater,
from a sheep to a man. If a Pharisee would do for a
lost sheep what is sketched here, shall Jesus not do at
least the equal for a lost human being?

But the climax of the parable is reached in the
joy over the ﬁnding of the lost. How natural and selfevident that would be! Jesus places this joy “in the
heaven” and “before the angels of God” over against
the murmuring of the Pharisees and the scribes. They
look sour, in heaven the very angels sing with delight.
In so masterly a way is this done that the very parable
becomes a seeking and reaching out by the Shepherd
Jesus after these Pharisaic lost sheep so that their
joy at being found may produce still more joy in
heaven among the angels. Thus through the entire par-

able there run in duplicate: 1) being lost, 2) the great
search, 3) the happy ﬁnding, 4) the abounding joy.
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This parable is sometimes treated superﬁcially. But,
on the other hand, beginning with the ancients, those

who gave it full attention often went entirely too .far
and overloaded every statement and even every word
with their extravagant fancies. Its pure, chaste simplicity was buried by astounding importations. It was made
to reach from eternity to eternity; in addition to the
Jews all the Gentiles were brought in; the whole Passion of Jesus was added plus his ascension to heaven;
in heaven itself God, the angels, and the saints were
treated; and still other things were added—all of which
Jesus is to have had in mind, if not for the Pharisees

and the scribes, then at least'for his disciples and for
us. Homiletical works of even more recent times still

offer material of this. kind to preachers, and think that
the name of Jesus is signed to it all.

This parable does not stand alone. It presents the
ﬁrst chapter, and three more are to follow. Here there

is shown what is done for the sinner; the parable of. the
Prodigal Son adds the inner change and the new status
of the sinner, conversion, justiﬁcation, sonship; the
parable of the Unjust Steward the changed sinner’s
new obedience; and the parable of the Rich Man and
Lazarus the ﬁnal chapter, the sinner’s transfer to
heaven. Each parable becomes clearer when it is viewed

in connection with the others. It will then be seen that
each treats one central thought, and that we should
not introduce more.
4)
“What man of you?” by addressing a direct
question to each and any one of the murmuring Pharisees and scribes, a simple question about themselves
and what each of them would unquestionably do under
the circumstances described Jesus not only grips their
attention but also appeals to whatever good sense they

have left and asks them to use it in giving their own

answer. Jesus often uses questions in this way. They
disarm completely because they turn the whole matter

Luke 15 :4
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over to the opponent and leave it entirely to him as to
what. answer he will give.
They, however, disarm in another way, namely by
generalizing the point at issue and thus clarifying the
entire matter. If Jesus had asked speciﬁcally about his
treatment of publicans and sinners, these Pharisees
and these scribes, blinded by their self-righteous pride,
would only have uttered their secret grumbling to his
face. The question about a sheep is exactly the same
question, but the picture of the sheep gets these men
away from their pride and from any false answer it
would suggest and gently leads them to the true motive,
that of prizing a sheep of theirs and not wanting to let
it be lost. Prompted by that right motive, the right
answer is bound to be given—Jesus has no fear about
it, he freely, smilingly asks: ‘fWhich one of you,” etc.?
-— I care not who of you states the answer. Figures
are ordinarily used for literary embellishment. Jesus
always uses them for something that is far higher, here
for bringing the truth about his work to view and
for letting the Pharisees and the scribes correct their
own pride and folly. Figures are powerful engines in
Jesus’ hands.
Now it is simply a fact that every one of these men,
even if he had as many as a hundred sheep, and only
one of them got lost by straying away, would never
think that the one does not matter, seeing he still has
as many as ninety-nine, or that the exertion of seeking
and ﬁnding that one lost sheep, seeing it is only one,
would be too much to undertake, considering also that

despite all effort it might even after all not be found.
Nothing of the kind! Invariably, as the present tenses
state, in everycase like that the man leaves his ninetynine behind in the wilderness and goes after the lost
till he ﬁnds it.
To be sure, it’s all about sheep which were so common and numerous in the entire country, and that
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enables even men like these blind Pharisees and scribes
to assent to the right thing. But that means that Jesus
has already with the ﬁrst sentence won the case against
these objectors to his dealing with sinners. He turns
a ﬁnger, and down they go under their own verdict.
That, too, is the way with Jesus, and yet some men
cannot see that it displays a wisdom that is more than
human. 06 is the interrogative word that expects an
afﬁrmative answer. Even if these men do not say “yes,"
their thoughts cannot help but do so. That is enough,
for the rest follows automatically and is afﬁrmed by
that ﬁrst “yes”; hence the interrogative form is now
dropped.
A few things should be noted. In this parable it is
one out of a hundred, the value being in proportion;
in the next it is one out of ten, the value rising in
proportion; ﬁnally it is one out of two, the value rising
to the limit. There is a tendency among interpreters
to make things complex; the mastery of the parables
is their simplicity. Jesus says “which man of you ‘2”

though those who are addressed were Pharisees and
scribes and did not tend sheep. So the question is hypothetical: if anyone of them had a hundred sheep. That,
too, makes it easier to give the correct answer as all

such theoretical questions are readily answered if they
are simple as this one is.
Wisely Jesus does not ask: “If I had so many
sheep,” etc. Even the word “shepherd” is not put into
the parable; it is only we who use it when we interpret
the parable of Jesus. For Jesus is, indeed, doing the
very thing of which he speaks here, doing it by receiving sinners and eating with them. The silent “yes”
of the Pharisees and the scribes regarding the lost
sheep approves his course, unwittingly, indeed, but

for that very reason honestly. So all skeptics, who object to God’s and Christ’s ways, must approve them in
spite of themselves, for when they are put into clear
light they stand out as being right, noble, blessed. The

Luke 15 :4, 5
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perfect neuter participle 1'5 dwoMMc, “has been lost,”
implies “is still lost.”
It is pointless to ask about the leaving of the ninetynine in the wilderness. The 7‘, (pupae (xépa) was open,
uninhabited country that was suitable for grazing sheep.
The fact that the ninety-nine were left behind in entire
safety is so obvious that Jesus did not clutter up his
parable by inserting an explanation. Those that have
been attempted are uncalled for. The one sheep became
lost by straying from the ﬂock. This is the least of it,
it somehow got away from the eyes and the care and
the control of its owner— that is the real trouble. So
the sinner strays from Jesus and is then lost.
“He goes till he ﬁnds it” is sometimes exaggerated;
goes a great distance over rocks and ravines, through
brambles and thorns, weary and spent — all this in
order to bring in the Passion and the death of Jesus.
There is nothing of this in the parable. Jesus is not
depicting his Passion to the Pharisees and the scribes;
to do that would require other language. His receiving
and eating with publicans and open sinners is what he
describes by means of which he seeks to bring them to
repentance by the law and the gospel (v. 7).

5)

“Having found” purposely restricts the par-

able to this one lost sheep which is found after the

search. “Till he ﬁnds it” and “having found” are purposely adjoined and repeat this important verb; the
same thing is done in the second half of the parable.
The two expressions do not read as though the ﬁnding
took so exceedingly long. Who, too, would say that
Jesus is not an expert at this work? The emphasis is
on xaipwv, “he places it on his shoulders rejoicing.” The
sheep would naturally be carried on the shoulders, the
idea being that it was exhausted when found. Some
would change ail-mi into éauroﬁ, “his" into “his own
shoulders," and make a point of this carrying. As far
as Jesus is concerned, humanly speaking, the sinner is
heavier when he lies on Jesus’ heart before he is found
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than when he lies on his shoulders after being found.
But the subject, let us not forget, is still some one of
the Pharisees and the scribes. He, too, on having his
lost sheep safely on his shoulders, would be “rejoicing.”
6) That this participle is the real point comes
out in full in the fact of this man’s calling together his
friends and neighbors and bidding them to rejoice with
him (second aorist passive) because he found his
sheep, the lost one (the modiﬁer being added by a
second article and thus being made emphatic, R. 776) .
This brings out the theme of the parable: Joy over
Finding the Lost. It stands out squarely in contrast
with this murmuring against even seeking the lost.
The fact that Jesus is here drawing a picture of him-

self goes without saying. The view that God is the
owner of the sheep will ﬁnd few who accept it.
This is another instance in the parables in which
the imagery is strained because it is too weak to picture
the reality. A man would rejoice upon recovering his
lost sheep, be glad that his search was successful, but
he would hardly summon friends and neighbors and
make such a great event of it, and expect that they,
too, would regard it as being great by helping to make
a celebration. Read what is said on 14 :34 about saltless
salt. It is the reality that compels the imagery to be
carried beyond what is ordinarily done. The divine is
shining out through the human, and the human takes
on a new coloring. Jesus is noted also for the way in
which he handled his earthly material. It is transmuted

into gold under his hands.
Who is meant by “the friends and the neighbors,”
and what is the difference between the two? And what
is imaged by this man’s house or home? If we see that
the sinner who is found is found forever, found by be-

ing taken to heaven at death, i. e., that ﬁnding takes
in the whole work of Jesus upon the sinner, we have
our two answers: “in the heaven” (house), v. 7; “before the angels of God” (friends and neighbors in one) ,

v. 10. Then, too, we shall not talk about this man’s
leaving the ninety-nine in the wilderness while he takes
the one sheep to his house. That is raising difﬁculties
where none exist.
7) The parable is complete, and Jesus now states

the reality which it illustrates and justiﬁes. The )Lé'yw
1':va is therefore no longer a part of the parable as is

My.» yt‘zp {My in 14:24. With the voice of authority, “I
tell you,” Jesus declares that in the same way (057m)
as just pictured “joy shall be in the heaven over one
open sinner repenting.” Be he ever so great a sinner,

whether in God’s eyes only or also in men’s, his repenting causes joy in the very heavens. The aorist participle
would hardly do, for it might mean just coming to repentance (ingressive) ; the aorist is used to express
several types of punctiliar action. This present participle is durative and expresses the fact that repentance

goes on and on. We indeed enter heaven repenting, in
the repentant state, and in none other. Luther was
right when in the ﬁrst of his famous ninety-ﬁve theses
he declared that our entire life must be a continuous
repentance. Again he said that our sins are forgiven
richly and daily—because of this constant repentance.
Mcravodv is discussed in 3 :3. The seeking and the ﬁnding of Jesus, his receiving and eating with sinners, his
great Shepherd work as depicted, is his bringing poor
sinners to permanent repentance.
Jesus here says “shall be joy” but “comes to be” in
v. 10. Both are true. Heaven knows about us sinners
here, for is not Jesus there? Are the angels not sent

forth to minister unto those who shall be heirs of salvation? All the mighty works of men cause no jubilation in heaven, but one miserable sinner’s repentant
state does. But what if a repentant sinner again falls
away? Will the joy over his temporary repentance not
be kind of a mistake? Celebrating before the game is ﬁnished has often turned to grief. Dismiss the question —

since sinners exist, heaven never made a single mistake.
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Thus far all is simple. But how can Jesus add:
“more than over ninety-nine righteous, such as (alum,
causal: because they are such as) do not have need
of repentance”? The key is given in 1”,, “more than”
(R. 661: B.-D. 245, 3), with its plain implication that
there will be joy in heaven also over the ninety-nine
righteous as well as over the sinner. And the man with
the hundred sheep certainly. has two joys, one over
the many that did not stray away, over that fact as it
is vividly brought home to him by the straying sheep;
and then joy. over the one sheep that has been recovered after having strayed.
This corrects those explanations which refer the
ninety-nine only to the legally righteous, meaning the
scribes and the Pharisees; also those which consider
27 exclusive: only over the one and not at all over the
ninety-nine. These ninety-nine are thought to need no
repentance in their own estimation, they are like the
self-righteous Pharisees who justify themselves (16:
.15) . But the phrase “in their own estimation” is not in
the text, nor is it implied. It is barred out by the fact
that there is joy in heaven over the ninety-nine who
cannot therefore be self-righteous Pharisees. The view
that Jesus speaks as he does of “righteous who do not
need repentance” because he wants to raise the question in the minds of the Pharisees whether they are
truly righteous before heaven, is misdirected because,
if Jesus had meant them, his words would do the very
opposite, namely make them think themselves truly
righteous, men who actually did not need repentance.
Jesus, indeed, wanted to jar these Pharisees in regard
to their righteousness before God; and he chose the
right way, namely by speaking of men who are actually righteous before God.
Since there is joy over the many as well as over

the one, it becomes plain why the one needs repentance
and the others do not need it—they already have it!

The one needs it because he is “an open sinner”; the

Duke 15 :7, 8
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many have it because they are truly “righteous.” That
alone is why there will be joy over both.

Another point is certain: that repentance is used in
the identical sense in the case of both and not in two
different or modiﬁed senses. Now, too, it is easy to see
why the joy over the one is greater than that over the
many. There is a constant, steady joy over the many
who are righteous and have this long while gone on in
repentance; but when this sinner, who has lived a long
time without repentance, through Christ now achieves
it and joins the ranks of the righteous, he causes a sudden shout of joy in heaven, a great wave of joy such as
does not resound for all who are already in the blessed
state. Luther understands this rightly when he speaks
of the great and sudden joy of a mother to ﬁnd her
sick child restored, a joy that is greater than that for
all her other children who are still sound and well.
We may add that the very restoration of the one brings

to her mind the thought of the others "and the joy that
they are still well.
Aim here, as always, is used in the forensic sense,
God declaring one righteous; the wrong view, too, is
forensic, but according to this view the person either
declares himself righteous or trusts in himself that
God has declared him so (18:9) ; C.-K. 309 holds the
latter regarding the righteous in this passage. Appeals
to the older brother in the next parable as an interpre-

tation of the righteous mentioned in this parable are
beside the mark; the father had no joy in that son at
all — that son, too, was lost in a different way than
the other was, but just as badly lost, and the father
went out to ﬁnd him too, if possible.
8) Or what woman having ten drachmas, if she
shall lose one drachrna, does not light a lamp and

sweep the house and seek carefully till she ﬁnds it?
And having found, she calls together the women

friends and neighbors, saying, Rejoice with me because I found the drachma which I lost! Thus, I tell
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you, there is joy before the angels of God over one
open sinner repenting.
The 5 at the beginning marks this as being a continuation. So does the question, which is a parallel to
the one asked in v. 4, which again has the interrogative
word (mix?) that expects an afﬁrmative answer. Any
normal woman would, of course, do what is asked by

Jesus. “What woman” is parallel to “what man" ‘(v. 4)
and yet marks a difference. Some decline to interpret
“woman,” which is an easy way of disposing of her;
some see in her the Holy Spirit, which is against all
Scripture analogy which never speaks of the Spirit
as being a woman. If the Hebrew feminine much he
pointed to, what about the Greek Hveﬁpa. which is
neuter? The gender of words is often merely grammatical. By this “woman” Jesus pictures the church,
which is ﬁlled with the same spirit as her Lord, seeking
the lost and rejoicing over the found.
We now have drachmas, ten, one of which is lost.
The Greek drachma = the Roman denarius = about
16c = about a day’s wage for common labor. But
whereas the man does not lose the sheep, the woman is
said to lose the drachma. A common interpretation is
that it is not the Lord’s fault but the sinner’s own fault
when he is lost; but that it is to a degree also the fault
of the church when she loses a sinner. We question the
validity of this interpretation. The sheep is animate
and is therefore represented as getting lost; the coin
is inanimate, hence if it is to be lost, somebody must
be said to lose it. More than this, the sheep and the
drachma picture one and the same sinner, and every
lost sinner is lost through a fault of his own. Jesus is
speaking of his true church that is moved by his own
spirit, and that church is guilty of no fault that loses
sinners.
Much has been made of the drachma as compared
with the sheep. We ﬁnd little beyond the changed proportion, one out of ten instead of one out of a hundred.

Luke 15:8
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This advance, which is climaxed in the next parable
with one out of two, progressively pictures the value
that Christ and his church (and the Father) set upon
the lost sinner. We fail to see that the motive which
prompts the seeking is different in the three illustrations. Any progression in the presentation of the

motive is blocked by the ﬁgure of the inanimate coin
which is placed between the living sheep and the living
son. This, too, disposes of all that is made of the image
that is stamped upon the drachma. Jesus does not refer
to the image. The 'drachma bore a pagan image, a
crowned head of a pagan emperor, and on the other
side this emperor seated and holding his insignia.
Does that signify anything of the general divine image
that is left in the sinner? Why, then, did Jesus, who
is here speaking to Jews (v. 1), not name the Jewish
half-Shekel or shekel, both of Which bore sacred images? So we drop that interpretation.
The church, like her Lord, does her utmost to ﬁnd
the lost. Both seek until they ﬁnd. As far as the parable goes, both do this in the same way. There is but
one way for both: to go after the sinner with the law
and the gospel. It is thought that this is made speciﬁc
in the case of the church, the lamp being the gospel

and the sweeping broom the law, these being added to
the Passion of Jesus which is found in the ﬁrst part of
the parable. We have dealt with the Passion and have
failed to ﬁnd it in the parable. Since the law and the
gospel are in any case the means for recovering the
sinner, be he pictured as a sheep or as a drachma, it

really makes little difference how we interpret the lamp
and the broom. Yet the law as well as the gospel is a

lamp, for by the law is the knowledge of sin, and that
rather mars the view: lamp = gospel; broom = law.

Here, too, the parable restricts itself to the lost sinner
who is found, and we abide by that and say nothing
about sinners who are not found. The next parables
deal with them; moreover, an inanimate coin is hardly
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an image that is suitable for this part of the story
about sinners.
9) On ﬁnding the coin the woman does.exactly

what the man does on ﬁnding the sheep, and all that is
said regarding v. 6 applies also here. We of course
have the propriety that the woman calls her women
friends and neighbors, and no one makes anything

more of this difference in sex. “Which I did lose” only
repeats this point from v. 8 and in the sense indicated.
10) In stating the application of this part of the
parable Jesus repeats, abbreviates, and interprets. The
repetition is obvious, and, like every such repetition,
emphasizes strongly: “Thus, I tell you, there is joy!”
- “Is” or “occurs” (yivcm) and its present tense add to
“shall be,” the future. “Shall be” at once upon the
sinner’s repenting and thus “is” when he repents. We
may say either. “Before the angels of God” interprets
“in the heaven." The interpretation usually adds also
the saints in heaven. Add them; but the greatness of
this joy lies in the fact that the heavenly angelic host
jubilates, and the greater is named as including the
less. “Over one sinner repenting" is repeated unchanged, for this is the vital point and needs emphasis.
The addition found in v..7 is omitted here, one statement of this point being enough.
This double parable, which is. addressed to the
Pharisees and the scribes, brought us the glaring difference between them and the angels in heaven: they
murmured at the very thing that made the angels rejoice. That should have given them pause to search
their hearts, where something must have been wrong.
Repentance rings out in this parable; it is that which
causes this astounding joy. That, too, reached at the
hearts of these men. Were heaven and its angels rejoicing over them? Were they furnishing heaven the
repentance that would cause such joy? Did their lack
of joy over sinners who were drawn to Jesus hang to-

gether with a lack of joy over themselves in heaven?

From v. 1 it appears that the publicans and the
open sinners also heard this parable and the following.

From it they would have to gather that drawing near
to Jesus and even dining with him were not enough,

that only true repentance was sufﬁcient. Also, that
whatever these Pharisees said about them and their
repenting at the call of Jesus, the angels of God and
their joy were the one essential to be concerned about.
Thus in this very parable Jesus was using law and
gospel and seeking to save both the Pharisee and the

open sinner.
11) Moreover, he said: A man had two sons.
And the younger of them said to his father, Father,
give me the "part of the property that is falling to
me. And he divided the living between them.
See the introductory remarks in v. 3. “Moreover,
he said” is inserted in order tovseparate the parables,
and 86 means that Jesus added another that is somewhat diﬁerent. This is the crown of all parables, an

.evangelium in evangelio, which has no equal in all literature. The sheep and the drachma are not human,

the two sons are; more intense and dramatic is the
father in his relation to his sons than are the man
and the woman to the sheep and the coin. The ﬁrst
parable brings out the truth that sinners are brought
to the kingdom; we now see how they enter. We ﬁrst

see the Lord and the church going out to seek and to
save; we now scan the sinner more closely and see the
change that is wrought in him as he is saved. Doc-

trinally this parable presents conversion and justiﬁcation, and does this in a form that has deep appeal. The
emotions depicted in the parable are deep and strong.
So brief the parable, but so stirring in every part.
“A man had two sons." This simplicity isvthe soul
of beauty. The heavenly Father has always been recognized in this picture of the earthly father. The parable
is both historical and universal in one. The older son
is a picture of work-righteous Pharisees, the younger
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of the publicans and the open sinners, v. 1, 2. Yet the
younger typiﬁes the sinner who turns from God and

runs into open worldliness whereas the older son is the
type of the self-righteous sinner who is outwardly in
the church, inwardly without faith. Both are lost, both

must return. One did; did the other? Although it is
called the parable of the Prodigal Son, this is really
the parable of the Two Lost Sons.
12) The parable as such permits only the younger
son to ask for his share of the estate and to leave because the older son was expected to keep the home
place and to carry on. Jesus builds his parable on this
ancient custom. So the younger son prepares to leave
home — what a warning to youth! Inexperience, dislike

of restraint, self-will, glamor of independence, all come
to mind here. Why do some of the commentators say
that there was nothing wrong in this younger son’s
demand for his portion of the inheritance? The germ
of all that followed in his deplorable career was in and
behind his demand. His heart was no longer with his
father. “Father,” he says in making his demand; what
a different tone and meaning in the same word in v. 21!
“Father,” he said only to be rid of his father, his
father’s care, guidance, and control.
In Jewish law the oldest son received two-thirds of
the inheritance, the rest was divided among the other

children, the third would here go to this one younger
son (Deut. 21:17). In the parable the father accedes to
the younger son’s demand, 8mm (second aorist from
Smtpéw), he made the division and gave to both their
part. Only the fact is stated: this father did so. It is
necessary for the parable, that is all. We are not to

think that younger sons had a right to do this, older
ones either; no children have a right to divide the
parental inheritance until after the parent’s death. But
God divides as is here stated, and so the parable is made
to illustrate this reality. God gives without demur,
even to the sinner, life, health, faculties of mind and

body, earthly wealth, a thousand advantages, and
among all these blessings ever some that remind the
sinner strongly of the heavenly Father and of the
Father’s house — “not knowing that the goodness of
God leadeth thee to repentance ?” Rom. 2 :4; Acts 14 :17.
13) And after not many days, having gathered
everything together, the younger son left home for
a far country and there squandered his property by
living prodigally.
The slight delay is a ﬁne touch; after the inward
separation there comes the outward; but only in his
case and not in his brother’s. This sonturns his back

upon his father, dredﬁpqo'cv (absent from his 827mg), he
left home to go elsewhere, away, far away from his
people. Thus the sinner quits his Father’s house, the
church, the communion of saints. Ask sadhearted parents and pastors for the details. What can the “far
country” be but the world with all that the word conveys in Scripture as in I John 2 :15-17 ? How its glitter,
its pleasure, its promise of great things attract! So the
ﬂame ever attracts the moth — only to scorch and to
kill it.
Jesus’ statement is brief regarding how this son
fared. He now squandered all that he had gathered
together at home, scattered it as chaff is made to ﬂy
in the wind. Two words sufﬁce to say how he did it:
My éaéms, “living prodigally" (the adverb is derived
from (763wa “unsaving,” active; or “unsaved,” passive).
We need no salacious descriptions of the stage and of
writers of ﬁction to expand the picture; they only gild
the corruptions to tempt the unwary. The older brother said, “Who devoured thy living with harlots.” The
parable describes the limit so as to include also all that
is less of this type of life.
14) More must be added. But he having spent
all, there came a strong famine throughout that land,

and he began to be in want. And having gone, be
attached himself to one of the citizens of that coun-
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try; and he sent him into his ﬁelds to pasture swine.

And he began to desire to be ﬁlled from the euro]:
pods which the swine were eating, and no one would
give to him.
This is a parable which pictures the sinner after
he has squandered God’s gifts, “he having spent all.”
Temporal gifts vanish at last. The satisfaction found
in the creature without the Creator and the Savior
comes to an end. Let us remember that this type of

want often comes in the midst of many earthly possessions, namely when the vanity and the emptiness of
it all fall like a blight upon the soul.
.It is then that the famine sets in, one that that

entire country cannot remove because it is so ioxvpéc,
“strong”; mm: with the accusative to express extent,
R. 608. The prodigal began to be in want, not only because he had lost his portion, but also because he now
had no inner support or stay, nothing spiritual to fall
back on, no soul treasure, no comfort for the soul in
afﬂiction. When men reach this stage, the devil often
reaps his harvest —they commit suicide. After money
is gone, pleasures gone, friends gone, they conclude
that all is gone and commit the fatal act.
15) Jesus might have introduced the prodigal’s
return at this point. Thank God, some do return more
quickly than others. But many go a step farther, and
the parable is to include all of them. What hope is there
in this far country? Instead of the plenty in his father’s house the prodigal has poverty; instead of the

freedom in his father’s house he is now in servitude;
in place of the honor of a son he now has degradation
and shame. In his extremity the prodigal attaches himself to “one of the citizens of that country.” So there
were “citizens” there, men who were completely adj usted to life apart from God. “With all his guilt the
prodigal was not a citizen but a stranger in that far
land." Trench. He is not wholly and permanently obdurate. There is a stage beyond which even grace can-

not reach a man any more. It is a signiﬁcant part of
the picture which paints this citizen as an owner of
“swine,” which were unclean according to the law and
an abomination to the Jews.
To such a man the prodigal attached himself,
ionMOy, “glued himself,” the passive being used in the
sense of the middle, R. 817. The thought is that the citizen did not want him, hence the labor to which he
assigned him. This is the association that results from
separation from God. Sin makes man a companion of
swine in more ways than one. To herd and pasture
swine (péaxav) is not merely degrading as we should
regard it today, to the Jew it represented moral deﬁlement and all the shame that this involved. It crushed
pride and cut the conscience with one blow. So the
fancy gilding and deception were gone, the galling disgrace, the deadly heartache alone were left. Still a
mercy hides behind such bitter experience for the sinner. It is good once for all to end the deception even if
the hour be late. It is good really to see and to feel the
consequences of sin while repentance is yet possible,
for these may bring the sinner to his knees.
16) Now the ﬁnal drop in the bitter cup — not
only feeding swine but feeding himself with swine’s
food—and lacking even that, the human being thus
having sunk to the level of the beast. To this the devil
would bring every man whom God intended to be in

the divine image. The parable had to take in this utter
extreme as already stated. The updna, “little horns,”
are the little, sickle-like pods of the carob tree, 'the

Bockshombaum, goat’s-horn tree, also called Johannesbrodbaum, which is still common in Palestine and
around the Mediterranean. The gelatinous substance in
the pods has a sweetish taste. Used as feed for hogs,

these pods contain also small, shiny seed kernels. The
pods were eaten by the poor but not as regular food.
They here symbolize the empty, unsatisfying food that
is offered to the starving souls of men by the world.
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Whatare its shows and shams, its carousals and “good
times,” its religious lies and fads, its science falsely socalled, but such pods for swine, unﬁt for the soul?

The imperfect marina, “he began to desire to‘be
ﬁlled” from this hogfeed implied that his desire was
not fulﬁlled, for “no one would give to him,” another
imperfect to express constant denial. Some texts read
yem'aal. rip xouVav 0.57017, “to pack his belly full,” but

xop‘raaOﬁvaL from xépros, “fodder,” is coarse enough. If
you have never reached such degradation, thank God’s
mercy. The parable goes that far in order to hold out
the hope of help to men who are even as low as that.
17) But having come to himself, he said: How
many hired men of my father are abounding in bread

while I myself am perishing here with hunger!
Having arisen, I will go to my father and will say to
him: Father, I did sin against the heaven and in thy
sight. No longer am I worthy to be called thy son;

make me as one of thy hired men.
The heart of the parable is stated in this sentence:

“He came to himself.” He was converted in that instant.
“He came to himself” implies that heretofore, in his
whole course of sin, he was beside himself, not in his
right mind, suffering from a species of insanity. And it
is true, neither sense nor reason exists in sin but the

very contrary. It was an insane thing for the prodigal
thus to leave his father, thus to plunge into riotous
living, to go on till he ended amid the swine and envied
them their food.
Conversion means to become rational, right-minded,
properly balanced again. It is a sound, rational act to
turn from sin, its curse and doom, to God, pardon, and

salvation. The real turn occurs in the depth of the soul.
'It comes, not without preparation, yet in an instant as
is shown here in the prodigal. Much about it is mysterious, for it is like a spark of new life that has come
into a dead heart, a sudden pulsebeat of vitality where
all was lifelessand still before. God alone knows just

Duke 15:17-19
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how this is produced. The further description in the parable reveals the means he uses, namely law and gospel.
“How many hired men of my father are abounding
in bread while I myself am perishing here with hunger !” Thus God enlightens the sinner; he begins to see
things as they actually are. This is confession to himself: “I. (emphatic in contrast with the hired men)
am perishing with hunger." To his own self he admits
his folly and the results of that folly. And he thinks
back of his father's house with its many hired men and
of the happy state of even these hired men, who are
so different from himself, who is hired out to one of
these citizens. The law and the gospel thus begin to
work in the sinner’s heart.
18) The limitations of the parable necessitate
drawing apart into a kind of progress what is one in
the sinner’s heart. Jesus separates the elements as he
sets them before us pictorially ; yet in reality they all
go together, there is especially no interval of time
between conversion and justiﬁcation. So we are shown
the contﬁtion in full: “Father, I did sin!” the second
aorist acknowledging the whole of the terrible fact as
such (the English would use the perfect “I have
sinned”) . Even in the resolve to go and to make this
confession to his father no excuse, no extenuation are
offered, nothing but the full, straight admission of
guilt. Although contrition is an inward thing of the
heart, its presence is always manifested by an open and
sincere confession; when this is absent, we cannot
be sure that contrition is present. “Against heaven”
states the real essence and guilt of sin, for “heaven”
includes God and all that is perfectly holy. “And in.
thy sight” or “before thee” implies more than that the
father, as it were, saw this his son’s sins; it involves
that the father must adjudge his son guilty because
this is his son who has sinned thus. Ps. 51 :4.
19) To this full and open confession there is added
the humblest kind of plea for pardon. They are laid
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out side by side here, but they are found together in
the heart: no right contrition without faith, no faith
except with contrition. Some would add the words:
“No longer am I worthy to be called thy son” to the
confession, but in the parable they are to be construed
with the plea: “make me as one of thy hired men,”
and help to characterize this plea in all its humbleness.
This humility gives up every claim of its own
righteousness, every hope of being received because
of anything good in self, even the past rights of sonship. This humbleness is vital to all true faith and remains in it to the very end, even after the sinner has
been pardoned. But the sinner goes to the Father, still
calls him “Father,” dares to ask him at least to take

him back to the lowest place in his house. That is trust
or faith which is inspired by what he knows of his
Father, that knowledge being derived from the gospel.
Wonderful is this trust, the heart’s conﬁdence that the

Father will not turn away because of the great sin.
No sinner could achieve such conﬁdence of himself, it

is ever kindled only by the true knowledge of his Father, i. e., by the gracious God himself.
20) The inner change was genuine, the resolve
was carried out. And having arisen, he went to his
own father. But he being still far off, his father saw
him and was ﬁlled with compassion and, having run,
fell upon his neck and covered him with kisses.
In the reality of conversion to resolve to arise and
to go to the Father is the same as actually doing-it;
The change called conversion is inward and instantaneous. The parable spreads this out because parables
picture the realities. When we interpret them we should
never modify the reality for the sake of the imagery
but use the reality for the right understanding of the
imagery. It is wrong, then, to say that between the
resolve to go and the actual going there lay many hard
battles, _ and that many never get through battling.
This parable has no battles and justiﬁes no man in

Dulce 15 :20
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preaching to sinners to produce and to prolong such
battles and in keeping the sinners in prolonged agony
until they ﬁnally get through battling. This method is
a grave, dangerous perversion of the parable and also
of the entire gospel. It belongs to the sad pathology of
preaching and not to its normal and healthy functioning.
This is normal: the sinner makes an open confession and asks God’s grace and pardon. An example
is the malefactor: the change wrought in his heart
brought to his lips the admission of his sins and his
humble plea to Jesus to be remembered, and then Jesus
uttered his wonderful absolution. So sinners still express their contrition and their faith and receive absolution, the sentence of pardon and justiﬁcation in
and through the Word.
Jesus pictures the grace of God in a wonderful
manner, as being ever ready to pardon the repentant
sinner. As if he were constantly watching the road, the
father sees the son- while he is yet in the distance —
“saw him” is put forward for the sake of emphasis.
The ﬁrst glance ﬁlls his father’s heart with compassion — éawAayxytoov, is explained in 7 :23; this compassion and this alone is the sinner’s hope. This it is that
lends wings to the father’s feet; he runs, falls upon
his son’s neck, covers his face with kisses — Kan¢£kqacm
kuesste z'hn ab. The entire action displays the fact that
the prodigal is already pardoned before he utters a

single word of confession even as the omniscient and
ever-present God pardons the sinner the moment he
believes.
Jesus pictures the pardoning grace of God in such
strong colors because this is highly necessary. The oppressed conscience must not doubt in the least that
God really intends to pardon. This picture of the
heavenly Father intends to win, to draw, to call mightily to every sinner’s heart. Nothing in God could make
us hesitate, only our own blindness and perversions

which do injustice to God would cause us to act in‘ that
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manner. The mediatorial work of Christ and his atoning.sacriﬁce are not introduced in this parable. Only

part of the story is told. No deduction is warranted
that God ever pardons sinners without Christ.
21) And the son said to him, Father, I did sin
against the heaven and in thy sight; no' longer am I
worthy to’ be called'thy son—.

Yes, Jesus lets the sinner make his oral confession even though the pardon is assured in advance.
Men may require an investigation, God never does
so. But note well that the father interrupts his son’s
words before he can complete them. This is one of

the tenderest touches in the parable. The son is
spared his humiliating petition.
22) The father, however, said to his slaves:
Quick, bring out a festal robe, the best, and put it on
him and give him a ring for his hand and sandals for
his feet; and be bringing the calf, the fattened one,
slaughter it, and, eating, let us make merry because
this my son was dead and came back to life; he was
one that has been lost and was found. And they
began to make merry.
This is the sinner’s absolution, pardon, justiﬁcation,
adoption (reception to sonship), all rolled into one.
Compare the similar act in Zech. 3 :3-5. We need not
ask who the “hired men” and the “slaves” are in the
reality pictured; they are needed only for the human
side of the parable. The mini, Tala'r, is a long robe
that was worn by the nobles on state occasions. The
adjective that is added with the article after the noun
is like an apposition; compare the case of ’the calf, R.
776. “The ﬁrst” means the ﬁnest, the one that ranks
ﬁrst. Thus the sinner “puts on Christ,” Gal. 3:27. “He
hath clothed me with the garments of salvation, he hath
covered me with the robe of righteousness, as a bridegroom decketh himself with ornaments, and as a bride

adorneth herself with her jewels,” Isa. 61:10. This is
the “wedding garment,” Matt. 22:11; which signiﬁes
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the imputation to the sinner of the merits and the

righteousness of Christ.
The ring is another mark of sonship. The same .
truth in another form is presented in Hosea 2:19, 20:
“I will betroth thee unto me forever; yea, I will betroth
thee unto me in righteousness, and in judgment, and
in lovingkindness, and in mercies. I will even betroth
thee unto me in faithfulness; and thou shalt know the
Lord.” Slaves went barefoot, not so a son. In God’s
pardoning reception of the sinner he gives him shoes to
honor him as a son and heir but also in the conﬁdence
that he will henceforth walk worthily as a son.
23) The fatted calf contains no reference to
Christ’s sacriﬁce for us or to the Eucharist. This is the
counterpart to the endings of the two halves of the
previous parable, v. 7 and 10; the passive (MpaVOGW is
used as a middle: “let us‘be merry,” the subjunctive
being hortative. “Thou preparest a table before me,”
Ps. 23:5. This feast and its rejoicing are the absolute
opposite of the prodigal’s sitting in rags among swine,
longing for and failing to get even swine’s food. Can
any earthly contrast be greater? This rich table in the
father’s house is the preliminary of the heavenly feast
(13:28, 29). In this verse there are pictured all the
Spiritual gifts, food, joys, and blessings that are found
on the table of God’s abounding grace.
24) ”on states the great reason for all these jubilant orders: “Because this my. son — mark the signiﬁcant word! — was dead and came back to life.”
God’s own joy at the conversion of the sinner is expressed here. “You hath he quickened, who were dead
in trespasses and sins," Eph. 2:1; I John 3:14. The

life away from God is spiritual death; conversion is
the gaining of the true life, faith is that life. John 11:26.
So great is this reason for the joy in God that it
is restated and thus emphasized: “He was one that has
been lost” and,‘as the perfect participle states, was in
that terrible condition for a long time. “Lost” refers
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to God: lost to him. “As sheep going astray,” I Pet.
2:25; “all we like sheep have gone astray. Isa. 53:6.
This parable here links into the preceding one. “And
was found” with its aorist states the fact, and that is

enough. “F0und” by God is every converted sinner;
lost to Satan. What a world of blessedness in these
two simple words: “came to life” —“was found”!
“And they began to make merry” — with that the
scene ends.
Here, as in the other parable, Jesus puts the silent
question to the Pharisees and the scribes (v. 1, 2) as to
how their murmuring agrees with this rejoicing of God.
He at the same time here asks the publicans and the
open sinners whether God shall rejoice also over them.
25) Now his brother, the older one, was in a
ﬁeld. And as, coming, he drew near to the house he
heard music and dances; and having called one of
the lads,‘he began-to inquire what these things might
be. And he said to him, Thy brother has come; and
thy father slaughtered the calf, the fattened one,
because he received him back safe and sound. But
he became angry and would not go in.

Another son is lost. His story is entirely diﬁerent
from that of his brother since he is lost in his own
father’s house. How is that possible? Because of selfrighteousness. He is busy in a ﬁeld with his work —
the self-righteous are great workers. As he approaches
the house he hears music and dances —ovp.¢ovia (our
“symphony”) in the sense of several players making
their instruments sound together in harmony, an or-

chestra, a concert; xopée is the choral dance with gestures, clapping of hands, perhaps also steps and is done
by chosen performers as a spectacle for the audience.
The celebration was grand, indeed.
26) We shall excuse this brother for not going
right in, seeing that he came from a ﬁeld and needed
to wash and to dress, also that he called one of the
lads and began to inquire what was going on, for all

Dulce 15:27, 28
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must have seemed very unusual to him. The word mic
is like Bursche, “boy," in the sense of servant. The imperfect émwadvm is inchoative: “he began to inquire.”
The optative with aw in the indirect question is left
unchanged from the direct, and iv indicates perplexity

(R. 940), and R. 938 adds even a deliberative element; the indeclinable n’ is often used as a predicate
with a plural subject which is here mira.

27)

The lad is happy to tell the good news and to

state the reason the celebration was great enough to
include slaughtering the fatted calf. We note “thy
brother” and “thy father” as if the lad meant that all
that is yet needed is for this older brother to step into

the house. In 17“; we have a present form used in the
perfect sense: “has come” and so “is here,” R. 881. In

his own homely waythe lad states the reason the father
ordered the celebration: “because he received him back
safe and sound,” tym’yowa, present participle: “being
healthy.” The lad is discreet. It does not behoove him
to repeat the father’s words (v. 24), so he states what
is obvious. This, too, is a masterly touch in the painting.
28) This brother at once “became angry” (ingressive aorist) even before the lad and “was not willing
to go in,” the imperfect to indicate continued unwillingness. All urging by the lad and by others was in vain.
This is the exact picture of the Pharisees and the
scribes (v. 2). What is veiled in v. 7 and 10 is now
fully revealed. Celebrate the return of this prodigal —
not for one moment!
But now behold a new mercy which is fully as
great as the one we have already seen. The Father
comes to seek the lost just as the Son, our Savior,
does. Moreover, his father, having come out, began
to beseech him. But he answering said (1 :19) to his
father: Lo, for so many years I am slaving for thee
and never yet transgressed thy bidding; and never
yet didst thou give me a kid in order that I might
make merry with my friends. But when this thy son
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who devoured thy living with harlots came, thou
didst slaughter for him the fatter! calf!

' Someone must have gone and told the father who
hastens out and, as the imperfect conveys, “begins to

beseech” this son. Whereas he deserved the severest
calling-down the father meets him with gentle entreaty.

What a picture, the Father begging the sinner to come
in! “As though God did beseech you,” II Cor. 5:20.
- 29) But now all the blindness, perversity, and
hardness of this selﬁsh and self-righteous brother boil
to the surface. As in the case of the younger son we saw
a secret alienation of the heart that did not come out
at once, so we do also in the case of this older one, but
his is an alienation that is of far longer standing. The
occasion has come for him to reveal himself as he really
is. He does not once say “father” or “my brother” in
his outburst, but Jesus signiﬁcantly says that he answered and said “to his father” —yes, to his .own
father he spoke‘ thus.

Hear the proud boast of self-righteousness. In.this
parable Jesus lets it speak out its real thoughts -concerning itself : slaving for‘the father these many years

—'never transgressing his bidding during all this time!
But see the spirit of this slaving which makes a boast
to throw up to the father, to show him how he has
never appreciated this wonderful son of his. Paul

writes, “Nat having mine own righteousness,” Phil. 3 :9.
Never once transgressing — that is this son’s substitute
for his confession of sin; “all these have I kept from
my youth up,” 18 :21. Yet in this very boast the greatest of God’s commandments is transgressed, that of
love. This son knew nothing of such a commandment.
From boast of self he turns to blame of his father.
For all of his slaving and perfect obedience -‘— what
did the father give him? Not even a kid (some texts: a

little kid) to have a celebration with his friends. That
is the kind of father this son has, one who is ungrateful
to his son.

Luke 15 :80, 81
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30) Worse than that, he is shamelessly partial
and unj ust: for this other son he killed the fatted calf
which had been especially fattened for some great celebration. All the contrasts are intended to be vicious
cuts. He the paragon of sons — this thy son, the wretch
who devoured thy living with harlots ; I with my good
friends — he with a lot of whores; “thy son” — he will
not own him as a brother; “thy living” — as if the
father had made no partition; he devoured — I wanted
to make merry. Could any son have a worse brother and
a worse father? The picture is extreme as is that which
Jesus paints of the younger son. Both types of sinners
may not go so far, but any sinner of either type who
goes in the two directions indicated to any degree must
be classed with these.
31)

But he said to him: Child, thou art ever

with me, and all mine is thine. Moreover, to make
merry and to rejoice was necessary because this thy

brother was dead and became alive, and one that
has been lost and was found.
Might the father not have turned upon this son
in just anger, denounced his wicked words and heart,
and used his right of revoking his inheritance? He does
the opposite, but with ﬁrm and telling words. “Child,”
he addressed this son who was acting the opposite of
a child. The deeper the tenderness, the more glaring
the contrast to the omission since this son never once
said, “father.” Thus the power of love reaches out to
expel all lovelessness. “Thou art ever with me,” yea
“with me” — what “friends” couldst thou have that
would require thee to turn from me to make merry
with them? He contrasted his friends with his brother’s former harlot friends but failed to see that any
friends that might take him from his father were
really like his brother’s friends. Who was his best
friend but his father? Here is the proof: “All mine is
thine” — kid, calf, all the house and the ﬁelds; for bad
it not been divided to him? More than all, the father
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and all his love were his into the bargain! So Jesus is
here entreating the Pharisees to forsake their selfrighteousness. To have the Father in Jesus through
whom the Father speaks is to have a very heaven of
love, grace, mercy, and goodness. To have all that is
his as our own through the adoption of sons is more
than all the world.
32) Ae’, “moreover,” adds another consideration,
that of a moral necessity, the imperfect Essa reaches
from the past to the present joy, it necessitates joy.
To joy no joy would be monstrous, for it means that
spiritual death has been turned into everlasting life,
that the soul, which wasronce in the condition of being
lost (perfect participle of past condition reaching forward) to God, is now found by God and by grace. Will
this older son refuse to rejoice? Will these Pharisees
and these scribes go on murmuring? Do they now see
what that means?
'
The parable ends abruptly, and purposely so. All
who heard and who now hear and read that ending
automatically ask themselves: “What did that brother
do in answer to his father's appeal ‘2” But that is the
very question you must ask yourself if there is the least
self-righteousness in you. What do you answer?

CHAPTER XV!
1) Moreover, he went on to say also to the disciples: A rich man there was who had a steward.
And this man was denounced to him as squandering
his possessions.
Another somewhat different one is added to the
preceding parables (Se’, “moreover”) ; the imperfect
am is used as it was in 3:7. Kai, which is omitted in
the R. V., means that this parable, which no longer
deals with ﬁnding and recovering the lost but with the
life of those found, has its application to the disciples.
From 15:1, 2, our present verse, and then v. 14 we
gather that all the parables in these two chapters were
spoken to an audience that was composed of Pharisees,
scribes, publicans, open sinners, and a goodly number
of disciples. Compare the further discussion under 15 :3.
In his masterly way Jesus places the essentials
before us with a few simple words: the rich man and
the dishonest steward. This man’s business was extensive ; he employed a general manager with full power
to handle all affairs as we see from his dealings in
v. 5-7, and the values of his affairs were large. Jesus
at once places us into a typically worldly atmosphere
which is unlike that of the preceding parables. This
steward is crooked — nothing new in managers who

have powers like his. We are placed at the time of his
career when somebody (hidden in the passive salmon)
denounced him to his employer. R. 697 makes 05709
anaphoric, pointing back to “steward,” but the demonstrative reads as if it were spoken by the man who de-

nounced him: “this fellow was denounced.” The verb
is used to indicate secret denunciation, and the efforts
to give it a neutral sense in this connection seem to be
misplaced. So also «be with a participle, which states the
substance of the denunciation, is more than an allega(828)
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tion that is inspired by malice, an allegation that is
untrue in fact (R. 1140) ; here the allegation is undoubtedly true, 69 being used to express real or assumed
crimes (R. 966) .~ The sequel shows that the evidence
convinced the employer, who proceeds at once to discharge his steward; and the steward makes no effort
whatever to defend himself but admits his guilt. He
was [charged with squandering his employer’s possessions. Some tone this down to mere carelessness or
incompetency; but the fellow presently shows himself
as being exceedingly shrewd. He was plainly crooked,
that is all, was doing his crooked work at the very time

when he was denounced as the present participle states.
A wealthy man often used one of his own slaves as a
steward (as in 12 :42, etc., where the fellow is cut in
two) ; but here the man is a freeman who is merely
employed, his master only discharges him.
2) And having called him, he said to him: How
do I hear this concerning thee! Give due account of
thy stewardship, for thou canst no longer be steward.
The employer summons his man at once, exclaims
because of what he hears, demands an accounting, and
discharges the rascal. As regards n’, R. 1176 is right
in making it adverbial, not R. 736 and 916: “What is
this?” (R. V.) . This is not the interrogative adverbial
“why," it is the exclamatory adverbial “how” (A. V.) .
The employer is not asking a question, neither “wha ”
nor “why.” He knows “what” he has heard, and he
knows “why” the steward did as he did; nor does the
steward reply in any way. The employer exclaims because of his steward whom he thought honest and
capable: “How do I hear this concerning thee!” No
investigation is needed, no defense is possible; it is
already a closed case. The employer demands that due
accounting be made; am; in the aorist imperative ex-

presses the idea of “due.” The steward must go, close
up his books, and turn them in with whatever they

show. The only explanation (ydp) he receives is the

Luke 16:3, 4
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announcement of his discharge: he can no longer “be
stewarding.”
3) But the steward said in himself: What shall
I do, seeing that my lord is taking the stewardship
away from me? To dig I have not strength, to beg I
oam ashamed. I got what I will do, in order that,
when I shall be discharged from the stewardship,
they may receive me into their own houses!
The preliminaries of the parable (v. 1, 2) are brief;
the main point, the shrewdness of the steward, is
elaborated at length. We are shown his reasoning, his
prompt decision, and the instant execution of his
shrewd plan. He did not delay, he debated at once as
to what he should do. He had little time as far as turning over the accounts is concerned. If he could do anything, it had to be done at once. So he asks himself
what is possible under the circumstances: “What shall

I do?” wotﬁcw is either the future indicative or the deliberative subjunctive (R. 935) ; and 37!. is used in the
consecutive sense, compare R. 1001. He at once elimf
inates two distasteful courses. To earn his living by
digging and downright hard labor is out of the question because he has not the physical strength for that;
to go begging and to eke out an existence in that way
are also out of consideration because he is ashamed to
come down so low after his prominence for a long time.
That is straight thinking? But What else is left?

4) It is quite impossible to translate the ingressive aorist tense Eymv (R., W. P.) accurately since we
have no tense equivalent of any kind in English. The
punctiliar aorist marks the sudden arrival of the
knowledge on which the man resolves to act and marks
it as occurring prior even to its expression in words.

We venture to translate: “I got,” i. e., the knowledge or
idea, “what I will do,” etc. He does not state the
knowledge that just flashed into his mind; we deduce

it from what he promptly does While the accounts are
still in his hands. But he does state what purpose he
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expects his plan to serve, namely to make his employer’s debtors take him into their own homes so that
he can live at ease until something better turns up for

him. The nonfat» is here volitive but again ambiguous
as to form (R. 935).
5) And having called to him each one of the.
debtors of his lord, he went on to say to the ﬁrst,
How much dost thou owe to my lord? And he said,
A hundred bath of oil. And he said to him, Take thy

writing, and, having sat down, quickly write ﬁfty.
Thereupon he said to another, And thou, how much

owest thou? And he said, A hundred cor of wheat.
He says to him, Take thy writing and write eighty.
“Each one.” He deals with them individually and
without witnesses. Only two are introduced as samples of the shrewd scheme, but this rich man had a
number of such debtors. Until his books and his papers
are turned over to his employer the steward is still in
power, and, having squandered his lord’s possessions
heretofore, he does so once more with a special pur-

pose. He will make “his own (e'aufoﬁ) lord’s" debtors
his own debtors in another sense and live off them. _
These do not seem to have been renters of land; the
entire description does not suit farming. Though olive
oil and wheat are mentioned, the quantities are very
large, too large to be considered payment in kind, and
one man owes nothing but oil, the other nothing but

wheat, which seems as though they were traders, the
one in the one commodity, the other in the other. This
lord was a wholesaler, the creditors had bought from
him and still owed him the money.
6) In reply to the question the ﬁrst tells how much
he owes. The steward shrewdly asks the man and
makes him tell in order that the man may realize the
more what a gift the steward is making him. A “bath”
is an old Hebrew measure (R. V. margin and refer-

ence) which contains between eight and nine gallons.
The selling of between 800 and 900 gallons of olive

Luke 16:6-8
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oil to one customer shows the wealth that this steward
handled for his lord. He has pulled the debtor’s note out
of the strongbox, hands it to him, and tells him to
write a receipt and a note for just half the amount of
oil. That was certainly making a friend of this debtor.
All the transactions are in the steward’s hands; he

made the sale, received and kept the papers, his lord
had other business to do, had employed him as his
manager. So the debtor could safely accept the reduction. The matter is rushed: “quickly” the debtor must
write and go. The plural 1a ypéppam may refer to one
document.
7) He proceeds in the same manner with another debtor, one who had bought a hundred “cor”
of wheat, another Hebrew measure, a “cor” amounting to ten bushels, thus a. thousand bushels in all.
This man is told to make out papers for eighty “cor.”

The view that the original documents were altered
is untenable. Why did the steward himself not then
alter them, he being an expert scribe? But he does
not say, “I will write," but makes each debtor write.
Documents that had been tampered with would have
been invalid, and the debtors would afterward be
held liable for the entire amount. Entirely newly
written obligations, 'which were substituted for the
originals, would make the thing sure. So the debtor
is also told to sit down, which would not have been
necessary for a slight alteration.
Why the difference in the reductions? Surely not,

as has been thought, because the steward knew each
man and how much to give him. We cannot judge
from the quantities but must judge from the monetary value, and ﬁfty bath of oil may have been of no
more value than twenty cor of wheat—the trouble
is that we do not know how these commodities were
priced at just that time.

8)

So this rascally steward shrewdly provided

for himself. And the lord praised the steward of
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unrighteousness because he acted shrewdly; because
the sons of this can are shrewder beyond the sons of
light in their own generation.
The shrewd way in which this conscienceless
steward had feathered his nest at'.the very last

moment became clear at last,_ and when his lord
heard it he, too, was'shrewd enough to appreciate

this shrewd action and praised his steward for it.
As we said at the start, the entire parable is a genuine picture of worldliness. Thus also this man is
called “the steward of unrighteousness,” which is
usually called the qualitative genitive; it is like an
adjective (“the unrighteous steward”) but is always
stronger. The parable has received its title from
this designation: the Unjust Steward, which follows
the translation of the A. V.
The usual view is that this ends the parable, and
that its exposition and application now begin. But
the decided: “and I myself say to you” in v. 9 brings
the application so that the sentence: “Because the
sons,” etc., still belongs to the parable. Not, indeed,
as adding to its narrative part but as putting the
parable into the right light for the hearers. This last
statement informs them that this parable is taken
in toto from the shrewdness of the sons of this eon
who exceed the sons of light in this respect when it
comes to their own generation, i. e., to dealings with
the men of their own time. They know how to gain
an advantage for themselves and are not deterred by
conscience and moral considerations even as the
main ﬁgure in the parable, the steward, is boldly
marked by the quality of unrighteousness in his entire oﬂice and at the end.
“In their own generation,” i. e., for its duration,
refers jointly to the sons of this eon and to the sons
of light and includes the entire generation in thecase of both. Some divide them: worldlings dealing

only with worldlings, disciples only with disciples,

the former being shrewder than the latter; and one
interpreter has suggested this application in the case

of the latter: “We all know how stupid Christians
can be in their cooperative work”! But do worldlings
not deal with Christians as well as with worldlings,
and vice versa? How many Christians have not been
cheated and ﬂeeced by worldlingsl It is a simple
fact: 'in matters of their own generation worldlings
are decidedly shrewder than Christians.
But, of course, only for this their generation even
as Jesus calls them “the sons of this eon” and uses
¢p6wp0$ “sensible,” “shrewd,” namely in the way pictured, in earthly affairs. “This con,” 6 azaw mime, has
its contrast in “the eon to come,” 6 azaw pe’Mow, the one
being the present world era, the other the heavenly
world era. The term azu’w, however, means more than a

vast period, it is one that has a speciﬁc character that
is derived from what transpires in'it, hence we have
the modiﬁers that are always attached. “This eon” is
the one that is marked by transient temporalities, sin
and its effects, the coming one is marked by the blessed
and perfect conditions of heaven.
The term uzoi is sometimes overlooked. These “sons”

are not only “children” (re'xva) of this eon, for “sons"
refers to legal standing as heirs; “the sons of this eon”
have nothing to expect except What this eon furnishes,
temporalities only. It is true, “the sons of the light” is
not an exact verbal opposite, and yet “the light” is in
fact the opposite of “this eon,” for this eon is one that
is’ ﬁlled with darkness. The sons of this eon continue
in this darkness, but the sons of the light receive the
divine light of saving truth which God sent into the

world, into this eon (John 3 :19). The sons of the truth ‘
thus have the inheritance that is promised in the truth,
in the revelation of God. Their hearts are thus set on

the treasures of this truth, the hearts of the worldlings
on the treasures of this eon. No wonder, ,then, when it
comes to dealing with men in their generation, that
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the latter are far shrewder than the former. It could
not be otherwise, and this is by no means said in
criticism of the sons of the light. The statement is
made in order to bring out the fact that the parable is
taken from what is usual among the sons of this eon
and is to be understood in that way. The genitives “of
this eon” and “of 'the ligh ” are qualitative like “of
unrighteousness.”
9) No~ other parable has caused as much perplexity and has received as many interpretations as
this one. Because there are so many interpretations,
those who attempt a survey of them ﬁnd it necessary
to classify them into groups and then admit that they
have not included all of them. One reads this story with
depressed feelings. One interpretation alone is sound,
the one Jesus himself gives. Why do only a few adopt
it? Because this interpretation is derived from the parable as a whole, not from its details.
And the other point in Jesus’ interpretation is the
fact that it is conﬁned only to the disciples even as
Luke emphasizes this at the start (v. 1). Not until

one becomes a disciple can this parable mean to him
what Jesus intends it to mean. The interpretation rests
on one point, namely on the picture of the unrighteous
steward, the whole of it being treated as a unit. This
man, as he is here portrayed, is one of millions of the
sons of this eon and is typical in his complete develop.ment. The interpretation is given from the direct opposite, and that, too, in full deveIOpment. Thus: the
fully developed unrighteousness we see in this man as
regards the unrighteous mammon is to help us to see
and to inspire us to attain the complete contrary, the

fully developed righteousness with which we are to

' handle this unrighteous mammon: ﬁrst, in the use to
which we put it (v. 9) ; second, in the estimate we put
upon it, which underlies any use we make of it (v.

10-12) ; third, in the resistance which we offer it, this
underlying both the use and the. estimate (v. 13) .

Many ﬁnd the tertium comparatiom‘s in ¢p6wpoc,
“shrewd”: as the steward Was shrewd in a worldly
way in dealing with mammon, so we are to be shrewd
in a spiritual way; instead of the weltliche Klugheit
we are to have and to use the geistliche Klugheit. But
it will be observed that this word is not repeated in
Jesus' application (v. 9-13) whereas, resting on “unrighteousness” in “the steward of unrighteousness,” we
have “the mammon of unrighteousness” and then three
times the concept 58mm, “unrighteous,” and three times
its opposite manic, plus the corresponding verb maﬁa“,
“faithful” (“trustworthy”) and “will entrust.”'These
terms put the tertium beyond question and also show
that the comparison is one of opposites. As far as
sensibleness is concerned, in the disciple this would be

wisdom; but v. 9-13 do not turn on this point.

'

And I myself, to you I say: Make for yourselves
friends by the mammon of unrighteousness in order
that, when it gives out, they may receive you into
the eternal tents.
This is not a simple Ae’ym {4.29, “I say to you,” which
is so frequently used by Jesus, but far stronger: eyes,
“I myself to you,” as my disciples, “to you alone” (1‘:an
before the verb) now say. It should be accepted that
the exposition begins here, and not until here. We
have seen how the steward of unrighteousness used the
mammon of unrighteousness in making friends for
himself to take him in when he was discharged from
ofﬁce; Jesus orders us to do the same thing but to

make our use quite the opposite.
The parallel is quite close, which makes the point
of opposition stand out the more boldly. He is a steward — we too; he is entrusted with property and values
— we too; these are the unrighteous mammon — in our

case too; he makes friends with it — we too; he comes
to an end—we too. The two lines run in the same
direction, side by side, until in a ﬂash the ﬁnal phrase
reverses the second line and makes it run in the op-
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posite direction: “into the eternal tents.” The sons of
this eon care for earthly houses, the sons of light are
set on entering eternal habitations, heavenly mansions.And this reverses the entire line so that the two now
run like this ——>‘ , the one being motivated
by unrighteousness, the other by its opposite, righteousness.

The aorist nocﬁaare is constative, summing up into
one the doing of the entire life; and ix has the idea of

source: “out of the means afforded by mammon”
(papaya, a Doric genitive). The derivation of pamwis
(which is always written with one m except in some

minuscules) has not been determined (C.-K. 712), but
its meaning is clear; it is not the name of an idol but
a designation for valuable possessions; it is probably
of Aramaic origin yet was current among the Greek
Christians and was not translated. Luke uses it much
as we ourselves still do. In v. 13 it enables Jesus to put
its idea in opposition to God.
The genitive is again qualitative: “the mammon of
unrighteousness,” exactly as was “the steward of unrighteousness.” Mammon has the very quality of unrighteousness. The explanation that it is so called because it tends to unrighteousness is too weak. The
usual explanation is that money and wealth circulate
among sinful men and are used in sinful ways and for
sinful purposes and thus get this quality and retain it
when they come into a Christian’s possession. The idea
of ill-gotten wealth in the hands of the publicans and
of the Pharisees who are here addressed by Jesus, some
of the former having become disciples, is untenable;
19 :8 shows that money of that kind must be returned.
The moment we ask who it is that receives us
( “welcomes” is too weak) into the eternal tents we
shall see that the friends we are to make by means
of mammon cannot be fellow Christians whom we have
helped with charitable gifts. Those who hold this view
feel constrained to add that some of these Christians

Luke 16:9, 10
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preceded the donors in death. How many received the
malefactor? Christ and God alone receive in heaven
and not even the angels of whom some have thought

and have forgotten that only by making God and

Christ our friends do we make the angels our friends.
Matt. 25:40 makes the matter plain: what we do for
the least of our brethren we do for Christ who will receive us into the heavenly mansions. This also bars
out anything like meriting heaven, for all the works
enumerated in Matt. 25:35 are evidences of faith and
no more. So Jesus here speaks to disciples who already
have heaven by faith and by the fruits and evidences

of faith must show that their faith still endures.
“When it (mammon) gives out” (eclipses) is the
hour of death when even our very body will become the
property of others and certainly every cent of our
money. So the steward found his income suddenly

gone and needed another abode. 2mm; is not “habitation” (A. V.), and whether we translate it “tent,”
“booth,’.’ “tabernacle,” the expression is peculiar, the
noun denoting a transient structure and its adjective
modiﬁer being “eternal.” The fact that heaven is meant
is plain. But Jesus is not speaking of the judgment
day as some suppose; “when mammon gives out”

refers to the Christian’s hour of death.
10)
One sentence gives us the gist of the interpretation; but this involves more. Back of the use

made of mammon is the estimate we put upon it.
Involved in the use made by the steward was unrighteousness, involved in our use is to be trustworthiness. So Jesus adds this point. He who is
faithful in very little, also in much is he faithful; and
he who in very little is unrighteous, also in much is
he unrighteous. If, therefore, you did not prove to be
faithful in the unrighteous mammon, the genuine

thing —- who will entrust it to you? And if in what
is another’s you do not prove faithful, what is your
own — who will give it to you?
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First, the estimate. To the sons of this eon mammon is the very greatest thing, they will sell themselves
into unrighteousness for it. But to the sons of light,
who judge it in the light of divine truth, it is “a very
little thing,” yea, “the least” as compared with their
eternal possessions. On this estimate there rests the
axiomatic statement, the principle on which all men
act: any man who is faithful in administering the
littlest thing is certainly to be trusted in much more,
and men readily make the venture with regard to him;
and the reverse is equally true about a man, and no
one will think of'entrusting him with more.
Note the signiﬁcant terms manic and 5.3mm, each
being repeated twice. These are the key terms for in-

terpreting the parable. “Least” and “much” refer to
things entrusted to us; the fact that all disciples are
stewards need not be said. One may think that what
is “least” does not count so that he may treat it as he
pleases; but no, it is quite decisive as revealing our
true character. One may think that if something very
great were entrusted to him, he would be faithful;
men will not agree with him, they will ﬁrst want to
test him out with something that is very small.
11) That is the case with regard to “the unrighteous mammon” (the adjective sufﬁces since it has been
used twice just preceding this verse). For the disciples
this is, indeed, “the very least” of what is entrusted to
them. And Jesus draws the conclusion (aim) for them:

if they do not prove faithful in administering this, who
would ever think of entrusting to them 76 mow, “the
genuine thing”? Mammon is, indeed, not the genuine
thing, transient, ﬂeeting, deceptive as it is, bound
presently to give out altogether (v. 9). They are fools
who place that estimate upon it. “The genuine thing”

is that which never gives out, never disappoints. It is
left unnamed, but by analogy it is all our spiritual
and heavenly wealth. Jesus uses the condition of real-

Luke 16:12, 13
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ity: (z with the indicative in the protasis, any tense in
the apodosis.
12) “Least” and “more,” “mammon” and “the
genuine thing,” do not exhaust the analysis of this
estimate. We are stewards, and our earthly wealth is
“another’s,” of which we must necessarily give an
accounting. If it were ours, we might more easily think
that we are free to do with it as‘ We please. Therefore
Jesus asks very pertinently: “If we are not faithful
in what is ‘another’s,’ for Which we are accountable,
who will give us ‘what is our own,’ which we would
therefore treat as not being connected with an accounting '2” “What is your own” (bpe’upoy) is, of course, the
same as “the genuine thing” (76 éaqowév). These objects are placed forward in the questions for the sake
of emphasis.
13) Back of the use of our earthly wealth and of

the estimate we place upon it is the resistance we
offer to its deceptive power. No house servant is able
to he slave to two lords; for either he will hate the
one and will love the other, or he will hold to the
one and will despise the other. You cannot be slaves
to God and to mammon. Compare Matt. 6:24.
Earthly wealth not only tends to unrighteousness
in its use and leads us to place a false estimate upon
it, it would also make us its slave and at the same
time lead us to think that we could also be slaves to
God. Hence the resistance needed by every disciple
against both being enslaved and being deceived by

mammon. The statement of Jesus is again axiomatic,
self-evident. The matter is viewed from the standpoint
of the slave and is more pointed here than it is in Matthew, for the speciﬁcation “house servant" is added,
one who would thus serve in one house only. How two
masters would act in the case is not touched upon. A
slave’s person and his work belong only to one master.
Two or more masters might jointly own a slave and
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might even divide his service; but this would make
the owners one and thus not affect the proposition.
The underlying thought is that no man is his own
master; it is our very nature that our heart, will, and
work are governed by another. The only question is
who this shall be.
With ylfp Jesus elucidates the impossibility from
the viewpoint of the slave. Suppose he did try to be a
slave to two masters —not, indeed, that he could get
himself two masters, but that the slave were fool
enough to accept such an abnormality. Then, Jesus
says, he himself will demonstrate that no slave can be a
slave to two masters. He will hate the one and will love
the other; or he will hold to the one and will despise

the other. In other words, in his very heart and by
his very thoughts he will make one of the two his real
master, give him heart service, and will make the other
his sham master, give him only outward service.
Though it is used with regard to a slave, dya‘niv is still
the love that involves a certain understanding plus
corresponding purpose; more is involved than just ¢u\eiv
or liking. Note the contrast between dvn’ and Kari in

the compound verbs: “to hold oneself face to face
with” —— “to think down or against someone,” R. 573.
The two masters whom Jesus has in mind are God
and mammon. What is never attempted in the case of
other masters and lords is often attempted in the case
of these, but the outcome is only as is indicated — only
one can really be master and lord in our hearts. This,
we may add, will never be sham- service to mammon
and heart service to God; the danger is always in the
other direction, hiding our heart service, love, and devotion to mammon by a show of service to God. We
must constantly resist the power of mammon in this
direction, purge our hearts of this unrighteousness

also, and serve God alone.

'

We have had no reason to make anything especial
of “the rich man” in the parable (v. 1), either to make

Luke 16:13-15
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him picture God as some do or mammon as others do.
He belongs to the essence of the parable no more than
do the oil or the wheat or any difference between the
two. The debate about having a rich man represent
God in this parable whereas in others he represents a
godless man (12:16; 16:19) is of no interest to us;
also how mammon can be spent and wasted by the
steward and yet be his personiﬁed god. If we abide by

Jesus’ own interpretations, all such difﬁculties are
avoided.
14) Now there were listening to all these things
the Pharisees, who were money-lovers, and they
turned up their noses in derision at him.
The last parable was addressed only to the disciples (v. 1), but we see that the Pharisees, etc., were
still present (15:1, 2). The two imperfect tenses are
descriptive, and “all these things” is best regarded as
including all that Jesus had said from 15:3 onward.
The reaction of the Pharisees came to view as Jesus
offered the last parable and its exposition. They, of
course, resented the implications that were directed
against them in the other parables but gave no sign
of this until Jesus, though now speaking only to his
disciples, touched their avarice and their greed (Matt.
23:14). Luke notes this when he says that they were
“money-loving.” They then “began to turn up their
noses in derision at him,” sie mempften die Nase, al-

though they ventured no reply in words. They probably
thought that such talk was easy for Jesus, seeing that
he himself had no'property.
15’) Jesus promptly takes them up. And he said
to them: You are they who are justifying your own

selves in the sight of men, but God knows your
hearts, seeing that the thing high among men is an
abomination in the sight of God.’
The reply of Jesus to the scorn of the Pharisees
takes in vastly more than the one point of their love
of money and their wicked ways of getting it while
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they made long prayers and a great pretense of holiness. The reply strikes at their fundamental sin, name1y at the hypocrisy with which they covered up their
avarice and all other ﬂagrant sins. The emphasis is on
imeis‘: “You, just you are the ones who keep justifying
your own selves!”
The participle, like all uses of this verb and its
derivatives, is strongly forensic. Every criminal likes
to oust the real judge who pronounces the verdict,
“Guilty 1” upon him and likes to usurp the judge’s
seat, sit on his own case, and pronounce upon himself
the verdict, “Innocent—acquitted!” That is exactly
what these Pharisees did, not once, but habitually; the
present participle makes this self-justiﬁcation their
outstanding characteristic. They condemned others
without mercy as if their judgment were divine. In
their own cases they ignored and set aside God and his
verdict and, like a supreme court, acquitted themselves.
Jesus adds signiﬁcantly “in the sight of men.”
Men they could and to a great extent did deceive. Men
they could get to accept their self-justiﬁcation. Men
considered them as high and holy. But men only. “But
God knows your hearts,” all the baseness which your
false justiﬁcation covers up. He, the divine, eternal.
Judge, is the great Kap8wyvémc, “Knower of hearts”
(Acts 1:24; 15:8), and him they do not for one
moment deceive.
“Seeing that” is intended as a translation of the
511 consecutivum (R. 1001); it states the point that

makes the preceding statement so important. What
difference does it make that God sees the hearts of
these Pharisees? This — “the thing high among men,
abomination is it in the sight of God.” He abominates
all self-exaltation, especially that of hypocritical selfjustiﬁcation. The thing that men thus deem high, look
up to, admire, boast of in themselves, glory in, is not
only low but utterly abhorrent in God’s eyes. The more
the Pharisees managed to get exaltation among men,

the more abominable they made themselves before
God. Jesus is letting these Pharisees know what God’s
verdict on them is; he does this in order, if possible,
to move them to repentance. Why the thing high
among men is abomination before God needs no explanation. Exaltation that disregards God and all true,
divine exaltation by way of his grace must be crushed
as an imitation of the devil’s oWn pride.

16)

What Jesus tells the Pharisees is what the

eternal Word of God as well as the kingdom that is
now being preached to them have long declared, and a
further striking example is the Jewish contradiction
of the law which is manifested in their ﬂagrant disruptions of marriage. The connection of thought is
not that Jesus justiﬁes what he says against the charge
that he is running contrary to the Old Testament with
his preaching of the kingdom, which permitted the
Pharisees to justify themselves for rejecting what he
says. This would make these verses a defense; they
are undoubtedly an attack, one which drives the matter home by pointing to God’s own eternal Word which
these Pharisees still claimed to obey, yea, obey perfect-

ly, and base their self-exaltation on this very obedience.
The law and the prophets — till John; from then
on the kingdom of God is being preached as good

news, and everyone is energetically pressing into it.
But it is easier that the heaven and the earth pass
away than for one particle of a letter of the law to

fall.
This is a powerful assertion of the unchanging
authority of the divine Word. What Jesus has just said
about the Pharisees’ justifying themselves before men
when God regards them as an abomination is sealed by
the Word of God. Compare the interpretation of Matt.
11:12, 13 on v. 16.
“The law and the prophets” is a standard title for
the Old Testament. This Word stood as God’s authori-
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tative revelation from Malachi onward for 430 years
until God sent John. And from that time onward, during the past three to four years, God gave the Jews
even more: “the kingdom of God (see 4:43) is being
preached as good news” (the verb is used as it was
in 1:19; 2:10; 3:18; etc.). This is the kingdom in its
fullness as it is now being established by Christ. It
existed in the old covenant but was to merge into the
new covenant when all the promises of redemption
were fulﬁlled. This fulﬁllment was now in progress,
and the good news was being heralded throughout
Judaism. Jesus brings to the Jews the whole of God’s
revelation up to the moment of his speaking: law and
prophets, then John’s and Jesus’ preaching the promises about the kingdom as now being fulﬁlled. We have
no comparison between law and prophets on the one
hand and John, etc., on the other; not a thing of any
defending the latter by an appeal to the former. The
two are presented as a unit.
When Jesus adds: “and everyone is energetically
pressing into it,” his disciples, a goodly band of them,
to whom he had just addressed the last parable, were
right there as evidence of his claim; and this addition
is made in order to ask the Pharisees why, when the
law and the prophets to which they claimed to hold are
now receiving their fulﬁllment in the good news of the
kingdom, they, too, did not develop energy to press into
it. This clause is a supplementary touch and no more.
A comparison with Matt. 11:12 is helpful on the verb
as that will show that the verb is not passive: “everyone is being pressed in,” for which meaning there is no
call here, but that it is the middle: “presses himself
in.” Nor need we stress the “violence” when the context is satisﬁed with energy, that decisiveness which
is wrought by the preaching of the kingdom in all who
accept it. “Everyone” is naturally restricted by the.
sense of the clause and includes those who enter the
kingdom and those alone.

17) This preliminary statement lays the groundwork for the main thought that follows, that it is
easier for heaven and earth to pass away in one sweep
(wapdﬂciv, aorist) than for even the least little horn or
projection on one or the other letter of the Hebrew
text of the Old Testament to fall so that the sense
would be changed by the falling away. Jesus does not
say that every copyist of the Old Testament is infallible. Some of the Hebrew letters differ only in the
presence or the absence of a little projection, and a
copyist might, indeed, make a mistake. Jesus is speaking of God. In the case of God not a letter of his Word
shall fall, lose its authority, be abrogated, be altered
into something else.

'0 vépoe has the same force here as 6 vépoe m2 at
"MW, the entire Old Testament is designated by
either expression. The idea that Jesus in v. 17 speaksonly of the legal requirements of the Old Testament
and not of the teaching of the prophets is a misconception. It is not because the prophets taught also the
legal requirements, but because the Torah (6 wipes in
the stricter sense), the Pentateuch, together with the
prophets taught the gospel faith which makes true
children of God who alone can keep the legal requirements as God desires. Of the Old Testament in this
sense Jesus says that its validity and its authority

stand unalterable for all time.
“God knows your hearts” thus means not only that
he sees the vices and the wickedness in the hearts of

the Pharisees but their entire condition of unbelief,
from which their avarice, etc., spring. He sees not
only that they transgress his legal requirements but

also that they scorn his gospel, that gospel which is
being revealed in the entire New Testament and then
still more fully in the good news that was preached by
John and by Jesus. Did the Pharisees think that they
could repudiate it in their hearts under a show of
holiness, and repudiate it with impunity? Why, it was
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easier for heaven and earth to be swept away than for
God to cancel one particle of the authority of his Word
which damns not only this and that vice but the very
source from which every vice springs, unbelief and
hardness of heart. Justifying oneself before men is a
farce; the only justiﬁcation that avails is that on the
part of God and his authoritative Word.
18) Jesus is not throwing together heterogeneous
and nonpertinent thoughts when he now scores the
Jewish practice of dissolving marriage ad libitum.
Among the “open sinners” who drew near to Jesus
were harlots (15: 1, 2), and some of these may have
been in the present audience. But did these holy Pharisees keep the Sixth Commandment any better when
they drove one wife after another away and took a new
one as often as they pleased? So this statement is .
decidedly pertinent.
It is in order, too, because the parable and its exposition (v. 1-13) dealt with mammon, and the scorn
of the Pharisees was aroused by what Jesus said on
that subject (v. 14). Jesus therefore brings in this
other ﬂagrant sin of the Pharisees and exhibits likewise how they manipulate the Word of God in order
to permit its open violation, their most famous teachers
showing them the way. But here, too, no single letter
of the Word can be abrogated, God will judge also
these sins according to that authoritative Word, never
according to the Pharisaic perversions of that Word.
By bringing in this different group of open sins Jesus
makes the Pharisees understand that he could go on
and on by enumerating still other sins. To understand
the wickedness of their love of money they must under-

stand this same wickedness in its workings also in
other directions. Jesus rips away their defenses and
drives hard at their conscience.
Everyone having released his wife and marrying
:another commits adultery; and he marrying one that
has been released from a husband commits adultery.

Luke 16:18
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This is not an exposition on marriage and divorce;
this is a charge which Jesus hurls at the Pharisees who

are before him. That is why the statement is brief and
summary. They were making mean remarks about
Jesus (15:2) for having anything to do with open
sinners like harlots. Were these Pharisees any better
than harlots? No; they lived in the same open violation
of the Sixth Commandment. Jesus now confronts them
with that fact. What he tells them is this: You Pharisees also disregard and violate God’s law of marriage
by changing from one wife to another at pleasure, by
marrying a discarded wife as if her having been discarded in such a way meant nothing whatever to God’s
law. Jesus is not expounding what is commonly called
divorce but is scoring the dissolution of marriage;
deroMav, “to release,” “to dismiss,” and thus to dissolve
the marriage, this being the standard term. On at least
two other. occasions he fully expounded this subject, in
Matt. 5:31, 32; in 19 :3-9; and in Mark 10:11, 12. See
the exposition of these passages for all details.
Only a charge is made here which is wide and
strong and includes every transgressor. The charge

is: mixers“! The English translation is inadequate: “he
commits adultery.” The verb means ehebrechen, ruin
marriage. In the Sixth Commandment, oz” potxaiaus
(Matt. 5:27), as here in the charge against the Phari-

sees the verb means far more than mpveziew, to practice
forbidden sexual intercourse; it means to do anything
that destroys or helps to destroy the divine institution
of marriage, the very nature of which is permanency

(Mark 10 :6-9). Fornication on the part of a husband
or a wife, of course, does that (Matt. 5:32), but so

does every Jewish dismissal of a wife for other reasons
or for no special reason at all. And that is why Jesus
here includes, as being equally guilty, the Jew who
marries a wife who is dismissed by a Jewish husband
and says of him as he says of the other: potxaia, he
helps to ruin the permanency of marriage. These Jews
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and Pharisees were all alike; none of them regarded
marriage as having been made a permanent relation by
God and his Word. All of them regarded marriage as
being something that was to be dissolved at pleasure.
The man who married a discarded wife married her
only in this way, i. e., himself to discard her when he
so pleased. In the very act of marrying her (yapdiv expresses action that is simultaneous with that of poixaia)
he thus violated God’s law of marriage.
Unless this is clearly understood, wrong deductions
will be made. Jesus is scoring these Pharisaic violators
of the permanency of marriage and is neither legislating concerning marriage (he never legislates) nor
giving instructions to his disciples regarding marriage
(that he does fully elsewhere). In both the Matthew
and the Mark passages the verbs are passive (our
versions, the commentaries, and some dictionaries re-

gard them as being active) ; all these passages leave
the discarded wife innocent of any blame; they all
bring out the fact that the discarded wife is sinned
against, and that the man who discards her sins against
himself and sins likewise against the man who eventually marries the discarded wife. Those passives must
stand as they are; indeed, to changethem into actives
has Jesus say what he cannot have said since it would
not be true — that the discarded wife commits adultery
by the husband's act of discarding her!
Once. this is clear, no attempt will be made to
alter the sense of the Matthew and the Mark passages
by a reference to Luke. A discarded innocent wife
(Mark says also husband) may marry again even as

Paul so plainly declares in I Cor. 7 :15; and the man
who marries her as he should honors marriage as it
'was made permanent by God, condemns the man’s

action in breaking his own and her marriage, and
commits no sin. Far otherwise any Jew or Pharisee

who marries her in his way as he should not. He rejects the permanency of marriage, consents to the

Imlce 16:19
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other man’s action in breaking his marriage, is ready

at any time to do so himself if he feels like it. By this
very act of marrying this man, pmxaia, bricht die Ehe,
exactly like the other and helps to break down the divine institution of marriage.

19)

Jesus proceeds to relate a new parable with-

out a break and after the interlude (v. 14-18) , the unrighteous use of mammon, presents one who has wealth
in his own right, misuses it in utter selﬁshness all his
life, and thus ends in hell. The two parables are thus
a pair, the second being an advance upon the ﬁrst,
which take us into the hereafter and thus exhibit God’s
ﬁnal. judgment, and do that in full. This parable presents an extreme case, necessarily so, in order to include all lesser cases in which selﬁshness does not come
out so boldly yet is the mainspring of a man’s life.
This parable again strikes the rich, utterly selﬁsh Pharisees; it delivers the ﬁnal blow. In a marvelous way, as
it seems at the spur of the moment, Jesus weaves in
what he has. just said (v. 16, 1.7) regarding the law
and the prophets (v. 29). So this is another marvelous
masterpiece.

Now there was a rich man, and he constantly put
on himself purple and ﬁne linen, making merry day
by day splendidly. Moreover, a beggar, by name
Lazarus, ' had been thrown at his portal, suffering

from ulcers and longing to be ﬁlled from the things
falling from the table of the rich; yea, even the dogs
coming kept licking his ulcers.
Like living pictures, the two men are distinctly
ﬂashed on the screen. But this is preliminary, the main
scene is to follow. We have n’s twice which is used like

Our indeﬁnite article. We construe: “A rich man there
was,” not: “A man was rich,” although either construction is possible. His being rich is nothing that
could be reckoned against him, for Abraham, too, was
rich and appears in this very parable. Jesus gives this
man no name; when we call him “Dives,” that means
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“Rich.” One is struck by the fact that he appears without a name while the poor man is given one. His name
was not known in heaven.
We still read discussions as to whether these were
two actual men whom Jesus knew and used for this
parable, or whether, as in other parables, notably in
the one preceding, these were imaginary persons. The
question answers itself — the main part of the parable
is placed into the other world, these are ﬁgures that
are used only in a parable. Nor need we disturb ourselves as to whether this is a real parable or not and
puzzle about the deﬁnition of a parable.
Nor was this rich man a Sadducee, many of whom
were, indeed, rich and ostentatious. Those who hold
this view refer to some actual person like Caiaphas.
But Sadducees denied the resurrection, and this man
believed in it (v. 30). Could he have been a Pharisee
when Pharisees did not live so voluptuously? And is
Jesus not speaking to Pharisees so that this man ought
to be one? The question is pointless, for the parable
does not turn on the fact of being rich or poor but on
unbelief which is exhibited in heartless selﬁshness 'in
this life and in open contradiction in the hereafter.
We regard Evestsdaxewo as a middle (not as a passive), for it was his own doing that “he put on himself” (whether by the aid of a valet or not) “purple,”
such as kings and nobles wore, in the form of a mag-

niﬁcent long robe, “and byssus,” the ﬁnest of linen, in
a tunic next to the body. Both are named together in
Esther 1 :6 and Rev. 18:12. The point is that he wore
such garments all the time as the imperfect states —he moved in constant splendor. Likewise, “making

merry day by day (distributive Kurd) splendidly”—
his whole life was one gorgeous celebration. The parable concerns him, hence the fact that he had a great
following of friends who admired him and basked in
his favor is not added. All the parables are drawn with
chaste simplicity.

Luke 16:20
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20) We now have the complete opposite, but it is
at once connected with the other. Ilmxéc is more than
“poor”; it is derived from the verb “to crouch or
cringe,” as a noun it means “beggar,” as an adjective
“beggarly,” which is exactly what Lazarus was. Jesus
has, however, ennobled the word (as he did in 6:20,
etc.) ; and here, too, this “beggar” shines with a nobler
splendor than the rich man.
In one of the regular ways, with the dative (Wynn,
his name is stated: “Lazarus” (nominative). It is as if
Jesus had looked into the book of life and found his
name there but failed to ﬁnd the other man’s name.
It is this naming of the beggar that leads many to
think that both men were real. Although it is exceptional in a parable, this common name seems to be
symbolical, “God a help.” It is shortened from Eleazaros'
and, stated right at the start, marks this man as being
one who put all his trust and faith in God.
And now we have the connection of these two men:
“he had been thrown, dumped, at his portal,” the
grand, wide entrance through the wall that opened
into the spacious courtyard of the rich man’s palace;
had been dumped and was now lying there. He could
not move himself even on crutches and those who carried his diseased body just dropped it down regardless
of the groan of pain they caused. Through that portal
the rich man and his friends had to pass, had to see
him in his wretchedness, had to hear his quavering,
begging voice as be stretched out his hand. That is why
he was put there — a golden opportunity for alms and
for more than alms. “Disgusting!” thought the rich
man. Not one of the Old Testament statements about
helping the helpless even entered his mind, and his
following imitated him. One word, a perfect participle,

thus describing his present state, explains the dumping at this place: “suffering from ulcers,” loathsome,
festering, “painful, untended sores-
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21)

The present participle €m0vp43v, “longing to be

ﬁlled,” etc., leaves unsaid whether his longing was satisﬁed or not; and many feel certain that it was not.
But why did he then remain here and not seek another
station? “The things falling from the table of the rich
man” were, indeed, the “off-falls,” waste to be thrown
away into the street for the scavenger dogs to devour.

Not by any desire or order on the part of the rich man
did the beggar receive any of these scraps but by the
kindness of some slave boy who was sent out to dispose
of them.
The and is not adversative: “but even the dogs,”
etc. Our versions have the correct feeling when they
avoid “but” and translate “moreover” (A.. V.) and
“yea” (R. V.); This is the copulative and (R. 1186)
which merely carries the description forward by adding a striking detail. .This is the fact that the dogs kept
coming and licking the ulcers. These are the ownerless
dogs that roam the city and act as general scavengers
and are known in all Oriental cities where they have
not been abolished.
There is a dispute as to whether this licking of the
ulcers was an afﬂiction or an alleviation. It marks the
abject state of this beggar, it was so low that such
dogs were his only friends. The views that they aggravated his ulcers, and that he was too weak to fend them

off ; or that they treated him as almost being a carcass,
reveal lack of dog knowledge. These dogs licked the
beggar's sores as they would have licked their own,
to clean and to ease them with their soft tongues. Dogs

did that, no one else would.
22) The main part of the parable begins. Now
it came to pass that the beggar died and was borne
away by the angels into the bosom of Abraham;
moreover, there died also the rich man and was
buried.
The accusative with the inﬁnitives is the subject
of iye've‘m, compare 6 :1. The beggar’s disease killed him.

Luke 16:22
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Nothing is said about his burial; his body was ignominiously dumped into an obscure grave; but his
soul Was home into the bliss of heaven by God’s own
angels. Tissot has a wonderful painting of two glorious
angels with six wings bearing the beggar’s soul into
the empyrean. The view that this was his body needs
only to be mentioned in order to be rejected.
“Abraham’s bosom” is a 'Jewish designation for
heaven. Abraham is the father of believers who stood
at the head of the old covenant. When the soul goes
where he is, that means entrance into heaven. “Bosom”

does not refer to a feast at which the guests recline on
the left elbow on broad couches so that the person next
to Abraham, on turning back, would let his head rest

against Abraham’s bosom. “Borne into Abraham’s
bosom” conveys the idea of a child being laid on
Abraham’s bosom and being embraced by him. The
expression is ﬁgurative, not only for being in heaven
where Abraham is, but as being in the most intimate
association with the father of believers, accepted and
acknowledged as a son of Abraham (19 :9). So all true
believers are borne into Abraham’s bosom.
“Borne by the angels into Abraham’s bosom” —
these words have made an indelible impression on all
Christendom, and all the interpretation of learned exegetes who try to disturb the honest faith which humbly accepts these words as they read has never succeeded in shaking it in the least. In spite of everything I
truly believe that God’s angels will stand around my
deathbed and will carry my soul into Abraham’s bosom!
We here meet the simple way in which Jesus speaks
about the souls or spirits of the dead. All conceptions
of time and space, succession and distance, must be
removed for the other world. We know that they do
not exist there. But our ﬁnite minds are inexorably
fettered to these mundane concepts and are unable to
think in terms of the supernatural world. Hence the
Scriptures, even as Jesus here, condescend to us and
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use earthly terms to convey something of the heavenly

realities to us. If Jesus should speak in the terms of
that world, no human mind would understand a thing.
Two facts follow. We can only receive and accept
what is thus told us and can do no more. It is folly to
rationalize, speculate, draw conclusions with our ﬁnite
minds beyond what is so inadequately conveyed to us.
This extends to the spirits of the dead. Abraham has a
bosom, the rich man eyes and a tongue, yet as disembodied spirits they have neither. For us on earth
no other way of speaking about human or angelic spirits in the other world exists. To argue from this language that these spirits have some kind of an impalpable body is unwarranted. To go farther and to say
that God creates these bodies for men as they die one
by one, or that these bodies already now await usis to
increase the. confusion of thought.
Whether sooner or later—it makes no difference
— the rich man also died. The same word is used with
reference to both: each died. They were alike in this
regard. “And was buried” means far otherwise than
the beggar was buried. That is why the word is used
— vast mourning, hundreds of friends, great display.
and honor. But no angels. How, then, did this man’s
soul get to hell? They know who get there!
23) And in hades, having lifted up his eyes, being in torments, he sees Abraham from afar and
Lazarus in his bosom. And he, calling out, says,
Father Abraham, have mercy on me and send Lazarus that he may dip the tip of his ﬁnger in waten‘
and cool my tongue, because I am anguished in this
ﬂame!
The fact that the rich man’s soul went to hell
needed not to be stated. It is a master touch in the
parable to take that for granted. See 10 :15 on the etymology of hades. The commentators are 'divided on
this word, and especially its use in this parable. First
there is a group which sees only an accommodation to
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the current Jewish views in all that Jesus says about
the other world; then there are those who reduce everything to their conception of the Old Testament sheol;

ﬁnally there are those who make this passage their
sedes doctrine: for the view that there are at least
four places in the other world and regard “hades” as
being the Totenreich, the realm of the dead which has
two compartments, an upper and a lower. The latter
is developed so as to make possible a conversion for
those who in this life remained without the gospel, and

the borders between this idea and the Catholic purgatory become very dim.
.
Other views are added such as 'that the soul of
Jesus also entered this realm of the dead and remained
there until his resurrection, and that his descent into
hell meant that he went into this realm of the dead
and released from its upper part the souls of the old
covenant saints and took them with him in triumph to
heaven. So this part of the realm of the dead is now
vacant. The Scriptures and Jesus know nothing of this
speculation but contradict it at every point.
The Biblical facts are these. Sheol is used in the
Old Testament as a general and an indeterminate
term, somewhat but not exactly like our “beyond” or
“hereafter.” All that makes departure from this life
sad such as death, the grave, parting from the dead,
etc., including also the godly dead, is thus connected with
sheol. This broad View justiﬁes the translation “grave”
in certain connections, namely where only the general

idea of removal from this life obtains. Those who deny
the reality of hell use this translation for all the Old
Testament passages that have sheol; all are referred.

only to “grave,” and so hell as the eternal abode of the
damned is erased.
But the Old Testament uses sheol also in a speciﬁc
sense with reference to the wicked alone, who go down
in terror to sheol; and in these passages the transla-

tion “hell” should be used. But we should keep in mind
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the broad meaning of sheol, literally, “a place into
which one goes down, comparable to a belly . . . and
according to Ps. 139 :8, etc., the direct opposite to
heaven,” E. Koenig, Hebraez'sches and aramaeisches
Woerterbuch 474. Thus it is always described as
“down,” never as being at the borders of the world.
Neither the Greek, the English, nor the German
has an exact equivalent for sheet. The Greek used
“hades,” the unseen place, for sheol in the sense of
the abode of the damned. It was the best the LXX could
do. “Hades” is narrower than sheol but serves well
enough in the New Testament with its clearer revelation about the other world and always means “hell,”
the abode of the damned. The linguistics regarding the
term are of help only when all the contexts are considered; thus also in the New Testament the terrible
descriptions of “hades,” which, Whatever its name, is
always the same place of terror.
The Scripture and Jesus are a unit in revealing the
existence of only two places in the other world, heaven,
the abode of God and of the angels and the saints, and
hell, the abode that has been especially prepared for
the devil and his angels, to which also all those who
follow the devil are consigned. Why the Scriptures
speak of both as being places we have explained above,
also why our ideas of space are absolutely inadequate
for the understanding of the other world; look at Rev.
21 :16: heaven, the Holy City, “the length and the
breadth and the height of it are equal,” “foursquare,”
a perfect cube, which is beyond mundane conception.
The Scriptures speak of places, abodes (pant, John
14:2), not merely of conditions, and with that we

must be content in our present thinking. All speculation which claims the discovery of a third or intermediate abode treads the outworn paths of Romanism
and merely modiﬁes the Catholic views.
“And in hades (the unseen place) having lifted up
his eyes, being in torments, he sees Abraham from

Luke 16:23
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afar,” etc., is thought to mean that Abraham and
Lazarus, too, were “in hades,” and this statement is
thus regarded a sedes for the intermediate place. All
the dead are placed there, saints and damned; all are
in hades, but this is divided into an upper and a lower
part—for did the rich man not “lift up” his eyes?
Although the parable does not say so, the upper place
is called Paradise whereas no special name is given to
the lower. This sedes loses its validity the moment we
note that in the sentence the phrase “in hades” is removed as far as possible from “Abraham.” “From
afar” refers to the gulf that is mentioned in v. 26, ems
being idiomatic, the Greek measuring from the far
place to the beholder, not as we do from the beholder to
the far place. Abraham is pictured as being in heaven,
the rich man as being in hell. What is gained by inventing a second kind of heaven (Paradise) and a
second kind of hell and by uniting them with a gulf
betWeen them into a realm of the dead when we already
have the real heaven and Paradise and the real hell,
both properly divided? The entire Scripture analogy
is against this alleged intermediate place.
“Being in torments” certainly states the condition
of the souls in hell —or is there a difference between

the torments in hell and those suffered 'by the rich
man? The statement is made that Jesus has already
placed the rich man “in hell” (realm of the dead) and
must add “being in torments” in order to indicate that
he is in the lower and not in the upper part of it. This
is answered when we note that according to this as-

sumption Jesus should certainly have indicated, ﬁrst
of all, in what part of this realm of the dead Abraham
was. The rich man is in hell, the abode of the damned,
and Abraham is in the heaven of God, and “being in
torments” is added, not so that We may properly locate
these persons in an alleged realm of the dead, but to

explain what seeing Abraham and Lazarus meant to
this tormented rich man. The plural minor is merely
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idiomatic (R. 408) and is used interchangeably with
the singular (v. 22).
24) The question of the propinquity of the rich
man and Abraham and of the great chasm that divided them is answered when we remember that our
ideas of space do not apply to the other world, and
that what applies there cannot be put into human language. Thus any argument for hades as being a realm

of the dead that is based on the nearness of the persons
and the fact that they are in one place over against

a far wider separation of heaven and hell, is met in
the same way. All arguments regarding the other
world that are based on our ideas of physical space
are inadequate, that world is spaceless as it is timeless. The real question is whether the blessed and the
damned are able to see and to speak with each other
as that is here represented. The answer is negative.
The conversation that is put into this parable is placed
there for its own sake — so Abraham, the father of
believers, (note: not Lazarus or any other saints)
would answer every unbeliever in hell and justify
God’s judgment on the blessed and on the damned.
The very frankness of the parable ought to keep us
from drawing false conclusions.
Luke uses «11’:sz and its plural freely as subjects
with little or no emphasis. How did the rich man know
Abraham when he saw him now for the ﬁrst time?
Exactly as Peter, James, and John knew Moses and
Elijah on the Mount of Transﬁguration. No introduc-

tions are needed in the other world.
- Do not ask what kind of ﬁre caused the ﬂame by
which the rich man was anguished. Physical ﬁre as we
know it on earth does not determine anything about
the ﬁre and the burning which are constantly predi-

cated of hell beyond its power to produce the intensest
pain. That ﬁre torments the devils who have no bodies,
the spirits of the damned before they are reunited with

their earthly bodies, and ﬁnally also their bodies. Is

Luke 16:24, 25
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that not effect enough without prying into the nature
of that ﬁre? Much is made of the ﬁre, nothing whatever
of the water into which Lazarus was to dip the tip of
his ﬁnger. When Jesus speaks of things incomprehensible in comprehensible language, let us therewith rest
content. It is the languague of a parent to a child about
things that are beyond the child’s comprehension. The
parent must either be silent or descend to one-syllable
baby words.
“Father Abraham 1" cries he who all his life disowned Abraham. Yes, he was a physical descendant of
Abraham who had no further relation to Abraham
exactly as were the Jews who are mentioned in John
8 :39—42. Exactly in the same sense Abraham addresses
him as “child.” He who knew not the quality of mercy
nor its exercise when human need called out to him
day after day at his own portal, now himself cries out
for mercy : “mercy me," the Greek verb being transitive.
The fact that the entire conversation is intended to
teach an underlying thought to the hearers of the

parable and is not a report of an actual conversation
should need no proof. All mercy is ended in hell. Even
the least mercy as when a mere drop of water is asked
for a tongue that is burned to a crisp; R. 495 makes
the genitive 68am: one of place; C.-K. 172 regards it
as being due only to the verb. This very request shows
plainly that the conversation is only a vehicle for something that underlies it. He whose tongue daily tasted
the ﬁnest wines and the most delectable cooling drinks
now burns with ceaseless ﬂame. Pitiless are the ﬁnal
judgments of God, and this is the illustration. Let men
ignore them or rave against them now and say they

cannot believe in such a God, the facts stand as they
are depicted here.
25) But Abraham said: Child, remember that
thou didst get in full thy good things in thy life, and
Lazarus likewise the bad things; but now here he is
being comforted while thou art anguished. And in
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connection with all these things between us and you
a great chasm has been ﬁxed in order that those
wanting to cross from here to you may not be able,
nor that they may pass over from there to us.

All his life the rich man had forgotten, and he still
forgets, and Abraham must tell him to remember; all

his life he thought the impossible possible, that, although living the life he did, he might pass into heaven,
and he still thinks impossible things possible, that
Abraham might send Lazarus from heaven to hell to
cool his ﬁery tongue. The damned do not learn even
in hell.
’Am.‘ in dare'MBes adds the idea of getting what is

“due” so that one can ask for no more; and the rich
man certainly had no more coming to him. Abraham
states only the facts, that the conditions of the rich
man and of Lazarus are now reversed '-—that and no
more. Why they are reversed is not stated — that
comes later. Let it sink in that God’s judgment so decides, and‘that settles the matter eternally.
It would be wrong to take this statement to mean
that because a man has good things in this life therefore he is anguished in hell, and because a man has
good-for-nothing things (mud) in this life, therefore
he is comforted in heaven. Abraham does not say this,
nor would it be true. But when a man in hell asks for
mercy, or when living men think hell ought to be
changed by even a drop of water, they may think on
this reminder to the rich man in hell. Hence also
Abraham says “thy good things,” those the rich man
alone thought good, while he cared nothing for spir-

itual and heavenly treasures and showed that his life
was bare of these by his lack of mercy; but not “his
bad things,” for these were only trials that were sent

to Lazarus to reﬁne his faith and to make his trust rest
on God alone. Regarding good things as the rich man
did, he had them all, no more were coming to him;
having spurned all others, he must now do without.

Duke 16 :26, 27
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Patiently taking and bearing the bad things God sent
Lazarus, keeping his faith under them all and his hope
in God, the good things of .heaven were now his.
26) “Besides all this" renders the sense of the
phrase which means literally “in connection with these
things” (not: “through all these regions,” Robertson’s
translation), i. e., in connection with the reversal which
God made in his judgment he has also separated heaven
and hell forever. The Greek always names the ﬁrst
person before the second: “between us and you’_’ ; not
as we do: “you and us.” The perfect passive e’cmfpmaz
has the present connotation of being ﬁxed so now and
ever. “Those wanting to cross from here to you” does
not mean that there will be such although one may
well suppose that those in hell would like to cross over
to heaven. The sense of the statement is that death
decides forever, it is either heaven or hell. This is not
stressed by those who believe in the realm of the dead
and make room for conversions in its lower part and
thus a transfer into the higher part.
27) However, he said: I then request thee, father, that thou send him to my father’s house — for
I have ﬁve brothers — in order that he may thoroughly testify to them lest they, too, come into this
place of torment.
The rich man is presented as seeing and dealing
with Abraham and Lazarus only, and they only with
him. So also the request is made of Abraham and not
of Lazarus, the latter is treated as Abraham’s servant
who would do what Abraham ordered. All these features, plus the conversing of the rich man with Abraham, are means which the parable uses for bringing
out ﬁrst, the ﬁnality of the judgment at death (v. 2326), second, the all-sufﬁciency of the Word. So the rich

man is not presented as asking Abraham to warn the
brothers but to send Lazarus; and we are not to ask
whether Abraham’s going to them would not have been
more effective than sending only a beggar like Lazarus.
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The rich man uses a respectful tone when he says,
c‘puma, “I request,” but what he requests is as bad as
his complete disregard of Moses and the prophets, yea,
also of Abraham’s faith, during his earthly life. Oily,
“then,” intends to say that if the other request cannot
be granted, he would ask this. He still calls Abraham
“father” ; the Pharisees who are listening to this par-

able are to note that Abraham has such “sons.”
28) The rich man seems to have great concern for
his ﬁve brothers since he wants them to go to heaven
and not to hell. They evidently lived much as he had
lived during his earthly life. But this man fails to see
even in hell that his unbelief brought him to hell. He
does not repent of that unbelief. He invents a new
means of grace for his brothers, 'one that God should
have applied also in his case but did not apply. His

plea for his brothers is a covert accusation of God.
who 'could have prevented his arriving in hell by a
simple means but failed to use that means. If the rich
man had been warned as he now proposed to have his
brothers warned he would not be in this place of torment. Yes, he is more concerned about his brothers
than God is, knows better than God how to save them,
and blames God for his terrible fate.
29) But Abraham says: They have Moses and
the prophets. Let them hear them! He, however,
said: No, father Abraham! On the contrary, if one
shall go to them from the dead, they will repent.
But he said to him, If they do not hear Moses and the
prophets, not even if one rose up from the dead will

they be persuaded.
This is the climax of the parable; for this reason the
rich man and Abraham converse in the parable. Abraham knows all about Moses and the prophets who lived
and labored long after Abraham was dead. Abraham
is in full accord with them, for they all preached the
same faith in which he lived and died. To have Moses
and the prophets is to have the Old Testament Word.

Luke 16:29, 30
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Moses wrote the Torah or Pentateuch; the prOphets,
in the broad sense of that term, wrote all the other
books of the Old Testament. This Word is the allsuﬁicient means of salvation. It is more, far more, than

Abraham had in his life. We have Jesus and the apostles in addition.
“Moses and the prOphets” takes us back to “the
law and the prophets” mentioned in v. 16, “the law”
being the Torah. “Moses and the prOphets” contain the
divine law which convicts of sin and the heavenly gospel which provides and imparts release from sin and
thus saves from hell and brings to heaven. “Let them
hear them” is the effective aorist: actually hear them
so as to receive in the heart what they say — not merely learning and learning and never coming to a knowledge of the truth. To hear effectively is to believe.
This is exactly what the rich man had not done; his
heartless selﬁshness, his whole ﬂeshly life were evidence of that fact.
The Jews made much of Moses, do so still, and
even decorated the graves of the prophets whom their
fathers had killed, and are still proud of those prophets (11:47); they neglected only one thing as Jesus
pointed out already in v. 16, they did not hear them
effectively. The supreme proof of that was their rejection of Jesus of whom Moses and all the prophets
testiﬁed (John 5:46). It was because'the rich man refused to hear Moses and the prophets that he was
now in hell; the same end awaited the Pharisees who
now listened to Jesus unless they heeded the warnings

addressed to them.
30) Oﬁxc’ is the sharper Greek “no.” The most direct contradiction of unbelief persists even in hell:

_“No! father Abraham”; and the vacuous “father,
father,” too, persists. Abraham is contradicted in what
he says, and that is a contradiction of Moses and the
prophets and of their Word as the means of salvation.
Although the rich man sees Abraham in heaven, knows
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that Moses and the prophets are there likewise, he
says “no" to all for which they stood, to all that
brought them to heaven. Even the ﬁres of hell bring
no unbelievers to 'repentance and faith, and that is

why they are in hell forever -— where else could they be?
That strong “no” is re-enforced by the equally
strong and, which here, after a negative, means “on
the contrary.” This adversative draws a line of cancellation through the entire Old Testament as a means
of salvation and substitutes a new means, one that was
invented in hell instead of in heaven.- The condition
is that of expectancy, and Ex vexpéiv, like many such
phrases, is considered deﬁnite without the article (R.
791) and should be translated “from the dead.” The
rich man pictures one from the dead going to his
wicked brothers who would then repent. A hellish re.pentance that would be, scaring them by a threat of

the ﬁres of hell.
He uses the verb “repent” but has no conception of
its true meaning, bowing to God in contrition and
accepting his pardon by faith (see 3:3). Did the rich
man think of a resurrection of Lazarus like that of
the actual Lazarus in Bethany whom Jesus called out
of the tomb? Or of some ghostly return of only the soul
of Lazarus? Decidedly the former as Abraham’s reply
shows: “even if one rose up from the dead.” The idea
that Abraham’s answer overtops the rich man’s assertion, that the latter spoke only of a spirit’s appearance, Abraham of a complete resurrection, is without

warrant in the words or in the thought.
31) Abraham does not reply that Lazarus cannot
possibly rise from the dead, the éa’y clause implies the
contrary. But such a resurrection return and testimony

would not accomplish anything in the case of men who
constantly refuse to hear (aim dxouovmv, the durative

present) in the sense of take to heart the divine testimony of Moses and the prophets, they would not even
persuade such unbelievers. “They will not even be

persuaded” (passive), i. e., persuaded that the man
has really risen from the dead. Think of the answer he
would get on the part of unbelievers today. A thousand
proofs would be offered that he was not dead in the
ﬁrst place, that someone was impersonating him if he

were dead, that he must a priom' be a fake, etc.
Was Abraham thinking of the resurrection of Jesus

himself, or did Jesus place these words in Abraham’s
mouth as foretelling his own resurrection and its failure to persuade the Jews? This cannot be the intention
because the risen Jesus never appeared to any but his
own disciples as his chosen witnesses, and the parable
speaks of Lazarus’ going «pas 0.157069, “to the ﬁve brothers.” The proposition is general as it stands: “if anyone
rise up from the dead,” and only so does it include
Jesus, not as saying in any way that he will arise. The

Word is the all-sufﬁcient and therefore the only means
of salvation. God not only furnishes no other means,
he had no stronger means to furnish, or, as we may
surely say, he would have furnished it. They who now
resort to other means produce no saving faith, in fact,
intend to reach heaven without such faith.
The parable has reached its end, for the great fact
it intends to teach is presented fully. It has been allegorized in what is an astonishing way. We need waste
no time in presenting this allegory and in showing the
impossibility of such an interpretation. The Pharisees
have their warning which is complete in every way.

CHAPTER XVII
1) The view that no connection exists between the
last parable and the new discourse is not tenable. The
Pharisees and the scribes were causing dangerous offense to the publicans and the sinners who were inclined to believe in Jesus and were already believing
in him (15:1, 2). Jesus has warned them in two chapters, and the matter is now carried a step farther. The
same is true regarding the claim that the parallel utterances found in Matt. 18:6, 7 and Mark 9:42 were
not recorded in their proper connection but are so recorded by Luke. A glance at Matthew and at Mark
shows that this claim is untenable. Only portions of
Luke are similar to those found in Matthew and in
Mark, and these portions are of such a nature that they
certainly permit a repetition, and the situation is decidedly different in Luke. See the question raised by
the Twelve in Matt. 18:1, then note the situation in
Luke. The Pharisees and the scribes who were present
throughout the time when the last two chapters were
spoken, for Whom the parables were spoken in particular (15 :1, 2; 16 :14) certainly must have been glad
to withdraw. Jesus is alone with “his disciples,” and
these include far more than the Twelve, namely all
who had also listened to the parables, one of which was
spoken to them (16:1). In v. 5 “the apostles” appear
as a separate group.

Moreover he said to his disciples: Impossible it
is for fatal traps not to come; nevertheless, woe
through whom they come! It is proﬁtable for him if
a millstone has been placed around his neck and he
has been pitched into the sea rather than that he
fatally entrap one of these little ones.

The impossibility is due to the devilishness that is
found in the world, a sample of which appears in 15:2,
(862)

Luke 1 7 :1, 2
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compare 11 :52. Wicked men will always set deathtraps, especially for inexperienced believers, and will
bait these traps in all kinds of ways; and some believers will be caught. Jesus knows all this and therefore
pronounces this woe. See 7 :25 on “Mum and the following axavSaAlgw. The noun refers to a deathtrap which
is baited so that, when the bait is touched, the stick holding the bait springs the trap. “Offenses” (A. V.) and
“occasions of stumbling” (R. V.) are out of line. One
gets over an offense, stubs himself in stumbling, picks

himself up after falling over something, but is killed by
a skandalon, here, of course, spiritually, thus landing
in hell like the rich man. So the verb, too, means to
catch and to kill in a trap. M.-M. 576. The accusative
with the inﬁnitive “for fatal traps not to come” is the
subject of the sentence, it has pleonastic roii which is
often added to inﬁnitives, but the genitive force of the
article is lost; the inﬁnitive is here in the nominative;
see R. 1094, 1068 (B.-D. 400, 4 and other explanations
are not acceptable).
moiv means that in spite of the fact that deathtraps
will be set, woe is “nevertheless” on him through whom
they are set. This “woe” is neither an accusation nor
a mere exclamation of sorrow. Exactly like the “blessed” in the Beatitudes, these “woes” are verdicts, and
these verdicts will be carried out inexorably.
2) In what a terrible way this will occur is indicated by the following. Both the at and the Iva clauses
are nominative subjects of Aucvraki (R. 997) ; R. 992

shows that Iva clauses are freely used as subjects
or as objects of a sentence. The thought is plain:
is would be a tremendous advantage if, before a man

ruined a human soul forever, he were pitched into
the sea with a great millstone around his neck. The
crime is so terrible in the eyes of Jesus that he mentions an unheard-of manner of death as being vastly
preferable to its commission. N0 human judge or court
ever decreed such a death as a penalty. And this an-
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swers the idea that such a penalty is to be regarded
as alone beﬁtting the crime of destroying one of God’s
inexperienced children. What the awful penalty for

that will actually be Jesus allows his disciples to guess
from the way in which he pictures its enormity.

The Moos- pumés is “a stone connected with a mill,”
and mpc’mm is used as the perfect passive of mpwwqm,
“has been placed around,” and thus harmonizes with
the perfect Eppmac, “has been pitched,” the tenses saying that for this to have been done with the man, thus
for his body to be beyond recovery in the bottom of
the sea where it could never get near to a Christian, is

preferable and to be chosen “rather than” — and now
an aorist subjunctive to express a single act in the

future -— that he fatally entrap one of these little ones.
The connection makes plain whom Jesus has in mind:
new and as yet inexperienced believers like those mentioned in 15:1 as well as any others. In Matt. 18 children are especially referred to.
3) Take heed to yourselves —- if thy brother
commit a sin, rebuke him; and if he repent, remit it
for him! And if he commit sin against thee seven
times during the day and seven times turn to thee,
saying, I am repentant! thou shalt dismiss it for him.
Worldly men seek to entrap the disciples so as to
kill their faith. In this matter, Jesus says, take heed
to yourselves, i. e., so as to guard each other; with
arpoaéxm we supply n‘w voi'w. The moment a brother commits a sin (the aorist to denote a single act of sin), he
who sees and knows it is told to rebuke him by showing him that he has sinned and how deadly the guilt of

that sin is. 'Apaprdm, “to miss the mark” set by God’s
law, is the ordinary verb for “to sin”; and there is
no restriction here such as “against thee,” which occurs in the next verse. This is any open sin into which
one of us may fall. The one aim of this rebuke is that

Luke 17:8, 4
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the brother may repent (see 3 :3), and the rebuke
must be according.
Jesus speaks only of the case of a successful rebuke
and uses the condition of expectancy, éév with the subjunctive. The aorist denotes the one act of repentance,
which is usually accompanied by a confession of the
sin. The moment that occurs, the-rebuking brother has
the order: “Remit it to him,” pronounce absolution
upon him in Jesus’ name; on 54mm see 1:77. Luther has
often spoken of this great and blessed function of the
royal priesthood, this delivering a brother from his sin
by getting him to repent of that sin and giving him

God's pardon to relieve his conscience. The fact that
the pardon is not pronounced by a pastor but by an
ordinary brother makes no difference whatever if only
the brother truly knows what he is about and acts as
though he were in the sight of God. This is the ﬁrst

place in Luke’s Gospel where “brother” is used to indicate the relation of one disciple to another. This word
of Jesus is also spoken for the sinning brother; he is
to know what Jesus orders others to do for him, and
what his Lord expects of him, namely prompt and
genuine repentance.
4) Jesus adds further instruction (mi) on this
subject. The act of sin (again aorist) may be directed
“against thee,” against another brother. And Jesus
cites the extreme case of seven different sins that are
committed against a brother in a single day. We cannot

think that this is merely the same sin repeated again
and again because it would then be farcical for the
sinning brother to say, “I repent!” In this extreme
case, in which the sins are even being committed
against the one brother, upon the sinning brother’s
sincere repentance of his sin, which is each time expressed by the sinning brother, Jesus bids the wronged
brother to remit the sin time after time. “Seven times”
is not intended as a limit but as what might possibly
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occur during one day, H1: ﬁpépas, the genitive to indicate
the time within.
This is not an abbreviation of Matt. 18:21, etc.,
where no time limit such as “during the day” appears.
In Matthew the remission is that of brother to brother,
seventy times seven times, the moment a brother sins
against another even if he never thinks of saying, “I
am repentant.” Never am I to hold a grudge against a
brother for any sin or any number of sins. The parable
recorded in Matthew makes that plain. In Luke the
remission is that of God to one who sins against me.
I am pronouncing God’s pardon (not my own). To do
that I must have the repentant confession: Mcravoc'il
Without that I, indeed, hold nothing against him but
I cannot declare unto him the divine pardon.
Thus the disciples are to deal with each other, and
those sinning are to know in advance about this dealing in order that no brother, whether because of some
general sin or because of some sin against another

brother, may remain under God’s condemnation.
Whereas worldly men seek to entrap our brethren, the

brethren are to save each other.
5) And the apostles said to the Lord (the title
is explained in 7 :13), Add to us faith! But the Lord
said, If you have faith as a kernel of mustard, you
would say to this mulberry tree, Be uprooted and
be planted in the sea! and it would have obeyed you.
Not since 9 :10 does Luke write “the apostles.” The
term is used here in order to distinguish the Twelve

from the larger body of disciples (v. 1), and it thus
shows that the scene is still the same. The request, too,
is in line with what precedes. One of the apostles must
have voiced it, by word or by nodding the others seconded it. “Add to us faith!” is a petition for more
and thus stronger faith. The apostles felt that they
must have far greater faith than they had at present
to beware of the skandala or deathtraps and to help

each other and their other brethren as Jesus had just

directed. They felt this as apostles who were to warn
and to correct each other and others. This was, indeed,
a good prayer like the one mentioned in 11:1.
6) The answer of Jesus is frequently misunderstood. It is thought that he is speaking of charismaticfaith (I Cor. 13 :2; 12 :9), as if he said that they ought

to have such faith. We are also told that the apostles
ought to have answered their own prayer. But who of
us would have thought that the apostles asked for charismatic faith, or that this kind of faith was needed for
what Jesus had just said?
This paragraph is also removed from the preceding,
and we are told that Jesus must have performed some
great miracle which Luke omitted, which caused the
apostles to pray for more charismatic faith. Such
views are answered when we note that Jesus does two
things: he encourages the faith of the apostles and
thus increases it; and he shows that, despite all their
works of faith, they must remain humble and claim
no special merit.
The sentence is unusual because it has three types.
of conditions: “If you have faith” (a protasis of reality; and, indeed, you have, Jesus admits it), “you
would say” (apodosis of present unreality, the imperfect with 5v ; Jesus declares that in spite of having faith
they are not using it), "‘and it would have obeyed
you” (a second apodosis, now of past unreality, the
aorist with as; it did and could not obey because you
are not telling it to do so). It is thus that Jesus gives
them more faith, namely by encouraging the faith
which they have to put forth its power and thus to
grow by seeing to what power it can rise.
This. encouragement Jesus applies to a faith that-

is even as small as the very least garden seed, the tiny
kernel of mustard. For faith is a vessel; its power lies,
not in being a vessel, but in what it contains as a vessel.Faith embraces the divine promises, and when it makes
use of these promises, its greatness and its power
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appear, and it can do all that Jesus asks in v. 1-4 and
far more because divine grace and help are contained
in the promises that are held by faith. Such faith the
apostles have; let them use the promises to which it
holds.
The remarkable thing that Jesus says the apostles
could do — though he admits that they are not doing

it—is to say to this mulberry tree, “Be uprooted and
be planted in the sea!” with the eifect that it would
have been done but was not because even now they fail
to say such a thing. Note that both of the verbs are
passive in this ﬁgurative command. Neither the apostles nor their faith pretend to do such things; the
agent in the passives is God, and he does things that are
as astounding as that wherever we have his promise.
What Jesus says is not a mere variant of Matt.
17:20; 21:21 (Mark 11:23; compare I Cor. 13:2).
Those interpretations which assume that dropping the
mountain into the sea and uprooting the mulberry tree
and planting it in the sea are the same, namely two
illustrations of humanly impossible things, both of
which are possible only to charismatic faith, have
misunderstood the words of Jesus. The mountain just
drops into the sea and disappears, a hindrance that
it is humanly impossible to remove is nevertheless removed by charismatic faith. But here is a fruitful mulberry tree, and it is carefully taken up by the roots
and as carefully planted again right in the sea, where
no man can plant anything, and it stands there and
keeps on bearing fruit. This is an entirely different
story from having the tree pitch itself into the sea.
To be sure, human impossibility is pictured by the tree
as well as by the mountain, but in the case of the tree
something is added that far exceeds what occurred in
the case of the mountain — the tree is planted and
flourishes in the sea.
Exactly this very thing the apostles would soon do
over and over again, for at their word the kingdom
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would be transplanted, root and branch, from Israel
into the Gentile world in congregation after congregation — into territory in which no man would have
thought the kingdom could grow and ﬂourish; the Jews
were sure that it could not. No charismatic faith was
necessary for this, for the gospel was not spread
through the world by anything but the ordinary faith
of its bearers. All it needs to do is to act, and in its
testing of the promise concerning the gospel that faith
will grow and grow. And for that reason Jesus carefully adds the promise right here: “and it would have
obeyed you.” So Jesus answers the prayer. Faith is
living trust in the gospel, and that trust grows as it
witnesses and experiences the gospel’s power.
7) But as he always does, so here, too, Jesus sees

all sides of a subject. The apostles are now humble and
feel how small their faith is even in view of what
Jesus says in v. 1-4. It must remain humble when it
now steps out‘ into the world and accomplishes wonders
there. That is the point of the parable.
Moreover, who of you is there, having a slave
plowing or shepherding, who on his coming in from

the ﬁeld will say to him, At once, having come along,
recline at table! On the contrary, will he not say,
Make ready what I shall dine on and, after having
girded thyself, keep serving me until I ﬁnish eating
and drinking, and after that then thyself shalt eat
anddrink? Does he thank the slave because he did
the things he was ordered to do? Thus also you your-

selves, when you shall ﬁnish doing all the things
ordered for you, be saying, Slaves unproﬁtable are
we; what we were under obligation to do we have
done.
The interrogative form into which the parable is
put makes it far stronger than if it were stated in the
form of an assertion. The answers to the questions are
self-evident, and the disciples themselves are bound to
give these answers.
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Jesus asks the apostles to put themselves into the

position of a man who has a slave or bondservant, one
whose entire time and labor belong to his master. This
slave is out in the ﬁeld working all day long, “engaged
in plowing or shepherding,” both participles being
durative. These occupations are not selected at random but with a view to the work of the apostles. For
plowing compare I Cor. 3:9: “ye are God’s husbandry,” meaning tillage; the ﬁgures of sowing and
reaping presuppose plowing. Plowing is hard work,
to be understood as such here. “Or shepherding,”
which, according to the constant analogy of Scripture,
refers to sheep (R. V.) , certainly not to cattle (A. V.).
This, too, is hard work and pictures the coming task
of the apostles, John 21 :15, etc.
When, after such a hard day’s work, the slave
comes in toward evening, Jesus asks, would you, if
you were his master, say to him, “At once, having come
along; recline at table!” i. (3., rest and refresh thyself?
We construe eﬁae’ws with amino: (regular second aorist
imperative and the correct reading) and not with 3pc:
(A. V.) or even with wapdou'w' (R. V.). “By and by”
in the A. V. was proper when this translation was
made in the seventeenth century, it was used for “immediately” but now misleads, for it now means “after

a while.” The Jews and the Orientals reclined at table,
resting on the left elbow on broad couches. This slave’s
work is not yet done after all the plowing or shepherde
ing. His labors during the entire day are not con-

sidered as being anything great at all.
8) “On the contrary,” the strong and begins the

new question, this one with the interrogative' word oirxi
which involves a decided afﬁrmative answer. The master will certainly order his slave to make ready his
master’s dinner, the 3ei1rvov, the main meal of the day
that is eaten toward evening. We regard “what I- shall
dine on” as an indirect question with the aorist sub-

Luke 1 7:8, 9
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.junctive and 11' as the object and not as an adverb (R.
1045, “how”).
More than that, the master' will order that slave
to keep on serving him or waiting at table (durative
present imperative) “until I ﬁnish eating and drink;
ing,” this being the force of the two aorist subjunctives (not “while,” R. 976, which would require present subjunctives) . So all this service still goes into the
slave’s work; nobody expects anything else, and he
himself would be the last to complain. If he were the
master he would expect his bondservant to do the
same thing.
“And after that thou thyself (emphatic m3) shalt
eat and drink” is a part of the master’s speech, not
because he would ordinarily say this, but to express
the common thought about such a slave, namely that he

is to eat and to drink only when all work is done. The
so-called futures like «twat and (#6760119 which are really
old aorist subj unctives (R. 869), have the uncontracted
personal ending mu.
9) To emphasize the point of the parable Jesus
asks another question, this time with pm; because he
thinks only of a negative answer. The master has ﬁnished dining, the slave clears the table, then he himself
at last proceeds to eat. Does the master, on rising from
the couch, offer anything like thanks to the slave (the
idiom xépw Exav = gratiam habeo, Dank wissen, to feel
thankful, and thus to thank) ? Trench would soften
this and would let the slave receive some recognition;
he lets "his modern feeling enter a little. No; the slave
gets not even a “thank you.” Who, even today, is ever-

lastingly thanking us when we do what is our ordinary

work in our station of life? The addition in the A. V.:
“I trow not” is an interpretative translation, an effort
to show to the English reader the force of the negative

answer that is assumed in the Greek form of the question. When it is so understood it may pass, for we

have no interrogative word to match #15.
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10) Jesus himself interprets the parable, and we
should at once see that it is intended for us, for our
proper attitude toward our Lord, and is not intended
to bring in what he does or ought to do toward us.
This is essential and clears away those criticisms of the
parable which have been made when this restriction
is overlooked. f‘Thus also you yourselves" (emphatic
buds) is decisive on the matter. However much our
faith is increased and is able to do and actually does
do in the Lord’s work, let no false claims of merit enter
our minds. “When you shall ﬁnish doing all things or-

dered for you,” actually ﬁnish them all (this being the
force of the aorist wocﬁa'qrc) , then do not boast or set up
special claims — which would only spoil it all. We need
not discuss the question as to whether any servant of
Jesus ever did all that was commanded him, without
omission whatever. The Lord cites a case that is perfect in this respect. Even Paul feels constrained to say
that, although he knows nothing against himself, he is
thereby not justiﬁed (I Cor. 4:4, R. V.)
Even after having served perfectly we are to say
from our inmost conviction, “Slaves unproﬁtable are

we.” The sense of dxpezor, although “unproﬁtable” is not
an exact translation but only the best we can do, is
fortunately understood by our English Bible readers,
the entire parable making it so plain. It is otherwise
in the case of the commentators who labor with the
etymology. Romanists even run counter to the word
and in spite of it hold to works of supererogation, for
which they claim the highest merit. “Unproﬁtable,”
which is deﬁned by the parable itself, certainly does not
mean entbehrlich, servants without whom the Lord can
do, but “deserving of no special thanks” because they
have no special claims on the Lord. The Lord’s own
interpretation is certainly lucid: we are to call ourselves “unproﬁtable” because “what We were under
obligation to do, we have done.” We thus drop all
claims, for we, indeed, have none; even the most per-
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feet servant whom the Lord ever had has none. We “do

not pretend in this respect and with secret hypocrisy
think that the Lord owes us something.

So much for the parable and its tertium and its
teaching. We know from other parables and from other
Scripture passages that the Lord is not going to act
as the master in this parable did. It will not do to interpret this parable by saying “who of you” represents

God or the Lord, for the Lord will not act as is here
described, wherefore also Jesus does not begin this
parable by saying, “There was a man” who had a slave
plowing, etc. “Who of you” pictures ourselves as we
in ordinary life act toward those who are working for
us. The Lord does far otherwise (19 :17, 19; Matt. 25:
21, 23) and rewards even those who have not succeeded in doing “all things ordered for them,” forgives
them their shortcomings.
But when he so rewards, this is altogether and
absolutely due to his abounding grace and generosity.
It is because of himself and not because of us and our
work. Once for all learn: if We think we ought to receive recognition at the Lord’s hands for our service,
which is imperfect and poor at best and not to be com-

pared with that of the slave in the parable, we are doing
an outrageous and utterly presumptuous thing. We are
then turning his wholly undeserved grace, his glorious
generosity, which is so glorious just because he gives

it without the least merit on our part, into nothing
more than a mere payment that is coming to us by

right and justice. Can the Lord consent to such a
double lie?
11) And it came to pass in going to Jerusalem
he was going through between Samaria and Galilee.

0n z-ye’wro mu’ see 5:12, and on c‘v with the inﬁnitive
1:8; Luke often uses the unstressed afnée as the subject. Au‘l ﬂow, which is found only here in the New
Testament, does not mean “through the midst” of the
two countries, ﬁrst through Samaria and then through
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Galilee, but between them, along the border where they
meet. Luke does not keep to the chronology as we have
seen hitherto. He has already brought us far on this
journey to Jerusalem where Jesus was toldie, as far

as southern Perea, but he now reverts to the start of
this journey, when, after being refused hospitality by
the Samaritans (9:51, .etc.), Jesus passed along the
border of- Samaria and Galilee to cross the Jordan. into
Perea. Luke, who is seldom speciﬁc about the localities
of his narratives, is so here in order to explain how
one of the ten lepers happened to be a Samaritan. We
conclude also that Jesus is on the Galilean side of the
border, for it would be hard to account for the pres-

ence of nine Jewish lepers in Samaria and much easier
to have one Samaritan leper associated With nine Jewish lepers in Galilee near the border.
Luke places this incident of thelepers at this point
in his Gospel as a continuation of 15:1, 2. The entire
piece from 15 :1-17 :10 is a unit. It referred to publicans
and open sinners in chapter. 15, and Luke now brings
in even a Samaritan, one who did not come in contact
with Jesus in Vain.
12) And as he was entering into a village, there
met him ten leprous men who stood far OE; and
they lifted the voice, saying, Jesus, Master, have
mercy on us! And on seeing them he said, Having
gone, show yourselves to the priests! And it came to

pass while they were going they were cleansed.
As he was on the point of entering a village near
the border, ten men who were affected with the dread
disease of leprosy meet Jesus. They came from the side
toward the road that entered the village, for they had

to live outside of the village in such huts or dwellings
as they could construct for themselves .and avoid all
contact with people who were not leprous like themselves. These ten, one of them being even a Samaritan,
had congregated to aid each other. Their misery had

overcome national and religious antipathy. Being un-

clean (Lev. 13:46), they stood afar off lest they render others unclean also. The Greek says that they stood
“from afar," for it always measures the distance [from
the object to the beholder, not, as we do, from ourselves to the object. The rabbis prescribed a space of at
least four paces, but these lepers stood well to the side
because of the crowd that was following Jesus.
0n leprosy see the BibleDictionaries and Trench,
Miracles of Our Lord, 10, The Cleansing of the Leper.
The leper was regarded as one who was already dead,
unclean for this reason. No cure was known for this
disease.
13) The reason the lepers lifted up their voice
was to attract certain attention from the distance at
which they stood. Yes, leprosy gradually destroys the
voice, but the ten could still make considerable noise.
Their cry does not reveal more than that they knew
about the power of Jesus to heal even men like themselves. They call him by his name “Jesus” and use only
the title “Master," which is equal to “Rabbi,” which
latter title Luke never uses (see 5:5). And the prayer:
“Mercy us!” (the Greek verb being transitive) means
only that Jesus is to free them from their leprosy.
The most that we can deduce from this is that these
lepers believed that Jesus could help them.
14) He sees them, hears their shouting, perhaps
raises a hand to hush them, and then issues his command, “Having gone, (the Greek always expresses the
minor action by a participle) show yourselves to the

priests I” And Jesus goes on into the village and lets
the lepers stand there.
Imagine their situation. They must have stood and
looked at each other and then started to debate this
command. They had surely expected something else.
If they had news of other lepers whom Jesus had
healed (5:12, etc.) they knew that Jesus had never
merely ordered lepers to go to Jerusalem as if they
were healed when they were not. Should they go? They
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decided to do so, for they told each other and, indeed,
rightly that this command involved a promise, the
promise that they were to be healed. The command of
Jesus is terse, but it means the same as it did in 5:14

where the details of the priests’ duties in reinstating
healed lepers are described. Cases occurred that eventually turned out not to be leprosy.
The plural “to the priests” is used because ten
lepers are involved, and the ceremonies described in
5 :14 plainly show that the contention that one priest
could attend to all at one time is mistaken. Did Jesus
know that one of the ten was a Samaritan and, even
if he desired, could not enter the Temple at Jerusalem
much less offer sacriﬁces there? Jesus always knew all
that he needs to know for his work and so did not need
to wait until the Samaritan returned to learn that he
was not a Jew. Did Jesus say “pries ,” meaning that
this man should show himself to a Samaritan priest
at his own sanctuary? Let us remember that Jesus was
not building up Judaism, was not trying to make men
Jews. We may add that the Jewish priests accepted
the ﬁndings of the Samaritan priests when they pronounced a man clean of leprosy.
Jesus healed in different ways according to the
condition of the sick persons. These men as yet believed only in his healing power. Jesus desired to advance that faith to something better. So he acted as
he did. Leprous as they were, these men were to go
to their priests like clean men to be pronounced clean.
That required stronger faith than ever in Jesus' heal-

ing power. The way in which to increase even such
faith is to feed it with the Word. Jesus gave these
men his word. That, too, moved them to act. They
would have been fools not to act on that word, to stand
around only to debate and to rationalize about it. In
only one way could they ﬁnd out whether that word had
power in it, the power of which they had heard so

much: they must trust that word and go to the priests.
That would show just what power was in that word.
Commentators like to call this a trial of faith to
which Jesus put these men. “Trial” is not the proper
word. They were not tested as to the strength of their
faith, their faith was given the word that it needed
to give ‘it more strength. But the word is like food,
only by eating it will it give us strength; so only by
trusting Jesus’ word and thus trustfully acting on it
will faith grow and increase in strength.
And sure enough, while they were going, leprous
as they were and holding only to that precious word
from Jesus’ lips, they were all at once cleansed. Did
they look at their bodies, feel of them, do this to each
other, and then, certain of the fact, shout with delight?
Their faith was justiﬁed to the uttermost. So this is
what Jesus meant! Why are we told that they gradually, very gradually lost the disease? Is that the manner
in which Jesus healed? Why are we told that they had

to go all the way to the priests before they were healed?
The narrative makes the impression that they went
only a moderate distance, and that the happy moment
came then. Luke puts stress on the sentence by starting
it with “and it came to pass” (see 1:8).
15) But one of them, on seeing that he was
healed, turned back, with a great voice glorifying
God, and fell on his face at his feet thanking him;
and he was a Samaritan. Now Jesus answering said:
Were not ten cleansed? But the nine — where are
they? Were there not found, having turned back to
give glory to God, save this foreigner? And he said
to him, Having arisen, he going! Thy faith has saved
thee.
Before the one turned back he must have debated
with the others about turning back. 'Had Jesus not told

them to go to the priests, and now, healed as they

were, had they not more cause than ever to hurry to
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the priests? But with nine against him, left in a minority of one, this one turned back. The idea isﬁnotthat he
was disobeying Jesus’ orders—how long would-it take to
return and to seek the priests after that? Whatever
outward arguments this one had with the nine, the decisions were due to something inward. In the heart of
the one, out of the faith that made him, too, cry to
”Jesus for mercy, and out of the word of Jesus that had
healed him, something was born that was not born in
the hearts of the others, something that drew him back
to Jesus in spite of the decision of the nine to go on,
something that could not draw the others because it
was not born in them because they grasped only at the
healing and not also at the Healer.
Majorities impress us too much. What would you
have done if you had stood alone against nine? Majorities can go wrong as easily as an individual may go
wrong. The decisive thing is the right, the true, and not
the numbers. Luther stood against the world of his
day; he stood with and for the truth. It is still true

that God and one make a majority. It was right that
this man should return, right that he should do so by
glorifying God with a loud voice when he came back
to Jesus and the crowd that was with him in the village, which now included the villagers. He praised God
for healing him through Jesus even as Jesus did all
his works to glorify God. By glorifying God he withheld nothing from Jesus.
16) For he prostrated himself at Jesus’ feet and
thanked him. That, too, was the proper thing to do. The
greatness of Jesus that had been manifested in the
miracle — healing ten lepers with less than ten words
——overcame this man. So he lay at Jesus’ feet and
thanked him with all" his soul. The nine had the same
greatness to impress their hearts, owed the same response of prostration and gratitude to Jesus, but their
hearts did' not, would not respond. Whatever faith in
Jesus’ power had made them cry for mercy advanced

Luke 17:16-19
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not one step to something better in spite of what Jesus
had given that faith. Like a promising bud it stopped
growth, then began to wilt, and ﬁnally died. They
never went back to Jesus, not even after they had been
to the priests; the record would have mentioned such a
return, one that was made late but was vastly better
than no return.
“And he was a Samaritan” —-the nine Jews were
absent. It was thus with the whole Jewish nation. Read
Rom. 9 :4, 6 regarding the Jews and John 4 :22 regarding the Samaritans and then you catch Luke’s meaning: “and he was. a Samaritan.” Then compare Luke
11:30-32.
17) The Greek “answered" (see 1:19) is used
also here where Jesus responded to a situation —only
one of the ten had returned. Jesus is addressing no
one in particular. His questions are exclamations that
all those about him-are to hear. They are surcharged
with feeling. Rom. 10:21. “But the nine—where?”

with its longing and its pain, with its. appeal in spite of
all disappointment, has been ”echoing, through the
years, is calling, calling still.
18) The Greek places the negative with. the verb:
“were there not found,” whereas we place it with the
noun or subject: “were none found,” etc. “To give glory
to God” is meant in the same sense as it was in v. 15.
The point of the question lies in the clause: “save this
foreigner,” 6 moycsz, one of another race. The-Samari:
tans were of Gentile extraction, not even partly of
Jewish blood as is often supposed. The personal work
of Jesus was intended for the Jews (Matt. 15:24),
but here nine Jews take his blessing, and the one
Samaritan who was with them breaks away from them
and returns alone.
'
19) Jesus now tells this man to get up and to be
going (durative present imperative) on the journey to
the priests to be legally pronounced clean and to be
reinstated in the society of men. But Jesus adds what
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was so vital: “Thy faith has saved thee," the perfect
tense as well as the verb itself refer to his saved condition into which one act of saving or rescue had placed
him. In this and in other such statements of Jesus
faith is not the causa. efﬁciem, the saving power that
caused the healing from leprosy, but the cause tnstmmentalis, the subjective means that connect the leper
with the power of Jesus. This man was healed by trusting Jesus and by trustfully crying out to him. So, indeed, were the nine. But their faith produced nothing
but that cry, then faded out even as they were now
far from Jesus and remained away from him. But
this man’s trust remained, brought the fruit at gratitude as described, and was thus on the way to still
more. That is why Jesus reminds this man of his faith.
It is as though he told him: “See what thy faith in
me and my power has done for thee! Keep that faith
and see what it will yet do for thee !”
This was not yet soteriological faith, justifying
faith that saves the soul. It was to lead to this type
of faith. The power that saved from leprosy is divine,
and he who has it must be able to save also the soul
with the power of grace. It is thus that soteriological
faith was to be born in the Samaritan; he was on a fair
way to have it produced in him;
The next statement is misunderstood when Jesus’
word addressed to this man is made equal to the word
he spoke t0‘the pardoned woman in 7 :50. How could
this man be already saved from sin? It will not do to
say that Jesus had already saved him and declared that

fact here. Jesus is not making an astonishing revelation to the man about his soul. The soul’s salvation
rests on more than had as yet come to this man’s soul.
But he was on the way to his salvation, and to tell him,
as Jesus did, encouraged him to go on toward the
greater goal of faith.
20) Luke again follows his manner of leaving the
time and the place unnamed and concentrates all atten-
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tion on the words that Jesus uttered as belng perfectly
clear without reference to the time or the place The
account about the thankful Samaritan is a minor link
in Luke’s progress of thought— others step in where
the Jews fail. The discourse on the coming of the kingdom and on its consummation (17:20-37) connects in
a broad way with the last parable recorded in chapter
16 and with 17:1, etc.
Now having been requested by the Pharisees as
to when the kingdom of God is commg, he answered
them and said: The kingdom of God does not come
accompanied by observation; neither will they say,
Lo here, or there! For lo, the kingdom of God is
inside you!
Neither the question nor its answer betrays an ulterior motive or purpose on the part of the Pharisees.
Some ﬁnd ridicule in it as if the Pharisees mean.
“Thou hast talked much about the kingdom, but we
have as yet seen nothing of it; when will it come ?”
Others ﬁnd a temptation in it: “He claims to be
bringing the kingdom—let us get him to tell us
when he is making it arrive.” But neither of these

views is veriﬁable.
The Greek retains the tense of the direct dlscourse:
“When comes the kingdom of God ?” This question does
not intend to inquire as to the date but as to the visible
signs and tangible proofs for determining that the
kingdom has truly come. The Jews generally looked
forward with longing and hope to the arrival of the

Messiah and the kingdom which he would establish
But they conceived this as an outward, visible, glorious
kingdom. If Jesus could have brought such a kingdom,
all Jews would have ﬂocked to his standard. That is
one great reason why he was rejected — he looked,
spoke, and acted like anything but such a king who

was bringing the kingdom. It was a very pertinent
question, this about the “when” of the kingdom.
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Jesus gives a, pertinent answer. These Pharisees
have a complete misconception concerning the kingdom.
It and therefore its coming are not like what they
think. Hence Jesus must tell them: “The kingdom of
God does not come (at all) accompanied with observation (with men sitting by and watching the grand
spectacle of its arrival) .” It is not at all a kingdom
that could come in such a way.
21) Jesus explains what he means by the phrase
“with observation”: “neither will they say (of this
kingdom when it comes), Lo here (it is — pointing a
ﬁnger at it) or there (it is) l” The plural t‘poiow is indeﬁnite. The kingdom does not come like a magniﬁcent
procession with bands playing, hosts marching, a glit-

tering king at its head. There is no “when” at all for
such a coming or for any kinngm that could come in
this way.

In place of the false “10” Jesus offers the true one,
and 76p gives the brief and complete explanation . “For,
10, the kingdom is inside you !" It‘is wholly and altogether a spiritual kingdom. The phrase c’v-n‘ac {quay means
neither in animis vestris, for the kingdom is certainly

not in the hearts of these Pharisees, nor merely mm
008 (R. V. margin), “among you,” “in your midst,” in
the hearts of the believers that are scattered here and
there among the Pharisees. The phrase does not locate
the kingdom but states its character as being something internal and not, like earthly kingdoms, external. The pronoun “you" is general and does not
mean “you Pharisees” or “you," any deﬁnite person.
So 'the Pharisees sit in their observation towers in
vain; theakingdom, being spiritual and internal, comes
right under. their noses, and with their unspiritual
eyes they never see a thing of it or of its coming. See
4 :43 on the kingdom. It is Luke’s concern to report
this word of Jesus and therefore he says nothing more
about the Pharisees.

Duke 17:22
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22) The Pharisees had left, or Jesus and the disciples had proceeded on their journey. The Pharisees
needed to be told that the kingdom is within, is spir-

itual ; to this the Lord adds for the sake of his disciples
that, after the spiritual work of this kingdom is done,
it will come suddenly, like lightning, in judgment on
the world.
Moreover, he said to the disciples: There shall
come days when you shall long to see one of the days
of the Son of man, and y'ou shall not see it. And they
shall say to you, Lo, there! Lo, here! Do not go away
or pursue after. For just as the lightning when
lightning shines out of one part under the heaven
unto the other part under the heaven, thus shall be
the Son of man in his day.
The Jews looked for a glorious earthly kingdom;
Jesus tells his disciples that depressing times constitute the immediate prospect. “There shall come days”
again and again, many of them, which shall be ﬁlled
with what Jesus does not need to say because their
effect speaks for itself—days when you shall long
to see “one of the days (just one as a breathing spell
in your aﬂlictions) of the Son of man” (on this title
see 5:24). Note that “one of the days of the Son of

man” is analogous to “the day of the Lord Jesus
Christ” mentioned in I Cor. 1 :8 and thus analogous
to “his day” referred to in v. 24.
Jesus does not intend to say that times will come
when the disciples will desire again to enjoy one of the
happy days when he walked on earth with them, but
that in future times they will long and sigh earnestly
for Jesus to send, in advance of his coming, just one
day of that glorious period when he shall reign in
might and majesty with all his enemies under his
feet. “Son of man” is the proper term, for as such
he shall return to judgment, John 5 :27. But all such
longing must necessarily be denied: “you shall not see
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it.” The visible, glorious consummation of the ldngdom
must wait in toto until the spiritual work has been
completed.

23)

This épofmv is diﬂerent from the one that is

negated in v. 21, for the words “they shall say to you”
betray who they are, false Christs and false prophets,
compare Matt. 24 :24—26 which was spoken on the
Tuesday of the Passion week. The spiritual coming of
the kingdom into men’s hearts never interests men so
that they cry, “Lo here, or there I” But it will be different in regard to the glorious coming; disregarding
all that Jesus said about it, some will raise this very

cry, “Lo there! Lo here !” and by that very cry demonstrate their own falseness. They will imagine that they

see plain indications and signs of Christ’s immediate
coming. They will pose as prophets, even as manifestations and incarnations of Christ, and call the
true disciples to ﬂock to their standards “here” or
“there.” Jesus warns, “Do not go away or pursue
after,” leave not your faith in the words which Jesus
has spoken, do not chase after these false leaders and
the promises they make. This warning has often been
disregarded, will often be so, but should not be so by us.
24) Jesus gives us the reason (76p) : his coming
and the consummation of the kingdom will occur in
such a manner that we need go nowhere — it will be
instantaneously visible over the whole earth just as a
lightning ﬂash lightnings out of one part of heaven
and shines to the other part and lights up the entire
sky. In ex 7-7,: and sis m’v the articles have demonstrative
force: “out of this,” “unto that,” and we supply the

noun mph, “part.” Not the mere suddenness or the
unexpected ﬂashing of the lightning or the brightness

of its dazzling light is the point of the comparison but
the universal, instantaneous visibility of it when it
ﬂashes across the sky; so shall the Son of man be in
his day. Nor need the shape of the earth or its physical

extent cause us one instant of doubt, for the world it-

Luke 17:25, 26
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self shall be changed, sun, moon, and stars shall be
moved from their place; and grand as the simile of
the lightning is it is only a faint illustration of what
Christ’s appearance in his day shall be, for he is greater than heaven and earth and the whole universe of

created things, the glory of his countenance shall penetrate everywhere.
25) But ﬁrst it is necessary that he suffer many
things and he rejected by this generation.

What a contrast: the heavenly glory and majesty
— suffering, rejection, and death! Jesus frequently
linked the two together. This repeats the prophecy uttered in 9 :22, 44, and has the same 8:: of the necessity
of God’ saving love (see it already in 2:49), the ‘same_
verbs (“suﬂ’en be rejected” after due examination
like a bad coin), the same now which still veils the
details. The fact that Jesus knew these “many things”
through direct knowledge and not merely from the
Old Testament prophecies, as some claim, is evidenced
by his naming scourging, mockery, deliverance to the
Gentiles, and cruciﬁxion, all of which are not directly
named by the prophets. “By this generation," ami nam-

ing the agent (R. 579) “from” whom the actions come,
refers to the Jewish nation then living, whose constituted authorities and great mass would, indeed, reject

Jesus. — So fades the Jewish “observation” which is
looking for a grand earthly Messiah and kingdom.
26) And even as it was in the days of Noah,
thus shall it he also in the days of the Son of man:
they were eating, they were drinking, they were
marrying, they were being married up to the day
Noah went into the ark, and the deluge came and
destroyed them all.
In Matt. 24 :37-39, on the Tuesday of the Passion
week, Jesus repeated this illustration and parts of
what follows. The way in which the people acted in the
days of Noah during the 120 years when they had the
warning of the ﬂood is a sample of the way in which
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the world will act “in the days of the Son of man,"
the plural to denote the era preceding his coming, the
singular is used in v. 24 to designate the day of his
actual coming.

27) They disregarded absolutely all warning and
lived on as though the warnings meant nothing. The
four verbs which are without connectives are dramatic,
all are imperfect tenses to express customary actions.
It is a masterly description of that blind, secure, unbelieving, ungodly generation of Noah’s day, whose
successors are with us now and shall ﬁll the world
when the Son of man comes. Such was the rich man
mentioned in 16:19, etc. To eat, drink, marry, be married (the passive in the case of the woman) are not

wrong in themselves, but to make life nothing more,
to forget the soul, God, the Word, salvation, worship,
service to God, eternity — this is not only wrong and
sin but the most fatal sin of all. The Scriptures tell us
that in the days of Noah the people where so wicked
that God could no longer tolerate them on earth, likewise that the sin of Sodom cried to heaven. Jesus does
not mention this excessive wickedness, he is content
to describe the soil from which it naturally grew and
will always grow, namely hearts that are devoid of God
and godliness, sunken in earthly, temporal, transient

things.
Noah entered the ark at God’s bidding, and then
doom descended. ”Axpc 15s- ﬁpépae=axpc n): ﬁpépac 5, the noun
being drawn into the relative clause, the relative pronoun taking the place of the article. The word for
“ark,” 6 mﬁwrés, is suggestive since in Heb. 9:4 it is
used for the ark of the covenant, and in Rev. 11:19 for
the ark of the heavenly sanctuary; the word means a
wooden chest. Impressive in its simplicity is the statement: “and came the ﬂood and destroyed them all,”
the verbs being placed forward for the sake of emphasis. Jesus states nothing but the cold, terrible facts
KafaKAwmis is derived from xammfcm, to overﬂow com-

Luke 17:28-80
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pletely (our “cataclysm”) . “All” — nothing can be
more complete than this masculine pronoun.
28) Here, but not in Matt. 24', Jesus adds the
second illustration. Likewise as it was in the days of
Lot: they were eating, they were drinking, they were
buying, they were selling, they were planting, they
were building; but on the day that Lot went out
from Sodom it rained ﬁre and brimstone from heaven
and destroyed them all. According to these things
will it be on what day the Son of man is revealed.
“Likewise” places the second illustration beside the
ﬁrst. The one intensiﬁes the other. Both stand as the
great Biblical types of the ﬁnal judgment and its doom
for the unbelieving which is swift, frightful, complete.
We again have the same imperfects, this time six, four
new ones, which include all such actions and picture
lives without God.
29) Lot, like Noah, left at God’s bidding, both
being preachers of righteousness (II: Pet. 2 :5, 7) whose
preaching Was in vain. Then thedoom descended. The
ﬁrst came by water, this came by ﬁre—God orders both.
“And destroyed all,” the same power of brevity as in
v. 27. What the 'once beautiful country is like to this
day is described better in the Scripture than by modern travelers: “Brimstone, and salt,.and burning . . .
not sown, nor beareth, nor any grass groweth therein," Deut. 29 :23. “Never to be inhabited, nor dwelt in
from generation to generation; where neither Arab

should pitch tent, nor shepherd make fold,” Isa. 13 :20.
“No man abiding there, nor son of man dwelling in
it,” Jer. 49 :18. “Afruitful land turned into saltness,”
Ps. 107 :34. “Overthrown and burnt," Amos 4:11. It
is only a legend that Sodom and the four other cities
sank into the Dead Sea, and that traces of these cities
can still be seen beneath the waters.
30) “In accord with these things,” Jesus adds
most impressively, “shall it be,” etc. Once more we
have the warning, and it is now. given to the whole
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world for the last time. Noah — eight souls (not even
ten) ; Lot—four souls (not even ﬁve), these alone
escaped. “In what day the Son of man is revealed,”
the tense is the prophetic present, the verb as it is
used in II Thess. 1 :7: “When the Lord Jesus shall be
revealed from heaven with his mighty angels.”
31)

In that day who shall be on the housetop

and his utensils in the house, let him not go down to
take them away; and he in the ﬁeld likewise, let him
not return for the things behind. Remember the wife
of Lot! Whoever shall seek to preserve his life shall
lose it while whoever shall lose it shall keep it alive.
In Matt. 24:17, etc., (Mark 13:15) the word re-

garding the housetOp and the ﬁeld is used with reference to the time of the destruction of Jerusalem, when
precipitate ﬂight alone will save the Christians from
being shut in by the Roman armies. In the present discourse the destruction of Jerusalem is not referred to;
Luke 21 :5-38 reports Matt. 24 and deals with Jerusalem in v. 20, etc. Jesus speaks of the end of the world
throughout and therefore says nothing of ﬂight, for no
ﬂight will then save any man. The thought begun in
v. 26-30 is continued. Those who, like the people in
Noah’s and in Lot’s time, cling to the things of earth
alone will do so to the last. Jesus tells his disciples not
to be like them in any way. When the end comes, let no
one on the housetop think of any of his goods or valuables (axafq) down in the house and run down to take
them away to safety, or anyone working out in his
ﬁeld run back for anything that is left behind. The
phrase 539 1'5. 6m'0'w is not the adverb “back” but means
“for the things behind.” They whose valuables are
entirely material and earthly will think only of these.

No such thought is to be in the disciples' mind.
32) “Remember the wife of Lot!” makes plain
by a historical example what the warning of Jesus.
means. She only looked back and was lost. To have the
heart set on our earthly valuables even to so slight a

Duke 17:83
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degree will be fatal. To have it set only on Christ and
on our eternal treasures cannot, of course, be accom-

plished in the last hour; we must learn this by following Christ and must live so all our lives, which is the
absolute opposite of the conduct of the rich fool mentioned in 12 :16, etc. For the end of the world may
come at any time and does come for us who die before

the end at the time we die. Read I Cor. 7 :29-31.
33) The fact that Jesus is speaking of the disciples’ attitude toward all earthly things for the entire
period up to the end of the world appears in the new
statement. It is a dictum that Jesus uttered at least
four times in different connections and in different
formulations, Luke 9:24 (Matt. 16:25; Mark 8:35);
Matt. 10:39; John 12:25. “To seek to preserve one’s

mm; or life” means to devote all one’s thought, time,
and effort to getting everything for our animated body
only (see 1 :46), for the mﬁ is only that which makes
our bodies alive. By the very act of devoting oneself only
to the preservation of “the life" in this sense one simply and inevitably loses even that “life,” i. e., his W.
Not, indeed, by just dying, for all believers also die; but
as is stated in 12:20—the psyche goes to judgment.

That which animated the body is damned, and when it
is reunited with its body on the last day it shall
enter hell.
Also the reverse is true: whoever loses his life
(psyche) by devoting himself to his W65,” .or spirit,
his great aim being not merely to do for that which
animates his body but also being willing even to have
his body die or suffer for Christ and the gospel or to
lose many things the world counts dear and sweet. He
it is-who keeps his M25, even that, alive (the verb being used in this sense in the New Testament, C.-K.
495) . He, too, will, of course, die, his psyche will leave
his body; but it will not be judged, it will be safe,
saved, and reunited with the body at the great resur-

rection to live in heaven forever. The English has
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trouble with all these passages since we have no real

equivalent for mﬁ, both ‘I‘life” and “soul” being inexact. We must consult the original.
34) I tell you: On that night there will be two
men on one bed; the one will be taken away, and the
other will be left. There will be two women grinding
together; the one will be taken away, but the other

will be left.
The illustration is drawn more ﬁrmly than it is in
Matt. 24 :40, 41. “I tell you” lends the weight of authority- to the double statement. The difference of which
Jesus is speaking from v. 26 onward is not outward
but inward. Here are people who are outwardly alike,

ﬁrst two men (860 is masculine as 6 els and 6 Ema;show) sleeping side by side in the same bed; yet one
may be taken along, accepted, and received, the other
left, abandoned, rejected. The agent in the passive
verbs is left unnamed, but it is surely the Son of man
(v. 24) of whose great return Jesus is speaking. Why
this difference? It does not need to be stated again.

The one is like Noah and Lot and the man who does
the right thing for his psyche (v. 33) ; the other is
like the people in Noah's and Lot’s time who were out
to give their psyche everything earthly only (v. 33).
“On that night” does not mean that the Parousia will
occur at night, for the next verse speaks of work that
is done during the daytime. The coming is a certainty, it may occur at night or during daylight.
35) Two men, and now two women; two sleeping,
and now two working, namely “grinding” the meal for

the family which was a woman’s task and was done
with a handmill. They sit side by side, doingthe same
thing, each woman’s hand being on the same mill,
grinding the same grain, wheat or barley. Outwardly
they are so alike, but inwardly there may be the great-

est diﬁ‘erence as in the case of the men, so that the
one is saved, the other, lost. Verse 36 about the two men
in the ﬁeld is plainlyninserted from Matt.-. 24 :40, where

alone it belongs. Emphasis is gained by duplication,
not by triplication.
37) And answering they say to him, Where,
Lord? And he said to them, Where the body, the
eagles will be gathered together.
The response of the disciples is to ask the Lord,

“Where?” i. e., where this separation, taking the one,
leaving the other, is to take place. This is an answer
that tells the Lord that this point is not clear to the
disciples.
The Lord’s reply is- couched in the proverbial language which is repeated on the last Tuesday of his life
when he sat on the Mount of Olives (Matt. 24 :3), the
changes being only verbal (Matt. 24:28), that the
eagles are bound to gather together where the body is,
i. e., the dead, decaying body (Matthew, the carcass).
In Matthew this saying applies to Jerusalem as the carcass. The attempt to have it apply so in Luke has led to
misinterpretation. Some abhorrent views have been
offered: Christ is the carrion, the believers the vultures; or believers are the carrion, Christ the vultures.
”Ami are eagles; some dictionaries have the word
mean “vultures" here where carrion draws them, be-

ing ignorant of the fact, it seems, that eagles, too, love
to gorge themselves on carrion. The reply of Jesus
means: “Neither here, nor there, nor in any particular
place, but there where men are ripe for judgment."
So it was in Noah’s time, so in Lot’s, and so it will be
on the day of the ﬁnal judgment. The fate of carrion
that is devoured by eagles pictures the fate of all who
fed only their earthly lives. The judgment is only for
the ungodly who make this world their all; the godly

do not come into the judgment (John 5 :24': £59 xptaw

of»: prem) . Hence the word about the dead body is
enough.

' CHAPTER XVIII
1)

Moreover, he went on to say a parable to

them for this that it is necessary that they be always
praying and not losing heart, saying: A judge there

was in a city, fearing not God and regarding not.
man. Moreover, a widow there was in that city, and
she kept coming to him, saying, Vindicate me of my
opponent at law! And he would not for a time. But

afterward he said in himself, Though I neither fear
God nor regard man, because this widow is making
me trouble, I will vindicate her lest ﬁnally by coming
she be knocking me out.
Jesus continues speaking to the disciples (17 :22)

and on thesame general topic as v. 6, 7 indicate. But
the new thought is that, until the end comes, the disciples must always keep praying and never lose heart
(to be xaxés, inferior, good-for-nothing in this matter).

Hpac 1'6 with the inﬁnitive means “with reference to,”
R. 1075. The impersonal adv is used to indicate all types
of necessity, here that which arises from the situation of

the disciples in a wicked world that is ripening for
judgment as a dead body begins to rot and get ready
to be devoured by the eagles (17:37).
2) Note the correspondence: “A judge there was
in a city,” and: “Moreover, a widow there was in
that city,” the subjects being placed forward for the
sake of emphasis, and the indeﬁnite pronoun being
used twice, as is often done in Luke, for our indeﬁnite
article “a,” R. 743. The point of the parable is missed
when the wickedness of this judge is reduced in any
way, for the force of the parable lies in the contrast
between this judge and the just and righteous God;
wherefore also this wickedness of the judge is again
emphasized in v. 4. He feared not God in the conduct
of his high oﬂice nor all the dire threats of God against
(892)
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unjust and conscienceless judges. Nor did he have “its
poor and miserable substitute” (Trench), regard for
man, for the opinion of the world which holds many a
man and an otherwise conscienceless judge in line.
Here we have another (16:1) parable in which we
cannot proceed as we did in that of the sower and ﬁnd
counterparts for all that the parable mentions. This
judge is not God. These two are opposites, and this is
the thought that makes the parable. The illustrative
feature is only one and not a number of them that run
through the picture, and that one point, the tertium
compatationis, Jesus himself states in v. 6-8a; we have
no right to go beyond that. We found Jesus doing the
same thing in 16:9, etc.

3) A widow comes to this judge’s court, and we
may well suppose that she was a poor widow, without
power and inﬂuence. She has an “opponent at law” (the
same word that is used in Matt. 5 :25) who has robbed
her of the little she had. So she appeals to this judge,
keeps coming again and again although he keeps putting her off ; and her petition is: “Vindicate me of my
opponent at law!” The verb éxSméw means “to avenge
or vindicate,” here by making the Opponent at law

return his extortion and robbery and by inﬂicting
on him. the penalty he deserves.
4) But this conscienceless judge “would not for
a time.” The law of God and of man was on the widow's side, and that fact the judge saw; yet because
she was only a lone widow, this judge would not act.
But she had one weapon that made even this judge
succumb. In the parable he is made to acknowledge it
himself. Parables are built like that—the wicked, are
made to state their wicked thoughts outright in so
many words. After some time (pm‘z mam) , the widow
persisting in coming and demanding action, this judge,
yes, even one who is as base as this, who admits to
himself, “Although (c: m’) I fear not God and regard
not man,” capitulates.
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5) Aui. 76 with the inﬁnitive states the reason the
judge ﬁnally resolves to act, and it is certainly about
as low a motive as can move any judge to act; and
i'va. p.15 states his purpose and aim, and it, too, is of the
lowest. Not the widow’s unquestioned right and .her
opponent’s ﬂagrant wrong against her move this
judge, move him at last, but his own personal ease
and peace which this widow’s constant coming and
pleading destroy.

Hapéxew xésrov is idiomatic, “to furnish or make trouble” ; and bumwuizm, literally, “to hit under the eye,” “to
give a black eye,” is strong even when it is used metaphorically: “lest ﬁnally by coming she be knocking
me out.” It would require an aorist subjunctive to
mean that the widow would ﬁnally ﬂy into a rage and
literally knock the judge under the eye with her ﬁst
—. although he richly deserved it; the present subjunctive means that the woman’s everlasting coming
will, if it continues much longer, knock the judge out
by ﬁnally moving him to give in. He sees that he can:
not hold out forever, and so in order to have no more
bother and to avoid yielding in the end he resolves
then and there: “I will vindicate her.” The moment we
see that God acts in the very opposite way, the disgraceful conduct of this judge will appear in its proper
light. We should also remember that Jesus paints an
Oriental judge, to whom the aggrieved go without the
legal red tape and the lawyers who are required in
our modern courts.
6) Now the interpretation. And the Lord said:
Hear what the judge of unrighteousness says! But
God, will he not work the vindication of his elect,
crying to him by day and by night? and is he waiting long over them? I will tell you, that he will work
their vindication with speed! Nevertheless, the Son of
man, on coming, will he ﬁnd the faith on the earth?
The whole parable centers in what the judge
“says,” vivid present tense; all elseis subsidiary. He

is called “the judge of unrighteousness,” which characterizes him by a qualitative genitive (which is

stronger than an adjective), it is like “the steward of
unrighteousness” and “the mammon of unrighteousness” occurring in 16:8, 9.
7) Fixing attention on that, Jesus brings out
what we are to see. By placing 6 82 (9:6: before the double

interrogative words 01': mi (which involve an affirmative
answer) “but God” receives strong emphasis, 86 placing
him into contrast with “the judge of unrighteousness.”
Because this contrast culminates in the judge of un-

righteousness and the God of all righteousness, it runs
through the entire parable. Thus, over against the
widow, in whom the judge has no interest, there are
set the elect, in whom God has supreme interest. She
comes to the judge from time to time; over against
that there is set the crying both by day and by night
(the genitives to indicate time within which something
occurs; the accusatives would mean all day and all
night long). The widow is not heard for a time; over
against that short period there is set the long period
that God waits before he acts. Over against the utterly base and selﬁsh yielding of the judge there is set the
holy, righteous, loving deed of God which he resolved
to do from the start. So the contrast runs clear through.
Nothing in the parable represents the reality save
the vindication — there is vindication alike in the parable and in reality; all else is opposite, and the whole
force and argument lie in this cumulative opposition.

Even the widow is understood wrongly if, amid these
opposites, she is made like the elect, they being poor
and helpless as she is. The elect are supremely precious
to God, the Widow, just because she is a widow, poor
and helpless as such, is just nothing to the judge even
when he at last vindicates her. On the elect compare
John 10:14, 16; II Tim. 2:19; I Pet. 1:2: “elect according to the foreknowledge of God.” Their cries for
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vindication ring through the Scriptures, Ps. 35:17 ;
74:10; 94:3; Rev. 6:10.

The addition to the question: mi paupooupei éw’ al’rrois‘,
has called forth a number of interpretations. It has
been termed awkward; the reading, though it is fully
assured, has been changed; the verb has been regarded
as an Attic future instead of the present tense; the
words are separated from the question and are read
as a declaration; the pronoun does not refer to the
elect but to their opponents at law. One cause of this
confusion is the idea that the parable calls for the
wrong contrast, namely that, whereas the unjust judge
delayed the widow’s vindication for a time, the just
God does not delay the vindication of the elect at all
whereas the fact is that God delays the full vindication to the end of the world. The correct opposition
is: a short time — a long time. Hence this long, long
crying by day and by night.
Another mistaken view is that everything is close
to the end of the world. Or, which is the same, the

end of the world as the day of vindication is placed
close to the time when Jesus was speaking. According

to either view the period is made as short as possible
with the idea that the parable requires this. On this
idea of shortness rests also the view that the verb
means “to be longsuﬂ’ering” (R. V., for instance), i. e.,
that God waits patiently for the training and the
development of the elect under the world’s hatred until,
when this is ﬁnished, he steps in with his vindication.
But what about all these elects' dying, generation after
generation of them? According to this view the parable
and the interpretation would apply only to the generation that witnesses the end; and will all those then living, young and old, be alike fully developed by suffering?
We have neither the adversative xa’l (R., W. P.),
“and yet,” nor an aorist subjunctive (faction) plus a
present indicative (purpoowad) . after 01’) #15 (R. 1158).
We have a simple second question that is added by an

ordinary m’, one that has nothing to do with 01’: p.15. It
is a question because m’ prevents us from regarding it
as a declaration. The A. V. had a correct intuition, the
R. V. went off on a wrong track. “But God, will he not
vindicate,” etc.? Absolutely, he will! “And is he waiting long,” etc.? It does seem so —for the promised
end is not yet. In answer to both of these rhetorical
questions Jesus says with great authority: “I tell you,”
etc. On the meaning of the verb as used here: “to wait
long,” “to delay long,” see C.-K. 503; and “over them”
means “over vindicating them.”

8)

Jesus declares with all his authority that God’s

vindication of his elect will come c’v rdxa, “with speed,”
the stress being on this phrase. Because of this assurance of speed the second question about God’s delaying
was added —had to be added. This is the very problem that is faced by the elect of all ages: God seems to

delay and delay their ﬁnal vindication whereas they
are told that the vindication is coming with speed.
Jesus answers that problem by once more asserting
the fact of the speed. So Peter, too, understood him
when he reasserted in II Pet. 3:8, 9 that God is not
slack as some men count slackness; he delays in longsuffering in order to save as many people as possible;
and with him a thousand years are as one day. Peter’s
commentary satisﬁes fully.
The assertion that it cannot be determined whether
the sentence that is introduced by «My is declarative or
interrogative is not well supported. Greek accents were
added at a later date by fallible editors and are subject to review to this day; hence it is for us to decide
whether the reading should be 5pc, the particle expres-

sing correspondence like our “then,” or apa, the interrOgative particle, which is left untranslated in English
and in German and admits either an afﬁrmative or a
negative answer in the speaker’s mind. The fact is that

the inferential cipa does not ﬁt here. From the great
fact that God will vindicate his elect with speed the
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inference does not follow that, when the Son of man
(see 5:24) comes, he is sure to ﬁnd the faith on the
earth. The point is not that he will then ﬁnd some
believers, some of the elect, still among the living; for
it is self-evident that God would not let the world continue without there being believers among men. The
point is in regard to “the faith” and not faith in general, that faith which is pictured in the parable, that
is so necessary for all the elect, which Jesus is working
to produce and to increase, “the” faith that ceases not
to cry by day and by night.
The question (apa) is will that faith be there to
greet the Son of man at his coming? Some think that
the answer must be no, that no was in Jesus' mind, in
fact, that all faith is negatived as far as the end is
concerned. This view misunderstands the object of the

question, which is not to raise speculation about what
will occur at the end but is to stimulate us all to keep
on crying as the elect until the Son of man appears.
“Will there be this faith to welcome me when I come? ”
Jesus leaves the answer to us and to all the elect that
follow us.
9) Moreover, also to some who had been resting their trust on themselves that they were righteous and were treating the rest with contempt he

spoke this parable.
Neither the preceding parable nor the one that is
now introduced deal with prayer as such; prayer is
only the vehicle in both. So the connection is not from
prayer to prayer. The ﬁrst parable deals with the kind
of faith Jesus wants the disciples to have, one that is
constantly longing and asking for his return; the
second parable adds the true humility of faith, of that
faith which alone justiﬁes. It may well be possible that
this parable followed the other promptly. Since elm: 1rp0’:
is constantly used to mean “he said to” the persons
who are then named, we cannot have it here mean “he
said regarding” absent persons.

Luke 18 :9-11
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Those who are addressed are characterized by a
perfect and a present participle: such as “have been
trusting in themselves” and continue to do this and
such as now “go on condemning the rest.” The substance of the trust is “that they are righteous,” the
present tense matches the perfect participle, Stxawt (as
always) is used in the forensic sense. These men were
convinced that they had God’s verdict in their favor;
but the only ground on which they were resting this
conviction was “themselves” (54” expresses the basis).
The result of this self-righteousness was that they
were considering others as nothing; in their estimation
they alone amounted to something—and that just
about everything— before God. Who were they? Not
Pharisees although the description ﬁts them. Luke
would most likely have inserted this word. That leaves
other Jews who have the Pharisaic spirit or followers
of Jesus who are still infected with that spirit.
10) Two men went up into the Temple to pray;
the one a Pharisee, and the other a publican.
This occurred at one of the regular hours for pray-

er, and 73 zepév is the entire-Temple complex. Into the
court of the men these two came for their act of prayerworship (aorist) . The Pharisees are described in 5 :17 ;

the publicans in 3 :12. These two constituted the ex-

tremes in Judaism, the one stood at the pinnacle of
holiness, the other was a. wicked outcast. The scene is
laid in the Holy City itself, in the very court of the
Temple, and thus in the presence of God. Jesus is showing the men he is addressing a photograph of what
they really are and a companion photograph of what
they ought to be. It is a Pharisee but may just as well
be anybody else who thinks like this Pharisee speaks
and acts; it is a publican but this one represents, not
publicans as a class, but all men who think as he speaks
and acts.
11) This is a parable —we are allowed to enter with these men and to see and to hear all that
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reveals them as they are. The Pharisee took a stand
and went on praying these things for himself: God,
I thank thee that I am not like the rest of men,
robbers, unrighteous, adulterers, or ever as this publican! I fast twice during the week; I tithe all whatever I acquire.
The picture is not overdrawn in the least. The Jews
had ﬁxed prayers just as we teach our children to pray:
“Now I lay me down to sleep,” etc. But free prayers
were also spoken. The point is that the parable lets
this Pharisee pray the real thought of his heart. In
this prayer we see what a case of full-grown self-land
work-righteousness looks like. The type is Jewish, but

while it is thus individualized it can easily be translated into other types. We are shown only the heart .of
the prayer; “he went on praying” (imperfect) means
that he «said much more, for the Pharisees loved to
make long prayers. This man may have spoken many
other words in his prayer, words from the psalms,
words from the prophets, the most godly words in the
world — many hypocrites and self-righteous men love
to use them; but his heart is truly revealed only in‘
words such as these which the parable puts into his
mouth.
“He took a stand” right up in front, next to the
stone balustrade which divided the priests’ court from

that of the men. Hpas éaur'év does not mean “to himself”
in the sense of “silently," “under his breath,” as some
think, who add even that he would not have dared to
say these things out loud. He not only dared this but
was admired by those who heard what he could say.
The phrase is to be construed with the verb (not with
the participle) and means that he prayed these things

“for himself,” “in favor of himself,” using 1:726: of
direction which may be either hostile (“against”) or
friendly or neutral; it is here the second. He boasted
about himself — that was his praying. He thought that

Was in his favor with God.

It is held against him that he said only 6 0M: — the
nominative with the article is used as a vocative — but
everything is trimmed down in a parable, and so “God”

is enough. “I thank thee” makes this prayer a thanksgiving, but only in form— it names not one thing

that God has done for this man. For when he adds:
“that I am not like the rest of men” and names three
vicious kinds and then the publican on whom his eyes
fell, his meaning is not that God’s grace has made him
different, but that he has made himself righteous, yea,
vastly better. And he, indeed, could not thank God for
what he had become, for God’s grace never made him
what he was, never turned out self-righteous boasters.
He thanked God that he was not like “robbers,”
etc., but he really had nothing to thank even himself
for on that score, for the Pharisee that he had made
of himself was worse in God’s eyes than a robber and
most certainly much harder to save as witness the pub-

lican. This man was merely what Jesus charges in
16:15. He was measuring with a wrong human rule
and not with the rule of God’s Word, and doing this
right in God’s Temple which had been dedicated to
God’s Word. By the d8uro¢ he refers to all such as have no
righteousness in men’s eyes, who cannot face an earthly
judge. With m’ he does not include “also” this (derogatory ofrroc, R. 697) publican but tops the pile with him
as being the worst of all—glance at 3:12.

12) .First, self-absolution from all sins — not one
to confess to God; then, merit, even supererogation,

doing even more than God had commanded. “God, see
in me no sin, all pure merit!”

This man keeps fasting

twice a week (genitive of time within). In the Greek,
both in the singular and in the plural, “Sabbath” is
used for our “week” and means the group of days that
is bounded by the Sabbaths. God’s law prescribed only
one day of fasting in the year, the Day of Atonement,
Lev. 16:29, etc. ; 23:27, etc. The nation itself had
established four other fast days. But private fasting
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had been introduced since the exile, and the Pharisees
practiced this as a special mark of holiness and used
Monday and Thursday for this purpose. The Jews of
the present time have 28 fast days. So this Pharisee
claimed high merit for his fasting but knew nothing
of such fasting as Isa. 58:4-7 describes.
He also tithed every last thing he acquired (gram,
not “possess”) . The emphasis is on the miwa 50a, “everything whatsoever”; he did not make the common exemptions but included even that which Jesus mentions
in 11:42 -— moreworks of supererogation. On tithing
for Christians compare the notes on 11:42. Jesus puts

just enough into the parable to bring out its point. So
he stops with a mention of these works —the Pharisees boasted of more.
13) But the publican, standing far 0E, would
not even lift up his eyes to the heaven but was striking his breast, saying, God, let thyself be propitiated
in regard to me, the open sinner!
He is the complete opposite to the Pharisee. He, too,
stands as was customary in the Temple, but he has
not taken a special stand. The Greek says “from afar"
and measures from the object to the person; we say
“far off" and measure in the opposite way. He stood
as far off from the Sanctuary as he could, at the rear
of the court of the men. He felt that he was too unworthy to go nearer. Nor did he have the will to lift up
his eyes to heaven in the face of the Sanctuary, the imperfect ﬁOcAey includes the entire time that he was in
the court. He was utterly ashamed before God. Over
against what he did not do am states what he did do,
strike his breast in the Oriental way of showing great
sorrow like the wailing women do in 8 :52, the weeping. women on the Via. Dolorosa in 23:27, and the
children at play in Matt. 11:17. This act symbolizes
the publican’s contrition. We add his confession of sin
when he calls himself 6 agapmxdc, “the open and notorious sinner,” right here in God’s house. True contri-
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tion is always expressed by honest confession. R., W. P;
scores a point in pointing out that the article is so
often overlooked. The main point lies in the article.
The Pharisee thought of others as being sinners; the
publican thinks of himself alone as being the sinner and
not of others. This is a mark of true contrition. It ﬁnds
no comfort at all in the fact that there are many
other and even greater sinners; it sees only itself before God, only itself as “the” sinner whois unable to
answer to God for his sins.
The publican, too, cries only 6 69:6: as is explained
in v. 11. If blame attached to the Pharisee for saying
only “God” it would extend also to the publican. But
how dare a gross sinner approach God, and that right
in God’s Temple? Because there is forgiveness with
God, his Temple is open to sinners, he has provided expiation for their sins, and this is applied to sinners in
his Temple, and his Word declares all this and seals

the forgiveness. This Publican was a Jew who knew
all this and was now acting upon it. It was this gospel
provision of the old covenant that drew him in the
ﬁrst place. The Pharisee disregarded all gospel, made
the whole Old Testament law, and thus prayed as he
did. The publican knew the true law that condemns sin,
came smitten and crushed by that law, but, thank
'God, knew also the gospel in the Old Testament, the
gospel in all the sacriﬁces for sin in the Temple, and
made his prayer thus.
The translation “be merciful to me” which is found
in our version and in others is unfortunate. The verb
used is not c’Achv, “to be merciful or to show mercy,”
which is properly translated thus in all the instances
where the sick cry for help (e. g., 17 :13). This translation leaves out the very. essential that Jesus put into
the publican’s mouth, without which God cannot par-

don and justify, namely the expiation for sin. So this
translation is either misapplied as though God justiﬁes without expiation, or' the explanation is given
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that because of the limitations of parables the expiation is omitted. But this verb is the very one which
shows the expiation and is used here for that very purpose: Maomi pot, “be propitiated in regard to me”; or,
taking the passive in the middle sense: “let thyself be

propitiated in regard to me.”

'

In Maxopm there lies wands, “propitiation,” which,
where sin is involved, is an expiation or atonement.
C.-K. 517-521 on the verb and the noun. The publican
prays that God may let the sacriﬁces which he ordained for sin in the old covenant blot out his sin 80

that God can again extend his grace and favor to this
poor sinner. Such a prayer can be made only to a
gracious God, to him who has provided an expiation,
and only by one who makes that expiation his sole
refuge in contrition, makes it by putting all his faith
and trust in this divine expiation. That is the sense of
the publican’s prayer. All that we need to remember
is that it rests on the Old Testament sacriﬁces for
sin, which typify the ﬁnal sacriﬁce of Christ on the
cross and have their efﬁcacy for the old covenant in and
through the promised sacriﬁce of Christ, Isa. 53 :2-7.
14) I tell you, this one went down to his house
as having been justiﬁed rather than that one; because everyone exalting himself shall be humbled,
but he humbling himself shall be exalted.
It is the voice of authority which announces the
verdict: “I tell you!” “Went down” to his house is
proper because the Jews always regarded the going to
the Temple as a going up. The Temple was not built
on the highest hill of the city, yet all went up, and all
came down. The perfect participle 3¢8anwpévos is predicative to oil-roe: “this one as having been justiﬁed”; and
the tense states that God justiﬁed him prior to his
going down to his house or home, and that this justiﬁcation was valid now and indeﬁnitely. The agent involved in the passive is “God” to whom he prayed.

Luke 18:14
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But the sense of this participle is of the utmost
importance. Amawﬁv is always forensic, in the LXX, etc.,
also in a secular sense, in the New Testament in a
religious sense and only with a personal object. God
acquits, as the Judge he delivers and pronounces the
verdict-that frees from guilt and punishment. Look at

the exhaustive ﬁnding in C.-K. 317, etc.; also at the
cognate terms; also at the synonymous expressions and
at the antonyms. The word never means to make
righteous or just but always forensicatly to declare so.

Since justiﬁcation by faith is the central doctrine of
the Scriptures, the sinner’s one hope of salvation, the
word in which this doctrine centers must be properly

understood.
The reading should be erap’ éxévov in preference to

ﬁc‘xcim, and certainly not 1’) yap mm; as a question. The
sense is that the publican alone was justiﬁed by God,
the Pharisee was not, namely in comparing the two

with each other. The view that the one was justiﬁed
more than the other is in itself impossible since no degrees are possible in justiﬁcation—the judge pronounces the acquittal or refuses to pronounce it and
leaves the sinner in his sin, guilt, and condemnation.
Nor should we confuse the matter by bringing in the
sinner's conviction or feeling of having been justiﬁed
by God. The divine act takes place in heaven, outside
of, apart from, and only in regard to the sinner who is
on earth. His knowledge, conviction, and feeling (all
of which are subjective) are derived from. the Word,
in which the acquittal of every repentant sinner is recorded.
The reason the publican was acquitted and the
Pharisee was not is stated in the form of an axiom or
self-evident proposition, one that is used repeatedly by
Jesus in 14:11; Matt. 23:12, and in other forms elw
where. He that exalts himself shall be humbled, every
last one; but he that humbles himself shall be exalted
——both passives have God as the agent. The Pharisee
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put himself up high in a totally falSe way and contrary
to God. God had to puncture his arrogance; he could
not let the lie endure, especially also since God had provided a true righteousness for sinners, and this man
spurned it, manufactured a sham righteousness of his
own instead, and tried to pass that off on God. The

facts had to be brought to the light, and then the exaltation turned into the very opposite. But the publican
humbled himself by letting God’s law ﬁll him .with contritio’n for- hisvsins and lead him to confess his sin to

God. 'He turned only to God in faith and to the expiation God provided for him. God could not but lift
him up on high by justifying him and accepting him as
his own. How can God pour anything into a full vessel?
But the one that his law empties, that his grace can

and does ﬁll.

.

15) Moreover, they kept bringing to him even
the babes in order that he might touch them. But
having seen it, the disciples went on to rebuke them.

The connection is chronological, this incident occurred in Perea as also Matt. 19 :1 and Mark 10 :1 state.
In the latter two evangelists this incident with regard
to babes is placed after the words regarding the permanency of marriage, an obvious connection of thought.
Luke places it after the justiﬁcation of the publican, a
less obvious connection. Yet that parable as well as the
account about the rich young ruler deals with entrance
into the kingdom, the very thing that is vindicated

also in the case of babes.
This scene is often placed out-of-doors, but Mark
10:10 seems to place it in a house, which also explains
how the disciples could rebuke those who were bringing the children. They did this outside, and thus Jesus
did not at ﬁrst see it. The two imperfects “they kept
bringing" and “they went on to rebuke” are, of course,
descriptive, but these tenses lead us to expect some—
thing like an aorist to tell us the outcome. It seems as
though these persons started bringing their babes of

Luke 18:15, 16
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their own accord. Somebody conceived the idea, and
others followed in a little procession. Matt. 19 :13 and
Mark 10 :13 have must’a, “little children,” Luke more ex-

actly 1-3; ﬁpém, “babies” or “sucklings,” the word used
in I Pet. 2 :2, even for an unborn babe in Luke 1:44; he
adds mi : “even the sucklings.” Being so tiny, it was, of
course, impossible for them to understand what was
being done for them.
'
The scene is marred when we are told that superstition prompted these parents and others to bring their
babes because they attributed some sort of magical
power to the touch of Jesus’ hands. If that had been
their motive, Jesus would have severely rebuked them
and sent them away. Verbs of touching are construed
with the genitive, and the present subjunctive indicates that he touched them one by one. Matt. 19 :13
describes this touching as being the laying on of hands,
a symbolical act that denoted blessing, and combines it
with praying, invoking divine spiritual blessings upon
the babes. The disciples began to interfere, and it
seems that they were succeeding and that, when no
more babes were being brought to him, Jesus looked
out of the house, saw what they were doing, and
promptly stopped them.
16) But Jesus called them to him, saying: Let
the little children be coming to me and stop hindering them! For of such is the kingdom of God. Amen,
I say to you, whoever does not receive the kingdom
of God as a little child in no way shall enter into it!

Mark adds that he then took them into his arms,
laid his hands on them, and went on fervently blessing
them. A cluster of people and their babes seem to have
been halted by the disciples outside of the house. Mark
states that this made Jesus indignant. Why did they
do a thing such as this? The deeper reason we gather
from what Jesus said, namely that they did not as yet
realize the relation of babes to the kingdom. They may
have had other reasons also such as that they did not
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want Jesus to be bothered by having all these babes

brought to him, that they considered his time too valuable to be wasted on infants, and that they desired his
time for themselves for further discussion. He called

“them” to him, cord (neuter) refers to the babes.
Jesus appears as the great Advocate of babes, he
opens his mouth for the dumb, out of whose mouth he
perfects praise. It has been well said that withoutthese words of Jesus and his attitude toward infants
the Christian Church would have been far different
from what it is. The disciples stood before their Master with shamed faces. His tone is peremptory. We
ﬁrst have the decisive aorist imperative: “Let them be
coming (continue to come) to me !" Added to this is
the negative command which intensiﬁes the positive:
“and stop hindering them!" When an action has already begun, the negative present imperative orders
it to stop, R. 851, etc. The implication in both commands is that babes are altogether ready to come to
Jesus and need only that men put nothing in their way.
And this coming has the same purpose as the coming
of any adult to Jesus, namely to receive the Messianic
salvation. Their afﬁnity for Jesus lies in their need of
him, which is due to their inborn sin.
These were Jewish children who were already in
the old covenant of grace; yet Jesus lays no stress on
this but speaks of children in general even as the
church has applied his word to all children. And indeed, if Jewish children, who were already in the covenant and the kingdom, needed to be brought to Jesus in
order to be blessed by him as the Messiah, how much
more is this the case with reference to all other children, to whom no grace has yet been applied? Jesus
once for all removes every obstacle which our blind reasoning about babes may raise against their coming to
him. In the case of parents “stop hindering" means

Luke 18:16
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“stop refusing to bring them,” for that is the worst
hindering of all.
This double command would itself be enough, but
Jesus goes much farther, he adds his reason (yép) for
this command: “For of such is the kingdom of God.”
He does not say woémv, “of these,” the ones who are
now being brought to him or in the wider sense all
little children and babes; but may rowﬁmy, “of such,”
which means far more, namely the great class to which
children as such belong. Bengel says that if the kingdom is “of such,” then the children must with a special
right be included. They are the model example of the
whole class. If we want to know the character of the
class we must study the children. It is their receptivity
to which Jesus refers. Sin has not yet developed in
them to such a degree as to produce conscious resis-

tance to the power of divine grace, which necessitates
the convicting power of the law. See 4 :43 on the kingdom of God; it is where God (Christ), the King, is
with his rule and his work of grace. To be of this kingdom is to have God’s grace operative in us.
If Jesus had meant that all children, merely because of their being children, are already under this
operation, are already saved, it would be superﬂuous
for children to come to him; they would already be
his. But he means nothing of this kind. What is born
of the ﬂesh is ﬂesh, John 3:6 (Gen. 5:3; Ps. 51:5).

It is in vain to deny original or inborn sin, the total
depravity of our race, and to call babes “innocent” in
the sense of “sinless.” Every babe that dies contradicts
this view.
It is another groundless assumption that all children
are at birth (or already when conceived) made partakers of Christ’s atonement without any means what-

ever. The Scriptures contain no word to this effect.
Because some were misled by such thoughts, the little
ones have been left outside of the kingdom until their
receptiveness for grace became jeopardized. Baptism
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in particular was denied them, and this sacrament itself was regarded as being a mere symbol which gives
and conveys nothing but only pictures something. Baptism was made an act of obedience (so much law)
which was possible only for an adult and no longer an
act of the Triune God which adopts babes as his children, deeds to them a place in heaven, gives them the
new birth in the Spirit. Who will count the crimes that
were thus perpetrated against helpless babes even in
the very name of Christ by denying them the one divine means by which they can be brought and can come
to their gloriﬁed Lord?
17) Although this verse recalls Matt. 18 :3, we
see that it is used in a different way. With the seal of
verity (amen) and of authority (I say to you), see
4:24, Jesus shows his disciples how “of such is the
kingdom of God,” for no one shall enter that kingdom
unless he enters it as a little child. This statement is
astonishing in every way. We should think as, alas, so
many did and do think that a babe must receive the
kingdom as an adult receives it, but absolutely the reverse is true. The child is the model, not the man. It
is the unassuming humility and the unquestioning

trustfulness of the child that make it a pattern for all
adults. This humility and this trustfulness, when they
are directed to Christ, become the very essence of saving faith. To receive the kingdom and to enter into it
are not diverse when we remember what the kingdom
is, namely the working of his power and his grace
wherever he is present. This we receive, i. e., as a gift,
God bestows his grace on us; and thus we enter the
circle, the domain, where God works with his grace. By
receiving the kingdom we enter into it, and by entering
into it we receive it. In John 3 :3, 5 seeing the kingdom
is described as entering it. But the decisive point is
the emphatic “as a little child.”
18) We are now told of one whose love of
riches was keeping him out of the kingdom. And
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there inquired of him a ruler, saying, Good Teacher,
by having done what will I inherit life eternal?
Luke calls him “a ruler” (-n’s=our “a”), one of the
ofﬁcials who were managing the local synagogue; and
Matthew supplies the detail that he was a wavtaxoe, a
man between 24 and 40. Mark adds the details that
Jesus was just going out on the road to proceed to another village when this man ran out, kneeled before
Jesus, and inquired of him. Though he was a ruler and
prominent in his community he humbles himself before
Jesus. This fact and the address, “Good Teacher,” bespeak great reverence for Jesus and the assurance on
his part that Jesus will surely be able to give him the
vital information he desires.
- This man does not ask how he may obtain eternal
life as though he were at a 1038 regarding the ways and
means. 0n the contrary, he thinks that he knows quite
well, namely by his having done something, some one
good thing (Matthew), “good” being used in the sense
of heilbn'ngend (C.-K. 5). The aorist participle maﬁa“

is punctiliar to indicate one accOmplishment—a difﬁcult performance, perhaps, but the man was ready for
the undertaking. He is not thinking of a merely moral
act, for he has performed many acts of this kind and
yet feels that he has not won eternal life.
He asks what he shall do because he thinks that
Jesus has discovered this thing and has acquired life
eternal for himself by it. This man would like to know
the recipe, would like to do the same thing. His conception of Jesus is thus much like that of the modernists: a man who has discovered the good thing and
found eternal life by it. This ruler wants to be let in

on this secret: “Teacher, how didst thou do it? Tell
me that I may also do it!” In the question “by doing
what” there lies, of course, the assumption that the
questioner has the necessary ability and may easily
reach the goal Jesus has reached. All he feels that he
needs is to know the thing that is to be done. This
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idea is Pelagianism in its crassest form. The best
feature about the man is that he wants eternal life and
despite all his past doing has not been able to secure
that treasure.
John uses (an; thirty-four times in his writings and
always in the sense of the life principle itself which
makes us spiritually alive. No science has fathomed
what natural life is, and the essence of spiritual life is
naturally still more mysterious. But both natural and
spiritual life are known and recognized by their functions and their acts. The reception of the “life” is regeneration, of which Jesus spoke to Nicodemus at
length.
This life is aixémos, “eternal,” going on through the
eons unaffected by temporal death, which only transfers this life into the heavenly world. It may be lost,
and it ceases in us when we wickedly and wilfully cut
ourselves off from its divine source, Christ, the Life.
Just what conception the ruler had of this life which
he so much desired one can guess only from the way
in which he imagined that it could be acquired; he supposed that, upon his having done something, it would
be his.

An issue is sometimes made of xA-qpovopdv as if doing
and inheriting were a contradiction in the man’s
question. But Matthew interprets “inheriting” by
writing “hav‘e” life eternal. The verb is often
used in the sense of to obtain or to have a, portion in something. It is used speciﬁcally when sonship
and heirship are involved. But even so, inheriting need

not exclude all idea of merit as many a last will and
testament shows when a larger portion is bequeathed
to a more faithful child, or when a friend, a benefactor,

a person who has rendered some valuable service, is
made an heir. Jesus, too, says nothing and intimates

nothing about a contradiction in the question.
The picture that is thus drawn of the young ruler
is really pathetic: so eager to do, so desirous of life
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eternal (while many young men are carried away by
the world), so strongly attracted to Jesus, expecting
so much of him—and yet so far from the right road
to life eternal! Compare the same question as it is put

by a lawyer in 10:25.
19) But Jesus said to him: Why dost thou call
me good? No one is good except one, God. The precepts thou knowest, Do not commit adultery; do not
kill; do not steal; do not hear false witness; honor
thy father and mother.
Rationalism and Unitarianism point to this question of Jesus as proof positive that Jesus himself says
that he is not God. But they understand the words of
Jesus too. superﬁcially. When the young ruler called
Jesus “good" and asked what “good thing" (Matthew)

he should do to gain life, everything depended on what
he meant by dyaotis, “good.” Note that both the ruler
and Jesus use only the positive “good” in an absolute
sense, which is much stronger than the superlative
would be (R. 661).
The question of Jesus: “Why callest thou me good ?”

aims to make this ruler think of what he means by the
word. Jesus makes no pronouncement whatever about
himself in this question but tells this ruler to pause
and to consider what “good” really means.‘It will not
do to use the word lightly with reference to Jesus. In
order to show what Jesus means he points out that
goodness in the real sense of that term can be predictated only of God. So far is this from denying the

Godhead of Jesus that it actually asserts it for him.
“Good,” Jesus intends to say, if you mean that in the
common sense, it is too cheap to apply to me! It is
quite another thing to use good in its real meaning as

it applies only to God! The man is thus led to look at
Jesus in a new way, to consider that Jesus may, indeed,
be God, essentially one with God as his Son.
The English translation “good” obscures this deeper
meaning too much. The matter is not improved when
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modernists translate was; “kind,” which “good” means
only in certain connections in English but never in the
Greek and absolutely never in a pointed connection

such as the present instance. ’Ayaocss means “beneﬁcial,”
good in that respect. In this sense it may signify what
is morally beneﬁcial. Did this man mean something in
the way of moral beneﬁt by asking for the good thing
(Matthew) he should do? If so, then God’s own moral

law had answered him long ago. But ayaoée means beneﬁcial also .in the sense of heilbringend (C.-K. 5, where
our passage is fully discussed), beneﬁting by bestow-

ing salvation. The ruler had asked for something that
would bring him life eternal, salvation; hence the question was pertinent: “Did. he think of this meaning
when he called on the good Teacher to tell him what
the good thing was that he should do ‘2” It is to impress

this meaning upon his mind that Jesus tells him that
God alone is good.
Now a Jew needed no reminder that God is morally
excellent, “The Good," its very embodiment (Matthew). This Jew needed to be reminded that God alone
is heilbm’ngend, good as the very source of salvation,
beyond which no other exists. Was he coming to Jesus
to ﬁnd out what the good, the beneﬁcent thing in this
sense was, and did he mean that Jesus could bestow
this good upon him? In an exceedingly simple way the
ruler is thus led to look upon Jesus in the true light,
as the One who bestows salvation, i. e., as himself
being God.
20) After jolting the ruler’s mind in regard to
the real meaning of “good” in connection with salvation and thus with God, Jesus proceeds to answer his
question. Luke and Mark abbreviate but agree with
Matthew. “Thou knowest the precepts” means what
Matthew says, that if he wills to enter into life he must
guard these divine c’wohatf or precepts. Jesus follows the
proper course with this man (as he did with the lawyer
in 10 :26) ; he starts with the law in order to lead him

Duke 18:20, 21
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to the gospel. The process is very simple: the man is
ﬁrst to understand that he cannot obtain the life by the
law; second, that all the law can do for him is to show
him his sin. After this is clear, his only hope will be
in the gospel.
As to the commandments which Jesus cites, all the
negative ones have m; with the strong aorist subjunc~
tive, the regular form for negative commands in the
aorist; the ﬁnal positive command has ripa, the durative present imperative “be honoring,” i. e., always.
By using only the second table of the law Jesus takes
this young ruler to the place where he is surest of himself, for these are the commandments regarding which
most men imagine that they can obey them with little
effort—but see Matt. 5:21, etc. Jesus shows that in
quoting the commandments he is not bound by their
wording or by their order in the Decalog. The evange-

lists also use freedom in quoting. Matthew has the sum
of the second table at the end, Mark and Luke have
the Fourth Commandment on honoring parents there.

Mark alone has the Ninth and the Tenth which are
combined in, “Do not defraud.” It seems to be the ob-

ject of Jesus simply to pile up the commandments
into a tremendous burden and to show how exceedingly
much the law requires before it grants the life as a

reward.
21) He, however, said, These all did I watch
from my youth on.
He says this to Jesus without blinking an eye. And
he is perfectly sincere in what he says. This divine
law has no terrors for him—he has kept it all. This is
a sample of Pharisaic training which nulliﬁes the very
effect God intends his law to produce, namely contrite
knowledge of sin and the terrores conscientiae. This
young ruler is altogether self-righteous in the face of
the law. He was perhaps disappointed to hear Jesus
recite nothing but the old commandments which he had
watched from his youth. Was' this all that the good
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Teacher could hold up to him? The words ¢vMo¢mv and
mpEZV are synonyms like bewachen and bewahren, to
watch over and keep safe and to guard and keep inviolate.
He had lived an exemplary life outwardly, he had
shunned grave transgressions, aided and protected, no
doubt, by both his training and his environment. Many
would today be only too well satisﬁed with themselves

if they were like him, and others would praise and
perhaps envy him if they saw him in modern form.
Picture him: an exemplary young man in early manhood, ﬁne and clean morally as the phrase now goes,
the son of wealthy parents but not spoiled by wealth,
having a strong religious bent, an esteemed member of
the church, in fact, one of its pillars, a ruler of the
local synagogue who was more important than a member of the church council is in our' present congregations. Where are the parents who would not be proud
of such a son? Where the church that would not give
him a prominent place? Where the maid that would not
be attracted by his position and his personal excellence? Yet all this is worthless in the eyes of Jesus.
And, in fact, the man himself is not satisﬁed. He‘ is

sure .that the trouble is not with the old commandments, for he feels he has kept these even from the
ﬁrst conscious days of his youth. According to Matthew
he asks what he yet lacks. In Mark and in Luke this
question is implied. There was, somehow, a lack which
he could not explain. What could it be? Jesus is leading him to its discovery.
22) But having heard, Jesus said to him: Yet
one thing is lacking to thee! All whatever thou hast
sell and give out to poor people and thou shalt have
a treasure in the heaven! And come, be following

me!
Jesus not only heard but looked upon and loved the
young ruler (Mark), dyamiv, perceived his deplorable
condition and purposed to help him out of it. As the

“one thing” the ruler still lacks we regard all that
Jesus says; it is a unit and should not be split into two
or more things. This one thing is not to be ranged alongside of others and added to them as making the measure
full; it is totally different from all others, baside which
none of them count. Jesus tells this man that he really
needs the one essential and vital thing. He has thus

far attained only an outward obedience to the law and
has not discovered that this is utterly useless for salvation; he still thinks that all he needs to do is to add
something to this outward obedience. The thing he
lacks begins with this discovery, with the realization
that all his work-righteousness is in vain, that what
he needs is a, complete inward change.
Jesus describes this change to him in detail. By
telling this ruler to sell all that he has and to divide it
to poor people Jesus is laying his ﬁnger on the chief
sin in this man’s heart, the love of his earthly possessions. Jesus is demanding no mere outward act which

would be as valueless as the other acts of this man had
been. The outward act is to be merely the evidence of
the inner change. This change is to be, ﬁrst of all, the
true sorrow of contrition. Heretofore he has clung to
his earthly possessions with his heart. What a sin
against God’s law! By selling and giving away everything this inward sin is to be swept out by true contrition, perdmw. It is a pity that so many fail to see what
Jesus really demands. It is impossible to agree that
Jesus is showing a way of salvation to this man that
is different from the way for other sinners.
Abandoning what was hitherto his heart’s treasure
is only the negative side; the positive side is that “he
shall have a treasure in the heavens” with his whole
.heart ﬁxed on that. The future “thou shalt have” starts
from the moment when his heart is separated from
his earthly treasure. It is a serious misunderstanding
of this word of Jesus to take it to mean that by selling
and giving away his earthly wealth this man would
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receive this treasure in the heavens as a reward. This
“treasure” is the unmerited grace and pardon of God.
For the other side of the one thing the man yet lacked,
the one that always goes together with contrition, is
the true and saving faith in Christ. That is why Jesus
adds the gospel call to come and follow him to the selling and the giving away. This would be the evidence of
true faith on the part of the man. Aeﬁpo, the adverb
“hither,” is sometimes used as being almost equivalent
to a verb, and it is used with or without an imperative,

here with emotion, the present imperative to indicate
continuous following.
Jesus does not always ask us to give up our earthly
wealth. It is in vain to point to this passage as proof

for the abrogation of personal ownership of wealth.
Zacchaeus was not required to give all his possessions
to the poor; Joseph of Arimathaea was a disciple and

was rich; Ananias was free to do with his own what
he would as long as he practiced no hypocrisy nor tried
to deceive the Holy Spirit; St. James warns the rich
only against trusting in riches instead of trusting in
God. Luther is, therefore, right when he draws attention to the domestic state and its requirements of certain possessions such as a house, home, food, clothing,
etc., for wife and children.
The case of this young ruler is a special one and
comes under Matt. 5:29, 30; 18:8, 9; Mark 9:43. We

are also by no means certain that this man was to
assume voluntary poverty in order to follow Jesus and

take part in the work of the gospel. This is usually assumed, but we have no intimation as to just how Jesus
intended to use this new follower. Others besides the
Twelve were in his following for their .own persons
only and certainly did not divest themselves of all their
possessions. Peter had his house in Capernaum; John,

too, had a home to which to take Jesus’ mother; and
the women disciples mentioned in 8:2, 3 who followed

Luke 18:22-24
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Jesus had means from which to supply Jesus and the
Twelve.
Catholicism considers voluntary poverty (in its
monastic orders) a work of merit toward salvation;

it calls this-command to give all to the poor 0. consilium
evangelicum that goes beyond the Decalog and the observance of such counsel an opus supererogatz'vum. In
Matt. 18 :21 76'ch does not mean morally perfect but
“complete,” as having reached the ram or goal, which
here signiﬁes attaining the “one thing,” the essential
which the ruler still lacked.
The rationalistic view is that what the ruler lacked
was moral power, the energy of the moral will. Others
think of the ability to sacriﬁce all .for the sake of reaching the highest moral good, or the ability really to fulﬁll the second table, the law of loving one’s neighbor

as oneself, by which eternal life would be gained. These
legalistic views are not tenable. A common sermon pattern along this line is: this man was to. give up everything—what. are you giving up? Life, even. in the sense
of heaven, is not bought with money.
23) However, on hearing these things he hecame very sad, for he was exceedingly rich.
The effect produced on the young man shows that

Jesus had struck home, had bared the man’s most vulnerable spot, the love of his great wealth. First, such
enthusiasm; now, such aggrieved going away (Matthew and Mark). The fact that he was not changed on
the instant need cause no surprise. A struggle began,
one that might be long and severe. He, indeed, left
Jesus, but Jesus’ words did not leave him and may well
have brought him back in the end. The synoptists leave

the story at this point because their interest lies in the
words of Jesus which go far beyond this one case.
24) But when Jesus saw him, he said: How with
diﬁculty shall those having riches enter into the
kingdom of God! For easier it is that a camel go
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through a needle’s opening than that a rich man go
into the kingdom of God.
Jesus saw the aggrieved ruler leaving (Matthew
and Mark), then looked around on his disciples
(Mark), and then exclaimed because of the difﬁculty
with which a rich man gets into the kingdom (4:43).
What appears in the narrative about the'ruler is thus
more fully elucidated. God alone is able to save a rich
man. The emphasis is on SuaKdAws; God can save him
only “with difﬁculty,” i. e., bring him to receive the
gifts and the blessings that are bestowed by God’s
rule of ' grace in Jesus Christ; 1a ”warp-riches. In
Mark, when Jesus notes the amazement of the disciples,
he repeats and substitutes “those that have trusted in
riches” for "‘a rich man.”
25) Jesus illustrates how difﬁcult it is by a remarkable comparison, which simply means that it is
impossible for a rich man, that is, one who trusts in

riches, to enter the kingdom. His false trust will most

certainly keep out the true trust in God’s grace. TF5”:perforation; ﬁduivq=a sharp point as of a spear and
thus a needle. The Talmud uses the elephant in the
same illustration of human impossibility; elephants
were not known in Palestine. The Koran has the illustration of Jesus.
Not until the ﬁfth century was xdaquc, “camel,”
changed into KQIIMOS‘, the heavy “rope” or cable that is
attached to the anchor of a ship (R. 192). This view
offered no gain, for no cable can be threaded through
a needle’s eye. In the ﬁfteenth century the opposite
was suggested, the needle’s eye was enlarged by being
made to mean a small portal that was used by pedestrians when they were entering a walled city, through
which a camel might squeeze after its load was removed. This turned the impossible into the possible
and became attractive by suggesting that, as the camel
had to leave its load and crawl on its knees, so the rich
man had to shed his riches, i. e., his love for them, and

Duke 18:26
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humble himself on his knees and crawl into the kingdom. But as in Matt. 23 :24 Jesus had in mind an actual
gnat and an actual camel, so camel and needle’s eye are
actual here. The impossibility that is thus illustrated is

without a single exception. Abraham, David, Zacchaeus, Joseph of Arimathaea are not exceptions, for
Jesus himself now explains how the impossible becomes
possible.
26)

Now they that heard said, And who is able

to be saved! But he said, The things impossible with
men are possible with God.

Luke does not state how shocked the disciples were
on hearing what Jesus said. Kai at the head of a reply
connects with the preceding speaker’s word and continues the thought but adds what the one replying
should add or what must be added. So the disciples here
add to what they have just heard: “And who is able
to be saved!” in the sense that Jesus may as well say
right out that nobody can be saved—and, surely, that

cannot be true.
The disciples do not speak only of the young ruler,
they go even beyond all rich men. Their “’9 is unrestricted. They think of themselves (v. 28, “we”) and
include all men generally. Have not all men a secret
desire for riches of some kind? The question is really
an implied confession of sin on the part of the disciples.
This is excellent. It is well that they do not shield them-

selves behind what Jesus once said about the poor
(6:20).

But another thing is not so excellent, namely the
implication that they believed that a man can and
should do something toward being saved. They really

say: “If the illustration of the camel is true regarding
a rich man’s entering the kingdom, then the rich man
can do nothing toward being saved, nor can we or any-

body else, who are, like the rich, afﬂicted with some
desire for things earthly.” In 00':ch there lies the idea
of rescue from mortal danger and of a condition of
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safety that is produced by the rescue. The passive
amoﬁm leaves God as the agent, but 86mm betrays the
synergistic idea that is in the disciples’ minds.
27) Jesus, too, speaks with feeling (Mark and
Matthew). He has elicited from the disciples the very
thought he wished to correct once for all. The illustration of the camel is only too true: “The things impossible with men”—they are and ever remain so. The
last door of hope on that side is shut and sealed forever.
Here perish all Pelagianism, moralism, synergism;
man can do absolutely nothing toward being saved by
any natural powers of his own. The Concordia Triglotta 785, etc., and 881, etc., is most certainly right.
But the more all hope in ourselves dies, whether we are
rich or poor, the more our hope in God rises like the
morning sun with healing in his wings: “possible with
God.” And why not? “For with God all things are
possible,” Mark 10 :27. Greater assurances no man can

ask. God can save even the rich, difﬁcult though it be
to eradicate trust in riches and to put trust only in
God’s grace in its place.
Who will measure the ability of this grace? Who
will describe the miracles it is able to work? We might
be inclined to think of God’s omnipotence as it is revealed in the physical creation and then apply our abstract mode of reasoning and say that it is by almighty
power that God saves the rich and us. But Jesus speaks
of the kingdom of God, which is not physical, of this
world, and of the great work of saving men, including

the rich, which is a 'spiritual work entirely and not at
all a work of omnipotence. We are not in the First
Article of the Creed but in the Second and the Third.
“Christ is able to save them to the uttermost,” Heb.
7 :25.
28) The disciples go from one extreme to the
other. They ﬁrst fear that, on the basis of what Jesus
said, none of them can be saved; now after their

fears in that direction have been allayed, they want
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assurances that they will be rewarded for the sacriﬁces they have made. Now Peter said, Lo, we on
our part, having left our own things, did follow thee!
It occurs to Peter that he and the Twelve had done
exactly what Jesus required of the rich young ruler,
and so he thinks he ought to remind Jesus of this fact.
Peter thinks that their act was no small thing, hence
he begins with the exclamation “10.” The emphasis is
on ﬁptis, “we on our part,” which contrasts the Twelve
with the ruler who went away aggrieved. Peter does
not forget to bring out to the credit of himself and
the Twelve the fact that they followed Jesus even as
Jesus had bidden the ruler to do. The 131,234.11 are all their
own affairs and interests, not just their homes (R. V.
margin). They had identiﬁed themselves wholly with

Jesus. Both the participle and the main verb are aorists
which state only the facts; note the tenses in Matthew
and in Mark. Mark and Luke omit the question: “What
then shall be ours ‘2" (Matthew) as being already voiced
in the tone that Peter used.

But this word of Peter’s has a suspicious ring with
its emphasis on what “we on our part” did. It does not

intend to add: “and we have found more than satisfaction in thee”; for that strong “we” would not harmonize with such an addition. To express such an acknowl-

edgment Peter should have said: “Thou thyself hast
drawn us to forsake our own and to follow thee.” What
Peter’s ear had caught was the promise to the ruler:
“And thou shalt have a treasure in the heavens." But

he had not caught Jesus’ meaning that this would be
a treasure Of pure grace and not a merited reward that
was earned by the ruler by giving away his wealth and

then following Jesus. Peter takes the word to refer to

a proﬁtable trade to which the ruler was invited. The
old spirit of work-righteousness, of human claims and
merit, crops out again in Peter. The more we do, the

more we earn, and the more God owes us.
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29)

Jesus, however, said to them: Amen, I say

to you, that there is no one who left house, or wife,

or brother, or parents, or children for the sake of
the kingdom of God, who shall not duly receive back
many times more in this time and in the eon that is
coming life eternal.
Compare the fuller answer in Matt. 19 :28-30 which
is followed by the parable in 20 :1-16. The generosity
and the magnanimity of Jesus are so great that" he
could and would accept nothing from us without returning it beyond all computation (Matt. 25:21, 23;
Luke 19 :17, 19). The vast disproportion of what we
give up and the returns already display his boundless
grace, to say nothing of the gift of salvation Which is
made before we even begin our sacriﬁces. Not one shall
miss his due reward.
0n “amen,” etc., see 4:24. Since it is sealed thus,

this promise cannot fail. R. 427 thinks that the repetitions with if len’d solemnity, B.-D. 460, 3, the impression
of greatness and fulness. “And” cannot be used as a
translation because each item has its own value,‘ and
because “and” would mean that each disciple would
have to leave all the items listed before the promise
applied to him. We cannot, however, make any exception of any item in the whole list. On “to leave" see
14:26 and Matt. 10:37. This leaving may include the

outward act of giving up and separating from the persons and the property involved, but the inward separation is often enough. Luke has the comprehensive

phrase “for the sake of the kingdom of God”; Matthew,
“for the sake of my name” (revelation) ; Mark, “for
the sake of me and for the sake of the gospel.” The
sense is the same, which illustrates the work of divine
inspiration, which does not necessarily imply the same-

ness of the verbal expressions but the exactness of all
verbal expressions to convey just what the Spirit wants
conveyed.

Luke 18 :80
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30) Matthew and Mark write “a hundred fold”
and raise the replacement proportionately to the high-

est degree as is done in Matt. 13 :8. Luke’s neuter plural
“many times more” Sounds just as hyperbolical, which

leads some to place the entire reward into the other
world. But this is barred out by “in this season (time) ”
which is contrasted with “in the eon, the coming one.”
The reward is certain already in our earthly lives.
Kapée is a portion of time that is ﬁt and proper for
something distinctive, “a season" for it. It is rather
striking for Jesus to speak of earthly time as being
only “this season.” The contrast with 010'»! is great, for
an “eon” is a vast era that is marked by what ﬁlls it.
“The eon coming,” i. e., now approaching closer and

closer, is the heavenly eon that begins at the end of
the world after the kairos has run its brief course. The
two do not overlap. The glory of heaven that is to be
ours is received fully only at the end when the body
will be raised and will be reunited with the soul.
Scoifers have made sport of this promise by sin-

gling out “wife”—a hundred here on earth already and
then again in heaven. This wooden way of reading
Scripture must always call for pity. They would, of
course, pick on wife, but why not on mothers, children,
or other items in the list? Jesus has in mind the new
relationships and what they involve, all these become
ours already in this life, 8:19, etc. ; Rom. 16:13 (John
19:27); I Tim. 1:2; 5:2; II Tim. 2:1; Philemon 10;
I Pet. 5:3, and other passages; other possessions Ps.
37 :16; Prov. 15:16; 16:8; I Tim. 6:6. The new riches

are the divine blessings which substitute in us thankfulness for worldly anxiety and delight in imperishable treasures.
It should be noted that life eternal (referring to
v. 18) is separated from the preceding and placed at
the end by itself, which shows that it is not intended
as. a reward for forsaking relations, property, etc. In
fact, before we are able to do this forsaking and any
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good work, the instant faith is kindled in the heart, life
eternal is already made ours, and that altogether out of
pure grace for Christ’s sake alone. The analogy of all
Scripture is solid on this vital subject. Although both
Mark and Luke refer to taking life eternal in the eon to
come, at the end of the world, this changes nothing in
regard to the way in which it ﬁrst becomes ours. The
entrance into the heavenly life is mentioned in order
to impress upon the disciples what an inﬁnite blessing
awaits those who are called upon to forsake this or
that temporality. What is any loss when we look at our

heavenly gain?

The Fourth Part
When Jesus Actually Entered Jerusalem
Chapter 18:31 to 21:38

The fact that Luke intends to indicate a division in
his Gospel at this point is generally recognized in spite
of the chapter division, which should be made here and
not at v. 43. The actual Passion history begins with
chapter 22.
31) Now having taken the Twelve aside, he
said to them: Lo, we are going up to Jerusalem, and
there shall be accomplished all the things that have
been written through the prophets for the Son of
man. For he shall be given over to the Gentiles and
shall be mocked and shall be outraged and shall be
spit upon, and, having s'courged him, they will kill
him. And on the third day he shall rise again.
The long, leisurely journey down through Perea
east of the Jordan is ﬁnished. Jericho is at hand and
the comparatively short stretch of road to Jerusalem.
So Mark 10 :32 states that Jesus and the disciples were
now on the way to Jerusalem, he was leading them forward. It was thus that at some spot along the road he

took the Twelve aside (wapé in the verb), away from
even the other disciples who followed, and made the
announcement and told them once more about all that
should take place at the end of the journey. He had
made this announcement before, in 9 :22, 40; in Matt.
16 :21; 17 :22, 23. But all is now fully detailed and complete. Jesus sees it all and not merely through the eyes
of the prophets but in direct vision so that the one
commentary on his own prophetic announcement is the
history of these events as soon as they occurred.
(92?)
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“Lo!” he exclaims, for all this is astonishing, indeed. “We are going up to Jerusalem,” are now directly
on our way with Jerusalem as our next objective. “We”
in the verb means the Twelve and Jesus, for they are

to be the direct witnesses of all that shall take place.
Jesus himself wants them there. He must die at Jerusalem. There the prophets had died, 13 :33, and there the
greatest of them all must needs die. This was the heart
of the nation, the seat of its authority, and no less a
power would reject and kill him. Jesus would be put to
death, not by some mob in a frenzy, on the spur of the
moment, but by the great representatives of the nation
in their very capital after going through deliberate
legal forms.
“There shall be accomplished,” ﬁnished and brought
to an end (re’Aoc in the verb), all that had been written.
It is the same verb that Jesus used on the cross when
he cried, “It has been ﬁnished !” John 19 :30 (also 28),
“Aim. The perfect participle, “all that has been written,” etc., means that all still stands thus recorded.
Those who, like R., W. P., think that. the dative up via?
101': dv0pu'nrov might be construed with the main verb,
overlook the fact that “all the things that have been
written” needs a limitation. Not absolutely all were
completed at Jerusalem but only those that had been
written “for the Son of man,” regarding him and the
completion he should accomplish. So we construe this
dative of personal interest with the participle and follow the natural order of the words.
Here we again have that signiﬁcant Sui with refer-

ence to the holy writers which is so constantly used in
the New Testament. Trace it from Matt. 1:22 onward
and note it in Luke 1 :70. Robertson’s translation “by
the prophets” may be misleading. This “by” (inni) belongs only to God (Matt. 1:22) and is never used with
reference to the prophets. “By God through the proph-

ets” is the Bible deﬁnition of inspiration. Aza', introduces the medium; the prophets were God’s media or

Luke 18 :32, 33
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instruments. God was the speaker and author; the
prophets were his media for transmission. That is the
whole of inspiration, of verbal inspiration, than which
there is no other. “Son of man” (see 5:24), he who is
man and more than man, is the proper title here.

32)

We should compare 9 :22 and 44, and then we

shall see that all is new and thus an addition in this
announcement save the killing and the rising on the
third day. Even his being given over or delivered “into
the hands of men” (9:44) is no longer indeﬁnite but
now speciﬁed (not referring to the act of Judas) : “to
the Gentiles,” who can be only Pilate and his men,
and the ones who will hand him over can be only the
Sanhedrin which is mentioned by its full title in 9 :22.
The prophets did not reveal the fact that the Gentiles
would execute Jesus. This act, which was so horrible
to the mind of any godly Jew, the deliverance of their
Messiah into the hands of the Gentiles, is followed by
three prophetic future passives which foretell what
these Gentiles would do with Jesus. The sufferings at
the hands of the Sanhedrin are recorded in 9 :22; Jesus
now adds: “he shall be mocked, he shall be outraged
(insulted is too weak after mocked), he shall be spit
upon”—by these Gentiles.

33)

And

then

the

ﬁnal

acts:

“and

having

scourged, they will kill him,” the Gentiles doing this
in their way by crucifying him as Matt. 20 :19 reports
this announcement. Only here and in Matt. 26:2 did
Jesus use the word “crucify,” it is not found in the
prophets. This is the climax, not only the horrible but
the most abominable death which was inﬂicted on
slaves and the worst type of criminals by pagans. Jesus
calmly detailed it all—into this he was going, this was

to be ﬁnished, this the disciples were to witness.
Then, with the same calmness, he again (9:22)
declares: “and on the third day he shall rise again,”

dvmﬁa'cmt, the future middle which is used in the active sense. Note the wording: four passives regarding
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things that are done to Jesus; then one plural active,
“they shall kill” (not another passive, “he shall be
killed”), which points to the murderers; then one
singular middle-active, which points to the resurrection
of Jesus as being effected by himself. We ﬁrst go down,
down to the most terrible death, then at one tremendous
stroke into the resurrection of glory. Compare the
further remarks on this clause as found in 9:22.
34) And they grasped not one of these things,
and this utterance had been hidden from them, and
they were not realizing the things being said.
Compare 9 :45 on the same inability to understand.
We have little to add to the comment we have offered
on that passage. Three verbs are again piled up to tell
us of this ignorance of the disciples. The ﬁrst is an

aorist to express the fact: “they did not grasp,” and
the object is added, “not one of these things,” not even
a single item in the list. We then have either a periphrastic pluperfect: the utterance (ﬁﬁpa, the thing uttered) had been and thus continued to be hidden from
them by something in their minds, namely their wrong
preconceptions of the Messiah; or ﬂy as an imperfect
with a predicative perfect participle as a complement:
the thing “was” to them “as something that has been
and thus is still hidden” from them. Finally we have
an imperfect: “and they were not realizing" all the
things being said to them (present participle).
Yet this announcement, like those that precede,
was by no means useless. Jesus was thinking of the
future when all would have occurred just as he was
now telling it in advance; compare 24 :44-48. So to this
day many a word of Scripture does not mean much to
the reader until later in life when its meaning comes

out with force to instruct and to comfort him. The
Twelve probably tried to ﬁnd strange ﬁgures in these
terrible verbs and simply could and would not understand them in their literal sense.

35) And it came to pass while he was drawing
near to Jericho, a blind man was sitting by the side
of the road begging. Now, when he heard a crowd
passing through, he began inquiring what this was.
And they reported to him that Jesus the Nazarene

was passing by. And he shouted, saying, Jesus, Son
of David, have mercy on me! And those leading began rebuking him, that he be silent. He, however,
kept yelling much more, Son of David, have mercy '

on me!
See 1 :8 for éyémo plus a ﬁnite verb and for c’v 793
with the inﬁnitive. Jesus had crossed the Jordan and
was following the usual route through Jericho, near
the river, up to Jerusalem.
At ﬁrst glance there seems to be a decided discrepancy between Luke and both Matthew and Mark.
Luke has the miracle performed as Jesus draws near
the city, Matthew and Mark as he leaves the city.
Strange solutions are offered, even to postulating as
many as three different healings. Yet the matter is
simple, and all shadow of contradiction fades away
when we have all the facts. Jesus passed through

Jericho (19:1), and yet, although it was late in the
day, no one in the whole town invited him to be his
guest. On the other side of the town, out along the
highway, Zacchaeus was waiting to see Jesus pass by.
Jesus calls him down from the tree, invites himself to
this publican’s house, retraces his steps into Jericho,
and spends the night with Zacchaeus. It was on this
return to the city that the blind men were healed. Luke

separates the events because he wants to tell the story
of Zacchaeus in one piece, without inserting into it
the story of the blind men. So Matt. 21 :18-22 tells the
story of the blasted ﬁg tree in one piece, whereas Mark
11:12-14; 20-23 relate the two events separately.

Mark preserved the beggar’s name, Bartimaaus,
and Matthew, who himself saw the miracle, informs
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us that the blind beggar had a blind companion. There
is no contradiction between the evangelists as to the

number of the blind men. It is easy to see how Bartimaeus got even his name into one record. He, was evi-

dently the leader, kept up his frantic clamor against
all opposition, and thus obtained the healing. The beggars are shown as sitting alongside the road. They had
trailed the crowd out from Jericho with their guide
but stopped at the edge of the city. Then, when the
crowd surged back to the city, their golden opportunity
came.
36) Being blind, this beggar, of whom alone Luke
speaks, depended on his hearing, which told him that

the crowd was already returning. He could not understand that, and so he went on to inquire, “what this

was,” the optative in for écm', R. 1044.
37) “They reported to him” means some of those
in the returning crowd. They call the Lord by his ordinary personal name “Jesus,” to which they add “the
Nazarene” to distinguish him from others of the same
name. “The Nazarene” is not derogatory although it

is also not a term of honor. So this was the reason for
the commotion on the road—for some reason Jesus
was retracing his steps to re-enter the city. The present

tense “is passing by” is not changed to the optative as
is done in v. 36. It is a matter of the writer’s choice.
38) The beggar never stopped to inquire why
Jesus was coming back, or where he was at the moment; it was enough for him that Jesus was passing
by somewhere in the crowd that was extending along
the road.) He at once shouted, not, “Jesus the Nazarene," but “Jesus, David’s Son, mercy me i” the verb
being transitive in the Greek.
We now see why all three synoptists record this
miracle at this point in their story of Jesus. It is not
for the sake of the miracle, for Jesus had healed
many blind persons, but because of this address,

“Son of David,” the standard title for the Messiah

Luke 18:38-40
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among the Jews. Note that each evangelist reports
the title twice and thus makes it prominent in the
record. Now that Jesus is going to his death at Jerusalem he accepts the Messianic title openly before the
multitude, accepts it with all its implication of royalty

(1 :32, 33) . He had hitherto avoided it as much as possible because of the wrong political and worldly ideas
the Jews connected with the Messiah-King they were

expecting. Only in Samaria, to a lone woman, Jesus
declared himself to be the Messiah. In Matt. 9 :27,
where the blind men address him as the Son of David,
they are told to tell no man about their healing; and
in Matt. 15 :22, etc., Jesus is far away from the crowds,

where no danger attended the use of the title. But now
the time has come for all Judaism to know that Jesus
is David’s royal Son and Heir, the true Messiah, who
is about to die as such. Politics and nationalism present
no dangers now. The aorist imperative expresses great
fervor in prayers; but here the petition is also for one
great act of mercy from Jesus; hence éMna’dy [1.6, “mercy
me,” extend an act of mercy to me. What the act is to
he need not be stated.
39) We know only the fact that those in the van
of the crowd tried to silence the beggar and not the
reason for this attempt. Different reasons are advanced, but none commends itself; it is useless to discuss them. As it was in v. 41, Iva is elliptical and imperative, R. 994. The attempt to silence the beggar
causes him only to keep yelling the more, Luke now

uses Expazcv, “he continued yelling.” His one chance of
healing shall not slip by. All three synoptists repeat
the cry with the signiﬁcant “David’s Son.”
40) Now, having halted, Jesus ordered him to
be brought to him; and he drawing near, he inquired
of him, What dost thou want that I shall do? And he

said, Lord, that I receive sight! And Jesus said to
him, Receive sight! Thy faith has saved thee. And
immediately he received sight, and he began follow-
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ing him, glorifying God. And all the people, on seeing it, gave praise to God.
Read Mark 10:49, 50 for what Luke tells far less
vividly. It is the beggar’s frantic cry that causes Jesus
to halt. He cannot pass by with that cry ringing even
faintly in his ears. Willing hands, that now cheer the
beggar whereas they had tried to hush him before,
bring him to Jesus.
41) In the question of Jesus 06km is followed directly by the deliberative subjunctive without Eva but
has quite the same sense, R. 924. In the beggar’s an-

swer Luke writes deze instead of Mark’s Rabboni. The
latter means more than rabbi and in Latin codices is
translated magister et domine, two using domino alone.
Zahn has “Rabbun”=’Adon and states that it was used
extensively in Jewish literature for God in connections
like “Lord of the world” or “of the worlds.” So the
beggar’s address in his petition harmonizes well with
the Messianic “David’s Son.” On the imperatival use
of Eva see R. 933 and 994; we may translate “let me receive sight” or “see again.” The aorist is proper, for
receiving sight is instantaneous. Jesus elicits this answer so that the man who cannot see may know what
Jesus is doing.
42) The synoptists exercise great independence
in relating parts of this story. Matthew tells us that
Jesus was moved with compassion and placed his hands
on the man’s eyes. Mark writes only that Jesus told
him to be going, and that his faith has saved him.
Luke, too, is brief but reports the word dva’ﬂhapov, “re-

ceive sight” or “see again.” The word regarding the
man’s faith is identical with the one that is addressed
to the healed Samaritan leper in 17 :19 and is discussed there.
43) All the evangelists state that the man’s sight
was restored at once, likewise that he went on to follow
Jesus, Luke using the ingressive imperfect. Mark adds
“on the road,” i. e., joining the disciples who constantly

Luke 18 :43
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kept near Jesus. ‘Luke tells how he was glorifying God
for what he had done for him through Jesus, and how
all the people gave praise to God. Both were certainly
right. All the deeds of Jesus were to glorify and praise
the Father, for they were, indeed, the deeds for which
the Father had sent him into the world as the Son of
David.

CHAPTER XIX
1)

The story of the blind beggar interlocks with

that of Zacchaeus as is explained in connection with

18:35. And having entered, he was passing on
through Jericho. It was Thursday before the Passion week. On entering it, Jesus did not stop in the
city. He passed slowly through it with a group of
his disciples and a great following of others that
was augmented as he made his way through the
city. The reason is plain: the man with whom he
intended to stop was not at home, he had gone out
to get a glimpse of Jesus. Jesus knew where to ﬁnd
him, out on the other side of the city along the highway, perched in a tree. So he simply crosses the city
until he ﬁnds the tree and his host for the night.
Jericho is now a degraded village which is probably
not even located on the site where the city stood in
Jesus’ time. At that time Jericho was a city that was
rich and prosperous indeed, was watered by the Fountain of Elisha and other springs, the whole oasis being
green and ﬂowery, rich in balsams, myrobalanum,
honey, etc—the city of fragrance, the city of roses,

“paradise of God.” It was the place to make a halt before the ﬁnal ascent from a location 1,000 feet below
sea level to 2,400 above, to the heights on which Jerusalem rested. A colony of priests lived here, and one
might have expected that one of these descendants of
Aaron would receive into his home the great Son of
David (18 :38, 39) on his only visit to Jericho, but the
only man who was ready to receive him was of a totally different type.
2) And lo, a man called by name Zacchaeus!
And he was head publican, and he a rich man. And
he was trying to see Jesus, who he was, and was not
able due to the multitude because he was small in
(936)

stature. And having run forward to the front, he
climbed up a ﬁg mulberry in order that he might see
him because he was about to be passing through that
way.

Instead of using the ordinary “there was a man
called Zacchaeus,” Luke introduces the man with an
exclamation: “Lo, a man called by name Zacchaeus!”
This is done because of the highly exceptional things

he is about to write about this man. Yet only two pen
strokes picture him in advance: his work and his
wealth. He was “head publican,” was employed, as is
usually assumed, by. a Roman principal who had bought
up'the taxes in that territory from the state and was
collecting them. The “head publican” had a force of
ordinary publicans under him and managed their business. Zacchaeus was rich, which must mean that he
had considerable wealth. His business was lucrative
so that. in spite of the odium that was attached to it
among the Jews generally (see 3:12), some Jews were
always ready to undertake this work. If not his work
then his wealth made him a man of impOrtance in
Jericho.
He is the only chief publican of whom we read in
the New Testament, and we are not surprised to ﬁnd
him located in Jericho with its heavy trade in balsam
which was taxed at a high rate. The palm groves and
the balsam gardens (now gone) were so valuable that
Antony gave them to Cleopatra as a source of revenue,
and Herod the Great redeemed them for his own beneﬁt. The two aérés instead of a relative are in full accord
with the Greek genius, R. 723.
3)

The two imperfects “he was trying and was

not able” to see Jesus due to the crowd and because of
his short stature allow us to ﬁll in his various efforts
as Jesus made his way slowly through the city. He left
his ofﬁce and his work, but even when he got near
Jesus, too many were between him and Jesus in order
to see him. “To see Jesus who he was”=“to see who
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Jesus was,” R. 488. All that follows shows that. his
desire was far more than the curiosity of the crowds
who merely run to gaze on some famous man. His was
a far more serious desire which impelled him also to
go far beyond what curiosity alone is able to produce.
4) He ran forward to the front, some distance
ahead of the great mass of people that was moving
along with Jesus, and there climbed up a ﬁg mulberry
or sycamore ﬁg, which grows to the size of our walnut
trees, has heart-shaped leaves which are downy under-

neath and fragrant, and grows fruit in clusters on
little sprigs. This tree stood along the road on leaving Jericho, where Jesus was about to be passing
through; the genitive aezm (68013) is due, it seems, to
Sui in the verb (but see R. 494). Here, from his vantage
point, Zacchaeus was sure to see Jesus. On occasions
like this the natural excitement of all concerned allows
more freedom than is usual. But even so, for this little
man, who was wealthy and widely known, to neglect
his dignity and to adopt the tactics of a boy and to

perch up in a tree meant much indeed.
5)

And when he came to the place, on looking

up, Jesus said to him, Zacchaeus, with hastening
climb down, for today in thy house I, must abide!

And with hastening he climbed down and received
him rejoicing.
.
Jesus, of course, came to the place since this was
the road he took. Do not say that that was accidental.
Since the crowds surrounded him, a thousand things
should have directed his eyes elsewhere. It is unwarranted to think that he looked up into this one tree
accidentally, or that he always looked up into the trees
along the road as he traveled. And other men very likely
also climbed trees, that of Zacchaeus may have had several of them. What Luke states is that Jesus came to
just this place, then looked up and invited himself to
Zacchaeus’ house. He knew that his host was in this
tree, knew his name, knew his very heart. His program

Luke 19:5, 6
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has been set. Zacchaeus is to hurry down and to do his
part in it. Whatever Jesus needed to know in his work
and his ofﬁce, including his contact and his intercourse
with men, that he knew; and this knowing was the use
he made of his divine attribute of omniscience for his
saving purposes. John 1 :42-50; 2:24, 25. Only a rationalist like Paulus could suppose that somebody told
Jesus who the little man in the tree was.
The action of Jesus surprised everybody; all gazed
up at the little man in the tree and wondered who he
could be that Jesus called to him. The most astonished
individual was Zacchaeus himself. Content just to get a
good glimpse at Jesus in order to impress that wonderful image on his heart, Jesus stops for him, for him
personally, calls him by name, bids him come down so
' that he may take him to his house, that he may lodge
him for‘the night. A tumult of thoughts and feelings
must have surged through the little man’s heart—this
great and wonderful person was coming to be his
guest! At that moment Zacchaeus knew that Jesus had
read his whole heart even as Nathanael knew it and
confessed it when Jesus uttered that one word to him

about being under the ﬁg tree. But in the case of
Zacchaeus all had a special meaning, for he was not
a mere publican as Matthew had been but one who had
many a sin on his conscience and was aware of these
sins. Yet Jesus was inviting himself to his house!
6)

Note the correspondence:

“with hastening

climb down,” and: “with hastening he climbed down,”
the minor point of the hastening being stated by a
participle in the Greek, which is aorist and expresses
action that is simultaneous with that of the main verb.
The heart of Zacchaeus began responding to the heart

of Jesus as when an organ key is struck, and the pipe
for that key sounds and vibrates with its tone.
“He received him rejoicing.” It was not a question
of being thus honored by Jesus above all the people of
Jericho. Far more vital cansiderations lay back of that
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joyful reception. This coming of Jesus to the publican’s
house recalled in the little man’s heart the condescension of Jesus to publicans and open sinners (15:1, 2) ,
all his willingness to help those whom others cast out,
perhaps what he had said to them about the forgive-

ness of sins—and Zacchaeus with his troubled conscience longed for this forgiveness.
We cannot conceive the scene as some do who
imagine that the house of Zacchaeus stood on the road
toward Jerusalem and place the reception of Jesus at
the door of the house and that the murmuring of the
crowd occurred only when Jesus entered the house.
The reception with rejoicing began right under the
tree. There is a great probability that because of his
wealth and his work as the head of a tax department
Zacchaeus had his residence in the city, in one of its
ﬁnest quarters. Nor were the people in ignorance regarding the intention of Jesus until they saw Zacchaeus ushering him in his door. Jesus declared his
intention publicly under the tree—all that were near
the tree heard it, and they were many. The whole procession halted while Zacchaeus climbed down from the
tree. Jesus and his disciples started back to the city
with Zacchaeus. All soon learned why. The crowd, too,
went back with them.
7) And, on, seeing it, all began murmuring,
saying, With an openly sinful man he went to lodge!
This seeing and the consequent murmuring started
right at the place where the tree stood. All that the
aorist participle does is to state that the seeing preceded the murmuring, and the imperfect has this mur-

muring go on indeﬁnitely. And this grumbling dissatisfaction was general—“all” objected. The emphasis

is ﬁrst on the phrase “with an openly sinful man” and
next on the inﬁnitive “to lodge,” mmww, literally, “to
loose,” i. e., unhitch animals and make a halt for the
night. To think that Jesus should lodge with such a

man! The aorist “he went” is only the Greek for our

Duke 19:7, 8
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perfect “he has gone” and applies the moment Jesus
and Zacchaeus started to leave the tree and by no means
only after Jesus entered the house of Zacchaeus.
This murmuring reﬂects very clearly the general
opinion about publicans. They were classed as ampmuz,
open sinners, not only because they aided the government which oppressed the Jewish nation but also because they themselves were notorious in practicing
oppression by collecting excessive amounts and unlawfully enriching themselves. Whatever estimate Jesus
placed on the ﬁrst point—he never ordered the publicans to drop their business, and he did tell the people
to pay their taxes—he certainly objected to any form
of overcharging (3:12, 13).
Zacchaeus was a real sinner in the eyes of Jesus.
By going to his house he did not even for a moment
countenance this man’s sin or let him remain undisturbed in it. The populace overlooked this fact and

thus blamed Jesus as the Pharisees had blamed him.
The people were right in one respect: it would not have
been proper for Jesus to lodge with this publican if the
latter were to remain as he was. Jesus never countenanced sinners who intended to remain the sinners

they were. But he acted with his unerring knowledge
in this whereas in our dealing with open sinners we are
compelled to use ordinary prudence and caution lest
our very goodness of heart subject us to deception and

make us injure the cause we seek to aid.
8) Now, having taken a stand, Zacchaeus said
to the Lord, Lo, the half of my possessions, Lord, I
give to the poor; and if I extorted anything of anyone I duly give back fourfold.
Luke leaves much untold at this point. We cannot
agree that Zacchaeus spoke as he did at the door of his
house when the complaints rose and met his ears. Or
that the mere impression of Jesus brought forth his
words after entering his house. Jesus wrought on men’s

hearts by his Word, and that is what we assume here.
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As he had done in Bethany (10:39) and wherever he
was entertained, he turned host and dispensed the
Word after entering the house of this publican.
Nor was this done in quiet converse with Zacchaeus,

“which only the angels heard who rejoice over the
sinner that repents,” for the angels also hear the words

that are spoken to sinners in 'public. In v. 9 Jesus
speaks to Zacchaeus, but in such a manner that all the
others also heard what he said. He speaks of Zacchaeus
in the third person and mentions his “house,” his

household or family. It was in response to what Jesus
said after entering the house, after the cohortationes
e‘t monitiones which Jesus brought to this entire house-

hold, that Zacchaeus replied as he did. All that were
present saw fully why Jesus had invited himself to this
man’s home and agreed that the invitation was justi-

ﬁed, no matter what the people outside might think or
say. Zacchaeus, too, was a Jew who knew the Old Testament with its law and its gospel promises. Jesus used
and advanced this knowledge. The Pharisees simply
rejected men like this publican, Jesus helped to restore
them.
Before the SEZWOV or evening meal could be prepared,
Jesus, the Twelve, Zacchaeus, and whoever else was
present sat in Oriental fashion while Jesus spoke.
When he ceased speaking, Zacchaeus stood up. Great
things were taking place in his soul, and he acts with

grave formality by rising from the rug or the divan
on which he had been sitting. Jesus had made his house
a church of God, and now Zacchaeus stands as though
he were in the presence of God and makes his response
to Jesus. He is making a weighty statement, hence we
have the exclamation “10.” First he utters a vow or
promise of thanksgiving: “the half of my possessions
I give to the poor." This is the man’s thankoffering
for the pardon, the comfort of conscience and the peace
of soul he has just received from Jesus. A priceless gift
has been given to him, and he acknowledges the gift.

Luke 19:8
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Thanks such as this presuppose faith. The act is
wholly voluntary. Jesus made no demand upon him to
give any of his wealth away. No special call was extended to Zacchaeus to leave his home to preach the
gospel. He was not even told to drop his business as a
publican. He might have done so voluntarily because
of the temptations that Were connected with the tax
collecting of that day; if he continued in business he
conducted his work in a clean way. Why he gave
half and not a different fraction is hard to say. Love
has and will always have its own generous measure as
those know best who have been prompted by love.
Beside the confession of faith with thanksgiving
Zacchaeus places a confession of sin that is coupled with
restitution: “And if I extorted anything of anyone I
duly give back fourfold.” This “if" does not express
doubt, for it is a condition of reality, and whereas all'
conditions are assumptions in the speaker’s (writer’s)
mind, Zacchaeus would not' have used this condition
unless what he assumed was, indeed, real. The verb
(as in 3 :14) means to press money out of someone by
false assertions. That was the sin of these publicans.
To what extent Zacchaeus was guilty cannot be determined. He cannot have oppressed right and left,
for he could then not have made fourfold restitution

after giving away half of his wealth.
’A’n’OSiSwfu=t0 give what is due. The law required
that in cases such as this only a ﬁfth more than the sum
that had been illegally gained should be returned, Lev.
6:5; Num. 5:6, etc. But Zacchaeus voluntarily oﬁ‘ers
to treat any peculations of his as plain and simple
theft, for which the law stipulated fourfold or ﬁvefold
restitution, Exod. 22:1; I Sam. 12:3; Exod. 33:15.

Zacchaeus makes amends for his wrongs in the fullest
possible measure. The idea is not that amends wipe
out guilt. Proper amends are the evidence of a changed
heart, and the amends which Zacchaeus intended to
make should ,be regarded as such evidence. -“When the
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Lord enters a house, unrighteousness moves out.”
Besser.
9) And Jesus said to him: This day salvation
came to this house according as he, too, is Abraham’s
son. For the Son of man came to seek and to save
which has been lost.
In this way Jesus pronounced the absolution on
Zacchaeus. Jesus spoke to him by making a statement
about him in the hearing of all that were present. We
cannot entertain the supposition that this was done
before the house, in the presence of the multitude, however much the words of Jesus constitute a refutation‘of
the murmuring. The emphasis is on “today” because
Jesus this day brought the salvation to this house, and
those dwelling there received it by faith. This “salvation” is rescue, deliverance, plus the state of safety
that is thus produced. It is freedom from sin and guilt
through the pardon of Jesus and the restoration of the
soul to the favor of God as his child and .heir. “This
house” surely cannot mean only the building as though
there now dwelt under its roof a man who was saved.
While nothing speciﬁc is said about the family of the
publican, “this house” speaks of it as also believing
and thus being saved. The aorist éye’mo, “occurred” or
“came,” states the great fact.
This is “according as” (xaoén), in harmony with
its cause, which is that “he, too, is Abraham’s son.”
Jew though Zacchaeus was, a true son of Abraham he

did not become until “today”; for Abraham is the
father of believers, and faith alone makes us sons of

his, Gal. 3:7; Rom. 4:11, 12, 16. Thus here, too, Jesus
points to faith as being the subjective means of salva-

tion, the faith he himself works in us.
10) With ydp Jesus adds the mighty substantiation for this verdict pronounced on the publican and
his family. Their faith and their salvation would be
utterly impossible except for what “the Son of man”
(see 5 :24) came to do and was actually doing. Behind

I/ulce 19:10, 11
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the salvation of Zacchaeus is all the saving work of
Jesus. The emphasis is on “came” which is placed forward for this reason, which tells of his coming in its
entirety; it is a Messianic term, for Jesus is the One
coming and as such was now present.
His great purpose in having come is “to seek and to
save which has been lost.”"The aorists are important—
actually to effect this seeking and this saving. Zacchaeus, like others, was evidence that the great purpose was vastly more than an intention. In Matt. 18:11

we have only the one verb “to save,” here “to seek”
is added, but in such a way that both form a unit. The
seeking reaches out by the gospel and thus saves. The
seeking and saving power in this gospel is the atonement which

Jesus

wrought,

which

was

effective

through the promises of the old covenant and through
the fulﬁllment in the new. The neuter participle “what
has been lost,” just because it is neuter, states the object in the widest way, compare John 3:6 and similar

neuters. The perfect tense has its present connotation:
“has been and consequently is still lost,” and this in
the intensive sense: that which has perished and is
now in that condition—a true description of the wreck
that sin has made of us. Far from God, in night and
darkness, shattered, broken, yea, dead and without a
spark of spiritual vitality—this is to be “lost.” It helps
us to understand what seeking and saving had to do to
reach and to restore the lost. According to the task so.
is the glory of its accomplishment, and so is the blessedness it brings.

11) Little need be said regarding the difference
between the parable of the Talents and that of the
Pounds. The former deals only with Christ’s followers,
the latter also with his enemies and was spoken before
the company in Zacchaeus’ house. The former speaks
of talents which are unequally bestowed, the latter of
pounds which are distributed equally. The two are decidedly distinct.
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Now, they- hearing these things, he furthermore

spoke a parable because he was near to Jerusalem,

and they were thinking that the kingdom of God was
about to make its appearance at once.
Some are doubtful as to what “these things” mean.
Others think of v. 8, Zacchaeus’ disposing of so much
property. “These things” refer to the seeking and the
saving for which the Son of man came, of which the
deliverance of Zacchaeus was a sample. Even the disciples were looking for other things since Jesus was
near Jerusalem, only six hours’ travel away. Here at

the capital, after a little while, they thought the kingdom would make its appearance, be made manifest in
great glory and earthly splendor. The sons of Zebedee‘
had asked for the two most exalted places in this glory
kingdom of their expectation. All that had occurred in
the house of Zacchaeus was a minor matter to the disciples; they were keyed up for grander things. IIpooOdc
is used like an adverb: “he spoke futhermore," literally, “by adding.” Mama with the present inﬁnitive
speaks of the immediate future, and the present tense
is unchanged from the thought in its direct form: “It
is about to be manifested.”

12)

Jesus had to shatter and correct these false

hopes. Accordingly he said: A man well-born went
into a distant country to take for himself a kingdom
and to return. Moreover, having called his own ten
slaves, he gave them ten minas and said to them, Do
business while I am. coming! But his citizens continued to hate him and sent an embassage after him,
saying, We are not-willing that this one become king
over us!
The ﬁgure of this “man well-born” who goes to
take a kingdom, leaves rebellious citizens behind, and
eventually returns is certainly transparent (n’sv=our
indeﬁnite article). Jesus is picturing himself, royal
and most highly well-born, David’s son (18:38, 39)
legally through Joseph (Matt. 1:16), actually through
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Mary (see 3:23), to say nothing of the deity of his
person. His character as it is displayed in the parable

is likewise nobility itself.

‘

The parable at once corrects the false ideas of the
disciples. This nobleman leaves for a distant country and
there, not here among his slaves, not here among his
hostile citizens, he takes for himself a kingdom. This
far country is heaven. After humbling himself on the
cross Jesus ascended to heaven. And-the kingdom with
which he was invested was the rule and government
of the world. That the kingdom of glory is not referred
to appears from the fact that the citizens refuse to be
ruled by this nobleman; and the fact that the church
is excluded is shown by the placing of these rebels
beside the slaves. Hence we have no article but only
“a kingdom.”
It is enough for the purpose of the parable to say
that this nobleman “takes for himself” a kingdom
and to leave out the Father who gives to him all power
in heaven and in earth, Matt. 28:18. He, indeed, takes
it in his own divine right. “To take” means at' once
on Christ’s ascent into heaven and not at the end of
the world. This nobleman remains away. How long
is not stated except that it was long enough for his
slaves to do much business; but he has gone eventually “to return.” This is Christ’s return to judgment
at the last day, Matt. 25 :31; 24:27. This is what Jesus

bids his disciples to expect: he will leave them and will
return after a long delay. No glory kingdom at once.
13) This royal prince has slaves who are signiﬁ-‘
cantly called “his own,” i. e., of his own household.
Their number, “ten,” is symbolical just as we read
about ten virgins in another parable, and just as God’s
commandments are ten in number, compare Dan. 7 :24;

Gen. 31 :7. Baehr writes that, since ten closes the
fundamental numbers and contains them all, it indicates completeness and also implies oneness.

“Ten

slaves”=all of them, none being omitted, and all as
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one body. This symbolical number conveys nothing
concerning the actual number of those who are Christ’s
own, not even that they are few. Nor is the conclusion
sound that, since “ten” appears again at the end, Christ
meant that he would return during the lifetime of the
apostles. That would mean that “ten” is symbolical
only in the case of the apostles, and that the parable
has nothing to say about later generations of disciples;
also that Christ was sadly mistaken about the time of

his return—a false prophet. Yet notable men have held
this view.
On leaving the prince gave the ten slaves “ten
mines,” meaning to each of the ten one mina which
amounted to $560 in Hebrew gold, or $32 in Hebrew
silver, or $17 in Greek silver. It is best ,to assume that
Hebrew money is referred to. This sum is remarkable
even if it is reckoned in gold as being more beﬁtting
a royal prince when it is compared with the talents
mentioned in the other parable. A Hebrew talent is
reckoned as being between $1,550 and $2,000, and one
slave received ﬁve of these, another two, and the low-

est, one. The talents picture our varying gifts, which
men love to regard as being exceedingly valuable; but
the mina signiﬁes the Word of God as the means of
grace, and too many value this treasure as being comparatively small. “Ten minas” is again completeness
and unity. The prince left all his wealth in the hands
of his slaves as one sum. Christ left all his spiritual
wealth in the hands of his disciples.
Some misunderstand the mina and offer various
opinions. Two points in the parable determine the interpretation: the mina is a capital for trading or doing
business, and it is an equal sum for each slave. This
ﬁts only the Word which as a means of grace is to be
used for the Lord by every disciple, and which every
disciple has entrusted to him like every other disciple.
In the entire work of the church it is the Word with
its power that brings the increase. When Hutten and

Luke 19 :13, 14
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the knights offered Luther their swords, he waved them
aside and said that he would protect them with the

Word.
The command of the prince to his slaves is: “Do
business while I am coming!” They are to trade with
this capital and to increase it as much as possible. This
word does not mean “to speculate,” which would attribute to the prince the very thing that is charged
against him by the wicked slave: taking what did not
belong to him. The readings vary between the aorist
imperative and the aorist inﬁnitive, the former being
the direct, the latter the indirect discourse. In either
case the aorist denotes a complete job of trading.
We know of only the Word as a means of grace
which is propagated by faithful preaching and teaching. The Word is not intended for mere private possession and individual enjoyment; it is a capital that
is designed for doing spiritual business in the world.
Warneck describes it as being both wholesale and retail
business which is conducted by church organizations
and by individuals.
The readings again vary: iv {5 (or Ewe) propaz; but
the former does not mean “till I come,” nor does the
latter, for both mean “while I am coming” and speak
of the whole period of the prince’s absence as being
one in which he is coming since he is to be expected
at any time. The era between Christ’s ascension and
his Parousia is the great mission era. When the gospel
shall be preached in all the world as a Witness for all
nations, then shall the end come, Matt. 24:24. So the
slaves took the entrusted capital in order to go about
executing that trust.
14)

The parable broadens and takes in “his citi-

zens” (note that we now do not have the reﬂexive “his
own” as in the case of the slaves). Those who take this
to mean “his fellow citizens” forget that this man was
“well-born” and entitled to take a kingdom. “His citizens” were the Jews as distinct from the disciples and
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in a wider sense, as time moved on, the world generally
as distinct from the church. These citizens “continued
to hate him,” the imperfect to indicate the continuance.
No cause is assigned, for none existed: “They hated
me without a cause,” John 15 :25. Though he was born
as a man of their own nation and its royal line, the
Jews hated Jesus; though he was divine in his nature
and the noblest their nation could possibly possess,
they hated him. And this is true regarding the divine

Son of man in the whole world. All those who ought
to bow before him and acclaim him as their heavensent king hated him, still hate him.
They did this to the extent that they sent an embassage‘ after him which declared, “We are not willing
that this one become king over us!” Note the wicked
will, where the seat of this hatred is; also the derogatory demonstrative “this one" which does not deign
to pronounce his name even as throughout the Acts the
Jews used this word and avoided the use of “Jesus.”
His very name is still distasteful. Trench has interpreted the “embassage” they sent after him well: every
martyr they slew beginning with Stephen, this line of
martyrs running through the centuries, the last not as
yet having been sent on this embassage. We may add
every act of hostility to Christ and his Word and his
church, for all these acts send the same notiﬁcation
“after him.” Note the force of the punctiliar aorist:
“to become king,” to be set over us as king.
15) After describing what this prince left behind when he went for his indeﬁnite stay in the far
country, we are told of his return. And it came to

pass when he, after taking the kingdom, came back
again, he said that those slaves to whom he had
given the silver be called in order that he might
know what they did gain by doing business.
On Kat éye’mo mu’ see 5:12; and on év 19‘» with the
aorist inﬁnitive 2:27 and 3:21. “And it came to pass"
always introduces matters of importance. We are most

carefully reminded that this nobleman is “he that took
the kingdom” even as he went away for this very purpose (v. 12). The fact that he took it was a matter
of course; the matter is mentioned to show that he returned as the reigning king. All power belonged to the
human nature of Christ from its conception onward,
but not until this nature was exalted to the right hand
of God did it use this power in unrestricted majesty.
The prince did not return at once after assuming his
kingdom in the far country; the participle says only
that he returned as a king. In the verb “he came back
again” art describes this as coming back again “upon”
his slaves and his citizens. So Jesus will come back,
suddenly upon his church and-upon the wicked world.
Then the accounting on the part of the slaves began.
A hint is conveyed regarding the majesty of this noble
prince who is now a king when he says that those

.slaves “be called” to whom he gave the silver. Who
was to do the calling? We ask the same question in
v. 24: “Who is to take away the mina?" and in
v. 27: “Who is to bring and to slay the rebel citizens ?”
.Ps. 103 :20 answers: “His angels, that excel in strength,
that do his commandments, hearkening to do the voice
of his word." Jesus ascended alone, but he returns in

the midst of the angel host of heaven. This is the prince
who now comes as the king.
The purpose of summoning his slaves is a blessed
one, “that he might know what they gained by doing
business,” the compound verb erhamieln, “trade in,”
over against the simple verb used in v. 13, “to trade,"
hand-em. The subjunctive yvoz which is found in some
texts is only a later form of 7443'). The purpose of this
summons is to reward all these slaves. The idea is that
all these slaves will have faithfully done business, will
rejoice to come and to make report as to how they have
increased what “he had given” them (the past perfect
without an augment). The fact that any slave should
have been “slothful in business" (Rom. 12:11)——such
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an unnatural and outrageous thing is in no way contemplated by this friendly summons.

16)

Now the ﬁrst came along, saying, Lord, thy

mina did make ten minas more. And he said to him:
Well, good slave! Because thou didst prove faithful
in a very little, be thou as having authority over ten
cities! And the second came, saying, Thy mina, Lord,
made ﬁve minas. And he said also to this one, Be
thou, too, over ﬁve cities!
These two are representative of all the Lord’s faithful disciples. “Thy mina.” gets all the credit; the slave
takes none for himself. This is characteristic of all
Christ’s believers. Paul writes: “Not I, but the grace
of God.” The psalmist: “Not unto us, 0 Lord, not unto
us, but unto thy name give glory for thy mercy and for
thy truth’s sake” (115:1); Luther testiﬁes: “I have
done nothing, but the Word has done it all." These
words are both sincere and correspond with the fact
of the case—all the power is in the Word, not in those
who preach, teach, and apply it. Would that all realized
that fact and trusted the Word fully! We are only
channels for the Word, and the only question regarding us is whether any obstructions in us as channels

prevent the full ﬂow of the Word. The very greatness
of true success in trading with the Word humbles the
heart and makes it exclaim: “Behold, what the Lord
hath wrought!”
The preposition in the verb means “more” or “in
addition to” the one mina. According to the symbolism
of ten the gain of “ten minas" denotes the completest
gain possible. The fact that Jesus enables a slave to
make such a gain is astonishing indeed, full of the
greatest encouragement for us all. What joy and glory
for us sinners that such astounding gain is possible in
our poor hands!
17) This nobleman now manifests all his nobility;
this king acts in truly kingly fashion. We have ﬁrst
the exclamatory verdict: “Well !” Just the one word
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and no more, but Oh the blessedness of that one word!
And then the reward of pure grace; this elevating this
slave over ten cities. The superlative “in a very little”
is not absolute as though the Word were but a very
little thing but compared with the ten cities that are
now entrusted to this slave. The number is again “ten,”
which symbolizes the highest possible reward for this
slave. The reward corresponds with the gain, but only
because of the noble generosity of this prince who is
now king. For this is a “slave” who belongs to his
royal master with all his time, labor, and gain. He has
no claim on his master, and that master owes him
nothing. When that master rewards him, this reward
is absolutely gratuitous. Unless that is held fast, the
point of the parable is missed. Christ’s disciples are
to know that not at this time and in Jerusalem but
when their Lord returns at the end of the world he,
the King of kings, will elevate all his disciples to kingship to reign with him, II Tim. 2:12. This is what that
crown means, of which the Scriptures speak so often
as in II Tim. 4:8 and in Rev. 2:10; 3:11.
What are these “ten cities,” and what does it mean
to be over them? All we are able to say is that this
pictures the highest degree of glory for the faithful in
heaven. Beyond that we must wait until that great day
comes. Even Jesus could speak of these supernal realities only in ﬁgures, for no human language is able

to express the realities.
18) The second slave declares that the king’s
mina produced ﬁve and again places all the credit
where it truly belongs. The difference in the verbs, his
not saying “made ﬁve more,” is without import, for
these ﬁve were as much “more” as were the other’s
ten. The only point is the gain of ﬁve compared with
the other’s ten. Moreover, this man who brought less
than ten represents all those who come with less than
the full number. Five is the half of ten, and so other
gains are fractions of the perfect number.
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This is often taken to mean that the slave who can
show less than a full gain is therefore less faithful in
proportion. But we have come to doubt this. When
Paul and Luther are pointed to as having gained tenfold with the Word, it should be noted that not all men
were situated as these two were. Many a disciple is
placed in lowly circumstances and could not possibly
equal these two mighty servants of the Lord in the
gain they made with the Word. Are the former, there-

fore, necessarily less faithful? The parable of the
Talents and passages like 12 :48 apply here. Many
who have been intensely faithful will be able to bring
only ﬁve minas, many even only one.
19) The wording of this slave’s reward is briefer
than that of the other. To argue that he did not do
“well," or that he was not faithful in what had been
entrusted to him, is contradicted by the great reward
given him. The point does not lie in these features at
all, for which reason the wording is briefer. The point
lies in the proportional reward, and this proportion is
equal. This is the slave who gives us most comfdrt since
he pictures how all of us who are able to bring only a
smaller return from our use of the Word will receive.
our great reward of grace—in the same heavenly proportion.
20) And the other came, saying, Lord, lo, thy
mina, which I had lying away in a sweatcloth! For I
feared thee because thou art a man austere. Thou
takest away what thou didst not put down, and thou
reapest what thou didst not sow.
Alas, that there should be this other! This is a parable, and in parables men are allowed to speak their
inmost thoughts even as God sees and knows them. He,
too, says “Lord” and “thy mine," but in what a diﬂerent tone! What had he done with this capital that had
been entrusted to him for trading? He had done nothing. “There is your money,” he says to his lord. He
never had and now has no use for it. He despised this
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lord and was sorry for himself because he was the slave
of such a lord. The parable has him say that all this
while he had had this mina lying wrapped in a sweatcloth (handkerchief) in some hidden place. Since this
mina is the Word which is to be preached, taught, and
applied, this is the worst that can be done with it by
any professedﬁisciple of Christ. If the slave were to
make away with the mina, that would make him—in
the ﬁgure of the parable—a rebel citizen. If a professed disciple rejects the Word openly, that would
place him among scoffers and skeptics. Jesus is not
picturing these by means of this slave but the sham
disciples who take the Word but do nothing with it
for themselves or for others. That sweatcloth is significant. It should be wet with the sweat of faithful work
with the mina ; without sweat it enfolds the mina itself, dead capital that might as well not exist.
21) This slave exposes his real attitude toward
his royal lord. He professes that he lived in constant
fear of him (the imperfect tense) as being an austere
or severe man. If, instead of the manufactured, hypo-

critical fear, he had only had some genuine fear of
his mighty lord! He did not fear to disobey him, to be
faithless to the trust entrusted to him.
We are shown how this fellow regarded the prince’s
order to his slaves to do business for him: as a lowdown, grasping scheme to get what did not rightfully
belong to him, taking up what he did not lay down,
sowing what he did not reap, making his slaves slave
for him in order to enrich himself with their proﬁts.
Not for one moment did he feel the honor that he, a
slave and nothing but a slave, should be entrusted with
his great lord’s wealth, to handle it as if he were the
lord himself. Not for one moment did he feel the nobleness of his lord in making him a trustee of his wealth
and the still greater nobleness of his lord’s intention
by this means to raise these slaves to royal participation in his own reign.
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This slave’s falseness and selﬁshness are a true
picture of all those in Christ’s household who think
that the Lord requires too much, that he will gain if
they work for him, that they will lose if they sacriﬁce
their ease and their pleasure. What does all such work
bring them? And they are right in a way, it brings
them nothing—there is nothing of worldly gain in
spending and being spent for the Lord. Paul remained
poor, lay long in prison, suffered a thousand hardships,
died as a martyr, all in working for the Lord with
the Word. Yes, it was a hard Lord who took all this
from Paul!
22) He says to him: Out of thine own mouth do! judge thee, wicked slave! Wast thou aware that I
on my part am a man austere, taking away what I
did not put down, and reaping what I did not sow —.
and for what reason didst thou not deposit my silver
at a bank, and I myself, on coming, would have-

exacted» it with interest?
This prince is noble and kingly even in pronouncing judgment; he brings no other law to bear upon this
slave than the one the latter has invoked: “Out of thine
own mouth,” etc. The editors accent either xpivw, present,
“do I judge,” or préi, future, “will I judge.” The sense
is practically the same, for the verdict follows directly.
In fact, it lies already in the address, “wicked slave,”

this adjective always meaning actively, viciously
wicked, and thus being distinguished from lands, which
means merely “good-for-nothing.”
From the slave’s own characterization of his royal
lord as being “a man austere,” etc., it by no means
follows that the slave was justiﬁed in laying away the
capital that had been entrusted to him. No austere,
greedy man could possibly be satisﬁed with such treatment of money that he wanted to have invested as
capital. That is the trouble with these selﬁsh people in
the church—the very logic on which they act is a rank
fallacy, by which they damn themselves with their
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own mouth. All from 58“; to the end of v. 23 is one
question, was uttered in one breath.
23) The deduction which the slave should have
made is stated with a consecutive mu’, in interrogative

form; and sun: (as distinct from ivarf) asks for the
reason this correct deduction was not acted on. If this
slave knew his master as a severe man as he claimed,
and if he did not himself want to do business with the
money that had been entrusted to him as capital, the
one logical thing for him to do was at least to regard
this money as capital and to deposit it in a bank where
it might draw some interest for this severe master.
The expression means literally, “why didst thou not
give upon a table ?” The Greek “table” is our “bank”
(derived from “bench”) and refers to a banker’s table
where the loan “was given” to the banker.
Another consecutive «at states what would have
followed: “and I myself (without asking anything
further from thee), on coming, would have exacted it
(legally demanded it—this technical sense of the verb
is found in 3:13) with interes ” (“usury" A. V., the
old English word for “interest”). The condition (apodosis) is one of. past unreality, the protasis being implied in the preceding. So the money would at least have
remained capital by drawing interest. But not even
this would the wicked slave do—so little he feared the
man whom he said he feared so greatly.
The mina=the Word that is entrusted to us as
capital with which to do spiritual business for the
Lord. The least we can do with that Word is to secure
the aid of other capable and expert disciples in getting

some spiritual return from it, delegating and helping
to assist them so that they may preach, teach, and
apply it for us. That'would show some concern for the
Lord and his Word. But he who will not even pray in
faith and support the Word that others preach with
his money, he is, indeed, a wicked slave. To the condem-
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nation that was thus pronounced the slave could give
no answer, against it he had no defense.
24) And to those standing by he said, Take
from him the mina and give to him who has the ten
minas! And they said to him, Lord, he has ten minas.
I say to you, that to everyone who has it shall be
given; but from him who has not even what he has
shall be taken away from him.
“Those standing by” are the same persons that
were ordered to call the slaves in v. 15, the angels, who
always serve as the servants to execute the Lord’s will
at the judgment. The fact that this wicked slave has

the mina taken from him is only just—he never really
possessed it. Rightly considered, this is enough. To be
deprived of the Word, the fountain of life and salvation, is to sink into darkness and death forever. The
talents that were distributed in the other parable are
not the Word but the varying personal gifts of the
disciples, hence Matt. 25:30 was needed in that parable:
25) It still surprises us to read that this mina is
bestowed on the slave who already has a gain of ten
minas. We should have given it to the one of the ten

slaves who had achieved the least gain. But this is due
to the fact that our minds have not yet been fully
brought into harmony with Christ’s.
26) The law in the kingdom of Christ is that
everyone who has (by using the Word of God aright
and by its getting gain for the Lord), to him shall be
given (more and more gain by the Lord himself) ; but
he who has not (by refusing to use the Word), by that
very non-having he shall lose even what he has (the
very Word itself which was originally given to him as
it was to the others). “It shall be taken away” out of
these wicked hands by God himself. Justice and mercy
are thus combined, and if the king in the parable had

followed a different course he would have exhibited
neither . grace .nor justice, nor could he be the king.

Luke 19 :26-28
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Note that the mina is added to the ten that were
gained, not to the one through which the gain was
made. It is another gain and is rightly so classed, one
that was bestowed purely as a gift as the rule of the
ten cities was bestowed by grace and gift. This law
works even in this imperfect world—what one lets slip
falls to another who is more ﬁt to have it. “I tell you”
is the voice of authority, an authority that is gracious
and just at the same time. This is said to us all through
the parable ere it is too late. At the end of life it will,
indeed, be too' late to proﬁt by this law. Now is the

time to have that it may be given to us. Compare 8 :18;
Matt. 25 :18.
27) But these my enemies who did not want
me to become king over them bring here and slaughter them before me.
mﬁv is always adversative, R. 1187. The aorist inﬁnitive is ingressive: “come to be king,” “come to
reign as king.” The exopoi are personal enemies. As
rebels they had every inducement to drop their rebellion against this their lawful king. The command
is again issued to the king’s host (the angels) which
accompanies him on his return.
Yes, this is Oriental imagery, exterminating the
king’s enemies in his very presence. But this drastic
imagery ﬁts the terrible reality. Let no one say that

Jesus could not have uttered these words, or that they
were only a part of the outer scheme of the parable,
and that they are not to be interpreted as pointing to
a reality. The destruction of Jerusalem with its streams
of Jewish blood is the preliminary reality that is back
of these words. It foreshadows the ﬁnal reality, the
last day, when judgment without mercy shall forever
end all rebellion against Christ, the King.
28) And having said these things, to correct the
false ideas of his own disciples, he went on before
them, going to Jerusalem. The thought is that Jesus
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answered his disciples and let it rest at that. In the
morning, when they all left the house of Zacchaeus,
he walked ahead of the little band and headed for
Jerusalem.
29) Luke follows this statement with a brief account of Jesus’ entry into the city. The fuller story is
that on Friday Jesus went from Jericho to Bethany,
rested there over the Sabbath, was given a banquet by
his Bethany friends on Saturday evening when the
Sabbath had ended at sunset, and made his entry into
Jerusalem on Sunday.
And it came to pass (see 1:8) when he drew
near to Bethphage and Bethany at the mount called
Olive-place, he sent two of his disciples, saying: Go
into the village before you, in which, on going in,
you shall ﬁnd a colt that has been tied, on which no
one of men ever sat. Having loosed him, bring him.
And if anyone inquires of you, For what reason are
you loosing him? thus you shall say, The Lord has
need of him.
We are transferred from Jericho (v. 1) to the
Mount of Olives to witness the entry into Jerusalem.
From John we learn that it was a Sunday. He makes
clear that there were two multitudes of festival pilgrims, one which accompanied Jesus as he headed for
the city, and another that, on getting the news of his
coming, streamed out of the city to meet and to greet
him and lead him into the city. John tells us also
that the raising of Lazarus caused the great enthusiasm

of the pilgrim crowds.
Judging from the way in which Mark and Luke
combine Bethphage and Bethany, the two villages were
situated close together, the former lying toward Jerusalem, off to the side of the main road. All trace of
Bethphage has disappeared, but Bethany is still known.
It lies this side of the ridge as one comes up from
Jericho. Because Luke has said nothing about the
visit in Bethany from Friday until Sunday he com-
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bines the two villages and says that Jesus was near
them. He had started out from Bethany, and Bethphage lay a little to the side, and facing him (117169)
was the ridge (n3 spas) beyond which lay Jerusalem.
This entire height was called ’EMuﬁv (R. 154 on the
accent), nominative: “Olive-place,” “Olive-grove,” or
“Olivet,” B.-P. 385. Jesus haltedhere. This time Jesus
did not intend to walk but to ride into Jerusalem. No
one knows which two of the disciples he commissioned
to bring the colt to him.
30) They receive explicit orders. The little cluster
of houses is right before them. All they need to do is
to go right in and they will without effort ﬁnd the
colt that Jesus 'wants, the perfect participle stating

that it is still tied as if awaiting them to get it. They
are to untie it and to bring it to Jesus. Luke speaks
only of this colt, a male according to the pronouns,
and does not mention the dam since Jesus intended to
ride only the colt. The dam was also brought but
merely in order to accompany the colt since neither
would be content to be alone.
The animal was nothing but the common ass of the
Orient, regarding which it has been well said: The
ass, the camel, and the woman are the burden bearers.

All efforts which regard the ass on which Jesus rode
as being a very superior beast (Smith, Bible Dictionary, and others), one that has nothing to do with the
meekness of Jesus, are ill-advised. Since the days of
Solomon no king bestrode an ass. Whatever asses of
superior type and breeding existed in the Orient, the
tiny village of Bethphage would be the last place to
look for such stock. Nor is the ass more peaceful than
the horse, it is only far inferior to it. The idea of
peace is, however, in place, because asses were employed in the humble tasks that go with times of peace,
horses when wartimes arrived. So meekness and peace
combine in Jesus’ selection of an ass for his entry into
Jerusalem. To call the colt “untamed” and thus to see
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in its use by Jesus a symbol of his power over nature,
is a fancy. The colt was naturally gentle enough. When
Jesus states that no one had ever ridden it he indicates
that it was ﬁtting for him on this great occasion to
ride, not an old animal on which others had ridden,
but one that was entirely new.
31) The disciples are told just what to reply in
case anyone says anything to them in regard to their
taking the animals. One statement will be enough:
“The Lord has need of him.” We draw the- obvious
conclusion that the owners were very good friends of
Jesus and his disciples and only too glad to render him
this service.
32) Now, on having gone, those that were commissioned found even as he said to them. And as they
were loosing the colt, his owners said to them, Why
are you loosing the colt? And they said, The Lord

has need of him. '
Luke goes to some pains to tell us that things happened just as Jesus had told the two disciples they
would occur. This is another plain instance in which
Jesus used his supernatural knowledge for the purpose
of his work and to the extent that was required by that
work. It is plainly supernatural and as plainly limited
by one purpose and aim.
33, 34) It, too, happened that the disciples were
asked why they were untying the colt; and when they
answered as Jesus had directed them they were allowed to take the colt. It was all so simple and easy,
but behind it all we see Jesus as the divine Lord.
35)

And they brought him to Jesus. And hav-

ing cast their robes on the colt, they mounted Jesus.

Now, as he was proceeding, they kept spreading under him their robes on the road. And as he was
drawing near to the descent of the Mount of Olives,
the whole host of the disciples rejoicing began to

praise God with a great voice concerning all the

Luke 19:35-87
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power works which they saw, saying: Blessed the
King coming in the name of the Lord! Peace in
heaven and glory in the highest places!
As soon as the colt is brought, all the acts that follow become spontaneous. Not on its bare back will
the disciples let Jesus ride, they saddle and caparison
the colt with their long, loose outer robes and walk
in only their tunics. Two or three are thrown over the
colt’s back, and they then mount Jesus (the verb is
causative: “cause him to go up on”).
. 36) This act suggests the next. Presently, as
Jesus rides along, others also strip off their robes and
spread them under (the preposition in the verb) on
the road, making a carpet of their own clothes for
Jesus to ride over. This was a spontaneous act of submission which was combined with the highest honor.
The imperfect tense states that this was kept up. The
robes were picked up in the rear and laid down again
in front. The subject of the verbs used in v. 35, 36 is
left indeﬁnite, but v. 37 shows us a whole host of disciples, a large number of them helping to provide this
carpet for Jesus; and he accepted this sign of devotion.
Luke is brief and omits mention of the waving of the
branches that were cut from the palm trees.
37) So Jesus came to the top of the ridge where
it dips down to the valley of the Kidron, a little creek
which is dry in summer, just beyond which there rose

the walls and the towers of the Holy- City. As they
reached the top of the ridge, a magniﬁcent view of

Jerusalem across the valley burst upon their sight.
There stood the Temple, its golden roof ﬂashing in the
sun. Back of it rose Zion hill, and the whole city in
all its magniﬁcence was spread before their eyes. So
the writer saw the present city with the Mohammedan
Dome of the Rock in the old Temple’s place. The late
afternoon sun shone on the old-gold dome, and imagination brought back the scene of Palm Sunday.
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It was here that the holy enthusiasm of the whole

crowd of the disciples (regarding as such all who jubilantly greeted him this day) began to reach its height.
The memory of all the power works they had seen
Jesus do in the past (the Greek is content with the
simple aorist el'o‘ov whereas we should say “had seen”),

vaépecs, to indicate deeds that show divine power, made
them praise God, one shouting to the other that Jesus
had done this, another that he had done that. This

crowd came from all parts of the country, a large number also from Galilee; they were pilgrims on their way
to the great Passover festival. They had seen many
miracles; add also the one mentioned in 18:35, etc.,
and especially, as John 12:17, 18 states, the One that
had been wrought upon Lazarus. Luke has the neat
idiom which draws the antecedent into the relative
clause and makes it and its relative keep their case
after wept.
38) All the evangelists give us quotations from
this shouting, each selects such words as he deemed
it best to preserve. All four, however, report the shouting: “Blessed the King coming in the name of the
Lord !” and vary only as to the word “King." All four
show that Jesus was being brought into Jerusalem as
the great and long-expected Messiah-King. Jesus accepted this acclaim, he was this King and now came
as such, and all the world should know this. But the
whole manner of his coming shut out all political and
nationalistic ideas as he had ever shut them out—riding on an ass, acclaimed because of his miracles, and

no wrong note to feed false hopes.
The perfect participle céAoywe’u/os, “has been and
is now blessed,” makes ’God the one who rests his bless-~
ing upon Jesus. We should note that c'pxépcvoe is speciﬁcally Messianic, for the title of the promised Messiah was “the One coming” ; this participle means
that Jesus is this person. And he is “King” in this
Messianic sense even as some added “son of David”

Luke 19 :38
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(Matthew) and “the kingdom of our father David”
(Mark); note 1:32; 18:38, 39. The blessing of “the
Lord” (meaning Yahweh, for which Képm is the translation, 1:9 and repeatedly in the ﬁrst chapters) is not
a mere verbal benediction but the bestowal of all the
gifts and treasures of Jehovah that are implied in his
benedictory words; and the acclaim means that Jesus
is bringing this blessing with him to dispense its riches
here in the nation’s sacred capital. “In Yahweh’s
name," which is quite generally understood to mean
“by the Lord’s authority,” means, “in connection with
the Lord’s own great revelation,” i. e., his promises;
see 9 :48.
Luke alone reports the shout: “Peace in heaven
and glory in the highest places!” which recalls the
angles’ song recorded in 2:14, the sense being practically the same. On “peace," which is here the condition of peace, see 7 :50. “Peace in heaven” means that
God is at peace, at peace with men as is evidenced by

this Messiah-King who is blessed and sent by him
and is now entering Jerusalem. The neuter plural c'v

{warms refers to places and is a phrase that denotes
heaven. Regarding this peace glory shouts and songs
are to resound throughout the exalted places of God’s
abode, the angels glorify him for making peace through
the Messiah.
How much of all that they were saying did this
“host” (mam, the same word is used with reference
to the angels in 2:13) of the disciples or friends of
Jesus really understand? John 12:16 tells us that the
Twelve did not at this time realize that they were fulﬁlling Zech. 9 :9. Further than that we say only this,
that whatever wrong, earthly expectations still clouded
the minds of all the disciples, this much is certain, a
holy enthusiasm swept their hearts on this Sunday,

a wave of true spiritual feeling and joy, which was
the direct product of the power works of Jesus and
caused them to use this holy language in praise of God.
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Jesus, too, therefore, accepted this welcome by his
every act and lent himself to this enthusiasm by riding
into the city as the King of Israel that he was.
39)

And some of the Pharisees from the crowd

said to him, Teacher, rebuke thy disciples! And
answering he said, I say to you, that if these shall
be silent, the stones will yell.

These Pharisees had come along with the multitude
that went out from Jerusalem to meet Jesus (John
12:18). They had never before witnessed such a demonstration. It seemed to them that all the world was
running after him (John 12:19). They saw no way
to stop what was blasphemous praise of Jesus to their
ears except by an appeal to Jesus himself that he rebuke this enthusiasm. So they worked their way up
to him, perhaps halted him, and made their demand.

“Teacher” is only the ordinary “rabbi” which Luke
never employs as a title of Jesus.
40) They certainly got their answer. With the
authoritative “I say to you” Jesus tells them that if
these friends of his should be silent, the stones will
yell. This is usually understood as being proverbial
language which says that Jesus must be welcomed
this day. ‘The reference to Hab. 2:11 corroborates
neither idea. Jesus speaks prophetically of a time when
“these” shall, indeed, cease their acclaim, and when
the lifeless stones shall, indeed, “yell” with piercing
shrieks when not one stone is left upon another in
Jerusalem itself. That yelling will be the voice of
judgment for rejecting the Messiah-King. By wanting
the disciples to be silent these Pharisees were asking

that this yelling of the stones begin now. This is a
clear instance of the future indicative after e’civ, R. 1010,
which makes this acondition of reality, R., W. P.
41) And when he got near, on seeing the city,
he sobbed over it, saying: If thou hadst realized in

Luke 19:41, 42
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this clay, even thou, the things for peace-—! But now
they were hid from thy eyes!
In v. 37 Jesus was approaching the top of the ridge
when the acclaim began; he now reached the ridge and
had the panorama of the city before him. In v. 37 we
thus have the present participle: “he drawing near,”
and now the aorist tense of the verb: “he got near.”
At sight of the city, as he was riding amid the shout'ing, jubilant crowds, Jesus “burst into sobs” (ingres-

sive aorist). His own words show why he let his feel-

ings break forth.
42) He saw the true condition of the city, which
was the very opposite of the joy of this pilgrim host
that had gathered from afar for the Passover. He saw
also the judgment that Was descending upon the wicked
city just as clearly as he saw and foretold in detail
what was awaiting him in the city on the following
Friday (18:32, 33). Cause, indeed, for tears and sobs
from a heart like his (v. 10). The ﬁrst sentence is left
unﬁnished, only the protasis of past unreality is stated
without the apodosis. It is thus a case of aposeopesis
that is highly effective for expressing Jesus’ deep feeling (R. 1203). “If thou hadst realized” is quite suﬁicient and implies that Jerusalem had not realized even
“in this day,” i. e., the time of Jesus and not merely
this Sunday. Jerusalem had all along not realized.
R. 834 prefers the aorist ingressive: “if thou hadst
come to realize.”
“Even thou” brings out the full pathos of this
cry that comes from Jesus’ heart. What Jerusalem
never realized were “the things for or toward peace”
that Jesus had all along made such efforts to bring
to her, those of the heavenly gospel of peace and salvation through faith in him as her Messianic King. If

Jerusalem had realized these things, her Sanhedrin and
all her inhabitants would be welcoming Jesus as were
these pilgrims from afar, who had come only for the
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days of the festival and were not inhabitants of the
city. But this apodosis is omitted. We see no warrant
for regarding this unﬁnished sentence as an unfulﬁlled wish.
“But now they were hid from thy eyes i” Here, too,
the aorist expresses merely the past fact, and all that
we can say is that we should in English say “have
been hid”; “are hid” found in the A. V. is not correct,
nor is the aorist eﬁective in the sense that the end of
the action is stressed (R. 835), an act of hiding that
at last hid completely. “Were hid” does not refer to
the goettlz‘ches Verhaengnis but to the wicked perver-

sity of Jerusalem herself. The subsequent, judicial will
of God, that those who obdurately will not see shall
not see, is not expressed in these words of Jesus but
in the next two verses. Compare 13:34, 35, where the
second of these verses states God’s judicial will.
43) For days will come upon thee, and thine

enemies will throw a rampart around thee and will
encircle thee and will hem thee in on every side and
will dash to the ground thee and thy children in the
and will not leave stone upon stone in thee in return
for that thou didst not realize the season of thy
visitation.
”0n introduces the future destruction as evidence
of the fact that Jerusalem did not know and that the
things for peace were hid from her. Kat piles one thing
of the same kind upon another, and here the mass rises
higher and higher. In order to increase these “and”
in their cumulative eifect we have the ﬁrst one where
“when" would otherwise be used: “the days and”
(when). Because these terse sentences describe so

vividly just what happened in connection with the siege
of Jerusalem, those who deny predictive prophecy even
to Jesus ascribe these verses to Luke and declare that
he wrote them ea: eventu, after the fall of the city, and
put into Jesus’ mouth what he never said and what
it is claimed he could not have said. One must then

Luke 19:44-46
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suppose that Isaiah did the same thing when he foretold the same details regarding the fall of Jerusalem
(under the name “Ariel”) in 29 :1-4. Luke wrote 18 :32,
33, and all the prophets and the evangelists the prophetic parts of their books in this way. The xdpas is a
palisaded wall or rampart. The Greek says: “hem thee
in from every side,” the action being viewed as coming
from the enemy.
44) The city and her children or inhabitants were
to be dashed to the ground, the latter to be slain; and

this destruction was to be so radical as not to leave
one stone on another—an absolute and utter ruin. ’Avo’
6v=“in return for that whic ” and is usually translated less precisely “because.” Jesus reverts to the
guilt of Jerusalem in that she did not realize “the season of her visitation,” Ewwxo'nﬁ, which is used regarding
both a gracious and a punitive visit. The verb is used
in 1:68, 78; 7:16, “to look in upon someone.” God’s
looking in upon us with his grace continues until a certain time; then those that refuse that grace shall receive a far different visitation from him whom they
have spurned.
45) And having gone into
gan to throw out those selling,
written, And my House shall be
but you, you made it a robbers’

the Temple, he besaying, It has been
a House of Prayer;
den.

This occurred on Monday, and Luke records it
chieﬂy for the sake of the words which Jesus uttered.
The zepév is the entire Temple complex, its courts as
well as its buildings. Jesus threw out both buyers and
sellers, Luke mentions only the latter and omits the
details that are found in Matt. 21 :12, 13; Mark
11:15-18.
46) Jesus brands this desecration of God’s Temple
with one mighty statement of Scripture. “It has been
written” implies: “and stands so to this day.” Jesus
quotes Isa. 56:7, but interpretativer by using “my
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House shall be” for “shall be called.” House “of
Prayer" uses this word in the wider sense, “of Worship.” But what did the authorities do with this holy

House? Jesus tells them by using Jer. 7:10: “You,
you made it a robbers’ den.” This does not mean that
they robbed God’s House, for robbers do not rob their
own den, they make it their refuge. So even when they
desecrated the Temple these Jews imagined that their
running to the Temple would shield them from penalty.

The Temple will not protect the wicked who seek to
make it their refuge. The church is no refuge for sin-

ners who come there to be safe with their sin. Jer.
7 :12-15 declare what God would do with this Temple
—he would destroy it even as he destroyed Shiloh for
the same cause.
47) And he was teaching day by day in the
Temple. But the high priests and the scribes were
seeking to destroy him, also the foremost of the people; but they did not ﬁnd what they should do, for
all the people were hanging to him by hearing.
From Sunday onward Jesus kept teaching in the
Temple until he left it for good toward evening on
Tuesday. He spent his nights at Bethany or elsewhere
outside of the city in order to prevent an arrest before
his time. Luke informs us that only the Sanhedrin (see
9:22) “was seeking to destroy him.” The resolution
to do that had been passed previous to this occurrence.

Their intention was some kind of judicial murder.
“The high priests and the scribes” is a standard title
for the Sanhedrin although, as is the case in 20:1,
“the elders” were at times added as constituting the
third group. But Luke adds at the very end “and the
foremost of the people.” This does not read like a
designation for “the elders,” especially since Luke adds
“the elders” in 20:1. These foremost people were not
members of the Sanhedrin but those who were prominent generally, who were in full accord with the great
oﬂicial body.

48) Despite all their seeking and scheming they
were not able to ﬁnd what they might do. Pleonastic 76
before the indirect question merely marks this as being
the object clause; the subjunctive is deliberative. They
asked themselves often: “What shall we do ?” The difﬁculty lay in “the people,” which means the great mass
of pilgrims from all parts of the country and not the
inhabitants of Jerusalem who seconded the hostility
of the authorities. Luke does not say that the Sanhedrin
feared the people, but he says as much when he writes
that the people all “hung to him by hearing” his teaching. The verb is very strong: they could not tear themselves away from him. The spelling of this imperfect
form c'fcxpc'pafo, which governs the genitive ain'oii, varies;
this form is derived from éxxpe’uapm. This love of the pilgrims for Jesus held the Sanhedrists in check.

CHAPTER XX
1) And it came to pass on one of the days, he
teaching the people in the Temple and proclaiming
the gospel, there came upon him the high priests
and the scribes with the elders and spoke, saying
to him, Tell us, by what authority art thou doing
these things, or who is he that gave thee this authority?
Luke is seldom speciﬁc as to the time and the place
and even here writes only “on one of the days,” yet
we infer from Matthew that this occurred on Tuesday
morning soon after Jesus began teaching and “gospeling.” The verb that is used regarding the Sanhedrists
means that they suddenly stood over Jesus. The matter had been arranged on'the day before, hence this
body of Sanhedrists is present, not, indeed, the entire
seventy members of the court, but most of them, for
the three terms that are used designate the ofﬁcial
body. They did not crowd through the closely packed
pilgrim hearers or interrupt Jesus in his teaching;
from Mark we learn that they waited until Jesus
walked to another place and then confronted him.
It was rather late to ask about the authority on
which Jesus acted, for this was the third day of his
last week. Nor do the Sanhedrists come prepared to
arrest Jesus, should his authority be deﬁcient. When
Jesus refused even to name his authority, they did not
even forbid him to teach further, they withdrew in
defeat. This shows how the presence of the pilgrim

hosts affected the murderous intention of the Sanhedrin.
2) Also the form of the challenge is mild, it is
couched only in a question. Its two parts constitute
but one question, for what the authority is appears
(972)

I/uke 20:2, 8
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when who its giver is gets to be known. The c’amaia is
both the right and the power that goes with that right.
“These things” must refer to more than the teaching,
for any rabbi had the right to teach in the Temple or
elsewhere. “These things” include the royal entry of
Jesus, the cleansing of the Temple, his whole bearing,
and also his miracles. Since it comes from the Sanhe-

drin, the body that had been entrusted with the care
of the whole nation, this demand is in place. Jesus must
show his authority, and this must be legitimate and
adequate in every respect. And he would certainly be
glad to show it, provided he actually had such author-

ity ;

if he even hesitated, this would raise the suspi-

cion that he had no authority at all, or that he was
afraid to show such authority as he had since it was
inadequate. It is on these considerations that the Sanhedrin acts and maneuvers under a show of right.
But the Sanhedrists had thought farther. They
had always known that Jesus claimed authority from
God, his Father. These men expected Jesus to assert
once more that such is, indeed, his authority, and they
intend then to demand of Jesus the fullest proof for
his having God’s authority, being prepared on their
part to deny the validity of any proof Jesus might
venture to offer. They had everything planned as to
just What Jesus would have to say and just how they
would nullify his claim. But when We compare John
2 :18, where three years before this time the same Sanhedrists made the same demand of Jesus, we see that
they have not advanced a single step beyond their
ﬁrst challenge. Unbelief is negative and thus unprogressive in its very nature.
3) And answering, Jesus said to them: I will
request you also myself for a statement, and do you
tell me, The baptism of John—was it from heaven,
or from men?

The Sanhedrists knew the authority by which Jesus
acted; their one purpose was to deny him this author-
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ity and to do this so as to impress the people; for to
admit this authority was to accept Jesus as the divine
Messiah, against which acceptance everything in them
rebelled most violently. By his counterquestion Jesus
is not at all refusing to declare unto these Sanhedrists
what he had already long ago both declared and proved
to them. His counterquestion is the opposite of an
evasion. Jesus merely returns the question to the questioners and substitutes John for himself and puts in
the two alternatives that alone apply and thus makes
the question almost self-answering, and so he asks them
to state the answer themselves. Note that the Greek

abuts imiis Kaye, which makes the pronouns clash With
emphasis.
4) “The baptism of John—was it from heaven,
or from men?” The two in denote origin but plainly
involve authority. For if John’s baptism was “out of
heaven,” had its origin in God's will and command, its

authority was divine; but if “out of men,” out of some
man’s ideas, then the authority was just nothing. Jesus
centers the question on the baptism of John since this
was the heart and core of John’s work which involved
all that he was and did. He is therefore also called “the
Baptist.” Jesus also states the two alternatives: “from
heaven” or “from men"—tertium non datur. A third
possibility could not be assumed even for the sake of
argument. If not divine, then human; if no divine
authority, then no authority at all.
The Sanhedrists face two horns of a dilemma, from
which no escape is possible, and on one of which they
must impale themselves. Jesus centers the question on
John because his own authority is identical with
John’s. Their work was one. The correct answer regarding John was the correct answer regarding Jesus.
All that Jesus needed to do was to hand that answer
back to the Sanhedrists. A subtile irony is involved:

these men ask. Jesus what they ought already to know
from theiracquaintance with John. Hence he uses ‘the

Luke 20:5-7
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digniﬁed verb e’pmav—Jesus proceeds “to inquire." Just
one little “statement” is all that Jesus asks.
5) Now they reasoned with themselves, saying:
If we say, From heaven! he will say, For what reason
did you not believe him? But if we say, From men!
all the people will stone us, for they are persuaded
that John is a prophet. And they answered that they
did not know whence.
It was the unbelief of the Sanhedrists that caught
them in this deadly dilemma, unbelief and the type of
immorality that goes with its defense. They were not
in the least concerned about the truth regarding John;
what persuaded them were the consequences of the
two possible answers they could give. They thus found
themselves impaled by giving either answer. They
will not say, “From heaven,” for Jesus will then demand the reason (sun-i) why they did not believe John,

and there is no reason except their ungodly will.
6)

They dare not say, “From men,” when this

crowd of pilgrims is packed around them, all of whom
are still persuaded (the periphrastic perfect with its
strong present force) that John was a prophet, no
matter how flagrantly the leaders had been untrue to
him and to his baptism. To assert that John’s authority was not divine, to deny his being a prophet might
precipitate a riot. These fanatical pilgrims might rush
in to stone their own authorities with the stones that
were close at hand by reason of the new structures
which Herod was erecting at this time.
7) So there was only one course left to them: pitiful and disgraceful surrender. They dodge the issue
which no decent Jew dared to dodge. They claim that
they did not know whenCe John's baptism was. As
Sanhedrists it was their supreme duty to know, and
they confess that they were derelict in this very duty.
No ; they had not expected to have their well-planned
move against Jesus end so swiftly and so calamitously
for themselves.
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8)

And Jesus said to them, Neither do I on my

part (emphatic c'yuS) tell you by what authority I am
doing these things.
The reply of Jesus implies that these Sanhedrists
have refused to answer his question, deliberately re-

fused as arrant coWards. Since the. correct answer to
Jesus’ question is the correct answer also to the question of the Sanhedrists, by refusing to give the one
they refuse to receive the other. So Jesus is compelled
to refuse to offer it to them.
9') Jesus continued with the parable of the Two
Unequal Sons (Matt. 21:28-32) and, when the Sanhedrists tried to leave, detained them to hear another parable, one that more plainly revealed their

murderous temper. Moreover, he began to speak to
the people this parable. “To the people,” to the mass

of pilgrims who were packed solidly around the Sanhedrists. Jesus is through with these men; he is
holding them so that they may hear what he has to
tell all these pilgrims about them, their‘wicked leaders. We should not lose sight of the tense, dramatic
nature of this scene (v. 19).
A man planted a vineyard and leased it to vinegrowers and went abroad for considerable time.
A few, simple strokes of the brush and the entire
picture is before us in vivid, plastic form. It matches
the striking parable found in Isa. 5:1, etc., but the
action is entirely different. Isaiah makes Israel as such
guilty, Jesus the rulers of Israel. Luke abbreviates
by stating only that the vineyard was planted; Mat-

thew and Mark add the details that this- great vineyard
was fenced and equipped in every way. “The vineyard
of the Lord of hosts is the house of Israel, and the men
of Judah his pleasant plant,” Isa. 5:7. So the great
owner of this wonderful vineyard leased it to vine-

growers, “gave it out,” e’g‘éSoro (R. 308). The rental
was to be a part of the harvest as the following shows,

not cash as some suppose.

Luke 20:9, 10
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He did this because “he went abroad,” literally,
“went far from home,” and did this for quite a stretch
of time—a feature that is noted also in other parables,

19 :12; Matt. 25 :14, 15; Mark 13:34. This going abroad
pictures the greattrust that is impbsed on the leaders
of Israel: the precious vineyard of God’s people was
completely in their care. Yes, God brought Israel from
Egypt into Canaan, planted, fenced it, equipped it
there, and placed it under these spiritual rulers whose
oﬂice was continuous. The prophets appear elsewhere
in the picture, they were sent at special times for a
special purpose.
10) And in due season he sent to the vinegrowers a slave in order that they should give to
him part of the fruit of the vineyard. But the vinegrowers, after hiding him, sent him out empty.

A vineyard is naturally planted for the sake of
the fruit it will yield. But this parable does not center
our attention on the productivity or unproductivity of
the vineyard or of its vines as does the parable recorded
in Isa. 5 but on the vicious actions of these vine-growers, to whom the vineyard had been leased, and who
were now to meet the terms of the lease. The point to
be noted is not the condition in which the vineyard
was under their management. We are to see the outrageous vine-growers when the owner now sends for
his share of the harvest (partitive aim-6) .
The slaves who were sent on this mission are the
prophets, and Mark and Luke indicate the intervals
at which God sent them to the leaders of Israel. When
God sent them he expected fruit, contrition, faith, true
obedience. It is unwarranted to think only of the law,
of law works, of “the need of redemption” that is
produced by the law. Vineyard is law and'gospel, the
full riches of divine grace, and fruits according, the

chief being faith.
The ﬁrst slave who is sent by the owner these
wicked vine-growers “hide,” literally, “ﬂay” or beat
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bloody, and then send away empty. This is plainly
atrocious; there is not a single mitigating circumstance. We have a plain case of the future indicative
after in, which is a construction found only in the
Koine.
11) He. added to send another slave; hut him
also, after hiding and insulting, they sent out empty.
And he added to send a third; but this one, too, after
wounding, they threw out.
The imagery is astounding. No man ever did what
the owner of this vineyard did. After his ﬁrst messenger had received such treatment and came back
bloody and empty-handed, any other owner would
forthwith have called in the police, ousted those vicious
vine-growers, and brought them to justice. The hearers
might well exclaim: “Why, we never heard of such an
owner who- would send slave after slave to have these
atrocities repeated, and ﬁnally send his own son to
be killed!” They had, of course, never heard of anything like this. But that is the very point Jesus wants
to make. It takes unheard-of imagery to picture the
unheard-of wickedness of these Jewish leaders, who
murdered not only the prophets whom God sent them
but were now about to murder also God’s own Son.
It is disappointing to observe that the commentators
fail. to note these features of the parable and other
similar features in other parables. Read Matt. 23 :34;
Acts 7 :52; Heb. 11 :37, 38. According to tradition
Jeremiah was stoned in exile in Egypt, and Isaiah was
sawed asunder by King Manasseh.
Another feature should not be overlooked: as Jesus
recites these points in the parable he is looking these
very vine-growers, squarely in the eye, and they know
that Jesus has them in mind. The situation is dramatic in the extreme. The fact that no human lessor of
a vineyard ever did a thing such as that which is depicted here brings out the full enormity of the reality
of which these Sanhedrists were guilty. The patience

Luke 20:12, 18
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of God toward Israel’s rulers is without parallel in all
human history—an illustration must he invented to
picture it, and that illustration must be unreal.
The second slave is treated worse than the ﬁrst;
insults are added to the blows.

12)

The third is treated still worse. He is thrown

out, covered with bleeding wounds. “.He added to send”
is a Hebraism (R. 1078) which uses the verb instead
of an adverb: “he sent again.” Luke mentions only
three slaves, Matthew and Mark speak of many and
record stoning and actual killing. The way in which
Jesus spoke the parable included all these features, the
evangelists abbreviated, and each did so in his own
W3?13) And the lord of the vineyard said: What
shall I” do? I will send my son, the beloved. Perhaps
this one they will respect.
The unheard-of action reaches its climax: the owner
actually resolves to send his own son to these vicious

vine—growers. With a touch of pathos and with a second
article which makes the verbal prominent Jesus adds,
“the beloved” and recalls this very word that was used
in 3 :22 and in 9 :35 and thus points to himself as being
this “son.” The parable becomes prophetic by telling
what the Sanhedrin would do with God’s beloved Son
in three days. Where is the earthly father who would
send his beloved son as God did actually send his? But
the parable had to say this about the owner’s son. The
son, too, is sent. God’s Son resembles the prophets in
this respect, and yet they were only Scam, “slaves,” he
is and remains “my Son, the beloved.” The prophets
were God’s “slave-servants” as a result of being sent;
Jesus is sent as a result of being the Son. In the one
case the mission makes the man, in the other the man
makes the mission.

The second future passive of E’P'l'pclﬂ'w, “to turn at”
.with the idea of turning with respect at the approach
of someone, is used without the-passive idea (R. 819),
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it is like the transitive aorist. “Perhaps” in the parable is no mere part of this humanly impossible imagery but is inserted to show how far God was willing
to go with the leaders of the Jews, i. e., send his Son
on' a mere “perhaps.” The problem of the foreknowledge of God does not belong here. This imagery goes

far deeper as regards God. On the one hand we have
the incomprehensible love and patience of God that are
exhibited in all these sendings ; on the other hand we
have the justice of God which lets the Jewish leaders
ﬁll the measure of their guilt to the very brim, yea, to
overﬂowing, by the killing of even God’s son. To bring
in the foreknowledge and to puzzle about that only
breaks up the parable by trying to have it say what
its imagery does not include.
14) But, on seeing him, the vine-growers began reasoning with each other, saying: This is the
heir. Let us kill him in order that the inheritance
may become ours! And having thrown him out outside the vineyard, they killed him. ~
The climax has been reached. Jesus tells his murderers exactly what they are on the point of doing.
They are keeping it under cover. Jesus tells them
openly to their faces before the assembled pilgrim
crowds. The lessons in killing that were taught these
Jewish leaders by all former persecutors of the
prophets they are putting into ﬁnal practice for the
killing of God’s own Son.
The parable is exceedingly exact at this .point. This
reasoning with each other does not picture only the
secret thoughts of the Sanhedrists; John 11:47-53
states that this is exactly how they did reason. They
killed Jesus because they feared to lose their position
and their power over the nation. Their blind unbelief
hid the spiritual nature of the kingdom from them; and
thus the fact that they could never retain the outward
rule when its inwardness was foreign to them remained
hidden from them. “Let us kill him” is the hortative
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subjunctive. The murder of Jesus was deliberately
planned as Jesus tells the very men who planned it.
After Jesus was out of the way, who was there to dispute the religious rule of the nation with the Sanhedrists? After he was dead, the inheritance was theirs.
15) Jesus does not say merely that the vine-growers killed the heir; no, they ﬁrst threw him out outside
the vineyard. This agrees too closely with the place
where Jesus was put to death, John 19 :17; Heb. 13 :12,
13, “without the gate,” “without the camp,” to be a
meaningless feature of the parable, compare I Kings
2:13; Acts 7 :58. Jesus died on Calvary, outside of Jerusalem, “cut off in the intention of those who put
him to death from the people of God and from all share
in their blessings.” Trench.
What, therefore, will the lord of the vineyard
do to them? He will come and will destroy these
vine-growers and will give the vineyard to others.
It does not need to be said that these vine-growers
will not be able to escape justice and retain the vineyard as their own. Justice must strike them at last.

There is Still the lord of the vineyard to deal with. He
will come, but not as the slaves and as the son came. He
will not seek fruit, he will come to do something with
these vine-growers.

16)

Jesus asked this question with the intent

that the pilgrims are to answer it, he was letting

them complete the parable (Matthew). Mark and
Luke simply state the answer as being one that is
self-evident. Just judgment shall descend upon these

murderers and shall destroy them, and the lord of
the vineyard will give his vineyard into other hands.
The future tenses are volitive: the lord “will do” all
this. But when they heard it they said, God forbid!
literally, “May it not be!” an optative of wish, one

of the few optatives that are still used in the Koine.
Some regard this statement as an exclamation on

the part of the Sanhedrists. They, indeed, saw the
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meaning of the parable, but it only enraged them. The
answer of the pilgrims, which completed the parable,
came involuntarily from the lips of some one of their
number. In the next instant, when it ﬂashed into their
minds what this answer really meant, the exclamation
rose from others: “God forbid I” But this did not mean
that God should not punish these wicked vine-growers,
that he should leave the vineyard in their possession in
spite of the murder of the heir. The cry meant that
these pilgrims hoped to God that it would not come
to such a terrible end as the killing of the heir and
the judgment on the vine-growers. The fact that all
who heard the parable understood its real drift should
not be doubted. Matt. 21 :45 makes this plain as regards the Sanhedrists. The interpretation is, therefore,
unwarranted that even these pilgrims were so steeped
in self-righteousness that they thought that the control
of the vineyard could never be taken from the Jewish
leaders. Likewise the opinion that the pilgrims thought
that Jesus had in mind the substitution of complete
Roman and pagan control of the Jewish Temple and
religion.
17) But he, having given them a look, said:
What, then, is this that has been written:
A stone which those building rejected,
This became corner head?
Everyone fallen on that stone shall be crushed
together; but on whom it falls, it shall- pulverize him.

The parable is dropped, its possibilities have been
exhausted since its imagery could not picture the resur-

rection of Jesus. The Sanhedrists have heard their
verdict in the language of the parable. They are now
to hear that this verdict has been recorded in their
own Scriptures. Jesus quotes Ps. 118 :22, 23, the very

psalm from which the Hosanna shouts were taken on
Palm Sunday; and after quoting it Jesus restates in

Luke 20:17
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his own words what this quotation means for his
present hearers.
There is a pause. Jesus looks at all the people who
are packed closely before him, all intent on every word
that comes from his lips. The pause and the look add
to the tension. “What, then, is this that has been
written” in your own Scriptures and stands thus written to this day? The psalm, which was known to all,
was, most likely, composed in order to express the joy
of the people after the return from the Babylonian

captivity, at the time of the laying of the cornerstone
of their new Temple or at the time of the dedication
of the completed structure. It contained the prophetic
lines which Jesus quotes. More will happen than the
rejection of the Sanhedrists and their replacement
through better leaders. An entirely new structure will
be raised. The old covenant will yield to a new covenant, of which Jesus, who was rejected by the Jews,
will be the mighty cornerstone.
The climax of the parable, the death of the son
himself, is repeated in the ﬁrst line of the psalm: “A

stone which those building rejected,” the nominative
M00: being attracted into the accusative by its relative,
R. 718. The killing=the rejection, the verb signifies to

discard after testing. Those who are building are the
Jewish leaders, the Sanhedrin, the vine-growers of the
parable. But what happened? That very stone “became

corner head” (the absence of the articles stresses the
quality of each noun). Jesus is the “son” that was
killed, the “stone” that was rejected as being unﬁt to
be used anywhere in the building. But his death and
rejection did not eliminate him. On the contrary, this
made him what the new structure needed: “corner
head,” cornerstone (£29 is predicative like the German
zum Eckstein). The dead Jesus rose from the grave.
The idea in cornerstone is not that of “bearer and
support” of the building. This would be the whole
foundation. Jesus may, indeed, be called the foundation
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(oepémc) as he is in I’Cor. 3:11; but in Eph. 2:20 he
is distinguished from the foundation, he is the cornerstone. As such he is set at the chief corner and thus
governs every angle in the foundation and in the building itself. Jesus does this in the great spiritual temple
of God, the new covenant. Luke abbreviates and omits
the direct, literal statement that is found in Matt.
21 :43.

18)

This is contained in the general statement

about this stone which the Jews rejected save that
the ﬁgure of the stone is now used in an entirely new
and independent way. Jesus presents two possibilities:

one may fall on this stone by opposing Christ; or the
stone may fall on such an opponent, Christ may strike
him with his judgment. The singulars speak of the
individual persons, for the guilt of unbelief and hostility is always personal. In Isa. 8 :14 and in Luke
2 :34 Christ is presented as a stone of stumbling and a
rock of offense. The fall on this stone never hurts the
stone in the least but only damages the one who falls
(the aorist participle to designate the one act of falling) ; “he shall be crushed together” keeps the ﬁgure.
This may not be fatal, recovery may be possible. But
when this stone itself falls on the unbeliever “it shall
pulverize him” like winnowing the dust out of grain,
the verb recalls Ps. 1 :4 and Matt. 3 :12. The chaff shall
ﬂy in all directions like dust. Judgment can be pictured
with no greater severity.
19) And the scribes and the high priests sought
to lay hands on him in that very hour; and they
feared the people, for they knew that he spoke the

parable against them.
Two terms sufﬁce to designate the Sanhedrin which
had been indicated by three in v. 1. The aorist “they
sought” and the phrase “in that very hour” convey the
thought that the rage of the Sanhedrin was aroused to
the pitch of arresting Jesus right then and there
(Tuesday morning). They realized that the parable.
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was directed against them but did not realize that by
their rage they were justifying that. parable in its
severest part. Despite all their power and the entire
body of Temple police at their command they lacked
the courage to satisfy their rage at once.
20) And having watched their chance, they
commissioned spies hypocritically representing themselves to he righteous in order to lay hold of him by

a word, so as to deliver him to the jurisdiction and
the authority of the governor.
In v. 1 and in v. 19 the Sanhedrin as such operates,
a goodly number of the seventy appear together. They
now act separately, ﬁrst the Pharisees, then the Sadducees (v. 27) make their attempts against Jesus. The
fact that the present move was made by the former
Luke indicates only by saying that their spies pretended to be “righteous," strict observers of the Pharisaic regulations. We translate the participle: “having
watched their chance,” not: “having watched him.”

That chance came soon, when a lull in the teaching oc-

curred.
These spies were disciples of the Pharisees plus a
few Herodians (Matthew and Mark), Spitzel as Zahn
aptly calls them. They were new men whom Jesus had
not met before and in regard to whom he might easily
be deceived. The idea is not that the disciples of the
Pharisees are to pretend that they were having a dispute with these Herodians about paying the tax, and
that both parties now come to Jesus to settle the dispute. No; these disciples of ~ the Pharisees are to pretend to conscientious scruples about the tax as though

wondering whether they as righteous men ought to
pay it; and the Herodians are sent along as witnesses
whose word would go much farther with Pilate than
would that of any disciples of the Pharisees.
We meet “Herodians” in the Gospels only incidentally. They were a minor political, nonreligious party
among the Jews, supporters of the alien Herodian
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dynasty which ruled under Caesar and was far preferable to the Jewish nation than Caesar’s direct rule
through Roman procurators would have been. The
Herodians thus favored the Roman tax because of the
dependence of the house of Herod on Rome. In all such
matters the Pharisees opposed them and ever demanded complete independence from Rome and autonomy for the Jews. In their estimation any Roman tax
was “unlawful" in the sight of God. Yet as the Pharisees joined hands with their opponents, the Sadducees,
in their attack on Jesus, so they here ally themselves
with their other opponents, the Herodians, in their
attempt to destroy Jesus. After three days Herod
and Pilate became friends in a similar fashion.
The purpose (iva) for which these spies are sent is
to lay hold of Jesus, of some statement of his. Verbs of
taking hold are followed by the genitive, and we here

have two: “of him” and “of a statement” (R. 508),
and we should not combine “of his word or statement.”
The scheme is to get Jesus to say something that can
be construed as being treasonable. The intended result
(am with the inﬁnitive) is that, with the Herodians
as witnesses, they may hand Jesus over “to the jurisdic-

tion (and) and the authority of the governor” (Pilate), and may so get rid of Jesus. It is a, misconception to think of ‘the death penalty which Pilate alone
could decree. The cunning scheme was to make Jesus
guilty of an infringement upon Roman law so that
Pilate would arrest and try Jesus and relieve the Sanhedrin entirely. Whether the penalty would be death
or less mattered little. It was a damnable trap, and the
Pharisees conﬁdently expected to catch their victim.
21) And they inquired of him, saying: Teacher,
we know that thou speakest and teacheat rightly
and dost not accept a face but teachest the way of
God in truth. Is it lawful that we pay tribute to
Caesar or not?

Luke 20:21, 22
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The delegation comes with an astounding acknowledgment of the teaching and the character of Jesus, it
is almost as if they themselves were about to become
Jesus’ most ardent disciples. Their great captatz'o benevolentiae is to throw Jesus off his guard. Their masters
have coached them well, for they have put into the
mouth of these their disciples an acknowledgment of

Jesus which every Jew should have made most sincerely. In their lying fashion they ape truth quite perfectly. Jesus did speak and teach “rightly,” correctly,
in an orthodox way. He did not accept a face (Hebraistic expression), say to a friend what he would not say
to an opponent. He was never swayed by fear or by
favor. He taught “the way” that had been marked out
by God for every Israelite to follow “in truth,” literally,
“on the basis of truth,” without a single deviation.
This elaborate preamble will certainly induce Jesus

to live up to the estimate thus made of him: he will
consider no man, not even Caesar in Rome, when he

gives his answer. He will speak without the least reserve to men who think of him so highly. And he is'
thus assured in advance that, whatever men like the
Sanhedrists would do, the men who are now speaking
to Jesus will prize his answer and will thank him for
it with all their hearts. The scheme was certainly beautifully devilish.
Jesus lived up to this estimate of him, His answer
was far beyond anything these fools thought possible.
The way in which they tried to lure him into their
snare was silly. Even a lesser mind than that of Jesus
could have detected the false tone in their ﬂattering
words.
22) And now the question: “Is it lawful that we
pay, tribute to Caesar or not?”—“we” who above all
want to walk in “the way of God”? The answer is almost laid on the tongue of Jesus. He whom no man’s
fear or favor could possibly sway would not even stop
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to think but would say outright, “It is certainly not

lawful!” Luke uses 4:15pm, the wider word for “tribute”
as it is paid by one nation to another; Matthew and

Mark use the more speciﬁc Kﬁvaos‘ or poll tax that is
levied upon every individual for his own person and is
thus especially galling as a mark of servitude to the

Roman power. The poll tax was, of course, tribute in
the fullest sense of the word.

23, 24) New having perceived their craftiness,
he said to them: Show me a denarius! Whose image
and superscription has it? And they said, Caesar’s.
And he said to them, Well then, duly give the things
of Caesar to Caesar and the things of God to God!

John 2 :24, 25 explains this instant perception .on
the part of Jesus. He always knows whatever he ought
to know in his work, and no man ever deceived him
for a moment. Luke calls it “craftiness” (literally, the
ability to do anything but to be understood here in an
evil sense), Matthew labels it wickedness, Mark, hypocrisy. Jesus charged them with tempting him (not,
however, according to the text of Luke) and addressed
them as “hypocrites.” These liars had no defense. Yes,
Jesus told them the truth and told it without fear or
favor!
25) And yet, unworthy of any answer as they are,
Jesus gives them an answer and does it in a way that
has gone ringing down the centuries. He demands to
be shown a denarius, the coin with which the poll tax
was always paid, which was in purchasing value equal
to the price of a day’s labor, the wage of a Roman
soldier, 17 cents today but irrespective of our money
values in labor and in trade. The Roman senate had
the right to mint only copper coins; the right to mint
gold and silver coins was reserved for the emperor.
The denarius was a small silver coin that was usually
stamped with the emperor’s head (occasionally with
that of a member of his household) and invariably
with the name and the title of the reigning emperor.

Luke 20:25
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The coin is produced promptly. “Jesus begins in
a childish and foolish way as though he did not know
the image and the inscription and could not read, so
that they quickly thought, surely, here we have him,
he is afraid and intends to dissimulate about the emperor and dares not speak against him. But he takes
the word right out of their mouth and makes them
surrender with their confession. They dare not be silent, for just as they bade him answer, so he now bids
them answer. If they were silent, he would say, ‘If you
Will not give answer to my question, neither will I answer your question.’ ” (v. 8). Luther. Besides, the
question seems so innocent and harmless that they see
no reason to pause and thus reply, “Caesar’s.” While
digging a pit for Jesus, they have tumbled into it themselves. All that Jesus does is to point this out to them.
Trench, Synonyms, I, 78, points out the exact mean-'ing of cixa’w, “image,” which always implies a prototype,

which it does not merely resemble but from which it
is drawn. It is the German Abbild which presupposes a
Vprbild. .The emperor’s face is depicted on the coin; so
the sun shines in the water, the statue presents the

man, the child is the image of its parent. But 6pm’mpa
or apoamc, “likeness,” means only resemblance and
does not itself include derivation: two men may look
alike; one egg resembles another.
In 5:68”: the preposition gives the verb the meaning “to give what is due,” what our obligation requires us to give (not “give back,” R., Tr.). The perfection of Jesus’ answer was recognized fully by his
hostile questioners the moment they heard it, and few
have ever found fault with it although some have failed
to see all that these brief words convey. The perfection
of the answer is its completeness. The Jews looked at
the poll tax by itself; the only way in which to look
at it was to place it among all “the things of Caesar”

and then to look at these in connection with (mi) all
“the things of God.” Then all difﬁculties, those regard-1
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ing the tax and a thousand others, disappear at once.
The trouble with so many casual (case) questions is

that we look only at the one question and fail to rise
to the comprehensive view which takes in the whole
domain of which the one question is only a trivial part.
Jesus always saw the whole, and Paul rises to the same
height, notably in solving the intricate problems in
Corinth. The wisdom that does this is from above.
Jesus asked for an actual coin, one that was to be
taken out of the wallet of one of his questioners. All
of them carried such money. He makes them say that
this is the emperor’s coinage. They have accepted it,
are using it, and it is their money, the money that is
accepted by their entire nation. This means that their
nation belongs to the empire. This coinage was one of
the advantages they enjoyed under the emperor’s rule,
a sample of other like advantages. The emperor was
their ruler; this coin with his image, which was taken
from their pocket, was the incontestable evidence of

that fact. In the providence of God the Jews were
this emperor’s subjects. That suﬂ‘ices.
And that settled all their obligations toward the
emperor, the matter of paying him the poll tax that
was now in force and rendering all other duties toward.
him. Toiwv, “well then,” makes this plain. “Duly give
to Cesar the things of Caesar” includes all their obligations to “the higher powers ordained of God,” Rom.
13 :1-7. “The things of Caesar” include, not only tribute,
but also fear and honor. It makes no difference whether
any government makes this easy or hard for us. Our
part is plain—let the rulers look well to theirs as being
answerable to God, who likewise rules over them.
But this is only part of the answer. The question:
“Is it lawful or not ?” referred to God: “Is the payment
of this tax in harmony or in dissonance with our obligation to him ?” Therefore Jesus adds: “and the things
of God to God.” This “and” places the two obligations
side by side. There is no clash between them, quite
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the contrary. Neither obligation interferes with the
other. “The things of God” are all that our relation to
him involves: contrition, faith, love, worship, obedience, submission to his providential guidance, even to
his correction and chiding.
But we misunderstand Jesus when we understand
him to say that the obligation to God has nothing to
do with the obligation to our government. Even the
Pharisees and their disciples were not so shallow as
their question shows. The “and” of Jesus intends to
cancel the “or” of his questioners (v. 22) . These are
not alternatives, they harmonize, yea, more: when we
are giving to God what is God’s we will for his sake
give to the ruler what is his. For our obligation to God
includes everything in our life, its citizenship as well
as our religion. This “and” connects a small ﬁeld with
the whole ﬁeld. And only by seeing both in their true
relation do we see either aright. From Caesar Jesus
rises to God—no man would suppose that he merely
parallels them.
The emperor’s image was on the coins that were in
the pockets of the Jews, and Jesus pointed to that image
when he said, “Duly give to Caesar,” etc. He connected
the obligation with the image. When he now adds in
identical words: “and the things of God,” etc., who
can help but think of a corresponding connection of
this obligation with an image, namely the image of
God in which he created us and which his Son restores
in us? To say the least, the thought is captivating. And

in fact, only as we truly attain in us God’s image will
we truly render to him what is his due from us.
Jesus acknowledges the state as a divine institution
that is willed by God. His own conduct before Pilate
exempliﬁes this fact, in particular his word recorded
in John 19:11. His Word about Caesar regards the state
and our relation to it as a separate domain, and the
doctrine of the separation of church and state is thus
the .only legitimate conclusion that can be drawn from
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what he says. Yet church and state are not mere parallels and equals. Our obligations to God are the whole
life, those to the state one part of this whole. Whereas.
church and state are separate in the way indicated,
there is no gulf between them. They are not like two
watertight compartments. The church will always put
conscience, namely as it is governed by God, into our
relations to the state (Rom. 13 :5). The church constantly contributes this to the state. Rom. 13 :3, 4
makes plain what the state normally contributes and
always ought to contribute to the church. Thus each

aids the other, but the church aids in the higher way.
When either seeks to control the other, usurps the
functions of the other, havoc results for both as history bears witness.
26) And they were notable to lay hold of the
utterance before the people; and after marvelling
at his answer they were silent.

The vicious intent was completely frustrated. “Before the people" means that all these were pilgrims
standing about as witnesses, ready to testify to just
what Jesus 'had said and to prevent any twisting of
his words. On Friday the leaders tried to make out that
Jesus had said the very opposite about Caesar, but these
pilgrims could then not expose the lie. So even these
wicked fellows had to marvel; and when they bethought
themselves that this was giving Jesus credit they became silent and left (Matthew).
27) Now some of the Sadducees, who claim
there is no resurrection, having come forward, inquired of him saying: Teacher, Moses wrote for us,
if one’s brother dies having a wife, and he be childless, that his brother shall take his wife and raise up
seed for his brother.
, Matthew tells us that this took place on the same
day (Tuesday). This time a group of Sadducees (freethinkers, loose livers) confronts Jesus. We read of no
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prominent personages being among them and may thus
think of ordinary Sadducees who, in keeping with the
opposition of their entire party to Jesus, had conceived
of a way to trip Jesus and at the same time to maintain
their skeptic views against the orthodox Pharisees.

“Who claim there is no resurrection” summarizes their
position on the point at issue; that. is the tense of the

direct discourse (écm’v) just as we still use the present
tense in general and doctrinal propositions. “They inquired” implies that they acted respectfully; and

“teacher” is the Greek for “rabbi,” which Luke translates thus.
28) These Sadducees, however, use no ﬂattery as
did the disciples of the Pharisees (v. 21) . Feeling their
lofty superiority as Sadducees, they were naturally
disinclined to exalt Jesus even by hypocrisy. Josephus

comments on their coarse manners, a sample of which
appears in John 11:49. Although they address Jesus
formally as “teacher” they really intend to show what
a wretched teacher he actually is. They brieﬂy summarize the Mosaic law regarding levirate marriage (Deut.
25:5, etc.). The purpose of the law was not to let the
dead, childless brother’s line die out; the ﬁrst son of
the new marriage (not any of the other children)

would be regarded as the dead man’s child.
29) All this is a preamble. Now there comes the
real queStion. There were, accordingly, seven brothers; and the ﬁrst, having taken a wife, died childless; and the second and the third took her. Moreover, also the seven left behind no children and died.
Finally also the woman died. In the resurrection,

therefore, of which of them will she be wife? For
the seven had her as wife.
The logic presented in this case is intended to be a
red/actio ad absurdum for the defenders of the resurrection. This is done by means of a supposed dilemma,

either horn of which offers an impossible, untenable,
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really ludicrous situation. The fallacy of the logic lies in

the falsity of the assumption that in this Sadducaic dilemma tertium non datur. These men thought that
they were wielding a two-edged sword, either edge of
which would prove fatal to Jesus, and never dreamed

that he would strike the ﬂat'side of their blade and snap
it oil? at the very handle.
These deniers of the resurrection still have many followers. The theological view that Judaism acquired the
doctrine of the resurrection at a late day (say at Solomon’s time), and that it was little known even after
that period is not tenable. Abraham believed that God
could raise his son from the dead (Heb. 11:19). Only
the skeptic Sadducees disbelieved the resurrection, and
their objection shows only how extensively and intensively the doctrine was held. The Scripture evidence
is abundant between these terminals, and even Abraham speaks of the resurrection as something that was
long and fully known. And always, as in the case of

these Sadducees, this is the resurrection of the body.
This must be said for the sake of the modernists who
speak of a spirit-resurrection—as though the spirit
is buried like the body.
The Sadducees cite the case of the seven brothers
as being a real case, and Jesus does not contradict them
regarding its reality. It is wrong to call even Sadducees
liars without proper evidence. Whereas they use this
case, which runs up to seven brothers, because they
had it, two brothers would sufﬁce for the sake of the
argument, and such cases were certainly numerous

among the Jews.
30) The second and the third brothers are mentioned brieﬂy.
31) Then in summary all seven are referred to.
None leaves issue of any kind, all die in succession. If
even a girl had been born to one of the brothers, a
claim might have been set up for him.
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32) The death of the woman is necessary for the
argument in order to transfer all the persons concerned
into the other world and thus to show by actuality and
not merely hypothetically how absurd the resurrection
appears when it is considered in the light of Deut.
25:5, etc. The old trick of playing one word of Scripture (one that seems to suit our error) against some
great doctrine of Scripture, which is buttressed by
a number of Scripture statements, was practiced already in the days of the Sadducees.
33) So the conundrum is propounded to Jesus.
Supposing for the sake of argument that there is a
resurrection, and that these dead bodies of ours rise
again from their graves—what about this woman?
All seven brothers were equally her husband—in the
resurrection will all seven together be her husband?
The very idea is monstrous already in this life and
how much more in the life to come! Or which one of
the seven will be her husband, and why the one, and
why not some other one of the seven, she having had
a child by none? When seven hold equal rights, why
set aside six? Again an impossible situation. The Sadducees are thus certain that there is no resurrection,
and that Moses himself proves it in Deuteronomy, and
that no man can overthrow this solid proof. We may
well suppose that they had tried this proof against
many a. Pharisee and had made a laughingstock of
every opponent. Jesus was to be their next victim.
34) And Jesus said to them: Thesons of this
eon marry and are given in marriage; but those
deemed worthy to attain that eon and the resurrection from the dead neither marry nor are married,
for they are not able to die anymore, for they are

angel-like and are sons of God as being sons of the
resurrection.
The bubble that has been blown by the folly of the
Sadducees. is punctured. Luke omits the preliminary
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words that are preserved by Matthew and Mark and
at once goes to the essentials. The Sadducees run in
a false premise on this question of the resurrection,
one that is absolutely foreign to Moses and the Scriptures, namely, that in the other world the same conditions prevail that are found in this world. Where does
the Old Testament teach anything of the kind? Thus
as to marriage and the entire marital relation, this is
intended only for men as being “sons of this eon,” of
this world age.
35) “Those deemed worthy (by God) to attain
that eon (the heavenly and eternal one) and the resurrection from the dead” are past marrying (used with
reference to men) and of being married (the simple
passive used with reference to women). Jesus is speaking only of the blessed dead, for the question of the
Sadducees relates only to these. The fact that these
attain “the resurrection from the dead” must be added,
for the question about marriage involves the body, not

disembodied souls in heaven prior to the resurrection
of the last day. On the phrase in vexpd'w see 9:7; it is
made emphatic by means of the second article (R.
776) ; on aiu’w see 16:8.
36) Jesus explains how this is to be understood

by means of two 76,; clauses, the second resting on the
ﬁrst. The entire arrangement of sex, marriage, repro-

duction, childbirth, and any laws pertaining to these,
is valid for this eon only, for the earthly life, and not
for that heavenly eon and the life there, for men no
longer die there. “Where there is no dying, there is
also no succession of children,” Augustine. No replenishment is necessary in heaven. As the number of the
angels was complete and ﬁxed from the time of creation onward, so will that of the blessed in the resurrection and from that day onward be. In that respect
the blessed will then be Eadyyaoc, “angel-like” (“as the
angels,” Matthew and Mark), which .is better than
“equal to the angels" (our versions). Jesus does not

Luke 20 :36
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say that the blessed shall be angels .but angel-like as
regards sex and marriage. The blessed shall have their
bodies “in the resurrection of the dead” and diﬂ'er
therein from the angels.
The view that the angels, too, possess corporeity
is wholly without Scripture support. This theosophical,
speculative idea assumes an ethereal, ﬁrelike body for
the angels; and when it is consistently held, a body of
some indeﬁnable form also for God. But the Scriptures
know angels only as mcépam, “spirits,” and use this
term in many connections as being the opposite of
all that is bodily or corporeal. See the fuller discussion
in Philippi, leubenslehre, II, 296, etc. When angels
appear to men on earth they are given a form in order
to be visible just as Jehovah assumed a form in the
theophanies.
We may add, however, that in the resurrection our
bodies will be lifted above the narrow limitations of
earthly matter as we know it at present; they will be
made perfect instruments of the spirit so as to accord

in all things with the glorious conditions of the eon
to come.

Luke has preserved the addition to “angel-like”
which deﬁnes further what Jesus means: “and are
sons of God as being sons of the resurrection.” Their
resurrection is not used as evidence or as proof that
they are God’s sons by faith; the evidence for this
kind of sonship lies in the works of faith. Their resurrection is proof or evidence for their sonship in the
new and gloriﬁed nature which even their bodies shall
have by virtue of the resurrection. Faith brings ethical
sonship, a new relation to God; the resurrection a metaphysical sonship in which the entire nature is ﬁlled with
God’s glory. Why this sonship should not be angel-like
according to the title “sons of God” which is applied to
the angels in Job 1:6; 2 :1; 38 :7 is hard to see in spite
of strong assertions to that effect.
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37) This pertinent instruction concerning the
condition of the blessed in heaven eliminates the entire
argument of the Sadducees which rests on the false assumption that our bodily conditions in heaven will be
like the conditions that obtain here on earth. But the
Sadducees had appealed to the Scriptures (like Satan
in 4:10, 11) falsely; Jesus now crushes this appeal by
himself appealing to the Scriptures (as he did in 4 :12)
truly. The Scriptures are the true court of appeal.
Jesus unmasks one of the hidden batteries of Scripture
and delivers a volley that is the more annihilating since
it comes from an entirely unexpected quarter.
But that the dead do arise even Moses disclosed
at the hush when he speaks of the Lord as the God of
Abraham and the God of Isaac and the God of
Jacob. Now he is not God of dead men but of living
men, for all are living for him.
“But that the dead do arise” has the present tense
which occurs in doctrinal declarations. The verb is
emphatic since it is placed before the subject and is
thus contrasted with the assertion that the dead do not
arise. This opening clause states the point at issue,
and “the dead” as well as “they do arise” make it
plain that the bodily resurrection is referred to. The
Sadducees referred to Moses, Jesus points to that same
Moses.
The question is asked why he used Exod. 3 :6 or its
parallels and not obvious passages like Dan. 12 :2. The
answer that this was done because the Sadducees re-

jected all but the Pentateuch is hardly convincing. To
set the right Moses against a falsiﬁed Moses seems
entirely proper. Another point is probable. The Sadducees drew a deduction from a passage in Moses,

drew it falsely; Jesus also uses a passage from which
he draws a deduction, draws it truly—one that clearly
lies in the Scripture words themselves and goes not an
inch beyond these. He thus shows how deductions are
to be drawn.

Luke 20.237, 38
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Jesus says, “Even Moses disclosed at the bush”
and means what Moses wrote in Exodus regarding this
theophany. It was, however, the Lord (Yahweh) himself who used this covenantname concerning himself
there at the bush. Moses disclosed it when he wrote
Exodus—another example of how Jesus makes Moses
the author of the Pentateuch. Képwy (the translation
of Yahweh) is the object of Aéyet, the present tense to
indicate the fact that Moses speaks so to this day;
and ray ®¢6v «TA is predicative to the object. This is the
great covenant name of God in which all the Jews
gloried. What an innocent thing to announce what
every Jew knew: that Moses had recorded this name
in Exodus! But now, like a blinding ﬂash for these selfconﬁdent Sadducees, there comes the revealing word:
“He is not a God of dead men but of living men!”
And the terse explanation: “for all are alive to him."
9:69 is the predicate, and of»: €011 contains the subject:

“he is not.” The emphasis is on the contrasted geni—
tives: “of dead men”—“of living men,” which is re-

enforced by the fact that they all live as far as God
is concerned.
38) “Dead men” are men whose bodies are lifeless, who are lying in the graves as such. If there is
no resurrection, then the bodies of the great patriarchs

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, with Whom God made his
great covenant, would lie dead forever, and that would

make God “God of dead men”—an impossible thought.
That would mean that death was not conquered; that
death, which was holding its prey, was stronger than

God; that redemption had failed and had left death
still triumphant. But no; the resurrection proves that
God is “God of living men.” Death has suﬁered its
deathblow. Redemption has not failed. It has turned
the death of God’s saints into a mere sleep. The proof
is the resurrection by which God wakes these dead

bodies from their slumber. The dust of God’s saints
may, indeed, look to our eyes as other dust, dead dust;
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in reality God, Christ, heavenly power are over and in
that dust—it is living dust, we shall see it live in glory
forever. “For they all live to him” whatever men may
think or say. Thus the very name and title which God
gave himself in the Old Testament as early as Exodus
proves the resurrection. So closely is the resurrection
connected with the covenant God.
The interpretation is offered by some that the souls
of the patriarchs were in sheol, the “realm of the
dead,” and that Christ intended to release their souls

from sheol, and that this would be their resurrection
and prove God to be the God of the living. But this interpretation turns Jesus’ refutation of the Sadducees
into a farce. They denied the resurrection of the dead
bodies, and to substitute no matter what statement
regarding only the souls would be a piece of deception,
which, if detected, would destroy not only the pretended proof but even the entire character of Jesus.
The same is true when sheet is disregarded, when God
is made the God of the living only because the souls
continue to live after leaving their bodies. It is juggling
words to say that the patriarchs were “not absolute
dead men, non-existent men” but “living” because enjoying eternal life in heaven. Then the Sadducees
(ancient and modernistic) would be right in asserting
that no resurrection of the dead bodies will take place.
Jesus himself would be a Sadducee. He would only pretend to say “that the dead do arise” when he in fact
says nothing like that at all.

39)

And answering, some of the scribes said,

Teacher, excellently didst thou speak! For no longer
dared they inquire a thing of him.

Matthew tells us that the multitude was astonished,
Luke that even the hostile scribes who stood by felt
compelled to commend Jesus for his answer. This
means much more than is ordinarily supposed. To win

commendation from such hostile men was a great triumph. These scribes were, of course, Pharisees and as

Luke 20 :40-42
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such were ﬁrm believers in the resurrection (Acts
23 :6-9) . But not because Jesus agreed with them regarding this doctrine did these scribes commend him;
their praise was intended for the way in which Jesus
proved the doctrine. In their contention with the Sadducees the scribes had never been able to wield such
effective weapons. This was what inspired the praise.
40)

The Sadducees were silenced for good and

all. Mark 12 :28 tells about one of the scribes who asked
another question but not with evil intent. Luke’s statement is not in contradiction to Mark’s, for it refers
to the Sadducees.
41) Jesus has been questioned repeatedly; he
now in turn propounds a question. It is addressed to
the Pharisees (Matthew), and Luke has only the
briefest record of it. Now he said to them: How do
they declare the Christ to be David’s son? For David
himself says in the Psalms Book, The Lord said to
my Lord, St at my right till I place ,thine enemies
as a footstool of thy feet! David, therefore, calls him
Lord, and how is he his son? Luke omits the dialog
and centers on the main point that the Jews, in particular the scribes, all declare the Messiah to be
David's son.
42) But now the main question: “How can David
in Ps. 110 say that the Lord (Yahweh) said to his
Lord (Admi) to sit on his (Yahweh’s) right,” etc.?
The Hebrew is very expressive: n°’um Yahweh, “communication of Jehovah,” Eingerauntes, something secretly whispered into the ear, the communication of a
mystery. The right (plural in the Greek) is the power
and the majesty of Yahweh. The Hebrew imperative
sheb limini has itself become a title of the Messiah:
“Sheblimini.” The Greek views the direction “from
or out of" the right as it appears to the beholder. In
this psalm David sees his Adan invited by Yahweh to
exercise all the divine majesty and power.
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‘ 43) And he is to do thisuntil Yahweh puts all
this Adon’s enemies as a footstool of his. feet. He shall
reign supreme in the universe. Jesus was facing some
of these enemies at this very time. The psalm continues
in the same strain and makes this Adan of David divine
in every way.
44)

Now the question which is so deadly for these

Pharisees yet so illuminating for' all believers—David
calls this person Adan, divine Lord and Master, in the
psalm: “how is he his (David’s) son?” In other words,
how can the Messiah be at the same time David’s divine Lord and David’s son? The terrible error of the
Pharisees and their scribes is exposed. They saw the
Messiah only as David’s son, great and mighty, indeed,
but only human. His deity, which is so plainly disclosed
in the psalm, they never saw. They dared not say that
he was not to be David’s son—they knew that he would

be. On the other hand, they dared not deny David’s
inspired word that the Messiah would be David’s Lord.
and thus very God. When they were confronted with
the psalm they had no answer whatever but simply
refused to admit the Messiah’s deity. They were like
our modernists who, however, go still farther and deny
even his Davidic descent.
45) Luke reports only a few sentences from
the discourse which ﬁlls Matt. 23, the warning
against the Pharisees and scribes and the terrible
woes pronounced upon them on this Tuesday. Now,
with all the people hearing, he said to’ his disciples,

etc. The people are the pilgrims who are present for
the Passover celebration; the disciples, the large number that was attached to Jesus. From Matt. 23 :13, etc.,
we see that the Pharisees and scribes are addressed in
the second person. They, too, are still present. In their

'very presence, with all the pilgrims listening, Jesus
warns his disciples against them and their ugly sins

Luke 20:46, 47
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and then turns upon them with ‘his devastating woes.
This is dramatic in the extreme.
46)

Beware of the scribes who desire to walk

in festal robes and love salutations in the market
places and the ﬁrst seats in the synagogues and the
ﬁrst reclining places at the dinners—-who devour
the houses of the widows and in pretense go on
praying long. These shall take more abundant judgment.

With wpooe'xc're we supply 751' voﬁv: “hold your mind

to it to avoid the scribes,” etc., in all their ungodly and
utterly selﬁsh pride. They like nothing better than to
parade about in the long, white, rich robes that are
worn only by dignitaries on great occasions. They aim

to be recognized and treated as such dignitaries by all
who see them coming in their grandeur. They purposely visit the crowded market places, there to be
effusively saluted right and left by all who witness
their parading. And, of course, in the synagogues they
must have the most prominent seats in front with the
elders, for as scribes they expect to be requested to

impart their wisdom to the audience. Likewise at any
8ci1rvov, the main meal of the day that is eaten at evening, they expect the chief places on the couches. Each
couch accommodated several people, and the place
toward the left end was the chief. These were concrete
samples of their unholy pride, all rested on their claim
to special sanctity after the Pharisaic type.
47) Now Jesus turns the page and in a ﬂash
shows the selﬁsh greed of these scribes. Because of
their holiness appointed to administer the property of
widows, they used their position of trust “to devour”

even the homes of these helpless widows. They boldly
disregarded all that the Old Testament said about
the widows and the fatherless, both in admonition and
in warning, and little by little, with a show of right,
worked this property into their own hand. And “in
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pretense,” in rank hypocrisy, to cover up their robbery, “they go on praying long,” making long prayers
—the longer, the more impressively holy in the eyes
of unthinking men.
Now Jesus turns another leaf, and on it is written:
“These—and all like them—shall take (as their due
portion) more abundant judgment” when the day of
reckoning comes. The noun is neutral and does not itself intimate the verdict, which can, however, be only
condemnation. “More abundant” refers to the rank
hypocrisy which is added to the ugly greed. In the
judgment their guilt shall be piled up, and the verdict
shall be doubly, trebly heavy. Yes, Jesus was right in
warning his disciples as he did, and the pilgrims who
heard it might also well take this warning as being
intended for themselves.

CHAPTER XXI
1) Jesus is still in the Temple courts on Tuesday. Mark 12:41 describes him as sitting where he
could see the people depositing their offerings. He is
not teaching, and the disciples stand about until
Jesus calls them to tell them what the widow had
done. Both in Mark and in Luke this narrative is
set alongside the warning against the greed of the
scribes who devour widows’ houses. Here there was
one of those widows offering the last she had to the

Lord. Now on looking up he saw those throwing
their gifts into the treasury, who were rich.
Stier utters an exclamation of surprise that, immee
diately after delivering the most scathing woes against
the scribes, Jesus is able to sit down calmly and to
express his appreciation of the gift of a widow. Thirteen trumpet-shaped, metal receptacles (shapharoth),
each marked with a Hebrew letter, stood in the court
of the women to receive the gifts of the worshippers

for the beneﬁt of the Temple and for the Temple tax.
The singular 1'3 ya§o¢w\¢ix¢ov, “the treasury,” may refer
to all of them. On looking up, Jesus beheld those throwing their gifts into them, and the adjective used .is
predicative: “rich,” i. e., “who were rich.” Mark says
that the multitude did this and then refers to the rich

who threw in much. Luke is briefer and remarks only
that Jesus noted the rich.
The Jews gave freely for the support of the Temple
and its worship in addition to the tithe. It is said that
the city was in a ﬂourishing condition at this time. The
sons of Jacob have always known how to increase
their substance. Mark adds the detail that the rich
threw in much. We may say that most of them did this
ostentatiously so that men might see and exclaim be(1005)
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cause of their liberality. Jesus silently watched them
making offerings.

2) Moreover, he saw a penniless widow throwing in there two lepta. And he said: Truly I tell you
that this penniless widow threw in more than all.
For all these out of what abounds to them threw in
for gifts, but she out of her want threw in all the
living which she had.
Jesus “saw” and noted this widow and the amount
of her insigniﬁcant gift. Mark uses the word “poor”
which means “beggarly,” Luke the one which means
“poor” in the sense of “penniless” or “destitute.” Her
appearance betrayed that fact. But Jesus sees more,

namely that she was a widow, and that these two lepta
were “all the living which she had.” This was not a
guess but an exercise of that supernatural knowledge
which Jesus always employed wherever he needed it
for his work. Let us remember, too, that God always
has a special eye on widows and on orphans, and so
Jesus does here also.
No name is inserted in the record, but this widow
has had “a good name” in the church of all ages.
Every man’s gifts stamp him with a name, and when
the gift is small like that of this widow, the giver’s
name is not always in the same class as hers. The indeﬁnite pronoun used with “widow” is only our indeﬁnite article and is used often by Luke.
This widow “threw . in there two lepta,” which
were called so from their smallness, each was an

eighth of an assarion, the two making a quadrans,
about the fourth of a cent in value. Bengel remarks

that she might have retained one of the two lepta. She
has been judged by worldly wisdom which declares
that she should have kept the money for-her support,
and that, as far as the Temple was concerned, her
gift amounted to nothing. Why was it that Judas objected to the. richer offering of Mary in Bethany?
Worldly wisdom always makes a fool of itself. In the

Luke 21 :2-4
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case of the widow it sees neither the faith and trust
that ﬁlled the woman’s heart nor the true act of worship she performed. All these are , more precious in
Jesus’ eyes than were the largest gifts that were bestowed by the Jews in the Temple that day. Hypocrites
attempt to imitate this widow’s gift and think that, if
they give all their living, God will have to provide for
them. But God cannot be thus bought or tempted.
Poverty may be made a great curse as well as a great

blessing. It becomes a curse when it ﬁlls. the heart
with anxious care and worry. It becomes a blessing
when it impels the poor man to cast himself upon God
whohas promised to care for his children.
3) Mark tells that Jesus called his disciples to
him and made his pronouncement upon the widow’s
gift as de magna re (Bengel) . Here was something for.
them to learn concerning the principle on which gifts
are to be valued in the church. Did the widow hear
what Jesus said aboutrher? This is usually answered
in the negative, but it is not as unlikely as some think
when we consider that Jesus often spoke commendation in the hearing of those whom he praised. “Truly”
stresses the fact that his judgment was a true one;
and “I say to you” indicates the authority on which
this judgment rests. Jesus does not compare the
widow’s gift with that of any one rich giver but with
all the gifts of all the rich who gave that day. In the
estimation of Jesus the widow’s two lepta amounted
to more than the "combined sum of all these wealthy
givers. It is the quality that makes a gift more or less
in Jesus’ eyes.
4) The disciples may well have looked at Jesus
with questioning eyes.and wondered what made him
rate the widow’s gift so highly. He explains at once

(ydp) . “All these” might have taken in many more
rich givers than those who came to the Temple thatday, for despite all their quantity they could never have
equalled the quality of the widow’s gift. For all these
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gave “out of what abounds to them,” out of what they
have above their needs. But the widow gave “out of
her want,” out of what was wholly insufﬁcient to pro—
vide even the barest necessities.
Right here a tremendous difference appears even
as the two ix phrases are intended as opposites. Jesus
touches only this one point and not any display on the
part of the rich. Gifts that are given out of our superﬂuous income and gifts that are given out of want and
necessity are not on the same level. To give the latter
requires much more in our hearts than to give the
former.

Jesus adds far more regarding the widow’s gift:
she gave “all the living which she had,” the last two
lepta that she had wherewith to buy food. Tissot paints
this scene with the woman carrying a child on her arm.

That child helps to bring out the thought expressed by
Jesus. “Oh,” one said, “if that was all she had, two
lepta, she might as well have thrown that in—it would
not have helped her anyway!” So spoke one who was
too blind to see what this widow’s gift involved. A
fourth of a cent could, of course, help her very little;
but that is true of a million dollars as well. No man
lives by the bread he is able to buy; millionaires die
as did Dives with his tables loaded—not only beggars
like Lazarus. We live only by the word that goes forth
out of God’s mouth, by his will that is expressed in
that word.
When this widow gave all the living she had she
gave herself completely into the hands of God. Her
last act with the ﬁnal bit of her living was an act of
worship in true faith that now looked only unto God
who cares for the destitute who trust in him. What
makes so many gifts so small? The fear that the givers
will not have enough for themselves. They depend on
what they have, not on God who gave them even that
and can give them much more.

Luke 21 :4, 5
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Did the widow starve? I do not think so. But let
us not overdraw the picture. She has been pictured
as going home with a heart singing with joy. Let us
rather say that she was ready to starve if that were
God’s will. She was ready to accept that from the God
she trusted. And if God did not let her starve, she
took what he sent her as being sent only by him. To
live thus and to give thus with such a faith means to
earn the highest commendation of Jesus.
5) And with some saying concerning the Ternple that it had been adorned with beautiful stones
and votive oﬁerings, he said, These things which you
view, there shall come days in which there shall not
he left stone upon stone here, which shall not be
thrown down.
Matt. 24:1 and Mark 13:1 tell us that Jesus and

the Twelve are in the act of leaving the Temple on
this momentous day. All that we are able to gather
from the synoptists is that this occurred at the close
of Tuesday, and that Jesus never again entered the
Temple courts. Because that leaves Wednesday without
a recorded event or word, harmonists are inclined to
assign something to Jesus that he did on Wednesday,
.but the synoptists’ records include only Tuesday. Jesus
must have spent Wednesday quietly in Bethany and
on Thursday made arrangements for the Passover celebration in the city.
Mark has one of the Twelve draw the attention of
Jesus to the beauty of the Temple. Matt. 23 :38 explains
how this took place. The disciples thought: ‘fAre all
these grand structures actually to be left desolate?”
Some of the beautiful marble columns were forty feet

high. Fifty years had already been spent in rebuilding
the Temple (John 2:20). In addition to the beautiful
stones there were the “votive offerings” that had been
donated and dedicated by rich individuals, which were
exceedingly costly, such as the golden vine at the en-
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trance portal which had branches as tall as a man,
(Josephus, Ant. 15, 2, 3; II Macc. 3:2, 3). ’Awiﬁqu
with the short vowel means a curse, devoted to God
for destruction; but dvdoqpa with a long vowel is a gift
that has been set aside for God, ein Weihgeschenk,

R. 187.
6) Jesus repeated the prophecy that he had uttered in 19:44, that the place would not only be left
desolate, but that not one stone would remain upon
another—all would be absolute ruin. “These things
which you view" may be regarded as an absolute nominative, nomin'atz‘vns pendens (R. 459), or as an adverbial accusative (R., Tr.) : “as for the things,” etc.
That was all Jesus said on the way out of the Temple
courts.

7) But they inquired of him, saying: Teacher,
when, then, will these things be; and what the sign
when these things are about to occur?
Matthew and Mark add the detail that this inquiry
was made when Jesus reached the Mount of Olives and
sat down there for awhile, Mark supplies the information that Peter, James, John, and Andrew came to
Jesus with the double question. The writer stood on
the slope of Olivet toward evening and looked across
to the Temple hill where the Mohammedan Dome of
the Rock (sometimes called the Mosque of Omar)
now stands, its dome. of dull gold magniﬁcently lit up
by the slanting rays of the sun, the city on Zion hill
rising behind to a higher elevation. So Jesus sat with
Herod’s magniﬁcent Temple and the brilliant Sanctuary (Holy and Holy of Holies) sparkling in the dying
sun with their golden roofs. It was thus that he spoke
this discourse about the destruction of Jerusalem and
the end of the world.
The question introduced with “when” asks for no
date, and Jesus never gives a date (Acts 1 :7; Matt.
24:36; Mark 13:32). This “when” belongs together
with “the sign” which shall indicate the nearness of

Jesus’ return to judgment and of the winding up of
the world age. It is useless to speculate regarding as
to just what these four disciples meant with their
double question; the synoptists record it only for our
understanding as to how Jesus came to deliver this
important discourse.
8) And he said: See to it that you be not deceived! For many will come on my name, saying, I
myself am he! and, The season has come near! Do
not go after them! Moreover, when you shall hear
of wars and tumults, he not terriﬁed; for it'is necessary that these things occur ﬁrst; but not at once
the end.
The way in which Jesus begins shows that his heart
is full of concern for his disciples. The introduction
to the great discourse is a strong warning. They are
to “see to it," to keep their eyes open, “that they may
not be deceived” (unwav, to trick one to believe what
is not true). There is only too good a reason for this
warning. “Many will come on my name” (see this
phrase in 9 :48), will use my own revelation as the
basis for their lying, deceiving claims, and even say
boldly, “I myself am he!” (emphatic £76), namely the
Christ whose return is promised (Matthew and Mark).
Others may be less brazen, but on the basis of his
name (revelation) they will ﬁgure out the date of
Christ’s coming and proclaim that the season for it
“has come near,” is thus actually at hand.
The procession of such deceivers from Simon Magus and Barcochba onward to the great Antichrist
and the little antichrists goes on to the end of time.
Some are petty and have some little sect of fanatics
following them, some sit on thrones like the popes in
their long succession; some are out for the hard cash;
some are viciously Iascivious. The sad thing is that

they suCceed in their deceptions, for all men have an
aﬂinity for religious error, and many yield to it with
avidity and develop the strongest fanaticism. They ﬁnd
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no limit in perverting to their own ends what the
Scriptures say about the kingdom. “Do not go after
them !” means: “Do not become their followers.”
9) The structure of the discourse is plain. After
the opening warning (v. 8) Jesus tells of the signs that
run through the course of time (v. 9-11) ; he then tells
the disciples what awaits them .in the near future (v.
12-19) ; he next describes the destruction of Jerusalem
and the end of the Jewish nation (v. 20-24) ; upon this
there follows the description of the Parousia (v. 2533). The discourse closes with admonitions that apply
to the entire time until the end (v. 34-36).
The disciples would soon hear of wars and tumults,
especially as these ushered in the destruction of Jerusalem and the nation, although Jesus is speaking generally of any and of all wars, rebellions, and turmoils
that occur in the course of time. “Be not terriﬁed!”
Jesus says. He explains that these things occur of necessity; 8c: is used to express any type of necessity, here
one that is due to the condition of the world and to
God’s judgment in dealing with that condition. Such
wars and tumults, one may say, are only natural in a
world that is full of wickedness. Hence the disciples
must not be terriﬁed but must take them as a matter
of course.

Note the emphasis on the adverb: they must occur
“ﬁrst,” and then the plain addition: “but not at once
the end,” i. e., of the world. Wars, etc., are only general
signs, constant reminders, but do not signify that the

end will follow closely upon any one of them. This
word: “not at once the end,” refers to the plural
“wars,” etc., and shows that Jesus saw the years
stretching on. and on and answers the claim that he
expected the world to end during the lifetime of his
disciples.
10) Then he went on to say (see 3:7 on the
imperfect) to them: There shall rise nation against
nation and kingdom against kingdom. Both great

Luke 21 :10, 11
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earthquakes and famines and pestilences from place
to place shall there be; both terrors and great signs
from heaven shall there he.
“Then he went on to say” marks a break but only
to show that Jesus now presents the whole matter at
length and in detail. The fact that nation rises against
nation, kingdom against kingdom, is not intended to
explain how wars, etc., result, for they, of course, result
in this way. This statement reveals the abnormal and
the desperate condition of the world when nations and
kingdoms cannot dwell peaceably side by side. We may

regard e'yepoﬁa'erac as a passive: “shall be raised up,” or
as a middle: “shall raise itself up” and thus “shall
rise.” The passions that cause these uprisings need not
be mentioned.
11) The two 7: . . . mu’ present two further groups
of disturbances, and each has two members. In v. 10

the abnormal condition obtaining among the nations
is referred to; Jesus next mentions the abnormal condition that prevails on the earth, and coupled with

this the abnormalities that occur in the heavens. All
of them proclaim in a succession of mighty voices that
are great enough for all the world to hear that conditions are abnormal and are hurrying the world to its
end. The earth itself shall rock with mighty earthquakes; »the very .earth on which we live is unstable.
Every .quake gives warning of the approaching end.

The same is .true also on the earth: “famine and pestilence from place to place,” these two form the second
member of the ﬁrst “both and” group. Instead of
bringing man its fruits for his bodily life the earth
deals him pestilential death, nowhere, now there (distributive kara'.) . Since earthquakes precede, famines
and pestilences are to be understood in the general
sense and not merely as being the results of wars.
“Both terrors and great signs from heaven” include all the manifestations in the skies and the heavenly .bodies, both as being terrifying to men and as
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signs that the disturbances and the dislocations here

on earth affect the whole universe and thus foretell
its end. Comets, eclipses, meteors, and rarer siderial
phenomena are referred to, ﬁnally also those that are

speciﬁed in v. 25, 26.
12) But before all these things they will lay
their hands on you and will persecute, delivering
you to the synagogues and prisons, being led before
kings and governors for the sake of my name.
“Before all these things” is very clear as also the
following speciﬁcations show which deal with the early
days of the church, and which reﬂect the later persecutions only in a general way. The story of the Acts is
the earliest commentary on what is stated here. The
plural verbs are indeﬁnite, “they” in these verbs refers
to the enemies of the gospel. To lay hands on=to place
under arrest; to deliver to the synagogues=to place on
trial before the Jewish synagogue courts; the addition
“and prisons”=to lodge in prison as condemned criminals.
Instead of proceeding with a ﬁnite verb: “they shall
lead you before kings,” etc.; or with an active par-

ticiple: “they leading you,” both of which would imply
the same Jewish enemies as the agents, Luke simply
adds the passive participle in the accusative which
modiﬁes {was understood: “you being led before kings,“
etc., since Jews would not do this but Gentile enemies
of the gospel would. These are pagan kings and governors (Felix, Festus, the Roman emperor in the Acts;

likewise in the ten great persecutions of the early
church). The ﬁnal phrase, “for the sake of my name,"
of the revelation connected with me, should be construed with the entire sentence as explaining why all
these vicious acts will be perpetrated upon Christ’s disciples. On this prospect of the most violent persecution.

Jesus ever spoke in plainest words to his followers. And
all this would strike them because of one thing only,
because of him.

Luke 21 :18-15
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13) It will turn out for you for testimony.
That will be the great and glorious outcome of all
this suffering of yours for my name’s sake: it will be
yOur highest and most effective testimony for me before your and my enemies. We have an instance in
Acts 4:11, etc. The idea is not: testimony of your loyalty to me or testimony that exonerates you before the
tribunals. All this suffering for Jesus’ sake is testimony
for him, the very testimony he wants us to bear. Acts
9 :15, 16.
14) Fix, therefore, in your hearts not to meditate beforehand to make defense for yourselves, for

I. myself will give you a mouth and wisdom which
all your opponents shall not be able to stand against
or to speak against.

Compare Mark 13:11. Once for all, during all these
persecutions the disciples are to place this in their

hearts (aorist imperative), not to think ahead as to
how they will defend themselves (passive deponent,
R. 334), aorist to express the whole act of defense.
The same thought is found in 12 :11, 12. In those trying
hours, while they are lying in frightful dungeons,
are perhaps beaten, are physically unﬁt, mentally upset,
their natural worry would be about what they should

say at their trial by conning over (woman) their
answers to the judge now in one, now in another way.
Jesus tells his disciples to dismiss this entirely from
their minds.
15) “I myself” (emphatic :76), he says, will take
care of you. Since this is to turn out as your witness

for me (v. 13), “I will give you mouth and wisdom”
at your trial, against which all your opponents (“those
lying opposite you”) will be unable to stand, unable
even to speak. Note “mouth and wisdom,” word. and
thought combined into one.
Jesus promises the disciples inspiration, verbal inspiration in the critical hour of their need. And its
product will be so wonderful as to astonish the disciples
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themselves when they see that their opponents are defeated and silenced as they so often saw them defeated
before Jesus. But this means only that the testimony

of the disciples which will be placed on their tongue by
Jesus will be so strong and not that the disciples will
in every case be acquitted and set free. Despite all his
good testimony Jesus himself was cruciﬁed. The argu-

ment is unanswerable: if Jesus is able and ready to
grant verbal inspiration to the disciples for their
proper defense at court, will he do less for the testimony of his written Word to all men and all ages? In
all these passages: Matt. 10:19, 20; Luke 12:11, 12;
Mark 13:11; and the present one it is verbal inspiration that is promised and not some inspiration in genera].
16) Moreover, you will he betrayed even by
parents and brothers and relatives and friends. And
they shall put some of you to death. And you will
be hated by all because of my name. And a hair
of your head shall in no way perish. ‘In your patience
you will gain your souls.
Compare Matt. 10:21, 22. Something different is
added by 86; it is the fact that even those who are
nearest to us by blood and friendship will use this very
nearness and knowledge of our discipleship to denounce us with the result that some (partitive e’x) shall
be put to death by the authorities—just as Jesus was
betrayed unto death. Blood ties are strong, and so is
friendship, but hatred of Christ and the gospel destroys

them utterly and turns them into the very opposite.
17)

The periphrastic future is used to bring out

the durative nature of this hate; it is always thus
that the world hates Christ’s true disciples. Jesus explains in John 15:18-21 why this is the case, and why
we must never expect anything else. Jesus uses Sui

and states that his name causes this hatred, name again
signiﬁes his revelation, that which fully reveals him,

Luke 21 :18, 19
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who and what he is. Men who reject this name hate
those who love it and, when the time comes, will show
that hate and even let it go to the extreme.
18) Just as Jesus comforts and makes a great
promise to those who are arrested and put on trial, so
he again comforts and cheers with promises those who
in any way suffer the world’s hate and must perhaps
yield up their lives. Kai adds coordinately the adversative thought that not a hair of their head shall perish.
Although they are killed, not a hair of theirs shall
perish. The word about “a hair out of your head”
recalls Matt. 10 :30 which speaks of the care of providence that extends as far as every numbered hair on
our heads. The sense must be the same here. When
a disciple suffers persecution, even death through
wicked men, let him not think that God has forgotten
him—he is in God’s care and keeping to the last hair
of his head. Nothing, absolutely nothing occurs to us
without God’s own will.
We do not need the allegorical interpretation, “hair
perishing”=losing the very least of the Messianic salvation; or the generalizing references to John 10:20
or Phil. 1:21. Nor does this passage mean that the
bodies of the disciples shall in the resurrection not be
minus a single hair which they had in life or at the
moment of death; or, broadly generalizing, that the
bodies of the martyrs are to have full participation in
the Lebensrettung, which is true of all who die in faith
and not of martyrs only.
19) Compare Matt. 24:13 and Mark 13:13. In

v. 18 Jesus makes a great, comforting promise, in v.
19 he adds to that, provided we have the future tense;
important texts have the aorist imperative x-nioaaﬂe
which makes the paragraph end with an admonition—
the promise seems far more natural. But even then the
verb cannot mean “possess," which would require the
future perfect tense since only the perfect tenses of
this verb mean “to possess” (Abbott-Smith, A Manual
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Greek Lexicon), all the other tenses mean “to gain,"
“to acquire.” The word imopovﬁ is likewise used regarding patience or brave holding out under adverse things,
inﬂictions, etc., and is never used with reference to
God because it would not apply to him (Trench, Synow-.
yms).

Another point to be noted is that (bum; is used as it
is in Mark 8:35, 36 and in John 12 :25, as referring to
the immaterial part of man which animates his body,
which is as such called “the life.” To suffer for Christ,
to die for him, seem like losing the life (soul in this.
sense) ; but if we hold out bravely, instead of losing
anything of life or life itself we shall do nothing but
gain these very lives (souls). What is lost is transient
and lost to the soul anyway in the end. They who strive.
for nothing more will have no gain of any kind at theend but an irreparable and eternal loss; but they who

suffer for Christ, even, die for him with brave, true
hearts, achieve everything, gain their own “souls” in
this pregnant sense of the term.
20) Now when you see Jerusalem being encircled by soldier camps, then realize that her desolation has drawn near. Then they in Judea, let them
begin ﬂeeing to the mountains, and those in her

midst, begin to get out; and those in the country
places, let them not be coming in to her; because
days of vengeance these are that all the things that
have been written be fulﬁlled.
Jesus is answering the question asked in v. 7, but
in the fullest and the completest manner. He ﬁrst states
the general signs of the end (v. 8-10) ; then the persecutions that shall start immediately after Pentecost
(v. 11-19) ; and now in a most masterly way the destruction of Jerusalem and its dreadful fate which
last on to the Parousia of the Son of man. Here the
mistaken view of the critics is plain when they assert
that Luke recorded the prophecy concerning Jerusalem
from his knowledge after the event (v. 20-24)—how

Luke 21 :20, 21
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about all the rest of it which takes us on to the end of
the world? Is this, too, written after the event?
The fact that Jerusalem is presently to be encircled
by soldier camps that will be setting siege to the city
is not stated as something that is new but as something
that has already been foretold (19 :43) ; it is, therefore,
put into a subsidiary clause. The present participle
speaks of this encircling as being in progress, and the

Greek word “soldier camps” of the army of the Romans
as settling down permanently in camps for the siege.
Then, before the' encircling is completed, before it is
too late, let the disciples know what is impending:
Jerusalem’s complete desolation has come near, is now
at her very doors. This desolation is her complete destruction.
21) The following imperatives give the disciples
speciﬁc orders as to what to do. Those who are living
in Judea, the war area, are to start ﬂeeing to the moun-

tains, namely those outside of Judea, beyond the Jordan
in Perea, where alone they will be safe. This injunction'
is put ﬁrst because it includes all the other commands.
Those who are in the city are to hasten and to get out
and are not to dream that the great walls and the
towers will afford them protection. Those who are outside, in the country sections around the city, are by
no means to run to the city. All of them are to get away

posthaste.
The Jews generally did the very opposite. Everybody rushed into the city so that it was ﬁlled with
people when the Romans closed it in, and then, because
of the mass that was ﬁlling'the city, the most horrible
sufferings began and increased to an extent that stands
out with, horror in all history. The Christians followed
the bidding of Jesus. Eusebius 3, 5 reports that the
congregation in Jerusalem followed a revelation that

had been received by reliable men before the War and
migrated to Pella in Perea. As far as one can judge,
this must have occurred at the very time when bloody
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factions in the city" were making an abomination of
the Temple.
22) Why this precipitate ﬂight? Jesus has already
said that Jerusalem’s desolation is at hand. He now
adds more, namely that these are “days of vengeance”
(compare the verb and the noun in 18:3, 5, 7). The
word is neutral: “the handing out of justice," which
may be in vindication of the right or in retribution for
the wrong, here it is the latter. Jerusalem shall receive
the punishment for all her unbelief and her crimes
against the gospel, and this will not be some incidental
punishment but her complete and ﬁnal rejection by.

God: “that all the things that have been written be
fulﬁlled”—all of them, completely fulﬁlled (aorist) ,
in a ﬁnal reckoning. We may look at the postexilic
prophets, Zech. 14:2; 11:4-14; Mal. 3:1, etc., and the
prophets before the exile whose words were fulﬁlled already in earlier devastations of Jerusalem but were
now attaining a renewed and ﬁnal fulﬁllment.
23) Woe to those with child and to them suckling in those days, for there shall be great anguish.
on the land and wrath for this people. And they
shall fall by the sword’s mouth and shall he led captive into all the Gentiles. And Jerusalem shall he
trampled by Gentiles until Gentile seasons shall be

fulﬁlled.
Jesus’ heart melts at the thought of the hardships
that will come upon pregnant and upon suckling women
in those days, the former being burdened with unborn

babes, the latter with babes in arms. This pity of Jesus
is intended also for such Christian women who are
caught amid all the hurry and the dangers of the ﬂight.
“For” explains. “Great anguish" is subjective and
“wrat ” objective, the divine wrath which must
descend when the cup of wickedness is full and overﬂows. “On the land” and “for this people” are synonymous. The fate of Jerusalem involved the entire Jewish

Dulce 21:24
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land, for this land is but a small area and is more than
almost any other land tied up with the fate of its
capital.
24) The two statements about those who shall be
devoured by the mouth (Greek idiom) of the Roman
short sword that was used by the Roman legionaries
and about those who shall be carried away as captive
slaves into all the Gentile nations of the Roman Empire are striking prophecies that were most literally
fulﬁlled. Josephus, Wars, 6, 9, 3, states that 1,100,000
Jews were slain and 97,000 carried away as captive
slaves. The ﬁgures have been considered too high
whereas, if anything, they are too low. The city was
closed in during the Passover season, and the number
who attended this festival in A. D. 65 Josephus, Wars,
2, 14, 3 reports with accuracy, namely over 3,000,000,
counting only 10 to a paschal lamb. The signiﬁcance
of this slaughter and this exile into slavery is the de-

struction of the Jewish nation as a nation. Deprived
of Palestine, the Jews were scattered among all the
Gentiles of the Roman Empire. They have never again
obtained their land, small as it is. The Zionist movement is the latest attempt of the Jews to repossess
their land, and it has thus far failed.
The periphrastic future is used because the idea
to be expressed is durative: “Jerusalem shall continue
to be trampled by Gentiles.” We know that this has
continued to the present day, three-fourths of the
population of Palestine and Jerusalem are the worst
type of Gentiles, fanatic Mohammedans who ﬁercely
oppose the Jews. But Jesus states how long this subjection to Gentiles will last: “until Gentile seasons
shall be fulﬁlled.” Note the absence of the articles,
which stresses the two nouns; also the plural “sea-

sons,” more than one. The seasons referred to continue
from the destruction of Jerusalem to the time of the
Parousia. The plural “seasons” is justiﬁed because of
the length of the time involved, and because of the
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different Gentile nations that have in turn occupied
Jerusalem.
The opinion that the plural intends to reach back
to the earlier conquests of Jerusalem is not indicated.
This thought is carried still farther when “Gentiles”
is taken to mean “pagan kingdoms," and when we are
told that such kingdoms have always and will always
rule the world and shall end with the Parousia. No; up
to the ﬁnal dispersion of the Jews and the disruption
of their nation the seasons were those of the Jews;
this was the chief nation in the world to God, with it
he had made his covenant. Then God’s wrath rejected this nation, it fell from the covenant, and the
gospel and its new covenant passed to the Gentiles, the
non-Jewish nations of the world. It did this to such
an extent that all Jews who become Christians are lost
to their race even physically and become absorbed
among us who are still called Gentiles by the Jews.
And so “Gentile seasons" are those that date from the
rejection of the Jews.
These “seasons” do not, however, mean “gospel
seasons” as such but seasons in which God seeks his
people and builds his church among Gentiles or nonJews with only a remnant now being drawn from the
JeWs. The expression has nothing to do with world
kingdoms, whether they existed before or after the
fall of Jerusalem. There is no fulﬁlling of such kingdoms and empires. God has set no climax or consummation for them. God has, however, set a consummation
and fulﬁllment for his church and has appointed these
seasons for-his work among the Gentiles. He is done
with the Jews as a nation, his work is now conﬁned to
non-Jews. Chiliasts understand “until” to mean “until
the millennium” when the Jews as a nation—they have
never been a nation since the fall of Jerusalem !—shall
be converted, shall become the head of the Christian
Church, etc. Neither in this discourse of Jesus or in

Luke 21:25-27
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any other Scripture is such a reinstatement of the
Jews foretold.
25) And there shall he signs in sun and moon
and stars and on earth distress of nations in perplexity at the sound of sea and billow, men expiring
from fear and expectation of the things coming
upon the inhabited earth, for the power of the heav-

ens shall be shaken.
The connection is certainly not with v. 11 and with
the signs mentioned there, for they shall run through
all time, but the ones that are now foretold are the
winding up of the world. The connection is with the

preceding “until” clause. The “Gentile seasons” shall
last until the ﬁnal cataclysm comes. The millennialists
insert their thousand years between v. 24 and 25,
which is certainly an unwarranted eisegesis. What the
signs that occur in the heavenly bodies shall be is
stated in Matt. 24:29, the sun and the moon shall be
extinguished, stars shall fall from their courses. Who
can imagine the consternation that is thus caused on
earth? Jesus describes it graphically: “distress of nations,” their hearts are held as in a vise, “in perplexity”
, or utter loss of what to do “at the sound of sea and
billow” roaring and raging in the dislocation of the
entire world.
26) “Men fainting" is too weak, “expiring” is
better, “from fright and expectation (apprehension)

of the things coming on the inhabited earth,” 1-,", oixoupc’vy
(vii). “For the powers of the heavens” by which God
held the universe of the skies plus the earth in place
“will be shaken,” will rock and totter, everything being dislocated in ruin when God’s omnipotent hand
reaches down to wind up the affairs of the earth and
of man. What these two verses describe is not a succession of events but a simultaneous disruption.
27)

And then they shall see the Son of man

coming in a cloud with power and great glory. But
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when these things are beginning to occur, lift yourselves up and raise your heads because your redemption is drawing near.
All these disintegrations are the heralds that usher

in the Son of man at his Parousia (see 5:24 on the
title). “They shall see” means all men who are than
living on the earth. If the curious question is asked
as to how men who reside on all sides of the globe shall
simultaneously see the Son of man at the last day, the
answer is that the whole universe and the earth will
be completely changed beyond anything that we are
able to comprehend with our present notions of time
and space. Where will all the countless millions stand
at the judgment, and how long will it take to have
each one called and judged? The skeptic may be assured that he will have a place reserved for him, and
his name will be reached in what we might now call
the ﬁrst minute.
“Coming” is that signiﬁcant participle which is
used so often regarding Christ’s ﬁrst coming that it
became one of his Messianic names: “The Coming
One.” That name is still his in view of his second coming. But it will then occur “in a cloud in company with
power and great glory”—he who was once spit upon,

scourged bloody, mocked, and cruciﬁed. Regarding the
clouds read Dan. 7 :13; Acts 1:9, 11. They are God’s
chariot, Ps. 104:3; Isa. 19:1, a symbol of his heavenly
majesty. This “power” is Christ’s omnipotence which
is manifested already in the cosmic upheaval; and his
“great glory” is the sum of all his attributes that
shine forth in splendor (Tit. 2:13; I Cor. 1 :4; II Thess.
1:7; I Pet. 1:7; 4:13).

28)

Some restrict “these things” to the ones that

are mentioned in v. 25, 26; but “beginning to occur"

seems to take in more than the catastrophic events
that are recorded in these two verses require. Besides,
Jesus is telling the Twelve what to do at the beginning

of these things. We must go back at least to v. 20 and

Luke 21:28-31
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may go back‘ still farther. At every sign and indicatiom. of the end of the world the Twelve are to
straighten up and to raise their heads like men who
are in joyful expectation of a blessed event. We may
apply these words to ourselves, seeing that the signs
mentioned in v. 8-11 still continue; but we must leave
the original sense of the peremptory aorist imperatives
as being addressed to the Twelve. Others may lament
and become frightened, not they; for their dwohirpwmc
is drawing near, the word is used in the wider sense,
not as release by payment of a ransom, but simply as

.release or liberation from suffering, tribulation, and
the like (Rom. 8:23; Eph. 1:14). They should feel
as the captive does when he hears men coming to unlock his cell and to give him the liberty for which he
longs.

29)

And he spake a parable to them. See the

ﬁg tree and all the trees. When now they shoot forth,
seeing it, you realize of yourselves that now the summer is near. Thus also you, when you see these
things occurring, realize that the kingdom of God
is near.
The ﬁg tree helps only to individualize and is thus
placed beside the others. But this ﬁg tree has been allegorized. It is referred to the Jews and the other trees
to the Gentiles. This is regarded as a reference to the
ﬁg tree which Jesus cursed (Matt. 21:19, etc.). So
the Jews were cursed but shall be restored at the time
of their ﬁnal conversion. The dead ﬁg tree will thus

grow and again bear fruit. This is a sample of what
millennialists ﬁnd in simple Scripture words.
30) What Jesus says is that the trees that are
budding and showing tender green inform all who see
them that summer is near. They realize it themselves,
need no one to teach them. Cold and discomfort are
disappearing, lovely days are coming soon.

'

31)

So all the signs of which Jesus speaks pro-

claim that “the kingdom of God” is near. A beautiful
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parable, indeed! To the children of this, world, who.
scorn this kingdom, every sign that this world, in

which all their treasure rests, is breaking up must
bring dismay. But the treasure of the disciples is in

the kingdom, and every sign that proclaims its consummation must ﬁll them with joy. Here is the winter
of our discontent, there is the heavenly summer of our
hopes and longings. “The kingdom of God” signiﬁes
Christ’s rule of glory which follows his present rule
of grace.
32) Amen, I 'say to you that this generation
shall in no wise pass away until all things occur.
The heaven and the earth shall pass away, but my
words shall in no wise pass away.
With great solemnity and using his well-known
seal for verity and authority (see 4:24) , Jesus declares
that “this generation” shall in no wise (oi: ml: the
strong negation for the future) pass away until all
that he has predicted shall occur. The view that ymé,
especially “this generation,” refers to the contemporary generation, those who were living at the time
when Jesus spoke, is not tenable. A look at the use
of dor in the Old Testament and at its regular translation by ycvcci in the LXX, when the sense is evil, reveals
at once that a kind of men is referred to, the evil kind
that reproduces and succeeds itself in many physical
generations. Ps. 12 :7: “Thou shalt preserve them from
this generation forever; 78 :8, the fathers (many physical generations of them) ; 14:5, “the generation of

the righteous”; 24:6; 73:15; 112:2; Deut. 32:5, 20;
Prov. 30:11-14; Isaiah often; Jer. 7 :29; etc. In addi-

tion to the Gospels note Acts 2:4; Phil. 2:15; Heb.
3 :10. The evil in the men referred to is sometimes indicated by modiﬁers as is done in Matt. 16:4; 17 :17;

Mark 8:38; etc., but the context often does this. In
the present connection the meaning of “this generation” is more than plain, for the Parousia is described
in v. 27. “This generation” and miwa- extend that far.

Luke 21 :82, 38
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Nor is “this generation” the human race or the
Christians. But those who are on the right track and
think of a class of moral men that continue to the end
nevertheless are mistaken when they include all the
wicked in “this generation.” Why such a solemn assurance with “amen, I say to you,” for a thing that is
so obvious as that a race of wicked unbelievers and
persecutors shall persist through the ages? “This generation” consists of the type of Jews that Jesus contended with during this Tuesday (19:45—20:47). He

foretells the destruction of their nation (v. 20-24);
and one might easily conclude that this would surely
end the generation of Jews who were like the Pharisees
and the Sadducees. But no; we are solemnly assured
(and for this the assurance is in place) that this type
of Jews will continue to the very Parousia. It has continued to this day. The voice of Jewish rejection of
Christ is as loud and as vicious as ever: he is not the
Messiah, not the Son of God! Here is Jesus’ answer to
those who expect a ﬁnal national conversion of the
Jews either with or without the millennium.
33) The statement about “my words” is general
and should be left so. Jesus does not restrict it by saying “these my words,” namely the ones that were just
spoken in prophecy regarding the things that will occur
between then and the end. Such a restriction would
imply that other words of his would, indeed, pass
away, i. e., as having no reality back of them and thus
being soon forgotten. Because all the words of Jesus
do not pass away, therefore also these about the end
will stand unshaken as being utter verity and truth.
This is made very striking by reference to the heaven
and the earth, of whose passing away Jesus had just
spoken. Sky and earth have stood so long, but even
these will at last pass away completely. But not so

the words of Jesus which stand forever; 01') I"? is again
the strong negation of the future.
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This mighty assurance follows hard upon what
Jesus has just said about “this generation,” and however much it includes, most certainly applies to the

werd about the endurance of this generation. This
ought to make it plain that “this generation” cannot
refer only to the generation that is then living, and
that Jerusalem would be destroyed before it would be
dead. Why such an assurance for an event that is so
near at hand by a comparison with the heaven and
the earth’s passing away at the end of the world? Untenable also is the view that Jesus thought that the
end of the world was to follow hard upon the fall of

Jerusalem, and that “this generation” would see it.
This makes Jesus a false prophet; all that he said about
the end would thus have been proven false by many
a century. This view forgets the “seasons of Gentiles"
and Matt. 24:14.
Jesus says positively that the physical heaven and
the earth “shall pass away.” But this has been thought
to mean: as little as heaven and earth shall pass away,
so little, too, shall Jesus’ words pass away. The one
impossibility would be more possible than the other.
This needs no refutation.
Another idea is that Jesus meant that heaven and
earth will pass away, but not before all the words of
Jesus are fulﬁlled. But this, too, is incorrect. Jesus says
that his words will never pass away, they will stand
eternally. And this means that every word of his will
be fulﬁlled to the uttermost and thus stand forever
because of this fulﬁllment. The fulﬁllment, once accom-

plished, cannot be wiped out or even altered. Thus

Jesus’ words stand forever.
Does the passing away of the heaven and the earth
refer to their annihilation, sinking back into nothing-

ness; or does it refer to a transformation into a diiferent form of existence? We cannot obtain the answer
from the verb wapacﬁoovm which some think refers to

Luke 21 :33, 84-
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annihilation. We consider together all the passages
which deal with this subject; we dare not stop with.
one or two of them. The most decisive is Rom. 8 :19-23

together with I Cor. 7 :31 (only the oxﬁpa, fashion of
the world, Shall pass away) and Rev. 21 :1-5 (the divine
heaven and the earth are to be united into one). So

the physical heaven and the earth will be changed completely; when they are changed at the Parousia, we

shall not recognize them. But the words of Jesus will
never undergo even the slightest change in either meaning or form; every word of his is sealed with its absolute fulﬁllment.
34) But take heed to’ yourselves lest perhaps

your hearts be weighted down in drunken nausea
and drunkenness and anxieties of life, and that day
come upon you suddenly as a snare. For it shall
come upon all those sitting on the face of all the
earth. But be watching in every season, begging that
you prevail to escape out of all these things about
to occur and to stand before the Son of man.
The admonition that the disciples need in view of
what Jesus has revealed is now uttered in the plainest
words. They are to take heed to themselves “lest perhaps,” etc.; the admonition is stated in negative form.
This is made positive in v. 36. They are not to be
weighted down but are to be wide awake in watching
and praying (v. 36) . It is not the dulling effect that is
stressed but the load and the weight upon the hearts
which prevent them from attending to watching and
to prayer.

Kpamday is just the common term for Katzeny‘ammar, the nausea and the headache that are caused by

heavy drinking and nothing speciﬁcally medical (contra. Zahn, Harnack, and Moﬁatt) . Let us remember
that the medics still use many common words in their
common meanings just as they did in Luke’s day. This

crapula (Latin) goes together with “drunkenness”
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but brings out the vile eﬁects that drag the drunkard
down. In all the turmoils and the convulsions of the
world, as already in all common distress, men resort
to drink to drown their troubles. Others love debauchery of all kinds for its own sake. With these loads
Jesus couples the “anxieties of life,” distracting wor-

ries about the life we 'live here (the Greek has a
handy adjective derived from Bios, which we cannot
duplicate). Even disciples are liable to make their
earthly affairs supreme, especially when the world
becomes disturbed.

The weights that Jesus mentions are like samples
of the things that drag the hearts down; they lead us
to think of all else that might hurt us in the same way.
For hearts that are weighted down thus that day is

bound to come suddenly as a snare. The Greek uses

the adjective az¢v£8m and makes it predicative to ﬂip:
whereas we use the adverb “suddenly.” The A. V.
connects “as a snare” with the next verse, but this

would place ydp too far back. Besides, “suddenly” is
not strong enough to indicate the coming of that day
upon those who are weighted down as is described.
It will come upon them (the verb itself being used regarding a sudden confrontation) with sudden, deadly
effect as when a bird or an animal is caught in a noose
or a net. So the ﬂood came upon those who were living
in Noah’s day, and ﬁre and brimstone upon the cities
of Sodom and Gomorrah (Matt. 24 :36-39) . The warning applies to all because the coming of that day impends constantly.
35) To say that this day will come upon all men
on earth, and to offer this in explanation (yap) of its
sudden arrival like a deadly snare for certain people,
would be pointless; for who would think that this day

comes only for some men on a part of the earth? It is
this thought that has drawn “as a snare” to v. 35 (A.
V.) and caused the R. V. to insert “so.” Coupled with
these constructions is the misunderstanding regarding

Duke 21:86
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xaﬂqpc’vove which is translated “all them that dwell on
the face of the earth" when “dwell” is another verb,
and this verb means “to sit.” The point lies in this
sitting, resting content here on the face of the earth,
caring nothing for anything higher. On all thesLe over

all the face of the earth that day shall come. And sitting thus, sunk in the things of earth, explains (ydp)
how all these shall be caught in a fatal snare.
36) We now hear the positive part of the admonition: constant wakefulness in the sense of alert watching (durative present imperative), and this “in every
season,” no matter how some of them may‘appear. All

this watching is'to be coupled with “begging,” the Zva
clause stating the substance of this supplicating. The
A. V. translates the reading xa'mfunOﬁTc, ‘-‘that ye may

be accounted worthy” (it has the clause denote purpose), but the attested reading is Kafwxzia'qrc, “that you
prevail.” No inner reasons militate against this reading, on the contrary, the inner reasons support this
reading. We are to be strong enough to down (Karat)

every temptation to grow slack in our watching and to
give way to the worldly ways that are depicted in v.
34, strong enough with spiritual strength “to escape

out of all these things about to occur,” not to be caught
suddenly in them as in a snare. They will occur, indeed, and affect also the disciples but not so as to overwhelm them because they are unprepared.
The second part of our prayer must be positive: “to

stand before the Son of man” (v. 7), see 5:24. He who
is man and more than man will come on that day,
and to stand before him means to stand unharmed in
his judgment, the Hebrew qum in the sense of bestehen

over against falling under his adverse judgment. The
form is passive: “be made to stand" and thus “to
stand” by his grace. In Eph. 6:13 we have the active
with reference to a victorious standing. Note that bpth
“to escape” and “to stand" are aorists to indicate effective acts, actual escape and standing on that day.
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All others will be caught as in a snare; those who

watch and pray will have their prayers heard, will
escape and stand with joy before the divine judge, the
glorious Son of man.
37) Now the days he was engaged in teaching
in the' Temple; but the nights, going out, he kept
lodging. in the mount called Olive-place. And all
the people rose early for. him to hear him in the
Temple.
Luke closes his account of the public ministry of
Jesus with these summary statements. From Palm
Sunday onward Jesus spent “the days” (accusative of
extent of time) teaching in the Temple courts. That

this included Wednesday is doubtful. The Gospels seem
to stop their records on Tuesday after the great discourse concerning the fall of Jerusalem and the end of
the world. One cannot, however, be certain on this point;
we state only the impression the records make. When
Luke speaks of “the nights” (the same accusative) as
being spent on Olivet, this does not exclude Bethany

which lay just over the ridge; Mark 11:11 and Matt.
21 :17 state .that Jesus went to Bethany at least on
Sunday night. It seems probable that Jesus spent some
nights in Gethsemane, .but that' is all we can say. We
regard 'EMuEv as a nominative as it is in 19 :29, “Oliveplace”; see R. 267.
38) All the pilgrim crowds kept rising early for
him in order to get to the Temple courts at once and to
miss nothing of his-teaching there. Luke alone reports
this interesting fact.

CHAPTER XXII
The Fifth Part
The Consummation, Chapters 22 to 24
1) Now there was drawing near the Festival
of the Unleavened Bread, called Passover. And thehigh priests and the scribes were seeking how to
make away with him, for they were fearing the
people.

The festival was called «‘1 Hum, “The Unleavened"
(things), or as here, “The Festival of the Unleavened”
(neuter plural, “bread” is added in the English only

to round out the thought) because of the removal of
all leaven from the homes for the seven days from the
14th to the let of Nisan, the 14th that year beingfa
Thursday. Luke adds the other Jewish name “Passover,” «doxa, Hebrew pesach, which is derived from
Jehovah’s passing over Israel to shield it from the

death angel. The tenses are descriptive imperfects and
picture the time and the situation. Whether Luke is
reckoning the nearness of the festival from Tuesday
evening when Jesus spoke the great discourse recorded in 21 :8-36 or has in mind an earlier time cannot
be determined. He can scarcely have thought of Wednesday.
2) The common designation for the Sanhedrin
names “the high priests and the scribes” (see 9:22).
The supposition that the elders were not involved is
untenable (Matt. 26:3 names the elders). The question they considered was not whether to make away
with Jesus—they had long ago decided to do that—but
how to make away with him; the article before the indirect question only makes plain that this question is the

object of the verb. To make away with someone, dyaw’o,
(1038)
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means to murder him. In the present case judicial murder was planned and not assassination. The explana-

tion with ydp tells us Why this “how” perplexed the
Sanhedrin and made ways and means a problem. Because the pilgrim crowds constantly surrounded Jesus

it was anything but safe to try to arrest him in public.
Matt. 26:4, 5 tells us to what decision the Sanhedrin
came, namely to use subtlety but" to Wait until the
festival was- over and'the pilgrims had dispersed.
3) Now Satan entered into Judas, called Iacariot, being of the number of the TWelve. And‘having gone, he spoke with the high priests and commanders how to betray him to themy And they

rejoiced and. made a bargain to give him money.
And he'agreed and began to seek a good opportunity
to betray him to them aWay' from a‘ crowd.
“Satan” would be a proper noun ‘even withOut the

article. This Word. designates the‘ head of the infernal
Kingdom and not merely some demon as Za‘hn supposes.

Luke’s statement tallies withJoh‘n 18:2. We See that

this is not a case of common demoniacal possession.
Satan himself makes Judas his tool by ﬁlling his mind
with traitorous thoughts and moving his will 'to 'act

on them. This is mental. posSession, giving Satan control of mind, heart, and will. “Satan entered into
Judas” by no compulsion but as a welcome master who
is received by a willing slave. This entrance was made
gradually or by stages. Luke speaks of it in a summary
way, but John 13:2, 27 reveal its stages. The devilish-

ness of the betrayal of Jesus' by Judas has always been
recognized.
The introduction of the traitor is aways tragic:
“being of the number of the Twelve,” one of this sacred
number, one who was raised so high by Christ, one
who was destined for one of the apostolic thrones in
heaven—and now one who not only lost all‘this grace"
and glory but reversedit to the absolute opposite: a’
tool of Satan, sold for thirty pieces of silver to the

Luke 22:4, 5
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whole world’s execration as one traitor beyond whom
none in the whole world can go. See 6 :16 on “Iscariot.”
4) No one can say just when Judas offered himself for the damnable deed. It may have been as early
as Saturday night after the Supper at Bethany, see
the interpretation of Matt. 26 :14. Whenever the time
was, Judas conferred with no less personages than

the high priests themselves, Caiaphas and some of his
relatives in the Sanhedrin. . These, it seems, had the

executive control. Luke adds the arpannol, the commanders of the Levitical Temple police. The probability is
that Judas found that he could obtain an audience with
the high priests only by ﬁrst going to some ofﬁcer of
this police force who was on duty in the Temple. This
ofﬁcer took the traitor to the chief .strategos, and such
Temple oﬁicers were- thus present when the deal was
made. The proposition was in some way “to betray
Jesus to them,” 16 before the indirect question as in
v. 2. Judas proposed to do the betraying (aorist subjunctive) , the manner of the act was as yet left undetermined.

5)

It is Luke who tells us that these deadly foes

of Jesus “rejoiced.” Whereas they feared that the
whole nation was being carried away by Jesus (John

11:48; 12:19), one of his own intimate followers is
willing to sell him for a price (Matt. 26:15). It was
almost too good to believe, a turn mom would have
dared to predict. Luke passes over the dealing about the
price. The bargain was, in fact, struck promptly. The
aorist awe’ﬂcwo means that the silver was paid then and
there. Matt. 26 :15 says that the money was weighed out
to Judas (see the comment on the passage) ; Matthew
also records the amount, 30 shekels or 60 denarii, about

$10 (Zech. 11:12, 13). Judas would do nothing until
he had the money paid down. He intended-to run no
risks in regard to getting his money later on. The
priests were shrewd enough to bind the man by paying
him at once; he might otherwise fail them. They ran
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no risk whatsoever, for they had the power to arrest
this man at any time. Judas returned to Jesus with
the blood money in his bag.
6) Luke writes that “he agreed.” He was fully
satisﬁed and closed the bargain. All that was left was
to ﬁnd the favorable moment to consummate the betrayal. The inﬁnitive is complementary to the noun
(R. 1076), and m" may or may not be added. “Away
from a crowd” was, no doubt, a stipulation of the bar;
gain which was absolutely necessary to the success of
the plot.
7) Now there came the day of the Unleavened
Bread, in which it was necessary that the passover
be slaughtered.
This was the ﬁrst day of the festival, compare v.
1 on “the unleavened” (things). This was Thursday,
the 14th of Nisan, which was counted in with the
other seven days and thus made eight. “The passover”
signiﬁes the lamb, it was named so from the festival
(v. 1). The imperfect Esu refers to a past obligation that
continues into the present, here one that is met, R. 887.
The verb 0150), here the passive, is used to- designate the
slaughtering of this lamb in the Temple court of the
priests on this Thursday afternoon.
8') And he commissioned Peter and John, saying, Having gone, make ready for us the passover

in order that we may eat.
The point of this narrative in all the synoptists is
the way in which Jesus directed the two disciples. All
the disciples were, of course, concerned about celebrating the Passover. Mark 14:12 brings out that fact;
yet this Passover was intended for Jesus in a special
way, note “for thee” in Matt. 26:17. The question as
to where their celebration was to be held was raised
by the disciples, who, however, have no place to suggest. Jesus gives the necessary directions. He and the

Twelve are, apparently, in Bethany, and it is early on

Luke 22:8-11
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Thursday morning. Matthew does not need to tell his
readers, as Mark does, that Jesus commissioned only

two, for every reader of, Jewish descent knew that only
two men were allowed to bring the lamb into the Temple court. Luke alone tells us who they were. They
receive the general order to get “the passover" ready
so that all might eat it. In v. 1 this word denotes the
festival, in v. 7 the lamb, and now the lamb and all
else that was needed for this sacred feast.
9)

But they said to him, Where dost thou want

that we prepare? And he said to them: L9, you having entered into the city, there will meet you a man
carrying a jar of water. Follow him into the house

into which he goes, and you will say to the master
of the house, The Teacher says to thee, Where is
the guestroom, where I may eat the passover in com-

pany with my disciples? And he will show you a
large upper room that has been tiled. There make

ready. Now having gone, they found just as he had
said to them; and they made ready the passover.
The chief point in the entire transaction is “where”
Jesus intends to celebrate this his ﬁnal Passover. The
subjunctive is deliberative in an indirect question and
is left unchanged from the direct.
10) All the synoptists indicate that Jesus withheld the direct answer to this question. He told Peter
and John that they would meet a man whom they could
readily identify by the fact that he was carrying a jar
of water, most likely on his head. This was a woman’s

task and was exceptional in the case of a man. The
apostles were not to accost this man but were simply
to follow him into whatever house he entered.
'11) To “the house lord of that house” (pleonastic
genitive) Jesus directs them to say that the Teacher
is asking him through them where the xardAvpa or guestroom is where'he may eat the passover with his dis-

ciples. All they will need to say is “the Teacher.” The
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houseowner will know that this is Jesus; will know the
two disciples and who the rest in the party are, in
fact, will understand also what Jesus further directs
his messengers to say about his time (season) being
at hand (Matt. 26:18). This man is one of the friends
of Jesus who is so ready to do him a service that all
that Jesus needs to do is to send him word.
12) Jesus adds that this houseowner will show
them a large, ﬁne upper room, one that has a tiled
ﬂoor and is unusual in this respect. The perfect participle has its present connotation. Mark 14:15 has a
second participle, “in a state of readiness,” which is
added without a connective. This participle refers to
the equipment of the room, tables, couches, etc. Our
versions insert “and” in Mark, which is due to their misunderstanding of the ﬁrst participle, the one that Luke,

too, has, which does not mean “furnished” with rugs
on the ﬂoor or with furniture as some think. The verb
means “to spread” (note “to spread under” in 19:36)
and here refers to the beauty of the ﬂoor which was
covered with tile (so Luther, gepﬂastert, and Zahn,
B.-P. 1237). The remarkable fact is that the room was
still available. For we should remember that the host
Of pilgrims was So great that every available room that
seated from ten to twenty persons would be taken for
this Thursday when all must eat the passover, and
room would be at a premium.
It goes without saying that we here have a duplicate
of the incident recorded in 19 :29, etc., the same use
of the supernatural knowledge of Jesus in things that
are necessary for his mission, and the same purpose
to inspire faith and conﬁdence in the disciples. But
more must certainly be said. Judas was watching for
a favorable opportunity to betray Jesus, and what
better opportunity could he ﬁnd than this Passover
meal when Jesus would be alone with his disciples in
the evening, and all the pilgrims who were eating their
passover would be scattered in little groups? To prevent

Luke 22:12
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any move on the part of Judas, Jesus withholds. all
informatiOn that the latter might attempt to use, withholds it from all the disciples. EVen Peter and John
would not know until they reached the house, and they
would be busy with the preparations that had been
delegated to them and would not return to Jesus. When
the time came, he would take the ten to the house, and
not until then would Judas know the place—too late
for him to do anything. Jesus thus made certain that
he would celebrate this last and so important passover
in perfect peace and security. And thus, too, he indicated to Judas that his plans for betrayal were blocked
for the time being.

Some think that JeSus‘had talked over. matters with
this unnamed man in Jerusalem; the word that Jesus

Sends him shuts out that idea rather decisively. And
also the surmise that Jesus quietly teld Peter and
John the man’s name, and that the Twelve easily
guessed who the man was without being told. Some
think that the name was withheld only in the records in
order to shield the man from Jewish molestation as
late as the time when the‘Gospels were written. But
Jesus must then have proceeded as he did for a- reason
that lay far beyond the moment; and this would be no
reason at all, far the Twelve learned the man’s name
that very night, and many others must soon likewise
have known it.

We cannot agree that Jesus and the Twelve had
been in this man’s house often, and that Jesus thus
knew all about that large, tiled upper room. If that
were true, Judas would have at once guessed the place,
and all the precautions of Jesus would have been in
vain. No; the tiling is mentioned as being something
exceptional and entirely new to the Twelve. They saw
that room for the ﬁrst time that night. Zahn states
that this was the house of Mark’s father, who was
still living; the house was later known as that of
Mark’s mother Mary and was used by the disciples
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during those years. The man with the jar on his head
is supposed to be the youth Mark himself. Quite a
combination is thus built up, but it does not rest on the
facts that are stated in the narrative.

13)

Peter and John found exactly what Jesus had

foretold and made everything ready for the celebration.
14) And when the hour came, he reclined at
table and the apostles with him.
This occurred at evening (Matthew and Mark)
on Thursday; but with the appearance of the ﬁrst star

in the sky the Jewish Friday began. Luke at once puts
us into the beautiful, secluded upper room and shows
us the thirteen persons who were reclining at table

for the Passover meal.
15)

And he said to them: With desire did I

desire to eat this passover with you before I auﬂ’er.
For I say to you that I will in no wise eat it till it shall
be fulﬁlled in the kingdom of God.
Luke reports only a few things that transpired in
the upper room. Moreover, as he has so often disregarded the sequence of time in his preceding chapters
and has neglected to mention either the time or the
place, so he continues to do in his account of the Passover meal. We rely on the other evangelists for our se-

quences. The ﬁrst thing that happened is what John
13:1-17 records; but v. 2, “supper being ended” (A.
V.) , should be corrected. At the beginning of the actual
Passover meal Jesus told his disciples how strongly he

had desired to eat this his ﬁnal passover with them.
“With desire did I desire" is regarded as a Hebraism
(inﬁnitive absolute) although the Greek, too, uses the
cognate noun or participle for intensifying the verb
(R. 531).: “with great desire.” The idea is untenable,
however, that Jesus had not been certain that he would
be able to eat this passover with the Twelve, that he
had feared that his arrest, if not also his death, would

be effected before this passover could be eaten. The

Luke 22 :15-17
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statement that he greatly desired to eat it hints at no
doubt whatever; the aorist shuts out that view.
The last phrase, “before I suffer,” explains this
strong desire. The thought is the same as it was in
12 :50b; John 12 :24, 27. The nearer the hour of suffering and death came for Jesus, the more he longed for
it to come in order that the great work might be done
and redemption be actually wrought. The two aorist
inﬁnitives are effective, not “to be eating" and “to be
suffering” (present tenses), but “to accomplish the
eating" and “the suffering.”

16) In most instancesyép does not state a reason
but adds only some explanatory statement that aids
in understanding what has just been said. So the
solemn “I say to you” explains that the next passover
that Jesus will eat with his disciples will be the heav-

enly one. It will occur when this earthly Passover
“shall be fulﬁlled in the kingdom of God,” when all
that it preﬁgured about the Lamb of God that was
slain for our sins and about our participation, through
faith, in this sacriﬁce for our sins will reach its ultimate fulﬁllment in the kingdom of glory in heaven.
So the passover that Jesus is now eating with his disciples is the last; the next will be celebrated in glory.
Although we reject ol'me'n before the two negative particles on textual grounds: “any more” (A. V.) , “henceforth” (R. V.), it expresses what is meant: Jesus will
eat this passover but no other until he eats the heavenly
one. We have the usual strong double negative with

the futuristic aorist subjunctive 436m».
17) And having received a cup, after having
given thanks, he said: Take this and divide it unto
yourselves, for I say to you that I will in no wise
drink from now on from the fruit of the vine until
the kingdom of God comes.

'
We dismiss all the difﬁculty that has been raised
regarding these verses, even to making radical altera-
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tions ofthe text when they were viewed as being part
of the institution of the Lord’s Supper. Matt. 26:29
should have .barred out these ideas. The similarity of
the “until” clause found1n v.19 to the one that'is used
in v.16 should have done the same. Luke is combining
statements that contain the same general thought,

that this is the last Passover on earth for Jesus until he
partakes of the fulﬁllment of it in heaven (v. 15, 16).,
and that this is the last wine that he will drink until

he drinks it new in heaven (v. 17, 18). The fact that
Jesus did not utter both statements successively makes
no difference to Luke. From Matt. 26 :29 and Mark
14:25 We see that the second was uttered at the end
of the meal, after the institution of the Lord’s Supper.

_

Compare our comments on Matt. 26:21 for an ac-

count of the ten formal stages of the Passover meal.

In the tenth stage the second part of the haltel was
sung, the fourth cup was passed, sometimes a ﬁfth,
which was followed by the conclusion of the hallel.
It was this fourth or ﬁfth cup to which Luke refers.
Someone handed it to Jesus, and he received it and
pronounced a benediction over it. It is not necessary
to assume that a servant was present, and we need no
assurance that it was not Mark or Mark’s father (see
v. 12) ., Jesus and the Twelve were entirely alone. One

of the disciples replenished the cup each time this became necessary. The same was true with regard to

the lamb, the bread, and the chassoreth, which were
placed on the table by the disciples themselves as they

were needed. If a servant or' the head of the house had
been present he would have attended to the washing
of the feet after Jesus and the ten had walked from
Bethany. The owner of the house, a son of his, the
servants would themselves be eating their passover in
groups that were large enough to consume a lamb.
The blessing spoken by Jesus must have been the
one that was customarily used in connection with
the last cup. The question is asked as to Whether

’ Luke 22:17, 18
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Jesus. himself partook of this ﬁnal cup (some
think that it was the very ﬁrst) before he told the
disciples to divide it among themselves. This needed
not to be mentioned, for the person who acted as the
housefather at the Passover always drank ﬁrst. Jesus
certainly partook of the entire Passover in the way
that was customary among the Jews at this time, which
included drinking of the ceremonial cups each time
they were passed. The claim that Jesus drank no wine
at all at this Passover because it was not required in
the original Mosaic ritual is untenable. How could he
do thisand not only tell his disciples to drink, as he
surely does here, but even use some of this Passover
wine in the Lord’s Supper?
18) Again, as in v. 16, We have the solemn assurance that he will in no wise drink again of wine until
the kingdom of glory at the end of the world has come
(my, aorist, punctiliar). He will die this very day
(Friday). If. this was sad, the “until” clause points to
the glorious drinking at the consummation of the kingdom. mm is the futuristic aorist subjunctive like duiyw
in v. 16. The argument, that is starting already in connection with v. 16, as to whether this glorious eating
and drinking will be a sublimated actual Passover,
Whether it will be identical with the feasting that is
mentioned in v. 30; 13:29, with the marriage supper
of the Lamb, Rev. 19:9, is useless because all the
heavenly joys are described in ﬁgurative language in
the Scriptures.
The efforts that are put forth to read wine out of
this account are unavailing. Because aim, the word for
“wine,” does not occur, the presence of wine is at least
gravely questioned, which means practically denied.
Luke’s “the fruit of the vine,” pheri hagiphen, the
lovely liturgical term for the wine that was used in
the Passover ritual, which Matthew makes even more
speciﬁc by writing “this fruit of the vine,” the one that
was regularly used in the Passover and was used at this
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Passover by Jesus, is misunderstood by these commentators, for they assert that grape juice ﬁts this
phrase better than does wine—although such a thing
as grape juice was an impossibility in April in the
Holy Land of Christ’s time. It could be had only when
grapes were freshly pressed out, before the juice
started to ferment in an hour or two.
Vastly more important is the thought that Jesus
will not only die today, but that by his dying all the
Jewish Passovers have served their purpose and are
really at an end. For which reason Jesus also this
night instituted the Sacrament of the New Testament
which is to be used until the time when the kingdom
of God comes. The two references to the kingdom that
occur in these verses have been used to argue for
chiliasm, and “the fruit of the vine” also affords an opportunity to insert the chiliastic dream of Papias concerning the miraculous vine that grows endlessly and
produces enormous clusters of grapes.

19) And having taken bread, having given
thanks, he broke it and gave it to them, saying: This
is my body, that in the act of being given for you.
This keep doing for my own remembrance. And the
cup likewise after dining, saying, This cup the new
covenant in my blood, that in the act of being poured
out for you.
A glance at the textual authority for the words
found in v. 19: “that in the act,” etc., and in v. 20:
“that in the act,” etc., makes one wonder why the R.

V. added its marginal note. But one is surprised at
Zahn who uses this textual omission as a peg on which
to hang arguments about Theophilus’ still not being in
the church, the esoteric nature of the Sacrament, and
the pagan slanders regarding this Sacrament, as if
such arguments were sufﬁcient to remove from Luke’s
text, not only these two participial modiﬁers, but also
the remainder of v. 19 and the whole of v. 20, and to
claim that Luke never pretended to give an account of
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the Sacrament. Were it not because of the name of the
man who revises the text thus, the matter would be
unworthy of notice.
From Matthew and from Mark we note that the
Supper was instituted at the close of that part of the
Passover when all were freely eating the Passover
food. No one was to be stinted. So at the time when
the housefather would have gone on to the next ceremonial act, the eating (if the lastmorsel of the lamb,
and thereby stopped all further eating, Jesus proceeded
to do something that was entirely new. The new act
is also an eating and a drinking, but only of the bread
and the wine, and only by the disciples; it also has its
thanksgivings, but these and the added words refer
directly to Christ’s sacriﬁcial body and blood and their

saving effect. The disciples understood from the ﬁrst
word onward.
Jesus ﬁrst “took bread,” the participle indicating
that this is only a preliminary act. Note that this participle is an aorist, and that all the participles (save,
of course, the two Ae’ywy) and the main verbs that refer
to the acts of Jesus are aorists, all being historical and

stating so many facts. The entire account is so simple
and so lucid in its wording that even a grammar the
size of Robertson’s has hardly anything to note. In its

margin the R. V. translates dp'ros‘ “loaf.’.’ But no loaves
in our sense of the word could be baked of unleavened

dough. This artos was a thin sheet of unleavened bread,
pieces of which were broken off for the purpose of
eating. The author saw these thin sheets of bread
baked on a hot plate in Syria; the woman stacked them

up and gave us one that was still hot, which we broke
and divided among our party in the ancient way—how
else could we have eaten it properly?
The second act is still preliminary, hence an aorist
participle is again used, cirxapwnia'as, “having given

thanks.” Matthew and Mark have cﬁAoyﬁaas, “having
blessed,” but they use the other word regarding the
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Wine, which shows that the two words denote the same
thing. None of the four accounts of the Supper has
preserved the words of thanksgiving that Jesus spoke

over the bread and the wine. We shall not go astray
when we say that these words referred to the bread
(and the wine) that was in Jesus’ hands and to the
heavenly gift that the respective element was to convey. This blessing thus enlightened the disciples and
prepared them for the proper ireception of the bread
and of what it conveyed (of the wine likewise), for
they were to receive both intelligently and were not
' to wonder what Jesus was trying to convey to them.
All we can say about these words is that, after they
were once spoken by Jesus, they remain efﬁcacious for
all time wherever the Sacrament is celebrated. Because
of their very nature they could not be eﬂicaciously repeated, and that seems to be the reason the power that
guided the holy writers had 'them omit these words
from their records.
The acts of breaking and giving go together in the
sense of distributing. No symbolism attaches to the
breaking, for “a bone of him shall not be broken,"
John 19 :36. The bread was broken merely for the purpose of being eaten. “Bread is an inanimate thing: how
can breaking it be like the putting of a human being
to death? Breaking bread is the very symbol of quietness and peace, who would dream of it as an appro—
priate symbol of the most cruel and ignominious death?
Bread is the representative food, and, used in metaphor,
is the symbol of spiritual and supernatural food. The
breaking of bread is the means of giving it as food,
and as a symbol, the symbol of giving and taking a

higher food. No one would dream of the breaking of
bread as the symbol of killing a human body; and if
so extraordinary a symbolic use of it were made, it
would require the most explicit statement on the part
of the person so using it, that such was his intent; and
when he had made it, the world would be amazed at so
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lame a ﬁgure.” Krauth, Conservative Reformation,
723. In regard to the wine we have no counterpart to
the breaking of the bread, which'shows that the breaking was only incidental for the purpose of distribution.

‘No man is able to say just how Jesus “gave to
them.” Nor is the point vital, just so that each received. When we now adopt a mode of distributing we
cannot say that any mode will do, for various modes
that are used at present indicate wrong‘ views of the
very nature of the Sacrament and in regard to those
who are entitled to receive it. Our mode must harmonize with the essentials of the Sacrament in every way
and also with the spirit of its original institution. Luke
leaves out “Take, eat,” as being included in the act

of giving the bread.
And Jesus now states what he is really giving
them: T0576 ion «‘3 cant; you, “This is my body.” Matthew
and Mark report no more, for these few words, indeed,
contain the essential fact. But Luke has- the addition
with a separate article like an apposition anda climax.
(R. 776) : “that in the act of being given for y0u,-.”.the
present participle which is a description "of what
body Jesus had in mind, namely his own actual-body

that was, about to be sacriﬁced on the cross. Paul adds
to body “which is for you,” i. e., in sacriﬁce. We should
note that 70570 is neuter and hence cannot grammatically or in thought refer to 59mg, which is masculine.
The English “this” and “bread” hide this distinction
in gender,- yet no real student will ignore it. “This"
means “this bread which I have now consecrated by
blessing and thanksgiving”; or more tersely: “this that
I now give to you”; hoe quad 'vos sumere jubeo. “It is
no longer mere bread of the oven but bread of ﬂesh,

or bread of body, that is, bread which is sacramentally
one with Christ’s body.” Luther.

Much has been written about c‘a-n’, which is merely
"the copula that connects the subject and the predicate.
Jesus spoke in Aramaic and .used no copula in that Ian-
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guage, for he needed none; but this does not remove

or alter in the least the inspired an: in the Greek
records. It is impossible to have it mean “represen ”
as the eﬂforts of Zwingli have conclusively shown.

“My body” means exactly what these words say:
“in truth and reality my body." Luke's and Paul’s
modiﬁers say this a second time. The {mép imér 8.86pm»
cannot refer to anything but the true body, for no
symbol of the body, no bread, nothing that was ﬁgurative in any sense was this day being given for our
redemption upon the cross. The participle is exact, the
act of giving had begun, Jesus was already betrayed.
In a large number of instances the preposition hip,
“in behalf of," “for” or “for the beneﬁt of,” conveys
the idea of substitution, “instead of.” See Robertson,
The Minister and his Greek New Testament, the entire
chapter on the use of im’p in the papyri. Mark uses
this preposition regarding the blood. It is only the
rationalizing question as to how the Lord could give
his disciples his true and real body by means of bread
when that body stood right before their eyes that has
caused the trouble in regard to these exceedingly simple words. Some answer this “how” by assuming a
transubstantiation of the bread into the body so that
Jesus does not give bread at all but only his body.
Others answer this “how" by declaring it impossible
for Jesus to give his body, he gives only bread, this as
a symbol of his body.
We refuse to answer the question as to the how
because the Lord has completely withheld the answer.
We could probably not understand the answer because
the giving of Christ’s body in the Sacrament is a divine
act of omnipotence and grace that goes beyond all
mortal comprehension. The Lord declares the fact:
“This is my body,” and we take him at his word. He
knows the mystery of this giving; we do not. Any
rationalizing objection that this involves a gross,
carnal, Capernaitic eating of the raw ﬂesh is uncon-
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vincing; the ﬁrst disciples, who had the body of Christ’s
humiliation before their very eyes when Christ’s bodily
hand gave them the gift of his sacriﬁcial body, never
dreamed of such an eating. “My body” does not mean
“a piece of my body.”
Luke and Paul preserved the words which ordered
the disciples to repeat this sacrament: “this be doing
for my own remembrance.” It would be unfair to play
Matthew and Mark against Luke and Paul on this
point; or to call what Luke and Paul have added beyond
Matthew and Mark later liturgical additions by the
church. This view breaks down when it comes to the

blood. It would leave only the commands “this be doing,” etc., which are not liturgical. The four records
are four historical testimonies, and any point in any
record that is not found in the rest is only so much
valuable addition. In the case of Matthew and Mark
the permanency lies in the very nature of the sacrament, for not the Twelve alone but all disciples of all

time were to be partakers of Christ’s body and blood
for the assurance of their salvation. They were right
in this because Jesus ordered the repetition and by it
established the institution of the sacrament.
“This” be doing refers to what they saw and heard
from Jesus. In so sacred a rite the church has kept
close to what the inspired records present. As by his
thanksgiving and his blessing Jesus separated the
bread and the wine that are used in the sacrament from
all other bread and wine, so we, too, do by the act of
consecrating the elements that. are to be used. We
cannot repeat the thanksgiving that was pronounced
by Jesus, which is withheld from us because, after it
was once pronounced by him, it is efﬁcacious for all
time. So we use the words of the sacred records themselves since they, more and better than any other
words we could invent, convey our intent regarding
the bread and the wine we intend to set aside for the
holy use. To the words of the institution the church
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adds the Lord’s Prayer as also coming from Jesus’ own
lips and as aiding in consecrating and setting aside for

the sacramental use the speciﬁc bread and wine to be
used. To omit the consecration would leave the bread
and the wine and its eating and drinking an ordinary
act. The mere intention of the pastor and the people
cannot sufﬁce, for if the intention is truly present it
would express itself in the consecration, the more so
since the sacrament is a public act. Nothing can be

left in doubt in so sacred an act that is intended for
the church as a whole, and nothing of a doubtful nature can be allowed.
First the consecration, then the distribution so
that all may eat and drink. Matthew and Mark have

the word “all.” But this includes only all who are entitled to the sacrament, which means those who believe
and confess (by word and by act) that they are true
disciples of Jesus and truly believe all that Jesus says
and gives in the sacrament, the worthy, I Cor. 11:28,

29. In the phrase “for my own remembrance” the
strong possessive pronoun is used in an objective sense
(R. 685). The purpose (etc) of the remembering is to
recall Jesus, but not only in a general way: he is to
be recalled by all that this sacrament includes for
every communicant.
20) Matthew and Mark report the consecration of
the cup exactly as they do the consecration of the
bread. Luke, like Paul, summarizes with “likewise.”
He also- uses the article: “the cup.” Whether a differ—
ent cup was used for each of the four or ﬁve drinkings
during the Passover, or whether only one cup was
reﬁlled as it was needed, is uncertain and of _no mo-

ment. The point is that Jesus instituted the sacrament
with a cOmmon cup that was used for all the disciples.
Any change in what Jesus did, which has back of it
the idea that he would not do the same thing today for
sanitary or for esthetic reasons, casts a reﬂection on
Jesus which is too grave to be allowed when he is giv-
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ing us his sacriﬁcial blood to drink. “Cup” may mean
the empty vessel, the ﬁlled vessel, or only the contents
of the vessel; in each case the context decides which
sense is to be preferred. The contents are here referred
to, and 701710 refers to the consecrated contents alone.

Much has been made of the phrase pea-a 73 Scurvﬁmu,
“after the dining.” The sacrament has even been divided into two distinct acts. The body was given ﬁrst,
then there followed further Passover eating, ﬁnally, at
the end, the blood was given. The phrase intends simply to state that this sacramental "cup has nothing to
do with the cup and the drinking of the Passover ceremonial. This was an entirely different cup, one that was
passed after the Passover dining had been, concluded.
A similar statement did not need to be made regarding
the bread, for this was never passed around during
the Passover in a ceremonial way.
The cup contained wine that was mixed with water.
No comment was needed on this subject until the advocates of prohibition sought to eliminate wine from
the sacrament and from its original institution. Matthew’s speciﬁc expression “this fruit of the vine,” the

one that was regularly used in the Jewish Passover,
shuts out anything but actual Wine and blocks all attempts to introduce grape juice, raisin tea, or diluted
grape syrup. The matter is of utmost importance and
is beyond our powers to alter. To alter a testament is

to invalidate the document. Hence the use of any other
liquid than actual wine renders the sacrament invalid
so that it ceases to be the sacrament; and any declaration that it is the sacrament nonetheless is unconvincmg.
Moreover, wine means grape wine and not wine

that is made from berries or anything else; it must
be “this fruit of the vine.” On all these questions, in so
grave a matter as that of Christ’s body and blood and
the most intimate communion of the whole adult membership of the church with Christ, anything and every-
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thing that would cause even a doubt as to the genuineness of the sacrament must be kept out. Christ’s testa-

ment stands as he made it; when men alter it today,
neither they nor' anybody else is able to assure us that
it is still the original testament.

The sense' is the same when Matthew and Mark
write: “This is my blood, that of the new covenant, etc.,
and Luke: “This cup (contents) is the new covenantin my blood,” etc. What has been said regarding the
body applies equally to the blood. But they are given
separately, ﬁrst one, then the other, for the blood ﬂows
out and separates from the body in the sacriﬁce, the
blood is shed. Note the article in the two predicates:
“the blood of mine," and “the new covenant,” which
makes these predicates identical and interchangeable
with the subjects, R. 768, a point that is not to be
overlooked.
Monographs have been written on the term Sudan,
in connection with the Hebrew beﬁth. We note that the
translators of our versions waver, the A. V. has “testament" in our passage, the R. V. “covenant” with “testament” in the margin. Compare the full treatment in
C.-K. 1062. We oﬁ'er the sum of the matter. The Old
Testament dealt with the promises God had given to
his chosen people. God placed himself in “covenant”
relation to Israel. The heart of this revelatiOn, like
the promises and the gifts of God to Israel, is wholly
one-sided. It is always God’s covenant, not Israel’s; and
it is never a mutual agreement. This covenant, indeed,
obligates Israel, and Israel assumes these obligations,

but the covenant itself emanates entirely from God.
The LXX translates berith, “covenant,” with staaﬁxq,
“testament,” since this term has the strongest onesided connotation. A will or testament emanates only
from the testator. Christ brought the fulﬁllment of the

Old Testament promises. The result of this was that
God’s people now have the inheritance and are God’s
heirs, joint-heirs of Christ, Rom. 8:17. It is thus that
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in the New Testament b°rith becomes Swarm, “will and
testament” by which God bequeathes to us the blessings Christ has brought.
Both the old barith or covenant and the testament
of Christ’s fulﬁllment were connected with blood. The
former could be sealed with the blood of animal sacriﬁce: “Behold the blood of the covenant, which the Lord
hath made with you concerning all these words,” Exod.
24:4-8. This blood typiﬁed and promised the blood of
Christ by which we inherit, through Christ’s death,
all that his blood has purchased and won for us. The
old covenant could be written in animal blood because
it consisted of promise; the new testament could be
written only in the blood of the Son of God'because it
conveys the complete fulﬁllment of the promise, the
actual purchase of our redemption.
The word “blood” is a reference not merely to
“death” since a speciﬁc death, namely a sacriﬁcial
death, is.here involved. No other type of death could
establish the testament. Hence we have the crowning
modiﬁcation: “that in the act of being poured out for
you.” The present participle has the same sense as
the one used in v. 19. Jesus means that this pouring
out of his sacriﬁcial blood has now begun. And he has,
indeed, truly entered upon his sacriﬁce. So body and
blood appear separately in the sacrament, yet they
appear together, side by side. There is no sacriﬁcial

body without sacriﬁcial blood and vice versa. The
Scriptures never speak of the gloriﬁed body or the
gloriﬁed blood. The miracle of the sacrament is not
that Christ makes us partakers of his gloriﬁed body
and blood but of the body given and of the blood shed
for us on the cross. The sacrament draws on Calvary
and not on heaven. We have it as it was instituted the
night in which Jesus was betrayed and not on Easter
Day.
21) Nevertheless, lo, the hand of him betraying
me with me on the table! Because the Son of man
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goes according to what has been determined. Nevertheless, woe to that man through whom he is being

betrayed! And they began to search with themselves
which then of them was he about to perpetrate this
thing.

Matt. 26:21-25; Mark 14:18-21; John 13:18-30
make it certain that Jesus exposed the traitor before he

instituted the Holy Supper, and John states that Judas
left at once. Luke speaks of the traitor after the Supper
and uses statements that are taken from the account
of his exposure as this is found in the other evangelists.
But that is all he does, he does not narrate the exposure. Another point to be observed is that Luke cannot mean that v. 21 was spoken immediately after the
institution of the Supper. The opinion cannot, therefore, be held that Judas, too, received the Supper; nor
the other opinion that Luke intends to correct Matthew and Mark as to the time of the exposure of Judas,
or that Luke did not know when the exposure took
place. We have seen that Luke disregards the connection of time in a number of narratives and arranges

his material according to the contents of the sections
involved. We have seen this in v. 15, 16 where he refers
to the opening of the Passover which is at once followed

by v. 17, 18, its close, and there is nothing to indicate
the great interval between the events. We now have the
same thing with regard to these excerpts from the exposure of Judas. We shall see the same thing in v. 24,
etc., which also precedes the Supper.
Some would begin a paragraph with v. 21 because
they think that the exposure of the traitor brought

on the strife on the part of the rest about who of them
was the greatest. Such a connection is, however, not

at all obvious. Luke adds the words about the traitor to
those of the Supper because they show how Jesus will

be brought to his sacriﬁcial death. Jesus’ body will be
given, his blood shed in death. When Jesus said this,
as his exposure of the traitor had already shown, he
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knew that it would be accomplished through the foul
deed of Judas.
mﬁv always contrasts (R. 1187) ; it does so here.
Since Luke has told us only about the bargain made by
Judas (v. 3-6) and has now written the words of
Jesus about his body and his blood being given and
shed he conveys to us the full knowledge with which
Jesus spoke as he did. When he reclined for the Passover Jesus knew that the traitor’s hand was on the
table with him. The words are an exclamation (we
supply no “is”) . The present participle describes Judas
as being now engaged in the betrayal, which was true
ever since the deal he made in v. 3-6.
Jesus characterizes Judas as a second Ahitophel,
the man who turned traitor to David and ended by
hanging himself. He is the full prototype of Judas;
and it ought to be noted that this is all we have in the
Old Testament regarding Judas—we lack even a single
prophecy.

II

Sam. 16:15-17, 23; Ps. 41:9

(John

13 :18) ; Ps. 55:12-14. This was the Passover of Jesus,
the Twelve were here at his invitation, not he at theirs.
Jesus shows how despicable, how utterly base the action of Judas was in which he was now engaged. The
word that was spoken before the whole company had to
strike the conscience of Judas with fearful force. He
who could resist impacts such as this one was beyond
hope.

22)

Me’v and the following «My contrast, but the

former is not “truly”

(A. V.)

and can hardly be

rendered into English. Why is it that the awful thing,
that as Ahitophel sat at David’s table while he was
betraying the hand that fed him, should now happen
to David’s antitype Jesus? “Because the Son of man
goes according to what has been determined.” Acts
2 :23. This thing did not happen merely by chance; nor
was Jesus the prey of Judas who was helpless in the

hands of the traitor. He who is man and yet more
than man (see 5:24) goes . (to his death) according to
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God’s own determination. The idea is not that God determined the betrayal by Judas—that was the traitor’s
own act; God determined that his Son should not deliver himself from that betrayal (Matt. 26 :54) because
God desired our salvation through the sacriﬁce of his
Son.
“Nevertheless,” although Jesus was to die thus,
“woe to that man through whom he is being betrayed!”
Luke does not add that it were better if he had never
been born, Matt. 26:24. Judas is fully responsible for
what he is doing. He is willingly letting Satan rule
his heart (v. 3). Not only this, by all his efforts to
reach the heart of Judas Jesus is trying to save him
from his terrible deed. His resistance to these efforts
raises his guilt to the highest degree. Jesus could have
been delivered into the hands of the Sanhedrin without the intervention of Judas. Why must he, one of
the sacred Twelve, make himself the devil’s tool? Aui
expresses the medium or tool, not the agent, who was
Satan. The “woe" is full of pain and deepest grief but
points to Judas’ guilt.
23) All that Luke adds is the disturbance that
occurred among the eleven who could not believe their
ears, each being afraid of himself and so searching
which one of them “then” (since Jesus spoke so plainly
and positively) was about to commit this thing; wpéaaav
is used in an evil sense, “to perpetrate,” and the optative is due to the indirect discourse.
24) Moreover, there occurred also a strife
among them as to which of them was accounted to
be greater.
Luke alone has preserved this incident. The same
question had arisen before, in 9 :46, etc., compare Matt.
18:1-5; Mark 9:34-37. There is some dispute as to
where to place this incident in the history of the eve.
ning, and as to what caused this question regarding
rank to be raised. Knowing that Luke so often disre-
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gards the sequence of time, we shall not follow those
who think that becauseLuke places this incident after
the account of the Lord’s Supper it must have occurred
after the Supper.
The diﬂiculty is to ﬁnd anything that resembles

a reasonable place for such a strife at the end of the
stay in the upper room. But we do ﬁnd, a place for it
at the beginning. It occurred when Jesus arrived in

the upper room. Someone had to volunteer to wash
the feet of the company before the Passover meal
began. Custom required that service for all who entered
a house, especially to dine, and certainly to dine as
this company now proposed to dine; .compare 7 :44.
There was, however, no servant for the task and no
house lord to perform it in place of the servant. These
persons were themselves engaged in celebrating the
Passover elsewhere in other groups. Who, then, of the
disciples was ready to volunteer? Water, a basin, and
towels were there in readiness, having been provided
by the owner of the house (John 13 :4, 5). No one volunteered. It was then that the dispute arose. Each disciple thought himself too good, too great, to stoop beneath all the rest. Jesus stepped in and washed their

feet and also his own and shamed them all, John 13 :4.
This is better than to assume that the strife arose
‘ because of the placing of the disciples at table, because
John and not Peter reclined next to Jesus, because
John had been invited to this place by Jesus and was
thus honored above the rest, and because all of them,
like the Pharisees, sought the foremost places. They
had dined together so often before this time that we

may well assume that they had their ﬁxed. order of
places and adhered to it now, that, as always, John was
next to Jesus. Then, too, after they had reclined, the

Passover itself began and left no. room for this strife.
They started it before they reclined, before their feet

were washed. The article before the indirect question
is like that found in v. 4 and 23 (R. 739). The idea in
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Son? is that of general estimate, not “which one appears
to be greater,” but “which one ranks as being greater,”
i. e., greater than the rest. The Greek uses the comparative whereas we should prefer the superlative.
25) But he said to them: The kings of the Gentiles lord it over them, and those exercising authority
over them are called benefactors. But you not so!
On the contrary, the greater among you let him he

as the younger; and the one leading as the one ministering. For who is greater, the one reclining or the
one ministering? Is it not the one reclining? But I
myself in your midst am as the one ministering!
Jesus practically repeats what he had said on this
point a few days previously (Matt. 20:25-28). He
simply had to repeat it when he saw how slow the disciples were to learn. Yet the repetition is now re-enforced in a peculiar and a most effective way. The
kings of the pagan nations ﬁnd their greatness in lording it over their people, acting as supreme lords with
all the people being beneath them. And when they exercise their authority over them as kings they also
assume great titles such as citepyc'ms or «whip in proof
of their boasted greatness. “They are called” does not
mean that their people voluntarily and out of gratitude
add such titles to the names of their kings, but that
these kings are called thus because they want to appear to be and to be regarded as being so great.
26) That is the pagan way. Jesus puts a quietus
on it as far as his disciples are concerned: “But you
not so!” We insert no verb; why weaken the prohibition? Their principle of greatness is the absolute reverse: “on the contrary,” ms after a negative. “The
greater let him "be as the younger," who, because of
his youth, feels that he must. stand back. Jesus means
that any disciple who is truly spiritually great will
always show his greatness, not by putting himself
above others in lordly fashion, but by putting himself
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below others like an undistinguished young man. This
is certainly not to be done in a hypocritical fashion but
in all sincerity and humility.
Jesus repeats this in other words and makes the
matter clearer: “the one leading (let him be) as the
one ministering." The one who is really chief in the
sense that the others gladly follow him and regard him
as their leader is in all his leading to act as one who
is rendering free, voluntary, glad service and ministration to others. He is to lead as a diakonos, one who
offers and performs a voluntary task; he will then be
chief indeed. Jesus used the same word in Matt. 20 :26,
but in v. 27 he advanced even to doulos or slave. Alas,
men have often followed the pagan way of greatness
in the church! They thus lost the very thing they
sought. For the reverse of these statements of Jesus

is also true.

27)

Jesus takes an illustration from the very situ-

ation that obtained at the Passover when every disciple
feared that he might lower himself if he acted as a
servant for the others in washing their feet and cleansing their sandals. This is frequently the force of yép,
“for example.” Certainly, the person who is reclining
at table is regarded as being greater than the one who
waits upon him, attends to his feet, waits at table, etc.
That is the worldly estimate regarding the two. But.
see: “I myself among you am he that is serving,” I,
whom you rightly call your divine Lord and Master,
I have washed your feet as your humblest servant,
John 13:14, 15. In this there lay the very greatness of
Jesus. Nor was this such a great humiliation for Jesus,
who would in a few hours stoop beneath the shame of
the cross and the most ignominious death, Phil. 2:8'.
If it is objected that all this that is recorded in Luke

could not be understood because he did not narrate the
foot washing, it should be remembered that Luke often
indicates that he has a knowledge of things which
he himself does not record. Moreover, after noting
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12 :37 any observant reader would fully understand
these comparisons of Jesus.
28) But you are they that have remained
through with me in my temptations. And I on my
part .am assigning to you, even as my Father did assign to me, a kingdom, that you. may eat and drink
at my table in my kingdom and may siton thrones
judging the twelve tribes of Israel.
Here greatness in humiliation and self-abasement;
there greatness in exaltation and glory. Jesus acknowl—
edges the faithfulness of his disciples. We already
know the exception he made (v. 21-25; John 13:10,
11) . They have continued on through (Sui in the verb)

with Jesus in all his temptations, i. e., the tests that
were brought upon him by opposition and hatred of all
kinds. “You,” emphatic, in contrast with others who
turned away, John 6:66-69.
29) The emphatic e’ya’», “I on my part,” places
Jesus over against the emphatic “you” occurring in

.v. 28: You held out, and I now appoint. The verb is
used with reference to testamentary appointment, but
not so here where it is used with the disciples as well
as with Jesus as the object; “appoint” is enough. Jesus
.is, entering his passion but here, on its very threshold,
performs an act of divine majesty which is exactly like
the one the Father had performed for him when he
appointed Jesus the everlasting King (1 :32, 33). “A
kingdom” is to be construed with both of the preceding
verbs. The word always means, “royal rule” and then
secondarily also the domain in which it is exercised.
The stress is sometimes on the former as is the case
here; but in v. 30 “in my kingdom” includes also the
domain.
30) What this appointment includes, namely the
highest exaltation, is added by the subﬁnal, appositional Iva clause. The disciples shall dine at Jesus’
royal table (v. 16 and 18) ; note all the passages which
describe heaven as a magniﬁcent feast. As kings who

Duke 22:30, 31
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have been appointed such by him they shall dine together with the King. We need not hesitate a moment
about making the future xaoa’aeaﬂe (some texts have the

subjunctive) depend on In as continuing this appositional clause. We need not begin a separate sentence.
Dining as kings with the King, the apostles shall then
also rule with him as kings ashas already been promised in Matt. 19:28.
Jesus does not say on “twelve” thrones because of
Judas—signiﬁcant omission; but he does say “the
twelve tribes of Israel” because the place of Judas is
to be ﬁlled by another—signiﬁcant retention. But have
ten tribes not been lost and been absorbed among the
Gentiles after having been carried away by the Assyrians? The only Jews we now know are the descendants

of Judah and of Benjamin. All is plain when we do
not restrict the apostolic judging to the Jews. They
shall judge the present Jews and the lost ten tribes
who were absorbed among the Gentiles by judging all
the Gentiles. And this supreme royal judging shall be
accomplished by their inspired Word. The apostles are
now in heavenly blessedness (Matt. 8:11) with Abraham, etc.; and the Word of Christ himself will judge
all men at the last day, John 12 :48b. All judging will
be ended after the judgment at the last day.

31)

The Western class of manuscripts, which the

A. V. follows, make a break here and insert: “Now

the Lord said.” We should no longer question the fact
that Jesus warned Peter twice, once in the upper room
as 'John 13 :36—38 fully establishes, and again on the

way out to Gethsemane as Matt. 26 :30-36 and Mark
14:26-32 also fully establish. Luke records a part of
the warning that was given in the upper room. By com-

paring Luke with John we see that Peter’s assurance
and Jesus’ word about the cock belong together, but
that John does not indicate how his words ﬁt in with
those of Luke; he expects us to know what Luke has
written.
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Simon, Simon, lo, Satan did ask to have you to
sift as the wheat, but I myself begged concerning
thee lest thy faith eclipse. And thou, once having
turned, make thy brethren ﬁrm.

The doubling of the address expresses deep solicitude; it is like the doubling in “Martha, Martha,”
“Jerusalem, Jerusalem,” and in David’s heartbroken
cry: “0 Absalom, my son, my son l” The emotion differs

in each case but is deep in all of them. Whereas
“Simon” was the name that was commonly used to
designate him, in the present instance it is the proper
term, not “Peter, Peter l” which would apply to the
rocklike nature of the apostle, which was so lacking
in him this night. Jesus addresses only Simon although
what he says applies to ﬁnds, “you,” to all the eleven.
We see why Jesus does this. In the ﬁrst place, the
others are present and hear that they are all involved;
in the second place, «got 005, “concerning thee,” follows
and shows that Simon was involved in a special way
—we know that this was due to his denial of Jesus,
regarding which Jesus also warns him in v. 34 before
them all.
“Satan did ask to have you,” etc., draws back the
curtain and in a startling way reveals who was back
of the ordeal through which the eleven would pass
this night. The verb means ausbitten but in the sinister
sense of ausgeliefert verla/ngen and intends to allude to
Job 1, Satan’s request to try out Job. Satan is not free

to assail us at will and with what power he pleases.
Satan may try us out only by God’s permission and to
the extent of that permission—a mighty comfort for
us all. God is faithful in all our temptations and ever
makes a way of escape, I Cor. 10 :13. The exposure
which Jesus makes of Satan’s intent is to aid Simon
and the eleven as all the warnings of Jesus do. Although they will be struck down by Satan’s assault,
their escape and recovery are already planned, and
Jesus is taking the ﬁrst steps in that plan.

Luke 22:31, 32
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The inﬁnitive with mi states the object of Satan’s
asking: “to sift (you) as the wheat.” Satan did not, of
course, use this ﬁgure; his request was made with the
thought that the disciples would not be wheat but only
strawy stuff that would remain in the sieve to be
burned. This ﬁgure belongs to Jesus who uses it to
illustrate what the coming ordeal is to be for the disciples. Wheat must be sifted, wheat cannot escape sifting. It must be cleaned because of its value.
Yet this simple simile of Jesus should not be made
an allegory with a number. of points of comparison.
There is really only one tertium comparatiom’s or point
of comparison, namely the violent and continuous shaking of the sieve to cause all the sound, solid wheat to
fall through on the pile of wheat below while all the
shaking leaves the strawy and chaffy stuff in the sieve.
So the disciples were with God’s own permission to
be put through the severest trials to see whether they,
indeed, had faith or not.. When Jesus returned to this
subject on the way out to Gethsemane, he used another
ﬁgure, that of smiting the shepherd and scattering the
sheep, which pictures the same painful experience,
Matt. 26 :31.
32) It was Simon, impetuous and headstrong Simon, who would get into the greatest danger by his
own fault. That is why Jesus addresses him and lets
the others only hear. And that is why Jesus begged in

supplication for him personally lest his faith totally
eclipse (active aorist subjunctive), utterly fail and go

out. If the question is asked as to why Jesus did not
pray equally for the rest, we see in John 17 that he did
pray for them, but the story of Peter’s denial shows
that he was far worse than the others. Why did Peter
need the warning given in v. 34, he and not the rest?
For the same reason that he needed the personal and
individual intercession which the rest did not need
equally with him. The aorist “I did beg” implies that
Jesus’ supplication was not in vain. It was God’s will
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that Simon, too, be sifted like the rest, but it was not
his will that Simon should disobey Jesus’ warning. It
was this sin of Simon’s which caused the great Advocate to intercede for him.
But we should not get the idea that Jesus’ prayer
was heard by God in an absolute or arbitrary way. God
and Jesus used the means that proved effective in Simon’s case. The warning about the cock’s crowing after
the threefold denial was such a means. A point is usu-

ally brought out by reference to Judas. Would he not
have repented as Simon did if Jesus had interceded
for him in the same way? The answer is that Jesus
applied even stronger means, mightier warnings to the
traitor, applied them all in vain. And while he was
applying these means he certainly also prayed for
Judas, and yet Judas went to perdition. The prayers
and intercessions of Jesus are not absolute. Man’s
wicked will is able to damn him nonetheless. The grace,
the means, even the greatest, and the intercessions can

all be nulliﬁed in their effect. Christ’s omniscience
knows the outcome in advance.
It is this foreknowledge which already now tells
Peter that his faith will not perish utterly. This telling
is a part of the means for saving him. So also is Jesus’

order to him, that, after he has once turned, he should
make his brethren ﬁrm, namely when they, too, passed
through the sifting attacks of Satan. Why did Jesus
not give such a command to the other disciples? The
answer is not that of the Romanists: because Peter
was to be the ﬁrst pope; and not that of many others:
because he was the foremost of the apostles and their
leader. The answer is almost the opposite. Because he
fell so deeply, fell as none of the rest fell, therefore,
when he recovered, he was the one who could help the
others by means of his own sad experience, could make
.the wavering faith of the others ﬁrm again so that it
would not give way as his own faith had given way
almost completely. His brethren are the other ten. The
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fact that Simon would aid his brethren in the wider
sense in a similar way throughout his ministry is only
a deduction. Jesus deals only with the ordeal of the
apostles. We see that he is thus preparing the means
for their recovery, in the case of each one the means
which he needsand that will be most effective, special
means for Simon’s special case and his recovery as an
effective means to help them all to recover. Even his
present command to Peter, which is based on his fore-h
knowledge, is to help them all.

The participle c’ma’rpt'lllas‘ is intransitive and speaks
of Simon’s having turned back from his fall in repentance. This is not conversion in the absolute sense
as though every spark of Simon’s faith had gone out,
but in the relative sense as when a disciple turns back
from a course that has almost destroyed his faith.
“Once” on having turned, Jesus says, because he is
not specifying when the turn will take place. We cannot agree that this participle is transitive: “once having turned thy brethren, make them ﬁrm.” So little
does the adverb “once” support this sense that it ac~
tually forbids it since “once” intends to leave unsaid
just when Simon will turn and recover, and that this
turning of his alone will enable him to do anything for
his fellow apostles. We catch a glimpse of Simon’s aid
to them in 24:34 where the others are jubilant in reporting that Jesus had appeared to Simon.
'33) But .he said to him, Lord, together with
thee I am ready to go into prison and into death!

But he said, I tell'thee, Peter, a cock will not crow
today till thrice thou didst deny to know me!
It is thus that Simon answers the warning of his
Lord. HOW can Satan harm Simon when he is so strong,
so valiant? Why, if it should come to such a test, even

prison and even death have no terrors for him. He
does not say: “By thy help,” or “By God’s help.” Si:
mon’s reaction to Jesus’ warning and intercession for
him is that Jesus can count on him and need never
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worry about a man who is as
proud Simon!
34)’ Over against Peter’s
Jesus places his authoritative “I
rides Peter’s self-conﬁdence and

brave as he is. Poor,
contradicting words
tell thee !” Jesus overtrust in his own pow-

ers. Straws are they in the hurricane that is about

to descend. Why did Jesus now change from “Simon”
to “Peter”? It is too weak an answer to say, “In order
to remind him that he was not acting and speaking
like Peter, the Rock.” He was trying to do that very

thing, and Jesus practically says to him: “So thou art
already Peter—thou, who this very night, before the
cock crows, wilt have already denied me no less than
three times!” Peter will give his own words the lie.
He will be so frightened at prison and death that he
will openly deny once, twice, three times, in fact, that
he even knows Jesus. The verb means “to say no” and
thus “to deny,” and the aorist expresses the fact.
This crowing of a cock is not some casual crowing
of an individual cock. Two crowings were distinguished, one that occurred near midnight, the other
just before dawn. They helped to divide the night into
the midnight or silent period, the period before dawn,
and the period after dawn. Pliny calls the fourth watch
seczmdum gallicinium. Mark 14 :30, in the second warning to Peter, refers to both crowings: “before the cock
crows twice,” i. e., before the day dawns. Luke and
John refer only to the crowing before dawn. The
phrase is not a mere expression of time but refers to

other actual crowings of the cocks that night.
The word is also spoken with a special purpose. It
does more than merely to foretell how soon Peter will
fall, it already prepares the help to raise Peter from
his fall. Peter will actually hear the crowing when it
begins; that will bring Jesus’ word to his mind; and
this together with a look from Jesus’ eyes (v. 61) will
cause the tears of repentance to ﬂow. The effort to discredit the evangelists by advancing the contention that

Luke 22:35, 36
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no chickens were kept in a city like Jerusalem, and that
no cocks crowed within range of Peter’s ears, has long
ago been met by ample evidence to the contrary.
35) And he said to them, When I sent you without purse and wallet and sandals, you certainly did
not lack anything, did you? And they said, Nothing.
And he said to them: But now be having a purse,

let him take it up, likewise a wallet. And he not
having a short sword let him sell his robe and buy
one. For I say to you that this that has been written
must be accomplished in me,-And he was reckoned
together with lawless ones. For also this concerning
me has an end. But they said, Lord, lo, two short
swords here! And he said to them, It is enough!

Luke alone has this section. It connects most naturally with what precedes. Jesus puts a question, and the
interrogative particle p.15 conﬁdently expects the negative answer which the apostles also give. No; they
never lacked a thing when Jesus sent them out on a
missionary tour through all Galilee. At that time he
told them to go entirely empty-handed, to take not even
a purse, for they were to carry no money whatever,

not even a wallet, for they were to carry no eatables
and no clothing that require a wallet, and not even a
pair of extra sandals to replace those they would soon
wear out by constant travelling. Always and always
they .found friends who provided them with what they
needed on hearing their message and the name of
Jesus. They learned the great lesson of absolute trust
in their Sender. He did provide for them through the

name and the fame with which he had ﬁlled all Galilee.
Never once had he failed them. See 9 :3 on mipa. It was
not a beggar’s bag, for Jesus and his apostles never
went as beggars (contra Deissmann) .
36) But now, when Jesus sends out his apostles
into all the world after his resurrection, the situation
will be completely changed. Jesus, their Sender, will,
indeed, still take care of them, but not in the former
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way. They will have use for a purse (money) and a
wallet (to carry food, clothes, etc.) . Friends will, indeed, provide for them, but they will not at once and in

every place ﬁnd friends, and so they will need money,
etc., as they go along. Let them take a purse and a
travelling bag.
They will need even protection and at times so
badly that a sword will be worth more to them than
their outer robe, the latter being- a great necessity, especially as a covering at night when they were camping
out in the open.. So Jesus tells the apostles to buy a
Roman short sword, if necessary, even at the price of
their outer robe. It is better to freeze at night than
to be killed. After “he not having” we supply ,uaixacpav
as the object; not, as some do, “purse and wallet” from
the preceding sentence. The latter would lead to the
idea that the apostles were to demand food and lodging
at the point of the sword when it was otherwise not
forthcoming.

This matter of having a sword even at the price of
a cloak becomes plain when we look at the map and at
II Cor. 11:26, 27. Paul, for instance, travelled extensively, the other apostles did likewise. We ﬁnd Peter
in Rome, and tradition reports to what far countries
some of the others went. 0n foot, over mountain roads
and passes, through uninhabited, desert regions their
way would take them. Paul experienced hunger, thirst,
fasting, nakedness (not enough cover), freezing. And
worse than this: robbers, brigands, some of his own
countrymen (Jews), some heathen. Yes, a sword would
be needed for protection.
This injunction means that the apostles are to use

ordinary prudence in their labors. The language is not
ﬁgurative. Purse, wallet, sword are not to be allegor-

ized into something spiritual as the ancient fathers
thought they must be. The injunctions are concrete
and simply use speciﬁc examples to indicate a complete
course of conduct. Jesus will, indeed, be with his apos-
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tles, but he will be with them amid many hardships
and dangers, amid the care and the prudence which
he himself bids them exercise.

37) The sentence introduced by yelp is not a statement of proof; yép offers an explanation as it does in
hundreds of cases. With authority Jesus explains his
previous directions abOut‘ using ordinary prudence in
their apostolic travels (for purse, etc., refer to travel).
Due to God’s redemptive plan, this written prophecy
must of necessity be accomplished in Jesus: “and he
was reckoned together with lawless ones," Isa. 53:12.
Kat is not due merely to the exactness of the quotation
but implies that in addition to other inﬂictions this,
too, will be added, that in his death he will be reckoned
as belonging in the same class with lawbreakers, will
be cruciﬁed between two criminals as if he were also
a criminal. Who reckons Jesus thus is not stated, need
not be, since Jesus has told plainly enough into whose
hands he would be delivered. The addition of 16 merely
makes a substantive of the quotation.
This explanation of Jesus’ is far stronger than the
idea that the apostles cannot expect to fare better than

their Lord did. Because he was cruciﬁed between crim:

inals Jesus will be execrable to all Jews and an object
of utter scorn to the Gentiles when they are told that

such a person is their Savior. When the apostles come
as the messengers of One who‘hung between criminals
they will be greeted and treated accordingly. So it will
be well to take a purse, etc.
“For also this concerning me has an end” adds a
further explanation. The reckoning of Jesus among
lawbreakers is one of the last things of those-which
concern him in his earthly life; but a little while and
“what concerns him” will be at an end. This means
that nothing further will happen in his life to alter
the impression that is left by his being reckoned among
transgressors. After he has once been reckoned so by
the world, the world will ﬁnd nothing in him that
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would lead it to reckon him as belonging in another
class of men.
It is strange to note how commentators labor with

these few words by having 75 mp; époﬁ mean “the being
about me”; or “that written about me” (forgetting
that this includes everything until the ﬁnal judgment) ;
or “with me there is an end” (when the opposite was
the case) ; ‘or “my relation to you apostles,” or “my
ofﬁcial career.”
38) The apostles answer by pointing to the two
swords they had with them. So this word about the
sword was what impressed them chieﬂy. It was indeed
pitiful. They failed to grasp even the fact that Jesus
spoke about their future needs and travels and thought
only of the present. But this literalism on the part of
the apostles should not cause us to go to the opposite

extreme and to say that Jesus did not mean “sword”
at all. He, indeed, meant sword and not something
allegorical.
.
But there now comes the puzzle regarding these
two swords in the upper room. How came they there?
We are told that they were not swords at all but
butcher knives, and they are speciﬁed—one for cutting
the lamb’s throat, the other for carving the roasted
lamb at table. And one asks involuntarily why one
good knife was not enough for both operations. But

“sword" in v. 36 and “swords” in this verse are the
same word and cannot be given two meanings as has
been proposed. The view that the apostles carried
swords as they followed Jesus, or even that on this
night of the Passover celebration any two of them had
come armed with swords, is untenable. The fact of
Peter’s having a sword in v. 49 cannot be explained
in this way. We may accept the view that many Jewish
men carried swords, in particular the Galileans ; but
this is of little help. We can think of only one explanation: “Lo, two swords here!” means that they hung
right there in the upper room and belonged to the

Luke 22 :38, 89
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owner of the house. Peter took one of them on leaving.
We need not assume that another apostle took the‘secand—Peter was the bold and brave man. Nor need we
think that Peter did not ask for permission to take
the sword. When the company left the house, those
who were gathered there with the owner of the house
and his family for their Passover must have seen Jesus
and his disciples and have spoken to them.
The reply of Jesus: “It is enough!” intends simply
to end the matter, for it was rather hopeless for Jesus
to say any more after he was pointed to the two swords
that were hanging on the wall. Why assume that he
spoke in irony when sad resignation is enough? Nor
does Jesus mean that these two swords will sufﬁce for
tonight; nor ambiguously that they will do, or that this
ends the matter. The view that by taking only two
swords they could not be charged with armed resistance is untenable; Peter’s one sword would have
brought on calamity if it had not been for the prompt
repudiation and interference on the part of Jesus. And
the view that two swords were enough to .prevent
rowdies from attacking Jesus on the way'out from the
city is also unconvincing. The whole" city was busy and
quiet, which enabled Jesus and his little company to
come into the city and now to leave it without even
attracting special attention.
39) And having gone out, he went according
to his custom to the Mount of Olives; moreover, 'his
disciples followed him.
Luke uses only general terms when he mentions the
locality to which Jesus went on leaving the house that
had the upper room; but he adds the important phrase
“according to his custom,” which John 18 :2 expands
by explaining that Judas knew the place and came
there to seek Jesus. We may take it that Jesus returned
to Bethany only on the night of Palm Sunday (Matt.
21:17), on the following nights he remained in Gethsemane and perhaps slept in the open in this retired
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and sheltered place. It goes without saying that Jesus
used this grove with the friendly permission of its
owner just as he had the use of the upper room in the
city for the Passover and the ass for his triumphal
entry on Palm Sunday. Jesus knew that Judas would
seek him here, therefore he again went to this place.
By that choice he was already delivering himself into
the hands of his enemies. How easily he. could have
frustrated the traitor's plans by going to some entirely
strange place. this night!
40) And having come to the place, he said to
them, Be praying not to. enter into temptation!
“To the place” refers "to the one where "Jesus usually
stayed, which Matthew and Mark call Gethsemane.
And all that Luke reports is this injunction to all the
disciples to continue praying, to ask God not to let
them enter into temptation. This word is used here in

its full sense as it is in the Lord’s Prayer. The disciples must go through the ordeal of this. night, and
their prayer was to be, not that they might escape
that, but- that it might not become a temptation to
them to fall from their faith in Jesus as Peter so nearly
did. Ordeals become temptations when we listen to the
devilish suggestion that God has abandoned us, and
that it is useless to. cling to Jesus as our Lord.
41) And he tore himself away from them about
a stone’s throw and, having knelt down, continued
praying, saying, Father, if thou art willing, take this
cup away from me; nevertheless," let not my will but
thine go on being done.
Luke gives only a summary account in‘these verses.
The verb is passive but middle in sense‘:-“he tore himself away from them,” B.-P. 154. We See 'what it cost
him to leave the disciples because of the great battle
that his soul was now ﬁghting. But he must ﬁght it

alone, they could not help him. Luke Speaks only of
the disciples and says nothing about the three whom
Jesus kept near him. His withdrawal for a distance
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that one .can throw a stone (accusative of extent) refers to the disciples whom he had left near the en-

trance whereas the pucpév used ‘by Matthew and by
Mark refers to the few paces he had withdrawn from
Peter, James, and John. This is sometimes overlooked.
Yet it explains how these three saw and heard all that
the synoptists report about the agony of Jesus. Heb.
5 :7 adds the detail that Jesus prayed, not merely aloud,
but with “strong crying (xpauyﬁs iaxvpic) and tears.”
Luke states that Jesus knelt while praying, the others
that he fell on his face. Both are true, he knelt and
then sank prostrate; he may also have raised his body
now and again. Luke has the imperfect “he continued
praying” without distinguishing the three separate
acts of prayer.
42) On Golgotha “my God, my God,” was wrung
from Jesus’ lips, here he still says, “Father.” It is the

Voice of the Son in his intimate relation to this Father,
Yet the pain and the distress of this cry “Father” are

those of the-Son in his humiliation. From the ﬁrst word
onward the Son's praying was the most perfect submission to his Father’s will. Even a mere hint that he
could not or in some way would not submit is absent.
It is the Son in his humanity who prays thus; his Passion was suffered by way of his human nature. The
word “cup,” which is used ﬁguratively, does not refer
merely to its contents but to its bitter, burning, deadly

contents. The verb means “bear it by me” so that I will
not need to drink it.

“If thou wilt” includes “if it is possible” as is recorded by Matthew and thus means: “if it is possible
for thee to will” that I be spared drinking this cup.
It would, however, be unwarranted to think of abstract
possibility in this connection, of the possibility of leaving the world unredeemed. No; that possibility is shut
out; only the other is voiced, that of accomplishing redemption without Jesus’ enduring the full penalty for
the world’s sin. And even this thought is'wrung from
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the human lips of Jesus only now when the last de-

cisive step is to be taken that brings the horror of all
the world’s guilt and curse upon him.
The agony of Gethsemane will always remain full
of mystery for us because of the mystery of the uniOn
of Christ's two natures. For one thing, we have no
conception of what sin, curse, wrath, death meant for
the holy human nature of Jesus. Since he was sinless
he should not die ; and yet, because he was sinless and
holy he willed to die for our sin. The death of Jesus
was far different from that of the courageous martyrs.
They died after Jesus’death had removed their sin and
guilt; the sting of their death was removed through
Christ’s death. But Jesus died, being made sin for us,
being made a curse for us, the sting of death penetrated
him with all its damnable power. The world’s sin had,

indeed, been assumed by Jesus during his whole
life, but here in Gethsemane the supreme moment of
that assumption had come. With the coming of Judas
and his band Jesus actually stepped into the death that
was to atone for the world’s sin. All that is horrible,
unspeakable, hellish, and damnable in our guilt rose
up to meet him, and his whole nature shrank from
the contact.
IIAﬁv is adversative: “nevertheless,” whatever the

Father determines, this stands fast for Jesus: “let not
my will but thine be going on to be done,” the imperative being durative to express a course of action and
not merely one single act. Let it all come, not as Jesus
may will, but as the Father wills. That is absolute submission, for the words mean that Jesus puts away any
will of his own and makes the Father’s will his own
instead. That was the supreme act of Jesus’ will.
Never for an instant would Jesus will anything but
the Father’s will.
43) Luke alone reports the incidents of the angel
and the bloody sweat. The textual question involved
may be dismissed very brieﬂy. Verses 43, 44 were can-

Luke 22:43
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celled from the text, not for textual, but for dogmatical

reasons, as being derogatory to the deity of Christ,
and because they were used by the Arians when they
denied his deity. Present objections rest on the claim
that these verses contain only legendary elaborations
and not historical facts.
Moreover, there appeared to him an angel from
heaven strengthening him. ~And being in agony, he
went on praying more intensely. Moreover, his sweat
became as clots of blood going down on the ground.
The questions are raised as to whether the angel
appeared only to Jesus, whether his appearance was
visible to him, and, if it was, whether the disciples saw
the angel or only concluded that an angel had visited

Jesus when he ﬁnally returned to them calmly and
courageously. “There appeared to him" is one of the
regular expressions that is used to indicate the visible
appearance of angels, gloriﬁed beings, and of heavenly
visions (1 :11; Acts 7:35). To be sure, this angel’s appearance was granted for the sake of Jesus, whom he
was to strengthen; but since the three disciples were
chosen as special witnesses of the agony they undoubtedly were to witness also its supreme part and thus
saw the angel come to Jesus.

Some of the ancients objected to the idea that the
Son of God should need an angel to give him strength.
They overlooked the fact that this strength was intended for the human nature of Jesus during this ordeal; also, that the strength came from the Father,
and that the angel was only the Father’s medium. It
was the Father’s answer to Jesus’ prayers, a visible,
tangible, miraculous answer that came directly from
heaven at the moment when it was most needed. Do
not ask why the Son’s own deity did not strengthen his

poor human nature; be satisﬁed that the Father gave
the strength. Why argue about the persons when the
facts as to what they did are plainly before us?
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There is a tendency to make this strengthening
spiritual and not physical. But this is unwarranted.
Bengel is right, it was non per cohortationem sed per
corroborationem, not stimulating the spirit of Jesus
by exhortation but strengthening his exhausted body
by means of new vitality. The body of Jesus was about
to give way and expire in death under the terriﬁc
strain; the prayers reveal the mighty power of Jesus’
spirit. This angel, we may say, performed the same
service as did those mentioned in Matt. 4:11. The angel’s coming for this purpose was the Father’s answer
that he, indeed, willed that Jesus drink the cup, that he
accepted the submission of Jesus’ own will in this regard, and that his strengthening would fully enable
also Jesus’ body and human nature to do their hard
part. This is the basis of Heb. 2:9, Jesus’ being made
lower than the angels, namely by his agonizing human
nature; but only in this respect, for the angel gave
Jesus strength, not from angelic sources, but from the
Father.
44) The aorist participle ycvopc'vos is punctiliar:
Jesus reached the point where he was “in agony.” But
“agony” should not be extended to mean “death agony”
(dass er mit dem Tode rang, Luther), for Hobart
shows that even the medics used ayww’a only with reference to severe mental distress. The fact that the entire
struggle carried the body of Jesus close to dissolution
is apparent from the start. We here have the reverse.
The new strength that was imparted by the angel

brought the agony of the struggle to its highest pitch.
The mind and the body that were sinking lower and
lower beneath the strain rallied powerfully to face the
full horror of the curse and the wrath that were impending. That is why Jesus went on to pray more intensively in this supreme moment (the adjective does
not mean “more” or mehrfach) .
The intensity of the struggle produced such physical reaction that the sweat of Jesus became bloody.

Luke 22:44, 45
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Severe mental distress and strain drive out sweat from
the body, a fact that is constantly observed. The fact
that this may reach the point where the tiny blood
vessels of the skin are ruptured and permit blood to
mingle with the sweat is attested medically. Aristotle
speaks of bloody sweat as does Theophrastus, and in
1805 Gruner compiled medical data on the subject

(R., W. P., and Nebe, Leidensgeschichte).
“As clots,”- Opiuﬁm, means that the blood mingled
with the sweat and thickened the globules so that they
fell to the ground in little clots and did not merely stain
the skin. “How did the witnesses see this?” it is asked.
It is enough to say that they saw it when Jesus returned to them. Why did Mark not record this when
he had Peter as his authority, who was one of the
three? That is a question one might ask about a bundred things regarding each of the Gospel writers. We
cannot state with deﬁniteness just why each writer included this and not that.
45) And having risen from the prayer, on having come to the disciples (these minor actions are
expressed by means of Greek participles), he found
them fallen asleep from sorrow; and he said to
them: Why are you slumbering? Having arisen, keep
praying lest you enter into temptation!
The agony is ended. Jesus is no longer agitated by

the prospect of taking the step into the depth of the
sin and the curse that were awaiting him; he now proceeds to take that step. He takes it with absolute ﬁrm-

ness, with a courage that is utterly beyond us, with the
sureness of victory and triumph. So he comes to the

disciples and ﬁnds them asleep. Luke speaks only of
their ﬁnal sleeping and condenses his account. It has
been claimed that this sleeping was a psychological
impossibility under the circumstances of that night.
But it is well known that great and continued heaviness of soul brings on an inner dullness of mind and
thus the physical reaction of sleep; the soul yields to
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its burden and no longer rallies against it as Jesus so
strongly urged when he bade the disciples to watch
and pray.
46) “Why are you slumbering ‘2” is full of reproof.
Luke indicates this much and records no more. The same
is true with regard to the bidding that the disciples
keep praying lest they enter into temptation as is explained in v. 40. In his own great ordeal Jesus is solicitous about these dull disciples lest the coming test become a fatal temptation for them. While he is hearing
his own burden he helps them also to bear theirs. He
received no support whatever from them; they needed
all his support, and he did not stint in giving it to them.
47) He still speaking, lo, a multitude! And he,
called Judas, one of the Twelve, was going before
them.

The report about the arrest is also severely abbreviated. Jesus said more than the few words that are
here recorded, and it was while he was saying these
last things to them that a great host of men suddenly
appeared. Luke exclaims: “Lo, a multitude !” The grove
was most likely walled in with stone, stone being ready
to hand almost anywhere. This army was noted through
the entrance which was a little distance away. Luke
says nothing about its composition save the intimation
“with short swords and clubs” in v. 52. The former
were the weapons of the Roman legionaries, the latter

the weapons of the Levitical Temple police. John adds
the torches and the lanterns and gives further details
about the detachment that was sent with Judas. The
Levitical police were under their arpamyés or “general.”
It was made up of the Roman cohort, not the entire
600 that were stationed at Antonia, but about 200 under their chiliarch or chief commander.
The Sanhedrin had sent this entire force. Their
own men had failed them on a previous occasion (John
7 :45, etc.), and so they now took no chances. Because
of the danger (Jerusalem being full of pilgrims) the

Sanhedrists seem to have had no trouble in persuading

the chiliarch to accompany the short expedition and to
take a force of legionaries that would be sufﬁciently
able to cope with any eventualities that might arise
on bringing Jesus to the city as a prisoner. Yet we nowhere have the least intimation that Pilate’s cooperation was sought. The intimations point the other way,
see the author on John 18:1, etc.
All four evangelists make Judas the guide of this
multitude, and the synoptists call him “one of the
Twelve” in this connection. The fact that this statement intends to match v. 3 is obvious. Nor are we able
to ﬁnd a canon in literature which forbids a writer to
express his horror more than once. If “out of the number of the Twelve” is tragic in v. 3 it is even more so
in v. 47, for the traitor is now actually carrying out
his act.
And he drew near to Jesus to kiss him. But Jesus
said to him, Judas, with a. kiss dost thou betray the
Son of man?
Luke’s account is exceedingly brief and states only
the main facts. About 200 Roman soldiers and certainly
no less a number of Temple police and besides that a
nondescript rabble that ran along to see the excitement
block the entrance to Gethsemane. Jesus steps out to
meet this throng, his disciples are ranged behind him.
He is perfect master of the situation, and all that occurs does so only with his consent. Things certainly
seem to be playing into the traitor’s hands. Here is
Jesus, and he cannot escape. Luke omits the prear-

rangement of the sign of the kiss and states only that
Judas promptly carried out the scheme: “He drew near

to kiss him.” There is no evidence for the statement
that Luke does not say that Judas did kiss Jesus. He
writes two aorists, and these imply that he both got
near and did kiss Jesus.
Nor was this just one kiss. Matthew and Mark use
the compound verb which means to shower with kisses,
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abkuessen. Judas prolonged the act as if 'to tell the
captors: “See, this is the man you want!” Judas at the
same time acts the black hypocrite as if his heart is
breaking because of what is now to happen to Jesus.
He still thinks that he is' deceiving Jesus. Some add
that he wanted to close the mouth of Jesus as long as
possible, to disarm him, lest he even now use his
strange power to frustrate his arrest.

48) Jesus does not hurl the traitor from him nor
use his omnipotent power to blast him then and there.
He-submits to his traitorous kissing—it is his Father’s
and his own will to accept all the indignities, shame,
suffering, agonies which men will heap upon him even
unto death. But Jesus is not silent. Not himself does
he shield, not in his own interest does he speak; but
for the last time he strikes a terriﬁc blowat the traitor’s conscience. The synoptists agree that he spoke just
one, brief, penetrating word. The conscience of Judas
was seared—no repentance followed.

“With a kiss dost thou betray the Son of man?”
Judas is asked to realize what he is doing in order to
'be terriﬁed at his own act. The emphasis is on the ﬁrst
and the last Greek word: “with a kiss—dost thou betray ?" The kiss, the great and universal'sign of friendship and love, is used here for the basest and most
damnable act, the betrayal of no less a one than “the
Son of man," he who is man and yet more than man
(see 5:24). Judas performs his vicious act in the most
.Vicious and atrocious way. John 18 :4-9 brings out the
truth that the kissing and the betrayal of Judas
amounted to just nothing, for Jesus points himself

out to his captors, prevents any molestation of the
eleven, and delivers himself up. It was thus and not
upon Judas’ kiss that the chiliarch and possibly also
the Jewish commander ordered men to step forward
to take Jesus a prisoner.
49)

But those around hirn, on seeing what will

be, said, Lord, shall we smite with a sword? 'And

Luke 22:49, 50
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a certain one of them did smite the slave of the high
priest and took off his ear, the right. But answering,
Jesus said, Permit this far! And having touched the
ear, he healed him.
What makes the eleven so brave that, when they
see “what will be” (the substantivized future participle), they are. ready to ﬁght a whole mob with their
one little sword? This certainly calls for some explanation, for even such a rash man as‘Peter would not ex-.
pect to conquer several hundred armed men with one
sword. John 18 :4-9 makes the situation plain. The
whole multitude had gone down, had tumbled over each
other, at one question that was directed to them by
Jesus who stood masterfully before them. Add the excitement of the moment and the secret conviction of the

disciples that their Lord could not fall into the hands
of his enemies, and we see that the disciples expected
to sweep everything before them. The direct question
with a: is usually considered Hebraistic and also elliptical, R. 1024; but 62 may be a mere interrogative particle and nothing more, B.-D. 400 treats it under interrogative particles.

50) Before Jesus is able to answer a blow is already struck by Peter. It is rather remarkable that all
the synoptists do not mention Peter’s name in this affair. It is suggested that even as late as the time when
they wrote they desired to shield him because the Sanhedrin was still in power; the fact is that we really do
not know the reason. Peter slashed at the ﬁrst man before him, the slave of the high priest, and intended to
split his head open; but the man evidently dodged, and
the sword sheared off his right ear, being stopped by
the heavy armor on the servant’s shoulder.

The article “the slave” puts this man in a class by
himself. He is not one of the Temple police; he belongs
to the high priest himself. ‘He thus appears to be. a
trusted and important member of the high priest’s own
household who had been-- sent with this expedition as
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the high priest’s personal representative. That explains
why he is out in front under Peter’s sword. And that,
too, is why John, who was so well acquainted with the
high priest’s family, states his name (Malchus) and
even refers to his relative.
51) “Answering” does not refer to the question.
that is asked in v. 49; this Greek participle is frequently used in a wider sense with reference to any
response to a situation or an action. So Jesus here re-

sponds to the crucial situation that had been so suddenly created by Peter. The other three evangelists.
record Jesus’ rebuke to Peter, Luke omits that and tells
how Jesus stepped in, saying, “Permit this far l” and
healed the man’s ear.
The translation and the sense of this brief word
are in dispute. Some hold that because of the participle
“answering” it is addressed to the disciples, but it

is certainly no answer to their question. Then, too, the
words are separated: “Let be, no farther!” and tell
the disciples to go no farther. As mu' indicates, the word
evidently accompanies the healing act. Jesus’ captors
were about to lay hands on him, and after Peter’s striking the blow a rush of the captors might be made
upon the disciples. Jesus steps forward, says to the
captors, “Let be up to this l” namely, “Permit this
much!” that is, that he be allowed to touch and to
heal the ear, and at once suits the action to the word.
This is a remarkable miracle, the last that Jesus
wrought, and it is performed in the interest of one of
his captors. It has been called his only surgical healing. “Having touched the ear” leads some to think
that the ear was not severed, that only a slight out had
been made that caused bleeding so that Jesus only
stopped the bleeding. But it is hard to believe that the
blow had done no more serious damage. The better

View is that the car was slashed off and hung by a
shred of skin so that a mere touch of Jesus restored it

perfectly. ,

Luke 22 :51 , 52
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What impression did this miracle make? We hear

of none. But up to his dying day Malchus bore in that
healed ear the mark of Christ’s omnipotence and grace.

This is one of the plain miracles which ought to settle
the contention that faith is necessary in the person to

be healed—or did Malchus have faith? With his
prompt act Jesus stopped any bad consequences of
Peter's act for the disciples whom he was shielding.
52) Moreover, Jesus said to the high priests
and commanders of the Temple and elders who had
come against him: As against a robber did you come
out with short swords and clubs? Day by day being
with you in the Temple, you did not stretch out your
hands against me. But this is your hour and the
authority of the darkness!
All the synoptists record the protest of Jesus against
his arrest and against the manner in which it was made.
Mark writes that he spoke to his “captors,” Matthew to
them “in that hour,” then and not later. Luke alone states
just who the persons addressed were, “the high priests,
Temple captains (we see that there were several,
which shows how numerous the Temple police present
were), and elders who had come out against him.”
The presence of high priests and elders has been
questioned as being very improbable. This View forgets
that everything that occurred in Gethsemane was “improbable.” The Temple captains, of course, went with

the men whom they commanded. But is it asking too
much to think that some of the Sanhedrists, who had
ordered this expedition, could not restrain themselves
sufﬁciently to remain in the city but followed the

armed force to see whether the move would be successful? They had now caught up with itrand were in
front in order to see everything. Jesus says nothing to
the Romans, he speaks only to these Sanhedrists and
to their captains. His words are uttered after his hands
have been bound with a rope and he stands there apparently helpless, just before the commands are given
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to face about. for a return to the city. The words are
calm, measured, without trace of excitement; but they
are keen, cutting to the quick for these leaders who
now gloat over their capture.
Jesus asks them to consider just what they have
done. As against a robber, from whom the most violent
resistance had to be expected, they went out with a

great expedition, all were armed “with short swords
and clubs” as if expecting a regular battle—all this to
arrest one lone, unarmed man! The whole thing is actually ridiculous.
53) Why, “day by day” (distributive Ka‘l'a’.) he.
was with them in the Temple, in their very midst,
where they had the fullest authority and the easiest
opportunity, and they never stretched out their hands

against him or made one move to place him under
arrest. If there were any cause for arresting him, why
had they raised no hand day after day? Jesus had not
hidden from them—he had no cause to hide. He had
none now, nor had he hidden; on the contrary, when
they said that they wanted him, he had told them who
he was. And now all at once, in the middle of the night,
this army of legionaries and Levite police for an arrest,
and for such an arrest! To protest to these men is, of
course, useless; and yet no proper protest is useless
although men disregard it, for it registers the truth,
and truth stands forever.
Nor are these Sanhedrists and these captains to
think for one moment that they have really effected
this capture of Jesus with their superior cunning in
hiring a traitor and with their crush of arms. Not a
bit of it. They could and would. have captured nothing.
Other forces are operating here. “This is your hour,”
and the emphasis is on the pronoun, the one that God
(according to the Scriptures of the prophets, Matthew)
appointed for you to execute your devilish deed; “and
the authority or power of the darkness” which operates in and through you. Note how the two possessives

Luke‘22:53, 5!;
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are linked together: “your"~—“of‘ the darkness.” They
are the tools and the agents of this darkness.

Let us also note the article: “the darkness,” and
the fact that this article always appears with this
1101111 and denotes not only this speciﬁc darkness but
almost personiﬁes it as possessing a power and an
authority. Jesus speaks of it'at various times as though
it Were a monster of evil, of hell‘ itself. God is letting
“the darkness” exercise its power this night. That
and that alone is why this mob is scoring such a huge
victory against a single humble man! Let these Sanhedrists think with what power they are tied up as

tools. The interpretation that “hour” and “the darkness” refer only to the night as though Jesus were saying: “You had to choose a dark hour of the night, you
did not dare to select a daylight hour!” is so trivial
that one wonders how anyone could seriously propose
it.
54) Now, having seized him, they led him away
and led ‘him into the house of the high priest.
Luke combines the seizure and the leading, but
from- Matthew and from Mark we see that the seizure
took place before v. 51-53 were spoken. “To the house
of the high priest” means to that of Caiaphas (Matthew) and indicates that Luke knew all about the night
trial of Jesus before the Sanhedrin as this is narrated
by Matthew and by Mark although he himself makes
no record of this trial. None of the synoptists refers
to the preliminary-examination that was conducted by
Annas in order to ﬁll in the time. In v. 61 Jesus is led
from the trial before the Sanhedrin to some place of
safekeeping until the morning session of the Sanhedrin
conﬁrms the death sentence that had been passed at
the night sessionBut Peter was following from afar.
Luke tells the entire story of Peter’s fall in one
paragraph. His account is extremely brief and says
nothing about the other ten disciples, nor even that
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Peter managed to get into the courtyard with the
Temple police. We gather the latter only from Peter's
being there. The chiliarch and the legionaries departed

after deliveringthe prisoner. Pilate had no hand in
the matter, or they would have delivered the prisoner
to him. A detachment of the Temple police was retained in the courtyard to await any further orders.
John informs us that he was the one who helped Peter
to enter this courtyard.
55) Now, they having lit a ﬁre in the middle
of the courtyard and having sat down together,
Peter was sitting in their midst.

The night was cold (John), hence there was a ﬁre
in the open court, which ﬁre was made of charcoal and
made no smoke. The men sat around it warming themselves. Peter tried to act as though he were one of them
and sat down in their midst. He had no business there,
Jesus had told him not to follow. He made the excuse
to himself that he wanted to see the end (Matthew).

We always invent good reasons for doing what we
ought not to do.
56) But a maid, having seen him sitting before
the light and having gazed intently on him, said,
This fellow also was with him! But he denied it, saying, 1 do not know him, woman!
Peter imagined that he could carry it off, and that
no one would pay any attention to him. But he had not
reckoned with this maid. From John we learn that
she was the very maid who had let Peter in upon John’s
request to her. She and another functioned as doorkeepers at the passageway that led from the street into
the open inner court. It was a common thing to employ
women in this capacity. She left her post at the entry
when she saw him sitting facing (wpés) the ﬁre, ﬁxed
her eyes intently upon him for a little in order not
only to make sure but also to draw the attention of
the men, and then made her startling assertion. This
must have occurred some time after she had let Peter

Luke 22 :56, 57'
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in, long enough after to get the ﬁre going and the
men settled around it.
What made this woman go after Peter as she did?
Was she afraid that she had let the wrong man in, and
did she take this means of making herself safe? If so,
then what "about John whom she knew much better?
The mi in the assertion shows that this maid had ar-

rived at the conclusion that Peter must be a disciple
of Jesus from the way in which John intervened to
persuade her to let Peter in. Yet she makes no issue
of John. Was she merely teasing Peter with perverse
feminine delight, trying to make him uncomfortable
when she saw him hiding his identity? Her words do
not sound like banter. She most likely wanted to make
herself important. She wanted these men to know that
she knew something that they did not know. They
were talking about Jesus and what had just taken
place and yet did not know that right in their own
midst there sat one of Jesus’ own disciples. All, no
doubt, cocked their ears when she made her assertion.
57) The suddenness of the exposure, its publicity
before the crowd about the ﬁre, the feeling that he was
in mortal danger at once upset Peter and ﬁlled him
with panic. He saw no way out except to lie out. The
devil loves to pounce upon the foolhardy and to sweep
boasters off their feet. The evangelists agree in making
the denial a complete disowning of Jesus.

It took only a menial maid to fell the chief of the
Twelve. Gone were all his high and heroic protestations
to Jesus, gone all the spurious courage from his heart
and from the hand that had snatched out the sword in
' Gethsemane. Here stands the arrant coward who is un'able to confess his heavenly Lord and cringes in lying
denial. Some think that Peter was scared without real
cause, that he misjudged the situation and could have
confessed without real danger to himself. But whether
there was a cause or not, fright operates in either case.

Peter was surely in danger. We may take it that he
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would have been arrested forthwith, taken before
Annas, and held at least for a time; and if his slashing
oif Malchus’ ear should have become known, serious
punishment might have been the result.
58) And after a little another man, on seeing
him, said, Thou, too, art one of them! But Peter said,
Man, I am not.
Peter waited only long enough to have attention
safely withdrawn from him and then quietly made for
the may, the long entryway that led out from the
courtyard to the street through the front side of the
building. He wants to get out, to leave the place. But
this precipitates the second and severer denial. Matthew says that “another” (feminine, hence “maid”)
saw him. Mark says “the maid, having seen him, began
again to say,” etc., which must be the one who exposed
Peter in the ﬁrst place. Luke writes Erepoe, masculine,
“another man.” This looks like a contradiction but is
in perfect agreement when We note the situation. Peter
had been exposed, and the matter was being talked
about. On a night like this more than one maid would
be on duty at the entry. Peter runs into two maids and
a man, all three of whom are certain that he is a disciple of Jesus, “one of them.” Others are standing in
the entrance since there was a crowd. So Peter is again
recognized, and by three persons, and his case seems
more desperate than before.
Mark states that the cock now crowed. This was the
ﬁrst crowing even as Mark notes that there would be
two (14:30) . Peter never heard it in his excitement.
And this time he added an oath to his denial in order
to secure credence when he thought that his word was
not enough. He acted even as though he did not know
Jesus’ name. And yet these very lips of his had uttered
Matt. 16 :16 and John 6:68, 69!
59) And about one hour having intervened, another man hegan to aﬁrm positively, saying, Of a
truth this fellow, too, was with him, for also. he is a

Luke 22 :59, 60
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Galilean. But Peter said, Man, I know not what thou
art saying! And immediately, be yet speaking, there
crowed a cock.

Peter promptly gave up trying to get out through
the entryway. Twice he had been positively challenged,
and we can imagine the uneasiness and the fear with
which he now tried to eﬁ‘ace himself in the crowded
courtyard. Luke knows that this continued for a full
hour. But just when this delay begins to give Peter a
feeling of security, the most decisive effort is made to
identify him as a disciple of Jesus. Matthew and Mark
say only that some of the men standing by, who had
evidently been discussing Peter, came over and confronted him. Luke makes one of them the spokesman,

and John supplies the detail that this was a relative
of the Malchus whose ear Peter had cut off. Here was
danger, indeed.
With great positiveness: “of a truth,” i. e., in spite
of thy previous denials, Peter is charged with having

been “with him,” namely in Gethsemane where this
relative of Malchus’ was almost sure he had seen Peter.
So Peter had not succeeded in allaying suspicion about
himself, he had only directed it into new and more
effective channels. “Also” adds the undeniable fact
that Peter was a Galilean to this man’s other assurance. This is corroborative evidence (745p), for all of
the disciples of Jesus hailed from Galilee with the sole
'exception of Judas, and all Galileans were recognized
as such by their peculiar Aramaic brogue. John adds
the detail that Peter’s challenger asked directly
whether he had not seen Peter in Gethsemane. This
time the net seemed to be closing completely around
Peter.
60) Luke is kind when he records only Peter’s
denial which states that he does not know what his
challenger is talking about. It was much worse than
that: he cursed himself and called on God with oaths
as he stated that he did not know. We see that Peter
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is ready to resort to anything in order to save his hide.
He has lost even his ordinary manhood and is now a
groveling coward, too pitiful to look upon. Even now
Peter was not arrested on suspicion and held for judicial investigation. But right then and there, while he
was still shouting his protestations, “there crowed a
cock”—the' subject and the verb are reversed, each
is thus made emphatic—who started his crowing just
before the dawn begins to lighten the sky (see v. 34) .
61) Nobody paid any attention to this crowing
—save one man. And, on turning, the Lord looked
at Peter. And Peter was reminded of the utterance
of the Lord, how he said to him, Before a cock crows
today, than wilt deny me thrice. And having gone
outside, he sohbed bitterly.
It is debated as to how Jesus could be close enough

to look upon Peter at this moment. The best answer is
that the Temple police were just then leading him from
the hall of trial through the open courtyard to some
place of detention until he should he wanted again.
With his face contused, black and blue from the blows
he had received, with spittle still deﬁling his countenance, Jesus looked upon poor Peter. No wonder that
look went home. Luke alone reports this great fact. In
the midst of his own awful passion Jesus’ Savior heart
thinks of Peter and with a look at the man on whose
lips the fearful denials are still trembling reaches into
that man’s soul in order to save him.
It is best to keep the passive: Peter “was reminded”
instead of understanding it in. the middle sense: “remembered.” For it was this look of Jesus that awoke
the memory of Peter. The cock’s crowing and the
Lord’s passage through the court and his look at Peter
were so timed by divine providence as to effect the
saving result in Peter’s soul. Jesus had spoken that
word about the cock (v. 34) because he foresaw Peter’s
situation at this moment and intended that Peter
should recall that word to his great beneﬁt. So the

Luke 22:62, 63
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tension of his fear was released at last, the warning of
his Lord’s love came back in his soul, the way to genuine repentance was opened.
62) It seems that Peter had no difﬁculty in getting
out of the courtyard. Some jump to the conclusion that
he would have had no diﬁiculty at any time. But the
maids kept the door locked, and Peter did not risk it to
demand an exit. It was the transfer of Jesus that
changed the situation. The crowd of the Temple police,
that had been kept waiting in the courtyard until this
time, were now ordered out, and Peter could thus leave
without difﬁculty.

Matthew and Luke state his repentance with two
words: ZKMWC mxpa'k, the verb denotes loud, audible
weeping: “he sobbed bitterly.” The adverb refers, not
to the physical sobbing, but to the bitterness of the
contrition that is back of it. Contrition includes the
realization that we have sinned and the consequent
genuine sorrow for our sin.
The story of Peter has two important sides: ﬁrst,
Jesus prophesies, and the fulﬁllment, which is frantically denied, follows to the letter; second, the foremost Of the apostles falls most terribly and is yet restored when he repents. For all time this calls sinners
to the pardon that Jesus brought for them.
63)

And the men having Jesus in charge went

on to mock him by beating. And having blindfolded

him, they went on inquiring of him, Prophesy! Who
is he that struck thee? And many other things, blaspheming, they went on to say against him.
It is plain that Luke reports the same mockery that
is recorded in Matt. 26 :67, 68 and in Mark 14 :65; and
no confusion of the two sessions of the Sanhedrin,
one of which was held at night and the other after
daylight, which turns both into one in Luke’s record
can hope to ﬁnd credence and lead us to place the
mockery that is recorded in Luke-anywhere but where,
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according to Matthew and Mark, it occurred, at the
end of the night session, after the Sanhedrin had condemned Jesus to death. We also see- how Luke wrote:
he tells about the denial of Peter, adds the mockery
of the Sanhedrin, then the ﬁnal ofﬁcial condemnation,
all forming a climax. It is thus that he omits the story
of the night trial and takes from it only the mockery
with which it ended.
We should not think only of the guards that held
Jesus as being the men that mocked him. A few guards
of the Temple police stand beside Jesus at his night
trial by the Sanhedrin, and after vain efforts Caiaphas
succeeds in having this legal body vote the death penalty for Jesus on account of blasphemy. The moment
this is attained a beastly, brutal, almost incredible outrage follows. “The men having Jesus in charge” are
the Sanhedrists themselves, the few Temple police are
only their minions. These Sanhedrists rise from their
judicial seats and stage the mockery. These supreme
judges of the nation, in whom all the dignity and the
grandness of the nation should be vested, show their
real nature as being rowdies of the lowest type. The
proud Sadducees, the aristocrats of the Sanhedrin and
the nation, reveal what they actually are: common,
coarse rabble. After they have shouted their illegal
verdict, which deﬁnitely repudiates any reverence for
God and his laws, they lose even the commonest human
decency. As they surround the lone, bound prisoner

these judges show what is in their hearts and in the
judgment which they have pronounced.

Luke restrains himself when he writes only: “they
went on to mock him by beating,” the participle denoting blows that bruise and break the skin. Mark and
Luke speak of blows with the ﬁrst, and both add the
vilest of insults, spitting into Jesus’ face. In their cowardly brutality they cannot act viciously enough against
this bound and defenseless victim and hurt him as much
as possible just as savages might do.

Luke 22:64-66
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64) Mark and Luke report the special mockery of'
Jesus’ prophetic powers. Someone conceived the idea.
of throwing something over Jesus’ head to blindfold.
him while slap after slap rained upon his face, blows of
the ﬁst, too, according to Mark, and then with ribald
laughter his-tormentors shouted to Jesus to “prophesy”
and to tell them which one had struck him.
65) This is offered only as a sample, for “other
things” and “many” of them these Sanhedrists said
against Jesus as they blasphemously reviled him. The
imperfects are descriptive and picture how this mockery went on and on. Having become tired of their
mockery at last, the Sanhedrists order the police guard
to take Jesus out. Mark reports that the guards received him with ﬁsticuifs and followed the noble pattern given them by their illustrious superiors. The
condition of Jesus at the end of this ordeal is easier
to imagine than to describe. There were literally fulﬁlled Isa. 50:6 and Jesus’ own prophecy spoken in,
18:32 and Mark 10:34.
66)

And when it became day, there was gath-

ered together the eldership of the people, both high
priests and scribes; and they brought him back into

their Sanhedrin, saying, If thou art the Christ, tell
us!
This is the early morning session of the Sanhedrin,
of which Matt. 27 :1 and Mark 15:1 make report; but
our versions do not understand the situation when they
translate that the Sanhedrin took counsel and held a
consultation on how to put Jesus to death; what was
done was to pass the ﬁnal resolution which conﬁrmed
the death sentence that had been passed at the night

session. In capital cases the Jewish law required a second session of the Sanhedrin, and that after an interval of at least a day; moreover, the law prohibited
night sessions. The Sanhedrin,. once having Jesus in
its power, was determined to rush him to death because
it feared the uprising of the pilgrim hosts that were
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then in the city. So the illegality of the night trial was
simply disregarded. But the formality of holding a
second session was found feasible even though it was
illegal since a day had not passed and since the ﬁnding
of the illegal night session was to be conﬁrmed. Yet
the holding of a second session lent at least a show

of legality.
Mark makes it plain that this early morning session
was one of the full court, and Luke does the same. In
the LXX and in Acts 22 :5 “the eldership of the people”
designates the entire Sanhedrin, and the apposition
“both high priests and scribes” adds another regular
designation for this legal body. Luke does the same as
Mark did, he makes doubly plain that this decisive
session was one of the entire Sanhedrin as a Sanhedrin
and not one of only some executive apart of the body.
At this session the death sentence could have been
held up, altered, or set aside entirely; but in full as-

sembly the Sanhedrin conﬁrmed that sentence and proceeded to have it executed forthwith. So “they brought
him back into their Sanhedrin” to face his judges once
more. The case is to be reviewed and the evidence examined once more. And we note that Luke now writes
even “Sanhedrin,” a third name for the high court.
It was composed of seventy or seventy-one judges, but
all of them did not need to be present; the absence of
a few was immaterial at any session.

67) . The question is put to Jesus as to whether he
is “the Christ.” This is part of the question that was
put to him by Caiaphas at the night session (Matt.
26:63). He had given an afﬁrmative reply to the question, and upon that afﬁrmation his death had been
decreed. But the matter is entirely changed when the
question is now divided and Jesus is asked only whether
he is “the Christ” or Messiah. To afﬁrm or to negate
this question is not by any. means to repeat or to retract the answer that Jesus gave at the night session.

The question is asked in order that the Sanhedrin may

Luke 22:67, 68
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now once more hear the answer ‘and may thus know
whether or not to conﬁrm its former verdict. But by
asking this question, which is only a part of the original one, the Sanhedrists make it impossible for Jesus
to repeat his yea.
But he said to them: If I shall tell you, in no wise
will you believe. Moreover, if I shall inquire, in no
wise will you answer. But from now on the Son of
man will be sitting at the right of the power of God.
In order to understand this reply we should remember that in the thought of the Sanhedrin “the Christ”
or Messiah had a nationalistic, highly political, purely
earthly meaning. Jesus could never afﬁrm that he was
“the Christ” when his hearers were thinking of such a
Christ. 0n the other hand, he could not say no, that he
was not “the Christ,” for this would be understood as
though he were in no sense the Christ whereas he was
the Christ in the true sense of the word. The question
itself had, ﬁrst of all, to be cleared up. Hence Jesus answered: “If I shall tell you,” namely in what sense I am
the Christ, “in no wise will you believe” what I say
about myself. For the thought that was farthest from
these Sanhedrists was to believe that Jesus was the.

Christ that he actually was.
68) Jesus adds: “Moreover, if I shall inquire, in
no wise will you answer.” This goes closely together
with what precedes. Jesus means inquire as he in-

quired in 20 :41-44 when he also received no answer.
This is not an inquiry about reasons for his arrest,
reasons why they did not think he was the Christ, and
the like. ‘No. To tell them whether he was the Messiah
he would have to explain that he was the Messiah in
the Scriptural sense; and if he took them into the
Scriptures and from these showed them the Messiah
he was and asked them if this were not so, they simply
would not answer just as they had refused to answer
before this time. Jesus thus brieﬂy and clearly gave
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the only reply he could give to this question about his
being “the Christ.”
69) Jesus might have stopped with this. But he
will not leave this court without clear testimony as to
who he really is, and in what exalted sense he is the
Messiah. A plain yea or nay would have misled; hence
Jesus repeats, with slight abbreviation, the declaration
he had given at the night trial, Matt. 26 :64: “But from
now on,” etc. The idea that he is referring to his
Parousia is obviated by the phrase “from now on,”
which refers to a deﬁnite time. This phrase refers to
Jesus’ death, to effect which the Sanhedrin is now assembled. That death will place Jesus at the right of
the power of God—that is the Christ he really is. He
so testiﬁes once more:
He calls himself “the Son of man” (see 5:24) because his glorious enthronement refers to his human
nature, this as joined to the divine. And this is also
his self-chosen Messianic title, which he used regularly
instead of “Messiah” or “Christ” in order to avoid the
Jewish political conceptions and entanglements. “The
right of the power” names the power instead of the
omnipotent God himself; yet the genitive is not possessive: “the right that belongs to the power,” but apposi-

tional, “the right that is the power.” To sit at this right
is to exercise this power; and this invariably refers
to the human nature of Jesus. This is the nature that

is about to be gloriﬁed at the resurrection, about to
ascend visibly to heaven, about to join' in the divine
reign. That nature appeared before the Sanhedrin in
deepest humiliation, and these men could not conceive
that all his lowliness would in a little while give way
to divine glory. Without indicating it Jesus is once
more using Ps. 110 as he did at the night trial, the
very psalm with which he had silenced the Pharisees
on Tuesday as recorded in 20 :41-44. The humble Jesus
had given some displays of divine power in his ministry; but these would be as nothing compared with

Luke 22:69, 70
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the everlasting operation of his power by his human
nature in glory.
Jesus repeats enough of his former testimony to
recall also the rest that he had said; he lets that sufﬁce.
The Greek uses the idiomatic plural for “the right,”

without the article; and int, “from” God’s right, the
direction that is opposite from that of our “at.”
70) And they all said, Thou, then, art thou the
Son of God? And he said to them, You yourselves

are saying that I am. But they said, Why have we yet
need of witness? for we ourselves heard from his
own mouth.
Luke uses the plural throughout this account and
says nothing about Caiaphas’ doing the questioning.

To conclude from this fact that Caiaphas was not
present is unwarranted, for he was the head of the
opposition against Jesus and led the procession that
took Jesus to Pilate. To conclude that Caiaphas let the
meeting proceed as it would without direction is also
unwarranted. He was president, and he presided. He
may have asked the question about the Christ. The
point to be noted is that this is only a corroboration
session, the sole purpose of which was to verify and
on verifying to conﬁrm the verdict that had already

been rendered. It was thus that any of the judges or a
group of them together might ask this or that question
to satisfy themselves. Not until all were satisﬁed would

the votes be recorded by the scribes, and that would
make the verdict ﬁnal.
So now not merely Caiaphas, one or the other, or
a few, but literally all shouted the question: “Thou,
then, art thou the 'Son of God ?” That was the other
half of the original question (Matt. 26:63) for the
afﬁrmation of which they had condemned Jesus to

death. That was one reason why it was again asked,
in fact, had to be asked. More than this, Jesus had just
made a statement that plainly involved his deity. Did
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he claim deity for himself? This, too, compelled the
asking of the question. Finally, they saw what Jesus
had pointed out, namely the inadequacy of their ﬁrst
question as to his claim to be the Christ. It is thus

that everything became focused on this second question. There were excitement and eager tenseness, which
Luke lets us feel by saying that the question came from

all.
One worded it thus, another in another way, but
it passed through the whole court, and all demanded to
know whether Jesus claimed deity for, himself. ofw
bases the question on what Jesus had just said about
his elevation to God’s right hand. “Thou” is decidedly
emphatic and lets us feel how incredible it seemed to
this court that Jesus could possibly be God’s Son, and
how outrageous that he could possibly make such a
claim. “The Son of God" is understood in the full sense
of deity. Modernism has this term mean something less

'by stating that God was immanent in the man Jesus
who was an actual, bodily son of Joseph; or that “the
Son of God” meant only “Messiah.”
“The Son," the Sanhedrists say, not “a son” among
many. They do not for a moment afﬁrm that God has
no such Son, that God is not three persons but only
one person. The Jews are now Unitarians, but in
Jesus’ time the Jews were not Unitarians. The issue .

between them and Jesus is never the claim that no Son
and noSpirit exist, that Jesus believes fables when he
speaks of the Father, the Son, the Spirit. The issue is
always as it is so decisively worded here at this supreme
moment: “Thou, art than this Son ?” That this man Jesus, this bruised, beaten, captive, helpless man who is
now in their power, that he should be this Son, very God
in human form, is to these Jews a thing that is at once
incredible and blasphemous in the highest degree. It
was because of this claim of Jesus regarding himself
that they had passed the death sentence upon him at
the night session. Now everything trembles in the

Luke 22:70, 71
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balance as the question is once more reached at this
morning session for purposes of legal veriﬁcation.
Jesus forthwith, without if, and, or but, afﬁrms that
all-decisive question exactly as he had done under oath
at the night session. He does it in the common idiom
of the day, the one he had used before: “You yourselves are saying that I am,” which means: “I‘am the
Son of God exactly as you are saying it in your question.” This idiom could use either the present tense
as it does here: “you are saying,” ‘or the aorist as it
does in Matt. 26:64: “thou didst say,” i. e., just now;
for the Greek uses the aorist to designate things that
have just happened (R. 842, etc.) whereas we prefer
the perfect: “thou hast (just) said.” If any proof that

this answer isan unqualiﬁed afﬁrmation is needed for
those who do not know the Greek, they have it here
in the court which heard that answer of Jesus and
heard it as his decided afﬁrmation and, therefore, at
once conﬁrmed its verdict of death.
What Matthew and Mark bring out so plainly in
recording the main facts of the night trial, what John
brings out in the trial before Pilate (John 19 :7), that
Luke, too, brings out by recording the main facts of
the morning session of the Sanhedrin: Jesus was con-

demned to death by the Jews, not because of this or
that lying charge that was preferred against him, not
on false testimony but because of his being what he
in very truth was: “the Son of God.” It is Jesus himself
who here places us at the parting of the ways: we
either join these Jews in their verdict that he lied and
perjured himself when he declared to them that he was
the Son of God; or we join Jesus, “who is the faithful
Witness” (Rev. 1:5), “the faithful and true Witness”
(Rev. 3:14), and worship him as “the Son of God"
in the verity of that name.
71) The result of this afﬁrmation was that the
Sanhedrin declared that it could dispense with anything like further testimony. What was the use of fol-
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lowing the regular procedure and calling in witnesses
to establish the original verdict? They themselves had
just heard (the aorist to express what has just happened) more than enough “from his own mout .”
“Witness”——why, they had none, had had none at
the night session. They knew it, yet they speak of witness as if they had a twinge of conscience on this point.

It was easy to dispense with witness when they knew
not whom to get to testify to this aﬂirmation. Time
was crowding them; they must get to Pilate before
the city woke up to what they were doing with Jesus.
So they close the case in short order. Nobody dared to
call a halt in any way. The fact that Jesus might be
“the Son of God,” that his miracles, his teaching, his
personality, the Scriptures themselves, God’s own voice
from heaven on three occasions, even the Baptist (John
1:34) had attested the fact of Jesus’ Sonship counted
as nothing with this court. This witness—they had
no need of it. It is still barred out by all who agree
with the Sanhedrin.
Luke does not report the formality that the death
penalty was conﬁrmed; he did not need to report this,
for he at once relates that the Sanhedrin proceeded
to have that penalty executed.

CHAPTER XXIII
1) And the whole crowd of them, having
arisen, led him to Pilate. And they began to accuse
him, saying, This fellow we found perverting our
nation and hindering to pay taxes to Caesar and
claiming himself to be a Christ-king.
It is Luke who brings out the fact that no less than
“the whole crowd of them” led Jesus to Pilate. This
means the entire Sanhedrin plus a considerable detachment of the Levitical Temple police. A sufﬁcient force
must have been taken along because Jesus was to be
led through the streets of the city and was to be under

guard before the Praetorium of Pilate until Pilate took
him in charge. Any attempt to rescue Jesus that might
be undertaken by the pilgrims who were still in the
city had to be blocked in advance. Pilate was to be
impressed; the size of the Temple guard and the whole
body of the Sanhedrin were to show him the dangerous
character of the prisoner that was ‘thus brought to
him. It was early morning, but Roman courts were
always available early in the day. The Praetorium,
which is called thus as being the seat of the praetor or
commander of the soldiery, must have been the fortress
Antonia at this time. Pilate’s tribunal was in front
of the building, the Romans dispensed justice in

the open.
2) We must insert John 18:28-32 at this point
(on which see the author’s exposition) because it is so
necessary in order to get the full story. After they had

arrived at the Praetorium, Pilate comes out, seats himself as the judge, but learns that all that the Sanhedrin

wants of him is to execute the prisoner on the basis
of the verdict it had already rendered. The Sanhedrists
lose out in this ﬁrst skirmish. Pilate refuses to be a
mere tool of theirs, they are compelled to take the role
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of accusers, and Pilate is the judge in the case. It is
thus that “they began to accuse him" before Pilate.
But they are not consenting to a new trial by the
governor. Not at all; they offer him only a statement
of what they as a court have already “found,” the
ﬁnding on which they have decreed the prisoner’s
death. Toﬁ'rov is highly derogatory, “this fellow”; and
“we found” is a legal term which states the ﬁnding of
their trial. This implies that they went into the case
in due legal form and established everything through
witnesses. They state this because they are not ready
to have Pilate do all this over again as though this
amounted to nothing in his court.
They name the crimes on the basis of which they

have passed the verdict of death on Jesus. We are
dumbfounded to hear them, for not one of these crimes
was even breathed at their two court sessions. The
great Sanhedrin faces the Roman governor with the
rankest lies. Nor was there one man who dissented, one
man who opened his mouth to tell the truth about what
they had “found.” Caiaphas and a few leaders do the
speaking, but all the rest lend their assent. This need
not surprise us. They who plotted judicial murder are
capable of carrying it out by means of bold lying.
Three capital crimes are charged against Jesus.
“Perverting our nation,” turning it this way and that
way from its peaceful course, working it up in dangerous agitation, is the ﬁrst crime. The emperor wanted
peace; other rebellions had been started and had to
be put down; Jesus was another agitator. The present
participles that are used in stating the crimes signify
that Jesus was now engaged in these nefarious acts.
They say “our nation” and use Eaves- which the Jews
seldom used because it put them into the same class
with the other “nations”; they loved the term Lads
which was used in the sense of the covenant “peeple”
that was exalted above all the £091; or nations. They
prefer the secular word in this instance in order not

Duke 28 :2
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to ruﬁle Pilate. They count on his having heard of the
fame of Jesus in Galilee, among the Jews generally,
and here in Jerusalem, where his royal entry had occurred last Sunday, and all the thousands of pilgrims
had enthused about him. So this was it: they wanted
Pilate to think of a dangerous agitation by this fellow,

and that the Sanhedrin has stepped in and squelched
it and brought the leader of it to book. What more
need Pilate say except to order the fellow’s execution
forthwith?
The other charges are added with two “and,” which
means coordination but also that all three are of the
same kind. “Hindering to pay taxes to Caesar” has
the plural of 4.6,)”, the same word that was used in
20 :22, which is used to designate tribute received from
a subject nation, the Greek verb being “to give.” The
Sanhedrists had tried to trick Jesus into a declaration
that such taxes that were paid to Caesar were unlawful for godly Jews, but his declaration had been the

very opposite. This is a bold lie' indeed! But how can
Pilate get at the truth? They were wholly safe in even
this lie. But when Pilate hears even an intimation of
this kind, it must arouse his suspicion. Rebellion
against Roman taxation had already caused trouble
enough, and Pilate was fully aware of the fact that
the Jews chafed under this tax and would respond to
any agitation to throw oﬁ this galling yoke.
The climax is the third crime: “declaring himself
to be a Christ-king.” We think that the two words
should be regarded as one concept and not, as is generally done, as two: “Christ, a king.” The view that
“Christ” meant nothing to Pilate and that “king" was
therefore added, shows only that “Christ”'should then
have been left out and “king” alone used. If “king" is
only an apposition, we should then have “the Christ.”
No ; “a Christ-king” these Sanhedrists say, namely
one who capitalizes the Christ-hopes of the Jews and
is therefore vastly more dangerous than any ordinary
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pretender to the throne of Israel would be, like Herod
the Great and men who had only political interests.
Pilate and anyone who was slightly acquainted with
the Jews knew of this Christ-hope of theirs. This charge
is made the last, the climax, and throws light on the
other two.
3) Did the enumeration of these crimes impress
Pilate? Very little. But since they are ﬁnally stated,
he proposes to proceed as the judge to try the case,
but not by any means immediately to underwrite the
verdict that the Sanhedrin wants executed. And, in
fact, if these were the crimes of which Jesus was

guilty, it would be easy also for Pilate to determine
that fact.
But Pilate inquired of him, saying, Thou, art
thou the king of the Jews? And he answering said
to him, Thou sayest it.
Read the exposition of John 19 :33-38. Pilate rose
from his judgment seat and entered the Praetorium
and gave the order to bring Jesus inside it for examination. He takes the most direct manner for investigating
the charges; he will begin by examining the prisoner.
He could do this outside of the Praetorium, but that
would leave the prisoner in the hands of the Jewish
police. By his going inside the building the Jews are
cOmpelled automatically to hand this prisoner over to
the Roman soldier guards of Pilate. He did not examine
Jesus in secret. The Romans were wholly averse to
secrecy. Any Jews who cared to hear the examination
could come into the Praetorium—Pilate certainly
would not cater to their unpleasant scruples about
ceremonial deﬁlement by examining Jesus on the outside. The Roman guards heard the examination, and
also other persons may have been there.
As the governor Pilate had kept a watchful eye on

every movement in the land under his jurisdiction. He
had undoubtedly heard about Jesus but never of any
royal pretensions on his part, of any force of men he

Dulce 28:8, 4
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was gathering, of any political disturbance whatever.
The emphasis is on m5: “Thou, art thou ‘2” etc. Pilate’s
question is tinged strongly with incredulity. He cannot
bring himself to think that this man, beaten, bruised,
arrested, alone, was pretending to be a king that was
hostile to Rome.
There is also mockery in the question. The dignity

of Jesus had not as yet had a chance to impress the
governor. Pilate despised the Jews and at ﬁrst regarded
Jesus as being only another Jew. “The king of the
Jews”—did this Jew think himself to be “a Christking,” “the Jews' king”? Grand king he would be for
the Jews! Pilate had quite a different picture in his
mind of what earthly kings looked like.
Pilate takes up only the charge about being some
kind of a king, for the other two charges were contained in this one. The synoptists report with exceeding briefness so that John felt the need of supplementing their brevity. Jesus did, indeed, afﬁrm that he was
a king, John states that he explained fully what kind
of a king he was. The synoptists let us infer this from
the way in which Pilate spoke and acted after the
examination into this kingship. “Thou sayest it” is
like the afﬁrmation recorded in 22 :70 and in the parallel passages, also in John 19:37, and the quibbling
about its not being a deﬁnite afﬁrmation ought to cease.
4) And Pilate said to the high priests and the
multitudes, I ﬁnd no crime in this man.
Pilate came out again and took his seat on the

judge’s throne facing the Sanhedrists, their police
force, and the other crowds of spectators who had
gathered by this time. Some think that he left Jesus
inside the building and had him brought out later;
but it was ever the Roman custom to confront prisoners with their accusers. Jesus was led out of the Praetorium behind Pilate. The governor delivers his judicial
ﬁnding. He acquits Jesus. Whatever the Sanhedrin
claims to have found, Pilate asserts that he has found
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the opposite. The neuter adjective aznov in the sense
of crime or criminal charge is used as a noun. Pilate
is not, however, true to himself or to his verdict. He
stops short with his bare announcement; he does not
forthwith order the prisoner discharged and give him
the necessary protection; he does not order the crowds

of Jews to disperse and to leave the premises and, if
necessary, drive them off by ordering out the cohort.
This is the ﬁrst fatal ﬂaw in the action of the Roman
judge.
5) But they kept insisting, declaring, He is
exciting the people by teaching through the whole
of Judea, also starting from Galilee till here.
Mark adds the detail that they brought on more
accusations, Matthew and Mark that Pilate asked Jesus
why he answered nothing to all this, and that he marvelled at Jesus’ silence. But Pilate had rendered his

verdict; Did he intend to turn the defense of that verdict over to Jesus? Was it not his business to examine
into any new charges if he deemed them worthy of attention? Jesus disdains to answer these trumped-up
charges. Pilate shows that he, too, scorns them because
he does not take them up.

The silence of Jesus leaves the responsibility where
it belongs, on Pilate, the judge. Luke records only the
charge of exciting (shaking to and fro) the people
(Amis- this time). “Also starting from Galilee till here"
in the very capital of Judaism reminds Pilate that

seditions usually start in turbulent Galilee. Pilate lets
the Sanhedrists offer this indignity to his high court
after pronouncing the verdict. He sits there, looks at
Jesus, asks him to answer, and takes no measures to
clear out the Jews. Since when must the judge’s verdict
please the plaintiif when it acquits the defendant?
Since when may the plaintiff assail the verdict before
the judge himself?
6) Now, on hearing it, Pilate inquired whether
the man was a Galilean. And on learning that he was

Luke 28:6,?
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from the jurisdiction of Herod, he sent him up to
Herod, he, too, being in Jerusalem in these days.
After Pilate acted as though he must obtain the
consent of the Sanhedrin to his verdict of innocence,
all he could do was merely to delay the fatal outcome.
The mention of Galilee caught his ear, and a new
thought ﬂashed into his mind: he would get rid of this
entire affair by turning it over to the ruler of Galilee.
So he asked whether the prisoner was from Galilee. A
criminal might be tried before three courts, the forum
originis, domicilii, or delicti, at the court of his birthplace, Of his domicile, or of the place of the commission
of his crime. Jesus had lived and worked in Galilee for

so long a time that he might well be remanded to the
jurisdiction of Herod. There is no need of discussing
Bethlehem as being the actual place of Jesus’ birth.
7) Yes, Pilate was told that Jesus, whose home
was at Capernaum and who grew up to manhood in
Nazareth, was “from the jurisdiction of Herod” (the
Greek retains “is” in the indirect discourse after a
past tense). Pilate forthwith sent Jesus to Herod.
“Send up” is a legal term for remanding one to trial.
“Sent up to Herod" means that Pilate turned the case
over to Herod. Strange, indeed! It was too late to do
such a thing, for Pilate had «rendered his verdict. By
doing it nevertheless, more decisively than by listening
to new charges he disregarded not only his verdict but
even the fact that he had rendered one. The whole case
is thrown wide open, and legal procedure and legal
safeguards are thrown to the wind. The trial has ended,
what follows is no longer a trial but only a miserable
jockeying and haggling; the outcome could not be in
doubt after this sort of thing was begun.
“Herod” is the only name that is used in the New
Testament, but this is Herod Antipas, one of the sons
of Herod the Great. He had inherited and was by
Rome granted only a portion of his father’s dominion
and ruled as tetrarch over Galilee and Perea. When
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Mark calls him “king,” this was a title that was used
by the people. He did plan to become king and to regain
Judea and his father’s entire territory. When, at the
instigation of Herodias, he made the attempt at the
time when Caligula became emperor, his brother Herod
Agrippa accused him before the new emperor, who
sent him into exile for the rest of his life. This was
the Herod who had taken his brother Philip’s wife
Herodias, who had beheaded John the Baptist, who
feared that Jesus was the Baptist returned from the
dead, whom Jesus called “that fox.” Desiring to be
the king of the Jews in the full sense of the word, he
who was only a nominal Jew was giving himself the

appearance of Jewish zeal at this time and also attending the Passover festival at Jerusalem.
8) Now Herod, on seeing Jesus, was exceedingly
glad, for he was wanting to see him for a long time
on account of hearing concerning him, and he was
hoping to see some sign being done by him.
Pilate hit it right as far as Herod was concerned
by sending Jesus to him. Herod was pleased with the
friendly gesture on the part of Pilate in turning the
Galilean prisoner over to him right here in the procura-

tor’s own domain, and he was actually delighted to
have his long desire ﬁnally granted actually to see
Jesus of whom he had heard so much for so long a
time. The periphrastic imperfect 15v saw is strongly
durative: “was wanting”; the English would use the
past perfect “had been wanting.” In temporal phrases
the Greek idiom éx indicates the point of departure (R.
597), reckons from the far point to the present; the
Greek likewise employs plurals in certain cases, here

“considerable times.” Aw’. states the reason for this
constant desire, and the present inﬁnitive denotes that
he kept hearing about Jesus all the time.
This might have been a desire like that of Zac—
chaeus, which was due to the way in which Jesus
treated poor sinners who were distressed and uneasy

Luke 23 :8, 9
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about their sin and guilt—and Herod certainly had
awful sins on his soul. Luke dispels all such thought.
What Herod hoped for from Jesus was that with his
own eyes he might see the performance of some sign or
miracle by Jesus. He regarded the miracles of Jesus
as nothing but exhibitions that put on a novel and an

astounding show. Kings often entertained their courts
and themselves by calling in some expert and having
him perform his feats for their delectation. That is
what Herod hoped to secure from Jesus at some time.
And when he now had Jesus before him he thought
that the hour had come to have his craving satisﬁed.
The man was utterly shallow; as far as Jesus was
concerned, he entertained not even ,a serious thought

or wish regarding him, to say nothing of anything
spiritual. Jesus had ﬁlled his land with the gospel and

divine works of grace and mercy. It was all lost on
Herod who looked only for diverting entertainment

from him. “To see some sign occurring by him”
(present participle) means a view of such a sign as
actually taking place before the eyes.
9)

And he continued to inquire of him in many

words; but he answered him not a thing.
Jesus was most likely brought before Herod by a

detachment of Pilate’s soldiers who, on delivering
their prisoner, return to the Praetorium. Having taken
over the prisoner from the Sanhedrin, Pilate would
hardly return him to its custody. We imagine that
Herod’s court assembled quickly, and that quite a scene
was staged. Pilate had sent Jesus to Herod, which
means that Herod was to conduct the trial and determine the prisoner’s fate. But he does nothing of the

kind. His long desire is now to be gratiﬁed, and so he
proceeds with that and only that end in View. All his
extensive questioning of Jesus is not judicial in any
way. Herod does not sit in the judge’s seat or function
as a judge. Various opinions are naturally held as to

the questions with which he plied Jesus. “In many
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words” means “at length,” with many questions. They
most likely turned on what ﬁlled his mind, the signs.
How did Jesus do them? Were they real? How about
this sign and that of which Herod had heard? And
especially whether he would do one for Herod right
now. Herod’s “many words” reveal his light mentality.
He rattled on, and it took a while for him to understand
the situation.
Jesus met this ﬂow of questions with absolute silence. Over against Herod’s volubility he placed this
calm, digniﬁed, impressive, and most signiﬁcant silence.
The reason lies on the surface. We may be assured
that, if Herod had proceeded as a judge and in the
proper judicial way, Jesus would have given the necessary answers. The supposition that Jesus disallowed
the jurisdiction of Herod is untenable. Herod was staging a show, and that made Jesus silent. This silence
was a rebuke to Herod. It showed the scorn of Jesus
for “this fox” and his antics.
10) But the high priests and the scribes were
standing strenuously accusing him.
“The high priests and the scribes" designates the
Sanhedrin in the current manner. They had followed
in a body with their force of Levitical police. They
were ready to accept a trial by Herod and were determined to have Jesus remanded to death. But a trial
was far from Herod’s mind. The descriptive imperfect
used in v. 9 is continued by eta-nixeumy, this past perfect being used as an imperfect and the perfect as a

present. As soon as the Sanhedrists could do so they
voiced their most strenuous accusations against Jesus'
and reiterated them at every opportunity. This was
to be a trial, and they were trying to do their part.
Moreover, they may well have feared that, if Jesus

amused Herod by working some miracle before him,
Herod might be so pleased as to try to retain Jesus in

his court to show him off on occasion. So they used

all their vigor. But that is all. 'Herod did not seem to
hear. He was too shrewd to take over this trial from
Pilate. For one thing, he was under no obligation to
the Sanhedrin, saw no- special advantage in taking up
this trial, and, more important still, saw the great
advantage of returning Pilate’s compliment by restoring the prisoner to him. So the Sanhedrists barked
in vain.
11) Having, however, set him at nought and
mocked him, Herod with his following, after throwing around him a shining garment, sent him up to
Pilate.
This is the answer of Herod to the Sanhedrin regarding Jesus, a sort of verdict in answer to their
accusations, which repeated in a way those that had
been made before Pilate in v. 2. He refuses to take
Jesus seriously, he makes light of the whole aﬁair, he
ﬁnds Jesus harmless, and he does not care to determine any crimes of his. He is satisﬁed to get a laugh
out of this unexpected encounter and to let it go at
that. Fear of the pilgrims who were attending the
festival does not actuate him, and all superstitious
fears of Jesus as being the Baptist returned to life
have been dispelled this long time. Nor had Jesus ever
directly assailed Herod in his preaching as had the

Baptist. He had received his two hundred talents regularly from his provinces and had paid Rome in due
order without any disturbances about the taxes. The

personality of Jesus in no way registers anything in
this tetrarch’s mind. So he has his fun with Jesus and
duly sends him back to Pilate’s court.
Three aorist participles state the subsidiary actions
that preceded the return of the prisoner to Pilate. The
silence with which Jesus answered Herod's questions
led Herod to “set him at nought,” to treat him as nothing. This was intended to be tit for tat. Did Jesus treat
Herod as nothing by refusing to answer the gracious
questions of so high a ruler as this tetrarch? Very
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well, let Jesus understand that this was pure condescension on the part of the ruler, and that, as far as
he is concerned who pretends to be king of the Jews,
he is just nothing to Herod.

The phrase «n‘m rois 01720.7de does not mean “with
his men of war" (A. V.), “with his soldiers” (R. V.),
“with his forces” (M.-M. 593) for the simple reason

that the tetrarch would certainly not enter the domain
of the Roman procurator with anything like a body
of troops, especially at the Passover. Luther is correct:
Hofgesinde ; as are the German commentators: Gefolge,
“his following” or retinue. Herod certainly made a
grand display at Jerusalem, but never with a military
force. The second participle about the mockery seems

to be added in explanation of the ﬁrst: by mocking
Herod set Jesus at nought, his whole court followed
its illustrious chief’s lead. The details are left to our
imagination.
Only one item is speciﬁed. Before the order was
given that Jesus beled away Herod threw a shining
garment around Jesus and dismissed him. The color
of the garment is debated, and some assert that almost
any color could be “shining” if the robe had a brilliant
sheen. Although this is true enough, this word anpéc
is so often used (also regarding angels) in the sense
of brilliant white as to make this meaning very probable here. Priests wore white, but no reference to anything priestly appears in the narrative. White was
worn frequently by the great and illustrious, and Herod
therefore chose such a robe for Jesus. He or one who
had been commanded to do so threw it around Jesus
over his other clothing. Herod intended that, when
Pilate saw Jesus, he could see at a glance what Herod
thought of the man. “Sent up” is the same court term
that was used in v. 7.
Herod and Pilate have been compared with each.
other. Both men ﬁnd Jesus harmless, not in the least.
dangerous, at most a fanatic. But Herod laughs at

Jesus and makes a great joke of him; Pilate is impressed more and more by Jesus, goes to great lengths
to set him free, and labors to rid himself of the bloodguilt of his death.

12)

Moreover, both Herod and Pilate became

friends with one another on that day, for they were
in enmity with each other.

This states the result of Pilate’s sending Jesus to
Herod. As far as Jesus was concerned, the action was
of no moment for him except to prolong his Passion
and to let this minor Jewish ruler add his mite to the
Jewish rejection of the Savior. No one knows why
Herod and Pilate had been enemies until this time.
Whether the event that is related in 13 :1 contributed
to the cause is problematic. Pilate had nothing to do
with depriving Herod of Judea as a part of his domain,
and that had been done before he was appointed governor. The fact that they were neighbors, ruled adjao

cent territory may have furnished friction enough. Yet
this turned into friendship when each offered the other
the compliment that is here recorded. For when Herod
returned Jesus to Pilate’s court he said in effect that
he would approve any disposition of the case that
Pilate might make. The Sanhedrin brought Jesus to
Pilate because it was forced to do so; after being asked
to take the trial Herod freely placed it into Pilate’s
hand. Although Pilate again had the troublesome case

on his hands he felt the honor that had been accorded
him by Herod, the more so since they had been at
enmity.

The participle with the imperfect of {mdpxm resembles a periphrastic tense form, the participle repeating
the durative idea, and «p6 in the verb bringing out the
idea of a previous condition. This friendship of Herod
and Pilate is really not a case where enemies join
hands against Jesus, for both men regard Jesus as
really being harmless. This is a case Where men subject the highest interests, those that center in Christ
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and in religion, to their own cheap personal ends. And
the latter is just as bad as the former.
13) Now Pilate, having’called together the high:
priests and the rulers and the people, said to them :.
You brought this man to me as turning away the:
people. And lo, I myself, having made examination
before you, found no crime in this man as to thethings you are charging against him. No, nor Herod,
for he sent him up to us, and lo, nothing worthy of
death has been done by him. Therefore, after chastising, I will release him.
As Pilate sent a message to Herod with the pris—
oner, so Herod likewise sent a message on returning
the prisoner. A Roman guard transferred Jesus to
Herod; how he was returned to the custody of Pilate
is not clear, save that Pilate again has him in the
hands of his guards, and Jesus is not in the hands of
the Jewish police. Luke places us at the point where
the governor has once more ascended his elevated seat
as the judge. The Sanhedrists and the people generally
were scattered about before the Praetorium. When
Pilate takes his place, and Jesus is standing under
guard near by, he has everybody summoned. “The
high priests and the rulers” are the Sanhedrin, but

“the people” are also included, of whom there must
have been a great number. Why “the people”? Because
Pilate felt sure that many of these were friendly toward Jesus, the mass of them certainly were not, like
the Sanhedrin, set on doing him to death. He counted
on them to support his effort to save Jesus.
14) Pilate thus speaks to this entire assembly as
the judge. His tone and his language are judicial. He
sums up the case. All sounds well until the last statement. There the fatal weakness of this judge again appears, for he ends by making a proposition and by implication asks that it be accepted. No real judge dare
speak in this way. He states ﬁrst that they have
brought this man to him “as turning away the people”

We 28:14, 15
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and uses “as” to designate the alleged crime (R. 966).
He includes in the one clause all that was charged in
v. 2; but Sui in the participle that is used in v. 2 means
only agitation whereas the an; in Pilate’s participle
means removal from the right course.
One would suppose that such a charge would have
some ground, but “10" ushers in a statement to the contrary. “I myself,” says Pilate, “after making due examination before you, found no crime in this man as
to the things you are charging against him." The pronoun €703 is emphatic, and anxpivae is the legal term for
making a judicial examination of a prisoner who is
under indictment (note Paul’s use of this term in I
Cor. 9:3). “Before you” means in open court. We see
that Pilate’s questioning of Jesus was not secret (John
18 :33) but according to due legal procedure, those who
cared to hear were present.
Aim is used again as it was in v. 4; Pilate states
once more that no crime or basis for a criminal charge
“was found.” He adds the relative clause: “of what
things you are charging against him,” i. e., keeping on
with your accusations. Pilate speaks of all the charges
that were made in v. 2. Is the genitive 133v due to the genitive redraw which is involved in it, thus being an attraction from the accusative a: “of those things which” you
are charging, or is this genitive due to the verb itself in
the clause? R. 511 is undecided; the latter seems better
although the former is generally held.
15) Pilate has the strongest corroboration for
his ﬁnding as a judge: “No, nor Herod.” The strong
adversative am: “but neither Herod,” is well rendered

by “no.” The evidence for this is the fact that Herod
“sent him up to us," the majestic plural indicates Pilate’s court. “Sent up," the legal term for remanding
to trial, is the same as it was in v. 7 and 11. The sur-

prise of this brings another “10.” Herod, in whose domain Jesus had wrought so long and publicly, who was
in the best position to know about any criminality,
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knew of nothing at all on which even to start a trial
by probing in a judicial investigation such as Pilate
had instituted. Jesus has perpetrated (madam) nothing
that is worthy of death. “Not guilty!” is the verdict
of the two courts. The periphrastic perfect is intensive
.(R. 903) and reaches from the past to the present.
16) What ought to conclude this speech? “Therefore, I herewith release him! The court is dismissed."
Pilate could even now correct his mistakes for not
having made this declaration at the end of v. 4 and
for sending Jesus to Herod. But no; he says, “Therefore, after chastising, I will release him.” He offered
a proposal,‘ a compromise. He virtually asks that the
Sanhedrin accept this in lieu of the demand for the
death penalty.
Pilate alone has mentioned death; but- this is done
only because the original demand made of Pilate was
to execute Jesus on the verdict of the Sanhedrin, and
because the crimes that'are charged in v. 2 were capital
crimes. Pilate acquits Jesus of these crimes, acquits

him completely: “nothing worthy of death.” But why,
then, chastise the prisoner? Has Pilate or Herod
found a lesser crime? No. No lesser crimes were even
charged, and the prisoner has certainly not incriminated himself in some degree. This chastisement is a
morsel that is offered these insistent accusers. Pilate
is asking whether they cannot be satisﬁed if he orders
this. They will then not lose face by being turned down
completely. They will have accomplished much, if not
all. Pilate was again hopeful, but every play he made
only made his defeat surer.
To yield an inch from his ﬁrst verdict (v. 4) over?
threw the entire verdict. That is why the Sanhedrists
hung on. All they had to do was to hang on, and they
did. He who yielded so much would yield also the rest.
It was just as unjust to chastise Jesus for no crime

that merited chastisement as to put him to death without proving a crime that was worthy of death. Pilate’s

Luke 23 .1648
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propoSal is a self-indictment-of criminal injustice. He
shrank from the bloodguilt ofexecuting' Jesus; he did
not shrink from chastising him. The fearful inconsistencies of worldly logic in moral matters are astounding. To hope to escape the devil by paying him a halfprice is the folly of making him certain that you willpay also the other half.

What does “chastise” mean? The consensus of opinion is to scourge, and all those who argue to the contrary have yet to specify what else it could or did
mean. Luke does not narrate the scourging but abbreé
viates that part of the narrative. It meant to stretch the
bent body over a low stone pillar and to lash the back
with whips of three lashes which had pieces of bone

or lead fastened to the tips. This cut and slashed the
skin and the ﬂesh, the loaded tips tore deep holes. The
Vitals were sometimes bared at the sides of the abdomen, and men at times died during the ordeal. This
is what Pilate proposed.

Some texts add v. 17: “Now he must needs release
unto them at the festival one”; but this sentence is an
insertion from Mark 15:6 and Matt. 27 :15. It supplies
what the following account needs.

18, 19)

We receive help from Mark 15 :6-8 at this

point. The crowds of people who had gathered before
the Sanhedrin were constantly increasing. Among
them, we may suppose, were many friends of Jesus,

and some of them shouted to Pilate to follow the cus-

tom of releasing unto'them a Jewish prisoner at the
Passover festival. Pilate took this up at once. John
18:39 states how he did it by acknowledging the custom and proceeding to follow it right here and now.
The custom seems to date as far back as the era of
the Maccabees and was probably intended to symbolize
the release of ancient Israel from its Egyptian bondage.
We may suppose that the usual method was followed: the governor nominated two candidates, the
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people by acclamation chose one (Matt. 27:17); no
one knows whether more than two were ever offered
for choice. Pilate not only made the nomination but

also indicated the choice he wanted made. For this
reason he nominated Jesus and the worst criminal who
was at this time lying in his prison. A pause occurred
which enabled the people to determine on-their choice
—Pilate was certain that, no matter how the Sanhe-

drists voted, the people would demand Jesus. So he
again took his seat as the judge and demanded to know
the choice. This is where Luke places us.
Now they raised the yell altogether, saying,
Make away with this fellow but release to us Barabhasl who because of a riot made in the city and because of murder was one that had been thrown into
the prison.
Matthew explains this unanimity of the crowds;
the Sanhedrists and their Levites among the police got
busy on the instant, circulated among the crowds, and
stirred them up with inﬂammatory words to vote as
they did. ’An’xpaeav=sie schrten auf, ‘fthey raised the
yell.”

The name Barabbas is recorded by the evangelists
only for the purpose of fully identifying the man whom
the Jews preferred to Jesus. They do not play on the
composition “son of Abba” and say that “Abba” denotes some prominent rabbi, and that this formed a
kind of parallel to Jesus’ title “Son of God.” The textual evidence that this man was called “Jesus Barabbas” is so inferior as not to need discussion. Yet, in
spite of the textual evidence, some would retain “Jesus"
on the plea that no scribe would have inserted “Jesus”
in any text and that it must, therefore, be original;
But the very reverse seems to be true. Those who love
to allegorize and play with names and words seem to
have inserted Jesus in order to obtain: “Jesus, the
Son of God,” and “Jesus Barabbas (the son of Abba) ."

Luke 28 :19
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We discard these fancies and the poor ground on which
they rest.
This degenerate son of a respectable father lay “in
the prison,” the prison of Pilate in Jerusalem, and was
at this time charged with participating in a riot or
insurrection and with committing murder. The impression is left that he was caught red-handed, and that
he would beyond question be condemned to the cross.
Luke’s 3011.9 instead of the simple relative states that

he was “such a one as,” etc. R. 860 calls 15v BAnOa’s a periphrastic aorist verb, 15v itself being aoristic. B.-D. 365
calls this construction “entirely incredible” since it is
never found except rarely in the poets; but the failing
of B.-D. is his willingness to change the readings of
exceptional cases. The matter is cleared up grammatic-

ally by making the participle the predicate to 15v which
states what Barabbas “was,” namely, “one lodged in
the prison.” The participle needs no article when it
occurs in the predicate.
Pilate set Jesus and Barabbas up as the candidates.
He aimed to secure the strongest possible contrast:
here one who was alleged to be royal, “a Christ-king"
(see v. 2), there the lowest and most vicious criminal.
But Pilate’s intentions turn out unfortunately. By putting up these two he put Jesus into the same class with
Barabbas—certainly not Barabbas into the same class
with Jesus. This Jewish custom dealt with the pardoning of some criminal by the governor at the Passover.
Jesus is thus really classiﬁed as a criminal together
with this other criminal. Did Pilate not see this? He
never sees far enough. The injustice that is done Jesus
is outrageous. The worse this criminal Barabbas is,
the more terrible is the injustice that is done Jesus.
The Sanhedrists saw what this proposition of Pilate's
really meant as far as Jesus was concerned and used
it to the utmost. Although he wanted to save Jesus,
by devious, not by straight and courageous means in
honest Roman justice Pilate himself helps to destroy
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Jesus. This thing of using questionable and wrong
means to accomplish good ends has wrecked more men
than Pilate.
The whole crowd does far more than to vote for
Barabbas; and Pilate has his great share of guilt in
what they do. They do not raise the yell: “Release
Barabbas for us!” but ﬁrst of all yell: “Make away
with this fellow l” i. e., Jesus who is standing right
there. Alpc=“make away with him,” i. e., put him to
death; on this evident meaning compare John 19:15;
Acts 21 :36; 22 :22; That was the very alternative Pilate
had placed before the Jews by proposing Jesus as a
candidate beside Barabbas. The choice was two-edged ;
it was not merely that one of the criminals should go
free, but equally that the other should go to his death.
Pilate reckoned on two things: ﬁrst, that nobody
would want a criminal like Barabbas to live, and second, that the people would not want a man like Jesus
to die. But natural justice is not so certain a motive
among men in critical hours; one may appeal to it with
safety only in calm days. The Sanhedrists had cunning
arguments to defeat this sense of justice in the people
at this critical moment. All saw that Pilate, the hated
representative of Roman power and oppression, was

trying to shield Jesus. Pilate had indicated that he
wanted Jesus chosen; Pilate had put up this wretch
Barabbas to attain this very end. Were the people going to let Pilate dictate thus? Did they want a Messiah
of Pilate’s choice? Did they think that a Messiah who
would be under the thumb of Pilate was the true one?
Nay, nay, never; make away with him!
20) But again Pilate called to them, wanting
to release Jesus. They, however, continued calling
at him, saying, Crucify, crucify him!
Luke does not state what Pilate said when he called
to the people after the choice was made. Matt. 27:22,

Mark 15:12 tell us: Pilate asked what he was to do
with Jesus if they wanted Barabbas released. The

Luke 23 :20-22
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pitiableness of Pilate is now evident. He had taken his
chance on the choice and had lost out completely. And
to haggle about it made the people’s insistence violent.
Luke says that he called out because he wanted to re-

lease Jesus. Did he hope that the crowd would tell
him that it wanted Jesus too? Pilate had maneuvered
himself into the complete defeat of his desire to release Jesus. He had brought his case to the point
where such a thing was no longer possible—except by
the strong measure of calling to his commanders and
ordering out the Roman troops.
21) The crowd promptly calls back to Pilate and
keeps it up in a mighty chorus and tells him what to
do since it seems he must depend on them: “Crucify,
crucify him !" That was how they wanted Pilate to

make away with him. Some of the Sanhedrists probably ﬁrst raised this shout, the rest of the crowd then
took it up. Pilate had conducted the case in such a
manner that not he but this crowd and the accusers,
their leaders, were acting as the judge, rendering the
verdict, and pronouncing sentence.
The question is asked as to how these Jews, whose
death penalty was stoning, came to demand cruciﬁxion
for Jesus. The fact that Barabbas was to have been
cruciﬁed, and that Jesus was now in a way taking his
place seems a doubtful answer. The Jews had turned
Jesus completely over to Pilate; they had washed their
hands of Jesus. Deprived of the right of inﬂicting the

death penalty themselves, they hold Pilate to its inﬂiction, and that meant cruciﬁxion for Jesus. Stoning
would have had to be done by their own hands; let
this pagan do the bloody work for them. Nor would
Pilate have beheaded Jesus, the common Jew; only

Roman citizens (Paul was one) received that mode
of death.
22) He, however, for the third time said to
them: Why, what base thing did this man do? No
capital crime did I ﬁnd in him. I will, therefore,
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after chastising, release him. But they went on insisting with great voices, asking as their due that he
be cruciﬁed. And their voices began to prevail.
Luke’s record is the clearest in regard to this third
appeal of Pilate’s, compare Matt. 27 :23; Mark 15:14.
.It has come to this point that Pilate has entirely forgotten that he is the judge, even the governor and
highest judicial authority in the land. He actually

pleads with this crowd and the implacable Sanhedrists’.
In questions ydp is little more than an intensive particle, R. 1149 ; it is like the denn in a question, B.-D.
.452, 1 And «(1de is no longer a capital crime but any
“base thing.” “Show me even that much,” Pilate pleads.
As far- as “a ‘crime of deat ” (qualitative genitive),
a capital crime, is concerned, he repeats vainly that
he found nothing like this in Jesus. But it is no longer
the judge that pronounces this verdict from his j udge’s

seat; the judicial tone and hearing are completely gone.
So he reverts to his former compromise (v. 16), to
chastise Jesus and to let it go at that. But his very
tone must have betrayed the fact that he had no hope
of its acceptance. This verse is highly illuminating for
an understanding of the character of Pilate. The Jews
had taken his measure.
23) They merely continue their insistence and
shout the louder at the sight of his complete weakening.
And they are right—one more shove, and over he goes.

The verb means “to lie upon" and thus to insist. It is
used ﬁguratively only with regard to tempests and the
press of wind, which cannot be brought in here as R.,

W. P., desires, as if the shouting were a tempest. The
middle of aiu’m is used to express business demands,
“to ask, what is due,’.’ what one has a right to ask, R.
805. It was thus that Pilate was now asked to crucify
Jesus. The crowd is not begging a favor but demanding
its rights. Rights on what grounds? Grounds—they

needed none with regard to a judge like this.

Luke 28 :28-25
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Luke records that “the voices of them began to
prevail,” and good texts add: all of them “and of the
high priests" (A. V.) . The latter was probably stricken
because it placed the high priests together with “them,”
namely the common people. But Luke’s imperfect “began to prevail” intimates that the battle against Pilate
was even now not entirely won. The aorist used in v.

24 reports that it was won when Pilate ﬁnally pronounced sentence. This did not, however, happen until
John 19:1-15 had occurred, the scourging and the

mockery plus the presentation with, “Behold the man l”
All this is not the preparation for cruciﬁxion but the
ﬁnal, desperate effort on the part of Pilate to save
Jesus by making him so pitiable a ﬁgure that nobody
could possibly any longer think of him as being a king.
24) All this, too, failed, more than failed, it
brought on the climax. And Pilate gave sentence
that their demand be done. And he released him who

because of riot and murder had been thrown into
prison, whom they were asking as their due; but
Jesus he delivered to their will.

Luke. is the only evangelist who states that Pilate
passed sentence on Jesus in due form. But the sentence
was not death because of some crime even though it
was only an alleged crime; it was “that their demand
occur,” that the Jews get what they had asked as being rightly due them. The aimpa. plainly continues the

idea of azrozimm and carries it over to ﬁroﬁwo, all speak
of what the Jews demanded as their right. This is, indeed, a strange form of sentencing.
25)

The execution of the sentence follows, and

we now see that the sentence included two parts. The
ﬁrst was the release of Barabbas. “He released him”
by an order to the commanding oﬂicer who passed the
order on to a subaltern. The enormity of this act is

brought to the reader’s mind by a repetition of the
contents of v. 19 concerning the man’s criminality
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and the addition that this was he “whom they were
asking for all the time (durative, imperfect) as their

rightful due.” Not a pagan or a pagan mob asks thus
but the great Sanhedrin of the Jewish nation, their
supreme religious court, which is backed by a great

crowd of their people. Think of it—this they asked!
And they got what they asked—deserved to get their
request.

The other part of the sentence was also executed.
Note the chiasm: the two verbs outside, the two ob-

jects abutted between them. we have only the simple
name “Jesus” in plain contrast to the full description
of the other man. “He delivered to their will” does not
mean that Jesus was turned over to the Jews; it is

useless to argue for that idea, for this contradicts all
that follows. Pilate’s soldiers executed Jesus, and that
was “their will,” the will of the Jews. John 19:16.
26) Immediately after the sentence had been pronounced Jesus was led away to the place of execution.
No law required a delay. No such law existed in the
provinces. The imperial laws regarding this point applied only to Roman citizens, and these were not cruciﬁed.
'
And as they led him away, taking hold of Simon,
1:. Cyrenian coming from the country, they placed
on him the cross to carry it behind Jesus.
The synoptists only imply that Jesus bore his cross
on the way to execution, John 19:17 tells us that he
did so. The prisoner was generally led through the
most populous streets; the place of execution would
generally be near a highway where many people would
congregate. The traditional eta. dolorosa, which is now

shown in Jerusalem as being the street over which
Jesus passed, is of late construction. The city was
destroyed several times, and many of its levels were
greatly changed. In places the declivities were ﬁlled

with debris so that some streets are as high as 60 or
80 feet above their original levels.

Luke 23:26
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All the evangelists only imply that after the procession had gone some distance for some reason a man
had to be provided to carry the cross for Jesus. From
Matthew we gather that this occurred after the procession passed out of the city gate. We are certainly
correct in thinking that Jesus broke down under the
load, broke down so completely that even his executioners saw that no blows and cursings of theirs could
make him stagger on. The effect of all the abuse that
had been heaped on Jesus since his arrest became
apparent.

The cross was no light load. Much has been written
about its form, whether it was an X or a T or had a
crossbeam T, and whether the beams were fastened
together from the start. All the evidence points to the
form which the church everywhere accepts, but it is

often pictured as being much too high. Jesus bore his
cross and not merely the crosspiece or patibulum. By
literally bearing his cross Jesus lends a powerful effect
to his ﬁgurative words about our taking up our cross

and hearing it after him.
The evangelists say little about Simon. He hailed
from Cyrene but was now a resident of Jerusalem, one
of the many Cyrenians who were dwelling there (Acts
2:10). Mark names his two sons, who, it is agreed,
later held prominent positions in the church. From
these data the general conclusion is drawn that Simon’s
strange contact with Jesus led to his conversion and

thus to the prominence of his sons in the church.
Luke and Mark know that he had been out in the
country that morning (dar’ é-ypoi, one of the many
phrases that need no article) and was just coming in

at this hour (shortly before 9 A. M.). No Jew would,
of course, work out in a ﬁeld on a festival day such as
this, and to assume this in the case of Simon in order
to build up other hypotheses regarding him is a proceeding that is quite futile. The executioners of Jesus
simply took this Jew and forced him to carry Jesus’
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cross. They pounced on the ﬁrst man that came along,
perhaps caught Simon right at the city gate, where
he could not escape. No Roman soldier would lower

himself by carrying a cross for a criminal. So the

soldiers caught a Jew and probably thought it a good
joke on this unsuspecting Jew that had to carry an-

other Jew’s cross.
27) Now there was following him a great
crowd of people, also of women who were beating
their breasts and bewailing him.
As we have learned to know Luke, this incident
may have preceded that which is mentioned in v. 26;
but even then we have no reason to suppose that the
account about the women is not true, that Jesus was
too weak to utter the words that are attributed to him.
The great crowd that was following Jesus was the
one that had insisted on his death at the Praetorium,
and was, no doubt, augmented as the procession passed
through the narrow’ streets of the city.
“Also of women” means that there were many
of these, and since Jesus turns and addresses them,
they must have walked together and been able to get

close to him. Beating themselves (their breasts) and
bewailing him means that they were raising the Jewish death wail for him as being one who was as good
as dead, compare 8:52 (Jairus’ daughter). “To bewail” is used in this sense in 7 :32; Matt. 11:17, and
from 0mveiv we have 6 opﬁvos, Totenklage, lament for the

dead. One thing is certain, the temper of the Crowd
that helped to cry “crucify, crucify” is not the temper
which all the inhabitants of Jerusalem harbored toward Jesus.

28) But having turned to them, Jesus said:
Daughters of Jerusalem, stop sobbing over me, but
be sobbing over your own selves and over your children. Because, 10, there are coming days in which
they shall say, Blessed the barren and the wombs
which did not bear and breasts which did not suckle!

Then shall they begin to say to the mountains, Fall
on us! and to the hills, Cover us! Because if they do
these things'in the green wood, what will he in the
dry?
It is not so certain, as some assume, that Jesus
could not have turned while the cross was on his
shoulders. These were women from the city, for
“daughters of Jerusalem" cannot mean only “Jewish
women” and thus also include women disciples of
Jesus from Galilee. What Jesus says to them also ﬁts
only inhabitants of the doomed city. These women
sobbed for Jesus as being one who was dead. They were
moved by sentiment and gave rein to their emotions.
Their lamenting is one of excessive pity for Jesus, and
as a lament for the dead is ﬁlled with hopelessness.
They see him helplessly carried to his death, unable to
escape his doom.
Such tears for Jesus are utterly wasted, such sentimentality is wholly fruitless. Hence the bidding: “Stop
weeping over me I” In negative commands the present
imperative often means as it does here to stop an

action already begun, R. 851, etc. These women were
not weeping for the sins of their rulers in sending

Jesus to the cross, for the sins of the crowd that did
Jesus to death, for the sins of their nation which could
reject David’s son, for their own sins as daughters of
this wicked Jerusalem. These women may have helped

to acclaim Jesus, but they were not his disciples. “Not
over me,” says Jesus, for these women knew nothing

of what he was doing this day: dying for their sins and
for those of all sinners.

HAﬁv, “nevertheless,” tells them that others need
their tears, need them very badly. They themselves

and their children are these others. Jesus had already
wept his tears over them (19:41). He has in mind
heart-breaking tears over themselves and their children

because of the doom of judgment that is awaiting them.
These women are representative. Hence we have this
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record of their weeping. The suﬁerings of Jesus still
arouse the emotions of especially the softhearted. But
all sentimentality regarding Jesus is useless even when
it brings tears to the eyes. Let sinners weep for themselves and for their sins, let them sob like Peter
(22:62), their tears may then lead to something that
is worth while.
29) What moves Jesus to utter these imperatives?
"on tells these women, and “10” brings out its astonishing nature. What they see and What they bemoan with
fruitless sentiment are the beginnings of the calamites
that will overwhelm them and their children. “There
are coming days” such as they would not think possible—yet they are already on the way. The plural
epoﬁm has an indeﬁnite subject, it is like the German
man wird sagen, anybody and everybody will say. They
will call the barren blessed, an unheard-of thing among
Jews, among whom children were esteemed to be the

greatest of blessings, and childlessness, especially barrenness, a'sign of God’s displeasure and even a curse.
The sentence is misunderstood when it is thought
to consist of three members. We have two, ﬁrst the
general statement: “Blessed the barren,” and next the
exposition: “and the wombs . . . and breasts.” The fact
that this expository clause is but one the absence of
the article with “breasts” indicates even as wombs
that give birth and breasts that give nourishment (this
is the sense of the verbs) belong together. A glance at
19:43, 44 which tells of the calamities that are on the
way for Jerusalem makes this abnormal beatitude
plain. When those horrors arrive, blessed is the woman
that has no children to multiply her agonies. Read
Josephus, Wars, 6, 34, the most horrible thing in
human history that has ever been set down in writing.

30)

The distress will be so terrible that “they

will begin to say (again the indeﬁnite subject which
refers to those who are in the distress of these days)
to the mountains,” etc. Jesus appropriates the prophecy

I/uke 23:30-32
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of Hos. 10 :8 which was spoken against Samaria about
her destruction by the Assyrians, but the two clauses
are transposed. The sense is the same; what Hosea
said of the Samaritans in their evil days the Jews will
say equally in their evil days when Jerusalem is besieged. They will prefer a sudden, cataclysmic death
by mountains falling upon them and by hills covering
them to the daily, continued terrors and horrors of
the siege. The word ,Bouvés is a rare Cyrenaic term that
is found also in 3:5 and means “hill.”
31) Jesus explains with an why such cries will,
indeed, be justiﬁed. The explanation is stated in the
form of a self-answering question: “If they do this
in the green wood, what will occur in the dry ?” év=
in .the case of, R. 587. Something far worse will surely
occur in the dry wood. The green wood is Jesus in his
sinlessness, the dry wood the Jews of Jerusalem in
their sinfulness which had reached a state where it
was ripe for judgment. Thesubject is again an indeﬁnite plural: “if they do,” which is shown to be such
by the following “what shall be or occur.” If Jesus
must suffer as he does, sinless as he is and bearing
only the sins of others, what will they have to suffer
who sinluntil the judgment? On the green wood see
Ps. 1 :3; on the dry Jer. 5:14; Jude 12. The entire expression which is taken from Hosea is used again in
Rev. 6 :16 in connection with the ﬁnal judgment. The
subjunctive 'ye'vm'at. is deliberative, R. 934.
32) Moreover, there were led also other two,
malefactors, to be made away with together with
him.

Ae’ adds this fact, and the imperfect describes the
act. “Other two” or “two others” means in addition to
Jesus. These were “malefactors” or criminals, “robbers,” according to Matthew and Mark. The point of
note is that they were to be made away with “together
with him” and fulﬁll, as Mark notes, the prophecy that
Jesus was reckoned among transgressors, Isa. 53:12,
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even as Jesus himself had foretold in 22 :37. We do not
know why these two condemned men had not been
cruciﬁed before this time. The reason Pilate ordered
them to be cruciﬁed with Jesus is plain. It was intended as a slap against the Jews and should be combined with the superscription that was placed over
the head of Jesus. Pilate intended that everybody
should see the kind of king the Jews had brought to
him, one that belonged among criminals by their own
demand. He takes his vengeance out on these Jews by
stigmatizing their king, stigmatizing him by means
of their own ﬁnding. Pilate disregarded what this did
to Jesus himself. We note the same thing in his having
Jesus scourged and mocked to show the Jews what a
helpless, abject, pitiful ﬁgure they were calling a dangerous king. At that time it was his object to save
Jesus; saving him is now past, and the weak, defeated
Pilate can take only this vengeance on his successful
opponents.
33) And when they came to the place called
Cranium, there they Cruciﬁed him; also the malefactors, the one at the right, the other at the left.
The place was called Golgotha, and Matthewtrans-'

lates this Aramaic term Kpayzou 761x09, “Cranium place”;
Luke says simply that the place was called “Cranium.”
It bore this name because the hill was shaped like a
cranium, the top of a skull. The name was merely
“Cranium” or “Calvary” (from the Latin), not “The
Skull” (R. V., no article accompanies the name), and
certainly not “The Place of a Skull."
The site is in dispute, but it has been certain for
many years that the site which is now shown in Jerusalem in the Church of the Holy Sepulcher is spurious in toto. Far more acceptable is the cranium-like
hill outside the walls which is now occupied by a Mohammedan cemetery, a hill that rises above the recently discovered “Garden Tomb” (also called “Gorden’s Tomb” after its discoverer). This place bears

many marks of being the place of cruciﬁxion, namely
the peculiarly shaped hill, and of the entombment in
the garden beneath and away from the hill.
Among the astounding things of Scripture are the
records of the supreme events—one word to describe
the cruciﬁxion of God’s Son, one word his resurrection.
Events so tremendous, words so restrained! Who
guided these writers to write in such an astonishing
manner? This is one of the plain marks of divine inspiration in the very product itself. The intention is
evidently, and that on the part of all the evangelists,
not to describe the awful act of cruciﬁxion. The fact,
not the details, is to ﬁll the reader’s mind.
From the great mass of evidence that has been
collected we gather that the cross was ﬁrst of all
planted ﬁrmly in the ground. Only under very exceptional circumstances were the crosses high. That of
Jesus raised his feet no more than a yard above the
ground, for the short stalk of hyssop which was 18
inches long was able to reach Jesus’ mouth. A block or
a heavy peg was fastened to the beam, and the victim
sat on this. He either mounted it himself and was perhaps assisted by the executioners, or they lifted him up
to the seat and then fastened his body, arms, and legs
with ropes. Then the great nails, of which the ancient
writers speak especially, were driven through the hands
and the feet.
A hundred years ago about everybody was certain
that the feet of Jesus were not nailed to the cross—
in spite of 24:39: “Behold my hands and my feet!”
Exhaustive investigation has convinced all who have
seen the evidence that also the feet were nailed, and

each foot with a separate nail. The central seat or peg
kept the body from settling to one side after the ropes
were removed. None of the old writers ever mentions
a loincloth. The agony of cruciﬁxion needs no description. We mention only the hot sun, the raging thirst,
the slow approach of death which was sometimes de-
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layed for four days. It was a great relief to the malefactor to learn that he was to die on the very day on
which he was cruciﬁed.
“Also the malefactors” means that they were cruciﬁed in the same way that Jesus had been cruciﬁed.
Painters follow their fancies when they depict the
malefactors as being only tied to their crosses with
ropes. All the evangelists state that Jesus was placed
between the two malefactors, probably by order of
Pilate, although the soldiers, too, would naturally have
arranged the crosses in this manner, Jesus being the

one important victim. The Greek writes éx and measures out from Jesus to the right and to the left and

uses the plural without the article.
34)

But Jesus went on to say, Father, dismiss

it for them; for they do not know what they are

doing! Moreover, in dividing his garments they
threw lots.

See 3:7 on the imperfect é’Aqe; it describes the act
of speaking and thus asks us to dwell on it. This is
surely the ﬁrst word that Jesus uttered while he was
on the cross. The question of the text need not detain
us; the attestation for its retention is strong, and the
absence of this verse in some texts was most likely
due to inability to grasp the meaning. A conﬂict with
the word that was spoken to the daughters of Jerusalem is untenable; and demands to know how it could
be known that Jesus spoke this word are easily answered. The view that Jesus spoke thus only‘in his
heart contradicts the verb that he “said” this. Luke
alone records this prayer. It was uttered while the
cruciﬁxion was in progress or immediately thereafter.
This simple prayer is astounding; all interpretation will leave much to be added. The climax of suffering is now being reached, but the heart of Jesus is
not submerged by this rising tide—he thinks of his
enemies and of all those who have brought this ﬂood

I/uke 28 :34
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of suifering upon him. In this connection one should
dwell on the whole Passion history and on the fact
that it meant agony for Jesus. He might have prayed
for justice and just retribution; but his love rises
above his suffering, he prays for pardon for his enemies. Such love exceeds comprehension and yet reveals
the source whence our redemption and our pardon ﬂow.
“Father,” Jesus addressed God and even now spoke
as the Son, as one who accepted ﬁlially all that his
Father is permitting to come upon him. His Father is
with him and hears his Son say, “Father,” and what
this Son now utters will meet a full response in the
Father’s heart, for he so loved the world that he sent
his own Son to die for the world, and this dying is now
at hand.
‘
The verb fi¢zﬂﬂg of which we here have the second
aorist imperative, belongs under the explanation of
the noun a”¢eme which is given in 1:77. “Forgive” is
not expressive enough: “remit,” “dismiss," “send
away” render the true sense. The object is not stated
but is plain from the added clause: dismiss “what they
are doing.” The «1:51-on, “to them,” is also discussed.
Who are these for whom Jesus is interceding? The
answer is very readily given that the grammatical connection makes the Roman soldiers the antecedent of
the pronoun. There is then discussion about the guilt
of the soldiers, as to how much they knew, and to what
degree they were responsible for the execution of their
orders, also whether they had helped to mock Jesus
in the Praetorium, and even whether they were abusive
in nailing Jesus to the cross.
But such discussion is rather confusing. We have
the antecedent in Jesus’ own words: he is praying for
those who do not know What they are doing in bringing
him to his death. Acts 3 :17 tells us that this included
the people; Acts 13:27 adds those dwelling in Jerusalem and their rulers, and I Cor. 2 :8 corroborates the
inclusion of the latter. Were Caiaphas and Pilate in-
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cluded? We prefer not to pass judgment on individuals,
for God alone knows the hearts and to what degree
they sin against better knowledge. Nor do we bring in
the distinction between vincible and invincible ignorance, such as can be and such as cannot be helped by
the person concerned. To be sure, the former involves

greater guilt, but who of us can say to another person:
“This you could and should have known”?
Nor was this prayer absolute, i. e., that ignorance
removed all guilt or made it so slight that the Father
could dismiss it without further ado. No; the very ﬁrst
word “dismiss it" states that these are terrible sins,

something grave and serious to dismiss. This is not a
case of brushing away a few feathers. This is also true
with regard to the ignorance. The sinning that is connected with the Passion of Jesus is so open, ﬂagrant,
deliberate, and so multiplied that everybody who was
involved knew it. It is unwarranted to claim ignorance
for these outrageous sins, or to think that Jesus sup-

posed that ignorance was back of them. “What they
are doing” is deﬁned in I Cor. 2:8, namely this that
they were crucifying the Lord of glory, or Acts 13:27,
that they were fulﬁlling the prophets, or Acts 3 :15-17,
that they were killing the Prince of Life. It was this
ignorance that Jesus referred to. All these men who
did Jesus to death were an ungodly, unregenerate lot
who were living in all kinds of sins besides those they
perpetrated on Jesus. What good would it do them to
have only the latter canceled? This prayer of Jesus

involves the thought that these men may and will yet
learn just what they have done, that it was God’s own
Son, the Prince of Life, the Lord of Glory, and not
just a man, whom their ungodliness killed.

This shows us the fulﬁllment of this prayer which
Jesus had in mind. By no means a pardon without repentance—that would run counter to all Scripture and
to the very redemption Jesus was now effecting. But a

pardon through repentance when the truth would be

Luke 28 :84, 35
brought home to them
home. The knowledge
consisted of the light
as law and as gospel,
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as the Acts passages brought it
that was thus wrought, which
that would operate upon them
as revealing their horrible sin

and also the redemption that Jesus effected when they
killed him, that knowledge was the means Jesus had
in mind for causing their repentance and thus their
remission, and not of 'one sin only but of all their sins.
In other words, Jesus prays that the Father may give
these murderers of his time, grace, and the knowledge
that may bring them the Father’s pardon.
. It is remarked that Jesus does not say: “I myself
dismiss it for them; for,” etc. Why not? Because he is
the Intercessor with the Father. He is acting as our

High Priest. But did he not pardon others, even the
malefactor (v. 43) ? Ah, but all these repented. His
intercessioncannot take the place of absolution. Intercession is made for those who are still impenitent, ab-

solution is intended only for the repentant.
John 19 :23, 24 describes the division of the garments in detail. Luke states only that it was made,
and in this case by casting lots. A common way was
to place lots in a helmet and to shake them until one
ﬂew out; another way was to reach in and to draw out
lot by lot. If the former way was used, one man was
designated, and the ﬁrst lot that ﬂew out was his, the
lot being marked for a certain portion of the four that
had been arranged; John tells us that there were

four. In the case of the valuable tunic of Jesus three
lots would be blank, the other would win. The clothes
of the victim were the perquisites of the executioners,
the victim being treated as one that was already dead.
The soldiers were great gamblers. It was nothing exceptional for them to gamble for the clothes of Jesus.
The clothes of the malefactors were probably divided
in the same way.
35) And the people were standing heholding.
Moreover, also the rulers were turning up the nose,
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saying, Others he saved; let him save himself if this
fellow is the Christ of God, the elect.

Recall the crowd of people and of women that followed the procession out to Calvary (v. 27) . All that
Luke says about the people is that they were standing
while looking on. This spectacle fascinated them; the
past perfect of this verb is always used as an imperfect.
A great circle of spectators surrounded the central
scene. Instead of saying that mi implies that the people, too, were turning up the nose like the rulers, the
statement should be reversed: the rulers, too, were

standing like the people. Others besides the rulers did,
indeed, mock Jesus while he hung on the cross as Matthew and as Mark report, but their very language
shows that these were men of the city who knew what
had occurred at the night trial and threw this into
Jesus’ teeth. In addition we see “also the rulers,” Matthew naming. all three classes of the Sanhedrin, which
is exceptional for him since the naming of two classes
generally suﬂices. It is unwarranted, then, to think
that only a few Sanhedrists persisted to the end, and
that the rest were detained by duties at the. Temple or
elsewhere. No; so fascinated were they and so determined to see the end with their own eyes that they
were out here on Calvary as a body.
Even here in public they throw their dignity to the
winds, forget who they are, and, like the common herd,
give way to their basest passions. What they are capable of we saw in 22:63-65. They cannot now spit on
Jesus, but they certainlystab him as deeply aspossible
with their cowardly and vicious tongues. They go on
turning up their noses at Jesus, a gesture of insulting
disdain (Ps. 22 :1), the imperfect tense is descriptive
of what they did for some time. Luke records only
their chief slanderous contribution. “Others he saved”
is by no means an admission that he did save others
but the very opposite. The denial that hereally ever

savedanybody is based on his inability to save himself.

Duke 28:35, 86
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For this is a sneer. It is plainer in Matthew where they
go on: “King of Israel is he !” and mean that he is
anything but that. All his miracles are derided—they
must be spurious or he would help himself.
“Let him save himself,” they taunt him, “if this
fellow (05709, derogatory) is the Christ of God, the
elec ,” i. e., if he is really this as he claims. Compare
22 :67, 70 in the second Jewish trial, and Matt. 26 :63
the ﬁrst. The Sanhedrists challenge Jesus to save himself by his Messiahship and thus to prove that he is
God’s veritable Messiah. Many texts read: if he is “the
Christ, the elect of God”; but the sense is unchanged
because the verbal ism-rd: is passive and implies that
God made Jesus his elect. Luke alone has this addition,
which recalls 9 :35, but certainly not as being the source

of this sneer. It is a probleni as to how the Sanhedrists
came to add “the elect.” Did they draw it from Isa.
42 :1? The claim that it means the same as “only-begotten” in John 1 :14 is only turning the other claim
around that “only-begotten” means no more than beloved. All we are able to say is that “the elect” goes
with “the Christ,” God had appointed and chosen him
for his ofﬁce. The fact that Jesus was dying on the
cross was plain evidence to these Jews that God had not
elected but had rejected Jesus. Luke’s “elec ” seems to
equal Matthew’s (27 :43) “if he will have him.”
36, 37) And the soldiers also began to mock
him by coming up, oﬁering him sour wine, and saying, If thou art the king of the Jews, save thyself!

It is not probable that the soldiers would have
joined in the mockery if the example of the noble Sanhedrists had not stirred them up to do so. Matthew
and Mark report that the Sanhedrists mocked Jesus
as being “the king of Israel.” That certainly recalled

to 'the soldiers their own mockery of Jesus in the
Praetorium upon Pilate’s own order when they ﬁxed
up Jesus as “the king of the Jews" with a crown, purple robe, scepter, and ribald obeisance, etc., as they
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picked up the idea from Pilate himself who kept calling
Jesus king of the Jews, in fact, sent out an inscription
with this title on it to be fastened to Jesus’ cross. So
these soldiers renew their mockery. But they pick up
the new idea from these Sanhedrists to shout at this
king of the Jews to save himself if he is this king.
But they put action into their mockery. They do
their mocking by coming forward and by oﬂering
Jesus sour wine, ages. All three participles denote mode
and manner, all three modify “they were mocking”
and show how this was done. It will not do to conﬁne
the mockery only to the words the soldiers spoke. This
oxos was the common, cheap sour wine that was provided for the soldiers, with which they refreshed themselves during their long wait. It was their ordinary
drink, and no other was available here. Coming up to
the cross of Jesus, the soldiers offer him a drink, hold
out their wine to him, and tell him just to step down
and to reach out and to take it. It was a cruel way to

mock the sufferer who had had nothing touch his lips
since the night before.
This mockery on the part of the soldiers is recorded
by Luke alone. It took place before the darkness fell at
noon. It has nothing to do with Matt. 27:46-49; Mark
15:34-36; John 19 :28-30, which occurred after the
darkness, just before Jesus died. Yet some would weld
Luke’s brief account together with these other accounts
—a task that is fruitless.
38) Now there was also an inscription over him,
The King of the Jews this.
This is the parenthetical se’ which inserts a statement that is helpful for understanding what precedes.
The mocking soldiers used only what Pilate had put
into this inscription. John ampliﬁes the synoptists’ accounts on this subject by telling us that Pilate wrote
and placed the inscription (by his agents, of course) ;
that when the Jews saw it on Calvary they went and
objected, but that Pilate would not change a word of it.

Bake 28 :88,
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It is quite certain that the inscription was placed
on the cross over the head of Jesus at the time of his
cruciﬁxion, and there is only a bare possibility that the
inscription was an afterthought on the part of Pilate
and was a bit later brought by a messenger to the centurion who was to have it put up. Inscriptions that
stated why a man was cruciﬁed were common. These
were also carried and displayed on the way out to the
place of execution although they were not hung from
the culprit’s neck, for which view no evidence has
been found. We read nothing about inscriptions in the
case of the malefactors—the mind of Pilate seems to
have been taken up chieﬂy with Jesus. Not, however,
until Jesus was cruciﬁed did the inscription appear and
were the Jews aware of it and of the writing it bore.
It was written in three languages, which fact explains the slight variation of the wording as this is
recorded by the four evangelists. All four have “The

King of the Jews.” Read the accounts of the trial before Pilate and see that it started with the charge of
Jesus’ being the king of the Jews, and that Pilate constantly and to the very last kept repeating “king of the

Jews.” Forced to crucify Jesus by these vicious Jews,
he will do so, but only as “the king of the Jews” as
they have charged. This is Pilate’s revenge. He writes
their own charge over the head of Jesus. But was it
a crime to be “the king of the Jews”? Strange crime
that would be.

This title proclaims that Jesus is innocent of any
crime. Pilate sets it down as a simple fact that Jesus
is “the king of the Jews” ; he had examined Jesus and
found it even so and had also learned what kind of
king Jesus was. So he writes it for all to read, and the
title is a vindication of Jesus. But it galled the Jews—
their king cruciﬁed as a malefactor! They tried vainly
to change this accurate caption. God’s hand was back
of this; just as they could condemn Jesus only for being what he really was, God’s Son, so they are able to
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bring him to the cross only as what he really was, “the
King, the one and only King of the Jews.” All their
own and all the soldiers’ mockery of'Jesus as the king

must take place under this silent title, which speaks
so loudly to the ends of the world in three languages by
proclaiming that he is, indeed, “the King of the Jews.”
39) Moreover, one of the suspended malefac-

tors began to blaspheme him, saying: Art thou not
the Christ? Save thyself and us!

Both Matthew and Mark state positively that both
robbers reviled Jesus. Any effort to change their testimony casts reﬂection on their veracity. To assume that
they use a plural of the category and have only one
malefactor in mind is unfair to their direct statement.
After hearing the Jews shout about saving others these
malefactors are carried away ;. they want to be saved
from their excruciating pain and so join the chorus.
Luke shows the sequence; Sanhedrists, soldiers, malefactors. But Luke speaks only of one and shows us the
other as doing the very opposite. This is not a contradiction but only an addition, and a mighty important
one, to the records of Matthew and Mark.

At ﬁrst both malefactors reproached Jesus, but before very long one of them came to repentance, and
it is this fact that Luke records. He grew silent, and
then, when the other again broke out in reviling, he
revealed the fact that he had changed. Is this so im-

possible? Both were hardened rascals when they were
led out with Jesus. But they came to see and to hear

mighty things regarding him from that moment onward. They were facing a slow death. The human
judgment that had been visited upon them presaged
the divine judgment that awaited them so shortly. It
took until this time to produce a salutary effect in the

one. The denial that it could take place is met by the
fact that it did take place. The only difﬁcult matter is
to explain why the same effect was not accomplished

Luke 23 :89, 40
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also in the other, but the fact is again that it was not
accomplished.
“Art thou not the Christ?” with its interrogative
word bﬁxi (the strong as) which implies that the question must be strongly afﬁrmed shows how this impenitent malefactor wanted Jesus to be the Christ, wanted
it for his purpose. He will let this Christ save himself,
but he must then certainly save also him and his companion. That is all he wants a mighty Christ for, to
escape the cross and death, to go on living his wicked
life, to cheat justice. There is no shadow of repentance,
no trace of faith in Christ. The question and the de-

mand'sound like one more effort on the part of the man
to prOd Jesus, to make him act by taunting him with
the statement that he is perhaps not the Christ after
all and cannot save anybody as the Sanhedrists implied.
40) But answering, the other, rebuking him,
said: Dost than not even fear God, seeing thou art
in the same judgment? And we for our part justly,

for we are duly receiving things worthy of what we
did. But this man did nothing out of place.
Why does this malefactor answer when the other
had addressed Jesus and not him? Because the other
had presumed to speak for both: “Save thyself and
us!” He rightly and most emphatically disavows that
presumption. Jesus is silent amid all the mockery and
reviling; “as a sheep before her shearers is dumb, so

he openeth not his mouth,” Isa. 53:7. He simply endures it all. The answer was a rebuke, it was calm but
straight and true. If we list the good works of this
man that were done after his inward conversion, this
is the ﬁrst: a godly rebuke to a blatant mocker that
recalls the fear of God to him and defends the Christ

he mocks. This is a necessary work, one that Christians
often shrink from performing for fear of men. And
this malefactor speaks out before all these other mockers, retracts what he has previously uttered to the
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same eifect, and takes his place beside Jesus. Already
by rebuking the other he confesses his own true faith
in Jesus.
We combine the negative with the verb: “dost thou
not evenffear,” the present tense expresses the enduring fear; not with the pronoun: “not even thou,” or
with the object: “not even God,” as has been done. At
least the fear of God ought to have shut the other’s
mocking mouth. The fear had entered the speaker’s
heart. It is the dread of a holy and righteous GOd. "on
is consecutive (R. 1001) , “seeing that,” etc., and points
to the consideration which the fear should have followed, which is “that thou art in the same judgment.”
Note that xpc’pa is a neutral term, “judgment,” not “con-.
demnation” (our versions and others). All three had
received “the same judgment,” one that remanded them
to the cross and to a terrible death.
41) This malefactor at once states the great difference fully and clearly. Note the balance of pe’v and
8é, which the English is unable to reproduce; also the
emphatic contrast ﬁnch, “we for our part,” and 05709,

“this man” (purely deictic). “And we for our part
justly” is an open acknowledgment that the judgment
which had been pronounced upon the two malefactors

was fully deserved. And yép proves it: “for we are duly
(an-0’ in the verb) receiving thingsworthy of what we
did,” {w is the genitive after 55m and is attracted from
a, the accusative after the verb.
That is this malefactor’s open confession of sin.
How does he come to it at this late moment in his life?
We have only one answer: it was wrought in him by
his contact with Jesus. They know little about great.
sinners who reduce this man’s sins, who regard him.
as a kind of patriot, one whose zeal was misdirected,
or as a man who had already met Jesus in his wanderings and had been touched by him. He was “a robber”
(Matthew and Mark), and the plainer a man’s sins

are, the more readily he may yield to the divine law in

Luke 23 :41, 42
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contrition for them. Many a black sinner has turned
thus from his past life with unexpected suddenness.
Jesus was “in the same judgment” with them, was,
like them, hanging on the cross; but, '10, the vast difference: “This man did nothing out of place.” ”Ara-now is
by no means a mere euphemism for “criminal”; the
words that were spoken to Jesus put that fact beyond
question. Not even an unseemly, merely improper
thing, this malefactor declares, has Jesus done. Yet
Where is there a man in all the world who has not done
something “out of place”? We need not even know a
man in order to be justiﬁed in charging him with the
blanket charge of having done any number of things
that are improper and even worse. Yet, after seeingJesus only for an hour or two and under such frightful
circumstances, this malefactor knows that he is stainless? Let us not forget that these very circumstances
were media in revealing the real nature of Jesus’ per?
son. If never man spoke like this man (John 7:46), and
the Sanhedrin’s own police confessed it and were ready
to take the severe consequences, neither did any man
ever suffer like this man, and this malefactor confessed
it. It is his ﬁrst confession of faith. Do not ask to know
all that transpired in his heart, do not dissect his
knowledge and weigh it on your scales. Accept the
testimony of his own confession as we accept yours.
42) And he continued to say, Jesus, remember
me when thou earnest in connection with thy kingdom! And he said to him, Amen, I say to thee, today
in company with me shalt thou be in the Paradise!

The text which is here translated is so assured that
any change that is based on textual grounds must be

rejected. As far as a‘rfpepov, “today,” and the punctuation
are concerned, see the text-critical survey in Zahn. We
leave textual questions to expert text critics and discuss them only in necessary cases; here all is clear in
that regard. See 3 :7 on Ext-yew and note that it means:
“he continued to say.” However exceptional the lone
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word “Jesus” (here a vocative) may be as an address,
it was used here. Since the malefactor now speaks to
Jesus directly after speaking to the other malefactor,
some form of address was needed. The change to
“Lord" lacks support, and also the change to a dative:
“he continued to say to Jesus.”
The more one contemplates this malefactor’s
prayer, the more one is moved by it and grateful to
Luke for its preservation. Jesus is dying on the cross,
he is in a worse condition than either of the malefactors,
is hounded to his death by all those about his cross,
and yet this malefactor sees in him the One who will
come in connection with his kingdom. This is the old
Messianic verb “come,” and Jesus is the One that
comes. We leave Ev as meaning “in” and do not turn it
into (is, “into" (A. V.). Ezs may, indeed, crowd out iv
and follow a static verb or a verb of being, but Ev never
=eis. This fact is highly important here.

“When thou comest into thy kingdom,” i. e., at thy
death, is not what the malefactor either says or means.

“When thou comest in thy kingdom,” i. e., in connection
with it, means at the end of the world. The en: is here
used in its original sense, “in connection with.” Jesus
will come for the consummation of his kingdom and in
that way “in connection with it.” And it is then that
this malefactor wants to be remembered, the aorist
imperative to denote one act only. This man does not
see only the divine Messianic King in this dying Jesus,
he sees him “in connection with” his Messianic kingdom in the day when that kingdom is to be consummated fully.
We now see what lies in the humble petition “re-

member me.” It is the opposite of being forgotten,
which means excluded from that kingdom. “Remember
me”=0 heavenly King, include me, do not bar me out
because of my sins and crimes! But why does he speak

of that ﬁnal day of the world and not of the fast-ap-

Bake 28 :42, 43
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proaching hour of his death? Either includes the other.
We think too much only of the latter, too little of the
former.
The old conception of the Messiah placed him in

connection with his glory-kingdom. In the case of the
malefactor the fact deserves attention that he did' not
think of a political, earthly kingdom as the Jews did
who debased and» falsiﬁed the. glory-kingdom. Jesus
was indeed entering death, was not “saving himself”
as his mockers cried who thought that his dying would
prove that he was never the Messiah. The faith of this
malefactor had risen above these vain Jewish dreams.
Furthermore, this malefactor speaks of the great coming at the last day also because it is resurrection day.
Why would there be a glorious coming at all, why
should the great God stand at the latter day upon the
earth, unless, as Job says in 19:25-27, “yet in my ﬂesh
shall I see God,” with “mine eyes” (see the author’s
Eisenach Old Testament Selections, 1054, etc.) ?
All this means that this malefactor was a Jew. Bengel tried to show the opposite; he argued that kingdom,
Paradise (not the fathers, Abraham, etc.) pointed to
a Gentile. But the Jews understood both terms, and the
Gentiles had to learn the meanings that the Jews knew.
So the view cannot be maintained that the impenitent
malefactor represented impenitent Judaism and the
penitent malefactor the believing Gentiles.
43) If the malefactor’s word was an exquisitissima. oratio, what shall we say of the reply of Jesus?
It certainly exceeds the oratio of the malefactor. We
once more meet the seal of verity, “amen,” coupled with
that of authority, “I say to thee” (compare 4:24). It
should no longer be necessary to explain that “today"

cannot be construed with “I say to thee.” To be sure,
Jesus is saying this today—when else would he be saying it? The adverb “today” is a necessary part of Jesus’
promise to the malefactor. In fact, it has the emphasis.
It would usually take three or four days until a man
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would die on the cross, so lingering was death by cruciﬁxion. But Jesus assures this malefactor that his sufferings will cease “today.” This is plain prophecy and
at the same time blessed news to this sufferer. But
Jesus says vastly more: “Today in company with me
shalt thou be in Paradise 1” This is an absolution. By
this word Jesus acquits this criminal of sin and guilt.
He accepts him as one of his own. By this word he here

and now unlocks heaven for him.

Jesus knows that he himself will die today. It is
not yet noon. If we may hazard a guess, it is between
ten and eleven o’clock, and Jesus died at three. He
and the malefactor will be together in Paradise before
night sets in, pmi states only that they will both be
there. Paradise is heaven, the abode of God, of the angels, and of the blessed. The view that it must be distinguished from the Paradise that is mentioned in 12 :4
and in Rev. 2 :7 is untenable. How many Paradises are
there? The LXX translate the Gan-Eden in Gen. 2:8,
etc., with this Persian word “Paradise” and name
heaven after the blessed Garden of Eden just as the
Jews named it Abraham’s bosom. Jesus himself made
this certain when he commended his spirit into his
Father’s hands, v. 46. If there be a difference of opinion about the Father’s hands, see Stephen as he tells
Jesus to receive his spirit and practically repeats Jesus’
words about his own spirit. The spirit of Jesus went to
his Father in heaven, and the spirit of the malefactor
together with it.

On what is the contention, which is so prevalent,
based that the souls of Jesus and the malefactor went

into the so-called intermediate place, the Totem'eich,
the realm of the dead, which is not heaven or hell but
a place between the two, and is yet itself divided into
an upper part and a lower, the upper being called
“Paradise” while there is no special name for the
lower? On the ground that Jesus is speaking “after the

manner of the rabbis of his time.” Since when does

Luke 23:43. 44
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Jesus adopt any belief of the rabbis of his time? And
the proof that the rabbis taught thus has yet to be
furnished.
The question is sometimes asked as to what the
malefactor thought Paradise to mean. But Jesus, who
knows the entire supernatural world, uttered this word
and not the malefactor. So we are also told that Jesus
did not enter heaven until the time of his ascension,
and that his soul and the malefactor’s went elsewhere
at the time of death. But Jesus ascended to heaven in
his human nature and bodily, an act that was totally
different from his death and the repose of his soul
in his father’s hands. Jesus also did not say: “Today
thou shalt be‘in purgatory !" Yet if a sinner ever deserved a long term in purgatory, this malefactor was
such a one. His immediate transfer into heaven is proof
that is fatal to the idea of a purgatory or of an intermediate place.
The malefactor had thought only of the far day 'of

the Messiah’s return and of blessedness that was awaiting him there. Jesus assures him that this blessedness
will begin in a few hours. “Together with me” tells
him that he will, indeed, be remembered. Where did the
malefactor think-his soul would be until that distant
day? Why ask when he is dead? Whatever he thought,
Jesus told him where it would be, told him, too, with
authority and not as the scribes did, Matt. 7 :29. Think
how many sinners have echoed this malefactor's
prayer! “Remember me!”—faith has always found
that prayer enough. On the cross the Father hands his
dying Son a trophy of victory in the repentance of this

malefactor. This was refreshing to the soul of him who
had come to seek and to save the lost.
44) ~ Luke hastens with strong strides to report
how Jesus died. And it was already about the sixth
hour, and darkness came over the whole earth until
the ninth hour, the sun failing. Moreover, the curtain
of the Sanctuary was rent in the middle. And crying
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with a great cry, Jesus said, Father, into thy hands
I commit my spirit! And having said this, he expired.
The ﬁrst great sign in connection with the cruciﬁxion of Jesus is this strange darkness that occurred.

(éyémo) from the sixth Jewish hour, our noon, until
the ninth, our three o’clock. This darknesscame when
the sun was at its zenith and was shining with its
strongest light and lasted for three hours into the
afternoon. All astronomical learning excludes the explanation that this was due to a natural eclipse of the
sun. This cannot take place when the moon is about
full. Skirmishing through all the ancient records also
produces no satisfactory results. There is only one conclusion: this darkness was wholly miraculous as were
also the following signs. God darkened the sun’s light
by means of his own.
The fact that this darkness covered exactly what all
the synoptists say it did, “the whole earth,” ought not

to be questioned. Yet many contend that é¢' 6M1, rip yﬁv
means only “over the whole Jewish land” or even over
only Jerusalem and the vicinity. These understand 7.1”
in the sense of “land, region, country." But it then
seems strange that “whole” should be added, and that
the expression “that” land is not used. Those who
translate “over the whole earth” sometimes spoil their
correct View by saying that this is only “a popular
way” of writing, and that, since the darkness extended
over a good deal of territory, the evangelists simply
wrote “over the whole earth" although they did not
really mean that.
45) But Luke adds: 1'05 ﬁMov ammwos, “the sun
failing,” and thus states that the cause of this strange
phenomenon lay in the sun. When the sun itself “fails,”
the entire dayside of the earth is in darkness. Some
think that the darkness set in gradually, grew intenser,

and then receded. The evangelists offer no support for
this supposition. We are not told why the darkness
lasted just three hours.

Luke 23:45
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Various explanations for this darkness are offered.
One is that nature suffered together with Jesus; another, which is oﬁered frequently, that the sun could

not endure to look upon Jesus’ sufferings—yet it looked
upon the ﬁrst three hours of those sufferings; and the
sun cannot be personiﬁed in the way that is thus attempted. Closer to reality is the explanation that this
darkening was a moral reaction against the killing of
Jesus. It was more. This darkness signiﬁed judgment.
Itwas not a mere reaction of the sun but a sign that
was wrought in the sun by God. Darkness and judgment go together, Joel 2:31; 3:14, 15; Isa. 5:30; 13:9,
etc., and other passages that deal with the judgment
such as Matt. 24 :29; Mark 13 :24, etc.; Luke 21 :25. But

this judgment was not one that would occur at a distant day but one which took place during the darkness
itself, on the cross itself, in the person of the dying
Savior himself. For just before the darkness lifted at
the ninth hour Jesus uttered his agonizing cry:,“My
God, my God,” etc. At this climax of the darkness
there occurred also the climax of the agony of Jesus

who was under God’s judgment for the world’s sin. He
endured it for the world, hence it was ﬁtting that the
Whole earth should be darkened at this time. Most excellent texts read: “and the sun was darkened," in
fact, this reading should be preferred.
Matthew and Mark record the death ﬁrst and then
the rending of the curtain in the Sanctuary; Luke does
the reverse. This is not a discrepancy. Both acts oc-

curred practically simultaneously, and in narrating
them either could be placed ﬁrst. Luke loves to combine
similar things; so he follows the account of the dark-

ness with that of the rent curtain. The Kara-rrc'raam m“;
vaqﬁ is the inner curtain or veil that hung between the
Holy and the Holy of Holies. In the Herodian Sanctu-

ary a second curtain hung in front of the Holy Place.
This, too, was at times called katapetasma, and the
plural is used to designate both curtains. But the regu-
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lar term to designate the outer curtain is Kikuyu, and
the other term was used only occasionally. Yet this has
led some to think that the evangelists referred to the
outer curtain, but this is done without good reason.
The inner curtain is described in Exod. 26:31;
36 :35; II Chron. 3 :14. Josephus, Wars, 5, 5, 4 has the
following: “This house, as it was divided into two
parts, the inner part was lower than the appearance of
the outer, and had golden doors of 55 cubits altitude, and

16 in breadth. But before these doors there was a veil
of equal Size as the doors. It was a Babylonian curtain;
embroidered with blue, and ﬁne linen, and scarlet, and
purple, and of texture that was truly wonderful. Nor
was this mixture of colors without its mystical interpretation. For by the scarlet there seemed to be enigmatically signiﬁed ﬁre, by the ﬁne ﬂax the earth, by
the blue the air, and by the purple the sea ; two of them
having their colors the foundation of this resemblance;
but the ﬁne ﬂax and the purple have their own origin
for that foundation, the earth producing the one, and
the sea the other. This curtain had also embroidered
upon it all that was mystical in the heavens, excepting that of the (twelve) signs (of the zodiac) representing living creatures.” The thickness of the curtain
corresponded with its great size, and its strength was
according.
.
This mighty curtain was all at once rent or split

in the middle, ia'xc'aﬂ'q ,ue’aov, or we may translate pc'aov
(an accusative used as an adverb) down the middle.
Matthew says “from above to below,” he starts at the
top. The two pieces fell apart and thus exposed the
Holy of Holies. Consternation must have struck those
who saw this sight. Jesus died at three o’clock, the
curtain must thus have been rent at the time the priests

- were busy with the evening sacriﬁce. Many eyes saw
what happened. Even the sound of the rending perhaps
attracted general attention. We have not the least
reason to think that only one or twO priests, who were

Dulce 23 :45, 46
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for the moment busy in the Holy, saw the curtain rent
or found it rent.
This rending was miraculous as were the other
signs. We have no intimation that it was caused by the
earthquake, that the curtain was stretched so tightly
that it split in two when the earth shook. It would then
not have split from the top down to the very bottom
but would have been torn in several directions. The
idea that it was fastened to a great beam at the top,
and that this beam broke in two and thus tore the curtain is only conjecture.
The signiﬁcance of this torn curtain is easily understood. Only once a year the high priest alone dared to
pass inside this curtain, on the great Day of Atonement, as he bore blood to Sprinkle on the ark for the
cleansing of the nation. In Herod’s Sanctuary the Holy
of Holies was empty, for the ark of the covenant that
stood there in Solomon’s Temple had been removed.
When this curtain was rent, God proclaimed that the
ministration of the Jewish high priest was at an end.
What this high priest and his annual function typiﬁed
was at an end because the divine high priest, Jesus, had
come and had entered into the Holy of Holies of heaven
itself with his own all-atoning blood. Heb. 9 :3-15; Heb.
6 :19, etc.; 10:19, etc. When chiliasts say that the Jewish Sanctuary and its services will be restored in the
millennium they would restore what God abrogated
with the rending of this curtain and thus place themselves in contradiction to God on this matter of the
ﬁnal atonement.
46) Luke alone reports what must be considered
the last word that was spoken on the cross. All the
synoptists speak of the mighty shout with which Jesus
died. He rallied all his powers in order to speak his
two words:

“It is ﬁnished !” which are reported by

John, and : “Father, into thy hands,” etc. In his agony
on the cross he could cry only: “My God, my God !”
Now, as he did in his ﬁrst word (v. 34), he is able once
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more to say, “Father.” Jesus returns to the Father as

his Son after having executed the Father’s saving will.

It is the Son incarnate who had given his life into all
this agony and death. Spent to the utmost, weary unto
death, yet knowing that the mighty task was ﬁnished,
ﬁnished forever, and that all its glorious fruits would
follow—so this Son calls out “Father” and lays his

human spirit into his Father’s hands. See v. 43 and the
view that “the Father’s hands” must be placed in
heaven. Those hands—the plural is most noteworthy
because it is exceptional—are mighty indeed, omnipotent, and they are true. It is a terrible thing to fall into
these hands (Heb. 10:31) but ever the height of
blessedness to commend oneself into these hands.
The aorist participle expresses action that is simultaneous with that of the aorist verb. This last word
was uttered with a mighty voice. Jesus did not sink
slowly into death and grow weaker and weaker until
he could do no more than whisper. Although he was
dying of wounds and intense suffering he could within
a brief period rally his ﬁnal strength and die with a
victorious shout. This has been denied, but in considering all that pertains to the human side of Jesus the
only safe course to follow is to abide by the recorded
facts and not to generalize from the experiences of men,
because the body, mind, and soul of Jesus were unhurt
by sin as ours are.
Why it should be denied that the loudness of voice
was intended for men seems strange—for whom was

it intended? To say that it expressed the intensity of
the feeling of Jesus’ scul is well enough, but even we
do not shout when we are intense in our feeling toward
God. .But all the world was to know: “It is ﬁnished!”
and all the world to know: “Father, into thy hands,”
etc. The intense satisfaction and joy in Jesus’ soul were
not to be a secret between him_ and the Father but

were to be fully revealed. He had been mocked again

Luke 23 :46
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and again: “Save thyself l” Here was the answer: after
the Father’s will had been done, the Son goes home!
Ps. 31 :5 is referred to, and Jesus is said to utter his
cry just as David uttered his. But the difference between David and Jesus is sometimes overlooked. First
of all, this is the Son’s “Father,” which reduces David
to a small type of the eternal Antitype. David, too, was
not dying, hence the LXX translate “shall commit”;
Jesus dies and says, “I commit." The diiference is still
greater when we note that David is beset by enemies,
from whom God is to deliver him, and when this deliverance of David’s is made to rest on the fact that

God has redeemed him. All this is far removed from
Jesus who is himself the Redeemer and whose enemies
are removed. To argue that Jesus, like David, cries out
in his distress, is to forget that all the distress is past,
that Jesus has shouted in victory: “It is ﬁnished l”
and that he now lays his spirit into his Father’s hands
in peace and joy.
The appropriation of David’s words on the part
of Jesus is thus to be understood only in a limited sense
and should not be stressed beyond this narrow limitation. The force of the middle voice should be noted,

wraparwtpat, “I deposit.” We misunderstand this word
when we think that it refers to complete submission, as
placing in God’s hands, so that he may do as he desires
with the spirit of Jesus; no, this is a committing for
the space of only three days. Jesus lays down his life
and takes it up again, John 10:17, 18. Jesus makes
this deposit for himself (middle), and the Father keeps
his spirit in this way.
All the evangelists use choice words when they report Jesus’ death. NOne is content to say that “he
died.” They all refer to the spirit or mm, none only
to the llmxﬁ although dying is also expressed by a use of

the latter. As being a true man Jesus had both W and
mm; see 1 :46 on the important distinction. Like
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Mark, Luke writes e’ée’meuae, “he expired,” breathed his
last; but this follows hard upon the word about “my
spiri ” so that we may say that “he breathed out his
spirit” ; John says that “he gave up his spirit,” and
Matthew that “he let go the spirit.”
While it is true that when he died the psyche of
Jesus ceased to animate his body, which then hung
lifeless on the cross, it was yet eminently proper for
the evangelists to describe his dying by no reference
to the psyche but by reference only to his pneuma; for

never did the body of Jesus rule his person through
his psyche, it was always his pneuma or “spirit” that
exercised complete control. So it is true enough that
when he died Jesus breathed out his psyche, and his
body became inanimate; but much more is said when
it is stated that his pneuma. and all its exalted powers
left his body.
Yet the exalted expressions that are used by the
evangelists should not lead us to think that Jesus’
death diifered from our own. The separation of his
soul and spirit from the body was the same as ours is.
Nor was the Logos separated from the human nature
of Jesus when he died. Body, soul, and spirit constitute
the human nature of Jesus just as they do ours, but

in him the éyu’, or personality was the Logos. The death
of Jesus affected in no way the union of the Logos
with the human nature. This death affected only the
human nature, for by it alone was the Son able to die.
God’s Son died in his human nature, and in that alone.
Compare Delitzsch, Biblische Psychologie, 400, etc.,
on the whole subject.

The mcﬁya of Jesus left his body, and thus he died.
It is unwarranted to refer to John 10:17, 18 to prove

that Jesus died, not from physical causes, but by a ‘mere
volition of his will. That passage deals with the entire
actiOn of Jesus in giving himself into death for us.

He laid down his life when, as he said invadvance, he
voluntarily entered his Passion, the end of which would

.

Luke 23:46, 47
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be death by cruciﬁxion. It was the physical suffering
that killed Jesus, the Scriptures assign no other cause.
But we conceive of his death as being one of peace and

joy, a triumphant return to his Father after the hard
and bitter work of redeeming the world.
Certain older medical authorities have held that the
actual death was induced by a rupture of the walls of
his heart so that we might satisfy our sentimental
feelings by saying that Jesus “died of a broken heart”
although breaking one’s heart is not physical at all,
Acts 21 :13. Our latest and best authorities inform us
that a heart lesion could result only from a degeneration of the heart, and this occurs only in older persons

upon whom disease has left its effects. This answers
also the tentative suggestion that some artery perhaps
burst and caused his death.
47) Now the centurion, on seeing what occurred, began to glorify God, saying, Certainly this
man was righteous!
“What occurred” includes the earthquake and the
rending of the rocks (Matthew). Mark states: “That
he expired thus.” We now learn that no less an oﬂicer
than a centurion commanded the detail that cruciﬁed
Jesus. We cannot say how many soldiers were ordered
out for the execution; some think of only twelve, four
for each person who was cruciﬁed, yet an additional
guard for the sake of safety may well have been added.
Matthew combines the centurion with his men and

says that they were all affected alike. He adds that they
were frightened, and the nature of this fright is re-

ligious.
'When Matthew and Mark record the exclamation
that Jesus was the Son of God whereas Luke writes
that he was righteous, the two exclamations were com-

bined. Both exclamations were uttered.~ Considering
the centurion alone, of whom Luke writes, he had seen
how Jesus was brought to the cross, had witnessed his
conduct throughout the ordeal, had heard the mockery
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by which Jesus was reviled as claiming to be the Son
of God. Then came his death with the cry “Father,"
the earthquake, and the rending of the rocks. Taking
it all together, we see why the centurion. exclaimed as

,he did.
“God’s Son” was directed against the mocking
taunts. “Righteous” is directed against the whole treatment that was accorded Jesus, the effort to make him
a criminal and executing him as being one. 'Omos,
“actually,” “certainly,” sets this declaration over
against all that the Jews might think and claim. The
centurion agrees with the malefactor in regard to
who and to what Jesus was. Why reduce these confessions to the lowest possible level? If they
amounted to next to nothing, why were the inspired
writers allowed to set them down for all time? The
Christian view is to let these confessions stand in
their full weight. Legend reports that this centurion,
(his name being reported as Longinus) became a
believer; evidence points also to the fact that the
legionaries who were at this time stationed in Jerusalem were Gauls, i. e., Germans. The imperfect is
ingressive: “began to glorify”; and since Jesus is
dead, the centurion says that he “was” righteous,

i. e., that there was nothing against him. So Jesus
won other victories in his death.
48) And all the multitudes that had come along
together for this spectacle, after viewing the things
that occurred, striking their breasts, began to return. But all those known to him continued standing
far 0E, also women, those who together used to follow him from Galilee, looking on at these things.
The plural “multitudes” is correct, for the city was
ﬁlled, not with thousands, but with tens of thousands.
Thus great crowds “came along together for the spect-

acle,” oewpc’a is found only herein the New Testament
but is otherwise used to designate a theatrical show.

Luke 23 :48, 49
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Yet when these crowds saw the show, viewed the spectacle of what occurred, even they were struck in their
hearts. Luke says nothing about the earthquake, etc.,
but includes its occurrence in “the things that occurred.” Now that it was all over, they began to stream
back to the city, the imperfect pictures them as being
on the way; but they were beating their breasts, and
Luke names this involuntary gesture to indicate with
what feelings they were leaving. They came to witness
a show, they left with feelings of woe. God’s sign language that crowned the six hours that Jesus was on
the cross and the manner of his death made even these
crowds realize that something terrible had been done
when Jesus was sent to the cross. Oh, oh, what had
their rulers done! Luke reports only the general impression that was made, for the thoughts and the feel-

ings varied greatly among so many.
Did this feeling pass away and leave no fruit? Some
think so. But, surely, with this feeling -we may combine Peter’s sermon at Pentecost, Acts 2 :22-24, which

drove at the consciences with the direct charge: “Him
ye have taken, and by wicked hands have cruciﬁed and
slain,” and produced the effect that they were pricked
in their hearts and cried: “Men and brethren, what
shall we do ?” The pilgrims scattered, but the people
of Jerusalem, who were the very ones who had sanc-

tioned the death of Jesus, remained, and many heard
Peter’s sermon.
49) Luke distinguishes sharply from the crowds
“all those known to him” and uses the adversative 8e’,

and “all” suggests that they were a goodly company.
“Also women” (no article) names these especially and
then describes them as being “they who together used
to follow him (present participle) from Galilee,” which
recalls 8:2, 3. Matthew and Mark name some of them
and add the detail that they had ministered to Jesus

just as Luke 8 reports. Matthew's “many” shows that
the women, too, were quite a number. Luke paints the
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scene with his imperfect tenses and present participles:
the crowds were returning and striking their breasts,

and the friends and the women were standing and
looking on at these things. But he abuts the two imperfect verbs and draws more attention to the tenses;
he also arranges them in the form of a chiasm with

the subjects outside'and the verbs inside.
Alas, only one of the eleven was there: John. Here
would have, been the place for Peter, but he had to
crowd in where the devil could make him fall. The
present participle ape-Sam. is feminine and gets its gender
from yumixes‘ but belongs also to yvamoi ; all were seeing.
Luke purposely changes the participle in both meaning

and tense from the acuipﬁaawes' that was used in v. 48.
The crowds viewed a spectacle, these friends were seeing what was taking place with breaking hearts.
The crowds left, everything was over as far as they
were concerned. These friends were still standing,
could not leave, all was not over for them by any means.
Love for the dead Jesus held them. What would become of his body? They were torn with grief, and a
new dread wrings their hearts. The fact that they stood

afar off (the Greek idiom is “from afar” and measures
from Jesus) ought not to be attributed to their fear.
John and Jesus’ mother and Mary Magdalene had
found an apportunity to go right up to the cross. This
standing far off was due to necessity. The soldiers
guarded the crosses, kept a wide space free about them,
and would certainly not let a large company of friends
of Jesus approach. Though Jesus was already dead,
he might still hang on the cross for a long time. The

others were not dead; so the guard remained. We know
that later the order came to dispatch the victims, and
Jesus was found to be already dead. Luke’s imperfect
tenses are more than descriptive, they hold the reader
in suspense as to what will follow. And something most
unexpected and remarkable did follow as Luke now
tells with an exclamation.

Luke 28:50, 51
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50) And lo, a man by name Joseph, being a
councillor, a man good and righteous (this one had
not voted for their counsel and action) from Ari-

mathaea, a city of the Jews, who was waiting for the
kingdom of God: this one, having gone to Pilate,
asked in due order for the body of Jesus.

‘

Jesus was dead; there stood his friends and the
women, utterly helpless, utterly unprepared. No one
had thought that matters would progress this far. Nor
was there a leader who could take charge of things
and know what to do. It seemed as if the sacred body
would be dragged away by the soldiers and put out of
sight in some pit together with the bodies of the malefactors. What else could be done? God took care of his
Son’s body in death. It is laid away in a most astonishing manner in fulﬁllment of Isa. 53:9: “And he made
his grave . . . with the rich in his death.” Help appeared suddenly, help such as no man would have
dreamed possible. Joseph of Arimathaea came forward, took full charge, and attended to the proper
burial.
Luke describes Joseph at length and yet leaves out
the fact that he was rich and for this reason also a
man of standing and inﬂuence..The dative dvripa‘u, “with
name,” is one of the common ways of introducing a
person’s name. It is astonishing to learn that he was

a “councillor,” one of the seventy that constituted the
Council or Sanhedrin. But after all that Luke’s Gospel
has told us about this body it was quite necessary to

say that Joseph was unlike the body to which he belonged, that he was “a man good and righteous.” Afxatos
is explained in 1:6, and “upright” is not an accurate
translation.
51) Joseph’s membership in the Sanhedrin necessitates a further explanation, which Luke places in
parentheses: he had not voted for their counsel and action. The middle voice of the periphrastic past perfect
means “to deposit a vote with.” The counsel and the
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action to which Luke refers were the ﬁrst, when the
Sanhedrin voted to have Jesus put out of the way. Luke
states only that Joseph did not vote for these measures.
Did he vote- against them? We do not know. Matthew

and John tell us that he was a disciple of Jesus, but
John adds that he kept this fact secret for fear of his
colleagues. This body had ofﬁcially threatened to expel
from the synagogue any man who dared to confess
Jesus (John 9 :22), and this meant complete cutting
off from the Jewish religion and ostracism from ofﬁcial,
social, and commercial ' intercourse. It was fear that
sealed Joseph’s lips. So it is no wonder that he remained away from the Sanhedrin or was not even sum-O
moned the night when it was voted to put Jesus to
death.
“From Arimathaea” names his home town and not
his present home, which was Jerusalem, for there he
had his tomb made, one that was not yet quite ﬁnished.
The mention of his home town serves to distinguish
him from other Josephs. Arimathaea is the town of
Rama, which was originally a part of Samaria but was
later transferred to Judea so that Luke identiﬁes it as
“a city of the Jews.” Instead of calling Joseph a disciple, Luke says that he was one of those who were
“waiting for the kingdom of God” (Mark 15:43), in
this respect he was like Simeon and Anna who are mentioned in 2:25, 38. He felt that the time was near for
the coming of the Messiah and his royal rule, but he
considered it a spiritual rule. He had turned to Jesus
in this expectation.
52)

This man, who has thus far been fearful and

cowardly, does an astonishing thing. He casts his fears

to the winds and boldly takes charge now that the great
need has arisen. He must have stood among the spectators for a long while. Then, after his resolve had been
made, he most likely ﬁrst spoke to the centurion about

going to Pilate and asked him to wait with the disposal
of the body of Jesus. The centurion gladly assented to

Luke 23 ‘52, 58
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the proposal of a man who was as important as this
one was. So Joseph hurries to Pilate, and 1:12“:an
means that he went right into the Praetorium to the
governor himself.
But we should not suppose that he broke with the
entire Jewish religion by thus entering a Gentile abode.

All that he did was to incur ceremonial pollution for
that day. The Sanhedrists had avoided this when they
came to Pilate with Jesus, but only because they wanted
to eat the chagiga, in the afternoon. Joseph was not
concerned about eating this sacriﬁcial meal, he intended
to bury Jesus and would be" unclean anyway because of
his handling Jesus’ dead body.
Luke’s aorist states only that he asked and obtained
the body, he omits the fact that Pilate ﬁrst made sure
that Jesus was already dead. When R., W. P., says that

the middle voice means that Joseph asked the grant
of the body as a personal favor he contradicts his grammar, cf., R. 805. The middle of this verb is used in business transactions. The Romans quite generally allowed
the relatives and the friends of men who had been executed to bury their bodies if they so desired. It was
on this ground that Joseph based his request, which
Pilate granted readily. Hence also Matthew writes
dmoioﬁﬁm; Pilate commanded the body “to be duly
given” even as Joseph had “asked in due order.”
53) Joseph did not at once hurry from Pilate to
Calvary. Mark tells us that he ﬁrst bought ﬁne linen

for the body. He could easily buy this on his way back
to the hill of cruciﬁxion; linen for burial purposes Was
always available. But the great point to be noted is the
fact that he bought only the linen and no spices. The

synoptists say nothing whatever, about Nicodemus, but
John reports that he bought only the spices and no
linen. We are compelled to conclude that these two men,
both of whom were Sanhedrists, met early enough
somewhere, somehow to confer with each other, to ,join
in this task and thus to divide their purchases. Nico-
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demus bought a hundred pounds of spices, a lavish
amount; he must have engaged a couple of carriers to
bring the load, being too old to manage it himself.
And having taken it down, he wrapped it in ﬁne
linen and placed him in a tomb, rock-hewn, where
no one ever yet had been laid.

It is Joseph who “took down” the body, KaOatpe'w,
the regular verb to indicate this act. He is the actor
throughout. This means that he took full charge, the
others who helped permitted him to lead. That, too,
may be the reason the synoptists say nothing about
Nicodemus.

Joseph must have been a masterful man. He certainly had help, and we may think of Nicodemus, John,
the centurion, and a number of women. It is possible
that some of his men helped at the centurion’s direction. It seems most probable that the body was lowered
from the cross after the nails had been drawn out of

it. Means to reach the croSspiece were at hand, they
were the same that had been used in crucifying Jesus.
Like Matthew and Mark, Luke says only that the
body was wrapped in aw8o8v, cloth of ﬁne linen which
was torn into long strips for the purpose of wrapping
:it around the limbs and the body. John speaks of these
606m or hands, between which the aromatic spices were
sprinkled as they were being wrapped. Only the head
was left free to be covered with a special cloth after
the body had been deposited in the tomb. The bloodstains must have been removed from the body before

this was done; perhaps the sour wine of the soldiers
was used for this purpose with the centurion’spermission. No anointing of the body was possible on Calvary; Mary of Bethany had attended to that in advance, John 12:7.

But where could the body of Jesus be taken now
that a tomb so suddenly became a vital necessity? It
is Joseph who meets also this need. All the evangelists
tell about the tomb, and Matthew says “his own new

Duke 23 :58
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tomb” and informs us that it belonged to Joseph. It
was “rock-hewn,” cut out of the solid rock of a cliffside. It was new, and Luke and John add the detail
that it was so new that no one had as yet been laid in it.
Note the three negatives in the clause, each
strengthens the other in Greek fashion. The form of
the verb is the periphrastic imperfect, but it is regularly used as a past perfect and as a passive for down,
“had been laid.” “Was laid” (A. V.) is wrong in voice.

Luke could have written 25v ﬂacme'vos. R. 375, 906. John
adds the note that this ﬁne, new tomb was near Calvary, which made it especially available when the
friends of Jesus were pressed for time—the Sabbath
began with the setting of the sun. The body could
hardly be carried away to any great distance. Here
Joseph laid “him,” Luke writes, az'miv, ‘fhim,” whereas
he just before wrote aims, “it,” the body. Joseph did not
dissociate Jesus’ person and his body.
A tomb “where no one ever yet had been laid," new
and sweet, where no decay or' odor of death had as
yet entered, was a ﬁtting placefpr the body of Jesus
which no corruption or decomposition dared ever to
touch (Acts 2:27). Here his holy body would have
peaceful rest, all its dreadful, painful work being done.
Yet Jesus was not intended for a tomb. He needed
one only on our account and only until the third day.
Luther writes: “As he has no tomb for the reason that

he will not remain in death and the tomb; so we, too,
are to be raised up from the tomb at the last day

through his resurrection and are to live with him in
eternity.”

Quite recently, in a quiet spot just outside the walls
of the present Jerusalem, at the foot of a skull-shaped

hill (Golgotha, most likely), the so-called “Garden
Tomb” has been discovered, which corresponds in every
detail with the data that are furnished by the Gospels
regarding Joseph’s tomb. It must have belonged to a
rich man, for it is an ample chamber, hewn out of the
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solid cliff, the face of which is smooth and perpendicular. The ﬂoor is not sunken, does not need to be. It has
a vestibule and in the main chamber along the three
sides only three places for bodies, the center being left
unused. It is a new tomb, for only one place for a body

is ﬁnished, the other two are not quite completed. The
place toward the cliff has its ﬂoor hewn out a little in
the shape of a human body. The three places for bodies
along the sides of the three walls are cut out boxlike,
the bottom of each being level with the ﬂoor. At the
foot-end of the place that is ﬁnished for a body and
likewise at the head-end, between this and the next
place for a body, the stone is left thick enough to afford

a seat so that an angel could sit, “one at the head, and
the other at the feet, where the body of Jesus had lain,”

John 20:12, and the angel at the feet would also be
“sitting on the right side,” Mark 16:5, as one enters
the vestibule. These heavier rock sections across the
foot-end and on the left of the head-end are still intact
whereas the thinner wall along the side where the body
lay has mostly broken down. When the author viewed

this tomb he was deeply impressed and compelled to
say, “If this is not the actual tomb into which Jesus
was laid it duplicates it in every respect.” So many

fake sites are 'shown in the Holy Land that to view a
site like this leaves an unforgettable impression.
The great stone that was rolled before the door of

the tomb was a ﬂat, upright slab, circular like a great
wheel. This moved in a groove that was next to the
cliff and was wheeled back to the left to expose the
door, forward to close it. The groove slanted upward
from the door so that, when the stone was wheeled to
the left, it had to be blocked to hold it in place. The
bottom of the slant was just in front of the door,

where the stene Would come to rest on a level. After
the body was duly placed into the tomb, the circular
slab closed the entrance as indicated. This stone should
not be called a “boulder.” It is no boulder and is never

Luke 23 :54, 55
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called we'rpos‘ but always Moos; and no one can imagine
how a rough boulder could do anything but merely
block a rectangular door.
54) And it was Preparation Day, and Sabbath
was dawning.
Mark calls this day the pro-Sabbath, the others “the
Preparation,” Luke “Preparation Day.” This was, of
course, Friday, but not in the sense that every Friday
was “Preparation Day”; only one Sabbath had such
a Friday, and that was the Sabbath of the Passover
week. “Preparation” means that all things had to be
prepared and arranged in such a way that this high
and exceptional Sabbath could be spent in perfect quiet
in the most solemn manner. Such was the day,. and
it was now almost over, for “Sabbath was dawning.”
The imperfect shows that it was coming gradually.
What sounds strange to us is the fact that it should
“be dawning” when it began when the ﬁrst star appeared in the sky in‘the late evening. A variety of explanations are given by the commentatbrs, and the
most probable seems to be that the verb is taken from
the dawning of the natural day in the morning and was
transferred to the evening with its ﬁrst starlight. Luke

describes the time and its character to show why the
burial had to be hurried; yet he does not wish to say
that it was ﬁnished a little before starlight, it had to
be ﬁnished before that in order to leave time for other
very important work that had to be done before the
Sabbath actually set in.
55)

Now after following behind, the women,

those who had come together with him from Galilee,
viewed the tomb and how his body was laid. Moreover, having returned, they prepared aromatic spices
and perfumes. And for the Sabbath they rested according to the commandment.
The men of the little company carried the body—
such was the funeral procession. The clause about the
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women who had followed him out of Galilee does more
here than does the same reference in v. 49; alum:
“since they were such as” and in addition to identifying
the women again states the reason they were here.

What had drawn them to follow Jesus from Galilee
held them now eVen though he was dead. They could

not tear themselves away. The men could haVe attended

to the burial alone since all that was to be done was to
lay the body gently down in the place that had been
hewn out in the rock chamber and was ready to have
a body placed there. Only the linen cloth needed to be
placed around the head.
The women rendered no service at all. Yet they had
business here. They viewed the tomb, also how the
body was placed. They did all this, of course, because
of their love and for themselves; but also because they
intended to return on Sunday morning in order to
anoint the body and thereby to complete what could
not be attended to late on this Friday afternoon for
lack of material, time, and facilities. It was the ﬁrst
time they had seen this tomb, its construction and its
facilities, and so they viewed it all. The view that they
did this from a distance is not tenable. They went in
and saw just how the body ‘was placed in its rock chamber. Sad, sad sight for their torn hearts!
56) Some of the women lingered after the tomb
had been closed by the wheeling of the great round
slab in place, which closes the door, and. after the men
and the other woman had returned to the city. But
Luke speaks. only of the return and that the women
prepared the aromata, aromatic, costly spices in powdered form, and the myra, perfume liquids or extracts,
which were to be used as early as possible on Sunday
for making the burial as perfect as possible. This could
not be put off for fear decay might make it impossible
to handle the body. Even hours counted because they
had to wait two whole nights and a day before they
could possibly come to. the body again, and corruption

Luke 23 :56
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starts quickly in that climate. So the women got every-

thing ready on Friday so they could hasten out very
early on Sunday.
Yes, some time was still left on Friday; we need

not suppose, as some do, that this Preparation Day
was extended into the early hours of the Sabbath after
starlight, which made it possible to do work that needed
to be done in preparation for the Sabbath..The main
thing was to buy the materials and to arrange them
in readiness for Sunday. On Saturday the Sanhedrists
succeeded in having a Roman guard placed before the

tomb after placing a seal on the stone and the rock
wall, the breaking of which would betray any attempt
to move the stone. Luke is careful to tell us that, despite all their need of preparing materials, the women
strictly obeyed the Jewish commandment ,of complete
rest on the Sabbath (the accusative to indicate the
extent of time).
The holy body rested quietly in Joseph’s tomb. Little had Joseph thought that he would use it so soon
and for such a purpose. That body w'ould presently
arise, arise in a gloriﬁed state. The light of Easter
would soon illumine Calvary.

CHAPTER XXIV
The record of the resurrection of the cruciﬁed dead
body of Jesus constitutes the climax in all four Gospels.
Yea, more than a climax. All that these Gospels record
in the rest of their chapters heads straight for this
ﬁnal chapter on the risen and gloriﬁed Lord. Take
away this chapter and the facts it records, and you
cancel all else that is of any worth in all the previous
chapters. Read I Cor. 15:12-20. The Christian religion
stands and falls with the resurrection of the body that
was laid into Joseph’s tomb on Good Friday. Each
evangelist tells the story in his own way with an eye
to his readers for whom he has planned his entire
record. When we try to trace the reasons each had for
including just what he did we are on ground that is
somewhat uncertain and should not be too insistent.
Instead of becoming critical, we should be grateful for
the records we have—most of us wish we had much
more.
We have four records that stand as four witnesses.
When one reads these Gospels,- the one attitude of even
the most critical reader must be that the reports are
true in even every detail. This attitude is unaffected by
text-criticism, which, however, belongs only in the
hands of scholars who are fully competent for this

type of work. Their approved results are most precious.
What pertains to the body of each Gospel pertains in
particular also to the section of each on the resurrec-

tion. No part of the testimony that is offered dare he
discredited on any subjective or dogmatical grounds.
Whether or not an individual reader is able to ﬁt all
the pieces in the records together means nothing as to

the truth and the correctness of these pieces themselves. What one man cannot do proves nothing in regard to more competent men. We are also ready to
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wait until some points are cleared up and to content
ourselves to leave some problems unsolved—few as
they are at most. The faith of the church is based on
these great chapters and continues triumphantly to
confess: “The third day he rose again from the dead !”
1) But on the ﬁrst day with reference to the
Sabbath, at deep dawn, they came to the tomb, hearing what aromatic spices they prepared.
Ae’ is to be construed with the ,u’v that occurs in the
preceding sentence. This balance is ignored in our

chapter division, see the R. V. The dative n“; pug nay
aaﬁﬁdmy may be translated “on the ﬁrst day of - the
week,” but 1'3. adﬂﬁara does not mean “week” but only
“Sabbath.” Since they had no names for the weekdays
the Jews designated them with reference to the Sabbath; thus “on the ﬁrst (day) with reference to the
Sabbath,” i. e., following it. The plural is frequently
used in the names for the festivals, and this same
usage was applied to the Sabbath, the plural 7a odpﬁam
means only the one Sabbath. Matthew’s “very early in
the morning” (A. V., the R. V. is incorrect) ; John’s
“when it was yet dark”; and Luke’s “at deep dawn”
(genitive of the time within) agree most perfectly
and do not conﬂict with Mark’s “at the rising of the
sun.” Since they started before dawn, while it was
yet dark, the sun was rising about the time the women
reached the tomb.
Why so early? For the best of reasons even as all

the evangelists note the earliness. Jesus had been dead
since Friday; bodies start to decompose very quickly
in that climate, wherefore also the dead are buried the
same day, or, if they die too late for sepulture, the
next day. All hastewas necessary in the minds of these
women, even hours counted if they wanted to ﬁnd
Jesus' body in a condition that made it possible still
to handle it. The subject continues from 23:55, “the
women,” as the feminine particple “bearing” shows.
They came to the tomb laden with the aromatic spices
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they had prepared. The Greek aorist “did prepare”
does not care to express the antecedence in time (R.

. 841) as does our past perfect “had prepared”; note
also the incorporation of the antecedent aromata into

the relative clause. Luke names some of the women
in verse 10.
2, 3) And they did ﬁnd the stone having been
rolled away from the tomb. And they did not ﬁnd the
body of the Lord Jesus.
Luke writes about this stone as being something
that was quite well known. Theophilus knew how tombs
like that were usually closed and, when necessary, were
opened. So Luke reports only the great, signiﬁcant fact
that the women found that the stone had been rolled
away from the tomb, which means that it was not in
its groove (see 23:53) so that it could be wheeled back
again into its place before the door but had been rolled
clear out of its groove, “away from the tom ” as if a
mighty force had hurled it away. The great stone lay
ﬂat. Luke says nothing about the earthquake that had
occurred while the women were on the way out to the
tomb and nothing about the angel who had touched
the great ‘stone and thereby made it roll away from
the tomb to lie ﬂat on the ground.

Note that what “they did ﬁnd” and what. “they did
not ﬁnd” are placed side by side. The body was gone.
The tomb was empty. Already these facts speak volumes. Before the angel opened the tomb, the body
which had been reanimated by its spirit and in the
same instant had become gloriﬁed, passed unseen out
of the grave wrappings and through the solid stone
and left the tomb empty save for the grave wrappings
which now lay as they had been wrapped but were ﬂat
because the body had gone out of them. The angel removed, the stone to show that the tomb was empty.
No evangelist attempts to describe the resurrection

proper; it had no witnesses. It is the direct opposite
of the ascension. The apostles saw the beginning of

the latter but not the end when the cloud enfolded
Jesus and he was transferred timelessly into heaven;
no one saw the beginning of the former, but they all
saw the end when the living, gloriﬁed body appeared
to them again and again.
All those paintings which portray the glorious
Savior coming out of theopened door of the tomb while
the Roman guard ﬂees in dismay at the sight of him
are the artist’s imagination, and" the facts should be
carefully taught. Silently, invisibly, wondrously, gloriously the living body passed out through the rock.

This mode of being is well described in Concordia.
Tn’glotta, 1004, 100: “The incomprehensible, spiritual
mode, according to which he neither occupies nor vacates space, but penetrates all creatures, wherever he

pleases; as, to make an imperfect comparison, my sight
penetrates and is in air, light, or water, and does not
occupy or vacate space; as a sound or tone penetrates

and is in air or water or board or wall, and also does
not occupy or vacate space; likewise, as light and heat
penetrate and are in air, water, glass, crystal, and the
like; and much more of the like. This mode he used
when he rose from the closed sepulcher, and passed
through the closed door, and in the bread and wine in
the Holy Supper.”
The resurrection marks a new era. Heaven and
earth are now joined, for Christ, our Savior, is risen.
The wall of separation has fallen; God is reconciled
to men; the sacriﬁce of the Son has been accepted by
the Father. This is the supreme Easter reality. The
genitive “of the Lord Jesus” is lacking in so few texts
that the R. V. should not have added. its marginal note.
In Luke’s Gospel Kﬁpwc occurs. repeatedly as a title for
Jesus from 7:13 onward (see this passage), and the

only new feature is that “Jesus” is added.
4) And it came to pass while they were perplexed about this, lo, two men suddenly stood beside
them in dazzling apparel. And they having become
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frightened and bowing their faces to the ground,
they said to them: Why are you seeking the living
one with the dead? He is not here but did arise!
Remember how he made utterance to you, yet being
in Galilee, saying that it is necessary that the Son of
man be delivered into the hands of sinful men and
be cruciﬁed and on the third day rise again.
See 1 :8 on iye’ve-ro nut to mark an important event,

likewise on 6’]! «I» with an inﬁnitive for “while.” Luke
alone testiﬁes that the women were ﬁrst allowed to see
that the body was gone, that the wrappings were lying
ﬂat. Compare John 20 :5-7 and note how in Mark the
angel bids the women to look at the place where they
laid him—there was something that was most astonishing to see, namely those empty, eloquent gravebands.
Then there arose the great perplexity of the women;
notice how soon after this Peter and John were affected
by the same sight. Matthew and Mark say only that
the angel spoke to the women and mention only one
angel because they are thinking of the speaker alone.
With an exclamation, “10,” Luke tells us more, namely
that there were two angels (John 20 :12), and that
they suddenly stood beside the women in the tomb,
énéorqaav, which is used with reference to the unexpected coming upon someone. We take it that they were
there all the time, and that their presence was now
all at once made visible to the perplexed women.
Why anyone should ﬁnd a discrepancy in the number of the angels is hard to see. Even in Luke’s account

the plural “they said” does not mean that both recited
the words, but that one spoke for both. Luke has
“men,” dv8pes‘; Mark, “3 young man,” vcaw'axos‘; the oth-

ers, “angels,” dwdot. This point should not be overlooked; these angels- appeared in the form of men, of
men in the full vigor of youth. Though they are sexless, this is the form they took. The Scriptures know
of no lady angels or baby angels. When God sends angels in this form, men instantly recognize them as

what they are. How could it be otherwise l'When God
wants to reveal he reveals. “In dazzling or ﬂashing
apparel" at once brings out the heavenly character of .
these messengers; look at 9 :29, the best analogy, which
has the same word for dazzling.
5) No wonder that fear came over the women
(aorist participle, the fear set in), and that they kept
inclining their faces to the ground (present participle
to indicate what they did again and again, every time

they tried to look up). The angels deliver their message. Luke omits “stop fearing!” and at once reports

the Easter news itself. “Why are you seeking the living one as in company with (pad) the dead ?” This is
not a rebuke; it reveals what the women are doing in
their great, blind ignorance,'brings this home to them.
The question stresses the very thoughts of these
women, all their heaviness of heart about the dead body
of Jesus, their desire to ﬁnish the burying with spices
and perfumes, the tears they expected to shed when
they left him as dead and in company with all the dead
—and through all this murk ﬂashes the one word “the
living one,” one intense Easter ray. “Living one, living
one!”—-unbelievable, yet angels attest the word. And
they had spices, etc., for one who was dead! One of
the strange facts is that no evangelist ever mentions
what became of those spices on which so much care
and love were spent, those spices but for which the
women would not be here.

6)

The texts already mentioned omit: “he is not

here, but did rise,” but on insufﬁcient authority to cast
doubt on the genuineness of these words. “He is not
here” points to the obvious fact. Mark reports that all
the women were hidden to look at the place that was
‘now empty. But this negative is intended only to make
the positive stand out, the simple aorist to express the
fact as a fact: “on the contrary (am), he did arise.”

The form ﬁ‘yéparj is passive, “he was raised,” but many
such passives are used without having the passive
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sense (R. 817). This is generally assumed here although the passive of this verb occurs also in the purely
passive sense. Note the active sense of avamﬁm, “to
rise again,” in v. 7. If one should insist on translating

ffyc'paq “he was raised,” we know of no way to refute
him. Both are possible, and either would be in place
here. The resurrection is called an act of God: “raised
up from the dead by the glory of the Father” (1376,3917),
Rom. 6:4; 8:11; Matt. 16:21; 17:23; 26:32; it is also
called an act of Jesus himself, Mark 9 :31; Luke 18 :33
(dvaovﬁaerat). Both are true even as all the opera ad
extra are communa. The Greek uses the aorist to express a very recent past act, “did arise,” whereas we
require the perfect “has arisen” (R. 845).
Luke has the fullest account as to how the angel
reminded the women of the words that Jesus had uttered in Galilee. “Yet being in Galilee” means as early
as that and, of course, thus refers to all the utterances
that were made since that time. Those were true pro.phetic utterances, and their truth is now attested by
the literal fulﬁllment. But the women as well as the
apostles themselves had not understood those utterances literally and had allowed them to pass from their
minds.
7) The angel quotes them in indirect discourse
from 9:22, 44; Matt. 16 :21; 17:22, 23; Mark 8:31;

9:31. See 5:24 on Son of man; and 8d indicates the
divine necessity of love that is back of the plan of redemption. The angel recalls the three essential acts:
the deliverance into the hands of men, the death by
cruciﬁxion, and what the women now see with their
eyes, “and on the third day rise again,” i. e., rise up
to life again. But not to the former life in lowliness,
those linen wrappings speak of a miraculous passing
out of the body—rise again gloriﬁed and in the state
we call that of exaltation.
8, 9) And they remembered his utterances, and
having returned from the tomb, they reported all

Luke 24 :8-10
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these things to the Eleven and to all the rest. Now
they were Mary Magdalene and Joanna and Mary
of James, and the others with them kept telling these
things to the apostles. And these utterances appeared in their sight as silly talk, and they were dishelieving them.
This ﬂood of remembering was far more than
merely a recalling of those utterances; it was a recalling of them and a combining them with the realities.
They had seen Jesus being delivered into the hands of
men and all that this meant, they had seen Jesus die
on the cross, and they were now with the same actuality and reality seeing on this the third day that he
had indeed arisen. Since they had all this literal fulﬁllment before them, the prophecy stood out wondrously in their minds. Matthew describes how they
met Jesus himself on their return, but Luke hastens
to add at once that the women made report to the
Eleven and to the rest, i. e., to all the other disciples.
We should not imagine that all these were assembled
together and received this report in a body. We know
that Mary Magdalene found only Peter and John, and

that Thomas was absent from the group for a week.
The report reached all those who are mentioned as
the news could be carried to them, and we may well
suppose that it brought about a gradual gathering, at
least for the discussion of this report.
10)

Not until this high point in the story is

reached does Luke record the names of some of the
women. In 23:55 and in all that follows we learn only
that these women were “out of Galilee.” We now hear
that the foremost among them was Mary Magdalene.
As Peter was the leader among the Twelve, the men,

so “Magdalene Mary” was the leader among the
women. In regard to prominence she stands out like
Peter, in‘her love she is like John. See 8 :2, 3 on her and
on Joanna. The second Mary in Luke’s record is identiﬁed by a reference to her husband Clopas or to her sons
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James and J‘oses, Luke uses. only James for this purpose.
She was the Virgin’s sister or half-sister (John 19 :25).
When Luke writes, “and the rest with them kept telling,” etc., he uses brevity by telling us about the presence of these other women and ,how they joined with
the ones who are named in a repeated telling of these
things. The news was so astounding, the, things they
had seen and heard so mighty and true, that they would
of their own accord go over the story again and. again;
but they were surely also questioned most closely and
thus had to relate the occurrences again and again.
The evangelists are always brief, Luke very much
so in this account. But that fact draws attention to
every repetition that may appear in such a succinct
record. Luke states with an aorist that the women
made a report to the Eleven and then with an imperfect states once more that they kept telling the apostles
these things. Why the double statement? Because the
Eleven were the apostles, and because as the apostles
they should have been most ready to believe. They had
heard the detailed prophecies from Jesus' lips more
often than the others; John relates at length what
Jesus said to them on Thursday night. Yes, if anyone,
these eleven apostles should have believed. 0n them
the women centered their message as the angel and
Jesus, too, had told them to do.
11) This is a case where «at adds an adversative
fact coordinately. All these utterances seemed in their
eyes (“before them” as judges) as Aﬁpos, nonsense, the
wild talk of a pack of hysterical women. In this instance the neuter plural subject is construed with a

plural verb in the Greek. This usually means more
than that the writer may choose either a singular or

a plural verb. These were utterances of so many individual witnesses, each testimony counted for itself,
and thus all the testimonies formed a true plural and
not merely an aggregate. This plural verb quietly re-

Luke 24:11, 12
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minds as also that in the case of the Jews creditable
testimony required at least two or three corroborating
witnesses. And we may take it that for this reason,
too, Luke actually named three such witnesses in v. 10.

But it was all in vain as far as the apostles were
concerned: “they were disbelieving them” (air-mic, feminine, the women), the imperfect expresses continuous
disbelief. Do we feel like chiding the apostles for this
long disbelief in the face of such witnesses? Let us
note rather that the claim that they were common,

credulous people who were ready to believe what careful men would today not think of believing, breaks
down completely. These men were quite the opposite.

Whereas they should have believed they disbelieved.
They held out until the last. Even John must be included, for his believing which is stated in John 20:8

is heavily qualiﬁed in v.'9 so that Luke cannot register
him as an exception.
12) The texts which have the two omissions that
were already noted (in v. 3 and 6) and a few others
of no consequence omit also this entire verse. Text
critics are inclined to reject this verse as not being
genuine, not, however, because of the lack of textual
evidence, which is quite too favorable for that, but
because of the presence of words in this verse which
appear also in John 20 :2-10. They think it more probable that this verse was interpolated from John’s account than that John should have borrowed expressions
frOm this verse in Luke. On textual grounds this verse

must therefore remain. As to the verbal agreements it
should be noted that in a number of instances in these
last chapters Luke plainly matches statements that are
made in John, statements that are not found in Matf
thew and in Mark. The view that the agreement with
John is too close in this verse is in our judgment too
subjective. John did have Luke before him, and no one

will be able to prove why he should not have appropri-
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ated words from Luke in his own far fuller account,
especially also since in so many instances John supplements the synoptists and makes it plain that he does
so by using some of the very words which they used
in their more fragmentary accounts.
Moreover, Peter having arisen, ran to the tomb
and, having stooped down, sees the linen bands
alone; and went away to himself, wondering at what
had occurred.
Luke’s appended statement which disregards the
connection of time is precisely one of the incidents that
John would want to relate in full, the more so since he
himself ran out to the tomb together with Peter. So we

learn that this happened at once after Mary Magdalene
hastened back from the tomb to bring help because she

thought that the prostrate position of the stone indicated a riﬂing of the tomb. She found only Peter and
John, and both ran to the garden as John relates. But
all that Luke wants to report is that Peter, when he
stooped and looked into the open tomb, with his own
eyes saw the linen bands—“alone,” emptied of the
body, the undisturbed windings lying ﬂat. Astounding
sight!
Luke uses the vivid present tense: “he sees,” yes,
sees and sees. How could the body have left those bands
except through a miracle? What was the miracle-,—
what was it? But even this direct, visual evidence made
Peter only wonder and wonder as he went away by
himself “at the thing that has happened” in the tomb.

So slow was even a Peter to believe. It is Luke’s intention to make this plain. The phrase «pas- Emmiv causes
trouble. It does not mean “to his home” (R. V.) although the construction with dﬁkﬁe is correct; “in
himself” (A. V.) regards the phrase as modifying
“wondering,” which would make it too emphatic in
the Greek because it‘would then have the forward
position. It simply means: “he went away to or by

himself, wondering,” etc., B.-P. 1140.

13) And lo, two of them on that day were going
to a village distant sixty stadia from Jerusalem, for
which as a name Emmaus.
This interjection “lo” pertains to the entire account
which is so astonishing in many ways, for it was not
at all wonderful that two of them should be going to
Emmaus on that Sunday.. The periphrastic imperfect
pictures the two on their way. Luke is precise regarding the name of the village and its distance from Jerusalem. Both points have precipitated much discussion
and research which is complicated by the insertion of
sum-6v, “a hundred,” in important texts, which makes

the distance 160 stadia. The details of this discussion
need not occupy us here. The reading “60 stadia” is
correct. Nicopolis cannot be the village intended, for
it was not a “village” (Luke) but a considerable city
prior even to Christ’s time and was located 176 stadia
from Jerusalem, which ﬁgure exceeds even the 160
stadia that are found in some of the texts, to say nothing about the assured 60. It seems that “a hundred”
was inserted on the supposition that Luke had in mind
Nicopolis, the old Amwas. To go to and to return to
this city would require 'over twelve hours, a journey

that cannot be ﬁtted into Luke’s account. Several places
bore the name Emmaus. Many have thought of the

’Ammaous mentioned in Josephus, Wars, 7, 6, 6, but
the correct reading in Josephus is 30 and not 60 stadia.
We thus cannot locate the place. A Greek ardSwv=600

feet, and this word is declined also as a masculine,
B.-D. 49. The supposition seems warranted that the

two disciples had their home in Emmaus and were
returning to it toward evening.
14)

And they were conversing with each other

concerning all these things that had happened. And
it came to pass while they were conversing and questioning together, Jesus himself having drawn near,

began to go with them. But their eyes were held not
to recognize him.
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'OpLAdv is the regular verb for “to converse,” and
the subject that occupied these two was not merely
the report of the resurrection but all that had occurred
in these days (v. 18) .
15) On “it came to pass" and “while,” as Lukan
favorite expressions, see 1 :8. The former marks the
importance of what came to pass. We see that the two
disciples were also questioning together besides conversing, neither of them was able to get any farther.
Then, from a few paces to the rear of them, Jesus himself drew up and began to walk together with them
in the most natural way as one traveller joins a pair
of others on the road. This is the ﬁrst appearance of
the risen Savior that Luke records. During these forty
days after the resurrection Jesus came and went as
he desired. So he was here on the road where he wished
to be and with a few strides easily caught up with
these travellers.
16) Luke explains that the eyes of the two dis-

ciples “were held” so that they did not recognize Jesus.
The passive verb connotes an agent, namely God, just
as the passive does in v. 31: their eyes “were completely
opened.” In Mark 16 :12 it is stated that Jesus appeared
“in a different form” (popM), which means different
from the form in which he appeared to Mary Magdalene in the garden of the tomb (Mark 16 :9). Throughout these forty days each appearance was naturally
made in such a way as to ﬁt the time, the place, and
the persons concerned. In the present instance Jesus
must have appeared as another traveller. But even

then he would have been recognized quickly had the
eyes of the two disciples not been held. The recognition was instantaneous in v. 31. The inﬁnitive with
m? may be regarded in three ways: to express purpose:
“that they should not know him” (our versions) ; to
express result: “so that they did not know him”; or

as an ablative: were held “from knowing him,” R. 1171
makes mi redundant. We regard it as expressing “re-

Luke 24:17, 18
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sult” and consider the ablative the least likely construction.
17)

A And he said to them, What are these state-

ments which you are exchanging with each other as
you are walking? And they stopped, sullen. And answering, one, by name Cleopas, said to him, Thou,
dost thou dwell as an outsider all alone in Jerusalem
and didst not come to know the things that took
place in her in these days?
The question of Jesus seems to imply that it was
put after Jesus had for a while listened to the animated
discussion that continued after he drew up with the
two. They were in the midst of it, and both “questioning” (v. 15) and “exchanging” imply that each disciple
was putting questions at the other which neither could

answer. So the inquiry of Jesus was most natural when
he at a convenient moment asked what these A670: or
statements were about. We should not regard this as
pretense on the part of Jesus. As is the case in other
instances when he asked about things that he himself
knew well, so this question had the simple purpose of
making these disciples state their problem to him as
directly as possible in order that he might solve it for
them in a perfectly objective way. His question looked
forward to what he intended to say after he had received the answer.
But its ﬁrst effect was that the two disciples stopped
in their tracks and looked at Jesus with displeased surprise and astonishment: axuopmoz’ means with darkened
faces, hence “sullen.” “Sad” is not enough, and “perplex ” (R., Tr.) is incorrect; M.-M. 580 have “of a
gloomy countenance.” The A. V. translates the reading
“are” in place of “they stopped” and so draws the adjective into the question: “as ye walk and are sad."
The better reading is “they stood,” i. e., stopped. It is
this stopping that lends force to the adjective “sullen.”
18) This interpretation helps us to understand
the answer which was given by Cleopas, which was
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really not an answer to Jesus’ question but an incredulous, exclamatory question because of what appeared
like impossible ignorance on Jesus’ part. The verb

rapomci's means to dwell as a mipomos, as one who is not
a native but has come in from the outside, and is followed by the accusative of the place: “to inhabit Jerusalem as one having come from the outside.” A Gentile
might be referred to thus, but the verb here refers to
a Jew who had been born and reared elsewhere but
was now residing in the Holy City. Mere temporary

sojourn (M.-M.) is not necessarily implied.
The adjective prim, “alone,” helps to bring out the
idea: an outsider living in Jerusalem so entirely oif to
himself and “all alone,” without contact with anybody
who might keep him posted on the big things that were
going on in the city. Cleopas intends to ask whether
it was possible that Jerusalem had harbored such a
person. 26 is emphatic: “Thou, art thou” such a person?
The aorist gym»? is ingressive: “not come to know” all
that occurred in the city during these last days. So
completely are Cleopas and his companion taken up
with these occurrences that he thinks that everybody
who is living in Jerusalem must know all about them
and could not be living so alone as to escape this knowledge.
We can only guess how Jesus made the impression

on Cleopas that he was not a native Jerusalemite.
Many foreign-born Jews gravitated to the Holy City
and became permanent residents there. Jesus perhaps
retained his Galilean accent. Is Cleopas to be identiﬁed
with the Clopas who is mentioned in John 19 :25? We
hear “yes” and “no” and receive nothing decisive either
way even if the names are only variant pronunciations,
which is most likely the case. Luke mentions the name

so incidentally that we cannot safely conclude anything
in regard to the importance of the man. The view that

these two disciples belonged to the Seventy is a guess,

likewise that the other was Nathanael, Bartholomew,

Peter, some other Simon, or James the less, that father
and son were thus going to their home in Emmaus,
and that the father answered and not the son.
19) With perfect calmness Jesus persists in
eliciting the statement he wants made. And he said
to them, What things? And they said to him: Those
about Jesus, the Nazarene, who was a prophet powerful in deed and word before God and all the people; also how our high priests and rulers delivered
him up to a death judgment and cruciﬁed him. But
we were hoping that he was the one about to ransom
Israel. Yes, and along with all these things he is
spending the third day since these things occurred.

And another thing, some women from among us
dumbfounded us, having gone early to the tomb and
not ﬁnding his body, they came saying that they had
seen also a vision of angels who declared him to be
living. And some of those with us went away to the
tomb and found it thus even as the women said; but
him they did not see.
The word woios is sometimes Qualitative, sometimes
it is not; it need not here be “what kind of things”
but simply “what things,” being noncommittal. Between them or with one of them acting as the speaker
they report the entire story of Jesus to Jesus himself
simply, directly, and quite exactly but from the standpoint of the disciples who were simply at sea in regard
to the ﬁnal outcome that had been reported to them

by the women that very morning. It was just what
Jesus wanted, namely that these two should express
themselves fully and thus enable Jesus to clear up the
very things that were so dark and perplexing to them
and to all the rest of the men. Jesus chose these two
because they were two and could serve as two witnesses, not only to testify that they had seen him, but
to testify to all that he was telling them about the
Scripture prophecies regarding his death and his resurrection.
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The theme is
Nazarene,” which
would speak to a
him. “Jesus” was

“the things concerning Jesus, the
names him in the usual way as one
stranger who knew nothing about
a name that was found frequently

among Jews, and “the. Nazarene” thus distinguished

him by naming the town from which he came. The
relative clause begins the story under this theme and
at once draws a brief but very adequate picture of this

Jesus. We need not have c’yémo mean “who became” as
though Jesus grew to be a prophet; it is the constative
historical aorist which states summarily what Jesus
“was.”

We have no idiom for «£er «pom, so we say only
“a prophet,” but the two nouns are intended to mean
“a notable man who was a prophet.” But “prophet” is
a broad word, which is quite properly applied to Jesus
as the Messiah. It is not restrictive as making Jesus
only another one of the great prophets whom the Jews
knew, a sort of second to the Baptist; for Deut. 18 :1519 made “prophe ” a title for the promised Messiah.
and the Jews used this word with reference to him.
The fact that the title is meant in this exalted sense
is clear from the addition: “powerful in work and
word in the presence of God and of all the people”
(M69, Israel) . This phrase conveys the thought that
God himself approved of this powerful prophet, likewise that the people as a whole did so.
20)

The picture is grand and impressive: this

powerful prophet moving before God and all the people
with word and deed. With the close connective n and
with the conjunction that denotes manner the terrible
end of his career are summarily but adequately added:
“also how our high priests,” etc. “Delivered him up
unto a death judgmen ” states the precise fact that the
Sanhedrin itself handed Jesus over to Pilate to have
a judgment pronounced on him that would remand
him to death (the genitive is qualitative, and the two
nouns form one concept: Todesurteil.) And thus the

Luke 24 :21
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Sanhedrin “cruciﬁed him,” it was the real agent in this
awful act. The two are correlative, “delivered him up”
and “cruciﬁed him.” That is how he came to be cruciﬁed and was not stoned or killed in some other way.
.21) Deep feeling runs through the entire recital
but reaches its full intensity in the parenthetical statement (marked as such by 86) about “we,” meaning all
those who were most closely attached to Jesus: “we,
however,” in contrast to our rulers, “we were hoping
(the imperfect, hoping all along) that he (emphatic
m’mis) was the one about to be ransoming Israel.” The
substance of this hoping is retained in the tense of the
direct discourse in which it was originally expressed:

“He is the one,” etc.; the English has to use “was.”
The hope was national, the thinking of “Israel,” the
sacred, honored name of the chosen peOple.
The verb Aurpoﬁooar calls for attention; we may
translate “to redeem,” but when we do so we must hold
fast the original meaning of redeem, namely “to ran-

som," to set free by the payment of a Mia-pow or ransom
price. The treatment of the verb and of the corresponding nouns in the dictionaries is not satisfactory
as Warﬁeld, Christian Doctrine, has shown. The idea
of a Mrpov never disappears; the verb never means
merely “to save" or “to deliver,” for the saving act
always costs something that corresponds to the saving
that is effected. If it is deliverance from sin, the price
is blood-sacriﬁce; if from danger or evils, the price is
the strain, effort, etc. But the price always lies in the

verb. The active voice means to receive the price and
then to free; the middle, to pay the ransom or price
and thus to free, and the passive, to have the price

paid and thus to be set free. The inﬁnitive is used here:
“the one about to pay the ransom or price and thus
deliver Israel.”
It is unfair to say that this meant political deliverance in the minds of the speakers. The statement
appears after the one about the death and before the
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one that voices the complaint that Jesus has already
spent three days in the tomb. This means that these

disciples thought that Jesus would ransom Israel in
spite of his death and perhaps through his death. The
verb “to ransom” is perfectly in place. Just how the
ransoming would be eifected, and just what release it
would buy for Israel were not clear to the two disciples,
could not be. But they were correct in thinking that
it would be a ransoming, but their hope was dying
because Jesus lay dead and would remain dead.
The two am «at are not adversative but aﬂirmative.
The ﬁrst is climacteric with strong ascensive force

which is increased by the addition of yé, all of which
we try to convey by translating: “yea, and,” etc. The
subject of 5.76:. is “he” (Jesus) ; the verb is not impersonal, could not be when an object follows. What perplexes and upsets these disciples and. causes all their
questioning is the fact that “along with these things”
that brought on the death of Jesus he is now spending
already the third day since these things occurred
(meaning his trial and death), and not a thing has as
yet happened.
22) The am mu’ is here continuation: “and another thing.” See R. 1148 and 1185. This thing about
the women is simply upsetting to these disciples,
éeéamaav, they dumbfounded us. The Greek uses the adjective in preference to the adverb: “having gone as
early ones.”
23) Instead of ﬁnding the body as they had expected - they brought back the incredible report that
they had seen a vision of angels who declared Jesus
to be living.
24) They add the detail about the two disciples
who had run out to the tomb (v. 12: John 20:3) and
found just what the women said—“but him they saw
not." This is the .sad ending. The fact that the women
had seen him (Matt. 28:9, 10), also Mary Magdalene
(John 20:18), apparently failed to satisfy the men.

Dulce 24 :25
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The very excitement with which the women reported
what they had seen made the men think that they were
nervously upset, had imagined things, and ought not
to be believed beyond the veriﬁable fact that the body
was indeed gone.
25) The disciples had spoken, had put the Whole
story into words, and had thus stated their entire
problem. That is what Jesus had asked them to do, and
he now presents to them the full solution of their prob-

lem and of all its perplexities.
And he said to them: 0 dullards and slow of
heart to believe on all the things which the prophets
did utter! Was it not necessary that the Christ snﬂer,
and that he enter into his glory? And having begun
with Moses and with all the prophets, he interpreted
to them in all the Scriptures the things concerning
himself.

The very tone with which Jesus begins, one of
pained surprise and plain rebuke, shows that the same
great person is speaking with authority and convincing power although he is unrecognized at the time. “0
dullards” reproves their intellect and intelligence. Unbelief often lays claim to great intellectual powers
and penetration; it is in reality the most pitiful and
painful ignorance. These two Jews should have known

their Scriptures better.
But we should not separate the terms; “slow of

heart” (dative of relation after an adjective) is connected with “dullards” .even as the inﬁnitive modiﬁes
both: “dull and slow to believe on all the things which
(the relative accusative drawn to the dative antecedent)
the prophets did utter" (their spoken utterance being
identical with their written records). They believe
some of the things that had been written by the prophets, e. g., that the Messiah would come and establish
his kingdom; but they did not believe all that had been
written, they overlooked the very things that were so
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essential to this Messiah and his kingdom, the things
which Jesus now expounds. That was their great inconsistency, their great lack of intelligence.
But the real trouble is in the heart, of which the
intelligence is only one faculty. In the Scriptures Kapsza
is the seat of the personality, of the £76, and thus of
the thinking, the feeling, and especially also the willing.
The avenue into the heart is, indeed, through the intelligence, but the intelligence will see or not see what
the inner personality desires. So both are here rebuked,
but the full weight of the rebuke falls on these hearts
that are so “slow to be believing,” etc., c’m’ with the
dative stating “on” what the conﬁdence of faith should
rest. “Slow,” sluggish, means unresponsive to the
prophetic words that ought. to awaken faith. This is
the resistance to the gracious power in the divine
words. See how Jerusalem resisted to the last, and now
hear the Savior’s complaint regarding even his disciples.

26)

The interrogative word otxc’, which implies a

decided afﬁrmative answer, at once illumines the intelligence and appeals to the heart and the will. Why, it
could not have been otherwise than that, when the
Christ should come, he had to suffer and to enter into
his glory. Ac: expresses all kinds of necessity; here the
imperfect 58a expresses the necessity that is involved
in prophecy, a necessity that "reaches back to the very
ﬁrst prophecy that was uttered about the Messiah and
continues through the centuries until now, R. 887. No
divine prophecy can possibly fail. Neither can all these
prophets’ utterances about the suffering of the Messiah
and about his then entering into his glory. To know
those prophecies at all is to know that they must necessarily come to fulﬁllment. The question that Jesus thus
puts is one that both of these disciples would answer
with “yes.” As Jews they had always believed that
about the divine prophecies. So Jesus opens the way
for the rest of his task which is now once more with

Luke 24:26
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full vividness and clarity to unroll the ancient prophe-.
cies before the minds of these disciples and let the
power of their truth fall on their hearts in order ﬁnally
to produce faith.

In this instance the necessity goes back only to the
prophets whose inspired words of revelation cannot
possibly fail since they come from God. But back of
this necessity there lies another, one that is found in
God himself, the necessity of his love and his resolve
to save the world. This is not anabstract necessity, nor
can we speak of it in a philosophical sense as some do.It is not a metaphysical part of God’s being which he
acts on because he cannot help but do so. This ultimate
necessity rests on the free volition of God and on his
unfathomable love to send his own Son for our redemption. This much is revealed, and no ﬁnite mind can
penetrate farther back into the being of God.
The two acts of this necessity that are revealed
through the prophets are: “to suffer and to enter into
his glory.” They constitute a unit, and a misunder-

standing results when a subordination is made: “to
suffer in order to enter (or so as to enter) his glory."

To suffer means to expiate the world’s guilt by a bloody
death; and with this there goes the other half, to enter
his glory, to lay this sacriﬁce before God, which means
that God is to accept it for the whole world’s guilt.
As it was necessary that the price be paid, so it was
necessary that God accept the payment, accept it by'
glorifying him who-died for us and by seating him at
his right hand. Both parts were revealed, and both
were fulﬁlled, and our faith rests on both. 0n the part
in glory read Ps. 110 and Luke 20 :42—44. It is debated
whether this second part about the glory was fulﬁlled

in the resurrection or in the ascension. That is one of
those useless questions which presents an alternative
where none exists. The. two belong together even as
they are often called the gloriﬁcation. .John 17:1, 5;
12:23, 28; 13:32; Phil. 2:9-11; Acts 3:21; 5:31. “His
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glory” is that which the Son had “before the world
was” (John 17 :5); and “to enter” that glory meant
that the human nature of Jesus was to receive its full
and eternal exercise.
27) All that remained to Jesus was. to go through
the prophets, state what they had uttered, and bring
out just what that utterance had declared in advance.
The wording has been called careless because of the
use of the two prepositions: “having begun from Moses
and from all the prophets,” etc. But whether we prefer
the aorist “he did interpret” or the imperfect “he was
interpreting” (but did not ﬁnish), the two prepositions
are in place. Jesus made two beginnings, one with
Moses and another with the rest of the prophets. The
thought is that Moses stands alone, is higher than the
prophets, that he is no less than the mediator of the
old covenant even also as the Pentateuch standsout by
itself. “All the prophets” are the rest of the 01d Testament, the old name for which is “the Law and the
Prophets,” the very distinction that Luke has in mind.
We prefer the aorist, for we cannot think that Jesus

failed to ﬁnish this task. He surely timed his walk in
such a way as to complete this task.
Yes, Jesus ﬁnds himself in “all” the prophets. We
should give much for even a record of the passages he
used, give more for his exegesis of those passages; but
we are left to search for ourselves. “Jesus found himself in the Old Testament, a thing that some modern
scholars do not seem able to do,” R., W. P. “O dullards
and slow in heart!” Some object to the reﬂexive “the
things concerning himse ” and think that the reading
should be “concerning him.” Luke could have written
either. Having told us that this was Jesus, “himself”
is even better than the distant “him” would .be.
28)
And they drew near to the village where
they were going, and he made the appearance of

going farther. And they constrained him, saying,
Abide together with us because it is toward evening,

Luke 24:28-80
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and the day has already declined. And he went in
to abide with them.
The Greeks use “where” for “whither” much as we

do. When wpomu'm is used in the middle voice it means
Miene when. It is to be understood in the good sense
here: “he made as if,” and he would certainly have gone
on if he had not been urged to stay. Jesus forces himself into no one’s home.
29) But these two disciples not only invite but
also constrain him to remain with them. This reads so

much as if the house to which they had come was their
own home that we discard the idea of an inn or of some
friend’s house. Their words are preserved. “Abide together with us,” in our company, etc. It is easy to see
why. They voice exactly the feeling of all sincere disciples toward Jesus to this day. We also feel the need
of Jesus, of his invisible yet no less real presence, especially when we think of the nearness of the night of
death. We need not allegorize the text but apply it to
our own heart. The aorist “they constrained” implies
success, but Luke adds the statement that he went in
with them. It is grammatical stickling to say, “Only
into the village because no house has been mentioned”;
but Jesus reclines in the next verse, and that does not
occur on the street.
30) And it came to pass on his having reclined
together with them, having taken the bread, he

blessed it and, having broken it, he was in the act
of giving it over to them. And their eyes were

opened, and they recognized him; and he became
hidden from them.
’Eye’vero plus a ﬁnite verb isused as it was in 1:8,
and e’v 79'} with an aorist inﬁnitive as it was in 2:27;
3 :21. The former marks the importance of what
follows. The table was set for an evening meal, and
Jesus had reclined for dining in the Jewish fashion.
The two reclined with him. The strange fact is that
Jesus did not act as a guest but as the host, for he took
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the bread in his hands and pronounced the blessing.
This was the regular table prayer just as we still say
grace before eating. It was all perfectly natural, the
result of the relation that had been established on the
journey when Jesus acted as the teacher and the two
disciples as his pupils. Neither of them thought it odd
that Jesus should proceed as he did. After the blessing
had been pronounced (aorist), Jesus broke the bread
'(aOrist), the ﬂat, unleavened cake that was always
divided by breaking and never by cutting. But in the
act of giving it over to them, as they were taking it

from his hands (signiﬁcant imperfect), their eyes were
opened, 'etc. The description is exact and beautiful.
Imagination has made this the Sacrament. A strange
sacrament, indeed—broken off in the very ﬁrst act of
it and never completed.
31) This is the reverse of v. 16, the one verse
helps to interpret the other. The aorist suggests an
instantaneous opening of the eyes. The disciples had
looked upon Jesus, but they had not recognized him up
to this moment. As if a veil had fallen from their eyes,

they now saw that it was Jesus. In v. 25 they complained of a fatal lack in the evidence of the news that
he was alive: “but him they did not see,” namely Peter
and John, witnesses that were far more creditable than
the women. They themselves had seen him all this time,
had realized it at this wonderful moment, and had
recognized him fully (e’m’ in the verb intensiﬁes). It
was all so certain that not the shadow of a doubt was
possible. But in that same instant, when their hands
almost touched his as they took the bread, he became

d¢awoe, “nonappeari'ng,” “hidden from them.” The
place where he lay a moment ago was empty. This, too,

was highly necessary for these disciples. They must

realize. that ‘while Jesus was alive afth his soul and
his body had been reunited he was not to enter and to
continue the old, earthly life in which they had known

him so long. He had entered a new state in which he

Luke 24:82
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appeared and disappeared at will. As he had left the
sealed tomb, . so he now left the closed house. The
thought was overwhelming—incomprehensible,- yet inﬁnitely blessed.
32) And they said to each other, Was not our
heart burning in us as he was talking to us on the
way, as he was opening to us the Scriptures? And
having arisen in that same hour, they returned to

Jerusalem, and they found gathered together the
Eleven and those with them, saying, Certainly the
Lord did rise up~and did appear to Simon! And they

for their part began to rehearse the things on the
way, and how he was made known to them in- connection with the breaking of the bread.
From the immediate effect that was produced upon

the two disciples Luke reports only the exclamatory
question: “Was not our heart burning,” etc.? Why the
word “burning” should have caused textual emendation

is hard to see. It: expressed the effect which the expositions of Jesus had produced on these two disciples, on
both equally, that caused their heart to warm and to
glow within them when they heard what the Scriptures
said about the blessed suffering and the gloriﬁcation of
the Messiah. They saw that Jesus was this Messiah,
and that what hadbeen reported to them by the women
must be true.
One should not, however, think that the two say
this and mean that they should haVe known Jesus when
he spoke to them since no one could speak like that but
be. Any thought of that nature was a minor one. Their
question intends to say that the way in which he spoke
to them and that the effect of his words on their hearts
are mighty corroborative evidence for what they realized just now, that they had indeed seen Jesus. It was
now all as plain as day, The two clauses are parallel,
the second being an apposition to the ﬁrst: “how he
was talking,” and: “how he was fully opening.” Not
his way, mere utterance (the opposite of being silent),
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but this talking as opening up the Scriptures in such
a wonderful way made their hearts glow and burn
with new faith, assurance, and joy.
33) So they returned to Jerusalem at once. We
now see why Luke reported the distance. It was not
so far but what the two could. easily retrace their steps.
We take it that they got back to Jerusalem by about
nine o’clock. Two facts are notable: they knew just
where to go, and they found not only the apostles but
also others together in one place. This is what the
morning’s news of the resurrection had done in spite
of the disbelief with which it was received. When Mary
Magdalene rushed back to the city early in the morning she found only Peter and John, these two friends
were still together. The rest were scattered. But all
are now together again. Since Jesus was dead, the bond
was broken, nothing could hold even the Eleven together ; but when the possibility that Jesus had risen
from the dead became known, the old bond began to
hold again. The perfect participle “having been gathered together” implies “and still gathered thus” when
the two came. John 20 :24 states that Thomas was absent, yet Luke writes that the two disciples from Emmaus found “the Eleven." As they were formerly called
“the Twelve,” so they are now called “the Eleven”

whether the full number was actually present or not.
Note I Cor. 15:5 on “the Twelve.” Luke did not care
to explain the absence of the one about whom he intends to say nothing in his record.
34) Jubilant shouts greet the two late arrivals:

“The Lord truly arose!” ﬁyépﬁn is explained in v. 6, the
aorist to designate the past fact. Kﬁpwc. (see 7 :13) is

surely the proper name, for it means “divine Lord”
and was soon to be used in the full designation “our
Lord Jesus Christ.” The decisive evidence on which
this jubilant shout rests is added: “and did appear to
Simon,” the aorist again expresses the past fact. This

Simon is Peter, his old name was commonly used

Luke 24 :84-86'
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among his friends. Him the men believed. It is a bit
inconsistent, for he was only one witness, the testimony
of the women was set aside. But men are strange.

Think of Thomas despite a dozen men who were witnesses.
When and where did Jesus appear to Peter, and
what are the details? We know only the fact which
Paul corroborates in I Cor. 15 :5 and even regards the
appearance to Simon (Cephas) as being one of the
great evidences for the resurrection. And let us note
that Paul, too, fails to mention the testimony of the
women. Just why he did this is hard to say. Although
Peter was the ﬁrst man to see the risen Lord, this does
not give him a papal distinction. All details are, it
seems, purposely withheld, not because the church
would have made much of them in elevating Peter
above the other apostles, but for the opposite reason,
because Peter had denied Jesus, and this appearance
to him was in the nature of a private absolution. Hence
a veil is in place.
35) The at'rroi has emphasis, for it places the two

over against all the others whom they found. They told
their wonderful story, which certainly surpassed that
of Peter. The phrase iv 727 «Man is often translated and
also interpreted as though it indicated the means by
which Jesus was made known. This puts into the
phrase what is not in it, for the making known oc-

curred as v. 30 describes it: “in connection with the
breaking of the bread,” right after the breaking, when
the bread was being handed over to them. The supposition that they had often seen Jesus do this act and that,
when they now see it once more, this revealed his person to them is untenable.
36) Now, while they were telling these things,
he himself stood in their midst and says to them,
Peace to you!
When we reconstruct this scene we add from John
the detail that the doors were locked for fear of the
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Jews, so that no one could enter the room without ﬁrst
knocking and being admitted. From Mark we learn
that the disciples were reclining on their couches at
supper, and that the meal was apparently about ended.
All those who are in the room are engaged in animated
conversation about “these things” that had been reported by Simon and by the two disciples from Emmaus. Then all in an instant Jesus himself (emphatic
az’mis) “stood in their midst,” 51111;, the aorist to indicate
the fact. John writes “came and stood,” which marks
the arrival as well as the standing.
Among the ridiculous ideas that are connected with
this statement are these: Jesus climbed up a ladder and
through a window; he descended on a stairway from
the roof; he entered into the house before the doors
were locked '; he slipped in when the two disciples from
Emmaus were admitted; he was allowed to come in
through connivance on the part of the doorkeeper.

They all agree in denying the miracle. Others have the
doors open of themselves to let Jesus 'walk in; or they
leave them locked while Jesus walks through them as
if they were not there; or they have him walk right
through the walls of the house and of the room. This
latter is a miracle, indeed, but it is crudely conceived.
Acts 12:10 is useless in this connection, for the body

of Peter was not in the same state as that of the risen
Lord.
Since he is in his risen and gloriﬁed state, time,
space, the rock of the tomb, the walls and the doors

of buildings no longer hamper the body of Jesus. He
appears where he desires to appear, and his visible

'presence'disappears when he desires to have it so. This
is wholly supernatural, wholly incomprehensible to our

minds. Nor may we ask or seek to comprehend where
Jesus stayed during the intervals between his appearances during the forty days. When our bodies shall

eventually enter the heavenly mode of existence, we
may know something of these supreme mysteries, but

Luke 24 :36, 87
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we doubt that we shall even then really comprehend the
profundities of the divine omnipresence of which the
human nature of Jesus partakes, and which he exercised since his viviﬁcation in the tomb as he did in
these wondrous appearances.
Jesus did not walk through anything. The disciples
did not see him take so many steps from the doors or
the wall to their midst. He was there, and that was
all. Luther is right over againSt the Zwinglians: “By
this coming through locked doors is shown that since
his resurrection in his kingdom on earth he is no longer
bound to bodily, visible, tangible, mundane substance,
time, place, space, and the like, but wants to be known.
and believed as ruling by his power everywhere present, having the will to be with us and help us in all
places and at all times, when and where we need it,
unfettered and unhindered by the world and all its
might.”
Jesus says at once: “Peace to you 1” But this common Oriental form of greeting, which implies only a
kindly human wish when it is spoken by ordinary lips,
means inﬁnitely more when it is spoken by him who
died and rose for us. As is the person,- so is the word.
When Jesus says “peace” he actually gives what the
word says. It is not a lovely-looking package that is
empty inside but one that is ﬁlled with heavenly reality
that is far more beautiful than the covering in which

it is wrapped. The concept elpﬁm, the condition of peace
and the feeling that results from the condition, are
treated in 7 :50. We must add here the seals of this
divine peace, the death and the resurrection. A peace
that is so sealed he conveys to the disciples. We do
not know that anyone present, even Peter who had

already seen the risen Lord (v. 34) , made any response
to the greeting; responses were always made. We see
why none was made in this instance.
37) But terriﬁed and become afraid, they were
thinking they were beholding a spirit.
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The disciples believed that Jesus had risen from the
dead (v. 34, 35). But when the living Lord suddenly
stood in the room before their very eyes, the effect ,of

this appearance terriﬁed them. Luke uses two words
to describe this reaction in order to show how completely they were struck with fear. The disciples recognized the powers of the resurrection of Jesus only

gradually. Terror arouses all the superstition that is
latent in men’s minds. We see it when the Twelve were
out on the sea in the raging storm; were physically
exhausted and cried that they saw a phantom (Matt.
14:26). The same thing occurs here, save that no one
cried out, but they were thinking that they were beholding a maﬁpa, “a spirit,” i. e., seeing a ghost. No one
had ever seen one, nor had they; it was what they
thought a spirit, an unsubstantial appearance without
a solid material body of actual ﬂesh, must be like.
One thing may be noted here: we do not know by
how. much the gloriﬁed form of Jesus differed from his
appearance in his earthly life, and not even whether
he, always appeared in the same form during the forty
days. May we say that a majesty and an exaltation
were now evident in the old familiar form’and face,
such as the disciples had not seen before? Simon and
the two Emmaus disciples had seen him, but we have
no details about the former case and know that in the
other Jesus became invisible just as he was recognized.
When fear set in in a company like the present one,
its contagion was hard to resist. Men are strange, indeed—so joyful a- moment ago because Jesus had
arisen, so frightened now on beholding him in his
risen form.
38) And he said to them: Why are you agitated, and because of what are thoughts going up
in your hearts? See my hands and my feet, that it
is I myself! Handle me and see! For a spirit does
not have ﬂesh and bones even as you behold me

Luke 24:88, 89
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having. And on saying this he showed to them the
feet and the hands.
John says that he showed them also his side, namely
the wound that had been left by the gash of the spear.
The perfect participle is used as an adjective in the
predicate after the copula, and the perfect tense of the
participle has its usual strong present connotation.‘ The
disciples “are" in a shaken condition. The effect of
this is that all kinds of foolish thoughts are coming up
in their hearts. “Why” does not specify, but “because
of what” asks for a reason. No rational reason can be
assigned for their agitation or for the wild ideas that
were shooting up in their minds. Jesus knows what
they are thinking, and his double question aims to dispel those frantic thoughts and to put something sensible in their place.
They thought of “a spirit.” Did they mean an evil
spirit that was impersonating Jesus and trying to terrify them? If so, the questions dispelled that notion.
Or did they think that only the spirit of Jesus had returned to them from the other world? That notion,
too, Jesus dispels at once. Luther takes occasion in
this connection to explode the spiritistic superstitions
as though the spirits of the dead are able to return
from the other world and are able to communicate
with us in some way. The Bible denies this throughout.
'God refuses to send one from the dead to warn us or
to preach to us, 16 :31, and has forbidden us to try to

talk with the dead, Deut. 18:11; Isa. 8:19. Jesus calls
the disciples to calm, sensible consideration.
39) He holds out- his hands and his feet, John
adds his side. Two purposes are thus met. These bodily
members are solid ﬂesh and bone. Jesus demands that
they be handled, and the aorist implies that his command was obeyed. Jesus adds what they themselves
know, that a spirit has no ﬂesh and bones “even as you
behold me having.” Let no one say that awe restrained
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the disciples from- touching the gloriﬁed body. Do you
suppose that Jesus would take the risk that the old
doubts should again appear afterward? He was here

to convince every one of these men of the reality of
his human body, “ﬂesh and bones,” and he convinced
them by their actually handling him.
The 'ﬁrst 5n=that, the clause is an object after
18¢“; the second an is just as plainly “because,” it states
an acknowledged reason. But a good purpose accompanies the ﬁrst clause, “that it is I myself,” the Jesus
you have known so long. He establishes his personalidentity by means of his body. Hands, feet, side—these
bear the ﬁve holy wounds of his cruciﬁxion. By them
they know him to the exclusion of the least doubt. Jesus
makes the disciples learn what a resurrection body is

like: it is the body of the same person, the same body
of that person, and yet both the person and the body
are in a new and wonderful state.
Many seem to be- afraid that we may think that the
body of Jesus retained permanently the gaping wounds
that had been made at the cruciﬁxion, and so they as-

sure us that these wounds were not permanent, and
others turn them into stigmata, marks that indicate
where the wounds had' been. It is best never to pronounce on matters that are quite unknown to us. If
Jesus wished to retain his wounds he could certainly
do so, and they would certainly always appear as the
evidence in his very body and of his glorious work of
redemption. But the view is untenable that Jesus
speaks of his ﬂesh and bones, not of his blood, because

the circulation of the blood could be felt less easily, and
because what was in his veins might be something else
than blood.
Modernists grant the death of Jesus but certainly
not his bodily resurrection, the latter is a priori impossible. But how account for the empty tomb? What

became of the dead body that had been placed under
guard by a detachment of Roman soldiers? No denier
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cf the resurrection is able to give even a plausible answer. Here we have the answer of Jesus as to what
became of his body. That body arose—and there is no

resurrection except that of the dead body.
40) Jesus showed the disciples his bodily members, not merely to see them but to handle them. The
texts that shorten v. 3, 6, 9 and omit v. 12 and also
from :«u’ in v. 36, omit also v. 40; but they are too few
to warrant even the marginal notes that are added in

the R. V.
41) But they still disbelieving from joy and
wondering, he said to them, Have you something eatahle here? And they gave over to him a piece of
broiled ﬁsh. And having taken it, he ate it before
them.
It is one thing to disbelieve, it is quite another to

disbelieve because of joy. The heart is too small to take
in the great joy all at once. There is a ﬂutter as if the

reality might after all not be real. Luther calls this
a curious statement—fear and fright at ﬁrst hold up
faith, it is then held up by the very opposite, joy. He
calls it one of the Christian’s aﬂlictions that grace is
altogether too great and glorious for us promptly to
take it all in. While the joy and the wonder were at
their height, Jesus asked for n Bpémpov, “something

eata'ble.” This was done because the discipleshad been
dining. The food must have been eaten, the tables, too,
had‘perhaps already been cleared.
42) They promptly hand Jesus a piece of broiled
ﬁsh (an-169' is the verbal from 61min», to cook, roast, or
broil, and is used as an adjective). Note that éne'SmKav
is the same verb that was used in v. 30, where Jesus
hands out the bread in Emmaus. The addition “and of
an honeycomb,” literally, “of ‘ honeycomb from bees”
(Macedon) , like the addition “bread,” and like other
expansions of the text, lack authority to such an extent as to be hardly worthy of attention save by text

critics.
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43) Jesus took this ﬁsh and ate it before them, i. e.,
for them to see. He ate, not for his own sake, but to
add this new proof that it was, indeed, his own physical
body that stood before them. This eating is cumulative
proof which is strong in itself but stronger because of
what precedes and makes that, too, stronger. Compare
Gen. 18 :6-8; 19 :3 on the eating of God and of angels.
To call it impossible is to pretend to have knowledge

that no man possesses; and to go beyond the fact of
eating is to do the same unwarranted thing. Why discourse about gloriﬁed bodies, their capabilities and
incapabilities, when we know nothing on the subject?

Jesus was Wise. The great joy (John 20:20) of the
disciples was not an entirely safe symptom, nor was
the wondering that was connected with it; presently,

after Jesus would be gone, and sober thought would
once more come back, the old doubts and new ones
might return. So Jesus does this physical eating and
brings back the question of his actual and bodily resur-r
rection and furnishes another decisive proof for all
sober minds.
44) After these incontrovertible proofs are in
their possession, Jesus repeats What he had done for
the two Emmaus disciples (v. 25-27): he takes all
these disciples into the Scriptures. Note the connecting
thought that runs through this chapter and that most

likely inﬂuenced Luke in choosing his material: the
angels quote the prophecy of Jesus which itself rested

on the Old Testament; the Emmaus disciples hear the
Scriptures expounded at length, so Jesus now explains
them to the disciples here in the city.
Moreover, he said to them, These are my words
which I did utter to you, yet being with you, that
it is necessary that there be fulﬁlled all the things
that have been written in the law of Moses and the
Prophets and the Psalms concerning me. Then he
opened their mind to understand the Scriptures.

Luke 24:44
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We acknowledge that “moreover he said to them”
neither aﬂirms nor denies the immediate connection
with the preceding. We admit more, that especially in
Luke an interval might be supposed, that v. 44 might
place us elsewhere at a later time. So we meet the
opinion that in v. 44-49 Luke intends to offer a summary of what Jesus said to his disciples during the
forty days—but nobody who is just reading these
verses would see a summary in them.

There is another opinion which thinks that these
verses were spoken on the day of Christ’s ascension,
an idea, however, that is without supporting evidence.
Our conviction that v. 44-49 belong to the appearance
on Easter evening and continue the narrative from
v. 43 rests, not on the opening words “he said to them,”
but on the correspondence of John 20:21-23 with this
passage in Luke. Both deal with the commission of
the apostles, both with the forgiveness of sin. John
20:19-23 records the "appearance on Easter evening

and intends to supplement what Luke wrote in 24 :4449. John shows that on that evening Jesus said far
more than is found in Luke 24:36-43; we must include
what he said in 44-49. The reason these verses should
be dated later has yet to be shown.
“These the words” refers back (not forward as has
been supposed), but hardly to a previous discourse, the

closing sentence of which Luke now records. The M70;
are statements, certain facts that were uttered in
words, the substance that was spoken. They are dated:

Jesus uttered them while he was yet with his disciples,
namely before his death. 05m is masculine only because
of the predicate oz Aéym; it stands for mam, “these
things,” the ones that involved and are evident in what
v. 36-43 record. Jesus stated these things to his
disciples during past days in logoz'. Luke has told us
that they failed completely to understand them at the
time (9:44). But those words were not spoken in vain
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by any means. The disciples remembered them and
now see them fulﬁlled and are at last able to understand them. They now stand out for the disciples as
being the mighty prophecies of Jesus.
He summarizes those logoi: “that it is necessary,”
etc. Compare v. 26 on the necessity. The perfect “the
things that have been written” is the Greek way of
saying that those written records still stand. Jesus
again asserts that the whole Old Testament wrote concerning him. He even names the three parts of the Old
Testament, and does that under one article: “the Law
of Moses (Pentateuch) and Prophets and Psalms”; in
v. 27 the briefer designation is used which includes all
except the Law under the term “the Prophets.” In this
Jewish division Prophets includes - Joshua, Judges,
Samuel, Kings, and all the actual prophets save Daniel.
The common term for the rest of the books was the
Hagiographa, which included Daniel. Jesus calls this
part of the Old Testament “Psalms,” which is out of
the ordinary yet does not intend to stress the Psalms
in a special way or to leave out Daniel, for instance.
Jesus views the Old Testament as a unit, and its prophecy concerning him is not conﬁned to a few incidental
passages. These only stand out like Isa. 53 and P3. 22.

The entire Old Testament economy centers in Christ;
none of it would have existed without him or can now
be properly understood without him. This was all so
clear to the mind of Jesus that he could dip into these
writings at a thousand points and show how they
spoke «cpl éyoﬁ.

45) Jesus then went into the Scriptures at length,
much as he did in v. 27, and opened the mind of the
disciples to a real understanding of them. The present
inﬁnitive points to a continuous and thus lasting .understanding. This means that the disciples now saw that
the Old Testament stated prophetically the very things
they had witnessed and were now witnessing. Prophecy
becomes wonderfully clear when we can place the ful-

Luke 24 :46
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ﬁllment beside it, especially when we can do it in the
way in which Jesus did.
46) “And he said to them” by no means indicates
that what is now quoted was spoken at a later time.
The connection with what. is spoken is too close. We
have the precedent for this connection in v. 25, 26, plus
the parallel passage John 20 :21-23 fora part of what
Luke now quotes. It took some time to Open the minds
of the disciples, and so Luke now states that Jesus spoke
the following.
And he said to them: Thus it has been written,
that the Christ suﬁer and arise from the dead on
the third day, and that repentance be proclaimed
on the basis of his name and remission of sins unto
all the nations beginning from Jerusalem. You are
witnesses of these things. And lo, I myself am sending forth the promise of my Father upon you. But
you, you sit in the city until you become clothed from
on high with power.
We cancel “and thus it behooved” after “thus it has
been written” as lacking textual authority. When he
comes to the conclusion of the opening of the mind of
the disciples to the Scriptures Jesus emphasizes once
more that it stands written thus in a permanent divine
record. The three inﬁnitives state the substance of
what has been written: suffer—arise—be proclaimed.
R. 858 calls these aorists timeless, we regard them as
being constative. This is especially trueof a proclaiming which runs through the ages but is here summed
up in one aoristic point. The suffering and the rising
had been accomplished, the proclaiming was yet to be-

gin; but as they were recorded in the Old Testament—
and of that Jesus speaks here—all three acts were future, each was viewed in a punctiliar way.
The verb is active here: that the Christ “arise.” The

Scriptures say both, that he himself arose, and that he
was raised by the Father; see v. 6. The phrase is mpa'w
is treated in 9 :7.
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47) “To enter into his glory” is comprehensive
in v. 26; the disciples now hear what this involves,
namely their preaching and their being clothed with

power. This, too, “has been written.” The verb mpﬁaacw,
to act as a xﬁpvs, to proclaim in public as a herald, is
the standard verb for preaching. The herald gets his
message from the man who sends him, and all he does
is to announce that message. He dare not change it in
any way. Men may say and think of it what they please,
his business is only the loud, public heralding. The
passive hides the agents, the heralds, for the moment
but Jesus at once names them. This heralding is to be
done “on the basis of his (the Christ’s) ‘ name”; it is
to rest on the revelation that he has made of himself.
See 9 :48 on this important phrase. Mmivou, “repentance,” is- treated in 3 :3; and «Mame, “remission of
sins,” in 1:77. They are to be understood in the same
sense here and throughout the Scriptures. The reading
is: “repentance and (not: for) remission.” The great
news is to be proclaimed that on the name of the Christ,
on the basis of his revelation, a complete change of
heart and riddance from all sins are to be obtained.
The proclamation is to be made “unto all the nations,” miv'ra 7a Eon; (the same term that is used in Matt.
28:19 and is expanded fully in Acts 1 :8). Let no one

say that Jesus did not say this about all nations so
often during these forty days. He had- to say it often
in order to impress it upon the disciples who clung so
tenaciously to their narrow Judaism (Acts 1 :6). Juda-

ism is included in “all nations” as being one nation,
but only as being one- among many. The reading
éoédpsvoz, a nominative plural participle after a passive
aorist inﬁnitive, has caused textual changes, grammatical perplexity, and resort to a punctuation which makes
the participle a part of the following sentence. R. 1203.
speaks about an anacoluthon or a use of the participle
as a principal verb and in 946 is willing to change the
punctuation and to give this form an imperative sense-

Luke 24 :47-49
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But there is a simpler solution. The Greek freely
adds either an apposition or a participle in the nominative case, where a pedant would insist on an oblique
case (here the accusative). When it is doing this the
Greek is conscious of no grammatical irregularity
whatever. B.-D. 137, 3. This pertains especially to the
participle we have here with its idea of van—an, anfangend van, B.-D. 419, 3. These Galileans are not
to start their world-Wide preaching from Galilee even
though Jesus did a good deal of work there, and even
though the Sanhedrin would offer the strongest opposition. “Starting from Jerusalem” is the Lord’s order.
Not because salvation is of the Jews; it could be of
the Jews even if the disciples started in Galilee. Jerusalem is the heart of the Jewish nation; Jesus will win
his ﬁrst victories there.
48) Jesus does not need to say outright that these
disciples to whom he is speaking are to be the preachers that were foretold in the Scriptures as going out to
all nations. All he says is: “You are witnesses of these

things.” They saw the fulﬁllment of the Scripture
prophecies concerning the Christ in Jesus, are seeing

it at the moment of Jesus’ speaking. They are to be
the witness-heralds. Their proclamation is to be testimony. They therefore lead all other heralds, who, because they are not themselves witnesses, can only take
up the testimony of these witnesses and keep on heralding it. Acts 1:8; 2:32; 3:15, “witnesses.”
49) The disciples need have no fears regarding
this coming task. The great thing that Jesus will do
for them, which is ushered in with the exclamation
“10," is that he himself (2%», emphatic) will send forth
(so soon that he uses the present tense) the promise of
his Father upon them, the Holy Spirit, the other Paraclete, who had been promised by the Father and is
therefore called “the Father's promise”—see Peter’s
sermon which expounds this promise on the basis of
Joel, Acts 2:16, etc. In view of the fulﬁllment of this
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promise by the risen Jesus he already now orders them
to sit, i. e., stay, in the city until that day should come,
which would not be long- as he told them in Acts 1:5.
It is pedantic to say that the disciples were not to step
out of the city until Pentecost, and that this is in contradiction to Matt. 28:7, '16, etc.; Mark 16:7; John
21:1. Complying with further orders of Jesus that
were given already before his death (Matt. 26:32), the
whole host of his disciples, about 500, met for a speciﬁc
purpose and at a designated place in Galilee (I Cor.
15:5; Matt. 28:16) ; but on Pentecost these witnesses
were found waiting in' Jerusalem.
What they were to wait for Jesus explains further:
“until you become clothed from on high with power.”
The verb is the middle voice, “become clothed with,”
but not, “put on yourselves” as R., W. P. thinks. The
ﬁgure of being clothed with authority or with power
in the sense of receiving it in order to exercise it is
common. It denotes that the power is a gift, and its
source is “from on high,” from the Father and from

Jesus who will presently ascend on high. The gift of
the Spirit will ﬁll the disciples with power that is fully
and completely adequate to perform their task in Jerusalem and among the nations.
50) Now he led them out till over against Bethany. And having lifted up his hands, he blessed them.
And it came to‘ pass while he was blessing them he
separated from them and was being home into the
heaven. And. they, having bowed in worship to him,
returned to Jerusalem with great joy. And they
were continually in the Temple praising God.
In this section, too, we ﬁnd omissions as these are
noted in the R. V. margin, but they have very minor
textual evidence so that we need say no mere. The
claim is unwarranted that Luke tells us in his Gospel
that Jesus ascended to heaVen on the very day of his
resurrection whereas the same Luke tells us in the

Luke 24:50
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Acts that Jesus ascended forty days later. This claim
says that “he led them out” means that very Easter
night. So the ascension took place at night, in the
moonlight. Luke ﬁrst got hold of one tradition and followed it, he then discovered another and again followed it without a word of explanation—and he sent
both documents to the same man, Theophilus!
In his Gospel, let us understand it well, Luke offers
no date for the ascension. He furnishes only a brief
account because he intends to open the Acts with a
full account of this act and there furnishes us the
exact date. This proceeding on the part of Luke explains fully why the other Gospels stop with the resurrection. The resurrection constitutes the climax
throughout apostolic preaching. That was the apostolic
view. It is also Luke’s view. What he adds about the
ascension in his Gospel is given only for good measure.
He has Pentecost in mind in v. 49 and so writes a few
sentences about the ascension. But both the ascension
and Pentecost really belong in Acts.
The place from which Jesus led his disciples out
is not mentioned, but the context points to Jerusalem.
“He led them out” reminds us Of his walk with the two
Emmaus disciples. He was in his gloriﬁed body, and
we assume that he was seen only by the disciples as
being those by whom alone he Wished to be seen. ”Ewe
zp6s=“till over against,” or “till toward," and does not,
of course, mean that Jesus went to Bethany but only
to that point on the Mount of Olives where the road
forks, one branch going on to Jericho, the other to
Bethany. It is noteworthy that both the agony and the
ascension took place on the Mount of Olives; the places
are located some distance apart but are still on the
same ridge. Our humiliations and our exaltations often
lie close together. Jesus and the disciples had often
walked over this piece of road during these past days
—think how they were walking it now!
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When Jesus had reached the spot he had chosen, as

the Acts show, he and the disciples spoke once more..
Then a hush fell, he raised up his hands and blessed
them, spoke a word of divine benediction over them.
Luke states only the fact. The great moment had come,.
and it was sanctiﬁed by this blessing.
51) Luke again uses his two favorite idioms: “it.
came to pass” followed by a ﬁnite verb and év «33 with
an' inﬁnitive. The former marks the importance of the
event. As the words of blessing were being spoken, he
separated from them, slowly, visibly, and their eyes
followed him (Acts 1:10). Luke adds a descriptive imperfect: “and was being borne into heaven,” which
shows how his visible body rose higher and higher in

a wondrous manner. The ascension pertains only to
the body and human nature of Jesus.
What a majestic actla How perfectly it completed.
and rounded out the earthly career of Jesus! N0 other
mode of departure would have left the impression that
this one left. During the forty days he had merely
vanished Whenever he left the disciples; but he now
ascends visibly, and the disciples understand that no
further appearances are to follow. They are granted,
the privilege of seeing his ﬁnal going to the Father,
and they know that the Comforter will soon come down
upon them, and that their great work will then begin.
The Acts relate that a cloud enveloped him, and so
they saw him no more. No; he did not continue rising
physically into upper space, hidden by the cloud. Timelessly his gloriﬁed body was in heaven, in the glorious
abode of God, the angels, and the spirits of the blessed.
Read Acts 1:9; John 6:62; Heb. 4:14; 9:24; John
14:1-6. These speak of the place. The ascension was
also the exaltation, Dan. 7 :14; P5. 110:1; Matt. 22:44;
Acts 2:34; Heb. 1 :13. Both the ascension and the exaltation are full of saving power. Acts 2 :33; Rom.
8:34; Eph. 2:6; Heb. 6:19, 20; 9:24. Jesus. now en-

tered upon his kingly work. His prophetic and his high-

Luke 24:51-53
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priestly work he completed on earth and only continues
in heaven; but his kingly work he only began on earth
and really entered upon in heaven. Read Ps. 47 :5—9;
68 :18. Not merely as a saint did Jesus ascend to heaven, “above all heavens” as the apostle says; not merely
to be in heaven as Elijah is in heaven; but in his
human nature to be exalted in the glory of the divine
majesty forever. Yes, in heaven the saints See the man
Jesus, but those who think that he is conﬁned in heaven
so that in his human nature he is there only and cannot at the same time be where he promised to be here
on earth, have to learn what his ascension and his
gloriﬁcation really mean. The disciples witnessed the
end of the resurrection, not its beginning in the secret
tomb; they witnessed the beginning of the ascension,
not its end when Jesus was enthroned. Luke lets the
imperfect ave¢ép¢ro stand without bringing its motion
to rest in an aorist, which is highly expressive of the
actual act as the disciples saw it, their eyes noted
no rest.
52) The disciples were overcome by the glorious
act which they witnessed and bowed to the earth in
worship. Christus est Deus is Bengel’s brief comment.
Matt. 28:9. This worship of Jesus, in whom we see
the deity, and who is deity in his person, will continue
to all eternity. The visible presence of Jesus was gone,
not to appear again as before, but when the disciples
returned to Jerusalem, their hearts sang “with great

joy.” They were not bereaved but enriched. Their fear
was gone; they no longer hid behind locked doors. They

had a Lord and Savior in heaven, who ruled all things
with his omnipotent and omnipresent power and would
make good all his promises.
53) That is why Luke adds the statement that
these disciples were continually in the Temple, blessing
God. Their hearts were so full of gratitude that they
naturally sought this outlet in their great place of worship, the Temple. Prudence would have hurried them
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off to their homes in Galilee. But Another directed them
to stay right here in Jerusalem. No Sanhedrin frightened them; they went regularly and in public to the
Temple—all men could see them. But they only worshipped, they did not preach—they waited. “Praising
God” is Luke’s last word. It is ﬁtting, indeed, as the
ﬁnal note. Close the book and also praise God!
Soli Deo Gloria

